


Why travel in the same old rut the balance of your natural life, and buy the same antiquated styles of Nickel Alarm Clocks yourgrandfather used to buy, just because some manufacturers have not thought it necessary to produce new designs in Nickel Alarmsas they do in other clocks?

We have some new ones, superior to
anything heretofore made, and to introduce
them and put a set into the hands of every
jeweler, we will on receipt of $6.00 deliver
east of the Rocky Mountains, express pre-
paid, one sample of each, consisting of
eight clocks as described.

Don't fail to avail yourself of this oppor-
tunity to see a complete line of up-to-date
Alarm Clocks.

See coupon at bottom of page.

A line of Elgin Railroad movements will prove a
strong drive-wheel in your business. Not only will the
Railroad Elgin command the patronage of railroad
men in your district, but it will also attract other trade,
for it is only natural that the man who wants a reliable
timepiece will go where the railroad man, whose
duties require him to have a correct and durable
watch, buys his.
Briefly stated, these are the advantages of the Railroad

Elgin

STANDARD. 30 Hour Time Alarm with " Shut - off " switch.Height, 6% inches. Dial, ,e;2. inches. Case seamless brass nickeled.THE RATTLER. 30 Hour Time Alarm with " Shut-off " switch.Height, 6% inches. Dial, 4% inches. Case nickeled and highly polished.LONG ALARM. 30 Hour Time. Six-minute Alarm with " Shut-off " switch. Height, 6% inches. Dial, 43 inches. Case seamless brassnickeled.
ALTERNATOR. 30 Hour Time, Repeating Alarm, rings alter-nately every fifteen seconds for twelve minutes, with " Shut-off " switch.Height, 63- inches. Dial, 4% inches. Case seamless brass nickeled.

DI-ALTERNATOR. 30 Hour Time, Repeating Alarm, ringsalternately every fifteen seconds for twelve minutes, with " Shut-off"
switch. Extra large bell. Height, 7 inches. Dial, 4% inches. Case seam-less brass nickeled.

THE ALARM CLOCK WITH THE CONCEALED BELLSEE CUT OF INTERIOR VIEW SHOWING BELL LOCATED ENTIRELY WITHIN THE CASE. THE UNSIGHTLY VISIBLE BELL ELIMINATED.BELL CANNOT BE DISARRANGED OR THROWN OUT OF ADJUSTMENT.

A— plat

C --Dust Cap
D—MovementLarge plain hands and figures; large spring which will run longer on one winding than that

of any other railroad watch; silver finish, metal dial easily seen in faint light—the only metal
dial with inlaid figures of hard enamel (or, if preferred, watch can be had with plain enamel
dial). The thinnest railroad watch made. Cased at the factory and timed in the case.

Another business drive-wheel is that Elgin is the most popular watch word
everywhere—a popularity maintained by Elgin advertising and, in itself, a distinct
asset to the dealer to you.

Advertising in railroad magazines is creating a demand for the Elgin with the
"49 silver dial" or the "49 enamel dial," and your stock should be in readiness to
anticipate the demand. Your jobber or the Company will furnish prices on request.

These are the four grades and established retail prices as advertised:
GRADE 20 YEA' ID-FILLED 25 YEAR GOLD-FILLED

VERITAS 23 JEWELS e6.00
VERITAS 21 JEWELS $43.00

$38.00 

$$4485..0000

FATHER TIME (VERITAS MODEL) 21 JEWELS $40.00
B. W. RAYMOND " 19 JEWELS $34.00 $36.00

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY
Factories : Elgin, Ill., U. S. A.

General Offices, 131 Wabash Ave., Chiceg

' 0SIREN. 30 Hour Time Long Alarm (4 minutes ) with " Shut-off " switch. Large bell inside of case.(See interior view.) Height, 6 inches. Dial, 4!'l inches solid brass. Case nickeled and highly polished.VIBRATOR. 3o Hour Time, Repeating Alarm, rings alternately every fifteen seconds for twelveminutes with " Shut-off " switch. Large bell inside of case. (See interior view.) Height, 6 inches. Dial,4% inches solid brass silvered. Case solid brass old brass finish.

ROTATOR. 30 Hour Time, Repeating Alarm, ringsalternately every fifteen seconds for twelve minutes, with" Shut-off" switch. Large bell inside of case. (See interiorview.) Height, 6 inches. Dial, 4% inches. Case seamlessbrass nickeled.

 TEAR 11-11.S. OPP AND MAIL
THE E. INGRAHAM CO., Bristol, Conn.

Gentlemen :—Enclosed find $6. 00. Please send me express prepaid your " Introductory Assortment " of Eight Alarm Clocks,consisting of "Standard," " The Rattler," "Long Alarm," "Alternator," "Di-Alternator," " Siren," " Vibrator" and "Rotator."Yours truly,

Name- _



Why travel in the same old rut the balance of your natural life, and buy the same antiquated styles of Nickel Alarm Clocks yourgrandfather used to buy, just because some manufacturers have not thought it necessary to produce new designs in Nickel Alarmsas they do in other clocks?

We have some new ones, superior to
anything heretofore made, and to introduce
them and put a set into the hands of every
jeweler, we will on receipt of $6.00 deliver
east of the Rocky Mountains, express pre-
paid, one sample of each, consisting of
eight clocks as described.

Don't fail to avail yourself of this oppor-
tunity to see a complete line of up-to-date
Alarm Clocks.

See coupon at bottom of page.

A line of Elgin Railroad movements will prove a
strong drive-wheel in your business. Not only will the
Railroad Elgin command the patronage of railroad
men in your district, but it will also attract other trade,
for it is only natural that the man who wants a reliable
timepiece will go where the railroad man, whose
duties require him to have a correct and durable
watch, buys his.
Briefly stated, these are the advantages of the Railroad

Elgin

STANDARD. 30 Hour Time Alarm with " Shut - off " switch.Height, 63 inches. Dial. ‘C inches. Case seamless brass nickeled.THE RATTLER. 30 Hour Time Alarm with " shut-off " switch.Height, 6% inches. Dial, 4% inches. Case nickeled and highly polished.LONG ALARM. 30 Hour Time. Six-minute Alarm with " Shut-off " switch. Height, 63 inches. Dial, 4% inches. Case seamless brassnickeled.
ALTERNATOR. 30 Hour Time, Repeating Alarm, rings alter-nately every fifteen seconds for twelve minutes, with " Shut-off " switch.Height, 6% inches. Dial, 4% inches. Case seamless brass nickeled.

DI-ALTERNATOR. 30 Hour Time, Repeating Alarm, ringsalternately every fifteen seconds for twelve minutes, with " Shut-off"switch. Extra large bell. Height, 7 inches. Dial, 4% inches. Case seam-less brass nickeled.

THE ALARM CLOCK WITH THE CONCEALED BELLSEE CUT OF INTERIOR VIEW SHOWING BELL LOCATED ENTIRELY WITHIN THE CASE. THE UNSIGHTLY VISIBLE BELL ELIMINATED.BELL CANNOT BE DISARRANGED OR THROWN OUT OF ADJUSTMENT.

A-Dial
B—Bell

C—Dust Cap

D- MovementLarge plain hands and figures; large spring which will run longer on one winding than that
of any other railroad watch; silver finish, metal dial easily seen in faint light—the only metal
dial with inlaid figures of hard enamel (or, if preferred, watch can be had with plain enamel
dial). The thinnest railroad watch made. Cased at the factory and timed in the case.

Another business drive-wheel is that Elgin is the most popular watch word
everywhere—a popularity maintained by Elgin advertising and, in itself, a distinct
asset to the dealer—to you.

Advertising in railroad magazines is creating a demand for the Elgin with the
"49 silver dial" or the "49 enamel dial," and your stock should be in readiness to
anticipate the demand. Your jobber or the Company will furnish prices on request.

These are the four grades and established retail prices as advertised:
GRADE 20 YEA' ID-FILLED 25 YEAR GOLD-FILLED

4$4.63:000 $48.00
$43.00 

3$4485.000

$40.00938.00
$$34.00 36.00

VERITAS 23 JEWELS
VERITAS 21 JEWELS
FATHER TIME (VERITAS MODEL) 21 JEWELS
B. W. RAYMOND " 19 JEWELS

' 0SIREN. 30 Hour Time Long Alarm (4 minutes) with " Shut-off " switch. Large bell inside of case.(See interior view.) Height, 6 inches. Dial, 4% inches solid brass. Case nickeled and highly polished.VIBRATOR. 30 Hour Time, Repeating Alarm, rings alternately every fifteen seconds for twelveminutes with "Shut-off " switch. Large bell inside of case. (See interior view.) Height, 6 inches. Dial,4% inches solid brass silvered. Case solid brass old brass finish.

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY
Factories : Elgin, Ill., U. S. A.

General Offices, 131 Wabash Ave., Chicago

ROTATOR. 30 Hour Time, Repeating Alarm, ringsalternately every fifteen seconds for twelve minutes, with"Shut-off" switch. Large bell inside of case. (See interiorview.) Height, 6 inches. Dial, 9% inches. Case seamlessbrass nickeled.

 '1"AE2 'THIS OFF AND MAIL,
THE E. INGRAHAM CO., Bristol, Conn.

Gentlemen :—Enclosed find $6.00. Please send me express prepaid your " Introductory Assortment " of Eight Alarm Clocks,consisting of " Standard," " The Rattler," "Long Alarm," "Alternator," "Di-Alternator," " Siren," " vibrator" and "Rotator."Yours truly,



THE ORIGINAL

BLUE BEADED LABEL French Watch Glasses

We beg to call your attention

to our large and complete

stock 'of all sizes and kinds of

BLUE LABEL FRENCH

WATCH GLASSES, as

well as our line of GENUINE

LATOIX RED 1.ifil BLUE

LABEL GENEVA and

BASSINE GLASSES, for

which we are the Agents.

Careful attention given in se-

lecting orders. No Disap=

pointments.

All orders have our prompt

and careful attention. SEND

FOR GLASS ORDER

SHEETS.

Tested by Time WORLD'S STANDARD FOR 40 YEARS Proved by Use

lotossENi 
on

001i•ilie
114014SPRII4GS

These world-famed springs
have been made by Jean
Jaquet, the well-known
Swiss manufacturer, for
over 40 years, and are

The Only Genuine
Jurgensen Spring

THE MAINSPRING IS THE LIFE OF THE WATCH
Sole Agent for ,54 Years

Celebrated Maillswings
The CELEBRATED ea> MAINSPRINGS have stood the most severe test and criticisms, and have been used by the

most experienced watchmakers for fifty-six years.

WHY EXPERIMENT WITH CHEAP SPRINGS ? "FHE BEST IS ALWAYS THE CHEAPEST.

L. H. Keller & Co Impiirnteers.;1/47anutfcachturMersataedrijalsbe, " 64 Nassau St New York• Tools, Files an0 Supplies, •I

4
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PROSPERITY

CThe long looked for TURN is here and PROSPERITY is onus in full force. The mills are humming all over the country andthe railroads are daily putting on extra crews to take care of thegreatly increased traffic. We have already entered what will prove to be
A LONG PERIOD OF PROSPERITY
WE have been expecting this for some time, and new goods have beenarriving daily for the past six weeks and now we find our vaults full tooverflowing of goods that sell.

Watches, Chains, Bracelets, Rings, Etc.
Our advice to all Retailers is: Prepare yourself for a Heav..)) Fall and Winter Trade
SEE OUR SALESMEN'S TRUNKS, FULL OF NEW GOODS,

BEFORE BUYING ELSEWHERE

The NON-RETAILING COMPANY
Jobbers in Watches and Chains LANCASTER, PA.

Don't Fail to See Our Big Fall Line
We carry a large assortment of Gold and Gold FilledRings, Earrings, Scarf Pins, Brooches, Lockets, Chains,Bracelets and Jewelry of every description. Americanand Swiss Watches and Clocks of every Grade and Make.Purses, Combs and Novelties in large Varieties.
Our Representatives are on their way and will call on you with a Large and Com-plete Stock for Immediate Delivery. Should our Representative fail to call on you, wewill be pleased to send you samples of any kind on approval.

We also carry a Complete Line of High-grade Tools, Findings and Materials forWatchmakers, Jewelers and Opticians. Our out-of-town customers are invited to makeour store their headquarters while in the city.

KORONES BROS Wholesale Jewelers
•9 46 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK



JEWELRY BOXES. Our Box Department is so very extensive that we are sure to have many styles and patterns that will',lease you, and our prices are unusually low for high quality goods.
We do our own Stamping and Printing and can therefore save you money and make prompt shipments of all orders for Jewelry Boxes and Spectacle

Cases. We make a specialty (■1 Nest Boxes ;did Paper Boxes for all kinds of Jewelry. The goods listed on this page will intertst all careful buyers. Write
for further particular..

Watch Boxes
Per dozen

No. 76. Plush, 0-6-12-16-18s, eking hinge   8L50
No. 77. Crepe Leatherette, 0-6-12s, nickel catch   2.50
No. 79. Crepe Leatherette, 16-18s, nickel catch 2  75
No. 390. Velvet, 0-6s, pearl catch   3.50
No. 624. Velvet, 0-6s, spring hinge   3.00

These boxes are extremely attractive. The :damping in gold
leaf is done in the most artistic style.
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While Kid Paper Silverware Boxes

Fancy Velvet Boxes
Spring hinge, no snap

No. 5300. For Rings
No. 5:108. For Broaches  
No. 5312. For 0-Size Watch  

Per I limey'
$4  50
4.00
4.00

No. 5306. For Scarf Pins 4  50
No. 5307. For Dumb Bell Buttons ...... . . . 4.50
Colors are: Red, Purple and Green, White Velvet

Lined

ALL PRICES ON VELVET AND
LEATHERETTE BOXES INCLUDE
STAMPING IN GOLD LEAF

White Kid Paper Silverware Boxes
These Boxes are covered with white coated paper,

which does not soil easily
Per dozen

No. 3062. Box for 12 Coffee Spoons   0.0 I
No. 3062% Box o16 Coffee r.poons   4.00
No. 30E3. Box or 6 Tea Spoons . .   800
No. 3061. Box for 12 Tea Spoons .... 4.75
No. 3065. Box for 6 Table Spoons . . . 5 00
No. 3006. Box for 12 Table Spoons 6 50
No. 3171. Box for Single Sugar Spoon   3 00
No. 3072. Box for Single Butter I: [lift' . :125
No. 3077. Box for Berry Spoon 4  00
No. 3067. Box for Pie Knife   4.50
No. 3069. Box for 6 Forks ......... 4.50
N t. 8068. Child's Set 4  75
No 3073. Box for 6 Knives  1.50

No. 30741CL. Box for 12 Knives • . . .... 7.00
No. 3085. Box for 6 Knives and 6 l'orks   7.00
No, 8080. Box for Sugar and Butter   3.50

See our catalogue for other Styles

Above Prices Include Printing

Cut Shows Style of No. 1839
This is one of the neatest and most up-to-date styles in Paper Boxes. It is

covered with a beautiful shade alight green embossed paper. The Tea and Coffee

Spoon Boxes are made telescope style same as illustration.
Per gross

No. 1839. Nest, 1 to 6   Printed, $2.00

No. 1850. Ling Box for Seal Rings   Printed, 3.25

No. 1880. For Single Tea Spoon   Printed, 3.60

Try our White Enamel Hat
Pin Boxes

Sizes
12x2x2

12x2Y,x2!

Per gross printed

85  50

6  50

Add 25 cents to above prices for same boxes in Red

01. Green..

All Prices Less
for Cash

Velvet Spring Cover Boxes
l'er dozen

No. 666. Medium Grade Ring  0225
No, M. Good Qua' i ty Ring 300
No. 616. Good Quality Brooch   3.00
No. 612. Good Qual ily Scarf Pin . . .   3.00
No. 614 Good Quality Dumb Bell . .   8.00
No. 602. Fine Velvet Stud 300
No. 608. Fine Velvet Screw Ear Drop . 3.00

Colors are: Tied. Purple and Green
White Velvet Lined

•

Pearl Catch Velvet Boxes
Per dozen

No. 3066, Good Quality Ring $2  50
No. 518. Fine Quality Ring 350
No. 550, Fine Quality Scarf Pin . . . 3.50
No. 554. Fine Quality Brooch  3.50
No. 534. Fine Quality Dumb Bell . . 3.50
No. 525. Fine Quality Screw Ear Drops 850
No. 618. Extra Fine Fancy Ring . . 5.00
Colors aro: Red, l'uvole and Green

White Velvet Lined
Above Illustration shows Brooch Box

• 1.1,111'1

Red Crepe Leatherette Boxes

Nickel Catch White Velvet Lined

No. 8. Ring
No, 22. Stud  
No, 36. Dumb Bell
No. 50. Scarf Pin

dor. 81  88
" 1.88
" 2.12
" 2.12

No. 54. Itrooch   " 2.12
No. 118. Russian Morocco Ring .   " 4.50

.4 bore Illustration sheers Sleeve Button Box

OUR JEWELRY BOXES and DISPLAY TRAYS will create a demand for your Jewelry. Look over the many styles in 
our Tool, Material and Optical

Catalogue. We send it free of charge to the legitimate trade upon receipt of request with business card.

THE E. & J. SWIGART CO., Cincinnati, Ohio

1 339

THINK IT OVER BE HONEST
and as man to man tell us if the
people to whom you have been
selling and sending your Old
Gold, Silver, etc., ever sent you
a check in payment of them for
more than you expected.

C_ We are ready to produce the
names and addresses of a
hundred or more shippers who
had the manhood to acknowl-
edge this and sent in unsolicited
testimonials to back up their sat-
isfaction. These testimonials,
with names and addresses, are
yours for the asking.

(Th At
-7"

if" Highest Prices, Accurate Valuations, Quickest Returns for Old Gold,

Silver, Filled Cases, Plated Jewelry, Sweeps, etc.,---that tells the story of

Smelter Supremacy.

41 We don't pay more for these metals than they are worth but what we

do pay is more than anyone else pays-that's the story of Goldsmith

Supremacy.

(I, You don't obligate yourself to the extent of one penny to keep our

check if you feel that it is not in full payment of your shipment. Return

the check and we'll return your shipment in the condition you sent it and

pay the expense of it going back.

Goldsmith Bros. Smelting & Refining Co.
Heyworth Building, CHICAGO, ILL.

Arcade Building, SEATTLE, WASH. 32 Union Square, NEW YORK CITY
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COMPLETE LINE OF

Zyloloid Barrette
and

Comb Findings
and

Zyloloid Cement
Needed by Every Jeweler

Catches
No. 11617. Shell
Per Dozen, $0.30

No. 11618. Amber
Per Dozen, $0.30

Joints
No. 11629. Shell
Per Dozen, $0.30

No. II630. Amber
l'er Dozen, $0.30

Pins, 3 inches
No. 11639. Shell, per dozen, $0.30
No. 11640. Amber, " " 0.30

Catches
No. 11619. Shell
Per Dozen, $0.30

No. 1-1620. A in her
Per Dozen, $0.30

Catches
No. 11621. Shell
Per DOZell, $0.50

No. 11622. A tither
l'er Dozen, $0.50

Joints
No. 11631. Shell
Per Dozen, $0.30

No. 11632. Amber
Per Dozen, $0.30

Catches
No. 11623. Shell
Per Dozen, $0.50

No. 11624. A umber
Per Dozen, $0.50

Joints
No. 11633. Shell
Per Dozen, $0.30

No. 11634. A tuber
Per Dozen, $0.30

Catches
No. 11625. Shell
Per Dozen, $0.50

No. H626. Amber
Per Dozen, $0.50

Catches
No. H627. Shell
Per Dozen, $0.50

No. H628. Amber
Per Dozen, $0.50

Joints
No. No. 11635. Shell
Per Dozen, $0.30

No. 11636. A miter
Per Dozen, $0.30

Pins, 4 Inches
No. 11641. Shell, per dozen, $0.40
No. 11642. Amber, " " 0.40

Pins, 5 inches
No. 11013. Shell, per dozen, $0.50
No. IIUI I. Anther, " " 0.50

Double Pins, 3 inches
No. 11645. Shell, per dozen, $0.50
No. 11646. Amber, " " 0.50

Double Pins, 4 inches
No. 11647. Shell, per dozen,.$0.00
No. H648. Amber, " " 0.60

Double Pins, 5 inches
No. 11649. Shell, per dozen, $0.75
No. 11650. A in ber, " " 0.75

Split Pins, 3 inches
No. 11651. Shell, per dozen, $0.50
No. 11652. Amber, " " 0.50

Split Pins, 4 inches
No. 11653. Shell, per dozen, $0.60
No. 11654. Amber, " " 0.60

Split Pins, 5 inches
No. 11655. Shell, per dozen, $0.75
No. 11656. Amber, " " 0.75

Split Pins, 3 inches
Na. 11657. Shell, per dozen, $0.30
No. H658. Amber, " " 0.30

Split Pins, 4 inches
No. 11659. Shell, per dozen, $0.40
No. 11660. Amber, " " 0.40

Pins, 6-ineh Split
No. 11663. Shell, per dozen, $0.60
No. 11664. Amber, " " 0.60

Comb Sides, 3 inches
No. 11665. Shell, per dozen. $0.30
No. 11666. A timber, " " 0.30

t'ounh Teeth, 3 inches loops
No. 111317. Shell, It dozen, $0.30
No. I MOS. A Inher, " 0.30

Comb Side
No. 11669. Shell, per dozen, $0.50
No. 11670. Amber, " " 0.50

Pins, extra heavy, ready jointed
No. 11661. Shell, per dozen, $0.75
No. 11662. Amber, " " 0.75

Comb Tooth, 3 bugles long
No. 11671. Shell, per dozen, $0.50
No. 11672. Amber, " " 0.50

Joints
No. 11637. Shell
Per Dozen, $0.30

No. 11638. Amber
Per Dozen, $0.30

TIONS HOW T

ken surfnees of Cell
,OID from 5 to 10 se
her for a minute or
Nii-Ito harden for up
to„size of surface-Ate
et information apt)
he •
LECTRO CHEMICAL LA
2 AMSTERDAM A

yokK CITY. (U.
River, al,

The greatest scientific discovery
to cement celluloid, known as shell,
amber and ivory, combs, hair orna-
ments, toilet sets (in all colors),
knife, cane and umbrella handles,
piano keys, pipe and cigar holder
mouthpieces. The only efficient
medium for setting stones in combs
and hair ornaments.

No. G19. Zyloloid,
per small bottle $0.25

No. 1320. Zyloloid,
per large bottle 0.50

No. H411. Glazoloid, imparts
a brilliant and permanent
luster to shell combs, etc.

Price per bottle, 0.25

This is the Genuine
Beware of Imitations

No. H773 Complete Assortment
Zyloloid Amber and Shell Comb Findings and Zyloloid Cement

No. Complete in sets of 9;1 1 dozen as follows : Numbers
1. 1 dozen assorted Zyloloid Catches  

:r

5. 

‘ 

Joints  

z4 14 11 
" Comb Sides

„

" Barrette Pins  

"34,, 14 11 
" Double Barrette l'ins  

1 Bottle Shell Cement
Price for complete assortment, put up in box, $4.00

2.
3.
4,

6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
19.
15.

11617-H619
11618-11620
H622-11628
11621-1-1627
11629-H631
H630-11632
11635-11633
11636-11634
11665-11666

Teeth  11671-11672
H667-11668
11639-11693
11640-11644
11661-11662

SWARTCHILD & COMPANY
THE LARGEST WATCHMAKERS' AND JEWELERS'
.S.UPF'LY HOUSE IN THE WCIPIL.O HEYWORTH BUILDING, MADISON ST. & WABASH AVE. CHICAGO. ILL.
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ROLLER REMOVER No. 60
(Patented

Nickel-plated, each - - $1.50

A thoroughly efficient and quick acting Roller Remover. The work is always
plainly in sight. The roller is held in the grooved jaws of the pliers. The adjust-
able head which holds the screw is quickly brought into position over the staff,
and the most obstinate roller will instantly yield to the gradual pressure of the
screw.

CROWN CHUCK No. 50

For enlarging or cutting deeper crowns of watch cases.

A movable plug in the stem regulates the depth required for

various sizes. Four caps of various sizes are supplied with

each to hold crowns from small to large. Stem fits in No. 50

wire chuck.
Price, each, $1.50

GRINDING OUTFIT No. 105

LEATHER DISK, SMALL DISK..
METAL.

CARBORUNDUM a EMERY
PAPER DISKS.

THIS OUTFIT CONSISTS OF:
1. Two Interchangeable steel disk wheels, 3" and 15%" in diameter.
2. One interchangeable flexible leather disk wheel, 21,4" in diameter.
8. One adjustable hollow spindle for holding the above disk wheels.
4. Eight different grade emery paper disks, 2%" in diameter.
5. Four carhorundum paper disks of different grades, 21/8" in diameter.
6. Eight different grade emery paper disks, 411 in diameter.
7. Four earborundum paper disks of different grades, 9" in diameter.
8. One clamping device for keeping disks flat, when not in use.

For Sale

by all

Jobbers

in the

United

States

and

Canada

SHELDON'S PATI-3NT HAIRSPRING
COLLET REMOVER

"is

11

141,6P-,),.34S.C,9,96.991t59,9467,_

e4118aggiB1516

IMPROVED BEZEL AND WHEEL CHUCK
No. 26. Each, $9.00

(cut is full size)
Larger capacity for holding work and improved construction.
Will hold wheels or plates from 3 mm. to 52 nun.
Bezels, rings, watch cases, etc., from 13 mm. to 62 mot.
State name and size of lathe when ordering.

Set of Six Pivot Straighteners

No. 1

The various sizes in this set will
accommodate all sizes of pivots.
They are great time-savers. Full
directions how to use are sent with
each set, describing a quick and
safe method of straightening pivots
without breaking.

Price, per set, 75c.

No need of any more distorted hairsprings or bent
balances.

Every watchmaker knows how troublesome it is to
remove the collet without either distorting the hairspring
or bending the balance ; with the aid of this tool the diffi-
culty is overcome. The tool is provided with a pair-of spring
fingers, curved at the ends and ground very thin and sharp.
By tilting the balance the jaws may be slid under the hair-
spring AIM by pressing the jaws together it will readily
loosen the collet and then by turning the central screw,
which has a hole in the and to reedit, e the staff pivot, you can
force the collet from the staff, without injury to balance or
hairspring. The adjustable screw nut is provided to avoid
wear or injury to the jaws. A glance at the illustration will
demonstrate the utility of this tool. Finely nickel plated.

Price, each, $1.25

Price of Outfit No. 105, complete $1.50

Separate small emery disks, per doz., .15

large "

small carb'm

large

This new grinding device should find favor with the
trade, being thoroughly practical and complete for all pur-
poses, such as grinding steel tools, glass, enamel or any
other metal or substance that can be ground with emery or
carborundum. It is of equal value to the watchmaker.,

.20 jeweler, optician, dentist, lock or gunsmith, platers and
kindred trades. It will be found much more economical

.20 than solid emery and earborundum wheels. An assortment
of solid wheels of twelve different grits would necessitate

.35 an outlay of ten times the cost, of this outfit, not taking
into consideration the trouble of treeing up the wheels
when worn or glazed.

Full description and instructions how to use accompany each outfit

HAMMEL, RIGLANDER & CO. g Maiden
RKO Lane



Webster-Whitcomb
NEW MODEL

LATHE

AMERICAN WATCH
TOOL COMPANY

Waltham, Mass.

There are no imitations and cannot be

IN COMPARING PRICES WITH OTHER
LATHES, LEARN THE DIFFERENCE
IN SIZE, QUALITY AND DETAILS OF
CONSTRUCTION

NEW MODEL . TIP-OVER
HAND-REST AND TAIL
STOCK

Now Mr. Ambitious Watchmaker, is an opportune time for you to
select your new Staking Tool and get thoroughly acquainted with it before
the " rush " season is upon us.

The praises of him who makes " two blades of grass grow where l)ut
one grew before " have oft been sung.

You can accomplish as much in your own line by equipping yourself
with the right tools and acquiring skill in their use.

Unquestionably the workman of value is he who can turn out a lot
of work, skillfully done, and done to stay done.

To the man who wills to accomplish—you, Mr. Ambitious Watch-
maker—Inyerto will prove a strong ally. It has practically double the
range of old style Staking Tools.

Descriptive circular on application.

THE VITAL POINT in a Watchmaker's Lathe is the SPINDLE ANI)
ITS BUSHINGS. In this lathe the bearing surfaces of the spindle and its bushings
TOUCH TI-IROUGHOUT T H E EIR ENTIRE ARA, insuring continued
TRUTH, easy running and greatest durability. This quality in our lathes is main-
tained by workmen of long experience in the operation of special machines devised
for this particular work.

Many lathes may be found in the market on which the front end of headstock
spindle bears only on the 45° angle. They may look well on superficial inspection,
but they will run hard if the spindle is closely adjusted, and are quite unreliable for
perfect work.

In buying a new lathe be SURE the spindle and bushings are PERFECTLY
PITTED. Without this a lathe is dear at any price.

Our lathes are finely finished. The curves are true and the surfaces smooth.
All sharp corners are carefully and uniformly rounded ; this makes a great difference
in the durability of the nickel plate. HEAVILY NICKELED.

In comparing lathes, the size and variety of CHUCKS, as well as the scope
and general character of the ATTACHMENTS should be considered.

The New Model Tail-
stock has a steel bushing
for spindle bearing. A
knurled ring in centre of
the tailstock binds the spin-
dle, keeping the alignment
perfect. There is nothing
to get out of order or break,
besides being quicker and
more positive in its action
than the old one.
The New Model Tip-

over Handrest is a great
improvement over the old
style. The lever which
binds the tee can be moved
into any position, is never
in the way and is a positive
bind. (Patent applied for.)
This is an advantage which
every watchmaker will ap-
preciate. Binding parts
are all made of steel.

are an up-to-date development of the ordinary type Staking Tool. They embody improvements, and have, as far as possible, the
advantages of Invert°, for example : the die is more than two inches above the bench. The " On or Off " friction device is a valuable
feature peculiar to the New Style Staking Tool. It enables the operator to have friction on the punch or not ; either condition being
secured by about one-quarter turn of the knurled nut at the top of the tool. An in-
spection of this New Style will show that the frame is not only graceful in outline,
but very rigid.

Furnished with all regular combinations of punches and stumps, in mahogany
cases, or under glass covers, on ball-bearing or high wood stands. For description
and sizes of punches and stumps in these combinations see Kendrick & Davis' Book
of Tools No. 6.

In buying a Staking Tool look for the manufacturers' stamp.

Lathe, including Taper and Screw Chuck, 6 Cement Chucks and Belting, $31.00
Extra Wire and Wheel Chucks . . . . . . .75 each

A chuck may look nice and shiny, yet be practically worthless. Examine critically the thread on our chucks in compari-
son with others. We do not use dies for threading our chucks. THEY ARE CUT IN A LATHE. The cone and body
of OUR chucks are GROUND to correct FORM and size ; the surfaces are STRAIGHT and TRUE ; compare them under
your eyeglass with the shiny ones. The thread and outer surfaces of a chuck, as well as its form and propositions, are
important elements in its continued truth and durability. The holes in our chucks are GROUND to size and truth.
We caution you against imitations. The GENUINE are stamped " WHITCOMB."

FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS IN THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO., Wholesale Agents
37-39 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

IN MAHOGANY CASES
No. 12B. 100 Punches, 24 Stumps 
" 13B. 76 " 20 "
" 14B. 60 18 "
" 15B. 50 14
" 16B. 120 30

BALL-BEARING BASE, GLASS COVER
No. 12A. 100 Punches, 24 Stumps  
" 13A. 76 " 20 "
" 14A. 60
'" 15A. 50
" 16A. 120

HIGH BASE, GLASS COVER
No.12. 100 Punches, 24 Stumps
" 13. 76 " 20 "
" 14. 60 18
" 15. 50 14 "

No. 16A. STAKING TOOL

120 Punches, 30 Stumps Price, $25.00
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SPECIALS IN SUPPLY ESSENTIALS AT PRICES THAT SUGGEST
PROMPT PURCHASING

Pendant Set Sleeve Wrench-10 Prong
Price, 60 cents

Cannon Pinion
Tightening Tool

50 cents

Height 3.

Height 4.

Height 5.

of--
Height 6.

Height 7.

Height 8.

Fhis Cabinet FREE with your first order for One
Gross Regent Imported American Mainsprings

Steel Wire Clock Cord (Non Rust)
Made in 3 sizes. Put up in 11 ft. coils.
Prices small Size, $1.50 per doz. Coils
" Medium " 2.1"0 "
" Large " 3.00 " " "

PARALLEL.

LENTILLE.

ae■■■■,
PATENT GENEVA.

io■NL
EXTRA THICK MI-CONCAVE.

41110111.
THICK MI-CONCAVE.

NOT IC E-Ovving to the advance in the prices of Watch Classes by European
manufacturers, we have revised our prices to date as follows:

Genevas ... . . . $4.00 per gross; $ .40 per doz. Patent Genevas . $8.00 per gross; $ .75 per doz.
PRICE-LIST Thick Mi-Concaves . . . 4.00 ' .40 " Lentilles . . . 12.00 " 1.25 "

Mi-Concaves, Extra Thick 10.00 " .00 " Antiques . . . . 8.00 " .75 "
Parallels 8  00 " .75 " Lunettes . . . . 3.00 " .25 "

BLANK ORDER SHEETS FOR WATCH GLASSES SENT UPON APPLICATION

$ .15 per Dozen
1.50 per Uross

111111111111111111111111
00111111111i1

111111111111111111111111 11111111111111-

$ .75 Per Dozen
7.50 per Cross

New Model Webster-Whitcomb Lathe with New Model Tip.
over Hand Rest and Tailstock.

Full Nickel-plate. Price, $31.00

which includes Taper Chuck, Screw Chuck, Six %-inch Cement
Chucks and 9 ft. Round Belting.

Regent Foot Wheel, Improved
$6.00

AlB15PRING5

WALTHAM

No-Z203_
EvENYMAINSPAIKNIIIATi

a 1.00 per Dozen
10.50 per Gross

$ .75 per Dozen
7.50 per Gross

Nickel Plated Pendant Bow Pliers, 35 cents

SEND A POSTAL FOR OUR

Pocket Price-List of Watch Tools and Materials
NOW READY

CROSS & BEGUELIN

Greer's Improved Long Sliding Soldering Tweezers, 50 cents

"A good thing," say those who are using them. Jeweler. will find these Tweezers very useful
for either hard or soft soldering small articles such as studs, s.;;ttrf pins, hat pins, button backs, pin
tongs, dial feet, etc.

ORDERS FILLED FROM ANY CATALOGUE
Your orders for Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry or Material will receive
prompt and guaranteed satisfactory service as to quality and price

Importers, Exporters and Manufacturers
Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry, 23 Maiden Lane, New York
Silver-Plated Ware, Etc.

W. GREEN 0 CO., INC Watchmakers' and
Jewelers' Supply House

1345

81 Nassau Street

NEW YORK

• To the Trade• We desire to call your special attention to the " Imperial " Trade Books specified below. They are
--highly necessary to keep stock and repairs in systematic order. The reproductions represent fac-

simile of heading, ruling and 2.3 width of page.
NOTE.-The line rules give ample space for the fullest record.

These books thoroughly systematize your business and is also the greatest protection against theft and errors.

"IMPERIAL" WATCH REPAIR RECORD.
COP, RIGHTED BY W. GREEN 6 CO., NEW YORK

Published by W. GREEN & CO., Importers and Manufacturers, Watch Materials, Tools. Jewelers' aticl Engravers Supplies. fil Nassau St., New York.

Job ,
Number

Description of
Case and Number

Description of
Movement and Number

Date
Reed OWNER'S NAME Left by Deliv'd to.

Date
Deliv'd

REPAIRS PRICE
Sent to

or Rep.d by

'This book employs the simplest and most thorough arrangement to be had for Watch reprairs. It requires but very little time to keep in a proper manner, and the plans used do away with the
elaborate bookkeeping of other books for the same purposes. It is made of the best quality book paper, each page is numbered and ruled and has printed headings. It is substantially bound in cloth,
with leather back and corners. No. 1837. For 3,000 Jobs price, 61.50; postage, 17c.

No.1837%. On Ledger paper, with extra heavy covers for 6,000 Jobs . . . . ..... " 3.00; " 27c.

"IMPERIAL" WATCH PURCHASE, WATCH STOCK AND WATCH SALE RECORD•
COPYRIGHTED w. [INFER 6 CO., ',LW YORE

Published by W. GREEN & CO., Importers and Manufactorera, Watch Materials, Tools, Jewelers' and Engravers' Supplies, 81 Nasqae St., New York.

Stock
Number

Description of Case Number Description of Movement Number Bought of Date Cost To Whom sold Date Sold Sold for

'

Every dealer in Watches should have one of these very useful books. The simpl city or arrangement and the recording of the purchase, stock and sale of watches all in one line, remove all
trouble in keeping a record of the valuable articles. It registers 2,000 watches and 2,000 movements ; is made of the best quality book paper, each page is numbered, ruled, has printed headings, and
is substantially bound in cloth, with leather back and corners. VVe have lately added an index without extra charge.

No. 1838. For 2,000 entries price, 61.50; postage, 13c.
No. 183814. On Ledger paper, with extra heavy covers for 4,000 entries " 3.00; " 20c.

The' 

B & C Glasses

WATCH GLASSES
are known to be the BEST

They are guaranteed to be strictly first-quality glass without bubbles or scratches

•
"

I. •

I. c271- :JP \ In 
‘77..e,..47,4:1-11-

-W.BERGER& '•

'

The only medal at the Chicago World's Fair for

watch glasses was awarded to the WC& C brawl

0
cf2A

W B & C glasses
tw than other and
hi brands, and are
tv leading jobbers

States as fol-

The prices on
are not higher z
much inferior 0
sold by the
of the United
lows:

Per gross Per doz.
Genevas   $ 4.00 $ .40
Mi-Concaves 4.00 .40
Mi-Concaves, Extra Thick 10.00 .90
Flat Parallels   8.00 .75
Lentliles 12.00 1.25
Flat Concaves 12.00 1.00
Flat Concaves, Extra Thick 15.00 1.25
Patent Genevas 8.00 .75
Lunettes 3.00 .25

Discount, 6 per cent.

The only medal at the Paris Exposition of 1900 for
watch glasses was awarded to the W B & C brand.

Over 25 Silver and Gold Medals awarded to the W B & C Glasses at the Different Exhibitions of the World Since 1826
Everybody knows that the WRIG glasses HAVE BEEN, ARE, AND WILL ALWAYS BE the leading brand of glasses in the 

market. Their finish, clearness, flexibility and correctness of size make them so

that the leading jobbers in the United States will use no others at. any price. I our-lift Its of the case manufacturers are using thetu on account of their accuracy and perfect roundness. They used to

buy a cheaper grade of goods, but soon found out the wisdon I of the old proverb, " Tho Best is the Cheapest at the End."
WATCHMAKERS!! If you wish to save time and money sml give good satisfaction to your customers (if you are not ttsing them), try the W B & C and don't he deceived by bluffing and humbugging

advertisements, showing a lot of nonsensieal figures. The w B & C glasses are in existence over sixty years, and during that time a great many brands have sprung up in one duty, and never 
heard

from afterwards. IT IS A GOOD AND RELIABLE GLASS YOU WANT. WHICH IS THE W B & C
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Read what the Principal Chemist of

the Standard Oil Co. says of

To THE RETAILER:—If you expect to stay where you are and hold
the old trade, you can not afford to sell second-class goods.
The BRYANT RINGS will hold the old customers, and every ring
you sell will be an advertisement that will attract new ones. They
are the Best Made and Best Known Rings in the market. FULCRUM OIL CO. :—In physical tests of Fulcrum Watch and Clock Oils, I find that these

oils are non-drying and do not gum when exposed to the atmosphere—nor do they evaporate.

The Fulcrum Watch and Clock Oils are neutral, and on account of the absence of free, fatty or

any other acid, they do not corrode metals, such as Gold, Silver, Platinum, Copper, Nickel, Alumi-

num, Brass, Tin, White Metal, German Silver, etc.

I can cheerfully and conscientiously recommend the Fulcrum Watch and Clock Oils as ideal

lubricants for Watches, Clocks, Scientific Instruments, etc.

June 7, 1909. (Signed) FREDERICK W. MANN, Ph.D.

What Some of the Principal Watch Companies
of This Country Think of

A New Patent Speed Wheel
Countershaft

made by G. ley, all polished and nickel-plated, being
made with hard bronze bearings which insure perfectly
true running, with attachment to hold all wheels for
grinding or polishing.

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS
of the above countersliaft. The genuine
has the name of G. BOLEY on the bolt
between the two uprights, and the
genuine has hard bronze bearings.

Be sure and ask for G. BOLEV'S

make when ordering this article.

Robbins' Latest Improved Mainspring
Winder (With Handle)

The simplest on the market. No changing of barrels
required. This is the quickest action Mainspring Winder on
I he market.

Nickel=plated. Price, $1.75

Complete directions for use with each tool.

Robbins'

Improved Turret-head

Interchangeable

Roller Remover

The most practical tool ever
offered. Will take off any roller,
single or double, instantly. Has
five interchangeable heads.

New England Watch Co.: "It
is first-class in every way."

E. Howard Watch Co. : " We
consider yours an improvement over
any dom stic oil we have ever seen."

South Bend Watch Co. : " We
have completed a test with your oil in
extremes of temperature and other
conditions, and are pleased to report
the result of the trial is most satis-
factory."

The Most Serious Problem Ever Known in the Watch
and Clock Business Has Been Solved

Positively will not gum.

Will not evaporate.

Will not become rancid or dis-
color in any length of exposure.

Will not corrode the pivots, be-
cause it is free from acids.

It is the only Watch or Clock Oil
ever known which is absolutely free
from acid and

Complete directions for use sent

with each tool.

No oil has ever before been spoken of and recommended so highly by people who know—and

opinions from such people cannot be bought.

___ OPTICIANS' LENS FILES
Set of three Opticians' Lens Files, with Rubber Ilandles, in neat cardboard box.

Price, 50c. per set

FULCRUM OIL can be obtained from your material jobber,
35c. per Bottle ; $3.75 per dozen

It costs nothing to try it—a postal to the factory will bring you a small Sample Bottle Free

of Charge.

FULCRUM OIL COMPANY, Franklin, Pa., U.S.A.
HENRY ZIMMERN & CO., inC. 

Exclusive Wholesale
Distributers for

7 U. S. and Canada
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THE CHAIN HOUSE
That gives the Jobber,
Retailer and Consumer
the broadest Guarantee
on all their product:

INCORPORATED

CELEBRATED WATCII CHAINS

/F FORANY REASON THIS OAIN
/5 NOTSATISFACTORYTOTHE PUR-
CHASE R, IT CAN BE RETURNED TOTHE
MAKER AND A NEW CHAIN WILL BE
GIVEN IN EXCHANGE

'AUSTIN 6c STONE ,INC.
cAttleboro.Mass.

SOLD BY ALL UP-TO-DATE JOBBERS
and DEALERS of HIGH-GRADE
QUALITY

Austin 8z Stone
ATTLEBORO, MASSACHUSETTS
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Progressive Jewelers Use Our Catalogs

STORE OF M. E. COLVIN, LYONS. N.

Write at once for
samples and full par-
ticulars

CHARLESTON, W. VA., Feb. 1, 1909.

THE ARNST1NE BROS. CO.,
Cleveland, Ohio.

Dear Sirs:—Business in 1938 at this point
was far below normal, on account of the Presi-
dential election, and we are satisfied that our
catalogs were again responsible for the increase
we enjoyed.

Out experience during the past three years
convinces us that your catalogs are the only
dependable business stimulators applicable to the
requirements of retail jewelers and we are only
too glad to recommend them.

Wishing you a prosperous T909, we are,
Yours truly,

W. T. EISENSMITH.

The Catalogs sent out by this
firm since 1906 were made by
The Arnstine Bros. Company

Convincing evidence
that we can be of service
to you

LvoNs, N". Y., Feb. 15, 1909.

MESSRS. ARNSTINE Bsos, COMPA NV,
Cleveland, Ohio.

Gentlemen:—The year 1908 was considered to be

a rather slow one for business and I do believe if it

had not been for your catalog my receipts for December

would have fallen far below normal, taking 1906 and

1907 as a basis.
Yours truly,

IF„ CoLvIN.

The Catalogs sent out by this
firm since 1906 were made by
The Arnstine Bros. Company

STORE OF W. T. EISENSMITH, CIIARI,ESTON, W. VA.

We are represented in every State in the Union. If you contemplate using Catalogs, and will notify us,
we will have our representative call on you and explain our proposition

THE ARNSTINE BROS. COMPANY
Originators of The Exclusive Catalog Method for Retail Jewelers

In writing us please mention this issue THE KEYSTONE CLEVELAND, OHIO



GOOD WATCH CASE REPAIRING

is just as ESSENTIAL as Good Watch Repairing
In fact, more so, as it is wide open to the criticism of

the .owner, whereas most of the working parts of the
movement are hidden. Why not get what you are
after—THE BEST. My experience of over FORTY
YEARS is a guarantee against poor workmanship.
Best of references furnished if desired.

A few of my specialties are the Remodeling
of English, Swiss and American Key-Wind Cases
to American Stem-Wind ; Special Hand-Made
Cases for Odd Size Movements ; Gcld and Silver
Plating and Coloring. Also Jewelry Repairing,
Miniature Portraits, Demagnetizing of Watches.

Special Attention to Out=o1=Town Trade
Send for Price=List

Member Jewelers' Security Alliance

Make every shot count by selling

goods that will satisfy your custom-

ers and increase your sales.

L

The convenience of its arrangements, the workmanship and finish, and
1̀1-1-sits low price makes this the most practical table for opticians on the
market. This table has a plate glass top set in a wooden frame, so as to
show the contents in the four upper drawers. Below these upper drawers
are four others for supplies, etc. Made of solid cal( or birch and finished in
any color. Dimensions: 60 inches long, 16 inches deep and 30 inches high.

write for Catalogue and
fo4 0- Order Through Your Jobber

Manufacturers of Watchmakers',
Opticians' and Jewelers' Furniture

393 to 405 W. Kinzie Street
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, U.S.A.

If .you're a customer, you'll see our line;

If you see our line, you'll be a customer!

SELECTION PACKAGES SENT TO RESPONSIBLE JEWELERS

t. ' ....-' A. _,,, ., ' ' •

GOOD THINGS ,
FOR SEPTEMBER . 41 7' iorwte

HIS MONTH we call 
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Tthe attention of the )
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Trade to our attractive and
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complete lines—the largest ,r, , T.  iarr . ,, .
. , .

in the Central West and  ,0 , ,. .i ,1, ,., , , 
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Clocks, Bronzes . „p•O'll01-'f 11‘rs

Cut Glass
....••1 ,,.- . ' - •
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OUR CLOCK TRADE extends far beyond the territory for which Cincinnati is the
natural distributing point. We keep constantly in stock--and sell at manufacturers'
prices- every clock it pays the dealer to handle, including all the leading makes
ANSONIA, SETH THOMAS, WATERBURY and INGRAHAM.

OUR LINE OF BRONZES is just right for the Jewelry Trade not too high-priced
to sell well and yet far superior to department-store goods.

In CUT GLASS our Catalogue offers a variety
of designs at at-

----- -7, kifrl'%.'ai -44'---- - [-A- --,---._AILY'" -------- ---------------\' 
"-\

tractive prices. 
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We know the 
____  

I wants of the

ing every year.

,.. 1,-, b•,. \

4' IP
trade, and our
business in this
branch is grow-

3.___., ------_,,,, -- -?_Air. 
— -- ---- - _,_ ,,--, ,,,, .,,,--.- ,

0.7.4„. 
- - Write for Our *4:4,..1,. I

i / 94 likv*:New Catalogue i ON/ 'ffi\
To-Day 

TO BUY FROM THE BIG CINCINNATI DISTRIBUTING HOUSE MEANS BIG SAVING
IN TIME, IN FREIGHT AND IN PRICE1

1

ALBERT BROTHERS 
Wholesale Jewelers

CINCINNATI, OHIO
"THE QUICK DELIVERY HOUSE"  
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THE NEW MODEL MOSELEY LATHE

NEW MODEL MOSELEY
Universal Face Plate
NEW MODEL SWING REST
is included without extra charge

1-1001111111 1,12.„_gt"r‘
. _ ,

The New Model Conoidal Chuck
The STRONGEST and MOST
SCIENTIFICALLY PERFECT
CHUCK ever invented

THE MOSELEY LATHES ARE LEADERS as the Many Thousands of More Than Satisfied Watchmakers who
are using them constantly in their daily work Abundantly Testify.

THE MOSELEY LATHES have been well and favorably known to the Watchmakers of the World for upward of a Third of a Century
and they have stood the test of this long and continuous service and under the most exacting conditions and they have been found More Than
Equal to All Requirements. They are of the BEST QUALITY of Material and Workmanship and they are UP-TO-DATE in Every Particular.

ACCURACY AND RAPIDITY—THEY ARE WHAT COUNT in these days of Most Strenuous Competition and THEY ARE SECURED
by the use of MOSELEY TOOLS. FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS. Write for Full Particulars.

THE MOSELEY LATHE CO., Elgin, III., U.S.A.

Are You Prepared for the Fall Trade?
Is your store equipped with the right kind of show cases—the kind in

which you can display your merchandise in a manner to tempt the eye of
your customers and increase your sales? The

Of-Ate All-Glass Show Case
is far ahead of any other case on the market when it comes to a question of
either appearance or strength.

Made entirely of heavy plate glass, without any frame work, screws, clamps or metal
corners of any kind to obstruct the view of the goods within. So constructed that it is as
rigid and strong as any case made iand stronger than the majority of them).

You should have our show case literature which describes and illustrates fully our corn-
plete line of outdoor and indoor cases.

Write to-day. Address Dept. C.

DETROIT SHOW CASE CO.
Show Case Makers to Progressive Merchants

476-490 West Fort St. DETROIT, MICH.

NEW Y01:1( SALESROOM, 744 BROADWAY
Assunso-   LEO A. FELDMAN. Selling Agent  

LEARN $5
ENGRAVING

For FIVE DOLLARS
we send you a com-
plete set of lessons,
well illustrated, in
letter and mono-
gram engraving on
jewelry, silverware
and other metals.
These lessons are
prepared by an ex-
pert engraver of
twenty-five years'
experience and ex-
p I ai n sharpening
and tempering
tools, plain, bright-
cut, wriggled and
other cutting ; en-
graving script and
other letters; leaf,
block, ribbon and
entwined mono-
grains, transferring,
cementing and
many other valuable
tricks of the trade.
We also send you a
set of gravers
(sharpened), a good
oil stone ,a block to
hold lockets,
watches, etc., which
is also a perfect tool
sharpener; steel
marker and bit r -
Maher, dividers ; 10
to plates ; 6
rings and 6 thim-
bles to practioe on,
and a hook of
" Monograms and
Alphabets."

AT HOME Monograms
f

illphahls
Every letter of the
alphabet combined
with every other
letter in script and
block styles ; Script,
Old English, Ito-
man, Block, Ger-
man, Hebrew and
G reek Alphabets;
Year-Date M o 0-
grams ; Ornamental
Initials ; Fancy and
Ribbon Monograms,

Postpaid 
Cash, No Cheeks

$1.00

"Your instructions are as plain as if a good engraver were standing over my shoulder
and telling me what to do. I could do pretty good work after one week's practice."

It ,t 'a C. BASSETT, Woonsocket, S. Dak.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING
45 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK, U.S.A.
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"CHICAGO"

••••••••• 

'ONLY THE BEST IS GOOD

ENOUGH IN CLOCKS' LEATHER CALENDAR and CLOCK No. 529

One Glance at Our 56 Page Catalogue Will Convince You of
the Superior Methods and Stability ,of Our Business

FOREIGN MAKE AMERICAN GUARANTEE
CHIME
ACLUACRKMO CLOCKS

400 DAY
WINDOW DISPLAY
NOVELTY

tbe000re Zcbtagatt Importer
116-118 CHAMBERS STREET

WESTMINSTER CHIME No. 6117

• • • •
• • • •

It Will be to Your Benefit
to Write To-Day

"AUTO" No. 85

NEW YORK CITY

"GLOBE"



For particulars, consult your jobber or

AR ',V74 E7,,FOS:

TIP=OVER T REST
Price, each, $2.50

SCHOLER CROWN CHUCK
Fitted to any lathe

Price, each, $2.50

Cylinder
Wire Chuck

Price
Per set of six, $5.00
Singly - 1.00

Flat or Round Face

All Chucks Guaranteed

PAT. OCT. 17. 05,

HYDE ROLLER JEWEL SETTER

Price, $1.25

CARBORUNDUM WHEEL
AND MOUNT
Fitted to any lathe

Price, each, $3.50

 THE STANDARD OF QUALITY and STYLE 

ANYTHING FROM A STORE STOOL TO A COMPLETE OUTFIT

The "Admiral" Jewelers' Case and Table
"The Case and Table that has had so many imitators,"

BUT NO PEER

Plain Oak Fixtures at Plain Oak Prices. Plain Birch Fixtures at same prices.
Southern Small Flaked Quarter-sawed Red Oak costs about the same as Wis-

consin Plain Oak, but is no better, and is not the kind " WINTER" uses.
Selected Large Flaked Quarter-sawed White Oak, the kind that " WINTER" uses, of

course, costs more.
Curly Birch Fixtures at same prices as " WINTER" Quarter-sawed Oak Fixtures.

''WINTER CATALOGUES"—THE BOOKS THAT SHOW YOU. Sent on receipt of 25 Cents.
The most complete works of their kind ever published. Works of Art. Books of

Valuable In Complete in all details. Cost years of experience and thousands
of dollars. Size 9 x 12, 3 volumes. 600 pages complete. Books that you need and will keep.

Colored finish samples, plans, suggestions, interior views, elevations, measurements,
detailed description, prices, etc., of the high-grade store fitting art—from start to finish.

Over 200 pages devoted to high-grade floor cases, show cases, counters, tables,
specialties, etc., with full description and prices. Write for Catalogue "09-A"

M. Winter Lumber Co HIGH-GRADE. FIXTURE MAKERS
Established 1865

SHEBOYGAN, WISCONSIN, U. S. A.

SALES AGENCIES
C. D. SMITH DRUG CO., - - - St. Joseph, Mo.
FELIX PARSONS CO., - • - - Dallas, Texas
FINLAY DICKS CO., - - - - New Orleans, La.
R. H. BIRDSALL,

- 
- - Hamilton Bld., Portland, Ore.

MATTOON & KEPPEL, -
- 

- New Haven, Conn.
IRVIN L. WARD & CO., 893 Ash bury St.,San Francisco, Cal.

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ACCEPTS
at its mints and assay offices, large consignments of old gold, refines same and remits proceeds
by express.

About 6 to 8 days' time is required to get returns, from which refining and coinage charges
are deducted and return expressage to pay.

The value placed by the U. S. Government on a consignment is absolute and final, from which
there is no recourse.

Wendell and Company accept at their assay offices and refineries small lots of Old Gold
($1 to $25o), remit full value at once by draft, before refining, and hold consignments until valuations
are accepted.

If there is any doubt about the valuation placed upon a consignment by them, it is immediately
returned in its original condition, express charges prepaid.

Their large business requires complete assaying, smelting and refining departments. They handle without additional
expense and use in their own factories all old gold and silver consigned to them. The difference in the value of old gold
(before refining) and fine gold (after refining) is their profit, which is very much smaller than it would have to be if they con-
ducted a separate refining business with a large investment in plants and expenses ranging from 15 to 25 per cent. of the
value of old metal received.

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT DOES NOT BUY OLD SILVER

It accepts same for refining, and returns the fine silver in bars, less the refining charges, by express.
Wendell and Company buy old silver outright at the full market value, which is governed by

the price of fine silver.

The low ceiling requires a design comparatively flat,
yet bold enough in embossing to make the room have
a distinctive, artistic appearance.

are made in perfect designs for rooms of all
or shapes.

WRITE—IT COSTS NOTHING TO ASK QUESTIONS

DO NOT PAY YOUR BILLS WITH OLD GOLD OR SILVER

Sell it to Wendell and Company for full cash value and pay your bills
with the returns. You will save much by so doing. Most of the firms that
take gold and silver on account do not use it themselves ; nor have they any
means of ascertaining its exact value, but depend on others, who place a
value on it that will afford two profits.

Wheeling Corrugating Co. WEST VIRGINIA
WENDELL AND COMPANY,

ASSAYERS, SMELTERS AND REFINERS.

Polishings, crucibles, bench and floor sweeps
proceeds promptly remitted.

256 Madison Street
Chicago, Ill.



Furnish and Equip Jewelry Shops with Everything Required

ri LAFAYETTE
RIVETING MACHINE

These are very practical
for riveting pin joints and
catches, are quick and accu-
rate and the springs keep the
jaws apart. One of our very

jbest sellers.

All metal, weight ten pounds, top
diameter 7". The advantages are that
they give a more solid foundation for
the work, and never wear out.

We can also furnish these tables
with wood top and wood base; weight
64 pounds, top diameter 8".

A REVOLUTION in Eye Protectors or Goggles
Fine Select Leather Velvet bound, nicely made, size of lens 13%. in.

$2.12 doz.
. 1.41 doz.No. 62. Nice Leather Goggles felt bound, size of lens I yt

No. 63. Leather Goggles felt bound, size of lens t% in.

No. 59. Good Quality Leather dust-goggles. .

THE NEW SWING SIGNS
are made entirely of metal, strongly riveted together. enameled and baked. They are lettered on both sides with the enameled
letters, aluminum letters or in gold leaf, with snalted blaekground, at prices quoted below.

Bracket and Sign Lettered Lettered in (old
SIZE Unlettered Enamel or Alum Leaf by hand

  6 x 20 $2.75 $5.00 $6.00
  6 x 24  3.00  5.50  6.59
  7 x 30  3.25  6.00  7.00
  $ x 14  3.110  5.50  6.50
 10 x 20 '1  25  6.00  7.00
 12 x 20 50  6.50  7.50

Prices Net Cash

52-54-56 Lafayette Street Heyworth Building
NEWARK, N. J. CHICAGO

hnporter.s. and Manufacturers of Fine Tools, Machinery and Supplies for Jewelers, Silversmiths and Metal Workers

Southwest Corner
Halsey and Marshall Streets

Gold and Silver Refiners
Assayers and

Aluminum Sign Letters arid Figures. All prices
net

Stamped from good gage sheet aluminum, raised, round face, highly polished. This is the most popular
style of letter ever brought out. We carry a full line of the under-noted sizes in stock, which can be
used for almost any class of work.

Price List-Letters and Figures
1 inch Capitals, each 2/c. No Lower Case

Lower ( a se to 1\I1Ih•11, each  
Lower Case to Match, " 4e.
Lower Case to Match. " de.
Lower Case to Match, "  10e.
4 inch Indexes, Right or

Left, each 16e.Swoop Smelters
BULLION SOLICITED

SMELTING for the TRADE

Prompt attention given to Old Gold
and Silver forwarded to us

by wail or express

Can this be Repaired I' Yes

We Repair any article in the Silverware line, making new parts to match the old ones
broken or melted off, the same as new

We Replate
any article you want in Gold, Silver, Nickel, Bronze, Brass, Oxidized Silver,
Old Bronze, Statuary Bronze, and all the Antique or Old Finishes, etc.

142Sercomb Company CHICAGO
9 Wabash Ave.

I " Capitals, • 3 e.
2 " Capitals, " 4 e.
3 " Capitals, " 4%c.
4 " Capitals, " 8 C.
6 " Capitals " 16 c.

" Capitals, " 32 e.
" Scrolls, Right

or Left, Each 16 e.

White Enameled Letters and Figures Letters Can be 'Taken Down
• and Reset at Any 'Time

These goods are So well known (as the best sign letter ever invented) as to hardly need description. They are made of the finest hard enamel on copper plates; the

shape and finish make them easy to put on and quickly cleaned. They are more legible than any other letter and will never wear out, while the under-noted special

prices make the first cost much lower than anything else that can be used for this purpose. For general use on glass the White Letter, Enameled on Copper, will
always take the lead, embodying as it does, the features of conspicuousness attractiveness and eleganee with the greatest durability.

I. inch Letter or Figure, each  4c. 3 inch Letter or Figure each  oc.

114 " Letter or Figure, "   4e. 4 inch Letter or Figure, "   s.

1 V.:. " Letter or Figure, "   4c. 5 inch Letter or Figure, "  
2 " Letter or Figure, "   4c. 6 inch Letter or Figure  12e.

2V, " Letter or Figure, "   5e. Larger sizes, up to 40 inches in height, made to Order.

Swivels, Spring Rings, Snaps and Specialties
in the Line, in GOLD and PLATINUM

SMALLEST SPRING RING
on.the market for Neck Chains

ZYLOLOID CEMENT
NOTICE
It has come to our knowledge that some unscrupulous
persons have offered for sale a liquid claimed to do the
work that our ZYLOLOID LIQUID CEMENT does.
It has been proved that these imitations are absolutely
worthless. If your jobber cannot supply you with
THE GENUINE ZYLOLOID, write us and we will
send it to you direct.

Ornamental White Enamel

Letters No. 456.

Net

4 inch 'Oe. each

5 inch  38e. each
6 inch  45e. each

S inch  70c. each

NATA'L LANGFORD, Inc.
962-964 Amsterdam Avenue :: NEW YORK

No. 461. White Enamel Letters

shaded III wine color or fine blue,

very elegant and attractive. The

colors are burned in, and are

therefore very durable.
2 inch letter or figure, each ...14c.
" "

" " ...26c.
...32e.

"

No.462. Full Block, Homan or

Ornamental Letters, shaded in
colors.
2 inch letter or figure, each ...16e.,
3 " " "
4 " "
5 Al 41 

" " 40e.
44 0 

" "

8 " " " " ..$1.00

Concave Glass Letters and Figures
For Lettering Windows, Signs, Street Numbers, Ete. Brilliant, Attractive, Permanent

Being concave on the back and in in gold. by a new and patented process, they allOW On tile front
or face side a convex or half round effect, and the mirrored finish is altogether more brilliiint and attrac-
tive than that of any other letter on the market, while their durability is of the very best.

PRICE LIST-LETTERS AND FIGURES

FA inch, (old. each 10c.
2 " (old, "  be.

Gold. "  15e.
(old, "  20e.

old, '  be.
Fancy, "  30.
Farley,

CEMENT

Tinted to match back of letters-packed in tin boxes. per lb 
A gent's outfit of above letters and limn hers put up in a nice case,

ready for taking orders, sent on receipt of $1.00

'he Jewelers' School of Engraving
FIRST excLusive EINORAVINO SCHOOL

ORIGINAL, AND MOST PRACTICAL COURSE

WE WILL FILL TOOL ORDERS.
  We have facilities to arrange a splendid private course in Watchmaking, also a

thorough course in Optics in connection with our Engraving Course.
We do Trade Engraving.
We sketch MONOGRAMS, 25 cents and up. Write for New Catalogue

RICHARD 0. KANDLER
Founder

The Jewelers' School of Engraving Suite 1104 Heyworth Bldg., Chicago

Ornamental Convex Glass

Letters

finished in gold same as above,

and made in the following

sizes only:

5 inch letters and figures,
30c. each •

8 inch letters and figures,
80c. each

2 inch figures only. .10c. "
" . .15c. "

CUT=OLASS LLETTEI
Give the widest scope for beauty and variety of display. These letters being placed
Oil the outside of glass or windows, same as the white letters, are not affected by
changes of temperature, and are very durable. They embrace the following kinds:
Plain gold, gold embossed and shaded in colors ;Ind jeweled. In fact, the variety
is almost endless and they are beautiful, rich looking and artistic.
No. 490 shows the block, beveled on one edge, burnished, plain gold letter.

2 inch letter or figure, each  20e. 5 inch letter or figure, each  
" " " "  30e. 6 " "

4 " "  be. Always in stock.

No. 401. Same as above, but with a wider bevel on all edges 

2 inch letter or figure, each  

4 " "

6 " "



The Ideal Plating Machine 

PATENTED MAY 19, 1908

The only ma-
chine furnishing
five different
strengths of cur-
rent; five shades
of color for each
solution.
SIMPLE,

PRACTICAL
and INDIS-
PENSABLE,
always ready,
clean, compact,
sure in results,
the IDEAL
machine for the
jeweler.

An electro-plating machine that anyone can use. Just the thing to putthe new finishes on your old goods. Plates ROMAN, RED, ROSE, GREEN,SILVER, COPPER and NICKEL.
FORMULAE for making solutions and full directions for plating all abovecolors come with each machine. These alone are worth the price charged forthe outfit.
BATTERIES are ordinary dry cell and give 1 1,2, 3, 6, 9 and 12 voltscurrent (see cut), and ghould last a year or more with ordinary use and caneasily be replaced.
CONSTRUCTION is good; material of Oak, wood work nicely finished.Lever and attachments nickel-plated. Jars for solutions hold 12 ounces andare self-sealing. Plating tank or bowl of best enamel ware. One each puregold, pure silver and carbon anode. Connecting wires complete, ready for use.Weight, 30 pounds crated. Size, 18 inches long, 9 inches high and 6inches wide. Guaranteed as represented or money refunded. Price, $15.00net cash, F. 0. B. Kansas City, Mo.

The Ideal Plating Solution
RICH WITH GOLD SURE IN RESULTS

FULL AND COMPLETE DIRECTIONS
FOR PLATING ON EACH BOTTLE

Rose Gold Plating Solution, 12 Oz. Bottle. Price $2.25
Red Gold Plating Solution, 12 Oz. Bottle. Price 2.25
Roman Gold Plating Solution, 12 Oz. Bottle. Price 2.25
Green Gold Plating Solution, 12 Oz. Bottle. Price 2.25
Silver Plating Solution, 12 Oz. Bottle. Price . . .75

These solutions are not a new thing or an experi-
ment. We have been supplying them for some time to
jewelers who had difficulty in getting the pure chemicals
necessary for a perfect solution.

The success we have met with has induced us to
put them on the market.

Each Gold Solution of 12 ounces contains 45 grains
of chloride of gold, making an exceedingly rich and rapid
solution. All chemicals used are of uniform strength
and exactly suited to the amount of gold and solution.

To those who use the IDEAL PLATING MACHINE, for which these
solutions were first compounded, we guarantee absolute satisfaction in every
instance. Where used with any other plater you obtain better and quicker
results than with any other solution.

THE IDEAL
PLATING SOLUTION

ROMAN

al :nn7.14,Ft 'I', or' 1;drefi'rn' i'ra.?':a■ n'r r thopburstd.
new firti,.h on old or bhop.
worn lew,,r,
Will not injure the fin.
Enamel, Imitation or Pre-
ctoo. Stone.

. Every 12-oun<e bottle Gold '14

i anteed to contain 45 ,raina
r Plating Solution. Guar.

Chloride of Gold
Solution, furnished In the
following
Rose, Roman, Red and
Green Gold, Silver.
Copper and Nickel.

RECOMMENDED

To O.

THE IDEAL PLATING MACHINE

0110(1.4)Werr

Also complete stock of DIAMONDS, JEWELRY, WATCHES, SILVERWARE,TOOLS, MATERIAL and OPTICAL GOODS, everything needed by the Retail Jeweler
If unable to obtain from your Jobber, order direct from the manufacturers

C. B. NORTON JEWELRY COMPANY 1013-15 Grand Avenue
KANSAS CITY, MO.

HOLTZER-CABOT

ELECTRICAL SPECIALTIES
FOR JEWELERS

UNIVERSAL
ELECTRIC DRILL

cr A FULL LINE OF BUFFING
AND GRINDING MOTORS.

• 

ELECTRO-PLATING

MACHINES.

• 

DRILLING OUTFITS.

4cfr STANDARD ALTERNAT-
ING AND DIRECT CUR-
RENT POWER MOTORS,
ETC., ETC., ETC.

THE HOLTZER-CABOT ELECTRIC CO.
BOSTON (BROOKLINE STATION 1, MASS.
395 and 397 Dearborn St., CHICAGO, ILL.

THE NEW BUILDING of the
St. Louis Watchmaking School
is now completed
and we are now able to give our students more
bench room and more light than any other school
in the world.

41 The workroom on the second floor is entirely
skylighted, and, consequently, the light in this room
is fully as good as in open air.
111, Good light is of vital importance to a Watch-
maker, and we have spared no money to obtain the
best light and the latest improvements of a modern
building.

11 The last few years we have not been able to
accommodate all the students that made applications
for scholarships, for want of room ; but now, with
an additional building, we can take care of a great
many more students.

:L Write for our new Catalog to-day.

St. Louis Watchmaking School
St. Louis, Mo.
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The Most Vital Points of a Lathe are the Design and Workmanship

IT

111410.114

RIVETT LATHE MFG. CO.

and the Rivett Lathe has gained its high reputa-
tion by its quality in these respects. We have put
steady, hard work into our improvements and you
will find if you inspect our Lathe it will speak for
itself.

Don't take our word for it but look into the
matter yourself. Take another Lathe and adjust
the head so that it is free and nice. Then draw
the chuck in so that it is good and snug and you
will find the spindle runs tight. This is because of
the design—trying to put a large chuck in a small
spindle and not increasing it in proportion.

Another test is to turn a center on the end of a
piece of 40 wire, then allow it to project 3" from
the head and bend it to run true, as you can't turn
it true that distance from the head. Then take the
screw you tighten the cone with—loosen and
tighten it and see if your wire will run true after
that.

These tests will show you a well designed
Lathe and we will be glad to have you test ours in
this manner and make a comparison.

If you doubt our design and workmanship, see
how others try to imitate us.

Our design is shown herewith and our spindle
is in proportion for the " Ideal " Lathe and large
chucks. Write for circular and full iniormation.

Brighton, BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A.

atchmakers, Jewellers 6 Fine Mot Makers
enerally: in fad everybody who uses

files on parlicular work, require files
of the highest possible quality. The

EXTRA [X* F] FINE
SWISS PATTERN

ARE UNEQUALLED BY ANY OTHER BRAND
Made /./7 our immense factory 6/ highest akilleo' workmen. Carried
/./7 stock by the most progressive dealers. Used and preferred
by a rapidly increasing number of critical C0/7511/72erc.5 

NICHOLSON FILE C9.
PROVIDENCE, R. I., U. S. A.



THE NEW GYMNASIUM OF BRADLEY POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
ERECTED AT A COST OF $85,000. IT CONTAINS A MEN'S GYMNASIUM, A WOMEN'S GYMNASIUM, A SERIES OF

SOCIAL HALLS, SWIMMING POOL, BATHS, ETC. SIZE OF THIS BUILDING 85 FEET WIDE, 220 FEET LONG

gilThere is no doubt that the course of
MODERN METHODS IN HOROLOGY,

as pursued at Bradley Polytechnic Institute, is getting
the best results possible, if you want to get it right,
and it will pay you to investigate this truly great
institution.

A SCHOOL
UP TO DATE IS
APPRECIATED

YEARS AGO when Horological schools
were first inaugurated in this country, they
met with decided opposition by the

majority oft those interested in the jewelry
business and its kindred trades. However, this
feeling has disappeared from the field in most
cases, and to-day it is generally conceded by
the broadminded that the HOROLOGICAL
SCHOOL is the only way to attain a complete
knowledge of the work, and, at the same time,
hasten results. So much so is this a fact that
whereas in the early days the student body was
made up of those who had had little or none
of the opportunities in a store, to-day 75'/ of
them have been connected with the business
before entering a school of this kind. And
many who are jewelers, and generally the best
in the community, are sending their sons to
these schools. Why? Because they know that
the school offers the best place to get the work,
to get it right and without an unnecessary waste
of time. CIWe do not advocate anything in the
way of lightning methods, nor do we say that
every student matriculating will become a first-
class workman. Law schools and medical
schools do not make first-class lawyers or physi-
cians of every student that they turn out, and
the percentage of good workmen turned out
from a first-class Horological School will be
found to he greater than the two professions
mentioned above.

4TMAKE ARRANGEMENTS TO COME EARLY, SO THAT ONE YEAR HENCE YOU WILL BE READY TOACCEPT A POSITION, WHEN THE DEMAND IS THE GREATEST AND THE WAGES OFFERED ARE THE HIGHEST"

A POSTAL CARD itHOROLOGICAL " • . DESIRED INFORMATIONDept K PEORIA ILL WILL GET YOU THEADDRESSED 

Waltham, Mass., Jan. 14, 1909.
MR. WILLIAM F. NYE

Dear Sir:—We are sending an average of five or six
replies a day to letters we receive for watch oil, in which
we refer the watchmakers to you for some of your latest
product of oil. We presume you are taking care of
these inquiries and that the oil is giving general satisfac-
tion throughout the country, as with us.

Yours truly,
WALTHAM WATCH CO.

PURE PORPOISE JAW I

FIRE
SEND AT ONCE

for the most complete Catalogue of Fire and Police Depart-
ment Badges ever published

THE C. G. BRAXMAR CO.
Manufacturers No. 10 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

POLICE
Prentiss' Patent Jewelers' Vises

For more than 30 years the Best and Handsomest Vises made

PRENTISS VISE COMPANY, 44 Barclay St., New York, U.S.A.
ASK YOUR JOBBER TO SHOW YOU THIS VISE

Large Illustrated Catalogue of all kinds of Vises mailed free
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SYSTEM is most ESSENTIAL in any line of business TO-DAY

OUR STAFF AND JEWEL CABINETS ARE THE SAME SIZE. DIMENSIONS, 16 in. x 7 in.

BALANCE HOLE JEWELS.
41,,A1o1(0. CIII.MWS. 1101.0, MIN' 11110‘ 24,10.0,11, SETH 71.10MAS.`011,11 SIAM, 110. {NJ • CE iii

C.flAti, J. • 
".1;74.'"...1;;;'"'" "

This handsome genuine leather, plush lined cabinet, containing 144 bottl

THE CHARLES J.
diT
L 
Upon receipt of attached coupon with your name and address,

ILwe will be pleased to send you particulars, prices, etc.

es, put in free of charge wi h one gross jewels

111 With OUR CABINET SYSTEM for BALANCE

JEWELS and STAFFS any watchmaker will be able

to do twice as much work, his stock will be at all

times under his control and in the future he will buy

only what he needs and uses.

41:[_ MANY JEWELERS throughout this country

TO-DAY consider it lost money to keep on hand a
stock of balance jewels and staffs. ON THE OTHER

HAND they will PAY a watchmaker BIG MONEY

to fuss around and fit staffs and jewels. Figuring

the TIME of the watchmaker, the MATERIAL will

COST TWICE as much as it SHOULD.

(1, YOU CANNOT do JUSTICE to yourself, your
watchmaker or your WORK if you are handi-

capped by the INFERIOR quality watch

material now on the market. OUR

BALANCE JEWELS and STAFFS
are the BEST that MONEY and e?

SKILL ED MECHANICS of v
many years' experience can ,i00<eeeko.

PRODUCE. (P-e"
0 

A,

"
s<s'c V('

O'DONNELL CO. ,o): 4451:09'0 P- St'tecP

WALTHAM, MASS., U.S.A. e 

Patented May 15, 1906

No. 5'!! Burner. $2.50

Another New Idea
We offer a combined bunsen burner and

blowpipe, consisting of a burner pillar in
sections, having a ball at its lower end to
enable it to swivel in any direction desired.
When used as a blowpipe merely close the
brass slide and connect the air tap to foot
bellows. Can be used with air blast from the
mouth and accomplish the most delicate
soldering. For optical use in repairing frames
it is unexcelled.

Write for catalogue "13. k " describing it
and many other useful Jewelers' and Opticians'
tools.

BUFFALO DENTAL MANUFACTURING CO.

BUFFALO, N. Y., U.S.A.

NOT ONE COMPLAINT
Has ever been received R & T WATCH and
from the users of 14 CLOCK OILS.
Thousands of watchmakers and jewelers all over the
United States have found it to be the finest oil ever put on
the market. Will not gum. cut or blacken pivots. TRY IT

Send 25 cents to your jobber for a bottle.

M. Sickles & Sons, Philadelphia, Pa.
Swartchild & Co., Chicago, Ill.
Nordmau Bros. Co., San Francisco, Cal.
D. C. Percival & Co., Boston, Mass.
Chas. May & Son, Boston, Mass.
Daniel Pratt's Son, 53 Franklin St., Boston, Mass.
Sussield, borsch & Co., New York City
If. S. Meiskey Co., Lancaster, Pa.
E. & J. Swigart Co., Cincinnati, Ohio
Hammel, Riglander & Co., New York City
E. L. Deacon Jewelry Co., Denver, Colo.

. Edwards A Sloane Jewelry Co., Kansas C117, Mo.

RANLETT & LOWELL CO., 13e8vseleg,B Y

Dollar wale' 04
uP1

Weft
MO.

Wholesale
Selling
Agents

GOOD APPEARANCE
is a mighty important thing to consider in buying a show case—

but if the quality is not there the good appearance won't last long.

Clulatai 50e4a ca400
have quality and service to back up their appearance and newness. We use
only QUARTER-SAWED oak which is the same as a GUARANTEE FOR
LONG AND SATISFACTORY SERVICE. And this assurance means that
you have to pay not one cent more for the very best.
QUINCY SPECIAL CASES OR STORE EQUIPMENT—such as we furnish
—IS A GOOD, PROFITABLE INVESTMENT.

Allow Us to Send Without Charge Our Valuable Catalog

QUINCY SHOW CASE WORKS

QUINCY

Wichita, Kans., 314 Barnes Bldg.
Chicago, 247 Jackson Blvd.
Dallas, 'rex., 308 Trust Bldg.

ILLINOIS

San Francisco, 134 Sansome St.
Jacksonville, Fla., 20-28 Julia St.
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The best brand of jewelers' saws!

J. N. EBERLE & CIE
Aligsbarg, Germany

QUID A
entity Im

d Pallet Jew
• EMIliFtPliY.
1DRILLIA,CANAD

Get the Genuine
Don't accept cheap substitutes ;

there is nothing else so good.

Sold by every Alaterial Dealer in America

Price, 25C.

Sussfeld, Lorsch & Co.
Wholesale Distributing Agents

37 Maiden Lane, New York

Ci ND 0
SILVER POLISH

IS THE BEST

not only for the consumer but also for
the JEWELER to sell

SEND FOR PRICE-LIST

PAUL MFG. CO., Boston, Mass.

tug to6

•Is

4e-0
• 1

—"Isimmusts
MAIL POSTAL CARD TO

DEPT. B FOR

SPECIAL
PROPOSITION

on SILVA PUTZ
Silver Polish

American Metal Polish Co. WEST SOMERVILLEMASSACHUSETTS

SUN PLATING WORKS
(J. VAL.,1....E,IN'TI1N, RroPrletor)

Gold and Silver Platers
We make a specialty of

ROSE GOLD, FRENCH GRAY, COLONIAL COLORING
BRONZING, OXIDIZING AND GUN METAL

32 Maiden Lane, New York
Telephone 3288 John

Orders received by mail or express returned same day if desired

Bar TRIAL, OR131RS SOIL1CFTE,'D

No. C. DIAMOND BALANCE

HERMAN KOHLBUSCH, SR.
MANUFACTURER OF

Fine Balances and Weights

FOR EVERY PURPOSE
WHERE ACCURACY IS REQUIRED

194 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE
No. 2. UPRIGHT POCKET

DIAMOND SCALE
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YOUR OLD GOLD AND SILVER
Sent to this building—the new smelting and refining plant
of Thomas J. Dee & Co., will bring you quicker and larger
returns than you can possibly get elsewhere.

This building was designed and built especially for
the refining of gold, silver and platinum. It is the most
complete plant of its kind in the country.

Absolutely fireproof in construction, smooth concrete
floors in every room enable us to prevent loss or waste of
any material. Every scrap of metal, both precious and
base, is recovered. We even go to the extent of filtering
our smoke to prevent values getting away from us.

Thirty minutes' study of Thomas J. Dee & Co.'s plant
would convince you that no other concern in the country
devoted to the refining of precious metals would come up
to ours either in method or equipment.

Eighteen years of price-lifting service to the jewelry
trade is the platform on which we stand, and it is due to
the following out of these principles that we have pushed
ourselves ahead.

This is the kind of treatment that counts. The kind
of treatment that holds old customers and brings in new
ones—we intend to stick to it.

We have special facilities for the refining of old Crucibles, Polishing., Bench and
Floor Sweepings. Returns made in from three to five days after receipt of shipment.

Check for old gold and silver by return mail. Consignment held subject to your approval of our offer. If not
satisfactory, we will return shipment intact, charges prepaid.

Thomas J. Dee & Company
Gold, Silver and Platinum Refiners

Office, 67 and 69 Washington St. Works, 317 E. Ontario St.

Chicago, Illinois
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The Phenomenal Sale of this
Case Proves its Usefulness

Jewelers with a keen eye in every case relating to their business, saw at once
the beauty, utility and cheapness of our ei IDEAL ° CASE.

It is made of solid oak, or other wood desired, highly polished, beveled plate-
glass top, double strength glass front, ends and doors, has two highly polished •
shelves of same wood as case, supported by Tom's adjustable brackets, metal legs
six inches high, and doors run on steel tracks.

DIMENSIONS :—Length as ordered, 28 inches wide, 43 inches high, upper shelf
12 inches wide, lower shelf 16 inches.

The construction of this case is first-class. It has a nicely molded top, orna-
mented with egg and dart.

A BEAUTIFUL CASE

Made and sold by

Wall Cases. Solid Oak. 8 feet long, 8 feet 4 inches high, 1 foot 4 inches deep
inside. Doors slide up, fastened to Morton's steel chains and weights. Inside of case and
shelves lined with black felt. Made to ship in the knock down.

Net price, $58.00. Worth $70.00

Union Show Case Co. 56-66 Frank Street, CHICAGO

• Salesroom, Office and Factory

Take the Blue Island Avenue Car

Th HALE Watch Protector
Made of soft specially prepared non-tarnishing

leather, in tan shades ; sizes, 12, 16 and 18.

USED ON ALL THE LEADING RAILROADS
With YOUR name and address printed
on the front it makes a " Live Ad."

Ask Your Dealer or Write for Sample

Made only by the

Hale Watch Protector Co.
Providence, Rhode Island

"Quality, Finish, Originality"
Our class, limited to eight, assures each pupil the best atten-
tion and most rapid progress with "QUALITY" results.

Training for beginners—for engravers of some experi-
ence requiring coaching along weak lines—for
" special " pupils in the higher branches.

BROCHURE ON REQUEST

We have just inaugurated a comprehensive and
practical Mail Course.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

E he T1:Cl. Z. 'Remover c6cbool of tnoraving
New England Building CLEVELAND, OHIO

•
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The following resolution was passed
at the Convention of the Wisconsin Retail
Jewelers' Association, July, 1908 :

RESOLVED, that the Wisconsin Retail
Jewelers' Association in convention assembled,
do hereby indorse the Wisconsin Institute of
Horology and recommend it to those seeking
knowledge of the Watchmaking and Engraving
trades.

We know of no other similar institu-
tion which offers such guaranteel

WISCONSIN
INSTITUTE OF HOROLOGY
Enterprise Bldg. :: MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Our Home Study Course in Watchmaking
T-IERE are thousands of young men working in stores

who are surrounded by all the opportunities for learning
watchmaking except the proper system of instruction. Aware

of this fact, the W. I. of H. has established a Home Study
Department, with a view of teaching watch repairing by cor-
respondence. This system of instt uction is as thorough as it
possibly can be, embracing Mechanical, Practical and Theoreti-
cal Horology. The course consists of 43 printed lessons, con-
taming nearly 400 illustrations and other special features,
making it an excellent substitute for an attendance course to
those unable to leave home or their position and is incom-
parably less expensive.

IF INTERESTED WRITE FOR PROSPECTUS TO THE

WISCONSIN INSTITUTE OF HOROLOGY
ENTERPRISE BLDG. :: :: MILWAUKEE, WIS.

•

' ei. , .t.
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M. J. AVERBECK
MANUFACTURER AND IMPORTER

10-12 Maiden Lane NEW YORK

NO NEED

to scatter
your orders
for Jewelry
among a
dozen firms
We can
serve you in

ALL

THINGS

"All the Jewelry
needs of the
Retail Jeweler"
as quickly,
cheaply and well
as the dozen
put together

■11111111=E11111M1111111=16.

M. J. AVERBECK
MANUFACTURER AND IMPORTER

10-12 Maiden Lane NEW YORK

REMEMBER 

M. J. A. GOODS

SELL
NIIIIMIIIM■111.1■111111=11111

Visitors to New York
To see the Hudson-Fulton 
Celebration will find our

building a place of  interest.

The MANY DEPART-
MEN TS of Diamond and
Precious Stone Jewelry, 
Silverware, Silver Novelties,

Gold Filled Novelties, Cut

Glass and Leather Goods

contain beautiful and low-
EL-1 lines which the
Retail Jeweler is invited to
inspect without any obliga-
tion to purchase

M. J. AVERBECK
MANUFACTURER AND IMPORTER

10-12 Maiden Lane NEW YORK

NEW

STERLING NOVELTIES
NEW

VANITY PURSES
NEW

MESH BAGS
NEW

VEIL PINS
NEW

SASH PINS
NEW

BELT BUCKLES
NEW .

COMBS
NEW

BRACELETS
NEW

BROOCHES
NEW

HAT PINS
NEW

SCARF PINS
NEW

WAIST SETS
NEW

DUMBBELL LINKS
NEW

NOVELTIES IN
GOLD

GOLD-FILLED
STERLING SILVER

M. J. AVERBECK
MANUFACTURER AND IMPORTER

10-12 Maiden Lane NEW YORK
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The Perfect Shape Umbrella
(" Maiden Baltimore")

GOLD AND SILVER
HEAD CANES

For Fall and Holiday Trade. Designed especially for
the up-to-date jeweler with exclusiveness and taste,
which make our goods very easy to sell. Our Detach-
able Handle Umbrella, which is very simple to attach
or detach, adds materially to the convenience of one
selecting our make, especially for the purpose of
placing the umbrella in the trunk when traveling.

C 

"1- 
OUR SALESMEN are now in their respective territories, and if you will drop us
'1 a card, we will be pleased to have them call upon you, or will send you samples,

express paid. We issue a Complete Catalogue, which we will send upon request

SIEGEL, ROTHSCHILD & CO
BALTIMORE and HOWARD STS.
BALTIMORE, MD.

NEW YORK : 353 Broadway PHILADELPHIA: 1011 Chestnut Street SAN FRANCISCO : 717 Market Street

C. 0. BAKER, Pres. C. W. BAKER, Vice-l'res.

BAKER & CO., Incorporated
Platinum, Gold and Silver Refiners
Assayers, Smelters and Manufacturers

Platinum and Gold Setting
Department

NEW YORK OFFICE

30 Church Street
Telephone, 3811 Cortlandt

WORKS
408 N. J. R. R. Ave.

NEWARK, N. J.
Telephone, 3 Waverly

Platinum and Gold Settings
carried in stock

at both addresses

WHEN
A

CUSTOMER

WISH ES
TO
SELL

1P11

You any lot or single piece of mounted diamond
jewelry—large or small—do not turn him down
absolutely, send the goods to me for a

SPOT CASH OFFER
and save all trouble and worry. I pay all express
charges and insure the goods in transit. I have
been in the business right here for tó years,
and can give the very best references as to
responsibility on application. Offers and valua-
tions furnished promptly. See ad. on another
page of this issue.

Write for further information.

J. J. COHEN
1011 Chestnut St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Established 1891

Amsterdam, Tulpstraat 10 Loudon, Audrey House, Ely Place
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Buy Your Fall Stock
IN NEW YORK
Novelties and Fashions Do Not

Originate in Minor Cities, But
Do Originate in New York
The American Metropolis of Style and Fashion

AND IN NEW YORK ONLY
THEY ARE THE PROFIT-MAKERS AND BY
GOING TO NEW YORK YOU GET THEM

THE SINGER BUILDING

DATES and TERRITORY FOR REDUCED FARES TO NEW YORK

September llth to 14th, Incl.
Certificates valid for return trip within Thirty Days

CENTRAL PASSENGER TERRITORY
POINTS WEST of (but not including) Buffalo,
Niagara Falls, Suspension Bridge and Salamanca,
N. Y., Pittsburg, Pa., Bellaire, 0., Wheeling,
Parkersburg, Huntington and Kenova, W. Va., and
points on and NORTH of the Ohio River, and
EAST of the Mississippi River, and SOUTH of a
line from Chicago to Peoria and thence to Burling-
ton, including Cincinnati, Louisville, all points in
Kentucky on and north of the Chesapeake & Ohio
Ry., Cairo, St. Louis, Chicago, the Southern Penin-
sular of Michigan, and Canadian towns on the
Michigan Central R. R. and Wabash R. R.

The Hudson - Fulton
Celebration

will be held in New York
in September—the greatest
water pageant ever at-
tempted—take advantage
of the low Railway Rates

and come to NEW YORK.

IMPORTANT
During the present Summer Season
special round-trip Tourists' Fares,
somewhat lower than the Merchants'
fare and one-half on the certificate plan
announced herein, will be in effect to
New York City from Chicago, St. Louis
and other points in the western portion
of CENTRAL PASSENGER TERRI-
TORY, the return limit on the tickets
being thirty days. Consult your local
Ticket Agent.

FOR FULL PARTICULARS and APPLICATION BLANKS, ADDRESS:
C. G. ALFORD & CO.

192 Broadway

M. J. AVERBECK
10 Maiden Lane

J. B. BOWDEN & CO.
9 Maiden Lane

CARTER, HOWE & CO.
9 Maiden Lane

CROSS & BEGUELIN
(A CORPORATION)

23 Maiden Lane

DAY, CLARK & CO.
21 Maiden Lane

HENRY FREUND 84 BRO.
71 Nassau Street

R., L. 8c M. FRIEDLANDER
30 Maiden Lane

HENRY FROEHLICH & BRO.
68 Nassau Street

ADOLPH GOLDSMITH & SON
68 Nassau Street

GORHAM MFG. CO.
15 Maiden Lane

HEYMAN & KRAMER
65 Nassau Street

ROBT. H. INGERSOLL 8c BRO.
45 John Street

INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO.
9 Maiden Lane

KELLER JEWELRY MFG. CO.
64 Nassau Street

JULIUS KING OPTICAL CO.
10 Maiden Lane

JONAS KOCH
37 Maiden Lane

LARTER & SONS
21 Maiden Lane

LISSAUER & CO.
54 Maiden Lane

ALBERT LORSCH & CO.
37 Maiden Lane

LUDWIG NISSEN & CO.
182 Broadway

REED & BARTON
320 Fifth Ave. and 4 Maiden Lane

SETH THOMAS CLOCK CO.
15 Maiden Lane

TOWLE MFG. CO.
15 Maiden Lane

CHAS. L. TROUT & CO.
2 Maiden Lane

L. E. WATERMAN CO.
173 Broadway

HAYDEN W. WHEELER & CO.
2 Maideh Lane

N. H. WHITE & CO.
21 Maiden Lane

A. WITTNAUER & CO.
9 Maiden Lane

J. R. WOOD & SONS
2 Maiden Lane
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The Perfect Shape Umbrella
(" Maiden Baltimore")

GOLD AND SILVER
HEAD CANES

For Fall and Holiday Trade. Designed especially for
the up-to-date jeweler with exclusiveness and taste,
which make our goods very easy to sell. Our Detach-
able Handle Umbrella, which is very simple to attach
or detach, adds materially to the convenience of one
selecting our make, especially for the purpose of
placing the umbrella in the trunk when traveling.

dIT OUR SALESMEN are now in their respective territories, and if you will drop us
"j—a card, we will be pleased to have them call upon you, or will send you samples,
express paid. We issue a Complete Catalogue, which we will send upon request

SIEGEL, ROTHSCHILD & CO. 
BALTIMORE and HOWARD STS.
BALTIMORE, MD.

NEW YORK : 353 Broadway PHILADELPHIA: 1011 Chestnut Street SAN FRANCISCO : 717 Market Street

C. 0. BAKER, Pres. C. W. BAKER, Vice-Pres.

BAKER & CO., Incorporated
Platinum, Gold and Silver Refiners
Assayers, Smelters and Manufacturers

Platinum and Gold Setting
Department

NEW YORK OFFICE

30 Church Street

Telephone, 3811 Corflandt

WORKS
408 N. J. R. R. Ave.

NEWARK, N. J.
Telephone, 3 Waverly

Platinum and Gold Settings
carried in stock

at both addresses

WHEN
A

CUSTOMER

WISHES
TO
SELL

pe

You any lot or single piece of mounted diamond
jewelry—large or small—do not turn hint down
absolutely, send the goods to me for a.

SPOT CASH OFFER
and save all trouble and worry. I pay all express
charges and insure the goods in transit. I have
been in the business right here for 16 years,
and can give the very best references as to
responsibility on application. Offers and valua-
tions furnished promptly. See ad. on another
page of this issue.

Write for further information.

J. J. COHEN
1011 Chestnut St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Established 1891

Amsterdam, Tulpstraat 10 London, Audrey House, Ely Place

Buy Your Fall Stock
IN NEW YORK
Novelties and Fashions Do Not

Originate in Minor Cities, But
Do Originate in New York
The American Metropolis of Style and Fashion

AND IN NEW YORK ONLY
THEY ARE THE PROFIT-MAKERS AND BY
GOING TO NEW YORK YOU GET THEM

I 367

THE SINGER BUILDING

DATES and TERRITORY FOR REDUCED FARES TO NEW YORK

September llth to 14th, Incl.
Certficates valid for return trip within Thirty Days

CENTRAL PASSENGER TERRITORY
POINTS WEST of (but not including) Buffalo,
Niagara Falls, Suspension Bridge and Salamanca,
N. Y., Pittsburg, Pa., Bellaire, 0., Wheeling,
Parkersburg, Huntington and Kenova, W. Va., and
points on and NORTH of the Ohio River, and
EAST of the Mississippi River, and SOUTH of a
line from Chicago to Peoria and thence to Burling-
ton, including Cincinnati, Louisville, all points in
Kentucky on and north of the Chesapeake & Ohio
Ry., Cairo, St. Louis, Chicago, the Southern Penin-
sular of Michigan, and Canadian towns on the
Michigan Central R. R. and Wabash R. R.

The Hudson-Fulton
Celebration

will be held in New York
in September— the greatest
water pageant ever at-
tempted—take advantage
of the low Railway Rates

and come to NEW YORK.

IMPORTANT
During the present Summer Season
special round-trip Tourists' Fares,
somewhat lower than the Merchants'
fare and one-half on the certificate plan

toannounced herein, will be in effect 
New York City from Chicago, St. Louis
and other points in the western portion
of CENTRAL PASSENGER TERRI-
TORY, the return limit on the tickets
being thirty days. Consult your local
Ticket Agent.

FOR FULL PARTICULARS and APPLICATION BLANKS, ADDRESS:
C. G. ALFORD & CO.

192 B roa.d way

M. J. AVERBECK
10 Maiden Lane

J. B. BOWDEN & CO.
9 Maiden Lane

CARTER, HOWE & CO.
9 Maiden Lane

CROSS & BEGUELIN
(A CORPORATION)

23 Maiden Lane

DAY, CLARK St CO.
21 Maiden Lane

HENRY FREUND & BRO.
71 Nassau Street

R., L. & M. FRIEDLANDER
30 Maiden Lane

HENRY FROEHLICH & BRO.
68 Nassau Street

ADOLPH GOLDSMITH & SON
68 Nassau Street

GORHAM MFG. CO.
15 Maiden Lane

HEYMAN & KRAMER
65 Nassau Street

ROBT. H. INGERSOLL & BRO.
45 John Street

INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO.
9 Maiden Lane

KELLER JEWELRY MFG. CO.
64 Nassau Street

JULIUS KING OPTICAL CO.
10 Maiden Lane

JONAS KOCH
37 Maiden Lane

LARTER St SONS
21 Maiden Lane

LISSAUER & CO.
54 Maiden Lane

ALBERT LORSCH & CO.
37 Maiden Lane

LUDWIG NISSEN & CO.
182 Broadway

REED & BARTON
320 Fifth Ave. and 4 Maiden Lane

SETH THOMAS CLOCK CO.
15 Maiden Lane

TOWLE MFG. CO.
15 Maiden Lane

CHAS. L. TROUT & CO.
2 Maiden Lane

L. E. WATERMAN CO.
173 Broadway

HAYDEN W. WHEELER & CO.
2 Maideh Lane

N. H. WHITE & CO.
21 Maiden Lane

A. WITTNAUER & CO.
9 Maiden Lane

J. R. WOOD & SONS
2 Maiden Lane
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COME TOPHILADELpHill
Railroad Fares Refunded to Merchants Buying in Philadelphia

J.

725

B. Bechtel & Co.
(Incorporated)

F. H. Chapman
Silverware

G. S. Lovell Clock Co.
Clochs,iltaatcbes
jewcIrr, Materials

alit) 'Coots

18 South Tenth Street

M. Sickles & Sons
Watches, Jewelry

Diamonds
Silverware and Novelties
Watch Materials and Tools

726 CHESTNUT STREET

WATCHES, JEWELRY

WATCH MATERIALS
AND TOOLS

S A N S 0 M STREET

Cut Glass

503 COMMERCE STREET

John F. Blisard 6 Co. Dennison Mfg. Co.
(Incorporated)

JEWELERS' BOXES

and FINDINGS
sesse■

McIntire, Magee &
Brown Co. (Inc.)

H. N. Tuttle Co.
(Incorporated)

Watchmakers' and Jewelers'
Materials, Tools, Findings

Silk Guards
Optical Goods

Diamonds, Precious Stones
Gold and Plated

Jewelry

808 CHESTNUT STREET

OPTICAL
G 0 0 D S

723 Sansom Street1007 Chestnut Street727 Sansom Street

D.V.

736-738-740

BROWN ALFRED HUMBERT
& SONS

DIAMONDS A N D
PRECIOUS STONES
WEDDING RINGS

124 SOUTH EIGHTH STREET

Chas. H. O'Bryon
Watchmakers' Tools and Materials

L. P. WHITE

OPTICAL

G 0 0 D S

SANSOM STREET

Jewelers' Findings, El gravers' Supplies Watches, Jewelry
ClocksGrobet Files, W. B.& Co. and

Blue Label Glasses

S. W. Cor. 9th and Chestnut Sts.735 Sansom Street

B. J. Cooke's Sons H. 0. HURLBURT
6 SONS

WATCHES, JEWELRY
DIAMONDS

Francis Pritty B.F.WilliamsCo.
Watches, Jewelry

Diamonds
Silverware and Novelties

WATCHES
JEWELRY

SILVER NOVELTIES
CLOCKS

CUT GLASS

14 SOUTH TENTH STREET137 NORTH THIRD STREET 929 Chestnut Street 726 Chestnut Street

R. M. Cooper & Son S. R. Kamp & Co.
Diamonds

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

ADDRESS ANY OF THE FIRMS

WHOSE NAMES APPEAR ON

THIS PAGE

-

Jewelry
Watch Materials and Tools

Gold and Plated Jewelry
Silver Novelties

721 Sansom Street S.W.Cor.9th&Chestnut Sts.

Put Your Money in Our Bags 
why ? They y are e thoenbeeystnfioakr etrhsefr 

you 
50 sstilyvleers in

and German Silver
• TVe do not advertise the Discount. There is a largeThey are guaranteed in quality Discount. Write to us for Catalogue and Discount Sheet

These illustrated are German Silver, Hand Engraved

Manufacturers

726 Chestnut Street

Philadelphia
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OLIVER QUALITY
JEWELERS' MACHINERY

There is no waste material in the
Oliver Quality Drop Press. There
is just enough in each part to perform

its function well. That is why our Drops
are so low in price and so high in quality.

Described in Catalogue No. 17

The No. 4A Oliver Quality
Rolling Mill is of an entirely
original design. It will finish

stock absolutely smooth and flat and
still it has the strength and power
for the most severe requirements.

May we send you Catalogue No. 17?

THE W. W. OLIVER MANUFACTURING CO.
1490 Niagara Street, BUFFALO, N. Y.

OLIVER QUALITY PRODUCTS are carried in stock by the AMERICAN OIL & SUPPLY CO.,
52 Lafayette Street, Newark, N. J.

137

The W. 8z S. B.* Vest Chain Combination
Is Sold by the Following Wholesale Jewelers

BALTIMORE
J. Engel & Co.

BINGHAMTON
Lowell & Darrow

BOSTON
A. Paul & Co.
The Smith, Patterson Co.

CHARLESTON
Allan Jewelry Co.

CHICAGO
Benj. Allen & Co.
Despres, Bridges & Noel
S. Glickauf & Co.
H. F. Hahn & Co.
Charles Kolb & Co.
Lapp & Flershem
L. Newhouse & Co.
Norris, Alister & Co.
Stein & Ellbogen Co.
C. H. Knights-Thearle Co.

CINCINNATI
Frohman & Co.
L. Gutmann RE Sons
Herman & Loeb
Lindenberg, Strauss & Cc.
Lindenberg & Fox

CINCINNATI—Continued
A. & J. Plaut
M. Schwab Jewelry Co.
E. & J. Swigart Co.

CLEVELAND
Scribner & Loehr Co.
Sigler Bros. Co.

DES MOINES
M. A. Lumbard Co.

DETROIT
Charles A. Berkey Co.
Luths, Dorweld, Haller Co.
Noack & Gorenflo
E. H. Pudrith Co.

ELMIRA
Freudenheim, Levy & Lande

INDIANAPOLIS
Baldwin, Miller Co.

JEANETTE, PA.
Merrell 8c Baughman

KANSAS CITY
C. B. Norton Jewelry Co.
Woodstock-Hoefer Watch &

Jewelry Co.

LOS ANGELES

Hambright & Walsh
S. Meyer & Co.

MILWAUKEE

L. Block Jewelry Co.

MINNEAPOLIS

S. H. Clausin & Co.

NEW ORLEANS
Leonard Krower
A. J. Morais

NEW YORK

N. H. White & Co.

OKLAHOMA CITY
Samuel Gordon & Co.

OMAHA
A. F. Smith Co.

PHILADELPHIA

Ritter, Kahn 8c Co.
M. Sickles & Sons
Wolff, Ehrlich Co.

PITTSBURG
George B. Barrett Co.
W. J. Johnston Co.
I. 011endorff Co.

PROVIDENCE

Albert Walker Co.

ROCHESTER

Morris Rosenbloom & Co.

SAN FRANCISCO
Alphonse Judis Co.
Nordman Bros. Co.

SCRANTON

N. B. Levy e■C Bro.

SEATTLE
Hodge, Miller & Co.

ST. LOUIS
L. Bauman Jewelry Co.

ST. PAUL
Vehon & Goodman

SYRACUSE

Marks & Liberman •

The W. & S. B. * Locket Combination
Is Sold by the Following Wholesale Jewelers

BALTIMORE

J. Engel & Co.

BOSTON
A. Paul & Co.
Ripley, Howland Mfg. Co.
The Smith, Patterson Co.

BUFFALO

King & Eisele

CHARLESTON

Allan Jewelry Co.

CHICAGO

Benj. Allen & Co.
Despres, Bridges 8c Noel
S. Glickauf & Co.
H. F. Hahn & Co.
Charles Kolb & Co.
Lapp & Flershem
Norris, Alister & Co.
Stein & Ellbogen Co.
C. H. Knights-Thearle C.

CINCINNATI
Frohman & Co.
L. Gutmann & Sons
Lindenberg, Strauss 8c Co.
Lindenberg RE Fox
A. & J. Plaut
M. Schwab Jewelry Co.
E. & J. Swigart Co.

CLEVELAND
Bowler & Burdick Co.
Scribner & Loehr Co.
Sigler Bros. Co.

COLUMBUS
Hofman Jewelry Co.

DES MOINES
M. A. Lumbard Co.

DETROIT
Charles A. Berkey Co.
Noack & Gorenflo
E. H. Pudrith Co.

INDIANAPOLIS
Baldwin, Miller Co.

JEANETTE, PA.

Merrell & Baughman

KANSAS CITY

C. B. Norton Jewelry Co.
Woodstock-Hoefer Watch &

Jewelry Co.

LOS ANGELES

Hambright & Walsh
S. Meyer & Co.

MILWAUKEE
L. Block Jewelry Co.

MINNEAPOLIS
S. H. Clausin & Co.

NEW ORLEANS

Leonard Krower

NEW YORK

Charles Armsheimer & Son
Ehlers & Co.
J. Freudenheim RE Son
Heyman & Kramer
Laubheim Bros.
N. H. White & Co.
W. H. Wright

OKLAHOMA CITY
Samuel Gordon & Co.

OMAHA
A. F. Smith Co.

PHILADELPHIA

M. Sickles & Sons

PITTSBURG
I. 011enclorff Co.
George B. Barrett Co.

PROVIDENCE
Albert Walker Co.

ROCHESTER
Morris Rosenbloom & Co.

SAN FRANCISCO
Alphonse Judis Co.

ST. PAUL
Vehon & Goodman

W. & S. BLACKINTON CO. MAKERS
NORTH ATTLEBORO, MASS. :: NEW YORK, 180 BROADWAY
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Van Gelder Brothers
ACTUAL and EXPERIENCED

DIAMONDC UTTERS

We cut diamonds exclusively for the American
market and our cutting commends them to
the most critical.

CUTTING WORKS:

249 LONGUE RUE D'ARGILE
ANTWERP, BELGIUM

Krementz
Collar
Buttons

and Studs

ONE

NEW YORK OFFICES:

BROADWAY MAIDENLANE BUILDING

170 BROADWAY

CORRESPONDENCE INVITED

Us3%efu, Gift
Have you ever considered how few REALLY USEFUL PRACTICAL ARTICLES
you have for men?

WE HAKE EfUNDIRED5
SUCH AS

Shaving Stands
Shaving Sets
Smokers' Articles
Desk Sets
Electroliers
Etc., Etc.

Sanitary Shaving Mug. Keeps soap and brush clean
When open cover is used for hot water

No. 1217. SI IAVING STAND

SILVER-PLATE, COPPER, NICKEL, BRASS and DORANTIQUE

Nem Line of "BARBIZON BRASS 

" The Button that's Insured"

Imitators of Krementz Collar

Buttons are continually coming

and going. Every once in a while

a new one springs up.

They all harp on price, but never

a word about

QUALITY

For Finish and Quality

The Krementz

maintains its lead, and furnishes bet-

ter value than any other made.

Send for booklet, " The Story of a Collar Button"

All Krementz Collar Buttons—of every quality—
are manufactured by

•   APOLLO STUDIOSBernard R.ice,s Sons Proprietors APOLLO SILVER CO.
WORKS tf 139-141-143 North 10th Street

Brooklyn. N. Y. 542 Broadway, New York

KREMENTZ 0 CO.
in their Factory

PARK BROS. CI ROGERS

20 Maiden Lane, New York

Selling Agents to Jobbing Trade

NEWARK, N. J.
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WHAT YOU CAN TELL
YOUR CUSTOMER

Y
ou CAN TRUTHFULLY STATE
that "1847 Rogers Bros." has been the
standard silver .plate for over sixty years.

That it is the HIGHEST GRADE of silver
plate made.
That the change in quality has not changed the
price and that the list on

1847 ROGERS BROS. a TRIPLE
is exactly the same as it was on our former stand-
ard or A-1 grade.
That no higher quality can be obtained than
our "Silver Plate that Wears."
No better time than the present to advertise by means of
window displays and in the papers. We advertise the goods
ill general publications; it is for you to let the public know
you handle "1847 Rogers Bros." ware.

frif WE WILL SUPPLY electrotypes, circulars with dealer's
name on them, signs, cards and posters. Write for them now.

MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO.
(INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO., Successor)

MERIDEN :: CONNECTICUT
NEW YORK CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO

I X
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"Full Speed Ahead"

fr TIE final settlement of the tariff ques-

tion and the positive assurance of

immense crops have removed the last

obstacle from the path of prosperity, and

our country again finds itself in an era of

activity and expansion which will doubtless

eclipse its most wonderful records of the

past. Even the conservative statisticians of

the commercial agencies have at last thrown

reserve to the winds and proclaim an in-

dustrial and business revival without any

qualifying adjectives. We are informed

by Dun's Review that the reports to the

agency are so sanguine and similar that

there can be no discounting their signifi-

cance. "They speak of wholesalers being

taxed to supply the demand from retailers,

of manufacturers experiencing a constantly
broadening market for their products and
of a steadily increasing courage on all sides

as the crop season advances and the outlook
for large harvests of unprecedented money
value mridens.

"The prospect is that the volume of
business will before long attain such pro-

portions that maximum capacity will be

reached and labor be at a premium. _ In
the iron and steel trade this condition in-

deed seems to be already in sight, and that

the wonderful expansion there is no mere
mushroom growth is evidenced by the ad-
vance orders for 1910. The railroads are

enjoying such increases in earnings and
such assurances of good crops that they are

buying freely of steel rails and other sup-

plies while their earnings already show a
material increase over the same period in

the two preceding years.
"Rarely has there been a time when

business conditions were so generally

auspicious ; the contrast with the doubt and

depression existing a few months ago is

very conspicuous. Material increases are

reported in bank clearances, foreign com-

merce and the other financial and com-

mercial interests, which afford reliable in-

dications of the general. condition."

The Enormous Grain Crops

EXPERIENCE has taught our people
that despite the magnitude of our

mines, factories and warehouses, the crops
still furnish the keynote to the general situa-

tion, and this fact largely explains the uni-
versal confidence now prevailing. The
features of the latest Government report on
cereals, as summarized by the New York
Journal of Commerce, are:

"I. A 3,000,000,000 bushel corn crop,
which has never been exceeded and has only
been closely approached, namely, by the
2,927,416,000 bushel crop of 1906.

"2. A total wheat yield exceeding 700,-
000,000 bushels. This has only twice been
exceeded, namely, by the 1906 harvest of
735,000,000 and by the 1901 harvest of
748,000,000.

"3. An oats crop of 1,027,000,000
bushels, which has never been equaled."

In addition the rye crop is above the
ten-year average and the prospects are for a
fair average yield of buckwheat, hay and

potatoes. Aside from the more direct

benefit to farmer and consumer, the task of

moving this giant harvest will tax the re-

sources of the trunk lines to the utmost and

will busy a million men in handling freight

on the railways alone, exclusive of many

more employed on steamers and lighters on

the water routes and in truckage in the ship-

ping centers. A Washington despatch

says:
"The crop analysis here shows that

more grain than ever before grew to ma-

turity in a single year in the United States

already has been harvested or is rapidly ap-

proaching maturity. Never, except once,

has there been more wheat; never before

has there been so much marketable corn or

so much oats. And never before have three

bumper crops come together in the sante

year. Never has such a hugh task con-

fronted the railroads as the moving of this

stupendous harvest to market, and never

have the roads been better prepared for

their work."
Conditions are not quite so favorable

in the cotton crop though a large yield is

assured. The Government report last

month gave the condition of cotton as 71.9

per cent. of a normal yield, against an

average of 80.6 per cent. for the last ten

years on a similar date. The most reliable

authorities are of the opinion that we may

look for a cotton crop very close to that of
1907, or about thirteen and a half million

bales.
These immense crops with high prices

assured would certainly seem to indicate

millennial conditions for the agricultural

population and a golden opportunity for

trade, for be it remembered that the farmer

of to-clay differs greatly as a consumer from
the type of some years ago. Such luxuries

as automobiles and diamonds are now found

in a large proportion of the homes of the

agricultural population, and each year the

quality and prices of their purchases are
tending upwards. This is the natural result

of the continued prosperity on the farm.
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Unique Trade Situation

TH. sudden development of fall activity
finds unique conditions in the retail

situation. For many months the general
clearance of old stocks has been going on,
purchases of new goods being strictly limited
to current necessities. The result of this.
shrewd policy on the part of the retail trade
must necessarily be a demand unprecedented
in volume considering the vast consumption
with which merchants generally are now
confronted. Already there is noticeable
much trepidation among the trade and the
long continued procrastination has at last
given way to active preparation for the im-
mense fall and holiday business now as-
sured. The wholesalers report a rapidly
increasing inflow of orders and they now
realize to the full the vastness of the task
which confronts them. The sudden trans-
formation is naturally reflected in the in-
dustrial end and the manufacturers, too, are
somewhat dismayed at the magnitude of the
work before them. As we write a goodly
proportion of the trade are hurrying to the
large buying centers to take advantage of
the reduced railroad rates and early selec-
tion, while the vast army of traveling men,
intent on new records, are strenuously striv-
ing to supply the requirements of those who
select their stocks at home.

Of special significance are the remark-
able importations of gems during the month
of July, when all previous records were
broken. The appraised value of imports
of precious stones and pearls for the month
was $5,112,957 as compared with $1,249,256
in July of the previous year. A notable
feature of the importations was the increase
in uncut stones, the total for the month
being $1,269,035 as compared with $144,414
for the corresponding month of last year.
This would seem to indicate a very material
revival in the diamond cutting industry in
the United States, as Well as in the gem
market generally.

The Examination Plan for Watch-
makers

NO recent innovation in the trade has
created so much interest as the ex-

amination scheme for watchmakers. The
project has been received with a chorus of
favor that speaks well for the general army
of watchworkers, who, as a rule, seem quite
eager to submit their qualifications to a rigid
test. The publication in our last issue of
the list of questions prepared by the Wiscon-
sin Retail Jewelers' Association has brought
us a flood of correspondence, which shows
that many, as a matter of personal curiosity,
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have been testing their ability by these ques-
tions. Many have been the disputed points
which we have been asked to decide, and
not a few requested that we publish answers
to the entire list. This, we think, would
be quite inadvisable, as, in the event of the
extension of the plan, there will naturally
be much similarity between the examination
papers, and the publication of the answers
would have a tendency to limit study and
individual research on the part of intending
candidates.

Many suggestions in regard to holding
such examinations have come t0 us from
subscribers, but we think that most of the
good points suggested will be found in-.
corporated in the following communica-
tion:

ED. KEYSTONE :—Don't you think it would be
a good plan for each State Retail Jewelers' As-
sociation to maintain a corps of examiners to meet
at certain points within the State for the purpose
of examining watchmakers who would present
themselves for a certificate of competence, the
certificates to be rated as first, second and third
class, the watchmaker to earn the certificate by
actually doing the work under the eyes of the
examiners, the examiners rating him according
to the quality of work and time consumed in doing
same, the workman paying, say $ro.00 to $25.00
for the examination, thus making the plan prac-
tically self-sustaining? Then a jeweler would
know what a man was capable of doing by the
certificate he carried. The jeweler could publish
the fact that he employed a man with a first-class
certificate, issued by the State Retail Jewelers'
Association and vouched for by them. The public
would soon learn to hunt up the place that hired
such a man. It would be a great benefit to the
jeweler and the work would be done by a com-
petent mechanic.

As it is now the public judge by "the shine"
of the store, which often enough—too often—
harbors a very poor mechanic. This plan would
not stop anybody from going in the business or
continuing such, but it would place the work
where it most belongs; that is, to the man that
learned his trade, and it would be a great benefit
to the public and a big drawing card for the
jeweler. I have had lots of people to ask me
how they were to know I am a competent me-
chanic; they had been swindled so often by paying
a first-class price for poor work. This country
is full of would-be jewelers and watchmakers and
money is going into their pockets that should go
into the pockets of the really practical man.
Please agitate this idea. Every line of mechanics
should have just such a chance of showing their
ability, thereby convincing the public that they
can and will do the work in a practical manner
and give satisfaction.

Yours truly,
Cleveland, Okla. W. H. STOREY.

There is much good sense in the sugges-
tions made by our subscriber, though we
think a smaller fee would be advisable and
serve the purpose quite as well. Even if
the various associations did the work gratu-
itously the trade would be well repaid in
the accruing benefit. As the project has
been already put in practice in a small way,
and as it admittedly fills a long felt trade
want, we would be pleased to have further
ideas from those interested with a view to
the most practical and advantageous con-
summation of the scheme.
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The Omaha Convention

THE report of the Omaha convention
published elsewhere in this issue

speaks for itself, and we commend a careful
perusal of it to every member of the trade.
Conversant as we were with the situation
as it developed we unhesitatingly ventured
the prediction that the convention would
mark a new epoch in jewelry trade history,
and we were naturally gratified to find that
the event fully justified the prediction. To
those, like ourselves, whose duty it is to
keep in touch with trade happenings, the
unique character of the convention was no
surprise. President Archibald's idea of
bringing the retailer, wholesaler and manu-
facturer together, as an interdependable
trinity constituting the oneness of the trade,
was an admirable inspiration and well
worthy of this age of brotherhood and co-
operation. It was a pretentious idea and
past experience was discouraging. There
were those indeed who did not hesitate to
pronounce it visionary, and visionary it
might have been in the hands of one who
was less of an enthusiast, less of a diplomat
and less of a believer in himself and his
cause. The organization was fortunate,
however, in having at its head one who was
quite equal to his self-imposed task, and
whose enthusiasm would be satisfied with
nothing short of accomplishment. We
doubt, however, whether President Archi-
bald himself anticipated the unusual meas-
ure of success which crowned his efforts
at the Omaha meeting, which developed into
a jewelry trade congress rather than a mere
retailers' convention. The achievement has
made the administration of Mr. Archibald
notable in the history of the organization,
and found appropriate and wise recognition
in his re-election to the presidency.

HE convention was different from its
kind in that it was important more

for the results achieved than for the num-
bers in attendance. The better understand-
ing created by the heart to heart talks and
intimate association of leaders in the three
branches of the trade will be of immeasur-
able value in future negotiations, and will
be a powerful aid to the amicable adjust-
ment of any differences which may arise.
The convention was notable, also, for the
high grade and varied character of the ad-
dresses delivered. Some of these were
models of sincerity, sense and sound busi-
ness philosophy. Where all were so excel-
lent, distinctions would be invidious, but,
from a retail business point of view, the
address of Mr. H. S. Hyman, of Chicago,
was especially instructive in that it showed
that a retail jewelry business, whether
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located in a backwoods town or in a metro-

politan city, was governed by exactly the

same principles and that success in each

case rested on exactly the same factors.

This address, which is published in full on

pages 1487 and 1494 of this issue, is worthy

of the careful perusal of every retail jeweler,

and it would be well if each one would allow

the following " jewelers' creed," as ex-

pressed by Mr. Hyman, to sink deep into

his heart:

I believe in one price to all that shall be
marked in plain figures.

I believe my employees are valuable men
and can sell goods as well as I can if I do
not seek an underhand or overhand advantage
by the arbitrary power that resides in me.

I believe in my own integrity and believe
that unless I do so I will stand revealed be-
fore all men.

I believe in telling the truth to my cus-
tomers, to my creditors and to my banker
and in abiding by the consequences.

I believe that customers who leave me
because they cannot break down my principles
will eventually return because they could not
break them down.

I believe that I can get along better with-
out customers than without principles.

I believe in is liberal policy based on
principles.

I believe in courtesy and kindliness that
are born of self-respect and common human-
ity and I believe that no man can be so poor
that he need be ashamed, nor so rich that he
should be proud.

In this creed we have the basis of a uni-

versal organization actuated by the highest

principles of brotherhood in our relations

with one another, and of justice and con-

sideration in our relation with other in-

terests. It appeals to our pride to think that

the jewelry trade starts on a somewhat

higher plane than the other subdivisions of

the mercantile and mechanical world, and

we know of no better tonic for this sense of

pride in our calling than a perusal of the

proceedings of the fourth annual conven-

tion of the American National Retail

Jewelers' Association.

The Canadian Gold and Silver Stamp-
ing Act

TN reply to several queries in regard to the

provisions of the Canadian gold and

silver stamping act in its relation to filled

and plated cases, we give the following

official interpretation of the new law:

Gold filled or plated goods can be

either made in Canada or imported without

any mark whatsoever either on the case,

wrapper, tag, or in any other way.
Gold filled or plated goods may be

stamped with the name of the maker only

(which trade-mark must be registered with

the Minister of Agriculture, at Ottawa).
Articles bearing the trade-mark of the

maker may be accompanied by a description

of the goods such as "gold filled," "rolled

gold," "gold or silver plate," as they may
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be, but in all cases such description must

be absolutely true and correct.

Such goods may also bear the quality

mark of the gold stamped in this way

"14 K," but it is absolutely imperative that

whenever the quality mark of the gold is

stamped upon a plated article the amount

of the gold contained in the article must

also be stamped upon the goods either by

giving the actual weight or the decimal pro-

portion. Thus it may be either "14 K., 9

grains" or "14 K., i/toth." In no case

however, can the quality and the amount of

the gold be placed upon an article without

being accompanied by the trade-mark and

description (such as gold filled or rolled

plate). Guarantees Of wear for any speci-

fied time are absolutely prohibited.

Commemorative Celebrations in New

York and St. Louis

IN our last issue we directed the attentionof the trade to the advisability of tak-

ing advantage of the reduced railroad rates

to visit the large buying centers, and thus

reap the material advantages of selecting

stock under the most favorable circum-

stances. Special inducements, in addition

to the reduced railroad rates, are now

offered in two unique celebrations, one to

be held in New York City and one in St.

Louis, Mo. In the former city, from

September 25th to October 9th, will be held

a joint celebration of Henry Hudson's dis-

covery of the Hudson River three hundred

years ago and of Robert Fulton's epoch-

making experiment in steam navigation in

1807. Imposing observances—religious,

musical, literary, historical, military and

naval—will mark the occasion and a most

elaborate programme has been prepared for

the two weeks' commemoration. This cele-

bration will be of such a unique and im-

posing character that, in itself, it would well

repay a long journey to' the city, but there

is the additional advantage that the visiting

merchants can combine business with rec-

reation and sight seeing by calling on the

wholesale trade at the .same time and

purchasing their fall supplies.
A western commemorative ceremonial,

which will rival that of New York, will be

the celebration by St. Louis of the one

hundredth anniversary of its incorporation

This will take place October 3d to 9th. A

most elaborate programme has been pre-

pared, a fund of over $100,00o has already

been raised to defray the expense. A novel

feature in the programme will be exhibition

flights of aeroplanes. In addition to the

entertainment features, St. Louis business

men have made eleborate preparations for
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a convention of retail merchants for an ex-

change of ideas on advertising, window and

show case display, store arrangements and

other matters of vital interest. This will

prove of inestimable value to retail mer-

chants, a vast army of whom will, no doubt,

succumb to the inducement of reduced rail-

road rates, the attractions of the ceremonial

and hearty welcome which is promised them.

A Warning to the Trade

FROM time to time during the past few
years we have found it necessary to

warn the trade against the negotiation of

deals for jewelry stock with persons un-

known to them or of whose good faith they

were not fully assured. We also have had

occasion to warn them against signing docu-

ments of the real character of which they

were ignorant, at the mere behest of some

smooth-tongued individual, offering rare

bargains with possibly a premium. Despite

these repeated warnings, the trade continues

to be victimized and without hope of redress

except possibly through expensive litigation.

In this connection the following article, re-

printed from the Chicago Dr jt Goods Re-

porter, of August 21st, speaks for itself:

Fake Jewelry Concerns

Some few weeks ago a merchant in a small
town in Texas listened to the silver-tongued
orator who sells jewelry novelties for a certain
concern in Iowa. This week he called at the
Dry Goods Reporter office. He brought with him
$160 worth of the $600 purchase which he had
made of the aforesaid jewelry concern. The Dry
Goods Reporter called in a reputable wholesale
jeweler and he placed the following appraisement
upon various articles bought of the Iowa concern.
His appraisement was the price at which his firm
would sell the same or better merchandise.

Cost Texas Regular
Merchant Wholesale

Item Each Price Doz.

$o.6o
$2.00- 4.00

.6o
4.00
6.00
2.00

2.00

The Texas merchant signed a contract as he
thought, but has since learned that he signed a
promissory note and that he will be held for
payment. He has more jewelry novelties on
hand than he can sell in his town in several years.
He paid four to ten times what they were really
worth. But he received a piano (worth, as he
says, about $85) as a premium with his $600 con-
sigqment of jewelry. It was the offer of the
piano that caught his fancy. But he realizes now
that he was unmercifully "stuck." He even called
himself a "sucker."

The Dry Goods Reporter wishes again to urge
merchants to beware of any concern from Iowa or
any other State that holds out an alluring offer of
jewelry novelties with a premium attached. The
premium will cost them very dearly. And be-
ware signing contracts in buying merchandise.
Reputable concerns, as a rule, sell merchandise
without asking a merchant to sign anything but
the regular order blank.

The credulous jewelers who are de-

ceived by such misrepresentations and who

sign their names to documents so recklessly

really merit little sympathy.

Brooch pins $o.75
Waist sets .87
Pendant crosses .75
Rings  1.50
Fobs  I.50
Stickpins  I.00
Hatpins  33c to .75
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Waltham Watches
The history of the WALTHAM WATCH

COMPANY is the history of watch manu-

facturing in America. More than half a

century ago this Company introduced a new

principle in the construction of watch move-

ments, and has ever since applied the most

advanced methods, producing always the best

watches in the world. THE WALTHAM

WATCH COMPANY has built within its own

walls the marvelous machinery employed

in making the 16,000,000 WALTHAM

watch movements now in use.

Waltham Watch Company
Waltham, Massachusetts
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Check System in the Repair
Department

A check system in connection with a
repair department has advantages and dis-

advantages. The purpose of giving checks

checks at all, and before a system of this

kind is installed it should be carefully

planned and then closely followed.
The following outlines a system which

not only provides for the proper delivering

of repair work but also protects the jeweler
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should be impressed with the importance of

not losing it. When the job is delivered

it should be checked off in the book and the

transaction ended.
The several figures accompanying this

article illustrates the advantages of this

REPAIR RECORD
DATE No. ARTICLES DESCRIPTION VALUE REPAIRS CHARGE PROMISED DELIVERED REMARKS

Aug. io

Aug. lo

128791 Garnet Set Ring Plain flaunting $2.00 Solder $ .25 Aug. II

Movement badly worn12,9792 Watch See Watch Rec. Book $15.00 Clean $1.50 Aug. 15

Ent. 1.—Shows record book of repairs received and olelivered. A separate watch record book should be kept, showing case and znovement numi ens and work do
ne.

is to prevent dishonest persons from ob-
taining some article that does not belong to
them and yet a lost check provides a means

against exhorbitant demands on the part of

the customer to replace an article lost

through carelessness or fire.

Fig. I shows a
page from a repair
record book and Figs.
2 and 3 a watch tag
and job envelope, and
Fig. 4 the front and
back of the check
given the customer,
whether for a watch
or a repair job left.

When a job is left is should be entered
in the repair book as shown in Fig. i and

NAME John Smith

RECD. Aug. 10

PROMISED Aug. /5

No. z2C792

CHARGE $ /.50

Fto. 2.—Watch tag.

for someone to secure without much danger

of detection a watch or piece of jewelry
left by the one who lost the
check.

Where the check system is
used, some provision must be
made to prevent possible occur-
rences of this kind and to pro-
vide a means of protecting your-
self and your customer against
them. The delivery of repairs
to someone presenting a check
that they have found is rather
unlikely if it is a rule that the
person presenting the check
must also give the name of the
one by whom the repairs were
eft, but the greatest chance for
swindle is in a person demand-
ing work belonging to Mr. Jones, check No.
moo, and stating that the check has been

lost. The work is delivered and a few days
later check No. moo is presented and the
work for Mr. Jones again demanded. An
accomplice of the real Mr. Jones was the
first to call and his description of the check
and the article was so accurate that he is
given the work. Mr. Jones then has a case
against the jeweler which creates a very un-

pleasant feeling and sometimes is a very
costly affair.

A check system in a repair department
half way followed is worse than using no

system more clearly than it could be de-

scribed otherwise. The record would be

invaluable in case of fire, and the entire sys-

tem is designed with the aim of giving

the customer a feeling of security on leaving

work and at the same time protecting the

jeweler against unjust loss.

Jewelry Store Decoration and the Most
Suitable Colors

The harmonious decoration of a store
interior has really more to do with its at-
tractiveness than the furnishings. Bright
clean walls, ceilings and floor will freshen up

a store so that the most unat-
tractive, old fixtures will appear
new if they are kept polished in
harmony with the surroundings.

A good many merchants
after seeing some of the beauti-
ful newly furnished stores think
that their old-time fixtrires are
out of date and that their store
must appear old and unattrac-
tive until they can refurnish it.
This is a great mistake.
Modern homes have many fea-
tures that are different from the
old, and yet the old home, which
is modernized with the con-
veniences that may be added

from time to time, is equally as attractive as

the modern ones. The same applies to the
(Continued on page 1381)

1\!o. 128791

NAME James Brown CHARGE $ 25e.

ARTICLE Ring REDO. Aug. la

INSTRUCTIONS

Solder

PROMISED Ake% //

Fro. 3.—Repair envelope.

placed in an envelope numbered the same as
the serial number in the repair book. The
check should be given to the customer who

CHECK No. 128791

FOR REPAIR WORK LEFT AT

BLANKS
919 CENTRAL AVE.

This work will be done Aug. ii

and the charge will be $ 25C.

pL EASE CALL PROMPTLY
for this work. It will be ready on
date specified on the other side of

this check. This check must be pre-
sented when work is called for. We
are not responsible for work left over
thirty days and, in case of loss or fire,
only for the intrinsic value of the article

BLANKS :: 919 CENTRAL AVE.

Flo. 4.—Chock given customer. The same style check may be used for both watches and jewelry.
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Use of Advertising Cards

THE KEYSTONE

One of our subscribers, Arthur B.
Coover, Chillicothe, Ohio, writes : "On
page 1101 of the July, 1909, KEYSTONE, iS
described an advertising business card by
H. Spoelstra, Lyle, Wash. The accom-
panying postal is one of a series which
have been sending out for the past year with
good results. There is no copyright on this
card and if you think it would be of value
to the trade, pass it along."

It is a poor store nowadays which has

Some Facts

Concerning Your Watch

"61-IE balance wheel, in modern watches. makes
one revolution each time the watch ticks.
The watch ticks 5 times each second. 300

times in one minute, 18,000 times in one hour, 432,
times in one day. and 157.880.000 times in one year

A VARIATION OF 'Jo 0 PART

In the vibrations of the hair spring. which controls
the balance wheel, will make a difference of 15 mi utm
per day. il the variation in only ai,j, part it will make
a difference of 90 seconds in twenty-four hours: and

wo- yjr part brings it down to one second per day—
which is about the averaq rate of modern watches.

If the watch owner will stop to think a Moment, he
will see that it is necessary to giveshe watch fairly good
treatment in order to get good time out oi it.

A SPECK OF DUST,

rancid oil. cracked jewel., loose screws. and many other
things will spoil the delicate adjustment.
As an expert of many years experience in the repair.

ing of watches and clocks. I
solicit your patronage. and guar-
antee all my work to give
satisfaction.

As • specialist. I limit my
work to the repairing of time-
pieces. giving good honest work
in return for your money.

Open on Saturday evenings
until 9 o'clock, other evenings
by appointment.

HOME TELEPHONE
AT

OFFICE AND RESIDENCE.

FAIHUR 8.
COOVER/
" TNE IRS

MAKER
WAlc' Room

14
CENTRAL
,N4V"VOttko,

MVO,'

Back of postal

not its advertising postal system, a pictured

postal of the store being the form most

used. As an instrument of publicity the

postal has vast possibilities.

Trade Opportunities at Farmers'
Picnics

In many parts of the country it is the
custom of the farmers to hold a picnic dur-

ing the summer season. A feature of these
picnics is an imposing exhibition of the prod-
ucts of the farms, for the best of which
prizes are offered. As a rule these prizes
are contributed by the merchants in the
neighboring towns, and, as a rule, these
merchants are allowed space for a booth
which they are free to use for the purpose

of their business. This matter has been
directed to our attention by a letter from
one of our subscribers, in which he wishes
some suggestions as to how he can best take
advantage of the opportunity afforded by
such a picnic in his vicinity.

In such cases there are three things to

consider—the form of the booth, the display
of goods and the advertising matter dis-
tributed. Such booths are sometimes con-
structed in the form of a mammoth watch
or tower clock. If this be too expensive or
inadvisable, there should be some device,
such as a mammoth dummy watch, which
would proclaim the character of the booth,
and, if possible, be visible from all parts of
the grounds. A sign should also be promi-
nently placed announcing the name of the
firm, with some such wording as "Smith &
Co., the reliable jewelers and expert watch
and clock repairers." To simulate the toll-
ing of the hours, as if by a steeple clock, is
an effective advertising idea. Again, as the
crowds at such gatherings are always eager
to know the correct time, the jeweler should
have a clock prominently placed which
would furnish this information.

As to the display itself, it should com-
prise goods strikingly arranged, and also a
watch or clock repairer at work. An alarm
clock, for instance, is an essential in every
country home and a large display of these
could be made. They should be arranged
in some attractive design, all wound up, run-
ning, and keeping exactly the same time.
The alarms could also be wound so that they
would ring at certain intervals or all to-
gether, as might be thought best. This
would attract much attention and doubtless
result in many sales. A display of flatware
could be arranged in the form of a shield
in the center of the back of the booth and
would thus occupy little space and be within
the view of all. Many other such ideas will
no doubt suggest themselves. It is im-
portant that the timepieces be running and
keeping correct time, and that the entire dis-
play be dazzlingly clean and suggestive of
a well-kept stock and jewelry store. The
offer might be made to regulate free of
charge the watch of any visitor to the booth,
and this would afford an opportunity to say a
few words which might result in future
business.

It would also be announced that ring
settings would be examined free of charge in
order that the owners might know whether
the setting's were secure or not. In short,
the booth should be of such interest to
the visitors that none could possibly over-
look it.

As to advertising matter, the jeweler
can procure from the various manufac-
turers booklets and circulars free of charge.
Sometimes on such occasions inexpensive
souvenirs are distributed, but it is doubtful
whether the expense is justified in every
case. One of the little pocket mirrors with
an advertisement on the back of it, which
may be procured cheaply, is a good
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souvenir, as they are always .kept on the
person and used many times daily, especially
by the women folks.

Receipt for Orders or Repair Work

A matter of considerable importance to
every jeweler is brought to notice by the
following communication by John W. Bab-
bitt, Derry, N. H.:

"Some time ago I sent by registered
mail three diamonds to be reset and received

—FROM — Order niT.Caal
John W. Babbitt

DERRY, N. H. Date 8°- -='49
'rod.. -4  

Wail- trric
DEAR SIR:

The object of this card is to secure
a receipt for Orders or Repair Work
as enumerated below.

/7„, a 6' S. dtaritontl,

117

About when ready? ((-- 

Please sign and return at s?ce,:).

Received  

Above 

a receipted card. Ten days later one of the
three was returned. I wrote several letters
of inquiry in regard to the others, but could
get no reply. My customers, as well as my-
self, were NNrorried about the delay. It then
dawned on me that I had no receipt what-
ever. Suppose the firm should say, 'We
only received the small stone we returned.'
The loss would probably be mine. Their
word and books would doubtless triumph in
a suit for recovery. As a matter of fact I
have had to make good several bracelets and
factory jobs under similar circumstances.

"As a result of this experience I had a
lot of postal cards printed, one of which I
am sending you. The manufacturer or job-
bing houses fill out these cards and return
them. I then have something to show my
customers to prove that everything is safe,
as far as I am concerned."

Mr. Babbitt's plan is an excellent one
and merits the attention of his brother
j ewelers.

The many thousands of more than satisfied
watchmakers are the best proof of the superiority
of the Moseley Lathes. Get the genuine. Page
13.52.—Adv.
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Jewelry Store Decoration and the Moat
Suitable Colors

(Continued from page 1370

store. As business requirements necessitate

a change of methods or arrangements, the

plan of the store may be varied to meet the
new conditions, but the original furnishings

should be, as far as possible, kept intact.
The interior decoration of a store, that

is, the surroundings for the. fixtures, whether

new or old, should be kept in perfect condi-

tion. Dirty or faded paper and a poorly

kept floor will spoil the beauty of the most
handsomely fitted store. In selecting a wall
covering for a jewelry store much thought
should be given to the color, not alone as
to its harmony with the wood in the fixtures,
but also the reflection of a light that will
add to the attractiveness of the wares dis-
played. Red is a color often used, and
while it is a soft, pleasant color, it is the
poorest reflector of light of all colors,
and therefore is not desirable. Blues and
greens are undoubtedly the ideal wall cover-
ings, and, since both of these colors are
quick to fade, a high grade material will
be found less expensive in the long run than
the cheaper ones. Plain burlap in a pleas-
ing shade of blue or green is attractive and
serviceable. A metal ceiling is economy
in the long run and this should be painted
pure white regardless of the colors or shad-
ing on the walls. A perfectly decorated
store where mahogany or walnut fixtures
are used might be described as follows:
Wall, covered with plain blue or green bur-
lap. Ceiling, metal of a simple pattern
painted white. Floor, covered with a plain
square design linoleum of green or blue and
white to match the wall covering. Where
much wall space is visible, the plain effect
might be broken with a few handsome
pictures framed to harmonize with the fix-
tures.

In selecting paper for your store do not
under any circumstances get any shade of
yellow. The rays of light reflected from
yellow paper will make your jewelry stock
look like a lot of brass.

First Profit in Wise Buying

By September 1st a considerable
quantity of holiday goods have already
been purchased, but there still remains at
least the bulk of the filling-in orders to be
placed. It is during this time that the real
profit for the year is made. The judicious
buying of a holiday stock is, if anything,
more important than the selling, and the
most profitable business is the one which
reduces the stock to the minimum. Dur-
ing this month it is a good idea to take
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general inventory of your stock on hand

and consider each line individually. To

your present stock add the goods you have

bought for future shipment and then figure

out just what the total will amount to.

Consider each article separately and esti-

mate, as nearly as possible, just what

the probable demand will be for. Of

course, you can't do this exactly, but you

can come near enough to govern your buy-

iny by your estimate and make your stock

general, rather than overbuying in some

BLANK'S

"Clearing Up"
Sales

'ENURING THIS MONTH we sort over
AgV our stock and begin making prepara-
tions for Fall and Holiday Lines. Until
October 1st all odd pieces and broken
assortments in our stock will be offered

rtallsveenspee:caitatewatililcecomunntsti 11:37ny 
our advertise-

'gutments and displayed in our windows,
unusual bargains will be found in every
department, and anyone anticipating
purchases will do well to visit our store
while these discounts are offered.
4J Following are a few specials:

BELT PINS
About four dozen styles. All
new goods, worth from $1 to $2

Choice Now 75 Cents

HAT PINS
Over a gross of assorted patterns
ranging in price regularly from
75 cents to $1.50
Choice Now 50 Cents

COMBS
Back Combs—Plain gold mount-
ings and stone set styles—Regu-
lar price $1.00 to $1.75

Choice Now 75 Cents

Come In and See These Specials

JOSEPH S. BLANK
919 CENTRAL AVENUE

lines and slighting others. Suppose you
take plated hollowware as an example,
Your line of baking dishes includes values
at $4.50, $5.00, $6.00, $8.00, $10.00 and
$12.00, and only one of each style. Your
past experience has taught you that, say the
$5.00 dish is the best seller and you should
have two or three more at this price. Put
this item on your buying list and go through
the entire stock the same way.

Make up your mind to buy a certain
amount and do not exceed it. Do not buy
within twenty-five per cent. of what you
estimate you will need for your holiday
business, but trust to late purchases after
the Christmas trade has gotten well started.
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Every year you have, no doubt, been sur-
prised at the great demand for some certain
article and the lack of sale for some other
line that you had expected to be a leader.
It is much safer not to anticipate too much
the probable sellers. If everyone wants
shaving sets it is easier to sell what you can
get in this line on quick notice than it is to
persuade your customers to take the most
desirable style of some other article.

In a few words, your aim should be, in
buying your holiday stock, to simply buy
enough to supply the actual demand and
when. the year is ended have your stock as
small as possible. The month of September
is a good time to clean up your present
stock. As you go through it pick out the
things that you would most like to sell and
if you don't care to conduct a general sale,
at least cut the price of these goods way
down and make them move. Advertise
these leaders and put them in the window
marked with tempting prices. What you do
not put in the window, display conspicuously
in your store. Hold back your new goods
as much as possible. Don't do this to the
extent of losing sales, but concentrate your
efforts on moving out sonic of the old things
to make room for the new.

Fig. 5 offers a suggestion for a news-
paper advertisement calling attention to
these lines.

Use of Catalogues by Retailers

One of the features of the jewelry
business that is growing in importance each
year is the issuing of a catalogue. When
this idea first became popular a few years
ago a good many jewelers got a wrong
understanding of the real purpose of a cata-
logue and attempted to use it entirely as a
mail-order proposition, and, in many cases,
with rather poor success. A catalogue used
in this way, that is, mailed out through the
country with the purpose of developing a
mail-order business, is a very expensive
proposition and cannot be made profitable
from the start, but only after several years

of hard work and great expense should

the jeweler expect to get it on a paying
basis. It further necessitates the carrying
of a large stock and must be judiciously and
constantly advertised or it will die a very
rapid death. The compiling and printing

of a special catalogue, too, is an expense
much too great for the average store to

stand and all these things should be care-
fully considered before a catalogue depart-
ment is established. This refers to a book
used for mail-order trade, but is not in-

tended to discourage the sending out of a
catalogue. There are numerous stock books
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published which can be secured at a
moderate cost and these books wisely dis-
tributed are the greatest business getters
of any advertising a jeweler can do.

A jeweler anticipating the use of one
of these catalogues should make his plans
early to properly distribute them. In the
first place, he should secure for local distri-
bution a sufficient quantity to place one in
every family in his town that contains a
likely buyer. This does not mean every
house, as there are poor quarters in every
town where it would be a positive waste to
distribute catalogues.

In a town of 15,000 inhabitants there
are usually required about 2000 books to
cover the field. These should be distributed
under the supervision of a dependable man
and handed in at the doors, not thrown on
the porch. In addition to the local distribu-
tion a mailing list of about moo names
should be compiled from the country and
small towns nearby, and the list should be
covered by mail. A catalogue sent out in
this way will not only bring many direct
sales, but will create a great deal of indirect
business. The books sent by mail will be
a start for a mail-order department. Every
mail order received should be carefully
recorded and a mailing list started contain-
ing the names of those from whom orders
have actually been received.

The out of town list may be increased
a little each year and in a few years may be
of sufficient size and importance to justify
the publication of a special catalogue which
may then be put into the field profitably
from the start.

The stock catalogues procurable to-day
are vastly improved over what they were
only a few years ago, but as a catalogue
department is gradually developed it will be
necessary to either issue your own catalogue
or add special pages to a stock book. The
success of several large jewelers who do an
enormous mail-order business, and whose
competition is felt by practically every
jeweler in the country, has been largely due
to their getting into their catalogues the
lines and articles'which represent the leader
in their respective class. A stock book is
usually issued by a concern whose general
line is good. To this they add the lines of
several other manufacturers which also are
good in a general way. The result is a
book which represents half a dozen lines,
all marked at a fair reasonable profit and
affording a good general assortment. The
catalogue issued from a regular mail-order
department contains the best values to be
secured from the hundreds of manufactur-
ers in different lines. So it is hardly likely
that a concern using a stock catalogue can
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expect to get large and profitable returns if
it is distributed broadcast and in quest of
mail orders only. If sent out locally and in
a territory where the jeweler is known, it
will do him a world of good and will be
found a most profitable advertisement.

Business Man's Ten Demandments

Some of our biggest business ideas
come out of Chicago. A big business man
there has drawn up a list of rules which he
calls the Ten Demandments, and posted
them over his establishment. Here they are:

Rule I. Don't lie—it wastes my 'time
and yours. I'm sure to catch you in the end,
and that's the wrong end.

Rule 2. Watch your work, not the
clock. A long day's work makes a long day
short, and a short day's work makes my
face long.

Rule 3. Give me more than I expect
and I'll pay you more than you expect. I
can afford to increase your pay if you in-
crease my profits.

Rule 4. You owe so much to yourself
that you can't afford to owe anybody else.
Keep out of debt or keep out of my shops.

Rule 5. Dishonesty is never an acci-
dent. Good men, like good women, can't
see temptation when they meet it.

Rule 6. Mind you own business and in
time you'll have a business of your own to
mind.

Rule 7. Don't do anything here which
hurts your self-respect. The employee who
is willing to steal for me is capable of steal-
ing from me.

Rule 8. It's none of my business what
you do at night. BUT if dissipation affects
what you do the next day, and you do half
as much as I demand, you'll last half as long
as' you hoped.

Rule 9. Don't tell me what I'd like to
bear but what I ought to hear. I don't want
a valet to my vanity, but I need one for my
dollars.

Rule 10. Don't kick if I kick—if you're.
worth while correcting you're worth while
keeping. I don't waste my time cutting
specks out of rotten apples.

Wealthy People Like "Bargains"

Here is a personal experience that ap-
pears to upset the theory that wealthy peo-
ple don't care for bargains. While talking
with a prominent buyer, who carries costly
cut glass products, the writer said : "How
do you contrive to sell such costly goods?
Customers must be rather infrequent."

"They are," he replied, "but this may
answer you. I recently bought a cut glass
electrolier of expensive design, and marked
it at $150. Many people passed the stand
where it was displayed, but I had picked out
one customer as the most likely purchaser.
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I dropped her a note, asking her to step in
some time at her convenience and look at it.
She did. She liked it, and she said, "I am
going to buy that, but not now. You will
mark that down very much lower before
you sell it." Sure enough, the electrolier did
not sell at $150, and I cut it down to $139.
Later I cut it to $125 and all the time the
lady was on the watch. Finally I marked- it
down to $99 and the next day she came in
and bought it. She was afraid she would
lose it, if she waited much longer. In my
experience, wealthy people are just as care-
ful buyers as people in moderate circum-
stances, and just as keen for a "bargain."

The fact is, that the artistic window
display will fail of its purpose in some
degree if it does not base its ultimate appeal
upon the fundamental fact in human nature
—that all classes of people like a "bargain;"
or, in other words, feel highly pleased with
themselves when they have made what they
consider to be a shrewd purchase.

Jewelry for Men
Though the impression that the average

man does not care much about wearing
jewelry seems to be a prevalent one, the dis-
play of jewelry for men in the shops seems
to discount this opinion. Many hundreds
of articles can be seen designed for men.
Of all sorts and kinds, they are intended
for the toilet, for the smoker, the golfer, the
horseman, the sportsman and the stay--at-
home.

The assortment of scarf pins for this
season is varied indeed. The beautiful and
expensive pearl pin is still in favor, and even
more expensive than those shown in past
seasons. The pear-shaped ones, of a soft
creamy color, with just a tinge of pink, are
decidedly in vogue. For the horseman, pins
of diamond horses, with the design most
strikingly made, are shown, as are also
whips and spurs. Golf clubs, miniature
yachts, oars and boats and any number of
articles which man uses in his every-day
life have been patterned in the season's
scarf pin.

Most of the new cuff links are set with
jewels of some sort, the opal and the dia-
mond being most popular. Fancy buttons
for the waistcoat seem to be the fad. They
are fashioned of enamel, of precious stones
unpolished, of various designs in gold and
are gorgeous in color. Of course, novelties
for the smoker in the shape of cigar and
cigarette cases are many. Gold ones, with
intricate designs seem to be most in demand.
Frequently enamels of brilliant color are
used on the designs, while jewels can be
found outlining the initials on the most ex-
f)ensive ones.

3X,

We Do Not Use Pressed Blanks

Hawkes Cut Glass
IS CUT FROM THE SOLID BLANK

No. 1
No. 2

No. I illustrates a pressed blank, viz..—the pattern pressed into the Glass.

No. 2 illustrates a solid blank, the kind entirely used by us.

The DIFFERENCE in the finished article is unmistakable, the pressed blank 
being devoid of

lustre and brilliancy and giving one the idea of a cheap moulded article. It can easily be detected by

passing the fingers lightly over the inside of the article. Wherever the cutting on the outside is deepest

a slight swelling on the inside will be noticeable to the touch. Whereas the genuine article cut from

the solid blank is free from all these defects, being perfectly smooth on the 
inside, having a lustre and

brilliancy only equaled by that of the diamond, and when held to the light is as 
clear as crystal.

Pressed or Figured Blanks Cut Over Appeal to the Department Store Trade.

WE DO NOT SELL DEPARTMENT STORES

but cater exclusively to the legitimate Jewelry trade. In return we ask

for the business of the Jewelers whom we are seeking to protect by

furnishing genuine cut glass (not purchasable by department stores) at

prices competitive with the inferior product.

No iece of HAWKES CUT

blank is genuine without this

GLASS cut from the solid

trade-mark engraved on it.

HAWKES

T. G. HAWKES & CO., Corning, N. Y.
Grand Prize Path Exposition
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published which can be secured at a
moderate cost and these books wisely dis-
tributed are the greatest business getters
of any advertising a jeweler can do.

A jeweler anticipating the use of one
of these catalogues should make his plans
early to properly distribute them. In the
first place, he should secure for local distri-
bution a sufficient quantity to place one in
every family in his town that contains a
likely buyer. This does not mean every
house, as there are poor quarters in every
town where it would be a positive waste to
distribute catalogues.

In a town of 15,000 inhabitants there
are usually required about 2000 books to
cover the field. These should be distributed
under the supervision of a dependable man
and handed in at the doors, not thrown on
the porch. In addition to the local distribu-
tion a mailing list of about woo names
should be compiled from the country and
small towns nearby, and the list should be
covered by mail. A catalogue sent out in
this way will not only bring many direct
sales, but will create a great deal of indirect
business. The books sent by mail will be
a start for a mail-order department. Every
mail order received should be carefully
recorded and a mailing list started contain-
ing the names of those from whom orders
have actually been received.

The out of town list may be increased
a little each year and in a few years may be
of sufficient size and importance to justify
the publication of a special catalogue which
may then be put into the field profitably
from the start.

The stock catalogues procurable to-day
are vastly improved over what they were
only a few years ago, but as a catalogue
department is gradually developed it will be
necessary to either issue your own catalogue
or add special pages to a stock book. The
success of several large jewelers who do an
enormous mail-order business, and whose
competition is felt by practically every
jeweler in the country, has been largely due
to their getting into their catalogues the
lines and articles.which represent the leader
in their respective class. A stock book is
usually issued by a concern whose general
line is good. To this they add the lines of
several other manufacturers which also are
good in a general way. The result is a
book which represents half a dozen lines,
all marked at a fair reasonable profit and
affording a good general assortment. The
catalogue issued from a regular mail-order
department contains the best values to be
secured from the hundreds of manufactur-
ers in different lines. So it is hardly likely
that a concern using a stock catalogue can
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expect to get large and profitable returns if
it is distributed broadcast and in quest of
mail orders only. If sent out locally and in
a territory where the jeweler is known, it
will do him a world of good and will be
found a most profitable advertisement.

Business Man's Ten Demandments

Some of our biggest business ideas
come out of Chicago. A big business man
there has drawn up a list of rules which he
calls the Ten Demandments, and posted
them over his establishment. Here they are :

Rule I. Don't lie—it wastes my time
and yours. I'm sure to catch you in the end,
and that's the wrong end.

Rule 2. Watch your work, not the
clock. A long day's work makes a long day
short, and a short day's work makes my
face long.

Rule 3. Give me more than I expect
and I'll pay you more than you expect. I
can afford to increase your pay if you in-
crease my profits.

Rule 4. You owe so much to yourself
that you can't afford to owe anybody else.
Keep out of debt or keep out of my shops.

Rule 5. Dishonesty is never an acci-
dent. Good men, like good women, can't
see temptation when they meet it.

Rule 6. Mind you own business and in
time you'll have a business of your own to
mind.

Rule 7. Don't do anything here which
hurts your self-respect. The employee who
is willing to steal for rue is capable of steal-
ing from me.

Rule 8. It's none of my business what
you do at night. BUT if dissipation affects
what you do the next day, and you do half
as much as I demand, you'll last half as long
as you hoped.

Rule 9. Don't tell me what I'd like to
hear but what I ought to hear. I don't want
a valet to my vanity, but I need one for my
dollars.

Rule io. Don't kick if I kick—if you're
worth while correcting you're worth while
keeping. I don't waste my time cutting
specks out of rotten apples.

Wealthy People Like "Bargains"

Here is a personal experience that ap-
pears to upset the theory that wealthy peo-
ple don't care for bargains. While talking
with a prominent buyer, who carries costly
cut glass products, the writer said: "How
do you contrive to sell such costly goods?
Customers must be rather infrequent."

"They are," he replied, "but this may
answer you. I recently bought a cut glass
electrolier of expensive design, and marked
it at $150. Many people passed the stand
where it was displayed, but I had picked out
one customer as the most likely purchaser.

September, 19o9

I dropped her a note, asking her to step in
some time at her convenience and look at it.
She did. She liked it, and she said, "I am
going to buy that, but not now. You will
mark that down very much lower before
you sell it." Sure enough, the electrolier did
not sell at $150, and I cut it down to $139.
Later I cut it to $125 and all the time the
lady was on the watch. Finally I marked- it
down to $99 and the next day she came in
and bought it. She was afraid she would
lose it, if she waited much longer. In my
experience, wealthy people are just as care-
ful buyers as people in moderate circum-
stances, and just as keen for a "bargain."

The fact is, that the artistic window
display will fail of its purpose in some
degree if it does not base its ultimate appeal
upon the fundamental fact in human nature
—that all classes of people like a "bargain ;"
or, in other words, feel highly pleased with
themselves when they have made what they
consider to be a shrewd purchase.

Jewelry for Men

Though the impression that the average
man does not care much about wearing
jewelry seems to be a prevalent one, the dis-
play of jewelry for men in the shops seems
to discount this opinion. Many hundreds
of articles can be seen designed for men.
Of all sorts and kinds, they are intended
for the toilet, for the smoker, the golfer, the
horseman, the sportsman and the stay-at-
home.

The assortment of scarf pins for this
season is varied indeed. The beautiful and
expensive pearl pin is still in favor, and even
more expensive than those shown in past
seasons. The pear-shaped ones, of a soft
creamy color, with just a tinge of pink, are
decidedly in vogue. For the horseman, pins
of diamond horses, with the design most
strikingly made, are shown, as are also
whips and spurs. Golf clubs, miniature
yachts, oars and boats and any number of
articles which man uses in his every-day
life have been patterned in the season's
scarf pin.

Most of the new cuff links are set with
jewels of some sort, the opal and the dia-
mond being most popular. Fancy buttons
for the waistcoat seem to be the fad. They
are fashioned of enamel, of precious stones
unpolished, of various designs in gold and
are gorgeous in color. Of course, novelties
for the smoker in the shape of cigar and
cigarette cases are many. Gold ones, with
intricate designs seem to be most in demand.
Frequently enamels of brilliant color are
used on the designs, while jewels can be
found outlining the initials on the most ex-
pensive ones.
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We Do Not Use Pressed Blanks

Hawkes Cut Glass
IS CUT FROM THE SOLID BLANK

No. 1
No. 2

No. I illustrates a pressed blank, viz:—the pattern pressed into the 
Glass.

No. 2 illustrates a solid blank, the kind entirely used by us.

The DIFFERENCE in the finished article is unmistakable, the pressed 
blank being devoid of

lustre and brilliancy and giving one the idea of a cheap moulded article. 
It can easily be detected by

passing the fingers lightly over the inside of the article. Wherever the cutting on the outside is deepest

a slight swelling on the inside will be noticeable to the touch. 
Whereas the genuine article cut from

the solid blank is free from all these defects, being perfectly smooth on 
the inside, having a lustre and

brilliancy only equaled by that of the diamond, and when held to the light is 
as clear as crystal.

Pressed or Figured Blanks Cut Over Appeal to the Department Store Trade.

WE DO NOT SELL DEPARTMENT STORES

but cater exclusively to the legitimate Jewelry trade. In return we ask

for the business of the Jewelers whom we are seeking to protect 
by

furnishing genuine cut glass (not purchasable by department stores) at

prices competitive with the inferior product.

No piece Of HAWKES CUT

blank is genuine without this

GLASS cut from the solid

trade-mark engraved on it.

HAWKES

T. G. HAWKES & CO., Corning, N. Y.
  Grand Prize Paris Exposition  
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Live Wire Leaders in Electro-Plate
Restored prosperity finds the buying public willing, but cautious, eager to buy butconservative of expenditure. The jeweler who would lead in sales this fall must providehimself liberally with moderately-priced goods, pretty as the most expensive, satisfactory inservice and of proved merit.
The line that best fits these conditions and assures best results is the well-known andtime-tested

POOLE ELECTRO-PLATED WARE
Silverware is once again on the very pinnacle of popular favor, and, it is safe to predict,that a full three-fourths of holiday sales will be silver goods, mostly of the Poole quality.Prepare now by acquainting yourself with our handsome new line, which excels allprevious efforts in comprehensiveness, variety and artistic merit.

Our product means active sales, a good profit and a quick turn-over

POOLE SILVER CO., Taunton, Mass.
MANUFACTURERS OF FINEST QUALITY OF ELECTRO-PLATE

Pacific Coast Agents: M. SELLER & CO., Portland, Oregon; Seattle and Spokane, Wash.

C\
eilurr 3in1aib
Suaranterb
25 Warn

AMERICAN BEAUTY ROSE PATTERN

INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO.
Successor

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.1Noe enlib eiluerii liu 1t a,3 Di rni
IA urn Opoto
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Our Latest Design
185>

Silverware
d6

71-1 

STAPLE PIECES
Made in 14 oz.
Plate Only

FANCY PIECES
In Both 6 and

14 oz. Plate

BASE METAL
is of Highest Grade, Extra
Heavy 1 8(/, Nickel Silver

"Me BEST BASE
BEST PLATE
BEST FINISH

and the ,Best Plated Ware
Money Can ,Buy

The AMERICAN SILVER CO.
BRISTOL, CONNECTICUT

NEW YORK
Silversmiths' Building

SHOW ROOMS. 
CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO

Silversmiths Building Jewelers' Building
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The WHITING

15-17-19 MAIDEN

A NEW
Whiting Pattern

I. The
Dorothy Vernon

—,

M A 1) F. I N

Complete Line of Dozen
Work, Fancy Pieces and Cutlery .

Ready for Delivery September 1st

PRICE-LIST ON APPLICATION

V N its leading motive and the

04 treatment of its details the new
pattern is eminently suggestive of the English

Renaissance designers of the sixteenth and

seventeenth centuries. It seems becoming,

therefore, that it should be known by a name

that not only recalls one of the most romantic

episodes of the social history of that period

but is also intimately associated with the most

significant existing example of English

Renaissance Art and Architecture.

MANUFACTURING CO.
SILVERSMITHS' BUILDING

LANE NEW YORK

—..—
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„..T.1835
WALLACE
c5Illver late that
.9esirsts /paw.

Every progressive dealer knows how immensely popular 1 835R. Wallace plated ware has always been.
There are many good reasons why now, more than ever before,1 835 R. Wallace is destined to win an even greater preferenceamong the discriminating buying-public.
The Blossom Pattern reproduced herewith is an entirely fresh idea,delicate in design, superb in execution, finished in French Graywith polished shield. It is the pattern of the year.
Our new Guarantee is another most effective selling point.
To every purchaser we guarantee that 1835 R. Wallace, SilverPlate that resists wear, will give absolute satisfaction, and we agreeto stand behind and replace every piece of goods bearing the 1835R. Wallace trade-mark that does not give satisfactory service inany household.

There is no time-limit in this guarantee. It's as broad as the air.Your customer is protected absolutely.
The additional sectional plate will also appeal
to every buyer.

On those pieces that receive constant use, in our
old Al and Triple grades (namely : tea, table,
dessert, and soup spoons, medium and dessert
forks) a heavy sectional coating of silver is added
to the parts most exposed to wear. These pieces
in all patterns are stamped 1835 R. WALLACE
SECTIONAL and 1835 R. WALLACE SECTIONAL
TRIPLE. This increases the wear-resistance three
fold, but there is no increase in price.

Send today for the literature in which
the new Blossom Pattern is contained.

R. WALLACE & SONS MFG. COMPANY

1389

arnati on
attern

In conventionalizing the form of the carnation, our most
beloved flower, this new service appeals to the senti-
mental preference of a very large proportion of the
people. This alone will make the design immensely
popular.

In itself the design is one of the most beautiful ever
developed in the silver art, and one of the most practi-
cal. It is marked by distinction, giving an entirely new
spirit and character in table silverware.

The Carnation Pattern is made in a commercial weight,
so that the price is extremely low. Considering the
excellence of the design, the brilliancy of the die-work
and execution, the sales of this pattern promise to be
unusually large.

We would suggest that you send in your orders as
soon as possible.

STERLING

Write for one of our
new Sterling Catalogs
in which this Carnation
flatware is included.

WALLINGFORD CONN.
( 11 West 32nd St., New York

131-7 Wabash Ave., ChicagoBRANCHES 925 Chestnut St., Philadelphia
85 Post St., San Francisco
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RICH
CUT GLASS A Complete

New Line of

SUPERIOR
SILVER PLATE

No. 1089. Vase, "Rose"

Photo Books! Showing our New Fall

Designs, now ready for the trade

Gas Portables

Electroliers
with Beautiful Hand-
decorated Shades

Smoking Sets

Candlesticks

Jewel Boxes

Fern Dishes

Polished Brass

BRANCHES

No. 1038. Vase, "Anemone"

38 Murray St., New York City

717 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

485 St. Catherine St., Montreal, P. Q.

Factories and Main Office, NEW BEDFORD, MASS.

Our Line is handled exclusively by High-class Jewelers

ALVIN PLATE THE FLATWARE LINE
MADE IN ONE QUALITY ONLY AND THAT THE VERY BEST

<ALVIN> <PATENT>

BRIDES BOUQUET
(GREY FINISH)

LILY
(GREY FINISH)

LEXINGTON
(BRIGHT FINISH)

411.
THESE THREE PATTERNS ARE ALL COMPLETE IN FULL

VARIETY OF SPOONS, FORKS AND KNIVES AND ARE

CARRIED IN STOCK BY THE LEADING JOBBERS.

REQUESTS FOR CATALOGUE OR ORDER FOR GOODS WILL

RECEIVE PROMPT ATTENTION BY YOUR JOBBER OR DIRECT BY

ALVIN MFG. CO.
52 MAIDEN LANE :: NEW YORK

Advertising That Counts

N THE TWO following pages will be

found

COMMUNITY d RE I AN CE
SILVER, an PLATE

advertisement in four colors. In November this advertisement will

appear in full color on the back cover of the "Delineator," "Designer"-

and "New Idea"

million women.

magazines ; reaching

It will also appear

other important publications.

in these three papers over five

in black and white in many

This advertisement in color marks a radical departure from

the ordinary. Moreover, its prominent cover position insures its

being seen by millions of readers, while its strong buying appeal will

make sales.

This is your opportunity. Take advantage of it. Carry

RELIANCE PLATE in addition to COMMUNITY SILVER

and increase your sales by connecting

Advertising That Counts."

your store -with " Our

Order Now! Ask your Jobber

ONEIDA COMMUNITY, LTD., ONEIDA, N Y.
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A Clean-Cut Selling Proposition
.1.11.1.011.11:13•NOPINIMILIFIRLIS.7

ONMCINITY SILVER
is the best quality made. It sells readily and our restricted

price on it insures good profit to the dealer who carries it.

In fact, Community Silver is the ideal Jewelers' line. But

RELIANCE PLATE

fills a long-felt need of the Jewelery trade a thoroughly reliable, popular

priced plated ware at the lowest cost, offering consumers who cannot afford

Community Silver the greatest possible value.

Through years of extensive advertising Community Silver has become

known to every consumer in the country. Reliance Plate, now advertised

with Community Silver, has immediately profited by this wide celebrity, and

by the Oneida Community's well-known reputation for honest values.

411 Moreover, the Dealers' profit on Reliance Plate is the same as on

Community Silver, and is absolutely protected on both lines.

With saleability, satisfaction and profit assured, the dealer who carries

RELIANCE PLATE in addition to COMMUNITY SILVER

has a complete and clean-cut selling proposition.

Order Now!

ONEIDA COMMUNITY, LTD., ONEIDA, N.Y.

Save the Cash Discounts

As we have now entered on the buying

season it is important that the trade should

keep in mind that the cash discount is the

first profit on goods purchased. From time

to time we have referred to this matter, and

explained by calculation the amount which

can be saved by taking advantage of these

discounts. Nor is the saving in cash the

only advantage accruing. In an article on

this subject the Dry Goods Economist says :

To enable a retailer to thoroughly grasp

how different may be the treatment accorded

to him who regularly discounts his bills,

from that accorded to him who goes to the

other extreme, he need only bring to mind

some of his experiences with his own cus-

tomers.
Which customers, we ask, are those the

retailer prefers to sell to; or, differently put,

which are the customers for whom he gladly

"puts himself out"? Are they the cus-

tomers who seldom, if ever, pay up on time,

but instead, wait not only weeks, but some-

times months before settling up ; or are they

the customers who either pay spot cash, or

else pay their bills practically as soon as they

are rendered to them?

It goes without saying, therefore, that

just as a retailer, even if only "uncon-

sciously," discriminates between those of his

customers who are "good pay", and those

who are not, so must he expect that others

will be influenced by how he treats then:

when it comes to making settlements.

What merchant with a good balance in

bank would not be delighted if his bank

were to pay him interest thereon at a rate

considerably exceeding six per cent. a year?

And yet, does not a wholesaler who, for pay-

ment within ten days (of bill which other-

wise becomes net within sixty days), grants

a discount of two per cent. make an allow-

ance which is equivalent to interest at the

rate of over fourteen per cent. a year?

Moreover, a cash discount of one per

cent. for payment within ten days (of a bill

which otherwise becomes net within 30

days) means that the merchant who gets the

benefit of the discount obtains a concession

equal to interest at the rate of eighteen per

cent. a year.
Thus, a discount of one per cent. for

the payment within ten days of a bill which

is net in thirty days is, proportionately, a

greater concession than a discount of two

per cent. for payment within ten days of a

bill which otherwise is net in sixty days.

To use another illustration, what would

a merchant think if his bank would credit to

his account interest at the rate of one hun-

dred and eight per cent. a year? Yet that

is the rate of interest he obtains from a

wholesaler if, for payment within ten days

(of a bill which otherwise becomes net

within thirty clays), he is allowed to deduct

six per cent.
In order to put the matter still more

concretely, if need be, let us add that that

merchant whose cash discounts average

about four per cent. and whose purchases for

a year amount to $25,000, can earn thereon

$1000 a year by discounting all his bills.

Costliest tankard in the world

At the same rate a store whose purchases

amount to $300,000 a year can make $12,-

000 a year by discounting all its bills.

To demonstrate that the above figures

are not mere theories, let us here cite some

actual results :
On purchases of about $220,000 a store

earned in cash discounts about $7500. On

purchases amounting to $260,000 a store's

cash discounts were about $9900, and on

purchases amounting to $338,000 a store's

cash discounts were about $13,500. There-

fore, now that the matter of buying for the

fall season is receiving the attention of so

many merchants, we acid: In buying your

goods do your best to secure the most

advantageous terms possible, and then—

even if you have to make sacrifices in other

directions—endeavor to discount every bill.

Stupendous Price Paid for the Goslar

Mine Works Tankard

A conspicuous masterpiece of old

German silversmith work, carried out in the

finest Gothic style as shown in our illustra-

tion and which has hitherto been preserved

in the "homage room" of the town hall

at Goslar, in accordance with a resolution

of the local city fathers, has been sold to

the General Direction of the Royal

Museums, at Berlin, for 750,000 marks

($187,500). The city authorities have been

influenced, above everything else, in accept-

ing the large offer of the directors, because

it was considered that the high price could

not be refused in justice to the tax laden

community ; that the object is but little ap-

preciated in Goslar and attracts the atten-

tion perhaps each year of only a few hun-

dred strangers. The interest on ttlis capital

is to be employed this year to meet the de-

ficiency in the salary account, so that an

increase in the taxes may be avoided. The

beautiful old piece of work, of which the

city of Goslar retains a casting, was even

in danger, in 1777, of being melted down.

In a recommendation, the advice of the city

was asked whether it should be run into

bullion or minted into coins. The council

however wisely rejected this latter proposi-

tion.
The mine works tankard of Goslar, of

which we present an illustration, was made

for the Goslar Mining Association in 1477.

The body of the tankard is in the form of

diagonally twisted bosses, separated by a

deep recess, with a second narrowing at the

neck. The foot, like the body, is formed

in twisted ridges ending at the bottom in

bosses. About 'the depression in the body

is a wreath of foliage of the most beautiful

workmanship, with half figures of angels
with musical instruments. The upper edge,

foot and lid are ornamented with scroll-

work. On the dome of the lid is repre-

sented in small figures mining in the Ram-

melsberg, the silver output of which was
the source of the city's wealth. From this
there rises a baldachin over the figure of

St. George. The dragon-shaped handle is
reminiscent of early medimval patterns.

The enormous price paid for this jug

exceeds even that Rothschild gave for the
famous "Mother Earth" epergne of Nurem-
berg, which he presented to the Louvre
Museum. This table center he acquired for
$150,000.
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In fact, Community Silver is the ideal jewelers' line. But
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ONEIDA COMMUNITY, LTD., ONEIDA, N Y.
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Save the Cash Discounts

As we have now entered on the buying

season it is important that the trade should

keep in mind that the cash discount is the

first profit on goods purchased. From time

to time we have referred to this matter, and

explained by calculation the amount which

can be saved by taking advantage of these

discounts. Nor is the saving in cash the

only advantage accruing. In an article on

this subject the Dry Goods Economist says:

To enable a retailer to thoroughly grasp

how different may be the treatment accorded

to him who regularly discounts his bills,

from that accorded to him who goes to the

other extreme, he need only bring to mind

some of his experiences with his own cus-

tomers.
Which customers, we ask, are those the

retailer prefers to sell to; or, differently put,

which are the customers for whom he gladly

"puts himself out"? Are they the cus-

tomers who seldom, if ever, pay up on time.

but instead, wait not only weeks, but some-

times months before settling up; or are they

the customers who either pay spot cash, or

else pay their bills practically as soon as they

are rendered to them?

It goes without saying, therefore, that

just as a retailer, even if only "uncon-

sciously," discriminates between those of his

customers who are "good pay", and those

who are not, so must he expect that others

will be influenced by how he treats them

when it comes to making settlements.

What merchant with a good balance in

bank would not be delighted if his bank

were to pay him interest thereon at a rate

considerably exceeding six per cent. a year?

And yet, does not a wholesaler who, for pay-

ment within ten days (of bill which other-

wise becomes net within sixty days), grants

a discount of two per cent. make an allow-

ance which is equivalent to interest at the

rate of over fourteen per cent. a year?

Moreover, a cash discount of one per

cent. for payment within ten days (of a bill

which otherwise becomes net within 30

days) means that the merchant who gets the

benefit of the discount obtains a concession

equal to interest at the rate of eighteen per

cent. a year.
Thus, a discount of one per cent. for

the payment within ten days of a bill which

is net in thirty days is, proportionately, a

greater concession than a discount of two

per cent. for payment within ten days of a

bill which otherwise is net in sixty days.

To use another illustration, what would

a merchant think if his bank would credit to

his account interest at the rate of one hun-

dred and eight per cent. a year? Yet that
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is the rate of interest he obtains from a

wholesaler if, for payment within ten days

(of a bill which otherwise becomes net

within thirty days), he is allowed to deduct

six per cent.
In order to put the matter still more

concretely, if need be, let us add that that

merchant whose cash discounts average

about four per cent. and whose purchases for

a year amount to $25,000, can earn thereon

$1000 a year by discounting all his bills.

Costliest tankard in the world

At the same rate a store whose purchases

amount to $300,000 a year can make $12,-

000 a year by discounting all its bills.

To demonstrate that the above figures

are not mere theories, let us here cite some

actual results:
On purchases of about $220,000 a store

earned in cash discounts about $7500. On

purchases amounting to $26o,000 a store's

cash discounts were about $9900, and on

purchases amounting to $338.,000 a store's

cash discounts were about $13,500. There-

fore, now that the matter of buying for the

fall season is receiving the attention of so
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many merchants, we add: In buying your

goods do your best to secure the most

advantageous terms possible, and then—

even if you have to make sacrifices in other

directions—endeavor to discount every bill.

Stupendous Price Paid for the Goslar

Mine Works Tankard

A conspicuous masterpiece of old

German silversmith work, carried out in the

finest Gothic style as shown in our illustra-

tion and which has hitherto been preserved

in the "homage room" of the town ball

at Goslar, in accordance with a resolution

of the local city fathers, has been sold to

the General Direction of the Royal

Museums, at Berlin, for 750,000 marks

($187,500). The city authorities have been

influenced, above everything else, in accept-

ing the large offer of the directors, because

it was considered that the high price could

not be refused in justice to the tax laden

community ; that the object is but little ap-

preciated in Goslar and attracts the atten-

tion perhaps each year of only a few hun-

dred strangers. The interest on ttlis capital

is to be employed this year to meet the de-

ficiency in the salary account, so that an

increase in the taxes may be avoided. The

beautiful old piece of work, of which the

city of Goslar retains a casting, was even

in danger, in 1777, of being melted down.

In a recommendation, the advice of the city

was asked whether it should be run into

bullion or minted into coins. The council

however wisely rejected this latter proposi-

tion.
The mine works tankard of Goslar, of

which we present an illustration, was made

for the Goslar Mining Association in 1477.

The body of the tankard is in the form of

diagonally twisted bosses, separated by a

deep recess, with a second narrowing at the

neck. The foot, like the body, is formed

in twisted ridges ending at the bottom in

bosses. About he depression in the body

is a wreath of foliage of the most beautiful

workmanship, with half figures of angels
with musical instruments. The upper edge,

foot and lid are ornamented with scroll-

work. On the dome of the lid is repre-

sented in small figures mining in the Ram-

melsberg, the silver output of which was
the source of the city's wealth. From this
there rises a baldachin over the figure of

St. George. The dragon-shaped handle is

reminiscent of early medimval patterns.

The enormous price paid for this jug

exceeds even that Rothschild gave for the
famous "Mother Earth" epergne of Nurem-
berg, which he presented to the Louvre
Museum. This table center he acquired for
$150,00o.

1
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SEAMLESS GOLD RINGS 11
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The Reputation
of our Seamless Gold Rings is second to none because,
under no circumstances, do we ever permit an inferior
ring to leave our hands. Every ring we send out we
know to be perfect in metal, shape and finish, and we so
guarantee them, therefore, you take no risk in buying
from us.

Our rings would satisfy your most exacting cus-
tomers. They are the kind that will bear inspection.

5 SHAPES 22 K., 18 K., 14 K., 10 K.

Our line of Fancy Rings is unexcelled in variety and
merit. Ask for catalogue.

1,1

HAYDEN W. WHEELER & CO.
RING MAKERS

2 MAIDEN LANE

NAM

RIGISITREO

NEW YORK

MICH-CUT MICH-CUT
ALL-CUT ALL-CUT

Do you deliver Glass or Rhine Stones when
a customer orders Diamonds ? Do you?

Do you deliver Brass or Plated Ware when
a customer orders Solid Gold ? Do you?

Do you deliver Nickel Plate when Solid
Silver is ordered?

If you did, do you think it would be a good
excuse to say, if,you were called upon to
explain, that your customer did not know
the difference?

Would it be any better to say that you did
not know the difference?

There is CUT Glass and there is another
kind—do you mix them? We do not.

MICH-CUT is ALL-CUT

Michigan Cut Glass Co.
  LANSING  
MICH-CUT MICHIGAN MICH-CUT
ALL-CUT ALL-CUT

RICH CUT GLASS
FOR SELECT TRADE

#
k —

Vata"V.,te44 i -'' ,1

k

HEDGE 101-8 INCH BOWL

OUR SPECIALTY is high-grade ware that suits the jewelry trade.
The PRETTY DESIGNS, deep cutting and diamond sparkle proclaim
the superiority of our product.
The QUALITY attracts and the moderate price insures quick sales and
large profits.
It is IDEAL CUT GLASS stock for jewelers of standing with refined
patronage.

Don't Fail to Investigate this Sure-Sale and Dig Profit Opportunity

IRVING CUT
HONESDALE ::
Eastern and Western Representative
Pacific Coast
Southern
New York City

GLASS CO., Inc.
:: PENNSYLVANIA
 F. J. CLASSEN, Baltimore, Md.
  A. J. LEHRE, San Francisco, Cal.

• J. H. LEWIS, Atlanta, Ga.
 F. W. REICHENBACHER

New York Letter

There has been a very marked improvement
in the business situation in this city during the
past few weeks, more particularly since the settle-
ment of the tariff uncertainty by the passage of
the Payne law. An exceptional business in gems
is expected this fall and as the importers are well
pleased with the gem schedule in the new law
they can proceed without misgiving to make suit-
able preparation. Out-of-town jewelers have
visited the city in large numbers in recent weeks
and their very liberal purchases indicate a favor-
able outlook in all parts of the country. The
Hudson-Fulton celebration will take place on the
Hudson River September 25th to October 9th,
when a unique ceremonial will be held which will
bring vast crowds to the city. As the Merchants'
Association has arranged for special reduced
rates during this time hundreds of jewelers will
take advantage of this opportunity to combine
business with pleasure.

In regard to the gem schedule of the new
tariff law, Alfred Krower, chairman of the com-
mittee of gem dealers and importers, appointed to
look after the interests of the trade said:

"The rates of duty as they stand under the
new law are as follows : On diamonds and other
precious stones, regardless of size, ro per cent.;
pearls, whether in the original state, drilled or
sawed, ro per cent.; all imitation precious stones,
regardless of size, 20 per cent.; rough diamonds
and other precious stones, free. The trade is well
satisfied with the outcome of the tariff. Business
will now resume its natural course and importers
and cutters

ss 
utters will be enabled to carry on their busi-

ne on a larger scale with a feeling of absolute
which will result in development in all

directions."
The Gorham Mfg. Co. have had on exhibition

in their Fifth Avenue store two plaques, com-
memorative of the Hudson-Fulton. celebration.
The plaques are done in bas relief and measure
II X 16 inches. They are most appropriate in de-
sign and admirably executed.

Edmund Kohn, senior member of the firm
of Alois Kohn & Co., 14 Maiden Lane, died last
month as the result of an operation performed
several weeks previous. The news of his death
was a great shock to his many friends in the
trade. The deceased was born in Hungary in
1844 and came to this country in 1853, where he
learned his trade of chainmaking. The firm of
Alois Kohn & Co., of which he was the head,
was founded by Alois Kohn, who came to New
York in 1849. The original firm name was Alois
Kohn & Son. In 1883 Edmund Kohn was ad-
mitted to partnership and the name of the firm
changed to Alois Kohn & Co. After the death
of Alois Kohn and the retirement from the firm
of his son Arnold, the business was continued by
Edmund under the old name. The deceased was
an accomplished business man as well as an ex-
pert mechanic and credit for the rapid expansion
of the business is largely due to his mechanical
and commercial ability. In r9oo his son Leo was
admitted to partnership and has since been an
Important factor in furthering the interests of the
firm. Edmund Kohn was highly respected by his
brethren in the trade and the many floral tributes
on his bier evidenced the esteem in which he was
held. 

Herbert H. Chapple, proprietor of the jewelry
store at 1642 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, dropped
dead at Coney Island a few weeks ago. It ap-
pears that he became suddenly ill and asked to be
directed to a doctor. A hospital was pointed out
to him and as he was being led up the steps he
dropped dead. Death was due to heart disease.
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The deceased was one of the oldest jewelers lo-
cated on Fulton Street, where he started in
business in 1879.

The Gem Jewelry Co., Manhattan, was re-
cently 'incorporated for the manufacture of
jewelry, etc., with a capital of $25,000. The in-
corporators are E. J. Forham, F. M. Browne and
J. J. Harper, all of this city.

Among the out-of-town visitors in this city
last month was Charles Feldenheimer, of Port-
land, Oregon, who made his headquarters with his
brother, Louis Feldenheimer, 41 Maiden Lane,
and Mr. Maier, senior member of the well-known
firm of Maier & Berkele, Atlanta, Ga. Mr. Maier
made his headquarters with Ingomar, Goldsmith
& Co., 18o Broadway.

The action taken by the Newark Manufac-
turing Jewelers' Association with a view to en-
forcing the stamping of all goods with the karat
mark of quality is having a very favorable re-
sponse from the trade. The sentiment of the
jewelers seems to be practically unanimous on
the subject and it is quite likely that such stamp-
ing will be one of the reforms of the near future.

J. T. Montgomery, manager of the New
York office of M. A. Mead & Co., located at 15
Maiden Lane, returned recently from a two
months' trip to Europe.

Emanuel Jacobson, of Jacobson Bros., 65
Nassau Street, returned from Europe last month
on the Lusitania.

S. Frankel, of Joseph Frankel Sons, 578 Fifth
Avenue, sailed for Europe last month where he
will visit the markets in the interest of his firm.

A change has been made in the diamond
jewelry firm of Gattle, Ettinger & Hammel, 170
Broadway, corner of Maiden Lane and the firm
name will hereafter be Gattle, Ettinger & Co.,
Messrs. M. Gattle and I. B. Ettinger being the
active members of the new firm, which will carry
on the old business at the old address.

M. C. Foster, of Stern Bros. & Co., 33 Gold
Street, one of the busiest men in the New York
jewelry trade, took his annual vacation in August,
spending three weeks in the Adirondacks and
Catskills, where he has stored up enough reserve
energy and hustle to carry him through the un-
usually good fall season which his firm anticipates.

Early in the month of August the business
affairs of the Maiden Lane Safe Deposit Co., at
2 Maiden Lane and 170 Broadway, were taken
charge of by the State Banking Superintendent.
A judgment of $3o,000 secured by the Mosler
Safe Co. for installing vaults was the cause of
this action.

Theodore Schisgall, 1'6-118 Chambers Street,
has just issued a 56-page catalogue devoted ex-
clusively to his line of all kinds of imported
clocks. It is handsomely enclosed in a three-color
cover and Mr. Schisgall takes pride in the fact
that it is probably the handsomest clock catalogue
ever issued. It is being sent to retail jewelers and
is also being furnished in quantity to jobbers for
imprinting with their names.

M. J. Edmonds, a North Topeka, Kans.,
jeweler, was a visitor in the New York market
early in August.

Harry C. Larter, of Larter & Sons, New
York and Newark, is spending a month's vacation
in Canada.

All the leading dailies in this city devoted
considerable space last month to the improved
conditions in the jewelry trade. The New York
Herald said:

"Maiden Lane is complaining of a scarcity
in the finer qualities and desirable sizes of pearls
and diamonds. Dealers say that the lethargy
which began in the jewelry trade two years ago
has been followed of late by so great an increase
in business that the trade is taken by surprise and
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even the largest dealers are finding it difficult to
fill orders for the higher grades of precious stones.
This condition has caused much elation among
commercial men generally, for a rise in the dia-
mond market is considered by them as indicating
that there is a general and substantial improve-
ment in business throughout the country.

"Outgoing steamships recently have carried
more buyers for Maiden Lane houses than ever
went before at one period. Most of the prominent
importers are now in Europe looking for supplies
.to meet the rising American demand. The fear
of higher rates in the new tariff was only partly
responsible for the increase in the imports of
precious stones in New York in the last month,
the greatest total in the history of the trade.
Aside from the consideration of the tariff, the
wholesalers were forced to bring large quantities
of jewels into the country. The last month's
total valuation, exceeding $5,000,000, was five times
that of the corresponding month last year.

"Jewelry factories which had been shut down
for a large part of the last two years have re-
cently started up. For the first time since the de-
pression of two years ago the manufacturers are
advertising widely for workmen. American pearls,
especially of the best quality, are scarcer than
they have been in a good many years, as many
fishermen gave up searching for pearls during
the dull times and the revival of the demand
finds the supply inadequate.

"The fishermen are again getting busy, especi-
ally along the Illinois and Wabash Rivers, where
the mussel beds are the most productive of gems.
Several fine American pearls, equal to the best of
the oriental pearls, have been brought to Maiden
Lane in the last week and sold quickly. The best
American pearl found this season, a round, pink
gem, the size of a pea, was bought for $7500."

The N-L Electro-Chemical laboratories, 962
Amsterdam Avenue, manufacturers of Zyloloid
cement and repairs, have recently been incor-
porated under the New York State laws as Na-
ta'l Langford, Inc. Although the Zyloloid prepa-
rations have been on the market only a short
time, the manufacturers have found it necessary
to get larger quarters and have leased the room
next door, at 964 Amsterdam Avenue, which they
are now equipping with a full line of machinery.

An advertisement in the "Lost and Found"
columns of the daily press last month revealed
the loss on the Erie Railroad ferryboat Passaic,
on June 29th, of a package containing a valuable
array of jewelry. It belonged to the firm of
Driecer & Co., jewelers, of 560 Fifth Avenue, and
to recover it the firm has offered a reward of
$5000. It is stated in the advertisement that "ab-
solutely' no questions will be asked" of the one
restoring the lost jewelry. The package con-
tained one diamond tiara, a large bowknot brooch,
a diamond-paved watch and an emerald of large
size. It was lost on the boat making a trip from
Jersey City at 10.40 A. M. After the loss of the
package became known it was reported to the
Erie Railroad and since then the railroad's police
have been doing all they could to find it. At the
offices of the Erie Railroad in Jersey City it was
stated that the package, as reported to the rail-
road's detectives, contained jewelry worth con-
siderably more than $25,000.

Louis Shapiro, formerly a wholesale jeweler
at 12 John Street, this city, recently opened a dia-
mond salesroom at 14 Maiden Lane.

The Whitehead & Hoag Co., Newark, N. J.,
are filling an order for 86,000 medals for the
commission in charge of the Hudson-Fulton cele-
bration. Two of these medals are made of
22 karat gold and are three inches in diameter.
The cost of these is said to be $26o each.

(Continued on page 1395)
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OF THESE

WRITE TO

EDMOND E. ROBERT
3 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK
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(Continued from page 1393)

The new brick addition to the factory of

Herper Bros., Newark, N. J., has been completed

and is now ready for the installation of the power

plant and machinery. It is expected that the new

addition will be occupied by November 1st.
Ed Lorsch, of Sussfeld, Lorsch & Co., has

returned from a three months' stay in Europe,

where he visited most of the countries of conti-

nental Europe. His trip was solely on pleasure

and he traveled mostly by motor.
Ludwig Nissen, of Ludwig Nissen & Co., re-

turned last month from a trip to the European

markets. He stated that the prices of diamonds

of the more desirable grades were higher than

ever and that the supply of such grades seems to

be  
The

pre decreasing.or
t of Peter B. Olney, Special Master

in the Maurice C. Dreschfield bankruptcy proceed-

ings, filed last month in the United States District

Court, furnished details of the deal by which

Rudolf A. Breidenbach ; a Maiden Lane diamond

merchant, during the panic of 1907, was induced

to part with gems worth $182,549 for stock in a

tottering fire extinguisher concern. Dreschfield,

a jewelry salesman, turned over most of the dia-

monds to George H. Carpenter, then president of

the Monarch Fire Appliance Company, with a

plant at Bridgeport, Conn., and offices at No. 17

East Thirty-second Street. In return Breiden-

bach, through his counsel, Solomon Oppenheimer,

of No. 320 Broadway, charged that he had been

promised a large share in the Monarch company

and that both Dreschfield and Carpenter had de-

ceived him. Special Master Olney finds that the

acts of bankruptcy charged have been proved

and recommends that Dreschfield be adjudged a

bankrupt.
Sam Newman, formerly of the L. Bauman

Jewelry Co., of St. Louis, and Loftis Bros. & Co.,

has joined the traveling force of B. Hyman & Co.,

this city, in whose interests he will cover the

Middle West and western States. He is now out

among the trade with a large and well selected

stock of loose diamonds.

George Ludwig and his brother Emile, of the

manufacturing jewelry firm of A. Ludwig & Son,

with offices at 75 Nassau Street and 907 Broad-

way, wereoaccidentally drowned last month. The

brothers had been out on the river the greater

part of the afternoon testing their new 35-foot

motor boat Rose. Having finished they started

in for the dock of the New York Motor Boat

Club, of which they were both members. When

near their buoy Emile stopped the engine. The

boat had enough impetus, however, to carry them

past and so George reached out with his hand to

grab it. He missed and Emile then tried to reach

it. He lost his balance and toppled over. Neither

of the men could swim. Notwithstanding this

George immediately jumped in after his brother

and managed to reach him. Frank Gheen and

Captain Bauer, of the motor boat club, were on the

river in Mr. Gheen's boat. They tried to reach
the brothers but only got to the place in time
to see them sink for the last time, locked together.

R., L. & M. Friedlander, 30 Maiden Lane, are

exhibiting a curio in commercial paper in the

shape of a check for one cent, drawn on the

largest national bank in the country. The check
is signed by the Consolidated Gas Co., of New
York, and is supposed to have been sent to cor-
rect an error in a previous check. The interest-
ting 

firm.
gpi piece of paper is being carefully preserved byh 

The New York Self-Winding Electric Clock

Co. was recently incorporated to manufacture

self-winding clocks, batteries, etc. The capital
stock is $500,000 and the incorporators are F. W.
Livingston, H. H. A. St. George and C. B. Frazier,of h 

Simon Frankel, of Joseph Frankel's Sons Co.,
578 Fifth Ave., sailed last month for Europe on
the record-breaking Mauretania.

Phillip Emden, who had been in the service
of Tiffany & Co. for over thirty years and was a
highly respected member of the staff, died last
month of apoplexy. His sudden death was quite
a shock, as he had just returned from vacation.

He was only 47 years old and had been in the

employ of Tiffany & Co. for practically his entire

business career, being at the time of his death

the head of an important department.
The Globe Jewelry Case Co. was incorporated

under the laws of the State last month for the

manufacture of jewelry of various kinds. The

capital stock is $3000 and the incorporators are

Max Kleinman, B. E. Schwartz and Morris Klein-

man.
Among the trade visitors to the city last

month was S. E. Theus, of Theus & Company, a

leading jewelry firm of Savannah, Ga. Mr.

Thetis was accompanied by his family.
The Manhattan Clock Co. was recently in-

corporated to manufacture clocks, watches, orna-

ments, etc. The capital stock is $1o,000 and the

incorporators Lewis Weil, Sara Weil and Joseph

T. Comins, of this city.
Goldsmith Bros. Smelting and Refining Co.,

32 Union Square, will move to 20 John Street

about September 1st. The building in which the

new quarters are located has just been remodelled

and three of the floors will be occupied by this

company, one for a laboratory, one for a sales-

room and one for a sample room. The head-

quarters of the firm, which is one of the largest

of its kind in the country, are in Chicago.
W. E. Smith, of the L. E. Waterman Co.,

took a recent vacation in the form of an auto-

mobile trip to Montreal and returned by way

of the Adirondacks. Mr. Smith was accompanied

by his wife and daughter.
Among the prominent trade visitors seen

here last month was J. B. Hudson, of Minne-

apolis, Minn., who had just returned from Europe

and took advantage of the opportunity to visit

some of his trade friends in this city.
The exhibition planned by Powers & Mayer,

258 Fifth Avenue, will be held August 3oth•to

September 4th. This annual event has become

an important trade feature and attracts large

numbers of the local and visiting jewelers. This

exhibition is the seventh annual display and it is

said will far surpass all previous efforts.

Traveling Man Well Known to the

Trade Fasts for Fifty Days

Fifty and one-half days without eating or

drinking anything other than water was the pace

set by Will H. Maire, of Cleveland, Ohio, who is

a patient at the Macfadden Sanatorium, Battle

Creek, Mich., and who broke his fast on August

loth with a teaspoonful of milk after abstaining

from all food viands for nearly two months. Mr.

Maire has been a traveling salesman for the

Rockford Watch Co. A year and a half ago he

felt considerable discomfort from an unknown
cause, physicians disagreeing upon the name of

the ailment. About five months ago Mrs. Maire,

who is a very enthusiastic physical culturist, in-

duced her husband to go to the sanatorium.

Shortly after his arrival he endured a three days'
fast and the results so encouraged him that after

six weeks he again refrained from the use of food

for ten days. The curing effects of the fast were

obvious.
Shortly afterward he decided to take a longer

fast, this being the one in which he broke all
records for endurance.

When questioned as to how he felt about
eating during the fast he stated that for the first
eight days he experienced great discomfort, which
at times brought with it the feeling of sickness.
From that time on his appetite gradually dimin-
ished until he no longer cared for food, until
the fiftieth day, when lie again turned ravenously
hungry. He endured this feeling only a half day,
however, when, realizing that the water materials
of his body had disappeared and that the limit
of advantageous results had been reached, he
sipped a teaspoonful of milk and followed with
the same proportion at half hour intervals. Mr.
Maire informs us that he expects complete re-
covery.

Moseley Lathes are up-to-date in every par-
ticular and this is due to the great care taken in
their manufacture. Get the genuine. Page 1352.
—Adv.
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PRUNING THE TREES
is necessary to keep it fresh, sound and green
throughout.

Same way with a stock of jewelry.

You have to cut out the dead wood to allow

room for new growth.
We do this trimming constantly. As soon

as a design gets a bit antiquated, we kill it and

replace it with something new and timely.

We keep no dead ones on our shelves. That

is why, when you get "LK" Set and Signet
Rings from us, you can feel sure of receiving

goods that people who know will be glad to

buy—rings made to meet existing demands—

not fashions that departed this life years ago.

Send for an assortment and see for yourself

Sete4;,3‘ef,AeryivA
GEL DEO SY

JOSEPH L.HERZO6 & CO.
MAKERS or THE

"L10"RINGS
(DIAMOND. SET AND SIGNET)

45-SI ROSE STREET,(COR.DUANE) NEW YORK,

M. GATTLE I. B. ETTINGER

Gattle, Ettinger
'Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Artistic Diamond
Jewelry

ci We take pleasure in announcing
that this business, formerly conducted

under the name of Gattle, Ettinger &

Hammel, will be continued hereafter

as Gattle, Ettinger & Co.

Our ENTIRELY NEW stock of

original pieces in mounted precious

stone jewelry is now complete.

Special Attention Will be Given
to Memorandum Orders

170 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
CORNER MAIDEN LANE August 9, 1909



HE JEWELER who buys diamonds
before giving our stock of mounted and
loose gems consideration misses an

opportunity that has few equals in this country.

Write us about diamonds before you buy.
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The outlook for fall business
Crop Reports is all that can be expected, or
and the even hoped for, and Chicago
Business Outlook jobbers are entirely satisfied

with the prospects. At no
time during recent years has there been a healthier
feeling of certainty regarding fall business than
that which prevailed here the closing weeks of
August. Travelers are all out in their respective
territories and their reports have allayed the fears
of even the most skeptical. Chief among all the
circumstances that have ushered in this somewhat
belated prosperity was the Government reports
on the crops. Without quoting the figures we
may safely say that this great western country
is going to establish a new crop record. Those
who are interested in a statistical crop report we
refer to an interesting document compiled and
published by the Commercial National Bank of
this city. It is a summary of letters sent by 6000
correspondents in the agricultural fields and 4000
in the business world. Yields of the great cereals
this year, according to this reliable computation,
are at a bumper record. Wheat per acre was only
exceeded once in recent years. The aggregate of
735,049,400 bushels falls little below the 1906 crop
of 735,260,000, so that the effect of this great crop
coming after two years of small harvests has
stimulated business. It comes in time to replenish
the depleted stocks on farms, granaries, elevators,
mills, warehouses and stores. Its returns are
more gratifying because the year opened unpro-
pitiously. As to corn, the reports of the Corn-
mercial National Bank indicates a crop of 2,974,-
000,000 bushels, against 2,668,000,000 bushels last
year.

The corollary of this glowing crop report is
the promise of an immense production of hogs
and cattle and the development of a greater
prosperity in every station of life. There is no
longer any necessity for even the more con-
servative mind to speak of faint and scattered
signs of industrial revival, for the evidence of
improving conditions is too abundant and con-
clusive to be gainsaid. The movement has de-
veloped so rapidly during the past two months
and now includes so many lines and has gained
such momentum that, with fundamental condi-
tions all favorable, a relapse is no longer to be
feared. Shelves are bare of their surplus stocks
and the country has grown up to its facilities and
equipment.

To the jewelry trade in general, which has
been a long and patient sufferer, these signs of
the times come with joyful emphasis and Chicago
jobbers are of one accord in viewing this fall
as the opportune time to inaugurate a new pros-
perity, marshalled by the most bountiful all-
around crop ever produced in this country. They
are to-day at work on their stock with accelerated
enthusiasm and will take hold of the fall activi-
ties better prepared than ever before.

One word to retailers will not be amiss.
Nothing short of zero weather in September can

check this march of prosperity. Providence, des-
tiny, good luck, or anything you may wish to call
it is at the helm and, as has been the history of
every belated era of industrial revival, its corn-
ing must be anticipated. Study your community,
gage its payrolls, analyze the new conditions and
then prepare your stock and your energies, for,
after all has been said concerning the bright out-
look for fall business, good times, no matter
whether they are early or late in arriving, only
afford you an opportunity to prosper. It's up to
you to recognize the opportunity and be pre-
pared for it.

A dispatch from Washington
Proposed late in the month announced
Change in that Postmaster-General Hitch-
Registered cock has decided to raise the
Mail Fee registry from eight to ten

cents. The dispatch states that
the Postmaster-General's decision is definite, but
fails to state when it will go into effect. At a
recent annual convention of first-class post-
masters, held at Toledo, Ohio, it was the unani-
mous decision of the postal officials that this in-
crease would not be opposed when it was under-
stood that the Government was losing several
million dollars through the present system. By
law the Postmaster-General is authorized to make
a registry fee as high as twenty cents. In 1874
it was reduced from fifteen cents to eight cents,
but increased to ten cents in 1875. It was re-
duced from ten cents to eight cents in 1893. This
is the most expensive of any of the service ren-
dered by the postal department.

The new directory estimate of
Chicago's Chicago's population was corn-
Population pleted during the past month

and estimated as 2,462,600.
The figures are secured by multiplying the names
in the book by 3.2. This multiple has been used
for ten years, it having been found that the
census returns in 1900 showed a total population
which was 3.2 times the number of names given
in the city directory of that year. A veteran ob-
server is inclined to think the latest estimate con-
servative and indicates his belief that the federal
enumerators will return at least 2,500,000 when
their count is completed.

The United States census of 1900 gave the
population of the city at 1,698,575, a count which
was disappointing at that time. The census
bureau has made estimates from time to time,
allowing a steady increase year by year and yet
giving a total always under that claimed by the
directory compilers, the school census takers and
the Chicago bureau of statistics. The last, for
example, estimated the city's population on Janu-
ary r, 1908, to be 2,540,896, assigning 955,000 to
the south side, 1,146,000 to the west side and
440,000 to the north side. As no two of the esti-
mates have agreed the citizen has been free to
select his own figures and, naturally enough, he
has been inclined to take the largest mentioned.
However, everybody knows that the city is going
forward in substantial growth. Building is
progressing everywhere. Traction facilities are
being tested as never before. The throngs in the

streets are increasingly large. The suburban
towns are gaining by leaps and bounds. There is
no doubt about the "Greater Chicago." What
the city itself has to show in population will soon
be known by the accepted decennial inquiry.

News from the Trade

The Brochon Engraving Company has re-
cently been incorporated in the city to manufacture
and sell jewelry. The incorporators are William
McKinley, D. F. Flannery and A. A. McKinley.
The capital stock is given at $5000.

The new students who have registered at the
Kandler School of Engraving the past month in-
clude Robert Larson, Joliet; Hyman Lebovitz,
Chicago; William Frey, Chicago William
Prozinsky, Chicago; Gail E. Chandler, Dallas
City, Ill.; Henry Nolting, Chicago; Alfred Askin,
Hammond, Ind.; Emil Wagner, Chicago ; J. Jen-
sen, Racine, Wis.; J. B. Dayton, Schenectady,
N. Y.; F. W. Burnett, Gary, Ind.; W. A. Zone,
Chicago; J. B. Moore, New York; J. A. Tromley,
Sault Ste Marie, Mich. 

' 
• Henry Ochman, Chicago;

Miss H. B. Everett, Rockford, Ill.; L. C. Collo-
way, Cassville, Wis.; Joseph J. Gregoire, Menom,
Ill. Lester W. Hugett„ of Batavia, Ill., an ex-
perienced engraver, has been engaged by Professor
Kandler as associate instructor.

The Chicago jobbing trade has been apprised
of the discontinuance of the well-known Attle-
boro firm of Regnell, Bigney & Co. Several
months ago H. T. Regnell retired from the firm,
and during the past month J. A. Bigney an-
nounced the transfer of his interests in the busi-
ness to the Allison Mfg. Co. This company will
continue the business under the latter name.

J. T. Montgomery, formerly of the Chicago
office and now manager of the New Yotic office of
M. A. Mead & Co., recently returned from a two
months' vacation in Europe, most of which was
spent in Germany.

F. C. Feagans, of the well-known Los Angeles
firm of Brock & Feagans, delighted his many
friends here in the jobbing circles with a call. He
was on his way home from an extensive eastern
trip. He visited Elgin, Ill., where he was
formerly in business, before starting on his return
trip.

Will Swartchild, of Swartchild & Co., ma-
terial jobbers in the Heyworth Building, has been
all smiles and sunshine the past month. It was
all occasioned by the arrival of a bouncing baby
boy which will bear his papa's name. We wish
the little fellow much joy, good health, prosperity
and a long life.

Hugo Gruschow, manager of the jewelers'
catalogue department of the Peninsular Engrav-
ing Company, of Detroit, stopped off at Chicago
on his return from the Omaha convention. Mr.
Gruschow has attended all the conventions of the
national association and spoke of the Omaha
gathering as by far the most successful.

Ed Jensen, a retailer, Sixty-first and Halsted
Streets, was the victim of a daylight robbery late
ill the month. While he was in the rear of his
store a sneak thief entered the front door and
relieved him of four gold watch cases and made
his escape.

Charles J. Zeitler, of Denver, Colo., a retailer
well known to the Chicago jobbing trade, died
August 2d at his home. He had been in the busi-
ness in Denver for eighteen years and was for-
merly in business at Havre de Grace, Ind. He
was a prominent business man of Denver and
well known in Elk circles, having served as
Exalted Ruler of the Denver lodge and had
taken a prominent part in the work of that or-
ganization at its last national convention. He is
survived by his parents, a daughter, Mrs. Harry
Smith, of Baltimore, and a brother, E. A. Zeitler,
of Havre de Grace, Ind.

B. A. Ballou & Co., of Providence, have
opened a Chicago office in the Columbus Memorial
Building, which will be in charge of C. E. Petit.

J. H. White, of this city, attended the Omaha
convention early in August and exhibited the
entire line of Simpson, Hall, Miller & Co. at
the convention.

Henry Pfordresher, western representative of
the Eastern Jewelry Company, of Providence,
R. I., left late in the month on his western trip.

(Continued on page r399)
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FIGURE IT OUT
OES IT NOT LOOK REASONABLE TO YOU,

that if you have a store in your town in which you put
all your time, all your energy, all your money and all your
thought—in which you put the best improved systems for
keeping stock--in which you have the best organization
for the handling of business--in which you have the most
up-to-date fixtures and furnishings.

Then, after all this, you put in a complete stock, embrac-
ing everything that might be asked for in a jewelry store—
mark everything at a price that brings you only a fair
return on your investment.

We ask you again, doesn't it seem fair to you, all things
being equal, that you should have the support of the folks
in your home town, of the farmers near you, of your own
community where you make and spend your money?

Of course you say YES.

Well, that's just the way we feel about it and

WE WANT YOUR MAIL ORDER BUSINESS
and we want it for the good and sufficient reasons that we are neighbors.
Our interests are in the West the same as yours. We feel that you being a West-
ern concern and we being Western Jobbers that we would be figuring to supply
and satisfy Western consumers better than would anyone doing business
farther East.

We will not ask you to pay us one cent more for your goods. We will show you
that we carry a stock second to none. We will give you as good, or better,
service than you will get anywhere, and we will both prosper.

COME NOW AND BE ONE OF THE HUNDREDS OF SATISFIED
CUSTOMERS WE ARE NOW SERVING

Wholesale Jewelers KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

Chicago Letter

(Continued from page 1397)

The show window of J. Hunter, a jeweler
.it Forty-seventh and Langley Avenue, was
smashed late in the month by a thief, who suc-
ceeded in getting away with little of value.

Chicago subscribers to THE KEYSTONE whose
addresses have been changed by the new city
ordinance on house numbering, are urgently re-
quested to send their new addresses as well as
the old one to the office of THE KEYSTONE in
order that the proper correction may be made in

the InEn. E. Aigldikstins's, of this city, was in charge of a
very elaborate exhibition of handpainted china
made by The J. H. Stouffer Co., of Chicago, at
the Omaha convention.

R. Weitlich, of Sturgeon Bay, Wis., was a
purchaser on the local market late in the month.

The many friends of Charles Pfeil, manu-
facturing jeweler, in the Republic Building, will
regret to learn of his illness, which has confined
him to his home for the past month.

A. L. Daniels, manager of the Chicago office
of Robert H. Ingersoll & Bro., went East late in
the month on an extended business trip.

The office of Leon Hirsch, watch jobber, in
the Heyworth Building, has been discontinued.
Mr. Hirsch will hereafter make his headquarters
ill New York.

George Elbe, of this city, secretary of the
Illinois Retail Jewelers' Association, and Paul
Lackritz, treasurer, attended the convention of the
national association at Omaha early in the month.

A. H. Kolker and F. T. Lotz, with the Juer-
gens & Andersen Co., were in charge of a very
elaborate display for their company at the annual
retailers' convention at Omaha.

Hamilton B. McKinley, missionary for the
Elgin National Watch Company, enjoyed his an-
nual vacation at Lake Delavan, Wis.

F. C. Bell has resigned his position with the
western selling agency of the Omega Watch
Company.

Max Ellbogen, Thomas Hoefer and C. J.
Roehr, of this city, and W. Kuesel, of Milwaukee,
have been named as a committee to take charge
of the business affairs of R. J. Bott, of Mil-
waukee, in the interests of the creditors.

The many friends of Harry H. Miller, the
genial representative of Hutchinson & Huestis,
are extending him congratulations and incidentally
smoking his cigars on the announcement of his
engagement to Miss Edna Levy, the jewelry
buyer for Despres, Bridges & Noel. Both have
an extensive acquaintance in the trade and the
wedding 

  
is being looked forward to with much

interest.
Miss Sadie Lansberg, of Rock Springs, Wyo.,

was on the local market this past month on her
annual purchasing trip.

The Newell Mfg. Co. is the name of a new
Illinois corporation with headquarters in Chicago.
The company is incorporated for $25,000 and will
deal in watches, jewelry and materials. The in-
corporators are S. W. Cureton, E. D. Clapp and
W. J. Fauth.

George Spies, of Spies Bros., accompanied
by Mrs. Spies, is making an automobile tour to
New York and other eastern points.

Sol Martin, Jr., has sold his business at
Evansville, Ind., and moved to Milwaukee.

H. Schwartz, diamond broker, has returned
from his European trip.

Coleman E. Adler, of New Orleans, was in
Chicago the past month purchasing stock and new
fixtures for a new store which he will open shortly
in New Orleans.

Assistant Superintendent Cloutman, of the
Elgin National Watch Company, spent his vaca-
tion in Boston and the East.

Max Ellbogen, of the Stein & Ellbogen
Company, and A. W. Sproehnle, of A. W.
Sproehnle & Co., were the Chicago jobbers who
represented the National Wholesale Jewelers' As-
sociation at the retail jewelers' convention at
Omaha early in August.

W. R. Smitn, jeweler, at 3920 State Street,
has been on an automobile trip East, accompanied
by his wife and son, also by John James and

wife. They made the trip to New York City
by way of Buffalo, calling at the various points of
special interest en route.

The Loeb-Kohnweiler Co. has filed articles
of incorporation in Illinois and will conduct a
general jewelry and manufacturing business. in
Chicago. The incorporators are A. Kohnweiler,
George H. Miller and G. Blockey.

N. L. Pietrowski, whose office is in the Ash-
land Block, is the president of a new Illinois cor-
poration known as the Jewel Bead Co., and
capitalized at $2500 and which will do a general
manufacturing business.

Sydney Ackerman, formerly western repre-
sentative of the Wayne Cut Glass Company, of
Honesdale, Pa., has resigned this position and
accepted a similar one with Burley & Tyrell, of
Chicago.

F. T. Webber, of Webber & Turnell, of Dan-
ville, Ill., was in Chicago the middle of the month
purchasing stock for the fall trade, the prospects
of which he stated were most excellent.

L. Lechenger, of Houston, Tex., stopped off
on the local market while on his way East,

Otto Lieberman, traveling salesman for the
Stein 8z Ellbogen Company, visited his home at
Sheboygan, Wis., during Homecoming Week and
also spent a week at Elkhart Lake, Wis.

Edwin Massa, of the Bauman-Massa Jewelry
Co., of St. Louis, spent four days in Chicago
the middle of the month, accompanied by Mrs.
Massa.

The entire stock of W. A. Penn, Morrison,
Ill., was sold at auction during the past month.
All the fixtures, including a large burglar-proof
safe, were included in the sale.

George A. Klein and Ed M. Klein, who are
well known to the Chicago jobbing trade by
reason of having been in the retail business at
Muncie, Ind., for many years, have engaged in
the jobbing business in the same town and have
opened commodious headquarters in the Wysar
Block. They will carry a complete line of solid
and plated ware.

M. J. Motsinger, a jeweler and optician of
Rector, Ark., is at present taking a post-graduate
course in this city.

Mr. Bach. of Bach & Co., watch jobbers,
Heyworth Building, returned late in the month
from an extended tour of Yellowstone Park and
the Canadian Rockies.

Charles E. Howes, western representative of
E. L. Logee & Co., Providence, R. I., left early
in the month on his Pacific Coast trip. He ex-
pects to return to Chicago the middle of September.

George Edwards, of the Edwards & Sloane
Jewelry Company, of Kansas City, and secretary
of the National Wholesale Jewelers' Association,
spent several days with his Chicago friends late
in the month. •

E. T. Mudge, salesman for Norris, Alister
& Co., has been assigned to visit the trade in
Colorado and the northwest.

Mr. Allen, of the well-known firm of Bohm &
Allen, Denver, Colo., visited his many friends in
the Chicago trade the middle of the month. He
was on his return home from an extended trip
East.

John A. Cox, manager of Benj. Allen & Co.,
is enjoying a two weeks' vacation with his family
in eastern Canada.

Seth Laraway, formerly of Glenwood, Iowa,
was in Chicago early in the month purchasing
stock for a new store which he will open in
Eugene, Oregon.

Harry Clapp, member of the well-known
manufacturing firm of Daggett & Clapp, Attle-
boro, and Hiram Packard, of the same firm, were
in Chicago late in the month, the guests of Her-
bert Cobb, the western representative of the firm.
Mr. Packard is also the chief of the Attleboro
fire department, and before coming to Chicago he
and Mr. Clapp inspected an exhibit of fire ap-
paratus at Grand Rapids in the interests of a
new system of fire protection which Mr. Clapp
intends to install at the factory.

0. M. Chadbourne, manager of the Chicago
office of the James E. Blake Company, returned
early in the month from an extended trip to
the factory.

J. F. Varney, of the Varney Jewelry Co.,
of Wichita, Kans., was in Chicago the middle of
the month accompanied by Mrs. Varney.

George N. Steere, of the George N. Steere

Co., of Attleboro, was in Chicago early in the

month and made a trip through the West in the
interests of his company. He was well pleased

with the business outlook.
Chicago jewelry buyers who visited eastern

factories during the past month include M. M.

Kahn, of Kahn Bros.; Miss Henrietta Graf, of

Berg Bros.; W. A. Kaufman and A. L. Stone, of

Stone Bros.
W. J. Diggs, local manager of the Jewelers'

Board of Trade, is spending his vacation at his

old home in Maryland.
R. T. Kleckner, of Theodore W. Foster &

Bro. Co., is on a Pacific Coast trip.

Diamonds or White Sapphires

There has been a lot of discussion among the
trade recently with reference to white sapphires,
which has unquestionably arisen in consequence

of a case recently before the Birmingham Court,

in which a ring was alleged to have been pur-

chased, the stones of which were represented as

being diamonds, whereas an expert had adjudged

them to be only white sapphires, says the Bir-

mingham correspondent of the Watchmaker,

Jeweler and Silversmith. The case was, how-
ever, withdrawn by agreement and permission of

the court.
Another case, in London, arose through an

attempt to pawn a ring purporting to be a dia-

mond, in which case also the stone was a white

sapphire. In evidence it transpired that a quantity

of similar rings had been taken round the trade

and prices asked which would have represented

the value of the stones if diamonds. The question

arises, is there to be an epidemic of white sapphires?
The white sapphire bears similitude with the

diamond to such a degree that when specially

cut and polished it might even mislead some per-

sons conversant with the trade for a diamond.

It would, therefore, be as well to familiarize ones-

self with the gem (for gem it is), and be pre-

pared to test a stone when doubtful as regards

its genuineness as a diamond. We therefore give

a few particulars of the stone and how it may be

tested.
First of all we will mention that it is of the

varieties known as corundum and whose specific

gravity is 3.9 to 4.2; the diamond, 3.5. In hard-

ness it is superior to the majority of precious
stones and ranks next to the diamond (to), its
position being marked as 9.

The gem is composed of alumina 98.5, oxide
of iron 1.0, lime o.5.

In diamonds the refraction is single.
In sapphires the refraction is double in a

small degree.
Diamonds :

Refractive index white 2.445
" brown 2.487

Sapphire:
Refractive index 1.765

Its structure is brittle, and, in consequence
of its hardness, it may be scratched by the dia-
mond but by no other mineral or gem.

Like the diamond, the white (or any other)
sapphire is immune from the action of any acids
or known chemical substance, but, unlike the
superior gem, it is capable of being fused by the
aid and assistance of a flux, with some little
difficulty. The diamond, however, is infusible
although it is combustible.

The difference, however, may be easily es-
tablished by taking the specific gravity, or by the
more simple test of its hardness, of scratching,
using another sapphire or diamond.

The test of specific gravity is, however, the
better, as this determines the "family" of the gem
without the possibility of the slightest injury to
the stone, a matter of great importance.

The traces of color in the stone may be
readily detected if it is held by the corn tongs
about an inch under clear water (this test will also
emphasize imperfections or patchiness of color
with the blue variety, any portion uncolored will
be distinctly apparent).

Moseley Lathes are of great durability as
well as accuracy. They are good for several gen-
erations. Get the genuine. Page 1352.—Adv.
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GARNETS
NEW STYLES IN BROOCHES
SCARF PINS :: LAVALLIERES
JUST IMPORTED DIRECT from EUROPE

NOW ALL THE RAGE!
Send for Selection Packages!

"The
Quaky
Lthe"

Artistic

Jewelry

Importers of Diamonds
Howard, Elgin, Waltham, Excelsior Watches
New England Watches : Keystone 14 K. Gold Cases

Boss, Crescent, Crown Cases

A. G. SCHWAB & SONS
31 E. FOURTH STREET CINCINNATI HARRISON BUILDING
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A month has passed since the last local trade
review appeared in these columns, and it can be
safely said that Cincinnati jewelers are still of
the opinion that the trade this fall and winter
will be fine. Traveling men for the big whole-
sale and manufacturing jewelers here are out on
the road after business and they are getting it, too.
Their orders prove it.

There is a better feeling prevailing every-
where. The trade are buying more freely and
there is a tendency to purchase better goods with-
out haggling over prices. This feature of the
trade is taken as being very indicative of better
conditions in general and a return to something
like the oldtime prosperity.

Cincinnati jewelers who have been in the
West report conditions there as being as pros-
perov.s as anyone could wish. The crops are
immense, everybody is busy and everybody seems
to have money and is spending it. Farmers are
busy just now caring for their crops, but it is
predicted that as soon as they have time to go
to town to buy they will flood the trade with
thousands of the dollars which they are now
gathering in.

The retail trade here says demand for goods
has been normal this summer and some say it has
been better than usual, the season considered.
All told, the outlook is very pleasing to all the
trade and all that now remains to make the pic-
ture complete is for the autumn season to roll
around and start the general public to buying,
as of old.

The motion that the bankruptcy proceedings
against the Herman Keck Manufacturing Com-
pany be dismissed was overruled by Bankruptcy
Referee Charles T. Greve. Referee Greve held
that although it has not been fully proved that
the company is bankrupt that there is some. evi-
dence which is yet in dispute and which the de-
fense will have to clear up. On August 241 experts
on the value of precious stones were called to
assist in placing a value on the precious stones
in the jewelry stock of the Duhme Jewelry Com-
pany. The experts were instructed to assist the
regular appraisers. Bankruptcy Referee Greve
has decided to take testimony in the Duhme store
in order to facilitate matters. It has been
rumored here that if the assets of the Duhme
company are larger than the company's liabili-
ties that the bankruptcy proceedings will be dis-
missed. Referee Greve says he hopes to be able
to hand his report to United States Judge Thomp-
son, the trial judge, when Judge Thompson re-
turns from his trip to Europe, early in Sep-
tember. It is believed Judge Thompson will
render a decision in the matter about the middle
of September, unless some unforeseen matters
arise.

Leo Goesling, of Joseph Noterman & Com-
pany, spent a two weeks' vacation at Maxinkuckee
Lake, Ind., fishing.

William Pfleuger, of Joseph Noterman &
Company, has returned from a fishing trip in the
Georgian Bay country.

D. A. Lamb, of Wilmington, Ohio, well-
known to the local trade, attended the funeral
of Mayor Markbreit in Cincinnati recently, as a
member of the Loyal Legion, of which Mayor
Markbreit was a fellow member.

G. H. Newstedt left July 30th on a pleasure
trip through the northwest and Yellowstone Park.

R. H. Galbreath, who was connected with
the Duhme Jewelry Company for many years,
was in Cincinnati early in August renewing old
friendships.

John Seibert, well-known jeweler of Frank-
fort, Ky., was in Cincinnati early in August to
purchase an automobile.

W. W. Howe, of the Loring Andrews Com-
pany, spent his vacation in Michigan.

Bankruptcy Referee Whittaker has an-
nounced that Trustee Abner Thorpe, Jr., has been
authorized to pay to creditors of Harry Feltman,
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retail jeweler in West Fourth Street, a dividend
of 183- per cent. A first dividend of 5 per cent.
was declared some time ago.

Thieves broke into the jewelry store of S.
Fendlob, at 5to Central Avenue, on the night of
August 3d and stole $5o worth of jewelry.

Newton Fox, of Fox Bros. & Company, is on
a trip to the Pacific Coast, and Oscar Fox, also
of the firm, is on a business trip South.

Joseph Rosemeyer, of Herman Lange's re-
tail store, said July was rather quiet but that
August so far has been very satisfactory.

John Gerwin, of the Philadelphia Watch Case
Company, has just returned from a vacation spent
at White Villa, Ky., fishing and resting.

Christian Simper, the venerable father of
Edward, Fred and George Simper, well-known
Vine street jewelers, passed away at the home
of his son Edward recently. He had not been
ill and his death came as a great shock to the
family. He was 79 years old and for the past
twelve years made his home with his son Edward.

Harry Carle, of the Chicago office of the
Keystone Watch Case Company, was in Cincin-
nati August 13th on a business trip.

Frank Herschede, of the Frank Herschede
Company, accompanied by his family, left Cin-
cinnati July 30th in Mr. Herschede's big touring
car for a spin to Detroit. They planned to take
steamer from there to Duluth, Minn., and to re-
turn by water to Detroit and then motor home.

Miss Mabel O'Connor, stenographer in The
Keystone Watch Case Company's Cincinnati office,
spent her vacation with friends in Dayton, Ohio,
late in July.

Louis Holderbach, proprietor of a retail
jewelry store in Findlay Street for many years,
died at his home July 24th after having been
confined to his bed four days. He had been in
poor health for a year.

Thieves effected an entrance to the jewelry
store of F. A. Boli, at 323 East High Street,
Hamilton, Ohio, on the night of July 20th and
stole twenty-seven rings, a number of watches
and other valuables worth about $too. No trace
of the thieves could be secured.

Dave Gutmann, of L. Gutmann & Sons, big
wholesale jewelers, attended the annual conven-
tion of the National Association of Retail
Jewelers in Omaha, August 2d to 7th. To the
correspondent of THE KEYSTONE he said : "I
never saw the West looking more prosperous.
The crops are out of sight, everybody is busy
and everybody has money. The farmers actually
have more money than they know what to do with
and are becoming extravagant. They are buying
automobiles. General buying had not yet set in
when I was out West but I can see that when
the farmers shall have had time to harvest their
crops and to get to town that business will boom.
The outlook is certainly flattering."

Victor Gebhardt, of Gebhardt Bros., spent his
vacation in Michigan early in August.

John Holland, the gold pen maker, accom-
panied by Mrs. Holland, has returned from a
visit with relatives in Columbus, Ohio. Mr. Hol-
land started his men for the northwest and far
western States early in August.

Dave Gutmann, of L. Gutmann & Sons, will
go to New York September 1st to meet Mrs.
Louis Gutmann, his mother and his sister, Mrs.
Emma Marks, who are returning with Mr. and
Mrs. A. G. Schwab, of A. G. Schwab & Sons,
from a summer spent in Europe.

Wallace Miller, of the Miller Jewelry Com-
pany, is making a big business trip through the
West for his firm.

G. M. Braham, of A. & J. Plant, left for the
South and West on business late in July.

Local jewelers are interested in the report
that Fritzie Dhein, who, in 1892, stole a $2o,000
tray of diamonds from a well-known Cincinnati
jewelry store, has been arrested again in Los
Angeles.

Herman Lange, of 425 Vine Street, accom-
panied by his daughter, Miss Teresa Lange, left
August 7th for a trip to Yellowstone Park. They
will be gone a month.

Cincinnati jewelers are on the qui vive just
now because of the activity here early in August
of two clever men, alleged to be thieves. Their
game was to substitute cheap rings for good
ones when shown a tray of rings in local jewelry
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stores. The police have arrested a man giving
the name of John Scanlon and another man
calling himself Barney McLauren, who claim
Cincinnati as their home.

C. Oskamp Daller, of the Clemens-Oskamp
Jewelry Company, has been elected a delegate to
the national meeting of the Advertisers' Clubs,
which will be held in Louisville, Ky., August 25th
to 27th. Mr. Daller is very prominent in the Cin-
cinnati Advertisers' Club and has been doing
much for the club the past year or two.

Frank Herschede, of the Frank Herschede
Company, gave his employees an outing on the
Whitewater River, near Brookville, Ind., late in
July. The day proved to be a jolly one, indeed,
for all present.

J. Harris, of the Harris & Shafer Company,
of Washington, D. C., visited his jeweler friends
in Cincinnati early in August.

William Owen, who was badly injured in a
street car accident some time ago, is slowly re-
covering from his hurts. On July 30th he at-
tended the funeral of his aunt in Venice, Ohio.

Harry C. Walton, of The Keystone Watch
Case Company, accompanied by Mrs. Walton,
spent their vacation in Sweetser, Ind. They were
due to return home about August 20th. At the
local offices of the company business was re-
ported as having been very nice the past two
or three months and the company is looking for
very much better trade this fall and winter.

Miss Norma Esberger, a daughter of Charles
Esberger, Sr., the well-known Vine Street jeweler,
was married August 4th to Edward F. Weidner,
son of a prominent Cincinnati politician.

Friends of Fred Wilms, the local jeweler,
are congratulating him upon the narrow escape
of Mrs. Wilmes, their daughter, Miss Ethel and
son, Fred, Jr., from injury in a near-train wreck
in Iowa early in August. The train on which
they were returning to Cincinnati from Syracuse,
Kans., almost collided with a wrecked freight
train. They were frightened but not hurt.

Said Mr. Solar, of the E. & J. Swigart Com-
pany, dealers in jewelers' supplies, Fifth near
Vine Street : "Business has been very good the
past month. It is very brisk yet and, what is
even better, it looks as if it were going to remain
brisk for some time to come. The outlook for
fall business is very bright. We expect to soon
move into our new business home in the hand-
some new Merchants' Building, Sixth and Col-
lege Streets, and then we can better take care of
our growing business."

George Sellmeier, of the E. & J. Swigart
Company, has just returned from a vacation spent
in Mt. Clemens, Mich.

The Thoma Bros. Company, big Fourth Street
jewelers' supply dealers, report a very prosperous
condition of trade and are preparing for an im-
mense fall and winter business. Fred Thoma is
now out in Ohio and Indiana and Jerome is
covering the southern trade.

Clem Schmidt, of the Thoma Bros. Company,
has returned from his bridal trip to the northwest,
Yellowstone Park and Seattle Exposition. Mr.
and Mrs. Schmidt are now at home to their
friends here.

Henry Peck, of Wallenstein, Mayer & Com-
pany, accompanied by Mrs. Peck, spent a few
days in Sandusky, Ohio, late in July, as the
guests of their daughter.

Among the out-of-town jewelers in Cincin-
nati the past month were: M. Aman, Dayton,
Ohio ; George Klein, Muncie, Ind.; G. Morrow,
Lancaster, Ky.; Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Schram,
Jacksonville, Ill.; Duncason Bros., Lynchburg,
Ohio; L. C. Diefenbaugh, Lewisburg, Ohio; Ed-
ward DeVoss, Wilmington, Ohio ; Frank L
Horning, Brookville, Ind.; D. A. Sewall, Wil-
mington, Ohio.; J. L. Wisby, Edenton, Ohio;
M. Tubb, Sparta, Tenn.; A. Clooney, Maysville,
Ky.; F. H. Hauer, Chattanooga, Tenn.; Mr. and
Mrs. C. M. Wallace, Huntington, W. Va.; E.
Israel, Harrison, Ohio ; J. C. Dutchman, Flem-
ingsburg, Ky.; Owen Sherwood, Falmouth, Ky.;
Abe Art, Zanesville, Ohio; James C. Fischer,
Flemingsburg, Ky.; M. Fisher, Springfield, Ohio,
and W. B. Harrington, Belzoin, Miss.

Moseley Lathes have stood the test of long
and continuous service and they always make
good. Get the genuine. Page 1352.—Adv.



ME HAVE BUILT UP the business from the ground up
simply by studying the wants of the jewelers and by

giving them the best goods for the least money.

We claim the patronage of every legitimate jeweler.
We have been their friends. We never sold goods at retail, neither
do we own retail stores or sell department stores.

WE ARE THE SELLING AGENTS FOR THE

HOWARD WATCH CO., ELGIN, WALTHAM
and NEW YORK STANDARD MOVEMENTS

KEYSTONE, CRESCENT, PHILADELPHIA
FILLED and GOLD CASES

WE IMPORT OUR OWN DIAMONDS
THAT GIVES US A CHANCE TO BE LOWER THAN

MANY OTHER HOUSES IN THAT LINE

U/lE ARE AT ALL TIMES SEARCHING the market for everythingnew in Solid Gold and Filled Jewelry. We carry all makes in Flatware,
Sterling and Plated, Hollowware and Clocks, Toilet Sets, Silver Novelties,
Tools and Material. We have a Complete Shop to do Repairing for the Trade.
PRICES, QUALITY an ASSORTMENT are our LEADERS THAT MAKE MONEY for the
JEWELERS WHO HANDLE OUR LINE. (LA POSTAL CARD WILL BRING ONE qf
OUR TRAVELING MEN TO YOUR STORE anywhere in the United States. DO IT NOW.

As Philadelphia, being pre-eminently an in-
dustrial city, will benefit very largely from the
revival now taking place, the local trade look
forward with confidence to a most satisfactory
fall and holiday business. Nearly all
the large plants are now being run to
their full capacity, the resumption being
especially marked in the textile manu-
facturing business. It is expected that
the contracts for the construction of
two immense battleships will come to the
city, which will mean several years con-
tinuous employment for several thou-
sand skilled hands. Business has al-
ready taken an upward trend and the
rush back to the city from the various
resorts will accelerate the rate of im-
provement. Each year Philadelphia
takes on additional importance as a
wholesale jewelry center and the present
season has been marked by the visitation
of a large number of out-of-town mer-
chants who combined a trip to the sea-
shore with the selection of stock for the
fall season. The reduced railroad rates
have been freely taken advantage of and
the wholesalers report a very satisfac-
tory business for this season.

during the summer in filling their contracts for
these artistic wares.

The Philadelphia Optical Club will hold its
first meeting of the fall season at the Arch Street
club rooms on September 8th. An oyster supper
will be served to the members and their friends
and there will be other features of entertainment
and instruction which should result in a large at-
tendance.

A handsome new store was opened on Sep-
tember 1st at 137 South Thirteenth Street under
the firm name of A. Simon & Sons. A. Simon,
senior member of the firm, has long been estab-

cv>
I MARK NO HOURS NOT BRIGHT
STEDFAST THRO' GLOOM I STAND

WAITING TILL GOD COMMAND
TO SHINE ON ME HIS LIGHT

The Philadelphia Jewelers' Club will
resume its social functions during the
present month, beginning with its annual
clambake, which will be held on Sep-
tember 8th at Island Park, Burlington,
N. J. On this occasion there will be a
regathering of the scattered members,
who have seen little of one another dur-
ing the hot season. It is expected that
the club in the forthcoming clambake
will maintain its record for excelling
itself, and a large attendance is expected.

Walter M. Engle, the enterprising
jeweler of 4233 Lancaster Avenue, is an
enthusiastic motorist and has been en-
joying a very pleasant vacation touring
through the country in his automobile.

F. W. Schuler, principal of the
Philadelphia College of Horology, spent
a pleasant vacation at Wildwood and re-
turned to town the 1st of the month to
Open the fall term in his school.

Maxwell & Berlet, heretofore lo-
cated at Thirteenth and Walnut Streets,
have moved into their handsome new
quarters at Sixteenth and Walnut
Streets. The new establishment is one
of the handsomest jewelry stores in the
city, the fixtures and decorations being
of a very rich and unique character.
The firm will make a specialty of the highest
class goods.

J. E. Caldwell & Co. have had continually
displays in their windows of beautiful trophies,
cups and prizes which the firm furnished for
various sporting events. Caldwell & Co. have a
national reputation in this line and the contracts
awarded have taxed to the full their producing
facilities.

The Hoover & Smith Co., 616 Chestnut
Street, have rented the store at Thirteenth and
Walnut Streets, which has just been vacated by
Maxwell & Berlet, and will occupy same during
the present month after the necessary changes and
improvements have been made.

The firm of T. B. Hagstoz & Son, smelters,
refiners and dealers in gold and silver, at 709
Sansom Street, recently completed an addition to
their plant, which will greatly increase their
facilities and enable them to attend with even
greater promptness to their expanding trade.

The Bailey, Banks & Biddle Co. have had on
exhibition in their window the cups and other
prizes furnished by the firm for various athletic
events, regattas, etc. This firm has been rushed

ROWLAND HAZARD
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A Unique Modern Sun Dial

It is probable that for a long period man
was satisfied with the division of the day into
tporning and afternoon, noting only the rising
of the sun, its greatest elevation and its setting.
Ultimately, by an application of their knowledge
of the apparent daily motion of the sun, they
discovered that while it was above the horizon
the course of a shadow cast by any fixed object
would record the passing of time.

As progress was made in applied mathematics
and astronomy began to be studied, the ancients

were soon able to construct such instru-
ments as would count the hours of the
day by the casting of shadows in par-
ticular localities, with comparative exac-
titude, and these came to be known as
sun dials.

The earliest known mention of a
sun dial was made by the prophet Isaiah,
probably 700 years before the Christian
era, though, unfortunately, no descrip-
tion of this dial has come down to us.

c. We have certain knowledge of one con-
structed by the Chaldean astronomer
Darosus, who lived about 340 years B. C.

As civilization spread and people be-
came more advanced in the arts and
sciences, dials were improved until in the
time of the Greeks there were produced
dials that were wonders of ingenuity and
mathematical and astronomical calcula-
tion.

In the eighteenth century clocks
and watches began to supersede sun
dials, but the ancient devices continued
to occupy their old positions ib gardens
and on the walls of buildings, according
to the style of dial that had been used.
Though no longer necessary, the charm
of old association of the old garden,
with its horizontal dial on its pedestal,
or the ancient building, with its vertical
dial marking the passing hours, just as
it has been doing during the progress of
the centuries.

Sentiment is a compelling force to
those of artistic instincts and the love
of beautiful things is inherent. Reed &
Barton, realizing this and the wonderful
progress in architecture and the sister
arts, decoration, landscape gardening,
etc. has seen to it that in its artistic
and mechanical equipment they should
always be able to assist in the produc-
tion of these beautiful estates, which in
the years to come will stand to the new
world as those ancient gardens, palaces,
etc., do to the new world—monuments
of beauty, culture and refinement. With
this end in view they have taken par-
ticular pleasure in producing the bronze
sun dial here illustrated. It was com-
missioned by Samuel Hill for his resi-
dence at Seattle, Wash., and has been
carefully calculated for the latitude and

special position it is to occupy.
The dial measures 40 inches in length by 24

inches in width and has been carefully finished
so as to fit in with its surroundings, while the
gnemon has been so machined that the marking
of the "hours that are bright" shall be accurate.
Te motto is especially appropriate for a sun

dial. It is used by courtesy of R. C. Hazard, a
friend of Mr. Hill, who has on Holly House, his
beautiful residence at Peace Dale, R. I., a dial
with this motto. Rowland Hazard, his father,
was the author.

Calculation has been made for half hours,
as well as hours. The type of dial is what is
known as "south vertical," the house being
placed due north and south. Vertical dials can
be constructed for all situations having a sunny
prospect and are known as east or west de-
clining dials, but special calculations are necessary
for all localities. Besides these and the horizontal
dials there are various others which offer greater
complications and call for considerable astronomi-
cal and mathematical knowledge for their calcu-
lation, but they are rarely used.

lished in business in East Radford, Va., and his
two sons, Nathan & Meyer, who have had long
experience in the employ of the Castleberg
National Jewelry Co., Baltimore and Washington,
will have charge of the Philadelphia store. The
new store is handsomely fixtured and well stocked
with a fine line of goods.

Benjamin Silverman, the jeweler at 705 South
Sec-ond Street, who, as stated in a recent issue,
claimed to have been swindled out of $5000 in a
diamond deal, instituted a civil suit last month
against Charles Hefler as a participant in the
swindle. Hefler was arrested and held under
$1500 bail. Silverman declares that his reputation
and his jewelry business have suffered severely
by the transaction and the publicity given to it and
sues for $20,000 damages. Hefler claims that he
himself was a victim in the transaction and makes
general denial of the charges.

The silver loving cups for the Cape May
Yacht Club, contested for last month, were de-
signed and furnished by J. Warner Hutchins,
the well-known jeweler, who is himself an en-
thusiastic yachtsman.
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GOVERNMENT REPORT

We have adopted the Government crop
estimate for our Frame because it is a
pleasing Ornament.

PREPARE
yourself for business in proportion to the finest
prospect the country ever had.

Our Establishment is full of the Newest
in Jewelry.

We offer the finest Line of Loose and

Mounted DIAMONDS.

Our Stock of High-grade and all
grades of Waltham, Elgin, Howard and Hamil-
ton watches is Complete.

Responsible Jewelers are welcome
to selection packages

LINDENBERG, STRAUSS & CO.
CINCINNATI, OHIO

VERY FINE CROP OF COTTON
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eptember, 1909 THE KEYSTONE

rhe Mail-order Jeweler and How
to Compete with Him

%tracts from a paper by R. E. MIEHAN, Norborne, Mo.,
before Missouri Retail Jewelers' Association

Mail-order houses are to-day one of the
Wfficult problems of legitimate commerce.
Filch nefarious work is seen in every town
Jrid village in decreased prosperity for mer-
Hiant and customer alike and the consequen-
tial arrested development of the community
11 general. Of course, the merchant feels
die loss of sales first, then the town in gen-

and then the farmer, who sees his lands
decrease in value and his social and school
advantages deteriorate in proportion as his
eontiguous town declines in business ac-
tivity. Unwittingly and unthinkingly the
townsmen and the man with the hoe, who
,ends to "Shekago" for their merchandise,
for a pin or a buggy, a watch or a clock, all
contribute to bring about this condition.

As other merchants suffer
Mail-order wrongly from the mail-
Jewelry order evil so does the retail

jeweler, and, perhaps, more
so. The mail-order jeweler is the bugbear of
the legitimate retail jeweler. He is the old
man of the sea who refuses to be drowned,
but I believe that the time is coming when
we will be able to hold his old repul-
ive head under water so long that he will
not be able to bob up again. So far he keeps
bobbing up continually and keeps eternally
at it, which is, I believe, the secret of all the
success which now comes to him. Continual
cxercise keeps him in trim and good condi-
!ion. He never gets lazy and inaction is un-
known to him. He keeps sending his cata-
logues notwithstanding that he knows that
probably half of them are consigned to the
waste basket and the grate. At least 50 per
cent. of the people are sane on this subject,
for, if it were not so, there would be no busi-
ness at all for a retail merchant. If every-
body ordered goods who receives catalogues
advising them to do so our occupation would
ie gone. But the mail-order house is per-
;istent and they keep sowing these cata-
logues, and while they know that some must
fall on stony ground, others will fall on some-
thing soft and tender and get orders.

It is our duty and to our ad-
vantage to keep eternally
hammering at these pirates
of the jewelry trade, for our

cause is just and must win out. The first
thing to do, I think, in fighting the mail-
order house is to get acquainted with his
methods and then fight fire with fire. Get
his catalogue and study it. You must ex-
pound it intelligently to the customer who
has been studying the mail-order catalogue.
You will then be prepared to meet his every
argument. You will be able to show him
that he is making a mistake either in the
supposed quality of the goods described in
the catalogue or the deceptive price.

All this can be done in a firm, convinc-
ing, yet pleasant way. To get excited or
angry with the mail-order customer is fatal.
If you are posted you should be able, in a
nice, cool, collected manner, to show the
customer why it is to his advantage in every
way to purchase of you.

Keep

Fighting

I also send and get samples
Compare of the mail-order house
the Goods goods, particularly watches,

and when a hesitating cus-
tomer who has been inoculated by the cata-
logue virus comes in I apply the curative
toxin of a comparison of a standard watch
with that of the mail-order house, and then
the appearance, quality, price and my guar-
antee wins out easily. I can very readily
show that my watches carried in stock are
superior in every way to the ordinary cata-
logue watch.

If,, perchance, a standard watch is ad-
vertised in the catalogue the difference in
price is so small that the customer sees it is
folly to order when he can buy the same
thing at home and see exactly what he is
buying and have my guarantee and services
in keeping it in good order for a year.

A jeweler should also keep
Keep himself thoroughly conver-
Posted sant upon every manufac-

turer's goods and be able to
recognize any well-known make of goods
under a different name, as he can then com-
pare the two before the customer and show
him that he is really saving nothing by
ordering, but is almost always getting the
worst end of the bargain.
7 A jeweler should adzerlisein_his horne
paper, changing the ad frequently, calling
/attention to the strictly first-cla goods to
! be found in his store. Advertising one
thing at a time, I think, is better than trying-_ ,
FO—c-o-v-e—r—too-ffluch ground in a single inser-
tion. Small, well-worded ads from time to
,tirne are better. With the editor's assistane

try to make attractive ads that will be read
and tend to draw people to the store to see
the goods advertised: The treatment of the
pernicious practice of ordering goods by
mail, and the detriment to the community
arising therefrom, I leave to the editor, who
can handle the subject better than I can and
from a much better vantage point. The
paper at my town, the Norborne Democrat,
one of the best-edited country newspapers in
the country, refuses to take ads from any
mail-order concern. Its columns are pa-
tronized by the home merchants, who are re-
warded by this policy of the paper in re-
fusing to accept foreign advertisements and
in publishing editorials and articles showing
its readers the evils of the mail-order traffic
and the sin of buying goods 'away from
home. If every country newspaper in the
country could have the support of its mer-
chants and it in turn follow this policy re-
garding mail-order houses a hard and tell-
ing blow would be struck against them.

To cultivate and patronize
your home paper is, I think,LUosceatlhperess

another most effective way
of fighting the mail-order

house. The country banker is another man
whose services are good to enlist against
mail-order houses. None know better than
he the disastrous effects of the people of a
town not patronizing their home merchants.
He knows that the general prosperity of any
community and himself depend upon it. As
a rule, the country banker is a man of good
judgment and foresight and uses his best
efforts to discourage his patrons from send-
ing away the money of the community,
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which should be kept at home as much as
possible.

Use the United States mails
Get a the same as the mail-order
Mailing List house does. Get a list of

the patrons of the postoffice
of your town and from time to time mail
literature and advertising of all kinds per-
taining to your stock. Your printed page
will appeal and be just as powerful as the
printed page of the catalogue house if it is
as well executed and gotten up. Is there
any reason in the world why it should not?
There is a fascination about the well-printed
page which attracts and holds, and a certain
novelty of receiving something by mail for
some people, which accounts for some of
the orders to mail-order houses. Is there
any reason why your ads and literature can-
not be made as subtly entertaining and ef-
fective and as capable of arousing that in-
imitable curiosity which leads to a visit of
your establishment to see the beautiful
goods and ultimately to purchase?

Calling the customer's attention to the
difference in our guarantee and that of the
mail-order house is another effective way of
fighting them. I try to show the customer
that I am permanent in the town and that
my guarantee is built on this hope of per-
manency, while the mail-order house, a
thousand miles away, cannot be reached
Without trouble and expense and dissatis-
faction on both sides. If complaint is made
to a mail-order house the house will show
the deluded customer that he got just what
he ordered from the catalogue, and if he had
sent more money they would have sent a
better article, etc. Upon the other hand, if
anything proves defective bought from me
I take it back without quibble or secure a
perfect duplicate of the article for the cus-
tomer. Talks to customers along this line of
guarantee I find effective.

Summing up all that I have
The Way tried to say about this sub-
to Succeed ject, I believe that the way

to fight the mail-order house
is to advertise, use the United States mails,
get thoroughly acquainted with the methods
and the catalogues of the mail-order houses
so as to be able to show and explain to your
customers the mistake of buying from them.
Keep abreast of the times, be up to date, be
conversant with the march of events, espe-
cially in your own line, that you may be able
to show people the sin of buying goods away
from home. Enlist the services of your edi-
tor, your banker and the other merchants of
your town in the fight ; do a strictly legiti-
mate business ; carry a first-class clean, stock
of goods.

All this requires work and effort and a
willingness to "do it now." No lazy jeweler
can stop a mail-order house from doing the
business in his town. A breeze from the
windy city will cover up his little store with
catalogues so deep that it can't be found or
seen, like a blizzard covers up a house in
Kansas with tumble weeds.

Let us use what weapons we have and
use them continuously, and I believe in time
the mail-order house will be obliged to give
it up. Let us eternally and literally keep
pushing them off the map until they have
learned the lesson well,"Keep off the grass."
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Organization in the Old and
New World

By R. C. ItnnwAu, Greensboro, N. C., President North Carolina

Retail Jewelers' Association and Treasurer of the American

National Retail Jewelers' Association

I have noticed with pleasure that you

devote a great deal of space to association

matters and I trust you will find it to your

and our advantage to continue to do so. As
y o u, perhaps,
know, I, for one,
have held out
against an offi-
cial organ for
our national as-
sociation, believ-
ing, first, that
all the existing
journals would
help us to their
fullest extent
when they would

see we meant
business, a n d,

secondly, I believe such a step would get us

into trouble and debt, as it would be very

hard to conduct a paper in such a way to

please all parties concerned.

Having kept up with the association

work of the Fatherland, I find that all or-

ganizations there have an official organ, but

most, if not all, are owned by stock com-

panies, who give part of net earnings to

these organizations, and, of course, a great

deal of their space.

The policy over there is "watches and

clocks for the watchmakers only," and you

may find in nearly every issue of one of the

leading watchmakers' journals a statement

like this :

"The house of N. N. is furnishing
watches or clocks (as the case may be) to
peddlers (or any outsider). The Executive
Committee have written to this house to dis-
continue this practice. However, this firm
declines to do this, and we, therefore, here-
with make this matter public."

Nothing else is said, and it is up to the
retailers to handle this firm's product or not.

Now, we have had all we could do to or-

ganize. Since this has been done we should

adopt a platform and then do, what the

great political parties are accused of not

doing, live up to it. Further, if the associa-

tion has clone all it could to persuade a firm

not to sell to outsiders, could not the jour-

nals here publish this plain statement? If
all would agree to publish the proceedings

of the meetings of the Executive Commit-
tee, etc., what would be the harm ? The
matter must be handled in some such way if

we are going to stop trade abuses.

It. C. Bernal,

KEYSTONE

There are several questions that are
freely discussed over there just now and
one of them is : "Should we sell the watches
that bear the manufacturer's trade mark?"
("marked watches" they call it.) Some
argue against this as it would be introduc-
ing someone else's mark instead of one's
'own and create a market for such goods.
Besides, one watchmaker argues, no two
would, perhaps, sell at exactly the same fig-
ure. Take, for instance, a movement with
the name plainly visible on dial, and if two
friends came together and compare notes
and find they bought the same watches of
different jewelers and one paid more than
the other, it would be to a great disadvan-
tage to the higher-priced man and he would
lose his customer in the future. Therefore,
if marked at all, the marking should be done
in a place where it cannot be discovered as
readily, perhaps, only by a practiced ey
Now, there is something in this argumen
from a retailer's standpoint, even if th
manufacturer advertises his own product t
the consumer, and I am sure we all have
learned a lesson in this country. Have I
not used many an illustration and advertised
someone's watches instead of Bernau's and
am I or some mail-order house now reaping
the benefit of this advertising that I paid
for? It seems to me the association will
soon be strong enough to say to any new
manufacturer that wants our support : "You
put up a bonus or bond for a certain amount
decided upon, and whenever you change
your policy this amount goes to the asso-
ciation."

I have cut my eye-teeth advertising
new goods to create a market for. I went
into this association work not to revolution-
ize things, throw overboard everything I
advertised for the best, but to reform exist-
ing conditions, and, as long as I see a ghost
of a chance doing so, I shall stick, and I
know now things are coming our way, and
the manufacturers will not be hurt but bene-
fited, too.

The minimum selling price seems to be
the only solution, though I am not so much
enthused over the matter as I once was.
If no one but the jeweler could buy Ameri-

can watches, and such a one as cheaply as he
could, it would suit me just as well. How-
ever, no matter what is agreed upon, if it

once is, I do trust the jewelers themselves
won't be their worst enemies and go to cut-
ting and slashing as they have been doing.
I have had several competitors that have
undersold me and did all they could to sell
goods, by doing so at a small margin, and
what has become of them ? I will tell you.
The very jobbers that sold me had to pay
these other fellows' business expenses.

September, i9o9

They have failed, or compromised, and
when I could not meet my bills promptly
when due, asked for notes and got them and
got interest on deferred payments, and I
ask you is the other fellow out of business,
you say, "Why, no, he is doing business at
the old stand."

Another phase is the apprentice ques-
tion. They want to elevate the trade, as the
opticians do here. They want better edu-
cated apprentices, and, let me tell you, I
know of a young girl that gets more salary
over there than nine-tenths of the watch-
makers. Why, the German watchmakers
are too modest. I have one in my employ
and he asked a man $1.5o to put a main-
spring in a repeater, the striking side. It
cost me more than that for his time, and he
tells me the German watchmakers ma no
profit on their hired help. I believe it. It
requires as much skill to take in work at a
profit, and be perfectly honest, as it does to
do honest and first-class work afterwards.

But this question does not worry us
here. If a boy wants to be a watchniare;
we advise him to go to school for two years
or so. He comes back in three months,

wants $15 a week wages and we cheer fully
pay it to have our watches made—well so
we have a good job on them, before they
will keep time again.

Further, the watchmakers had a law
enacted that all that want to call themselves
"master" watchmaker, which title only

allows them to teach apprentices, must stand
a rigid examination hereafter. Would that
not be a fine thing here? How many or

how few could turn a balance staff for a
double roller watch and set jewels true and
make them to fit and look like some you can
buy for $1.5o a dozen? Who could breguet
a hairspring or take the measure of a barrel
and calculate the length, width and strength

of a mainspring? Some say the boss should
not do any watchwork ; he should be a mer-

chant, advertise, sell goods, etc. Yes, he
should and must, but at the same tiMe if

our repairing is bad the whole business will

show the evil effects.

A Crisis in Swiss Watchmaking

An investigation made recently by the

Swiss government shows that the watch-

making industry of Switzerland is passing

through a severe crisis, which affects no less

than 70,000 persons. The workmen who
have been able to retain their employment

have been compelled to consent to great re-

ductions in wages.

The Moseley Lathes are celebrated for their
superior quality, design, accuracy, convenience and
durability. It pays to get the best. Page 1352.—
Adv.

is now ready showing 335 pages of good sellers. Over ten thousand

different articles in Sterling Silver Toilet and Manicure Goods as

well as fine Gold Filled Neck Chains and Pendants, Lockets and

Charms, Bracelets and Pins, Scarf and Hat Pins, Link Buttons and

Tie Clasps.
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MANUFACTURING JEWELERS AND SILVERSMITHS

100 Richmond Street  PROVIDENCE, R. I.

CHIC AGO—licyworth Building
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Organization in the Old and
New World

By R. C. BKRNAIT, Greensboro, N. C., President North Carolina

Retail Jewelers' Association and Treasurer of the American

National Retail Jewelers' Association

I have noticed with pleasure that you

devote a great deal of space to association

matters and I trust you will find it to your

and our advantage to continue to do so. As
y o u, perhaps,
know, I, for one,
have held out
against an offi-
cial organ for
our national as-
sociation, believ-
ing, first, that
all the existing
journals would
help us to their
fullest extent
when they would

see we meant
business, a n d,

secondly, I believe such a step would get us

into trouble and debt, as it would be very

hard to conduct a paper in such a way to

please all parties concerned.

Having kept up with the association

work of the Fatherland, I find that all or-

ganizations there have an official organ, but

most, if not all, are owned by stock com-

panies, who give part of net earnings to

these organizations, and, of course, a great

deal of their space.

The policy over there is "watches and

clocks for the watchmakers only," and you

may find in nearly every issue of one of the

leading watchmakers' journals a statement

like this:

"The house of N. N. is furnishing
watches or clocks (as the case may be) to
peddlers (or any outsider). The Executive
Committee have written to this house to dis-
continue this practice. However, this firm
declines to do this, and we, therefore, here-
with make this matter public."

Nothing else is said, and it is up to the

retailers to handle this firm's product or not.

Now, we have had all we could do to or-

ganize. Since this has been done we should

adopt a platform and then do, what the

great political parties are accused of not

doing, live up to it. Further, if the associa-
tion has done all it could to persuade a firm

not to sell to outsiders, could not the jour-

nals here publish this plain statement? If
all would agree to publish the proceedings
of the meetings of the Executive Commit-

tee, etc., what would be the harm? The
matter must be handled in some such way if
we are going to stop trade abuses.

IL C. Berlina

KEYSTONE

There are several questions that are
freely discussed over there just now and
one of them is : "Should we sell the watches
that bear the manufacturer's trade mark?"
("marked watches" they call it.) Some
argue against this as it would be introduc-
ing someone else's mark instead of one's
own and create a market for such goods.
Besides, one watchmaker argues, no two
would, perhaps, sell at exactly the same fig-
ure. Take, for instance, a movement with
the name plainly visible on dial, and if two
friends came together and compare notes
and find they bought the same watches of
different jewelers and one paid more than
the other, it would be to a great disadvan-
tage to the higher-priced man and he would
lose his customer in the future. Therefore,
if marked at all, the marking should be done
in a place where it cannot be discovered as
readily, perhaps, only by a practiced ey
Now, there is something in this argumen
from a retailer's standpoint, even if th
manufacturer advertises his own product t
the consumer, and I am sure we all have
learned a lesson in this country. Have I
not used many an illustration and advertised
someone's watches instead of Bernau's and
am I or some mail-order house now reaping
the benefit of this advertising that I paid
for? It seems to me the association will
soon be strong enough to say to any new
manufacturer that wants our support : "You
put up a bonus or bond for a certain amount
decided upon, and whenever you change
your policy this amount goes to the asso-
ciation."

I have cut my eye-teeth advertising
new goods to create a market for. I went
into this association work not to revolution-
ize things, throw overboard everything I
advertised for the best, but to reform exist-
ing conditions, and, as long as I see a ghost
of a chance doing so, I shall stick, and I
know now things are coming our way, and
the manufacturers will not be hurt but bene-
fited, too.

The minimum selling price seems to be
the only solution, though I am not so much
enthused over the matter as I once was.
If no one but the jeweler could buy Ameri-
can watches, and such a one as cheaply as he
could, it would suit me just as well. How-
ever, no matter what is agreed upon, if it
once is, I do trust the jewelers themselves
won't be their worst enemies and go to cut-
ting and slashing as they have been doing.
I have had several competitors that have
undersold me and did all they could to sell
goods, by doing so at a small margin, and
what has become of them? I will tell you.
The very jobbers that sold me had to pay
these other fellows' business expenses.
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They have failed, or compromised, and
when I could not meet my bills promptly
when due, asked for notes and got them and
got interest on deferred payments, and I
ask you is the other fellow out of business,
you say, "Why, no, he is doing business at
the old stand."

Another phase is the apprentice ques-
tion. They want to elevate the trade, as the
opticians do here. They want better edu-
cated apprentices, and, let me tell you, I
know of a young girl that gets more salary
over there than nine-tenths of the watch-
makers. Why, the German watchmakers
are too modest. I have one in my employ
and he asked a man $1.50 to put a main-
spring in a repeater, the striking side. It
cost me more than that for his tirne.,...and he

Is me the German watchmakers me-.no
profit on their hired help. I believe it. It
requires as much skill to take in work at a
profit, and be perfectly honest, as it does to
do honest and first-class work afterwards.

But this question does not worry us
here. If a boy wants to be a wittchrilar
we advise him to go to school for two years
or so. He comes back in three months,
wants $15 a week wages and we cheer fully
pay it to have our watches made—well so
we have a good job on them, before they
will keep time again.

Further, the watchmakers had a law
enacted that all that want to call themselves
"master" watchmaker, which title only
allows them to teach apprentices, must stand
a rigid examination hereafter. Would that
not be a fine thing here? How many or
how few could turn a balance staff for a
double roller watch and set jewels true and
make them to fit and look like some you can
buy for $1.50 a dozen? Who could breguet
a hairspring or take the measure of a barrel
and calculate the length, width and strength
of a mainspring? Some say the boss should
not do any watchwork ; he should be a mer-
chant, advertise, sell goods, etc. Yes, he
should and must, but at the same tir'ne if
our repairing is bad the whole business will

show the evil effects.

A Crisis in Swiss Watchmaking

An investigation made recently by the
Swiss government shows that the watch-

making industry of Switzerland is passing
through a severe crisis, which affects no less

than moo() persons. The workmen who

have been able to retain their employment
have been compelled to consent to great re-

ductions in wages.

The Moseley Lathes are celebrated for their
superior quality, design, accuracy, convenience and
durability. It pays to get the best. Page 1352.—
A dv.

is now ready showing 335 pages of good sellers. Over ten thousand

different articles in Sterling Silver Toilet and Manicure Goods as,

well as fine Gold Filled Neck Chains and Pendants, Lockets and

Charms, Bracelets and Pins, Scarf and Hat Pins, Link Buttons and

Tie Clasps.

THEODORE W. FOSTER & BRO. CO
MANUFACTURING JEWELERS AND SILVERSMITHS

100 Richmond Street PROVIDENCE, R. I.
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COME TO NEW YORK
k DURING THE HUDSON-

FULTON CELEBRATION
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• -7.1.1

Combine business with pleasure. Take in
the sights and let us show you our new
fall ' Sellers." It will be time well spent.

HENRY FREUND & BRO.
ELK, EAGLE an MOOSE GOODS

A SPECIALTY
'Sellers of Sellers"

Our Trade-Mark, "The Rose,"

71 Nassau Street, NEW YORK

stands for Quality and Excellence

nUR fall line is re-
plete with Emblem

Jewelry, possessing un-
usual merit. Tone up
your stock with our
Gold and Emblem
Jewelry. If our travelers
do not call upon you,
write for memorandum
selection packages,which
we will send to any re-
sponsible retail jeweler.
We also solicit . your

special order work in
Gold Jewelry, Platinum
Jewelry and high-class
Emblem Work.

DESIGNS AND ESTIMATES

MADE AND FURNISHED

UPON APPLICATION

THE MILLER JEWELRY COMPANY
Makers of High-grade Gold and Diamond Jewelry LION BUILDING, CINCINNATI

WE FEEL THAT GOODS LIKE THESE

ARE PLEASING AND SATISFYING

TO THE PURCHASER AND WEARER

AS WELL AS INSPIRING TO

THE JEWELER

The Representative Line of
10 K. Solid Gold Jewelry

61 PECK STREET
PROVIDENCE, R.I.
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A POINTED SUGGESTION-TO THE
JOBBER WHO WOULD HAVE A

PROFITABLE SEASON-
BUY O&B RINGS-

THEY SELL

OSTBY BARTON CO
PROVIDENCE

NEW YORK
9 MAIDEN
LANE

CHICAGO
103 STATE

ST

GOLD
CARD JEWELRY

REGISTERED TRADE-MARK

SEAMLESS
GOLD FILLED RINGS

REGISTERED TRADE-MARK

(R ar,/€6
Treated -with art-
istic metal fram-
ing produces the

I-E3 RING

A -most profitable
production for the
retail Jeweller—

HeintzEEo9RTh Malcer9
BUFFia NY
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High-grade

Post or Sidewalk Clocks

$125

Select
Exclusive Designs

Produce Big Profits

Customers Immediately

Interested In Our New

Patented Plating Process

ONE-THIRD USUAL COST

For $125.00
we give
you $500.00
service.
Can you
afford to be
without it?

Something

you have

always

wanted, but

felt you could

not afford.

Iconl: MARK

ti

STERLING;lafiNE

MU AIDE 

 MARK 

N E R

Hotels, Clubs, Steamboats
are Satisfied Users of our ware
Look up this trade and we will have

our salesmen assist you while you
will derive the PROFITS

<$Y1 R riiialrA RD

Menuraciuml Exclus1.17, bY
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E.H.H.Smith
Silver Co.
Bridgeport
Conn.

DESCRIPTION

Post Cast Iron thirteen feet high. Base 20 x 20 inches. Two illuminat-
ing dials 30 inches diameter. Master Movement, eight day. Weight
driven. Beats 60 seconds to minute.

644.. S

What one of our many satisfied customers say

BROWN STREET CLOCK COMPANY,
Monessen, Pa.

Gentlemen :—Wish to inform you that the street clock which
you furnished us is running satisfactory. We are much pleased
with it in every way. I never saw a better looking street clock
at any price.

GEO. W. FELDMAN, Jeweler,
Franklin, Pa.

THE PANSY In Sterling Silver
The Pansy is the latest pattern in sterling silver and has already proved extremely popular.

The design suggests daintiness, but it is so symmetrical and well balanced that the pieces

lose nothing in grace by being made in substantial weight.

The die work is of the very best and brings out each line clean cut and perfect.

The finish is grey, the soft tone lending itself admirably to the character of the design.

At moderate prices. Ask us for price list.

Write for particulars WILCOX & EVERTSEN

Monessen, Pa.

(International Silver Co., Successor)

NEW YORK

Meriden, Conn.
CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO
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BRIGGS' CHATELAINE FOB
SOMETHING NEW for the LADIES

MANUFACTURED BY

THE D. F. BRIGGS COMPANY ATTLEBOROMASSACHUSETTS

New York Office 180 Broadway Chicago Office— Heyworth Building St. Louis Office - Victoria Building London Office-62 Hatton Garden
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Fourth Annual Convention of the American
  National Retail Jewelers' Association  

MOST SUCCESSFUL JEWELERS' CONGRESS EVER HELD-ALL BRANCHES OF

THE TRADE REPRESENTED-PRACTICAL RESULTS OF VAST IMPORTANCE

The fourth annual convention of the Ameri-
can National Retail Jewelers' Association, held at
Omaha, Nebr., August 2d to 6th, set a new stand-
ard for association work and raised the national
retailers' organization to a plane of usefulness
which may never be successfully denied so long
as the principles promulgated at this gathering
are allowed to grow. Nor was there ever a
gathering of retailers held under more favorable
auspices nor amid a more diversified representa-
tion of all the interests of the trade in general.
Primarily, it was a gathering of retailers, but it
must be said, to the credit of President Archi-
bald, who is largely responsible for the pro-
gramme, that it partook more of the nature of
a conference of manufacturers, jobbers and re-
tailers for the purpose of defining a common
ground upon which all may stand in the future
without trespass, and for the establishment of a
new code of business procedure which each may
pursue without injury to the other. Harmony
and a oneness of purpose characterized the de-
liberation of the convention and the kindliest feel-
ing of good fellowship prevailed.

It is to be regretted that more retailers were
not present, but what was lost in number was
more than made up by the earnestness with which
the two hundred and more took hold of the ques-
tions which came up for discussion. Another
gratifying feature of this convention was the sup-
port accorded it by the manufacturers and jobbers
who made exhibits.

The exhibition room, which adjoined the con-
vention hall, was by far the most pretentious
array of jewelry ever assembled under one roof
and proved of interest not alone to the jewelers, but
also to the seven thousand citizens of Omaha who
viewed it on the evening it was opened to the
public. With very few exceptions the manufac-
turers and jobbers who had exhibits were emi-
nently satisfied with the support they received
from the purchasing jewelers.

The Opening Day

The opening day cf the convention was given
over entirely to receiving the delegates and enter-
taining them and their ladies. The entertain-
ment provided by the Omaha Jewelers' Club was
far beyond the expectation of all and contributed
to a very large extent to the success of the gather-
mg. Monday evening the visitors were entertained
at "The Den," a large coliseum owned by the busi-
ness men of Omaha and maintained for the pur-
pose of entertaining visitors to the city. Space
does not permit a detailed account of how the
jewelers were entertained at "The Den" ; suffice
it to say that "The Den" is the home of the Knights
of Ak-Sar-Ben, and if you are in doubt about who
Ak-Sar-Ben is spell his name backwards. These
knights are a valiant band of devoted men who
are bent on making things move, commercially,
and from the manner in which they entertained
the jewelers they succeed. They staged a comic
opera for the jewelers' and those of the craft who
went to the convention and did not go out to
"The Den" regretted it the next day, and no doubt,
always will, for nowhere else in the wide, wide
world is there to be found a show to compare
with Ak-Sar Ben.

Tuesday's Proceedings

Tuesday morning, at exactly the appointed
time, President Archibald rapped for order and
began the active work of the convention. Mayor
Dahlman, of Omaha, delivered an address of wel-
come which was whole-hearted and sincere and
typical of the "Cowboy Mayor." His address
brought a very able response from the retiring
first vice-president, Arthur E. Paegel, Minne-
apolis. After the appointment of committees

President j. P. Archibald

Convention Badge

and the disposal of routine matter, C. H. Wil-
liams, of Condon, Oregon, delivered a very able
and enthusiastic address on "Why Are We Here?"
Among the salient points in his address were the
following:

There was a time in the early days of local
organization when these gatherings were had
more for individual benefit, but to-day the think-

(5415)

ing jeweler's mind has broadened to the extent
that these meetings are called for mutual benefit.

We are here to get acquainted with our next
door neighbor, who, maybe, is a jeweler also and
whom we are afraid to call on at home, for lie
has such a poor reputation (mostly of our own
making), that we dislike to be seen in his place
of business for fear that the people will say (as
a jeweler told me who was really in earnest) that
we are in cahoots to beat them.

Gentlemen, we are here to establish a friendly,
yes, a brotherly feeling among the trade—a feel-
ing that should have existed for years and a feel-
ing without which no two jewelers can succeed
in any one city or town, for, sooner or later, one
or the other is bound to come to grief, if not both
of them, as we often find it to be the case where
some good man comes in who attends to his busi-
ness and does an honorable business. To elimi-
nate that antagonistic feeling among the retail
jewelers should be the aim of everyone who has
the good of this association at heart.

We are here to try to impress on the retail
jeweler the value of price-protected goods and
also the value of the minimum price on all goods
handled by the legitimate retail jeweler'. Right
here I wish to say that I have been accused of
price-cutting by competitors when I was really
only meeting the prices of firms who send their
prices broadcast over the country. I have a
letter in hand, being an exact copy of a letter
sent a leading watch concern, asking their pro-
tection because I was selling seven-jeweled
watches in nickel screw cases for $4.50. Gentle-
men, why should I not sell that watch for $4.50,
when the same watch is quoted all over the
country for $4.30, allowing 20 cents for trans-
portation, I am only meeting their prices? I would
like to have you tell me what right I have to ask
or expect my trade to pay me a premium on my
goods that they can buy for less money elsewhere.

We are here to tell that manufacturer, and
all others likewise, that if they want us to sell
their goods and push them they will have to ar-
range with these firms quoting these prices above
mentioned in a way that will leave us a chance
to make an honorable profit. We are here to tell
them and show them that we are now selling all
the makes and grades which have a protected
price and also to tell them and to show them
that we can sell any make of watch or goods we
may see tit to advertise and push, for the retail
jeweler is just beginning to realize that he is the
means through which all the manufacturers of
the country have put their goods on the market.
If we were able to create a demand for all these
goods in the past, I do not believe we have lost
the art.

We are here to show these gentlemen that it
would be to their interest to fix a minimum selling
price not only on some grades of their goods, but
on all of them. Remember, we must not expect
any of these manufacturers to do these things
until we have shown them that it will pay them,
for with the manufacturer it is nothing but a
business proposition, a matter of dollars and
cents. Therefore, we should not expect them to
do anything until we have demonstrated to them
that it is to their benefit as well as ours to protect
us ; if we all do our duty on that line it will not
be long before the manufacturer will be forced
to protect us, and the reason will be his own self-
protection.

We are here to talk over with one another
the value of the different grades of goods on the
market, one man handling one class, the next man
the other, comparing the price paid for the same
goods in different localities, thereby getting on to
the holiest or dishonest jobbers and manufac-
turers, also comparing the quality of the different
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makes on the market and thereby deriving great
benefit and experience for the future. We do
not intend to use a boycott system, but simply
to protect one another from unfair firms who may
be putting out spurious goods.

We are here to meet with that committee
representing the jobbers' association and talk over
whatever there may be to discuss regarding the
trade grievances. Have you, gentlemen, ever
thought deeply over this little matter ? It was
only a year or so ago that the jobbers and re-
tailers were at swords' points. How is it to-day?
Everything is amicable. And why? Because we
have shown the jobbers that there should be some
way of getting together and settling these dis-
putes between ourselves, thereby doing away with
this public fighting which was only a dishonor
to all concerned.

There are many manufacturers and jobbers
who, to my point of view, are not getting the
treatment at the hands of the members of this
association that is really due them, because, gentle-
men, some of them have made efforts to meet our
demands, and in return have we done anything
to show them that we appreciated what they had
clone? Some may say yes, we have commended
them in words of praise, or we have passed reso-
lutions before our conventions showing them that
we were pleased at what they had done. Now,
gentlemen, I want to ask you this question: If a
customer comes into your store, looks over your
goods and praises them in the highest language,
and finally walks out without making- a purchase,
I allow myself to suppose that you will very much
doubt some of the fine words of praise uttered
by the speaker, and you will also feel very un-
certain as to whether or not he appreciated your
wares as much as he seemed to by his fine ex-
pressions. Now, then, brother jewelers, we are
in the same position of the customer toward the
jeweler when we think that we have fulfilled our
duty to the manufacturers, jobbers or wholesalers
by handing them words of praise for whatever
they have done to meet our demands, or do we
expect them to make more efforts to meet our
further demands?

Fellow craftsmen, allow me to tell you that
there is but one way to show that we appreciate
and are pleased at what they do or have done in
the way of meeting our demands, and that is to
patronize them, give them a share of your busi-
ness, be true to the principles that you advocate,
practice it yourself and, taking your example, others
will do so, for that is the only substantial way
that we can show them that it will pay them to
protect the retail jeweler. They will soon see, if
we do what is right, that it is a paying proposition
to protect the retail jeweler, for, in doing so, they
are protecting themselves by increasing their busi-

ness, and business, gentlemen, is what they are
after as well as what we are after, also business
is what has brought us together here to-day and
we must not be too selfish by thinking only of our
own business to the detriment of all others con-
cerned.

We are here to behave ourselves and to show
the world at large that the jeweler as a business
man is not to be figured very far down the list,
also that the retail jeweler as a citizen is an honor
to the community in which lie lives and a patriot
always true to his country and flag and ever ready
to come to the assistance of a brother in distress.
We want to show everyone here present that
there really exists in the heart of every retail
jeweler a warm feeling for his brother jeweler.
Some of us have to cultivate that feeling, to a
great extent, but, nevertheless, we must show that
it is there. If any of the brother jewelers here
present, after taking an inventory of their feel-
ings, should find themselves minus that feeling
of warmth and good will for their brother
jeweler, they must at once make a start to try
to create it by daily practice.

I have tried to tell you why we are here
and what we are here to do, now I would like,
with your permission, to reverse the order of
things for a moment and tell you of some of
the things we are here not to do. It has almost
always been the misfortune of our conventions to
have some unpleasant things to settle. But when
those things have to be, they must be, but brothers,
permit me to call you such for the moment, for
we really are brothers, some of us in more than
one way, I would like to ask you if you will not
all put your shoulder to the wheel and make this
convention a matter of history in the jewelry
trade, by making it the best, the most friendly
and the most brotherly convention ever held in
the interests of the jewelry trade. It is within
our power. It only requires the help and willing-
ness of every member of this body, so now, fellow
craftsmen, let us all appoint ourselves as a com-
mittee of one to see that this convention is made
the biggest success possible and an event in the
life of every member present.

The President's Address.

The annual address of President Archibald
was a very interesting resume of the year's Work
and an able exposition of the aims and purposes
of the association. He said

Another year has passed into history. An-
other convention season has come. The jewelry
craft from ocean to ocean has been invited to
come to this city. Large numbers have gathered
here—manufacturers, jobbers, retailers, editors,
commercial men and, by no means the least, many

good women. We bid you all a hearty greeting.
We bid you all a royal welcome.

This convention marks the fourth anniversary
of the founding of this association. The growth
of this association has been steady. This is a sure
sign of success. Things that are built for genera-
tions to behold are built slowly. This organiza-
tion cannot move faster than its members. This
organization cannot move in advance of the ideas
of its members. So organization work must
necessarily move slowly.

THE WORK OP THE PAST YEAR

The work of the past year has been har-
monious, pleasant, but laborious. Many milestones
of progress have been passed. Organization of
new States has been an important factor. During
the year the great States of Texas and Wisconsin
affiliated with the national association. Also the
States of New jersey, Delaware, Colorado and
the District of Columbia organized and affiliated
with the American National Retail Jewelers' As-
sociation. The great State of New York also
formed a State organization. This makes thirty-
six State organizations. At the close of the first
year we had 678 member's; at the close of the
second year we had 1780 members. We have to
date 2800 members. This shows the growth of
the association since its beginning.

This year more States might have been or-
ganized if our finances warranted the expenditure.
It takes money to organize States. It costs more
money to organize any State than we receive the
first year. This is inevitable. Nevertheless, we
must continue to organize new States until all are
within our ranks.

The wholesale houses who sell you goods are
more careful to whom they sell. Those who issue
catalogues are more careful who receive them.
The jobbers have almost entirely ceased sending
out discount sheets except under sealed 'mail.
Legitimate firms have nearly all ceased selling
goods to the catalogue houses: Legitimate manu-
facturers have cancelled large orders when they
ascertained the destiny of the goods—the mail-
order house.

Some manufacturers have placed a restrictive
selling price on jewelry, on silverware, on china,
on watches and on many other lines to protect
the legitimate retail jeweler.

At least two sterling silver manufacturers sell
their goods exclusively to the retail jewelers with
a restrictive selling price. There is a restrictive
minimum selling price on at least three brands of
silver-plated flatware.. Some silvermakers sell
the retail jewelers only.

Some of our best gold-filled chain, locket and
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bracelet makers require their jobbers to sell the
legitimate jewelers only.

Five of our watch companies have a fixed
selling price on every movement. All other com-
panies have a fixed selling price on all high-grade
movements. Many of these companies have
adopted the policy of selling the retail jewelers
only.

The oldest and largest watch company adopted
a policy of great moment to the retail jewelers.
The declaration means that this great corporation
has decided to restrict their channels of distribu-
tion of watches wholly to the retail jewelry trade.
All wholesale dealers are requested not to sell
directly or indirectly to any others than retail
jewelers. They further request jobbers in other
lines than jewelry, mail-order houses and similar
concerns to omit the listing of their watches in
their catalogues. This is far-seeing policy that
recognizes that the retail jeweler is the preferred
medium of distribution.

It is now the duty of the retail jewelers to
do their part toward the manufacturers and the
jobbers. We must practice the principles we
teach. We must practice the spirit of reciprocity
or our "preaching is in vain."

TRADE MARK

One year ago this association empowered the
executive committee to have drawn up a trade
mark proposition and to put the same in operation.
The same has been drawn up and signed and now
is in the hands of those who have the authority
to carry out the contract.

This association desires a trade mark, quality
marks and manufacturer's mark placed upon
jewelers' goods, wares and merchandise in a man-
ner that will enable jewelers who are members
of the association to determine the quality and
source of such goods, wares and merchandise.
These marks will guarantee the quality of the
goods to correspond with the quality marked
thereon.

These trade marks shall be patented and
registered in accordance with law.

The members shall be furnished with a key
to these marks. These goods bearing these trade
marks shall be sold only to members of this as-
sociation.

When the manufacturers and jobbers take
hold of this proposition and handle goods marked
with the trade mark and quality marks of this
association a new impulse will be given associa-
tion work.

Our contract requires the president of this
association to appoint a committee of three men,
to be known as the "Trade Mark and Advisory
Committee." We recommend that this association

empower the president to appoint this Trade
Mark and Advisory Committee.

In the past year a most pleasant relationship
has existed between the manufacturer, the jobber
and the retailer. Your president has had 'many
most pleasant and profitable conferences with
manufacturers and jobbers. These conferences
have brought about most harmonious relationship
between the associations.

If your president had obeyed the mandates
of many retail jewelers many months ago the
manufacturers and jobbers would have been mar-
shalled against the retail jewelers in battle array.
We believe in arbitration. We trust that no radi-
cal words or actions will take place at this con-
vention to mar the friendly feelings that unify
our actions. May harmony and good will prevail
now and forever. May we all work with one
purpose, one desire, one ideal.

We recommend that this convention empower
the executive committee of the American National
Retail jewelers' Association with full authority to
arbitrate all disputes which might arise between
jobbers and jewelers, or manufacturers and
jewelers, and accept and extend such invitations
for joint conferences and take any other such
action as they may see lit for the promotion of the
friendly relations and the advancement of mutual
interests.

FIX ED SELLING PRICE

The slogan of the past year has been the
•fixed selling price on standard goods. This must
be interpreted in the most liberal sense. We
desire a fixed selling price on certain articles of
standard makes .in silverware, watch movements,
gold-filled watch cases and similar standard goods.

We desire each manufacturer of these articles
to fix the price at which each article shall be sold.
We desire that this fixed price shall be maintained.

For example, if every watch manufacturer
would put a fixed selling price on each movement
separately and each gold-filled case manufacturer
would put a fixed selling price on each case
separately and maintain it, one of the greatest
problems before us now would be solved. Like-
wise, a fixed selling price on all standard goods
would eliminate our worst evils.

We do not favor the manufacturer selling
complete watches except in very low grade and
in very high grade movements. The reason is
very plain.

There are about 350 different watches made
in the United States. Case each one in a twenty-
year gold-filled case and the average cost would be
about $i5.5o per watch.

In order to have one watch of each kind in
stock the retail jeweler's stock in watches would

be $5500. In order to have a small variety of
cases each jeweler would need four or five
watches of each kind, thus making his minimum
stock twenty to twenty-five thousand dollars in
watches alone. This would be impossible for more
than 75 per cent. of the retail jewelers of the
United Spites.

We respectfully request all watch companies
and case companies that have not established a
fixed selling price on their entire product to do
so. We ask you to give us a fixed selling price
with a living profit.

The fixed selling price is the weapon that will
put back our business into the legitimate channels.
Let this convention go on record in favor of a
"living profit fixed selling price" on standard
goods.

We may further suggest that we go on record
against the sale of complete watches, except in
the very high-grade movements and the low grade
movements. We wish here to state that any com-
pany that has been selling a complete watch with
a fixed selling price should not be asked to change
the policy.

The master topic of this convention is that
we hope to impress on each watch manufacturer
and each gold-filled case manufacturer the hn-
portance of adopting a "living profit fixed selling
price" on these articles separately.

ROUND TABLE OR JEWELERS' CLUB

It is impossible for the American National
Retail jewelers' Association to meet more than
once a year. It is not feasible for State associa-
tions to meet much oftener than once a year. The
intervals between meetings are too long. Interest
cannot be kept up unless we have some means to
get the members together.

I think the solution to this matter is the round
table or jewelers' club. Every town, city and
county can have a local jewelers' club or round
table. These have been organized in many cities
and towns during the past year. In most cases
the members meet once a month. At these meet-
incc
'

s the jewelers become better acquainted—get
toknow each other as men.

Brother jeweler, you have lost money and
friends by "knocking" your competitor. join the
hand of your competitor in true friendship.
Speak well of him and he will reciprocate. I
enjoin upon you to organize a club in every town,
city and county. Discuss State and national ques-
tions. Discuss local conditions. Arrange price
lists on repairs, standard goods and wages. Agree
on all matters pertaining to apprenticeship, work-
ing hours and holidays. By these mutual agree-
ments many dollars will be made by each man
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and your conscience will not smite you and Your
nervous system will not be wrecked.

THE OPPICIAL ORGAN

The subject of an official organ for the retail
jewelry trade has been discussed ever since the
formation of this national organization. This
year the subject has been discussed at many State
conventions. Action has been taken against the
official organ or no action has been taken in al-
most every case. The sentiment against the of-
ficial organ largely predominates. This is a wise
decision and good judgment.

This organization has not the financial means
to publish an official organ and draw the money
from the treasury. The moment we publish a
journal and seek advertising we lessen the dignity
and cause of our organization. The moment we
seek advertising for a journal published by our
association we hold over the advertisers a pres-
sure that is unpleasant. Again when we seek
advertising those to whose business methods the
organization should be most opposed will be the
first to become liberal advertising patrons.

Every advertiser in an official organ carries
with his advertising the "right to be let alone"
or Ile will not advertise. In fact, this kind of
advertising is more a matter of policy rather
than true business methods.

It is not possible to publish an official organ
without its being either a one-man power, which
must be narrow and bigoted, or it will be con-
trolled by a faction which will counteract the
good it might do.

All the trade press have published the news
of the association. Every issue has been teeming
with good things. Their columns have been open
to all articles of merit. It is with pleasure that
we thank the trade press for their loyal support
to organization work throughout the year. We ask
your co-operation for the years to come. We ask
you all to work for the organization and the offi-
cial organ will die a death that knows no resur-
rection.

PRAUDULENT ADVERTISING

Fraudulent advertising of goods seems to be
no crime in the jewelry business. At least there
seems to be no redress for the continual practice
of such advertising.

Some manufacturers make cheap jewelry,
cheap watch cases and kindred goods and sell
them for what they are not. If we had a na-
tional law, compelling all manufacturers to mark
all jewelry, watch cases and kindred lines just
what they are, less cheap, trashy goods would be
made and sold.

There are no objections to cheap goods, but
they should be so plainly
marked that the con-
sumer cannot be misled.

The retail jeweler
who wilfully advertises
to be what they are not
should be guilty of a
misdemeanor and be
punished for the same.
The manufacturer who
does likewise should
suffer the penalty.

There should be a
national, as well as State
laws, making it a mis-
demeanor to advertise
goods that are not ex-
actly as represented.

HOROLOGICAL LAWS

Horological educa-
tion is absolutely neces-
sary to keep the Ameri-
can watchmaker abreast
of modern times. Our
new watchmakers are no
longer special skilled me-
chanics. Little advance-
ment has been made in
the real art of watch-
making. A new impulse
should be stirred along
this line. We favor
horological laws that will

require new watchmakers to pass a State examina-
tion under a competent board appointed by the re-
spective governors. This will raise the standard
of our watchmakers and give something for which
to work.

Let us urge better preparation of our me-
chanics. Let us require more fundamental edu-
cation for our apprentices. Let us require years
of service at the bench. Then let each apprentice
pass a satisfactory examination. We would have

T. L. Combs
President Omaha Jewelers' Club

no scarcity of skilled watchmakers to-day if there
were a standard of requirements. High standards
always bring earnest seekers for the standard.

THE STUDY or ART

The retail jeweler, in his eagerness for trade,
has long ago lost sight of one of the fundamental
principles in the jewelry business—art. There
soon will be no distinctive jewelry craft, but a
scramble to supply the trade with trinkets or
goods that any shopkeeper can furnish. The
dignity of the craft should be raised. Our future
usefulness in the business demands it.

The retail jeweler should educate himself
along the lines of art. He should cultivate his
tastes along artistic lines. He should read along
this line. He should study art and things xsthetic.
He should be a competent judge of artistic articles.
By the proper dissemination of knowledge and
the most careful study of things artistic we can
place our business on a plane above the ordinary
merchant. Make your knowledge of art so valu-
able that the lover of beautiful goods will pur-
chase his goods from you because he knows you
speak with authority on the subject.

MEMBERS OF OMAHA JEWELERS' CLUB
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In every retail jewelry store there are a large
number of watches and articles of jewelry left
for repairs that have never been lifted. Some
stores have accumulated such goods for ten years.
Some stores have five hundred dollars' worth of
repair goods which have never been lifted and
possibly never will be claimed. Every jeweler
wants rid of the responsibility of keeping these
goods and also wants the money due for the repairs.

Very few States have laws that will legally
safeguard the jeweler who disposes of goods left
for repairs. In many cases where jewelers have
sold the goods and the owner demanded them,
although many years had passed, the jeweler was
compelled to pay exhorbitant prices for the goods
sold.

Many jewelers have taken the risk and sold
the goods by advertising them in accordance with
laws in some States. This method of procedure
has proven expensive, unsatisfactory and attended
with considerable risk. Some jewelers give a
printed check on which due notice is given that
the goods must be lifted within a certain time or
the same will be sold. Legal opinions differ as to
this method of satisfying the demands of the law.

I think this convention should advocate that
each State association prepare a law and endeavor
to have the same passed by each respective legis-
lature, giving the privilege to each retail jeweler
to sell all goods left for repairs after six months.
This privilege is accorded the express companies
to dispose of unclaimed baggage.

UNIPORM REPAIR LISTS

It has been brought to my notice the im-
portance of having uniform prices for repairs.
This question has not been well discussed at State
conventions. This would be a good question to
be taken up at the round table and jewelers'
club meetings. I see no reason why each State
could not adopt a uniform price list for repairs.

For example, a watch is cleaned in one town
for 5o cents, in another town for $1.00 and in an-
other town the jeweler charges $1.50 for cleaning
the same watch. The price should be more nearly
uniform. It seems to me that a uniform price for
repairs could be adopted in each State that would
be equitable to both the jeweler and the customer.
This must be worked out slowly. No radical
changes must be made. This should be worked
out in the jewelers' clubs and then in the State
associations. Education is needed along these
lines. Education is of slow growth.

THE RETAIL JEWELER AS A MERCHANT

The retail jeweler must soon arouse from
his inactivity. He must become a merchant. The
clay of skillful merchandising is at hand. We

must compete with the
mail-order house, the de-
partment store, the hard-
ware store and the racket
store and other jewelry
channels. These stores
are legitimate and are
here to stay.

It is now the "sur-
vival of the fittest." If
the retail jeweler expects
to live and prosper he
must become a merchant.
The true merchant is a
live business man.

From my own ob-
servation in the thou-
sands of stores I have
seen, many jewelers are
not merchants.

Who is it on Janu-
ary 1st has to borrow
money to pay his bills?
The retail jeweler. Who
is it on February 1st has
no money in the bank?
The retail jeweler. Who
is it on July 1st has a lot
of shopworn goods and
no money? The re-
tail jeweler. Who is it
that works twelve long
months at the bench and
behind the counter with-

Top row, left to right—J. L. Borsheim, A. Mandelberg, Albert Edholm, J. P. Holliday, John
Hendrickson and M. D. Franks.

Lower row, left to right—T. L. Combs, Joseph Frenzer, L. A. Borsheim, S. W. Lindsay and
C. B. Brown.
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jut a vacation? The retail jeweler. Who is it in
:our town that takes a long vacation at some
.ashionable watering place? The merchant prince
)f your town—the owner of the department store.
Who rides in the automobile in your town? The
inerchant prince—the clothier, the hardware mer-
Aant, sometimes the jeweler.

Yes, we must become merchants. We must
turn our stock more frequently and pay our bills
more promptly. We must become salesmen of
he first rank. We must remove the watch glass
from our eye and see our customers.

JEWELERS SHOULD JOIN STATE AND NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION

Every retail jeweler who honors his occupa-
tion and who desires to see his business grow
should join in organization work. The day of
personal isolation is past. The day of organiza-
tion is at hand. Every branch of industry is
organized. The primary benefits of organization
lies in making the members acquainted with one
another, in cultivating the feeling of brotherhood,
eliminating friction, dispelling misapprehension
and creating the fraternal spirit.

No member of the trade can become a mem-
ber of this organization
without feeling his position
strengthened and his self-
reliance fortified. No man
can attend these meetings
without becoming a better
man as well as a more re-
sourceful competitor.

The time has not come
for the raising of State or
national dues. I do not be-
lieve it will come for years.
We admit that two, three or
even five dollars a year is
a small amount of money
to pay for the work done
to care for our own vital
interests—our business.

The average amount of
money paid by each mem-
ber into State and national
association is two-thirds of
a cent a day. Can you ex-
pect much for two-thirds
of a cent a day? Certainly
not. I believe three dollars
a year for State and na-
tional dues is all the aver-
age jeweler cares to pay. I
believe it is all some
jewelers can pay. There
are a large number of thrifty retail jewelers who
could pay more and who are willing to pay more
for the good of association work. I believe this
convention should authorize the president to ap-
point an auxiliary finance committee of ten men
from ten different States to solicit from retail
jewelers only contributions from $5.00 to $25.00.
This is no poverty appeal, but a common-sense
business proposition to further the interests of the
American National Retail Jewelers' Association.

KEYSTONE

the reins of conservatism in both hands. We have
guided this great association to the best of our
ability.

We wish to thank the officers of this associa-
tion for the loyal support they have given me in
this work. We wish to thank the members of this
association for their words of encouragement and
for their earnest labors for the perpetuity of this
organization.

John C. Pierik, of Springfield, Ill., delivered
an extemporaneous address on "The Financial
Advantages of Local Jewelers' Clubs." Among
the many interesting and instructive addresses at
this convention Mr. Pierik's words will stand out
as one of the most inspiring and appealing. His
plea was for broader and saner views of business
and social life. Among other things Mr. Pierik
said:

Gentlemen, you know, as well as I do, that
our business is one of luxury, and allow me to
impress upon your minds the fact that it takes
more than ordinary talent to be a successful
jeweler. If I were to pick out the one reason
why many jewelry merchants fail I would say
it was because they introduced too many lines
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ness and set it aside for this fund. To be sure, it
will be small at first, but if he keeps adding to
it each month he will soon be looking for some
place to invest it. Good investments present
themselves very often, but the average jeweler
would go broke if he took the money to swing
the investment out of his business in a lump.
This sinking fund provides for just such oppor-
tunities and against such fatalities.

Manufacturers' and Jobbers' Day

Wednesday was the day set aside for the
manufacturers and jobbers. It was, in fact, a
novel and unique day, the influence of which will
do much towards harmonizing the interests of
the manufacturers and their distributers with
those of the retailer. The best of feeling pre-
vailed and the most liberal disposition to discuss
all trade questions fairmindedly characterized
the day's discussion. The addresses made were
of unusual interest and value. The first was an
address on "Dollars and Sense," by Harry Hy-
man, of Hyman, Berg & Co., one of the largest
retailers in Chicago.

Mr. Hyman's address was, no doubt, one of
the most able and forceful addresses ever de-

livered before a body of re-
tail jewelers. Several times
during the course of his re-
marks the speaker was in-
terrupted by cheers and ap-
plause. A demonstration
followed its close such as
heretofore had been un-
known to retail jewelers'
conventions. His remarks
will bear the most careful
reading—in fact, study—by
all jewelers, regardless of
whether they are located in
small or large communities.
It contains a fund of prac-
tical information gained
through years of experience
by one who has fully demon-
strated his right to speak
upon such a subject. The
address will be found in full
on pages 1487 and 1494 of
this issue.

"The Manufacturer, Job-
ber and Retailer on
Common Ground

At the last annual meet-
ing of the National Whole-
sale Jewelers' Association

a committee was appointed to attend the retailers'
convention and, on behalf of the jobbers, present
a message of good will and co-operation. This
committee consisted of George Edwards, secretary
of the jobbers' association; A. W. Sproehnle, of
Sproehnle & Co., and Max Ellbogen, of the Stein
& Ellbogen Company.

These gentlemen were all present and mani-
fested a lively interest in the deliberations of the
convention and each expressed himself as more
than pleased with the spirit of co-operation mani-
fested by the retailers. George Edwards, a mem-
ber of the Kansas City firm of the Edwards &
Sloane Jewelry Co., spoke for the committee, the
subject assigned to him on the programme being
"The Manufacturer, Jobber and the Retailer on
Common Ground." He said:

The National Wholesale Jewelers' Associa-
tion, an organization made up of the leading
jewelry jobbers of the United States, at the annual
meeting in New York, in June of this year, had
presented to it a letter from your worthy presi-
dent, setting forth some of the ends that you
desire to attain. By unanimous vote the associa-
tion recommended to the manufacturers that, so
far as it was possible, your suggestions be corn-
plied with. The sentiment that the jobber should
work along the same lines that you are working
seems well nigh unanimous and our association
appointed a committee, composed of Messrs. M.
Ellbogen and A. W. Sproehnle, Chicago, a mem-
ber of our executive committee, and myself, to be
present on this occasion and express to you our
good will and to assure you of our desire to co-
operate with you in your efforts to cure the evils

From left to right—J. P. Archibald, president, Pennsylvania; Joseph
president, Oklahoma; Jacob Nabstedt, second vice-president, Iowa; Claud W
Missouri; A. B. Hull, treasurer, Michigan; S. Callison, Iowa, and T. L.
executive committee.

Mazer, first vice-
heeler, secretary,
Combs, Nebraska,

STATE CONVENTION DATES

Nearly one year ago the executive committee
of this association unanimously voted that it was
the sense of this association that no conflicting
dates of State convention meetings should occur.
The executive committee urged through the trade
press that each State write to the national secretary
before selecting convention dates. This was only
partly adhered to by the State officers.

A few conflicting dates have occurred this
year, We trust that State officers will accept the
suggestion and write the national secretary before
dates are set for State conventions. Make the
office of the national secretary a national clearing
house.

A WORD OP APPRECIATION

Your president would be ungrateful to this as-
sociation if Ile did not express to you his apprecia-
tion of the high honor conferred upon him in
electing him president of this association one year
ago. I wish to thank you for the honor. With
this distinguished honor there has been large re-
sponsibilities and incessant labors. We have
aimed at fairness to all interests. We have held

into their business. This is an age of specializa-
tion and if you look around you will see com-
mercial evidence of this statement on all sides.
All side lines, such as art, cut glass, china and the
like, have a place in your store, but I do not be-
lieve that a jeweler can succeed in the jewelry
business until he has first mastered diamonds,
watches, solid gold jewelry, solid silver and,
finally, gold filled jewelry and learned every de-
tail in connection with them. After he has mas-
tered these five he has mastered the important
features of the jewelry business and may safely
add the other lines. Right here I want to say that
the average merchant puts in too small a stock.
He has a conglomeration of this and that, but he
hasn't a complete line of anything. The buying
public is shrewder than most of us believe and
nothing creates so unfavorable an impression as
incomplete stocks.

I believe in every jeweler being on friendly
terms with his competitors, and that brings me up
to the subject of organization. Local jewelers'
clubs will bring the jewelers of a city closer
together and will stir up a healthy feeling between
competitors. Local clubs should be made the
unit of the national organization.

One fact which I wish to impress upon your
minds is the matter of establishing a sinking fund,
or, in other words, an insurance against loss in
business. I have tried it ever since I have been
in business and I believe that I have made more
from the money I placed in this fund than I did
with the money I invested in the jewelry business.
Every jeweler should take a certain amount of
money each month out of the profits of his busi-
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and abuses in our trade.
The same sentiment, I
believe, exists among the
manu facturers.

It was my privilege
to be one of the repre-
sentatives of our asso-
ciation in a meeting with
a committee of manu-
facturers from Provi-
dence, at which matters
of interest to all branches
of the trade were dis-
cussed, and I also had
the honor to meet with
your executive commit-
tee at Chicago, last year,
and go over with them
questions affecting vitally
both jobbers and retailers.
On both of these occa-
sions I was impressed
with the evident desire of
all parties concerned to
treat fairly with each
other and it seems to me
that if such a spirit pre-
vails much good can be
accomplished.

In treating these problems we must not forget
that there are two sides to most questions. It is
hardly to be expected that I, as a jobber, or you,
as a retail dealer, are familiar enough with the
business of a watch manufacturer or a maker of
silver-plated flatware to be in a position to settle
for him questions that come up, but we might, by
having a conference with him, show him some-
thing of the effect on ourselves and our cus-
tomers of certain of his methods, and he might
be able to modify his business practices to correct
the evils complained of. After all, our interests
are identical in so far that any plans which will
increase the sales and profits of all are a benefit to
each. Don't get the idea that I am going to try to
reconcile all the differences between the differ-
ent branches of the trade to-day. I am not ex-
pecting to do that, and even if it were possible,
new differences would arise to-morrow or next
week or next year. What I do want to do, to-day,
is to see if some principle of business, some basis
of negotiation, cannot be established, or, at least,
suggested, which is right and fair for all the
branches of the business. And, first of all, it
seems to me, we want to get out of our heads any
idea that the other fellow is a rascal, and nothing
will accomplish that so effectually as getting to-
gether and becoming personally acquainted with
each other.

THE KEYSTONE

Fruits of Ac-
quaintanceship

You retailers find when you
meet each other face to face
that you are not such a bad lot,
that you are each and everyone

striving for the same
end, namely, to make a
living for yourselves and
those dependent upon
you, in an honest way ;
to get all that you possi-
bly can that is good out
of life and for your-
selves and your families.
You find that many of.
the stories that you hear
concerning the methods
and practices of your
competitors are simply
misunderstandings of the
fruits of the imagination
of some thrifty customer
who is. trying to work
you for a lower price or
a longer guarantee.

Now, I contend that
an acquaintance with the
jobber and manufacturer
will convince you that he
is just such a man as
you tha t, generally
speaking, he is honorable,
honest and fair and
that lie will meet you
more than half way in
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adjusting differences, that lie will try honestly
to look at any proposition that comes up from
your standpoint as well as from his own. Now,
don't get the idea that every jobber is a saint.
Some of us, I agree, will bear watching, and once
in a while you meet a retailer whose angelic
wings are still undeveloped, but I do hold that
each of us is entitled to a fair hearing on any
question in which we are interested; that it is
unfair and cannot possibly result in any good
to take snap judgment on any manufacturer or
jobber or to accept as a fact any story you hear
concerning the methods of any dealer, regardless
of the source from which it comes. A knowledge
of the circumstances surrounding a transaction
might, if thoroughly understood, entirely change
your ideas about it. Our house recently had an
annoying illustration of how easily appearances
might misrepresent facts. A customer called at
our office with a certain dealer and bought a gold
chain at a price fixed by the dealer. A few
days later another customer of ours called and
asked for a commission on the deal, claiming lie
had given the party a letter to us and that his
customer had showed him the chain and told him
it was purchased of us (but neglected, it seems,
to state that another dealer had accompanied him
when sale was made). It took some little talk to
straighten this out, and at that the dealer who did
not get the commission was not entirely satisfied.

Right here I want to say that, in my judg-
ment a retailer makes a serious mistake to send
his customer to a jobber for goods. You had
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better send and get a
few goods on memoran-
dum for a few days if
you cannot afford tc
carry them in stock, and
make the sale in your
own store. In that case
it is a sale you have
made. In the other case
your customer always
feels, and too often says,
that lie bought the article
of the jobber. Besides
that, it is not fair to your
jobber to ask him to sell
the goods in a retail way
and only make a jobber's
profit. Furthermore, it
puts the jobber in a false
position with his other
customers, who may see
your customer in your
store buying good's or to
whom your customer may
say Ile has bought goods
of a jobber.

During the past year
our house has had oc-
casion several times to

ask the advice and assistance of the worthy presi-
dent of the Oklahoma Retail Jewelers' Associa-
tion, Mr. Mazer, and I want to thank him for in-
formation given, for the fair and gentlemanly
treatment the questions raised have had at his
hands and to congratulate the Oklahoma associa-
tion on its good fortune in securing the services
as president of as able, energetic and honest an
official as he has proven to be. It was his handling
of matters referred to him that confirmed in my
mind the opinion I had formed that properly con-
stituted committees of your association and as-
sociations representing the jobbers and manu-
facturers could probably do more toward correct-
ing the evils that exist than any other agency.

You have your troubles—there is the mail-
order house, the retailing jobber, the drygoods
jeweler, the sending by jobbers of catalogues to
concerns not entitled to them, the competition of
dishonest or inexperienced watchmakers, the
granting by jobbers of unwarranted credit to
dealers with little or no capital, the manufacture
and sale of jewelry bearing unreasonable warrants
not justified by the quality of the goods. Now, I
am not going to settle all or any of these diffi-
culties off-hand; brainier men than I have wrestled
with these questions for years, but I do think
the settlement of them all would be made much
more easier if there was a perfect understanding
between all branches of the trade, which can be
brought about through committees from each.

There are the three distinct branches of the
business—the manufacturer, the jobber and the

retailer—and it seems to
me the distinction be-
tween the two last is
made by the manner of
doing business and not
by the volume of busi-
ness done. A concern
selling the consumer is a
retail concern, whether
its annual sales are five
thousand or a million
dollars, and should not
lie able to buy its mer-
chandise direct from a
manufacturer unless the
other retail trade have
t 11 e same concession.
Again, a jobber who ex-
pects this protection from
the manufacturer is, to
say the least, inconsistent
if lie will not accord a
similar position to his
customer, the retailer.
You are, I understand,
striving to establish a
fixed selling price on cer-
tain lines of goods. I
want to say to you that
you can never maintain

maid
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fixed selling price on
fly line that is sold direct
v the manufacturer to
!le mail-order houses,
itt, department stores, or
the large retail trade

t a price less than that
lade by the jobber to

lite ordinary dealer, for
die simple reason that
he price which the or-
linary retailer must get
'11 order to do a profit-
Ale business affords an
unreasonable profit to
those retailers who buy
direct at near jobbers'
cost. A fixed buying
price is a necessary pre-
cedent to a fixed and
maintained selling price.
And if you will go over
in your mind the lines
which maintain a fixed
selling price you will find
they are lines marketed
exclusively through the
j obber or exclusively
through the retailer.

There are two remedies for the
Remedies for present chaotic conditions.
Present First, let the manufacturer dis-
Troubles pose of his product through

the jobber or, if the jobber is
a useless appendage, let the manufacturer sell his
goods direct to the retailer and put the jobber
off the map entirely. Just so soon as this is done,
and the manufacturer disposes of all of his prod-
uct to the retailer, lie must revise his prices up-
ward, because the cost of transacting his business
would be very materially increased. I do not
believe that goods in our line can be sold direct
from manufacturer to retailer as low as they are
now sold by the jobber. In other words, in my
opinion, it costs less to care for the needs • of the
retail jeweler through one source of supply than
it would through 15o or 200 sources.

My own idea is that the jobber has his proper
place; that he is a necessary factor in the dis-
tribution of merchandise; that it is neither con-
venient, practical nor econoniical for each retailer
to buy his mainsprings of a mainspring manu-
facturer, his pliers or tweezers of a toolmaker,
his Elgin, Waltham, Howard, Dueber, Keystone,
Fahys or other makes of watches or cases of each
individual maker, his chains of perhaps five or
ten factories, his sleeve buttons of as many differ-
ent concerns, etc., through the line. If my idea
is the correct one, then both retailer and jobber
should be protected by the concerns whose lines
they handle.

I do not, and I take it that you do not want
to if you could, and the laws of the land do not
1,ermit you if you did
•,cant to, dictate to any
manufacturer or jobber
..vho lie shall sell or how

shall run his business.
i'he law protects each
ilaui in the prosecution

.4 his trade so long as
,t is legitimate, and a
nanufacturer or jobber

,vho desires to market„ ,
goods through mail-

)rder, drygoods or hard-
ware „channels or direct
!0 the consumer is not
tecessarily dishonest.
I he thing, in my mind,
that we want is that each
manufacturer, jobber and
retailer shall be honest
with one another ; that
've shall not be playing
his game with marked
-ards or loaded dice;
:hat the policy of each
house shall be under-
ttood and adhered to.
I have no quarrel with
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any manufacturer who sells to the retailer
nor with any jobber who sells to the consumer,
provided he does not misrepresent his business
methods. I might doubt his judgment, but I con-
cede to him his right to run his business as he
sees fit. But 1. can see no justice in your com-
petitor across the street, because he is running a
wholesale department, buying his goods for his
retail store at so, 15 or 20 per cent. less than the
same goods cost you. Nor can I see any element
of fairness in the manufacturer selling the jobber
and through the jobber building up his volume
and thus decreasing his percentage of expense
and then selecting a few large retailers of depart-
ment stores and placing his goods with them at
figures which enable them to sell at prices that
you, the jobber's customer, cannot possibly meet
and live. Nor does it strike me as good business
policy for you, as a retailer, or me, as a jobber,
to handle lines marketed in such a manner that
we can neither of us make any money out of them.

I realize that many jobbers and many manu-
facturers will not agree with me entirely at this
time; that certain manufacturers have developed
their line to handle two classes of trade and
that possibly they cannot change their policy at
once without serious loss. I know also that cer-
tain jobbers, especially among the older houses,
have always had retail departments, which they
cannot discontinue at a moment's notice. But I
am confident that the better class in both branches
will realize the fairness of this principle and will
take steps to adjust their business along these
lines. As a matter of fact, I believe that now
there is comparatively little retailing by jobbers,
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not nearly as much as
the ordinary jeweler be-
lieves. I have often
heard retail jewelers
mention the jobbing
houses as retailing when
I had reason to know
that there was no truth
in the accusation.

You are, I under-
stand, endeavoring to ttr-
range that lines you
handle shall be sold only
through the jewelry
trade, and yet many of
your colleagues in times
past have gone home
from these association
meetings and sent their
order for silver-plated
flatware or nickel clocks
to some hardware jobber
because he offered i per
cent. lower price than
made by the jewelry
jobber, forgetting that
the difference in the time
given by the hardware

jobber and the time you take from the jewelry
jobber is worth at current interest rates more
than the additional discount you get. By such
practices yott offer the manufacturer a premium
for selling the hardware trade.

And now, Mr. President, in closing, I want
to thank you on behalf of myself and . my as-
sociates for the courtesies extended us. We ap-
preciate the honor you confer on us by your in-
vitation to be present and to speak to you, and
we feel that you and your colleagues agree with
Its that negotiation and not boycott is the proper
solution of any difficulties that arise. Let us treat
with each other like men, in an honorable, honest
;Ind considerate manner.

A feature of this session was the highly in-
structive address by H. C. Carpenter, sales man-
ager of the South Bend Watch Company, on the
subject, "Imagination in Your Business."

Albert Dueber followed with a brief address
on "How Much Wear is a Consumer Entitled to
on a Time Guaranteed Watch Case?" Mr.
Dueber said :

I think the most dangerous feature of the
ivatch business to-day is the filled case business
111d the manner in which it is conducted. in the
manner of handling filled cases to-day a man buys
a watch case and will probably wear it ten or
fifteen years, or as long as he may, and then
bring it back to the jeweler for the guarantee.
To that we have no objection. But in exchange
we give a man a new case guaranteed for the full
length of time of the old case, not getting any
credit for the ten or fifteen years that first case

has been worn. We think
that is the inequitable
part of the watch case
business.

In New York I had
a talk with a number of
case makers, and we came
to such an understand-
ing, but nobody could
start such a plan because
it would not be a popular
thing at the start and be-
cause it might set you
back too far. The plan
is to give a case equal to
the amount of gold
value of the old case.
The case is originally
guaranteed for twenty
years, say. It is worn
tell years and when it is
brought back give the
man a case guaranteed
for ten years. That will
prevent the pawnbroker
and such people from
getting cases and selling
them as new cases. The
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guarantee would be there,
on the case. Every case
to-day is practically a
perpetual case and if the
present method keeps up
the retail jeweler will be
nothing but a broker who
will exchange cases.

There was an effort
made by certain manu-
facturers at Washington
to pass laws in regard to
the filled case business.
As I understand it they
wished to prohibit the
guaranteeing of filled
cases and they did not
try to make compulsory
the marking of trade-
marks or standards. The
Dueber-Hampden Watch
Company objected to this
law ; at least, we wished
to put an amendment to
it compelling anyone
making a filled case to
add to it the stamp of
his own trade-mark, the
decimal thickness of the
gold and the stamp of the time limit. I
have here a button that was once a watch
case, a duplicate of this one I have in my hand.
In fact, it came out of the same lot ; I made it my
business to get it out of the same lot number so
I would know it is the same. I had this case
assayed. I paid $1.40 for this case. A New York
jobber told me that was what it cost him. It is
guaranteed twenty years and signed "H. & S.
Manufacturing Co." If you know what that is
you are ahead of me. I have not been able to find
out who they are. I had this assayed and they
found 23 cents' worth of gold, for which they
got $1.40, leaving $1.17 for making practically a
brass case.

THE KEYSTONE

The Afternoon Session

Successful and enthusiastic as had been the
morning session of the day devoted to the manu-
facturers and jobbers, the afternoon session bid
fair to excel it in point of interest. Steele F.
Roberts, President of E. P. Roberts & Sons, one
of the best known retail firms of Pittsburg, Pa.,
spoke on "Personality, Profit and Publicity" and
received the undivided attention of the entire
convention.

The introduction of G. V. Dickinson, Vice-
President of the Elgin
National Watch Com-
pany, to the convention
was hailed with the loud-
est applause. His re-
marks on the subject,
"On the Firing Line,"
were straight to the
point on many of the
questions which are agi-
tating the trade at the
present time and they
helped to round out the
S uccess of manufac-
turers' and jobbers' day;
Mr. Dickinson said:

When Mr. Archibald
first asked that I ad-
dress your convention in
Omaha I hesitated to
accept the invitation. I
did not feel especially
qualified to make either a
very interesting or in-
structive talk and also it
was doubtful if I could
be with you, but Mr.
Archibald has been so
graciously persistent that
I have felt very much
flattered, as he told me
the delegates to the con-
vention would be disap-
pointed if I did not ac-
cept. I think this was a
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pleasant little fiction on Mr. Archibald's part, but
none the less agreeable. I want to compliment
the national association on the unselfish, untiring
and capable administration of its affairs by its
executive officers. Mr. Archibald, your president, is

conspicuously entitled
to the highest praise,
having devoted al-
most his entire time
to his official duties,
and it must have been
at considerable sacri-
fice to his private in-
terests. I have had
some experience in
association matters, as
this present 

organization is the second one
to come under my

Guy V. Dickinson personal observation,
but, as I recall it, it

is the third time that the retail jewelers of the
country have attempted to form a permanent na-
tional body. Although the preceding ones did not
attain the importance of the present, they were the
educational stepping stones that apparently every
organization must use before finally reaching sue-
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cess and the benefit of
their experiences comes
down as a heritage to
the present association.
That your National Re-
tail Jewelers' Association
is a success seems to be
proven by the great in-
crease in membership and
the broadening of the
policy of the association,
recognizing that perma-
nent success can only be
secured and maintained
by considering not only
the retail dealer's inter-
est, but all those having
to do with the produc-
tion and sale.
, Business conditions
are continually changing
and the long-headed
members of your asso-
ciation realize that ques-
tions of trade advance-
ment should be studied
from the impersonal, as
well as the personal,
viewpoint, and that it is

not only desirable, but advisable, that the retail
trade of the country should have this national
organization and meet in convention to study
one another's policy and business, finding out
what makes for success and what does not, and
what new conditions have arisen.

Association members realize
The Differing that all retail dealers cannot be
Conditions equally successful. Conditions

in Maine differ from those in
California—the extreme north from the extreme
south, and the middle from the coast States. In
smaller and less competitive communities liberties
may be taken, differing from a strict business
policy, that would be disastrous if practiced else-
where. The larger the community and the
greater its purchasing power, the more competi-
tion there will be, and to be successful a man
must be thoroughly alive to all the surrounding
conditions, that he may take advantage of every
opportunity to enlarge his field of operation,
minimize his expense of doing business and add
to his reputation as a good merchant.

This term, "good merchant," is very com-
prehensive in its requirements. It means a man
who is careful in his selection of a location, mak-

ing his store neat and at-
tractive and having his
stock well selected and
prominently displayed.
He should study his cus-
tomers and all those to
whom he appeals, hoping
to make them customers;
learn, as nearly as he can,
their demands, t h eir
tastes and their pur-
chasing power. His ad-
vertisements should be
truthful in statements,
that the public may not
be deceived into expect-
ing more than it is pos-
sible to give. All these
questions, the thoughtful
man, when he attends the
convention, has in mind
and he expects to ab-
sorb something for his
individual interest as well
as adding something from
his own experience to the
benefit of others in the
trade. In this connection,
I read an article in The
Saturday Evening Post
of July loth, on the sub-
ject of a "Trust in the
Retail Business," that
gives a good idea of
what may be accomp-
lished in a retail businessExhibit of J. R. Wood & Sons
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I. :(Ier severe competitive conditions if the dealer

\ Il learn to buy the right goods and practice
)od salesmanship.The

present association, as I
mservative look upon it, realizes that the, 

f, ,d Radical problems of trade cannot be

:seintial 

solved all in a moment, that
the most is accomplished by

progress slowly. This means that theikg 
,nservative members of the association realize

iw much there is to accomplish and how neces-
ry it is to develop the spirit of good fellowship

in their association and eliminate, as much as pos-
Ible, the personal and individual prejudice. At

the sante time, for the National Retail Jewelers'
Association to reap the fullest success, it is neces-

sary to have in its ranks the progressives—those
who are not satisfied to make haste slowly, as it is

the men who want to know and who are not
satisfied, but restless for achievement, who are
really great factors in the accomplishment of nec-
,sary reforms and advancement. The con-
servatives and so-called insurgents are both nec-
essary in associations such as your national one.

I understand that the association is growing
very rapidly, not only in the point of numbers,
but also that the repre-
sentative class of retail
jewelers throughout the
country are becoming in-
terested. This is de-
cidedly gratifying, as we
feel sure that something
eventually will be ac-
complished that will be
to the advantage of all
concerned. We want, as
much as possible, unity
of action, faith in one
another and belief that
each and everyone of us
k striving for success on
the right lines. It is
not all plain sailing and
we must meet conditions
its we find them, have
faith and pride in our-
selves, remembering that
we are on the "firing
line" of business and
that if, through ignor-
ance, indifference o r
cowardice, we fail to
properly interpret the
P ublic demands and
tastes, some one else will
take advantage of our
shortcoming and get the benefit. We muss
remember that capital is looking for investment
and, naturally, because of the nature of the
j:weler's class of merchandise, the attractive-
ress ill appearance, the supposed intrinsic
value and the fiction of large profits, the business

the retail jeweler is more or less subject to
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toward eliminating the difficulties that the trade
now experiences.

There is a subject which is of
Raising the a great deal of importance to
Standard of the retail dealers, which has
Workmanship received, so far as I am able

to learn, very little attention,
and this is the matter of raising the standard of
the watchmaking class throughout the country, as
relates to workmanship. We have a number of
horological schools in different parts of the
country, some of which are giving a very prac-
tical course of instruction, although they may not
be quite so advanced and thorough as the horo-
logical schools of Europe. It would be a good
thing for the association to interest itself in the
best of these schools and encourage them to in-
crease their time and thoroughness of instruction
before granting any certificate to a student, and it
should be one of the interests of the association to
agitate the question of State regulation for watch-
makers and have an examining board, the same
as other trades have succeeded in having ap-
pointed, so that a watchmaker could pass the ex-
amination before that board and get a license for
practicing within the boundaries of his State.
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his education beginning with a thorough founda-
tion in the use and handling of tools and instruc-
tions in the making of parts. From this beginning
he is carried through the different stages of re-
pairing and watchmaking work until he is qualified
to handle the most intricate and delicate pieces
of mechanism. Not only are his hands educated,
but also he is given a theoretical knowledge of the
principles of mainspring, train, escapement, bal-
ance and hairspring action and when he has left
the directicn of his master he is qualified to under-
take most difficult work.

In addition to the careful train-
Continental ing of the apprentice in Europe
Workmen by the master watchmaker,

there are on the continent
horological schools for the education of the stu-
dent apprentices in mathematics, chemistry,
metallurgy, physics and such studies as will equip
him for a thorough understanding of the funda-
mental principles of mechanics :ipplied to watch-
making. In Switzerland, after all the require-
ments of apprenticeship have been fulfilled, the
candidate for a master mechanic's degree must
be examined and accepted by a board of experts
appointed by the government.

In the first place, in
this country, there should
be some yell directed ef-
fort on the part of the
expert watch repairers to
secure as apprentices boys
with mechanical tastes
who would appreciate
the necessity for a thor-
ough training. The best
way to do this is to. keep
the apprentice away from
the commercial end of
the business and not let
him know anything out-
side of the repair bench.
The glitter of jewelry
and the activity of the
salesman coming in con-
tact with customers is
very apt to appeal to a
young man, but if he can
be separated from this
influence, with his atten-
tion directed to the re-
pair bench only, he would
be much more apt to con-
tinue his education in the
desired direction.

The instruction of ap-
prentices in this country

cannot be made as slow of application as in
Europe. The disposition of the apprentice here
is opposed to it because of his more active, en-
thusiastic and energetic intelligence and he will
not be willing to plod along by slow stages of
progression. At the same time, he can be taught
the principles of the trade and given she manual
training necessary for him to do careful and in-
telligent work.

As we have a number of horological schools
in the country where a young man who is really
desirous of learning can get the first training, the
jewelers might work in harmony with these
schools and have it understood that instead of
accepting the students as finished repairers they
will take them into their employ, pay moderate
wages and develop them still further in the gen-
eral repair work, requiring a term of service be-
fore considering them entitled to a recommenda-
tion. In this way we would soon develop a class
of repairers superior to those being educated
under the present conditions and we would also
be less at the mercy of the really high-class re-
pairer, who, because of his expert ability, is able
to demand wages that are out of proportion to the
returns. We probably cannot, under a short-term
apprenticeship, hope to develop the thorough
training of watchmakers, as is evidenced in
Switzerland, nor is this absolutely necessary.

If the majority of the appren-
Need of a tices were instructed in the
Higher Standard principles of watchmaking so

that they would have an ap-
preciation of the general mechanism of the watch

The consumer, whose money
he Consumer pays the original cost of manu-

facture and the profits to the
;fferent salesmen, from the manufacturer to him-

and becomes a final and lifelong possessor
• t the article purchased, is entitled to more than
zissing consideration and it is natural that mer-

• handise will get to the pockets of the consumer
.y the shortest and most economical route and, as
f.adespeople, it should be realized that, as ye-
ides of distribution, the jewelers should study
he road over which they travel and make their
rogress towards success as smooth and direct as

:.ossible, cater to the demands of the public, sys-
,ematize their business so that the cost is at the
iwest possible level, learn to criticize and suggest
Avertising copy that is attractive, make an ap-
,ropriation from their business for advertising,
l'oportionate to the business that they should ex-

Peet to get in the communities where they are
located, examine their advertising copy, that it
Inay not betray the confidence of the community,
then the result will be far beyond their expecta-
tions, and if this association, as an association, will
work out some harmony of action among- its mem-
bers along these lines, a great step will be made
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I understand that the Nebraska association
has made some recommendations along this line.
At the beginning, there would have to be more or
less leniency in these examinations, but year by
year we could improve our class of workmen and
finally become just as thorough in our instructions
of the trade as they are in any other country of
the globe. The safeguarding of a watch after
it is sold is just as important to the manufacturer
and to the dealer as in the first instance. A
satisfied customer is the best possible kind of an
advertisement and the interest of the retail dealer
and the manufacturer are always linked with that
of the consumer in the satisfaction that the watch
ma y give.

In this country a systematic
Passing of the and thorough education of ap-
Apprentice prentices has been neglected

and this neglect must be
ascribed to two causes: First, the early immigra-
tion of competent watch repairers into this
country from Europe and England who would
work for comparatively low wages and were
thoroughly trained in the mastery of watches of
all kinds and classes made it somewhat unneces-
sary. The second cause of our neglect in the
thorough education of apprentices has been the
supremacy of the American watch and the ease
with which it could be repaired.

In Europe, where there is little uniformity
of manufacture and the duplication of parts is a
recent idea, the apprentice, before he is qualified
to take a position as journeyman, must give from
four to seven years to the learning of the trade,
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PROSPERITY
VERYTHING INDICATES that the jewelers of
the Southwest will enjoy a golden harvest this fall.
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nd be able to handle the tools with facility, the
ewelers and their customers would be protected
4ainst many of the so-called watch repairers,
ho are doing a greater injury to the watch than
,mies from ordinary wear.

Unless some action is taken by the jewelers,
Individually or collectively, to properly educate
pprentices in the watch repairing business, we

soon have a very serious difficulty to face,
tie side of which will be the paying of extrava-
;ant salaries to educated repairers, which will
,eave no margin of profit for the repair work or
. rust the work to the hands of inexperienced men
od take our chances on keeping out of trouble
ith our customers.

In addition to the subject of
rogress in good journeymen instructions,
,dvertising the subject of advertising is a

very popular one and a great
many writers and speakers have expressed them-
selves very clearly and given some very good ad-
vice to the merchant who is bidding for business
and there is one thing that I have noticed par-
ticularly in the last few years in regard to adver-
tising, and that is the improvement of the tone,
the greater care in the writing of the copy to see
that the statements contained therein are not mis-
leading. It is true that there are a great many
advertisers throughout the country who still feel
that the only way to get business or attract at-
tention is to deceive, or attempt to deceive, in their
statements, but this number is growing consider-
ably less and, as compared with the large numbers
of advertisers who are truthful in their state-
ments, they are in the small minority and con-
spicuous because of the deceptive character of
their copy. It is getting to be more and more
a disposition on the part of the publications
throughout the country, such as newspapers,
magazines, periodicals, journals, organs and so
on, to criticize the copy of their advertisers and
eliminate, as much as possible, the untruthful or
misleading statements. Of course, if the field of
advertising is left only to those who are in the
habit of writing misleading copy, the publishers
have no way of determining the bad from the
good, but if every tradesman who is anxious to
build up a successful and well-founded business
will use a certain amount of his profits to adver-
tise his stock to the public in a true and holiest
manner, the dishonest advertiser will soon be
driven into changing his methods.

In this paper that I have read
Opticians as I do not believe that I have
an Example said anything that is particu-

larly new, or touched upon a
subject that has not already been under your con-
sideration, but I feel that the retail jewelers in
their association can do more than they have done
along the lines of conservative, persistent and con-
scientious unity of action by studying the condi-
tions of trade, accepting those which are fixed and
determining how best to
differentiate themselves
from the trade in general
cby piiiiisahkminegnts,their ac-om 

collec-
tively and individually,
distinctive f rom the
general class of mer-
chants who are simply
shrewd buyers and dis-
tributers of merchandise.
There are few classes of
trade that have the op-
portunity of separating
themselves and their
business from the gen-
eral merchant that is
possessed by the jeweler.
The opticians have recog-
nized their opportunities
and have accomplished a
great deal in their asso-
ciation along similar lines
and the jewelry trade
Should be equally able.

I want to thank the
members of the associa-
non for their kind at-
tention and also for the
compliment paid me in
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extending me the invitation to talk. I am exceed-
ingly anxious for the success of your association
and will be pleased, at any time, to do all that I
possibly can to contribute to that success.

A New Era in Business

As a harbinger of a resuscitated prosperity
Jacob Franks, President of the Rockford Watch
Company, spoke on "A New Era in Business"
and referred in a prophetic strain to the future
for the retail jewelry business. His remarks were
in part as follows :

We don't hear much about price-raising, but
we do hear considerable about price-cutting ill
the retail jewelry business, and this has been
going from bad to worse, until to-day quite
a perceniage of those engaged in the retail
jewelry business are barely inaking a living
and their earnings can hardly be compared
favorably with the average mechanic's wages
and, like the proverbial drowning man grasp-
ing at the straw, they look in all directions
for a change to take place, but there is only one
direction for you to look—your glances to the
outside have borne you no fruit—it must come
from the inside, through proper organization, with
"community of interest" as your motto, and a
staunch standing for your rights. But remember,
a few of you can never bring this about, therefore
it should be your aim to bring every retail jeweler
in the United States into the ranks and then
have a retail jewelers' association that will show
a solid front, so when that association voices a
sentiment it becomes the sentiment of the united
industry. Then I will guarantee you when the
voice of that grand organization reaches the ear
of the manufacturer it will not come to him as an
appeal, but it will come to him in the voice of
a command, and then let him who dares refuse
to listen and abide by that authority.

I know that some of the more successful
jewelers have frowned on the association and
could not see from their standpoint where they
could be benefited, always using as an argument
that they were capable of taking care of their
own business. Of course, they are ; no one wishes
to have a paternal organization that would take
away individual rights or regulate the individual
business of individuals, but they are erroneous in
their conception as to organization. No man is
so big as to say that an organization of this
kind is not necessary. The biggest captains of
industry—men of the commercial world who have
prided themselves upon business ingenuity and
upon the millions that they have amassed—have
bowed to the "community of interest" idea and
have become privates, working hard in the ranks
of an organization of those industries in which
they were interested.

It is my hope that some day every retail
jeweler in the United States, big and small, will
be joined into an organization such as I have men-
tioned because, as we all know, there is dire

necessity of improving the conditions of the retail
jewelry trade.

In speaking of the advisability of organization
amongst the retail jewelers, I desire that it be
understood—and you can readily understand that
I personally have no interest in any association,
but, of course, my entire interests are wrapped up
in the betterment of the retail jewelers' business—
and I urge and advocate this organization move-
ment, realizing and believing after the most
minute investigation that it is the one logical
method to improve the existing conditions and
bring about better results. But, mark you, no
one jeweler or no dozen can start in and say:
"My profits are too small; henceforth I must get
twice as much for may goods," etc.; but it must
be a united effort, a unison of thought, a move-
ment towards tins advancement enthusiastically
taken up.

A very important matter to
Basing a Profit look into is the "why and
Percentage wherefore of basing a profit

percentage." It appears that the
retail jewelers of this country in making prices
on the articles that they are handling and selling
are overlooking the fact that jewelry is a luxury
and the buying public should pay a profit based
upon the profits usually gained on luxuries.

Another thing: The jeweler in his community
stands in a little more of a confidential relationship
with his customers than do the ordinary run of
merchants, for, as a general thing, when a pros-
pective purchaser is about to buy a watch, a ring,
a chain, a bracelet or precious stone, he, as a
general thing, asks the jeweler's advice and pur-
chases along the line of the suggestions made to
him by the jeweler. In this way considerable of
the time of the jeweler is taken up. Then also is
a certain amount of his time taken up in the regu-
lating of watches, and then sometimes an article
that has been bought might slightly turn in color,
through no fault or misrepresentation of the
jeweler, then, in order to pacify the customer,
the jeweler probably has the article recolored,
for which he makes no charge.

All of these facts must be taken into con-
sideration when basing the profit and the profit
should be based upon such a scale, that the jeweler
can afford to give the time necessary in his par-
ticular line of business. But the fact of the case,
as I am going to try to prove to you, is that the
jeweler's profit is not on the right comparative
basis with the "butcher, baker and candlestick
maker." For instance, I have investigated the
profits on some ten different lines of merchandise
and I find that the smallest average profit to be
that of the grocer, which is about 25 per cent., but
taking into consideration that this merchant is sell-
ing necessities and that his capital is turned almost
every fifteen or twenty days. This is a better
showing than that of the average retail jeweler.

Now, my investigation along the profit line has
induced the following facts : The druggist earns a

gross profit of about 85
per cent., which is an ex-
cellent showing, taking
into consideration that in
many instances almost
one-half of his sales con-
sist of cigars and pro-
prietary medicines, upon
which the gross profit is
less than 50 per cent. The
confectioner, who turns
his capital many times in
a year, earns 65 per cent.
profit. The butcher,
whom we cannot do
without and whose every
article is an absolute ne-
cessity and whose capital
is turned every few days,
earns 40 per cent. The
dry goods merchant who
handles, to a certain de-
gree, staples, earns from
30 per cent. to 50 per
cent., his profit largely
depending upon his loca-
tion. The clothing mer-
chant earns 55 per cent.,
shoe dealer 33 1-3 per
cent., haberdasher 35 per
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IN justice to yourself and to the welfare of yourbusiness, don't buy your fall stock of watches
without keeping in mind that in the 7-jewel field
the new remodeled Ingersoll-Trenton is the only
one sold exactly as Jewelers' want all watches
marketed.

The " I-i' " is, without exception, the best 7-jewel watch ever built. An
examination will prove this.

It is sold only through responsible jewelers and only direct to the retail trade.

The prices are absolutely restricted, guaranteeing a fair profit.

It is the most extensively advertised of any watch ever put on the market.
Every "ad " reads : "Sold by responsible jewelers only."

No jeweler should overlook the article in his line which is
most prominently before the public. The coupon in the

corner will bring full information of great interest to
every jeweler who can get these goods.ROBT. H.

INGERSOLL & BRO.
45 John St., New York

I am willing to know
about the Ingersoll-Trenton
watch and its trade policies.

NAME 

STREET 

TOWN 

.;eptember, 1909 THE KEYSTONE

,mt., retail hardware merchant 50 per cent., re-
MI milliner too per cent., and in many instances,
Acre they handle what is known as novelties or
ids, the profit is still greater.

It is safe to say that the average jeweler does
:lot earn over 50 per cent., and then we must
,.onsider that he is selling a luxury, the time that
lie consumes with his customers, his confidential
elations to his customers and that when he makes
sale he is not absolutely through with his cus-

mmer. Therefore, to place himself upon as good
basis as his brother merchant in other lines, it

!,; my opinion that his gross profits should be
Mcreased to too per cent., and just as soon as the
•.new era in business" dawns upon him and he
,hatters that profit-cutting dagger by thorough
,rganization he will operate his business in a
manner so as to yield him a proper compensation.

Gentlemen, I assure you that
The Favoring the deductions that I have
Conditions made have not come through

hasty conclusions, but through
minute investigation, taking into consideration
not only every State in the United States but the
cities and towns as well, and the information that
I have gathered is based upon, facts, and I know
this : That a luxury, the sales of which are limited
as compared to a necessity, must bear a far larger
gross profit than a necessity, otherwise it is not
upon a logical basis. The trend of times is ever
advancing, then why should the jewelry trade, of
all lines of business, stand still ? The prices on
that which you eat and that which you wear, the
rent on the house in which you live and the labor
which you must purchase has steadily advanced
in the last ten years, and if your profits do not
advance in a like ratio, you simply cannot exist.

The "new era in business" means organiza-
tion, industries of a like nature getting together
means the elimination of unjust competition, the
elimination of enmity between competitors. It
means rather that competitors in a like industry
join themselves in an army to meet the common
enemy. We are now upon the threshold of a new
prosperity, the country is in excellent condition,
all things indicate that business in the fall and
winter will at least be normal and that the year
1910 will usher in -again a new prosperity period.
It is the time to "get into camp" and be prepared
to take advantage of this wave of prosperity that
is bound to reach us. Your advancement is in
your own hands. A fixed price, with a living mar-
gin, no deviation and standardized goods for the
exclusive use of the retail jeweler—that is, in my
()pinion, your salvation.

Building Up a Retail Watch Business

Continuing the good work, W. H. Ingersoll,
of R. H. Ingersoll & Bro., the New York watch
manufacturers, delivered an address on "Building
Up a Retail Watch Business." The address
showed the speaker's thorough knowledge of the
subject in hand and many
new and valuable ideas
were gathered from his
remarks by those pres-
ent. He said in part :

A s manufacturers,
jobbers and retailers we
are all anxious to sell
more watches, and there
are facts to show that
this is a reasonable am-
bition, because there are
some eighty millions of
people in this country old
enough to carry watches,
yet only some forty mil-
lions of watches of the
standard seven-jewel
grade, or better, have
heen sold here since the
watch industry was es-
tablished i n America.
\(w, it is a safe con-
clusion that less than
half the watches which
have been sold in the last
fifty years are still in use,
and it is also certain that
On the average each
watch purchaser has

bought at least two watches. After making all the
equations that can properly be made as to the
exchange of old watches, it appears that not
over fifteen or sixteen millions such watches as
we are now considering are at present in use.
This means that only one out of every six or
seven persons who ought to have a good watch
really have one, and it indicates a great field upon
which to direct our efforts. Of course, half our
population are women, and women are not quite
such available prospects for watches as men, but

William H. Ingersoll

if we count only the men we find still two-thirds
without as good a watch as they can afford to
carry. Our mutual problem, then, is to find a
way of inducing the remainder of our population
to "get the habit."

The wheel of fortune has made
Business it my own particular pleasure
Principles and duty to spend a large por-

tion of my time during the past
year and a half in calling upon the trade in com-
pany with our salesmen, and, from what I have
observed and learned in this work, it has seemed
to me that now, while we are all here together,
I could not do better than to go back to first
principles and discuss with you some of the ele-
mentary phases of business, which are, after all,
the foundation locks upon which all legitimate
trade rests. I refer to the things which we all
know, yet which in the whirl of affairs and the
routine of business we allow to sink out of sight
and be forgotten. Indeed, it often seems that
many of us enter business or perhaps drift into
it without understanding the true nature of our
calling.

Elbert Hubbard, the great Roycrofter, of
East Aurora, has given eloquent expression to a
true conception of business. As nearly as I can
quote it he says : "That it is beginning to be dis-
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covered that to-day it is not enough that, as
merchants, we should look out for No. t. We
must also look out for No. 2. We must consider
the needs of the buyer. It is a misfortune to sell a
person anything that he doesn't want, or to sell
anything for more than it is worth ; a calamity,
indeed, for the seller as much as for the buyer.
Business rests on confidence. We make our money
out of our friends, because our enemies won't
trade With us.

For centuries business was
A Discredited conducted in conformity with
Fallacy that old legal maxim, "Let the

buyer beware." But, as Hub-
bard points out, it was a fallacy and a delusion,
which cost the merchants much, because it pre-
supposes that the buyer must be suspicious, which
is entirely incompatible with confidence, which is
the basis of trade. There should not be suspicion
between friends and the merchant should make
friends of his customers.

Let us look at it. in another way. Did you
ever stop to consider that all business exists solely
for the purpose of selling and that people pay
US a profit on what we sell in consideration of a
service that we render? There, in a nutshell, we
have the true principle of business. We sell just
two things—goods and service. This service con-
sists in studying the needs of those within our
business horizon; studying the market and using
our knowledge of it to sort and sift out the goods
that will meet the requirements of those we wish
to serve, providing a convenient and attractive
store, where people may select from the assort-
ments we have chosen for them; providing values
which merit trade, and so on. People pay us for
doing these things for them and only in the
degree that we perform the service do we suc-
ceed. Failure comes from a violation of this
principle of service, for if we charge too high a
profit on the one hand, it is not a real service that
we offer and people won't buy, and if we charge
too little on the other hand, our profit is so small
that we cannot provide a service that is in other
respects satisfactory. In either case our business
suffers. Every failure is a result of the disregard
or the neglect of natural law and, with nature, as
with man, "ignorance of the law is no excuse."
We are punished for the violation, regardless of
the reason. Therefore, as business men, it be-
hooves us to understand the law.

There can be no effect without
Principles of a cause. Nothing happens
Salesmanship without a reason. We have

seen that all businesses exist
for the purpose of selling, and selling is a psyco-
logical question. As Mr. Sheldon has said, the
sale always takes place in the mind of the cus-
tomer before the money passes. It works this
way : Before we can sell a man anything his at-
tention must be drawn to it. It does not matter

how, whether his need
of the thing makes him
think about it, or whether
it is through some out-
side suggestion, but any-
way, his attention must
be attracted to it first.
Then he must lie inter-
ested in it and be made
to want it and, finally,
to decide to buy it. No
sale has ever been made
ill the history of the
world without the cus-
tomer's mind going
through those four stages
—first, attention ; second,
interest ; third, desire,
and fourth, resolve to
buy.

Now we have been
dealing in generalities so
far. In a moment we
shall see how to make
the definite application of
these principles to in-
creasing the sale of
watches. But first it is
important to have gained
this understanding of the
general law governing allExhibit of South Bend Watch Co.
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For 20 years all that has been new and good in

Cuckoo Clocks
was first obtainable in the United States from this

Company and its predecessors

This leadership is as pronounced as ever this fall as
will be seen by our literature which will be mailed to any
Jeweler who asks for it on his letter head.

Our Clocks are distinguished for

Staunch construction
Popular designs

Fair prices
Broad guarantee

American Cuckoo Clock Company
Manufacturers, Importers and Exporters

Cuckoo Clocks or Unusual Clocks
STATION S

No. 535Y2
Can be retailed at $14.00

PHILADELPHIA
Write for our original folder " Clock Talk." It illustrates a brand new style of clocks

JOSEPH W
COUR LINE is a popular-priced, up-to-date

line and exclusive in its designs. Do not
place your order before seeing our samples.
SELECTIONS SENT ON APPLICATION

. HELLER PROV 
EDDY
1
DEcE STREET

OMANUFACTURER  OF

HIGH-GRADE WHITE STONE COMBS, HAT PINS
BANDEAUX, BARRETTES and OTHER NOVELTIES

S ,tember, 1909

,mess intercourse. Right here I want to call

y. 1r attention to the value of that force called

st gestion, which was mentioned a moment ago.

Si ggestion is one of the most powerful allies at
t disposal of any merchant. It can be used

Is gely without cost and, again very profitably on
it cost in the form of advertising. It calls atten-

d I to things, which is the first step toward
s,

The suggestion may come from
Power of the man's need of a thing, but

if, as merchants, we sell only
what people demand, when

StIlgirgengetei7sbecome so insistent that their attention
drawn to it, we won't do half the business we

oi:ght to, and any man who lets business get away
when he ought to have it is not a merchant at all.
DC is only a storekeeper. Again, every time we
stll anything the article itself is likely to be seen
by others than the purchaser and to suggest to
them that they, too, purchase it. Thus we see
that business begets business. It is the story of
t he ryoolluincgairaolwbasotslilg.

gest things verbally to every-
one who comes into your store, and your clerks
can do it. You can
make your window a
constant suggestion of
the purchase of your
goods to all who pass
and it is performing a
real service to people
to show them what you
have and how it will be
of use to them. And
you will be paid for this
service by the profits on
the sales it will make.
Thus we see that ad-
vertising is a creative
force; it builds business
i f intelligently done. It
k a form of suggestion.
Few people seem to un-
derstand the real nature
of advertising. There
is a mistaken assumption
that it is only a com-
petitive weapon. Many
manufacturers, as well
as retailers, seem to
think that only so many
watches, for instance,
an be sold and that ad-
-ertising merely de-
votes business from one
make to another. That
.; wrong.

KEYST 0 N E

have the means to purchase everything they want

this advertising would be the means of inducing

some of them to buy watches and the total sales

of watches would be increased.
You see that we are dealing

Continuous with broad problems. It is im-
Publicity portant to keep our wares be-

fore the public, to keep the

public mind upon our line. If we let it sink out

of sight our business falls off, or if we never get

public attention to it, our goods never reach
their proper sale, hence all watch advertising by

keeping the people thinking of watches increases

their total sale and, likewise, helps the jewelry

business by bringing people to jewelry stores.
This thought applies to retail dealers in the

sante way, The jeweler across the street in a

large sense is not nearly so much your competitor

as the sporting goods man, the art dealer and

all other vendors of luxuries, because he is work-

ing, just as you are, to keep jewelry before the

people and to increase the total sales of goods. in

your line. Just which one gets the greater part

of this increase depends upon which is the wiser

in the service he • provides, but each is working
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thought every morning on arriving at his store,

because it enumerates every important factor in

the management of a retail business, so that they

could not be overlooked. If, when I have finished,

any of you think it would be of use to you, I

would be very glad to print it in the form of a
diagram and mail it to you.

Now, to get down to what

Volume of some of you will regard as the

Business practical part of this discourse.
The volume of your business

depends upon just two things : First, the number

of customers which you sell and the amount you

sell to each, not in individual sale, but as a yearly

total. These two considerations depend upon the

following: The location of the store because, ob-

viously, it is a greater service to the community

to place a store where it will be convenient for

the many. Then the appearance of the store,. be-

cause it is a satisfaction to people to be provided

with an attractive, pleasant place to shop. Thirdly,

the reputation and popularity which are gained by

friendliness and fair dealing. Fourthly, the values

offered. Fifthly, the merchandise stocked, includ-

ing its quality, variety, condition and appearance.
The next factor in

gaining large numbers
of customers and getting
them to purchase liber-
ally consist in supplying
a pleasing service, such
as, for example, prompt
attention and capable
clerks. It was my good
fortune to have the op-
portunity of learning
the tremendous impor-
tance of these , two
things in the welfare of
two of the greatest re-
tail institutions in the
world. I would refer,
first, to the United Cigar
Stores Company, an or-
ganization which has
built up within a few
years an annual busi-
ness amounting to up-
wards of thirty millions
of dollars, done in small
stores distributed in the
large cities from coast
to coast. Before this
business had gotten far
along, Mr. Whalen, the
president, discovered the
terrible inefficiency of
his clerks. He found

that men came into the store, waited around
without attention and that when they were
waited upon it was often done grudgingly ; that,
indeed, customers were not made welcome there.
He determined at once to rectify this situation
forever and he started out by laying down the
positive rule that every customer must be at least
welcomed at the very instant that he came in. If
necessary, the clerk nmst excuse himself for a
moment to tell the newcomer that he would be
waited on in a moment. Customers must be
greeted with a smile; cheerfulness must abound
and when the transaction was finished every time
the customer must get a "thank you."

Now, next to the location of the store and
the magnificent window display system the United
stores owe their success to this organized system
of greeting, cheerfulness and patting thanks.
Later this company extended this line of work so
that now they have a thorough course of instruc-
tions for their clerks. They are required to know
all about the goods that they sell, so that they
can serve their customers intelligently and,
furthermore, this knowledge gives them confi-
dence, they are sure of what they say and they
are taught to believe in the worth of what they
sell until they become enthusiastic, and enthusiasm,
you know, is contagious and is one of the biggest
assets of the salesman. In the United stores they
employ only attractive personalities, clean-looking
men, who are painstaking and, above all, cheerful
and polite. Go into any one of the stores of this
company and you will come out with the feeling
that they were glad to see you.

NxIvertising 
Does anyone here suppose that
if all the watch factories of

reates Business the country were to join in a
big, broad advertising cam-

'taiga, keeping watches before the public strongly,

tointing out the disadvantages under which a man

'abors when he has no watch, telling about the

different classes of watches and what they cost,

does anyone suppose that all of you would not
';ell a heap more watches? Why it is a prepos-

terous supposition. Of course you would, and

there you see a creative nature of advertising.
Take another example. Supposing that every

Jeweler in your organization was to keep in his

window for three months a card explaining to

Passersby that watches should be cleaned every

year, do you not believe that your repair business

would materially increase and that the profits

would pay you for this service in showing people

how they can serve their own interests by giving

their watches decent care? If any of you think

enough of this idea I would be glad to print

such a card and send it to you gratis.
But even in its competitive aspects, we find,

upon examination, that advertising takes more

business from other lines of trade than it diverts

from one brand to another in the line of business

advertised. For example, if a new factory were
to start to-morrow, advertising a new watch, it

would doubtless cause some people who were
going to buy other watches to take this new one.
But it would also reach many people who wanted
a. number of things, perhaps a boat or a gull, a

picture, a rug, or what not, and since few people

Exhibit ■t1 the C. F. Monroe. Co.

in the main for the same ends. Let us remember
that we can't reap without sowing and we must

study to take advantage of every way of spread-
ing suggestion of watches and jewelry before the
people. It is wisdom to co-operate with your
fellow jeweler in the particulars in which your
interests are mutual, because co-operation is the
expression of organization and organization beats
disorganization every time.

Now let us see how we can
Watch Selling apply these general principles

which have been outlined to the

building up of a retail jewelry business, and es-

pecially the watch business. To commence with,

most men work in a rut. They become. accus-

tomed to paying attention to certain phases of

their business until they have acquired a con-
firmed habit. They wear the rut so deep that they

get into it over their heads and then they can't

look around and see the many things ofttimes of
greater importance which they are neglecting.

The reason that most awn work in ruts is that
they have no broad comprehensive plan specifically

laid out. Lack of a plan in any undertaking is

fatal to the highest success, and plan at best be

written out so that it can be consulted that the

worker as he progresses may see that he is squar-

ing himself and doing what he resolved to do. • It
makes consistency possible.

I have here a plan for a retail business which

I will describe to you briefly. I believe that with

this outline before hint no man of ordinary in-

telligence, judgment and executive ability could

get into a rut if he would give it ten minutes of
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AND SPLASHED" is
the way one of our

friends recently described a
line of china he saw in the
window of a dealer.

I
S yours that kind ? Will it
stand the test of comparison

with

STOUFFER'S?

IN your own interest we beg tosuggest that if you are not
handling our line, you take an
early opportunity to learn for
yourself exactly where and how
it differs from the line you are
handling.

\ATE ask no greater prefer-
ment for our product than

to have you see how it appears
in the company of the products
of any of our competitors.

200 pieces are shown in our
new display sheet, and

we'll gladly send it if you
will drop us a card to that
effect.

WE SELL THE RETAIL
TRADE ONLY
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The Best Show Case in The World
For The Money

A sweeping statement without qualification, and deliberately made.
We are prepared to prove it to the satisfaction of the most skeptical.

The cut shown in the illustration is our popular No. 63. This case is
26 " wide, 42 " high and is fitted with two adjustable wood shelves 10
and 14 " in width. It is glazed with bevel and double strength sheet
glass in front, ends and sides. Has plate glass top. Carried in stock in
4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12 foot lengths. Regularly shipped K. D.

We will make a special proposition to all new customers who will order
before November 1st. This is to introduce our goods where they are not
now in use. The offer is so exceptional that we can sell but one case to a
customer at the price, and we wish it clearly understood that it cannot
be duplicated in the future. Write us to-day and send the coupon to the
Grand Rapids office.

For sixteen years we have been making good show cases. We have left
no stone unturned, spared no expense to make the best case possible to
build. Every piece of lumber used is carefully air and kiln dried. We
grind our own glass. Every part of each case is made right in our own
factory under the personal direction of experts of long experience.
Nothing is slighted. Everything is skillfully and painstakingly done.

Our goods are known and used the world over. Still, there are many
who have never purchased a Wilmarth case. To those we say : Send
us an order for the No. 63, or write for catalog and select one of our
other styles. We will make you a special price on any case you select,
if you are a new customer. We carry over 1500 cases on hand at all
times ready for prompt shipment.

We make over twenty different styles of cases for every line of business
requiring them. Wood frame case with wood and metal bases, all glass
cases with marble bases, in all standard sizes. We make cases to fit
peculiar conditions. Send us plans of any contemplated changes or
additions and we will figure out what you need and quote you prices.
If you are going to start a new business this fall, be sure to install
Wilmarth cases. You will never regret it. Use the coupon.

Vilna/4m &Lou Gcka Go:
926 Jefferson Avenue GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN
Potter Fixtures Co., 515 Market St., San Francisce,Cal., Saes Agents for California, Nevada, Arizona, N. Mexico803 Washington Ave., St. Louis, Mo. 732 Broadway, Now York 233-35 E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, III.
0. 0. Teat, Sales Agent for Washington, Oregon and Idaho, 517 Pacific Block, Seattle, Wash.

WILMARTH SHOW CASE CO.
Grand Rapids, Mich.

Please send catalog and particulars about your special proposition.

Signed

Address

September, 1909 T H E

The other company that I have in mind is the
Regal Shoe Company. For the benefit of their
clerks in their stores distributed all over the
country they have a printed book which each
man is required to study and pass tests upon.
Now, you ask what has this to do with the watch
business? The answer is, that the foundation of
any business must be right before you can build
any part of the superstructure upon it. But, you
say to yourself, that these things are all right for
the big store in the city, but that in your town
they don't apply. That is because you don't be-
lieve in the law. You admit its application to the
other fellow, but think that nature makes an
exception of you. We can be pretty sure, though,
that human nature is the same everywhere and
that the things which have helped to make these
organizations great and large will tend, at least,
to do the same for you.

Other features of your service should be a
good delivery system, co-operation between all de-
partments, prompt and courteous rectification of
errors.

But you can have all of these
Persistent things, including the excellence
Advertising of your location, your splendid

stocks and values, your su-
perior service and it will avail you nothing unless
people know about it. The slow and tedious way
would be to let them discover it in the course of
time, but the modern way is to tell the public
about the merits of your store, which is simply
advertising, and by advertising we do not mean
any small or narrow thing; it is a big general
force having many phases. In publishing the
story of your business you are not confined to
listing merchandise alone; every item that is worth
providing for the service of the public is worth
telling about in your advertising. Describe your
policy, the conveniences and satisfaction of deal-
ing with you and all of the other things which
you provide as an inducement to trade.

Advertising doesn't necessarily mean the
use of newspapers. Everything that you do
to communicate your business news can well
be termed advertising. You have at your
disposal all publications that circulate within
your territory, but, besides this, there is a kind of
publicity known as display advertising, which in-
cludes, not only your window display and your
show cases and the exhibits inside your store, but
also painted wall on your own building and on
other buildings about the town, sign boards which
can be erected on the roads leading into the city,
theater curtains; in fact every space where many
people pass can be made to echo the suggestion
which you wish to proclaim. Then there is the
mail, through which you can send letters, booklets,
circulars and catalogues, and perhaps you would
find it profitable to issue a little monthly house
organ to send to those about you, either by dis-
tributing it from house to house or sending it

K EYST ONE

through the postoffice. Occasionally it may be
well to provide a little souvenir which people will
keep about them to remind them of your wares.
Some of you may have tried advertising and con-
cluded that it didn't pay. If that is the case, it
was because the advertising wasn't right. There
is good and bad advertising, just as there is good
and bad merchandise. One kind gives results, the
other does not.

To put it briefly, I think there
Writing an is one sure way of writing a
Advertisement good newspaper advertisement,

letter or circular. It is this :
Just pick out some typical customer in your
neighborhood and consider that you are talking
straight to him, then your advertisement cannot
go far wrong. Many goods in your stock are
advertised extensively to the general public by the
manufacturer. Now, when a factory is spending
money suggesting the purchase, for example, of
its particular watch, it is doing part of the work
that would otherwise be left for you to do. It
is getting attention, interest and desire for this
article. One of the most profitable avenues into
which to direct your advertising, therefore, is to
take such items as are being made known to the
public and let your own people know that in your
store they can get the goods that they have heard
about.

Now a word about window
Window displays. In my travels among
Displays the jewelers I do not find one

window out of a hundred that
is doing one-tenth of what it should. The window,
as we have seen, is a means for putting forth
suggestions and it should say something definite
and to the point. There should be some central
feature upon which the mind can center and
simply to put a lot of merchandise in the windows
more as a means of filling it up than making it
convey a message is to waste the most efficient
salesman that you have and one that you pay for
whether you use him or not. Probably a hundred
times as many people pass the outside of your
store as come in it. Your window should always
say something of interest to make them stop. It
is the index of what is inside. But, you say,
"everybody knows one in my town, they know
what I have and when they want anything in my
line they come to me." Ah, but you are overlook-
ing that you can create business by suggestion and
that unconsciously people judge you by your win-
dow. They can't help it, whether they want to
or not. If you want your message to be as
definite as it should be you should make it clear
by always having in your windows your newest
goods, as well as the staple articles and the ad-
vertised articles in your line, and inasmuch as
people always want to know what they are going
to pay for goods, the price should always be in-
dicated by means of a neat and, if necessary, very
small price ticket.
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I know that you are afraid that your com-
petitor is going to find out what you are selling
goods for and undersell you a little, but if you
are going to run your business on this principle
you are going to make progress slower. It isn't
price that sells goods so much as offering the
people what they want.

The problem before us is how
to increase our watch sales.
The answer is that we must

uayticn 
Stock 

have those goods which sell in
largest numbers and which will give satisfaction.
There are live points which a jeweler should keep
in mind in buying watches if he is to make this
part of his business a success. First, he should
know when he buys that he can make a margiol
of profit sufficient to provide a satisfactory service.
Second, the quality must be right, for, as Mr.
Simmons, of St. Louis, has well said, "quality is
remembered long after the price is forgotten."
Value is the third point. We must have the best
goods that we can possibly sell for the money and,
if possible, the best that anybody can sell. In
price-restricted watches, if the restriction is genu-
ine, we are sure of something on which we will
not be undersold, and if the watch is the right
value for the money we have little more to ask;
but, fourthly, our watches must be salable, other-
wise they are not cheap enough, no matter how
little they cost. And, fifthly, the policy and
service offered by the manufacturer or jobber
through whom we purchase must be considered.

Considering that such a large
Cultivating the portion of the public is un-
Watch Habit watched, we must consider the

best method of reaching these
people. It is right and proper that wp should
desire to sell as high-priced a watch as we can to
each customer, yet we must not forget, as Mr.
Hubbard says, to heed the needs of the customer.
It is poor business to overload him, just as it is
shortsighted for the manufacturer or jobber to
overload you. And just as long as people of
small means are so much more numerous than the
wealthy, just so long will there be a legitimate
place for the moderate-priced and low-priced
watch. I am in the unfortunate position of recom-
mending here something in which I have an in-
terest, but I invite you to disregard what I say
if it does not appeal to your judgment. We must
remember that this large preponderance of
people who are without watches cannot be
induced to begin with full jewel goods, be-
cause it is natural for us to commence things in
a small way. But when a man has once acquired
the watch habit he can never do without one and
as he becomes acquainted with watches his taste
and requirements improve.

The cheap watch is an educator, therefore it
is the most practical means at our disposal of
educating people to become our customers. When
we recall that every time we sell a full jewel

WELCOME
SCNSTAOT MFG CO.
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Exhibit of the Eisenstadt Mfg. Co.
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GET THE FULL BENEFIT OF

FALL. BUSINESS
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over
UI in view. CjOur stocks have been carefully selected and are complete in every
detail—STYLE, QUALITY, SALABILITY. qOur travelers are in the field and it will pay
you to look over their lines. You will find in them the very latest in American Watch Move-
ments and Cases, Solid Gold and Gold Filled Jewelry, Seasonable Novelties — in fact, anything
for the up-to-date jewelry store.

cYllemorandum Diamond Packages Sent on Request to Jewelers of Approved Credit
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Watch, Diamond and Jewelry Merchants  

We Make to Order from Regular
or Special Designs

Rings
Lockets
Society Pins
Fraternity Pins
Class Pins
Badges
Medals
Presentation Jewels
Emblem Pins
Rings
Lockets

Buttons and
Charms
Vest Chains
Neck Chains
Monogram Fobs
Bracelets
Earrings
Brooches
Studs
Cuff Buttons
Artistic Jewelry

Colored Gold and Raised Work

We Repair Everything in the
Line of

Jewelry
Silverware
Tableware
Watch Cases
Spectacles
Eyeglasses
Mesh Bags
Pipes
Gold Pens
Hair Chains

Braided and Mounted

Stones Cut, Polished Diamond Cutting Diamond Setting
and Set Diamond Mounting

Gold and Silver Plating Diamonds and Precious Stones Sold on Small Margin

REPAIRS FINISHED

SAME DAY0w, ---„ED
AND RETURNED

SAME WAYVP.7
REGISTERED-MAIL EXPRESS

Artistic Designs Made

Estimates Furnished

WE ENGRAVE

Script
Old English
Block and
Fancy Letters

MONOGRAMS

Script
Ribbon
Block
Rustic
Leaf and
Fancy Letters

Send your next package to us and watch the results
CIJ  

WILLSON & CO.
MANUFACTURING JEWELERS

57 Washington St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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watch, we put that customer out of the market
for life because his watch will last as long as he
does, we see how necessary it is to be con-
stantly gaining new recruits, and the more
watches that we can get into circulation in any
given community the surer may we be of a high-
grade watch business later on.

Of course, too, the cheap watch has many
special uses on account of which it brings many
well-to-do people in our store. They come to get
them for their children and servants and for their
own use on outings, hunting trips, and so on, and
people who indulge in these pasttimes are a desir-
able class to reach. Anything that will draw
people to your store is an asset, because it gives
you the opportunity of making acquaintances and
selling other goods than those called for. There-
fore, if I were the manufacturer of the most ex-
pensive watch made in this country I would urge
you, as I now do, to sell as many watches of all
kinds as you could, knowing full well that in doing
this you were insuring the future sales of my own
prodtlet.
----in closing, gentlemen, let us remember that a
man is known by his
works. His business is a
reflection of himself. It
is his expression of his
personality. When we
enter a store that is
characterized by cleanli-
ness, thrift, order, sys-
tem, decency and peace,
we know that behind it
we will find a man with
like qualities. [ If the
store is dusty, topsy-
turvy, with poor fixtures
and an untidy window.
we may be sure of find-
ing at its head an un-
couth, unbusinesslike
man, who does not think
clearly. If Ile did, the
expression through his
work would be other-
wise. Our business pro-
claims us, whether we
will or no, and it has its
effect for good or bad
on all who come within its
influence. Let us strive,
therefore, to take up the
progressive metho d.s .
Let us not leave them
for those whom they have
already made great, but
let us make them our
own that we, too, may grow and profit by them.

R. A. Kettle, manager of the Chicago office
of the Waltham Watch Co., favored the conven-
tion with his views in regard to the sale of
watches by the trade. He explained the policy
of the Waltham Company in regard to having their
1pm-0o:et:: marketed exclusively by the jewelers, his
remarks being received with applause, which evi-
denced the unqualified approval of the Waltham

"A Golden Opportunity"

Manufacturers' and jobbers' day seemed full
of opportunities for manufacturers, jobbers and
retailers alike, but it remained for Ernest Lunt,
manager of the Chicago office of the Towle
Manufacturing Company, to point the way to "A
Golden Opportunity." No less striking and force-
ful than his theme were his remarks. Lack of
space does not permit the publication of his re-
marks in their entirety, but a brief synopsis will
be found on another page of this issue.

"Justice and Evolution"

As a fitting climax to the most eventful day
in the history of association work, Joseph Mazer,
President of the Oklahoma Retail Jewelers' As-
sociation, and the newly-elected vice-president of
the national association, summed up the striking
features of the day with an address on "Justice
and Evolution."

The Election of Officers

With the inspiring enthusiasm of jobbers' and
manufacturers' day still fresh in their minds

the jewelers took hold of the work of the election
of officers for the coming year with renewed
energy. Joe Mazer, in a stirring nomination
speech, voiced the sentiments of the convention
by renominating President Archibald, and, amid
enthusiastic cheers and applause, J. P. Archibald,
of Blairsville, Pa., was unanimously re-elected
for the coming year and by a rising vote he was
pledged the hearty support and co-operation of
every retailer present. Mr. Archibald was visibly
affected by the demonstration which followed.

A. E. Paegel was nominated for re-election
as first vice-president by A. E. Barker, as was
also Joe Mazer, of Oklahoma. The vote resulted
in the election of Mr. Mazer.

Jacob Nabstedt, of Davenport, Iowa, was
elected second vice-president, against C. H. Wil-
liams, of Oregon, and Fred Marean, of Illinois.

Claud Wheeler, of Columbia, Mo., received
the unanimous vote of secretary, as did also
A. B. Hull, of Belding, Mich., for treasurer.

The remainder of Thursday's session was
given over to an address by A. F. Sheldon, of
the Sheldon School of Salesmanship, and to the
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The Closing Session

"The Federation of Mercantile Organization
of Modern Business Methods," by A. E. Barker,
President of the Minnesota Retail Jewelers' As-
sociation, was the only address on the closing day
of the convention. A brief synopsis of Mr.
Barker's address will he found elsewhere in this
issue. 

The Resolutions

The committee on resolutions, of which
Claud Vneeler, of Columbia, Mo., was chairman,
reported the following resolutions, which were
adopted without a dissenting vote.

WHEREAS, The keen competition in our trade
has proven the means of many retailers forgetting
the ethics which should govern our intercourse
with fellow merchants,

Therefore Be It Resolved, That the president
and secretary be instructed to compile a general
code of ethics for the trade and that the same be
given the trade press as soon as compiled.

WHEREAS. It may be necessary in the future
for the carrying out of our work to raise ad-

ditional funds from the
members of our organi-
zation,

Therefore Be It Re-
solved, That we recom-
mend the appointment by
the president of a com-
mittee to be known as
t h e auxiliary finance
committee and consist-
ing of one member from
each affiliated State.

WHEREAS, We, as re-
tail jewelers, often suf-
fer great inconvenience
and loss through our in-
ability to identify articles
in our line,

Therefore Be It Re-
solved, That we earnestly
recommend to manufac-
turers in our line that
they stamp upon every
article manufactured by
them some trade-mark. by
which a jeweler may be
able to identify the maker
of any article sold from
his stock.

WHEREAS, Certain
abuses exist in the retail
trade which cannot be cor-
rected by retail jewelry
organizations alone,

Therefore Be It Resolved, That it be the
sense of this convention that our executive com-
mittee be and is hereby instructed to take some
action looking to the co-operation of our organi-
zation with the national organizations of retailers
in other lines.

WHEREAS, Manufacturers of watch move-
ments are selling certain of their movements
cased as complete watches, and

Whereas, The universal adoption of this plan
by all. the manufacturers would be inconvenient
to the retail jewelers,

Therefore Be It Resolved, That the selling of
complete watches be left to the discretion and
judgment of the manufacturers, and

Be It Further Resolved, That it be the sense
of this convention that we do not endorse nor
recommend the universal sale of complete watches.

WHEREAS, It is the practice of many jewelers
to sell second-hand movements to concerns which
renovate the same and again place them on the
market in competition with new movements, often
representing them to be new,

Therefore Be It Resolved, That we recom-
mend to all jewelers that in the future they
destroy such movements and refrain from selling
them to the concerns mentioned, thereby protect-
ing ourselves and our patrons.

WHEREAS, The jobbers and manufacturers
have demonstrated, by their action and efforts at
this meeting, their intention and desire to co-
operate with us to the fullest extent in the cor-
rection of evils existing in our trade.

Therefore Be It n patReosolveede That,5, ,4) we desire at(c
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Exhibit of Richter & Phillips

entertainment features provided by the Omaha
Jewelers' Club and the Equality Club. Before
adjournment the committee appointed to review
and criticize the President's address made the
following report:

We, the committee on the President's ad-
dress, beg to submit the following report :

We heartily approve the address made in our
hearing and specially approve and commend the
following:

First—We do recommend that each State as-
sociation prepare a law and endeavor to have same
passed, that will give the privilege to sell all un-
claimed goods left for repairs after the lapse of
six months.

Second—We recommend that the convention
authorize the President to appoint an auxiliary
finance committee of one member from each af-
filiated State association, to solicit from retail
jewelers only contributions from $5 to $25, this
money to be placed at the disposal of the national
executive committee for specific purposes and not
to be used for salaries, postage or general ex-
penses.

Third-1We further recommend that the sec-
retary of each State association should communi-
cate with the national secretary before setting
dates for State conventions so as not to conflict
with other State conventions.

A. E. BARKER,
GEORGE ARKWRIGHT,
W. L. JONES,
W. M. HOSKINS,
A. J. STARK.
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STOCK ORDERS SPECIAL WORK REPAIRS
WE WANT YOUR BUSINESS

AN IMPORTANT DEPARTMENT OF YOUR BUSINESS IS
STOCK ORDERS, SPECIAL WORK, ALTERATIONS and REPAIRS

Selecting Your Market for This Work is Therefor
of Great Importance

You cannot make a mistake when you send your STOCK ORDERS, SPECIAL WORK and REPAIRS to
CHICAGO, as there are over thirty manufacturing jewelers in this city with better and more completely
equipped factories than in any other city in the world.

In this market you will find a larger stock of specially manufactured mountings for immediate delivery than
in any other market and as choice a selection of precious and semi-precious stones as are to be found anywhere.

Not only are the Chicago manufacturers prepared to give you the best selection, style and workmanship at
reasonable prices, but they offer you prompt service. THE THOUSANDS OF MILES OF RAILROAD TERMI-
NATING IN CHICAGO MAKE ALL TERRITORY "CHICAGO TERRITORY" and gives it the greatest shipping
facilities of any city in the world.

On the opposite page you will find the names of the manufacturing jewelers of Chicago. Each contributes
his share towards making Chicago the greatest manufacturing center in the United States. The jeweler who
has been sending his orders here needs no further invitation—he will continue to do so, but to the jeweler who
has not, to him the CHICAGO MANUFACTURERS extend an invitation to use this market, guaranteeing the
best workmanship, selection, style and service.
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Our Shops Are Your Shops
WHY NOT USE THEM?

Manufacturing Jewelers' Association of Chicago

3LAUER, FRED & CO 126 State Street

BOYDEN, FRANK S. & CO..  Heyworth Building

BUCHSBAUM, S. & CO. Masonic Temple

DREYER, LOCHAU & OHM CO 72 Madison Street

EMRATH, EDWARD 78 State Street

GRAFFE & STANEK Heyworth Building

GRIMM & JUDEA  103 State Street

HIRSCH & OPPENHEIMER . .  702 Masonic Temple

JACOBSON, F. H. CO. 209 State Street

JOHNSON, ROBERT M. & SON 67 Washington Street

JUERGENS & ANDERSEN C0 92 State Street

KRONBERG & BLOCK 126 State Street

LAZARUS, S. & CO Masonic Temple

LEVINSON & JACOBSON . .42 Madison Street

MILHENNING, J  195 State Street

MORSTROM, WM. G. & CO 78 State Street

MORSE, F. E. & CO. 151 Wabash Avenue

NEWMAN, M. Masonic Temple

NOBLE, F. H. & CO. 42 Madison Street

PFEIL, CHAS. H  209 State Street

PINES & HANSEN 137 Wabash Avenue

ROOVART BROS. Columbus Building

SCHRADER-WITTSTEIN CO 103 State Street

SPIES BROS. 156 Wabash Avenue

TERNAND, C. W. 78 State Street

WECHTER, S. & CO. Masonic Temple

WENDELL & CO. 258 Madison Street

WILLIAMS, A. L. & CO. 156 Wabash Avenue

WILLSON & CO. 57 Washington Street
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FOR SEVENTEEN YEARS
we have made the manufacture of

Pierced Metal Monograms and
Initial Letters a Specialty

Our designers have been especially trained in making artistic designs—
correct in every detail. Our workmen have also been thoroughly trained
in the art of sawing, chasing and engraving them. It is their experience
and training, together with constant watchfulness and attention, that
enables us to turn out more artistically designed and better made mono-
grams than the manufacturer who only makes one occasionally, and to
offer them to the trade at such reasonable prices.

Our catalogue just issued illustrates many new and attractive designs in
Monograms for Mounting on Leather, Ebony, Ivory, Tortoise Shell Goods,
etc. Also Monogram Fobs, Belt Buckles, Belt Pins, Brooch Pins, Scarf
Pins, Cuff Links, etc.

There is a good and growing demand for these goods and a nice profit
in their sale. Get your share of it. Write us to-day for Catalogue No. 10
and discounts.

Very truly yours,

Chicago Art Metal Works
67 Lake Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

This is the Age of Original Ideas
It is Necessary for the Retailer to Keep in Touch
with the Ever Advancing Ideas of the People

WE CAN HELP YOU DO THIS

Our Designs and Workmanship On

FANCY

SHIRT
SIGNET
BROOCHES,
ARE

F 

PLATINUM

PEARL
BUTTONS,

OF THE

ARTISTIC

LAVALLIERES
DIAMOND AND
RINGS, SLEEVE
STICK PIN AND

SETS, ANTIQUE
RINGS, CAMEO

ETC.,
HIGHEST and MOST

ORDER

 
2.9STATESTREETCCHICAGOILL. 

DESIGNS SUBMITTED WITHOUT EXTRA CHARGES

,

THE PUBLIC DEMAND
HIGH-CLASS ENGRAVING

THE engraving fad still holds sway and the public insist on the finest
work. There is prestige and profit for the jeweler in artistic lettering,
and loss of both in commonplace work. liffhe jewelers salvation in

monogram engraving is the high-class compilation

HORNIKEL'S ENGRAVERS'
TEXT BOOK

which makes the work easy for the engraver and assures satisfaction to
the customer. No matter what form of letter engraving may be called
for, this book furnishes many models of unexcelled beauty.
This work is now considered an essential in every first-class jewelry store.

./1 Copy Will be Sent Postpaid to Any Part of the World
on Receipt of Price, $6.00 (L. I 5s)

FOR SALE BY

THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
809-811-813 North 19th Street :: PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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SMALL WORD WITH LARGE MEANING

Our Interpretation is

EXCELLENT WORKMANSHIP

PROMPT DELIVERY

RIGHT PRICE
A TRIAL WILL PROVE OUR ASSERTION

FRED BL,AUER & CO.
(SONS OF THE LATE FRED BLAUER, WATCH CASE MAKER)

Manufacturers and Repairers of JEWELRY AND WATCH CASES

126 STATE STREET, CHICAGO

STEIN C& ELLBOGEN COMPANY
Wholesale Jewelers and Diamond Cutters Columbus Memorial Building, CHICAGO, ILL.

BETTER THAN EVER PREPARED TO FILL ALL THE NEEDS OF THE JEWELRY TRADE

Complete line of

American Watch

Movements and Cases

Gold and Rolled-plate

Jewelry of standard

makes.

Western Selling

Agency for the

Pairpoint Corporation

Cut Glass and

Silver-plated Ware.

Special attention

given to Repairing and

Recutting of Diamonds

Estimates of loss in

weight and cost of

work given if desired.

We started cutting

diamonds in 1893,

and our shop has

never been closed a

working day since

that time.

A SECTION OF OUR DIAMOND CUTTING WORKS

OUR TRAVELERS ARE IN THE FIELD, and we commend them to your favorable consideration. They will display the newest ideas of

the leading factories and the latest and most desirable products from the foremost markets.

We aim to give our patrons the very best of service and stock, and are always prepared to demonstrate this to the satisfaction of our customers.
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OUR STOCK OF LOOSE AND MOUNTED DIAMOND GOODS ALWAYS COMPLETE

SEND TO US FOR YOUR SPECIAL "MEMO" CALLS

ESTABLISHED 1854

JUERGENS & ANDERSEN CO.

DIAMONDS
MAKERS OF FINE JEWELRY

92 TO 98 STATE STREET
CHICAGO

SPECIAL ORDER WORK ALWAYS RECEIVES OUR BEST ATTENTION

WATCHAGO o
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A MAGNIFICENT BOOK OF FREE"MODERN" PEORaincd SIGNS  
IF YOU WANT TO INCREASE YOUR SALES
Mite for This Book To- day—It will give you much valuable information

BE THE FIRST IN YOUR CITY TO HAVE ONE OF THESE

NEW-UP-TO-DATE-FLASHING-SIGNS
For sale by all Jobbers. Manufactured only by the

CHICAGO WATCH TOOL CO.
Grand Avenue and Robey Street CHICAGO, ILL.
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The provisions of the new tariff law and
ti ,.ir effect upon the manufacturing jewelry in-
&stry were fully discussed at a well-attended meet-
ing of the New England Manufacturing Jewelers'
and Silversmiths' Association in the Wilcox Build-
ing, coincident with the regular weekly meeting
of the advisory council of that association. Circu-
lar invitations had been sent to the manufacturers
of New England and there was a large response.

The meeting was called to order by George
H. Holmes, chairman of the advisory council, who
reviewed the tariff movement. He said that early
last November the association, through its ad-
visory council, took up the question by appointing,
through its chairman, a committee of twenty
manufacturers, representing, as nearly as possible,
all lines of the industry. This committee or-
ganized and appointed a sub-committee of seven,
consisting of Henry G. Thresher, William A.
Copeland, Theodore W. Foster, Harry Cutler, of
this city, and Albert K. Potter and E. A. Sweeney
and Samuel M. Einstein, of Attleboro, who bad
full powers to urge before the members of Con-
gress the passage of a bill which would be to
the advantage of the industry. Mr. Thresher was
made chairman of that committee.

Mr. Thresher was then called upon and he
set forth in as brief a manner as possible the work
that was done by the committee and explained
the provisions and advantages of the paragraph
which applies to the jewelry industry. He said
that much had been accomplished in the securing
of the passage of the new bill for the interests
of the manufacturing jewelry trade, inasmuch as
the classifications which were a source of trouble
and litigation under the previous tariff bills 'have
so been cleared that the new rate of tariff taken in
conjunction with the revised classifications affords
a better income for the Government, better pro-
tection for the manufacturer and lessens to a great
degree the opportunity for litigation.

A general discussion of the matter followed
Mr. Thresher's explanation and much satisfaction
was expressed regarding the jewelry paragraph.

The Boston Herald says : "Edward A. Sweeney,
of Attleboro, a member of the manufacturing
Jewelers' tariff committee for New England, says
the new bill will result in one of the biggest booms
that the jewelry trade has known. Since Oc-
tober, 1907, the jewelry trade has been flat. There
have been occasional spurts of short duration, but
in general it has been dull. The jewelry trade is
OIC of the first to feel the effects of depression
of business throughout the country and one of
the last to recover. Many manufacturers now

in month, on
Sty there will be a boom, beginning the 1st of the
cil 

grades
,ewlif sooner, and it will affecta 

Mr. Sweeney said : "This new tariff will boom
the business better than could any other thing.
I:, the cheap lines it will be especially beneficial.
tirthermore, it will protect the manufacturers
ho have, in the past, had their jewelry novelties
,pled by foreign manufacturers, who sent here

the same kind of goods, which they sold cheaper
than we could manufacture them." The other
manufacturers coincide with these views.

Charles E. Hancock has joined the army of
antomobilists and has purchased a 36-horsepower
l'eerless touring car.

The firm of Regnell, Bigney & Co., Attleboro,
l''ts been succeeded by the Allison Mfg. Co., who
m ill continue the business at the old plant, manu-
facturing a line of high-grade plated jewelry.

Theodore W. Foster & Bro. Co., Providence,
are mailing their new annual catalogue. It is
very handsome and covers their complete line.

Julius Palmer, of Palmer & Capron, Provi-
dence, was recently elected a director of the
Fquitable Fire and Marine Insurance Co.

L. Stringer & Co. have opened an establish-
ment as chasers and designers at 49 Weybosset
Street, Providence. The members of the firm are
ex-employees of the Gorham Mfg. Co., at whose
factory they learned their trade.

•
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The employees of B. A. Ballou & Co., Inc.,
participated in an enjoyable outing last month.
The factory was closed for the day and the pro-
gramme consisted of the usual sports, feasting
and other entertainment features.

On August 9th, Secretary John F. P. Lawton,
of the Gorham Mfg. Co., completed a full half
century in the service of that company. The
event was made the occasion of a celebration by
his associates, who presented him with a beautiful
,testimonial engrossed upon parchment. It is safe
to say that the testimonial, from an artistic point
of view, is one of the most unique ever executed.
The inscription is as follows :

"JOHN F. P. LAWTON :
"We, your associates in the Gorham Manufac-

turing Company, do hereby congratulate you upon
the completion of fifty years of service in the
interest of this company. During the long period
of growth, culminating in its present prosperity
and commanding position your aid has ever been
cheerfully given to honest management and fair
dealings. Your singleness of purpose and heart-
felt devotion to this company's welfare are virtues
worthy of high praise and your unfailing courtesy
toward your associates has imbued us with sin-
cere affection for you. We therefore join in thus
expressing to you our appreciation of your
services and we wish you long life, health and
happiness, that we may still receive your advice
and valued assistance.

"Signed, Edmund Holbrook, John S. Hol-
brook, E. Frank Aldrich, Robt.' E. Horton, W. C.
Codman, Wm. E. Keyes, William Codman, Hiram
A. Bliss, W. W. LeCato, E. J. Dingee."

Mr. Lawton entered the employ of the com-
pany in 1859 and was first employed as book-
keeper. In 1865 he acquired an interest in the
concern and became its secretary, which position
he has since held. He highly appreciates the many
evidences of good will shown him from time to
time by his associates in the company.

The automobile of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Cutler
collided with another car during a trip in the
White Mountains. Fortunately the occupants of
both cars escaped injury, though badly shaken up.

J. M. Fisher & Co., Attleboro, issued an ad-
vertising card with one of the new Lincoln pennies
stuck in the center.

The mutual relief association of the Frank
Mossberg Co., Attleboro, was recently organized.
The president of the new organization is Charles
E. Sleeper.

The Leach & Garner Co., Attleboro, are mov-
ing at this writing into their new factory, which
has just been completed. In their new home their
manufacturing facilities will be greatly increased
and their product enlarged.

The employees of Bates & Bacon, Attleboro,
held their annual outing last month at Boyden
Heights and a very pleasant day was spent in ath-
letic sports, feasting and other entertainment.

George L. Paine, of the George L. Paine Co.,
North Attleboro, left last month for a trip in the
West in the interest of his company.

L. P. Sturtevant has resigned as treasurer of
the Yale Jewelry Co., 62 Page Street, Providence,
and has been succeeded by C. J. Morrison.

Joseph W. Heller, Providence, spent a good
part of the month of August visiting his trade in
Philadelphia, Washington and Baltimore.

The John T. Mauran Mfg. Co., 61 Peck
Street, Providence, have just issued a very hand-
some and artistic little 40-page catalogue showing
a part of their line. It contains half-tone il-
lustrations of their late novelties in stick pins,
lace pins, brooches, lockets, cuff buttons, lavallieres,
etc., and is sent to any jeweler applying for it.

The Providence (R. I.) Bulletin publishes the
following interesting interviews :

Theodore W. Foster, of the Theodore W.
Foster & Bro. Co., Providence, said, in speak-
ing of the new tariff law : "Jewelers feel
confident that with the removing of all the fears
and doubts which have existed in the minds of
many, on account of provisions which might come
up in the Senate by the final signing of the bill,
the business this fall should increase materially.
The men of our firm have reported that the trade
all along the line will be very heavy, as dealers
are short of goods and we are preparing for the
heaviest business that we have done in some years."

Everett L. Spencer, of E. L. Spencer & Co.,
said he did not look for any material boom in
solid gold work as a result of the new tariff.
"The tariff does not affect solid work," he said
last night, "but for business in general, in my
opinion, the outlook is very encouraging and points
apparently toward a very prosperous season to
come. Just at present it is our busy season and
we have been running our factory nights in order
to catch up with the orders."

George H. Holmes, of the George H. Holmes
Company, chairman of the executive committee
of the New England Manufacturing Jewelers'
and Silversmiths' Association, said: "On general
principles the tariff, it seems to me, ought to
bring about a more settled state of affairs in the
jewelry trade, which, undoubtedly, will result in
greatly improved business this -fall. In fact, I
think that there are already signs of a marked
improvement. The tariff schedule itself ought to
be very satisfactory to the New England manu-
facturing jewelers, as it eradicates some troubles
which have arisen from erroneous classification
ill the past and imposes a duty which will be
more protective than the former one."

Jewelry Work at the Rhode Island
School of Design

In the recent exhibition of the work of the
students of the Rhode Island School of Design the
showing made by the class in jewelry design was
much in advance of that of any previous year.
Many of the pieces were remarkably good both
in design and execution.

It is the policy of the school to employ as
teachers experts actively engaged in the particular
branch which they teach. These work together
harmoniously with but one end in view—that of
training the students to use their brains as well
as their hands that they may produce work as
well designed as it is executed. It is their aim to
star between the monotonous sameness of a pseudo
arts and crafts on the one hand and the cheap
commercialism of the modern machine-made work
on the other.

The majority of the students are in the even-
ing classes, being employed during the day at
some of the jewelry or kindred trades. In attend-
ing the classes they must often take a long
journey after a hard day's work. The courses are
arranged to give them further knowledge of their
respective crafts. The day students are given a
thorough training in design and modeling, jewelry
making, silversmithing, repousse work and
enameling.

Among the day students showing work in the
exhibition Miss Waldron and Miss Wilcox led,
the former winning the gold medal offered by
Herpers Bros. to the student showing the great-
est progress during the school year. Among Miss
Waldron's pieces may be mentioned a silver
buckle, showing in low relief a girl blowing
bubbles, a pierced and repousse gold hat pin with
fish design, a carved silver ring set with stones,
a buckle enameled on copper and a teaspoon.

Miss Wilcox had among other things a hat
pin of silver wire set with an amethyst, a silver
necklace, enameled, and a ring of chased silver
set with a jewel.

Three prizes were offered to flie evening
students : $15, $to and $5 respectively. The first
was won by Mr. Valva, who had two excellent
fobs and a dainty silver pendant set with opals.
Mr. Essex won the second, showing, among other
things, an effective gold pendant set with opal
matrix. The winner of the third prize, Miss
Poland, had an odd silver necklace and pendant
set with pearls and coral. In the exhibit of
metal work Mr. Anthony led with a round copper
waiter (with a glorious patina) having a border
of fish and seaweed in repousse which showed
wonderful technic.

Other interesting pieces were a silver pin
tray, hammered and chased, of pleasing design
and good in treatment, by Mr. Mayer; a ham-
mered ice cream dish and a copper vase, by Mr.
Miller ; a tea set and waiter of copper, by Mr.
Kernan ; two dies cut by Mr. Ainscough, showing
considerable ability ; a swan cut in a steel hub
by Mr. Macbeth and two exceedingly well cut
hubs for pins, by Mr. Gay.
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ALL THE NORTHWEST
SHOULD KNOW THAT THE

Cities Twin  of Minnesota
Are a Jobbing Center for Jewelry

and Kindred Lines

,
THE PRINCIPAL JOBBERS

Benj. F. Simpson Co.
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Minneapolis, Minnesota

F. L. Bosworth Co.
SILVERWARE
CUT GLASS
CLOCKS

FANCY NOVELTIES

Minneapolis :: Minnesota

SISCH 0 & BEARD
TOOLS and MATERIAL

JEWELERS FINDINGS

JEWELRY

MANUFACTURINU
OPTICIANS '

ST. PAUL :: :: MINNESOTA

Birkenhauer-Thomsen Co.
JEWELERS SUPPLIES

OPTICAL GOODS
JEWELRY

Tools and Material

S. 1-1. Clausin & Co. Lewis

ST.

Finkelstein

Diamonds, Watches Watches, Diamonds
Jewelry

TOOLS AND MATERIAL

Minneapolis - - Minnesota

Iewelrv, Silverware

PAUL :: MINNESOTAMinneapolis Minnesota

Reed-Bennett Co.
WATCHES, JEWELRY

DIAMONDS

Vehon&Goodman

Jewelry, Diamonds
Watches

501 Ryan Building

St. Paul :: :: Minnesota

Albert L. Haman
EIXClusively

Watches

ST. PAUL .*. MINNESOTA

TOOLS, MATERIAL

and FINDINGS

Minneapolis - - Minnesota
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During the past month the great northwest
presented a very busy spectacle. Thousands of
tourists have invaded this section and have be-
come convinced that it is the garden spot of
the universe. The northwest, this year, will wit-
ness the greatest homeseekers' movement in its
history. The simultaneous opening of three In-
dian reservations and the Alaskan-Yukon-Pacific
Exposition, now on at Seattle, are the factors
that combine to make such a movement possible
and will draw to the northwest in the near future
an unprecedented influx of settlers.

With the tariff out of the way and with the
northwest about to reap a bumper crop, right on
top of continued good crops for several con-
secutive years, it is at once apparent that this
territory is about to enter upon an unparalleled
era of prosperity—greater by far than that which
marked the close of its past most prosperous years.

On top of the large yield and the increased
acreage, the wealth of this section will be further
increased when this autumn's crop is disposed of,
because it will be sold at topnotch prices. Wheat,
say experts, will range around a dollar in price,
with oats, barley, rye and corn all correspond-
ingly high. This means millions of dollars to the
farmer.

All things now seem to conspire to bring
about favorable business conditions in this section.
The tariff has been settled—if not quite satis-
factorily, still in a manner that disposes of it
as a business disturber for some time.

As to the jobbing and manufacturing in-
terests the crop and business outlook for the
Northwest was never better and, with the present
large crop promise, when fulfilled, means the
largest volume of business ever done and can-
not fail but have a favorable influence on the
growth of the whole northwest.

Practically all retail merchants have been
getting along on low stocks. They are now send-
ing in their orders so fast and in such large
quantities that some of our concerns are prac-
tically s‘Vatuped. This is especially true of the
jewelry lines, as the country jewelers are now
beginning to buy heavily to take advantage of
the present comparatively low market in these
lines. This means a largely increased volume of
money pouring into the coffers of the jobbers
and manufacturers from all over the territory,
considerable of which will find its way East., and
thus the Northwest will enrich the whole country
and put it on its feet again.

The firm of Vehon & Goodman, wholesale
jewelers of St. Paul, are compelled to enlarge
their quarters owing to the rapid increase in busi-
ness during the last year. They have leased
a room adjoining the one they are now in and
will have the partition taken from between the
two, making one room. They will also put in
new fixtures, including one or two new safes.
Mr. Albert Goodman has just returned from a
trip in the West and reports business very good,
and says the farmers are harvesting two crops
instead of one this year.

H. J. Wagner, manager of the A. G. Scherf
jewelry store, at Red Wing, Minn., was in the
Twin Cities looking after the business interests
of the store. Mr. Wagner reports business as
being good, as do all the retail jewelers from the
country.

John Keller, watchmaker with N. Jensen &
Co., St. Paul, received a very bcautiful watch
fob for winning the too-yard dash at the jewelers'
picnic, the week of the convention.

E. R. Kouch, of Henderson, Minn., was a
visitor to the Twin Cities last month.

F. C. Ninny, of Mazeppa, Minn., was in the
Twin Cities buying a bill of goods for his son
who is going in business in a nearby town.

August I ngst, watchmaker with E. A. Brown
& Co., of St. Paul, has just completed a system
for keeping a record of repair jobs that will be
of much value to all watchmakers. Mr. Ingst has

given it much time and study that he might de-
vise a more complete ;tild greater time-saving
repair record system than has yet been placed
on the market and it seems that he has accom-
plished his aim.

Fred Breckney, watchmaker for Paul V.
McCoy, of Minot, S. Dak., went to Idaho to
take a chance on a claim in the new reservation
which was recently opened up and while there
was stricken with appendicitis and died. 1Ir.
Breckney is survived by a wife and one child.

George Foster, of Truman, Pdinn., was in
the Twin Cities • on business and pleasure com-
bined.

B. Peterson, jeweler, of Ortonville, Minn.,
was in the Twin Cities on business and attended
the convention.

M. Spiegel, formerly at 3123 Nicolett Avenue,
Minneapolis, has moved his stock to 1617 East
Lake Street, where he will in the future conduct
his business.

Rosenberg Bros. have started business at 127
Nicolett Avenue, Minneapolis.

Herman Osterberg is again at the bench
for Haman & Company, of St. Paul.

Oscar D. Rush has quit business at Berthold,
N. Dak. Mr. Bush is looking for a new location.

A petition in voluntary bankruptcy has been
filed against A. L. Norberg, of Duluth, Minn.

N. C. Anderson, of Fargo, N. Dak., has
opened a branch jewelry store at Dillsworth, Minn.

George S. Stone succeeds Ralph F. Siegrist
as traveling salesman for the Albert Haman
Watch House, of St. Paul. 0. H. Olson has
bought out J. C. Gerde, of Paynesville, Minn.

J. L. Boline, formerly at Winthrop, Minn.,
has moved to Parker's Prairie, Mimi.

Ralph F. Siegrist has accepted a position
with Haman & Co., St. Paul.

J. F. Minder, of Si. James, Minn., was in
the Twin Cities on business during the past month.

J. N. Rovang is among those who have
changed locations during the past month. He
was formerly at Elbow Lake, Minn., but is now
lwated at Fergus Falls, Minn.

M. L. Crane, .watchmaker and jeweler, of
Fairchild, Wis., was in the Twin Cities com,
billing business and pleasure. Mr. Crane is quite
a base ball fan and took advantage of the oppor-
tunity to see one of the A. A. League games.

A. W. Carlson and family, of Lindstrom,
Minn., were guests of his brother, Charles Carl-
son, who is also a jeweler, at 923 Payne Avenue,
St. Paul. Mr. Carlson has become tired of riding
on trains and now travels in an automobile.

B. J. Witt, of Bovey, Minn., was in the Twin
Cities on business during the past month.

E. M. Schwenke, of New Richmond, Minn.,
was among the out-of-town jewelers who attended
the convention held in Alinneapolis the past
month.

Howard Fosberg, of Ellsworth, Wis., made
a business trip to the Twin Cities last month.

C. F. Tryon, of Wabasha, Minn., stopped off
ill the Twin Cities on his way to the coast.

Fred Green, of Buffalo, Minn., was among
those who attended the convention held in Minne-
apolis last month.

Two more jewelry stores have been added
to the long list in Minneapolis by the Jackson
Jewelry Co., opening up a store at 37 Third
Street, South, and another under the firm name
of Rosenberg Bros., at 127 Nicolett Avenue.

The names of some of the out-of-town
jewelers and opticians seen among the trade the
past month follow : George Foster, of Truman,
Minn.; Fred Green, of Buffalo, Minn.; B. Peter-
son, Ortonville, Mimi.; N. H. Carson, Huron
Lake, Minn.; J. Mortin, of Northfield, Minn.;
F. C. Kinny, Mazeppa, Minn.; E. R. Kouch,
Henderson, - Minn.; Howasd Fosberg, Ellsworth,
Wis.; B. J. Witt, Bovey, Minn.; E. M. Schwenke,
of New Richmond, Minn.; H. D. Strauch,
Alexandria, S. Dak.; H. J. Wagner, of Red Wing,
Minn.; M. L. Crane, of Fairchild, Wis.; C. F.
Tryon, of Wabasha, Minn.; E. F. Minder, of St.
James, Minn.; C. J. Marx, of Sherwood, N. Dak.;
C. E. Tillson, Carrington, N. Dak.; S. J. Vasaly,
Little Falls, Minn.; B. Peterson, of Ortonville,
Minn.; C. G. Casigne, Mandan, N. Dak.; E. H.
Gross, Kennare, N. Dak.; A. H. Sugg, of Zunebro
Falls, Minn.; I. M. Radabaugh, of Hastings,
Minn.; 0. D. Bush, fornierly of Berthold, N. Dak.
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As more accurate knowledge of the real crop
conditions is being ascertained the jewelers are
endeavoring to place an estimate on their require-
ments for the fall and winter season. In certain
parts of the State where there has been little
or no rainfall the conditions are unfavorable and
the trade hesitate to make liberal investments.
In other parts of the State, however, which were
favored with sufficient moisture, conditions are
very satisfactory and remunerative business is
looked forward to. What we have said applies
to Texas only. In Oklahoma there are bright pros-
pects for a good business throughout the State
which has been favored with heavy rains. As
we write the traveling representatives in this
State are comparatively few, as the iyholesale
houses think it more judicious to postpone the trips
of their representatives until the crops are gath-
ered and the conditions can be estimated more
exactly.

We regret to announce the death of H. H.
Arnold, Franklin, who succumbed after a short
illness. We recall Mr. Arnold as one of those
cheerful, optimistic gentlemen with whom it is
a pleasure to associate. We extend to Mrs. Ar-
nold our heartfelt sympathy in her bereavement.

Julius W. Smith, Rusk, has returned home
cosiderably improved after an absence of several
weeks, during which time he had a very serious
operation performed.

L. B. Moore and Fred Marcus, members of
the Live Wire Organization, of Denison, were in
Dallas on the nth inst. This organization is
composed of the principal merchants, whose ob-
ject to boost Denison, and we congratulate them
upon the ;tble manner in which they acquitted
themselves.

J. R. Bookwalter and wife, Teague, were in
Dallas spending a week's vacation. Mr. Book-
waiter reports conditions a little dull, but with
the opening of the railroad shops he expects an
increased business.

W. F. Johnson, Gatesville, has become in-
fected with the Oklahoma fever and closed out
his business. He is fitting up a neat, attractive
little store in Hollis, Okla., which is in the center
of the Prosperous Indian country.

T. J. Hines, formerly connected with the
Studer-Crawford Jewelry Company, Waco, severed
his connection with that firm and became con-
nected with J. P. Bolding, Terrell. After a two
weeks' investigation of conditions he purchased
Mr. Bolding's entire stock and contemplates big
improvements.

James Huffman, watchmaker for Henry Iver-
sen & Co., Corsicana, has resigned and is now
employed by the J. H. Hemple & Co., Temple,
in the same capacity.

A baby girl has been born to Mr. and Mrs. L.
Daiches, Laredo. At last accounts baby and
mother were doing finely.

J. M. Wilson, Secretary of the H. H. Hawley
Co., is returning home from the Yukon Exposi-
tion and is covering part of his territory. He
reports conditions exceptionally fine through the
Panhandle owing to the recent heavy rains which
saved the almost parched crops.

Hunter & Brockett is the style of the newly
formed firm which is now conducting the business
formerly owned by E. D. Brockett, Itasca.

Frank E. Yantis, Sulphur Springs, was in
Dallas purchasing some new wall cases and mak-
ing some heavy purchases of jewelry. Mr.
Yantis' store is comparable to many of those in
much larger towns and he deserves credit for
having made a success.

E. A. Fowler, Albany, has sold out his stock
to J. W. Davis and expects to locate in Oklahoma
City, Okla.

J. H. Greer, Fort Worth, is attending the
Yukon Exposition and expects to make an ex-
tended tour of Canada and the United States
before returning home in the fall.

((ontinued on !we I 435)
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VISIT ST. LOUIS DURING
CENTENNIAL WEEK
One Entire Week of Gala Occasions
THE ENTIRE WEEK of OCTOBER 3d to 9th
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T. LOUIS WILL CELEBRATE THE
One Hundredth Anniversary of its incorpo-
ration October 3d to 9th. The week will be
a fitting climax to a century of progress and

the most gorgeous event in the city's history. A fund
of over $100,000 has been raised to defray the expenses
of the celebration. In addition to this the municipal
authorities have pledged themselves to assemble as
special guests the mayors of American cities and no
fewer than one thousand mayors will participate in
the festivities. An elaborate programme of balloon
and other aeronautic features has also been prepared
including a long distance race of spherical balloons
and exhibition flights of aeroplanes. There will also
be the great pageant of the Veiled Prophet and the
grand ball with more than the usual features.
In addition to these entertainment features, St. Louis
business men have made elaborate preparations for
a convention of retail merchants for an exchange of
ideas on advertising, window and show case display,
store arrangements and other matters of vital interest
to retail merchants, together with a gathering of the
best and most successful traveling merchants repre-
senting St. Louis houses. These conventions will
prove of inestimable value to retail merchants. Special
excursion rates will be in force for - Centennial week
for the entire Middle West and Southwest territory
and special arrangements have been made by all the
hotels to provide for the entertainment and comfort
of the many thousands of visitors who will attend
the celebration.

Transformation of the downtown section into a fairyland of van -colored lights
for an all-week Centennial Festival, including music and fireworks

CARRANGE YOUR BUSINESS APPOINTMENTS so you can spend
NI Centennial Week in St. Louis. You will regret it if you don't.
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There is every indication that the fall busi-

ness will be a surprise to the retail jeweler. It
is the general opinion among all classes that the
advance wave of real prosperity is here and he
will be a wise jeweler who will provide early for
his future needs. The one who hesitates to buy
freely at this time will be a decided loser.

In this city all classes of manufacturing and
all kinds of raw material find an outlet and the
boom that has come to the shipping, iron ore and
steel interests is the real simon pure article. In
the past month there has been a sudden renewal
of activity that has swept the steel people along
with its impetus. By the middle of next month
the lake shipping will be taxed to its capacity, so
great is the demand for tonnage shipments. This
may seem too optimistic to some of our trade, but
time will vindicate these predictions.

A. T. Hubbard and Mrs. Hubbard will, go
East next week to meet their daughter, who has
been in Europe for several months. Mr. Hub-
bard will spend a couple of weeks among the
manufacturing and importing houses.

Capt. R. E. Burdick returned last month from
his annual European trip. He has been away
about two months visiting the markets of the old
countries and buying for his firm's needs.

The Webb C. Ball Co. have commenced
operations. on an addition to their storeroom in
the King-Moore Building. The annex will be
30 x 40 feet and will form an L shape to their
new room. This is to be used as an exclusive
silver room for their retail trade. It is the in-
tention of the company to separate the watch
business from their regular retail department and
use the Superior Avenue store for the watch
manufacturing end of the concern. The new
store will be ready to occupy about the 1st of the
year.

Clarence Scribner, son of George W.
Scribner, of Scribner & Loehr Co., is one of the
latest recruits to the jewelry trade of this city.
Scribner, Jr., will devote his attention to the
wholesale end of the business.

F. B. Guyon, Colonial Arcade jeweler, is
making a number of improvements to his store
ulterior.

J. R. Stebbins, Ashtabula, Ohio, was also in
attendance at the convention as a delegate from
Ohio.

George Eroe, of the Diamond Shop, Colonial
Arcade, was in Cincinnati last month for a short
visit to friends.

The bankrupt stock of Ed Sprosty, jeweler,
Clark Avenue, has been purchased by V. Holub,
jeweler, on Fleet Avenue.

A. Brown, jeweler, Ontario and High
Streets, has gone to Mt. Clemens, Mich., to take
a short rest and a few glasses of mineral water
as a side issue.

Charles Scheingold, jeweler, has also gone
to Mt. Clemens. Mrs. Scheingold recently pre-
sented him with an heir and son.

The Art Novelty Co., a recent reorganization
of the old Wardwell Co., is again in financial
trouble. Creolitors asked for a receiver, which
was granted. A schedule of affairs gives ,assets
$12,000, liabilities $t6,000.

The recent death of Carl Einig at Fremont,
Ohio, was a shock to his many friends in this
City, as there had been no intimation that he was
sick. His death was very sudden, being caused by
gall stones. For some years Mr. Einig has been
associated with the Merrill-Broer Co., Toledo,
and was a member of the corporation. He
traveled for his company through Ohio. His
early jewelry experience was obtained in this city,
first with Bowler & Burdick Co. and later with
Scribner & Loehr Co. Several years ago he en-
tered the Merrill-Broer Co. He was a young
man of excellent character and was successful in
his chosen vocation. He leaves a wife to mourn
his loss. His father is M. B. Einig, of this city,
the well-known watch expert.
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Sidney Ball was one of the local jewelers in
attendance at the recent annual convention of the
American National Retail Jewelers' Association,
held in Omaha.

Isadore Babin, jeweler and pawnbroker, 2412
Ontario Street, was visited by burglars last month
twice in one week. The last visit the thieves
took rings and other jewelry to the amount of
about $300 to $400. On the first visit they got
about $2oo worth of fine machinist's tools and
j ewelry.

H. F. Sumner, Akron, was in town last
month and, as he is a real baseball fan, he took
in a double-header and had the satisfaction of
seeing Cleveland win a game. This is the first
game Mr. Sumner has seen the local team win,
as on all other visits he has been on the losing
side, until he had come to believe he was not
a mascot.

The firm of Shellenbarger & Murray, Gar-
field Building, was instrumental in causing the
arrest last month of Frank Rosbach, of Detroit,
a former employee of the old firm of W. A.
Sturgeon & Co., of the above city. It developed
that when the successors of the Sturgeon & Co.
firm took over the business a short time ago the
stock was $17,000 short. A quiet trace to find
the missing goods was started, with the result
that a large amount was unearthed in Rosbach's
home. Some of the goods were offered to Shel-
lenbarger & Murray, and, as they were suspicious
of the affair, they had him arrested. The other
development followed.

E. H. Dutter, manager of the silverware de-
partment of Cowell & Hubbard Co., is in the East
on his annual buying trip among the silverware
houses.

Among the visiting jewelers' last month were
the following: Walter C. Deuble, Canton; E. D.
Davis, Kent ; C. F. Elgin, Kent; W. C. Fisher,
Lorain; E. E. Critz, Elyria; E. D. Kendig, Elyria;
Miss Lamphere, Willoughby.

Dallas Letter

(Continued from page 1433)

J. H. Bartlett, Marshall, has become the
proud owne rof an auto and is finding it useful
in attracting his acquaintances to his place of
business.

Schorsch-Christian Co., Inc., is the name of
the new firm now operating the business which
E. G. Schorsch & Son formerly owned in Abilene.

Charles Oren has opened a store in Canyon
City and is carrying a small line of jewelry. He
seems to be quite popular and is meeting with
favor in his new venture.

After an intermittance of ,two months H. L.
Williams, who severed his connection with the
H. H. Hawley Company and started in business
in Mabank, has returned and resumed his former
position with the above mentioned firm.

G. W. Haltom, Fort Worth, slipped off for a
quiet two weeks' vacation preparatory to the ex-
pected fall business.

Jesse Smith, Canton, was in town looking
over the fall goods.

W. D. Wall, Poolville, has disposed of his
interests in that town and has opened up in Baird.

A telephone message to-day informed us of
an increase in the family of T. D. Houghton,
formerly with the H. H. Hawley Co.

Charles Sorg, who has been connected with
the A. A. Everts Co., Dallas, as watchmaker for
several years, resigned his position and is taking
a much needed rest.

E. G. Buerger, head watchmaker for the
Hawley Company, is on the sick list. He is being
attended by trained nurses, furnished through the
generosity of the company for whom he has been
working. As yet the doctors have been unable
to diagnose the case but it is feared that this is
likely to be the first instance in Dallas of the
dreaded mysterious sleeping disease which is sup-
posed to be communicated by cattle.

F. E. Brasfield, formerly salesman for the
Crawford Jewelry Company, Temple, is now con-
nected with the A. A. Everts Company in the
same capacity.

Emmitt Mitchell, Dallas, is spending his va-
cation with relatives in Kansas City, Mo.

A. Rothchild, watchmaker for T. B. Ramey,
Tyler, was in town with his wife for a little
outing.

A. F. Bartosch, formerly with J. H. Terrell,
Baird, has opened a store of his own at Winters.

J. T. Camp, of the firm of Martin-Camp
Jewelry Co., Midland, has withdrawn and has
opened an attractive store at Toyah.

W. A. Wilson, watchmaker for George
Pfaeffle, Greenville, has just returned from the
Yukon Exposition after a month's absence.

W. C. Hilburn, Wichita Falls, is now em-
ployed as watchmaker for H. W. Bounds, Dallas.

J. R. Cromer, one•of the brothers who com-
posed the old firm of Cromer Bros., Fort Worth,
has started in business for himself in that town
and has opened a store at 5o8 Houston Street,
with quite a large stock of goods.

H. W. Bounds and wife, Dallas, spent five
days in San Antonio. Both Mr. and Mrs. Bounds
are members of the K. and L. of H., Mr. Bounds
being captain. The chapter to which they belong
left Dallas Sunday, August 8th, on a special car.
The Dallas chapter's degree team won the banner
and Mr. Bounds was made the recipient of a
beautiful four-bar and star medal with a large
diamond pendant, the whole being valued at $500.

H. H. Hawley, Dallas, after a two months'
vacation in Asheville, N. C., expects to return
home within the coming week, stopping at At-
lanta, Ga., for a few days.

We were made the possessor of .an immense
white owl which, though having a history, is of
very little value to us. While in Seattle J. M.
Wilson, Dallas, formed the acquaintance of some
of the Saskatchewan Indians, one of whom pre-
sented him with this large bird, he having brought
it over three thousand miles to the Exposition
and it traveled four thousand miles to Dallas. It
is said to be one of the largest birds of its kind.

George Stuart, formerly with R. J. Slagle
& Co., Henrietta, who resigned and went to Ohio,
has just returned to Dallas and is seeking a loca-
tion. He says it is too hot up North for him.

P. D. Reily, Paris, has removed to Durant,
Okla.

Sam Harle, Memphis, has purchased a farm
several miles from that town and is now follow-
ing the vocation of a husbandman.

The John Griffith Co. is the name of the new
firm that has purchased and is now operating
W. D. McGraw's former business at Floresville.

J. P. Majors, Colorado, has gone on a lengthy
vacation through the State of Colorado. This trip
was ordered by Mr. Major's physicians, who ad-
vised this cessation from business to prevent a
breakdown of his health.

W. H. Ray, Hereford, is moving into his new
brick building, which is much larger than his old
one and is considerably increasing his stock of
jewelry and is also adding several new wall cases.

J. H. Ledden, formerly of Altus, Okla., has
accepted a position as watchmaker with Jos As-
trican, Amarillo.

Mr. Shannon, formerly with Peacock, Chi-
cago, is now employed as watchmaker for P. H.
Seewald, Amarillo.

S. W. Rauch has been employed by C. L.
Norsworthy as traveling representative and is out
covering his newly assigned territory.

Z. Gluck, Linz Bros. house salesman, is visit-
ing relatives in Dodge City, Kans., and expects
to remain for a month's vacation.

V. R. Jones, Memphis, has opened his new
store and is making a very tasty display of his
new stock.

Mr. McCann, bookkeeper for Linz Bros.'
wholesale department, is visiting relatives in
Canada.

George E. Cook, formerly partner with Jules
E. Muchert, of Sherman, and Dr. J. B. Rooney,
who was also connected with that firm as optician,
have formed a partnership under the name of
Cook & Rooney and have leased the building at
354 Main Street, Dallas, where extensive altera-
tions are being made for their accommodation.
These gentlemen are going to operate an optical
business and will handle jewelry novelties. We
welcome this firm to Dallas and believe they have
made a very judicious move as the location is
ideal for this particular business, nothing of the
kind having yet been established here.
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New York Office
37 Maiden Lane
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THE

RECOGNIZED LEADERS
IN GOLD FILLED CHAINS

tested by time and wear—quickest to
sell, most profitable to handle, safest to
buy—proved by U.S. Assay to contain
more gold than any other make of like
grade—and stamped with quality and
trade-mark.

BASSETT CHAINS
Minneapolis Office

1116 Lumber Exchange
Factory and Home Office
Providence, R. I.

fel
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Chicago Office
510 Columbus Bldg.

IN THE MARATHON
of Business, as well as in the Marathon of Sport, the winner
is the man who maintains a steady pace rather than the man
who, by a sudden burst of energy, gains a momentary advan-
tage, but, being unable to hold the position, falls behind.

Therefore, apply to your EMBLEM STOCK the
latent energy contained in the SALABLE GOODS
FROM

Irons & Russell Co. of EmblemsManufacturers

THREE COMPLETE STOCKS
Main Office and Factory: 95 Chestnut Street, PROVIDENCE, R. I.
CHICAGO OFFICE: 131 Wabash Avenue :: NEW YORK OFFICE : 11 Maiden Lane
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Normally August is a quiet

adre month, but owing to the sus-ve 
pended trade conditions foro 

ment

some time past there seemed to

r 

;in ever-swelling volume of new business com-

ig out from week to week. Not in three years

Htve building operations been so extensive. The

Aircantile trade in all lines has been above nor-

: Nil and in spite of strikes in the great car shops

d -I the Pressed Steel Car Company and a scattered

Libor disturbance in the tin mills of the Steel

Corporation interests, the actual production and

trading in these particular industries has been

far in excess of a year ago. The financial situa-

tion is clear and sound. The wonderful recupera-

tion of the great Westinghouse interests has been

.t marvel, the past month showing that new

business coming to the electrical department has

I,ten at the rate of $36,000,000 a year. Out of

- 2,000 employees normally working in these vast

plants, 16,000 are now back at the shops and the

test are being called in week by week.

Among the importing jewelers

The Tariff Law in Pittsburg the past summer
has been an interesting one.

'the pending tariff revision and the uncertainty

of its effect on values of imported ware caused

a haste in getting consignments into this country

prior to the new Payne bill becoming effective.

l'his explained the earlier trips to Europe of

i,inne of the regular importers. It also resulted

in the earlier arrival of the consignments in the

city. However, after all the haste there was

found to be no occasion. for it and there has

been sonic good-natured joking a the expense of
those who went through the antics of the "Man

'Icing Chased by Time."

The Outlook 
Aside from this factor the
jewelers of Pittsburg during

the dull month of August,

have been busy with thoughts of vacation and

rest. A good many have been out of the city

, in the usual two, weeks' trip. They are now

drifting back again. Sonic are bronzed and look

thoroughly "vacationized." Others appear to have

liad a good time where there was less exposure

to the elements. Fish stories are heard and there

are some "good ones" told. But after all, the

most interesting feature at this time is the fact

that the majority of the trade are confident that

the coming fall and winter seasons are going to

he like old times—brisk and with plenty to do.

Stocks are being bought by the retailers with this

idea in mind. They claim to see it coming by the

midsummer inquiries and the general improved

condition of all lines of trade. Money is more

plentiful than for many months among the work-
ing classes. The mills are operating more fully

:old the payrolls of Pittsburg district are ap-

proaching the $1,000,000 a day rate again.

Voluminous 
The importations of diamonds,

Importations 
art goods and foreign novelties

by the Pittsburg dealers this

fall will be larger than usual.

Some entirely new stocks are appearing too, the

run being on brass art ware, which is apparently

taking hold rapidly in the Old World and has

caught the eye of the American buyer too. Fancy
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electroliers are coming to Pittsburg again in large

numbers. The demand for these is always large

in Pittsburg. Bronzes are popular, too, and after

these are the diamond importations, which are to

he quite extensive.
P. C. Gillespie, of Gillespie Brothers, has re-

turned from his European trip and tells of his

pleasant experiences abroad. He came over on

the Carmania, of the Cunard Line, and reports

diamond prices as very firm in Amsterdam and a

fairly active trade in them in Pittsburg, even for

this season. Incidentally .N1r. Gillespie issued a

very pretty souvenir of his trip while in Holland

to his customers and trade in Pittsburg by direct

mail. It consisted of handsome views of Holland

scenes, with a complimentary note printed on the

back. They were popular and a fine bit of ad-

vertising for the house.
In the meantime Gillespie Brothers have taken

a new lease on their handsome stores in the Park

Building for five years from next May and the

stores have been undergoing many improvement s.

Enlarged entrance doors have been put in and

mahogany casing has been put in in place of oak.

There have been handsome and artistic light effects

added with new tungsten lamps, making the place

brilliant on the darkest days. The house has also

taken on a handsome line of cut glass this year

and its display is expected to be one of the finest

it has ever made. A. Z. Gillespie, of this house,

started fOr the East Friday, August 20th, for a

few weeks. He will visit relatives in New

Rochelle, N. Y., and Meriden, Conn., and also

call on the trade in New York before returning

home.

The George B. Barrett Company is preparing

a handsome line of art goods for the fall trade.

The house is enjoying the improved business con-

ditions tild gaining from week to week in volume

of trade with its broadening field over western

Pennsylvania and through Ohio and Al iddle 1Vest

territory. The handsome storerooms of this com-

pany have been brightened materially this summer.

Hardy & Hayes Company had a ten-day fire

sale this month of stocks more or less affected

by the fire in that establishment and the results

were entirely satisfactory. The bargains offered

had a true ring to them and caught many people.

Practically everything in the shape of art goods,

fine china and cut glass were under the spell.

Incidentally, this sale is about the first of its kind

that the Pittsburg jewelry trade has witnessed.

A new retail business has been started in the

city the past month. It is the store of S. Mal-

tursky, who formerly was in business in Brad-

dock, a suburb of the city. He secured a four

and one-half year lease on a good-sized store in

Smithfield Street, opposite Kaufmann's Depart-

ment Store, which has since been fitted up in a

modern and attractive manner. The lease of this

store shows the strength of the position in

respect to trade, for the rental for the

period mentioned is $38,725. Smithfield Street is

probably one of the most traveled thoroughfares

in Pittsburg. Other than this shop, there appears

to have been no new enterprises of importance

this year. Among the old ones, however, there

has been plenty of activity.

E. P. Roberts has had the popular fancy

of Pittsburg for some weeks owing to a magnifi-

cent and artistic display of silverware and silver

novelties that the house has been making.

W. W. Wattles has also been among the more

active apostles of silver goods this year. It has

been, in fact, a silver year for Pittsburg traders.

I 4.37

Hereen Brothers & Company have been mak-

ing a fine showing in their great etnporium. The

stores have been visited by thousands of visitors

to the city of late. 71-he new stocks for fall and

winter are very handsome.
Pittsburg's remarkahle convention year will

come to a close this fall with one of the most

remarkable gatherings of strangers ever within

her gates. The great convention of the Christian

Church will then be held. Upwards of mo,000

delegates .are expected and, of course, there will

be a general rush for souvenirs and badges and

other goods so. popular at these occasions. Rail-

road plans are being pushed forward for this

great gathering, as, owing to the unusual size of

the convention, accommodation of the passenger

equipment during the gathering is a problem.

Normally the Pittsburg district rail terminals are

in a congested condition.
What, with this convention and the opening

of the annual exposition, the closing of the great
baseball season in which the people have been so
absorbed and which has foretold the approach of
better times by the revival of attendance to
record-breaking numbers; the abandonment of
the Sewickley Heights Horse Show this year and
the increased importance of the Pittsburg Horse
Show as a direct result, and, finally, the prospect
of unusual social activity, prospects are bright for
the local jewelry trade. Golf, tennis and athletic
contests have furnished a good demand this sea-
son for silver trophies. These have decorated the
windows of some of the finest retailers in the
city.

New York State Notes

The Elmira Cut Glass Company, of Elmira.
N. Y., have finally installed all their machinery in
their new building on East Water Street and are
anticipating a good fall business in the cut glass
line. The new building into which they have
moved is of the latest fireproof construction, with
plenty of light and ventilation and room for ad-
ditional frames as the business increases in volume.

George E. Gaylord, of the Enterprise Cut
Glass Company, Elmira Heights, Elmira, N. Y.,
has just completed a business trip through New
England territory.

A. It Pond, of A. II. Pond & Co., Syracuse,
N. Y., spent several weeks in the Adirondacks
Mountains last month.

F. H. Smith, manager of G. W. Melotte &
Co., Ithaca, N. Y., made a trip out West last
month.

Mr. Levison, representing Morris Rosen-
bloom & Co., Rochester, N. Y., has left on a
western trip, to be gone four months. Mr. Rosen-
bloom, of this company, was the recipient of some
very fine lobster, sent from Providence, R. I., by
J. Fineberg, of the Fineberg Mfg. Co., last month.

The Benedict .Mfg. Co., of East Syracuse,
N. Y., are just completing a $4000 contract for a
local Syracuse society called the Mystique Krewe,
it society for the purpose of booming Syracuse
and to which Governor Hughes belongs. This
society recently bought a hall and have turned it
over into a club room. The Benedict Mfg. Co.
furnished all the lighting fixtures, consisting of
hand-hammered copper and brass chandeliers,
billiard table hanging lights, bracket lanterns, hall
and den lanterns, colonial fixtures for card
rooms, andirons and ash trays, as well as smoking
outfits. The glass in the sides of the lanterns
and lighting fixtures are of different colors, each
color representing a tribe of Indians which the
Krewe is supposed to represent as a whole. The
work throughout is exquisite, of massive design
and finished in the finest manner known.

Fred H. Rees, Steele Memorial Building, El-
mira, N. Y., has completely renovated his store.
He has cleared out the front portion, moved his
desk back to a private office in the rear and in-
creased his floor space in the sales department.
The Rees School, in this same building, have
also undergone a change and a watchmaking de-
partment has been added to the course given.
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TRADE

REGISTERED
IN U. S. PATENT OFFICE

STERN BROS. & CO.h\ , , 33-43 GOLD STREET
Salesrooms and Offices of the Diamond Department

68 Nassau Street, New York
Branch Offices  

To Avoid Delay Use Local Address
33-43 GOLD STREET

....)  
EL

..........Citicago, Ill., 103 State Street Amsterdam, Holland, 12 Tulp Straat

NEW YORK
Diamond Cutting Works

142 West 14th Street, New York

London, Eng., Audrey House, Ely Place

Fob Seals Rings
Pendants Lockets

Link Buttons
Tie Clasps Scarf Pins

Screw Earrings
Ring Mountings

Bracelets Hat Pins
Bead Neck Chains

Fobs Studs Baby Pins
Gold and Silver

Match Boxes
Festoons Crosses

Cameo Goods
Barrettes

Collar Buttons
Rope Chains

Locket Rings Veil Pins
Vest Buttons
Lapel Buttons
Emblem Goods

Knives Cigar Cutters
Neck Chains Charms

Gold and Silver
Thimbles

Gold and Silver
Cigarette Cases

33-43 GOLD STREET 
•• •••• ••

Makers of Gold Jewelry to the Jobbing Trade Exclusively
  POPULAR PRICES  

y7 The Largest Line of Up-to-Date Novelties ever before shown 
by any manufacturer



Keystone Solid Gold Watch Cases

C:14

G !23r,G0 C

G 23542 C

0 SIZE, 14 K. CASES
NEW AND ORIGINAL IDEAS

IN ORNAMENTATION

G 23568 C. Hunting Only. Full Bascine. Fancy Chased Bow.
" The Clematis"

An unusually good floral pattern. Combination of
roman and dull finish.

G 23560 C. Hunting Only. Full Bascine. Fancy Chased Bow.
Landscape in rich florentine border. New dull finish.

G 23542 C. Hunting Only. Full Bascine. Fancy Chased Bow.
A handsome floral pattern. Finished in the new dull
style.

G 23550 C. Hunting Only. Full Bascine. Fancy Chased Bow.
Very bold Japanese style of ornamentation. Peacock
feather background. New dull finish.

G 23540 C. Hunting Only. Full Bascine. Fancy Chased Bow.
"Sweet Phlox."

A very pretty conception. Highly effective in the new
dull finish.

G 23531 C. Hunting Only. Full Bascine. Fancy Chased Bow.
German Renaissance design. New dull finish.

G 23532 C. Hunting Only. Full Bascine. Fancy Chased Bow.
German Renaissance style. Rich color contrasts.

G 23523 C. Hunting Only. Full Bascine. Fancy Chased Bow.
Fancy bird pattern. Rococo style. New dull finish.

111 The designs shown on this page are representatives
of a class consisting of several hundred patterns.

4tE Keystone Quality and High-grade Finish.

(11 Popular Priced.

THE KEYSTONE WATCH CASE CO.
NEW YORK
CHICAGO PHILADELPHIA

Keystone Solid Gold Watch Cases
ii

G 

- 

23540 C

Cr 2:1,..):1'.;2 C

CINCINNATI
SAN FRANCISCO

0 23523 C

"THE PARAGON"
14 K., 16 SIZE, BASCINE

q Simplicity of Construction.
q Movement Fitted with Ease.

q Antique Pendant and French Bow.
(11 Thin—Compact-- Durable.

q Keystone Quality and High-Grade Finish.

ci Attractively Priced.

q 16 Size Paragons Fitted with Movements
Make an Ideal and Popular-Priced Watch.

ci Write Your Jobber for Sample of Case.

KEYSTONE 14 K. SOLID GOLD CASES ASSAY

585 THOUSANDTHS FINE
14 K. GOLD ASSAYS 5831 THOUSANDTHS FINE

TRADE-MARK M BACK

ps A N

14 K
1.4, .585 FINE 0.

o.C.!

GUARANTEE IN CAP 1 OR 1 MS TAG

THE KEYSTONE WATCH CASE CO.
NEW YORK
CHICAGO

PHILADELPHIA
CINCINNATI
SAN FRANCISCO
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Casseroles, Bean Pots, Gratins, Ramekins, Custards, Etc.
EXTENSIVE ASSORTMENT AT MOST MODERATE PRICES. WRITE FOR SHEETS

THE QUEEN CITY SILVER CO. CINCINNATI, OHIO

The Automatic Eyeglass or Pencil Holder

300 403. _Emblem

406 407

4 los RACK VIEW

ESTABLISHED 1832

KETCHAM 6, McDOUGALL
MANUFACTURERS

GOLD & STERLING SILVER THIMBLES
AUTOMATIC EYEGLASS HOLDERS

15-17-19 MAIDEN LANE, N.Y.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE E

Made in WHITE,
Black Enamel, Gun
Metal, Itolled-Plate,
Gold and Silver. These
are being advertised
in leading magazines,
directing purchasers to
jewelers and opticians.
Sample sent upon re-
quest.

Look for our
name on every
Holder. It is your
guarantee.

GOLD AND SILVER THIMBLES
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A Massive and Artistic Trophy

The accompanying illustration shows a
itndsome trophy remarkable for its size and
raftsmanship. This trophy was presented
for an automobile contest in
,ns Angeles, Cal., and was de-
igned and executed by The
Yhitley Jewelry Co., of that
city. Four hundred ounces of
•flire silver were used in its
lanufacture and its cost was
000.

The decoration is remark-
able alike for originality and
appropriateness. The birds-
eye view of the course over
which all cars are to be driven
is a work of art showing all
the most minute details of the
course, the grand stand with a
seating capacity of io,000 peo-
ple, the parking space for the
starters, the tapes showing the
starting and finishing points,
the mile posts, showing the
different stretches, all of which
is etched and engraved.

The letters in the orna-
mentation of this cup are very
heavy, cut out and applied.
The automobile at the bottom
of the cup is made, as are all
the other parts, and applied to
look as near natural as possible.

On the reverse side of the
cup is engraved a photograph
of the donor, Dick Ferris,
showing his head in a wreath
in relief. The inside of this
alp is finished in 24-karat gold.

It is mounted on a very large, handsome
ebony base, on which are fifteen shields,
one for the winner of this cup each year.
The engraving to be placed on these shields
includes the name of the winning car, the
driver's name, together with the time made
by them. The Whitley Jewelry Co.

KEYSTONE '443

also have been authorized to be the official

timers for the Santa Monica Road Race,

and will have charge of the score and
timing. They have gathered together fif-

teen of the noted athletes connected with

be known as the Colorado Horological

Society. The purpose of this organization
is the betterment of the watchmaker in his
practical knowledge, his status as a mechanic
and his income. The society also expects to

be a factor in the advancement
of horological science, and has
among its charter members
several who have special
ability in this direction.

The officers are as fol-
lows : President, Emil Rose ;
vice-president, George Geer
and secretary J. A. Freeman.
President Rose is an accom-
plished watchmaker and was
for many years a personal
friend and co-worker of the
late Mr. Church, the noted
master mechanic of the Wal-
tham Watch Company. One
of the charter members, Irving
B. Scott, has to his credit
service in the finishing and ad-
justing departments of the
Elgin and Rockford factories,
and is recognized as an horol-
ogist of exceptional skill.
Other members of exceptional
competency as workmen are :
T. C. Cottrell, Antone Kauff-
man, R. M. Beaman, 'Albert
Moeller, N. C. Neilson, W. C.
Hansen, Max Garmatter, E.
H. Maxwell, George Geer, J.

Dahlin, Jes. I. Aansen and
others.

The society is planning a
course of lectures on practical
-subjects and every means will
be adopted to make member-

ship in the society of maximum value to
the members. While the society does not
intend to act in the capacity of a labor
bureau, it will cheerfully handle any in-
quiries in regard to position or qualifica-
tions of workmen, lending all possible aid to
those who are deserving.

The Dick Ferris automobile trophy

the L. A. A. C., who will take the time of
each car at every lap.

The Colorado Horological Society

An organization was recently formed
by the watchmakers of Denver, which will

Charter members Colorado Horological Society



Orville Wright's Howard Watch in its Leather Aeroplane Cradle—adopted
for the Record Flights before the U. S. Government at Fort Myer

ryHE Wright Brothers, at Le Mans, France, had
-I most unsatisfactory experiences with all the watches

they tried. They came back from Europe determined
to buy Howards.

Orville Wright adopted the Howard Watch for his record
flights before the U. S. Government at Fort Myer,

The Howard upheld its reputation, despite the unforeseen
and trying conditions of aeroplane flying—the constant vibra-
tion and tilting of the aeroplane and the shock of a rough landing that threw
the watch to the ground.

There was nothing special about Orville Wright's Howard. it was taken
at random out of stock. Any Howard Watch in your store would have per-
formed as well.

It's a great satisfaction to the dealer to know that the Howard always sizes
up to the heeds of his customers. That beside the Howard dependability there's
the unique Howard prestige to help the store—and a price protection that assures
him his rightful profit.

E. HOWARD WATCH COMPANY
WALTHAM, MASS.

1445

THE HOWARD WATCH
SKI Navy Men what they think of
the HowARD Watch.

The HowARD has seen service—in
the Civil War—the Spanish-American
War—in every phase of naval activity. On
battleships—torpedo boats—submarines. In the
turrets when the heavy guns were making
world's records.

It went around the globe with the United
States Fleet and gave a splendid account of itself

under the most trying conditions in the world.
Salt air, fog and storm—extreme cold and heat
—conditions that would ruin many a watch.

A HowAki) Watch is always worth what you
pay for it.

The price of each watch—from the t7-jewel in a
fine gold-filled case (guaranteed for 25 years) at $35.00
—to the 23-jewel in a 14 K. solid gold case at $150.00
—is fixed at the factory, and a printed ticket attached.
Not every jeweler can sell you a HowAito Watch.
Find the HOW A R D jeweler in your town and talk to him.
He is a good man to know.

Drop us a postal card, Dept. E, and we will send
you a HOWARD book of value to the watch buyer.

E. HOWARD WATCH COMPANY
WALTHAM, MASS.

The above announcement appears in the leading magazines and periodicals for September. It reaches 7,500,000 subscribers (about 3o,000,00o
readers). It will be seen by every man in your community who can afford to buy a watch. Some of them will be interested. Are you a
HOWARD dealer ? Do the people of your locality know that they can find the 110WARD at your store?
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owman"■-,lali PRIZE TROPHIES,

LOVING CUPS, STEINS, Etc.
Made in SOLID Copper, with English Pewter
Mountings. Also of English Pewter throughout

No. 1243 PRIZE CUP
Solid Copper

English Pewter Mountings

Vlinnirtg-owman
DENATURED ALCOHOL

GAS STOVES

"Meteor" Circulating Coffee Percolators
Always Insure Delicious Coffee All the Good of the Coffee

Always Good Coffee

(WIrV PATENTED"N)CHAFING DISHES EA L FOOD IM  

Manning, Bowman & Company
NEW YORK CHICAGO MERIDEN, CONN. SAN FRANCISCO

0 OUR STUDIO IS ONE MILE FROM THE CHICAGO POSTE/1;1;10E
White's High Art Hand-Painted China

EVERY DESIGN AN ORIGINAL

OUR FALL LINE contains the greatest number of new and
attractive designs ever offered.

THE EFFECTS we are producing in decoration and coloring
are distinctly artistic. The newest shapes in china are irresistibly
dainty and beautiful.

OUR $50, $75 and $roo assortments comprise pieces that are
meeting with immense popular favor. If our salesmen do not
call we would gladly send you an assortment subject to approval
or send you the colored photographs which will enable you to
intelligently select your own pieces.

WHEN IN CHICAGO visit our studio. Easy walking distance. Eight
blocks north and four blocks east Marshall Fields. Finest and most
completely fitted studio in the United States.

White's Art Co. tATaR6cO,TVIT.
M SELLER & COPORTLAND M. SELLER & CO. M. SELLER & CO.SEATTLE SPOKANE  Pacific Coast Agents  
FULL LINE OF SAMPLES CARRIED IN ALL THREE TOWNS
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The fact that Detroit has been
The Convention chosen as the city which will

entertain the igio convention
of the American National Re-

tail Jewelers' Association has served to arouse a
greatly enhanced interest in the subject of organi-
zation among the jewelers of the State and will
no doubt result in a much more enthusiastic State
convention in September. It is even possible that
the prospect of the assembling of the representa-
tives of the jewelry trade of the country may
tend to overcome that sentiment of conservatism
which has hitherto prevented the formation of a
local organization among the retailers of Detroit.

Detroit has long been famed as an ideal
meeting place for national bodies of all kinds,
and there is no doubt that its hospitality and ad-
vantages will be extended to the full for the
benefit of the jewelers of the country. What-
ever promises may have been necessary on the
part of the Michigan delegates to secure the con-
vention will, undoubtedly, be carried out. In
this the jewelers' association of the State will
not have to act alone, as there are several bodies
in the city, including the Board of Commerce
and Detroit Convention Bureau, which make it
their business to encourage and properly look
after the conventions held in this city.

The entertainment programme will, undoubt-
edly, include a boat ride on the beautiful Detroit
River and possibly across Lake St. Clair to the
St. Clair Flats, sometimes called the Venice of
America, and also an outing on Belle Isle, the
700-acre pleasure ground of the city. Other inter-
esting features will be thought of, without doubt,
long before the time of the convention and the
gathering should be as enjoyable as any which
the national association has ever held.

The election of A. B. Hull, of Belding, is
felt by Michigan jewelers as a distinct honor con-
ferred upon the jewelers of the State. Mr. Hull
is an energetic and hustling young man, whose
part in the organization of jewelers in this State
has been by no means a small one and his selec-
tion to this important office will tend to increase
the strength and prestige of the Michigan State
Association.

City

After five months of work the
A Model remodeling of Traub Bros. 8z
Jewelry Store Co.'s store, at 205 Woodward

Avenue, has been finally com-
pleted. The result is such as to justify the great
pains taken by this progressive firm to improve
its housing. All four stories of their building,
as well as the basement, have been remodeled, a
new front has been added and new show windows
formed in the side of the store to allow of better
display and lighting. The entire plan of the show
cases, decorations and arrangement of the store
has been revised and improved. All floors in the
store proper have been tiled, a special room has
been set aside for silver and a dainty cut glass
and stationery room provided in the basement.
By means of an electric elevator and a set of
wheeled tray holders all the more valuable stock
is lowered each night to the steel lined vault in
the basement, this process of closing requiring
only seven minutes. The upper floors are devoted
to repair and manufacturing work.

Detroiters had an opportunity early in August
to see some historic trophies in the exhibition of
cups and vases offered for competition at the
National Rowing Regatta, Friday and Saturday,
August 6th and 7th. These were placed in Wright,
Kay & Co.'s windows for a time prior to the races
and attracted considerable attention, some of the
pieces being almost two score years old. Two new
trophies were presented to the oarsmen by the
Detroit Board of Commerce and the City of De-
troit. These were designed by John Kay. The
City of Detroit cup becomes the permanent pos-
session of John W. O'Neil, of Halifax, N. S., who
won the single scull championship, while the
Board of Commerce trophy is a perpetual chal-
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lenge trophy, for four-oared crews, won for this
year by the Arundels, of Baltimore.

Frank J. Rosbach, a former employee of W.

A. Sturgeon & Co., and of the Grainger-Hannan

Company, which purchased most of the W. A.

Sturgeon & Co. stock when the latter went out

of business, was arrested in Cleveland early in the

month on a charge of stealing goods during the
closing-out auction sale of W. A. Sturgeon & Co.

About $700 worth of goods was found on his

person and more than $30oo worth was discovered

at his residence by detectives. Rosbach was ar-
raigned and held in $i000 bail for a hearing later.

It is understood that he smuggled the goods out

of the store an article at a time during a period
of some week. Such heavy articles as a massive
bronze piano lamp even being smuggled out this

way.
Thomas Comerford, of the Michigan Optical

Co., who was elected president of the Detroit
Jewelers' Board of Trade last spring, sent in his
resignation from that office at the August meeting

of the Board. His large interests will keep him

on the road a great deal of the time and he there-

fore found it impossible to devote the time he
would wish to his duties as president. His with-
drawal was accepted with regret by the Board

and on motion of W. C. Noack, Frank Kennedy,

of the Kennedy Optical Company, was elected to
the office of president, which he formerly held.

The principal subject of dis-
Entertaining cussion at the meeting was the
Visiting forthcoming gathering of the
Merchants jewelers and opticians of the

State for their conventions
September 7th, 8th and 9th. It was decided in
accordance with a previous resolution adopted by

the Board to co-operate with the wholesalers' as-
sociation of Detroit in the entertainment to be
given visiting retailers. One departure decided
upon for the jewelry and optical trades is that
the local retailers will be invited to take part in
all events, this being a thing which none of the
wholesalers in other trades have considered. The
sum of $6000 has been raised by the wholesalers'
association and other trade organizations for the
entertainment programme of the week in question.

Samuel Blashill, of Inlay City, visited the
city early in the month with his son, G. Blashill,

of Marlette. This was the first visit which the
senior Blashill had paid to Detroit in twenty-five
years and he found the trip a very enjoyable one.

Hugo Pudrith, of the E. H. Pudrith Com-
pany, took his vacation the latter part of August,
visiting Mackinac Island and Lake Superior.

Robert Lockhart, of Jackson, was in the city
early in August to purchase new fixtures for his
store.

Leo Obenshire, watchmaker for Hugh Con-
nolly, took his vacation the third week in August.

On his way to Niagara Falls, C. B. Haas, of
Ravena, Mich., stopped over in Detroit to visit
the trade.

Eugene Perry, of Webbersville, was a buyer
in this market during the month.

A. E. Weyhing went to the Flats on a suc-
cessful fishing trip early in August.

Frank J. Roehm, who has been in business
in the Bamlet Building, closed his shop August
14th and has accepted a position with a Wood-
ward Avenue firm.

F. L. Showerman, of Ypsilanti, was in the
city twice during the month to purchase goods.

John Hellerich is now manager of the store
which he formerly conducted at 39 Michigan
Avenue, acting for L. H. Schafer, who took the
business over from G. W. French, of Iona, the
latter having purchased it at receiver's sale.

E. H. Rosenberg & Son have opened a whole-
sale jewelry store in the second floor of the Tele-
graph Block, Griswold and Congress Streets.

Bert Hawkins, formerly with F. A. Drexel,
has taken a place as salesman for the E. H. Pud-
rith Company and will cover lower Michigan, In-
diana and Ohio for that firm. M. E. Rowley,
salesman for the same house, started on his fall
trip August 9th. The salesmen of this firm are
now carrying a sample line.

Ray Dyer, of Cairo, was in the city recently
to replenish his stock.

W. F. King, Sr., of Adrian, was in Detroit
August 13th and visited the trade. W. F. King,
Jr., stopped over in the city a few days later on
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his return froro. the Retail Jewelers' National Con-

vention at Omaha, where he went as one of the
Michigan delegates.

E. C. Avery, formerly with the Chas. A.

Berkey Company, is now traveling for a Toledo

house and stopped over in the city early in the

month, preparatory to going out through the State.
Harry Dorweld, of she firm of Luths, Dor-

weld & Haller, started on his fall trip August 9th.
W. E. Counter, with Hugh Connolly, spent a

week at Simcoe, Ont., early in August.
George Ruttman, of the E. H. Pudrith Co.,

returned to the city August 16th after an extensive

purchasing trip through the eastern States.
George Johnston, President of the Johnston

Optical Co., spent a vacation at New London,

Conn.
James H. Garlick and Charles J. Thiry, who

returned early in the month from the Pacific

Coast, say that they had the time of their lives

while away with the drill squad of Detroit Lodge

No. 34, B. P. 0. E. Louis Guthrat and E. A.
Buchbinder were other Detroit jewelers who made

the trip.
C. D. Robertson, of •Albion, was a purchaser

in this market recently.
F. A. Mathatter, of Mathauer & Koester, is

out on the road on his regular fall trip.
Mr. Boyce, of Toledo, was in the city recently

and visited old acquaintances here.
B. T. Bearss, of Fortoria, Mich., was in De-

troi,t about the middle of the month on a buying
trip.

E. F. Hill and C. F. Keller, salesmen for

Noack & Gorenflo, have been out on the road

since early in August.
W. H. Horton has left the E. H. Pudrith Co.

and is now traveling for the Stein & Ellbogen

Co., of Chicago. •
W. C. Noack returned from his vacation,

spent in Oakland County, shortly after August 1st.

A. T. Hunt, representing J. R. Wood & Sons,

of New York, stopped over in the city on his way

back from the Omaha Convention to display to

the local trade the firm's very complete exhibit of
diamonds and rings. This exhibit showed all
the processes of diamond cutting, from the rough

stone to the completed product and was a unique
exposition of the lapidary's art.

J. P. Walton, of Durand, spent some time

in the city during August and visited the whole-

sale houses.
A short vacation in Detroit was enjoyed by

J. P. Losee, of Alma, recently.
Harry Sydman, 990 Michigan Avenue, has put

in his spare time this summer at his cottage near

Belleville, Ont.
Retailers not mentioned elsewhere who were

in the city during the month were: George Draper,

Northville; G. W. Davis, Goodrich; E. H. Cressy,

Saline; H. St. John, Milford; F. Presswell, of

Holly; J. H. Dickerson, Flushing; F. M. Pauli

and J. T. Eddington, Pontiac.

The Traveling Salesman

A minister who had been doing missionary

work in India recently returned to New York for

a visit. He was a guest at a well-known hotel

where everything pleased him except the absence

of the very torrid sauces and spices to which he

had become accustomed in the Far East. For-

tunately Ile had brought with him a supply of

his favorite condiments, and by arranging with the

head waiter those were placed on his table. One

day another guest saw the appetizing bottle on

his neighbor's table and asked the waiter to give
him some of "that sauce."

"I ani sorry, sir," said the waiter, "but it is

the private property of this gentleman." The
minister, however, overheard the other's request
and told the waiter to pass the bottle.

The stranger poured some of the mixture
on his meat and took a liberal mouthful. After
a moment he turned, with tears in his eyes, to
the minister.

"You're a minister of the Gospel?"
"Yes, sir."
"And you preach hell and damnation?"
"Yes," admitted the minister.
"Well, you're the first minister I ever met

who carried samples."

"k
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A HIGH-GRADE LINE OF EMBLEM RINGS AT A MODERATE PRICEANY 012I3E12

7-71-71

Scottish
Rite

ANY 1-1N(..1E,-12 SIZtE  AT $11.00 L,11. -ST
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K. •of P. H1111111111110 No. 272 Woodmen - Ad"' No. 289  IIIpiIIp•fl. 

No. 248
THESE RINGS ARE ALL PLUMP 10 K.—average 5 dwts. each—center emblems raised and modeled—rings all enameled in appropriate colors. We will send you anyorder—any finger size—at $11.00 list. THE BEST RING ON THE MARKET FOR THE MONEY.

B. R. T.
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Let us tell you of
our new selling plan THE A. P. CRAFT CO Makers of Emblem Rings

• and Special Jewelry Indianapolis, Ind.
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EMBLEM KNIVES
FOR ALL FRATERNITIES

Masonic

Odd Fellows

Red Men

Elks

Eagles

Shrine

Templar

Woodmen

Pythians

SIDE PANELS
IN SOLID SILVER

legtfri STEEL BLADES
RAZOR EDGE
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,0101 P61,*

Mystic Shrine

Masonic

EMBLEMS IN ENAMEL—NATURAL COLORS

Eagles

NEAT LEATHER CASE WITH EACH KNIFE

The Williams & Anderson Co., Providence, R. I.
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Artistic Hand-Made Banquet Rings
SILVER, WITH GOLD ORNAMENTATION

REAL STONES OF ALL KINDS

IKKO MATSUMOTO, Manufacturing JewelerRoom 316 American Central Life Building, INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

THE NEW LINE FOR THE JEWELER
Manufactured by THE WEIDLICH BROS. MFG. CO.

Silver, Gold and Old Brass
Fine
Art Metal
Goods

A Large Variety of Dresser Clocks, Jewel Cases, Glove and Handkerchief Boxes,Candlesticks, Ash Trays, Desk Sets, Etc.
PRICES LOW Write for Illustrations and Prices 623 Washington Ave.QUALITY THE BEST WM. WEIDLICH & BRO. ST. LOUIS
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The 1st of September will show a decided
change from the summer quiet, brought about by
the intense heat, that drove both dealers and their
customers off on vacations, but there have been
no signs of discouragement, as all indications
point to a splendid fall and holiday trade. The
State corn crop promises to be phenomenal and
other crops have been excellent. During the sum-
mer money was tight and there was considerable
complaint over the slowness of collection, but that
condition is looked upon as one that will readily
correct itself as soon as the big crops begin to
move.

Local jobbers have had their representatives
on the road since the middle of July or the ist
of August. The sale of goods for future delivery
has been greater than anticipated. The general
opinion is that the holiday trade will be a record-
breaker.

Many strangers were here during the last two
weeks in August when the city was gaily decorated
in honor of the meeting of the Federation of
American Motorcyclists and the automobile races
which took place on the Indianapolis Motor Speed-
way, which has attracted attention throughout the
motor world. Many fine prize cups and gold and
silver badges were given in these speed contests,
a goodly number of which were furnished through
the local jewelers.

The annual State Fair will be held in this
city the second week in. September. At that
time a great number of out-of-town dealers visit
the jobbers and make their holiday purchases.
This season they will find the wholesalers pre-
pared to show unusually well-selected and com-
plete stocks.

Mzmy of the traveling men will remain in the
city during State Fair week to look after the com-
fort and pleasure of their road customers.

M. T. Campbell, who has been known as an
expert watchmaker in this city for thirty years,
is also known as a successful violin maker. He
has recently finished a violin for which he re-
fused $150. The instrument is less than two
months' old and possesses the beautiful tone of
an instrument that has been used thirty years;
that is *the verdict of the most skillful violin
players in this city. Mr. Campbell is an all-
around inventive genius. Among his inventions
that have been put to practical use are a ratchet
propelling bicycle, that won the first prize at one
of the Indiana State Fairs, a watch without a
hairspring (run by a balance pendulum) and
numberless inventions on watches, clocks and
violins. He now has in daily operation a time
switch clock. It is an eight-day, twenty-four hour
dial, that can be set to light and turn off an elec-
tric or gas light at any desired hour or fraction
of an hour. It is especially designed to regulate
the lights in a show window. The clock has suc-
cessfully passed the underwriters' inspection and
is pronounced practical in every particular. Mr.
Campbell has received a number of offers for his
invention but as soon as suitable arrangements
can be made to finance the business he will be
ready to manufacture the clock in commercial
quantities.

John D. Day, watchmaker with H. C. Scher-
gens, 133 E. Washington Street, Was among the
cottage sojourners at Winano Lake, Ind., during
August.

George W. Keifner, traveling representative
for the tool and material house of Hoffman &
Latter, returned from his first trip for fall busi-
ness very enthusiastic over the condition of the
crops and the prospects for a fine holiday trade
for the jewelers all over the State.

John P. Mullally, of 28 Monument Place, was
elected Supreme President of The American
Order of Owls at the supreme convention held at
Reading, Pa., in August. After the convention
Mr. Mullally visited Boston, Providence, Attle-
boro and several of the seashore resorts.
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Charles Mayer & Company furnished the four
prize cups that The Indianapolis News presented
to the victors in the city golf tournament, held at
Riverside Park, last month. The city champion-
ship cup was of solid silver, the other three were
English blackjacks, mounted in sterling silver.

Charles R. Kluger has fitted up his new
jewelry store on Fountain Square with modern
show cases and counters.

- While Edward Petri, watchmaker for J. C.
Walk & Son, was off on a vacation last month,
Julius C. Walk had an opportunity to "show the
boys" that an expert watchmaker does not forget
his trade even after eighteen years have passed
since he worked at the bench.

I. Grohs, President of the L Grohs Jewelry
Company, in the State Life Building, has returned
from five weeks spent in St. Louis, when he fol-
lowed his usual custom of opening a sample room
for the convenierke of the firm's southern and
western trade. Mr. Grohs reports business as very
satis factory.

D. Rosenbaum, of the jewelry firm of D.& J.
Rosenbaum, at Anderson, Ind., is one of the
directors of the Continental National Bank, that
will be opened in this city, on North Meridian
Street, about September 1st. Anderson capital is
largely interested in the new bank.

Louis A. Kiefer, of L. F. Kiefer & Son, is
equally expert with fishing tackle or engraving
tools. One rainy day at Lake Maxinkuckee, a
few weeks ago, Mr. Kiefer amused himself with
a pocket knife and a brier pipe. The result is the
admiration and envy of his friends. On the bowl
of the pipe is cleverly carved a black bass with
its mouth wide open to swallow the bait—a frog
dangling just beyond reach.

Harry Sebel, city salesman for Baldwin-
Miller Co., made a number of towns on the inter-
urban roads during last month. He reported ex-
cellent results, especially with goods for fall de-
livery.

The Fidelity Watch Company, 372 Massa-
chusetts Avenue, changed hands last month, James
Morris, the former owner, sold out to C. Clark
and G. Chaney. For the present the business will
be continued under the old name and at the old
stand.

Leo Krauss and wife are back from a tour
of the Great Lakes and a visit to New York City.
During their absence the jewelry store at 45
North Illinois Street was in charge of the watch-
maker, A. J. Douglass. M r. Krauss has recently
sold out his loan office business, at 305 West Wash-
ington Street, to I. Bremen, who will continue the
business.

Asher W. Gray, of Gray, Gribben & Gray,
spent his vacation at his old home on the hills
near Madison, Ind. The trip was made in an
automobile and proved very delightful.

L. D. Kohlmeyer, with Carl L. Rost, has
returned from a short wedding trip. He took
his bride direct to the attractive little home on
Twenty-second Street, which was completely
furnished to receive her.

In a letter received August 1st from J. C.
Sipe, dated at Amsterdam, he said: "The diamond
market is very stiff and I fear we will have to
pay big prices for decent goods. There is no
question but fine goods are higher than last year."
J. C. Sipe, of Indianapolis, and his brother, Sam
F. Sipe, of Pittsburg, went abroad to purchase
diamonds for their respective stores.

Fletcher M. Noe and wife left August ist for
Colorado Springs and Salt Lake City. On Sep-
tember 13th they will be in Omaha to attend the
national convention of the Fraternal Order of
Eagles. Mr. Noe is president of the Indianapolis
organization zit-id a member of the national
finance committee.

Clarence James, watchmaker with J.  P.
Mullally, was off on his vacation last month. The
trip of over 900 miles was made on a motorcycle
through Northern Indiana and to Chicago.

E. H. Frecking, jeweler with Dyer Brothers,
visited friends and relatives in Cincinnati zind
Covington, Ky.., the 1st of August.

Mrs. Anna Gilliland, watchmaker and expert
material clerk with Baldwin-Miller Company, has
returned front a vacation spent in Northern Ohio.

J. W. Hoffman, of Hoffman & Lauer, reports
the tool and material business as holding up
splendidly all through the summer months.

C. \V. Latter, Sr., and family have been sum-
mering at their cottage at Lake Manitou, Ind.
During August they were joined by C. W. Lauer,
Jr., and his bride.

J. L. Williams, watchmaker with J. H. Reed,
took a three weeks' vacation in August. Ac-
companied by his wife Ile visited the Seattle
Exposition and other points of interest in the
far \Vest.

Harry Reed, second son of J. H. Reed, who
has done some very successful work in jewelry
designing, has abandoned the trade trid will enter
Purdue University for the study of scientific
agriculture.

A. W. Harman, head of the jewelry depart-
ment of Charles Mayer & Co., has returned from
a pleasure trip to various points in Virginia.

Harry F. Arold, salesman for J. C. Walk &
Son, enjoyed it two weeks' vacation at Lake
Maxinkuckee in August zmd came back in fine
condition to handle the September business that
promises to be brisk.

Jacob H. Griesser, manufacturing jeweler,
made a recent visit to his cousin, Frank Reece, of
Cincinnati, who is with the Dorst Company.

Frank R. Reeder, engraver for Charles Mayer
8z Co., reports the amount of engraving done dur-
ing the summer almost equal to the holiday rush.
Weddinu presents, prize cups and medals and a
number of presentation gifts furnished by the
lirm kept their engravers busy.

Herman Oberreich, of La Porte, Ind., re-
cently organized a local jewelers' club. That the
idea has met with favor is proven by the fact
that all of the eight jewelers of the town readily
became members.

The Timid (Madison, Ind.) published an
industrial edition last month, giving the jewelry
trade of that city flattering notice. Of The Dold
Jewelry Store, 104 East Main Street, it said:
"Among the many old and tried establishments of
Madison, probably no single one is better or more
favorably known than The Dold Jewelry Store.
Begun in a very small manner away back in 1855
by Godfrey Dold, who is still at the head of the
business, it quietly, but steadily forged to the
front, until to-day it is a household word through-
out all this part of Indiana and across the Ohio
River into Kentucky. In 1858 the business was
moved to its present quarters, which front time to
time have been remodeled and refurnished in
order to keep abreast with the times and advance-
ment of the city."

Of Brooks & Chapman, 124 East Madison
Street, The Herald . said: "Madison points with
pride to the possession of a jewelry store the
equal of any store of its kind in the State. This
firm has been prominent for nearly sixty years.
The present beautiful and up-to-date store was
built in 1900, when no expense was spared to
make it one of Madison's show places. The
store has a widespread reputation for carrying
wares of distinctive quality and artistic merit. A
splendidly equipped optical establishment, under
the management of John Chapman, is an im-
portant part of the establishment."

W. H. Todd, 116 East Main Street, is another
well-known merchant of Madison. For nineteen
years he has conducted a jewelry and optical busi-
ness and has the Madison station of the Tabard
Inn Library. C. R. Everson occupies a part of
the storeroom with W. H. Todd. Mr. Everson
does expert watch repairing. He learned his
trade from his father, W. H. Everson, who died
ill 1847, when his son succeeded him. By these
old and highly respected firms the jewelry trade
is splendidly represented in the extreme southern
part of Indiana.

Miss Irene Gass, stenographer for D. C.
DeSehns, of the DeSelms Watch School .at Attica,
hid.
' 

was married August Toth to Charles C.
DeSelms, official court reporter and translator
for the Insular government of the Philippines.
Charles DeSelms arrived in Attica two weeks
before the wedding, ostensibly to visit his brother,
D. C. DeSelms, but really to marry his stenog-
rapher. The yotmg people had never met but had
corresponded. It was through trivial remarks
in the letters, which passed through Miss Gass'
hands to the younger brother that Ile became in-
terested in her. The whole affair was a surprise
to D. C. DeSelms zind the young lady's friends.

(continued on rage 15 i)
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Nothing- better than Simmons
goods except Simmons guarantee

T
HE Simmons guarantee is possible only because the goods are
absolutely right in quality of stock, making and wear—in other
words, the goods themselves guarantee us in giving the broad-

est and strongest warrant with them that a manufacturer can give.

Jewelers who want to insure a successful business in gold filled
chains, fobs, bracelets, etc., should see to it that their fall stocks
include a properly varied assortment of Simmons goods.

See your jobber's showing of them at your earliest opportunity.

15542 15543 15671 .15784 16075

R. F. SIMMONS COMPANY, ,nn,„9,;,17 ATTLEBORO, MASS.
New York Salesrooms, 9-13 Maiden Lane Chicago Salesrooms, Heyworth Building

SIMMONS
12-Chain
Combination

I00

I 01

102

103

I 

ORIGINALLY intended to be a
tf

special," this combination of
good-selling Vest patterns has, in
consequence of the wide demand
for it, become practically a staple
assortment and may still be obtained

of leading jobbers anywhere.
Price $21.75, including a $1.50

imported velvet roll, free of charge.
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Portola
Festival

The plans for the Portola
Festival are well in hand, the
different hotels are beginning
to make reservations for the

influx of visitors and the date of the President's
visit has been set. He will make his headquarters
with the Union League Club of this city during
his short stay. The management of the Palace
Hotel are using every effort toward getting this
world-famed hotel opened in time to take care of
some of the visitors. The different world's powers
have been heard from and the fleet of visiting
warships that will be in this harbor will eclipse
any gathering of its kind in the history of the
Pacific Coast.

The last two months the city
Influx of. has been overrun with visitors
Visitors from the Middle West, who

have included San Francisco
and the nearby points in their itinerary after hav-
ing done the Alaska-Yukon Exposition at Seattle.
The signs of the strangers in our midst is notice-
able by watching the sightseeing cars that are con-
tinually going through our principal streets and
points of interest in and around Golden Gate Park
and the Cliff House. While there has been no
great amount of boosting, this city is entertaining
at this time at least ro,000 visitors daily and we
look for bigger crowds from now on until the
end of October. The hotel accommodations are
here and we feel quite sure that all visitors who
contemplate spending some time with us during the
coming festival will be entertained with the true
hospitable San Francisco spirit.

G. D. Saunders, who was the late manager
for St. John and McCallum, Fort Bragg, Cal.,
has purchased the stock and good will of this latter
firm and in the future will run the establishment
under his own name.

Bastheim, Adams & Abel is the newest whole-
sale jewelry jobbing house to start in business on
the Pacific Coast. The entire firm are well known,
as they have been identified with the wholesale
jewelry business for a number of years. They
have opened very commodious quarters in rooms
701-702-703-704-705 at 424 South Broadway, Los
Angeles. This firm starts out under very good
conditions and are meeting with the success that
they deserve.

William M. Cummings, of Cummings Sons,
retail jewelers, of Monterey, Cal., welcomed the
arrival of a stork on Saturday, July loth. The
new member of the firm weighed nine pounds and
we are pleased to report that the young man and
his mother are progressing nicely. Billy Senior
contemplates putting the young man at bench work
during the coming holiday rush season.

J. G. Guard, who was formerly connected
with the American Jewelry Co., of Bakersfield,
Cal., has gone into business for himself in a new
attractive store at Maricopa, Cal.

Walter Green, of the well-known wholesale
diamond house of Carrau & Green, sailed from
New York for the diamond markets of ,Europe
on the steamship George Washington August 5th,
accompanied by his fellow statesman, Jim Jeffries.
This is the third time that this house has had a
representative this year in Europe to buy precious
stones.

L. E. Freitag, of the well-known jewelry firm
of Simmers & Freitag, of Baker City, Oregon,
called on his friends in this city recently en route
for home after having attended the Elks' Carnival
that was held in Los Angeles.

Leon Nordman, who was formerly connected
with the Nordman Bros. Co., is now residing in
Portland, Oregon. Mr. Nordman retired from his
old firm and is resting up. From the rumors that
we hear we are inclined to think that his many
friends in the retail business will hear from him
again some time in the near future as we feel quite
sure that a man of his ability will not be satisfied
to remain unengaged.

K EN'S lr ONE

H. S. Tutthil, the well-known wholesale
jeweler, of Portland, Oregon, spent some time last
month visiting his many friends in the wholesale
jewelry district in this city.

The Keystone Jewelry Co., who occupy a very
large store in the Phelan Building, on Market
Street, have had installed a massive street clock,
made by the well-known E. Howard Clock Co.
In this instance we say clock ; we should say
watch, as the clock is in the form of a massive
gold watch. This makes quite an ornament to
the street and has created quite some favorable
comment.

M. L. Levy & the well-known manufac-
turers' agent of San 

Co.,
rancisco, is the last one of

the old guard to move back inside of the old fire
line. This firm is showing some very new attrac-
tive goods for the holiday rush in their com-
modious offices in the Mutual Bank Building, 704
Market Street, making one more to the happy
jewelry family in this building.

Jesse King, who is representing the clock de-
partment of the Nordman Bros. Co. in the North-
west, is recovering rapidly from an operation for
appendicitis, that was performed in one of the
leading hospitals in Seattle in the latter part of
July.

Col. A. A. Andrews, whose new jewelry store
is about to be opened at 50 Kearny Street, this
city, is having erected a new skeleton street clock,
the inner circle of Which will be fitted up with
electric lights so that it will mark the time of clay
or night. The Colonel is getting up a highly
colored post card of this new establishment that he
will distribute to the vast number of visitors that
include his store on their sightseeing trips.

J. J. Heoin, the enterprising retail jeweler of
Antioch, Cal., was among the out-of-town trades-
men in this market on a purchasing trip last week.

The Alphonse Judis Co., wholesale jewelers
of this city, have made some alterations in their
offices, have had the entire establishment refinished
and are now ready for fall trade.

Lance H. Smith, the senior traveler of the
well-known wholesale jewelry firm of A. I. Hall
& Son, has taken unto himself a wife. The bride
was Miss Rosa E. Bell. The marriage was cele-
brated at the home of the bride's sister on June
29th in Napa,. Cal. The newly married couple will
make their home in the university town of Palo
Alto.

A. Eisenberg, Jr., has returned to his place
of business in San Francisco after having been
away for six weeks buying precious stones for his
fall trade. This was Mr. Eisenberg's second trip
this year in search of diamonds and it speaks well
for the growing gem business of this well-known
young man.

Henry Landsberger, who has been connected
with the well-known wholesale jewelry firm of M.
Schussler & Co., for a number of years, joined the
Married Man's Club on Sunday, the 8th of
August. Mr. Landsberger's bride, Miss Sadie
Fink, was one of the leaders of the younger social
set. The newly-married couple spent a very
pleasant honeymoon visiting points of interest in
this State. THE KEYSTONE wishes to join their
host of friends in wishing them every success in
their married state.

M. K. Giant, the well-known retail jeweler of
Vallejo, Cal., was among the out-of-town trades-
men seen in the wholesale district buying stock for
his fall trade.

Ben N. Nordman, who has been on the travel-
ing force of the Nordman Bros. Co. for some
time past, has severed his connections with that
firm and is now traveling in the interests of the
Henry M. Abrams Co., 717 Market Street, this
city.

C. J. Noack, one of the leading retail jewelers
of Sacramento, paid his friends in the wholesale
jewelry district a visit last month and returned
to the Capital City after making a number of
needed purchases.

Mr. Adams, of the enterprising firm of retail
jewelers, Greenwald & Adams, who are located in
Tucson, Ariz., was among the out-of-town trades-
men in this market recently.

C. A. Mellinger has opened a new attractive
retail jewelry store in Arcada, Humboldt Co., Cal.
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F. T. Harman, at Scottsburg, Ind., has in-
formed the jobbers at this point that he has sold
out to Hart & Anderson.

A. L. Bennett, formerly with A. B. Johnson,
at Sheridan, Ind., has recently gone into business
for himself at Arcadia, Ind.

J. N. 0. Thomas, La Grange, Ind., enjoyed
an extended trip to Washington and through
Yellowstone Park during August.

Miss Flo Dennis, a well-known lady jeweler
of Westfield, Ind., visited the Seattle Exposition
and saw many of the interesting sights of the far
West during a vacation last month.

F. A. Vogt, of Mishawaka, Ind.
' 
was officially

appointed to represent the Indiana Retail Jewelers'
Association at the National Retail Jewelers' Con-
vention, held at Omaha, Nebr., August 3d. Other
Indiana jewelers who registered at the convention
were: Herman Oberreich, La Porte; C. Z. Rowe,
Argos, and Charles F. Artes, Evansville.

J. R. Reeves, of Pulaski, Ill.
' 

visited this city
last month, when he purchased a bill of goods for
his jewelry store and attended to other business
affairs.

George A. Klein, of The Opera House
Jewelry Store, at Muncie, Incl., visited friends
and called on the wholesale trade in Cincinnati
last month.

George Geyer, of Anderson, Incl., left the
1st of August for a trip to California. Rumor
says that he will return with his bride about Sep-
tember 1st.

Ralph Clark, of Clark & Raber, 'Anderson,
Incl., took a trip East during August, combining
pleasure and business. Mr. Clark is one of the
prominent retail jewelers of this State and presi-
dent of the Indiana Retail Merchants' Association.

H. A. Roberts, of Veedersburg, Ind., was
among the August buyers in town. A quarantine,
on account of smallpox, had just been raised and
Mr. Roberts was preparing for a revival of trade.

J. B. Johnson, formerly of Goodwin, Ind.,
has bought the stock and store fixtures of W. L.
Laraway, of Greenwood, Iowa, and will locate
there.

E. R. Tyler, formerly located at Huntington,
Ind., has opened a well-stocked jewelry store at
North Manchester, Ind.

Dan Beauchamp, Fairmount, Ind. was a pur-
chaser on this market last month. He reported
trade as fair with good prospects for fall.

0. L. Stick has removed his watch repair
business from New Pittsburg, Ind., to Petroleum,
in same State.

0. V. Cox, until recently at Marshall, Ind.,
is now located at Washington, Ind.

J. H. Randall, jeweler of Monticello, Ind., has
returned from a enjoyable pleasure trip to various
points of interest on the Pacific Coast.

J. Meyer, of Elwood, Ind., made a purchasing
trip to the Indianapolis market last month.

J. Kennard, of Rushville, Ind., made a recent
purchasing trip to Indianapolis in his automobile.

H. B. Lodde, of Lafayette, Ind., was repre-
sented in this market last month by his watch-
maker, Ed Smith.

A. H. Varley, of Amo, Ind., has had on exhi-
bition an old clock with a history. It is an
old-fashioned wooden "wall-sweep" and has been
in the Varley family for nearly roo years. The
weight is a lead cannon ball weighing eight
pounds and a tag on it says it was taken from
a battlefield by Ellen Boyd on November r, 1785,
almost 124 years ago. The old timepiece has been
kept in excellent repair and is still keeping ac-
curate time. It has to be wound up only every
ten days.

C. W. Neal, Franklin, Ind., visited the local
jobbers last month and made some purchases for
the home store.

"1 have had The Keystone now over a quarter
of a century and it would be impossible for me
to get along without the same."—Fred Pell, Sr.,
Jeweler, Guthrie, Okla.
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There is a marked change in
Remarkable the jewelry trade in this city
Summer from the conditions of a year
Business ago and the improvement over

the past few months, during
which time a steady upbuilding has been in
progress, is also extremely noticeable. Jewelers
have a more prosperous air, stocks are in better
shape and, above all else, the stores are well tilled
with purchasers who are buying according to the
local dealers, a much higher grade of goods than
were sold last season. One jeweler claimed that
the business of the past month was a record
breaker for him, as he had sold more goods than
during the corresponding month for a period
covering nearly a decade. The trade is not only
fairly heavy but the class of goods sold is far
and away above what
has been in demand
since the panic.

Some dealers re-
port a splendid busi-
ness in watches, while
others claim shat the
run on this class of
goods is light. As a
matter of fact the
watch business has
undergone an inflation
the same as other
lines and many more
watches are being
sold than have been
for months past. In
these goods too the
demand is running to
higher qualities. The
demand for diamonds
is not strong, but
might be characterized
as fair, one karat
stones at from $zoo
to $250 a karat, seem-
ing to be among the
leaders. Neck chains
and fobs are among
the smaller trinkets
which have been en-
joying a heavy run for
the past month or so.

In the optical line
business is also re-
ported picking up and a fair business in spectacles
is being done by local opticians who look forward
to a heavy fall trade. Taken altogether, the local
jewelers and opticians are very well consent with
their summer business and are building consider-
able hope for fall trade. It is expected that the
business will double that of last season.

A. D. Hetelbrake and wife have returned
from a fishing trip in Northern Michigan, where
they have been during Mr. Hetelbrake's vacation
from the William H. Broer store, where Mr.
Hetelbrake is employed as watchmaker. They
report a delightful trip and fish stories are com-
mon entertainment at the store now.

The Swigart Watch & Optical Co., of Toledo,
a manufacturing concern, located at 328 Superior
Street, recently doubled its capital stock, increas-
ing it from $loo,000 to $200,000. The increase was
made necessary by rapidly expanding business.

Charles Graham and Frank Kerns were re-
cently bound over to the grand jury in the sum of
$5oo each on a charge of stealing diamonds x,alued
at $360 from a Springfield (Ohio) jeweler. All
of the gems were recovered.

C. E. Hunter has again opened a retail jewelry
store at Bowling Green, Ohio. Mr. Hunter was
previously connected with the jewelry trade in
shat city for a number of years.

The happy news has been received by W. H.
Broer, the Summit Street jeweler, this week, of
the birth of a little granddaughter, which came
to the home of his daughter, Mrs. Ray Munn,
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in Cleveland, a few days ago.. Mother and child
are getting along finely and Grandpapa Broer is
walking on air.

The home of W. E. Parak, at 145 University
Boulevard, Toledo, was recently entered by
burglars, who carried away a quantity of silver-
ware and jewelry, among them being two dozen
silver spoons and knives, two gold lockets, a
ladies gold watch and a gold bracelet.

Miss Mabel Oliver has returned from Macki-
naw and Petoskey, Mich., where she has been
spending her two weeks' vacation. Miss Oliver
is a clerk in the William H. Broer jewelry store,
Toledo.

Mr. and Mrs. George Kapp and Misses Irma
and Marie have returned from a three weeks'
automobile tour through the East.

As a sample of the handsome
A Handsome jewelry stores which we now
Jewelry Store meet with in towns and cities

of comparatively small popu-
lation we show herewith an interior view of the
beautiful establishment of 0. B. Marvin & Co.,
Findlay, Ohio. The show cases are plate glass
on mahogany tables and the wall cases are also
mahogany with plate glass doors, also plate mir-

Germany and Paris. Mr. Spyglass will remain
here for a few weeks and then return to Europe
to continue his studies.

A platinum necklace set with sixty diamonds
and supporting a pendant, also set with precious
stones, was recently carted away with rubbish
from the home of Dr. E. Jusson Rose, at Toledo.
The necklace was valued at $5oo and had been
secreted in a waste paper basket by Mrs. Rose.
A servant emptied the contents of the basket and
a driver for the salvation army salvage corps had
carted it away before the loss was discovered.
Diligent search is being made in the rubbish heap
at the salvation army warehouse.

The annual outing of the Merrell Co. em-
ployees, with their families, was recently held at
Toledo Beach, where they enjoyed the hospitality
of Mr. and Mrs. John B. Merrell. Baseball and
other outdoor games were played, followed by
a 5 o'clock luncheon. As it was also Mr. Merrell's
birthday he was presented with a handsome mis-
sion finished wall clock.

Lawrence Powell was recently arrested at
Perrysburg, Ohio, charged with robbing Mrs.
Abbie Treadwell, of San Francisco, of a $750
diamond ring while she was a guest in the home

of Powell's uncle at
Perrysburg. The hold-
up was made at the
point of a gun and
was one of the bold-
est attempted in this
section for a long
time. Powell, when
arrested, confessed
and was later bound
over, bonds being fur-
nished by members of
he family. The fam-
ily was a prominent
one and the affair has
caused considerable of
a sensation.

Carl J. Einig, for
sonic time connected
with the wholesale
jewelry firm of the
Merrill-Broer Co., of
Toledo, died suddenly
at his home in Fre-
mont of gall stones
and jaundice. A little
more than a year ago
he was married to
Miss Elizabeth DeRan,
of that city, where he
has since made his
home. He was the
son of Mr. and Mrs.
M. B. Einig, of Cleve-
land, and prominent

Cleve-
. 

jewelry circles, and a Very popular man.
Jesse Tryon, a Fremont man, recently picked

up what is said to be a genuine Stradivarius violin
in a trade for a watch. Mr. Tryon secured the
violin from a Canadian, who secured it from a
fellow countryman in whose family it had been for
several generations. Neither Tryon nor the Cana-
dian were aware of the value of the instrument
when it was exchanged for the watch. Mr.
Tryon has already had several tempting offers for
the violin.

J. D. Rowland, who recently . opened up an
elegant jewelry store in the Ohio Building, has
just placed an order with the Toledo Show Case
Co. for a number of mirrors with which it is his
intention to cover the upper walls of his store,
partly for ornamentation and partly for the pur-
pose of keeping an eye on the persons entering
his store. The mirrors will be of fine plate
glass and mounted on mahogany bases to match
the other furnishings of the store.

Handsome store 'of 0. B. Marvin & Co., Findlay, Ohio

rors in the back and plate glass shelves with ad-
justed brackets. The store is highly creditable
for Findlay. which is an oil city of about 20,000
people. It is surrounded by rich farming com-
munity.

Charles Wilson, A. C. Wing and George
Ward were recently caught in Toledo with the
goods stolen from the jewelry store of H. C.
Spaley, of Sylvania, Ohio. When placed under
arrest the prisoners deliberately hurled two
bottles of nitroglycerine at the feet of the ar-
resting officers but luckily it failed to explode.
They were all heavily armed and in their posses-
sion were found ten watches, a dozen rings, eight
watch cases and other stolen property. The men
were kept manacled during their preliminary
hearing, were bound over in the sum of $l000,
which they failed so furnish, and are now lying
in jail at Toledo awaiting the action of the grand
jury.

Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Freeman recently gave a
musicale at their line Glenwood Avenue home in
honor of J. Elmer Spyglass, who has recently
returned from a three years' sojourn abroad cul-
tivating a wonderful baritone voice. Mr. Spy-
glass, several years ago, worked as shipping clerk
in the Freeman jewelry store until the head of
the Toledo Conservatory of Music heard his
voice. From that time he studied g the conserva-
tory. Three years ago Mr. Freeman gave him a
farewell recital prior to his departure for Europe,
which netted $400. He has studied in Belgium,

Clock for Polo Fields

An ingenious device has been installed at
Hurlingham, one of the great polo fields of
England, to time the plays in polo. It is a clock
which sounds a bell at the end of each Io
minutes of play and keeps count of the number
of such periods until the end of the game. •
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Prosperity
Ahead

Improved trade conditions pre-
vail throughout this territory
and the jobbers all report that
the prospects are growing bet-

ter each day. Crop conditions are excellent and
with the exception of some very warm weather
during the month everything has been moving
along nicely. The local retailers feel that the out-
look for a very satisfactory fall and winter trade
is good. A pronounced feature is the very strong
demand for diamonds, both jobbers and the travel-
ing representatives reporting that this line of trade
is very active.

The annual election of the St.
Local Louis Retail Jewelers' Associa-
Association tion resulted as follows: Presi-

dent, Joseph M. Ebeling, of
Ebeling Bros. Jewelry Co.; vice-president, Otto
Ruder, of the Buder Jewelry Co.; secretary, E. C.
Zerweck, of the Frech-Zerweck Jewelry Co.;
treasurer, J. F. Zeitler. Board of directors: Otto
H. Kortkamp, of the E. H. Kortkamp Jewelry Co.;
Herman Mauch, Gerhard Eckhardt, George J.
Hess, of the Hess & Culbertson Jewelry Co.;
F. H. Niehaus, Sr., F. W. Drosten, of the F. W.
Drosten Jewelry Co.; John Schmid, Aug. Hoff-
man and F. Courvoisier. Joseph M. Ebeling and
Otto Buder were elected delegates to the Omaha
convention. Both attended and were very well
pleased with what transpired there.

W. H. Felchner, secretary, and Max Bauman,
of the Bauman-Massa Jewelry Co., are home from
a two weeks' vacation at Elkart Lake, Wis.

J. J. McKenna, of the same firm, is home from
a two weeks' vacation spent in the Ozark Moun-
tains, of this State.

On Saturday afternoon, August 7th, Morris
Eisenstadt, President of the Eisenstadt Mfg. Co.,
gave an automobile party to the lady employees
of the firm to Grant's Farm, one of the high-
class resorts of the city. There were twenty-five
ill the party. An elaborate supper was served and
the affair proved to be exceedingly enjoyable.

Ellsworth Bauman, of the L. Bauman Jewelry
Co., is home from a two weeks' vacation, which
was spent in a trip through the northwest. Mr.
Bauman recently lost two very valuable English
fox terrier dogs, they both falling in a large
quarry in the 'western part of the city. They
were valued at $200.

Moses Strauss, of the L. Bauman Jewelry
Co., is home from a ten days' hunting trip down in
Arkansas.

S. J. Kober, Secretary of the Maritz & Kober
Jewelry Mfg. Co., is now on a five weeks' trip
throughout the southwest.

A. Kurtzeborn, of A. Kurtzeborn & Sons, is
home from a two months' sojourn at Battle Lake,
Minn.

A. R. Brooks, of A. R. Brooks & Co., is home
from a week's business and pleasure trip to Chi-
cago.

Practically all of the local concerns have been
giving their employees a two weeks' vacation,
which was very much enjoyed by all.

George J. Hess, President of the Hess &
Culbertson Jewelry Co. is home from a month's
sojourn at Waupaca, Wis. S. E. Bamber, Secre-
tary of this concern, will leave early in September
on a three weeks' vacation, which will be spent
in New York and vicinity. Miss Elizabeth Idler,
of the repair department, is home from a two
weeks' vacation spent at Bird's Island, Lake Erie.
Fred Hyke, salesman, spent a week in Chicago
recently and 0. P. Gibson, also with this firm,
is home from a ten days' vacation.

F. W. Drosten, President of the F. W. Dros-
ten Jewelry Co., accompanied by his wife, is
home from a two weeks' sojourn at the eastern
resorts. Mr. Drosten has been appointed a dele-
gate to the Trans-Mississippi Commercial Con-
gress, to be held in Denver, Colo., this month.
George Stiffel, salesman for this firm, is home
from a ten days' fishing trip among the lakes of
Illinois. Jackson J. Hagen, of the repair depart-
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ment, is home from a two weeks' trip to ,the
Knights' of Columbus National Convention at
Mobile, and New Orleans. Miss A. B. Falken-
haimer, cashier, is now on a two months' trip
through the Northwest, which will include a visit
to the Seattle Exposition. Archie Kurtz, salesman
for this firm, is home from a two weeks' vacation,
which was spent in the Ozark Mountains of this
State. Samuel Hambley, also with this firm, spent
two weeks' vacation on a trip to Niagara Falls and
other points, and George Stapf, cashier, spent two
weeks'. vacation in Cincinnati, Ohio.

P. T. Whelan, of the Whelan-Aehle-Hutchin-
son Jewelry Co., will leave early in September on
a three weeks' business and pleasure trip to New
York.

Ralph Loewenstein, of the R. Loewenstein
Jewelry Co., is home from a two weeks' southern
trip. Milton B. Loewenstein, of this firm, is home
from a two weeks' trip to the Michigan lake re-
sorts.

A. M. Zerweck, President of the Zerweck
Jewelry Co., of East St. Louis, Ill., who was quite
badly injured in an automobile accident on July
13th, is out again.

John Schmid recently spent a three weeks'
vacation on a trip to Cincinnati and other points.

Miss Eva Gockel, bookkeeper for Weiss &
Fassett, is home from a two weeks' vacation spent
at the northern lakes.

A. L. Blankenmeister', of Blankenmeister,
Oberting & Co., is on a several weeks' trip through
Kansas and Oklahoma. George C. Oberting, of
the same concern, is home from a two weeks' trip
through Illinois.

S. Ruby, accompanied by his wife, is now on a
three weeks' trip on the Great Lakes.

The following employees of the Mermod-
Jaccard & King Jewelry Co. have enjoyed their
vacations as follows: Joseph J. Samesreuther and
wife, three weeks at the Thousand Islands and
Alexandria Bay; S. T. Johnson, a month in Colo-
rado; W. B. Lattman and wife, three weeks at
Niagara Falls, New York and other points; John
Dorn, two weeks at Waldoon Lake, Mich.; A. 0.
Grimens, a month at Petoskey, Mich.; Joseph
Higgins, ten days at Waldoon Lake, Mich.; Linn
Paine, ten days at Charlesvoix, Mich.

Goodman King, President of thls Mermod,
Jaccard & King Jewelry Co., has been appointed a
member of tne committee on decorations for
Labor Industrial Day, during the centennial cele-
bration here the first week in October in honor
of the city's hundredth anniversary.

F. L. Steiner, Secretary of the St. Louis
Silverware Co., recently had an operation for
abscess on his leg performed and it resulted very
satisfactory. He had been confined at his home
three weeks.

S. Susskind, the diamond swindler, who
swindled a number of local dealers in diamonds
here some time ago, has been heard from by letter
from London. He stated in this letter that he
was compelled to leave this city hurriedly but that
he expects to return later on. No faith exists
here that he will ever return unless captured by
the police.

E. F. McKee, Manager of the Geneva Optical
Co., spent a week in Chicago recently on business.
0. E. Engelland, traveler, is now on a six weeks'
western trip.

W. E. Tower, of Tower & Long, returned on
Saturday, August 7th, from a six weeks' trip
through the southwest. A. W. Long, of the same
concern, has gone on a month's trip through the
South.

F. W. Hoyt, of the F. W. Hoyt Jewelry Co.,
is now on a five weeks' trip through the South.

The Ebeling Bros. Jewelry Co. had a very
attractive float in the North St. Louis Business
Men's Association parade on August nth and
Joseph M. Ebeling took a prominent part in the
picnic held by this organization that date. Mr.
Ebeling has just been elected a director in the new
North St. Louis Trust Company, recently organ-
ized. This trust company will have its quarters
in the new building of Ebeling Bros. Jewelry Co.

George R. Stumpf, the Franklin Avenue
jeweler, is now on a six weeks' trip to Alaska.
He is accompanied by his wife.

E. W. Bornmueller, salesman for the J. Bol-
land Jewelry Co., is spending two weeks' vacation
at Eagle River, Wis. S. E. Heffern, salesman for
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the same concern, accompanied by his family, is
home from a three weeks' sojourn at Mackinac
Island. C. H. Lyle, credit man, is home from a
two weeks' sojourn at Ottawa Beach. He was ac-
companied by his family.

J. W. Cary, of J. W. Cary & Co., is spending
the summer at his cottage at Huronia Beach, Mich.

Charles Vinton, a well-known diamond thief,
who jumped his $3000 appeal bond after being
sentenced to three years in the penitentiary for
theft here, is being sought in London, England,
at the request of Arthur Lancaster, the bondsman.
The sentence imposed on Vinton was affirmed by
the Supreme Court recently, but the man had dis-
appeared.

The Will H. Homuth Jewelry Co., of Bloom-.
ington, Ill., has been incorporated with a capital
of $50,000. Incorporators : Will H. Homuth,
Margaret A. Collins and Henry G. Homuth.

August Poos, the jeweler who killed himself
at his home, 3654 South Broadway recently, after
wounding his wife, left a personal estate of
$4989.42, principally in jewelry, according to an
inventory recently filed by his wife.

On July 26th John Hill, a shell fisherman of
Alton, Ill., found a mussel shell containing a pearl,
for which he was offered $350.

Edwin Barefield has opened a new jewelry
store at Prescott, Ark.

Charles Hellwig, a well-known jeweler here,
has sold his store at 752 South Fourth Street.

Patrolmen R. D. Ward and Frank Munsill
received a reward of $roo recently from the
Jewelers' Security Alliance for the capture and
conviction of three burglars who, on the night of
May 4th, broke into the jewelry store of the W. F.
Mueller Co. The burglars were captured shortly
after their crime and several hundred dollars'
worth of jewelry which they had taken, found on
them.

On July 28th the building which was partly
occupied by J. H. Booth, the well-known jeweler
of Alton, Ill., was damaged by a severe fire and
Mr. Booth's loss was estimated at about $io,000.
Insurance not stated.

Herman Mauch, F. W. Drosten, E. H. Kort-
kamp, Joseph M. Ebeling and E. C. Zerweck have
been appointed a committee by the local branch
of the Retail Jewelers' Association to act with
committees of other business and civic organiza-
tions for the Get-Together Banquet, to be held in
connection with the centennial of the incorpora-
tion of St. Louis, in September.

Edwin Jahn, formerly with his brother, W. H.
Jahn, a jeweler at Pacific, Mo., has opened a store
at Union, Mo.

The silverware furnishings for the new Illini
Hotel, Alton, Ill., were made by the J. Bolland
Jewelry Co. and it has been on exhibition in this
firm's display window for a few days.

D. P. Richards, of the Maschmeyer-Richards
Silver Co.

' 
is home from a two weeks' pleasure

trip to the Colorado resorts. He was accom-
panied by his wife.

Joseph M. Ebeling, of the Ebeling Bros.
Jewelry Co., is home from a business trip to Kan-
sas City. He will go East on a business trip soon.

J. L. D. Rogers, of the McCoy-Rogers Jewelry
Co., one of the officers of the Missouri State Na-
tional Guard, recently spent a week camping with
his regiment at Nevada, Mo.

James J. Burke, of the Brooks Jewelry and
Optical Co., recently spent several days in Chicago
on a business trip. His wife recently underwent
an operation at St. Anthony's Hospital in this city
and is now convalescing.

The following buyers were visitors here dur-
ing the month : 0. J. Friend, Salisbury, Mo. • T. H.
Edwards, Clarksville, Mo.; Jacob Bersche, Water-
loo, Ill.; H. R. Cox

' 
Madisonville, Ky.; M. J.

Motsinger, Rector, Ark.; F. B. Wolff, Chester,
Ill.; E. K. Holderle, Salisbury, Mo.; C. S. Scan-
lin, Indianapolis, Ind.; J. W. Hansen, Princeton,
Ind.; Clarence Linz, Clarenz Linz Co., Dallas,
Tex.; W. H. Jahn, Pacific, Mo.; William West-
phal, St. Charles, Mo.; Mr. May, of Shoul & May,
Atlanta, Ga.; E. L. Barnard, Alton, Ill. 

' 
• B. Massie,

Granite City, Ind.; E. H. Goulding, Alton, Ill.;
M. H. Callahan, Brunswick, Mo.; J. H. Bruegge-
man, Shipman, Ill.; H. P. Hall, Carthage, Mo.;
J. J. Gaffner, St. Jacob, Ili.; I. M. Blitz, Topeka,
Kans.; E. Radumsky, Joplin, Mo.; J. H. Blanken,
Wentzville, Mo.; E. Markley, Marianna, Ark.

KARNAK BRASS

GODDESS OF

THE NILE

Worshipped by
the Egyptians as
the Great Bene-
factress.

BENEDICT MFG. CO.

East Syracuse, N. Y.
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Lz SPHINX
AN EGYPTIAN

MYTHOLOGI-

CAL MONSTER

Worshipped as
i the Protectress of

Egypt.

BENEDICT MFG. CO.

East Syracuse, N. Y.

The ancient Egyptians were great builders—such Temples as
Karnak, built by the Seti over fifteen centuries ago, the ruins of
which are still standing in an excellent state of preservation, prove
them GOOD BUILDERS.
We are metal workers, and the fact that our business has grown to its
present proportions proves us GOOD WORKERS also.
Our latest line is " KARNAK BRASS " founded on the principles
of utility and Art, of which we illustrate herein a few pieces—both
forms and decorations express the ideal features of Egyptian orna-
mental art. Each piece is hand decorated and finished in a most
attractive combination of dull brass and antique green. Each piece
has a distinct individuality.
We wish particularly to call the trade's attention to the fact that this
is a unique line—one in which every number is certain to prove a
quick and profitable seller.

111, Write for price-list and complete catalogue.
Full line on display at our New York Office,
409 Broadway ; including Hand Hammered
Brass and Copper Art Goods, Silver Plated
Hollowware and Flatware, Gold-Plated Nov-
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Prosperity
Ahead

Improved trade conditions pre-
vail throughout this territory
and the jobbers all report that
the prospects are growing bet-

tcr each day. Crop conditions are excellent and
with the exception of some very warm weather
during the month everything has been moving
along nicely. The local retailers feel that the out-
look for a very satisfactory fall and winter trade
is good. A pronounced feature is the very strong
demand for diamonds, both jobbers and the travel-
ing representatives reporting that this line of trade
is very active.

The annual election of the St.
Local Louis Retail Jewelers' Associa-
Association tion resulted as follows : Presi-

dent, Joseph M. Ebeling, of
Ebeling Bros. Jewelry Co.; vice-president, Otto
Buder, of the Buder Jewelry Co.; secretary, E. C.
Zerweck, of the Frech-Zerweck Jewelry Co.;
treasurer, J. F. Zeitler. Board of directors : Otto
H. Kortkamp, of the E. H. Kortkamp Jewelry Co.;
Herman Mauch, Gerhard Eckhardt, George J.
Hess, of the Hess & Culbertson Jewelry Co.;
F. H. Niehaus, Sr., F. W. Drosten, of the F. W.
Drosten Jewelry Co.; John Schmid, Aug. Hoff-
man and F. Courvoisier. Joseph M. Ebeling and
Otto Buder were elected delegates to the Omaha
convention. Both attended and were very well
pleased with what transpired there.

W. H. Felchner, secretary, and Max Bauman,
of the Bauman-Massa Jewelry Co., are home from
a two weeks' vacation at Elkart Lake, Wis.

J. j. McKenna, of the same firm, is home from
a two weeks' vacation spent in the Ozark Moun-
tains, of this State.

On Saturday afternoon, August 7th, Morris
Eisenstadt, President of the Eisenstadt Mfg. Co.,
gave an automobile party to the lady employees
of the firm to Grant's Farm, one of the high-
class resorts of the city. There were twenty-five
in the party. An elaborate supper was served and
the affair proved to be exceedingly enjoyable.

Ellsworth Bauman, of the L. Bauman Jewelry
Co., is home from a two weeks' vacation, which
was spent in a trip through the northwest. Mx.
Bauman recently lost two very valuable English
fox terrier dogs, they both falling in a large
quarry in the 'western part of the city. They
were valued at $2oo.

Moses Strauss, of the L. Bauman Jewelry
Co., is home from a ten days' hunting trip down in
Arkansas.

S. J. Kober, Secretary of the Maritz & Kober
Jewelry Mfg. Co., is now on a five weeks' trip
throughout the southwest.

A. Kurtzeborn, of A. Kurtzeborn & Sons, is
home from a two months' sojourn at Battle Lake,
Minn.

A. R. Brooks, of A. R. Brooks & Co., is home
from a week's business and pleasure trip to Chi-
cago.

Practically all of the local concerns have been
giving their employees a two weeks' vacation,
which was very much enjoyed by all.

George J. Hess, President of the Hess &
Culbertson Jewelry Co. is home from a month's
sojourn at Waupaca, Wis. S. E. Bamber, Secre-
tary of this concern, will leave early in September
on a three weeks' vacation, which will be spent
in New York and vicinity. Miss Elizabeth Idler,
of the repair department, is home from a two
weeks' vacation spent at Bird's Island, Lake Erie.
Fred Hyke, salesman, spent a week in Chicago
recently and 0. P. Gibson, also with this firm,
is home from a ten days' vacation.

F. W. Drosten, President of the F. W. Dros-
ten Jewelry Co., accompanied by his wife, is
home from a two weeks' sojourn at the eastern
resorts. Mr. Drosten has been appointed a dele-
gate to the Trans-Mississippi Commercial Con-
gress, to be held in Denver, Colo., this month.
George Stiffel, salesman for this firm, is home
from a ten days' fishing trip among the lakes of
Illinois. Jackson J. Hagen, of the repair depart-
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ment, is home from a two weeks' trip to ,the
Knights' of Columbus National Convention at
Mobile, and New Orleans. Miss A. B. Falken-
haimer, cashier, is now on a two months' trip
through the Northwest, which will include a visit
to the Seattle Exposition. Archie Kurtz, salesman
for this firm, is home from a two weeks' vacation,
which was spent in the Ozark Mountains of this
State. Samuel Hambley, also with this firm, spent
two weeks' vacation on a trip to Niagara Falls and
other points, and George Stapf, cashier, spent two
weeks', vacation in Cincinnati, Ohio.

P. T. Whelan, of the Whelan-Aehle-Hutchin-
son Jewelry Co., will leave early in September on
a three weeks' business and pleasure trip to New
York.

Ralph Loewenstein, of the R. Loewenstein
Jewelry Co., is home from a two weeks' southern
trip. Milton B. Loewenstein, of this firm, is home
from a two weeks' trip to the Michigan lake re-
sorts.

A. M. Zerweck, President of the Zerweck
Jewelry Co., of East St. Louis, Ill., who was quite
badly injured in an automobile accident on July
13th, is out again.

John Schmid recently spent a three weeks'
vacation on a trip to Cincinnati and other points.

Miss Eva Gockel, bookkeeper for Weiss &
Fassett, is home from a two weeks' vacation spent
at the northern lakes.

A. L. Blankenmeister; of Blankenmeister,
Oberting & Co., is on a several weeks' trip through
Kansas and Oklahoma. George C. Oberting, of
the same concern, is home from a two weeks' trip
through Illinois.

S. Ruby, accompanied by his wife, is now on a
three weeks' trip on the Great Lakes.

The following employees of the Mermod-
Jaccard & King Jewelry Co. have enjoyed their
vacations as follows : Joseph J. Samesreuther and
wife, three weeks at the Thousand Islands and
Alexandria Bay; S. T. Johnson, a month in Colo-
rado; W. B. Lauman and wife, three weeks at
Niagara Falls, New York and other points ; John
Dorn, two weeks at Waldoon Lake, Mich.; A. 0.
Grimens, a month at Petoskey, Mich.; Joseph
Higgins, ten days at Waldoon Lake, Mich.; Linn
Paine, ten days at Charlesvoix, Mich.

Goodman King, President of the Mermod,
Jaccard & King Jewelry Co., has been appointed a
member of tne committee on decorations for
Labor Industrial Day, during the centennial cele-
bration here the first week in October in honor
of the city's hundredth anniversary.

F. L. Steiner, Secretary of the St. Louis
Silverware Co., recently had an operation for
abscess on his leg performed and it resulted very
satisfactory. He had been confined at his home
three weeks.

S. Susskind, the diamond swindler, who
swindled a number of local dealers in diamonds
here some time ago, has been heard from by letter
from London. He stated in this letter that he
was compelled to leave this city hurriedly but that
he expects to return later on. No faith exists
here that he will ever return unless captured by
the police.

E. F. McKee, Manager of the Geneva Optical
Co., spent a week in Chicago recently on business.
0. E. Engelland, traveler, is now on a six weeks'
western trip.

W. E. Tower, of Tower & Long, returned on
Saturday, August 7th, from a six weeks' trip
through the southwest. A. W. Long, of the same
concern, has gone on a month's trip through the
South.

F. W. Hoyt, of the F. W. Hoyt Jewelry Co.,
is now on a five weeks' trip through the South.

The Ebeling Bros. Jewelry Co. had a very
attractive float in the North St. Louis Business
Men's Association parade on August mith and
Joseph M. Ebeling took a prominent part in the
picnic held by this organization that date. Mr.
Ebeling has just been elected a director in the new
North St. Louis Trust Company, recently organ-
ized. This trust company will have its quarters
in the new building of Ebeling Bros. Jewelry Co.

George R. Stumpf, the Franklin Avenue
jeweler, is now on a six weeks' trip to Alaska.
He is accompanied by his wife.

E. W. Bornmueller, salesman for the J. Bol-
land Jewelry Co., is spending two weeks' vacation
at Eagle River, Wis. S. E. Heffern, salesman for
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the same concern, accompanied by his family, is
home from a three weeks' sojourn at Mackinac
Island. C. H. Lyle, credit man, is home from a
two weeks' sojourn at Ottawa Beach. He was ac-
companied by his family.

J. W. Cary, of J. W. Cary & Co., is spending
the summer at his cottage at Huronia Beach, Mich.

Charles Vinton, a well-known diamond thief,
who jumped his $3000 appeal bond after being
sentenced to three years in the penitentiary for
theft here, is bent," sought in London, England,
at the request of Arthur Lancaster, the bondsman.
The sentence imposed on Vinton was affirmed by
the Supreme Court recently, but the man had dis-
appeared.

The Will H. Homuth Jewelry Co., of Bloom-
ington, Ill., has been incorporated with a capital
of $50,000. Incorporators : Will H. Homuth,
Margaret A. Collins and Henry G. Homuth.

August Poos, the jeweler who killed himself
at his home, 3654 South Broadway recently, after
wounding his wife, left a personal estate of
$4989.42, principally in jewelry, according to an
inventory recently filed by his wife.

On July 26th John Hill, a shell fisherman of
Alton, Ill., found a mussel shell containing a pearl,
for which he was offered $350.

Edwin Barefield has opened a new jewelry
store at Prescott, Ark.

Charles Hellwig, a well-known jeweler here,
has sold his store at 752 South Fourth Street.

Patrolmen R. D. Ward and Frank Munsill
received a reward of $too recently from the
Jewelers' Security Alliance for the capture and
conviction of three burglars who, on the night of
May .4th, broke into the jewelry store of the W. F.
Mueller Co. The burglars were captured shortly
after their crime and several hundred dollars'
worth of jewelry which they had taken, found on
them.

On July 28th the building which was partly
occupied by J. H. Booth, the well-known jeweler
of Alton, Ill., was damaged by a severe fire and
Mr. Booth's loss was estimated at about $to,000.
Insurance not stated.

Herman Mauch, F. W. Drosten, E. H. Kort-
kamp, Joseph M. Ebeling and E. C. Zerweck have
been appointed a committee by the local branch
of the Retail Jewelers' Association to act with
committees of other business and civic organiza-
tions for the Get-Together Banquet, to be held in
connection with the centennial of the incorpora-
tion of St. Louis, in September.

Edwin Jahn, formerly with his brother, W. H.
Jahn, a jeweler at Pacific, Mo., has opened a store
at Union, Mo.

The silverware furnishings for the new Illini
Hotel, Alton, Ill., were made by the J. Holland
Jewelry Co. and it has been on exhibition in this
firm's display window for a few days.

D. P. Richards, of the Maschmeyer-Richards
Silver Co., is home from a two weeks' pleasure
trip to the Colorado resorts. He was accom-
panied by his wife.

Joseph M. Ebeling, of the Ebeling Bros.
Jewelry Co., is home from a business trip to Kan-
sas City. He will go East on a business trip soon.

J. L. D. Rogers, of the McCoy-Rogers Jewelry
Co., one of the officers of the Missouri State Na-
tional Guard, recently spent a week camping with
his regiment at Nevada, Mo.

James J. Burke, of the Brooks Jewelry and
Optical Co., recently spent several days in Chicago
on a business trip. His wife recently underwent
an operation at St. Anthony's Hospital in this city
and is now convalescing.

The following buyers were visitors here dur-
ing the month : 0. J. Friend, Salisbury, Mo.; T. H.
Edwards. Clarksville, Mo.; Jacob Bersche, Water-
loo, Ill.; H. R. Cox, Madisonville, Ky.; M. J.
Motsinger, Rector, Ark.; F. B. Wolff, Chester,
Ill.; E. K. Holderle, Salisbury, Mo.; C. S. Scan-
lin, Indianapolis, Ind.; J. W. Hansen, Princeton,
Ind.; Clarence Linz, Clarenz Linz Co., Dallas,
Tex.; W. H. Jahn, Pacific, Mo.; William West-
phal, St. Charles, Mo.; Mr. May, of Shoul & May,
Atlanta, Ga.; E. L. Barnard, Alton, Ill.• 

' 
B. Massie,

Granite City, Ind.; E. H. Goulding, Alton, Ill.;
M. H. Callahan, Brunswick, Mo.; J. H. Bruegge-
man, Shipman, Ill.; H. P. Hall, Carthage, Mo.;
J. J. Gaffner, St. Jacob, Ili.; I. M. Blitz, Topeka,
Kans.; E. Radumsky, Joplin, Mo.; J. H. Blanken,
Wentzville, Mo.; E. Markley, Marianna, Ark.

KARNAK BRASS

GODDESS OF
THE NILE

Worshipped by
the Egyptians as
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factress.

BENEDICT MFG. CO.
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AN EGYPTIAN
MYTHOLOGI-
CAL MONSTER

Worshipped as
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Egypt.

BENEDICT MFG. CO.

East Syracuse, N. Y.

The ancient Egyptians were great builders—such Temples as
Karnak, built by the Seti over fifteen centuries ago, the ruins of
which are still standing in an excellent state of preservation, prove
them GOOD BUILDERS.
We are metal workers, and the fact that our business has grown to its
present proportions proves us GOOD WORKERS also.
Our latest line is " KARNAK BRASS " founded on the principles
of utility and Art, of which we illustrate herein a few pieces—both
forms and decorations express the ideal features of Egyptian orna-
mental art. Each piece is hand decorated and finished in a most
attractive combination of dull brass and antique green. Each piece
has a distinct individuality.
We wish particularly to call the trade's attention to the fact that this
is a unique line—one in which every number is certain to prove a
quick and profitable seller.

41, Write for price-list and complete catalogue.
Full line on display at our New York Office,
409 Broadway ; including Hand Hammered
Brass and Copper Art Goods, Silver Plated
Hollowware and Flatware, Gold-Plated Nov-
elties, Clocks, Jewel Boxes, Metallized Real
Rose Hat Pins.
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S. O. BIGNEY & CO.'S High-grade Filled
Gold Mirror Finish Chains, Lockets,
Fobs, Bracelets and Locket Fobs

1512

Enameled Locket

01249

Y125/1499

Ladies' Locket Fob

Substantial orders are an
evidence that a house makes
salable goods. We are getting
them. Ask for Bigney's
chains. Look for the stamp
S. 0. B. & Co. on swivel.
We originate. The other fellow
copies. This is complimentary.

M1282 F780 01795 01785 WARRANTED 
Ladles' Fob •TRADC MARK•

Send for Sign and Show Case Mat,
also New Catalogue illustrating
new and up-to-date designs

Factory, Attleboro, Mass.
NEW YORK OFFICE, 3 Maiden Lane
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The Jennings Bros. Mfg. Co.
MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

CHICAGO : 806 HEYWORTH BUILDING

SAN FRANCISCO : 218 KEARNY STREET

DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS IN

METAL
NEW YORK SALESROOMS

3 8 7 BROADWAY

ESTABLISHED

EIGHTEEN HUNDRED and NINETY

Clocks

Jewel Boxes

Handkerchief
Boxes

Glove Boxes

Candle Sticks

Candelabra

Inks

Blotters

Stamp Boxes

Paper Weights

Envelope
Openers

Pen Trays

Envelope
Racks

Paper Knives

Thermometers

Blotter Pads
With Corners

Paper Files

Paper Clips

Pin Cushions

Fern Dishes

Jardinieres

Compotes

Vases

Figures

Ornaments

Smoker Sets

Ash Trays

Match Safes

Mirrors

1500

1501
1503

1505.

1506 1507

1509

1511

1512

:1513

1516.

FOR BEAUTY AND VARIETY IN DESIGN AND QUALITY IN

FINISH WE LEAD. OUR PRICES WE GUARANTEE.

SATISFACTION AND PROFIT ARE ASSURED IF YOU CARRY

String Boxes

Book Racks

Magazine
Racks

Church Goods

Crucifixes
Etc.

Puff Boxes

Hair
Receivers

Bonnet
Brushes

Whisk Brooms

Cigar Boxes

Tobacco Boxes

Bath Puff
Boxes

Ring Boxes

Salts and
Peppers

Card Trays

Bon-Bon
Spoons

Bon-Bon
Dishes

Photo Frames

Child's Sets

Nut Pick and
Crack Sets

Combination
Novelties

Silver-Plated
Knives, Forks
Spoons, Etc.

Electric
Portables and

Novelties



1gWING RING WATCH CASES

F- 3832

DUST AND DAMP PROOF

Note Construction of Pendant

Sectional View of Pendant

JAS. BOSS Stiffened Gold
Guaranteed for 25 Years

Trade-Mark

Artistic in Model
Correct in Construction
Perfect in Finish
Great Variety in Ornamentation

This model gives perfect protection
to the movement from dust, damp, etc.

It is demanded by railroad men and is
very popular with the general watch-
buying public.

In preparing to meet this demand be
sure to get the Boss.

We show a few representative styles
in the popular sixteen size.

Sold by all leading jobbers.

TheKeystoneWatchCaseCo.

New York
Chicago

19th & Brown Sts.

Philadelphia

Boston Cincinnati
San Francisco

F-22I

F. 1412%2

THE PARAGON

OPEN VIEW

JAS. BOSS
STIFFENED GOLD

WATCH CASE

Made in 16 Size and 12 Size

GUARANTEED
25 YEARS

I' A

Trade-Mark

(,UARAN'rEEI)
20 YEARS

TI-

A A

Trade-Mark

P. P., S. F., ROMAN, E. T.

and ENGRAVED

A few reasons why the Jas. Boss 
Stiffened Gold

Paragon Watch Case is

riginality of Model

erfection in Construction

nequaled Ease in Fitting Movement

ightness in Weight

rt in Ornamentation

eliability of Guarantee

SOLD BY ALL LEADING 
WHOLESALE

DEALERS IN WATCHES

MADE BY

THE KEYSTONE WATCH CASE 
CO.

PHILADELPHIA CINCINNATI

SAN FRANCISCONEW YORK

CHICAGO
BOSTON

MICE
V !LW

1459
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g Here's to the Ladies! Bless 'Em! (I
9 Models of Grace, Beauty, Daintiness 9
9 9
9 THEY'RE YOUR BEST CUSTOMERS ALL THE YEAR 'ROUND

AND YOU KNOW IT PAYS TO IP
9 Cater to Their Tastes 9
9 THEY ALWAYS WANT WATCHES—BE READY FOR THEM 9
9 "A Bird in the Hand" —You Know 

9

e 

HERE ARE JUST A FEW SAMPLES OF OUR 9
9 ELFS and CAVOURS CP
9 IS
9 Best Medium-Priced Ladies' Watches in the World

9
GRACEFUL BEAUTIFUL DURABLE RELIABLE

9 

DAINTY 

 WE GUARANTEE EVERY ONE 9
IP
9
00
tal

G. F., Open
Sterling, Open
G. F., Hunting

$16.00
13.30
18.10

Solid Gold
B. P. or Rom. $22.30

G. F., Open $16.00
G. F., Hunting 18.10

G. F., B.F. or Rom. $10.60
Sterling, B.F. or Sat. 8.50
Nickel, B. P. 6.40

GOLD FILLED CASES
GUARANTEED 20 YEARS

G. F., Rom.
B. P. Shield - $10.60

to
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sp 9
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9 41
9 CP
9 CP
9 O'
9   CV
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G. F., Open $16.00
Sterling, Open 13.30

All Prices Subject to Keystone Key

and 67o Cash Discount

G. F.. Open $10.60
Sterling, Open 8.50

G. F., Open $14.90
G. F., Hunting 17.00

G. F., Open $11.7o

Just a Word for the

ALDEN-16 Size
DOUBLE ROLLER
LEVER ESCAPEMENT

7 JEWELS, THIN MODEL
A High-Grade Watch

Nickel - - - $ 5.80
Gun Metal - - 7.00
20Yr.G.F.,Jointed 12.50

G. F., Hunting $14.90

Send for Catalogue Showing Complete Line

The New England Watch Co.
WATERBURY CONNECTICUT

OR THE LEADING JOBBERS

Our Ideal Boy's Watch

The HALE
12 SIZE

Is a Wonderful Seller

A Real Watch at a
Low Price

Nickel - - - $2.90
10 Yr. G. F. - - 6.90
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H
ERE'S an alarm clock that will not come back on you. It has no

delicate points, no projecting bell to be knocked off, no attached

legs to be broken or bent. The whole works are enclosed in a

heavy, bronze plated cast iron armor that cares nothing for dust or rough-

house. Once put in place it will stay put and once sold it will stay sold.

IRONCLADS are packed twelve in a box containing 4 four-color

Posters, a booklet of ready-made Ads and electros for the retail dealer.

See reverse Page for prices.

The Western Clock mfg. Co.
NEW YORK,

85 John St.
La Salle, Illinois.

CHICAGO,

131 Wabash Ave.
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TRONCT ND
ALARM

It's a good plan to have your customers bring back their IRONCLADS
every other year for oiling.

You can take an IRONCLAD out of its case in 15 seconds, you can
put it back in 20. You can handle it without detaching the back plate;
you can even clean it without taking off the hands and dial.

It's a clock well worth pushing and caring for; it's a clock well worth
writing for.—We print dealer's name free on dials in case lots of 24.

NEW YORK,
85 John St.

Net each in case lots of 24.
82c net in dozen lots. 85c net in single lots.

Height 5 inches. Dial 2I inches. Weight 21 lbs.

CHICAGO,
131 Wabash Ave.

Easy Lessons in Drawing for
Watchmakers

No. 3

To Draw a Wheel and Pinon Engaging

in any Desired Position.—You sometimes

want to know how a certain tooth engages

with the leaf in a certain position, or how

far it will have driven the leaf when it

reaches that position. Suppose that the
given position is when the tooth has moved
through one-half of its circular pitch above
the line of centers. The circular or "cir-
cumferential" pitch is the distance on the
pitch circle from the face of one tooth (or
leaf) to. the face of the next one. If
there are 6o teeth, the circular pitch
will be 1/6o of the circumference or pitch
circle, i. e., an arc of 6°. In order to get
the drawing large enough to be clear, we
omit the right-hand half of it from our 'cut.
It will be understood that the point W, the
center of the wheel, is 5 times as far from
/ as P is, and the two radial lines running to
the right really run to W in the original
drawing. The description refers to the
complete drawing.

In Fig. 8, W and P are the centers of
the wheel and pinion respectively ; X and
Xi are their pitch lines, i. e., sections or
arcs of their pitch circles ; WP is the center
distance and the pitch circles meet at the
point I, on the line of centers WP. Our
pinion has 8 leaves. As the wheel is 5 times
as large, it must have 5 times as many
teeth, which would be 40 teeth. The cir-
cular pitch is the number of degrees in a
circle divided by the number of teeth, or
3600 ± 40 = 9°. The circular pitch of the
pinion is 360° -4- 8 = 45° on its pitch circle.
And it will be understood that 9° on the cir-
cumference of the wheel is just equal to 45°
on the circumference of the pinion by reason
of their different sizes and diameters. If
we roll their pitch circles together in con-
tact, the whole circle of the pinion will only
cover 1/5 the circle of the wheel, i. e., 360°
on the pinion only covers 360° ± 5 = 72°
on the wheel, and so with any smaller
amounts, as, 45° and 9°.

Where the tooth has moved through
half of its circular pitch above the line of
centers its face will be 9° ± 2 = 472°
above the point I. We therefore measure

4Y2° up from I (by the method of sines

and cosines described in Article II) and
mark the point 2 where it comes ; then draw
the radius W2, which will give the radial

face of the tooth. As teeth are generally
given a breadth equal to one-half of the cir-

cular pitch, and as from 2 to I is one-half

the circular pitch in this case, that will be
the breadth of the tooth, and the line Wi

is therefore its back radial flank. We thus
have the two flanks of the tooth in the given
position and can easily set off as many
more teeth as we desire. If you do not
understand the method of setting off
angular arcs by means of sines and cosines,
or have no tables to work by, you can set
off the 42° by a sector (circular protrac-

Fig. 7

tor), or you can find 45° on the pitch circle
of the pinion and set off that distance up-
ward from i on the wheel and take half of
that for 4% °. We will describe this proc-
ess more fully when drawing the pinion.

Improved Circular Addenda for Teeth.
—We now have to draw the addenda or
curved points of the teeth. The usual
method employed for giving the teeth the
"epicycloid curve" was described last month.
It does not give the epicycloid curve, as is
generally believed, but a circular curve,
drawn with a radius about 1% times the
circular pitch of the teeth. It is merely a
circular curve which approximates more or
less closely to the epicycloid form. But
it is well known that where the epicycloid
curve permits the teeth and leaves to meet
before they reach the line of centers, caus-
ing engaging friction, etc., where the pinion
has less than zo leaves.

If the teeth should,
properly formed, bent or damaged, or un-
evenly spaced, or if the wheel was not
centrally pivoted, so that the teeth would
sometimes not work into the pinion so

oo3) in addition, be im-

deeply as they ought to (scant depthing),

the contact would begin still further before

the lines of centers, causing butting-s, etc.

To avoid these troubles it has been recom-

mended to draw the addenda of the teeth

with a more convex curve than usual by

setting one point of the drawing compasses

on the pitch circle where one flank ends and
drawing the curve for the opposite flank.
For instance, setting one point of the com-

passes on I and drawing the curve from 2,
then setting it on 2 and drawing the curve
from I. Where the two curves meet is, of
course, the tip of the tooth. This makes
the tooth shorter than by the so-called "epi-
cycloid" circular curve.

Such a tooth will drive the leaf faster
than it should, going from I upward, so that
when the following tooth has reached the
place where it would usually meet its pinion
leaf, the latter is some distance in advance

of it. Contact between them does not
occur, therefore, until both have moved
further upward towards the line of centers
than usual. But during their motion up-
ward the tooth must move faster than it
should, relatively to the leaf, so as to catch
up with the leaf. Thus the tooth at first
moves more slowly than the leaf (i. e.,
through a larger proportion of its circular
pitch), then more rapidly; whereas, the two
should move with equal speeds, as if their
pitch circles were rolling in contact. This
irregularity in speed is, of course, accompan-
ied by irregularity in the transmission of
power from the wheel to the pinion. But
possibly these faults are disadvantages of
less importance than the practical advan-
tages of less driving before the line of
centers. At all events, the reader can take
his choice between this method and the
other. As we described and used the latter
last month, we will employ this method now,
and, accordingly, the tooth is furnished with
such curves. It will be better, when this
curve is used, to make the tooth a little
broader than one-half of the circular pitch,
say as much as 6/10 of the circular pitch,
if the wheel is truly centered and well
finished, so that there will be no over-deep
depthings, as, in that case, there would be
clogging from the back of the tooth touch-
ing the leaf behind it.

To Locate and Draw the Leaf and Pin-
ion.—It is evident that the position of the

(Continued on page 1465)
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Easy Lessons in Drawing for
Watchmakers

No. 3

To Draw a Wheel and Pinon Engaging

in any Desired Position.—You sometimes

want to know how a certain tooth engages

with the leaf in a certain position, or how

far it will have driven the leaf when it

reaches that position. Suppose that the

given position is when the tooth has moved
through one-half of its circular pitch above
the line of centers. The circular or "cir-
cumferential" pitch is the distance on the
pitch circle from the face of one tooth (or
leaf) to. the face of the next one. If
there are 6o teeth, the circular pitch
will be 1/6o of the circumference or pitch
circle, 1. e., an arc of 6°. In order to get
the drawing large enough to be clear, we
omit the right-hand half of it from our cut.
It will be understood that the point W, the
center of the wheel, is 5 times as far from
I as P is, and the two radial lines running to
the right really run to W in the original
drawing. The description refers to the
complete drawing.

In Fig. 8, W and P are the centers of
the wheel and pinion respectively ; X and
XI are their pitch lines, i. e., sections or
arcs of their pitch circles ; WP is the center
distance and the pitch circles meet at the
Point I, on the line of centers WP. Our
pinion has 8 leaves. As the wheel is 5 times
as large, it must have 5 times as many
teeth, which would be 40 teeth. The cir-
cular pitch is the number of degrees in a
circle divided by the number of teeth, or
360° ± 40 = 9°. The circular pitch of the
pinion is 3600 ± 8 = 45° on its pitch circle.
And it will be understood that 9° on the cir-
cumference of the wheel is just equal to 45°
on the circumference of the pinion by reason
of their different sizes and diameters. If
we roll their pitch circles together in con-
tact, the whole circle of the pinion will only
cover 1/5 the circle of the wheel, i. e., 360°
on the pinion only covers 360° ± 5 = 72°
on the wheel, and so with any smaller
amounts, as, 45° and 9°.

Where the tooth has moved through
half of its circular pitch above the line of
centers its face will be 9° ± 2 = 472°
above the point 1. We therefore measure

4%2° up from I (by the method of sines

and cosines described in Article II) and

mark the point 2 where it comes ; then draw

the radius 1172, which will give the radial

face of the tooth. As teeth are generally

given a breadth equal to one-half of the cir-

cular pitch, and as from 2 to I is one-half

the circular pitch in this case, that will be

the breadth of the tooth, and the line WI
is therefore its back radial flank. We thus
have the two flanks of the tooth in the given
position and can easily set off as many
more teeth as we desire. If you do not
understand the method of setting off
angular arcs by means of sines and cosines,
or have no tables to work by, you can set
off the 472° by a sector (circular protrac-

Fig. 7.

tor), or you can find 45° on the pitch circle
of the pinion and set off that distance up-
ward from i on the wheel and take half of
that for 4%°. We will describe this proc-
ess more fully when drawing the pinion.

Improved Circular Addenda for Teeth.
—We now have to draw the addenda or
curved points of the teeth. The usual
method employed for giving the teeth the
"epicycloid curve" was described last month.
It does not give the epicycloid curve, as is
generally believed, but a circular curve,
drawn with a radius about I% times the
circular pitch of the teeth. It is merely a
circular curve which approximates more or
less closely to the epicycloid form. But
it is well known that where the epicycloid
curve permits the teeth and leaves to meet
before they reach the line of centers, caus-
ing engaging friction, etc., where the pinion
has less than to leaves.

If the teeth should, in addition, be im-
properly formed, bent or damaged, or un-
evenly spaced, or if the wheel was not
centrally pivoted, so that the teeth would
sometimes not work into the pinion so
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deeply as they ought to (scant depthing),

the contact would begin still further before

the lines of centers, causing buttings, etc.
To avoid these troubles it has been recom-

mended to draw the addenda of the teeth

with a more convex curve than usual by

setting one point of the drawing compasses

on the pitch circle where one flank ends and
drawing the curve for the opposite flank.
For instance, setting one point of the com-

passes on i and drawing the curve from 2,
then setting it on 2 and drawing the curve
from I. Where the two curves meet is, of
course, the tip of the tooth. This makes
the tooth shorter than by the so-called "epi-
cycloid" circular curve.

Such a tooth will drive the leaf faster
than it should, going from I upward, so that
when the following tooth has reached the
place where it would usually meet its pinion
leaf, the latter is some distance in advance
of it. Contact between them does not
occur, therefore, until both have moved
further upward towards the line of centers
than usual. But during their motion up-
ward the tooth must move faster than it
should, relatively to the leaf, so as to catch
up with the leaf. Thus the tooth at first
moves more slowly than the leaf (i. e.,
through a larger proportion of its circular
pitch), then more rapidly ; whereas, the two
should move with equal speeds, as if their
pitch circles were rolling in contact. This
irregularity in speed is, of course, accompan-
ied by irregularity in the transmission of
power from the wheel to the pinion. But
possibly these faults are disadvantages of
less importance than the practical advan-
tages of less driving before the line of
centers. At all events, the reader can take
his choice between this method and the
other. As we described and used the latter
last month, we will employ this method now,
and, accordingly, the tooth is furnished with
such curves. It will be better, when this
curve is used, to make the tooth a little
broader than one-half of the circular pitch,
say as much as 6/to of the circular pitch,
if the wheel is truly centered and well
finished, so that there will be no over-deep
depthings, as, in that case, there would be
clogging from the back of the tooth touch-
ing the leaf behind it.

To Locate and Draw the Leaf and Pin-
ion.—It is evident that the position of the

(Continued on page 1465)
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Easy Lessons in Drawing for
Watchmakers

(Continued from page 1463)

leaf (and pinion) depends upon the form of
the addenda on the teeth. The leaf must be
wherever the tooth has carried it. If that
position is not the one which it should have
by theory, that shows a faulty tooth. In a
perfect gearing, when the tooth has moved
through one-half of its circular pitch above
the line of centers, the leaf would also have
moved through one-half of its own circu-
lar pitch above 1. We might draw its act-
ing radial face in that position, and if the
tooth and leaf did not touch, or if they
overlapped in the drawing, that would show
the amount of the error in the driving and
would also indicate the nature of the error
in the form of the tooth.

In this case, we draw the radial line
P2 resting on the curved point of the tooth:"
That shows where the leaf has actually
been carried by the tooth. We then find
one-third of the circular pitch, i. e., 15° on
the pitch circle of the pinion, further up,
which comes at the point 3 and draw the
line P3. This gives us the other flank of the
leaf. Putting a semi-circular end on the
two flanks completes the leaf. We then
measure off distances of 45° each way on
the pitch circle XI, and wherever these
marks come is the place for the end of a
radius forming the front of another leaf.
Similarly measuring 45° from the point 2,
and marking where these distances come,
gives the places for the backs of the same
leaves. Drawing lines from P to all of
these marks, we have both flanks of all the
other leaves, which we finish off with semi-
circular addenda as before. Lastly we
draw the inner circle representing the bot-
tom of the spaces between the leaves at
such distance from the center P as will give
proper clearance to the tips of the teeth.

To Test the Action of Any Tooth-curve
and Dilineate its Error.—Now we want to
know whether this tooth-curve has driven
the leaf at the proper velocity, or, if not,
what the error is and how much. To test
that, we will draw a radial line in the posi-
tion that the face of the leaf would occupy
if it had been driven properly and the dif-
ference between this and the position that
the leaf occupies will make visible the di-
rection and amount of the error. To
properly correspond with the position of the
tooth the face of the leaf should be at a
point one-half of the circular pitch (of the
pinion) above the point r. The circular
pitch, or 45°, reaches from 1 up to 5.
Measuring one-half of its circular pitch, or
22y2°, above I, it comes at the point marked
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4, from which we draw the line 4P to the
center P. We see, therefore, that the tooth
has driven the leaf too far ; for, whereas,
its face should be at 4P, it really is at 2P,
and the angle between these two lines gives
the angular extent of the over-driving.
The same method applies in all other cases
and the error can be found for as many
positions as desired, thus testing every part
of the tooth-curve.

To Set Off any Angle Without a Pro-
tractor.—We have hitherto said merely
"measure off 4Y2°", etc., without telling
how to do it. We will now explain the
process. As a circle contains 3600 it is
easy to set the dividers so that a certain
number of steps, say 24 will just go
around the circle, when each step (the
distance between the points of the
dividers) will, of course, be 3600 ± 24

15°. In a similar way you can find
the arc for any other angle. But in Fig. 8
we have no complete circle to divide up.
We have the circular curve XI XI, which is
a little over a half circle. We must have
exactly a half circle (or quarter circle) to
divide up. Vre could get that if we could
draw a line passing through P and exactly
perpendicular to Pr. But to get that
perpendicular by the usual method, as ex-
plained in Article I, we need to extend the
line PI to some distance on the other side
of P. which we cannot do here.

We may draw a line as nearly perpen-
dicular as we can get by the ordinary T-
square, or even by eye, passing exactly
through P and cutting the curve XI XI at
each end, as shown in Fig. 9, where this line
is marked P2132. VVe now set the points
of our dividers as closely together as we
can work them conveniently and space from
P2 around to P2. Where the last step
comes exactly on P2 (in an even number
of steps, say ten) we set one point of the
dividers on i and space half the number of
steps, or 5 each way, and mark the points
PI Pi. Then draw the line PI PI, pass-
ing exactly through P. and it will be perpen-
dicular to PI. But the line P2 P2 must be
very carefully drawn exactly through P,
for any error there will be doubled in the re-
sult. If the line is drawn a certain distance
too high, the semi-circle P2 P2 will be twice
that amount too short; if P 2 P 2 is too low
it will be twice that amount too long.

Another very neat method which does
not require even a semi-circle, but can be
worked with a quarter circle. Suppose we
could not go below the line Pr W in Fig. 8.
We want to mark off exactly a quarter
circle above i. Set your drawing compasses
exactly to the distance PI; then set one
point on .r and draw curves at a and b.

Next open the points, say half an inch, set
one point on the intersection of a with WI
and draw a short curve at c; then set the
point on P and draw another curve at c.
Now set your straight edge exactly over the
intersection of the two curves at c and the
point I and draw the line dr. (This only
needs to be long enough to pass through
the curve b, as shown.) Lastly set your
compasses again from P to 1, set one point
exactly at the intersection of d and b and
draw a curve across XI at PI. The line
PI P from P to where this curve cuts XI
at PI will be perpendicular to PI, and the
arc of the circle between PI and I will be
exactly 900, which we can divide up as we
like. Setting of angles by squares, tri-
angles or protractors is very uncertain for
such small circles, but either of the fore-
going methods carefully worked will give
results that can be relied upon.

[TO BE CONTINUED]

Artificial Hair of Spun Glass
Spun glass as a substitute for human

hair is claimed a success after long experi-
ments. Wigs made from it are said to be
wonderfully light and fine, the texture soft
and beautiful, and the imitation so realistic
and true to life that it is impossible to detect
the difference between it and real hair.
It is easy to produce any shade desired,
while curls and waves can be manufactured
at will to keep pace with the changes of
fashion. The enormous demand for arti-
ficial coils and toupes is leading to a famine
in human hair. Formerly Swiss, German
and Hungarian girls supplied most of the
demand, but several governments have now
made it illegal for a girl to sell her hair or
for an agent to buy it. This action is taken
because a girl shorn of her hair ceases to
present a pleasant appearance and lowers
the annual list of marriages.

Gasoline for Engines

A very simple test can be made to show
the volatility of gasoline by moistening the
hand with the liquid and noting the time it
takes to evaporate. Common stove gaso-
line known as seventy-four test will take
from seven to ten seconds to evaporate,
leaving the surface of the hand perfectly
dry. Lower grades will take much longer
time. Should there be any greasy residue
left on the hand the fuel is not fit for use
in a gasoline engine.

The lower grades of fuel may be used
successfully in an ordinary gasoline engine,
although it may become necessary to heat
the air before it is brought in contact with
the fuel. When using low-grade fuels dur-
ing cold weather it may be necessary to use
the seventy-four test gasoline for a few
minutes until the engine has warmed up
sufficiently to allow the heavier fuel to be
evaporized.
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Our answer has always been, cc forward the goods to us immediately at
our expense." In each and every case not one single piece of the goods was ever
made by us, but they were carded up on our cards, bearing initials G. L. P. Co.
This necessitated our taking this stand : Each and every piece of Jewelry that
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Isochronism of the Vibrations
of the Balance

'ranslated by THE KEYSTONE from the German of the late

Jules Grossmann by special permission

VII

We see from Fig. 10 that this loss of

poise of the balance has considerable influence

a small vibrations, and that a great difference

Hi the rate takes place if the length of the

irc of N,ibration in the neighborhood of an

Angle of elongation of 2 ± 120° is only

-,lightly altered. With an arc of 2 + 220°

lie loss of poise makes no difference in the

!ime. If the arcs are longer a retardation

results.
Comparing Fig. 8 with Fig. ro we see

!hat in Fig. 8 the center of gravity of the

balance exercises the greatest influence with

An arc of vibration of 2 + 220°, while loss

of poise of the balance has no effect. One

error cannot be compensated by another.

Although my main object has been to

deal with isochronism of the balance spring,

yet it may be advisable while discussing the

subject of the poise of the spring to say a

few words on the poise of the balance.

In the earlier text-books which deal with

the subject of isochronism we frequently find

the doctrine laid down that this isochronism

is due to a certain length of the spring, and

that the consequence of using a long spring

is that the long arcs of vibration give rise to

a retardation if the watch has been adjusted

for short arcs. The moment of inertia might

enter into the consideration here, but, as I

have already discussed this point, I will not

further allude to it.

Ed. Phillips has shown, as I have

already mentioned, that if the center of

gravity of the spring is on the axis of the

balance when the latter is at the position of

rest and does not move from this axis during

the movement, the long and short arcs are

performed in the same time in so far as

this is dependent on the spring. He then

tried to ascertain the conditions which the

terminal curves must satisfy in order that the

isochronistn may be perfect. These condi-

tions have already been specified. But he

only arrived at his results by neglecting a

few small values in his calculations. Thus

he made the sign of a small angle equal

to the arc, and the cosine equal to unity ;

also   -- I -- He further ne-
+ a I.

glected the square of a small angle. If he
had not done so he would have arrived at
the conclusion that it is impossible to obtain
perfect theoretical curves. If now a very

small spring, say, a cylindrical spring of
from 2 to 3 turns, were to be employed,
the omission of these small values would
noticeably affect the result, but with the ordi-
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nary length, ro to 13 turns, and, using Phillips
curves, no apprehension need be entertained ;
and in this case it is correct to say that the
isochronism is independent of the length of
the balance spring.

It has also been stated in the earlier text-
books that isochronism can be obtained or
altered by employing a whip-shaped spring ;
1. e., a spring made thicker at one end and
gradually tapering off to the other. This is
also an error, as I have found in practice.
Some years ago I received a rather large,
well-constructed watch, made in the renowned
shop of A. L. Breguet, in Paris, with instruc-
tions to make some improvements in the
adjustment. This watch had two going
barrels geared into the pinion of the center
wheel and had no fusee. The winding period
was 42 hours and the escapement was pro-
vided with a spring detent. The watch had
a tapering balance spring, the end inserted

FIG. II

into the collet being thicker than the end
fixed to the stud. The balance spring had
no terminal curves nor was it provided with
an index. Before beginning the alteration I
observed its rate, first in the horizontal posi-
tion. I found :

Time
c. to I2i llOLICS 0

3162 4242 1-- 42: se,,  e. gain (calculated for 24 hrs.)
24 " 36 " 40 " "

II It

I then tested the rate in the four vertical
positions and found a difference of over two
minutes between these rates. Calculating
the mean value of these rates, I found that
the watch gained more in a hanging than
in a lying position. As the compensating
balance was provided with four timing screws,
I first attempted to adjust these screws in
such a manner that with the smaller vibra-
tions in the four vertical positions the error
was reduced to the limits of 5 seconds.
Then, however, I found a difference of 50
seconds in the day with the long vibrations.
On removing the outer end of the balance
spring from the stud and placing the balance,
collet and spring on the poising tool, I
found that the whole system was in poise.
Although, therefore, the watch kept almost
entirely correct time in the four vertical
positions with short vibrations, there was a
noticeable difference with long vibrations in
these positions. This difference arises from
the circumstance that the balance spring is
thrown sideways during the movement of the
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balance ; in other words, that the center of
gravity of the spring moves away from the
axis of the balance during the movement of
the latter.

To correct this error I placed the collet,
which had two long anus, on a small turning
arbor provided with pivots, and then found a
serious want of poise, which was immediately
corrected. I placed the balance in poise in
the same manner. As the balance spring
had no terminal curves, I inserted a fairly
accurate Phillips curve to each end of the
spring. As the two fixing points (inner and
outer) of the curves were at a distance from
the center equal to the radius Po of the
balance spring, I applied the curves de-
scribed hy Ed. Phillips and shown in Fig.
The correctness of these curves can be easily
proved. For, if C be the point at which the
curve moves from the coils, the center of
gravity of the curve will be on the line 0 B
perpendicular to 0 C. That this is correct
is evident from the figure, for A B' = B' C.
Let us now consider the second of Phillips'

conditions, that -0-0 =-- , then multiplying

by 1 we obtain I OG = f3 ; 1 0 G is the
moment of this curve. The moment of a
quadrant is = the square of its radius. We
now have two quadrants, A a and b c, whose
radii = 13u, and whose moment=

The moment of the straight line a b = its

length a b p,, multiplied by the distance

0 B = d p„, hence a b . We also
have p:*; + Po P . This curve, there-

fore, satisfies Phillips' conditions.

Having found this curve at each end of
the balance spring, I again observed the rate
of the watch, placing it first in a horizontal
position. I then found that the watch kept
correct time both with long and short vibra-
tions. The gain in the small vibrations was,
therefore, corrected. I conclude from this
that this gain was not due to the tapering
balance spring, but to the fact that after
the insertion of these theoretical curves
the balance spring expanded concentrically,
which it did not do previously. I then ob-
served the rate in the four vertical positions
and found that the greatest difference in rate
only amounted to 6 seconds in the day.
The watch, therefore, went about 4 seconds
slower in a vertical than in a horizontal posi-
tion. The time kept by that watch was, con-
sequently, much improved.

I may here remark that with a tapering
balance spring the center of gravity of the
curves traced in Fig. i r does not lie exactly
on the perpendicular 0 B. For, if we ob-
serve the inner curve which emerges from the
collet at the point A, we see that the portion
A a B, being thicker, is heavier than the por-
tion B' b C. The reverse is the case with
the upper curve. To be absolutely accurate
these curves would, therefore, he subject to
a slight alteration, which would depend,
theoretically, upon the gradual variation
in the thickness of the spring. We thus
have a problem similar to that of the flat
Archimedean balance spring, the terminal
curves of which also require an alteration,
though a slight one.

I have discussed this case at some length,
believing it to be very instructive.

[TO DE CONTINUED]
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Chronograph Watches

Lecture by CIIAS. GUIGNARD before the Manchester and

North of England Horological Society

I think all watchmakers present will
agree with me that chronographs and split-
seconds are most troublesome to watch-
makers ; and though they have been very
much improved since they were first in-
vented, there is still progress to be made,
and it is only by discussion and study
amongst members of the craft that further
improvements will come to light, and with
the many applications now given to this
kind of mechanism, no doubt new fields of
activity can be found for our industry.

Now let us come to the sub-
What is a ject. What is a chrono-
Chronograph graph? The chronograph,

as described by Mr. Britten
in his "Watchmakers' Dictionary," is a watch
having a center seconds hand driven gen-
erally from the fourth wheel, which may
be started, stopped and caused to fly back
to zero, by pressing the pendant or a knob
on the side of the watch.

The object of the chronograph is to
record exactly the duration of certain per-
formances without interfering with the hour
and minute hands of the watch, as could not
be the case with the old center seconds
formerly used for these observations.

The first chronograph was invented by
Mr. Adolphe Nicole, the founder of the
well-known firm of Nicole & Nielsen, of
Soho Square, London, and the first chrono-
graphs were exhibited at the London Ex-
hibition of 1862, and again in Paris in 1867.

I still happen to know an old watch-
maker who lives now in Geneva, Mr. Henri
Piguet, who used to be in the employ of the
above-named firm, and was the actual
maker of these first mechanisms.

I have here the specification of the old
letters patent granted to Mr. Nicole for his
invention.

The First

Chronographs

The first chronographs
were constructed with the
mechanism under the dial,
and a few years later, say

about 1870, the first minute recorder was
added to it, also the chronograph with
mechanism on the top plate.

Since then, numerous systems have
been put on the market, but the principal
remains the same, and the chronographs
with recorder which are constructed may be
divided into three different systems, of
which I will show you a specimen of each
kind, including one with the addition of a
split-seconds.

One is the chronograph with half-in-
stantaneous recorder, another is the jump-
ing-instantaneous recorder, and the third
one the creeping recorder.

In the chronograph with a half-instan-
taneous recorder the whole chronograph is
constructed on the 3/4 plate.

A chronograph wheel of 300 teeth is
fixed on the pivot of the fourth wheel.

The castle wheel has 18 ratchet-shaped
teeth and 6 castle teeth.

At the first pressure, the lever carrying
the intermediate chronograph wheel in gear
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with the wheel on the fourth will fall into
the empty space in the castle wheel, and
bring the intermediate chronograph wheel
in gear with the center chronograph wheel.
The intermediate wheel in gear with the
recorder 6o teeth wheel will also fall into the
arc described by a lever placed under the
center chronograph wheel, and the fly back
lever will be lifted, and release both re-
corder and chronograph wheels, and the
chronograph is started.

At the end of one minute the lever will
drive the recorder wheel one tooth forward.

The faults most common at
A Common the start are the jumping
Fault of the chronograph hand,

which is very often caused
by the wrong place given to the axis of in-
termediate chronograph wheel, which ought
to be placed in the arc described from the
pivot of lever and center of chronograph
center wheel.

How is the watchmaker to correct it if
it is wrong? If the hand jumps backwards
I find that the best and quickest way is the
fixing of a weak spring, the end of which
holds the heart piece.

If the chronograph should jump for-
ward, the best and, I think, the only way is
to make the intermediate wheel come into
gear before the fly back lever is lifted, tak-
ing care, however, that the chronograph
does not start at half pressure. The second
pressure on the pendant causes the chrono-
graph to stop, the intermediate levers of
chronograph and recorder are lifted on the
castle tooth and another lever, called the
brake, which you see here falls on the center
wheel and keeps it steady. This lever is to
fall quite perpendicular on the wheel, other-
wise a jump would take place. The falling
of the brake and lifting of the intermediate
wheel must be quite simultaneous ; if any
difference, the brake ought to fall before the
intermediate has entirely left the gear.

At the third pressure on the pendant
the castle will lift the brake and the fly back
lever fall on the hearts placed on chrono-
graph and recorder wheels, and bring the
hands back to zero.

In the instantaneous jump-
ing recording chronograph
fitted on a minute repeater
movement all the mechan-
ism of the chronograph is
built on a steel plate fixed

on the pillar plate. The repeater is under-
neath, and quite independent of the chrono-
graph.

The chronograph action is exactly the
same, the only difference being in the
recorder.

On the chronograph center wheel is
fixed a cam on which presses a lever carry-
ing a small click. At the start this click
comes into gear with the recorder wheel,
which is cut in a ratchet shape. The cam
will lift the lever and bring the click in the
next tooth of the recorder wheel, and when
the minute is completed the lever will fall
down on the shorter radius of the cam and
drive the recorder one tooth (i minute).

Then there is a lever, the end of which
is like a fork. This lever is connected with
the castle wheel, and its object is to bring

Instantaneous
Jumping
Recording
Chronograph
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the click into gear and also to release the
recorder wheel at the return to zero ; it is
also shaped in a manner which will prevent
the passing of two minutes, a fault which
may occur by the impulse given to the
recording wheel at the passing of the
minute.

I have seen a good many chronographs
without that special security lever. The lift-
ing of the click was simply done by a special
shape given to the fly back lever, and in most
cases they were not secure and would regis-
ter two minutes instead of one, and after
many attempts to correct it by strengthening
the juniper of the recorder wheels, I was
obliged, at the end, to apply this system of
lever as aforementioned.

Now as to the chronograph
with a creeping recorder
with split-seconds. In this
system of recorder, the
pinion driving the record-
ing wheel, cut with 300

teeth, has as its other end a wheel driven by
the center wheel of the movement. It is
pivoted on a movable lever acted by the
castle wheel, which brings it into gear at the
start.

This system is very simple, but takes
off a good amount of power of the watch, as
you will note that a constant pressure is
required to keep it into gear, besides, a
friction spring is required on the recorder
wheel in order to keep it steady. Also the
division of minute recorder dial has to be
perfect.

The split-seconds on this chronograph
carries a hand which is stopped by pressing
on this knob, and when released will join
the other hand. This is obtained by a small
lever placed in the edge of the wheel itself,
acting on a small heart fixed on the chrono-
graph wheel arbor.

I will now direct attention to a special
kind of chronograph on which I am work-
ing at present. This is a chronograph
alarm. Suppose you want to make an ob-
servation of, let us say, two minutes and
three seconds. You set the hand placed on
the pipe of this disk at two minutes three
seconds division on the dials. Press on the
button and the chronograph wheel will re-
volve. The lever pressing on the disk will
then fall into the notch and release the strik-
ing lever and the watch will ring till the
lever is lifted again.

I am making this instrument according
to a special order, but I think there might
be some applications of this in many in-
stances, specially in photography—for the
work done in the dark room. •

A great deal more could be said about
chronograph watches; and the inventor of
the first mechanism very likely never
thought of the numerous applications based
on his creation.

Creeping
Recorder

With Split-
Seconds

Many Uses for

Chronographs

Besides being adopted by
sportsmen, chronographs
are used for scientific pur-
poses, also by engineers,

military men, doctors, etc., and every day
improvements and novelties are made.

By a special division on the dials one
can easily find at what speed he or his
conveyance is traveling. ,
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TAKE NOTE

The REMINDER WATCH

Say!
How about an alarm watch with silvery

ring?
Your customers have to keep appoint-

ments. 1
Some of them have to time mechanical

processes.
No more forgetting!
Show the

REMINDER WATCH 1

As handsome as it is convenient.
Right size ; good timekeeper.
Gun Metal case ; inside case forms Bell.
Set by third hand for any hour and minute.

BIG SALES!

AMERICAN-SWISS WATCH CO.
1 Maiden Lane
NEW YORK

Write to-day for
new price and
printed matter.
We furnish cuts
for your local
paper.

The REMINDER WATCH

A SENSATION
IttttlIttt! 1

RINGS any time desired. Set by third hand. Inside
case serves as Bell. Handsome Gun Metal Case.

Good timekeeper. TRY ONE.

Actual Size

AMERICAN-SWISS WATCH CO.
1 Maiden Lane
NEW YORK

Codding &Heilborn Co.
MAKERS OF

BUCKLES, SASH PINS, VEIL PINS, CUFF PINS,
WAIST SETS, BROOCHES, HAT PINS, Etc.

In Sterling and Gold Filled

Do not forget that we are still headquarters for

MESH BAGS and PURSES
In German and Sterling Silver

whose popularity has never diminished, and
whose demand is acknowledged greater than ever

FACTORY: - NORTH ATTLEBORO, MASS.
NEW YORK OFFICE: - - - - - - 13 MAIDEN LANESAN FRANCISCO : - H. C. VAN NESS & CO., 150 POST STREET

THE BEST THE CHEAPEST

SOLID GOLD CHAINS
They stand the test of time and TRADE
have done so for 57 years. Su- 1850
preme in Quality, Design, Finish,
Workmanship.

We sell direct. We have no sales-
men. Eliminating all unnecessary
expenses in making and selling
enables us to sell at the lowest
possible price. Send for catalogue

Alois Kohn & Co.
MARK

16-18 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
Makers of GOLD CHAINS of every kind

1909

g10.MM

The Taft Mounting

Shows stone to advantage

H. KROLL & CO

Lets in the Light

Makers 36 Atib 38 John St.
• NEW YORK

Mountings that help sell Diamonds

Ofg0.10.10101E0 TIP.IgEMIMIPAl@f-01 L LI
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Royal Clocks of Remarkable
Construction

Among the numerous fine clocks be-

longing to King Edward, of England, at

Buckingham Palace, a collection comprising

some beautiful specimens of the work of

Cumming, Tompion and the celebrated

Breguet, there are two of especial interest,

both being wonderfully fine examples of

English complicated workmanship. One

was made by Christopher Pinchbeck, the

other by Eardley Norton, says the Jeweler

and Metalworker.
Christopher Pinchbeck carried on

a successful business as a clockmaker

in Cockspur Street, being described as

clockmaker to the King (George III).

Eardley Norton lived in St. John

Street, Clerkenwell, and was well

known as a maker of musical and

complicated clocks. In the Gentle-
man's Magazine of June, 1765, it is
stated that Pinchbeck and Norton had
"just set up at the Queen's House a
new complicated clock, having four

and amongst them it denoted
Clock and sun time, sunrise and set-
ting for every day in the year in vari-
ous places of the world, the Coper-
nican motion of the planets, the age
and phases of the moon, high water at
thirty-two different seaports and the
days of the week and the months of
the year."

In "Old Clocks and Watches and
Their Makers," it is remarked that,
notwithstanding this announcement, it
is very doubtful if Pinchbeck and Nor-
ton were ever in partnership, and, if
this be so, the reasonable explanation
is that each must have provided a
clock. At all events, there are the two four-
faced and somewhat similar astronomical
clocks at Buckingham Palace, one signed
C. Pinchbeck and one Eardley Norton.
Both date from about 1765, a time when
fine and curious clocks were much appre-
ciated, and it looks as if it had been a matter
of honorable rivalry between two well-
known men, each of whom did his utmost to
make a more wonderful clock than. his ad-
versary could. Norton's clock, superior as
regards the finish of the mechanism, is in a
case of dark cedar wood, with silver orna-
ments, finely executed. Pinchbeck's is the
larger of the two and has a handsome tor-
toise-shell case with silver spandrels at the
corners of the dial.

Charles Frodsham & Co., of London,
have recently repaired and cleaned both
these remarkable clocks, which are practi-
cally as good as ever, and each may be de-
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scribed as a tour de force of complicated
mechanism. The illustration shows the Nor-
ton clock, which has four beautiful dials of
white enamel. The front dial is divided into
twenty-four hours ; it shows Greenwich
mean time, and, in addition, indicates solar
time and sunrise and sunset. There is also a
small enamel dial in the center marked with
thirty geographical positions of the earth by
which one can determine the time of these
places in relation to Greenwich time.

Sunrise and sunset are shown by a disk
with the sun fixed on its surface. This disk

The beautiful Norton clock

makes one revolution per diem, and revolves
behind a rising and falling shutter. During
the shortest days the shutter is at its greatest
height and hides the sun from 3.53 P.M. to
8.5 P.M. After remaining stationary for
three days it gradually falls, according to
the lengthening duration of the days.

One of the dials is an Orrery. There
are hands to represent Mercury, Venus, the
Earth, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn. These
hands move around the zodiacal circle, each
according to the natural movement of the
planet represented.

Another dial is a calendar. The large
dial is spirally ruled and is divided into 365
parts. This dial revolves at the rate of one
division in twenty-four hours. The small
hand resting over it radiates from the center
to the outside of the ruling. The divisions
are marked with the days of the month and
months of the year. There are also two
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small dials and a large one shown through

the openings in the dial plate. The left-

hand one is for setting the various motions

of the clock, the middle one for indicating

the month of the year and the right-hand

one the days of the week.
The fourth dial shows the age and

phases of the moon, and high and low water.

The phase of the moon is indicated by a re-

volving sphere, one-half of which is silvered

and the other half black. The large enamel

dial has two sets of figures. The Arabics

denote the moon's age and the Romans de-

note high and low water, indicated by

a small hand affixed to an oval disk.

The central enamel dial has thirty-two
geographical points of the earth
marked on it, by which means the
time of high water for any one of
these points is indicated on this disk.
The clock also chimes the quarters.

Pinchbeck's clock has, in addition
to the motions here described, a fine
metallic thermometer. It must also be
conceded to Pinchbeck that his cal-
endar adjusts itself for leap year,
which Norton's does not.

A Universal Clock
Large crowds are attracted to the

windows of the Mermod, Jaccard &
King Jewelry Company, Broadway
and Locust Street, St. Louis, Mo., by
the universal clock with eleven
showing the time in twenty large cities
of the world, including St. Louis.

The time may be seen instantly
for each of the following cities, be-
sides St. Louis : Paris and Algiers,
Berlin and Rome, London and Valen-
cia, Spain Washington, D. C., and
Ottawa, Canada ; Tokio, Japan, and

Adelaide, Australia ; Pekin and Hong Kong,
China ; Manila, P. I., and Port Arthur,
China ; New York and Valparaiso, Chili ;
Mexico City, Mexico, and Bismarck,
N. Dak., and San Francisco, Cal.

The clock measures 42 inches in diam-
eter and weighs 200 pounds. It is built en-
tirely of steel, lArith bronze gearings. The
hands of the large dial operate those of the
smaller dials synchronously, and the deli-
cate construction assures the minutest ac-
curacy on all dials. Each dial is half black
and half white to represent day and night,
in each case presumed to extend from 6 P.M.
until 6 A.M. The dials show spaces for each
of the twenty-four hours, and it takes that
time for the hour hand to make the circuit.
As in other clocks, the minute hand revolves
once in each hour.

When it is 3.06 P.M. in St. Louis the
clock shows it is 9.06 P.M. in London, 5.07
A.M. in Manila and 9.05 P.M. in Paris.
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Rotary Hammer Alarm
(With Shut-Off)

OUR LATEST MODEL

One-day time alarm
Large 4-inch gong on back
Highly polished steel pallets
Parker "Perfect " Escapement
The Best Alarm Clock on the market
Arabic dials, if specified

Cut II tlf Size

Interior
View

Showing perfect
construction of
Parker Alarm Clocks

Rotary Hammer
Intermittent Alarm

(With Shut-Off)

Alarm intermits every 15 seconds
Large 4-inch gong on back
Intermittent mechanism, simplest in use

Cut Half Size

Dial, 4% inches

A—Main Springs, hung outside of plates
B—Intermittent Mechanism
C—Cut Steel Pinions

Height, 5% inches ID—Four-inch Bell Metal Gong

Write for our New Booklet

showing full line of Alarm Clocks

IF YOUR JOBBER CANNOT SUPPLY YOU, WRITE US

Dial, 4!/. inches Height, 54 inches

THE PARKER CLOCK CO., Meriden, Conn., U.S.A.

A REPEATER YOU CAN SELL
DON'T HAVE TO TURN ON THE LIGHT

Illustration shows exact size

IT STRIKES THE HOURS AND MINUTES

A BOON TO AUTO1STS, YACHTSMEN, RAILROAD MEN OR ALL NIGHT WORKERS

THIS REPEATER WATCH enables you to tell the exact time on the darkest night. Convenient when traveling, motoring or when lying awake in bed. Take the
Repeater out of your pocket or from under your pillow, press the little device which starts the mechanism, and a clear-toned chime begins to ring the hour, the quarters
and then the minutes. It is a first-class timepiece, 14 jewels, Russian Niel silver or high-grade engine-turned or plain gold-filled case, as may be preferred.
RETAIL SELLING PRICE—Niel Silver Case, $50.00 Gold Filled Case, $55.00

A WA TCH WHICH YOU CAN SELL AT A GOOD PROFIT TO YOU.

NEWMAN CLOCK COMPAN
WRITE FOR NET PRICES

Y
1526 WABASH AVENUE
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED NEWMAN WATCHMAN'S CLOCK, AUTO CLOCKS AND HIGH-GRADE CLOCK SPECIALTIES
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WORKSHOP
NOTESi

THE

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this depart
ment must send name and address—not for publication
but as an evidence of good faith. No attention will be
paid to anonymous communications. Questions will be
answered in the order in which they are received.

An INDEX to the questions answered in Workshop
Notes department for each year accompanies each Decem-
ber number. Subscribers are requested to preserve these
indexes, and, before mailing questions, to refer to them,
as similar questions may have been answered in previous
issues. These indexes are arranged alphabetically, accord-
ing to subject covered in each answer, and tell the issue
and page on which the information may be found.

"Variation."—I have a 16 size, 16 jewel, g
plate Swiss lever movement, which will run from
one to three days without the variation of a sec-
ond, then it will start losing the first day five sec-
onds, the second day may double that amount and
so on each day a little more. I set it and give
the regulator a very slight turn—not over 1/r6 of
a turn of the screw—and it will do the same
thing over. It has been doing this for about three
months. If I double the turn of the regulator
screw it will gain five seconds a day and then
start losing the same as before. As far as I can
see the watch is in perfect condition.—You will
probably find that the threads, either on the regu-
lator screw or in the hole in which it works, are
worn enough to allow the screw to give way a
little under the force of the regulator spring; the
spring forces the regulator back always against
the screw and if the screw doesn't hold well it
will allow the regulator to be pushed toward the
"slow" side of the scale. Sometimes it may hold
for a few days and then slip. This is not seldom
the cause of freaks of timekeeping, for which the
workman goes to a good deal of trouble to locate
before he finds the very simple cause of it.

"Oily."—Should watch pinions be oiled after
watch has been cleaned? What kind of oil should
be used on watchmakers' lathe? Is clock oil
sufficientf—Watch pinions should never be oiled.
The friction between the teeth of the wheels and
the leaves of the pinions is mainly "rolling" fric-
tion, which it is not necessary to reduce by lubri-
cation as it is in the case of the "sliding" friction
which exists at pivots, pallets, etc., and, in addition,
the oil would gather dust and thicken, which
would clog the train and, in time, stop the watch.
It is not necessary to go to the expense of using
clock oil to oil your lathe. The best oil for this
purpose and for oilstones, etc., is that known as
sperm oil. This can be bought of any of the
material dealers whose announcements appear in
our advertising columns.

"Alarm."—I have a nickel alarm clock that
is all right in all respects except it will not run;
that is, the balance does not take sufficient motion
when clock is rz up, but will take good motion
dial up. Please advise what might be the trouble?
—You will find that the balance pivots have worn
pits in their bearings, which prevent the free action
of the pivots ; possibly the pivots themselves are
worn blunt. The remedy is, of course, to repoint
the pivots by putting the balance arbor in a lathe
and using, first, a quick-cutting abrasive slip like
India oilstone or carborundum, following with
fine oilstone, then polishing with diamantine or
rouge on a boxwood or bell metal slip. Next, the
bearings must be dressed inside to make them
perfect hollow cones, as originally they were.
Unscrew them and draw the temper to a white-
blue ; if the worn portions are deep, drill them out
with a pointed countersink, or put them up
in your lathe and turn them out. A slightly worn
bearing may be dressed by driving a sharp-pointed
punch into it after it has been annealed. Then,
whichever of these two methods has been used,
the next step is to reharden the bearings and
polish them, first with fine emery or oilstone
powder; next, with diamantine or rouge, applied
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with a pointed pegwood stick. Another thing
which you must see to is that the fork and roller
action is right; that the guard pin does not touch
the roller edge when the clock is running normally.

"Lever."—I have a duplex lever clock, eight
day, New Haven Clock Co.; balance takes good
motion, springs are all right. The movement is a
good one. This clock will gain, lose and keep
nearly perfect time in three successive weeks
without having the regulator touched.—If the gains
and losses in the timekeeping of your clock fluctu-
ate in accordance with changes in the temperature,
the compensation needs adjustment. If this is not
the trouble, then it may be one of a great many
faults, most of which in themselves are rather
trifling, but which are not always easy to find.
It may be, for instance, that the hairspring is not
tightly pinned in the stud or the stud may be loose
in its seat, etc. We suggest that you make
a careful examination of the entire clock. "As-
sume that everything is wrong and satisfy your-
self that it is right" is the best rule to follow,
because, on the face of it, everything is apt to ap-
pear right and it requires a careful search to
detect the fault.

"Color."—Please let me know the proper way
to color a meerschaum pipe.—There are hardly
any rules that can be set down and followed in
such cases, but there are some that may aid in a
general way. In the first place, a good quality of
tobacco should be used, and it should not be
smoked too fast, else it will have a tendency to
"burn" the meerschaum and thereby cause a poor
color. To avoid "burning" we would suggest
that you use what tobacco trade call a "tulip."
This is merely an inside bowl of meerschaum or
brier, in which the tobacco is placed in order to
keep the fire away from the parts o be colored.
After the desired color is arrived at the pipe
should be "color set." This is an operation in
which very few people become expert. In fact,
we believe there are not more than fifty experts
in the country. In view of this fact, we would
suggest that you consult your local tobacco dealer
and ascertain the name of a good man for the
work. From a booklet published by a Philadel-
phia expert we extract the following "hints for
coloring":

Smoke slowly—the pipe should never become
heated.

Use a meerschaum button; do not smoke to
bottom of bowl, for where the fire is the pipe will
rarely color.

Never handle when warm.
Never put in case till cool.
Never cover with leather or cloth.
Never remove all the inside crust.

"Bob."—Will you kindly let me know what
kind of bob or weight is best to use with nickel
steel or invar rod for seconds pendulum and what
diameter of rod is bestf—An answer to both of
your questions would depend on what kind of a
clock you intend using the pendulum in. We must
know this in order to answer definitely.

"Measure."—How would you take measure-
ments from the watch plates of a full plate move-
ment and also a three-quarter plate movement in
turning new staffs, so as to have the right height
for the balance wheel, roller table and hairspring f
—You will need two gages—a Boley-Vernier
slide gage, and a screw height gage—which you
can easily make for yourself. It is simply a steel
wire, about No. 65 Stubs' gage, one and a half
inches in length, with a conical pivot turned on
one end and a light handle of any convenient
shape on the other. A thread is cut on the lower
end of the wire to a distance of about one-half
inch from the pivoted end; the thread is cut down
to the beginning of the cone of pivot. On this
threaded portion of the gage is fitted a very light
collar of steel, threaded so as to turn easily, but
without any "play" upon the threaded wire; ex-
tending from the lower end of this collar is a

light finger, about 1/2 mm. in length. By turning
the collar or holding the collar and turning the
handle of the screw, the finger can be made to
stand at any desired height from the end of the
pivot. To take measurements for making a bal-
ance staff, take off the balance bridge of the move-
ment and insert the pivot of the screw gage in
the lower balance hole jewel, resting on the cap
jewel. Now screw the collar up or down until
the lower side of the finger stands above the top
of the lever fork just sufficiently to allow for
the necessary clearance between the fork and
roller. Take out the gage and with the Boley
gage measure the distance from the pivot end to
the finger of the screw gage; to this add the
thickness of the roller table; the total will be the
length of staff from the bottom of the hub to the
end of the lower pivot. Next, put the screw
gage pivot again in the lower balance jewel and
run the finger up until it stands above the level
of the top of the plate sufficiently to represent
clearance between the bottom of the balance wheel
and the top of the plate. With the Boley gage
take this measurement, which will, of course, be
the length of the staff between the balance
shoulder and the lower pivot. The difference be-
tween this length and the one first found will be
the length of the hub. Now screw the balance
bridge into place and take off the upper and lower
balance cap jewels, leaving the hole jewels in
place. With the curved arms of the Boley gage
measure the distance between the outside surfaces
of the hole jewels, planting the gage arms
squarely over the holes of the jewels. The meas-
urement found will be the total length of the staff.
These are all the measurements that can be taken
from the plates ; the remaining ones are taken
from the parts which are to fit the staffs. The
balance itself is used as a gage for the height
and diameter of the balance riveting shoulder; the
hairspring collet for the same measurements on
the collet hub and the roller table for the diameter
of the shank which is to carry it. It is hardly
necessary to add that the hole jewels are used
to gage the diameters of the pivots. All remain-
ing proportions are simply judged by eye, the aim
of the workman being to get out the most sym-
metrical appearing job possible.

"Roller."—I have for repair an 18 size, 17
jewel nickel Rockford movement, No. 561839,
which has a roller jewel with cross section Dike
this — in which the concave side faces the fork.
I do not recollect ever having seen a roller pin
like this before and should like to know wherein
lies the advantage of this pin, except possibly in
weight, over the round pin with the flat side; also
what make and grade of watch this pin was in-
tended for, as it is apparently too small for the
hole in the roller in which it is setr—We think it
most likely that the peculiarly shaped roller jewel
you mention was originally made for a watch of
European manufacture. The utility of the con-
cave front face is hard to imagine; the best time-
keeping results possible are gained by using flat-
faced roller jewels, so to make them concave
would seem to be simply a waste of labor.

"Motion."—In two different seven jewel
Waltham movements I am at a loss to account
f or a knocking sound, as the balance oscillates as
if the wheel hits against something. On examina-
tion I find the wheel free from any contact, the
guard pin free and proper distance from roller,
roller true and polished, fork smooth, jewel
straight with freedom, pivots and jewels 0. K.
Can you enlighten me to probable trouble. The
watch keeps fair time and has pretty good motion?
—The trouble you describe could be caused by
excessive draw, as this would result in a heavy
unlocking and an unusual impact of roller jewel
on fork. The simplest way to describe this fault
would be to say that the pallet stones are set in the
anchor so that their acting ends are tilted too far
in the direction from which the escape wheel teeth
come when the wheel is in motion. If this is the
fault the remedy is to heat the pallet and tilt the
stones so that their acting ends are set farther
toward the direction in which the escape wheel
teeth go when the wheel is in action.
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Roy Watch Case Company
MANUFACTURERS OF

FINE SOLID GOLD CASES

TRADE•MARK REGISTERED

tiL Special attention given to the
execution of special orders for
hand made cases. Prompt
delivery.

ROY
WATCH
CASE

COMPANY

21 and 23 MAIDEN LANE •••• NEW YORK
SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE: 704 MARKET STREET

September, 1909 THE

The Watch Repair Department

Extracts from address by C. R. HART, of Bradley Poly-
technic Institute, before Peoria Convention

I have here a price list issued by one of the
material houses in Chicago which looks good to
me. It's a move in the right direction. Such
prices as are commonly asked for watch repairs
are frightful. The amount of work done for
which no charge is made is appalling, and yet
there are many here, no doubt, who have been
educated to think that this is all right.

I have gone into places where
Quality competitors were half-price
versus Price men and have won out every

time on high prices with qual-
ity, which is always imperative. Of course, this
was years ago, when I could stand the work and
annoyance better and feel more buoyant than at
my age now. But I know from past experience
that even now I could go into any town, were
it worth my while, and do the same thing over
again, only in a larger way. What I can do, so
could any man that has the skill of an artisan
and a little determination.

You say, people won't stand a higher price
for watchwork. How do you know? Did you
ever try it? Did you ever stop to think how
much men think of their watches? How anxious
they are to have them properly repaired? Take
your own watch, for instance. Suppose for some
reason you are not able to repair it. How would
you like to have one of these half-price men do it?
Oh, yes, I know you say all a watch needs is
cleaning. A customer brings in a watch to have
it repaired. To show your superior knowledge
you open it and with your wise eye on peer into
its mechanism, and, if there is any appearance of
dirt, you say, "It needs cleaning. It will cost you
seventy-five cents or a dollar," according to what
you think a customer will stand.

How did you become a mind
Don't Deceive reader, and since when did
Yourself your sight turn into an X-ray?

How could you see the defects
in the escapement, or the hairspring, or the con-
dition of pivots, or the jewels, especially on the
lower plate? Funny, isn't it, what wise men we
have in this business nowadays. And, is it any
wonder customers are suspicious? Then think
what the watchmaker has to do on account of
these wise ones. Of course, you think this cus-
tomer is honoring you with the first examination
on his watch. Incidentally this might be true, but
generally it has been to other repairers and they
may have looked it through carefully, as any
workman should do, and have made a reasonable
price. And the customer would be satisfied did
your price agree with others, as it should do, and
which should be an honest price for honest work,
as prices range in other lines of work, for watch-
work is of the highest type of mechanical art.
It entails more experience and greater skill and a
continuous watchful care during the time inter-
vening between repairs. But, let's suppose, which
is not unreasonable, you have made the mistake
of making a price for cleaning when other re-
pairs are necessary, which is most common, and
your customer leaves the watch. And when your
workman takes it down—or I should hope it will
be you--maybe you would learn how not to
show your wonderful ignorance quite so often.

The following repairs are found necessary:
Three jewels cracked on the lower plate, a soft
mainspring in the barrel, balance pivot bent, the
hairspring is out of true in the round and flat.

Oh, well, you say, fix it up. Then you go back
to the rear of your store and damn that corner
up there because it don't pay. Yes, lots of you
look upon the corner where the watchmaker sits as
a necessary evil, and as you feel so you advertise.

Let me tell you, gentlemen,
Value of Repair you couldn't do any business
Department without that corner, and you

know it. But this may surprise
some of you, for you never thought of it in that
way, but just suppose you were the whole thing.
When you go home, sit down and think it over
and use some of the grey matter that hasn't
been working lately and see what a fool you have
been for the past fifteen or twenty years in many
ways.
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You probably never have figured out how
much you could have made if decent and legiti-
mate prices had been charged. Just take your
watch book when you get home and this new list
I refer to and see how much you have lost and
how much the bench work would have paid had

. you done as any sensible man would do. Oh, yes,
now some of you would begin to holler if you
had a chance and try to excuse yourself and sa
you can't do that. The man across the way on
charges a small price and I can't do otherw
than he does. And he says the same thing of su,
and you never talk the matter over with him or
even speak to him when you meet on the st eet,
do you?

But let's look again at that man in the
corner. You men who have been in the busi ess
fifteen or twenty years I want to talk to now.
I trust you will take it kindly, as I mean it in
that way. Oh, well, of course, I don't mean all
of yOu, but presume there may be at least two
here within the sound of my voice—these are the
ones I mean, of course. The others are at home,
so I am only talking for the benefit of these two.
And the rest of you are sitting here sweltering
and listening. But this is only incidental.

A good old customer of yours
Treatment of who has a fair watch comes
Customers in and goes way back • to the

safe, leans over the counter so
he can whisper in your ear that the watchmaker
may not hear, and he says : "Jim, my watch
stopped. I don't know what's the matter with it."
For pity stakes ! who ever supposed he did? And
how few, even watchmakers, know until after tak-
ing down a timepiece what they should know be-
fore putting a price on the work. And your cus-
tomer says in a more audible tone, looking side-
wise at the man in the corner, "Now, Jim, I want
you to repair it, for you have always done my
work right. I don't know about your new man;
presume he's good, but I would rather have you
do the work." And you are flattered and take
it in, don't you, just like a chump, as you or
anyone else is that does it that way.

"What fools these mortals be!" said Shakes-
peare. And I have always thought he included
just such men as I am talking about. Now,
what should you have said?

Let me tell you how I would
Solving the have put the matter for that
Difficulty good old customer of yours,

and I am not casting any re-
flections on him either, as he is what you have
made him largely. "Now, Jim, see here! What
you say about my work is all right and I ap-
preciate the confidence you have in me, but did
you ever stop to think there are lots more
just like you? I have worked at the bench for
twenty years and have done work good as you
say. Now I have hired a man to take my place.
Don't you suppose I took pains to get a good
one to take care of my old customers ? Don't
you think me capable of telling a good workman?
and isn't it to my interests to have one of the
best? Well, I rather think so. Now you take
your watch up to the watchmaker and leave it
with him and let him examine it and you come
in to-morrow and he will tell you what it needs
and what the price will be for repairs. And,
if in the meantime, you need a watch to carry,
he will give you one that you may not be in-
convenienced in any way. And if your watch
is not properly repaired you let me know. I am
going to do business on a little different scale
than formerly and I am sure you will appreciate
it, and you just tell your friends I have one of
the best workmen I can get and he can do finer
work than I ever did, for he has had experience
in finer watch work than I ever had a chance
to do."

Now, don't some of you have a spasm at
the mere idea I have suggested, or think should
you do such an unheard of thing your workman
would soon have all your customers and would
start in business for himself, and the corner
where you have worked so long and the watches
hung so constantly would be left bare and your
old customers would buy all their jewelry and
watches of him. Strange how you can admit the
value of this -corner in cases like these, isn't it?
But now let me tell you something few of you
have discovered. A man who has become a pro-

ficient workman (one who is a natural artisan—
and you have no business to have any other kind)
is a poor man for a mercantile business generally.
And few of these men have any desire to start
in business for themselves if their skill could
demonstrate their ability to earn a good salary

honest prices are charged for honest work.--,
When you hire a man get

Engaging a a good one. What I mean by
Workman "good" is the best there is;

and you say to him something
like this : "Now, my man, this corner is yours
to run. I am satisfied you have the skill and I
trust that you have the ability to handle this
place as it should be, but I want to put you right
before you start so you can do your best. I
shall expect you to take care of all the watch
work and do it in a thorough and workmanlike
manner. I want you to examine all the watches
you take in before making a price on them and
I do not wish you to do it while the customer
is waiting, for should you try there will be times
when you should have to neglect other customers
or hurry over the movement you were examining
and, of necessity, miss some of the repairs, which
should never be done. Also, the taking of a
watch down before a customer in your deft way
would lead some to think there was little work
to do or that it required little time to repair it,
as they generally anticipate. And others who are
very careful with their watches might think
you were careless with it on account of your
speed and even on this account take it away,
fearing that it would not be properly handled.

"Of course, some customers will be incredu-
lous and refuse to leave their watches should
you not examine them, while they wait. But these
you must be patient with, as they undoubtedly
have just cause for being suspicious. You may
tell them you always examine work before taking
it in and putting a price on it and that you have
a number of watches that were left yesterday
that must be examined first. As every customer
is treated in the same manner it would not be
fair to do otherwise. Under no consideration
become angry with any customer, for you prob-
ably know that some of them use these methods
to find out a good workman. One that is all right
need feel no rebuff at anything they may say.
When my old customers come in and want me
to look over their watches I shall always refer
them to you and shall introduce you to them
and you are to take full charge of their watch
work. When you are out to dinner I shall do
the same way and watches you find on your
bench are to be treated in the regular order.

"I want you to take this list of watch repairs
and make out your prices in accordance with
these given here, with a few exceptions, such as
cleaning, which should be charged according to
the grade of the watch and the care necessary in
handling it properly. Also you will notice there
is little said on this list in reference to truing
and poising the balance; or truing in round or
flat of the hairspring, or of redressing the oyer-
coil of the spring, or of adjusting the escape-
ment. This is generally considered to be a part
of the cleaning and as it is so considered and
110 charges made for it, few take the trouble to
do it, as watches in general will show.

"These things you must make a price on in
your estimate; not in accordance with the time
in which your skill will enable you to do them,
but as to the value of their proper adjustment
to a watch. You should always remember that
the knowledge required in this art is not unlike
the doctor's but which also, of necessity, com-
bines the skill of the surgeon. And with this
consideration you will seldom go wrong. Of
course you understand that when a number of
things are to be done on a watch a reasonable
discount from these prices here, say ten per cent.,
is all right. In short, I want you to feel that
you're working for my customers and yours and
you will find, as I have, that the ones whom you
may reasonably call customers are the ones that
appreciate good work and are always ready to
pay for it and that they will bring you more
work than any other method of advertisement
and also make customers, as well, for the store
in other lines. The average buyer is a much
more reasonable individual than is generally sup-
posed if we appeal to him in the proper manner."



PROFIT
Is what you are in business for—"Ball
Watches" assure you several varieties.

1—A Fair cash return. 2—Satisfied Customers—most desirable "profit."
3—No preliminary repairing of movement—No fitting to case—No long regulation. Thus
saving your time is " profit." 4—No " price cutting " competitors.

A " profit proposition " straight through for every reliable retail jeweler.

erWrite for booklet of facts and figures.
NI We want an authorized agent in
every locality.

Td[ ONLY PALLET JEWEL SETTER

Look for stamp—it means
satisfaction guaranteed

Price $2.00

MR. C. CULMAN
Maplewood, Mo.

Dear Sir:
The ONLY pallet setter

Is rightly named. I re-ceived it ten days ago andhave used it several times.I would not be without it
now if the price was $10.00.Please charge through
Messrs. Freudenheim,
Levy & Lamle, this city,or send bill to me as youprefer.

Fraternally yours,
w. C. COMFORT

Elmira, N.Y.

OVER 1000 SOLD THE FIRST SEVEN MONTHS
THE ONLY SETTER separates the two jewels so that one can be adjusted without danger ofthe other shifting. THE ONLY Sl 'TT ER is fitted with practical gages to determine the amountjewel is to be stilted, eliminating Uguess work. CLMAN'S TOOLS are sent free on ten days'trial, and if found satisfactory are charged through your jobber.

For Sale by all Jobbers in U.S. and Canada

These washers are to he pressed in. Theycan be seated in the pendant by a few lighttaps of a hammer, without any furthertrouble. No soldering necessary.It is evident to anyone that a conical,
knarled washer of steel mast sit well, as itskeen outside edges press deeply iu the softmetal of the pendant.Gilt or nickeled.

PRICE81.50 per Assortment of 6 Dozen.
4113-Send for Circular and Free Sample Pair.

C. CULNIAN
MAPLE AND HAZEL AVENUES

MAPLEWOOD, MO.

Tne Ezra F. Bowman Technical

School, in Lancaster, Pennsylvania,

offers you courses in Watchmaking,

Engraving and Jewelry work.

During its twenty years' establish-

ment its policy has been to consider,

above everything else, how it could

increase the benefits of its instruc-

tion to its students. As a natural

result it stands second to none and

superior to most similiar institutions

in the world to-day. Your address

on a postal card will bring catalogue

with full information.

LEMAIRE OPERA
GLASSES

LEMAIRE FIELD GLASSES

BEST IN THE WORLD. USED IN THE ARMY AND NAVY

SUSSFELD, LORSCH a CO., Importers
NEW CATALOGUE upon appl;cation to any JOBBER 3 7 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK

All Genuine Glasses
Bear This Mark

Large Variety in All
the Latest Styles
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Readers are requested to send for publication new ideas
on any subject, technical or mercantile, of general
interest to the trade. As this page is for the use

of individual readers, we do not hold our-
selves responsible for the views ex-

pressed.—Editor The Keystone.

Cause and Effect of Over-banking
ED. KEYSTONE :—The term "overbanking," so

common among repairers, means that the escape-
ment is not safe; it unlocks prematurely. This
shows one of two things. Either the watch must
have received a hard jolt or the man that handled
the watch last was incompetent, for if the lever
escapement is adjusted right it would not unlock
with common usage. When the watch leaves the
factory it will require abuse to unlock the es-
capement prematurely. A large percentage of re-
pairers, however, have more or less trouble with
what they term "overbanking," and its frequent
occurrence shows the thing most needed is a
thorough knowledge of the escapement.

The cause of the escapement unlocking at the
wrong time are numerous. Many so-called watch-
makers believe if the watch overbanks the fault
is that the guard pin is too far away from the
roller. Excessive roller shake, it is true, will al-
low the escapement to unlock, but there are other
faults that will also cause the trouble. As it ap-
pears to me, the ground has not been entirely
covered. I submit a few faults, any of which
will cause overbanking, providing they exist to
excess, and if any of the faults exist or if there
is a combination of faults, it shows the escapement
should receive special attention for safety.

I. First, and foremost, is the guard pin,
which is placed on the fork for the sole purpose
of preventing the escapement from unlocking, and
if the pin be upright and not loose, with its
proper adjustment, will prevent the escapement
from unlocking, providing no other fault exists.
But frequently it will be found the escapement
has more than one fault, consequently correcting
the roller shake will not always prevent over-
banking.

2. Roller out of diameter—a common fault,
and is caused by several things. Possibly the hole
for staff is out of center ; some one may have tried
to close the hole and, not holding the punch up-
right, the bole might be closed on one side. Then
again, the balance pivots may be bent or the staff
sprung. As a rule, not enough care is used in
driving a roller, for if the roller drives hard there
is danger of springing the staff or throwing up
a burr ; either will cause the roller to be out of
diameter.

3. Excessive side shake to balance or pallet
pivots. There should be no more side shake to
pallet arbor or balance staff pivots than to give
perfect freedom.

4. The jewels to balance staff or pallet arbor
or escape wheel cracked, chipped, loose in the
settings, or settings loose in cock, bridge or plate.

5. Pallet stone chipped or loose.
6. Excessive end shake to pallet and escape

wheel. The escape tooth should not be allowed
to go above or below the pallet stones.

7. Pallet loose on arbor, or roller loose on
staff, or jewel pin loose.

8. Lock light. This is a common fault and
is due to faults found in 3, 4, 5 and 6.

9. Escape tooth bent; burrs on escape tooth.
Possibly the escape wheel is out of true in the
diameter. If all other parts are right one pallet
stone or both should be moved if the lock is light.

to. Short fork. If the fork is short there
will be excessive shake to fork at the point of
drop. The fork should be long enough to prevent
unlocking of the escapement when at the point of
drop, for when in thi scondition the guard pin
is of no assistance as it is in the passing hollow
at this time. As the fork length is supposed to
be right when watch leaves the factory, we must
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look further to find the trouble and, as a rule, it
can be found in it, 12 and 53.

II. Jewel pin set too far back. This will
make what is called depth shallow ; the same ef-
fect as a short fork.

12. Jewel pin too small for the fork slot.
This will also make depth shallow. In all, the
fork does not receive the full impact of the jewel
pill.

13. Fork angle out. If the fork angle is
right and the escapement is banked to drop, the
jewel pin will leave the fork with no slide on
either pallet stone, and as the jewel pin leaves
the fork a tooth will drop and the fork will strike
the bankings. With the watch banked to drop
there should be no roller shake or slide on either
pallet stone. If there be roller shake when
banked to drop the guard pin should be forwarded
until there be no shake on either side with the
balance free. If this condition exists, with all
other parts right, we can be assured the escape-
ment is right, with the exception of roller shake
and slide, which will now be given by opening the
bankings a trifle. The escapement should now be
right and in this condition will not overbank in
common use.

Respectfully yours,
G. E. METCALF'.

Tightening Cannon Pinions
Eo. KEYSTONE :—I notice in the June number

of THE KEYSTONE your invitation for contribu-
tors, which I hope will be appreciated as much as
it should. In my experience there are several
little things that I have picked up that may be
old to many, but they are new to me and may
help some other fellow. Here is a good way to
tighten cannon pinions with the staking tool: Take
large stump used for removing roller tables and
a V-shaped punch. Place the punch crosswise
the slot in the stump that receives the roller pin.
Put your tapered brass wire through pinion and
you have it.

I have found that I can do the work trial;
better and in less time than in any other way.
Sharp-pointed punches are better on small pinions.
You must get your stump in the right place and
tighten the tool the first thing.

Truly yours,
Clovis, Cal. C. A. Fox.

How to Put a Watch in Beat Without
Taking the Movement Apart

ED. KEYSTONE :—First see that the roller
jewel is set properly. You must use a pair of
fine-pointed tweezers, remove the balance wheel
and bridge from the movement, then remove the
balance wheel from the bridge. Place the bridge
on the movement with screw in place, take the
tweezers, place across the rim of the balance
wheel, points down, directly in front of the roller
jewel; carry the balance to the bridge (which is
on the movement), place the lower pivot of the
balance staff in center and on top of the end
stone in the balance bridge. Now, with the
tweezer points down directly in front and in
parallel with the roller jewel, points of the
tweezers directly in line as perpendicular over
the pivot of the pallet arbor, now you can see
which way the hairspring will have to be moved
to have the hairspring stud come directly over
the hairspring stud seat in the balance bridge,
which properly puts the movement in beat. I use
a hairspring adjuster in turning the hairspring in
proper place as above described.

Yours truly,
Esbon, Kans. R. E. BONNEY.

[This article describes a very quick and ef-
fective method of putting a watch in beat, but our
contributor is not quite explicit enough in a few
particulars, which we will explain more fully.
The tweezers should grasp the staff below the
roller table, then the roller jewel will be between
the points, or "arms" of the tweezers, but on
turning the balance slightly it will be seen that
the roller jewel has considerable play; it must be
centered between the tweezer arms. Bring the
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roller jewel against one arm then note a point on
the balance rim which intersects any part of the
tweezers, keeping the eye on this point, turn the
balance until the roller jewel stops against the
other arm of the tweezers, then see how much of
the balance rim has passed the spot noted on the
tweezers. You can now center the roller jewel
by moving the balance back just half the distance
it was moved forward. This can all be done in-
stantly ; then lay the lower pivot directly over the
upper cap jewel (the bridge being screwed in
place, as explained) and get the tweezers into posi-
tion so that the pallet arbor pivot hole stands
exactly between the arms. Then follow the
method explained in the article. There are other
ways of putting watches in beat, but we believe
this is the easiest and quickest.—En.]

Shipping Goods That are Not Ordered

ED. KEYSTONE :—I would like your opinion
on the following : A number of houses make a
practice of sending out goods without orders.
They take dealers' names from some directory or
some other source and send them a selection of
something together with a bill for the same, with
the request that if it meets approval to retain
same and remit the amount of the bill, and that if
they do not hear from you within a certain time
they will take it for granted that you wish the
goods and will draw on you through the bank in
so and so many days. Some of these firms en-
close postage for the return of the goods and
some do not; some send them by express, and
while they prepay the express charges the dray-
men here charge to cents a package for deliver-
ing, so that everyone of these cost me to cents at
the least. Now, in cases of this sort, can I be
held responsible for the goods? Sometimes,
among other advertising matter, the letters find
their way to the waste basket. Should I stand the
expense of paying drayage and then, when things
are opened before I get to them, packing them
up again and paying a drayman to take them to
the express office? I recently received four of
these in twenty-four hours, besides another one
that I have no trace of that a firm claims they
sent me. Who ought to pay for this one?
It is, of course, needless to say that the majority
of these goods are such as a first-class house
would not want to sell.

Thanking you in advance, I am
Sincerely yours,

Scotland, S. Dak. E. H. TREIBER.

[The fundamental principle stands that no
man is responsible for an obligation which he does
not contract. Our correspondent is under no ob-
ligation to receive the goods. Jewelers, generally,
know what they have ordered and from whom,
and such trouble can generally be avoided by re-
fusing to accept the mysterious package. If ac-
cepted unwittingly and the jeweler finds that it
contains goods which he did not order, the proper
thing for him to do is to notify the firm shipping
the goods, informing them that he will return the
package on receipt of the expense to which he has
been put.—En].

Opposed to the Fixed Selling Price
En. KEYSTONE :—I do not believe in the fixed

selling price, as the profits are too small now,
unless the price is high enough. It costs 33 per
cent. now to pay expenses. Manufacturers and
jobbers have no idea of retail prices, but base
the fixed retail price on their annual business.
A fixed retail price kills the retailer, who has to
have a larger percentage of profit. Advertising
a fixed price is apt to ruin a retailer, whose am-
bition is to support his family well and add to his
capital and pay too cents on a dollar. His profits
are small enough now. The country jeweler who
is a mechanic at his bench might be satisfied, but
the city jeweler is a merchandise merchant and
must get a profit fixed upon the cost of doing
business. Every business man knows what it
costs him to do business and the retail prices
fixed by manufacturers bear too small a profit.

Yours truly,
Boston, Mass. J. A. WILLIAMS.
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Should Watch Companies Sell
Only Complete Watches?

By ANDERSON BLANTON, Paris, Mo., before the St. Louis
Convention

This practical subject is being agitated
from one end of the country to the other.
Though of vital interest to the trade, it is a
question on which retail jewelers may hon-
estly and earnestly differ.

In one respect, many jewel-
ers say, it might prove a
dangerous experiment to
require manufacturing corn-
panies to sell watches com-

plete. It would not only be a gigantic un-
dertaking for the factory people, but might
prove a very expensive thing to the retailer
from the fact that he would be compelled
to handle a larger stock than his trade
would justify in order to supply a demand
for the various grades and makes now
meeting with popular favor on the market.
The fact that hundreds of grades of watches
are now being manufactured and exploited
in the United States would necessitate the
investment of a small fortune by the retailer,
even though he should buy but one of each
grade, should each movement be cased by
its maker.

Such an investment would be entirely
out of the question with a jeweler whose
store was in a small town. It would
furthermore seem unfair to the case maker,
because he would be forced to either em-
bark in the manufacture of movements or go
out of business, while the watch companies
that have established minimum selling prices
for their products would have no recourse
but to shut up shop or branch out into the
manufacture of cases. Either horn of this
dilemma would work a hardship on the corn-
panies from the fact that it would reduce
them to a choice between closing their doors
or investing an enormous amount of capital
in a branch of industry in which they were
totally inexperienced. That this would be
an injustice will be admitted by those who
are familiar with their constant efforts to
protect the retail jeweler. The above argu-
ments may be made by those who oppose
the sale of complete watches.

On the other hand, is there
a jeweler in the Statc who
can honestly claim that the
policy of the Howard

Watch Company works a hardship on him ?
Are we making more than a legitimate profit
on the complete watches put out by this
company ? Do we find them hz,rder to sell
because they are complete?

I answer emphatically No!
An overwhelming majority of jewelers

will testify that it is not only a pleasure to
handle such goods, but that they have the
satisfaction of knowing that their price-
cutting competitor dare not retail one of
these timepieces for less than the established
price—a price that guarantees him a legiti-
mate, though not excessive, profit on his
investment.

The same thing is true of the Lord
Elgin and some other standard makes. To
have an established price on one part of the

Consideration
for
Manufacturers

An Illustrative
Case

watch and not on the other part is little if
any protection against the price cutter.
While maintaining the price of the move-
ment, for instance, he will sell the case for
any price he thinks the customer will stand,
or, if necessary will furnish the case at
absolute cost, on the theory that having
lost nothing on one part of the watch while
making a profit on the other part, he is still
ahead.

Department
Store Schemes

Another argument against
the present policy is the
fact that department stores
frequently sell watches for

less money than we retailers pay for them
at the factory. A jeweler who was visiting
in St. Louis the latter part of last winter
was attracted by a very large display of
watches in the show window of one of these
establishments. A study of window signs
revealed the fact that 16-size Elgin or
Waltham 7-jewel movements in 20-year
cases livere on sale at only $5, while 15-
jewel movements could be had at $7.50. Is
there a retailer who can sell watches at such
prices and keep out of bankruptcy? Nay,
verily.

An examination of the cases in the dis-
play mentioned revealed the fact that the
cases, while finely finished and fully guar-
anteed by reliable department store people,
were devoid of trade marks.

My contention is that if these move-
ments had been cased by the factory which
made them they would never have gone on
the market at such ridiculous prices because
the retail jewelers, who are the main sup-
port of these factories, would not stand for
any sort of discrimination in favor of the
department store.

In this connection it might
Credit for be pertinent to ask—who is
the Jeweler responsible for the success

of any special make of
watch movement or for the very large de-
mand for the better class of cases ? The
answer is obvious. • It is due to the energy
and judgment of the retail jeweler, whose
endorsement gives these goods standing with
the buying public.

If the Howard Watch Company finds
it profitable to sell its goods complete and
maintain the selling price, would not other
companies find such a policy advantageous?
The Howard people do not manufacture
their filled cases, but have an agreement
with two of the best case makers in the
world for their output.

There really is nothing in the argument
that every jeweler would be forced to handle
every make and grade if this policy were
adopted. The fact is, his trade requires
nothing of the kind.

Should watch companies
sell only complete watches?
For the reasons above ad-
vanced, and for other rea-

sons that are perfectly legitimate. the
general opinion seems to be that they should
sell none but complete watches. The fact
that it would protect the retail jeweler from
the unfair competition of mail order houses
and millionaire department stores would be
sufficient ground for this opinion, even
though no other reason could be given. The

Complete
Watches

September, 19049

mail order and department store people
handle watches without profit as a means
of impressing the unsuspecting with the
notion that everything they offer is much
cheaper than the goods sold by retailers,
while the retailer handles the goods because
they are staples that rightfully belong to his
branch of business.

My opinion is that if the watch case
product should have a minimum selling
price, and the watch movement an estab-
lished minimum price, the retailer would
have no just cause for complaints.

Fighting Mail Order Competition
The question of mail order competition

was very vigorously discussed at several of
the trade conventions held recently. At the
convention of the Iowa State Association
mail order competition was made the subject
of a very practical discourse by J. M. Gold-
stone, of Bennett, Iowa. After an analysis
of the character and extent of this competi-
tion, Mr. Goldstone proceeded as follows:

Now for the weapons to grapple with
this avaricious monster. Fight fire with
fire, so use advertising. Fellow jewelers,
come out of your long nap, get you back
off your bench and look after the selling
part of your business. Don't drone your
life away lying over your bench poking
away at mainsprings, etc., and continually
complaining that someone else is getting
the gravy. Use some good live, honest
advertisements in your local paper, and you
will do more to kill the mail order evil than
anything else under the sun.

That advertising is the instrument of
success is admitted by every successful busi-
ness man or corporation in this country.
Nothing appeals more and sells more goods
to the people than a persuasive advertize-
ment in a magazine or newspaper. There
are, of course, other methods of reaching
the buying public, such as circulars, per-
sonal letters, etc., but the best medium is the
newspaper or magazine. Come out of your
trance, join the ranks of the progressives
or modern business men; then and only then
will you have success.

Here is an illustration wherein adver-
tising helps. We carry a line of wall paper
and druggist sundries in addition to our
jewelry stock. This spring I sent out to
nearly all my patrons a small assortment of
wall paper samples. A catalogue house did
likewise, and had a pattern identically the
same as ours, the same weight and quality,
the only difference being in the price. They
asked 18 cents per double roll, and we
asked 12 cents.

We took the two samples, pasted them
side by side, showed the people we saved
them 6 cents per double roll, the freight,
waste, etc., and the result was that the cata-
logue house sold one bundle of wall paper
in this community and that was to a party
who has owed us an account for the past
five years.

Incidently, I might add, that if the
parcels post as suggested by Postmaster-
General Meyers is adopted, it would also be
a great aid in abolishing the mail order
houses.
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 UR EXTENSIVE PREP-
arations for fall demands

  places us in position to offer

to the trade the most varied and
attractive selection of fine Hall Clock

Cases and Movements on the Ameri-

can Market.

The Herschede
Hall Clock Co.'s
Cases are recognized as the

standard ,of perfection in

clock case construction.

The Herschede
Hall Clock Co.'s
Movements are the highest

grade on the American

market and embody im-

portant improvements

(patented) not to be had in

other movements.

Prompt delivery our specialty.

CATALOGUE ON REQUEST

Manufacturers and Importers
Office, Showrooms and Factory

1011-1015 PLUM STREET
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Should Watch Companies Sell
Only Complete Watches?

By ANDERSON BLANTON, Paris, MO., before the St. Louis
Convention

This practical subject is being agitated
from one end of the country to the other.
Though of vital interest to the trade, it is a
question on which retail jewelers may hon-
estly and earnestly differ.

In one respect, many jewel-
ers say, it might prove a
dangerous experiment to
require manufacturing corn-
panies to sell watches com-

plete. It would not only be a gigantic un-
dertaking for the factory people, but might
prove a very expensive thing to the retailer
from the fact that he would be compelled
to handle a larger stock than his trade
would justify in order to supply a demand
for the various grades and makes now
meeting with popular favor on the market.
The fact that hundreds of grades of watches
are now being manufactured and exploited
in the Unita States would necessitate the
investment of a small fortune by the retailer,
even though he should buy but one of each
grade, should each movement be cased by
its maker.

Such an investment would be entirely
out of the question with a jeweler whose
store was in a small town. It would
furthermore seem unfair to the case maker,
because he would be forced to either em-
bark in the manufacture of movements or go
out of business, while the watch companies
that have established minimum selling prices
for their products would have no recourse
but to shut up shop or branch out into the
manufacture of cases. Either horn of this
dilemma would work a hardship on the com-
panies from the fact that it would reduce
them to a choice between closing their doors
or investing an enormous amount of capital
in a branch of industry in which they were
totally inexperienced. That this would be
an injustice will be admitted by those who
are familiar with their constant efforts to
protect the retail jeweler. The above argu-
ments may be made by those who oppose
the sale of complete watches.

On the other hand, is there
An Illustrative a jeweler in the State who
Case can honestly claim that the

policy of the Howard
Watch Company works a hardship on him?
Are we making more than a legitimate profit
on the complete watches put out by this
company ? Do we find them liz,rder to sell
because they are complete?

I answer emphatically No
An overwhelming majority of jewelers

will testify that it is not only a pleasure to
handle such goods, but that they have the
satisfaction of knowing that their price-
cutting competitor dare not retail one of
these timepieces for less than the established
price—a price that guarantees him a legiti-
mate, though not excessive, profit on his
investment.

The same thing is true of the Lord
Elgin and some other standard makes. To
have an established price on one part of the

Consideration
for
Manufacturers

KEYSTONE

watch and not on the other part is little if
any protection against the price cutter.
While maintaining the price of the move-
ment, for instance, he will sell the case for
any price he thinks the customer will stand,
or, if necessary will furnish the case at
absolute cost, on the theory that having
lost nothing on one part of the watch while
making a profit on the other part, he is still
ahead.

Department
Store Schemes

Another argument against
the present policy is the
fact that department stores
frequently sell watches for

less money than we retailers pay for them
at the factory. A jeweler who was visiting
in St. Louis the latter part of last winter
was attracted by a very large display of
watches in the show window of one of these
establishments. A study of window signs
revealed the fact that i6-size Elgin or
Waltham 7-jewel movements in 20-year
cases were on sale at only $5, while 15-
jewel movements could be had at $7.50. Is
there a retailer who can sell watches at such
prices and keep out of bankruptcy ? Nay,
verily.

An examination of the cases in the chs-
play mentioned revealed the fact that the
cases, while finely finished and fully guar-
anteed by reliable department store people,
were devoid of trade marks.

My contention is that if these move-
ments had been cased by the factory which
made them they would never have gone on
the market at such ridiculous prices because
the retail jewelers, who are the main sup-
port of these factories, would not stand for
any sort of discrimination in favor of the
department store.

In this connection it might
be pertinent to ask—who is
responsible for the success
of any special make of

watch movement or for the very large de-
mand for the better class of cases ? The
answer is obvious. It is due to the energy
and judgment of the retail jeweler, whose
endorsement gives these goods standing with
the buying public.

If the Howard Watch Company finds
it profitable to sell its goods complete and
maintain the selling price, would not other
companies find such a policy advantageous?
The Howard people do not manufacture
their filled cases, but have an agreement
with two of the best case makers in the
world for their output.

There really is nothing in the argument
that every jeweler would be forced to handle
every make and grade if this policy were
adopted. The fact is, his trade requires
nothing of the kind.

Should watch companies
Complete sell only complete watches?
Watches For the reasons above ad-

vanced, and for other rea-
sons that are perfectly legitimate. the
general opinion seems to be that they should
sell none but complete watches. The fact
that it would protect the retail jeweler from
the unfair competition of mail order houses
and millionaire department stores would be
sufficient ground for this opinion, even
though no other reason could be given. The

Credit for
the Jeweler
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mail order and department store people
handle watches without profit as a means
of impressing the unsuspecting with the
notion that everything they offer is much
cheaper than the goods sold by retailers,
while the retailer handles the goods because
they are staples that rightfully belong to his
branch of business.

My opinion is that if the watch case
product should have a minimum selling
price, and the watch movement an estab-
lished minimum price, the retailer would
have no just cause for complaints.

Fighting Mail Order Competition

The question of mail order competition
was very vigorously discussed at several of
the trade conventions held recently. At the
convention of the Iowa State Association
mail order competition was made the subject
of a very practical discourse by J. M. Gold-
stone, of Bennett, Iowa. After an analysis
of the character and extent of this competi-
tion, Mr. Goldstone proceeded as follows:

Now for the weapons to grapple with
this avaricious monster. Fight fire with
fire, so use advertising. Fellow jewelers,
come out of your long nap, get you back
off your bench and look after the selling
part of your business. Don't drone your
life away lying over your bench poking
away at mainsprings, etc., and continually
complaining that someone else is getting
the gravy. Use some good live, honest
advertisements in your local paper, and you
will do more to kill the mail order evil than
anything else under the sun.

That advertising is the instrument of
success is admitted by every successful busi-
ness man or corporation in this country.
Nothing appeals more and sells more goods
to the people than a persuasive advertize-
ment in a magazine or newspaper. There
are, of course, other methods of reaching
the buying public, such as circulars, per-
sonal letters, etc., but the best medium is the
newspaper or magazine. Come out of your
trance, join the ranks of the progressives
or modern business men ; then and only then
will you have success.

Here is an illustration wherein adver-
tising helps. We carry a line of wall paper
and druggist sundries in addition to our
jewelry stock. This spring I sent out to
nearly all my patrons a small assortment of
wall paper samples. A catalogue house did
likewise, and had a pattern identically the
same as ours, the same weight and quality,
the only difference being in the price. They
asked 18 cents per double roll, .and we
asked 12 cents.

We took the two samples, pasted them
side by side, showed the people we saved
them 6 cents per double roll, the freight,
waste, etc., and the result was that the cata-
logue house sold one bundle of wall paper
in this community and that was to a party
who has owed us an account for the past
five years.

Incidently, I might add, that if the
parcels post as suggested by Postmaster-
General Meyers is adopted, it would also be
a great aid in abolishing the mail order
houses.
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HALL CLOCKS
UR EXTENSIVE PREP-

arations for fall demands

places us in position to offer

to the trade the most varied and

attractive selection of fine Hall Clock

Cases and Movements on the Ameri-

can Market.

The Herschede
Hall Clock Co.'s
Cases are recognized as the

standard 41 perfection in

clock case construction.

The Herschede
Hall Clock Co.'s
Movements are the highest

grade on the American

market and embody im-

portant improvements

(patented) not to be had in

other movements.

Prompt delivery our specialty.

CATALOGUE ON REQUEST

'We Herschede Hall Clock Co.
Manufacturers and Importers

Office, Showrooms and Factory

1011-1015 PLUM STREET CINCINNATI, OHIO, U.S.A.
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SESSIONS CLOCKS
JUST WHAT THE TRADE DEMAND

A Neat, Plain Polished Cabinet Clock at a Popular Price. Substantially Constructed. Nicely Finished Golden Oak Cases

Ni,11!t

SPLGIALIESIGN3 I
Flo PRE BNTATION

gi

AVONDALE BELFAST
I2Y2 inches high o inches wide 12Y, inches high io inches wide

Price, $5.30 Price, $5.20

8-day, Striking the Hour and Half-hour on Cathedral Gong.

DALTON
I2Y2 inches high lo inches wide

Price, $5.00

Iveroid Dial. Plain Brass Sash. Oval Glass.

We illustrate below a few of our fine Inlaid Mahogany Clocks
WRITE FOR SHEET SHOWING FULL LINE IN COLORS
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PLYMOUTH
14 inches high 91/2 inches wide
Solid Mahogany Case, Inlaid with Colored

Woods. Convexed Glass. Cream-tinted
Porcelain Dial. 8-day Cathedral Bell,
Half-hour Strike on Cup Bell.

Price, $16.00

CONCORD
1334 inches high 8 inches wide
Solid Mahogany Case, Inlaid with Colored

Woods, Convexed Glass. Cream-tinted
Porcelain Dial, 8-day Cathedral Bell,
Half-hour Strike on Cup Bell.

Price $15.00
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BRADFORD
141/2 inches high 9'A inches wide
Solid Mahogany Case, Inlaid with Colored

Woods. Cream-tinted Porcelain Dial.
Convexed Glass. 8-day Cathedral Gong,
Half-hour Strike on Cup Bell.

Price $14.00

THE SESSIONS CLOCK CO., afiaFria 42tn:s, Forestville, Conn., U.S.A.
NEW YORK SALESROOMS, 37 Maiden Lane

......0 01000164"
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SESSIONS CLOCKS
JUST WHAT THE TRADE DEMAND

A Neat, Plain Polished Cabinet Clock at a Popular Price. Substantially Constructed. Nicely Finished Golden Oak Cases

1

BELFAST
12%., inches high io inches wide J2)/2 111CheS high io inches widePrice, $5.30 Price, $5.20

8-day, Striking the Hour and Half-hour on Cathedral Gong. Iveroid Dial.

DALTON
T21/2 111CheS high o inches wide

Price, $5.00

Plain Brass Sash. Oval Glass.

We illustrate below a few of our fine Inlaid Mahogany Clocks
WRITE FOR SHEET SHOWING FULL LINE IN COLORS
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PLYMOUTH
14 inches high 9/2 inches wide
Solid Mahogany Case, Inlaid with Colored

Woods. Convexed Glass. Cream-tinted
Porcelain Dial. 8-day Cathedral Bell,
Half-hour Strike on Cup Bell.

Price, $16.00

CONCORD
13Y1 inches high &Li inches wide
Solid Mahogany Case, Inlaid with Colored

Woods. Convexed Glass. Cream-tinted
Porcelain Dial. 8-day Cathedral Bell,
Half-hour Strike on Cup

Price $15.00

THE SESSIONS CLOCK ain OfficeCO.,.9 and Factories,

BRADFORD
1.4;; inches high inches wide
Solid Mahogany Case, Inlaid with Colored

Woods. Cream-tinted Porcelain Dial.
Convexed Glass. 8-day Cathedral Gong,
Half-hour Strike on Cup Bell.

Price $14.00

Forestville, Conn., U.S.A.
NEW YORK SALESROOMS, 37 Maiden Lane
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No. 1998. (Terra)

Westminster Chime Clock, $52.00
(o. K. a.. co. SPECIAL)

Genuine mahogany dull finish.
Height, I7!.. inches ; width, 11 ; inches

No. 136. (Illinois)

Westminster Chime Clock, $46.00
(JUNGHANS)

Genuine mahogany highly polished Case
Height, 16% inches; width, 11 inches

No. 1999. (Termes)

Westminster Chime Clock, $52.00
(G. K. Cifit. CO. SPECIAL)

Genuine mahogany dull finish
Height, 18 inches; width, 12:: inches

FOR SALE AT ALL WHOLESALE CLOCK AND JEWELRY HOUSES

OFFICE AND WAREHOUSE: 80-82 WABASH AVENUE

GEO. KuEHL C& Co. CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Works at Schonach and Hornberg,Bad. Schwarzwald, Germany

dVIanufacturers and
Importers of Black Forest Clocks

Season's Prospects for Watch Sales
The overwhelming prosperity now assured for the

fall and holiday season makes inevitable a stampede for
watch stock later in the year.

Delay now may mean for you a shortage in supplies,
lost sales and disappointed patrons at the height of the
season.

We have now at the service of the trade com-
plete lines in all the standard makes of movements
and cases, and, to our patrons especially, we would
suggest early ordering so that none may be dis-
appointed. (LUIS, *1.4'4

H. 0. HURLBURT & SONS 14PSHoui th DTEeztphHSItAreet

4510"40.4(

WATCHES

OMEGA
THE WATCH OF
MATCHLESS MERIT

The character and quality
of this watch have stood the test of

sixty years in sixty-seven countries.

Exclusive factory sales agents now

being established.

NEW YORK: 21 MAIDEN LANE

CHICAGO : HEYWORTH BUILDING

14.78 e

WirkTCHES

OilaKMMTCHES
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EXCELSIOR WATCH

A live jeweler knows he must have
a medium-priced watch for the

ninety-eight out of a possible hundred
customers who have the price of an
Excelsior Watch and who cannot afford a high-
priced timepiece.

Jewelers who carry the Excelsior Watch are
enthusiastic because their trade is an enthusiastic
trade. "Best money's worth I ever bought," says his
customer, and he goes to tell his friends about the

fineness, neatness and accuracy
of his Excelsior. That's the
kind of a trade that makes more
trade.

The Excelsior is a really
remarkable Watch. Seven jewel
movement, quick train, cut ex-
pansion balance, Breguet hair-
spring, stem-wind and pendant-
set (except 18-size Hunting, lever-
set), cased and timed in the fac-
tory and supplied complete.

You get them in 6, 12, 16 and 18 sizes, in plain polished,
engine-turned and fancy engraved cases: gold filled, 20-year
guarantee, 10-year guarantee and Silveroid (wears like silver).

Prices, $4.50 to $11.00.
Fixed price gives you a rightful profit on every sale. Price

ticket attached at the factory.
Inquire of your jobber—and write the factory for literature.

New York Standard Watch Company
Jersey City, N. J.
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EXCELSIOR WATCH

A live jeweler knows he must have
a medium-priced watch for the

ninety-eight out of a possible hundred
customers who have the price of an
Excelsior VVatch and who cannot afford a high-
priced timepiece.

Jewelers who carry the Excelsior Watch are
enthusiastic because their trade is an enthusiastic
trade. "Best money's worth I ever bought," says his
customer, and he goes to tell his friends about the

fineness, neatness and accuracy
of his Excelsior. That's the

ipcs4scs, kind of a trade that makes more
trade.

0,0 -fhe Excelsi
x 

or is a really
remarkable Watch. Seven jewel
movement, quick train, cut ex-
pansion balance, Breguet hair-
spring, stern-wind and pendant-
set (except 18-size Hunting, lever-
set), cased and timed in the fac-
tory and supplied complete.

You get them in 6, 12, 16 and 18 sizes, in plain polished,
engine-turned and fancy engraved cases: gold filled, 20-year
guarantee, 10-year guarantee and Silveroid (wears like silver).

Prices, $4.50 to $11.00.
Fixed price gives you a rightful profit on every sale. Price

ticket attached at the factory.
Inquire of your jobber—and write the factory for literature.

New York Standard Watch Company
Jersey City, N. J.



8ETH THOMAS CLOCK COMPANY
ESTABLISHED 1813  

SEPTEMBER 15th WE WILL MAIL to the trade our NEW CATALOGUE e 100 Pages, showing the most
complete assortment of clocks ever published. (Many new lines will be included—Westminster Quarter-Hour
Mantle Chiming Clocks, Automobile and Motor Boat One and Eight Day High-Grade Clocks. Many new Adaman-
tines in White, Black, Mahogany Finish and Golden Bronze. IICabinets in small sizes with 4 inch dial, and large
patterns with 8 inch dials. Also a Line of Medium-price Cabinets with Marqueterie. New Ship Bell Striking
Clocks and Fine Levers. Thirty Day Office and Double Dial Clocks. Regulators and Hall Clocks.

(FA. large Line of Medium-price Metal Patterns, Imitation
Etched Metal, Empires, High-Grade Real Bronze Gothic and
Doric Shapes in 5 sizes, and Carriage Clocks, New Sets, etc.

No. 7. EMPIRE WITH URN
Rich Gold Finish. List $32.00

DUKE
Bronze and Yerde Finishes. List $18.00

These are Some of Our

New Patterns

TOILER
Bronze Finish. List $27.00

Important
Dealers please notify
us if they do not
receive Catalogue
with NEW Discount
Sheet.

GOTHIC
Real Bronze, Made in 5 Sizes

From $35.00 to $75.00

LA REINE
Bronze Finish. List $19.00

CHICAGO Seth Thomas Clock Company NEW YORK70 Wabash Ave. 15 Maiden Lane

September, 1909 T H E

Are You Paying Too Much Rent?

Scarcely one merchant in a hundred

knows whether he is paying too much or

too little rental for his store. Even fewer

know how to figure what rent should be

paid. This is the deliberate statement of

one of the leading experts in rental values.

The average merchant consents to pay

a rental approximating what other mer-

chants are paying in his vicinity ; and "lets

it go at that." He goes no deeper into the

question. But he should; for he may be

paying too much, and thus wasting money;

or be paying too little, and be deprived of

the joy of his bargain.

Here is the rule affecting rentals:

"The rental rate of a square foot of floor

space in a centrally located business building

increases and decreases along with the

population of the community, the foot trav-

elers on the sidewalk and the value of the

property." -

Now let us apply the rule to actual ob-

servations made in different cities by Mr.

Harrison L. Beach, reported in The Satur-

day Evening Post:

Retail grocery ; total floor, 12,750

square feet—street floor, 5 too ; basement,

7650. Rental of street floor, $900; of base-

ments, $270o; which gives a rate of $1.76

per square foot for the street floor per year,

and 35 cents for the basements ; volume of

business per year, $850,000; sidewalk traffic

from two to four o'clock, 4600 people. The

yearly rental equals i 37/100 per cent. of

the amount of business. This merchant has

a "cinch"—his landlord does not know the

landlord business.
Jeweler ; total floor area, 3000 square

feet; yearly rental, $90oo; rate per square

foot, $3.00; volume of business yearly,

$400,000 ; sidewalk traffic from two to four

o'clock, 4400 people. Rental equals 24 per

cent. of volume of business. This jeweler's

rent is too low.
Men's furnishings ; 1960 square feet,

rental, $3600; rate per square foot, $1.85;

sidewalk traffic from two to four o'clock,

4600 people. The rental is correct for the

location, but not for this merchant; for his

annual. business is only $45,000, so that the

rental is 8 per cent. of the volume. of his

trade. He is paying too large a fixed

charge in rent against his business.

Contrast these two druggists, showing

the values of location: No. I, total floor

area, 2400 square feet, rental $4200, rate

per square foot $1.88, volume of business

per year, $162,000; sidewalk traffic from

two to four o'clock, 5600 people. The

rental is 2 77/100 per cent. of the volume

of business—not enough. No. 2, floor area,

2485 square feet, rental $69oo, rate per

square foot $2.78, volume of business

$12o,000; sidewalk traffic from two to four

o'clock, 3900 people. The rental is 54 per

cent. of the volume of business—too much.
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The drug business will stand 5 per cent. in

rentals, but No. 2 is paying both too much

for location and too much for the amount of

his trade.

A contemplation of Mr. Beach's figures

in the examples given should suggest to

jewelers the expediency of looking into the

question of whether they are paying too

much rent—or whether they have a "bar-

(-fain" in their rent. The items to be rela-

tively considered are the cost per square

foot of floor space, the volume of business

done and the number of people that pass

the door per day. Of course the question
is affected by the factor of profit on the
goods—whether the average profit is small,

fair or high.

Try This and be Comfortable

Squeeze four juicy lemons into a half-

gallon bottle of water ; cork it and stand it

in your cooler. Put no sugar into the bottle,

but see that it is "good and strong" with
lemon.

About once an hour, in these hot Sep-

tember days, gargle yciur mouth thoroughly

with a little of this lemon-water ; then sip

less than half a glassful slowly—only a

little at a time.
Your thirst will be as fully satisfied as

if your drank four times the quantity of

plain ice water, or twice the quantity of

lemonade, and you will find the weather not

as hot as the thermometer says. Science

has never discovered a better curative for

body-heat. Try it.

Wade In

In the fable, the man sat down by the

river bank, waiting for the stream to run by,

so that he could cross dry-shod. The

chronicle does not relate the result, so we

may conclude that his bleached skeleton still

waits on the river bank.
The trouble with many really bright

fellows is that they do not wade in. They

theorize as to when and how to do the thing

that will bring them success ; they consult

their friends and inquire here and there,

and plan and plan—then go to pieces when

it is time to take the center of the stage and

do the thing. Their nerve leaves them ; they

fiddle-faddle ; they sidestep and back ; and

finally they back out.
It .is nearly as bad to be chicken-hearted

as foolhardy. It is almost less creditable.
To back down at the time you should

go forward is more disgraceful than to

plunge ahead too soon. The fellow that

"goes off at half-cock" has at least some

exercise and tries his nerve ; the other gains

nothing in experience and is worse for the

next occasion of opportunity.
You can't get far by everlastingly think-

ing of doing; the dreamer never accom-
plishes much. You've got to get into the
scrimmage to get nearer the goal. The best

kind of theorizing ig that which comes after

the first blind attempt ; the thinking which
counts is that based on experience. The
man who makes no beginning get no farther.

Wade in! You may find that a hole in

your boot lets in the water ; well, then, you

have at least learned of the hole and can

have it repaired. Wade in, even if you

flounder and fall ; you will know where the

rocks are and so can avoid them next time—

and it is a distinct gain to locate the rocks.

There may be hard bumps waiting you, and

skinned knees, and torn clothes ; but you'll

forget them when you have the joy of hav-

ing learned how to balance yourself ; then,

to step out confidently ; then, to go fast.

The dreamer, sitting on the bank, has none

of the joys of achievement.
Are you thinking of buying the store,

at the reasonable offer, instead of renting it?

Are you thinking of starting in business for

yourself, now that your watchmaking skill is

recognized in the community and the legacy

is in the bank to your credit ? Are you
thinking of extending your advertising, be-

cause of the increasing popularity of your

store Are you dreaming of marrying the

sensible girl who has been waiting through

the long engagement ? Wade in, man, and

stop your everlasting thinking and dream-

ing ! You'll never "get there" sitting on

the river bank._

A Form of Extravagance

"Cheap" ways are generally dearest.

The question of economy is always relative;

nothing costs too much if the high cost

comes back in proportionate profit. "Take

care of the pennies" was the old instruction;

but there is a certain modern mercantile

virtue in not even counting the pennies. It

is the net result, only, that counts. We

spend to make ; we waste to save ; and the

most extravagant waste is waste of time.

Of old, men untied knots in the twine that

wrapped packages and saved the twine; in

these strenuous days it is cheaper to cut the

twine and get out the contents quickly.

We waste twine but save time. Twine-

saving, instead of being an evidence of

thrift, has come to be a form of extrava-

gance.
The whole question of the small econo-

mies is relative. If the boy is not busy, he

cannot do better than to untie knots and

straighten nails—not so much for the sake

of the string a,nd nails, but to get him busy.

But a grown man can always find some-

thing more profitable to do than waste time

in such sort of saving. He can practice,

say, at writing advertisements, or absorb

information by reading the trade journals,

or other of a dozen employments. Be sure

that your saving is saving and not waste.

The question of time-saving has aspects

that need to be carefully studied. For

instance : It is better to make the mistake

of not taking enough time in selecting

purchases representing $1000 (and in con-

sequence of which you may lose $100 on

unsalable patterns) than to make the mis-

take of not taking enough time to perfect an

economy which may result in a saving of

ten cents per day ; for the $100 is the limit

of loss, in the one case, while in the other

you may miss saving ten cents daily for

twenty-five years. Think it over. You

cannot be too careful in determining the

relative values in time-savings.
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ETH THOMAS CLOCK COMPANY

ESTABLISHED 1813  

SEPTEMBER 15th WE WILL MAIL to the trade our NEW CATALOGUE ef 100 Pages, showing the most
complete assortment of clocks ever published. (11Many new lines will be included—Westminster Quarter-Hour
Mantle Chiming Clocks, Automobile and Motor Boat One and Eight Day High-Grade Clocks. Many new Adaman-
tines in White, Black, Mahogany Finish and Golden Bronze. Cabinets in small sizes with 4 inch dial, and large
patterns with 8 inch dials. Also a Line of Medium-price Cabinets with Marqueterie. New Ship Bell Striking
Clocks and Fine Levers. Thirty Day Office and Double Dial Clocks. Regulators and Hall Clocks.

liTA large Line of Medium-price Metal Patterns, Imitation
Etched Metal, Empires, High-Grade Real Bronze Gothic and
Doric Shapes in 5 sizes, and Carriage Clocks, New Sets, etc.

No. 7. EMPIRE WITH URN
Rich Gold Finish. List $32.00

DUKE
Bronze and Yet-de Finishes. List $18.00

■IMEr.

These are Some of Our

New Patterns

TOILER
Bronze Finish. List $27.00

Important
Dealers please notify
us if they do not
receive Catalogue
with NEW Discount
Sheet.

GOTHIC
Real Bronze, Made in 5 Sizes

From $35.00 to $75.00

LA REINE
Bronze Finish. List $19.00

70 Wabash Ave.
15 Maiden LaneCHICAGO Seth Thomas Clock Company NEW YORK
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Are You Paying Too Much Rent?

Scarcely one merchant in a hundred

knows whether he is paying too much or

too little rental for his store. Even fewer

know how to figure what rent should be

paid. This is the deliberate statement of

one of the leading experts in rental values.
The average merchant consents to pay

a rental approximating what other mer-

chants are paying in his vicinity ; and "lets

it go at that." He goes no deeper into the

question. But he should; for he may be

paying too much, and thus wasting money;

or be paying too little, and be deprived of

the joy of his bargain.

Here is the rule affecting rentals:

"The rental rate of a square foot of floor

space in a centrally located business building

increases and decreases along with the

population of the community, the foot trav-

elers on the sidewalk and the value of the

property." •
Now let us apply the rule to actual ob-

servations made in different cities by Mr.

Harrison L. Beach, reported in The Satur-

day Evening Post:

Retail grocery ; total floor, 12,750
square feet—street floor, 5 ioo; basement,
7650. Rental of street floor, $900 ; of base-
ments, $2700; which gives a rate of $1.76
per square foot for the street floor per year,
and 35 cents for the basements; volume of
business per year, $850,000; sidewalk traffic
from two to four o'clock, 4600 people. The
yearly rental equals i 37/100 per cent. of
the amount of business. This merchant has
a "cinch"—his landlord does not know the
landlord business.

Jeweler ; total floor area, 3000 square
feet ; yearly rental, $9000; rate per square
foot, $3.00; volume of business yearly,
$400,000; sidewalk traffic front two to four
o'clock, 4400 people. Rental equals 24 per
cent. of volume of business. This jeweler's
rent is too low.

Men's furnishings ; 1960 square feet,
rental, $3600 ; rate per square foot, $1.85;
sidewalk traffic from two to four o'clock,
4600 people. The rental is correct for the
location, but not for this merchant; for his
annual business is only $45,00o, so that the
rental is 8 per cent. of the volume of his
trade. He is paying too large a fixed
charge in rent against his business.

Contrast these two druggists, showing
the values of location: No. i, total floor
area, 2400 square feet, rental $4200, rate
per square foot $1.88, volume of business
per year, $162,000; sidewalk traffic from
two to four o'clock, 5600 people. The
rental is 2 77/100 per cent. of the volume
of business—not enough. No. 2, floor area,
2485 square feet, rental $6900, rate per
square foot $2.78, volume of business
$12o,000; sidewalk traffic from two to four
o'clock, 3900 people. The rental is 54 per
cent. of the volume of business—too much.
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The drug business will stand 5 per cent. in
rentals, but No. 2 is paying both too much
for location and too much for the amount of
his trade.

A contemplation of Mr. Beach's figures
in the examples given should suggest to
jewelers the expediency of looking into the
question of whether they are paying too
much rent—or whether they have a "bar-
gain" in their rent. The items to be rela-
tively considered are the cost per square
foot of floor space, the volume of business
done and the number of people that pass
the door per day. Of course the question
is affected by the factor of profit on the
goods—whether the average profit is small,
fair or high.

Try This and be Comfortable

Squeeze four juicy lemons into a half-
gallon bottle of water ; cork it and stand it
in your cooler. Put no sugar into the bottle,
but see that it is "good and strong" with
lemon.

About once an hour, in these hot Sep-
tember days, gargle your mouth thoroughly
with a little of this lemon-water ; then sip
less than half a glassful slowly—only a
little at a time.

Your thirst will be as fully satisfied as
if your drank four times the quantity of
plain ice water, or twice the quantity of
lemonade, and you will find the weather not
as hot as the thermometer says. Science
has never discovered a better curative for
body-heat. Try it.

Wade In

In the fable, the man sat down by the
river bank, waiting for the stream to run by,
so that he could cross dry-shod. The
chronicle does not relate the result, so we
may conclude that his bleached skeleton still
waits on the river bank.

The trouble with many really bright
fellows is that they do not wade in. They
theorize as to when and how to do the thing
that will bring them success ; they consult
their friends and inquire here and there,
and plan and plan—then go to pieces when
it is time to take the center of the stage and
do the thing. Their nerve leaves them ; they
fiddle-faddle ; they sidestep and back ; and
finally they back out.

It is nearly as bad to be chicken-hearted
as foolhardy. It is almost less creditable.

To back down at the time you should
go forward is more disgraceful than to
plunge ahead too soon. The fellow that
"goes off at half-cock" has at least some
exercise and tries his nerve ; the other gains
nothing in experience and is worse for the
next occasion of opportunity.

You can't get far by everlastingly think-
ing of doing; the dreamer never accom-
plishes much. You've got to get into the
scrimmage to get nearer the goal. The best
kind of theorizing ig that which comes after
the first blind attempt ; the thinking which
counts is that based on experience. The
man who makes no beginning get no farther.

Wade in! You may find that a hole in
your boot lets in the water ; well, then, you
have at least learned of the hole and can
have it repaired. Wade in, even if you
flounder and fall ; you will know where the
rocks are and so can avoid them next time—
and it is a distinct gain to locate the rocks.
There may be hard bumps waiting you, and
skinned knees, and torn clothes ; but you'll
forget them when you have the joy of hav-
ing learned how to balance yourself ; then,
to step out confidently ; then, to go fast.
The dreamer, sitting on the bank, has none
of the joys of achievement.

Are you thinking of buying the store,
at the reasonable offer, instead of renting it?
Are you thinking of starting in business for
yourself, now that your watchmaking skill is
recognized in the community and the legacy
is in the bank to your credit ? Are you
thinking of extending your advertising, be-
cause of the increasing popularity of your
store Are you dreaming of marrying the
sensible girl who has been waiting through
the long engagement ? Wade in, man, and
stop your everlasting thinking and dream-
ing ! You'll never "get there" sitting on
the river bank.

A Form of Extravagance

"Cheap" ways are generally dearest.
The question of economy is always relative;
nothing costs too much if the high cost
comes back in proportionate profit. "Take
care of the pennies" was the old instruction;
but there is a certain modern mercantile
virtue in not even counting the pennies. It
is the net result, only, that counts. We
spend to make; we waste to save ; and the
most extravagant waste is waste of time.
Of old, men untied knots in the twine that
wrapped packages and saved the twine; in
these strenuous days it is cheaper to cut the
twine and get out the contents quickly.
We waste twine but save time. Twine-
saving, instead of being an evidence of
thrift, has come to be a form of extrava-
gance.

The whole question of the small econo-
mies is relative. If the boy is not busy, he
cannot do better than to untie knots and
straighten nails—not so much for the sake
of the string And nails, but to get him busy.
But a grown man can always find some-
thing more profitable to do than waste time
in such sort of saving. He can practice,
say, at writing advertisements, or absorb
information by reading the trade journals,
or other of a dozen employments. Be sure
that your saving is saving and not waste.

The question of time-saving has aspects
that need to be carefully studied. For
instance : It is better to make the mistake
of not taking enough time in selecting
purchases representing $100o (and in con-
sequence of which you may lose $ioo on
unsalable patterns) than to make the mis-
take of not taking enough time to perfect an
economy which may result in a saving of
ten cents per day; for the $10o is the limit
of loss, in the one case, while in the other
you may miss saving ten cents daily for
twenty-five years. Think it over. You
cannot be too careful in determining the
relative values in time-savings.
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ZENITH
A Wonderful Watch

Movements fit all sizes of American Cases, besides
a number of Swiss sizes; there are six grades, from
7 to 21 Jewels, adjusted to heat, cold and positions

THE ZENITH WATCH has taken prizes at Expositions and Observatory Contests, and
occupies a prominent position in the horological world. At the last Observatory Contest,
held at the Observatory at Neuchatel (Switzerland), the ZENITH watch excelled all
records made at that Observatory prior to January 1, 1909.

SOLE AGENT FOR THE UNITED STATES

EDMOND E. ROBERT T''''E.A. 'vc'';'TirM-1.7

September, 1909

The Jeweler's Profits

Remarkable among the addresses at the
Omaha Convention was that of Steele F.
Roberts, of E. P. Roberts & Sons, Pittsburg,
Pa., who treated in detail the three chief
factors in the jewelry business, viz., person-
ality, publicity and profit. Owing to limita-
tion of space in this issue we select for pub-
lication that portion of the address dealing
with the most important of these factors,
viz., profit. Mr. Roberts said:

Have you ever seriously considered the ex-
tremely small average profit made by the legiti-
mate jeweler in comparison with other lines of
business? In the mad rush for business during
the boom years it was a matter of how large
a business we could do, how many sales we could
make, and the all-important question of profit was
forgotten until we came to close up the year's
business and then we wondered why our balance
sheet showed so small a profit in comparison to
the large volume of business transacted.

Think of the capital required
Capital to stock and properly equip a
Necessary large retail jewelry establish-

ment and the limited amount
of business that can be transacted in comparison
to other lines. Other lines of business with a
capital of $25,000 do from $too,000 to $150,000
per annum. Some of the wholesale and retail
dry goods, furniture, grocery and hardware firms
do a business of from $600,000 to $800,000 a
year with a capital of $1oo,000. Many a mill and
factory with $200,000 capital has an output of
two to three million dollars per annum and pays
large salaries and dividends.

A jeweler with $10,00o capital will have to
hustle to do $20,000 per annum. With $20,000
capital he may do a business of $50,000, but when
you reach a capital of $roo,000 to $5oo,000 it is
a difficult matter to turn the capital over more
than once. The fact is that while the manu-
facturer, wholesale and retail dealers in other
lines turn their capital over from five to ten times
a year, the retail jeweler barely turns his capital
over once.

The average jeweler, we will
The Jeweler's say, makes a profit ranging
Profit from 25 to 40 per cent. and on

a few low-priced articles, 5o
per cent. Now step out of your store and see
what profit is made in other branches of the
retail business. As an illustration, send your
wife out on a shopping tour to a first-class.de-
partment store in any large city. She buys a
hat or bonnet and is charged from too to 500
per cent. profit; a dress, gown or coat and pays
too to 200 per cent. profit ; shoes, gloves, hosiery,
trimmings, etc., at 50 to TOO per cent. profit; in
fact she receives on returning home $500 worth
of goods that really cost the dealer $250.

A jeweler wishes to build a new house and
gives a contract for a new home. A contractor
builds it at a profit of from 15 to 25 per cent. and
not a dollar of invested capital—all sub-contracts.
The jeweler must have a piano, furniture, carpets,
curtains, pictures and china for the new home
and pays the dealers 50 to 15o per cent. profit for
these. As a rule, jewelers are good livers and
the wife telephones the orders to butcher, baker,
grocer and market man and you freely give up
for these necessities the same 50 to mo per cent.
profit.

Now comes the head of the firm, the jeweler
himself, and he must be well clothed and groomed;
in fact, he must always have a prosperous air
about him, that's part of the business, and a very
important part, too. He goes and buys an over-
coat, suit of clothes, hat, shoes, shirts, neckties,
etc., and gladly hands out to the gentlemanly
dealer a profit of 5o to 150 per cent. Gentlemen,
every stitch of wearing apparel you have on has
paid the maker and dealer 5o to 150 per cent.
profit ; nay, more yet, from the day you were born
until you shall be laid away in the earth others
have and will reap from your very existence a
profit of 50 to 200 per cent.

KEYSTONE

I admire the sagacity and enter-
Large Profits prise of the merchants who
Righteous secure these larger profits. It is

certainly no robbery or crime to
get ioo per cent. profit in retail merchandising. The
Scriptures teach us that the man who received five
talents returned ten to his master. Now, gentle-
men, in face of all these facts and figures, why
should we, as an intelligent body of men, invest
our capital and devote a lifetime to acquiring the
skill and knowledge necessary to efficiently con-
duct the jewelry business, and, after toiling men-
tally and mechanically for a period of twenty-five
to fifty years, be rewarded in the end by having
eked out a mere living or small competence, while
our friends in other lines of business, with less
capital and, perchance, less brains, have become
wealthy? Why the difference in results? I'll tell
you. Your friends in other lines of business had
the assurance and business acumen to ask and
insist on a legitimate profit of 50 to too per cent.,
while the jeweler, so dead anxious to make a
sale, takes any old profit from io to 40 per cent.
and then often waits a year for payment.

Statistics show that the fixed charges or ac-
tual cost of selling goods in the retail business
is from 18 to 30 per cent., depending on the char-
acter and volume of business. Granting these
figures to be accurate, then whence conies the
glory, honor or hope of future reward to the
jeweler who knowingly sells his goods for a less
percentage of profit than pays his fixed charges
or running expenses?

If merchants in other lines of
Frequent business turn their stock from
Turn-over five to ten times a year and re-

ceive a profit of 50 to Rio per
cent., why should the retail jeweler, who barely
turns his stock once a year, sell his goods at a
profit of to to 40 per cent.? Many articles bought
from a jeweler, as a diamond ring, watch, gold
jewelry or sterling silver, last the buyer a lifetime
and have an intrinsic value, while goods in other
lines are bought and replaced ten to a hundred
times and have no inherent value, yet the jeweler,
with his large capital and limited business, re-
ceives the lesser profit.

I am from Pennsylvania, but show me any
large number of men that have made fortunes out
of the retail jewelry business. How many mil-
lionaires have we in our craft? How many, delv-
ing in diamonds, gold and silver, have struck a
lead that netted them in a lifetime a fortune of
$100,000 to $5oo,000 ?

Even our friends, the jewelry and silver
manufacturers, look well after their end of the
profit and take from us a rake-off of from 50
to 6o per cent. gross. The larger our business,
the greater the volume of goods we buy from the
manufacturer and carry over, so that at the end
of each year we have our surplus and profit in
accumulated stock, while the manufacturer has his
profit and surplus in our cash.

I have no doubt they have their troubles too.
but I have always thought the manufacturers had
the best end of the jewelry proposition and have
repeatedly told them so, but the only redeeming
feature about the matter is they know better how
to spend our money and get more out of life than
we ever could and I really have no regrets for,
after all, they are, as a whole, a very honorable
lot of gentlemen to do business with.

On the quiet, Mr. Retail
A Remedy Jeweler, I will tell you a

secret. If you would be as
wealthy as a manufacturer, decrease your stock
one-half and increase your profits one-half and
next year you can drive to the jewelers' con-
vention in a ten-cylinder car. In times of de-
pression, when there is no demand for jewelry,
your stock has no real market value, yet there is
always a market value for dry goods, groceries,
hardware, iron, glass, steel and other commodities.

In comparison to other lines the jewelry
business is a hazardous business, spasmodic and
intermittent, for when the people want jewelry
they will pay the price for it and when they don't
want it it is no inducement at any price. While
some of our goods are necessities, yet the greater
part of a jeweler's stock is composed of luxurious
articles pure and simple and should pay the
dealer a large profit in commensurate with the risk
consequent in change of style and fashion.
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I have often asked : Why the
The Why and small profit and keen competi-
Wherefore tion in the jewelry business?

Is it because the goods are
easy to get, easy to pay for, or is it because we
are afraid of our neighboring competitor? We
jewelers sometimes get the impression that our
competitor across the street or around the corner
is a dishonorable man, a great price-cutter, but
as we meet him face to face, as many of us have
done at this convention, we find him to be just
as honorable a man and merchant as we are and
just as anxious to get a good profit.

We often imagine that competition is an un-
scrupulous fiend going about seeking whom it may
devour, but it is not the case. Good, clean, hon-
orable competition is a stimulus to the trade. It
keeps us from falling into a rut, shakes up the
dry bones, puts ginger, snap, energy into the
business, keeps us on the alert, gives us better
stores, cleaner stocks, handsomer window displays,
makes us more courteous and obliging and is the
keynote, the touchstone, that fixes the ambition
to make our stores the scene of perfection, the
embodiment of all that is rich, rare and beautiful
in gold, jewels and art.

The jewelry business is pecu-
A Business liar. Think of the faith and
of Confidence confidence expressed in you

and the reputation of your es-
tablishment when an absolute stranger comes
into your store and places in your hands for
repairs an article of jewelry valued at several
hundred or thousands of dollars without asking
for a receipt or acknowledgment of any kind.
The public believe you to be honest, reliable and
trustworthy because you are a jeweler.

The jewelry business is one of small as well
as great things and more work is done and at-
tention given its customers gratuitously than any
other trade. As judge and jury in giving opinion
and appraising value of precious stones and
jewelry, the jeweler performs a service gratis
which, were his calling a profession instead of
a trade, would entitle him to an income equal to
that of a corporation attorney.

The greatest evil of the jewelry
Evil of business is over-buying, which
Over-buying tendency applies to the small

as well as the large dealer, for
as each year's balance is made up they both find
that all their profit and surplus is locked up in
accumulated stock and, like the running brook,
it seems to go on continuously. Fellow jewelers,
there is something radically wrong with the profit
end of the retail jewelry business. Is it spinal
trouble, lack of nerve, misunderstanding among
ourselves or want of organization?

We need an army of retail jewelers who will
"stand pat" for a fair profit. We need a captain
of the jewelry industry in every city and town
who will organize a company of "stand patters"
and lead them to conquest and victory under the
banner of "Better Goods and Better Prices."
Never mind the department stores or the sharks
or fakirs in the business ; "stand pat," the name
and reputation of your firm will command a profit
and trade that they can never attain.

Every city and town in this
Jeweler's Clubs broad land should have a

jewelers' club; they are the
hope and salvation of the trade and I only regret
that I have not the time to tell you of the remark-
able success of the Pittsburg 24 Karat Club or-
ganized this year.

Now, fellow jewelers, if we have not made
adequate profit from the jewelry business the
fault is with us and it is within our power to
retrieve the loss. Why not come together and
be of one mind on this question ; loosen up, get
busy, cultivate the fraternal spirit and mentally
resolve that we will eliminate all price-cutting,
vanish all ill feeling, petty jealousies, tale-bearing
and all the unpleasant things that go to dwarf
our business manhood.

Let us rise to a higher plane of commercial
integrity and honor among ourselves and be big
enough and broad enough to give to others the
benefit of our knowledge and experience and ap-
pealing to "the good that is in every man," may
we out of the abundance of our hearts scatter
sunshine and good cheer in our paths.
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Beautifully adapted for the jeweler's stock and
show case display—the New Pocket Edition
Gillette Safety Razor is becoming an impor-

tant feature in the best retail jewelry stores.
The demand over the retail counter is astonishing. Every old Gillette user

wants the New Pocket Edition and it makes new friends at sight.
The set consists of handle and blade box, either triple silver-plated or 14 K.

gold-plated. The pocket case is of gold, silver or gun metal—plain polished or
richly engraved in Floral or Empire designs. It is so neat and compact that it will
fit like a card case in the waistcoat pocket or slip into the side of a traveling bag
—the blades are fine. Prices, $5.00 to $7.50.

For the special use of the jewelry trade, the Gillette Company has designed a
tray lined with purple velvet, size of the regular watch tray—contains wells for
twelve razors. These trays are made in various hardwood finishes to match the
store fixtures and are shipped free of cost with the initial order for a dozen razors.
Aside from the sales of the razor, the business in blades is a steady income for a store.

Two additions to the Gillette line this season are the Gillette Brush—a brush
of Gillette quality, bristles gripped in hard rubber ; and the Gillette Shaving Stick
—a soap worthy of the Gillette Safety Razor. The stick is enclosed in a sanitary
nickel box : both soap and brush are packed in attractive cartons. They will be
welcomed by Gillette users everywhere.

Write us for full information. Get our suggestions on popular assortment.
Talk to your jobber about it.

Canadian Office: GILLETTE SALES CO.63 St. Alexander St., Montreal
612 Kimball Building, BostonLondon Office:17 Holborn Viaduct, E. C. Factories : Boston, Montreal, London, Berlin, Paris

New York : Times Bldg.
Chicago : Stock Exchange

Building
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Does Your " Partner " Get Her
Share?

By JOHN TWEEZER

This article is addressed to the married

jewelers—that wise number who can

mathematically demonstrate, from experi-

ence, the blessedness of the matrimonial

partnership which adds to the comforts,

subtracts from the griefs, multiplies the

joys and divides the sorrows of life.
Marriage is a partnership

Half-and- in a business as well as a
Half social way. When the hus-

band says, in the marriage

ceremony, "With all my worldly goods I

thee endow," the wife becomes a full part-

ner in his property and his profits. But too

often the male partner in the firm is obsessed

by the notion that he is "the whole thing"

and whatever monies are doled out to the

wife are by way of favor. She thus be-

comes, in the domestic economy, something

a little better than a servant; but she is only

a privileged and favored servant, all the

same. The real servant gets better

"wages."
Occasionally a wife rebels openly

against this subordination of her rights;

and occasionally she takes steps to equalize

the respective shares in the family income.

Witness this instance, which I relate as the

peg on which to hang some comments:
In the Pennsylvania town of

Taking Her L  lived Mr. and
Dividends Mrs. Jones—which name

will fit this chronicle be-
cause it is not the name of the couple. It

appears that Mrs. Jones arose in the dead
of night and made clandestine investiga-
tion of her husband's trouser pockets, ab-
stracting therefrom some of the small
change. It appears, further, that Mr.

Jones was sleeping with one eye open ; and

that then and there he sat up in bed and
accused his spouse of stealing. his silver
and nickel treasure ; to which she replied
(as overheard by Mr. Paul Pry, living next
door) that he never gave her a penny be-
yond her actual living needs, and she had
as much right as he to a little "spending
money." We will leave these partners to
their bedroom discussion, hoping that they
and not the divorce court will solve their
differences, and transfer the question, "Was
it stealingf" to these columns.

There was stealing going
The Real on in the Jones' house—
Thief but the wife was not the

thief. Mrs. Jones need not
take refuge in technicalities—she needs no
shield of casuistry. "What is mine is
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thine" is an agreeable but an explosive

doctrine. Her case rests on stronger

grounds. He was the thief, more surely

than if he had carried off Mrs. Jones' best

spoons and pawned them for liquor. He

was daily stealing her unpaid labor, her

time, her devotion, all the strength and

glory of her wifely qualities. She was

made a beggar in her own house.

Your household should be

run on business principles,

just as your store is. There

should be a regular allow-

ance made to the Wife for the household

expenses and another allowance to be "her

very own" for "pin money." Yet many

thoughtful and even generous men seem to

have no idea that wives should have "spend-

ing money" for their own and for which

they need give no account. I believe that,

most men are more careless and ignorant

than selfish in this matter. They expect

their wives will ask when they want

money; but this having to ask is always

humiliating to a sensitive woman, and wives

should not have such an indignity put upon

them. Many a wife would rather do with-

out the little, but much-wanted, personal

luxury if she has to ask for the dollar to

get it.

"Pin

Money"

THE "GENEROUS" HUSBAND

is much more likely to be economical in his

wife's expenses than in his own. He is

generous in the down-town lunches which

he buys for himself ; generous in his use of

cigars, while he would pull a long face if

his wife spent the same amount in caramels;

generous at the bar, but acutely pained if

his wife spent as much on a daily ice cream

jag; generous in whacking up for the

dinner of the Noble Sons of Guns, but

nervous if his wife suggests an afternoon

"tea."

Then there is the sneak—the cur who

habitually misrepresents his income to his

wife so that he can use the excess for his

private joys without seeming to be ungener-

ous in stinting his wife on the basis of his

alleged income.

THE WIFE'S "WAGES"

A father works for his home and chil-

dren, but so does the mother—and hers is

the harder and less interesting work. True

it is that he makes the money on which they

live, because that is his to do in the division

of their labor ; but she makes the home, and

keeps it sweet for him. Her frugality, her

cleverness, her knack of doing things saves

him a lot of money—as he will find if she
dies and he must pay a housekeeper to take
her place. What he gives her is generally
spent more usefully, or more rationally,
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than if he spent it himself. Men rarely

"waste" what they give to their wives.

Mrs. Jones should have reasoned with

her husband on the inadequacy of his doles;

if she were too sensitive to discuss personal

money matters with her lord and master, or

if he "lacked discourse of reason," the sur-
reptitious removal of small change from

his trouser pocket was the only resort.
Such a heroic act on the part of a wife, in

the dark of the night when graveyards

yawn, does good to a good man, fines a

stingy one and directs certain funds from

beer and cigars into productive industry.

Don't encourage your wife to emulate

Mrs. Jones, but remove the provocation by
giving your "partner" a better share of

your gains.

A New Thing to Say in An Advertise-
ment

I call attention to the following item of
news, clipped from a daily paper some time
ago:

"Mrs. Beardsley, a wealthy Chicagoan,
was attacked last night by a man who
forced her head back and attempted to cut
her throat with a razor. She was saved
from death by a diamond sunburst at her
throat. The blade of the razor struck the
pin but glanced off from it, cutting through
the clothing but not deeply enough to in-
flict a serious wound."

Here's a golden opportunity for the
jeweler-advertiser and the wise merchant
will stock up heavily in diamond sunbursts
before the demand overruns supply. An
advertisement modeled on the following
sample should make it necessary to add two
or more salesmen to any jeweler's force—if
he has provided himself abundantly with the
particular article:

Protect Your Life
A recent attempt to cut the throat of a

Chicago lady was foiled by the diamond
sunburst which she wore at her neck.

No woman can afford the risk of having
her jugular severed when she can secure pro-
tection at our store for from $50 to $515).

Our Diamond Sunbursts are guaranteed
to turn the edge of any razor. In case your
throat is cut while wearing one call at our
store and get your money back.

For night wear we have some with small
stones that will prove more protective than
an accident insurance policy; but for day
wear you should wear one of our gorgeous
pieces made up of large stones, because their
dazzle will strike the murderer blind.

Better go without a new fall hat or even
without shoes and stint the family on beef-
steaks and other such luxuries rather than
neglect the opportunity to postpone your
death. Come early and avoid the rush.

SPARKLE, Jeweler and Diamond Dealer

It's a safe guess, we may surmise,
That you are anxious to win trade's prize—
Hear, then, this counsel to the wise

Who would gather trade of the largest size,

And conduct a successful enterprise:

Advertise! Advertise! ADVERTISE!
J. T.
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JEWELRY and
SILVERWARE

CASES

THE illustration shows but one
of the many original designswe

make up. Our specialty is to make
Jewelry and Silverware Cases,
Polished Wood Chests, Trays and
Pads for Show Cases and Window
Display, Jewelers' Novelties,
Paper Boxes, Etc.

Write Us and We Will
Write You

We Brooks Mfg.Co.inc.
221 High Street, BOSTON, MASS.

1111■111■1111

Origina-
tors—not
Imitators

Estimates on
Special Design
Work Cheer-
fully Given

No. 1916 Combination Box for Pair of Sleeve Buttons and Scarf Pin. Covered with• Green Imported Arts and Crafts Paper Lined with Green Velveteen or Any Color Desired . . . . Price, $15.00 per gross

Jewelers and Opticians when buy-
ing repair outfits should specify
Norton Grinding Wheels and
Lens Grinding Stones made of
Alundum.

NORTON COMPANY
Worcester, Mass.

Alundum Plant New York Office Chicago Store
Niagara Falls, N. V. 50 Church St. 27 N. Canal St.

F 33

CUT GLASS of QUALITY

No. 4635
4 pt. Jug

Puritan

Send for
Catalogue

KELLY & STEINMAN, INC.
Manufacturers HONESDALE, PA.
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Golden Opportunity

Extracts from an address at Omaha Convention by E. M.
Luigi., Western Manager Towle Manufacturing

Company

If John J. Ingalls, our typically western
Senator, had never written or spoken another
word his sonnet, entitled "Opportunity," would
have sent his name on down the ages to be re-
membered by all who speak and think and dream
in the terms of the English language. His is a
master's picture—a thunderer's message, driving
us to our knees, there to watch and pray without
ceasing until Opportunity shall announce itself by
a knock upon our gate.

OPPORTUNITY

Master of human destinies am I!
Fame, love and fortune on my footsteps wait,
Cities and fields I walk. I penetrate

Deserts and seas remote, and passing by
Hovel and mart and palace, soon or late
I knock unbidden once at every gate!

If sleeping, wake! If feasting, rise before
I turn away! It is the hour of Fate,
And they who follow me reach every state

Mortals desire, and conquer every foe,
Save death; but those who doubt or hesitate
Condemned to failure, penury and woe,

Seek me in vain and uselessly implore.
I answer not, and I return no more!

Those are Ingalls' words. You • are all
familiar with them, but I hope what I have to say
may somewhat dispel from your minds the solemn
finality of this musical and poetic idea of a single
opportunity for each of us. Each has his great
opportunity, but it consists in the sum or aggre-
gate of the opportunities which life presents to
us in every golden moment.

A Trinity of 
President Garman, of the
Pennsylvania Retail Jewelers'

Good Feeling Association, in his opening
speech at their convention this

year, said, among other things, "I trust that the
day may come when we may all attend a conven-
tion where manufacturer, wholesaler and retailer
shall meet as one organization and for one pur-
pose—that of the betterment of the whole trade."

This expression from one high in your
councils is not alone indicative of present-day
business ethics, it touches the highest pitch of
human aspirations—the keynote of present-day re-
ligion—brotherly love. Contrast it with the reso-
lutions passed by several jewelers' conventions of
history, or with the circular letter calls for re-
cruits from your various State organizations in
the heydey of their youth. Their call for new
members was a call to arms. Their emphasis of
troubles and abuses almost chilled the quiet and
contented with the fear that a rabble was to be
gathered to fight an oppressive master. It is not
in that direction that your golden opportunity will
be found, but rather in binding and cementing
the ties that naturally hold us together—in open-
ing the way for a better understanding—a full
co-operation toward a common end; id enlisting
the sympathies and services of all in efforts for
the positive good; the spreading of ideas that will
help to greater efficiency; help to sell more goods
at better prices and profits.

On the subject of price-cutting
The Evil of I want to tell you that my desk
Price-cutting has been the target for a regu-

lar bombardment of protesting
letters from jewelers everywhere, complaining of
the price-cutting practices of that rascal in the
next block. I have had hundreds of these letters
and, from the investigations made in consequence,
T am ready to say that every jeweler is a some-
time price-cutter (of course, I don't mean jewelers
who go to conventions, but that fellow up in the
country, who never goes anywhere), so we here
will agree that the habitual price-cutter is not a
business man—he's a flea on the back of business.
Drive him into the open with your local club and
train him to jump with you; educate him, and
as an educated pig escapes the shambles, so the
educated price-cutter may escape the bankruptcy
court. Nine times out of ten this creature is just
dumb; he doesn't know what it costs him to do
business and, of course, he doesn't know in that
case when he strikes the danger line in prices.

Lately I met several 'competing jewelers in a
town not far from here and tried to help them
straighten out a price-cutting tangle. The oldest
and most experienced one among them, in answer
to the question, "How much does it cost you to
do business?" said "Oh, about to per cent." Tow,
in this instance I learned that the store building,
being his, no rent was charged up against the
business. Salary for himself and other items
were omitted for similar reasons, so that he had
no way of knowing just what it did cost him.

You and 1 know that from 20 to 25 per cent.
is about what it costs a careful jeweler to run his
stores, including interest on investment and all
the items that are proper charges. Convince your
price-cutters of this and they will reform—at
least it will be much more effective in that direc-
tion than have been the manufacturers' efforts to
establish and maintain minimum selling prices.

A Case 
As a class of merchants it may
be that some of you think Op-

in Point portunity lives in large cities
and never even visits in com-

munities as small as yours. I'll tell you briefly
a story of a merchant who found himself in one
of the smaller centers, without name or address,
as they would add nothing to the point, and I am
sure I have your confidence. One evening, after
dining at a wealthy customer's house, it occurred
to this jeweler that the customer's household was
most completely and beautifully equipped except-
ing only the dining table. The jeweler made up
his mind that a complete silver dinner service was
really needed in that house. fle said nothing
about the matter to his customer then, but thought
it over carefully and presently put on his hat
and took the train for the factory of one of the
largest silversmiths. Arriving there, he explained
that he thought he knew where he could place a
solid silver dinner service. They thought he was
crazy (this was some .years ago and such things
were not sold even in New York then). Dinner
service? Just what did he mean anyway? He
had studied the proposition and named the pieces
NViillOtIt hesitation. The manufacturer asked him
about how much he thought such a set ought to
cost. "Six thousand dollars," came the answer
promptly.

Well, the set was made and delivered at his
store. He did not put it on his shelves but ar-
ranged it on a dining table in a room at the back
of his store where his customer could get a proper
view of it and they could have their talk without
publicity. He then invited his customer to call
and broached the matter to him before showing
the ware. Then he showed the ware, got the
women of the family in to look at it and sold
the entire outfit. Then what do you think he did?
He went right back to the manufacturer and
bought another set for $8000, 'which he soon sold
to a friend and social rival of the first purchaser.
Nor did he stop there. Other and better sets
have been sold at intervals ever since by this mer-
chant, while his competitors in the town stand
by wishing they had his luck.

After mastering the points of
Display and excellence in your merchandise,
Presentation display and presentation are

the most important considera-
tions. Display first, because it is your business
dress ; it is your first touch with the reason and
emotion of the public. Cleanliness is quite com-
mon in jewelry stores nowadays, but order and
symmetry are comparative strangers and comfort
and convenience you deny yourselves and your
customers even in the planning and fitting of new
storeIs. 

think in the last fifty years no trade has
made so little progress as ours in respect to these
matters of display. Compare the usual jewelry
store of to-day with that of two generations ago
and you will find it exactly the same array of
counter cases and wall cases. The style of wood
may have changed from black walnut to ma-
hogany, but new floor plans and furnishings,
equipment for attractive arrangement, easy, quick
and complete demonstrations of a given line, are
only to be found in one or two stores throughout
the country.

Jewelers have had one object lesson in the
value of display. I refer now to the cut glass

side line of your business. How many of you
found that this line doubled in sales and profits
\Own prominently and conveniently shown in a
room by itself, in full view from the store, but
framed off and effectively arranged? Do you
suppose for a moment that these cut glass rooms
came into such general use because of the de-
mands of customers? On the contrary, that par-
ticular line flourished because of the improvement
in handling, and every line you have will respond
to similar treatment even more satisfactorily.

Now let us look at your silver.
How does your display differsSihlovweriwngare
from that of your grand-
father's? He showed his

spoons wrapped up in sets—so do you, in a rear
show case, a mixed lot. He had a few sugar
spoons and the like scattered about in the same
sort of show case, and so do you, likewise mixed,
no particular order, no relation to anything.
Silver thus shown does not recommend itself or
suggest anything to the looker. It rather seems
to wait wearily for some one to draw it from the
grab bag.

The sugar spoon should be displayed next
to the berry spoon that matches it in design, in
such a way as to call attention to the berry spoon
its another desirable addition to the customer's
table service. In short, all pieces of a silver pat-
tern should be displayed together and should be
so accommodated by the modern store fixtures
that a whole outfit of each design carried may be
quickly and easily seen by the prospective pur-
chaser. This, too, in a comfortable way, so as
to invite quiet contemplation and assure a measure
of seclusion or freedom from unnecessary inter-
ruption. This applies whether your town numbers
only two thousand or is a city of the first class.

If the jewelry store of the fu-
Value of tore is not to be a series of
Departments separate rooms for different

classes of ware, let it be at
least divided into booths or bays that will con-
stitute miniature departments. • I repeat, show
your silver of one pattern together. The old
counter case is not adapted to that sort of display.
It has two disadvantages—first, it stands between
you and your customer (I like to stand by a cus-
tomer's side when showing goods, because we both
then get the same light on any article that is
held up to view and because a certain indefinable
psychological something has easier passage be-
tween the salesman and his customer when they
stand shoulder to shoulder).

Second, the old counter case provides no
means of clearly defining and framing off the dif-
ferent designs. The impression a customer gets is
therefore somewhat mixed. The most profitable
way to show silver flatware is by means of chests,
each pattern by itself. A complete outfit always
suggests things your customer hasn't yet bought
for her own table, and while she is purchasing
from it her present for the bride she says to her-
self, "I have a birthday next month and John has
got to buy me those butter spreaders."

The chest helps to discourage shopping for
wedding presents too; that is, it helps you to
bring your customer to a quick decision and not
only is it superior for display, but it is a better
stockkeeper. I wish my time permitted a recital
in full detail with reasons for all their excel-
lencies for use in the store, but perhaps these hints
will be sufficient.

Just one more word about dis-
The Show play—the store window. Some .
Window of you put altogether too much

into it. Your customers will
see better, understand better and remember if you
show but one, or at most, two lines of goods in
a window at a time. Let them be well arranged
and carefully separated, so that each may carry
its message direct to the mind of the looker. The
window is advertising space and you cannot
drive clear home a great variety of unrelated
points in One advertisement. Better suggest one
at a time and change frequently. So much for
display.

You have been told often of late by speakers
at your conventions that it is time to quit working:

(Continued on page 1493)
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"Krementz-Bodkin Back"
STUD and VEST BUTTON

Pat. Feb. 16, 1904

KREMENTZ & Co. believe the trade will agree that they
understand the jewelry business sufficiently to know that
the "Krementz-Bodkin Back" Stud and Vest Button is
the simplest and best mechanical Stud or Vest Button made.

$1.0-)ED C=C*OPEN

The "Krementz-Bodkin Back" Stud and Vest 
Button is not one piece, but is one-piece
construction, which makes it very simple and
the strongest and most durable, because:

—I t is Solderless
2—It has no spring or hollow wire to bend or break
3 —It is made of solid, hard spring metal throughout
4—It is made by Krementz & Co. which insures perfect
quality, construction and workmanship

THE STORY OF THE HEAD

Krementz and Co. Invite Comparison
KREMENTZ & Co. stand back of their assertion. All
"Krementz-Bodkin Back" Studs and Vest Buttons are
sold also under the unique Krementz Collar Button
Guarantee.

THE STORY OF THE BODKIN BACK

GUARANTEE
If for any cause whatever, a " Krementz-Bodkin Back "Stud or Vest Buttonshould be damaged either in the hands of the dealer or wearer, a newone will be given in exchange, without charge. " Krementz-Bodkin Back"Studs and Vest Buttons are made in large variety of patterns in 14 K.gold and platinum, set with pearls and diamonds.

KREMENTZ & CO., Newark, N. J.
NEW YORK OFFICE

1 Maiden Lane
SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE

723 Shreve Building

High-grade
Quadruple
Silver-plated
Toilet Ware,
Comb, Brush
and Mirror Sets
Military Sets,
Jewel Boxes,
Hair Receivers,
Hat and Cloth
Brushes,
Manicure Sets,
etc.

No. 180

COMMUNITY SILVER
Watch Materials, Tools, Findings, Etc.
Gold Filled and Nickel Vest Chains, Nickel and Leather
Fobs, Jobbing Stones, Silk Guards, Optical Findings

Try our TRANSIT Mainsprings, $1.00 dozen, Guaranteed

BALTIMORE JEWELERS' SUPPLY CO. (L Fe-.)
Established 1888 210 E. Baltimore Street, BALTIMORE, MD.

Gold Filled CHAINS *BRACELETS
in every description in lho and 1/4 gold only

0 UR sales in 1908 were fifty per cent. more than in
1907. Our sales for the last six months were
more than double that in 1908 for the same time.

Our factory was running to its full capacity all through
the hard times. This makes us believe that we make the
best Chain for quality, finish and price on the market.
A little time spent with our traveling representative
when he calls on you will convince you that the

TRADE-MARK

A& Z. LINE
TRADE, MARK

of Chains are the best in design, finish, quality and price.

A & Z. CHAIN CO 116 Chestnut Street
PROVIDENCE,R.I.

Makers of 1/10 and 114 Gold Filled Chains and Bracelets 
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE CHAIN MAKERS TO THE RETAIL TRADE

Septembet, 1909

5' Dollars and Sense'

Address by H. S. HYMAN, of Hyman, Berg & Co., Chicago,
at the Omaha Convention

One of the most notable addresses de-
livered at the Omaha Convention was that of
H. S. Hyman, of Chicago, on the broad sub-
ject of "Dollars and Sense." Mr. Hyman,
who is a philosopher as well as a merchant,
an orator as well as a retail jeweler, electri-
fied the assemblage by his eloquence, his
lofty moral viewpoint and the self-evident
orthodoxy of his business advice. His ad-
dress was as follows :

When it was first suggested to me that I
address the retail jewelers in their annual con-
vention, I was considerably surprised. It had
never occurred to me that I would ever be called
upon for this purpose and I had no formulated
ideas that could in any way approximate a
message. My first inclination was to refuse. I
was told to think about it. Well, the more I
thought about it the more I felt inclined to ac-
cept the honor.

There seemed sufficient justification; firstly,
because I am a jeweler and am naturally in sym-
pathetic relations with jewelers as a class;
secondly, because I had arrived at an age when
it is no longer vanity to wish to help younger
men over the rough places I have had to travel;
and if my experience could in any way be of
service, it should no longer be a choice with me
but a bounden duty which I could not fail to
recognize. I may be mistaken in regard to the
value of my experiences, but "such as I have, I
give unto you."

Considerable travel in the larger
Most Unique of cities of Europe and America
Thoroughfares enables me to compare busi-

ness conditions abroad with
'hose in my own city and I believe it is safe to
say, without fear of being charged with excess
of loyalty, that State Street, Chicago, is the keen-
est, most wideawake, busiest retail trade district
in the world. Two million people have con-
tributed to make a short street that is circum-
scribed by an elevated loop railroad, a Rialto the
value of which passes the dreams of avarice. It
is estimated that before every door on this street
an average of 15,000 people pass every hour from
,eight in the morning until six in the evening.

On this street are located almost all the first-
class retail stores of our great city and here any
merchant who is lucky enough to get a foothold
gets an education and an experience not to be had
in many places and that the schools cannot give.

The congestion of business on this street
makes all its business men practically touch el-
bows, and so close is the contact that an operation
for the transfusion of blood, figuratively speaking,
would be felt by every man on the street. They
tell the story in London that if a stranger enters
Petticoat Lane and walks its length, a distance
of about half a mile, Ile will have been robbed
of his handkerchief, it will have been washed and
laundered and will again be offered to him at a
price before he leaves the Lane.

The analogy does not hold except in this re-
spect, that nothing occurs at any point along this
street but what, as if by magic, every dealer is
'keenly alive to it; the vibrations of intense ac-
tivity are set in motion ; scouts are out ; plans are
made and changed and the machinery of business
is geared up another notch.

No street in the world can boast of an equal
number of fine establishments in so small an
area ; nowhere in the world is the competition so
keen, the rivalry so great, the exhibit so interest-
ing, and nowhere in the world is the feeling of
fair play more intense. So far as I can discover,
there are rivals but no enemies on this street.
The very compactness of the situation forces men
into constant sight of one another on the street
and at the clubs and a mutual respect for char-
acter and admiration of intelligence and creative
power exists. The oldest and most successful
houses on this street are those that are conspicu-
ous for fairness and integrity, and the younger
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houses, recognizing the importance of these two
factors in business, aim up to this level.

The houses that must live by hook or crook
are conspicuously absent or, at the most, are but
few and unimportant. State Street is the goal
of the hopeful, the opportunity of the strong, the
despair of the weak, the synonym of success.

I come to you from that great thoroughfare
where all my business life has been spent, to bring
whatever message the street has meant to me, who
have been not an unmindful watcher in this vor-
tex of human activities. A wise man in any line
of business eliminates the elements of luck and
chance. Business to him is a problem of mathe-
matics, a problem of percentages and it involves
all that he has of intelligence, foresight, original-
ity and adaptability.

When one has to pay an an-
Utilizing One's nual rental of a thousand
Opportunity dollars a front foot for space

one is bound to be economical
of his space; one will crowd into that space all the
selling power he can in the way of quickly moving
merchandise ; he will be particular to have compe-
tent people to help him in disposing of and turn-
ing the stock ; he will be guided by and instruct
his salesmen in such principles as will make
selling easy and dispose customers to return to
his establishment ; and, above all, with 15,000
people going by his place every hour he will
want to attract attention ; I would say, he will
be forced to attract it if he would succeed.

This brings me to the feature of "window
displays." Many years ago it was the custom
of jewelers generally, particularly the more fortu-
nate ones, to view window displays as a cheap
bid for favor, to be practiced only by cheap
venders of cheap wares, and the poor jeweler
considered his dignity to be infinitely more valu-
able than the high credit rating of his neighbor,
the window-displaying drygoods merchant ; but,
alas, his "dignity" did not pay his bills, and it
never does. It was difficult for him to see how
he could be a real diamond merchant and at the
same time cater to the needs of that large por-
tion of the population who never buy diamonds.
It seemed to him he must sacrifice one or the
other ; it took so many small sales to make up
the value of a diamond, involved so much detail
and expense, besides the cash outlay for the
goods, that the diamond end of it, with the long
extension of credit and the few details seemed
the more desirable and more "dignified" end to
be preserved. But, alas, he waited for his dia-
mond customers, whose visits, like those of angels,
were few and far between. His drygoods neigh-
bor, seeing the breach in the walls of the logic
of the jeweler, assailed it to his own advantage,
with the result that every drygoods store has a
jewelry department and the jeweler has a new
competitor.

Now, if the jeweler had not been confronted
with this new competitor he might still be able
to force the public into his store to see his wares
without making a window display. His fellow
jeweler was a competitor he could meet without
fear, but this new element seemed dangerous.
Strong organization, .plenty of money, the power
of buying cheaply and selling on a margin of
profit that meant quick returns ; these things oc-
curred to him only when he was losing around
rapidly. Of course, I am talking of State 'Street,
and the experience may be reminiscent and auto-
biographical, but I am not afraid to take you into
my confidence to this extent, especially since the
matter is sufficiently old to be termed obsolete.

Now, what was to be done?
Meeting the Diamonds alone would not pay,
Situation and smaller wares, without

diamonds as a factor, would
not yield sufficient returns. Could the jeweler
hold his alleged aristocratic trade if he catered
to the more humble, and would the latter come
without special attractive features that indicated
a welcome ? These were serious questions to be
answered and they could be answered only by
experiment. I remember, as though it were yes-
terday, what a tremor of excitement seemed to
thrill every member of our concern when we
placed in our display window for the first time
a large lot of goods at what seemed the suicidal
price for which a neighboring department store
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was selling a similar article and how, when we
placed the price on it in plain, unmistakable
figures, so that every passerby could see it, it
seemed to spell ruin and that our goods of like
character in the store were to lie there stranded
and a loss. But the suspense did not last long.
Those goods went so fast and interfered so
little or, better still, helped so much in the sale
of other goods, that it seemed as though some
miraculous thing had occurred. Everyone be-
came busy at once; the whole force was bent on
getting goods into the show windows and getting
the prices on same. Then the fun really began.

The jewelers looked upon our change as an
unproved experiment and a dangerous trifling
with fate, but it took little time to observe that
we had touched our real competitor where he was
vulnerable and the scrimmage began. Compe-
tition comes under the rule of working both ways.
It is the spur and the foe to excellence. In
this instance it was the foe. Prices were forced
down, then the quality of the goods, and we were
compelled, in self defense, and to preserve our
reputation as merchandisers which we had quickly
gained with an intelligent and discriminating pub-
lic, to sell goods of which we were heartily
ashamed. It was the time of sterling silver back
hair brushes at $1.25 and solid silver salt and pepper
shakers that cost us 8 cents each by the barrel,
which we sold at 5 cents apiece at retail. It was
the cheapest advertising we ever did. Our place
of business was a busy place in reality. "We had
them coming," and, to our great surprise and
relief, we found that people really wanted to buy
diamonds in a busy place.

Let me tell you another little
A Delusion
Dispelled 

story to illustrate the force of
window display advertising.
Our store is beautiful; its fit-

tings most extravagant, for which, however, I
will make no apologies, and before the time of
which I speak it seemed a forbidding place to
persons of limited spending ability. It frightened
them away. They could not know we were anx-
ious to get their small change. At this time a
well-dressed woman entered rather timorously and
in an apologetic manner said she was looking for
a little diamond ring for a little girl and wondered
if we had anything as cheap as $5o.00. We as-
sured her we had, and that we had them as low
as $10.00. Can you wonder that window display
became an essential and absorbing feature with us?

The thing was an uninterrupted success. Our
business jumped by leaps and bounds and, better
still, we were all busy all the time. A little story
here may illustrate several things ; first, the con-
servative attitude of the jeweler as a rule and,
second, the value of experimentation. When we
had been having this entirely agreeable experience
about six months one of the big men in the manu-
facturing lines in the East came into our place
and, after greeting us with careful, but cold, civil-
ity, said : "I was walking along State Street last
night looking at the window displays on the street
and when I came to yours I could not help feeling
shocked at what I saw. Do you know your win-
dows will mean your ruin ? that you will lose all
your good trade and that this thing cannot go
on?" We were surprised at the roughshod man-
ner of his criticism. We could not see any justi-
fication for his bitterness, until it dawned upon
us that he was an important, creditor of ours,
besides being a man of large business interests
and experience. After some hesitation and, I
hope, with proper deliberation, I replied : "Mr.
 : Had you been here six months ago
when we were contemplating this departure, I do
not doubt we would have been greatly influenced,
if not entirely guided, by your judgment, for
which we have a profound respect ; but, sir, we
have had six months' experience with our experi-
ment and we are justified in declaring, 'We shall
never turn back.' This experience of ours is bet-
ter than all the theories in the world." It was
bold, and he was a big creditor, but his reply
came much more friendly.

"Well, if that is the case, I haven't a word
more to say." Time passed. We soon gave our
competitors to understand we were not "price-
cutters" ; that we would not undersell them, but

(Continued on page 1454)
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Some fifty years ago, when the first American
watch factories were established, it was the retail
jeweler who was depended upon to market the

product, and so
faithfully did he
perform this task
that within a short
time the American
watch became a
byword in this
great country. Un-
selfishly did he
eulogize its vir-
tues, magnani-
mously did he
forego the greater
advertisement h e
might have had
f rom special
named, foreign
grades and he
smoked peacefully
beneath his fig and
vine tree, fondly

dreaming that he was building up a retail watch
business.

Just about this time the mail-order houses
peeped their heads over the horizon. They were
struggling for existence, striving by every means
within their power to convince the public of their
presumably superior values and by cutting the
prices on watches they saw a golden opportunity
to entrench themselves in public favor. Their
orders for watches were accordingly placed and,
as in Biblical days, the manufacturers worshipped
Mammon sufficiently to forget the Gods who
made them, and when they filled the first order
for the catalogue houses, they sold the jewelers
birthright without receiving in exchange even the
historical mess of pottage.

Then others came to attack the
Evolution watch business, and then again
at Work others, and when at last the

jeweler awoke from his sleep
he saw many foes on the firing line. But all of
this time the great evolution of thought and
progress was working on and on. The signs of
the times showed that a new era was about to be
established in the watch business. The old cry
of "Rome for the Romans" echoed and re-echoed
until it became "Watches for the Watchmakers."
Eagerly was it taken up and so wonderfully did
it gain in volume that our voice was heard and
soon a new watch manufactory peeped its head
over the parapets, and, buried as we were beneath
the debris of slaughtered profits, we were made
to understand that at last we had a friend who
would give us the protection so necessary to our
existence.

From that time on we gained new strength
and courage and soon a complete watch friend
also enlisted under our banner. We were begin-
ning to regain some of our lost ground. The
rumble of our victorious army was heard in the
camp of those who formerly supplied our wants.
They began to see in us newer virtues, greater
possibilities and they made to us overtures of
peace. But, unlike the victors of old, we welcomed
them with open arms, shed tears of joy over their
return and killed for them the fatted calf.

Several of the prodigals are
Return of the still following the paths of vice
Prodigals and sojourning, partly or

wholly, in the land of the
wicked mail-order house or holding sinful com-
munion with the department stores. But even
against them we have not as yet steeled our hearts,
but daily do we pray for them and hope that the
light of justice may illumine their bosoms and
that they will prepare themselves now for their
reception into the celestial fold of the jewelry
fraternity, where light and truth, the emanation
of justice and evolution, reign supreme. The
fatted calves still wait for them, but Father Time
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is a cruel God and is not a respecter of persons
or animals, and yesterday, as I gazed with admira-
tion upon those sleek specimens of bovine beauty,
it occurred to me that their apprenticeship as
calves is destined soon to end and, unless the
prodigals hasten their return, I predict that it will
be fatted hull instead of fatted calf for them.

Filled Case 
Let us consider the evolution
in the filled case business.

Industry Years ago, when the first filled
cases were made the manufac-

turers felt that if they assured the possible pur-
chasers that for a term of fifteen or twenty years
the case could be depended upon to maintain its
appearance, that no difficulty would be encountered
in establishing a market for their output. Subse-
quent events proved the wisdom of their presump-
tion. But all of this time evolution, which oper-
ates in all ages, in all climes and among all
peoples was gradually taking place and soon it
got its clutch upon the filled case business. If to
guarantee a case for fifteen or twenty years was
a good gamble some were found courageous
enough to try twenty-five years and then thirty-
five, and now some of them liken the gold filled
case to the rock of Gibraltar and guarantee its
permanence forever. That, however, was but one
phase of the evolution taking place. Another
phase dealt with its construction. If it was safe
to use fifteen pennyweights of gold to give it
lasting qualities, it might still be safe to use eight
or ten. Then it became four or five and then
one or two pennyweights, until now some cases
are to be found which have no more gold upon
them than can be expected from a plunge into a
bathtub containing gold fish.

Evolution in thought, evolution in methods
and the new era business has brought out the fact
that the guarantee on the gold filled case has
had its day. It is not within the province of my
talk to argue this question, but deep thought upon
this subject will show you that the irresponsible
dealer who has no integrity to sustain has a de-
cided advantage over the reputable merchant in
that he can guarante his gold filled, triple plate
for the same length of time as you can the
honestly filled. And justice, which is dependent
upon evolution for its final vindication, and evo-
lution, which is but the visible mouthpiece of jus-
tice, will soon demand that the thickness of the
gold covering the case should have an equal, if
not an exclusive right to any stamping contained
within the lid of the case.

As to the 
And how has the jobber fared

Jobbers 
in this game of life? We find
with him that but a few years
ago the division point between

wholesale and retail was not very marked. To
retail he considered legitimate. When you sug-
gested that he had no right to sell in competition
with the retailer, upon whom he after all de-
pended for his existence, he answered that he re-
ceived a profit in excess of what the dealers
would ordinarily get and that, therefore,- he was
not inflicting any injury upon the trade. But
gradually it began to dawn upon all right-thinking
jobbers that a great injustice was being done.
They perceived that the retailer could not pay his
bills with the money the wholesaler got from the
consumer. The jobbers began to realize further
that the customer never knew whether or not he
had paid more or less than he would have paid
to the retailer ; he only knew that he had bought,
as he presumed, at wholesale.

The jeweler saw his business leaving him and
he looked desperately for a remedy. In retaliation
he bought from jobbers located in other cities
and when he discovered that these jobbers also
retailed Ile retaliated still more by purchasing
direct from the makers, and the jobber saw how
evolution had turned into a danger a practice
which he had formerly looked upon as a source of
extra profit. The jobber is now fully alive to the
danger coupled with retailing and has virtually
abolished the practice and it will require but a
rigid adherence to the principles of justice to
enable him to recover the ground which his mis-
deed caused him to lose.

The silverware companies have
Silverware also had their evolution. With
Companies the grasping instinct with which

humanity is unfortunately af-
flicted they sold their product to all who had the

money to purchase. Every extra sale they made
they unwisely considered as extra profit. The
hardware man began to handle silverware, the
department store began to handle it and the mail-
order house began to handle it, but all of this time
not a dollar's worth more silverware was being
used. He who bought silverware did so because
he wanted it and not because others than jewelers
handled it, and had it been confined to the legiti-
mate jewelry channels it would necessarily have
been supplied by the jeweler. The whole system
was based upon injustice and the Goddess of Jus-
tice, with her beautiful eyes ever open to see all
that transpires about her and with her sword
lifted upon high to strike down the guilty, put
thought, the touch of that Divine breath into ac-
tion. Slowly the process of evolution took place
and dissatisfaction grew in the mind of the re-
tailer. He began to demand other brands. Manu-
facturers were found who gave the jeweler the
protection he craved, until now in connection with
those who have since seen the wisdom of con-
fining their lines to the retailer, it can be truly
said that those brands formerly most in evidence
in the jewelers' stock are now so thoroughly
shunned by the retailer that not a good store
from the Atlantic to the Pacific can be said to
carry them, and again has evolution demonstrated
the impossibility of outraging Justice without sure
punishment overtaking the offender.

The large silverware manufacturers who are
still running retail stores, as well as supplying
hotels direct, are also receiving their share of
attention, and while they may continue for a
long time with their unjust methods, egotistically
imagining that they are so large that they can
escape the penalty which from time immemorial
has overtaken all violators of justice, yet, so true
as the sun sits in the heavens, so true is it that
unless they change their ways their crowns will
pass into the hands of strangers. For evolution
and progress I consider synonymous terms and it
is impossible to be long successful against either.

And how has evolution dealt
As to the with the retailer ? By looking
Retailer 

 
carefully into his past acts you
find him in nearly all instances

fighting 
 

progress. I remember him when he
fought against the screw back and bezel case and
now he considers it one of his staples. I remem-
ber him when Ile fought the pendant set idea and
now he prefers it upon all watches, except rail-
road grades. Even now Ile sends his customers
to the jobbers and gets no credit from the cus-
tomer for having made the sale and then blames
the jobber for retailing when he sees his com-
petitor's customer there whom he does not know.
remember the jeweler when he marked his goods

in cipher because his father did so. I remember
him when he thought it undignified to advertise.
And although a man who does not advertise is
like a hen who has laid an egg without cackling,
no one knows the egg has been laid except the hen,
yet did he expect the customers to flow to his
doors. Some large Chicago houses to this day
consider it improper to make window displays.
The largest firm in New York has no illustrations
within its catalogues. They are fighting progress,
contesting the battleground inch by inch, and
while many of these firms continue to be success-
ful because of peculiar local conditions or the
strong foundations for integrity which was laid
by the founders of these establishments, the
phenomenal successes being made by the younger
institutions as a result of their newer methods
of doing business is convincing them slowly but
surely that they must awaken to the new era in
business or suffer obliteration from the ranks of
the mighty.

So could I continue to show
The that, as a class, the jeweler
Reactionary has always held out against

those policies, the adoption of
which would really have benefited him, and so we
found it with our association. For long years had
the association idea lain dormant in the breasts
of many of us, afraid to let it see light. Those
who were brave enough to give expression to their
opinions received nothing but ridicule for their
pains. The large retailer laughed at the idea be-
cause he felt himself too great a colossus to take

(Continued on page 1493)
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Thrilling Experience of a Trav-
eling Man—The Grit that

Won Out

Mr. Harry K. Hays, senior partner of the
firm of Hays, Woodward & Company, wholesale
jewelers, New York, had for years been manager
of the sales department. He had grown old in the
service of this modern, up-to-date concern and
was now nearing his seventieth birthday.

Every year he had called all of his traveling
men together. We had formed a regular associa-
tion, and Mr. Hays, being at the head of all the
salesmen, was elected chairman. Many a lively
debate we had, and pointers were given by the
older experienced men, and some of the newer
ones as well, so that if you only listened you
would have grown wiser on the subject of sales-
manship.

We all loved this old man, with his snowy
white beard and his soft, gentle voice. He gen-
erally closed these meetings with a supper or a
visit to the theater at the expense of the firm. It
was a cold winter night, just after a grand Christ-
mas rush, that we held a memorial meeting. All
the traveling men were in the house, having come
home to start the new year afresh. As we sat
there, going over some of our experiences of the
.past year, Mr. Hays arose, and, after waiting
until quietness reigned, said:. "I am growing old,
as you well know, and I feel it a duty I owe my-
self, as well as the firm, to get some younger man
to fill the active place that I. wish to vacate. There
isn't a man here whom I do not think could fill
the position, and, if I had to decide, I would be in
a quandary as to the one to whom to give it, so I
have decided that the man whose sales are the
highest for the coming year shall have the posi-
tion." If he had thrown a bomb into our midst
he could not have made us more excited, for to
get the position meant a higher salary and a place
of more power.

It is wonderful what enthusiasm a man with
power can give to another. Mr. Hays was a man
of high character, yet plain and modest, he always
kept his hand on the switch of optimism. He in-
stinctively knew how to elevate to a higher plane
and to leave a trail which you were always glad
to follow. He would, with the greatest patience,
go into every detail of useful, active and practical
ideas on salesmanship so that even the beginner
would be better prepared to cover every possible
contingency. On the following year he left us
more to our own way, and it certainly was a
strenuous one. Every man's sales were kept quiet,
so that when we entered the office at the end of
the year we had no idea who was the winner.

Carl Bates was the favorite, a large-hearted,
friendly man, whose ability as a salesman had at-
tracted the attention of our firm, some five years
previous, and they had employed him. Each year
his sales had been in the lead, and this year, with a
special object in view, they expected to find him an
easy winner. As for myself, I had worked for
the firm since I was fifteen, but did not get a
position as road salesman until Bates had been
with the firm for two years, so I had not had the
experience that he had or the time to work up as
good a trade, but I liked to sell goods (and that
goes a long way). While I had no idea what his
sales would be, I knew that my sales were ahead
of his for the year before. No one seemed to
think I had a show, so I let it go at that.

When the decision was announced the ther-
mometer of my popularity bobbed up at once, and,
with a little squeezing of the bulb at the bottom,
it might have run out of the top. Bates and my-
self had tied for the place. Our sales had been so
near the same that Mr. Hays did not want to make
the decision in favor of either one. Bates walked
over to me, and, in his jovial way, challenged me to
take the sales for the next four weeks; the one
having the larger sales at the end of that time
to have the position., To this I agreed, providing
that the sales of both should be given out each day.

At the end of the first week I was two hun-
dred dollars to the good and, at the second week,
over four hundred dollars. I was feeling ex-
tremely confident (and confidence is what caused
Napoleon with his little army to fight the world).
He might be hiding back some orders I felt, but
I was reserving my best customers for the last, so
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that if he was, I still had the advantage. Then
an accident happened to me—it was on the follow-
ing Sunday. The strenuous life was beginning to
tell on me. I had slept so late that there was
only ten minutes left to make the train, and it
was the last one at that until the next morning.

The cabman shook his head dubiously; but I
slipped a dollar into his hand and promised him
another if he got me there on time. So, with the
customary nerve of their kind, he drove the cab
down sidewalks, in front of street cars, through
openings made for us in our mad rush—even the
yell of a policeman failed to stop him. Then a
heavy lunge of the cab and I knew no more.
When I came to I was lying on a cot with doctors
and nurses standing around. "What happened?"
I said, as soon as my faculties began to return.

"Only a leg broken," said one of the doctors
aptly, as if to have a leg broken was nothing out
of the ordinary.

"When will I be able to get out?" I moaned,
thinking of the race I was trying to win.

"In about a month," he said, "that is, if you
are careful." I laid there thinking. How ninny
things happen in a second that human hands are
powerless to repair in a lifetime? A man to
save one moment will risk his life in crossing a
track in front of an oncoming train ; if he is suc-
cessful he will do it again; if he is killed lie has
paid dearly for that moment saved, and the man
following does the same thing, so that he is not
even a martyr to the cause.

"What happened to cab and cabman?" I
asked.

"Oh, there is nothing left of the cab, and you
ought to be thankful that you are alive; a street
car hit the cab, but the man jumped in time to
save himself."

At the end of the week I was able to be
around on crutches, and, as there was one more
week left, I resolved to start out, no matter what
the doctors said. The outlook was far from
bright, but I could not stand it to see Bates win
if it were in me to help it. I had my best cus-
tomers left, fourteen of them; and while it would
be a job for a man with two good legs to make
the twelve towns (let alone a man on crutches),
I thought of a scheme that would help me. Going
over to a newspaper office I asked to see the
cartoonist. "Make me a drawing of a man on
crutches running a race with a man carrying a
jewelers' grip, far behind, puffing and panting.
I want a cut made from it and fourteen cards
printed and have them delivered to me by two
o'clock."

Two o'clock!" he ejaculated, "we can do the
work for you, but it would be impossible to get
the job out before to-morrow."

"Twenty-five dollars is yours besides the
regular pay," I exclaimed.

"I got them all right and had them mailed to
each of my customers by three. They all knew
the fight I had put up the year before and helped
me to the chagrin of some of the other travelers
that had called on them. So I hoped that they
would come to my rescue at this last moment.

At the hospital they thought I had gone crazy
(or else hated to lose so good a paying patient, for
I had paid well for everything they could do to
help me along). My regular customer in that
town had called on me every day, and, when I
told him about my plans, he said, "I have a boy
that would be delighted if you would take him
along with you. He wants to be a traveling man,
but a week of it will make him sick of the job
and lie will be glad to stay at home. He is a
strong fellow, too, and can help you in more ways
than one. .If he is not worth his expenses send
the bill to me."

"He will be worth his expenses, all right, so
send him over," I said, delighted at the idea.

Bates had overcome my lead of four hundred
dollars and was over a thousand to the good.
Not a word of my accident had I sent to the firm
and they must have been in a quandary as to my
movements; only to a friend of mine in the office
had I written and he was letting me know what
Bates was doing. That afternoon, with the help
of Walter Baker, for that was the name of my
helper, I left town and arrived at my customer's
store just as he was closing up. I told him how
the race had ended for the year and of the acci-
dent I had suffered. He opened up his store and
let me bring in my trunks. It was ten o'clock by
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the time we were through. "Walter," I said,

"we have got to get to our next town by morning,
and, as there is no way out of here by train, sup-
pose you go out and get a cab, or anything on

wheels, so that we can make the trip."
Before long, two fiery headlights loomed up in

front of the store, lighting up the street for a

bloci"'lle has gotten a touring car," I ejaculated.
"So he has," said the proprietor, looking out

of the window incredulously, and it is Dan Sul-
livan's car, as sure as I am standing here, the
best car in town ; money could not have gotten
him to make the trip, so you must have a saga-
cious sort of a boy there," which I was soon to
find out was the truth, for lie had simply talked
Dan Sullivan into the enthusiasm of the race I
was Inakti waiigsi a.

memorable ride; a cold winter night
—no snow, but a hard, frozen ground nearly as
smooth as glass. One trunk was fastened on be-
hind, while the other was at my side in the ton-
neau, with Dan Sullivan and Walter in front.
My leg was paining me, but I did not let that in-
terfere with my enjoying the ride, for the big
massive car rode like a Pullman. Through small
towns we flew, without a stop, the large gaslights
in front showing up the little streets and stores
like a beautiful rustic picture in a solid black
frame. On and on we sped, with only the in-
abilify of the machine to go faster governing Our
speed, and, at last, as the sun in the East was
rising to show his power and the shadow of the
darkness disappearing as if afraid to stand and
fight, we drew up in front of the hotel. As the
proprietor of the store had said, "Sullivan would
not take any money," so I yelled to him, as he Was
leaving after breakfast, to "look out for an express
package."

By four o'clock we were on our way to the
next town, with two more fat orders just mailed.
I was only making the larger towns, so we had to
fill in our nights traveling. On the fourth day we
got into a town where we would make good con-
nections the next morning, so we went to bed, the
first bed we had seen since we started. Everyone
had gotten my cards and they were proving a
winner as an advertisement, if nothing else.
Orders were held until my arrival and everyone
stopped work to find out the latest. I certainly
presented a curious sight for a traveling man;
my leg was worse, if anything, but it would have
taken more than a leg to have stopped me now.
I was like a gambler who had been losing and
was at last putting up his watch or pawning his
diamond ring.

On the fifth day, the hotel proprietor took me
aside and said, "I have a boy that is just starting
up in the town twenty miles from here; you can
go over on the interurban and got back here in
time for your train. I think he will give you a
good sized order." So I had my trunks taken
over and put on the interurban. In luck, I
thought to myself, as the wheels of electricity
were carrying us on to the other town. If this
don't put me up to Bates, then I am no salesman.
Just then I felt a peculiar grating and was thrown
against the seat in front of me • my leg had been
twisted to one side, or it would have broken again.
I had always had a temper, but generally I kept it
pretty well under control, but this was too much
for it to stand. The car was off the track. I
looked out of the window—not a town in sight—
only farms, "frozen up farms," where everyone,
no doubt, was sitting by the hot kitchen fire.
\Valter had stepped outside to see what the dam-
age was, so I waited for his return, not caring to
use my broken leg any more than I could help.
But I waited and waited; everyone was outside,
except an old lady in the rear seat and myself.
I could hear the murmur of voices, 'but through
the closed window I could not make out what they
said. At last the conductor came in. "How long
will we have to wait?" I said.

"Can't tell; the telephone is out of order and
we can't get anyone, so we will have to wait for
another car, and, as there is no other car at this
end of the line, they will have to get this car on
the track before any of you can hope to go on."
He had hardly finished before a yell went up out-
side. I looked out the window, expecting to see
another car coming in sight, but it was not, just a
lumber wagon coming down the tracks as if the

(Continued on Page 1494)
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Quality Umbrellas —A Paying Line
It is an old saying that

"Well bought is half sold."
But the question remains,
WHAT is meant by " Well

bought " ?

Does low price consti-

tute a good " buy " ?

We think the average

jeweler will agree that it is

QUALITY—and not price

—that makes the value.

If this is true, then

quality goods are always
the best sellers and the

largest profit payers.

In selecting a line of

umbrellas, there is some-

times a temptation to sacrifice quality

to cheapness.

" Umbrellas look so much alike"

you think.

As a matter of fact there is all the

difference in the world in umbrellas.

Even the most practiced eye cannot

always discern the quality of fabric,

the grade of steel or the degree of

care in workmanship.

That is where the reputation of

the maker counts.

In buying K C& H Quality Um-

brellas, you can rest assured that you
are getting utmost value.

Advantages of Quality Line

K H Umbrellas are a paying
line because they are worth what is

asked for them.

Every K C&, H Umbrella is GUAR-
ANTEED FOR WEAR.

This insures satisfaction to your

customer.
•

All K C& H Umbrellas have frames
of the finest tempered steel, tough, yet

elastic enough to give in heavy winds.

The rod is of tool steel with copper

ferrule, nickel-plated, so it will not

wear off.

All K C& H fabrics are of tested

wearing and rain-shedding ability.

All 26 inch umbrellas for men are

regular cane length—exceedingly easy

to handle when walking with the um-

brella down.

K C8), H 28 inch umbrellas have

been improved by shortening the rod

so as to make it only slightly longer

than the 26 inch, yet furnishing pro-

tection equal to the ordinary 28 inch

size.

The glove fastener is used exclu-

sively on K C& H Umbrellas.

Handles are all detachable, if de-
sired. This feature makes them very

convenient for traveling and protects

the user against loss.

Added strength is given to all pearl

used on handles for ladies by mount-

ing on brass tubing in place of common

wood tubing.

All K C& H gold handles are Bright
Roman or Virgin Color gold-22 K.
color —will never discolor in stock.

K GA1, H sterling handles are 28
gauge—the extra heavy sterling
enables the jeweler to buff out any
mistake in engraving and does away
with danger of piercing through the
silver.

These are advantages found only
on K H Quality Umbrellas.

K C&, H handles are designed with
special reference to beauty, distinction

and service.

The majority afford a fine space
for engraving initials or monograms

thereby increasing their value to the

owner.

The Always Acceptable Gift

Umbrellas make the most practical

gifts—and are salable the year around

so that the jeweler can afford to carry

a good selection. It is especially

worth his while to push umbrellas as

the trade on finer umbrellas is turning

to the jewelry stores.

A Quality Handle
The handle illustrated in the upper

left-hand corner is one of the striking

new creations of the K H holiday

line. The engraving shield of this

handle is 14 K. solid gold, and the

exquisite hand carving will be a de-

light to jewelers who know good

workmanship.

The Bridal Pair—A Winner

The K C& H " Bridal Pair " is
another novelty that is proving a
splendid success for wedding and
betrothal gifts as well as for wooden,
silver and golden anniversaries, and
an appropriate Xmas gift for man and
wife. Write for samples of this and
other unique features of the K C& H
Quality Line.

KREIS & HUBBARD
Manufacturers

Jackson and Franklin Sts., CHICAGO.

THE JEWELERS' LINE
SEATTLE OFFICE 456 NEW YORK BLOCK
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Golden Opportunity

(Contioued from page 1485)

at the bench and attend to your business. I N'ant
to repeat this and add the warning, that unless
you do you may soon be as small a factor in the
jewelry business as the cobbler is in the shoe
business. You must be thoroughly awake to the
need of informing yourself completely about your
customers and prospects, as well as about the
goods. Then the question will be how to use the
knowledge gained, in a scientific way, for the
benefit of your business.

So far in this, as in matters of display, we
are largely acting as our grandfathers did. They
never bought an article until they "had a call for
it." They worked wearily over their benches, with
little care or thought of the merchandise until
someone came into the door to interrupt their
work and inquire for something which, if they had
it at all, was possibly .hoarded carefully away
in the safe. Waiting upon customers who thus
presented themselves was perfunctory, much as if
they were necessary evils in the business, and to
go out of the store, deliberately planning to make
a sale, was never thought of, nor is it in any large
measure done in our trade to-day. My story of
the merchant who created his demand for dinner
services depends entirely for its interest on the
exceptional nature of the circumstances. This
practice of going out after business has become
quite common in some lines.

You ask, "How shall I get an entree to the
home?" Well, socially, of course, if that can be

. brought about in a natural way. There are many
ways in which you will be welcome there pro-
fessionally if you are not on a social footing.
One hint. Ask your customers to let you clean
and repair their silver for them. Offer to get it,
to clean it and return in in good order. Then take
and keep a list of it. Note the absence of useful
pieces and form your plans for supplying them.

These and many other oppor-
Inspiration and tunities lie open to you as a
Stimulus class of merchants, and though

they seem ever so prosy when
pointed out in this rambling, matter of fact way,
those who claim them for their very own shall
find in them the poetry of action; shall find in
them the beauty of strength ; shall find in them the
lure of the race whose trophy shall surely be
awarded to the fleet and sure of foot. Above all,
they shall find the sublime satisfaction of manly
achievement.

"We live in deeds, not years; in thoughts, not breaths;
In feelings, not in figures on a dial.
We should count time by heart throbs. He most lives
Who thinks most, feels the noblest, acts the best.
Life is but a means unto an end; that end,
Beginning, mean, and end to all things—God."

A Word Concerning Fountain Pens

If you are one of that vast army of people
who, free from the enslavement of the inkwell,
revel in the delightful independence which conies
of using a fountain pen, read the following and
be glad. Your army is fast gaining recruits of
every grade and kind:

"Thus it was not until 1884 that the perfect
fountain pen as it is now made and used was put
on the market. It filled the bill and to-day the
fountain pen and the Constitution follow the flag
together. It is in use in every land that the sun
shines on. It accompanies explorers to the Arctic
regions and it has gone into African jungles with
Roosevelt. Indian rajahs carry them, glittering
with gold and jewels, and the Chinese comprador
of the Hongkong business house wields his foun-
tain pen with the assurance of the American clerk.
The fountain pen has written the last message
bottled and flung from a doomed ship and it's one
of the chief figures in elopements and Gretna
Green marriages. It wrote orders for Field Mar-
shal Oyama and General Kuropatkin in the Russo-
Japanese War, and Count Witte used i,t in signing
the treaty which ended that desperate struggle.

"It's the handy man, always to be relied on,
in camp and court, home and office, executive
mansion and political campaign. It used to be a
luxury ; now it's a necessity. It's found as often
in my lady's boudoir and on the library table as
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it is in the counting room. The wonderful scope
and up-to-datedness of the public library index—
for that matter any index—is largely due to the
fountain pen."

Bridal Jewelry in Far Away Lands

While wedding time is the time par excellence
for presenting jewelry to a bride in the United
States, we have, as a general thing, no hereditary
bridal jewelry to be worn at the nuptial alone
and then put away, to be handed down to suc-
ceeding generations. In Norway and Sweden,
however, the "bride's crown," as it is termed, has
been an institution famous through the centuries.
Gorgeous golden or silver crowns, with long

streamers of filigree of the precious metal, with
hanging coins and the like serve there to bedeck
the happy young woman.

Away down in the southeast of Europe one
finds a like custom among the Christian peoples.
There the bride wears on her head a small spread-
ing basket of gold. Its rim, or edge, is inter-
spersed with balls of solid silver or gold likewise,
and from its edges hang strands of the metal.

Future of American Gems

The virtues of American gems are only be-
ginning to be appreciated, says the Scientific
,1merican. Shortly after the discovery of America
the Spanish introduced many American precious
stones into Europe, a practice which languished
and eventually died. Recently, however, the min-
ing of American precious stones has taken on a
new lease of life. Precious and ornamental stones
of American origin, wonderful in perfection, are
now to be found in many collections throughout
the world. It is likely that diamonds will soon
be mined in this country, for the stones have
been found in Florida, Georgia, California, Wis-
consin, North Carolina, Kentucky and Arkansas.
Some of these, perhaps, are emigrant diamonds.
On the other hand, the region of Kentucky and
Arkansas is as diamondiferous as that of Kimber-
ley, South Africa. Our tourmalines, topazes, tur-
quoises, rubies, sapphires, kunzites, spodumencs
and benoitites deserve to be more widely known.
It is the duty of our miners and mine owners and
of the jewelers who market the output of mines
to aid the scientist and the mineralogist in more
widely introducing our native gems, as well as our
unique ornamental stones, into foreign countries.
Perhaps one way of accomplishing this result
would be the formation of some traveling collec-
tions, which would serve the purpose of illustrat-
ing the wonderful variety in colors of North
American precious stones, ornamental stones and
stones of adornment.
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"Shadow" Clock for Theo. Roosevelt

When Theodore Roosevelt returns from his
African hunting trip he will find awaiting him a
"shadow" clock, the second of its kind in ex-
istence. The gift will be received from its in-
ventor, an Australian, who wishes to pay his
respects to the ex-president because of the visit
of the world-girdling fleet to Australia.

The clock is made with two dials, one for
day use and one for night. The night dial is
transparent, with lenses above it and a small
electric lamp underneath. When the possessor of
the clock retires for the night he turns the night
dial toward the ceiling. Attached to the side of
his bed is an electric push button, connected with
the lamp by a flexible cord. By pressing this
button at any time during the night the lamp is
turned on and the outlines of the numerals on
the dial are thrown against the ceiling. The
shadow of the dial is 4 by 5 feet in diameter,
making the numerals easy to read.

Photographs of Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt will
be placed on both dials, the front of the case will
be decorated with crossed American and Aus-
tralian flags, and the sides will bear reproductions
of the Australian coat of arms.

Justice and Evolution

(Continued from page 1039)

up his time to better the interests of his smaller
brother. The small retailer felt that his presence
would bear no weight, either one way or the
other. But evolution was again claiming its own.
The large retailer found that the thing at issue
was not so much helping his smaller .brother as
protecting himself from an equally formidable
one or the more noticeable inroads of the depart-
ment store. The smaller jeweler found that if he
could induce other small dealers to voice his
wishes that collectively they would make a power
stronger than the strongest, and due to this new
thought, the launching of the association was
made possible. I will not take up the stupendous
work done by the organizers of the association.
It is too well known to require reiteration.

Two of the leading questions at the time of
the formation of the association, as I may well
say they are at this time, are those of the fixed
selling price and the complete watch. The South
Bend people were laughed at as fanciful dreamers
because they preached a fixed selling price on low-
grade movements. The Howard people on their
complete watch proposition were treated pretty
much as a joke, but time vindicated their methods.
Some there are who claim to object to both sys-
tems—the fixed selling price and the complete
watch idea, but their numbers are few and evo-
lution is thinning them out.

Jobbers and manufacturers who have to-day
honored us by your presence, on the behalf of the
retail jewelers of the United States, whom I now
represent, as well as the American National Re-
tail Jewelers' Association, I wish to thank you.
You have given us abundantly of your storehouses
of knowledge. You have accepted our invitation
in the spirit it was given, freely telling us that
which you deemed right and it would be a peculiar
individual indeed who could leave this hall and
not feel that as a result of the heart-to-heart talks
we have had to-day we are better men than we
would have been had you not come. We, like
yourselves, believe in and want but justice. The
scales are now resting upon a stone pedestal and
firm and sensitive as they are, they register no
animosity on either side.

We want it always to be thus and let our
business relations henceforth be such that we
might truly say unto each other, "Entreat me not
to leave thee or from following after thee; for
whither thou goest, I will go; and where thou
lodgest, I will lodge. Thy people shall be my
people, and thy God my God."

After all, we live this life but once and profit
avails us but little if we must ponder over the
fact that we did someone an injustice to secure it.

Some writer has said that "Yesterday is but
a dream and to-morrow is but a vision." But I
claim that every to-day well lived makes every
yesterday a dream of happiness and every to-
morrow a vision of hope.
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"Dollars and Sense"

(Continued front page 1487)

we would not permit them to undersell us, and,
being friendly, it was not difficult to come to an
understanding all along the street that a fair
margin of profit must prevail.

In the business of railroad corporations we
have heard much of the "gentlemen's agreement."
I believe the term may be safely applied to the
case in point; at any rate here was a fresh il-
lustration of the force of that old truism, that
"it is easier to establish relations of amity between
friends than make treaties of peace with enemies."

I have been requested to give,
Window in detail, the principles under-
Displays lying our window displays.

We are, all of us, more or less
students of human nature. We see an individual
and, almost instantly, we have a complete im-
pression of his character. As the boys say, "we
have sized him up." The tell-tale eyes, mouth
and chin; the carriage and dress have told their
story with relentless truth and judgment is
passed. As a man thinks, so shall he perform, and
nothing that he does escapes the impress of his
"character and personality."

A window display is the concrete soul of the
man who makes it, and, if you study it carefully,
you can almost see the man himself. It speaks
volumes. What are the characteristics most de-
sirable in a window display, but those in the man
himself—cleanliness, fearlessness, honesty and re-
serve power. A man should display goods that
he thinks people will buy if they see them and
marked in plain figures the exact prices at which
he will sell them without equivocation or reserva-
tion; he shall not fear that his neighbor, seeing
the price, will undersell him, but shall take good
heed that his neighbor respect the price and him-
self. He shall put in the cheapest goods he car-
ries, properly displayed, with prices, to show the
humblest that he, the dealer, is not proud, but
will welcome him as a purchaser ; he shall display
his most expensive wares in like manner to indi-
cate the wide range of his financial, as well as
his human interests. His wares should be prop-
erly individualized, so that there be no confusion
in the mind of the public and the quality should
be honestly and plainly indicated. In the store
itself the practice must be in harmony with the
window display.

I believe it would be a reflec-
One-price tion on my own intelligence
System and an affront to you if, in this

year, 1909, I should attempt to
speak of the value of a strictly one-price system
and of the value of marking all goods in plain
figures. I think this is so generally recognized
that it requires no comment, but there are col-
lateral influences that are so important that they
will bear repeating. The employer who believes
he should not be governed by the same rules that
his employees are bound to observe is crippling
the value of his helpers. Their courage and
forcefulness, their eagerness and conscientious-
ness are bound to be tempered by his arbitrariness
and lack of wisdom. I believe in certain estab-
lished principles. A man should not have traveled
far along the path of life before he has estab-
lished in his own mind definite rules of conduct
by which he can live. He will find that the most
difficult problems with which he is confronted
will then resolve themselves into mere questions
of principle and life will not be a gamble, but a
definite goal. If I were to make a creed it would
run something like the following :

I believe in one price to all
The Jeweler's that shall be marked in plain
Creed figures. I believe my em-

ployees are valuable men and
can sell goods as well as I can, if I do not seek
an underhand or overhand advantage by the
arbitrary power that resides in me. I believe in
my own integrity and believe that unless I do so
I will stand revealed before all men.

I believe in telling the truth to my customers,
to my creditors and to my banker and in abiding
by the consequences. I believe that customers
who leave me because they cannot break down
my principles will eventually return because they
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could not break them down. I believe I can get
along better without customers than without
principles. I believe in a liberal policy based on
principles. I believe in courtesy and kindliness
that are born of self respect and common
humanity, and I believe no man can be so poor
that he need be ashamed nor so rich that he
should be proud.

The question may be asked,
Principles and "How am I, with my fine
Competition principles, to compete with my

neighbor, who may have none
and who underbids me in all my transactions?"
My answer is, you must win this man over to your
way of doing business and point out to him the
mutual advantage of such a policy and, if you
cannot do this, you must have relentless war wit'P.
him until he see the advantage of a compromise.
Sell your goods at one price and marked in plain
figures, but at a percentage of profit that will
force him to reckon with you.

In either event it will be a losing game and,
in this way, the advantage rests with you. There
is some comfort in the thought, however, that the
man who overreaches is soon a negligible quan-
tity. I might enter into a discussion of merchan-
dising percentages, the relation of stock to turn-
overs and other questions of like character, but
assume that these questions will be taken up by
others. But before I dismiss this phase of my
subject I want to signify my approval of this
closer association of jewelers. The transition
from country watch tinker to jewelry merchant
is frequently so quick that there has been little
time for that technical training that is essential
to successful merchandising and successful opera-
tion of a large establishment, with the result, I
fear, that the entire trade suffers in reputation as
merchants and as commercial risks. A closer as-
sociation must have its educational value and must
raise the esprit de corps of the entire trade, be-
sides affording an opportunity for that exchange
of social amenities which is a sure basis for co-
operative transactions.

Now that I am about to close, I would feel
that I have not done my duty by you or by my-
self if I were to limit my discussion to this phase
of the subject. I chose for my topic "Dollars and
Sense." This gave me a free field for wandering
where I might list. The dollar part has been made
sufficiently emphatic. The sense is an effort to
give you the best reflection of the fruition of that
inner spirit which finds expression in as many
ways as there are individuals.

Consciously or unconsciously,
Gods of our every man makes his own little
Own Making shrine, erects the image of his

own little God and there wor-
ships by the light he has. If his whole ambition
is to acquire wealth his God is the golden eagle,
and while his stock may increase and his bank
account become plethoric, there will be something
hardening at the roots of his being that will cut
him off from all the springs of delight, or, as is
more likely, he will find, with the old Persian poet,
"Omar Khayyam," that

"The worldly hope men set their hearts upon
Turns ashes—or it prospers, and anon
Like snow upon the desert's dusty face,
Lighting a little hour or two—is gone."

There is something better than a merely suc-
cessful business. It is a successful life; not
measured by stocks and bank accounts, but by the
bigness of a man's soul, the breadth of his sym-
pathies and the circle of his influence. If a man
do his duty by his business, by his family, by his
friends and by his country he reaches a success,
than which none is greater. A man may make a
success of his business but he, personally, may rot
there.

I plead for a more sane relation to business.
I plead for an eight-hour law for the employer as
well as the employee; I plead for the leisure from
toil that will enable a man to seek those larger
interests in which money has no part, but from
which he returns to his tasks, revivified, refreshed
and quickened with a new sense of power.

Humanity has struggled through the centuries,
to lay at our feet its wealth of art, science and
literature; poets have sung their prophetic songs;
the astronomer has unrolled the scroll of heaven
and placed it as an open book before our wonder-
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ing eyes; the philosophers have formed new con-
cepts of God and of man's relation to him. Let
us not neglect this great heritage. Let us not
plead ignorance through lack of time, but by the
right use of that margin of leisure which is given
us grow to the proper stature of men. Then the
fullness of years and grey hairs may lay their
burdens upon our bodies, but the spirit ever buoy-
ant and ever achieving will go on gaining its vic-
tories to the end.

Thrilling Experience of a Traveling
Man—The Grit that Won Out

(Continued from page 1491)

horses were running away. As they drew nearer
(for there were two on the seat) I saw it was
Walter and some farmer he had gotten to take us
to the town. The men took hold and got my
trunks, as well as myself, into the wagon and then
all that could got in on top. A great looking
spectacle we were as we drove up in front of the
jewelry store. But it was worth the trouble; in-
side were lots of cases, empty cases and trays,
a gold mine for me; and it brought my sales up to
Bates'. We got back to the town we had started
from, but it was too late for the train. "Another
auto," I said to Walter, and he got it.

The last town, the last customer on the home-
stretch. A good big order and it would send me
into New York with flying colors; but it must be
a big one, I said to Walter, as we walked into
the store. "Mr. Young is out of the city and has
been gone for two weeks. We got your card, but
we can hardly do anything for you.' That was a
greeting I had hardly figured on and my heart
went down to its lowest ebb. Walter and myself
walked out, but said nothing. It was only a block
to the hotel, so I hobbled along on my crutches.

"I am afraid we have lost the game," I said,
wearily, for the strain had been a bad one for me
and my leg seemed to hurt worse than ever, so
I walked into the office to get a little rest. How
long I had sat there I could not remember. I
had not even seen Walter as he went out, but I
looked up as he entered, his face was all flushed.
"We can will," he said, his happiness so great he
could hardly keep his voice down to where the
rest of the men in the office could not hear him.
"I have found a firm here that has had a fire that
destroyed half their stock; they have just settled
with the insurance people and are in their new
location. When I told them whom we represented
they said, 'You are just he people we have been
looking for.' "

Pale and haggard, I entered New York a win-
ner. My broken limb had held, but it was a
month before I could take up my duties in the
office. Walter has taken up my old route and has
proven himself a good salesman. The express-
man took from the office a nice watch engraved
"Dan Sullivan," also a few boxes of cigars for my
friends " that helped."

Black Pearl Worth $1250
Large numbers of mussel diggers are flocking

to the extensive bar of shells in the Wabash River
from which several remarkable finds of pearls
have been recently made, said the Chicago Inter-
Ocean. It is estimated that $7000 worth of pearls
were taken from that bar in one week. As a
result shell gatherers from all points along the
river are making their way to the place.

The best find was made by Charles Williams,
a poor "musseler." He found a gem, a perfect
specimen of the lustrous black pearl, and has
sold it for $1250. Black pearls are seldom found
in fresh water shel;s. Williants' pearl weighed
thirty-six and one-half grains and is perfectly
round. It is the best :Ind yet reported this season.
Another notable find was made by Oscar Myers.
He found a twenty-two grain "pear-shaped" pearl,
which he sold for $15oo.

The present season is expected to be a banner
one with mussel diggers. Shells are higher in
price than ever before and pearl dealers, becom-
ing more and more numerous each week, are pay-
ing better prices.

Waterman ountain Pen

WatefillarCS

Jewelers Are Responsible to the Public for a Good Watch and a
Good Fountain Pen

Both the watch and the fountain pen are part of the pocket or desk
equipment of every well provided man, woman or child. Both are useful (really
necessities) and made in many styles and sizes. Accuracy is the all important
part of both. That is what has made Waterman's Ideals the standard of all writ-
ing implements, and in addition there is the excellence of finish and finety of
workmanship and quality, for which the three standard styles of Waterman's
Ideals aie so well known

Regular, Safety and Self-Filling
Write for our handsome 84 page illustrated catalogue and selling sugges

tions. 
-

An important jewelers' line, that will bring you many profitable customers.

Co , 173 63)-crrA-JAAyrA"c3_41,9j_
The Largest Fountain Pen Manufacturers in the World

Boston Chicago San Francisco Montreal London Paris



Sizes and Styles of the Popular Cone Cap Holders

Waterman's Ideal Fountain Pen
Straight and Taper Cap Holders Made in Same Scale of Sizes

( Illustrations actual size)

Size 12No.
No. 2 size geld pen.

AY23.1099 & AUG.4.1903 .0 S.A

Style : Plain Black. This style in the seven sixes shown.
No. 12 $2.50 No. 14 .. $4.00 No. 16 . $6.00 No. 18 .No. 13  3.50 No. 15 . 5.00 No. 17   7.00

Also Chased, Mottled or Cardinal at seine prices.

Size , 3
No. 1
No. 3 size gold pen.

Size 1No. 4
No. 4 size gold pen.

ASI F00 , . .
AID MAY 231899 &A(G.4 sal -- A

Style: Chased, Gold Mounted, Plain Middle Band, 18-Karat Filled. This style in the seven sizes shown.
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this time to take formal recognition of their efforts
along this tine and assure them of our readiness
to co-operate and confer in all matters.

WHEREAS, In this and other years it has been
found necessary by jewelers in the cities in which
the meetings were held to solicit aid from jobbers
and manufacturers in order to meet the expenses
of entertaining delegates and visitors at the con-
vention,

Therefore Be It Resolved, That in the future
no funds shall be raised by the city in which the
convention is held through the solicitation of
money or contributions from manufacturers and
jobbers, except through the co-operation of and
in a manner approved by the members of the
executive committee of this organization, and

WHEREAS, The entire jewelry trade press has
given us invaluable assistance.

Therefore Be It Resolved, That we, at this
time, extend to the trade press a vote of thanks
and heartily commend
them for their work, and

Be It Further Re-
solved, That we approve
and commend the action
of the executive commit-
tee of this organization
for indefinitely postpon-
ing action in the matter
of establishing an official
organ.

WHEREAS, The fixed
minimum selling price
on certain lines has
proven a success and
been of great benefit to
the retail jewelers,

Therefore Be It Re-
solved, That it be the
sense of this association
that we commend and
recommend that a fixed
selling price be estab-
lished by manufacturers
on all standard staple
lines, and

Be It Further Re-
solved, That we pledge
our support to the manu-
facturers and jobbers to
adopt and enforce this
policy, and

Be It Further Resolved, That we recommend
the appointment of a committee by the president
to compile a tabulated fixed minimum selling price
on all watch movements and gold filled cases
manufactured in this country. This list is to
be submitted to all manufacturers for their ap-
proval of the prices upon their respective products.

WHEREAS, The idea of local jewelers' clubs
or round table organizations, as advocated by our
worthy president, wherever adopted, has proven
the means of bringing about a better feeling
among jewelers and of improving the trade con-
ditions in that locality,

Therefore Be It Resolved, That we heartily
endorse the plan and urge the jewelers of every
city, large and small, to effect such an organiza-
tion at the earliest possible date.

KEYSTONE

Nebr.; F. W. Bierbaum, St. Louis, Mo.; R. P.
Bell, Fort Dodge, Iowa.

Detroit the Next Convention City

A. E. Paegel, as chairman of the committee
appointed to receive invitations from cities desir-
ing to entertain the next convention, reported that
Detroit, Mich.; Cedar Point, Ohio, and Milwaukee,
Wis., had extended invitations and recommended
that no city be voted the convention until it was
first shown that that city was financially able to
take care of it. Following these remarks Franklin
Thompson, of Milwaukee, stated that he would
withdraw the name of Milwaukee, but that his
city would be in the field for the 5955 gathering.
B. A. Hull, of Belding, Mich., on behalf of Detroit
and the Michigan delegation, assured the conven-
tion that Detroit was well able to handle the con-
vention and would do all in its power to make
the gathering a success. When the matter came
to a vote Detroit won out against Cedar Point
by a vote of 73 to 22.

The Secretary's and Treasurer's Reports
The auditing committee appointed by the

president reported that it had carefully investi-
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fully 7000 citizens of Omaha passed through the
exhibit hall on this occasion. The idea of invit-
ing the general public to inspect exhibits at con-
ventions was a new departure from the established
order and proved eminently successful.

The Omega Watch Company was represented
by its general agent, Max Holzheimer. An ele-
gant line of complete watches with exclusive de-
signs in cases were shown. One of the features
of this exhibit was a very thin, full 12 size, 57
jewel and capped escapement watch. Including
the case this watch was about the thickness of a
silver dollar and is credited with being the thin-
nest model of a watch ever manufactured.

Powers & Mayer, of New York, were repre-
sented by F. C. Kopf and E. F. Corwin. This
exhibit was one of the most elaborate at the
convention and included diamond necklaces, tiaras,
rings and brooches, including a costly strand of
pearls made up into a necklace and a diamond
collar of exquisite workmanship with seven
bunches of grapes arranged at intervals.

John D. Ash, of Rockford, Ill., known as the
"Ebony King," showed a complete line of ebony
toilet articles and also a rare collection of Italian
corals, which was greatly admired by all.

The Waltham Watch
Company had one of
the most attractive dis-
plays at the convention.
D. H. Wells and W. A.
Smith, two missionaries
for the company, were
in charge. Over three
hundred comple,te watches
were shown, together
with a number of work-
ing models. An interest-
ing feature of this ex-
hibit was a display show-
ing the process of con-
struction of mainsprings
and the jewels and the
various other parts of
watches. Two veryJarge
counter show cases were
used in this exhibit.

The display of the
Pickard Studios was in
charge of A. Bruckner,
assisted by Ed Flood. A
complete line of hand-
painted china, including
many rare and costly
specimens, were shown.
They had a display in the
exhibit hall and also in
one of the private rooms

of the hotel, which showed some handsome designs.
The Juergens & Andersen Co., the well-

known Chicago manufacturing firm, had an ex-
hibit of special designs, emblems, pearl collarettes
and lavallieres. The feature of their display
was a $57,000 diamond and pearl lavalliere. The
exhibit was in charge of A. H. Kolker and F. T.
Lotz.

Austin & Stone, of Attleboro, showed their
complete line of fobs, lavallieres, bracelets, vest
chains, etc. Jack Dunn was in charge.

One of the exhibits which attracted much
attention was that of J. R. Wood & Sons. Among
its interesting features was a tray containing a
collection of foreign and American diamonds and
illustrating the process of cutting and polishing
from the rough to the finished product. A. T.
Hunt was in charge.

The Oneida Community had a very elaborate
display and showed a number of their new pat-
terns in flatware, including the Louis XIV and
Wildwood. They showed fully a dozen large chests
of plated flatware and a number of smaller ones.
Their most interesting display was a large chest
of their fleur-de-lis. Alfred Clark, in charge
of the St. Louis territory for this firm, and E. H.
Miller, of the Chicago office, were in charge,

Robert H. Ingersoll & Bro. showed a com-
plete line of the 7-jewel, remodeled Ingersoll-
Trenton watches. The jewelers showed much
interest in this display and the demonstrations that
were made and many favorable comments were

(Continued on page 1407)
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Retired Jewelers on the Roll of Honor

In accordance with a suggestion in President
Archibald's annual address the following names
of retired retail jewelers were placed on the roll
of honor of the association:

P. Gottesleben, Denver, Colo.; Ex-United
States Senator J. M. Patterson, Denver, Colo.;
Thomas S. Sharp, Olivet, S. Dak.; H. F. Nagel,
Denver, Colo.; J. E. Lucock, Lebanon, Mo.; John
Baumer, Omaha, Nebr.; L. E. Armel, Holten,
Kans.; A. F. Jahnke, Sr., Richmond, Va.; Henry
Reis, Davenport, Iowa; G. H. Marsh, Atlantic,
Iowa ; Thomas Adams, Marshall, Mo.; M. E.
Nabstedt, Davenport, Iowa ; Silas W. Wadsworth,
Los Angeles, Cal.; Joseph Schultz, Brownsville,

Exhibit of Rockford Watch Co.

gated and checked over the reports of the retir-
ing secretary and treasurer and that the same bal-
anced. The treasurer's report showed a balance
on hand of $596.55. This committee also recom-
mended that no State association be allowed to
vote at the national convention unless the names
of its members and their dues were sent in before
the convention convened. This recommendation
was voted down.

George Arkwright suggested that all members
of the association be furnished a plate or sign
to display their membership in the association,
the style of same to be left to the executive com-
mittee. This suggestion was approved, and George
Starke, president of the Colorado association,
contributed $30.00 on behalf of his association
towards defraying the expenses of getting out a
suitable sign.

The Exhibits

The exhibits at this convention were by far
the most elaborate and extensive ever displayed
at any convention. The large dining-room of the
Rome Hotel, which adjoins the room in which the
convention was held, was converted into an exhi-
bition hall, and, although it was expected to ac-
commodate all the exhibits, it was found neces-
sary to use a dozen or more rooms on the second
and third floors of the hotel in order to accom-
modate those who desired to make displays. Not
only did these exhibits prove of interest and value
to the retail jewelers, but also to the general pub-
lic of Omaha, who were invited to inspect the
display on Thursday evening. It is estimated that
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this time to take formal recognition of their efforts
along this line and assure them of our readiness
to co-operate and confer in all matters.

WHEREAS, In this and other years it has been
found necessary by jewelers in the cities in which
the meetings were held to solicit aid from jobbers
and manufacturers in order to meet the expenses
of entertaining delegates and visitors at the con-
vention,

Therefore Be It Resolved, That in the future
no funds shall be raised by the city in which the
convention is held through the solicitation of
money or contributions from manufacturers and
jobbers, except through the co-operation of and
in a manner approved by the members of the
executive committee of this organization, and

WHEREAS, The entire jewelry trade press has
given us invaluable assistance.

Therefore Be It Resolved, That we, at this
time, extend to the trade press a vote of thanks
and heartily commend
them for their work, and

Be It Further Re-
solved, That we approve
and commend the action
of the executive commit-
tee of this organization
for indefinitely postpon-
ing action in the matter
of establishing an official
organ.

WHEREAS, The fixed
minimum selling price
on certain lines has
proven a success and
been of great benefit to
the retail jewelers,

Therefore Be It Re-
solved, That it be the
sense of this association
that we commend and
recommend that a fixed
selling price be estab-
lished by manufacturers
on all standard staple
lines, and

Be It Further Re-
solved, That we pledge
our support to the manu-
facturers and jobbers to
adopt and enforce this
policy, and

Be It Further Resolved, That we recommend
the appointment of a committee by the president
to compile a tabulated fixed minimum selling price
on all watch movements and gold filled cases
manufactured in this country. This list is to
be submitted to all manufacturers for their ap-
proval of the prices upon their respective products.

WHEREAS, The idea of local jewelers' clubs
or round table organizations, as advocated by our
worthy president, wherever adopted, has proven
the means of bringing about a better feeling
among jewelers and of improving the trade con-
ditions in that locality,

Therefore Be It Resolved, That we heartily
endorse the plan and urge the jewelers of every
city, large and small, to effect such an organiza-
tion at the earliest possible date.
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Nebr.; F. W. Bierbaum, St. Louis, Mo.; R. P.
Bell, Fort Dodge, Iowa.

Detroit the Next Convention City

A. E. Paegel, as chairman of the committee
appointed to receive invitations from cities desir-
ing to entertain the next convention, reported that
Detroit, Mich.; Cedar Point, Ohio, and Milwaukee,
Wis., had extended invitations and recommended
that no city be voted the convention until it was
first shown that that city was financially able to
take care of it. Following these remarks Franklin
Thompson, of Milwaukee, stated that he would
withdraw the name of Milwaukee, but that his
city would be in the field for the I910 gathering.
B. A. Hull, of Belding, Mich., on behalf of Detroit
and the Michigan delegation, assured the conven-
tion that Detroit was well able to handle the con-
vention and would do all in its power to make
the gathering a success. When the matter came
to a vote Detroit won out against Cedar Point
by a vote of 73 to 22.

The Secretary's and Treasurer's Reports

The auditing committee appointed by the
president reported that it had carefully investi-

fully 7000 citizens of Omaha passed through the
exhibit hall on this occasion. The idea of invit-
ing the general public to inspect exhibits at con-
ventions was a new departure from the established
order and proved eminently successful.

The Omega Watch Company was represented
by its general agent, Max Holzheimer. An ele-
gant line of complete watches with exclusive de-
signs in cases were shown. One of the features
of this exhibit was a very thin, full 12 size, 07
jewel and capped escapement watch. Including
the case this watch was about the thickness of a
silver dollar and is credited with being the thin-
nest model of a watch ever manufactured.

Powers & Mayer, of New York, were repre-
sented by F. C. Kopf and E. F. Corwin. This
exhibit was one of the most elaborate at the
convention and included diamond necklaces, tiaras,
rings and brooches, including a costly strand of
pearls made up into a necklace and a diamond
collar of exquisite workmanship with seven
bunches of grapes arranged at intervals.

John D. Ash, of Rockford, Ill., known as the
"Ebony King," showed a complete line of ebony
toilet articles and also a rare collection of Italian
corals, which was greatly admired by all.

The Waltham Watch
Company had one of
the most attractive dis-
plays at the convention.
D. H. Wells and W. A.
Smith, two missionaries
for the company, were
in charge. Over three
hundred complete watches
were shown, together
with a number of work-
ing models. An interest-
ing feature of this ex-
hibit was a display show-
ing the process of con-
struction of mainsprings
and the jewels and the
various other parts of
watches. Two very Jarge
counter show cases were
used in this exhibit.

The display of the
Pickard Studios was in
charge of A. Bruckner,
assisted by Ed Flood. A
complete line of hand-
painted china, including
many rare and costly
specimens, were shown.
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Retired Jewelers on the Roll of Honor

In accordance with a suggestion in President
Archibald's annual address the following names
of retired retail jewelers were placed on the roll
of honor of the association:

P. Gottesleben, Denver, Colo.; Ex-United
States Senator J. M. Patterson, Denver, Colo.;
Thomas S. Sharp, Olivet, S. Dak.; H. F. Nagel,
Denver, Colo.; J. E. Lucock, Lebanon, Mo.; John
Baumer, Omaha, Nebr.; L. E. Armel, Holten,
Kans.; A. F. Jahnke, Sr., Richmond, Va.; Henry
Reis, Davenport, Iowa ; G. H. Marsh, Atlantic,
Iowa ; Thomas Adams, Marshall, Mo.; M. E.
Nabstedt, Davenport, Iowa; Silas W. Wadsworth,
Los Angeles, Cal.; Joseph Schultz, Brownsville,

Exhibit of Rockford Watch Co.

gated and checked over the reports of the retir-
ing secretary and treasurer and that the same bal-
anced. The treasurer's report showed a balance
on hand of $196.55. This committee also recom-
mended that no State association be allowed to
vote at the national convention unless the names
of its members and their dues were sent in before
the convention convened. This recommendation
was voted down.

George Arkwright suggested that all members
of the association be furnished a plate or sign
to display their membership in the association,
the style of same to be left to the executive com-
mittee. This suggestion was approved, and George
Starke, president of the Colorado association,
contributed $30.00 on behalf of his association
towards defraying the expenses of getting out a
suitable sign.

The Exhibits

The exhibits at this convention were by far
the most elaborate and extensive ever displayed
at any convention. The large dining-room of the
Rome Hotel, which adjoins the room in which the
convention was held, was converted into an exhi-
bition hall, and, although it was expected to ac-
commodate all the exhibits, it was found neces-
sary to use a dozen or more rooms on the second
and third floors of the hotel in order to accom-
modate those who desired to make displays. Not
only did these exhibits prove of interest and value
to the retail jewelers, but also to the general pub-
lic of Omaha, who were invited to inspect the
display on Thursday evening. It is estimated that

They had a display in the
exhibit hall and also in
one of the private rooms

of the hotel, which showed some handsome designs.
The Juergens & Andersen Co., the well-

known Chicago manufacturing firm, had an ex-
hibit of special designs, emblems, pearl collarettes
and lavallieres. The feature of their display
was a $17,000 diamond and pearl lavalliere. The
exhibit was in charge of A. H. Kolker and F. T.
Lotz.

Austin & Stone, of Attleboro, showed their
complete line of fobs, lavallieres, bracelets, vest
chains, etc. Jack Dunn was in charge.

One of the exhibits which attracted much
attention was that of J. R. Wood & Sons. Among
its interesting features was a tray containing a
collection of foreign and American diamonds and
illustrating the process of cutting and polishing
from the rough to the finished product. A. 'I'.
Hunt was in charge.

The Oneida Community had a very elaborate
display and showed a number of their new pat-
terns in flatware, including the Louis XIV and
Wildwood. They showed fully a dozen large chests
of plated flatware and a number of smaller ones.
Their most interesting display was a large chest
of their fleur-de-lis. Alfred Clark, in charge
of the St. Louis territory for this firm, and E. H.
Miller, of the Chicago office, were in charge.

Robert H. Ingersoll & Bro. showed a com-
plete line of the 7-jewel, remodeled Ingersoll-
Trenton watches. The jewelers showed much
interest in this display and the demonstrations that
were made and many favorable comments were

(Continued on page 1497)
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THE ADVANTAGE OF
BUYING FROM CATALOGUE

The Prominence 5! CHICAGO as the
Great Distributing Center for

JEWELRY, WATCHES, SILVERWARE
CLOCKS, TOOLS and MATERIAL

and everything needed by the jeweler is, in a large measure,
due to the very satisfactory results in the liberal use
of the Jobbers' Catalogues. The convenience, the advan-
tage, the saving of both time and moneY is the Keystone
of success.

You Order When You Please What You Please
And Know to a Cent What the Goods Cost

and with the full confidence that you get the best goods,
both in Design and Quality, at the Lowest Possible
Price. About October 1st our

44th ANNUAL STANDARD

1910-N., A. & CO. Catalogue 1910
will be ready for delivery to the JEWELRY TRADE.
We believe our new 1910 issue surpasses any previous effort
of ours in this direction because of its

COMPLETENESS, VARIETY and CLASSIFICATION
Great care having been used in selection, only the best selling styles and most
salable goods are shown from among our large fall stock.
A distinct classification of qualities exists throughout, quotations being honestly
made, and prices as low as are consistent with quality or competition requires,
WHICH MEANS WE ARE AS LOW AS THE LOWEST.
Mail orders receive PROMPT and INTELLIGENT attention, being dispatched
the same day as received.
Send in your request NOW so that we may enter your name on our mailing list.
REMEMBER, ITS DISTRIBUTION IS CONFINED SOLELY TO THE
JEWELRY TRADE, a fact worthy of your consideration. You will need this
Book ; if you have it you will surely use it to profitable advantage.
With best wishes to the trade for a prosperous season, we are, Yours truly,

BARGAINS IN
REGULATORS
Have just closed a deal pur-
chasing a lot of fine Regulator
Cases, made for one of the
large electric clock companies
(now out of business) at a way
down low price. These cases
are made in
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Seth Thomas Movement, $11.00
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heard regarding the company's policy in marketing
this watch. W. H. Ingersoll was in charge of
the exhibit and was assisted by A. L. Daniels, of
the Chicago office, and E. D. Tyler, also of the
Chicago office.

A full line of jewelers' materials and supplies
manufactured by the Waltham Horological School
was shown by H. E. Swain, the Pacific Coast
representative.

The Rockford Silver Plate Co., of Rockford,
Ill„ showed its complete line and gave away very
neat miniature cups as souvenirs of the conven-
tion. C. J. Taggart and Charles D. Wilhite were
in charge of the display.

The Alvin Manufacturing Company showed
their beautiful line of sterling flatware, novelties
and deposit ware. One of the special features
of this exhibit was the showing of extra thin toilet
ware. Russell Talbott was in charge of the ex-
hibit and was assisted by Mrs. Talbott, who very
graciously received the visitors at the Alvin booth.
J. A. Hartig also assisted.

Hamilton B. McKinley was in charge of the
exhibit of the Elgin National Watch Company.
A complete line of the company's watches was
shown. Mr. McKinley was assisted by A. B.
Benedict, an expert watchmaker at the company's
factory, who made demonstrations of the vibra-
tions of the hairspring and gave very interesting
talks on watch repairing in general.

The Rockford Watch Co., Ltd., had a display
booth at the entrance of the convention hall.
They showed their complete line, including the
model of their new 12 size complete watch.
Jacob Franks, president of the company, was in
charge of the display, assisted by Earl J. G. Lovett
and Charles O'Brien.

A. J. Schef & Co., of Pittsburg, Pa., made a
demonstration of the Schef patent ring forging
machine. That the machine met with favor was
evidenced by the very large number of sales made
at the convention. The machine is very simple
in construction, strong and durable.

Charles Kendall, western salesman for Richter
& Phillips, showed his firm's complete line on the
second floor of the hotel. Mr. Kendall was busy
receiving his friends in the western trade, who
congratulated him upon the fine showing made by
his company.

H. F. Daughaday was in charge of an exhibit
of the Jos. W. Heller line of combs, barrettes,
white stone novelties and hat pins.

The Omaha Crockery Co. showed a complete
line of handpainted china, cut glass and Japanese
ware. The latter attracted considerable attention,
as it is something new in china novelties and es-
pecially adapted to retail jewelry stores. George
Miller, secretary of the company, and Frank
Graham, the Nebraska representative, were in
charge of the exhibit.

One of the largest lines displayed at the
convention was that of the Eisenstadt Mfg. Co.,
of St. Louis. A large sample room on the second
floor of the hotel was used to display the goods,
which comprised everything in the jewelry line,
both solid gold and filled. Nelson Hagnauer and
Joe Friede were in charge.

The White's Art Company exhibit was in
charge of C. F. White, who showed a sample
line in the exhibit hall and a complete line on
the second floor of the hotel. Many of the beauti-
ful pieces that went to make up the exhibit were
recent importations collected by Mr. White while
in Europe this spring.

R. Wallace & Sons Mfg. Co. had one of the
largest displays of silver flatware and hollow-
ware, both plated and sterling, at the convention,
and it attracted much attention from the jewelers
and those who admire such pieces of art. The
exhibit was in charge of L. E. Andrews, of the
Chicago office, and L. M. Nystrom.

Ernest Lunt, Chicago manager of the Towle
Mfg. Co., and Adolph Kuhn represented this corn-
pany at the convention. Although they had no
exhibit a large booth was reserved for them in
the exhibit hall and interesting pamphlets describ-
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ing in full their various patterns were given out to
the jewelers.

The Illinois Watch Company was represented
by Julius W. Armbruster and C. R. Weisz, who
showed a complete line of the company's watches.

The famous Dona rt hand-painted china line
was shown by Burley & Tyrrell. It included many
rare and exclusive patterns. This company also
showed a full line of Copeland china with a large
assortment of cut glass and Quezal ware.

The C. F. Monroe Company showed its full
line of sterling ware, cut glass, Karnak brass
novelties and china novelties. The exhibit proved
one of the most interesting at the convention and
many favorable comments were heard from
jewelers regarding the line. A. M. Brinckle and
Joe Knoblauch were in charge of the exhibit.

The New York Standard Watch Company
was represented by H. W. Fledge, who showed
a complete line of Excelsior watches, which are
being sold exclusively to the retail jewelry trade.

The South Bend Watch Company had a very
attractive display in the exhibit hall. Various
models of their watches were shown. S. D. Rider,
vice-president and general manager of the com-
pany, was in charge and was assisted by Howard
C. Carpenter, sales manager ; C. T. Higginbotham,
consulting superintendent; F. M. Younglove, B.
H. F. Wiggins and F. B. Coulter.

The well-known Cincinnati firm of L. Gut-
mann & Son was represented at the convention
by Dave Gutmann, member of the Iinn, and
Steve Leubesher, their popular western traveler.

The Winthrop Manufacturing Company's ex-
hibit was in charge of Charles Petty. It was one
of the most extensive lines of buckles, fobs and
plated novelties shown at the convention and the
exhibit was the center of attraction for many of
the jewelers.

One of the largest displays of handpainted
china was shown by The J. H. Stouffer Company,
of Chicago. A line of raised paste gold work in
popular designs on a large assortment of pieces
attracted special attention. The line was greatly
admired by the Omaha public, which visited the
exhibition Thursday evening. E. E. Adkins was
in charge of the exhibit.

A complete line of the Hamilton watches was
shown by A. Weidman.

Lou Meyer, President of the Meyer Jewelry
Company, of Kansas City, represented his firm at
the convention and was busy all the time enter-
taining his numerous friends who attended the
convention.

The E. Howard Watch Company line was
shown by A. G. Lee.

Dana B. Ward, of the Ward Jewelry Com-
pany, of Kansas City, was at the convention in
the interests of his company.

George Edwards and Leo Ludwig represented
the Edwards & Sloane Jewelry Company. Leo
had more than he could do to shake hands with
his many western friends.

The Omaha Jewelers' Club had charge of the
arrangements for the convention and too much
credit cannot be given its members for the noble
work they did. They worked indefatigably for
the success of the convention and succeeded ad-
mirably. At no previous convention were so many
mirably. At no previous convention of the as-
sociation were so many entertainment features
provided nor so many efforts made to see that
all the visiting jewelers were made comfortable
and afforded a pleasant time.

At a special meeting of the Equality Club,
held in the Rome Hotel, a resolution was passed
thanking the American National Retail Jewelers'
Association for the courtesies extended the club
and it was resolved that the club members attend
the next annual convention of the jewelers' or-
ganization and co-operate in making same a suc-
cess. The Equality Club also passed a resolution
thanking the Omaha Jewelers' Club for its cour-
tesies and the excellent entertainment furnished.

New Jersey Retail Jewelers' Associa-
tion

The following circular has been issued by
President Rowe and Secretary Fort, of the New
Jersey Retail Jewelers' Association :

To TI1E JEWELERS or NEW JERSEY :—The New
Jersey Retail Jewelers' Association is going to

meet at Trenton, Wednesday, September 29th, of
this year, and we want to have as many members
as possible by that time and wish all the jewelers
of this State that have not received an application
blank would send their name and they will receive
one at once. We want all you jewelers to join
us in our efforts to better our conditions, so send
us your name and meet with us at our September
meeting. The larger the membership the more
good we can accomplish, so again I say send us
your name. Form local clubs in your own towns
among your brother jewelers ; try to cultivate the
social side of your business associates, as you can
do more to correct trade abuses if you have a
friendly feeling toward one another than you
otherwise could.

We have a local club formed here in Trenton
and it has done a wonderful lot of good already
and is going to do a whole lot inure. It has
shown us what a good, friendly lot of fellows
there are ill the trade if we but only get ac-
quainted with one another.

"Commercial Law Simplified"
The Business Man's Publishing Co., Ltd., of

Detroit, Mich., has conferred a favor on the busi-
ness world by the publication of the admirable
work, entitled, Commercial Law Simplified, a
leather bound treatise of 500 pages, by Charles C.
Simons, of the Detroit bar. This book contains
a complete digest of the incorporation laws of all
the States and territories, with all necessary in-
formation in regard thereto. The matter is ill the
form of question and answer, which makes it most
desirable for the business man. Every legal form
or term in connection with business will be found
explained in this book, a comprehensive index
greatly facilitating the work of reference. In-
corporated with the general contents will be found
the following:

The legal rate of interest in every State and
territory and the rate that may be charged by
special contract.

The provisions of the Statute of Limitations
in every State and territory as affecting the time
for commencing suits on notes, open accounts,
sealed instruments and judgments.

The full text of the new Negotiable Instru-
ments Law, which is a uniform code upon the
subject of notes, drafts, bills of exchange and
checks, in force to date in thirty-five States and
territories.

A copy of this excellent work may be had
from this office on receipt of the publishers' price,
$5.00.

"The Art of Decorating Show Windows
and Interiors"

The importance which the show window has
assumed as an advertisement in recent years and
the genius expended on giving it maximum use-
fulness as a trade-bringer, give special value to
the book entitled The Art of Decorating Show
Windozvs and Interiors, a cloth bound volume of
some 400 pages, devoted to the art of window
trimming, according to the most modern and ap-
proved methods. It contains the combined ex-
periences of more than one hundred expert
decorators, with ideas and suggestions from the
best window dressers in the country. While it is
not specially adapted to any particular line, it
contains a vast wealth of information which all
can use. The over six hundred illustrations add
materially to its instructive value.

It describes in detail the evolution of the
show window, how it should be constructed to
best purpose, backgrounds, mirrors, wiring, light-
ing and every detail of its physical construction.
There are descriptions of all manner of displays
suitable for all occasions and instructions are
given in the designing and making of all manner
of devices serviceable to the window trimmer.

The book, which is published by the Mer-
chants' Record Co. Chicago, Ill., fills a want in
the mercantile world and the fact that four edi-
tions have been called for in a comparatively short
time is a sufficient testimonial of its merit. The
book can be had postpaid from this office on re-
ceipt of the publishers' price, $3.50.
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This show ease goes with our special 4 dozen assortment, which costs

$65.75 net, and sells for $131.50.

Don't Let a Sale Pass Because You Haven't the

RIGHT PEN FOR YOUR SCHOOL TRADE
at a Medium Price

Mercantile Fountain Pen
is as good as a pen can be made and as cheap as a good pen can be sold.

Retail prices, 81.50 to 830.00.

Show case assortments of three dozen and over, 50% discount to the trade.
The Mercantile Fountain Pen was designed originally for business men to

whom absolute working reliability is the first essential. Everything in it is the
best. The nibs are 14 kt. gold, iridium pointed and last for years without wearing
off or changing. Simple—Strong—Scientific. Write for catalogues.

We supply Window Cards, Hangers, School Advertising. Book-
lets with your Imprint and Electros for Local Advertising..

(*fatal libfl @ 0 .
15-19 Maiden Lane (Established 1860 NEW YORK

A Perfect Pen for r"--
Particular People CLEAN

TO

CARRY

AMERICAN
FOUNTAIN PEN CO.
ADAMS, CUSHING & FOSTER

Selling Agents

Boston, Mass.

--quartisss■-■

Self-
Filling

Fountain Pen

"The Pen with the Crescent-Filler"

What it Means to Dealers
"What's in it for me?" That's often the first question

a dealer puts when asked to stock the Conklin Pen.
Just this, Mr. Dealer:

CONKLIN'S Self-Filling Fountain Pen in one of our hand-
some show cases, assures you of equal or greater profit than
other fountain pens of the higher grade, quicker sales, better
satisfied customers, no returns on account of leaking, poor feed-
ing, etc., and more advertising matter and sales helps from the
manufacturers.

The Conklin is far and away the simplest self-filler. It
is not a pump-filler nor a vacuum-filler with their friction and
complicated parts; a mere thumb pressure on "Crescent-Filler"
fills the Conklin.

Why not look into the matter now? Write for catalogue and dealers'
proposition.

THE CONKLIN PEN MFG. CO., 78 Manhattan Bldg., Toledo, Ohio, U. S. A.
NEW 3 ()RK SAN FRANCISCO DENVER, WINNIPEG

191 Broadway 579 Market St. 700 E & C Bldg. Man.

Landis School of Engraving

M. L. Landis
Proprietor and Instructor

M. L. Liandli,S, 719 mt. Vernon Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Positively no Mail Course given. Attendance only

FALL COURSE NOW OPEN
If you wish to take a Course this Fall please

write us at once, and we will assign and hold a
place for you.

Our new School rooms have every modern con-
venience and comfort.

Our methods are original and entirely new. We are
the founders of a new system in the Art of Gutting
and Designing, which enables a pupil not endowed
with artistic skill to learn to make perfect letters.

Write us, and we will give you an idea of what you
could accomplish by taking a Course with us.

WRITE

Effective
All

SHOW
CASES

The Diamond Show Case Co.

NEW YORK OFFICE
733 Broadway

2210 Superior Viaduct

Cleveland, Ohio

September, 1909 T H E

ESTAT ION ERY
DEPARTMENT

Preparation for Fall

September is here. Vacations are

over. Those who work and who constitute

the principal purchasers from your store

are back from their outings ready to begin

their, regular duties. Perhaps a relatively

large proportion were away a portion of

the time during the summer and your trade

undoubtedly felt the difference. But maybe

you were wise and seized that opportu-

nity for you own vacation so that you too

are rested and ready for the duties which

come with the return of the fall activity.

If you did not take a vacation you ought to

do it now. No man should go through the

year without some respite from his regular

work, and surely you cannot afford to

ignore the plain teachings of physical neces-

sity and the requirements of your mental

faculties. They all require rest, change,

relaxation, and you cannot always ignore

these requirements and expect to perform

your allotted tasks with your usual snap

and certainty.

Selecting Stock

It is quite likely that the

travelers representing the

leading stationery manu-

facturers have been to see you. If they

have not probably you have arranged some

other method for obtaining your supply of

new fall goods—not the holiday lines

which should be offered later, but the

staples and, perhaps, a few novelties which

are required for fall distribution. It is

certain that your trade came back from the

usual outing with their supplies practically

exhausted. The result is that they will buy

with considerable freedom for the first few

weeks and you have an opportunity to se-

cure a liberal proportion of profitable trade.

The sojourner in the mountains or at the

shore has probably been surfeited with more

or less poor stationery. The shops in those

regions are not always wise enough to pre-

pare for all classes of buyers and frequently

those who want good stationery are forced

to accept something which they wouldn't

buy if they could obtain anything else.

This will afford you an excellent op-

portunity to call attention to your stock of

good quality goods. You will see at once

that this policy will bring you a good many

purchasers who have been unable to obtain

the grade they wanted where they have been

stopping, and they will take advantage of

your proposition and purchase of you.

Maybe you won't attract everyone, but the
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proportion will be sufficient to create a good

beginning in your fall business.

It is possible at this time to

work out some of those

left over boxes which may

have been standing since

the last holiday rush ended. It isn't wise

to offer the holiday boxes, but you can ob

tam n some new boxes, either white or deco-

rated suitably, and offer them in connection

with the fresh fall stock. The best way is

to call particular attention to the quality of

the contents, allowing the boxes to be merely

receptacles for holding the goods. 'Fhe

holiday season is frequently productive of a

few left overs which can be utilized by shift-

ing to other boxes. In this way you will

sell them for full price and the only extra

expense will be the box, which is small.

The principal benefit derivable from this

method of doing business is that you esrapc.

the doubtful necessity of offering goods as

left overs. Many stationers do not like to

do that, averring that it injures their busi-

ness by casting a stigma of erroneots

judgment upon it. Unquestionably there is

much truth in this assertion. And if you

can work out such goods in the early fall,

or at any other time of year, without ad-

mitting that they are left overs, you will do

yourself and your business good, at :he

same time holding your prices steady at

their regular range. Reducing prices is not

good policy and should never be done ex-

cept under the most pressing necessity.

Maintain your prices, even if you have to

resort to considerable manipulation of this

character to accomplish it.

To attract this fall business

good displays are advisable.

They need not be kept in

the windows long enough

to inter fere with the displays for your

jewelry department, but they should be there

long enough to attract attention and serve

a sufficiently strong advertising purpose to

make it worth while to exert the effort re-

quired to plan them and put them in. Such

displays should be representative. That is,

they should afford to the passer, or the

casual looker, a satisfactory impression of

your stock. If you can make them so at-

tractive that these passers will enter the

store to look further, or will ask for infor-

mation concerning this or that article, then

you have convincing proof that your work

has not been in vain. If the display can

attract possible customers to the store, it is

for the salesmen to effect a sale.

Some species of advertising

should be begun at once.

Different localities will re-

quire different treatment, but in most corn-

Left-over

Goods

Attractive

Display

Advertising

munities where a store of the dignity and

importance of yours can do business profit-

ably, newspaper advertising will supply the

major portion of the publicity. These

advertisements should be changed fre-

quently, every issue, if published in a

weekly, and every two or three issues if in

a daily. The advertisements should be terse

and bright store news, calling attention to

the stock of excellent stationery which you

have provided especially for the early fall

trade, and pointing out that it is of the

highest obtainable quality and will satisfy

the requirements of the most fastidious

lover of good stationery in town. These

little things are important. To flatter tit::

community with the assumption that only

good stationery is wanted by them will

generally result in increased business.

Everyone loves to be considered a con-

noisseur in something, and if you are adroit

in wording your advertisements you will

touch this tender spot in the vanity of the

average buyer and will profit thereby.

The matter of sending

samples might be con-

sidered at this time. A bit

of paper with an invitation

to try the pen printed upon it will go

through the mails for one cent. And, after

all, there is nothing like ocular demonstra-

tion. A well-known manufacturer of cal-

endars also makes a very high grade of

writing paper, showing the different sur-

faces with an invitation to try the pen upon

it. The result in several instances that Lave

come under the writer's observation has

been to make new customers. The touch

of the paper and the pleasurable behavior

of the pen upon it have made buying friends.

The same thing will happen in your

case. If you send out samples to a list of

selected names, persons whom you know,

or believe, to be appreciative of good sta-

tionery, you will secure a good many orders

which might go elsewhere.

In considering this matter of samples

it might be pointed out that the largest

advertisers in the country find it profitable

to distribute samples that cost thousands of

dollars to prepare and other thousands to

distribute. It will surely benefit you to

spend a little money and some time in

bringing the excellence of your stationery

department directly to the attention of

possible buyers by showing them what

you are offering, where they have leisure

to test the paper with their own pens

and inks.

Mailing

Samples

Accuracy and rapidity are what count in
repair work and they are secured by the use of
Moseley Lathes. Get the genuine. Page 1352.
—Adv.
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John Holland UNLAI PensaF

TWO-THIRDS OF A CENTURY HAS PROVEN THEM
THE FOREMOST PRODUCT

cYllade in Eight Sizes and nearly two hundred styles ef holders.
To the standard dropper filled type of holder we have added two
styles of patented self-inking and a safety pen which can be carried
in any position in the pocket or traveling bag without fear of leakage.

MAGAZINE ADVERTISING WILL APPEAR IN OCTOBER ISSUES, Also Later
Show Cases Furnished Free for Display of Stocks, also Other Aids

The FOUNTOGRAPH, Our Popular-Priced Pen, is Reliable and Durable

Catalogues, Circulars and Special Assortment Terms on Request

The John Holland Gold Pen Company
127-129 E. 4th STREET CINCINNATI, OHIOESTABLISHED 1891
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Heath's " tribune " Fountain Pen is a good, reliable, dependable fountain pen
Made of the best material

obtainable and guaranteed to
give perfect satisfaction.

g Write for catalogue and
discounts.

HEATH'S TRIBUNE FOUNTAIN PEN
NEWYORK U.S.A.

_ -

The above illustrates our No. 14 Chased, fitted with our New Clip Fast Cap. Retail Price, $1.75

GEO. W. HEATH & CO., Manufacturers, Canal St. and West Broadway, New York

Jet Hat Pins with Long Stems
The heads are I ■.c inches in diameter. Assorted
four patterns in each dozen. One dozen sent pre-
paid on receipt of $1.00.
Jet Brooches, $2.00 per doz. up; Jet Guards, $2.00
per doz. up ; Jet Necklaces, $6.00 per doz. up

L. W. LEVY & CO., 580 Broadway, NEW YORK
JEWELERS' NOVEL TIES 

(See our ad. Pace 1328 of August KEYSTONE)

THE REVELATION GAS  BLAST
Produces a powerful blast by the use of Gas and Water only. The process is simple; the blast strong and steady,

and the furnace or blowpipe can be used where no power of any kind is obtainable. For brazing and melting Gold,
Silver, Copper, Brass and other metals.

NO POWER, NO PIPING, NO SHAFTING, NO BELTING NEEDED
If you wata to save Labor and Time write for fall particulars to

NATIONAL ECONOMIC GAS BLAST CO., 20 Gold Street, New York

MONOGRAMS Made to Order for
Belt Pills, Belt Buckles, Watch Fobs, Automobiles, Toilet
Articles, Leather Goods and all other purposes.

Made in 14 K. Gold, Sterling Silver, Gold Plate and Brass
STOCK INITIALS in all Sizes and Styles

NOW is the time to order your stock of Letters for the Holidays
Send for Catalog THE J. W. COLGAN CO., Sudbury Bldg., Boston, Mass.

September, 1909
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J. M. Potts, the well-known jewelers' auc-

tioneer of Dallas, Tex., recently returned from

a seven weeks' trip in the North.

W. J. Covill, 62 State Street, Rochester, N. Y.,

recently received a fine straw hat from a friend

of his in the Philippine Islands.

The business of H. B. Froude, 224 Maine

Avenue, Passaic, N. J., was recently incorporated,

the title of the new firm being The Froude Corn-

pany, Inc.

The W. W. Oliver Mfg. Co., Buffalo, N. Y.,

are at work perfecting a better grade of rolling
mill for jewelers' use, which they will soon put

on the market.

Milton E. Mayer, St. Charles, Mo., who was

formerly with James B. Hayden, Topeka Kans.,

has accepted a position with C. F. 
Topeka,

Watertown, S. Dak.

C. R. Burnett, of the American Oil and

Supply Company, Newark, N. J., made a trip to

Buffalo, N. Y., thence to Toronto, Canada, and

back again last month.

Dean W. Gibson, the to-year-old son of J. M.

Gibson, Mystic, Iowa, died on August nth. THE

KEYSTONE joins the many friends of the bereaved

parents in extending sympathy.

Miss Elenea Milberg, stenographer of the

Stone School of Watchmaking, St. Paul, Minn.,

is having a two months' vacation and spending

same with her parents at St. Croix Falls, Wis.

The J. E. Pope Jewelry Mfg. Co. have opened

as exclusive wholesale jewelers a supply and

manufacturing business in Little Rock, Ark.

They will make a specialty of tools and materials

and repairs for the trade.

The Handel Co., 381 East Main Street, Meri-

den, Conn., manufacturers of fine decorated lamps

and shades, have moved into the big, new addi-

tion to their main plant and are running full force

with plenty of orders on hand.

Louis Harris, of the firm of Harris & Gold-

man, Commercial Building, St. Louis, Mo., returned

last month from Europe on the steamship Lusi-

tania. While abroad he visited the various dia-

mond markets and made extensive purchases for

his firm.

Manning, Bowman & Co., Miller and Pratt

Streets, Meriden, Conn., have just issued a very

handsome and complete catalogue of their full

line of metal goods. It contains 214 pages and

will be sent to any dealer handling this line of

goods on request.

The E. H. H. Smith Silver Co., of Bridge-

port, Conn., makers of "The silver plate with a

sterling finish," who have made nothing but

plated flatware the many years they have been

in the business, expect to enter the market shortly

with a full line of plated hollowware.

C. F. Monroe, of C. F. Monroe Co., Meriden,

Conn., manufacturers of cut glass. sterling novel-

ties, etc., says that the return of prosperity has

struck them full force. All their salesmen are

on the road, covering their various territories,

and Mr. Monroe says that every mail "brings in

a raft of orders."

J. H. Mednikow & Co. have opened a whole-

sale material business in Oklahoma City, Okla.

Their capacious and well equipped quarters are on

the second floor of the Scott-Thompson Building

at Second and Robinson Streets. The stock in

the new department comprises that which the

firm had in their new York house and also that

in their establishment in Sioux Falls, S. Dak.,

together with large additions purchased by Mr.

Mednikow, who recently returned from the East.
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Stuart Benson, advertising manager for R.

Wallace & Sons Mfg. Co., Wallingford, Conn.,

has returned from an extended trip in foreign

countries. Mr. Benson was absent a little more

than three months and during his sojourn abroad

not only visited the principal cities of continental

Europe, but spent considerable time in South

America. He reports having had an enjoyable

trip.

D. E. Jonson, Benson, Ariz., writes us in

regard to a railroad employee with whom he is

acquainted who has discovered a process of tem-

pering copper to such a degree of hardness that

it could be used as a razor, butcher knife or other

sharp-edged instrument. The railroad man's

father is said to have worked on this for a

number of years and the son followed in his

footsteps, ultimately achieving success.

On Saturday afternoon, August 14th, two

daylight robbers assaulted and robbed Gustave

Scholl in his jewelry store at 1321 South Broad-

way, St. Louis, Mo. Scholl was struck over the

head with an iron bar, causing a concussion of

the brain. He is at his home in a serious con-

dition. The booty of the robbers consisted of a

pair of earrings, a stud and a ring, worth a

total of $70. Everything is being done to locate

the robbers.

The accompanying portrait will be recognized

by many of our readers as that of George
M. Kite, who recently
joined the traveling
force of M. J. Aver-
beck, 10-12 Maiden
Lane, New York. Mr.
Kite was formerly with
the William C. Pen-
fold Co., of Philadel-
phia, and later in busi-
ness for himself. He
is thoroughly conver-
sant with every feature
of the jewelry trade,
has a magnetic person-
ality and is an accom-
plished salesman. His

territory will be Pennsylvania, Virginia, West

Virginia and Maryland, where we feel sure he

will make an enviable record as a member of the

popular Averbeck road staff.

The new building which has been erected by

the New Haven Clock Co., New Haven, Conn.,

just across the street from their main plant, for

the accommodation of the overflow from their

"Tattoo" alarm department, is completed and will

probably be fully equipped with both men and

machinery by the time this issue of THE KEY-

STONE goes to press. When this new plant is

running full capacity. the New Haven company

expects that their "Tattoo" alarm, like the famous

shot of the old Revolutionary days, "Will be

heard 'round the world."

While many of the delegates to the Omaha

convention were going West on the Overland

Limited H. C. Carpenter, sales manager of the

South Bend Watch Company, had telegraphed to

his mother to be at the station when the train

went through. When the train arrived she was

there and all of the boys in the party got off the

train and shook hands with her, which was ap-

preciated by Mrs. Carpenter, who is now close

to 8o years old, and was also appreciated by her

son. For many miles after leaving the station

the boys were busy talking about their own

mothers in their old homes.

Silberberg Brothers, of El Paso, Tex., will

shortly remove from the location which they have

occupied for so many years, expanding from time

to time until the limit was reached and new

quarters had to be sought. These have been se-

cured in the very heart of the new business dis-

trict, under a ten-year lease, the terms of which

include remodeling of the building which they

are to occupy. This firm has heretofore limited

itself exclusively to diamonds and high-grade

jewelry, but the intention now is to extend its

dealings to the jobbing and retailing of all the

lines customarily embraced by up-to-date jewelry

houses.
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A. R. Sather, formerly of York, Nebr., is

spending the summer playing cowboy in Colorado,

getting himself in trim for the business rush later

in the season.

P. R. Merrill, San Marcos, Tex., informs us

that about September 1st he will take in a partner

in his business and move into a new building with

complete new fixtures and a greatly enlarged stock.

The Reese Jewelry Co., of Olney, Tex., is a

new jewelry firm which has started out with

every prospect of success. The manager of the

business, W. C. Reese, is well posted on every

branch of the trade.

Samuel Bramer, heretofore with M. S. Nie-

man, of McKeesport, Pa., who had intended to

embark in tne jewelry business for himself, has

reconsidered and accepted a position with L.

Schmidt, a leading jeweler of Braddock.

Browning B. Nickerson, treasurer of the

Roger Williams Silver Co., Providence, R. I.,

died on August 1st in his 53d year. His death

is deeply regretted by his associates in the

country and by a large circle of friends.

C. F. Chouffet, 379 Main Street, Buffalo,

N. Y., has a glass jar of live horned toads in his

window to attract the attention of people passing

by for the purpose of advertising the metallized

horned toads now being used for hat pins. The

display is proving quite a drawing card.

Frederick Swanson, for twenty-one years in

the best jewelry stores, the last six and a half

years with Lochman Bros., Springfield, Ill., has

opened a sales office at 315 East Monroe Street,

Springfield, Ill., for the Kerrihard Company, Red

Oak, Iowa, makers of power hammers, emery

grinders, pumps and steel tanks.

S. P. Ludwig, of the firm of E. W. Bixler &

Co., Easton, Pa., is mourning the loss of his father,

Henry Ludwig, who died last month. The de-

ceased was 84 years old and had been for a num-

ber of years quite prominent in the grocery busi-

ness. He was a member of a number of fraternal

bodies and was highly respected, both' by reason

of his integrity and many fine qualities.

W. E. Mack, the well-known jeweler and

highly gifted mechanic, of Fort Plain, N. Y.,

moved September 1st to Detroit, Mich. He will

devote his entire attention to the manufacture

of his automatic heat regulator. This device con-

trols fire in any heater in accordance with the

temperature of the room and is said to be a great

saver of fuel and labor. His many friends in the

trade wish Mr. Mack abundant success.

F. T. Preston, Danielson, Conn., wishes us

to warn the trade against an individual who gives

his name as Jason Atwood and claims that he

is a resident of Rosemont, near Philadelphia.

This individual, it appears, purchases diamond

rings, giving a check on a Philadelphia trust

company. If the check be questioned he shows

a lumber contract, stating that he is to start work

on same within a few days. He is described as

about 40 years old, 5 feet 8 inches high, slight

build, dark complexion. blue eyes and mustache

very dark. Very neat in his dress a nd a fluent

talker.
The American Oil and Supply Co., 52-56

Lafayette Street, Newark, N. J., has issued a

600-page catalogue of its wares, comprising fine

tools, machinery supplies and specialties for

jewelers, silversmiths, dentists, opticians, en-

gravers and metalworkers generally. This is the

first general supply catalogue issued by this corn-

pany and it shows impressively the variety of

stocks which it has placed at the service of the

trade. The fact that the index fills twelve pages

at the back of the volume is sufficiently suggestive

of the comprehensiveness of the book. The corn-

pilation is, indeed, somewhat more than a mere

catalogue, as it contains very instructive descrip-

tions, as well as the prices of the articles.

With a Moseley Lathe you are well equipped

for any kind of repairing that may come along

and you will be able to do it right, which means

a well satisfied customer who will come again.

Get the genuine. Page 1352.—Adv.
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111 We need you and you need us. We can help you get the local order forClass Pins.

fiL Send for our new 1910 Catalog, done in
will close the order for you.

THE CHAS. M.
New York Office 17 Maiden Lane Attleboro,

five colors. A sample line of our Pins

ROBBINS CO.
Mass. Chicago Office 103 State Street

C. A. MARSH ec CO.
MAKERS of HIGH GRADE " GOLD PILLED " JEWELRY77t ,

If/
I BRACELETS
10 LOCKETS 

8VEST CHAINS
LORGNETTES 8

NECKS 8
DICKENS 

(0)PENDANT, NECKS ,.
FOBS q'

N 656

Office and
Factory

Attleboro
Mass.

A. P. WOOD
420 Broadway

Los Angeles, Cal.
Pacific Coast Representative

Trade-Mark Registered N 653

C. A. M. & CO.
A LINE OF

QUALITY

REPUTATION
AND

STYLE

IT MEANS
RELIABILITY

SATISFACTION
INCREASED TRADE

N 693 F 651'01358 D 1119

SOLID TO 'rum; JOBIBINIC3 'T'IRA.OI ONLY
D 59301342 D 1135 N 663
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Making the Local Associations
Valuable

Address by J. C. PIERIK, Peoria, before the Illinois Retail
Jewelers' Association

Mr. Chairman and Members of the
Jewelers' Association of Illinois : How
shall I make the most of life and put it to
the best of use ? How shall I become a man
and do a man's work The primary con-
sideration is, not how one shall get a living
but how he shall live ; if he live rightly,
whatever is needful he shall easily find.

Life is opportunity, and therefore its
whole circumstance may be made to serve
the purpose of those who are bent on self-
improvement and making themselves useful
in the community in which they live.

Merchandising is a hard
business. Jewelry being a
luxury, makes it far more
complicated than other lines.
A man that confines himself

simply to the ordinary lines, such as eight-
day clocks, watches, and the regular staples,
will never get the pleasure of the artistic
elements which may be derived from the
jewelry business.

He must have a higher ambition than
simply to sell these lines. He must cultivate
an artistic temperament so as to be able to
talk intelligently upon diamonds and preci-
ous gems and cultivate a taste for the higher
art both in jewelry, cut-glass, solid silver and
art goods.

He should learn to love his business and
in fact be inspired with it. Every business
should have a sinking fund. I mean by that
that a certain amount of the profits should
be drawn out of the business each month
and invested in some other legitimate line,
like real estate, building associations, or
good stock investments.

A man should make this a
Outside positive rule, as he will not
Investment miss it from his business if

he is successful. Money
may easily be thus taken out of the business
gradually ; but to take it out in large sums
will cripple almost any business. A suc-
cessful merchant can make more friends
behind his counter than he can by social
methods. Give your customer good value,
stick to standard qualities and in the long
run you will get better results than by any
other means.

Keep a stock book of the important
lines of your business. If you cannot take
care of all the lines, at least do so with the
important ones, such as diamonds, watches,
gold jewelry and solid silver. Have a sys-
tem of checking all your repairs each morn-
ing. Keep a record book and have your
bookkeeper issue all checks to the repair
department that will be given out for repair-
ing. See to it that the parties who take in
repairs save all these checks, and have them
checked over each day. This is a very
simple matter and you know what you take
in at your repair department every day, and
no one can destroy these checks without
being detected.

I believe in organization, both local and
national. In each city the jewelers should

Jewelry

Business

Exacting

K EYST ONE

get together at least once a month and talk
over local affairs and conditions. You may
find it hard to get all the jewelers to join
such an organization ; but let them stay out,
if they do not wish to come in. You will
find "scabs" amongst them, the same as you
will in labor organizations, and a man that
will not come into a local organization
should be branded as a "scab."

It won't take long before he will be only
too glad to come into the organization, if you
will simply let him alone. 6Immense results
can be accomplished by these Round Table
meetings. It will have a tendency to show
up the character of a great many unscrupu-
lous salesmen, especially those that come
into your store, and make you all sorts of
promises in regard to their lines and say that
if you purchase their line no one shall ever
have the same in your city, and a lot of
other hot air, etc.

They make you these promises and im-
mediately take their lines into every other
store and tell them the same story. If local
jewelers would come together they could
talk over these matters and compare notes
and bring these unscrupulous salesmen to
time and to face these facts.

More jewelers are ruined
by trying to put in too
many different lines than by
any other way. This is an

age of specialties. Learn to handle and talk
a few lines intelligently so that you will be
master of the situation when your customer
comes in. It is better to have a few lines
well represented than scattering stocks of a
lot of different things and only a fair repre-
sentation in each line.

Handling Too
Many Lines

Litigation Arising Out of a Soft-
soldered Diamond Setting

A matter of great importance to all
jewelers was reported recently by a sub-
scriber, who states the case as follows:

"A customer came to my store with a
diamond valued at about forty dollars and
desired that it be mounted into a scarf pin.
He selected an inexpensive mounting in
which the setting was soft soldered and into
this I set the stone. A few months later he
appeared again with the pin part of the
scarf pin only, the setting and stone being
gone, and claimed that the setting was de-
fective and that I should refund the value of
the diamond. This I refused to do, and the
customer took the case into the courts and
was given a judgment for $30 against me."

The latter has appealed the case to a
higher court, but the case has not yet been
heard by this court.

Now, the question arises, to
what extent can a jeweler
be held liable for repairs he
may make or new goods he

may sell ? The decision, as made against
this jeweler, opens a field for crooks and
dishonest people of unlimited possibilities.
No stone could be set so securely as not to
be pried out of the mounting, and then, if
the owner wished to take the case into court,
he could get a judgment against the jeweler
for the value of the stone by claiming that

Jeweler's
Responsibility
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it was improperly set and was lost on that
account.

From the standpoint of the reputable
jeweler a law confirming this decision would
seem absurd and unjust, and yet one outside
the business might look at it from a different
point of view and deem it a just protection
against carelessness in the repairing of valu-
able articles.

Let a jeweler owning an au-
A Case tomobile take it to a shop
in Point for repairs. The repair

man makes some incorrect
adjustments which are the direct cause of a
serious breakdown. The jeweler will be
quick to seek recourse if necessary through
the courts. It is hardly probable that many
courts would render a decision against a
jeweler in a case as stated above, but un-
doubtedly an occurrence of this kind should
be adjusted in some way between the
jeweler and the customer. Probably of all
the readers of this journal few can recall
any instance in their business where an un-
just claim has been made which was of
great consequence. An occurrence of this
kind should impress jewelers with the im-
portance of using good grades of settings
for diamonds and personally inspecting all
diamond jewels, either new or left for re-
pairs, to see that the stones are prqperly set.

It was unwise, on the part
Jeweler's of this jeweler, to allow this
Poor Judgment case to be taken into the

courts. He would have
been better off to have complied with the
customer's demands than to have made the
affair public even though the decision had
been given in his favor. The fact that the
setting was soft soldered to the pin would
indicate that it was not a proper setting to
hold the diamond. He may have explained
to his customer at the time that it was a
cheap mounting and he may not have recom-
mended it, but he should have refused to set
a diamond into a mounting of this grade.
Had he replaced the lost stone for his cus-
tomer and adjusted the matter to his entire
satisfaction he would have gained that cus-
tomer's good will and influence. He would
have learned by this experience not to sell
any more soft-soldered settings for dia-
monds and the matter would have ended.

To let it go into the courts,
no matter what decision is
given, he makes it a matter
of public talk and loses the'

influence and good will of the customer and
injures his business aecordingly. Every
store has its honest and dishonest, its fair
and unreasonable customers.

There is one more point regarding the
setting that the jeweler used to put the dia-
mond in. He describes it as a knot design,
with the setting in the center, and states that,
in all mountings of this kind when they are
Roman finished, the settings are soft sol-
dered in. He is mistaken in this, and there
are few jewelers who will trust to soft
solder to hold any diamond setting. The
good grades of knot scarf pins have the set-
ting for the stone hard soldered in place.

In all such cases as the above the
jeweler should carefully consult his own in-
terests and regulate his action accordingly.

Public Honest,
as a Rule
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Checo Jewelry is made
by C. H. EDEN CO. and is
SOLD DIRECT to the retail trade

Our competitors try to say we are jobbers
but that's because our policy of direct sales interferes with the slogan," Sold only through jobbers."

The best proof we are manufacturers is our immense factory—opento inspection by anyone interested. There was a time when our manu-facturing facilities were inadequate to turn out enough goods for our
requirements compelling us to go outside for some things– but that wasa long time ago.

January 1, 1909, we doubled our factory capacity. We are now
enlarging it again. Call and see for yourself. Satisfy
yourself that we are manufacturers.
We are the largest express shippers in Attleboro.

Our new fall line is way ahead of anything you have ever seen.
There's a quality and style to CHECO goods that appeals to the best
trade. Strictly high-class goods—made in our own factory from original
designs, and, best of all

SOLD DIRECT AT POPULAR PRICES
We have a line of goods to retail from 25 to 50 cents that's a dream.

Drop us a line, and we will have a salesman call.

NOW is the time
to SELL Checo

NENUPHARS
The new hair ornament which everyone is asking for.
Something New and Catchy. They Sell at Sight.

A LARGE LINE OF NEW PATTERNS JUST OUT

C. H. EDEN CO.
Branches
Chicago- 910 Heyworth Building
New York-37 Maiden Lane Attleboro, Mass.

Address all correspondence to Factory at

WE ILLUSTRATE HERE A FEW OF OUR
MANY DESIGNS OF

Leather Fobs
WE MANUFACTURE THE MOST
PERFECT and COMPLETE LINE of

College Jewelry
AND ALL CLASSES OF

SPECIAL WORK

WRITE US FOR SAMPLES AND DESIGNS

THE KINNF,Y CO.
14 Blount St., PROVIDENCE, R. I.

September, 1909 THE
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Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this department
must send name and address—not for publication, but as an
evidence of good faith. No attention will be paid to anony-
mous communications. Questions will be answered in the
order in which they are received.

"Steelman"—Will you kindly give me a little
information concerning steel? I handle it every
day, but would like to know more about it.—Steel
is prepared by heating iron in contact with char-
coal. Bars of Swedish iron are imbedded in
charcoal powder, contained in a large rectangular
crucible or chest of some substance capable of
resisting fire, and exposed for many hours to a
full red heat. The iron takes up, under these
circumstances, from 1.3 to 1.7 per cent. of carbon,
becoming harder, and at the same time fusible,
but with a certain diminution of malleability. The
active agent in this cementation process is prob-
ably carbon monoxide: the oxygen of the air in
the crucible unites with the carbon to form that
compound, which is afterwards decomposed by
the heated iron, one-half of its carbon being
abstracted by the latter. The carbon dioxide thus
formed takes up an additional dose of carbon
from the charcoal, and again becomes monoxide,
the oxygen, or rather the carbon dioxide, acting
as a carrier between the charcoal and the metal.
The product of this operation is called blistered
steel, from the blistered and rough appearance of
the bars ; the texture is afterwards improved and
equalized by welding a number of these bars to-
gether, and drawing the whole out under a light
tilt-hammer. Some chemists have recently as-
serted that nitrogen is necessary for the pro-
duction of steel, and have, in fact, attributed to its
presence the peculiar properties of this material;
others, again, have disputed this assertion, and
believe that the transformation of iron into steel
depends upon the assimilation of carbon only; ex-
perimentally, the question remains undecided.
Excellent steel is obtained by fusing gray cast
iron with tungstic oxide; the carbon of the iron
reduces the tungstic oxide to tungsten, which
forms with the iron an alloy possessing the proper-
ties of steel. The quantity of tungsten thus ab-
sorbed by the iron is very small, and some
chemists attribute the properties of the so-called
tungsten steel to the general treatment rather than
to the presence of tungsten. The most perfect
kind of steel is that which has undergone fusion,
having been cast into ingot-moulds, and after-
wards hammered : of this all fine cutting instru-
ments are made. It is difficult to forge, requiring
great skill and care on the part of the operator.
Steel may also be made directly from some par-
ticular varieties of cast iron, as that from spathose
iron ore containing a little manganese. The metal
is retained, in a melted state, on the hearth of a
furnace, while a stream of air plays upon it, and
causes partial oxidation : the oxide produced re-
acts, as before stated, on the carbon of the iron,
and withdraws a portion of that element. When
a proper degree of stiffness or pastiness is ob-
served in the residual metal, it is withdrawn, and
hammered or rolled into bars. The wootz, or
native steel of India, is probably made in this
manner. Annealed cast iron, sometimes called run
steel, is now much employed as a substitute for the
more costly products of the forge: the articles
when cast, are imbedded in powdered iron ore, or
some earthy material, and, after being exposed to
a moderate red heat for some time, are allowed
to cool slowly, by which a very great degree of
softness and malleability is attained. It is possible
that some little decarbonization may take place
during this process. Cast steel may also be made
in Siemens's rotatory furnace, the balls being
transferred from the rotator to the bath of a
steel-melting furnace in their heated condition,
and without subjecting them to previous consolida-
tion under a hammer or shingling machine. It is
possible, however, to push the operation within
the rotator to the point of obtaining cast steel.
For this purpose the relative amount of carbona-
ceous matter is somewhat increased in the first
instance, so that the ball, if shingled, would be
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of the nature of puddled steel, or even contain
some carbon mechanically mixed. Bessemer steel
is produced by forcing atmospheric air into melted
cast iron. The carbon, being oxidized more
readily than the iron, is converted into carbon
monoxide, which escapes in a sufficiently heated
state to take fire on coming in contact with the
air. Considerable heat is generated by the oxida-
tion of the carbon and iron, so that the tem-
perature is kept above the melting point of steel
during the whole of the operation. When the
decarburation has been carried far enough, the
current of air is stopped, and a small quantity of
white pig-iron, containing a large amount of
manganese, is dropped into the liquid metal. This
serves to facilitate the separation of any gas re-
tained within the melted metal, which, after a few
minutes' rest, is run into ingot moulds.

"Aluminum."—Can you give us .any pointers
on aluminum and its desposition by electrictyf—
This remarkable metal, which in an oxidized state
(alumina) occurs most abundantly in nature as a
constituent of all clays in combination with silica,
was first obtained in the metallic state by Wohler
in the following way: Chloride of aluminum and
pure potassium are heated in a small platinum or
procelain crucible, the heat of a spirit-lamp being
sufficient, for when the substances begin to react
upon each other the temperature suddenly rises to
redness. When the crucible is cold, its contents
are well washed with cold water, by which a finely
divided gray substance with a metallic luster is
obtained, which is pure aluminum. About the
year 1854, Sainte-Claire Deville, of Paris, devoted
his attention to this subject, substituting chloride
of sodium for potassium, and heating the chloride
of aluminum with this salt in a porcelain crucible
to bright redness, by which the excess of chloride
of aluminum was disengaged, and in the middle of
the resulting saline mass larger or smaller globules
of perfectly pure aluminum were found. In ref er-
ence to the characteristics of this metal, Deville
says : "It is completely unalterable, either in dry
or humid air ; it does not tarnish ; and remains
brilliant where freshly-cut zinc or tin lose their
polish. Sulphureted hydrogen has no action upon
it ; neither cold nor boiling water will tarnish it;
nitric acid, whether weak or concentrated, or sul-
phuric acid employed cold, will take no effect
upon it. Its real solvent is hydrochloric acid.
It will be easily understood that a metal as white
and as unalterable as silver, which does not tarnish
in the air, which is fusible, malleable, ductile
and yet tough, and which has the single property
of being lighter than glass, would be most useful
if it could be obtained. If we consider, besides,
that this metal exists in considerable proportions
in nature, that its ore is argil (clay), we may well
desire that it should become of general use. I
have much hope that it may be so, for chloride
of aluminum is decomposed with remarkable
facility by common metals at a high temperature,
and a reaction of this nature, which I am now
endeavoring to realize on a larger scale than a
mere laboratory experiment, will decide this ques-
tion in a practical point of view." Not long after
the above announcement was made, Sainte-Claire
Deville, supported in the practical development of
his ingenious process by the late Emperor of the
French, succeeded in producing aluminum in
abundance, and bars of this useful metal entered
the market as a commercial product to the great
surprise and delight, not only of scientists, but of
those workers in metals who know how to appre-
ciate the importance of a metal possessing such
remarkable characteristics as aluminum. We all
know now what an important position it has taken
in the arts ; but its usefulness may yet receive
further development, it is hoped, by some success-
ful process of electro-deposition. That point,
however, has not yet been fully reached ; although
the metal has been deposited with sufficient suc-
cess to warrant the belief that still more satisfac-
tory results will be obtained by a further investi-
gation of the subject. Speaking upon the separa-
tion of aluminum by electrolysis, Deville observes:
"It appeared to me impossible to obtain aluminum
by the battery in aqueous liquids. I should believe
this to be an impossibility if the brilliant experi-
ments of M. Bunsen on the production of barium
did not shake my conviction. Still, I must say
that all processes of this description which have
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recently been published for the preparation of
aluminum have failed to give me good results. It
is of the double chloride of aluminum and sodium,
of which I have already spoken, that this decom-
position is affected. The bath is composed of 2
parts by weight of chloride of aluminum, with the
addition of I part of dry and pulverized common
salt. The whole is mixed in a procelain crucible,
heated to about 392° F. The combination is
effected with disengagement of heat, and a liquid
obtained which is very fluid at 392° F., and
fixes at that temperature. It is introduced into a
vessel of glazed porcelain, which is to be kept at a
temperature of about 392° F. The cathode is a
plate of platinum, on which the aluminum (mixed
with common salt) is deposited in the form of a
grayish crust. The anode is formed of a cylinder
of charcoal placed in a perfectly dry porous vessel,
containing melted chloride of aluminum and so-
dium. The densest charcoal rapidly disintegrates
ill the bath and becomes pulverulent ; hence the
necessity of a porous vessel. The chlorine is thus
removed, with a little chloride of aluminum, pro-
ceeding from the decomposition of the double
salt. This chloride would volatilize and be entirely
lost, if some common salt were not in the porous
vessel. The double chloride become fixed, and
the vapors cease. A small number of voltaic ele-
ments (two are all that are absolutely necessary)
will suffice for the decomposition of the double
chloride, which presents but little resistance to the
electricity. The platinum plate is removed when
it is sufficiently charged with the metallic deposit.
It is suffered to cool, the saline mass is rapidly
broken off and the plate replaced." Bunsen
electrolized the fused chloride of aluminum and
sodium in a deep-covered porcelain crucible,
divided by a partition of porous porcelain, which
extended half-way down the vessel. Carbon elec-
trodes were used, and these were introduced
through openings in the cover. He used a current
from ten cells of his zinc and carbon battery. The
salt fused at 662° F. (the boiling point of mer-
cury), and readily yielded the metal. The tem-
perature of the liquid should then be raised to
nearly the melting point of silver, when the parti-
cles of the liberated aluminum fuse, uniting
together into globules, which, being heavier than
the fused salt, fall to the bottom of the crucible.
Corbelli has deposited aluminum by electrolizing
a mixed solution of rock alum (sulphate of
alumina) and chloride of sodium or calcium with
an anode of iron wire, coated with an insulating
material, and dipping into mercury deposited at the
bottom of the solution ; a zinc cathode is immersed
in the solution. Aluminum deposits upon the zinc,
and the chlorine set free at the anode unites with
the mercury, forming chloride of mercury (calo-
mel). Thomas and Tilley's Process, for which a
patent was obtained in 1854, consists in forming a
solution composed of freshly precipitated alumina
dissolved in a boiling solution of cyanide of potas-
sium. By another process, patented in 1855, cal-
cined alum is dissolved in a solution of cyanide of
potassium. Several other solutions are included
in the same specification, and the invention in-
cludes the deposition of alloys of aluminum with
silver, silver and copper with tin, silver and tin, etc.
Jeancon's Process consists in depositing aluminum
from a solution of a double salt of aluminum
and potassium, of the specific gravity r.161, em-
ploying a current from three Bunsen cells. M.
Bertrand states that he has deposited aluminum
upon a plate of copper in a solution of the double
chloride of aluminum and ammonium by using a
strong current. Goze's Process.—Mr. Goze ob-
tained a deposit of aluminum by the single cell
method from a dilute solution of the chloride.
The liquid was placed in a jar, in which was im-
mersed a porous cell containing dilute sulphuric
acid ; an amalgamated zinc plate was immersed in
the acid solution, and a plate of copper in the
chloride solution, the two metals being connected
by a copper conducting wire. At the end of some
hours the copper plate became coated with a lead-
colored deposit of aluminum, which, when
burnished, presented the same degree of whiteness
as platinum, and did not appear to tarnish readily
when immersed in cold water, or in the atmos-
phere, but was acted on by dilute sulphuric and
nitric acids.

Moseley Lathes are leaders. Get the genuine.
Page 1352.—Adv.
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VACHERON &
CONSTANTIN

TY
RECOGNIZED STANDARD
OF MERIT FOR MORE
THAN A HUNDRED

YEARS

Since 1785 Vacheron & Constantin watches have continu-
ously won international first prizes in all the great world exposi-
tions and have been the acknowledged leaders in those
improvements which have marked various epochs of
progress in the science of watchmaking.
This line has no superior for time-keeping qualities, absolute
reliability and leadership in style.
It is extremely wide in variety, embracing a full line of
movements to fit regular American cases as well as many
Swiss sizes. There is ample provision for all purposes and
all tastes—plain and complicated watches, extra flat, ultra flat
and decorated, carved and jewelled watches.

WHEREVER THE LINE IS REPRESENTED IT EASILY
TAKES FIRST PLACE IN SALES

AND PUBLIC APPROVAL

EDMOND E. ROBERT
SOLE AGENT 

3 MAIDEN LANE :: NEW YORK CITY

Lockets
TRADE

INSIDE

MARK

8896

only
ESTABLISHED
FIFTY-TWO
YEARS

TOPAZ

Large variety of above styles.
The only correct attachment for
the pendant chains now in vogue

DISTRIBUTED THROUGH THE JOBBING
TRADE EXCLUSIVELY

Wightman & Hough Co4,
New York Office 1 T Mffice and Facion
3 Maiden Lane

iProvidence R ain O

/ R. • Providence, R. I.

C. L. GUINAND'S
Split Horsetimers

and Split
Chronographs

In all kinds of Cases for
Horsemen, Automobilists
and Scientific Purposes

41, Acknowledged in Europe and America as the most
accurate and reliable make on the market. Neat and up-to-
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Advertising a Jewelry Store?!
and Stock

By Jut.Es A. BOURQUIN, Horton, N. Y.

There are a good many
Honest ways in which one can ad-
Business vertise the store and its con-
Methods tents, but the first principle

of advertising, which is the

foundation stone of all publicity, is the

Golden Rule. Unless you intend to live up

to it all money you spend trying to increase

your business will be wasted, for advertising

makes known to the public both the good

and bad of a business. The good you will

make known by yourself through your ads.

The bad will be made known to the public

through the dissatisfied customers. All ad-

vertising is aimed at making more customers

and the advertisement that works the longest

for you is a satisfied customer.

Considering that 90 per cent. of the

purchasing is done by the women, your

greatest efforts must then be made to appeal

to them. Therefore, your store must be

clean ; a woman hates to go shopping in a

store where she is likely to soil her pretty

dress from the dirt on the floor or on the

show cases. See that every piece of glass in

the store, from the plate glass of the show

window to the end glass of the last show

case at the other end of the store, is clean.

Get a reputation for having a clean place of

business—it will pay.

With a clean store, a clean
stock and neatly-trimmed

windows you are now ready

for your outside advertising.

There is no use to do any extended adver-

tising imless you can make good, for the

cost of bringing a new customer to the

store is always greater than the profits on

the first sale. You must depend on making

a repeater of that customer for your ulti-

mate profits. Whatever you decide to do

in the way of publicity go into it for keeps.

Spasmodic advertising is a waste of money

for the retailer.

As you look for a good location in

locating a new store, so should you try and

get a good position for your newspaper ad.

It has been claimed that position in a news-

paper ad makes no difference, but mail-

order advertisers have found that they get

more replies from an ad near top of column

and next to reading matter than from the

same ad sandwiched in between other ads

near the bottom of the page. When you buy

your space get the best position available

even if you have to pay a little more for

it. Make a blanket contract for amount of

space you will use during the year. By a
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blanket contract you agree to use a certain

amount of space during the year, with privi-

leges of using a small or large space as the

occasion requires. In this way, at such time

as Christmas and the wedding season or

during special sales, you can use large space

and still retain your preferred position. If

you picked up to-day's paper and found that

the reading matter was the same as yester-

day you think very little of the man who

published that paper. Then you, as pub-

lisher of your ad space, must see to it that

the copy in your ad is changed every day or

every issue.
The first consideration in

Catching building an ad is, of course,
Attention to catch the attention—that

is quite a proposition, for

so many ads in the papers are so uninterest-

ing that unless yours shows up well it will

be passed by without reading. White space

will attract attention if used wisely ; a good

illustration is the best ; any nice cut will not

do, however, because the illustration must

bear some relation to the text. It must

either represent the goods advertised or em-

phasize some idea in the text. The illustra-

tion that does neither of these may make an

impression on the reader that will be alto-

gether foreign to the idea you are trying to

impress.

Your text, to fulfill its function, must

be newsy. The idea used to prevail, and

does yet to some extent, that saying that

John Doe carries the largest line of this,

that and the other at the lowest prices was

advertising, but it is not modern advertising.

Suppose John Doe is the biggest jeweler in

town, that his stock is the largest and that

he has just received a nice line of belt pins.

The next issue of the paper in which he ad-

vertises has his ad saying that John Doe is

the leading jeweler in his town and that be

has the largest stock. Smith, down on the

next block, has also received a new line of

belt pins. His assortment is small but good,

his stock is small, compared to Doe's, but it

is clean and neat. He also has an ad in the

newspaper—his is different than Doe's. He

says nothing about his stock ; he is talking

about belt pins, now. There is a good de-

scription of the variety, quality and the

prices or at least the range of prices. Mrs.

Shopper reading her paper sees both ads and

being used to Doe's style passes it up com-

pletely. She reads Smith's ad because, from

past experience, she knows that he has

something to say. She may not be in par-

ticular need of a belt pin, but the descrip-

tion creates a desire and the prices being

within her means she will not be satisfied

until she has gone down and looked at the

pins in Smith's window, for, of course, he
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has them out on display. Under these cir-

cumstances who do you think will get the

most business?
One beauty of advertising

Advertising that we have found is that it
Quickens takes us less time now to
Sales make a sale than before we

began to do real advertis-

ing. Before, in the first place, customers

would not come in to buy until they had to,

and about their first expression would be, "I

want to buy something for a present, but I

don't know what I want," and we would

have to go around and pull out a tray here

and one there and finally, after looking over

the whole stock, maybe a sale would be

made and maybe not. Now it is different.

Most customers come in and ask to see

some definite article, usually something that

has been advertised at some time or other,

and they, knowing what the ranges of

prices are (for we always give prices in our

ads), have soon made their selections, the

sale soon closed and they leave feeling satis-

fied, which they would not be if they had

bought the same article but had had to spend

a half hour looking over stock. -
Another advantage we have found is

that we can educate the public to call for the

lines that we carry in stock. If you don't

do it, somebody else will advertise and you

will forever have calls for things that you do

not have in stock and you will be losing sales

that you might as well have had as not.

Your ad in your community will have more

weight than a dozen manufacturers' "say

so." It is only right that it should, for if

you have made good the people have confi-

dence in you and they will accept your word

quicker than strangers. The third advan-

tage is that when something new comes out

that you think will make a good, profitable

line you don't have to wait until there is a

call for it before stocking it, but you can

get it as soon as you wish and by pushing it

you will reap the cream of the business done

on that line in your community. Remember

that the leader has always the advantage of

the man who follows.

Ranking in importance, yet
usually used as an auxiliary
to newspaper, comes the
booklet and circular adver-

tising by mail. A good many people do not

read the ads in the newspapers, therefore,

you will have to reach them by mail. Con-

sidered cost for cost, up to a certain point

newspaper space brings the most results,

but beyond that point mail matter will bring

in what the newspaper does not. Before

you can take up this phase of the subject

you will have to have a mailing list that is

Booklets and

Circulars

(Continued on page 1509)
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Ready in September

OUR 1909-10 CATALOGUE
JEWELRY DIAMONDS WATCHES SILVERWARE EMBLEMS

New and beautiful designs attractively illustrated

FROM THE HEART OF THE JEWELRY MFG. INDUSTRY
A copy gladly sent to any retail jeweler on request

Nearly a half century of experience in supplying the wants of the retail jeweler
Location and facilities unsurpassed for prompt shipments

A large stock and immediate telephone connection with all eastern manufacturers
Accounts opened and goods sent for selection to responsible dealers

Send for catalogue It will be useful to you

THE ALBERT WALKER CO.
MFG. & WHOLESALE JEWELERS

152 WEYBOSSET ST. PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Fox Manufacturing Co.
c_71/Ianufacturers and Importers

Jewelry
Boxes
Cases
Display
Goods
Cards
Tags
Tissue
Paper
Etc.

1 76 Madison St.

Chicago
Illinois

LAVALLIERE
DISPLAY FORM

Our New
1909-1910

Catalogue
Is Now

Ready for

Distri-
bution
to the

Jobbing
Trade
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Buying-at-home Publicity
Campaign

One of the means used to counteract

the extension of the mail-order business is

what has come to be known as the buying-

at-home publicity campaign. In all kinds

of advertising matter the public are being

instructed in the advantages which must

accrue to themselves from home purchas-

ing, and the injury which they do to the

community and incidentally to themselves

by sending their money to the larger cities.

We have published from time to time some

excellent arguments of this character and

new ones are being brought to our attention

daily. For a somewhat original method of

presenting the cause we are indebted to one

of our subscribers, S. M. Strain, of Jackson,

Mo., who uses the following as an adver-

tisement :
RELIGION BY MAIL

Dear Sir or Madam:
What's the use of putting thousands of

dollars into fine and beautiful churches?
What's the use of paying preachers hun-
dreds of dollars per year to preach to you?
What's the use of paying hundreds of dol-
lars per year toward heating and lighting
thousands of churches all over the country
when you can have church at home at a
cost of a few cents per month by our mod-
em and cheap way? We have hired Rev.
Dr. Soulsaver, the greatest theologian of the
present age, and by the support of millions
of our members we pay him a large salary.
We desire to have you join us and will give
you full particulars on application. We here
present a synopsis of our plan which. is a
great money-saver for religious people.

Rev. Dr. Soulsaver preaches two ser-
mons into talking machine records, which
are sent by express to our members each
week ; you can get up a club and have
church in your own home on Sunday. You
can use our records and have anthems by
Trinity choir and prayer by Rev. Righteous-
ness, and you don't need to put on a fried
shirt and stiff collar. Why, in fact, you
won't need to have a Sunday suit after you
adopt our plan of religious worship, as you
don't have to appear in public. Send for
our catalogue of graphophones and sermon,
anthem and prayer records and organize
a club among your neighbors and at a small
expense you can have church at home with-
out all the expense and discomfort of
church going.

Very sincerely yours,
0. B. Goon & Co.

Now what do you think of that? Such

things are fully within the range of possi-
bility, and there is just as much argumen-

tive logic in it as in ordering jewelry,

watches, cut glass, etc., from the large
cities.

What kind of a town would we have
if such a thing were to be carried out?

Where would we be without the gracious

presence of our ministers? Anarchy and

sin would reign supreme, is the only reply.

So it is with our local merchants. What

will our town amount to in the course of a

few years unless there is a halt in the reck-

less ordering of goods without giving

thought to the absolutely indisputable fact

that every dollar you spend away from home

is sent to support the enforcement of laws

in cities other than our own. Every time

you order a piece of jewelry or any other

thing in our line you drill a little deeper

the hole for the blast that will blow our

beautiful little store and the good moral in-

fluence of a good citizen into the air ; this,

in turn, will bring on a reflex action which

will knock the foundation of real estate

values into smitherines and kill the wages

of the laborer.

Stop, and consider these facts. It is

just as easy to order sermons by mail as

jewelry, but you will stop and think a long

time before you will do it. Put on your

starched clothes, go to church and support

your church ; don't throw away the moral

good it commands in our city. Also put

on your "bib and tucker," come uptown and

buy, or order, your goods from us. We

need your support, we will have an im-

mense trade when we acquire the jewelry

trade in our territory. We believe our

citizenship is clean ; we know our business

is conducted in an honest, Christian manner,

and the support of all other citizens who

will see our little city rush forward in good,

moral paths, as well as sound mercantile

ways, is due the home merchant.

Would you let your daughter marry a
man she selected from a catalogue because
that catalogue says he's all right ? No, not

you. She's too precious and you are not

personally acquainted with the catalogue

publishers. So it is with business. Your

money's too precious and hard to get to take

the word of a stranger.
Come on, let's all join hands and pro-

tect our churches, our daughters and our

business interests.
If we don't have what you want we can

get it, just as cheap as anyone will sell it

and our money goes to advance Jackson,

Cape Girardeau Co., Mo., and her laws and

institutions.
Think long and seriously over the mail-

order church, and we beg pardon if this

hurts your feelings, but truth is right and
we must protect our business, and we solicit

your aid, now and for all time.
S. M. STRAIN,

Jackson, Mo.
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(Continued from page 1507)

not hard to get nowadays. Your telephone

directory and the county clerk can supply

you with lists that you can use for that pur-

pose. if you will start your list in a card

index you will find it most convenient. By

entering each name on a separate card it will

give you plenty of space for memoranda and

when a person moves out of your territory

you can destroy his card, thus keeping your

list clear of dead wood and by adding new

names as you think of them, or as people

move in, you will have it right up to date.

As much as possible keep track of the

women folks in the families and always

address your mail matter to them. A per-

sonal letter by mail is always the best and

for that reason a great many people send out

fac-simile typewritten letters. If they are

absolutely perfect so that they cannot be dis-

tinguished from the real thing it will be all

right, but if they are not perfect they will

have less pulling power than a neat circular.

There is one phase of mail
An Excellent advertising of which I have
Idea not yet spoken which ought

to be mentioned. It is receiv-

ing a great deal of attention from the pro-

gressive retailers in all lines and it is proving

a business winner. For this you should be

equipped with a typewriter, for the idea is

none other than the sending out of personal

letters to those interested on special occa-

sions. Take a wedding, for instance. You

can usually procure the names of a number

of the invited guests to these, if you will

send a personal letter offering a few sugges-

tions and naming some of the articles suit-

able for the occasion, mentioning range of

prices. You will turn many a customer

your way who would have gone to the furni-

ture store or somewhere else. During the

year you will find many occasions where the

idea can be worked.

It Doesn't Jerk—It Pulls

"If there is one business on earth that a

quitter should leave severely alone it is ad-

vertising," says John Wanamaker. "To

make a success of advertising one must be

prepared to stick to it like a barnacle on a

boat's bottom. Advertising doesn't jerk ; it

pulls. It begins very gently at first, but the

pull is steady. It is likened to a team pulling

a heavy load. A thousand spasmodic, jerky

pulls will not budge the load, while one-half

the power exerted in steady effort will start

and keep it moving."

Moseley Lathes are of the very best design,
material and workmanship. Get the genuine.
Page 1352.—Adv.
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YE PYNCHON PATTERN

This handicraft pattern has become deservedly popular, and is a fitting accompaniment for deposit ware and the
pierced wares now so much in vogue.

Madesropyerver ROGERS LUNT & BOWLEN CO Greenfield, Mass.
WRITE FOR
CATALOG

EMPIRE JEWELRY CASES
MEAN PROGRESS

Do you believe in Progression?
If you do, why are you still content to
use the old style wooden or fibre Jewelry
Cases that cause you an endless amount
of annoyance on account of shrinking and warp-
ing out of shape. Besides they cost you one-
third more than the " Empire " Patented Metallic
Jewelry Cases that are backed by a liberal guar-
antee against all imperfections in material and
workmanship.cIf you are not acquainted with our line let us
have a short heart to heart talk through the
medium of our little booklet

OUR No. 300 and No. 666
RING BOX covered with
one piece of velvet. No
hinges exposed.

"The Reason Why"
(lit is full of information for your benefit and
which you will find very interesting.
.tiYes, thank you, business is good. We are very
busy, and expect to be busier still, so we advise
you to get your order in early, either for immediate
or future delivery. cMay we have the pleasure
of sending you

"THE REASON WHY"
IF YOUR JOBBER CANNOT SUPPLY YOU WITH OUR GOODS

MAIL US YOUR ORDER

'ECward*W" artier;Pres reas.-Ru-d") p arner, ecy.

EMPIREjEWELRY CASE COMPANY
146-148-350 CI inton St..Buffalo, NY

New Electric Watch Signs
Get ready now for fall business. Fix
up your store with one of these New
Electric Watch Signs. Your store will
be attractive and up to date. Adver-
tising of this kind will bring you busi-
ness. Everybody will see it. We have
about 80 styles. Send for catalogue—
mailed free. Our signs guaranteed.
Have been on the market 30 years.
Sold by all wholesale houses, or write
direct.

GROUT'S EXCELSIOR SIGN CO.
126 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO

CATALOG
aotittat rant,p

GORDON 4
MORRISON
WHOLESALE

JEWELERS AND

OPTICIANS

ESTAB• 1007

Chicago,

THE JEWELERS, WATCHMAKERS
and OPTICIANS will do well by

writing for our 1909 CATALOG,
MAILED FREE. It contains a full line
of WATCHES, DIAMONDS,
JEWELRY, OPTICAL GOODS,
WATCHMAKERS' and OPTICIANS'
TOOLS, MATERIALS and MA-
CHINERY of the best makes the
American and Foreign markets afford.
It will pay you to have our catalog.

Gordon & Morrison, Wholesale Jewelers and Opticians199-201 E. Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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To What Extent Should We
Guarantee Goods?

Read by E. A. SHEPARD before the Third Annual Meeting
of the Iowa Retail Jewelers' Association

A guarantee is an agreement in con-
nection with a sale, on the part of the sales-
man or merchant, that the goods sold are
of a certain standard either in part or in
whole. However, a guarantee is like a
criminal law—of no value without a penalty.
Or, in other words, unless the merchant will
make his guarantee good, it is of no value
to the purchaser.

Watch cases are the only articles,
excepting watch movements and clocks, that
I put a time guarantee upon. All other
goods I guarantee to give satisfaction. We,
of course, keep in stock a few very cheap
articles in certain lines, more for comparison
than to sell ; these we do not guarantee and
so inform an intending purchaser. I con-
tinually urge upon the people the value to
them of our guarantee. Every merchant
and especially every jeweler should sell
such goods as he can safely guarantee.
Then he should get sufficient profit on his
goods to justify him in making good his
guarantees. There are few, if any, lines
of goods manufactured in which there is
not, occasionally, an article that is not up
to the standard and on which there is some
expense in making the guarantee good.

Making good a guarantee
Guarantee occasionally is an adver-
Reliability tisement to you and it is up

to you to make the most of
it ; show your customer that it really affords
you a pleasure to adjust the matter to his
satisfaction ; educate your trade that you
handle such goods as can be fully guar-
anteed; that this guarantee is fulfilled to
the letter ; that your guarantee is worth
dollars and cents to them; that your guar-
antees are complied with cheerfully.

Get sufficient profit to justify you in
making good occasionally. Do not cut
prices to get sales away from your corn-
petitor, for by so doing the purchaser thinks
that your price was all your article is really
worth, and that it was not a bargain price.
You cannot increase your chances of getting
to heaven by trying to palm off price cutting
for philanthropy.

A great many merchants ( ?)
in all lines consider price
cutting the highest class of
salesmanship (God pity

them) ; this class of dealers do not know
at the end of the year whether they gained
five dollars or lost fifty. By having a uni-
form selling price (the greatest advantage of
which is to create in the buying public a

Price

Cutting

KEYSTONE

feeling of confidence in the value of the
goods sold), by giving a liberal guarantee
and fulfilling it cheerfully to the letter, you
will accomplish greater results in catalogue
houses and department store competition,
than by all the military and naval tactics you
will ever be able to command.

The man who cuts prices to beat his
competitor may gain some temporary ad-
vantage, but in the end he is loser ; for you
have incurred the ill will of your competitor
and have not made a customer or friend to
say nothing of getting the confidence of the
purchaser.

Watch Case

Guarantees

The guarantee on gold
filled watch cases is the fac-
tor which has made them
more popular to-day than

even the gold ones. I am old enough to
remember when people had very little con-
fidence in any "yellow" case that was not
solid gold, but the guarantee feature on the
gold filled cases and the promptness of most
of the manufacturers in making exchanges
is responsible for a complete change in these
views. Right here I want to congratulate
the watch case companies, the pioneers in
the trade, who by their splendid "faith" in
keeping their promises in the matter of
guarantees, have established the gold filled
case so high in popular favor, notwithstand-
ing the fact that numerous factories were
started which later failed through bad man-
agement, fraudulent intent, or other reasons
and left numerous orphan guarantees on the
tender mercies of the retailers. I say that
it is a great success and that the pioneers in
the business deserve great credit for it.

This brings to my mind
Abolishing another thought, one on
Guarantees which I have no invitation

to speak, but, nevertheless,
I cannot refrain from saying a word. A year
or so ago some one bobbed up with the cry
(or perhaps it was a resolution, but whether
or not it began with "whereas" does not
matter) that a law be passed prohibiting
manufacturers from guaranteeing watch
cases for any specified time—that the exact
thickness and fineness of the gold be stamped
in the case, etc. Now what do you
think of all this after the eminently success-
ful period of filled case manufacture; a
period during which the confidence of the
people in the guarantee and the goods
through the guarantee has reached a point
that should be a source of satisfaction to
the retail jeweler and gratification to the
manufacturers. If this system is not wholly
satisfactory or safe, then let us improve the
system. The only objection of any con-
sequence to the time guarantee among the
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dealers and consumers is that some of the
manufacturers have gone out of business
leaving some orphan guarantees, leaving
liabilities that will be maturing for several
years to come. This fault can be overcome
by laws requiring manufacturers to post a
bond in such sum as will cover a certain per-
centage of their liabilities in guarantees;
such bond to be binding for a period suffi-
cient to cover the life of the guarantees
after the liquidation of the business of such
manufacturer. This would be immeasurably
better than the "thickness and fineness" law
proposed in a number of points, not the least
of which is that it would not be so easy to
dodge.

With our present guarantee system so
improved and a "fixed selling price" there
would be nothing more to be desired in this
matter. Do you want to re-educate the
public in the matter of filled watch cases?

In summing up the subject
of guarantees, I will say
that if you have a demand
for cheap goods, study the

situation to see what the cause is ; maybe it
is you ; do you really have the demand for
cheap goods or do you rather force them
upon your trade?

I f you really have a demand for a cheap
class of goods, make an effort to educate
your trade to buy a better grade of goods. ;
there is more satisfaction in selling them,
there is more profit to you ; but the greatest
advantage well be found in the guarantee
you will be able to hand out to your patron.

During the present era of prosperity,
let your constant aim be to raise the standard
of quality of the merchandise you sell,
whether you are now selling the cheap, the
medium or the good class. If you are in the
jewelry business you should be selling dia-
monds, fine watches, solid gold jewelry,
sterling silver, etc., and without cutting
prices, if the people of your vicinity are buy-
ing automobiles.

While I am urging you to take advan-
tage of these prosperous times as a mer-
chant, let me urge you to not lose sight of
the repair department ; if you are not getting
$1.50 for cleaning mainsprings and other
prices in proportion, let the first thing that
you do when you get home be to make a new
schedule of prices.

Let the jeweler adopt a uniform system
of guaranteeing ; make the guarantee as
strong as the goods will stand (but not un-
reasonable), fulfill these guarantees to the
letter, make the public feel that your guar-
antee is worth dollars and cents to them and
the mail order house and department store
competition will not be nearly so serious to
all of us.

Demand for

Cheap Goods
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GEO. A. KLEIN ED. M. KLEIN

Announcement I

We have entered into a co-partnership to open
a jobbing business in Muncie, Indiana.

It will be our aim to carry in stock a fine and moderate-priced
attractive line of solid gold and plated jewelry that will appeal to
discriminating buyers. Having been engaged in the retail business

ifor years past, we are n a position to anticipate the demands, and
know the prevailing and ever-changing styles and fads, and we are
equipped to furnish your every need promptly and well. Our prices
will be right, and our guarantee covers every article that we offer.
WE SOLICIT A TRIAL ORDER.

KLEIN BROTHERS, WHOLESALE JEWELERS
SOLID GOLD AND PLATED JEWELRY

212-213 WYSOR BLOCK MUNCIE, INDIANA

NEVER BREAK
SPRING BRACELET
WE GUARANTEE OUR BRACELETS IN

QUALITY AND FINISH

THE JOINTS ARE THE BEST ON

THE MARKET

WE ARE READY TO PROVE IT

CONVINCE YOURSELF

If your jobber does not handle them,
write us and we will post you

Our Lavallieres are Leaders
300 UP-TO-DATE STYLES

To the Enterprising Jeweler:
Before placing your Fall Order write to us for a
selection package. We prepay express charges.
We are leaders in design. Finish speaks for
itself. Quality guaranteed. Service prompt.

Henry Lederer & Bro., Inc.
Makers of Ladies' and Gents' Chains, Fobs and Bracelets

Factory, 227 Eddy Street PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Buying vs. Selling

Did you ever stop to think that you

can't sell jewelry successfully without first

buying it successfully? To buy it success-

fully is the first law of success in the

jewelry business.

When you have the GREAT AMERI-
CAN JEWELERS' CATALOGUE at

your elbow you have fulfilled the spirit
and letter of this law. It means opportunity
in buying, which means profit in selling.

Send for one on a postal. You'll find
it worth while. It's new and full of the
latest and best and compiled and backed by

The Oskamp-Nolting Company
411 -413 -415 -417 Elm St., Cincinnati, Ohio

Let us Submit You a
Plan that will Make Your

Umbrella Sales
Worth While

Do you want your umbrella business to net you

a larger profit this fall than it ever has before ? If

so, let us suggest a plan that will accomplish this.

By suggesting ideas that have increased our custo-

mers' profit, our business has grown so rapidly that we

have been compelled to enlarge our facilities four times

since our article was put on the market nine years ago,

and we are now occupying the most modern umbrella

factory in the world.

If you are not aware of the fact that the HULL DE-

TACHABLE AND INTERCHANGEABLE HANDLE

UMBRELLA has become the STANDARD with jewelers,

it will pay you to investigate.

Write for full details, also let us send you our new

1909 catalogue.

Hull Brothers Umbrella Co.
TOLEDO,

OHIO

)4 NEW GOODS diid NV[NTIONS
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[The illustration and description of new goods and inventions as hereunder is a
permanent feature of TliE KEYSTONE; our twofold object being to keep the jeweler
and optician thoroughly posted on the very latest and tnost salable goods, and the
workman at the bench equally well posted on the newest inventions and improvements
in tools and appliances.]

President Taft's Unique Pen
The L. E. Waterman Company have recently had occasion to manu-

facture a notably historical pen. The company was presented by John
B. Hardy, industrial expert, of New York, with a small block of wood
saved from the last of thirteen trees planted by Alexander Hamilton on

his estate in New York City ; it will be remembered that each tree repre-
sented one of the original thirteen States.

From the block the Waterman Company manufactured a beautiful
turned wood pen, lined with rubber. The cap and barrel were very hand-
somely mounted with gold, the pattern of which was designed by Carolyn
Mihr Hardy, and engraved as follows : On the three gold bands on the
barrel—"Proteetion, Progress, Patriotism," and on the two name plates
on each side of the cap, "Presented to the Hon. Wm. H. Taft" and on

the reverse side, "Made from the last of thirteen trees planted by
Alexander Hamilton on his estate."

The box in which the pen was presented, and which is above illustrated,
was also made from the remaining portion of the block of the Hamilton
tree. The exterior of the box was in the rough finish of the wood, very
handsomely finished on the inside and finely lined with velvet and satin,
the hinges and catch being made from gold.

The pen was presented to President Taft by Congressman Pujo,
Estopinal and Broussard, of Louisiana, and Frank Clark, of Florida, all
ardent southern protectionists.

Combined Bunsen Burner and Blowpipe

A very useful device has been added to the product of the Buffalo
Dental Mfg. Co., Buffalo, N. Y., in the shape of a combined Bunsen
burner and blowpipe, especially intended for orthodontia soldering, but
also applicable to various other purposes in
the manufacture of articles from precious
metals which require delicate treatment. As
shown in the illustration it consists of a
burner pillar in sections, having a ball at
its lower end to enable it to swivel in the
socket in the base in any direction desired.
The lower cock is for the blast. while the
tipper is for the admission of gas. When
desired to use as a blowpipe the sleeve on
the pillar is turned to close the openings,
both cocks arc opened and a blast of air
applied. The air call be supplied by the
mouth or from a small foot blower. The ,

I

entire burner is polished and nickeled
For opticians it is valuable in the repairing of spectacle frames, as

the blowpipe flame can be controlled to give the finest needle point
desired.

An Improvement in Staking Tools
In recent years much inventive talent has been devoted to improve-

ments in staking tools. One of the latest, which has been introduced by
Kendrick & Davis, Lebanon, N. H., consists in an "on or off" friction
device for the punches. The knurled nut on top of the staking tool con-
tains the frictioning springs, which normally bear upon the punch, afford-
ing an exceptionally smooth and uniform friction, just sufficient to sustain
the punch at any point. When it is desired to use the staking tool
without friction on the punch, it is only necessary to turn the knurled
nut through about one quarter revolution in either direction. It is
quickly operated, the nut being in just the right position to facilitate
operation.



THE TATTOO
NTERMITTENT ALARM

434 INCH NICKEL PLATED SEAMLESS BRASS CASE
ALARMS EVERY 20 SECONDS FOR 15 MINUTES ON A
4 INCH BELL-METAL GONG ON BACK OF CLOCK

HAS SWITCH FOR STOPPING ALARM

A GOOD TIME KEEPER

WOULD YOU

A SURE ALARM

THE NEW [OVEN ('LOCK CO.
IIEW HAVEN UONN.

LIKE SOME ADVERTISING MATTER TO HELP INCREASE YOUR SALES?

OUR SPECIALTIES are 14 K. Gold Plate on Sterling Silver Rings. In addition we make a fine line of
Fobs, Scarf Pins, Dutch Collar Pins, Hat Pins, Scarf Pin and Cuff Button Sets in Fine Plate.
Our Fabric Jewelry is fast becoming popular. Something entirely new. Patent applied for

GO TO DOVER—THE MAN WITH IDEAS

GEORGE W. DOVER
JEWELRY CO.

NEW YORK OFFICE:
1 WEST 34th STREET
Factory: PROVIDENCE, R. I.

SEND ONE CENT
For a postal card—then write to us. IT WILL BE WORTH A GREAT MANY DOLLARS for we will tell you how
to increase your income without any neglect of your usual affairs. We will tell you how hundreds have become experts and
successful opticians by taking our correspondence course in optics. No unusual ability required. The course
is simple, thorough and inexpensive.
Bear in mind our college is legally incorporated and authorized to issue diplomas to graduates. We are the oldest correspondence
School of Optics in the world. Write to-day and learn how you can get our regular $25.00 college course for $8.00 by

correspondence. Address

Dept. K. AMERICAN OPTICAL COLLEGE, Detroit, Mich.

September, 1909 TNE

Advertising by Jewelers

Address by A. G. HOCH, Storm Lake, Iowa, before

Iowa Retail Jewelers' Association

Had it ever occurred to you that the jeweler

has one of the very best and strongest lines for

advertising purposes of any lines of merchandise.

No business has really so great a leverage on the

public purse as the advertising a jeweler can do

if he takes advantage of all the weapons offered

him. He has : The newspaper and periodicals,

catalogue, his store-factory line advertisements,

his personality, his guarantee, quality.

If there is a line of merchan-

Boost Quality disc that need not stoop to petty
barterings it certainly is the

jewelry business. The jewelry advertisement, to

be a good one, must have a deeper tone than that

such bargaining as the general store must resort

to. Quality must be the prime factor, as quality

*); the chief stock in trade of the retail jeweler.

Quality, above all else, is the one thing on which

the jeweler must build his foundation. It is the

one thing that sustains him and the one thing that

gives him distinction. Moreover, no line of busi-

ness is as widely advertised to the public as the

jewelry line and its side issues. South Bend,

Howard, Elgin and Waltham watches are being

advertised in almost every paper or magazine in

the United States. The silver lines in exactly the

same way. This takes the burden off the jeweler's

shoulder to a certain extent; at least so far as to

get the public acquainted with these lines, making

it easier for the .jeweler to make the sales.

The jewelry advertisement in the newspaper

and periodicals should be unlike the ordinary ad-

vertisement in that it should in some way carry

with it a distinction which puts it above the

everyday price harangue of the other lines of

business.

Your advertisement should carry out and

advance the ideas that factories have set out

for you. For instance, let them know that not

everything with wheels and placed in a metal case

to carry in your pocket is a watch. But let the
public know that to be the possessor of a watch

you must have a timepiece and explain to them

that you are competent to judge a worthy or un-

worthy one—a good or bad one. Put your own
life and energy into that advertisement. Then

go and tell them that you can sell them such a

timepiece or article of jewelry as low and reason-

able as anyone else. Try to make them forget

price and adhere to quality.

The store room should be a
Beautify strong advertisement for a

the Stock jewelry store. When can one
find beauty so lavishly distrib-

uted as in a jewelry store. Every piece is, or

should be, a work of art. Hence with such a lead,

how little should one consider the cost of fine

fixtures and the work of maintaining them to

make your store stand out above all others and

make it a place which your customers will bring

their friends to see.

The catalogues are very fine advertising media

for the jeweler. We have at present quite a num-

ber of catalogue schemes—some are good, sOme

are not, but I have found a good catalogue,

properly distributed, a great help as a holiday

advertiser and, in my estimation, a paying propo-

sition. I always take advantage of placing our
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name before the public every time some wholesale

firm or factory is willing. to issue a booklet or

advertising matter of any kind, providing it is the

right kind. The jewelers are blessed with any

number of such gratis booklet advertising, and

every time you send one to a customer he feels

better acquainted with your store, and even though

the article advertised may not strike him at that

time, your name as jeweler is in his mind, and

when in need of anything in the jewelry line he

will give you at least a call.

No matter how good your advertisement may

have been, if a prospective customer comes to
your store, lured there by a fine advertisement,

and is treated to a cold and indifferent reception—

is treated as an absolute stranger, he will try the

other store next time or leave yours without

making a purchase. Instill into your clerks by

your own example that frank and courteous

treatment which draws the customer closer each

time. Take all interest in your customer; talk

about his affairs, not your own, and make him feel

that you are interested in his. welfare. It is time

well spent and yields big returns.

Neatness in your store is another prime

factor of following up your advertising. Wher-
ever you can do it, engage a lady to keep your

stock in order. A well-arranged show case or

window always gives a good, pleasing effect to
your customer. A lady, as a rule, has more taste

than a man in decoration and when properly en-

couraged can do wonders in your store. Change

your goods frequently so as to have the effect

of new goods and customers are led to imagine

you have some new goods, whereas it was simply

the same goods rearranged. Abov.e all, keep your

own appearance neat and clean. It has always

seemed much easier for a salesman, who is dressed

neatly and clean shaven, with hair combed and

clean linen, to effect a sale than one otherwise.

The mere fact of his appearance carries with

it a feeling and air of success and thereby a sale

is easier and quicker effected.

One very good advertising
December scheme which we have used

Discount Sale with very good effect has been
to advertise a special m per

cent. discount sale from December 1st to mth.

This scheme has many advantages. First of all,

we get our advertising matter out the second week

in November, when we still have time before the

holiday rush to give our advertisement a great

deal of care and study; then when the rush is on

we need not worry about our advertisement. Sec-

ond, it beats the other fellows. As a rule, holiday

advertisements are never run until the last week

in November or first week in December. By

getting ours to the public we have them thinking

of jewelry at least two weeks before any other

ads are in their hands and, of course, by continual

following up, we make the public believe that

jewelry is about the only thing suitable for holiday

gifts and our store the best place. to get them as

a reason for this 10 per cent. discount on every-

thing except such articles as are sold at a fixed

selling price. We explain that owing to the im-

mense rush just preceding the holidays we are

unable to do justice to engraving or attending to

the wants of our customers, and by giving this

discount manage to spread the business over a

period of four weeks instead of crowding it in

two short weeks. Moreover, all special goods can

then be ordered and a good selection secured,

while later we are obliged to take whatever is left.

We have all our goods out on holiday display
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at this time also, thus saving us the worry later
and by so doing and getting the public to come
into our store for a souvenir or present of some
sort on one of our opening days—usually a Friday

or Saturday—during our io per cent. sale, we show
them a stock of goods that appeals to them and
we are doing a holiday business long before the
other fellows wake up. The effect on the public
that we are already doing a big holiday business is

a very good one and thereby we get a lot of free
advertising for being wide-awake and coming.

Decorate your stores for the
Holiday holidays and make a complete
Decoration change. One can get holly,

both real and imitation, so rea-
sonable, and with white and red cheese cloth or
crepe paper one can make a most beautiful
decoration. Use electric lights in your decorations
and by using your brains and a little energy, you
will very soon be advertised as the holiday gift
store. All this extra advertising costs you noth-
ing but brings in enormous results.

Make your guarantee an advertisment. There
is no line of merchandise where this is as neces-
sary or where the public is so ignorant of the
goods they buy as the jewelry business. There-
fore, make that a strong point. Let the public
know that any article you have sold them which
does not give perfect satisfaction may be returned
to you and you will cheerfully correct the error,
but do it cheerfully, even though you ,sometimes
feel you are being imposed on. It will pay you
in the long run and your customer will return
again. If you are intrusted with his watch to
repair it make it go by all means, no matter what
the cost. If you agree to put his watch in run-
ning order do so even though you have to replace
it with a new movement.

All things considered, I think the jeweler can
advertise to better advantage at less cost than any
other merchant and our jewelers should take ad-
vantage of these opportunities and reap the harvest
of good, generous business.

Effects of Dining Out
A certain gentleman prided himself upon the

exactness with which he regulated all his duties,
both in social and business life. One evening he
had occasion to go out to dine with a business
acquaintance.

"Don't wait for me," he said to his better
half. "I may be rather late, but 'business is busi-
ness,' you know, and it can't be helped."

The next morning the man of method was
far from either looking well or feeling well. At
breakfast he sat toying listlessly with his toast
and coffee, while his spouse sat stonily silent be-
hind the coffee pot. The breakfast room clock
was equally silent.

"Maria, my dear, there must be something
wrong with that clock. I am sure I wound it up
last night," remarked the husband.

"No," answered his wife, "you wound up
Freddy's music box instead and it played 'Home,
Sweet Home' until three o'clock in the morning!
The hall clock has also stopped and you have

screwed your corkscrew right into the barometer l"

If in doubt, get a Moseley Lathe and you will

be more than satisfied. Get the genuine. Page

I352.—Adv.



The Ideal Celluloid Tag is something- that every jeweler should
have

Because it saves time—and saves money
And because it gives your rings a more attractive appearance.
You don't have to take off the tags when you wash or polish

your rings, because the ink that goes with each outfit is waterproof
and won't wash off.

No danger of getting the tags mixed
and getting them on the wrong ring.

The Ideal has a large, flat writing
sur face, which makes it better than any
other tag.

A complete outfit only costs $2.50.
Better send for it to-day if you want it
soon, for the demand is very large.

IDEAL TAGGING OUTFIT

Complete, Only $2.50

1000 Tags and Eyelets . . $1.50

1 Pair Ideal Pliers . . . . .75

1 Bottle Waterproof Ink . . .25

1 Neat Hardwood Box, with
catch fastener.

BASTIAN BROS. CO.

A.ol;P.ic' Ili!! e

Learn Watchmaking
Watchmaking pays and you
can vitro while you learn.
Write Mr F It EE B00 IC,
"How to be a Watchmaker."
POST al hrings 1.

STONE'S SCHOOL OF WATCHMAKING
901 Globe Oohing, ST. PAUL, MINN.

Established 1892

Louis J. Meyer
Manufacturer and Repairer of

Sterling Silver Articles
Also

Gold and Silver Plating and Repair-
ing of Metal Goods of any
description, including the
Repairing and Refinishing

of Chatelaine Bags.

104-106 S. 8th St., Philadelphia
NVork called for and delivered. Prompt atten-
tion given to mail and express orders.

INCREASE YOUR TRADE
Sending your work to us means
no disappointment to you. We
return 954 of the work sent to us
the same day. This is but one of
the many advantages we offer you

BLITZ Cs ABEL
Repairers and Makers of

Special Orders
47-49 Maiden Lane, New York

SEND FOR PRICE-EMT

Wheels, Pinions and Parts
For Complicated Watches, Clocks,
Chronometers, etc., of every size
and description, made and finished
to order.

FINE REPAIRING AND ALTERATIONS
Winding and Setting Material

E. H. MATTHEY' 
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Watch Keys

A.N. CLARK & SON, Plainville, Conn.

We carry a complete line of the
highest grade of imported and domes-
tic enamels which are adapted to all
kinds of jewelry work

We can furnish opaque and trans-
parent colors for gold, silver and cop-
per. We will gladly exchange at any
time goods which are not satisfactory.

The Chas. M. Robbins Co.
Manufacturing Jewelers Attleboro, Mass.

ENGRAVED SOUVENIR SPOONS Buildings, $3.50 per Doz.
Names, 1.20 "

BRIGHT CUT STYLE

FRED. A. HASKELL
206 Weybosset St., Providence, R. I.

SUDHEIMER & McCOOLE
Watchmakers for the Trade

404-5-6 Holland Bldg.
ST. LOUIS, MO.

Prompt and efficient service
moll.: Fon 5111111N. sT I (1: EitS

D.—Spot Cash-vel
FOR JEWELRY STORES

I PAY THE HIGHEST PRICES for
Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry. Send
stocks at once, no matter how large or
small, and get money by return mail.
National bank references upon request.
If offer is not satisfactory, will return
goods.

EMIL NOEL
550 E. 46th Place, Chicago,111.

If you should be in Chicago with your
stock, make appointment with me by
telephone, Drexel 5323.

LIGHT YOUR STORE
your Rome, Factory or
Business Place of any
kind, better than your
neighbors and SAYE 50
to 75 PER CENT. by
using our

BRILLIANT
or Bohner Inverted
GasolineGasLamps
that are al wars ready for
use and can be handled
by anyone, or our

Climax
Lighting Systems id

Millions of these lights are in use all over
the world. If you want the best home or
reading lamp, or the brightest sterol') your
town, for the least motley, send us your
order at once, or write for our Catalog ILK

42 State St., CHICAGO, ILL.
Exclusive Manufacturers of These Goods

emerlm.
JEWELRY REPAIRING

an MANUFACTURING
for the trade

All Work Returned Promptly

Special Attention Given to

Out-of-town Orders

HARRY SMITH
Room 76 Jewelers' Building

BOSTON, MASS.

Advertising Cuts for Jewelers

Begin the fall right fbIn, sendilig a postalor our sheets of Illus-
trations especially prepared for use in jewelers'
advertising.

The Keystone Publishing Co.
809 = 81 1= 81 3 North 19th St., Philadelphia

Makers of

TOWER an  STREET CLOCKS
For particulars, write us, mentioning

TIIE KEYSTONE

E. HOWARD CLOCK CO.
Esed 18,12 BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A.
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The Personal Assistance Card
This little card is for the use of our customers in giving us the names of prospective

buyers or owners of SOUTH BEND WATCHES. When the cards are received

in our offices we immediately write the prospect or owner a personal letter clinching

your arguments and convincing him of the merits of the SOUTH BEND WATCH.

Thus we are willing to assist in the sale of every SOUTH BEND WATCH, and

it is only a small part of the co-operation we are willing to give everyone of our

13,000 customers in the sale of our goods.

Write our Co-operation department to-day for a supply of these cards.

IT PAYS TO BE A SOUTH BEND DEALER

South Bend Watch Company
Manufacturers of High-grade Watch Movements and Cases

SOUTH BEND, INDIANA

SOUTH BEND WATCH CO.
South Bend, Ind.

Co-operation Dept.

Please send inc a supply of personal assistance

card.;.
Name -

Toy,' »

St a Is

No. 79

Mr. Jeweler
Remember

Good Fixtures is an

Investment

Poor Fixtures is an

Expense

Wadell's Fixtures means . . . INVESTMENT

J. P. WADELL SHOW CASE & CABINET CO.
1602-1608 E. Grand Blvd. DETROIT, MICH.

Zie MUMS
WATCH
SCHOOL

OOKS

talt

Correspondence or Attendance Courses

WATCH, CLOCK, JEWELRY REPAIRING, ENGRAVING, OPTICS

If you think of attending a school, or wish to learn by correspondence

while you hold your present position, write for our NEW BOOKLET.

It is FREE.
293 Perry Street, ATTICA, INDIANA

THE REES SCHOOL
" Famous for high-grade workmen" " Everything the very best"

WATCHMAKING ENGRAVING

A school known to the trade 19 years and of acknowledged and 
proven merit.

Hundreds of delighted students to testify. We have increased the salaries of

hundreds, and have increased the business of hundreds of jewelers. We

KNOW how. We have the most elaborate and expensive system of 
study

ever prepared (just completed), the result of years of study. Every advantage

possible is here offered at SMALL COST. ::: It will pay you to write 
for

catalogue—IT IS FREE

Even if you cannot come, WRITE and let us know. We have a proposition to make to you.

It COSTS you NOTHING. It may mean MUCH to YOU.

F. H. REES, Director
School Founded on Merit

Cor. Lake and Market Streets

ELMIRA, N. Y.
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Watch Repairing for the Trade
I am prepared to do anything in the
WATCH REPAIRING LINE. All
work receives my personal attention.

Price-list on application.

H. J. SMITH, BaesF 1 y noni nBuilding a

To Test The Keystone Advertising Qualities
Every jeweler that sells rings
cannot atibrd to be without an
assortment of Wells' Perfect
Ring Adjusters for immediate
LIMO when wanted. 1 doz. solid
10 K. gold, astd. sizes, $3.76
1 doz. gold filled, astd. sizes,
$2.00:1 doz.metal,astd.,136c.
Sent prepaid at once ((Lnly on

receipt of price). I fyou AV j I I mention OrderNo. K.,
I will forward at same I inn% iorepilid, 011e game
of " Grip " lbr eaelt (1,/, djusters ordered. k.
Address,Chester weas.leweler,Meshoppen, Pa.

NIQUE GEM
NITED STATES STONES

A window or show ease di,play of those goods
will attract Attention and Bring You Trade

Sample papers sent on request
Send for Summer Bulletin and Price-list

LOUIS J. DEACON, CAPE MAY, N. J.

AWARDS FOR

H. Heinrich's Marine Chronometers
CHICAGO, 1893 PARIS, 1589 BERNE, 1859

Very good second - hand
CHRONOMETERS OH hand.
Repairing, springing and
adjust ing Chronomet ers.
Also fine watch repairing
for the trade.

T. C. REDFERN
Successor to II. II. Heinrich

552 Herkimer St.
BROOKLYN, N. V.
I have employed Mr.
Tilos. C. REDFERN to
Illy entire satisfaction
for many years in all
description of Marine

Chronometer repairs, also in new work. I know
of no one witG has a better general knowledge of
chronometer work than he has. Ile has also done
a great deal of tine and complicated watch repair-
ing for me, and I can recommend him to anyone
desiring his services. 11. II. HEINRICH.

The tool for workmen who value
time and wish to do accurate work

BENSON'S
POISING

RHO

TRUING
WIPERS
Price $5.00

FOR SALE BY

THE LEADING

JOBBERS

Benson Tool Company
YOUNGSTOWN :: :: OHIO

WATCHMAKING TO THE TRADE
We are experts in the repair of all
complicated and ordinary watches.
GIVE US A TRIAL and you will
always send us your work. We
guarantee all our work and assure
PROMPT SERVICE.

N. Jensen & Co.208scl■IllxstIrM1041ling

LOUIS GOTTHOLD
Maker of Fine

HAIR JEWELRY
2345 Eighth Avenue

Send for catalogue NEW YORK

MINIATURE PORTRAITS
Enameled on
WATCH DIALS
CAPS and LIDS.

Plain and
Colored

Can be made from
any photograph

or print
A beautiful illustrated sample card and price-
' list sent upon request

CARMAN ART CO.
79 Dearborn Street CHICAGO, ILL.

Your Advertisements
are salesmen who go into
homes arousing interest in
your goods and inducing
people to visit your store.

Put your ad in a news-
paper or the United States
mail and it will enter the
home in a dignified man-
ner and be received with
courteous attention. It is
absolutely certain to be a
profitable investment if
the talk is interesting,
convincing, persuasive—
real salesmanship.
I can put real salesmanship
into your advertisements.
Make them create a desire for
your goods and persuade
people to come to your store
to satisfy that desire.

For Po I will prepare you a
three months' campaign-24
newspaper ads and 6 follow-up
letters. Every ad and every
letter a real business-bringer.

Write for it to-day.

Norman R. Williams
Specialist in Jewelry
Store Advertising

902 Marshall Field Building

Chicago

ELK TEETH
CUT GEMS
ROUGH GEM
MATERIAL

CLAWS of LION, LYNX,CAT,
EAGLE, OWL, HAWK

Any of the above sent on selection to responsible
Manufacturers, Jewelers or Lapidaries.

Price Lists. Strictly Wholesale Prices.
L. W. STILWELL, Deadwood, So. Dakota

SPECIAL PRICE

Gold-Plated Safety Pins

$3.00 per Gross

For A
Limited
Time

Keystone
Key

Sell like hot cakes
Order one or five gross

M. J. AVERBECK
MANUFACTURER IMPORTER

10 and 12 Maiden Lane - NEW YORK

CATCHY
• ENGRAVING

In SPOON BOWLS at
Popular Prices

LET US ENGRAVEA SAMPLE
0, Art istic Monogram and Letter
Engraving. Gilding. Jewelry
and Watch Repairing. Send
for price-list.

UL.L.STROM dik CO.
Ashland Nebraska

A QUICK JOB,
A FACTORY
FINISH AND
A PLEASED
CUSTOMER

ARE ALL YOURS
IF YOU USE
SANGER'S
EMERY RING
BUFFS

G.F.Wadsworth
Watch Case'
Manufacturer
and Repairer

Everything in
the line of
Watch Case
Repairing

Gold and
Silver Plating
Satin Finish
Engraving
and Engine-

Turning
Changing Old

English and Swiss
Cases to take
American S. W.
Movements
My Specialty

old cane.
mado INIPW

Silversmiths'
Building
131-137
Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO

E. I. JONES

Watchmaker for the Trade
308 Brown Blk.

OMAHA .-.• NEBR.

REFINERS an opflaatoinl du, Smi I 
ill
r ta,nnyd

shape—solids or

Sweep Smelters 1!,rpt,deadtTiUsgol:'
filings. Prompt

Established 1889. returns.

THE W. L. ROBERTSON CO.
13 and 15 Franklin Street, Newark, N. J.

ENAMEL
Opaque and Transparent Enamel of every

variety constantly on nand and made to order.
Also a full line of Enamelers' Supplies, Muffles,
Stones, etc. Any goods proving unsatisfactory
cheerfully exchanged.

CARPENTER & WOOD, Manufacturers
38 Friendship St., Providence, R. I.

The Crohn Patent Safety Guard

For Scarf Pins, Studs and Lace
Pins. The most practical and only ad.
justableoneinvented. Price,$1.50 per doz. For
salebyall wholesale jewelers andmaterialhouses.
Satnplebymall,25c; in 10 K. gold,$1.00;14K.$1.25.
M.CROH12,11krat Isnr.41:1& 50 MaideoLane.N.Y.

IT DON'T PAY
I to do your own repairing. I

Send it to us. We have the
facilities for handling it and
can save you money. All
work promptly returned.

KIRCHNER & RENICH
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

ELGIN HOROLOGICAL
SCHOOL

A Practical School for Watchmakers

Established 1888

Students in Watch Repairing and
Engraving may enter at any time.

Complete Course in Practical Eye
Refraction.

For terms address

ELGIN, ILLINOIS

•
Established

1889

CROUCH & FITZGERALD

Jewelry Sample Trunks and Cases
Extra Deep Franks and Cases Always in Stock

aryry Broadway 154 Fifth AvenueBet. Cortlandt & 'my Stn. Corner 20th Street
723 Sixth Avenue

Between 41st and 42t1 Streets
NEW YORK

1515)

CLARENCE F. BAYER BYRON L. gi STRASBURGER ALBERT PRETZFELDER

BAYER & PRETZFELDER COMPANY
Manufacturers and Importers JEWELRY, NOVELTIES and FANCY GOODS
11 WEST 17th STREET (Right off Fifth Avenue) NEW YORK

Are you buying Novelties for Holiday Trade? We are showing absolutely the best lines of
Holiday Novelties for Jewelry Trade ever produced. If you go to New York be sure to call at
our showrooms. If not, write to us.

Electric and Gas Lamps, Brass Novelties, Desk Sets, Dinner Gongs, Smoking Stands, Smoker's Articles, Opera and Field Glasses,

"La Vogue" Lorgnettes in Gold, Gold Filled, Silver and Gun Metal of every description. Jet Jewelry. Solid Gold, Sterling Silver, Gold Filled,

Gun Metal and German Silver Cigarette Cases of every description. Sterling Silver, German Silver and Gun Metal Mesh Bags, Desk Clocks,

Chime Clocks, Traveling Clocks and Novelty Clocks in large variety.

Watchmakers' Examining Boards
HE TRADE ASSOCIATIONS are now forming examining boards
which will give certificates to watchmakers according to merit. (See
page 1299 August Keystone.) We welcome this plan as we know
that every graduate of this school would readily pass the severest

examination. (,Such a test would prove our school to be—what the employers

of our graduates know it to be—the most practical and thorough school in the
country. We teach

WATCH WORK, ENGRAVING
and OPTICS

Our diploma equals in value the certificate of any examining board. " It goes
with the bosses " is a familiar saying of " the boys."

Come without delay. The time spent is an investment that will mean inde-
pendence for life. Hundreds of graduates will vouch for the truth of every
statement here made.

PROSPECTUS SENT FREE ON REQUEST—IT WILL TELL YOU
ALL YOU WISH TO KNOW—WRITE TO-DAY

The PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE
of HOROLOGY

BROAD AND SOMERSET STREETS

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
F. W. SCHULER, Principal *.• *.• ESTABLISHED 1894

Numerous inquiries have been made, Who makes THE ALLIANCE RING?
Let us solve this question for you

WE DO!!!

LEONARD KROWER,

The graceful style of the Alliance Ring is rapidly supplanting the use of the old-style wedding ring.
Its mysterious construction is another reason for its increased demand.
We have thus far supplied the entire demand, and we take these means to inform you that should

you need them, we can supply you.
These rings are most carefully adjusted ; the joints are barely perceptible, except by a magnifying glass.
Whenever engraving is desired, It is done in the inside flat surface. They are easily opened as shown

on illustration by inserting a sharp instrument, for instance a pin, in the inside pin hole.
They should not be pried open, as this would destroy their adjustment.

14 karat, 3 dwts., it1.23 per dwt. net ; in dozen lots, $1.15 per dwt. net
18 karat, 3 dwts., $1.4o per dwt. net ; in dozen lots, $1.3o per dwt. net

Manufacturing Jeweler, 536-538 Canal St., NEW ORLEANS, LA.
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Men gf
Great Ability

EWELERS
If you desire a successful Auction
Sale employ the very best talent.
Be very careful who you select.
Investigate. Look up our record

for conducting the largest and most profitable
sales throughout the United States and Canada.
Let us prove how you can make considerable
money by employing us. We guarantee good profits.

VERY VALUABLE INFORMATION GIVEN IN

CORRESPONDENCE, ALSO MANY REFERENCES

AND DAILY PAPER NOTICES

The Gottlieb Auctioneering Co.
Tenth Floor, Boyce Building :: :: Chicago, Illinois

ESTABLISHED 1886 TELEPHONE, RAND 1339

••••

I AM THE AUCTIONEER MAN
THE MAN
WITH
TA C T

Was brought up in
the jewelry busi-
ness, for 25 years
have been studying
and practicing auc-
tioneering. I have
diplomas from the
best schools of
auctioneering in the
svorld. Therefore
am posted on all
the best methods,
systems, etc., per-
taining to the auc-
tion business.
And the secret of my
wonderful success in
getting the cash out of
the goods ifi 11111t big
word With four letters,
TACT. This is a simple
word, yet, it rules the
world, but about one
out of one thousand has
it. I use it from start
Ii) finish in conducting
auction sales. I use 5
per cent. inspiration,
and with 95 per cent.
perspiration and tact I
!lever fail to get the
cash. .4 bsolute satis-
faction guaranteed.

HOME OFFICE:
NEW YORK CITY

For Immediate Response Address Me at My BRANCH OFFICE, TOWANDA, PA.

KORAH D. WESTBROOK GRADUATED JEWELRY
AUCTIONEER

Auctions

personally con-
ducted on a
guarantee basis
for established
jewelers only

You go to successful
men for right advice
and service. Without
the least hesitancy I
solicit your patronage.
My knowledge ;Ind
ideas I freely impart to
you regarding your anti-
cipated Auction, and
my services are rendered
in a way and at a price you
will never regret or miss.
For over half a natural
lifetime I have been
selling for the leading
jewelers of the United
States and their likes :old
dislikes I give to you.

Engage your Auc-
tioneer as far ahead as
possible. From the way
letters are coming in for
f411 and winter sales,
GOOD men will be
kept busy.

D. 0. HERNDON
Jewelers' Auctioneer

1202 Commerce Building KANSAS CITY, MO.

5  YEARS' EXPERIENCE GAINED IN  1
The young or middle-aged man who desires to learn E ngrav i ng, to grasp
the liner points of watchmaking and Optics, finds it necessary to

spend at least live years in a store before he has attained a thorough knowledge of the busi-
ness. In less than a year's time this complete knowledge can he gained at our college. We
get telegrams and letters every day, offering positions to oil r graduates, which shows what
practical storekeepers think of our course. Send for Prospectus NOW. A position awaits you.

THE PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF HOROLOGY
F. W. SCHULER, Principal Broad and Somerset Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

See our large ad tell isement, page 1519

LIINDINER Sc CO.,;;:
51 E. Fourth Street, CINCINNATI, 01110

Being an exclusive Tool and Material Rouse, can assure prompt

and proper attention to all orders

SEND FOR OUR TOOL AND MATERIAL CATALOGUE OF 750 PAGES

Incorporated Chartered

Kansas City Horological School

We give the best course in WATCHMAKING, ENGRAVING and
JEWELRY REPAIRING, both practical and theoretical.

If you desire the BEST and MOST thorough COURSE in OPTICS,
enroll with the

KANSAS CITY SCHOOL OF OPTOMETRY
Ad.-Iress A. E. PITTENGER, Pres., 812 East 12th Street, KANSAS CITY, MO.

‘,16:0:LHO

IDJUSiet,

WASHER

vion....;

IRrow

SPECIAL NOTICE.—These "washers" are
covered by United Mates Patent

891,31b, snit all infringements
will be prosecuted.

Patented Perfect Fitting

Case-Screw Washer
Fits perfectly under screw head, and almost invisi-

ble, and has a neat appearance.
Holds movement securely in case, even if case

shoulder is worn away or sprung.
MADE IN ALL SIZES, FROM GERMAN SILVER.
PRICES; Gross, $1.50; 4 doz. package, asst., 50c. ; single doz., 15c.

FOR SALE AT ALL MATERIAL HOUSES

S. URICH, 334 Columbus Ave., New York City-

Estziblished 59 Years

James II. Dederick's Sons
ASSAYERS AND BULLION DEALERS
ALL QUALITIES of GOLD and SILVER, in Plate, Stputre and Round Wire, Rolled to Any Gage

A 1,1. QUA LIT! ES UV GOLD AND SILVER SDI,DElt

We are selling Fine GOLD for $1.04 per dwt., which we Guarantee to be
GOVERNMENT ASSAY BARS

Small Rolling for the Trade
\......Buyers of Old Gold and Silver 16 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

We have manufactured

The 0 Brand

Jewelers' Findings
(Jobbing Materials) for
55 years and our goods
are favorably known all
over the country. Order

Established 1858 them of your jobber, who
  will be pleased to serve
you, but be sure that the goods have the above brand on them. Try our
Solder. Those who have used it tell us there is none better.—Very easy
flowing and has a fine color. Sample sent free on application.

GEO. H. FULLER & SON CO., pawtucket.W.Tdr lYsland. U.S.A.

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention The Keystone

1521

DIAMONDS and PRECIOUS STONES

Bought, Sold arid Exchanged

FOR SPOT CASH

Established 1891

Appraisements made for estates or individuals

J. J. COHE:IN

Write for further information lot I Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

FT
Victory lapel Button

K.eks.

VICTORY
Lapel Back and

Safety Catches

OPEN CLOSED

VICTORY
PATO.

AUTOMATIC
SAFETY
CATCH

Applied to your Spring Ihm EOR BROOCHES

will Increase your business Send .for Catalog and Price-List

GE.131-1AIRCIT OROS., Piftli rind Elms St., Cincinnoti, Ohio

BLACK$ SHIELD
MAINS RINGSWATCH ANDswART. acoc..;; 01 L

PIPOWL4fMl 1_1804
This machine is designed especially to meet the

demands of the jeweler. It will carry emery and
buffing wheels up to 6 inches in diameter, and wills
perfect ease speeds to 2500 revolutions a minute.

Economy of space reduced to Ie minimum
We also make a line of Foot-Po,wer Lathes for

heavy jewelry work.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

W. F. & John Barnes Co.
660 Ruby St., ROCKFORD, ILL.

nwARx. BRUSH 
COMPANY

BRUSHES
12 GREEN 

STREET 
NEWARK,

-------

POiiShing SOt 
Complete, $2.00, 

prepaid.

COTTON, BRISTLE 
AND FELT 

WATCH CASE 
BUFFS

FELT AND 
COTTON RING 

BUFFS

BRISTLE WASH 
AND END 

BRUSHES

FELT AND 
COTTON BUFFS

BRISTLE 
POLISHING 

BRUSHES

SATISFACTION 
GUARANTEED OR 

MONEY 
REFUNDED

WATCH REPAIRING Ordinary and complicated. R. R. inspection work. Some customers send us ALL their work.

JEWELRY WORK -

ENGRAVING - - -

Repairing, stone setting, making special pieces of extra fine jewelry to order, gold plating and coloring.

for jewelers and manufacturers, single jobs, small or large lots.

Send for our
Trude Price-List EZRA F. BOWMAN'S SONS Yi:'sht rit)Y1

is 

 tn'el Lancaster Pa.9 Years in 9



Small Advertisements
No advertisement Inserted for less

than 26 cents.
Under heading "Situation. Wanted,"

ONE CENT per word for first twenty-
five words. Additional words and ad-
vertisements, THILIM CENTS per word.
Under all headings except "Situations

Wanted," THREE CENTS per word.
Name, address, initials and abbrevia-

tions count as words, and are charged
for as part of the advertisement.
To insure insertion, remittance must

accompany all orders for advertise-
ments and copy must reach us not later
than the 25th of each month, for inser-
tion in the following month's issue.
Send blank check or draft, or postal

or express money order for $1.00 and
over, or postage stamps for smaller
amounts.
If answers are to be forwarded

TEN CENTS in postage stamps must
be enclosed.
The real name and address of every

advertiser must accompany the copy of
the advertisement.
Advertisers who are not subscribers

must send 15 cents (special issues 25
cents) if they desire a copy of the paper
In which their advertisement appears.
Address,

THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
809-811.813 5. 19th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED
Under this heading, ONE CENT per word,

for first twenty-five words. Additional words
and advertisements, TIIREE CENTS per word.
No advertisements inserted for less than 25
cents.

Ai WATCHMAKER, optician, jobber;
fair engraver; management preferred;

salary $28. "M 69," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER and engraver wants a
permanent position about Dec. 1, 1909, in

Florida seaside city or in the West Indies;
have all tools. Address "R 139," care
Keystone.

YOUNG man wants position by Oct. ist as
assistant watchmaker, clock and jewelry

repairer, with chance of advancement; own
tools; now employed; prefer Middle West;
state salary. "D 109," care Keystone.

EXPERIENCED optician, watchmaker
and salesman wants situation; capable

to take charge of store or department.
C. E. Stokoe, Tarkio, Mo.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, jeweler, fair
engraver, sober, steady, busy, only gentle-

men need apply, any State. "K x8o," care
Keystone.

BY young man, thoroughly experienced in
the jewelry business, a position as travel-

ing salesman, best of refs. "F 175," care
Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, Ai in every respect;
cheapest Swiss as well as most compli-

cated and railroad. Successful in man-
aging repair department. Quick, honest,
reliable, not afraid of work or long hours.
German, 35 years and a hustler; $1so a
month or more; would also accept position
as assistant manager; competent to handle
trade and help. "M 176," care Keystone.

BY lady engraver in high grade jewelry
store; first-class refs. can be given; has

had 2 years' exp. Address "F 177," care
Keystone.

- -
GOOD all around watch, clock and jewelry

repairer; plain engraver; 40 years' exp.;
single; own tools (except Am. lathe). would
like a situation ,as assistant watchmaker
with a jeweler n a live country town,
away from coal mine and natural gas
regions, by Oct. ist.; reasonable wages
asked; first-class refs. exchanged. Address
Robt. F. Kern, L. B. 835, Cambridge, Ohio,

YOUNG man as second watchmaker and
clock repairman; best refs.; prefer West

or southwest. Address C. P. B., Box 397,
Vinton, Iowa.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver;
best refs. ; own tools ; by Oct. 1st. Ad-

dress A. T. Johnson, io8 Galena Street,
Freeport, Ill.

WATCHMAKER and engraver; exp. z5
years; age 35; married; can handle rail-

road work; salary $30 per week; Kansas or
Oklahoma preferred. Address L., Box 596,
Hobert, Okla.

YOUNG man, age 20, wishes position as
assistant watchmaker and engraver; can

furnish good refs. as to character and
habits. H. E. Voorhies, Linden, Mich.

- - - - --
FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, clock and
jewelry repairer; is years' exp. at bench;

no bad habits; married; 35 years old; good
ref. R. 0. Ballard, Monroe City, Mo.

SITUATIONS WANTED

WATCHMAKER and optometrist desires
position as either or combination; can do

plain engraving and some jewelry repairing;
holds New York and Minnesota optometry
examination certificates. F. D. Rockefeller,
Hamilton Avenue, Auburn, N. Y.

A WINTER'S job in Florida; am prac-
tical watchmaker, jeweler, fair engraver,

first-class optician, registered; 18 years'
exp.; best habits; gilt edge refs. Address
"G z65," care Keystone.

YOUNG man 20, wishes position as as-
sistant watchmakei and engraver. Ad-

dress F. E. Mount, Petersburg, Ind.

BY graduate optician and watchmaker; in
business is years; sold out, want perma-

nent position in South, Florida preferred;
with view of buying an interest or an
entire business; age 38; Ai ref.; married.
W. R. Adams, Frankfort, Ind.

WATCHMAKER only, European, z z years'
exp.; competent on all American or Swiss

and complicated watches; good set tools;
thoroughly reliable; wants position where
good work is wanted. "K 167," care Key-
stone.

FIRST-CLASS jeweler, watchmaker, good
engraver and graduate optician open for

position Oct. ist. Capable of taking charge;
all tools and trial case; best of habits and
refs.; age 27; West preferred. Box 14,
Mackinac Island, Mich.

POSITION by watch repairer, jewelry
salesman; clean stockkeeper; i6 years'

exp. Chas. Burgess, Garden Grove, Iowa.

JEWELER wishes position, preferably in
the South; 10 years' exp. in trade, shop

and retail store, in the manufacturing busi-
ness, also do some engraving; young man
of sober habits; refs. Address "F 172,"
care Keystone.

BY practical watchmaker and jeweler; z5
years' exp.; speak English and German;

own tools; temperate; good habits; best of
ref.; age 39; state wages. J. M. Meyer,
New Holstein, R 3, Wis.

GRADUATE optician and engraver, also
' some exp. in watch work and jewelry; 6

years' exp. in jewelry store. "The Locust,"
Belle Center, Ohio.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, jeweler and
engraver; prefer position in West or

Middle West; exp. in all classes of work;
first-class ref. "G 173," care Keystone.

BY strictly first-class watchmaker and en-
graver; rapid railroad work preferred;

city of 2o,000 or more, on or near Pacific
Coast or western States; with first-class
house that has big run of high class work
and pays according; best of refs. from last
two employers. C. M. Thompson, 1220
Lafayette Street, Waterloo, Iowa.

WATCHMAKER first-class, all around
workman, wishes to change situation; ref.

furnished; 3 years with present employer.
Chester A. Crane, 9 W. Main, Battle Creek,
Mich.

At WATCHMAKER, wants steady position
in extreme West, with first-class house;

6 years' exp. in Elgin and Waltham
factories on high grade watches; 2 years'
store; can manage if necessary; good habits
and reliable; can furnish good refs.; own
tools. Address "F i55," care Keystone.

BY Nov. ist, permanent position as watch-
maker and salesman in live retail store,

by young single man of good appearance;
can do common engraving; clock and
jewelry repairing; have tools; best of refs,
as to character and ability; particulars first
letter. Address "W," P. 0. Box 782,
Wichita, Kans.

BY young man as assistant watchmaker
and engraver; graduate optician; refs.

furnished; state wages in first letter. C.
W. Dubes, Spencer, Wis.

YOUNG man, wants steady position as
assistant watchmaker, engraver and sales-

man; have refs., state wages in first letter.
R. F. Fink, Alma Center, Wis.

BY a young man as engraver, where he
could learn watchmaking. Landis School

of Engraving, Detroit, Mich.

Ai WATCHMAKER, jeweler, engraver,
optician; lo years' exp.; no bad habits;

3o years of age; As ref.; capable of taking
charge; want position in Colorado or West;
$25 week; own tools and trial case. Ad-
dress H. W. Chase, Yale, Iowa.

YOUNG man, 22 years old, as assistant
watchmaker or finish trade; 3 years' exp.;

moderate salary; refs. C. L. Stewart,
Brodhead, Wis.

WATCHMAKER, engraver, willing to wait
on trade, own tools, assistant to first-class

man preferred, $18. "S 159," care Key-
stone.

SITUATIONS WANTED

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and plain en-
graver, optical repairer, wishes to change

location; speaks Norwegian; Minnesota or
Dakotas preferred; wages wanted, $25. "0
157," care Keystone.

YOUNG man with 5 years' exp. at the
bench; engraver and with diploma in

optics; salary not as much an object as
chance of advancement; own tools; refs.
"E 162," care Keystone.

YOUNG man with one year's exp. in store
wishes place to finish watchmaker's trade;

can wait on trade; not afraid of work; best
ref.; prefer Texas. Box 264, Goldthwaite,
Texas.

BY watchmaker and graduate optician of
io years' exp.; single; go anywhere; age

3o years. Address L. R. Bryant, 85
Walnut Street, Willimantic, Conn.

YOUNG man 29 years old, wants position
as watchmaker and engraver; have had 7

years' exp.; New Mexico or Arizona pre-
ferred; best of refs.; no bad habits. "S
161," care Keystone.

GOOD all around man 2z years old, '/
years' years' exp. at watch, clock and jewelry

repairing; good salesman; desires a position
after Oct. ist; best of refs. Sam. D.
Hewes, Delavan, Wis.

WATCHMAKER and engraver wishes
steady position with first-class store,

southern States preferred; young man;
salary $25 a week. "M 148," care Key-
stone.

FIVE years' exp. clerking and assisting
repair; good refs.; age 27; wish to finish

trade. Ed. Johnson, care Walter Johnson,
R 4, Spring Valley, Minn.

YOUNG man, engraver, wants good and
steady position; gold and silver; can do

old English script and monogram work.
"B z45," care Keystone.

BY man 34 years old, as salesman in
retail store, 18 years' exp. A. J. Mun-

son, Chicago, Ill., care Despres, Bridges
& Noel, zo3 State Street.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler, engraver, gradu-
ate optician; watch work a specialty; age

23; single; good habits and best of refs.;
own tools. Victor Roderick, La Harpe, Ill.

ASSISTANT watchmaker or assistant in
wholesale house; permanent; is years'

exp.; steady, sober and trusty; if interested
write, "B 185," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler, *plain engraver,
wishes position in State of Nebraska; Is

years' exp.; 33 years old; no bad habits;
best of ref. "L 204," care Keystone.

BY watchmaker, jeweler, engraver; 9
months at Bradley Horological Institute

and exp.; age 25; single; Scandinavian;
northwest preferred. Address P. Stamness,
Washburn, Wis.

BY first-class watchmaker and jeweler. A.
R. Sather, Canon City, Colo.

WATCHMAKER wants position to finish
trade with one and one-half years' exp.;

can do clock and jewelry repairing and also
plain engraving. "D 208," care Keystone.

OPTOMETRIST and salesman, experi-
enced, desires position Oct. isth in

jewelry or optical store; best refs. from last
employer. Room 48, 613 Lincoln Park
Boulevard, Chicago.

OPTICIAN and salesman, good at adjust-
ing and mounting, wants position after

Oct. 1st. Also watchmaker and plain en-
graver. A B 26, 1201 Heyworth Bldg.,
Chicago, Ill.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler, optician and
salesman; 12 years' exp.; age 29;

married; Ar ref.; prefer situation in the
West. "H 133," care Keystone.

FIRST-CLASS letter and monogram en-
graver, watchmaker, salesman desires to

connect with house where good services are
appreciated; can show good record; New
York State preferred. Room 5, 102 Spring,
Rochester, N. Y.

BY good watchmaker and engraver, age 24,
always on duty; speaks German, com-

mence at once or later; northeast Iowa pre-
ferred. "R 197," care Keystone.

GOOD watchmaker
' 

engraver would like to
manage small store or rent repair de-

partment in medium sized town; prefer
northeast Iowa, northwest Illinois, south-
west Wisconsin or southwest Minnesota.
"R 198," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, 2 years' exp. on Ameri-
can watches, including railroad grades,

wants position with good workman; can
learn to engrave quick. "M 189," care
Keystone.

SITUATIONS WANTED

BY Oct. ist, watchmaker, jeweler and
plain engraver; young man; no bad

habits. Clarence R. McDonald, 206 S.
Elwood Avenue, Peoria, Ill.

ASSISTANT watch repairer and engraver;
can also do clock work and wait on

trade; want position under good watch
repairer about Oct. 4th; 6 years exp.; have
most of the necessary tools, including lathe,
chucks, face plate, etc.; prefer Illinois,
Indiana, Iowa or Missouri. H. W. Hamb-
lin, Galesburg, Ill. 

YOUNG man, good appearance as watch-
maker, jeweler and plain engraver; also

capable of handling trade. Address R. B.
Stone, Paris, Mo.

AT once, as watchmaker and engraver;
West preferred; own tools. John I. Hig-

gins, 1347 N. 5th St., Springfield, Ill.

YOUNG man of good address; 14 years'
exp., desires permanent position as sales-

man in jewelry store; thozoughly under-
stands diamonds, watches and kindred
lines; good window dresser; fully capable
of taking charge; As refs. "M 547," care
Keystone.

BY good watchmaker and salesman; good
address; 15 years' exp.; 35 years old- can 

West
Main 

best of ref.; own tools. 59 est
Main Street, Mechanicsburg, Pa.

EXCEPTIONALLY fine watchmaker, en-
graver and salesman, desires a situation

in Missouri or adjoining States only; com-
petent to take full charge of department or
entire store; experienced in complicated
and fine watch work and in engraving
fine ornamental monograms and heraldic
designs; state full particulars, wages, etc.
Address "D i9i," care Keystone.

BY all around manufacturing optician, now
foreman of the largest optical house in

Texas. Will give ref. "B 192," care Key-
stone.

BY first-class watchmaker and engraver,
12 years' exp.; all around man; can take

full charge when necessary. Address "B
203," care Keystone.

EXPERT watchmaker; own tools; can do
jewelry repairing, plain engraving, op-

tical work; want permanent position; mar-
ried; age 25; 7 years at bench; Michigan
preferred. "H 205," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER and engraver; a first-class
man, experienced on high grade work,

wishes liermanent job; fine samples and
refs. Address E. B. Churchford, Minne-
apolis, Gen. Del., Minn. 

WATCHMAKER, age 24, 5 wears with
one firm, desires position on the road

for sonic fair line, watches preferred; As
ref. "S 593," care Keystone. 

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and fair en-
graver; permanent position in nice town

desired; refs. furnished. Address Watch-
maker, 1312 Turner Avenue, Chicago, Ill.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and salesman
would like position in extreme West; own

tools, good refs. "S 183," care Keystone.

AT once, first-class watchmaker, permanent.
Fourteen years' exp. Expert on railroad

and high grade watch work. Competent to
take full charge; own tools; best refs. Sal-
ary, $25 weekly. "S i82," care Keystone. 

30 YEARS' exp. at bench and running
store; no bad habits; railroad town pre-

ferred; best refs. from former employers;
steady job. J. G. Carnahan, Oxford,  Ind.

YOUNG woman, southwest, Oct. sat; can en-
grave script, old English, block and mono-

grams; keep stock; some knowledge repair-
ing; engraving exp.; will send sample. X
Z, care Dickson & Plath, 310 Main Street,
Dallas, Texas.

HELP WANTED
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

SALESMAN for large retail jewelry house.
One with knowledge of watches pre-

ferred. Address, with ref., J. E. Caldwell
& Co., 902 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

GOOD all-around watchmaker, jewelry re-
paire,- and salesman; young man pre-

ferred; give ref.; state exp. in first letter,
also salary expected. W. R. Bell, Mur-
freesboro, Tenn. 

WATCHMAKER, jeweler, engraver, opti-
cian, gcod salesman and willing to make

himself useful around store, good wages
paid to right man. I. L. Talbott,  Ladd, Ill.

LADY that can do first-class engraving and
assist in watch repairing; ref. required;

fine place for right party. L. C. Smith,
Jeweler, Gainesville, Fla. 

WANTED-A material man, in the West;
state age and exp., whether married or

single, wages expected and give refs. in
your reply. "H 146," care Keystone.

HELP WANTED

FIRST-CLASS engraver and jewelry re-
pairer; steady position; send refs. and

sample of engraving in first letter. Hanson
Jewelry  Company, Princeton, Ill. 

JEWELER and engraver, salary $52.50;
send sample engraving and refs. W

Hale, Greenville, S. C. 

WATCHMAKER, must be capable, reliable
and a good engraver; best of ref. re-

quired. A. C. Wanner, Freeport, Ill. 

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker can have steady
position with best chance for advance-

ment, must be thorough and quick and
have best of refs. Address with full par-
ticulars, Bates & Co., Atlantic City, N. J. 

PERMANENT position for jeweler that
can engrave (Denver, Colo.). State age

and particulars in letter. Address "D 166,"
care Keystone. 

BY an old established wholesale jewelry
house, a first-class traveling man for the

central western and southern States at a
good salary. He must have an established
trade. We carry nearly all the different
lines of American watches and a representa-
tive line of jewelry; position open Jan. ist.
"L 578," care Keystone. 

A LARGE diamond house wants a compe-
tent man, experienced in assorting original

series of loose diamonds. One who knows
values and is capable of assisting in buying.
An exceptional opportunity and permanent
position for a man of ability. Give exp.,
age and salary acceptable to start. "L
i5i," care Keystone. 

WATCHMAKER, engraver, optician; state
age, exp., habits, salary, refs.; want good

man permanently. Geo. R. Clark, St.
Cloud, Minn.

AT once, good, all around jeweler, en-
graver and optician. Must be able to do

clock work and wait on trade; permanent
position; town 10,000; 75 miles from
Chicago. Address Swartchild & Co., Hey-
worth Bldg., Chicago, Ill. 

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker at once, op-
tician preferred; give refs. and state full

particulars in first letter. Address J. P.
Bader, Clarksdale, Miss.

AT once, strictly first-class watchmaker and
engraver. Must be sober and reliable

and of good address. Want a man ex-
perienced in taking in work and to be a
nice engraver; position permanent; salary
$25 to $30 per week, according to ability.
Sanders Bros., Paris, Texas.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver.
Only expert watchmakers need apply;

$35 per week. Address "M i6o," care Key-
stone.

WATCHMAKERS, one in every town, to
handle a strictly legitimate proposition

during his spare hours, which will insure
him a handsome income without conflicting
with his regular employment. Address P.
0. Box 707, Milwaukee, Wis.,

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver.
Splendid permanent position at high

salary. City of 16,000; fine store; short
hours; send sample of engraving and state
names of refs. in first letter. J. S. Pfeif-
fer, i826 Broadway, Parsons, Kans.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, one who has
experience as a salesman; must be first-

class and have good ref.; good wages. A.
I. Shapira & Bro., 84 E. 7th Street, St.
Paul,  Minn.

FIRST-CLASS salesman for retail jewelry
store, one who is a good stockkeeper and

good window dresser; must have good ref.;
good wages. A. I. Shapira & Bro., 84 E.
7th Street, St. Paul, Minn.

EXPERIENCED salesman for the West
and northwest, must have established

trade, and one that can command good
salary. A. G. Schwab & Sons., 31 E. 4th
Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.

AT once, watchmaker and jeweler, to buy
the fixtures for the location, only $5000

required; doing a business from $6000 to
$8000 a year; 25 years established; carry
about $3000 stock a year; population 6000;
German-American community; fixtures up
to date, cost me $1400; don't write except
you mean business and can act quickly,
I must go West at once. Address Box 742,
New Ulm, Minn.

WATCHMAKER and engraver, must be
first-class workman; $25 per week, will

increase according to ability; permanent
position; send refs.; photo sample of en-
graving in first letter. Chas. E. Davis,
Great Falls, Montana.

MANUFACTURER jeweler, good engraver.
Send ref., state ability first letter; steady

position for right man. "B 184," care Key-
stone.

WATCHMAKER, engraver; No. z work-
man; state salary and ref. first letter.

Address Palace Jewelry Store, Newport,
Ark.

HELP WANTED

WATCHMAKER, jeweler and plain en-
graver, one who is willing to assist as

salesman and be generally useful about the
store. A permanent situation to the right
man. State salary desired, also refs. in
first letter. Address T. 0. Phelps, Brad-
ford, Pa. 

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, rapid and ac-
curate, engraver preferred; plenty of

work the year around; permanent situation
to suitable man; close at six; city of
20,000; give refs., age, exp., salary, full
particulars first letter. C. W. SeLegue,
Watch Inspector,  Logansport, Ind. 

WANTED-Young man, watchmaker and
engraver. Address "S 2o2," care Key-

stone.

WATCHMAKER, engraver and optician.
"P 199," care Keystone. 

FIRST-CLASS all around watchmaker,
jeweler and engraver, with view of busi-

ness interests later; fine opening for a
hustler; must be strictly sober, honest and
agreeable; will exchange ref. Palace
Jewelry Store, 506 Garrison Avenue, Fort
Smith, Ark. 

ASSISTANT watchmaker, jeweler, clock
repairer, salesman; prefer plain engraver

of about 3 years' exp.; small modern store;
give age, wages, habits, photo, exp. and
sample engraving. G. L. Abbott, 106 N.
Washington Avenue,  Lansing, Mich. 

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker at once; no
need to apply unless you can make good;

must have own tools; send refs. and photo
in first letter; also state wages expected,
age, whether married or single; prefer a
man accustomed to the South. H. E.
Adams, Tampa, Fla. 

CITY salesman wanted, to sell mortgages.
Apply Mednikow & Co., 451 E. 43d St.,

Chicago, Ill. 

AT once, assistant jeweler, and one who
can sell pianos; state age, salary and

give refs.; permanent position to right
man. H. W. Hicks, Alexandria, Ind.

AT once, young man with some exp, clock
and jewelry repairing, to finish learning

the trade. Address A. C. Possin, Waupun,
Wisconsin.

An assistant watchmaker by Oct. ist;
give ref. and exp. H. E. Richardson,

Caldwell, Kans.

WATCHMAKER and optician by Oct. ist;
moderate living expenses; town of 3000;

state salary wanted, exp. and refs. H. E.
Richardson, Caldwell, Kans. 

ASSISTANT watchmaker on plain watch
work, clock and jewelry repairing; state

age, salary expected. Massachusetts. "II
196," care Keystone. 

JEWELER and watchmaker, engraver and
optician; excellent opening for steady

reliable man; no other workman in town
1500. Address F. E. Hobart, Gilman, Ill.

$25 AND liberal commission for experienced
refractionist and edge grinder; none but

As applications considered; premanent posi-
tion. Apply Albert Pfeifer & Bro., Little
Rock., Ark.

WATCHMAKER-One steady, reliable and
an experienced workman. P. A. Good-

enough, Jeweler, 750 State St., Erie, Pa.

A GOOD man on clock work and jewelry
repairing in a modern up-to-date jewelry

establishment. Thomas J. Morrow, Holy-
oke, Mass.

GOOD watchmaker and jeweler wanted.
M. E. Grimes, Statesboro, Ga. 

SECOND watchmaker wanted. American
Jewelry Co., Leadville, Colo. 

JEWELRY repairer with shop exp., no
combination clerks, etc., jewelry work-

man only. Kennedy & Co., 312 and 314
North Sixth Street, St. Louis, Mo.

JEWELER who can do plain engraving.
Frisch Bros., 443 Genesee St., Buffalo,

New York.

WANTED
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

ENGINE turning lathe. "S 6t," Keystone.

PARTNER wanted with some capital;
established jewelry business in West Ten-

nessee town of 5000; only jewelry stock;
fine opportunity for a practical watchmaker
and engraver; fine opening for optician;
will sell all or half interest; not a practical
workman myself and other business interest
to look after is reason for offering this
opportunity to a reliable man. Address "/3
544," care Keystone.

WANTED-No. 1% Whitcomb lathe. A. G.
Frech, i4 S. loth St., Philadelphia, Pa. 

SECOND-HAND trial case, slide rest for
Webster-Whitcomb, state style, price

and condition. L. E. Winchester, Fredonia,
New York.

WANTED

WANTED-One dozen "Sterling" medium
weight dessert forks, "Kenilworth," made

by International Silver Co., pattern has
square bedding around edge. Give weight
and price. 0. J. Fuchs, Chillicothe, Ohio.

ONE National cash register, one that will
add. Address "B 195," care Keystone.

FACTORY lines wanted by Jan. 1, i910;
cut glass line, 14 K. line, so K. line,

Sterling silver flat and hollowware line,
line of high grade leather bags and gold
filled jewelry and watches on commission
for the entire South and southwest, head-
quarters at Memphis, Tenn. The two
hustlers. "F 209," care Keystone.

COPY of Reid's "Treatise on Clocks and
Watches." Address Sidney Smith, 64

Main Street, Salt Lake, Utah.

OPTICAL trial case, lens measure, watch-
makers' lathe, engraving machine; give

full description with lowest price. Jenkins,
z i4 3Ist Street, Chicago, Ill.

EXCLUSIVE jewelry store, town 700 or
more, West preferred. 221 Park Street,

Sheldon, Iowa.

WANTED for cash, a fine grade Chro-
nometer, a Seconds.Regulator, large size

Trial Case, Ophthaltnontter and other optical
instruments, also a io foot Wall Case,
two 6 x 2 ft. Counter Cases and tables to
match, gold Signet and Wedding rings,
small Silverware, etc. The Zyloloid Co.,
962 Amsterdam Avenue, New York City.

WANTED-Address of wholesale jeweler
or manufacturer who publishes illustrated

general priced catalogue for retail jeweler
to send to customers, with sample catalogue
and quantity prices. J. B. Barnes Jewelry
Co., Louisville, Ky. 

YOUNG man with $i000, who is practical
jeweler to take part interest and manage

jewelry business in live city in Indiana.
"H i64," care Keystone.

LOCATION WANTED-A good live town
where I can put in a new jewelry stock of

$2000; no old stock wanted; Middle West
preferred. "T 186," care Keystone.

WANTED to buy 'small jewelry business
requiring not more than $1000 to $2500.

Address D., Box 72, Attica, Ind.

WANTED to purchase jewelry business in
live town, Michigan preferred, either out-

right or as partner. Address "B 579," care
Keystone.

WANT to buy jewelry store in Nebraska.
R. Lieber, York, Nebr.

A GOOD jeweler to locate in good country
town of m000 people, in best farming dis-

trict in Oklahoma. Address W. R. Sieg,
Hydro, Okla. 

ENGINE turning machine in good condi-
tion. "S 563," care Keystone.

SET watchmakers' tools and material in-
cluding lathe attachments and foot wheel,

also small trial case. H. Lay Beaven,
Hillsboro, Md. 

WANTED-Partner, optician experienced
in edging and general shop work and bias

$4000 to $5000 to add to well established
office practice; city Pacific Coast, 120,000
and growing fast. Address a "Rare Op-
portunity," "W 211," care Keystone.

FOR SALE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

TIIE watch material tool and optical de-
partment of an old-established wholesale

jewelry house. Value about St o,o0o.
Good reason for selling. "A 25," care
Keystone.

GOOD paying jewelry store in a city of
15,000; railroad center; big profits from

sales and repairs; stock exceptionally clean
and staple; will invoice about $m4,000 in-
cluding fixtures; light competition; reason-
able rent; accumulated enough in seven
years, want to retire in order to gain
health; best city in Texas to do business
and live in; will sell at inventory; can re-
duce stock if desired; refs. exchanged. Jos.
Astracan, Amarillo, Texas.

GOLD and silver plating establishment
repairing, etc., with a full line of antique

trade and transient work; first-class reason
for selling; refs. on application, and best of
trade; established 25 years. Address all
communications to 81 m i xth St., N. W.,
Washington, D. C. 

JEWELRY store, southwestern Colorado;
population 6500; clean stock; goods and

fixtures amount to about $6450; sales $6000
to $8000 per year; watch and job work 1908,
$1935.20; will dis. for cash; $4450 will take
stock and fixtures; reason for selling, age
75 years, eyesight and hearing failing. Ad-
dress I. Zeller, Durango, Colo.

I 523
FOR SALE

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

A SURE Bargain-For Sale-An old
established jewelry and optical business

in southern Kansas, has always made
money, competition very light, population
about 3000, two good railroads, stock ma-
terial and fixtures will invoice about $30:■0_,,
can be reduced, good run of bench work,
15 per cent. off for cash. Best crops we
ever had. Don't delay, this is going to be
sold. D. B. Ward & Co., Boley Bldg.,

•Kansas City Mo._ 

$4 e03voolBryUYboSsinoolsds, esltivaeblisthoewd well-payingwof
;pia, yo oi nog;

write for particulars. "W 122," care Key-
stone.

INVESTIGATE-$7000 jewelry store; rent
$50 per month; corner store; ban lease;/

other business reason for selling. eweler,
4404 Central Avenue, Los Angeles, al.

ADMINISTRATOR'S SALE-Jewelry and
optical business of the late Frank

Eltzroth. Fixtures and practically entire
stock new, purchased within four months.
Complete outfit of tools and materials. In
live city with rich surrounding country.
Exceptional opportunity. To settle estate,
price $3500. write quickly to Mrs. Lola
Eltzroth, adininistratrix, Elkhorn, Wis.

JEWELRY store located on a prominent
street with repair work amounting to

$1500 a year; stock $25oo; good reason for
selling. Address J. A. Nelsch, 1125 N.
Vandeventer Avenue, St. Louis, Mo.

THE leading jewelry store in central
Illinois city of 3o,000; established 1869;

store modern and up-to-date; cut glass
room and diamond sales room; stock and
fixtures $40,000; owner wishes to retire.

0"KNIm,4Y9,

R. R. division G. C. & S. F. inspectorship

' j' e care r yKeaynsdtono

ep.tical store in Bell-
ville, Texas, town of 2500, county seat,

up-to-date stock and fixtures, will invoice
about $3500; prosperous farming country;

to go with store; only jewelry store 20 miles
North, 78 miles East, 35 miles West and
45 miles South. Address Wm. Louwien,
Bellville, Texas.

GOOD will and jewelry business; 65 cents
on the dollar if taken at once. 440 St.

Clair Street, Toledo, Ohio.

ONLY jewelry business in town of goo;
write for particulars. 0. W. Sherman,

Central City, Iowa.

ON account of age and failing sight we
will sell at a big discount, if sold at once,

a nice little jewelry and optical stock, in a
great health resort with but little competi-
tion. For full particulars address, S. John-
son & Co., Eureka Springs, Ark. 

A WATCH and clock repairing business,
established nearly 20 years ago in small

town; also small farm with above business
if desired; for particulars address L.
Wheeler, Cummington, Mass.

OLD-ESTABLISHED jewelry store, in
good Ohio River town; population 10,000;

good reason for selling. John Burn, Wells-
ville, Ohio. 

ONLY jewelry store in busy town of 7000,
western Pennsylvania; established since

1895; other business requires personal at-
tention; value $3500. Address "H zos,"
care Keystone.

CLEAN stock jewelry, South Michigan town
moo; all repairs can do; inventory about

$900. "M 206," care Keystone.

OLD-ESTABLISHED jewelry business, in
town of ;ono population; two continental

railroads; State normal school; county seat;
stock invoice $4200; will sell for $3500 cash.
Address H. C. Bilger, Ellensburg, Wash.

GOOD paying store in one of the best towns
in Illinois; sales $5000 a year; repairs

$225 a month; invoice $4000; rent $20 a
month; fine opportunity for practical man;
closest investigation. "M 207," care Key-
stone.

CENTRAL West Indiana town moo, the
only jewelry store, well established, good

agricultural and mining district, nearest com-
petitor 15 miles, extra repair trade, invoice
$15oo, for cash; sonic one will snap this.
"S 200," care Keystone.

JEWELRY and optical business, in live
growing western Kansas town of goo;

no competition; large territory; good crops
this year; for particulars address, J. L.
Kirkpatrick, Hays, Kans.

ABSOLUTELY the best proposition for a
good man; jewelry stock and fixtures, in-

voice at present about $65oo; usually carry
$1o,000 to $12,000; best location in town;
next door to postoffice and main hotel; r4
manufacturing industries with payroll of
$85,000 per month; will reduce stock to
suit purchaser; must sell at once; investi-
gate personally if you can, if not write. J.
Shaul, Raymond, 'Wash.

(Continued on Page 1524)
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JEWELRY store, best location in city of
7000 population in Indiana; stock and

fixtures invoice about $6000; can reduce;
good repair work; one competitor; pay roll
about $100,000 per month. Address "II
187," care Keystone.

LEADING jewelry-optical business, in good
Iowa town; steady repair work; paying

business; stook and fixtures about $4500;
former owner deceased. "E 19o," care Key-
stone.

IN one of the best cities of 7000 population,
jewelry store and fixtures invoice about

$3000; corner store; a good chance for a
good live person. "H 188," care Keystone.

OLD well established jewelry store; good
reasons for selling; good clean up-to-date

stock; can reduce stock $4000 or $5000 or
less; good proposition; best city in Iowa.
124 Second Avenue, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

RARE opportunity if taken at once, fine
jewelry store and residence combined,

established 58 years, corner store, tine
trade, lots of repair work; railway watch
inspection on two roads, first-class stand
and reputation, leading store in city of
i8,000, on the South shore of Lake Erie;
will sell building and good will, with or
without stock or fixtures, good reason for
selling; this is really a chance of a life-
time. John W. Ware, Dunkirk, N. Y.

WELL paying jewelry store at De Soto,
Mo., fixtures and everything new, invoice

about $3000; a mint for a man that can
run the business himself. Address T. H.
Vinyard, Piedmont, Mo.

HAVING been appointed trustee in the
bankrupt estate of Robert W. Brady,

jeweler of Washington, Pa., I offer for
sale, subject to the approval of the District
Court of the United States for the Western
District of Pennsylvania, the entire stock
of jewelry, silverware, etc. The stock is
strictly As, no cheap goods included,
watches, jewelry, silverware (solid and
plated), cut glass, clocks and novelties.
I desire to sell same as a whole; the in-
voice will run between $5000 and $6000.
The opportunity to the man with the cash
is certainly great to get hold of a good
clean stock for less than cost, as I sin
going to sell same as soon as possible to
settle the estate. Call on or write the
undersigned. \V. B. Ritchie, Trustee, No.
/ I I S. Main St., Washington, Pa.

AT once, a well established jewelry and
optical business, all new goods and new fix-

tures; in town of 35oo; nine saw mills; good
crops; will sell at 75 cents on the dollar;
don't write unless you mean business; bad
health is the cause for selling; write soon.
E. A. Short, Prescott, Ark.

JEWELRY store, center of business sec-
tion, in fine, up-to-date, growing city of

5000, invoice $2000; two competitors; splen-
did opportunity for jeweler and optician;
satisfactory reasons for selling; you can't
lose; be quick and get in for holiday
business. Porter II. Torrey, Wellsville,
New York.

GOOD location and fixtures; best town in
South Dakota; cheap; 1907 sales $10,200;

1908 sales $10,960; net profit 19o8 $2720;
chance of a lifetime. "C 171," care Key-
stone.

HERE is your chance to buy my fixtures,
cost me $1400, up to date, $1000 will take

them, 25 years established; business from
$6000 to $8000 a year; good town of 6000;
German-American community; a real snap;
have to go West at once; don't write ex-
cept you mean business and act quickly; it's
a snap. Write Box 742, New Ulm, Minn.

JEWELRY business, H. M. Kissel, Clarks-
ville, Ark. Must sell at once. $1500 will

pay too per cent. per year. Low rent.

ONLY jewelry store in live New Hamp-
shire town of 3000, with 5000 to draw

from; a paying business; invoice $2000;
can reduce; for particulars and photo, ad-
dress D. E. Gordon, Hillsboro, N. H.

GOING to retire; age and ill health; clean
stock of watches and jewelry with side

lines of stationery and sporting goods;
centrally located in busy, growing town of
12,000; central Massachusetts, $3800; our
necessity your opportunity. "K 170," care
Keystone.

JEWELRY store, well located in good
northern California town; stock and fix-

tures will invoice about $6000, but will sell
at less; in addition there is a nice home
which can be bought reasonably; compelled
to sacrifice on account of sickness. Apply
S. Meyer & Co., Los Angeles, Cal.

FOR SALE

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

$3000 BUYS old-established jewelry and
optical business in southern New Jersey

town, population s000, fine climate, good
reasons for selling. Address "S 174," care
Keystone.

JEWELRY and optical store in Middle
West, population 6o,000; railroad and

university city; good location; will give rea-
sons; invoice about $2500; pays coo per
cent. on investment. "D 152," care Key-
stone.

JEWELRY and optical business in rapidly
growing Kansas town of 800; profits on

post cards alone more than pays rent;
Invoice $1500, including everything; can re-
duce; closest jeweler 18 miles; a grand
opening. Hutton, Lebo, Kans.

A WATCH, clock repairing and optical
business, with fine home in beautiful

growing Oklahoma town of I too; no com-
petition within 20 miles and good rich
farming country to draw from; $1600 cash.
A. W. Wiegand, Forum, Okla.

JEWELRY stock and fixtures in thrifty
Ohio city of 9000 inhabitants, must be

sold quickly, can reduce to $t000. "P
210," care Keystone.

FOR SALE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

Miscellaneous Merchandise and
Equipment

A LOT of KEYSTONES, also some jewelers'
tools cheap. D. H. Lesher, Marion,

Iowa.

BLANK bell and other metals, pivot
polisher laps, slips and rods, pallet stone

refinishing tools, lathes, index pointers,
plates and engines, relieved cutters and
wheel cutting, watch oilers and boxwood
laps. Ferd. Freistadter, Waltham, Mass.

ENTIRE stock of genseng and goldenseal,
25 per cent. off market price. I have

moved into new quarters, don't have room
here to plant it; great opportunity for one
starting into the business. D. L. Kauffman,
Luray, Va.

LARGE burglar-proof safe and jewelers' oak
fixtures at 50 cents on the dollar. Chas.

P. Eisenmann, Three Rivers, Mich.

PRISM binocular field glass, very powerful
and clear; cost $21 wholesale; first $15

takes it; guaranteed good as new. S. A.
Weaver, Ticonderoga, N. Y.

AT a bargain, jeweler's safe, stands 5 ft.
8 in. from floor 4 x 2 ft. inside measure-

ments; made by Detroit Safe Co.; original
cost $250; in prime condition; will sell for
$mso. A. H. Weber, Cadillac, Mich.

SAFE, cash register, polishing lathe, 2
watch signs, cheap for cash. Henry

Taubman, St. Johnsville, N. Y.

THE first $40 check buys $ to New
Century engraving machine, only been

used a very little, just about as good as
new. William Lynn, Preston, Iowa.

LATHE for sale at bargain. "N 886,"
care Keystone.

GENUINE Webster-Whitcomb slide rest in
fine condition; first check for $20 takes

it. L. B. Pratt, Box 163, Lima, Ohio.

NEW stock of Victor machines and
records, 254 to-inch, 72 8-inch, s rack

holding 800 records, one Junior, 2 No. I,
I No. 2, i No. 3 Victor talking machines.
A bargain, $175 cash. One Geneva retino-
scope and ophthalmoscope with adjustible
table, first-class condition; first check of
$50 takes it. Address Wick Bros. Jewelry
Co., Troy, Ill.

COMBINED ophthalmoscope and retino-
scope with table and chairs ,$5o; Kear-

ney & Swarthchild watchmakers' lathe with
attachments, 815. "M 194," care Keystone.

ONE 12 D. Kelton's roller plate press,
cost $150; I Kelton No. 3 embossing

press, cost $75; used few times, just about
good as new. Address "B 169," care Key-
stone.

A PRISOPTOMETER, cost $25; will sell
for $12, also an ophthalmoscope never

used $2.5o, and a set of Finches trial E. Gs.
in gold $10. N. C. Nelson & Co., 25 North
Main Street, Concord, N. H.

$9, NO. i Twentieth Century polishing lathe,
good as new, F. 0. B. Mt. Union, Pa.,

Lock Box 31.

COMPLETE set of jeweler's and optician's
tools and instruments; roll-top bench,

trial case, opthalmoscope, lathe, etc. I. A.
Viersen, No. 269, Pella, Iowa.

FOR SALE

Miscellaneous Merchandise and
Equipment

GENEVA trial case, bargain. Address Box
31, Fairmont, Nebr.

ALMOST new Eaton & Glover engraving
machine, latest'model, used three months,

three sets type, full set attachments, $45
on cars Columbus, Nebr. Ed. J. Nie-
wohner.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

PROSPEROUS jewelry, optical and phono-
graph business; North Dakota town 2500

population; county seat; stock invoice
$4000; fine run bench work; cash or North
Dakota land. "E 143," care Keystone.

RAMBLER motorcycle, cost $210, prac-
tically new; will sell cheap or exchange

for coin operated music box or what have
you? P. M. Keever, Lenoir, N. C.

FLOOR space in the best drug store in
town of 2200; fine opportunity for good

bench man to get in business in a small
way, say one to three thousand, or will ex-
change 16o acres land for jewelry stock
if clean and up-to-date. Box 238, Mt.
Carroll, Ill.

OVERLAND runabout for watches, dia-
monds, jewelry or what have you? 0.

W. Sherman, Central City, Iowa.

REMINGTON, Barlock and Chicago type-
writers; large Columbia tapering arm

talking machine, Edison Triumph and Con-
cert machines; 8 x to and smaller cameras
and kodaks. Send stamp for complete list.
Jenkins Universal Exchange, Chicago.

WILL exchange $125 worth of new solid
gold set rings for typewriter or diamond.

Henry W. Anderson, Astoria, Oregon.

STANDARD lens grinder, including edging
stone, lens cutter, drill, buffing head, half

horse-power motor, in first-class condition;
no use for same, would exchange for dia-
mond of same value. Box 496, El Paso,
Texas.

ONE Orient automobile for watches,
jewelry. H. M. Lockie, Utica, Nebr.

64 ACRES, Donaphin Co., Kansas land,
worth $75 per acre, $9oo incumbrance;

within 6 miles of Troy the county seat;
30 acres walnut timber, 30 acres corn, 4
acres alfalfa; entire tract suitable for
orchard, alfalfa or small fruit; will trade
for clean jewelry stock $3000 to $3500.
"H 156," care Keystone.

TWO-PASSENGER Rambler gasoline auto-
mobile; single cylinder, 7 or 8 H. P.; new

tires all around; new Cadillac transmission;
leather upholstering; acetylene and oil
lamps; auto clock-watch; mile indicator; no
top; will take $250 in watches and dia-
monds; will crate and ship F. 0. B. cars,
Tiffin, Ohio. E. T. Thompson, Jeweler.

NEW Century engraving machine, on
enameled iron stand, with type, etc. Ex-

change for standard make typewriter or
sell for cash; also five old-fashioned wall
cases. Paul M. Strain, Bloomington, Ind.

SILVER-PLATED hollowware, nickel and
fancy clocks, fountain pens; want bench

engraving block, 5 x 7 camera or what have
you? Box 266, Lanesboro, Minn.

so6 ACRE mountain stock ranch, well
stocked and all fenced, 31 miles from

Denver, on three railroads, 6 miles due West
from Sedalia, Colo., Douglas County, price
810,000. Description: 5-room dwelling-
house, furnished complete, with $500 piano,
cost to furnish about $2000, running water
and sink in kitchen, everything first class.
One 5-stall barn, i granary, i blacksmith
shop and tools, s wagon house, I implement
house, i buggy house, i root house, i store-
room, i cellar, s wood house, i bunk house,
large poultry-yard and house, windmill
and 2 large tanks; all above rustic built, all
insured. Three everlasting streams, water
rights for life time, never have to irrigate.
About 45 acres all in alfalfa and timothy,
can be 6o acres or more cleared. Place is
fenced and cross fenced. $3000 to $4000
worth of pine and spruce on place.
Wagons, buggies, harness, saddles, mowing
machines, rakes, plows, cultivators, bob-
sled and everything complete to run a
ranch. Fine county road. Stock, 32 head
of young 34-blood Hereford cattle, 7 head
of mostly all young horses, 6 broke double,
single and saddle. Plenty poultry. This
all is for sale complete, and is considered
one of the finest mountain stock ranches
in the State. Cost over $18,000. Joins
Government reserve. Puts up 50 to 6o tons
of hay and can be increased. No incum-
brances on it. Can give a clear deed. Col.
J. D. Lewis, Owner, Woodbine Ranch, Box
a6, Sedalia, Colo.

SPECIAL NOTICES
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

BEWARE of secondhand Clement com-
bined lathe attachments offered for sale;

they are old models; they sell them to get
our latest. W. D. Clement, Waltham, Mass.

SHIP chronometers for sale for watch-
makers' use. First-class condition. Prices

from $5o, $75 and $100. Enhaus & Son,
3m John St., New York City.

MONEY loaned to jewelers in any amount.
Strictly confidential. Write for informa-

tion. Bank refs. The Collateral Loan and
Banking Co., 647 Euclid Ave., Cleveland,
Ohio.

ESCAPEMENT models completely lined
out with all the necessary material, will

be sent to any address on receipt of $5.00.
The best window attraction a jeweler can
have. For particulars write to the St.
Louis Watchmaking School, St. Louis, Mo.

I PAY the highest prices for watches,
diamonds and jewelry. Send stocks at

once, no matter how large or small, and
get money by return mail. All kinds of
ref. furnished upon request. Emil Noel,
55o E. Forty-sixth Place, Chicago, Ill.

WATCH tool machinery, sub-press dies,
articles or parts manufactured for the

trade. W. H. Nichols, Gifford Avenue,
Waltham, Mass.

FOR Pacific Coast territory on commission
basis: First-class 14k jewelry line, first-

class tok jewelry line, first-class .;11ed
jewelry line, first-class Swiss watch line;
best of ref. furnished. "N 153," care Key-
stone.

WATCH mainsprings, assorted strengths
and sizes for American and Swiss move-

ments; sample dozen sent, postage paid, so
cents. A. R. Patten, Torrington, Conn.

STOLEN-On March t, 1909, in St. Louis,
Mo., from my room, Grand Union Hotel,

one I8s. 0. F. solid gold watch, Patteke
Phillipe Swiss movement, case and move-
ment No. 69264. Reward, $25. Address
J. Culbertson, 203 N. Warman Avenue,
Indianapolis, Ind.

CASH paid for all kinds of boxes in which
watch movements are sold, also all kinds

chronographs, watches (including Inger-
solls), watch cases, watch glasses, move-
ments, material, clocks, plain rings, etc.
John Remillard, Carrier 40, Springfield,
Mass.

PART of store room in jewelry store for
practical optician, in city of 5o,00o. Ad-

dress Box 240, South Bend, Ind.

STOLEN AUG. 2D-One 18 K. Tiffany
7 dot. (plain) ring, size 5; i 14 K.

round ruby encircled with 12 pearls inlaid,
plain, size of ring 4/2 14 K. Tiffany
with extra white diamond little less than
one-half carat, size of ring 41A. A liberal
reward will be paid for the discovery of
these rings. J. M. Seifert, Mulberry, Ind.

BUSINESS NOTICES
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

DO you need money? If so send your
diamonds and watches to me and get

quick and liberal returns; highest cash
prices paid for entire jewelry stocks; will
send our representative if necessary; busi-
ness confidential; national bank refs. H.
Schwartz, 903 Heyworth Building, Chicago,

YOU are looking for a good, reliable firm
to do your watch work. Here is the

place. \V. K. Sandberg, watchmaker to the
trade, 802 Columbus Memorial Building,
Chicago, Ill.

NOTICE-I have removed from 727 San-
som Street to 807 Sansom Street, Phila-

delphia, where I will continue to buy all
kinds of gold and silver; also refine all
kinds of jewelers' waste containing gold or
silver. Send by mail or express and re-
ceive prompt attention. J. L. Clark, es-
tablished 1870.

WANTED-Everyone desirous of improve-
ing themselves in watch work, jewelry

work and engraving; to address Bradley
Polytechnic Institute, Peoria, Ill., for one
of their latest catalogues. A postal card
will get it. See ad on page 5360.

PORTRAIT miniatures copied from any
photo on watches, dials, brooches and

lockets. Goldstein Engraving Company, 45
Maiden Lane, New York.

BUSINESS NOTICES

ELGIN Horological School, the oldest and
most practical school for watchmakers.

Send for catalogue to Elgin Horological
School, Elgin, Ill.

BEWARE of secondhand Clement com-
bined lathe attachments offered for sale;

they are old models; they sell them to get
our latest. W. D. Clement, Waltham, Mass.

WE make a specialty of changing old an-
tique watch cases to stem wind. Some-

thing that has been refused by others.
Have had 40 years' exp. and can guarantee
satisfaction. N. J. Felix & Sons, 45

Maiden Lane, New York.

IRALSON pays cash for diamonds. When
you need money or want to sell out,

coinmunicate with me. I will give you a
square deal and quick returns. I buy more
diamonds and watches for cash than any
dealer in the United States. National bank
refs. M. Iralson, 410 Masonic Temple,
Chicago.

I PAY the highest prices for watches, dia-
monds and jewelry. Send stocks at once,

no matter how large or small, and get
money by return mail. All kinds of ref.
furnished upon request. Emil Noel, sso E.
Forty-sixth Place, Chicago, Ill.

METAL DIALS-All kinds of metal watch
and clock dials cleaned, replated and

reprinted. Also special metal dials made
to order. Promptness and satisfaction
guaranteed. Ralph A. Doe, Clarks Lane,
Waltham, Mass.

IF at any time you are dissatisfied with
your jewelry repairing, just give me a

fair trial at your work and I know we
can please you, as everything is done so
reasonable that it hardly pays you to
bother with some trifling jobs; one trial
will convince you. Jacob Garber, 734
Sansom Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

CARD of watch material, coo pieces on
each card, 12 garnet unset plate jewels,

6 sapphire set jewels, $1 card; ruby and
sapphire balance jewels, 75 cents dozen; 3
dozen one-half unset garnet plate jewels,
$1; sapphire and ruby center jewels, 81.25
dozen or 2 for 25 cents. J. R. Collett, 401
Middlesex Street, Lowell, Mass.

CASH paid for old gold and silver. Try
F. D. Gould, 71 Nassau St., New York

City. 

WANTED-American broken-down move-
ments, key or stem, or Verge movements,

cash paid for. Watch repairing of every
description at the shortest notice send trial
package. Broadbent, 4 S. 42d 'St., Phila-
delphia, Pa.

THE Omaha Watch Repairing, Engraving
and Optical Institute is not the oldest or

largest of its kind, but business men who
have investigated pronounce it "the best,"
because it gives the most thorough and
practical course of instructions and has
only experienced and capable instructors.
Now is the tune to prepare yourself for a
good position and to command a good
salary. We have no trouble in placing our
graduates, as there is always a demand for
expert workmen. Write for information,
Dr. Tarbox and Gordon.

MASSACHUSETTS SCHOOL
OF OPTOMETRY, Inc.

Registered with the State Board of Education, Albany, N.Y.

ENTRANCE EXAMINATIONS will be held
October 1st and 2d from 1 o'clock to 5 o'clock
P. M. All students who have a certificate from
a High School of two years' attendance are
admitted without examination. All who cannot
pass the examination are allowed one year to
study up any subject in which they are deficient.
Address

DR. AUGUST A. KLEIN
185 SUMMER ST. :: BOSTON, MASS.

WATCH R E PAER I N,
THE KIND YOU CAN C.A1.1. YOUR OWN

W1NS1,.OW.KRAUSE
tp&O

COOPER C&, SON
721 Sansom St. Philadelphia

WATCH REPAIRING FOR THE TRADE
SKILLFUL WORKMEN

ACCURATE AND PROMPT WORK

Send Trial Package

THE NEW TERM
is now beginning, send for cir-

cular to-day.

MOM HOROLOGICHL INSTITUTE
S. W. cor. Church and Wellesley Sts.

TORONTO, ONTARIO

PATENTS
Write at once for the most liberal offer ever

made for securing patents, designs and trade-
marks. Send sketch for free opinion as to
patentability anti ask for the " Inventors'
Guide," the finest book published for inventors.

Best reference. Established 20 years.

WM. N. MOOR IR

Loan and Trust Bldg., Washington, D. C.

RepalrIng
For the Trade
of Complicated and Ordinary

Watehes,W heel and Pinion Cut-
ting, Demagnetizing, etc., care-
fully and promptly done by an
expert. A. JETTE

Established 1899 Lancaster, Pa.

LEARN
EWELE RS

ENGRAVING
" The EngravInp School That Graduates

Experts." A fascinating, high-salaried and
easily learned trade, taught thoroughly and
practically by correspondence. Your instruc-
tor is the foremost authority and master
workman in the world. We will teach the
beginner better engraving by correspond-
ence than he can gain in years of rigid ap-
prenticeship. We will improve the skill of
any engraver one hundred per cent. and
make him master of the trade. The demand
for competent engravers far exceeds the sup-
ply. Send for handsome illustrated prospec-
tus. PAOE-DAVIS COMPANY
4007 Michigan Ave., ciiICA00, ILL.
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THE AUCTIONEER
WITH STRENGTH, ENERGY, ABILITY

WHO NEVER HAS HAD A FAILURE

I sell the goods you want sold at a profit, raise money quick and
protect future business.

Write for terms 41111=11111&-

J. F. HICKS & SON
Tecumseh, Mich.

April 21, 1909
Ma. E. It. Trmut,

Chicago, Ill.
DEAR Sla : We have just
finished taking our inven-
tory since your sale for us,
and are much pleased with
the results. We know that
owing to the urinary con-
ditions here at this time,
that the sale was a hard one
for you, but this fact only
adds to your credit.
We want you to know

that we appreciate your
efforts to the fullest extent.
We thank you for the

courteous manner in which
you used our patrons. 'Elie
people are all pleased and
you have made new friends
Ito tire store. With kind
regards, we remain,

Yours truly,
J. F. HICKS & SON

I have been
selling for
Established
Jewelers for
twenty years.
Know all the
plans of the
Auction
business.
I guarantee
you against
loss. No bad
reaction
from my
sales.
Reference
from the
leading
Jewelers of
the United
States.
I lave a few
open dates
left.
In writing,
please state
how long
you have
been in the
Jewelry
business.
How large
is yourstore
room?
Amount of
stock on
hand?
Po you want
.to retire
from busi-
ness ormake
a reduction
sale?
By answer-
ing the
above titles-
Mons I will
tell you
what to ex-
pect from
an Auction
sale.

How can a jeweler expect to make the profit that he should

when he does his Engraving by hand?

How can he afford to use his time doing this work, which is

seldom charged for, and leave money-producing work undone?

How can he afford to send it away to be done, pay the charges

both ways and the cost of the Engraving?

How can he take the risk of a delayed execution of the order

and the consequent delay in delivery of the customer's purchase,

with its attendant dissatisfaction ?

How can you afford to be without the New Century
Engraving Machine which plugs up the free engraving
leak and does work both satisfactorily and at next to no cost?

And so quickly that there are no delays for the customer?

Send us a postal request for our catalogue and easy terms.

Write now.

MIIII111111=11

E. R. TYLER
Room 1102, 156 WABASH AVENUE CHICAGO

All correspondence confidentiai. I am a practical Jeweler
and know how to represent fine goods intelligently

C. W. BOWMAN, Auctioneer
Home Phone Room No. 200 Arlington Building, "•-'
486 Main Kansas City, Mo.Corner Tenth and Walnut,

The Eton Glo-v -r ,ompany9 Sayre, Pa.

THE BEST
AUCTIONEER

IN THE

BUSINESS

Is rather a strong state-
ment, but is backed up
by proof. In five weeks
June 5th to July loth, dur-
ing the hottest weather
of this year, sold out
complete the $4o,000
stock of Diamon cis,
jewelry, etc., of FRED
BRODEGAARD & Co.,
Omaha, Nebr. Ask them
about it if you like, as
they are still in business,
having another store
there. It was not only
the largest sale held in
Omaha, but the only
sale ever held in that
city wherein the jeweler
did not lose motley.

For a legitimate sale
without misrepresenta-
tion or the sale of shoddy
goods, with prices that
will please you, write or
wire

R. B. H. MACRORIE JEWELERS' AUCTIONEER
For the Legitimate Trade Only

Phone, Humboldt 2275 3144 Edgewood Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

THE AUCTIONEER OF THE SOUTH 
J. M. POTTS, Praetorian Building,815-816

Dallas, Texas
THE MAN WHO MAKES GOOD

OW

41 Ti

4

REFEItENCES OF SALES made so far this year (19o9). These firms are
Si ill in business, write any one of them as to my ability as an AUCTI()NEElt,
tool what kind of a sale I made for them.

W. W. Mitchell, Dallas, Texas ; Mrs. Sans Stewart, Dallas, Texas ; Diamond Palace,
Dallas, Texas ; Robert C. Glover, Dallas, Texas • B. B. Poore, Bridgeport, Texas ; Noah Deal.
Arlington, Texas 

' 
• Shuttle Brothers & Lewis, West Texas ; Newman Bro. Merkel, Texas;

John Caldwell, Bryan, Texas ; J. Levinski, Waco, Texas • L. B. Moore benison, Texas;
H. E. Reiman Houston, Texas ; Mark Fairley, Bonham, texas ; Blake jewelry Company,
Hot Springs, Ark.; Harry Martin, Kahoka, Mo.

WE MAKE GOODS THAT SELL. AND WE WILL PROVE IT
SEND YOUR ORDERS TO US

OPERA, FIELD and MARINE GLASSES
WE ARE HEADQUARTERS

All the Leading Styles, in Pearl and Leather

Send for PRICE-LISTS

Also Lorgnettes, Reading Glasses and Optical Sundries

GREAT REDUCTION IN PRICE

6611 LII KilT

Over Twelve Thousand (12,000)
Satisfied Owners of the Audemair
Prove our Claim for the World
Renowned Trial Case.

AUDEMAIR
9 9 In Gold and Gold Filled Mountings

and with Rim or Frames

NOTE.-\\s 111111:0 the full line of " Ilikit " Frames in 1, 0 and 00 eye intereliangeable.

Gold Filled Rimless :Mount lugs 1-10---12 K ....... . . . $7.50 per Doz. 70e. per Pr.

Gold Filled Rimless Mountings 1-30-12 K ...... . . . . . . . . . $7,00 per Doz.

Solid 10 K. Gold Rimless :Mountings  cil I 5.00 Jr Doz. $1.40 per Pr.

Solid 10 K. I iold FR  t m t's $2.1.00 per Imz. $2.00 per Pr.

Gold Filled telt,.‘ m Es 1-10-12 K $1 0  50 per lure. $1.00 per Pr.

Gold Filled FRA m Es 1-30-12 I:. ....   $9.50 per Doz... . .. . . .
\\lien one doz.en ior more are purchased at one time we allow 10 Jr cent. Of for cash.

GOLD FILLED 5154. 1-30 10 K., $4.20 ; Cable, $5.20 per I mzen

RIDING BOW 1591. 1-10 10 N., 5.38 ; " (1.38
MOUNTINGS t 1,55t14. 1-10 12 K., 5,75 ; " 6.75 " o

$10.00 to $85.00

Send for our Complete Catalogue

of Other Styles.

KPECIA L OFEE11.-One sample set :if gold filleil 12 " Ilikit" mountings, etched on

lenses, iIi neat velvet-111W(I I.:ISO nu. fitting. $8.50 net-.

GOLD FILLED
SPECTACLES

No. 1.0.00 Eye

Made by the IMPROVED
METHOD

EXTRJ\ FINISH
NVELL TEMPERED
HIGHLY BUSTER ED

No.
5524.
6525.
5554.
5555.
F564.
F565.
5354.
6355.

12 R., 1-10 Riding Bow Frames
12 IC., 1-10 ltiding Bow t'able "

1:., 1-10 Riding Bow
It 1-10 Riding Bow Cable
10 1:., 1-111 Riding Bow
10 K., 1-10 Eiding liow Cable
10 1-30 Riding Bow
10 K., 1-30 Riding Bow Cable

her dozen
. 
. 7.00
. 7.50
. 8.75

They Say " NONE BETTER
MADE"

No. 1030. Imitation Seal Covered Case, size 22x11 in.
Alunino Rings, I!, t!onvex Polished,
Coneave tiold Plated.

No. 1030. Contents
26 pail's Spherical Convex and Concave Centered Lenses, 0.12 to 8.011 diopters.

12 pairs each Cylindrical Convex and Concave Centered Lenses, 0.25 to 2.75 :limiters.

5 Prisms from 1° to 5", all mounted.
I Opaque Alm al Disk.
1 Ground Glass Disk.
2 Metal Disks, Stenopaic and Pin I loin.
I Plain Glass Disk.
4 Colored Glass Disks. 2 Smoked anil 2 Blue.
1 Ibid Glass kir 51usele ing With

Ni,. 154,5. Adjustable Trial Frame, Registering Height. and Pupillary Distances, Temples, half

It' B. Complete with Test Cards, Types
' 

etc., $20.70 Net
discount rh 111 l from prices in our catalogue

COMPLETE LINE OF EYEGLASS CHAINS
cable Ear Chai 1-211 12 I: it, E. $2.50 net, I lairpin and Hook and Catch.

LIBRARY SPECTACLES
No. 27. Frame. Large, Round Eye Robber, $1.00 t !'el 1111°14. $1•50   $11.00.-E11,11

No.
A553.
A563.

. . (1.60

. 5.4()

QUALITY GUARANTEED, same as BILLED

GOLD FILLED SKELETON EYEGLASS

Offset 10 K., 1-10 Mountings   $1.00 Pcx OF,
Offset 111 IC., 1-30 Mountings 2  00 Pcx 0E, 4  50

NIC.K EL SILVER, 511011151 GRADE
6741:;. Riding Bow . . . Frames . . . . . . . . . ......... 441.25
6610 .i. Straight. . . . 1.25
fiSti. Eyeglass A (Oust alde " 1  70
685. Eyeglass Offset . . " 1  70

THE SPENCER OPTICAL COMPANY
31 Maiden
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THE AUCTIONEER
WITH STRENGTH, ENERGY, ABILITY

WHO NEVER HAS HAD A FAILURE

I sell the goods you want sold at a profit, raise money quick and
protect future business.

Write for terms

J. F. HICKS & SON
Tecumseh, Mich.

April 21, 1909
MR. E. R. TYLER,

Chicago, III.
DEAR SIR I We have just
finished taking out inven-
tory since your sale for us,
and are much pleased with
the results. We know that
owing to the money con-
ditions here at this time,
that the sale was a hard one
for you, but this fact only
adds to your credit.
We want you to know

that we appreciate your
efforts to the fullest extent.
We thank you for the

courteous manner in which
you used our patrons. The
people are all pleased and
you have made new friends
for the store. With kind
regards, we remain,

Yours truly,
I. F. HICKS & SON

E. R. TYLER
Room 1102, 156 WABASH AVENUE CHICAGO

THE BEST
AUCTIONEER

IN THE

BUSINESS

Is rather a strong state-
ment, but is backed up
by proof. In five weeks
June 5th to July loth, dur-
ing the hottest weather
of this year, sold out
complete the $4o,000
stock of Diamon ds,
Jewelry, etc., of FRED
BRODEGAARD & CO.,
Omaha, Nebr. Ask them
about it if you like, as
they are still in business,
having another store
there. It was not only
the largest sale held ill

Omaha, but the only
sale ever held in that
city wherein the jeweler
did not lose money.

For a legitimate sale
without misrepresenta-
tion or the sale of shoddy
goods, with prices that
will please you, write or
wire

R. B. H. MACRORIE, FJEWELERS' AUCTIONEERFor the Legitimate Trade Only

Phone, Humboldt 2275 3144 Edgewood Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

I have been
selling for
Established
Jewelers for
twentyyears.
Know all the
plans of the
Auction
business.
I guarantee
YOU against
loss. No bad
reaction
from my
sales.
Reference
from the
leading
Jewelers of
the United
States.
Have a few
open dates
left.
In writing,
please state
how long
you have
been in the
Jewelry
business.
How large
is yourstore
room?
Amount of
stock on
hand?
Do you want
to retire
from busi-
nessormake
a reduction
sale?
By answer-
ing the
above ques-
tions I will
tell you
what to ex-
pect from
an Auction
sale.

All correspondence confidential. I am a practical Jeweler
and know how to represent fine goods intelligently

C. W. BOWMAN, Auctioneer
Home Phone Room No. 200 Arlington Building, Kansas City, Mo.486 Main Corner Tenth and Walnut,

THE AUCTIONEER OF THE SOUTH
J815-816.M.POTTS, Praetorian Building, Dallas,Texas

THE MAN WHO MAKES GOOD

■

REFERENCES OF SALES made so far this year (1909).. These firms are
still in business, write any one of them as to my ability as an AUCTIONEER,
and what kind of a sale I made for them.

W. W. Mitchell, Dallas, Texas ; Mrs. Sam Stewart, Dallas, Texas ; Diamond Palace,
Dallas, Texas ; Robert C. Glover, Dallas, Texas ; B. B. Poore Bridgeport, Texas ; Noah Deal,
Arlington, Texas ; Shuttle Brothers & Lewis, West Texas ; Newman Bro. Merkel, Texan;
John Caldwell, Bryan, Texas ; J. Levinski, Waco, Texas ; L. B. Moore benison, Texas;
H. E. Reiman Houston, Texas ; Mark Fairley, Bonham, Texas ; Blake jewelry Company,
Hot Springs, Ark. ; Harry Martin, Kahoka, Mo.

How can a jeweler expect to make the profit that he should

when he does his Engraving by hand?

How can he afford to use his time doing this work, which is

seldom charged for, and leave money-producing work undone?

How can he afford to send it away to be done, pay the charges

both ways and the cost of the Engraving?

How can he take the risk of a delayed execution of the order

and the consequent delay in delivery of the customer's purchase,

with its attendant dissatisfaction?

How can you afford to be without the New Century
Engraving Machine which plugs up the free engraving
leak and does work both satisfactorily and at next to no cost?

And so quickly that there are no delays for the customer?

Send us a postal request for our catalogue and easy terms.

Write now.

Glover C mp ny, Sayre, Pa.

WE MAKE GOODS THAT SELL
OPERA, FIELD and MARINE GLASSES

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS

All the Leading Styles, in Pearl and Leather

Send for PRICE-LISTS

Also Lorgnettes, Reading Glasses and Optical Sundries

GREAT REDUCTION IN PRICE

6611 LII K T 99 In Gold and Gold Filled Mountings
and with Rim or Frames

NOTE-We make the full line of "Ilikit " Frames in 1, 0 and 00 eye interchangeable.

Gold Filled Rimless Mountings 1-10-12 K ....... . . . $7.50 per Doz. 70e. per Pr.

Gold Filled Rimless Mountings 1-30-12 K 
SS0olliidd 1100 KK.. (..iGoolldd IIIATAlemss Il‘isountings  

Gold Filled FRAMES 1-10-12 K. 
24  00 per Doz. $2.00 per Pr.

Gold Filled FRAM ES 1-30-12 K.  
'1 0.50 per Doz. $1.0o per Pr.

When one dozen or more are purchased at one time we allow 10 per cent. off for cash.

$15.00 per lion.

GOLD FILLED 5194. 1-30 10 K., $4.20 ; Cable, $5.20 per DozenI 

  $$71.0.400peprerDpozr:

  $9 50 per Doz.

RIDING BOW F594. 1-10 10 K., 5.38 ; " 6.38 " "
MOUNTINGS 15594. 1-10 12 K., 5,75 ; " 6.75 " "

SPECIAL OFFEIL-One sample set of gold filled 12 "Ilikit" mountings, etched on
lenses, in mat velvet-lined case for fitting, $8.50 net.

GOLD FILLED
SPECTACLES

No. 1.0.00 Eye

Made by the IMPROVED
METHOD

EXTRA FINISH
WELL TEMPERED
IIIGIILY LUSTERED

No.
5524. 12 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Frames
5525. 12 K., 1.10 Riding Bow Cable "
5554. 14 K., 1-10 Riding Bow
5555. 14 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Cable
1,564. 10 K., 1-10 Riding how
F565. 10 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Cable
5354. 10 K., 1-30 Riding Bow
5355. 10 K.. 1-30 Riding How Cable I

Per dozen
• . . $5.60

• • 7.00
7.50

. . 8.75
• . . 5.40

. . 6.60

. . 4.25

. 5.40

QUALITY GUARANTEED, same as BILLED

SEND YOUR ORDERS TO US
• AND WE WILL PROVE IT

Over Twelve Thousand (12,000)
Satisfied Owners of the Audemair

Prove our Claim for the World

Renowned Trial Case.

AUDEMAIR
$10.00 to $85.00

Send for our Complete Catalogue

of Other Styles.

They Say "NONE BETTER

MADE"
No. 1030. Imitation Seal Covered Case, size 22x11 in.

AILITIMO Rings, 134 in. diameter, Convex Polished,
Concave Gold Plated.

No. 1030. Contents
26 pairs each Spherical Convex and Concave Centered Lenses, 0.12 to 8.00 dlopters.

12 pairs each Cylindrical Convex and Concave Centered Lenses, 0.25 to 2.75 diopters.

5 Prisms from 1° to 5°, all mounted.
1 Opaque Metal Disk.
1 Ground Glass Disk.
2 Metal Disks, Stenopaic and Pin Hole.
1 Plain Glass Disk.
4 Colored Glass Disks. 2 Smoked and. 2 Blue.
1 Red Glass for Muscle Testing with PRISMS.
No. 1945. Adjustable Trial Frame, Registering Height and Pu pinery Distances, Temples, Half

It. B. Complete with Test Cards, Types, etc. $29.70 Net
special discount  10 front prices In our catalogue

COMPLETE LINE OF EYEGLASS CHAINS
Cable Ear Chain, 1-20 12 K., 0. F. *2.50 net, Hairpin and Hook and Catch.

LIBRARY SPECTACLES
No. 27. Frame, Large, Round Eye Rubber, $1.00 ; Celluloid, $1.50 ; Shell, $3.00-Each

GOLD FILLED SKELETON EYEGLASS
No.
Ah93. Offset 10 K., 1-10 Mountings $4  00 Pex OF  $5 . 50
A563. Offset 10 K., 1-30 Mountings   3.00 Pex OF, 4  50

NICKEL SILVER, MEDIUM GRADE
6741A. Riding Bow . . , Frames . . . . .   $1.25
660%. Straight . . .  1.25
686. Eyeglass Adjustable " 1  70
685. Eyeglass Offset . . "   1.70

THE SPENCER OPTICAL COMPANY l.:ErvalaIrj.s.A.
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6 Teaspoons, S 2
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Get
the

Railroad
Trade

CCONTROL the railroad trade in your district and you are assured of agood business. The duties of railroad men require them to have a
correct and durable watch.

It is also true that other trade follows railroad trade, because the patron-
age of railroad men at once stamps your stock as reliable. The Railroad

Elgin
is designed especially to meet the requirements of the railroad man. The silver finish
metal dial is most popular because the faintest ray of light illuminates it. This is the
only metal dial made with inlaid figures of hard enamel. Some prefer the white
enamel dial.

The Railroad Elgin is the thinnest 18 size watch made. It is timed and cased
at the factory, and will run longer on one winding than any other railroad watch.

Another sales factor is Elgin prestige; for the Elgin is the most popularly
known watch in the country, and this particular Elgin is everywhere recognized as a
standard railroad timepiece. Advertising in railroad magazines is familiarizing it
among railroad men who are anxious to see it and who are asking for the Elgin with
the "49 silver dial" or the "49 enamel dial."

You can't. control the railroad trade with a poor watch; but you can with the
Railroad Elgin. Write to your jobber or to the company direct for prices.

These are the four grades and established retail prices as advertised:
GRADE

VERITAS 23 JEWELS
VERITAS 21 JEWELS
FATHER TIME (VERITAS MODEL) 21 JEWELS
B. W. RAYMOND " " 19 JEWELS

20 YEAR GOLD-FILLED
$50.00
$46.00
$41.00
$37.00

25 YEAR GOLD-FILLED
$52.00
$48.00
$43.00
$39.00

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY
Factories : Elgin, Ill., U. S. A.

New York Office, 15 Maiden Lane General Offices, 131 Wabash Ave., Chicago

Ring Out the Old Rind In the New
Why travel in the same old rut the balance of your natural life, and buy the same antiquated styles of Nickel Alarm Clocks your

grandfather used to buy, just because some manufacturers have not thought it necessary to produce new designs in Nickel Alarms
as they do in other clocks?

We have some new ones, superior to
anything heretofore made, and to introduce
them and put a set into the hands of every
jeweler, we will on receipt of $6.00 deliver
east of the Rocky Mountains, express pre-
paid, one sample of each, consisting of
eight clocks as described.

Don't fail to avail yourself of this oppor-
tunity to see a complete line of up-to-date
Alarm Clocks.

See coupon at bottom of page.

The
E. Ingraham Co.

Bristol, Conn.

STANDARD. 30 Hour Time Alarm with " Shut - off " switch.Height, 6% inches. Dial, 4% inches. Case seamless brass nickeled.
THE RATTLER. 30 Hour Time Alarm with "Shut-off " switch.Height, 6% inches. Dial, 43- inches. Case nickeled and highly polished.
LONG ALARM. 30 Hour Time. Six-minute Alarm with "Shut-

off " switch. Height, 6% inches. Dial, 4% inches. Case seamless brass
nickeled.

ALTERNATOR. 30 Hour Time, Repeating Alarm, rings alter-
nately every fifteen seconds for twelve minutes, with " Shut-off " switch.
Height, 6% inches. Dial, 4% inches. Case seamless brass nickeled.

DI-ALTERNATOR. 30 Hour Time, Repeating Alarm, rings
alternately every fifteen seconds for twelve minutes, with " Shut-off"
switch. Extra large bell. Height, 7 inches. Dial, 41'(2 inches. Case seam-
less brass nickeled.

THE ALARM CLOCK WITH THE CONCEALED BELL
SEE CUT OF INTERIOR VIEW SHOWING BELL LOCATED ENTIRELY WITHIN THE CASE. THE UNSIGHTLY VISIBLE BELL ELIMINATED.BELL CANNOT BE DISARRANGED OR THROWN OUT OF ADJUSTMENT.

C--Dust Cap
D—Movern-ent

SIREN. 30 Hour Time Long Alarm (4 minutes) with " Shut-off" switch. Large bell inside of case.
(See vintIeBriRorAviewo.R. n H) Height, 

Time, 
D ial, 4% inches solid brass. Case nickeled and highly polished.T 
Repeating Alarm, rings alternately every fifteen seconds for twelve

minutes with "Shut-off " switch. Large bell inside of case. (See interior view.) Height, 6 inches. Dial,
4% Inches solid brass silvered. Case solid brass old brass finish.

ROTATOR. 30 Hour Time, Repeating Alarm, rings
alternately every fifteen seconds for twelve minutes, with
"Shut-off" switch. Large bell inside of case. (See interior
view.) Height, 6 inches. Dial, 4!: inches. Case seamless
brass nickeled.

TEAR '11-111 DPP AND MAIL, TO-DAY

THE E. INGRAHAM CO., Bristol, Conn.
Gentlemen :--Enclosed find $6.00. Please send roe express prepaid your "Introductory Assortment" of Eight Alarm Clocks,

consisting of "Standard," " The Rattler," "Long Alarm," "Alternator," "Di-Alternator," " Siren," " Vibrator" and "Rotator."
Yours truly,

Name-

Address



Get
the

Railroad
Trade

CONTROL the railroad trade in your district and you are assured of a
‘--/ good business. The duties of railroad men require them to have a
correct and durable watch.

It is also true that other trade follows railroad trade, because the patron-
age of railroad men at once stamps your stock as reliable. The Railroad

Elgin
is designed especially to meet the requirements of the railroad man. The silver finish
metal dial is most popular because the faintest ray of light illuminates it. This is the
only metal dial made with inlaid figures of hard enamel. Some prefer the white
enamel dial.

The Railroad Elgin is the thinnest 18 size watch made. It is timed and cased
at the factory, and will run longer on one winding than any other railroad watch.

Another sales factor is Elgin prestige; for the Elgin is the most popularly
known watch in the country, and this particular Elgin is everywhere recognized as a
standard railroad timepiece. Advertising in railroad magazines is familiarizing it
among railroad men who are anxious to see it and who are asking for the Elgin with
the "49 silver dial" or the "49 enamel dial."

You can't. control the railroad trade with a poor watch; but you can with the
Railroad Elgin. Write to your jobber or to the company direct for prices.

These are the four grades and established retail prices as advertised:
GRADE

VERITAS 23 JEWELS
VERITAS 21 JEWELS
FATHER TIME (YERITAS MODEL) 21 JEWELS
B. W. RAYMOND " " 19 JEWELS

20 YEAR GOLD-FILLED 25 YEAR GOLD-FILLED
$50.00
$46.00
$41.00
$37.00

$52.00
$48.00
$43.00
$39.00

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY
Factories : Elgin, Ill., U. S. A.

New York Office, 15 Maiden Lane General Offices, 181 Wabash Ave., Chicago

Ring Out the Old Ring In the New
Why travel in the same old rut the balance of your natural life, and buy the same antiquated styles of Nickel Alarm Clocks your

grandfather used to buy, just because some manufacturers have not thought it necessary to produce new designs in Nickel Alarms
as they do in other clocks?

We have some new ones, superior to
anything heretofore made, and to introduce
them and put a set into the hands of every
jeweler, we will on receipt of $6.00 deliver
east of the Rocky Mountains, express pre-
paid, one sample of each, consisting of
eight clocks as described.

Don't fail to avail yourself of this oppor-
tunity to see a complete line of up-to-date
Alarm Clocks.

See coupon at bottom of page.

The
E. Ingraham Co.

Bristol, Conn.

STANDARD. 30 Hour Time Alarm with " Shut - off " switch.
Height, 6% inches. Dial, 4% inches. Case seamless brass nickeled.

THE RATTLER. 30 Hour Time Alarm with "Shut-off " switch.
Height, 6% inches. Dial, 434 inches. Case nickeled and highly polished.

LONG ALARM. 30 Hour Time. Six-minute Alarm with "Shut-
off " switch. Height, 6% inches. Dial, 4% inches. Case seamless brass
nickeled.

ALTERNATOR. 30 Hour Time, Repeating Alarm, rings alter-
nately every fifteen seconds for twelve minutes, with " Shut-off " switch.
Height, 6% inches. Dial, 43 inches. Case seamless brass nickeled.

DI-ALTERNATOR. 30 Hour Time, Repeating Alarm, rings
alternately every fifteen seconds for twelve minutes, with " Shut-off"
switch. Extra large bell. Height, 7 inches. Dial, 4% inches. Case seam-
less brass nickeled.

THE ALARM CLOCK WITH THE CONCEALED BELL
SEE CUT OF INTERIOR VIEW SHOWING BELL LOCATED ENTIRELY WITHIN THE CASE. THE UNSIGHTLY VISIBLE BELL ELIMINATED.BELL CANNOT BE DISARRANGED OR THROWN OUT OF ADJUSTMENT.

A-Dial

C—Dust Cat(
D—Movence-rif.

SIREN. 30 Hour Time Long Alarm (4 minutes) with " Shut-off " switch. Large bell inside of case.
(See interior view.) Height, 6 inches. Dial, 4% inches solid brass. Case nickeled and highly polished.

VIBRATOR. n Hour Time, Repeating Alarm, rings alternately every fifteen seconds for twelve
minutes with "Shut-off " switch. Large bell inside of case. (See interior view.) Height, 6 inches. Dial,
4% inches solid brass silvered. Case solid brass old brass finish.

TLEAR THIS OFF AND MAIL

ROTATOR. 30 Hour Time, Repeating Alarm, rings
alternately every fifteen seconds for twelve minutes, with
"Shut-off" switch. Large bell inside of case. (See interior
view.) Height, 6 inches. Dial, 4 inches. Case seamless
brass nickeled.

TO-DAY

THE E. INGRAHAM CO., Bristol, Conn.
Gentlemen :—Enclosed find $6.00. Please send me express prepaid your " Introductory Assortment" of Eight Alarm Clocks,

consisting of " Standard," " The Rattler," "Long Alarm," "Alternator," "Di-Alternator," " Siren," " Vibrator" and "Rotator."
Yours truly,

Name

Address -
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THE MAINSPRING HOUSE
$15.00 gross The TRUMPET MAINSPRING $1.25 per doz.

THE TRUMPET

BRAND MAINSPRINGS

we can highly recommend

as to quality, finish, elas-

ticity, temper, strength and

durability and they are

gllaranteed.

Send for sample dozen and sat-
isfy yourself of the above facts.

This in no way interferes with
our famous JURGENSEN
or 62424. Brands, for which
we have been exclusive Amer-
ican agents for the last half
century, but simply to fill
the wants of those requiring
a (rood article for as little
money as possible.

MAINSPRING CABINET FURNISHED FREE OF CHARGE WITH
THE FIRST ORDER FOR ONE GROSS

$12.00 per gross The New Globe Mainspring $1.00 per doz.

Owing to the growing demand
upon us for a good spring at
a moderate price, we have at
last succeeded in securing a
very highly satisfactory spring
which we are going to sell at
$1.00 per dozen. Same is
fully guaranteed in every re-.
repect and is far superior to
any spring on the market to-
day selling at the same price.

Maillspiings
AMERICAN

Sole Agent 56 Years

Send for sample dozen and sat-
isfy yourself of the above facts.

Ibis in no way interferes with
our famous JURGENSEN
or .6226t4 Brands, for which
we have been exclusive Amer-
ican agents for the last half
century, but simply to fill
the wants of those requiring
a (rood article for as little
money as possible.

Mainsprings
SWISS

Sole Agent 56 Years

qfFor the last half century we have been furnishing the trade with the celebra
ted .626L2.0. Mainsprings

and their merit is so well-known that further claims are unnecessary.

JURGENSEN RECOILING MAINSPRING
(4 These world famed springs have been made by Jean Jaquet, the well-known Swiss manufacturer, for

over 40 years and are the only Kenuine JURGENSEN SPRING. Sole agent for United States.

L . H. Keller 
Importers, Manufacturers aud Jobbersco FFiilnese, 

Supplies 

0014 Nassau Street
WaptpclihesMaterials, Tools,. wy

and Optical Goods 

'

EW YORK
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ORDER YOUR

HOWARD WATCHES
FROM

THE NON-RETAILING COMPANY
JOBBERS IN WATCHES AND CHAINS

LANCASTER • • • •• • PENNSYLVANIA

THEY CARRY A FULL ASSORTMENT OF ALL GRADES AT ALL TIMES

REMEMBER ALSO THAT THEY ARE THE DISTRIBUTING AGENTS FOR

THE ONEIDA COMMUNITY SILVERWARE

IF

INK
WON'T WASH

OFF

IDEAL TAGG ING OUTFIT

Complete, Only $2.50

1000 Tags and Eyelets . . $1.50

1 Pair Ideal Pliers . . . . .75

1 Bottle Waterproof Ink . . .25

1 Neat Hardwood Box, with

catch fastener.

The Ideal Celluloid Tag is something that every jeweler should
have

Because it saves time—and saves money

And because it gives your rings a more attractive appearance.
You don't have to take off the tags when you wash or polish

your rings, because the ink that goes with each outfit is waterproof
and won't wash off.

No danger of getting the tags mixed
and getting them on the wrong ring.

The Ideal has a large, flat writing
surface, which makes it better than any
other tag.

A complete outfit only costs $2.50.
Better send for it to-day if you want it
SOOT], for the demand is very large.

BASTIAN BROS. CO.
317 South Ave.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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THE ADVANTAGE of KNOWING Where to Buy the Most Reliable STAKING TOOLS and LATHES

at the lowest figures means not °Lily a great saving of money but relieves you of all risk. All exacting and discriminating watchmakers insist on
using E. & J. S. quality tools, for they know by so doing they will get absolute accuracy and greatest efficiency at the lowest cost.

We have STAKING TOOLS and LATHES exactly suited to your requirements at all prices. Order at once. We ship by return express.

STAKING TOOL No. 7 SPECIAL STAKING TOOL No. 14
Complete, Each, $6.11 Net Cash

This is an excellent, inedium-priced Staking 'Pool, fully
guaranteed Ulla 011e ol tile it sold for the money. has
50 punches and 10 stumps ; heavy nickel-plated frame,
tempered die plate.

THE E. & J. S. SPECIAL LATHE

105 Punches and 31 Stumps, Complete, $12.93 Net Cash
This tool has a most complete assortment of punches

mutts and the improvetl low base, full Itiekel-plated
frame.

E. & J. S. STAKING TOOL No. 11
Extra Fine Turned Base, Complete, Each, $8.82 Net Cash

his 60 punches, 18 stumps and full nickel-plated wit in
heavy frame. A sr jelly highs-gentle slaking tool with et 1-ti-
bia:Ilion t he most useful punches and stumps width can
be replaced at any time if lost or broken.

INVERT°

Staking Tool

No. 17

Premier Lathe, complete, $24.90 Net Cash

The best medium price lathe ever put. on the market.
ctinibinal ion consists of 6 split chunks, 2 step Mundt s, 1 cement and

I serew chuck, 8 brass cement chucks, belting and chuck stand.
This is a most attractive lathe, fri hi niekel-plated and absolutely

I rue and one that we CSI1 safely recommend as satisfactory and reliable.
Size of lid he : Length, 12 inches ; bed to center, d inches. Extra

tittachinents can lie added at any time as they interchange perfectly.

For higher price lathes, see our Catalogue which
lists the Webster-Whitcomb, Moseley and Rivett Lathes
which we carry in stock at all times.

Our Mail-Order Department
can give you service that is unsurpassed by any house
in the country. The matching of small material is our
great specialty. Give us a trial order. OUR TOOL,
MATERIAL and OPTICAL CATALOGUE will be
found useful in making up your orders. We send it
free of charge to the legitimate trade upon receipt of
business card with request.

Each in wood box, as illustrated, $32.90 Net Cash
Named " Invert° " because filly of the punches may be inverted, inserted in the die and used as a stump,

which greatly increases range of usefulness. Willi. this tool the watchmaker has practieally 160 Stumps and 130
Punches, not including 12 blank punches. Has unique and valuable features never before applied to staking
tools, which makes it most desirable.

THE E. & J. SWIGART CO., Cincinnati, Ohio
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ANNOUNCEMENT!
IN CALLING THE ATTENTION OF

Eastern Jewelers to our new loca-
tion at 20 John Street, New York
City, it is necessary to explain
that to meet and measure up to
THE DEMANDS AND RE-
QUIREMENTS OF OUR NEW
ENGLAND BUSINESS the
establishment of an Eastern De-
partment for Assaying and Refining
in that territory was rendered
necessary.

Mr. S. Goldsmith, who has had charge
of the Estimating and Valuing Department
of the Chicago Works for twenty-five years,
resides now in New York, where this
feature of the business will be under his
immediate control. Better Prices, Accurate
Valuations, Quickest Returns and Money's
Worth for Old Gold, Silver, Filled Cases, Plated
are some of the advantages which will be
Our intentions are to make you realize the advantages
the assurance of COURTESY, ACC OMODATION,
GOOD WILL, we bid for your shipments and
Door" of Welcome.

GOLDSMITH BROS. SMELTING
STREET

Jewelry and Sweepings
carried out and maintained.

we offer and, with
SERVICE AND

extend to you the " Open

b REFINING CO.
NEW YORK CITY20 JOHN

,
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FERN DISH FILLINGS

OUR fillings are so artistically arranged and come so close to nature
that they are preferred to the natural fillings which will wither and

die in short time. They are not influenced by weather conditions or
steam heat. A great help to increase your sales of Fern Dishes. Our

. new Catalogue No. 2000 will tell you more about these, as well as of
our imported Palms, Flowers, Sprays, Vines, etc., etc., and a lot of new
features for Xmas decorations. Get on our mailing list.

FRANK NETSCHERT CO
NO BRANCH OFFICES

39 Barclay Street
• NEW YORK, N. Y.

ZYLOLOID CEMENT AND FINDINGS
TO REPAIR COMBS, BARRETTES, ETC.

Many a brother jeweler has made an additional source of income in his Repairing Department, also gained many new customers, owing
to his scientific reputation by using our wonderful electro-chemical inventions

Catches
SHELL No. 5
AMBER No. 105
l'er doz., .30

New Catch
SHELL No. 11
AMBER No. III
Per doz., .30

Catches
SHELL No. 6
AMBER No. 106
Per doz., .30

Joints
SFIELL No. 15
AMBER No. 115
Per doz., .30

Catch, Double
SHELI, No, 7
AMBER No. 107
Per doz., .50

Ii
Joints

SHELL No. 16
AMBER No 116
Per doz., .30

3 in. PINS,SHELL No. 25, AMBER No. 125, per doz., $ .30
4 " " " No. 26, " No. 126, " .405 0 41 

" No. 27, " No. 127, " .506 AI 41 
" No. 28, " No. 128, " .60

Joints
SHELL No. 20
AMBER No. 120
Per doz., .50

Large Catches
Double

SHELL No. 8
AMBER No. 108
Per doz., .50

Split Pins
3 in. long SHELL No. 45, AMBER No. 145,
4 " " " No. 46, " No. 146,
5 " " " No. 47, " No. 147,
6 " " " No. 48, " No. 148,

per doz., $ .50
.60

it .75
" 1.00

Ready Jointed

5 in. long SHELL No. 57 J, AMBER No. 157J, per doz., $ .75

YLaiolD CE1
1RECTIONS:--Paintlel,"-1
-YLOLOID from 5 to 004
ktopt4two, when att. DV°Op size of aurftce

'ther information ro'

!old Co. o •
=964 Arnst

5 in. SHELL No. 80, AMBER No. 180, per doz., $1.00

Jewelers' Repair Kit J, for Combs, Barrettes, etc.
Sample box, the grcatost value ever offered in combination outfit

1 doz. No. 5 and No. 6 Catches, heavy hand made
1 No. 20 and No. 21 Joints, hand made
1 No. 57 and No. 95 Pins,
1 Bottle Cement as per cut

Valued at $1.45 COMPLETE IN BOX for $ .50

Other Combinations, K.   $ 1.50
.41 L.   3.00

V.1.   10.00

Joints
SHELL No. 21
AMBER No. 121
Per doz., .50

Flange Catches
SHELL No. 9
AMBER No. 109
Per doz., .50

Joints
SHELL No. 17
AMBER No. 117
Per doz., .30

Flange Catches
SHELL No. 10
AMBER No. HO
Per doz., .50

lffr
Joints

SHELL No. 19
AMBER No. 119
Per doz., .30

5 in. long SHELL No. 43, AMBER No. 143, per doz., $ .75

Double Pins
3 in. long SHELL No. 35, AMBER No. 135, per doz., $ .504 AI 

" No. 36, " No. 136, .605 0 64 
" No. 37, " No. 137, " .756 It 
" No. 38, " No. 138, 1.01)

Double Curve
3 in. long SHELL No. 55,
4 " " " No. 56,
6 " " " No. 57,
6 " " " No. 58,

Double Curve
AMBER No. 155, per doz., $ .30
" No. 156, " .40
" No. 157, " .50
" No. 158, " .60

Full Size Bottle
Zyloloid Cement

SHELL No. 1, AMBER No. 101, $ .25
Large " No. 2, " No. 102, .50

(Enough for 150 repairs)

1a411,/t/fes
None genuine without this signature on label

SHELL No. 95, AMBER No. 195, per doz., $ .30

Of all Jobbers in the U. S. and Canada, or send 10 cents
extra for postage from the ZYLOLOID CO.

962-964 Amsterdam Ave., New York City, U.S.A.
WHOLESALE FROM

HAMMEL, RIGLANDER & CO.
SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO.
HENRY ZIMMERN & CO.

Die Send postal for our new and fully illustrated lists
of our latest wonderful money-making inventions
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ROLLER REMOVER No. 60
(Patented

Nickel-plated, each - $1.50

A thoroughly efficient and quick acting Roller Remover. The work is alway
s

plainly in sight. The roller is held in the grooved jaws of the pliers. The ad
just-

able head which holds the screw is quickly brought into position over the 
stair,

and the most obstinate roller will instantly yield to the gradual pressure o
f the

screw.

CROWN CHUCK No. 50

For enlarging or cutting deeper crowns of 
watch cases.

A movable plug in the stem regulates the 
depth required for

various sizes. Four caps of various sizes are supplied wi
th

each to hold crowns front small to large. 
Stem fits in No. 50

wire chuck.
Price, each, $1.50

For Sale

by all

Jobbers

in the

United

States

and

Canada

SHELDON'S PATENT HAIRSPRINU
COLLET REMOVER

Improved Bezel
and

Wheel Chuck
No. 26

Each, $9.00

(Cut is full size)

VTATTP

La rgor capacity for bold-
ing work and Improved
const ruction.

Will hold wheels or plates
from 3 inm. to 52 non.

IleznIs, rings, watch c1c.e,.
etc., from 13 min. to C2
Ill n.

State name and size of
lathe when ordering.

No need of any more distorted hairsprings or bent

balances.
Every watchmaker knows how troublesome 

it is to

remove time collet without either distotting the 
hairspring

or bending the balance ; with the aid of thi
s tool the diffi-

culty is overcome. 'file tool is provided with it pair of sprii g

fingeis, curved at the ends and ground very thin 
and sharp.

By tilting the balance t he jaws may be slid 
under the hair-

spring and by pressing the jaws together it 
will readily

loosen the collet and then by turning the 
central screw,

which has a hole in the end to receive the staff 
pivot, you can

force the collet from the staff, without injury 
to balance or

hairspring. The adjustable screw nut is provided to avoi
d

wear or injury to tile jaws. A glakice at the illustration will

demonstrate the utility of this tool. Finely nickel plated.

Price, each, $1.25

IJjiI!i 11111E1,111 iT421111.151111

Spectacle and Eyeglass Setting-up Pad No. 1

This pad consists of a circular piece of rubber, not too solid to yie
ld when a con-

vex surface is laid upon it, thus preventing any possible breakage.
 It has a metal rim

with two bent arms which hold the clamps of the eyeglass or spect
acle, and keep them

in place while the screw is driven home.

Instructions for Using the Setting-up Pad No. 1

Put the lens In the straps of mounting. Then put the lens in the 
holder by

letting the two veep come on each side of the stud, holding 
the lees in place

between the thumb 11,1(1 foretinuer of the left hand. Draw the lens up in the strap by

pressing the thumb of the right hand against the end of the lens, and with 
the fore-

finger and middle finger of the right hand press against the rini of the 
lielder on each

side of the two prongs. Place spectacle in holder in the same way. Then secure the

lens by turning the screw home. Will hold ally strap of rimless spectacle 
or eyeglasses.

Our Illustration shows "So-Easy " Eyeglass Mounting on Pad. We show 
this

one in particular, as it is one of the most difficult ones to assemble
.

Price, each, 50 cents

Screw Driver No. 112
With Special Clamp and Two Blades. Price; $1.00

Use the screw driver like an ordinary one until the scr
ew is partly extracted. Then press the

sliding clamp down ; this is so made that it engages the head of
 the screw and holds it until it is

desired to put it back again, when it automatically disengages itself, 
and the driver sends the screw

clear home. Particularly useful with stud screws.
Our illustrat ion shows tbe clamp drawn back, which permits the 

driver to be used like any

ordinary Spectacle Serew Driver. The other illusttation shows 
screw held in the clamp ready to be

placed in the 1001111 I i ng.

f r EW, 
M
IL A -90,
OD 141

UNK
0pf.

Ell
A NEW REFLECTING EYE-1A$$ OF

PArrmrseAem..7P,...

WORTH MORE THAN TEN TIMES

THE PFtICE,FOR ESCAPEMENT"'

WORK ALONE.

pslCfis SINGLE, 2-2h -3-rocus•

:17

Watch Reflecting Loupes

For inspection between the plates of a watch
movement or any leeess front which light Is
excluded. this loupe is an absolute necessity.
They have been greatly improved in construc-
tion, the mirrors now being optically ground
concave, which causes them to reflect powerful
rays of light at the necessary point.

Single Lens, made in 2, 234 and 8-inch foci.
Each, 85 cents

Double Lens, very powerful . . Each, $1.50

HAMMEL, RIGLANDER & CO
4711=49 Maiden Lane

• NEW YORK
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A--1 -4T. Pearl Push Leatherette Boxes
. THE BOX LINE OF THE SEASON

Elegantly Made Exceptionally Attractive

NEW

Economical
Heretofore the Pearl Push has been used on only the most expensive velvet boxes, and now we are the first to offer the finest Leatherette Box with Pearl

Push at a very low figure.
The leatherette is of a dark subdued color, the pattern is an absolute duplicate of a genuine high priced full leather, making the appearance exclusively

beautiful.
The manufacture of the boxes we guarantee to be absolutely the highest perfectly constructed in every part.

The linings are white, and of the finest grade of material.
We beg to call your attention to the completeness of the line including such as are made to hold Belt or

Bar Pins, Pierceless Earrings, Bracelet with form, La Valliere and all regular styles.

.01 fl■I%le E■•=1.,,47-,-.:F.....--,------
1,111111111111.111111110 

41111111

No. H225

No. H238

No. I-I236 No. H232 No. H231

No. H239

PRICES

No. H240

Please Remember: We do all our own printing-Running our own presses.
No extra charge whatever for printing-All boxes printed in Finest Gold Leaf.

No. H231.
No. H232.
No. H236.
No. H225.
No. H226.
No. H227.
No. H228.
No. H229.
No. H230.

Pearl Push Leatherette RING Boxes . .
BROOCH Boxes .
Scarf Pin " •

" Os. Watch " .
6s. "

" 12s. "
165. 44 .

18s. "
Chatelaine

. . Per Dozen, $2.75
. . 2.90
• • 44 it

2.90
. , dd ii 3.25

46 14 3.25
44 3.75

. . II St 3.75
64 3.75

3.25

No. H235.
No. H234.
No. H241.
No. H233.
No. H238.
No. H240.
No. H239.
No. H237.

Pearl Push Leatherette Dumb Bell Boxes . . Per Dozen, $ 2.90
Screw Earring Boxes . ,,

2.75
44 Pierceless Earring " 2.75

Stud . " 2.75
Belt Pin or Bar Pin Boxes 3.25

44 Bracelet with Form " 5.50
44 4 i La Valliere (Easel Block) 13.50

" Combination Dumb Bell and Scarf Pin " 3.25

IWe have extensive lines of Jewelry Boxes of all styles in Paper, Velvet, Plush, Leatherette and Leather. Also complete line of Silverware Cases.
Large variety of novel window and show case displays, trays, etc. Write for our Fall Circular.

SWARTCHILD Ec COMPANY
THE LARGEST WATCHMAKERS' AND JEWELERS'
SUPPLY HOUSE IN THE. WC1_1=1 HEYWORTH BUILDING. MADISON ST. & WABASH AVE. CHICAGO, ILL.

1 535

Swartchild's Modern staking Tools
No more procrastinating "Don't know which to buy"-Now it's "Send me Swartchild's Modern"
The Staking Tool buyer now can decide instantly what tool to purchase
He wants a Guaranteed Article-These are guaranteed in every respect

He wants The Best for the Least Money-The Best, and note the prices Exceptionally Low

He wants an Up-to-Date Modern Tool LOOK
How compact
In finely finished hinged case
A place for every punch and stump
No breakage of glass covers
No rusting of punches when properly looked after
How neat in appearance

Prices of Swartchild's Modern Staking Tools

No. H288. 50 Punches, 14 Stumps in finely finished hinged case

No. H289. 60 it 18 , 6 it ii it it

No. H290. 100 it 24 . . .

No. H291. 120 it 30 if it t4 it it

• •

• •

• •

•

•

•

•

•

complete, $8.00
It 10.50

16.00
it 18.00

SWARTCHILD & COMPANY
THE LARGEST WATCHMAKERS' AND JEWELERS'
SUPPLY HOUSE HEYWORTH BUILDING. MADISON ST. & WABASH AVE. CHICAGO, ILL.INI THE. WCDIRL 
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COMBS HAT PINS BANDEAUX

BARRETTES SASH PINS, ETC.

Rhinestone Combs and Hat Pins are in th3 lead for the fall season

An extensive line of new and exclusive designs in these goods is what the trade

is demanding, and our factory is working day and night making them.

In order to convince yourself, send for a selection package, which we will be

glad to send promptly on approval.

J. W. HELLER CO., 129 Eddy St., PROVIDENCE, R.I.

Sheff Patent Ring Forging Machine
This ring sizing machine is for jewelers and anyone who repairs or 

sells

rings. It is the only tool on the market for the purpose that will do perfect

work. Simple in construction, strong, durable, cannot get out of order and ea
sy

to operate. It saves time, labor, gold and is a money-maker. Rings can be

sized, shanks shaped and rings made. A ring can be sized without 
heating,

without danger of breaking or burning stones, no danger breaking ring 
and will

not require refinishing or polishing after taking off the machine. All kinds of

rings, from the cheap filled one to the most expensive diamond, can be 
sized on

this machine in two minutes.

Price, $15.00, includes machine, mandrel and six dies

Terms cash on delivery, no discount

A. J. SHEFF & CO.
6109 Penn Avenue

PITTSBURG, PA.

Western Jewelers can order from their Jobber, or C. S. WEAVER, 707 Columbus Memorial Building, C
hicago, III.

Take Economy Your Watchword

By Using Empire Cases

5300 RING BOX.

Box and Design patented.

Covered with one piece cf velvet.

No hinges exposed.

You can buy OUR metal jewelry cases for
one-third less.

You can buy them for less because they cost
us less to make.

They are made of steel, by automatic
machinery, invented by us, while others are made
of wood or cardboard.

Wooden or cardboard jewelry cases will warp
and shrink. Steel cases cannot, but will hold
their shape in all climates and atmospheres.

We are the original manufacturers of metal
jewelry cases, and each year has seen our business
increase wonderfully, because jewelers realize that
the EMPIRE LINE meets their requirements,
both in price and quality.

These boxes are guaranteed, and if you give
them a trial you will use them always.

We are prepared to furnish you with auto-
matic and push button jewelry cases, silverware
cases, fine paper boxes and window displays of
all kinds.

We will gladly send you our booklet

"The Reason Why"
telling you about our boxes.

If your jobber cannot supply you
" Empire " goods, write us.

with

tcraird No,tarner, Pres §-Treas. - Rudolph J.Warner , ecy

iLLMPIREJEWELRY CASE COMPANY
46111a-150 Clinton St.Buffalo :Y., 14 

Numerous  inquiries have been made, Who makes THE ALLIANCE RING?
Let us solve this question for you

WE DO ! ! !
The graceful style of the Alliance Ring is rapidly supplanting the use of the old-style weddi

ng ring.
Its mysterious construction is another reason for its increased demand.
We have thus far supplied the entire demand, and we take these means to inform you that

 should

you need them, we can supply you.
These rings are most carefully adjusted ; the joints are barely perceptible, except by a magnifyi

ng glass.

Whenever engraving is desired, it is done in the inside fiat surface. They are easily opened as shown.

on illustration by inserting a sharp instrument, for instance a pin, in the inside pin hole.

They should not be pried open, as this would destroy their adjustment.

14 karat, 3 dwts., $1.25 per dwt. net ; in dozen lots, $1.r5 per dwt. net

18 karat, 3 dwts., $1.40 per dwt. net ; in dozen lots, $1.30 per dwt. net

LEONARD KROWER, Manufacturing Jeweler, 536-538 Canal St., NEW ORLEANS, LA.

Up-to-Date Gold and Silver Plating Machines and Outfits
"PERFECT SATISFACTION GUARANTEED"

The uninitiated, after a series of failures and by errors, often condemn a plating machine which

will give the highest satisfaction with average care and management ; hence, our reason for plainly

specifying the terms on which we sell these articles, and which cannot be sent on approval.

Your Work Guaranteed
by using the

SOLUTION

FOR THE PRODUCTION OF

14, 18 & 24 KARAT GOLD
OLD ENGLISH
ROMAN
ROSE
GREEN
RED
ANTIQUE GREEN
SILVER
SILVER OXIDIZE

id

id

di

OR ANY OTHER SHADE

IMPERIAL

PLATIDC

ttifis,%0
SOLUTION

4 Warranted Pura Gold

Producing both OLD ROSH
and ROMAN Finish from

same Dottie.
MANUFACTURED DV

W. GREEN & CO.,

Complete and explicit directions accompany
each bottle. The Imperial (mid and Silver
Plating Solutions may bo usod with or without
a battery-by dynamo or street current-if direct
voltage.

The IMPERIAL PLATING SOLU-
TIONS are the most efficient ones on
the market. Spendid and unfailingly
correct results are obtained by their use,
whether it be ROMAN GOLD-14 or
18 KARAT gold-ROSE gold-GREEN
or antique 0 R E EN gad, FRENCH
GREY or SILVER EI3ONIZER, etc.

NO other solutions to produce these
shades correctly are offered for sale.

They are not concoctions made ac-
cording to formalie to be found in any
everyday text-book-unreliable at the
best-but are compounded from the
formulm of the ORIGINATORS of all
these fancy finishes and catering exclu-
sively to the Jewelry trade for a period
of over 47 years.

No matter how beautiful may be the
design ready for gilding-it rests wills
the efficiency of the plating solution to
bring out the highest degree of beauty
in coloring and assuring the utmost per-
fection in the finished work-this equally
applies to your repair jobs.

If you never did coloring-do it now
-your successful competitor does it.
We made it easy for you, having exer-
cised the greatest care in producing these
solutions so that the novice as well as
the expert gilder would find it easy to
follow. These solutions can be used
with Battery or Dynamo or without
either, at convenience.

1055A to 1055D
No. l'itICES Quart Pint
1088A. Roman, Red, Karat, Old English 0  t.00 02.25
10558. Rose, Green or other Fancy Shades . 4.00 2.60
10550. Silver or French Grey Solution   2.00 1.28
10550. Silver Oxidizer, large bottle   1.00small, .80

GOLD AND SILVER PLATING MACHINE No. 3774A
REPRESENTS THE HIGHEST TYPE IN PERFECTION

•1401.1.110 Mel. Of

71.0.4 natl..

01[17.0 OATTIVIIIIII ROM •CIP111

SIZE IP LONG, 8' HIGH, 7' VDDE, FINISHED IN DARR MISSION COLOR.

11 is the Plating Machine without an equal-is bunt for practical service, wind() all tie-Work reclutied

In an up to date jewelry shop, simple in construction, RELIABLE and ALWAYS ready for work.

The machine creates all the electric current necessary for plating, NO arrangements or connections

from electric light are required, has 3 current strengths-MILD. MEDIUM and SMONG -sufficient for

ALL KINDS OF PLATING.

CAN BE USED WITH ANY GOOD PLATING SOLUTION.

POSITIVELY NEITHER DRY BATTERIES NOR ACIDS ARE US
ED IN THIS MACHINE.,

A quantity of the current producing fluid and formula for making same is supplied with tittichlpe.

cost of maintaining the machine about 50 cents a year.

INsyliuCTION 8001. ON ELEC1RO.PLAYING r". Price, complete,. $15.00, Net Cash.ACCOMPANIES (scar MACHINE.

GOLD AND SILVER PLATING OUTFIT No. 3774B

Contains One
No. 3773

Plating Machine

This Plating Machine. which
POSITIVELY contains NEI.
THER DRY BATTERIES
nor ACIDS. createg it. own
electric current-no attaching
to electric light wires neer.,
sary-Mnedlately set ready
If,, action. ANY KIND of
plating. such •a ROMAN. ROSE
OLD ENGLISH. HED.,KARAT
etc. can be done with it The
current producing. fltrid to sup.
plied with each outfit and
'should with proper core last for
about one yea:. New AUPPIP
ran be had of to. at trifling cost.

COMPLETE IN EVERY DETAIL

READY FOR IMMEDIATE USE.

Price Complete $17.00 Net Cash
This outfit is complete, the Jeweler can start at once to do actual work. Contains all that is required

to either refinish repair work or recolor old and new goods. With the Elect ro-Plating Salts, all shades can
he produced. Nearly all the manufacturing Jewelers are using them, their merits are beyond question.
The machine is the well-known No. 3773 PLATING MACHINE, with adjustable current strength, Always
Ready for Use, Never Out of Order, guaranteed to do perfect work and Positively contains Neither Dry
Batteries nor Acids.

Contains the well-
known ELECTRO
PLATING SAITS.

which when dissolved
in water are immediate-

ly ready for use.

I No. 3773

Plating Machine.
1 qt Roman Rose Gold

Salts.
1 qt. Silver Salts.
1-2 gal. Copper Salts.
1 bottle Silver Oxidizer
Gold, Silver & Copper
A ndoes Evaporating
Dish, Instruction Book

on Plating.

W. GREEN 0 CO., INC.,

[ ELECTFC-Fli

ROE GOLD LO ENG' LIS
SALTS. GOLD SALT

3771A to 3771Y

Imperial Electro-Plating Salts
For the use of small manufacturing and retail jewelers.

These plating salts are preparations in dry form, containing
the Gold, Silver and Chemicals. When dissolved id water, the
bath is at once ready for use, producing unfailingly correct
shades at all timas.

These salts will not deteriorate can he liquified as desired
and are worked with either dynamo or battery same as other
plating solutions.

No.
377IA.
3771 _13.
3771c.
37711).
3771E.
3771F.
3771G.
377111.
3771
377 IL.
3771.M.
37711v.

3771n.
3771S
3771T.
377 r U.
3771V.

Roman
Red
Rose
14 K.
18 K. "   19.00
Old English Gold  18.5o
Orange Rose Gold  19.7.5
Green Gold   19.75
Antique Green Gold 19.75
Guinea Gold , 19.75aa Green (told 19.75

Roue Gold. 19.75
Parisian Gold   19.75
Burmese Gold   19.75
Silver   6.5o
French Grey   4.(to
Copper   3.50
Brass   3.50

Gallon. Half Gallon. Per ).itart.
$01.50 $9.50 $4.$5

1 9.75
19.75
18.5o

/0.01

9.50
10.00
9.50
10.00
10.cm
z0.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00

3.50

2.10

1.93
1.90

5.25
5.25
4.85
5.10
4.85
5.25
5.25
5.25
5.25
5.25
5.25
5.25
5.25

Gold and Silver Plating Outfit No. 3774C

Gold and Silver Plating Outfit, complete and
ready for use, comprising the following articles:

1 Complete Plating Machine,
1 Alcohol Lamp, complete, with stand
1 Plating Dish for Solutions,
Plating Salts, sufficient for making
1 pint Roman Gold Solution,
1 pint 14 or 18 karat Gold Solution
1 pint Rose Gold Solution,
1 pint Green Gold Solution,
1 pint Silver Solution
1 pint Copper Solution
1 bottle Silver Oxidizer,
1 can Jewelers' Potash,
and au Instruction Book on Plating.

This Outfit contains (outside the usual buffs and brushes)
all that is necessary to do good plating, The Plating
Machine, which POSITIVELY contains NEITHER DRY
BATTERIES NOR ACIDS. creates its own electric current
-no attaching to electric light wires necessary-is set ready
for action or out of action, same as the No. 3773 Plating
Machine described on preceding pages. The current pro-
diming fluid is supplied with each outfit and should with
proper care last for about one year. New supply can be
had of its at trifling cost.

Price, complete, $18,00 Net Cash

Watchmakers' and 81 Nassau Street

Jewelers' Supply House NEW YORK
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THE NEW MODEL MOSELEY LATHE

THE MOSELEY LATHES ARE LEADERS

NEW MODEL MOSELEY •
Universal Face Plate
NEW MODEL SWING REST
is included without extra charge

The New Model Conoidal Chuck
The STRONGEST and MOST
SCIENTIFICALLY PERFECT
CHUCK ever invented

as the Many Thousands of More Than Satisfied Watchmakers who
are using them constantly in their daily work Abundantly Testify.

THE MOSELEY LATHES have been well and favorably known to the Watchmakers of the World for upward of a Third of a Century
and they have stood the test of this long and continuous service and under the most exacting conditions and they have been found More Than
Equal to All Requirements. They are of the BEST QUALITY of Material and Workmanship and they are UP-TO-DATE in Every Particular.

ACCURACY AND RAPIDITY—THEY ARE WHAT COUNT in these days of Most Strenuous Competition and THEY ARE SECURED
by the use of MOSELEY TOOLS. FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS. Write for Full Particulars.

THE MOSELEY LATHE CO., Elgin, III., U.S.A.

RICHARD 0. KANDLER
Founder

The Jewelers School of Engraving

IB'stablished 1889 21st Successful Year

'the Jewelers' gchool of Etrigraving
FIRST HXCLUSIVF: ElINCIRAVINCI SCHOOL,

ORIGINAL AND MOST PRACTICAL COUFSEE

Notice WE WILL FILL TOOL ORDERS.We have facilities to arrange a splendid private course in Watchmaking, also a
thorough course in Optics in connection with our Engraving Course.

We do Trade Engraving.
We sketch MONOGRAMS, 25 cents and up. Write for New Catalogue

Correspondence Solicited Suite 1104 Heyworth Bldg., Chicago RICHARD 0. KANDLER
President

fer41,*4"4:',,I..11'iraill'Ik.,0 '
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No. C. DIAMOND BALANCE

HERMAN KOHLBUSCH, SR.
MANUFACTURER OF

Fine Balances and Weights

FOR EVERY PURPOSE
WHERE ACCURACY IS REQUIRED

194 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE
No. 2. UPRIGHT POCKET

DIAMOND SCALE
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MARVELOUS
Genuine Leather, Riding Bow, Steel Spring Hinge Spectacle Cases,

$13.95 Gross, net
In spite of the sharp advance predicted, we are offering a case which is at present

selling for $17.00 and $18.00 per gross, and which is reported will advance 25 ; a
case that will presently be selling for $22.00 and more per gross.

We have now a very large stock of cases and we are making this offer for a
limited time only. Remember the cases are of real leather (not imitation ). They
are well made and first quality in material and workmanship throughout. Printing
extra for this special offer $1.25 per gross net.

The Alligator Lines
Nothing like this has ever been placed on the market before. A material not only containing all the

beautiful effects of the genuine alligator leather, but almost equaling it in toughness and wearing qualities.

Unequaled value. Nothing at anything like the price equals it. Lined
with satin, covered with several shades of most beautiful alligator effects.

Per doz. net.

Wood frame, finest workmanship, has spring hinge and catch. Looks
like a box worth $S.op to $io.00 per dozen, and 11'111 wear as well. It's a
beauty. At double these prices you cannot equal the representative value

No. 665. For Brooch  $1.55 this box affords. Base lined with purple velvet, inside cover with white satin.

No. 666. For Link Button or Dumb Bell  1 55 Per doz. net.
No. 667.
No. 668.

For Scarf Pin  
For Stud  

1 50
95

No. S.
No. 27.

For Ring  
For Ear Screw  

$2 352 05

No. 669. For Ring, Medium  95 No. 36. For Dumb Bell Sleeve Buttons 2 75
No. 670. For Ring, Large  95 No. 50. For Scarf Pin  2 75
No. 671. For Watch, o SIZE` 1 95 No. 54. For Bracelet, size of box 3Nx3N  4 25
No. 672. For Watch, 6 size  1 95 No. 77. For o size Watch  3 00
No. 673. For Watch, 12 size  1 95 No. 78. For 6 size Watch 3 00
No. 674. For Watch, 16 size  1  95 No. 79. For 12 size Watch  3 00
No. 675. For Watch, 18 size  1 95 No. 8. For Chatelaine Watch  3 00
No. 676. For Chatelaine or Medal  1 95

Prices include stamping in blue ink or in gold leaf.
Prices include stamping in blue ink Ink is permanent and is recommended.

If you have not received our new Items of Interest be sure and send for it.
This book contains the greatest selection of display goods, new ideas and contrivances
for attracting and promoting the jewelry business. It is our intention to send one to
every jeweler. If you have not received same please advise.

Co.ENRY PAULSON & _  CHICAGO156 Wabash Ave.
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To THE RETAILER:—If you expect to stay where you are and hold
the old trade, you can not afford to sell second-class goods.
The BRYANT RINGS will hold the old customers, and every ring
you sell will be an advertisement that will attract new ones. They
are the Best Made and Best Known Rings in the market.

M. B. BRYANT 0 CO.

7 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
Trade-Mark

NEW
ELECTRIC SIGNS
We are anxious that you should send for our big catalogue of signs,
for we have all new styles—just the kind for an up-to-date store or
office. Our catalogue tells all about them and you will be pleased
with the excellent results. The jeweler and optician is known by
his sign, so don't neglect this—you run no risk, for you can buy
them of any wholesale house or direct of us. Every one guaranteed.
Now on the market over thirty years.

BUY THE ORIGINAL—GROUT'S SIGNS ARE BEST

Grout's Excelsior Sign Co.
126 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

.111•1■1111•1■1

THE LONG AWAITED HAS ARRIVED
At last a satisfactory Watch and Clock Oil can be obtained. One which will hold

its lubricating efficiency--which will not gum—which will not evaporate—which will
not become rancid or discolor—which will not corrode the pivots—which does not
contain a trace of acid. The solution of the watchmaker's difficulty has been found in

FULCRUM Watch and Clock Oil
Never has any product met with such immediate success as FULCRUM OIL.

ARE YOU USING FULCRUM OIL?

If not, you are one of the few watchmakers in this country to-day who are not.
Jobbers will tell you that the sales have been enormous, and they will tell you that
every man who has tried it has re-ordered. it's the only Watch and Clock Oil ever
known which is absolutely free from acid, AND WE CAN PROVE IT.

35c. PER BOTTLE For Sale by all Jobbers $3.75 PER DOZEN

A POSTAL TO THE FACTORY WILL BRING YOU A SMALL SAMPLE BOTTLE FREE OF CHARGE

FULCRUM OIL COMPANY

ENIIIIME1111111111

11,11111:11111111111111

Franklin, Pa, U.S.A.
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Conclusive Evidence That Our Catalogs Bring Results
If you intend using a Catalog for your Holiday Advertising, it will
pay you to investigate our Proposition before placing your order

STORE OF R. B. ANGER & CO., OSHKOSH, WIS.

SOUTH BEND, IND., Jan. 16, 1909.

THE ARNSTINE BROS. Co.,
Cleveland, Ohio.

Dear Sirs:—Regarding a testimonial for your
catalog, which we have used for two years, will say
that, as a medium for advertising, we believe your
system very beneficial and elevating in gaining a
high opinion of the trade as a first-class jeweler,
and by having our name brought up and spoken of
in the store and at home. Having the merchandise
to deliver, when asked for, was very satisfactory.

Will be glad to place our order again this fall,
when your representative calls.

Yours truly,
CAI,VIN K. CLAUER.

The Catalogs sent out by this
firm since 1907 were made by
The Arnstine Bros. Company

Samples and Full Particulars
Sent Free Upon Request

Osit Kosit, 'Wis., Feb. 7, 1909.

THE ARNSTINE BROS. CO.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

Gent/enicti:—Our business last year showed an in-
crease over 1907, which was due principally to the catalogs,
as conditions in our city were about as unfavorable to
good business as I907 was in many other cities.

Respectfully,
R. B. ANGER & CO.

The Catalogs sent out by this
firm since 1905 were made by
The Arnstine Bros. Company

STORE OF CALVIN K. CLAUER, SOUTH BEND, IND.

We are represented in every State in the Union. If you are interested in our proposition, and will notify
us, our representative will take pleasure in calling on you and explaining our method.

THE ARNSTINE BROS. COMPANY
Originators of The Exclusive Catalog Method for Retail Jewelers

In writing us please mention this issue THE KEYSTONE CLEVELAND, OHIO
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Waltham, Mass., Jan. 14, 1909.
MR. WILLIAM F. NYE

Dear Sir:—We are sending an average of five or six
replies a day to letters we receive for watch oil, in which
we refer the watchmakers to you for some of your latest
product of oil. We presume you are taking care of
these inquiries and that the oil is giving general satisfac-
tion throughout the country, as with us.

Yours truly,
WALTHAM WATCH CO.

A Clean Melt of Gold in a Few Minutes

THE AMERICAN BEAUTY
ALL PLATE GLASS CASE

Is selected in preference to other
cases for its elegance of Style, Per-
fection of Build and Superiority
of Finish.

It's Grand Rapids Make—The Best
WRITE FOR CATALOG

__j lWIII

No. 40A. Furnace, $3.50

Did you ever consider that at
the expense of a few cents for
gas you could melt up all
your scraps of precious metals
and place them to the right
side of your profit and loss
account? It is so, and the little
furnace illustrated will melt
up to a half pound in five
minutes, starting all cold. We
make them larger if you want
them. Better write us for
catalogue "B. k illustrating
and describing these and other
appliances of interest to the
Jeweler.

BUFFALO DENTAL MFG. CO., Buffalo, N. Y., U.S.A.

Grand Rapids Show Case Co.
GRAND RAPIDS MICHIGAN
Branch Factory: LUTKE MFG. CO., PORTLAND, OREGON
New York Office and Showroom. 724 Broadway 1 Under Our Own
St. Louis Office and Showroom, 1329-1331 Washington Ave. Management

7'11E LARGEST SHOW CASE PLANT IN THE WORLD

We Furnish and Equip Jewelry Shops with Everything Required

LAFAYETTE
RIVETING MACHINE

These are very practical
for riveting pin joints and
catches, are quick and accu-
rate and the springs keep the
jaws apart. One of our very
best sellers.

LAFAYETTE
ENGRAVERS' TABLE

All metal, weight ten pounds, top
diameter 7". The advantages are that
they give a more solid foundation for
the work, and never wear out.

We can also furnish these tables
with wood top and wood base; weight
64 pounds, top diameter 8".

Send for our 600-page Illustrated Catalogue

AMERICAN OIL & SUPPLY CO. 52-54-56 Lafayette Street
NEWARK, N. J.

Heyworth Building
CHICAGO

Importers and Manufacturers of Fine Tools, Machinery and Supplies for Jewelers, Silversmiths and Metal Workers

154 3
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THE CHAIN HOUSE
That gives the Jobber,
Retailer and Consumer
the broadest Guarantee
on all their product:

FoR_91NY REASON THIS GAIN
IS NOTSATISFACTORYTOTHEPUR-
CHASER, IT CAN BE.RETURNED 70771E
MAKER AND A NEW CHAIN WILL BE
GIVEN IN EXCHANGE

'AUSTIN & STONE,INC.
cAttleboro.MaSS.

"IF FOR ANY REASON LINE"

0E1.EBRATED WATCH CIIAINS

SOLD BY ALL UP-TO-DATE JOBBERS
and DEALERS of HIGH - GRADE
QUALITY

Austin & Stone
ATTLEBORO, MASSACHUSETTS

 Si
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Webster-Whitcomb
NEW MODEL

LATHE

AMERICAN WATCH
TOOL COMPANY

Waltham, Mass.

pAT'd APP

IN COMPARING PRICES WITH OTHER
LATHES, LEARN THE DIFFERENCE
IN SIZE, QUALITY AND DETAILS OF
CONSTRUCTION

PAT, APPLIED FOR

NEW MODEL TIP-OVER
HAND-REST AND TAIL
STOCK

FULL NICKEL PLATE

THE VITAL POINT in a Watchmaker's Lathe is the SPINDLE AND
ITS BUSHINGS. In this lathe the bearing surfaces of the spindle and its bushings
TOUCH TI I ROUGHOUT THEIR ENTIRE AREA, insuring continued
TRUTH, easy running and greatest Arabi/J./y. This quality in our lathes is main-
tained by workmen of long experience in the operation of special machines devised
for this particular work.

Many lathes may be found in the market on which the front end of headstock
spindle bears only on the 45° angle. They may look well on superficial inspection,
but they will run hard if the spindle is closely adjusted, and are quite unreliable for
perfect work.

In buying a new lathe be SURE the spindle and bushings are PERFECTLY
l'ITTED. Without this a lathe is dear at any price.

Our lathes are finely finished. The curves are true and the surfaces smooth.
All sharp corners are carefully and uniformly rounded ; this makes a great difference
in the durability of the nickel plate. HEAVILY NICKELED.

In comparing lathes, the size and variety of CHUCKS, as well as the scope
and general character of the ATTACHMENTS should be considered.

The New Model Tail-
stock has a steel bushing
for spindle bearing. A
knurled ring in centre of
the tailstock binds the spin-
dle, keeping the alknment
perfect. There is nothing
to get out of order or break,
besides being quicker and
more positive in its action
than the old one.
The New Model Tip-

over Handrest is a great
improvement over the old
sty/e. The /ever which
binds the tee can be moved
into any position, is never
in the way and is a positive
bind. (Patent appliedfor.)
This is an advantage which
every watchmaker will ap-
preciate. Binding parts
are all made of steel.

Lathe, including Taper and Screw Chuck, 6 Cement Chucks and Belting, $31.00
Extra Wire and Wheel Chucks . . . . . . .75 each

A chuck may look nice and shiny, yet be practically worthless. Examine critically the thread on our chucks in compari-
son with others. We do not use dies for threading our chucks. THEY ARE CUT IN A LATHE. The cone and body
of OUR chucks are GROUND to correct FORM and size ; the surfaces are STRAIGHT and TRUE ; compare them under
your eyeglass with the shiny ones. The thread and outer surfaces of a chuck, as well as its form and proportions, are
important elements in its continued truth and durability. The holes in our chucks are GROUND to size and truth.
We caution you against imitations. The GENUINE are stamped " WHITCOMB."

FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS IN THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO., Wholesale Agents
37-39 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
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Up-to-Date Tools
Manufactured by

-R. Kendrick & Davis
LEBANON, NEW HAMPSHIRE

Now I Mr. Ambitious Watchmaker, is an opportune time for you to select your
new Staking Tool and get thoroughly acquainted with it before the " rush" season is
upon us.

The praises of him who makes " two blades of grass grow where but one grew
before " have oft been sung.

You can accomplish as much in your own line by equipping yourself with the
right tools and acquiring skill in their use.

Unquestionably the workman of value is he who can turn out a lot of work,
skillfully done, and done to stay done.

To the man who wills to accomplish—you, Mr. Ambitious Watchmaker—
Invert° will prove a strong ally. It has practically double the range of old style
Staking Tools.

INVESTIGATE

Descriptive circular on application

INVERTO

STAKING TOOL

No. 17

Manufactured by

KENDRICK & DAVIS

Lebanon, N. H.

Price, $35.00

There are no imitations and cannot be

Here's a new Trio for you ; you, a
master of your art, know good tools when
you see them. You also know the value
of any device that will save time in
your business.

Some time-saving devices do not
raise the quality of work done.
These tools DO.

No. 408B. ADJUSTERS' STAND

New and unique. Designed to hold a balance
cock with balance attached. Saves getting oil from
the top pivot into the coils of the hairspring. Many a
watch, otherwise in good order, runs erratically from
this cause. Think of the times it is necessary to remove
the balance cock in repairing some watches. With
the Adjusters' Stand it may be done any number of
times without danger of oiling the hairspring, bending,
or getting dust or grit on the pivots. Then in applying
balance washers !—hut send for descriptive circular;
that tells the whole story. You would make no
mistake, though, to order the tool at once.

Price, $2.50

No. 408C. BALANCE PLIERS

Parallel jaw, self opening ; holds all
sizes of balances. Used in conjunction
with the Adjusters' Stand in applying
balance washers, etc. Also in truing
and poising balances. After you have
trued and cleaned the balance, you
can make all necessary alterations in
the screws—while held in these pliers—
to poise the balance, without touching
it with the fingers, or distorting in the
slightest degree. Either of the legs
may be readily detached. Tempered
smooth steel jaws with soft renewable
facings. Nickel-plated, legs oxidized
steel. Saves time. Builds reputation.

Price, $1.25

No. 423. MICROMETER SCREW DRIVER

Designed for turning the timing
screws of watches through exactly
equal angles. It pays to be exact
when we perform such operations.
Easier now to be exact than to
guess at it. The tool has graduated
disk located near the blade where it is
in plain view while one is operating
on a screw. The cut shows the tool
correctly held.

Finished in oxidized steel and
nickel-plate, celluloid top.

Price, $1.00

SUSSFELD LORSCH & CO., 37 and 39 Maiden Lane
NEW YORK Wholesale Agents



A Continual Harvest of Good Hard Dollars
will be the result if you handle

Our Great Clock and Bronze Assortment
The Assortment consists of Five
Large Clocks and Four Bronzes
which we will sell for $19.87
Net Complete, just as illustrated.

MO SATISFACTORILY CONDUCT

a retail jewelry business anywhere
in the Central West or South without the

big Catalogue d' "The Quick Delivery

House" of Albert Brothers, Wholesale
Jewelers, Cincinnati, is almost an impos-
sibility. This month particular attention
is called to the magnificent showing in

I [eight, 16X, inches ; length of base, 15 inches ; 5-inch
dial: Green Alert>leized Mouldings and

Columns. Bronze Trimmings.

Note the size of these
Not a small one in the
then note the Price

$19.87 Net
for the assortment, Five
and Four Bronzes.

These Clocks are dl 8-Day,
Half-hour Gong Strikes,
the half-hour striking on
cup bell. The Cases are
fine Black Enameled Wood
with Gilt Trimmings
Bronzes Best American
make.

Ilii ght, 1714 inches ; length of base, 17% inches ; 5-inch
dial, Green Marbleized Mouldings, Celluloid

ColumnS. Gilt Trimmings,

We can assure any Jeweler
that our Clock and Bronze
Assortments vill positively
benefit their Clock depart-
ment and prove ready sell-
ers and profit bringers.

We are manufacturers' agents and sell to the trade at factory prices.

Our stocks of the famous

"1847" ROGERS BROS. "ALVIN" PLATE
and "COMMUNITY" SILVERWARE

complete at all times, and we fill every order on the day it reaches us.

Height, 21 inches; length of lmse, 1834 inches ; 5-inch
diad. Green :■larbleized Mouldings, Green L11.41

Cell U bid Columns. Bronze Trimmings.

Height, IS inches ; length of base, 14,4 inelies ;
5-111,11 dial. vireen Marbleized 111ouldings and

Columns. I;ilt Trimmings.

If you want salable Clocks,
Clocks that will sell and not
stay on your shelves, buy
our Clocks and Bronze
Assortment and you will
have what you are looking
for, Clocks that sell.

OUR CATALOGUE

is the result of

eighteen years' experi-

ence in wholesaling

jewelry. It is made so

that it helps the dealer

to make sales—not

merely to advertise our

own establishment. It

will add materially to

your selling force.

I F YOU are a dealer

and not already on

the Mailing List of

" The Quick Delivery

House" write to us

to-day and be enrolled

with the cream of the

trade in this and other

Our Big New
Catalogue is Free
for the Asking

Height, 18 inches ; length of base, 1814. inches ; 5-ito Ii
dial. Onyx INIarbleized Mouldings, Red

Columns. (lilt Trimmings.

N. E. Cor. 4th & Plum Sts., CINCINNATI, OHIO

  WHOLESALE JEWELERS  
Headquarters for ELGIN and WALTHAM WATCHES — KEYSTONE, CRESCENT and CROWN CASES

The Largest Stock of CLOCKS, BRONZES and GENERAL JEWELRY in the CENTRAL WEST and SOUTH
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The Most Vital Points of a Lathe are the Design and Workmanship

44.47.
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RIVETT LATHE MFG. CO.

and the Rivett Lathe has gained its high

reputation by its quality in these respects.

We have put steady, hard work into our im-

provements and you will find if you inspect

our Lathe it will speak for itself.

Don't take our word for it, but look into

the matter yourself. This design challenges

the world for mechanical construction, and

the fact that it is a good design is shown by

those who copy us. Look it up and you will

see. We were the. first to put out a Tip

over T Rest, but others have followed us

just as in other points.

Our design is shown herewith and our

spindle is in proportion for the "Ideal"

Lathe and large chucks. Write for circular

and full information.

Brighton, BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A.

4.‘0,
The best brand of jewelers' saws!

J. N. EBERLE & CIE
ArigsbUrg, Germany

L. LELONG & BROTHER
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Gold ant' Silver REFINERS, ASSAYERS an

SWEEP SMELTERS
BULLION SOLICITED

SMELTING FOR
THE TRADE

SWEEPINGS
OUR SPECIALTY

Prompt attention given to
Old Gold and Silver forwarded to us

by mail or express

.SI.t.314t .st Ccorrwr

1—letley an Marshall St's.

Newark, N. J.

The Perfection
Gold Plating Solution

pERFECTioN
GOLD

COLORINGSOLUTION

g
PRODUCING k

OBIROSE^..ROMAN
MISS FROM SAME BOTTLE

DIRECTIONS.

The Perfection Solution is the only one on the
market which positively gives you an Old Rose and
Roman finish from the same bottle. Other makers
of solution claim to do the same thing simply by
overheating the fluid. This is wrong and the tinish
is " muggy " looking.

The Perfection Solution has a coloring matter
in it that dyes every article put in the solution and
left long enough to give an Old Rose color. The
Roman color is obtained by taking the article out
of the solution as soon as the gold is thoroughly
deposited cud before the Old Rose dye has begun
to deposit.

11emember, Perfection Gold Coloring Solution
is put up in Quart and Pint Bottles and sold for
$3.00 and $1.75 respectively, while inf.•rior solu-
tions charge the same for pint mid 1 pint bottles.

Genuine Coes Watch Case Plier
Nickel-plated, price, $1.00

The only Plier on the market which has the proper shape curve
for removing all dents on watch cases. Beware of imitations!
When ordering same, please take notice that the Genuine Coes
Case Plier has the Patent Stamp on same as per above illustration.
Ask your jobber for the Genuine Coes Case Plier.

 ORDER FROM YOUR JOBBER

'549
Robbins'

Improved Turret-head
Interchangeable
Roller Remover

The most practical tool ever
offered. Will take off any roller,
single or double, instantly. Has
five interchangeable heads.

Price, $3.00

Complete directions for use sent
with each tool.

HENRY ZIMMERN & CO., INC., Sok
77 John Street, NEW YORK

Distributers

SYSTEM is most ESSENTIAL in any line of business TO-DAY
OUR STAFF AND JEWEL CABINETS ARE THE SAME SIZE. DIMENSIONS, 16 in. x 7 in.

BALANCE STAFFS.
1,10. ROC, ,Nlo. 701,1111, I OAT,. se.

CHIOL' 4. 

501711 111,11 1 SI Kit 51711 AI0,

(70)0ELL, 14.110,

,771:110t11, ,1701 1110MAS. C1,71.10

41 With OUR CABINET SYSTEM for BALANCE

JEWELS and STAFFS any watchmaker will be able

to do twice as much work, his stock will be at all

times under his control and in the future he will buy

only what he needs and uses.

ILL MANY JEWELERS throughout this country

TO-DAY consider it lost money to keep on hand a

stock of balance jewels and staffs. ON THE OTHER

HAND they will PAY a watchmaker BIG MONEY

to fuss around and fit staffs and jewels. Figuring

the TIME of the watchmaker, the MATERIAL will

COST TWICE as much as it SHOULD.

41, YOU CANNOT do JUSTICE to yourself, your

watchmaker or your WORK if you are handi-

capped by the INFERIOR quality watch

material now on the market. OUR

BALANCE JEWELS and STAFFS
410

are the BEST that MONEY and 

iM ' many years 

SKILLED MECHANICS of 
experience can

v Co

PRODUCE.

f,?1.11-v ..'e?‘:?°°

THE CHARLES J. O'DONNELL CO. 088*".4.:,',.?
WALTHAM, MASS., U.S.A.. 0.<"'

THIS HANDSOME GENUINE LEATHER, PLUSH-LINED CABINET PUT IN FREE OF CHARGE

WITH ONE GROSS STAFFS

gr Upon receipt of attached coupon with your name and address,
ILL, we will be pleased to send you particulars, prices, etc.
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U. S. Mint, Philadelphia

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ACCEPTS
at its mints and assay offices, large consignments of old gold, refines same and remits proceeds
by express.

About 6 to 8 days' time is required to get returns, from which refining and coinage charges
are deducted and return expressage to pay.

The value placed by the U. S. Government on a consignment is absolute and final, from which
there is no recourse.

Wendell and Company accept at their assay offices and refineries small lots of Old Gold
($1 to $250), remit full value at once by draft, before refining, and hold consignments until valuations
are accepted.

If there is any doubt about the valuation Placed upon a consignment by them, it is immediately
returned in its original condition, express charges prepaid.

Their large business requires complete assaying, smelting and refining departments. They handle without additional
expense and use in their own factories all old gold and silver consigned to them. The difk rence in the value of old gold
(before refining) and fine gold (after refining) is their profit, which is very much smaller than it would have to be if they con-
ducted a.separate refining- business with a large investment in plants and expenses ranging from 15 to 25 per cent. of the
value of old metal received.

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT DOES NOT BUY OLD SILVER
It accepts same for refining, and returns the fine silver in bars, less the refining charges, by express.
Wendell and Company buy old silver outright at the full market value, which is governed by

the price of fine silver.

47 John Street
New York

DO NOT PAY YOUR BILLS WITH OLD GOLD OR SILVER

Sell it to Wendell and Company
with the returns. You will save much
take gold and silver on account do not
means of ascertaining its exact value,
value on it that will afford two profits.

for full cash value and pay your bills
by so doing. Most of the firms that •
use it themselves ; nor have they any
but depend on others, who place a

WENDELL AND COMPANY,

ASSAYERS, SMELTERS AND REFINERS.
Established 25 years.

Polishings, crucibles, bench and floor sweeps ecOnomically handled and
proceeds promptly remitted.

..;"""" •
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256 Madison Street
Chicago, 111.

This Page is Interesting to You!

Pendant Set Sleeve Wrench-10 Prong
Price, 60 cents

Cannon Pinion
Tightening Tool

50 cents

Aso

Height 3.

Height 4.

Height 5.

Height 6.

Height 7.

V..
Height 8.

This Cabinet FREE with your first order for One
Ciross Regent Imported American Mainsprings

Steel Wire Clock Cord (Non Rust)
Made in 3 sizes. l'ut up lull ft. coils.
Prices Small Size, $1.50 per doz. Coils
" Medium " 2.E0
" Large " 3.00 " " "

411111011■1111111.1
PARALLEL.

aousioimme■mm

LENTILLE.

ae■°_ts
PATENT GENEVA.

NOTICE-owing to the advance in the prices of
manufacturers, we have revised our prices

Genevas .... . . $4.00 per gross ; $ .40 per doz.

PRICE-LIST { 

Parallels 8  00 " .75
Ml Concaves, Extra Thick 10.g

"
.90

Thic k Mi=Concaves . . 4 
"

.40 "

rtep
ct5)

$ .15 per Dozen
1.50 per Gross

111111111111111

1101111111111111111111111111111111111111111111114.i

1;1 1 111)11111111

$ .75 per Dozen
7.50 per Gross

EXTRA THICK MI-CONCAVE.

Agmgia,
THICK MI-CONCAVE.

Watch Classes by European
to date as follows:
Patent Gienevas . $8.00 per gross ; $ .75 per doz.
Lentilles . . 12.00 " 1.25 "
Antiques . . . 8.00 " • .75 "
Lunettes . . 3.00 " .25 "

BLANK ORDER SHEETS FOR WATCH GLASSES SENT UPON APPLICATION

New Model Webster=Whitcomb Lathe with New Model Tip-
over Hand Rest and Tailstock.

Full Nickel-plate. Price. $31.00

which includes Taper Chuck, Screw Chuck, Six 34-inell Cement

Chucks and 9 ft. Round Belting.

Regent Foot Wheel, Improved
$6.00

Issiz.wx111AM
N.-2203_

sygy_NiNsmcmina

0 1.00 per Dozen $ .75 per Dozen
10.50 per Oross 7.50 per Gross

Nickel Plated Pendant Bow Pliers, 35 cents

SEND A POSTAL FOR OUR

Pocket Price-List of Watch Tools and Materials
NOW READY

CROSS & BEGUELIN
(A Corporation)

Greer's Improved Long Sliding Soldering Tweezers, 50 cents

"A good thing," say those who are using them. Jewelers will find these Tweezers very useful
for eitlier hard or soft soldering small articles such .as studs, scarf pins, hat pins, button backs, pin
tongs, dial feet, etc.

ORDERS FILLED FROM ANY CATALOGUE
Your orders for Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry or Material will receive
prompt and guaranteed satisfactory service as to quality and price

Importers, Exporters and• Manufacturers -
Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry, 

23 
Maiden Lane, New York

Silver-Plated Ware, Etc.
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Efficient Tools at Reasonable Cost
Manufactured by

HARD1NGIE BROS.
New No. 3135 to 3141 Lincoln Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Pivot Polisher with Screw Base, $40.00
Plain 30.00

For othor at see NO. 5 Calalogot•

Full Size

This
chuck
may be
tilted to
ally
style of
la! he

Four-Jawed Chuck 2" Price, $10.00
,‘ 2'2" 12.00

HOUGHTON
FACE PLATE

MFGD. ElY

HAROINGE BROS.

Price with Trefoil peep holes, $8.00
Old style changed, each, $2.00

Write for No. 5 Catalogue

JBWELINC CHUCKS
To tit sizes IS 01 5e wire chuck

Set of 10 Brass, $1.50
,‘ • 10 Steel, 2.50

SCHOLER CROWN CHUCK
Fitted to any lathe Price, each, $2.50

HARDINGE COMBINED

HIM TOOL.DEPTHING TOOL IVI°11C
Price with 2 arms, $2.50

3 3.25

Don't Fail to See Our Big Fall Line

We carry a large assortment of Gold and Gold Filled
Rings, Earrings, Scarf Pins, Brooches, Lockets, Chains,
Bracelets and Jewelry of every description. American
and Swiss Watches and Clocks of every Grade and Make.
Purses, Combs and Novelties in large Varieties.

Our Representatives are on their way and will call on you with a Large and Com-
plete Stock for Immediate Delivery. Should our Representative fail to call on you, we
will be pleased to send you samples of any kind on approval.

We also carry a Complete Line of High-grade Tools, Findings and Materials for
Watchmakers, Jewelers and Opticians. Our out-of-town customers are invited to make
our store their headquarters while in the city.

KORONES BROS Wholesale Jewelers
•, 46 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
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OR, WATCHMAKE-RS-JEWE-LbERS-
FINE PICT MAKE-16~1HE SINK--ft•
ERS-ETC:7•THE11E ARE- NO Hlies
THAT EQUAL THE-F /

10. I 1.111 ---mr2i=m1

( 
EXTRA [X*F] FINE

•••”9

1A&ME IN Fa
VARIETIESOF
•KINDS'

CA
'

c■CJI 'Ses4 

artV

SWISS PATTERN
hese EXTRA [X*F] FINE files ape

carried in slock by the mos/ pro-
aressifi dealers, and are used and
preferred Jo all others by a rapidly in-
CFeasinh number oferilical consumers

IITICHOMON ribE CO
PROOENCE; RI; ESA.

THE NEW GYMNASIUM OF BRADLEY POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE

ERECTED AT A COST OF $85,000. IT CONTAINS A MEN'S GYMNASIUM, A WOMEN'S GYMNASIUM, A SERIES OF

SOCIAL HALLS, SWIMMING POOL, BATHS, ETC. SIZE OF THIS BUILDING 85 FEET WIDE, 220 FEET LONG

CIThere is no doubt that the course of
MODERN METHODS IN HOROLOGY,

as pursued at Bradley Polytechnic Institute, is getting
the best results possible, if you want to get it right,
and it will pay you to investigate this truly great
institution.

A SCHOOL
UP TO DATE IS
APPRECIATED

YEARS AGO when Horological schools
were first inaugurated in this country, they
met with decided opposition by the

majority of, those interested in the jewelry
business and its kindred trades. However, this
feeling has disappeared from the field in most
cases, and to-day it is generally conceded by
the broadminded that the HOROLOGICAL
SCHOOL is the only way to attain a complete
knowledge of the work, and, at the same time,
hasten results. So much so is this a fact that
whereas in the early days the student body was
made up of those who had had little or none
of the opportunities in a store, to-day 75 of
them have been connected with the business
before entering a school of this kind. And
many who are jewelers, and generally the best
in the community, are sending their sons to
these schools. Why? Because they know that
the school offers the best place to get the work,
to get it right and without an unnecessary waste
of time. II1We do not advocate anything in the
way of lightning methods, nor do we say that
every student matriculating will become a first-
class workman. Law schools and medical
schools do not make first-class lawyers or physi-
cians of every student that they turn out, and
the percentage of good workmen turned out
from a first-class Horological School will be
found to be greater than the two professions
mentioned above.

4t" MAKE ARRANGEMENTS TO COME EARLY, SO THAT ONE YEAR HENCE 
YOU WILL BE READY TO

ACCEPT A POSITION, WHEN THE DEMAND IS THE GREATEST AND THE WAGES OFFERED ARE THE HIGHEST"

AADITRSFTAE DLCARD tHOROLOGICAL " Dept. K PEORIA ILL• DESIRED INFORMATIONWILL GET YOU THE
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The Ideal Plating Machine 

PATENTED MAY 19, 1908
jeweler.

An electro-plating machine that anyone can use. Just the thing to put
the new finishes on your old goods. Plates ROMAN, RED, ROSE, GREEN,
SILVER, COPPER and NICKEL.

FORMULAE for making solutions and full directions for plating all above
colors come with each machine. These alone are worth the price charged for
the outfit.

BATTERIES are ordinary dry cell and give 1-1,2, 3, 6, 9 and 12 volts
current (see cut), and Should last a year or more with ordinary use and can
easily be replaced.

CONSTRUCTION is good; material of Oak, wood work nicely finished.
Lever and attachments nickel-plated. Jars for solutions hold 12 ounces and
are self-sealing. Plating tank or bowl of best enamel ware. One each pure
gold, pure silver and carbon anode. Connecting wires complete, ready for use.

Weight, 30 pounds crated. Size, 18 inches long, 9 inches high and 6 12
inches wide. Guaranteed as represented or money refunded. Price, $15.00
net cash, F. 0. B. Kansas City, Mo.

The only ma-
chine furnishing
five different
strengths of cur-
rent; five shades
of color for each
solution.
SIMPLE,

PRACTICAL
and INDIS-
PENSABLE,
always ready,
clean, compact,
sure in results,
the IDEAL
machine for the

The Ideal Plating Solution
RICH WITH GOLD SURE IN RESULTS

FULL AND COMPLETE DIRECTIONS
FOR PLATING ON EACH BOTTLE

Rose Gold Plating Solution, 12 Oz. Bottle. Price $2.25
Red Gold Plating Solution, 12 Oz. Bottle. Price 2.25
Roman Gold Plating Solution, 12 Oz. Bottle. Price 2.25
Green Gold Plating Solution, 12 Oz. Bottle. Price 2.25 ROMAN

Silver Plating Solution, 12 Oz. Bottle. Price . . .75

m IDEAL
PLATING SOLUTION

These solutions are not a new thing or an experi-

ment. We have been supplying them for some time to
jewelers who had difficulty in getting the pure chemicals

necessary for a perfect solution.

The success we have met with has induced us to
put them on the market.

Each Gold Solution of 12 ounces contains 45 grains
of chloride of gold, making an exceedingly rich and rapid

solution. All chemicals used are of uniform strength
and exactly suited to the amount of gold and solution.

To those who use the IDEAL PLATING MACHINE, for

Prepared e s pee WI, for put-
ting Lie tor y tunsh on bard
and sof i solder repair inbs.
new I h on old or shop-
worn ie w dry
Will not in,ure the finest
Enamels Imitation or Pre-
cious Stones
Every 12-ounce bottle Gold
Plating Solution, Guar- 3
laniard to contain 45 grain
Chloridr of Gold
SO talons luo,hod in the
following
Rose. Roman. Red and
Green Gold, Silver.
Copper and Nickel.

it[COMM END! D

To So Used WI.

THE MEAL PLATING MACHINE

rAci-Jreir- _

which these
solutions were first compounded, we guarantee absolute satisfaction in every
instance. Where used with any other plater you obtain better and quicker
results than with any other solution.

Also complete stock of DIAMONDS, JEWELRY, WATCHES, SILVERWARE,
TOOLS, MATERIAL and OPTICAL GOODS, everything needed by the Retail Jeweler

If unable to obtain from your Jobber, order direct from the manufacturers

C. B. NORTON JEWELRY COMPANY 1013-15 Grand Avenue
KANSAS CITY, MO.

THE NEW BUILDING of the
St. Louis Watchmaking School
is now completed
and we are now able to give our students more
bench room and more light than any other school
in the world.

(I, The workroom on the second floor is entirely
skylighted, and, consequently, the light in this room
is fully as good as in open air.

41 Good light is of vital importance to a Watch-
maker, and we have spared no money to obtain the
best light and the latest improvements of a modern
building.

111 The last few years we have not been able to
accommodate all the students that made applications
for scholarships, for want of room ; but now, with
an additional building, we can take care of a great
many more students.

41. Write for our new Catalog to-day.

St.LouisWatchmakingSchool
St. Louis, Mo.

"WINTER FIXTURES"
THE STANDARD OF QUALITY and STYLE

ANYTHING FROM A STORE STOOL TO A COMPLETE OUTFIT

The
"Peer-of-All"
No. 9
Jewelers'
Case and
Table.

A "Winter"
Origination.

(ICABTER-SAWED OAK FIXTUKF,S AT QUARTER-sAWED OAK PitiCES.
This means the best Selected, Large Flaked, Quarter-sawed White Oak, not the small flaked,
wart er-sawed southern Red Oak that is no better than plain oak and costs about the same.
, 'WINTER CATALOGUES"—THE BOOKS THAT SHOW YOU. Sent on receipt of 25 Cent:.

( The ?cost complete works ot their kind ever published. Works of Art. Books
"A" of Valuable Information. Complete in all details. Cost years of experience and

I. thousands of dollars. Size 9 x 12, 3 volumes. 600 imges complete.
( BOOKS THAT YOU NEED AND WILL KEEP. Colored finish samples, plans, stig-

" It" gestions, interior views, elevations, measurements, detailed description, prices,
(etc., of the hi gli-gratie store fitting art—qom start to finish.

S Over 200 pages devoted to high-grade floor cases, show cases, counters,
I tables, specialties, etc., with full description and prices.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE "09-A"

M. Winter Lumber Co. HIGH-GRADEFIXTURE MAKERS
Established 1865

SHEBOYGAN, WISCONSIN, U. S. A.

SALES AGENCIES
C. D. SMITH DRUG CO., - - - St. Joseph, Mo.
FELIX PARSONS CO., - - - - Dal:as, Texas
FINLAY DICKS CO., - - - - New Orleans, La.
R. H. BIRDSALL, - - - Hamilton Bld., Portland. Ore.
MATTOON & KEPPEL. - - - New Haven, Conn.
IRVIN L. WARD & CO., 893 Ashbury St.,San Francisco, Cal.
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OLIVER QUALITY
JEWELERS' MACHINERY

There is no waste material in the
Oliver Quality Drop Press. There
is just enough in each part to perform

its function well. That is why our Drops
are so low in price and so high in quality.

Described in Catalogue No. 17

The No. 4A Oliver Quality
Rolling Mill is of an entirely
original design. It will finish

stock absolutely smooth and flat and
still it has the strength and power
for the most severe requirements.

May we send you Catalogue No. 17?

THE W. W. OLIVER MANUFACTURING CO.
1490 Niagara Street, BUFFALO, N. Y.

OLIVER QUALITY PRODUCTS are carried in stock by the AMERICAN OIL & SUPPLY CO.,

52 Lafayette Street, Newark, N. J.
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Aim True in Business Wheeling Metal Ceilings
HAVE MERIT

1557

Make every shot count by selling

goods that will satisfy your custom-

ers and increase your sales.

Try us

on Watches, Diamonds and

Jewelry for the Jeweler.

If you're a customer, you'll see our line;

If you see our line, you'll be a customer!

SPECIAL DESIGN M-B I

The largest and most influential jewelry store in all
New England is ceiled with

WHEELING METAL CEILINGS
The most exacting requirements are satisfied.

ARTISTIC SANITARY PERFECT FITTING

WRITE— IT COSTS NOTHING TO ASK QUESTIONS

Wheeling Corrugating Co.
BALTIMORE, MD.

SELECTION PACKAGES SENT TO RESPONSIBLE JEWELERS

Branch Offices

PHILADELPHIA

NEW YORK

CHICAGO

THOMAS J.DEE &CO.

WHEELING
WEST VIRGINIA

and Stores

BOSTON

CHATTANOOGA

ST. LOUIS

i

----
1)-

..

.,

if

Att"'

•

The following resolution was passed
at the Convention of the Wisconsin Retail
Jewelers' Association, July, 1908:

--' RESOLVED, that the Wisconsin Retail- 
Jewelers' Association in convention assembled ,
do hereby indorse the Wisconsin Institute of
Horology and recommend it to those seeking
knowledge of the Watchmaking and Engraving
trades.

•
9 

We know of no other similar institu-

Our Home Study Course in Watchmaking
THERE are thousands of young men working in stores

h are surrounded by all the opportunities for learning
watchmaking except the proper system of instruction. Aware

of this fact, the W. I. of H. has established a Home Study
Department, with a view of teaching watch repairing by cor-
respondence. This system of instruction is as thorough as it
possibly can be, embracing Mechanical, Practical and Theoreti-
cal Horology. The course consists of 43 printed lessons, con-
taming nearly 400 illustrations and other special features,
making it an excellent substitute for an attendance course to
those unable to leave home or their position and is incom-
parably less expensive.

IF INTERESTED WRITE FOR PROSPECTUS TO THE

WISCONSIN INSTITUTE OF HOROLOGY
ENTERPRISE BLDG. :: . :: MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Lion which offers such guarantee!
-w, WISCONSIN,

INSTITUTE OF HOROLOGY
,t_ ,' Enterprise Bldg. :: MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Clement Combined Lathe Attachment
For
Watchmakers

(Patentt.(1)

Fitted to any
lathe

Complete as
shown

$40.00

strictly NET

REPLACINO

1.—Plain Tailstock

2.—Screw Tailstock

3.—Swing Rest
Jeweling Caliper

4.—Slide Rest

5.—Pivot Polisher

6.—Filing Fixture

7.—Rounding-up Tool

8.—Milling Fixture

9.—Rusty Pinion
Polisher

10.—Profiling Fixture

11.—Turret Head

12.—Table Rest

DOES

Turning
Facing
Recessing
Shouldering
Boring
Reaming
Milling
Drilling
Tapping
Counterboring
Sawing
Filing
Stoning
Surfacing
Jeweling
Traverse grinding
Polishing
Snailing
Damaskeening
Rounding up
Etc.

New Catalog
just out

Fully
illustrated

YOUR OLD GOLD AND SILVER
Sent to this building—the new smelting and refining plant

of Thomas J. Dee & Co., will bring you quicker and larger

returns than you can possibly get elsewhere.

This building was designed and built especially for

the refining of gold, silver and platinum. It is the most

complete plant of its kind in the country.

Absolutely fireproof in construction, smooth concrete

floors in every room enable us to prevent loss or waste of

any material. Every scrap of metal, both precious and

base, is recovered. We even go to the extent of filtering

our smoke to prevent values getting away from us.

Thirty minutes' study of Thomas J. Dee & Co.'s plant

would convince you that no other concern in the country

devoted to the refining of precious metals would come up

to ours either in method or equipment.

Eighteen years of price-lifting service to the jewelry

trade is the platform on which we stand, and it is due to

the following out of these principles that we have pushed

ourselves ahead.

This is the kind of treatment that counts. The kind

of treatment that holds old customers and brings in new

ones—we intend to stick to it.

We have special facilities for the refining of old Crucibles, Polishings, Bench and

Floor Sweepings. Returns made in from three to five days after receipt of shipment.

Check for old gold and silver by return mail. Consignment held subject to your approval

satisfactory, we will return shipment intact, charges prepaid.

Attachment
sent on
trial free

of our offer. If not

Thomas J. Dee & Company
Gold, Silver and Platinum Refiners 

Office, 67 and 69 Washington St. Works, 317 E. Ontario St.

Chicago, Illinois

W. D. CLEMENT

WALTHAM, MASS.
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Phone

710 John GOOD WATCH CASE REPAIRING 
is just as ESSENTIAL as Good Watch Repairing

0
In fact, more so, as it is wide open to the criticism of
the owner, whereas most of the working parts of the
movement are hidden. Why not get what you are
after—THE BEST. My experience of over FORTY
YEARS is a guarantee against poor workmanship.
Best of references furnished if desired.

A • few of my specialties are the Remodeling
of English, Swiss and American Key-Wind Cases
to American Stem-Wind ; Special Hand-Made
Cases for Odd Size Movements ; Gcld and Silver
Plating and Coloring. Also jewelry Repairing,
Miniature Portraits, Demagnetizinfz of Watches.

Special Attention to Out=of-Town Trade
Send for Price=List

N. J. FELIX & SONS
45 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK CITY

Member Jewelers' Security Alliance Established 1865

WHEN
A

CUSTOMER

WISHES
TO
SELL

You any lot or single piece of mounted diamond
jewelry—large or small—do not turn him down
absolutely, send the goods to me for a

SPOT CASH OFFER

and save all trouble and worry. I pay all express
charges and insure the goods in transit. I have
been in the business right here for 16 years,
and can give the very best references as to
responsibility on application. Offers and valua-
tions furnished promptly. See ad. on another
page of this issue.

Write for further information.

J. J. COHEN
1011 Chestnut St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Established 1 8 91

Amsterdam, Tulpstraat 10 London, Audrey House, Ely Place

Tie HALE Watch Protector
Made of soft specially prepared non-tarnishing

leather, in tan shades ; sizes, 12, 16 and 18.

USED ON ALL THE LEADING RAILROADS

With YOUR name and address printed
on the front it makes a " Live Ad."

Ask Your Dealer or Write for Sample

Made only by the

Hale Watch Protector Co.
Providence, Rhode Island

"Quality, Finish, Originality"
Our class, limited to eight, assures each pupil the best atten-
tion and most rapid progress with "QUALITY" results.

Training for beginners—for engravers of some experi-
ence requiring coaching along weak lines—for
" special " pupils in the higher branches,

BROCHURE ON REQUEST

We have just inaugurated a comprehensive and
practical Mail Course.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

tin WI. 1. inewmeper ,e5cbooi of JEngraving
New England Building CLEVELAND, OHIO
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M. J. AVERBECK
MANUFACTURER AND IMPORTER

10-12 Maiden Lane NEW YORK

NEW

STERLING NOVELTIES
NEW

VANITY PURSES
NEW

MESH BAGS
NEW

VEIL PINS
NEW

SASH PINS
NEW

BELT BUCKLES
NEW

COMBS
NEW

BRACELETS
NEW

BROOCHES
NEW

HAT PINS
NEW

SCARF PINS
NEW

WAIST SETS
NEW

DUMBBELL LINKS
NEW

NOVELTIES IN
GOLD

GOLD-FILLED
STERLING SILVER

M. J. AVERBECK
MANUFACTURER AND IMPORTER

10-12 Maiden Lane NEW YORK

REMEMBER 

M. J. A. GOODS

SELL

Visitors to New York
will find our building a

place of  interest.

The MANY DEPART-
MENTS of Diamond and
Precious Stone Jewelrz,

Silverware, Silver Novelties, 

Gold Fillecl Novelties, Cut

Glass and Leather Goods

contain beautiful and low-
priced lines which the
Retail Jeweler is invited to
inspect without any obliga-
tion to purchase

M. J. AVERBECK
MANUFACTURER AND IMPORTER

10-12 Maiden Lane NEW YORK

NO NEED

to scatter
your orders
for Jewelry
among a
dozen firms
We can •
serve you in

ALL

THINGS

"All the Jewelry
needs of the
Retail Jeweler"

as quickly,
cheaply and well
as the dozen
put together

M. J. AVERBECK
MANUFACTURER AND MVIPORTER

10-12 Maiden Lane NEW YORK
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The Phenomenal Sale of this
Case Proves its Usefulness

Jewelers with a keen eye in every case rehting to their husiness, saw at once
the beauty, utility and cheapness of our " IDEAL" CASE.

It is made of solid oak, or other vvood desired, highly polished, beveled plate-
glass top, double strength glass front, ends and doors, has two highly polished
shelves of same wood as case, supported by Tom's adjustable brackets, metal legs
six inches high, and doors run on steel tracks.

DIMENSIONS:—Length as ordered, 28 inches wide, 43 inches high, upper shelf
12 inches wide, lower shelf 16 inches.

The construction of this case is first class. It has a nicely molded top, orna-
mented with egg and dart. 

Wall Cases. Solid Oak. 8 feet long, 8 feet 4 inches high, 1 foot 4 inches deep
inside. Boor slide up, fastened to Morton's steel chaitis and weights, Inside of ease and
shelves lined with black felt. Made to ,hip in the knock down.

Net price, $58.00. Worth $70.00

Made and sold by

A BEAUTIFUL CASE

Salesroom, Office and Factory

Uri 1 n Show Case Co. 56-66 Frank Street, CHICAGO
Take the Blue Island Avenue Car

We do RELIABLE
Silver-Plating and 

Silverware
Repairing

Landis School of Engraving

Can this be Repaired ? Yes!

We Repair any article in the Silverware line, making new parts to match the old ones
broken or melted off, the same as new

We Replate any article you want in Gold, Silver, Nickel, Bronze, Brass, Oxidized Silver,Old Bronze, Statuary Bronze, and all the Antique or Old Finishes, etc.

Silverware Sercomb Company 1429 Wabash Ave.Repaired and
CHICAGOReplated

Mr. Jeweler
Remember

Good Fixtures is an

Investment

Poor Fixtures is an

Expense

Wadell's Fixtures means . . . INVESTMENT

J. P. WADELL SHOW CASE & CABINET CO.
1602-1608 E. Grand Blvd. DETROIT, MICH.

FALL COURSE NOW OPEN
WINTER COURSE WILL OPEN

JANUARY 3, 1910

If you wish to take a Course this Winter please
write us at once, and we will assign and hold a
place for you.

Our new School rooms have every modern em-
venience and comfort.

Our methods are on and entirely new. We are
the founders of a new system in the Art of Cutting
and Designing, which en ibles a pupil not endowed
with artistic skill to learn to make perfect letters.

Write us, and we will give you an idea of what you
could accomplish by taking a Course with us.

M. L. Landis, Proprietor and Instructor

M. L. Laricij, 119 Mt. Vernon Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Positively no Mail Course given. Attendance only

OPTICIAN'S FITTING TABLE No. 15
giT The convenience of its arrangements, the workmanship and finish, and
IlLisits low price makes this the most practical table for opticians on the
market. This table has a plate glass top set in a wooden frame, so as to
show the contents in the four upper drawers. Below these upper drawers
are four others for supplies, etc. Made of solid oak or birch and finished in
any color. Dimensions: 60 inches long, 16 inches deep and 30 inches high.

C., Write for Catatogue and
Order Through Your Jobber

JESSEN C./
ROSBERG 
Manufacturers of Watchmakers',
Opticians' and Jewelers' Furniture

393 to 405 W. Kinzie Street

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, U.S.A.

Buy Your Fall Stock
IN NEW YORK
Novelties and Fashions Do Not

Originate in Minor Cities, But
Do Originate in New York
The American Metropolis of Style and Fashion

AND IN NEW YORK ONLY
THEY ARE THE PROFIT-MAKERS AND BY

GOING TO NEW YORK YOU GET THEM

I 5() I

THE SINGER BUILDING

MAIDEN LANE, THE JEWELRY CENTER

OF THE ENTIRE WORLD

C. G. ALFORD & CO.

192 Broadway

M. J. AVERBECK

10 Maiden Lane

J. B. BOWDEN & CO.

9 Maiden Lane

CARTER, HOWE & CO.

9 Maiden Lane

CROSS & BEGUELIN

(A COI1PORATION)

23 Maiden Lane

DAY, CLARK & CO.

21 Maiden Lane

HENRY FREUND & BRO.

71 Nassau Street

R., L. & M. FRIEDLANDER

30 Maiden Lane

HENRY FROEHLICH & BRO.

68 Nassau Street

ADOLPH GOLDSMITH & SON

68 Nassau Street

GORHAM MFG. CO.

15 Maiden Lane

HEYMAN & KRAMER

65 Nassau Street

ROBT. H. INGERSOLL & BRO.

45 John Street

INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO.

9 Maiden Lane

KELLER JEWELRY MFG. CO.

64 Nassau Street

JULIUS KING OPTICAL CO.

10 Maiden Lane

JONAS KOCH 

37 Maiden Lane

LARTER & SONS 

21 Maiden Lane

LISSAUER & CO.

54 Maiden Lane

ALBERT LORSCH & CO.

37 Maiden Lane

LUDWIG NISSEN & CO.

182 Broadway

REED & BARTON 

320 Fifth Ave. and 4 Maiden Lane

SETH THOMAS CLOCK CO.

15 Maiden Lane

TOWLE MFG. CO.

15 Maiden Lane

CHAS. L. TROUT & CO.

2 Maiden Lane

L. E. WATERMAN CO.

173 Broadway

HAYDEN W. WHEELER & CO.

2 Maiden Lane

N. H. WHITE & CO.

21 Maiden Lane

A. WITTNAUER & CO.
9 Maiden Lane

J. R. WOOD & SONS

2 Maiden Lane
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The Perfect Shape Umbrella
("Maiden Baltimore")

GOLD AND SILVER
HEAD CANES

For Fall and Holiday Trade. Designed especially for
the up-to-date jeweler with exclusiveness and taste,
which make our goods very easy to sell. Our Detach-
able Handle Umbrella, which is very simple to attach
or detach, adds materially to the convenience of one
selecting our make, especially for the purpose of
placing the umbrella in the trunk when traveling.

's
OUR SALESMEN are now in their respective territories, and if you will drop us

"I a card, we will be pleased to have them call upon you, or will send you samples,

express paid. We issue a Complete Catalogue, which we will send upon request

SIEGEL, ROTHSCHILD el CO. 
BALTIMORE and HOWARD STS.
BALTIMORE, MD.

NEW YORK : 353 Broadway PHILADELPHIA: 1011 Chestnut Street SAN FRANCISCO : 717 Market Street

inns

Quip
!Denting-1m
d Pallet Jew

-MURPHY. Po.:;'
/.0RILLIA CA

Get the Genuine
I)on't accept cheap substitutes ;

there is nothing else so good.

Sold by every Material Dealer in America

Price, 25c.

Sussfeld, Lorsch & Co.
Wholesale Distributing Agents

37 Maiden Lane, New York

ARTHUR MARSON, Inc.
MAKERS OF

Swivels, Spring Rings, Snaps and Specialties

in the Line, in GOLD and PLATINUM

Manufacturers of the

SMALLEST SPRING RING

on the market for Neck Chains

SEND FOR SAMPLES

23 Marshall Street NEWARK, N. J.

;: ThC ROYAL

(511Ver PaliSt
es7S1,

°A UL ;%., 90.

CANDO
SILVER POLISH

IS THE BEST

not only for the consumer but also for
the JEWELER to sell

SEND FOR PRICE-LIST

PAUL MFG. CO., Boston, Mass.

NOT ONE COMPLAINT
Has ever been received R & I WATCH and
from the users of LA CLOCK OILS.
Thousands of watchmakers and jewelers all over the
United States haNe found it to be the finest oil ever put on
the market. Will not gum, cut or blacken pivots. TRY IT

Send 25 cents to yourjobber for a bottle.
M. Sickles A Sons, Philadelphia, Pa.
swartchild A Co., Chicago, III.
Nordinan Bros. Co., San Francisco, Cal.
It. C. Percival 1St Co., Boston, Mass.
Chas. May A Son, Boston, Mass.
Daniel Pratt's Son, 53 Franklin St., Boston, Mass.
Sussfeld, Lorsch Si. Co., New York City
II. S. M&skey Co., Lancaster, Pa.
E. ,Ii J. Swigart Co., Ci Del II nati, Ohio
Hammel, ktiglander A Co., New York City
E. I. Deacon Jewelry t'o., Denver, Colo.

, Edwards A Sloane Jewelry Co., Kansas Cit7, Mo,

RANLETT & LOWELL CO Jewelers' Building
.1 BOSTON, MASS.

Wholesale
Selling
Agents
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The W. & S. B.* Vest Chain Combination
Is Sold by the Following Wholesale Jewelers

BALTIMORE
J. Engel & Co.

BINGHAMTON
Lowell & Darrow

BOSTON
A. Paul & Co.
The Smith, Patterson

CHARLESTON
Allan Jewelry Co.

CINCINNATI—Continued
A. & J. Plant
M. Schwab Jewelry Co.
E. & J. Swigart Co.

CLEVELAND
Scribner & Loehr Co.

Co. Sigler Bros. Co.

DES MOINES
M. A. Lumbard Co.

DETROIT
Charles A. Berkey Co.
Luths, Dorweld, Haller Co.
Noack & Gorenflo
E. H. Pudrith Co.

ELMIRA
Freudenheim, Levy & Lande

INDIANAPOLIS
Baldwin, Miller Co.

JEANETTE, PA.
Merrell & Baughman

KANSAS CITY
C. B. Norton Jewelry Co.
Woodstock-Hoefer Watch &

Jewelry Co.

CHICAGO
Benj. Allen & Co.
Despres, Bridges & Noel
S. Glickauf & Co.
H. F. Hahn & Co.
Charles Kolb & Co.
Lapp & Flershem
L. Newhouse & Co.
Norris, Alister & Co.
Stein & Ellbogen Co.
C. H. Knights-Thearle Co.

CINCINNATI
Frohman & Co.
L. Gutmann & Sons
Herman & Loeb
Lindenberg, Strauss & Cc.
Lindenberg & Fox

LOS ANGELES
Hambright & Walsh
S. Meyer & Co.

MILWAUKEE
L. Block Jewelry Co.

MINNEAPOLIS

S. H. Clausin & Co.

NEW ORLEANS
Leonard Krower
A. J. Morais

NEW YORK
N. H. White & Co.

OKLAHOMA CITY
Samuel Gordon & Co.

OMAHA
A. F. Smith Co.

PHILADELPHIA
Ritter, Kahn & Co.
M. Sickles & Sons
Wolff, Ehrlich Co.

PITTSBURG

George B. Barrett Co.
W. J. Johnston Co.
I. 011endorff Co.

PROVIDENCE

Albert Walker Co.

ROCHESTER

Morris Rosenbloom & Co.

SAN FRANCISCO

Alphonse Judis Co.
Nordman Bros. Co.

SCRANTON

N. B. Levy & Bro.

SEATTLE

Hodge, Miller & Co.

ST. LOUIS

L. Bauman Jewelry Co.
St. Louis Clock & Silverware Co.

ST. PAUL

Vehon & Goodman

SYRACUSE •

Marks & Liberman

The W. & S. B. * Locket Combination
Is Sold by the Following Wholesale Jewelers

BALTIMORE
.1. Engel & Co.

BOSTON
A. Paul & Co.
Ripley, Howland Mfg. Co.
The Smith, Patterson Co.

BUFFALO
King & Eisele

CHARLESTON
Allan Jewelry Co.

CHICAGO

Benj. Allen & Co.
Despres, Bridges & Noel
S. Glickauf & Co.
H. F. Hahn & Co.
Charles Kolb & Co.
Lapp & Flershem
Norris, Alister & Co.
Stein & Ellbogen Co.
C. H. Knights-Thearle Co

CINCINNATI
Frohman & Co.
L. Gutmann & Sons
Lindenberg, Strauss & Co.
Lindenberg & Fox
A. & J. Plant
M. Schwab Jewelry Co.
E. & J. Swigart Co.

CLEVELAND
Bowler & Burdick Co.
Scribner & Loehr Co.
Sigler Bros. Co.

COLUMBUS
Hofman Jewelry Co.

DES MOINES
M. A. Lumbard Co.

DETROIT
Charles A. Berkey Co.
Noack & Gorenflo
E. H. Pudrith Co.

ELMIRA
A. Winkelstein

INDIANAPOLIS
Baldwin, Miller Co.

JEANETTE, PA.
Merrell & Baughman

KANSAS CITY
C. B. Norton Jewelry Co.
Woodstock-Hoefer Watch

Jewelry Co.

LOS ANGELES
Hambright & Walsh
S. Meyer & Co.

MILWAUKEE
L. Block Jewelry Co.

MINNEAPOLIS
S. H. Clausin & Co.

NEW ORLEANS
Leonard Krower

NEW YORK
Charles Armsheimer & Son
Ehlers & Co.
J. Freudenheim 8c Son
J. Goldberg
Laubheim Bros.
N. H. White & Co.
W. H. Wright

OKLAHOMA CITY

Samuel Gordon & Co.

OMAHA

A. F. Smith Co.

PHILADELPHIA

M. Sickles & Sons

PITTSBURG

I. 011endorff Co.
George B. Barrett Co.

PROVIDENCE

Albert Walker Co.

ROCHESTER

Morris Rosenbloom & Co.

SAN FRANCISCO

Alphonse Judis Co.

ST. LOUIS

St. Louis Clock & Silverware Co.

ST. PAUL

Vehon & Goodman

W. & S. BLACKINTON CO. MAKERS
NORTH ATTLEBORO, MASS. :: NEW YORK, 180 BROADWAY
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Van Gelder Brothers
ACTUAL and EXPERIENCED

DIAMONDC UTTERS

We cut diamonds exclusively for the American
market and our cutting commends them to
the most critical.

CUTTING WORKS:

249 LONGUE RUE D'ARGILE
ANTWERP, BELGIUM

NEW YORK OFFICES:

BROADWAY MAIDENLANE BUILDING

170 BROADWAY

CORRESPONDENCE INVITED

 4fr. 

AT YOUR SERVICE
OUR TIME

OUR EXPERIENCE

OUR STOCK

OUR CATALOGUE
140 PAGES

SALABLE GOODS

PROPERLY ILLUSTRATED

FOR ANY RETAIL JEWELER WHO ASKS

THE ALBERT WALKER CO.
Diamonds Watches Jewelry Emblems Silverware

152 WEYBOSSET STREET PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND

Krementz
Collar

PI"' Buttons
and Studs

ONE

" The Button that's Insured"

Imitators of Krementz Collar

Buttons are contin ually coMing

and going. Every once in a while

a new one springs up.

They all harp on price, but never

a word about

QUALITY

For Finish and Quality

The Krementz

maintains its lead, and furnishes bet-

ter value than any other made.

Send for booklet, " The Story of a Collar Button"

All Krementz Collar Buttons—of every quality—
are manufactured by

KREMENTZ 0 CO.
in their Factory

PARK BROS. & ROGERS

20 Maiden Lane, New York

Selling Agents to Jobbing Trade

NEWARK, N.is
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FLOI ETTE PATTEI1N

COLD WO, FORK
BUT TER KNIPE, TWIST

ABOUT TWO-THIRDS SCALE

The "FLORETTE
The latest pattern in the celebrated STAR (*) BRAND plated ware, is now ready for delivery.
It is a most artistic and effective design. The trade-mark

* ROGERS & BRO. A-1
is always a guarantee of quality. Finished either Bright, or French Grey with burnished shield.
Supplied in A-1, XII (Sectional) and Triple Plate grades.

Sold by us direct and by all Leading Jobbers. Let us help you advertise. SEND FOR BOOKLET.

MADE ONLY BY

ROGERS & BROTHER, WATERBURY, CONN.
(International Silver Co., Successor)

A monthly journal devoted to the interests of the Watch, Jewelry and Kindred Trades. The purpose and policy of this
journal are the protection and promotion of all trade interests. A rigid censorship assures the reliability and worth of
all reading matter, and the exclusion of all that is not trustworthy or relevant. We decline to insert advertisements
that are unreliable, or misleading in representation, defamatory in statement or detrimental to the welfare of the trade.

Vol. 30 Philadelphia, October, 1909 No. 10
Copyright, 1909, by The Keystone Publishing Co. All rights reserved. Entered as second-class matter at the Post-office, Philadelphia, Pa.
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BY

THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
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of the United States, Hawaii, Porto Rico, Philippines,
Guam, U. S. Island of Samoa, Cuba and Mexico;
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25 cents. To Canada, $2.00 per year. To Foreign
Countries, $2.44 (to Shillings) per year; single copies,
25 cents (I 

Payment for THESIh{iEllvilsILE, when sent by mail, should be
made by Post-Office Money Order, Bank Check or
Draft, or Express Money Order. When neither of
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Our Annual Holiday Number

FOLLOWING our custom of many
years, the November issue of our

journal will be the annual holiday number,
with the usual extra attractions of special
cover design and an increased wealth of
contents and illustrations. As this issue
will not only signalize the advent of the
jewelers' harvest time, but also the final
return of normal, if not record-breaking
prosperity, it is our purpose to make the
November number an inspiring reflex of
the happy conditions. The special cover
design, which will be printed in four colors,
is a remarkable work of art, symbolizing
in a striking way the season, the promising
situation and the opportunity that now con-
fronts every member of the trade. It em-
phasizes the pre-eminence of jewelry as
gifts, and very happily suggests the spirit
of liberality which is expected to be char-
acteristic of the season.

The contents will surpass in compre-
hensiveness, practical worth and varied
character all previous records, and will be

in entire harmony with the richness and
appropriateness of the cover design. In
addition to expensive contributions by
special writers, covering the most notable
trade achievements on the artistic side,
there will be an unusual wealth of practical
business information, technical instruction
and useful trade-bringing suggestions, es-
pecially adapted to the season, while the
advertising pages will furnish practically a
complete directory of the special holiday
offerings of the wholesale and manufac-
turing trade.

In view of the magnificence and prac-
tical value of this issue to every sub:criber,
we would suggest that all those whose
subscriptions expire this month renew at
once, so as not to miss the big holiday
number.

Prosperous Holiday Season Assured

AS the fall advances and the holiday
season approaches, the trade situa-

tion continues to show material improve-
ment. It would seem, indeed, as if the
country generally had entered on another
era of prosperity, which may not unlikely
eclipse all past records. In view of the fact
that the iron and steel industry is rightly
regarded as the most reliable barometer of
industrial conditions, it is most significant
that so conservative an analyst of the situa-
tion as Dun's Review feels itself justified
in making this important statement: "The
movement in iron and steel is so tremen-
dous, reaching at some points to practically
full capacity and resulting in ingtances of
premiums paid for prompt delivery, that
the only doubt cast upon it by anybody is
that the pace may be too fast."

We are told by the same reliable
authority that while there will be a re-
duced yield in cotton, the reasons for
alarm over the condition of the corn crop
have passed away. The latter crop, it is
stated, is now beyond danger of frost and

will probably equal that of last year. It
can now be definitely announced that the
general farm production will be in excess
of last year and will have a money value
which will make a new record in crop
values.

1ATHILE the jewelry trade, being to agreat extent a business of luxury,

is naturally late in recovery, it is. gratifying
to announce that it now reflects the general
improvement. All branches of the industry,
manufacturing, wholesale and retail, are
sharing, to some extent, in the new pros-
perity, with an outlook for the remainder
of the year that promises an exceptional
harvest. Reports from Providence and
Attleboro tell of extreme pressure on the
producing facilities of the manufacturers,
a condition which is reflected in the general
demand for additional skilled help. Many
of the factories find it necessary to work
overtime, with prospects that this condition
will become quite general later in the
season. As silverware is again perched on
the pinnacle of popular favor, an excep-
tionally good season is promised in this
line, and the popular predilection for this
ware merits prompt consideration by the
retail dealers. The adjustment of the
prices of watch movements is sufficient in-
dication of the increased strength of the
watch market, and that much-desired trade
boon, a good watch season, is confidently
looked forward to. The same conditions
prevail more or less in the clock and other
industries which furnish goods to the trade,
while the possibility of a scarcity in sup-
plies, at least in some lines, is already in
evidence. For this reason the jobbers are
making exceptional preparations, and all
express the wish that their patrons should
make their purchases as soon as possible,
not merely to relieve the strain of the late
season, but to assure supplies which it
may be difficult to secure promptly at a
later date.
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The Examination Project for Watch-
makers

0 N page 1689 of this issue will be found
an article prepared at our request by

a well-known instructor in the watchmaker's
art whose experience in teaching and test-
ing the qualifications of watchmakers has
especially fitted him for an intelligent dis-
cussion of the subject. It will be seen that
this authority is strongly in favor of the
project, if properly carried out, and his
suggestions to this end will, no doubt, be
found valuable by those interested. In our
next issue, the same authority will discuss
the examination question from the technical
standpoint, and this article will, we think,
be especially valuable to those who are
furthering the movement. The publication,
in a recent issue, of the list of questions
formulated by the Wisconsin Association
has brought us a flood of correspondence
that reveals widespread interest in the sub-
ject, and it was in response to this corre-
spondence that these articles were prepared.
Planning questions and conducting exami-
nations is by no means an easy task in this
particular case, and we offer the free use of
our columns to those who wish to favor us
with their views on the subject.

Gem Production of the United States

IT is disappointing that the great United
States, with its wide stretch of latitude

and longitude, should cut so insignificant a
figure as a gem producer. The value of
the precious stones produced in this country
in 1908 was $415,063, a decrease of $56,237
from the value for 1907. These figures,
which are in part furnished by the pro-
ducers and in part based on estimates from
the quantity produced, are given by D. B.
Sterrett, of the United States Geological
Survey, in an advance chapter from "Min-
eral Resources of the United States for
1908." Turquoise and turquoise matrix
formed the largest item in the list, the pro-
duction being 29,590 pounds, with an esti-
mated value of .$147,950, from Arizona,
New Mexico, Nevada and California.

Tourmaline was the next largest item
in point of value, the production being 3300
pounds, with an estimated value of $9o,000,
from California, Connecticut and Maine.

The third item in the list, sapphire,
showed a great decrease from 1907, the pro-
duction in 1908 having an estimated value
of $58,397, as against $229,800 in the earlier
year. The greater part of the 1908 output
came from a single mine in Fergus County,
Mont., but a small quantity was obtained in
Morgan County, Mo.

KEYSTONE

The production of diamonds from Ar-
kansas, though not a large item, is of in-
terest, because this was the first locality in
North America where diamonds were found
in place. The first diamond was discovered
August I, 1906, about two and a half miles
southeast of Murfreesboro, Pike County, in
peridotite, an igneous rock. The production
from this locality in 1907 had an estimated
value of $2800. In 1908 the production
was 362 stones, with an estimated value of
$2100. Judging from this showing, there
is little danger that the Arkansas product
will have any effect on the gem market.

Converting Coins into Jewelry

0 WING to the advent of the Lincoln
penny and the unusual circumstances

and publicity connected therewith, many of
the jewelers, in receiving orders for sou-
venirs, find themselves again confronted
with the question as to the right to mutilate
the coin of the realm for such purposes. We
have in recent weeks been flooded with
queries on this subject, and we must can-
didly confess to. the unsatisfactory charac-
ter of the information which we can give
in reply. It would seem that, in this case
at least, law is one thing and its interpreta-
tion another. This probably accounts for
the wide difference of opinion between the
officers of the Treasury Department and
some members of the trade. It is useless
to point out, however, the stronger of this
twain, and it behooves the jeweler to safe-
guard himself against trouble with such an
antagonist as the United States Government.

In answer to the queries now before us,
and to obviate further unnecessary corre-
spondence, we reprint the terms of the law,
as follows:

Every person who fraudulently, by any art,
way or means defaces, mutilates, impairs, dimin-
ishes, falsifies, scales or lightens the gold and
silver coins, which have been or which may here-
after be coined at the mints of the United States,
or any foreign gold or silver coin which by law
are made current, or are in actual use and circu-
lation as money within the United States, shall be
imprisoned not more than five years and fined not
more than $2000.

T0 the average mind the interpretationof this law would seem to be that the
mutilation of coins is unlawful and punish-
able only when done with fraudulent intent,
and that the conversion of coins into
jewelry or any other souvenir, without any
dishonest purpose in view, is legitimate.
This interpretation would seem to have
been given negative approval at least in the
reply formerly received in such cases from
Washington which, after stating the terms
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of the law, made this comment : "The law
is silent as to the mutilation of coins where
no fraud is shown or contemplated." Later
advices from the Treasury Department,
however, or rather, from the secret service
branch of the department, are directly at
variance with this view of the matter.
Some time ago we published the following
query, sent by one of our subscribers to the
Treasury Department at Washington:

TREASURY DEPARTMENT
Office of the Treasurer of the United States

WASHINGTON, D. C.
DEAR SIRS—Ts it lawful for a jeweler to

transform gold coin into an article of jewelry
used for jewelry purposes; for instance, to turn
or file one side of the coin off, put initials on same
and make into a brooch pin without any intent
to defraud?

Respectfully yours,
Reading, Pa. CHARLES A. HARBACH.

This letter brought the following reply
from the secret service division of the
treasury, the head of which is the famous
detective, John E. Wilkie, whose signature
was attached thereto:

SIR:—Replying to your inquiry of February
Toth you are advised that it is unlawful to turn
or file off one side of a gold or silver coin and
engrave thereon initials or monogram. It is also
held to be defacement to attach to the coin by
solder any studs or loop, as coins thus treated are
no longer legal tender.

Respectfully,
JOHN E. WILKIE, Chief.

Such is the situation, we understand,
at this writing. As Chief Wilkie has charge
of the protection of the Government coins,
his position is very explicable, though it is
not at all clear that his opinion is based on
the letter of the law. The wish is often
father to the thought, and Mr. Wilkie's
desire to run no risk with the coin of the
realm may probably account, to some extent,
for his interpretation. It is difficult, under
the circumstances, to advise our inquiring
subscribers on the matter, and the wisest
plan would probably be for each one to
safeguard himself by communication with
the authorities at Washington.

Seasonable Hints to the Organized
Trade

IN one respect, at least, the organizationsof the jewelers and those of the op-
ticians differ. As many of our readers will
learn from the current issue of The Key-
stone Magazine of Optometry, the various
optical associations, with the passing
of the summer, are manifesting renewed
activity and are already discussing and
taking measures to secure the various
objects in view. Many of the jewelers'
organizations, on the other hand, seem to
be content with what has been accomplished
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at the summer conventions and apparently
overlook the necessity of continued activity.
It is not creditable to the members of the
jewelers' associations that the mere ap-
proach of the busy season should result in
a temporary loss of interest in the move-
ment with which they are associated. We
recognize that the argument of distance,
time and expense holds good in the matter
of meetings of State associations, but the
season is particularly opportune for the
formation of local societies, and we heartily
endorse the urgent appeal of the president
of the national organization, in another
part of this issue, in regard to the forma-
tion of local clubs. The local body at this
particular time can be of much more service
to its members than a State association,
inasmuch as the majority of grievances are
local in character. The buying season will
suggest the need of trade supervision of
the distribution of different lines, while the
approach of Christmastide suggests such
demoralizing trade nuisances, as the auc-
tion house, "clearing sales," "bankrupt
bargains," etc. Now, too, is the time to
come to some agreement in the matter of
uniform prices, both for goods and repairs,
and to take such steps as will insure a
liberal profit and obviate unnecessary price-
cutting and injurious competition. None
of these purposes can be achieved without
the friendly feeling and mutual confidence
brought about by personal acquaintance, in-
telligent discussion and harmonious action.

IN his "Seasonable Suggestions," on page1583 of this issue, President Archibald,
of the national organization, points out the
necessity of each member paying his dues
promptly. It must be remembered that the
strength of an organization, like the
strength of a mercantile establishment, de-
pends on its finances. The member of an
organization who does not pay his dues is
of little service to it and is generally the
first to charge it with inefficiency or use-
lessness. There is much expense attached
to the proper conduct and extension of such
an organization as the American National
Retail Jewelers' Association. If we take
the matter of organizing new State socie-
ties, for instance, it is always desirable, and
in most cases necessary, that some officer
of the national body journey hither and
take part in the formation of the association.
In this country of magnificent distances
the journey often entails considerable ex-
pense, and it should not be expected that
any officer should give not only of his time
but also of his money for this purpose.
The organization has proved its possibili-
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ties for good to a sufficient extent to make
every member consider his dues one of his
best-paying investments. The membership
fee in itself is insignificant, and if contribu-
tions beyond the fee are made, as they
should, and we trust will be in many in-
stances, the contributor, we believe, will find
that the present officers will use any such
contributions to the very best purpose.

Our Celebrations—Their Significance

THE several celebrations now taking
place in various parts of the coun-

try—the Hudson-Fulton Celebration, the
St. Louis Centennial, the Portola Festival
in San Francisco and the Alaska-Yukon-
Pacific Exposition in Seattle—all combine
to again rivet attention on the extraordi-
nary development of the United States
during its comparatively brief history. In
the brief period of one century and a half
our country has stepped boldly to the front
in the vanguard of civilized nations and is
now conceded to be the foremost in wealth,
population and intelligence ; in all that
ennobles life and manhood ; in all that gives
strength and security to the great fabric
of society. It is unnecessary to quote
statistics to convince our readers of these
facts, yet, in view of the celebrations above
mentioned, special interest attaches to the
publication entitled "Statistical Abstract,"
issued each year by the Department of
Commerce and Labor. We learn from this
volume that our total continental area, in-
cluding Alaska, is about equal to that of
all Europe, and that our present population
is, in round numbers, eighty millions of
people. Not the least remarkable, and
probably the most suggestive, of the figures
in this compilation deal with the postal
business. The last figures obtainable show
that 6,466,000,000 of letters and postal
cards were sent through the mails. The
quantity is two-thirds as much as the com-
bined postal business of Great Britain,
Germany, France and Austria-Hungary,
and twice as great as any of them. Our
people, however, in their restless energy,
were far from satisfied, apparently, with
the postal method of transportation, as they
used slightly over ioo,000,000 telegraph
blanks in addition to the mail facilities.

It will doubtless be news to many that,
despite our present widely distributed and
immense population, Uncle Sam has still in
his keeping 754,000,000 acres of land. The
estimated coal supply of the country is
3,125,708,000,000 tons, and during the last
year almost a half a billion tons were
mined. The iron-ore supply of the United
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States is nearly five billions of tons, 52.-
000,000 tons being the amount mined for

the last year reported. The wealth of the
country in 1850, according to the figures
available, was $7,000,000,000, speaking in
round numbers ; in 1890 it was $65,000,-
000,000, and the last figures show it to have

jumped to $107,500,000,000. The last re-

port shows that the wealth production of

farms amounted to $7,412,000,000:

Statistical compilations do not, as a

rule, make very exhilarating reading, yet

those interested in the development of the

country and proud of its achievements will

find much pleasure and gratification in

this book of figures furnished by the

Government.

Gold Production in English-speaking
Countries

T this time of universal peace, when
preparations for war are being made

on an unprecedented scale by many of the

nations of the world, it is a fact.of interest

and great international importance that

82.7 per cent. of the entire gold production

of the world is won from soil under the

British and American flags. Commenting

on this fact and its importance in certain

political eventualities a leading financial

publication takes the gold production of the

year 1907 for purpose of comparison,

stating that the proportion will hold good

for 1908 if the figures were available. The

gold product controlled by the English-

speaking countries for that year was as

follows:

Area of Production Value

Africa  $151,699,600
United States and Alaska 90,435,700
Australasia   7077,700
India   10,383,600
Canada   8,383,500
British East Indies  1,561,300
British Guiana  1,304,400

Siam   166,200

Great Britain  29,200

$330,641,200

All the gold produced in other coun-

tries for that year amounted to $70,914,100.

While it is true that the crops of the

United States are twenty times more valu-

able than the entire world's gold produc-

tion in any year, but, nevertheless, the

control of such a source of wealth and

such a medium of exchange is of great

importance in the international position of

this Republic and the British Empire. In

the altogether lamentable event of a com-

bination of other races to check the com-

mercial and political domination of the

English-speaking races, the strategical ad-

vantages involved are enormous.



Waltham Watches
COLONIAL SERIES

COLONIAL SERIES movements are made by the WALTHAM WATCH
COMPANY only. They are supplied in five qualities as follows:

RIVERSIDE MAXIMUS; .Nickel
23 diamond and fine ruby jewels ; two pairs diamond caps ; raised gold settings ;
accurately adjusted to temperature, isochronism and five positions and carefully
timed ; compensating balance ; meantime screws ; patent Breguet hairspring,
hardened and tempered in form ; patent detachable balance staff ; both balance
pivots running on diamonds ; double roller escapement ; sapphire jewel pin perma-
nently driven into the roller ; exposed sapphire pallets ; steel escape wheel ; gold
train ; patent micrometric regulator ; tempered steel safety barrel ; exposed winding
wheels ; steel parts chamfered ; fine glass handpainted dial of most modern and
artistic design.

RIVERSIDE; Nickel
19 fine ruby jewels ; raised gold settings ; adjusted to temperature and five positions ;
compensating balance ; meantime screws ; patent Breguet hairspring, hardened and
tempered in form ; patent detachable balance staff ; double roller escapement ; steel
escape wheel ; exposed sapphire pallets ; red gold center wheel ; patent micrometric
regulator ; exposed winding wheels ; tempered steel safety barrel.

ROYAL; Nickel
17 jewels ; red gold settings ; adjusted to temperature and three positions ; compen-
sating balance ; meantime screws ; patent detachable balance staff ; patent Breguet
hairspring, hardened and tempered in form ; exposed pallets ; patent micrometric
regulator ; tempered steel safety barrel ; exposed winding wheels.

No. 1425; Nickel
17 jewels ; red gilded settings ; cut expansion balance ; meantime screws ; patent
detachable balance staff ; patent Breguet hairspring, hardened and tempered in form;
exposed pallets ; red gilded center wheel ; patent micrometric regulator ; tempered
steel safety barrel ; exposed winding wheels.

No. 1420; Nickel
15 jewels ; settings ; cut expansion balance ; meantime screws ; patent detachable
balance staff ; patent Breguet hairspring ; hardened and tempered in form ; exposed
pallets ; patent micrometric regulator ; tempered steel safety barrel ; exposed wind-
ing wheels.

COLONIAL SERIES movements are sold in cases only. Each movement
is fitted in its case and the watch timed at the WALTHAM factory.

Waltham Watch Company
Waltham, Massachusetts
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Planning for the Holiday Season

During October and November much
planning is done for the holiday business.
The stock is cleaned, the store rearranged
and everything made "ship shape" for the
busy time to come. It is just at this time
that much may be done in the line of creat-
ing future business through the window and
newspaper advertising. During these two
months people may unconsciously plan
many Christmas purchases and while im-
mediate returns may not seem to justify a
little extra attention to the window and ad-
ditional space in the paper, still you will
be paving the way to an increased holiday
trade.

Much space may be devoted to the dis-
play and advertising of diamonds and
watches. These two items one might say
represent the foundation of a jewelry busi-
ness. Not so much from the standpoint of

WITH returning prosperity the
price of diamonds is almost

sure to advance. Already an increase
of 5 per cent. in the price of more de-
sirable grades has been announced and
there is every indication that the phe-
nomenal record of 1898 to 1908 will
be repeated.

During that time the price of diamonds
advanced over too per cent., and those who
purchased diamonds ten years ago could sell
to-day for almost double what they paid for
them. No bank will pay such dividends,
and the next ten years are likely to show a
like increase in the value of diamonds over
what they cost to-day. Buy a diamond now.
If you don't want to pay out the full amount
at once, select a stone and make a small
payment, and we will lay it aside for you
and credit payments which you may make
from time to time, when convenient, and it
won't take long to pay the entire amount.

BLANKS

profits in these particular lines, but it is
through these that you gain the majority of
your regular customers. To sell a man a
watch or a diamond in most cases estab-
lishes him as a regular customer at your
store and you may expect the bulk of his
business in your line. To let your competi-
tor make the sale drives the customer away
from you and you will have a hard time get-
ting him back. There are a great many
diamonds and watches purchased every
Christmas and if you want to get the bulk of
this business commence now to prepare the
way for it. Roughly, there are about twelve
weeks until Christmas. If you run one ex-
clusive watch and one diamond ad each
week until that time it would not mean a
great expense. Let these advertisements be
in a way an education to the prospective
buyer ; that is, suggest the good and bad
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points about watches and diamonds and, of
course, impress your readers with the higher
quality of your wares.

The several copies shown here are good
samples of the style advertising to use in
this campaign and if properly set up and
well placed in the newspaper you will find
plenty of readers of whom you may make

DO you know that when you buy a
diamond it is just like saving

money ? We have a plan whereby you
can own a diamond by making small
payments from time to time without
missing the outlay of money and with
the probabilities of the advance in the
price of diamonds you will receive a
better dividend than you would from a
savings bank.

We have some exceptionally good
values to offer now in diamonds of all
weights and prices. We bought a paper
recently, containing all sizes, from small
stones, costing $T5.00 to $20.00, up to larger
ones, at $250.00 to $300.00. After sorting
this lot, we find that we have saved nearly
to per cent. on the purchase, and we offer
these stones at a proportionate saving to
our customers.

Call and let us explain how you can buy
a diamond on small payments.

BLANKS

customers. It is a good idea to use certain
watch and diamond values as leaders and
mention these in each advertisement.

Your window display should work in
harmony with your advertising. A good
window attraction for a diamond display
is to take eight or ten loose stones of the
same weight, representing different quali-

THE first consideration in selecting
a watch is to get a reliable time-

keeper. It makes no difference how
little you spend for a watch it is money
wasted unless you can depend on it to
keep somewhere near perfect time.

In the manufacture of a watch, one of
the chief expenses is the final adjusting and
regulating. There are, however, inexpensive
watches of real merit. These are con-
structed along simple lines and are depend-
able timekeepers. Other cheap watches
gotten up in a showy way, are not worth
carrying.

We have learned, from years of experi-
ence, to distinguish between the good and
poor makes, and we will not sell a watch at
any price that we cannot guarantee.

Call and get our prices.
BLANKS

ties, ranging from very imperfect off-
colored grade to the finest and display these
with a card something as follows : "These
diamonds are all exactly the same weight
and yet range in price from $50.00 to
$100.00. The quality determines the value
of a diamond. Our prices are consistent
with quality." Another time take eight or
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ten stones of equal quality and dif-
ferent sizes and display with a card reading:
"These diamonds are all perfect, clear white
stones. They range in price from $25.00 to
$2oo.00. The least expensive is just as
fine as the highest priced. A very little
variation in weight makes quite a difference
in the cost of a diamond. Every stone in
our stock is carefully weighed and the
weight guaranteed down to the smallest
fraction of a carat."

When these features are used in the
window the advertising should be along the
same line of argument. Watch movements
may be shown, calling attention to the good
points of some particular make ; watch cases
of different makes and grades, giving assay
figures, etc.

A good many merchants do not be-
lieve in educating the public or informing
them too fully about qualities of goods, but
certainly the jewelry business is one of trust
and the confidence of your customers can be
more quickly gained through straightfor-
ward methods than in any other way.

While you are carrying on your watch
and diamond campaign, continue your other
advertising- independent of these special
ids. At this time do away with special sales
and reduced prices and display and adver-
tise the new goods as they are received.

Manufacturer, Jobber and Retailer

The relation between the manufacturer
jobber and retailer has become a popular
subject for discussion at various meetings

conventions of the trade. It will be in-
teresting, therefore, to publish the views on
the subject of a successful jeweler, who has
not, up to the present, become affiliated with
any of the trade organizations. Our cor-
respondent's views are as follows :

The manufacturer, jobber and retailer
are now realizing very forcibly that there is
much that is unsatisfactory in their relations
zind ill their consideration of the matter each
is naturally influenced by self-interest. The
retailer objects to the jobber who sells
others than legitimate retail jewelers and
who retails in connection with his jobbing
business. The jobber objects to the manu-
facturers who sell both jobber and retailer,
and the manufacturer complains that he
cannot depend on his jobbing customers at
all times and that he must sell the retailer
direct and also that he can sell large stores
who will not deal through the jobber and
that he can do this without infringing on the
jobber's trade.

Each organization is attempting to
work out plans to better conditions, but in

((ontinued on page 373)
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STERLING NOVELTIES

The Reed & Barton Factories
have so long been famous for flatware, tea ware and the larger
pieces of hollowware, some of the trade scarcely appreciate the fact
that a very large and prolific department has been devoted for a
number of years to the making of small, attractive and immensely
salable pieces of sterling hollowware.

These pieces really come under the head of novelties. They
are popular-priced and afford the jeweler quick and attractive profit.
They fill the great demand for wedding and holiday gifts which are
inexpensive but choice.

Cut out this list, mark the articles you can sell and let us send you illustrations and prices.
Do it non) so as to have a complete stock for the Wedding and Gift Seasons.

Bar-le-Duc Holders
Belt Buckles
Bon-Bon Dishes
Bottle Stands
Bottle Stoppers
Bouillon Cups
Brown Betty Sets
Card Cases
Card Trays
Caviar Coolers
Child's Sets
Chocolate Cups
Cigarette Cases
Club Cheese Holders
Condiment Sets
Cracked Ice Bowls
Dainty Dishes
Demi-Tasses

Some

Deposit Ware
Desk Sets
Egg Dishes
Eyeglass Cases
Finger Bowls
Grape Dips
Grape Fruit Glasses
Jam Jars
Marmalade Jars
Match Safes
Mayonnaise Bowls
Napkin Rings
Pepper Mills
Photo Frames
Pin Cushions
Plateaux
Pocket Books
Ramekin Dishes
Relish Dishes

of these articles are also made

Sardine Dishes
Shaving Sets
Sliced Lemon Dishes
Smokers' Sets
Sorbet Glasses
Spoon Trays
Sugar and Cream Casters
Syrup Jugs
Talcum Holders
Tea Strainers
Terrapin Dishes
Tid Bit Racks
Toast Racks
Tobasco Bottle Holders
Tooth Powder Holders
Tourists' Clocks
Trinket Boxes
Worcestershire Sauce Holders

in Nickel Silver

REED & BARTON, St' kersmiths
TRADE MARK

STERLING

Factories Established 1824, Taunton, Mass.
 REPRESENTED AT 
320 Fifth Avenue

New York
4 Maiden Lane

103 State Street, Chicago
154 Satter Street, San Francisco

October, 1909 THE KEYSTONE

Manufacturer, Jobber and Retailer

(Continued from page 1571)

perfecting these plans each considers only
its own side. When the retailer demands
certain things of the jobber he does not
offer to aid the jobber in carrying out his
demands. When the manufacturer calls on
the retailer, his strongest inducement to sell
that retailer is that he really sells jobbers
only and can offer a great saving and, inci-
dentally, he would like nothing said about
his calling directly on the retailer ; that it
isn't his usual custom, etc. The retailer
jumps at the chance. He thinks he is get-
ting ahead of his brother retailers and the
next day he makes another demand of the
jobber and is very loud in his criticism of
the jobber if he does not tomply. The job-
ber knows that the retailer has bought direct
from the manufacturer. He attacks the
manufacturer who claims that the store he
sold to is too big to buy from the jobber
and that he isn't interfering with the job-
ber by selling him. The manufacturer
doesn't realize that in these days of adver-
tising and catalogues the big city store is
as much the competitor of the smaller city
jeweler as the other jewelers in his own
town.

Suppose, for instance, a silver-backed
cloth brush, of distinctive design, is sold
by the manufacturer for $1.50. The jobber
asks for this article $2.00 or $2.25. The big
city retailer buys direct for $1.5o and lists
it in his catalogue, which he mails broad-
cast, at $2.50. The small jeweler, buying
from the jobber, can't possibly meet this
price and so a like example might be cited
in every line.

A prominent jobber has prophesied
for several years the gradual elimination of
the jobber, and, unless some mutual agree-
ment is reached between the retailer, jobber
and manufacturer, this is not an unlikely
thing. There is no objection to the manu-
facturer selling direct to the retailer, but
he should either sell only to the retailer or
only to the jobber and should make no dis-
tinction between the largest and smallest re-
tail stores.

The success of a consistent policy has
been proven by the large watch case and
movement companies, who sell only legiti-
mate jobbers, and the large sterling silver
houses, who sell direct to the retailer.
These lines the retailer buys with the great-
est confidence because he knows there is
only one price. The manufacturer depend-
ing on the jobber for his support cannot
profitably sell direct to the retailer at the
same price Ile sells the jobber. The retail

accounts that he has on his list rightfully
belong to the jobber and if all manufac-
turers were forced to declare their policy
and were supported by all the trade carrying
out this policy every branch of the jewelry
business would be benefited.

The solution of the problem is for
representatives of the jobber, retailer and
manufacturer to get together and classify
the various branches of the business. Let
every manufacturer declare himself a manu-
facturer selling only to jobbers or only to
retailers. Let the jobber agree to sell only
to legitimate retail jewelers and to sell abso-
lutely no goods at retail, and let the retailer
keep up his end by agreeing to support the
concerns who will conduct their business
as they agree to do.

This organization should be permanent
and should have active heads who would
see that the rules were enforced. No one
could become a member without agreeing
to follow a consistent policy and a penalty
should be attached to any variation from
rules governing the class of trade that he
claimed to represent when becoming a
member.

The advantages of a perfect business
relation between the several classes of
trade represented in this organization are
too numerous to mention. Great handicaps
would be removed from all in the best con-
duct of their business and, particularly, no
better means could be conceived to fight the
retailers' great enemy (the mail-order
house) than a strong combination of the
best business houses in the country, who
were working together to help each other
and who would declare the mail-order house

trade.
The 

to the best interests of the

The various retailers', jobbers' and
manufacturers' associations are doing much
good, but the quickest and surest way to the
elimination of many of their troubles is a
joint organization, which would be a perma-
nent and constant regulator of trade.

Necessity of One-price Policy

A one-price policy in business is of
more importance in gaining public confi-
dence than any other factor. It is abso-
lutely impossible for a store to grow to any
size with a variety of prices for different
customers. Suppose you buy a hat and
your friend, the hatter, sells you his regular
$3.00 hat for $2.50. You buy some other
articles and Ile gives you a similar discount.
You are pleased with these concessions and
shortly afterwards you go in to buy a shirt.
The proprietor is out and the clerk has no
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authority to make a special price. You will
wait a few days and when you come in
again the proprietor is out again. You buy
the shirt from the clerk and pay the regular
price with a feeling that you are paying
more than it is worth because you feel
sure you could have bought it for less if the
proprietor had been in. After a few more
similar experiences you change your trading
place. You have lost confidence in this
man. You have been taught to believe that
his regular charges are too high. You must
get a special price or you are not satisfied
with what you buy. The same thing applies
to your own business. One man can do
just so much work in a day. He can wait
on just so many customers. If you are
going to try to meet all your customers
yourself and have a special price for each
one you will place a limit on your business
of just the number of customers you can
handle individually.

If, on the other hand, you become
known as a store with only one price, and
that price in plain figures on each article,
your customers can buy as satisfactorily
from an intelligent clerk as from you your-
self. When the busy Christmas rush is on
all are not waiting for you to wait on them
because they know what the price is just
the same from you as from one of your
clerks. Of course, there are a few excep-
tions in all cases.

For instance, suppose a committee, rep-
resenting an organization or club of some
kind, came in to buy an article of a stipu-
lated value for an amount of money sub-
scribed by the members. A sale of this kind
is worth a good deal as an advertisement
and it is a good idea to meet their price and
please them even at a loss to yourself. Do
not establish a precedent by doing this.
Let the committee understand fully that you
vary from your regular price only under
circumstances of this kind. Another thing
is moving unsalable goods at a reduced
price. When things become old and un-
salable in your stock they should be re-
marked, showing the original cost and
selling price and the present inventory value
and reduced price. There is no need of
trying to deceive people when you offer
these unsalable goods. Just state plainly
that they have proven unsalable in your
stock. That they are goods of merit and
dependable quality, but you want to move
them and you have reduced the price for
this reason.

Figure your profits fairly so that your
price will compare favorably with others
and mark your goods in plain figures and
stick to the price. It is the only way to win.
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The "Get Ready" Time

A Page of Suggestions to Merchants

A prizefighter spends at least six
months in training for a big "mill" ; the
winner of the Marathon race exercised
systematically for nearly a year in prepara-
tion for his twenty-six mile run ; every
piece of the thousands of tons of coal on
the Mauretania was hand-picked, to insure
the highest steam efficiency, before she
started on her four-days-eleven-hours run
which broke the record from England to
America; In fact, wherever a competitor has
"won out" it was only after long and careful
preparation before the event.

The jeweler who waits until December
to prepare for the Christmas business is
heavily handicapped. In fact, his prepara-
tion should begin on January 1st ; for a year
is not too long to lay the foundations of
confidence and good will—both of which
count heavily in the ultimate result of his
Christmas preparations. A year is not too
long to demonstrate to the public the re-
liability of his advertising, nor to impress
upon the public his general deserts to the
public's good opinion.

But even the jeweler who has not taken
this broad view of the situation—who has
been neglectful of a far-reaching system
and inattentive to the details which make
for orderly growth and expansion of trade
—may yet do much in this eleventh hour
toward improving the prospects of his
Christmas business. But he must not delay
longer. If he waits he will find himself
unprepared. "Now is the appointed time."

Early Buying of Stock

On September 1st, or even a month
earlier, the judicious buyer will begin to
select the especially "good things"—not
much at a time, but a little here and a little
there, whenever he sees them. He will
study the market as never before ; ask
opinions of competent and trustworthy
sources as to the trend of demand ; carefully
look into the question of the probability of
this or that as the successful "fad" of the
season; keep an eye on the changing
fashions of woman's dress and coiffure, as
affecting the ornaments that would properly
go with them, and fix upon a certain pattern
or patterns (as, for instance, an engraving
design on a gold watch case) which shall be
made for him exclusively. His only hope
to secure exclusion lies in the early applica-
tion—and a sufficient order.

The best things in novelties are gener-
ally sold out before December 1st. What
are left by that time are the rejections of
the "early bird" which "catches the worm."
The late corner finds the market squeezed
dry of the really choice things—but he may
not know it, for the knowing ones do not
wait until the eleventh hour.

Renewing and Freshening the Fixttires

There is no excuse for shabbiness in
the furnishings in the Christmas season.
The bright, new goods, which are soon to
be put on display, should be shown in a
proper setting—the showcases, wall cases,
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etc., should not have to feel ashamed at the
contrast with their contents. The crushed
plush or velvet in the trays should be re-
newed; dusty, frayed or faded hangings
should give way to fresh materials, and the
woodwork will surely need a rubbing down
in oil or a coat of paint. And these atten-
tions to the furniture and fixtures should be
given right now—not later, when your pur-
pose will be too obvious and when you will
need all your time at the selling end.

Keeping Things Clean

It should not be necessary to urge the
vital matter of cleanliness as one of the
necessary conditions in the Christmas store,
but it is a shocking fact that many a jewelry
store in the height of the Christmas season
will show some of the dust of last July in
the corners and crevices which the careless
boy has missed. If the careless boy cannot
be made to see dirt, or if you are in doubt
as to your own comprehension of what a
fastidious woman will find to criticize in
your storekeeping, engage a competent
cleaner to exercise her skill on your wood-
work, your walls and floors, your brass and
nickel—and you may be assured of receiving
a large satisfaction in the approval of the
whole contingent of your feminine trade.

Training Your Help

It will pay, just now, to give consider-
able of your time to study the selling
methods of your assistants and drilling them
in right ways. They may show too much
eagerness in making the sale, or too much
indifference; may talk too much, or not
enough ; may discriminate in their manner
between Mrs. Bullion and Mrs. O'Grady;
may exaggerate qualities in the goods, or
fail to tell their real, intrinsic merits ; may
do this, or not do that, as you will observe
out of the corner of your eye. Take them
in hand, now, before the busy time comes ;
show them their weak points and tell them
how to better them ; commend them when
they "catch on"; stimulate them. You may
double their efficiency by a careful drilling
now.

Plan Your "Publicity"

Later on you will be so busy at the
counter and in superintending details that
your mind will not be properly poised to
construct your advertising—or, at least, to
originate to the best advantage. It is not
too early to anticipate what you will do in
this line, as well as to give much thought
to what you must necessarily do now in
advertising. Plan a series of window
dressings for the four weeks preceding
Christmas. Some of these may require
forms to be made by a carpenter ; some may
need mechanical contrivances which will
have to be got ready in advance ; delay may
be fatal to their timely appearance. So with
your large display advertisements in the
newspapers—borders and cuts and ornaments
should not show the haphazard selection of
the last moment. Write and destroy, then
again write—and again destroy, until you
are satisfied with the best you can do ; and
so your Christmas advertising in good time
will be read and carry conviction. Take
great pains in preparing such booklets as

you may decide upon and get them to the
printer ten days before you mean to dis-
tribute them, so that he can have time to
do his best, and so that you will have op-
portunity to correct and revise them in
proof. Your advertising should be the
greatest single item of extra expense in your
Christmas preparation ; by taking time to it
you will be more sure to make it productive
and so turn your expense to profit.

Your Accounts Payable

You will be justified, under present
conditions of general business and in the
exceptional volume of the jewelers' Christ-
mas trade, in now putting to use all your
credit resources, except that margin of
safety which must always be reserved for
"the unexpected happening." You will likely
be able to secure terms "as of January 1st"
from your regular supply houses in many
lines of goods. If you feel that your bill
from Jones is already large enough to
possibly cause Jones to "hope it is all right,"
and yet you need a little more in his line to
round out your assortment, write him in a
frank, manly way, giving him an honest
statement of your financial condition. He
will probably give you the additional goods
needed, because of the general good pros-
pects of a continuing prosperity. If Jones
asks for a note in payment of any overdue
bills, as a condition of the new credit, give
it to him promptly and thankfully, "with
interest." If you have opportunity of secur-
ing a special discount for prompt cash, see
your banker and show him the saving you
will make over the bank's interest charges
and show him your other years' cash re-
ceipts from December 15th to January 5th—
it may help.

Do not buy recklessly, but buy not too
stingily, for in this Christmas of 19o9 the
indications are favorable for a very good
return to the judicious buyer. "Be bold, be
bold--but not too bold."

Secure Your Goods

During the next twelve or fifteen weeks
you will likely have in your possession, as
your own and "consigned" stock, the great-
est total stock values of your year—and
every professional safebreaker knows it.
Your safe, however good you think it, is an
"easy mark" for the skilled safecracker, for
it is not likely a real "burglar-proof." You
owe it to yourself and to your creditors to
make every effort to guard your stock.
Your safe will protect you only from fire.
if a professional safebreaker has his eye on
it. Your security from him will cost you
little and is .cure. Write for particulars to
The Jewelers' Security Alliance, No. Q
Maiden Lane, New York, a mutual protec-
tive union of jewelers, which does business
at cost. No safebreaker attacks the jewelry
store which has its card on the door, as he
knows his "get away" is hopeless. The al-
liance makes a safe safe. The sense of se-
curity which you will thereby gain will re-
lieve your mind of one of the many anxie-
ties which press upon you in the Christmas
season and so make room for productive
thought. Lighten your mental load when-
ever you can, in order that your going may
be the safer and surer.

I 5 75

frre Do Not Use Pressed Blanks

Hawkes Cut Glass
IS CUT FROM THE SOLID BLANK

No. 1 No. 2

No. I illustrates a pressed blank, viz: the pattern pressed into the Glass.

No. 2 illustrates a solid blank, the kind entirely used by us.

The DIFFERENCE in the finished article is unmistakable, the pressed blank being devoid of

lustre and brilliancy and giving one the idea of a cheap moulded article. It can easily be detected by

passing the fingers lightly over the inside of the article. Wherever the cutting on the outside is deepest

a slight swelling on the inside will be noticeable to the touch. Whereas the genuine article cut from

the solid blank is free from all these defects, being perfectly smooth on the inside, having a lustre and

brilliancy only equaled by that of the diamond, and when held to the light is as clear as crystal.

Pressed or Figured Blanks Cut Over Appeal to the Department Store Trade.

WE DO NOT SELL DEPARTMENT STORES
but cater exclusively to the legitimate Jewelry trade. In return we ask

for the business of the Jewelers whom we are seeking to protect by

furnishing genuine cut glass (not purchasable by department stores) at

prices competitive with the inferior product.

I
xi-
IN 0 piece of HAWKES CUT

, blank is genuine without this

HAWKES

T. G. HAWKES & CO., Corning, N. Y.

GLASS cut from the solid

trade-mark engraved on it,

Grand Prize Paris Exposition
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The "Get Ready' Time

A Page of Suggestions to Merchants

A prizefighter spends at least six
months in training for a big "mill"; the
winner of the Marathon race exercised
systematically for nearly a year in prepara-
tion for his twenty-six mile run ; every
piece of the thousands of tons of coal on
the Mauretania was hand-picked, to insure
the highest steam efficiency, before she
started on her four-days-eleven-hours run
which broke the record from England to
America ; in fact, wherever a competitor has
"won out" it was only after long and careful
preparation before the event.

The jeweler who waits until December
to prepare for the Christmas business is
heavily handicapped. In fact, his prepara-
tion should begin on January 1st; for a year
is not too long to lay the foundations of
confidence and good will—both of which
count heavily in the ultimate result of his
Christmas preparations. A year is not too
long to demonstrate to the public the re-
liability of his advertising, nor to impress
upon the public his general deserts to the
public's good opinion.

But even the jeweler who has not taken
this broad view of the situation—who has
been neglectful of a far-reaching system
and inattentive to the details which make
for orderly growth and expansion of trade
—may yet do much in this eleventh hour
toward improving the prospects of his
Christmas business. But he must not delay
longer. If he waits he will find himself
unprepared. "Now is the appointed time."

Early Buying of Stock

On September 1st, or even a month
earlier, the judicious buyer will begin to
select the especially "good things"—not
much at a time, but a little here and a little
there, whenever he sees them. He will
study the market as never before ; ask
opinions of competent and trustworthy
sources as to the trend of demand ; carefully
look into the question of the probability of
this or that as the successful "fad" of the
season; keep an eye on the changing
fashions of woman's dress and coiffure, as
affecting the ornaments that would properly
go with them, and fix upon a certain pattern
or patterns (as, for instance, an engraving
design on a gold watch case) which shall be
made for him exclusively. His only hope
to secure exclusion lies in the early applica-
tion—and a sufficient order.

The best things in novelties are gener-
ally sold out before December 1st. What
are left by that time are the rejections of
the "early bird" which "catches the worm."
The late corner finds the market squeezed
dry of the really choice things—but he may
not know it, for the knowing ones do not
wait until the eleventh hour.

Renewing and Freshening the Fixtdres

There is no excuse for shabbiness in
the furnishings in the Christmas season.
The bright, new goods, which are soon to
be put on display, should be shown in a
proper setting—the showcases, wall cases,

KEYSTONE

etc., should not have to feel ashamed at the
contrast with their contents. The crushed
plush or velvet in the trays should be re-
newed; dusty, frayed or faded hangings
should give way to fresh materials, and the
woodwork will surely need a rubbing down
in oil or a coat of paint. And these atten-
tions to the furniture and fixtures should be
given right now—not later, when your pur-
pose will be too obvious and when you will
need all your time at the selling end.

Keeping Things Clean

It should not be necessary to urge the
vital matter of cleanliness as one of the
necessary conditions in the Christmas store,
but it is a shocking fact that many a jewelry
store in the height of the Christmas season
will show some of the dust of last July in
the corners and crevices which the careless
boy has missed. If the careless boy cannot
be made to see dirt, or if you are in doubt
as to your own comprehension of what a
fastidious woman will find to criticize in
your storekeeping, engage a competent
cleaner to exercise her skill on your wood-
work, your walls and floors, your brass and
nickel—and you may be assured of receiving
a large satisfaction in the approval of the
whole contingent of your feminine trade.

Training Your Help

It will pay, just now, to give consider-
able of your time to study the selling
methods of your assistants and drilling them
in right ways. They may show too much
eagerness in making the sale, or too much
indifference ; may talk too much, or not
enough; may discriminate in their manner
between Mrs. Bullion and Mrs. O'Grady;
may exaggerate qualities in the goods, or
fail to tell their real, intrinsic merits ; may
do this, or not do that, as you will observe
out of the corner of your eye. Take them
in hand, now, before the busy time comes;
show them their weak points and tell them
how to better them ; commend them when
they "catch on"; stimulate them. You may
double their efficiency by a careful drilling-
/IOW.

Plan Your "Publicity"

Later on you will be so busy at the
counter and in superintending details that
your mind will not be properly poised to
construct your advertising—or, at least, to
originate to the best advantage. It is not
too early to anticipate what you will do in
this line, as well as to give much thought
to what you must necessarily do now in
advertising. Plan a series of window
dressings for the four weeks preceding
Christmas. Some of these may require
forms to be made by a carpenter ; some may
need mechanical contrivances which will
have to be got ready in advance ; delay may
be fatal to their timely appearance. So with
your large display advertisements in the
newspapers—borders and cuts and ornaments
should not show the haphazard selection of
the last moment. Write and destroy, then
again write—and again destroy, until you
are satisfied with the best you can do ; and
so your Christmas advertising in good time
will be read and carry conviction. Take
great pains in preparing such booklets as

October, 19°9

you may decide upon and get them to the
printer ten days before you mean to dis-
tribute them, so that he can have time to
do his best, and so that you will have op-
portunity to correct and revise them in
proof. Your advertising should be the
greatest single item of extra expense in your
Christmas preparation ; by taking time to it
you will be more sure to make it productive
and so turn your expense to profit.

Your Accounts Payable

You will be justified, under present
conditions of general business and in the
exceptional volume of the jewelers' Christ-
mas trade, in now putting to use all your
credit resources, except that margin of
safety which must always be reserved for
"the unexpected happening." You will likely
be able to secure terms "as of January 1st"
from your regular supply houses in many
lines of goods. If you feel that your bill
from Jones is already large enough to
possibly cause Jones to "hope it is all right,"
and yet you need a little more in his line to
round out your assortment, write him in a
frank, manly way, giving him an honest
statement of your financial condition. He
will probably give you the additional goods
needed, because of the general good pros-
pects of a continuing prosperity. If Jones
asks for a note in payment of any overdue
bills, as a condition of the new credit, give
it to him promptly and thankfully, "with
interest." If you have opportunity of secur-
ing a special discount for prompt cash, see
your banker and show him the saving you
will make over the bank's interest charges
and show him your other years' cash re-
ceipts from December 15th to January 5th—
it may help.

Do not buy recklessly, but buy not too
stingily, for in this Christmas of 19o9 the
indications are favorable for a very good
return to the judicious buyer. "Be bold, be
boltl--but not too bold."

Secure Your Goods

During the next twelve or fifteen weeks
you will likely have in your possession, as
your own and "consigned" stock, the great-
est total stock values of your year—and
every professional safebreaker knows it.
Your safe, however good you think it, is an
"easy mark" for the skilled safecracker, for
it is not likely a real "burglar-proof." You
owe it to yourself and to your creditors to
make every effort to guard your stock.
Your safe will protect you only from fire,
if a professional safebreaker has his eye on
it. Your security from him will cost you
little and is sure. Write for particulars to
The Jewelers' Security Alliance, No. 9
Maiden Lane, New York, a mutual protec-
tive union of jewelers, which does business
at cost. No safebreaker attacks the jewelry
store which has its card on the door, as he
knows his "get away" is hopeless. The al-
liance makes a safe safe. The sense of se-
curity which you will thereby gain will re-
lieve your mind of one of the many anxie-
ties which press upon you in the Christmas
season and so make room for productive
thought. Lighten your mental load when-
ever you can, in order that your going may
be the safer and surer.

Tre Do Not Use Pressed Blanks
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Hawkes Cut Glass
IS CUT FROM THE SOLID BLANK

No. 1 No. 2

No. I illustrates a pressed blank, viz: the pattern pressed into the Glass.

No. 2 illustrates a solid blank, the kind entirely used by us.

The DIFFERENCE in the finished article is unmistakable, the pressed blank being devoid of

lustre and brilliancy and giving one the idea of a cheap moulded article. It can easily be detected by

passing the fingers lightly over the inside of the article. Wherever the cutting on the outside is deepest

a slight swelling on the inside will be noticeable to the touch. Whereas the genuine article cut from

the solid blank is free from all these defects, being perfectly smooth on the inside, having a lustre and

brilliancy only equaled by that of the diamond, and when held to the light is as clear as crystal.

Pressed or Figured Blanks Cut Over Agyeal to the Department Store Trade.

WE DO NOT SELL DEPARTMENT STORES
but cater exclusively to the legitimate Jewelry trade. In return we ask

for the business of the Jewelers whom we are seeking to protect by

furnishing genuine cut glass (not purchasable by department stores) at

prices competitive with the inferior product.

No piece Of HAWKES CUT

blank is genuine without this

HAWKES

GLASS cut from the solid

trade-mark engraved on it.

T. G. HAWKES & CO., Corning, N. Y.
  Grand Prize Paris Exposition  
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Caution
TO THE

Trade

1038 VASE DAISY 205 1-ILD. DAISY

THE ABOVE DESIGN, KNOWN

AS THE

Daisy Pattern
was created and popularized by
the undersigned. A high compli-
ment has been bestowed by parties
who have copied it, innocently or
otherwise, and we take this
opportunity to caution both the
Manufacturers and Dealers
against exposing for sale any but
goods legally and properly stamped,
as our rights will be protected.

The

Pairpoint Corporation
New Bedford :: Massachusetts

Public Insist on
Fine Engraving

T. HE wedding and commencement

season revealed unmistakably the

critical taste of the public in the matter
of letter engraving. Only the best

would please. The day of

the commonplace mono-

gram is gone forever,

and it will pay the jeweler

to keep the fact in mind.

The new engraving era
calls for the use in every jewelry store of

1577

The

William B. Durgin Co.

Hornikel's
Engravers' Text-Book

a new edition of which

has just been issued.

This wonderful compila-

tion ofletter, monogram

and inscription models is

largely responsible for

the monogram fad, as

the lettering is of an

artistic character hereto-

fore unknown. It furnishes instruction and ideas to

the engraver and assures satisfaction to his customer.

No matter what form of letter engraving may be

called for, this book furnishes

many models of unexcelled

beauty.

Procure a copy at once

and make certain to please the

present purchaser.

A copy will be sent postpaid to any part qi the world
on receipt of price, $6.00 (11 5s.)

FOR SALE BY

resent for the consideration of the

etail jewelry trade their latest pat-

ern in flat-ware, the %c4

" Navarre"
This pattern has already been

commended as a grateful and timely

departure from the simple thread pat-

terns, although retaining, in a way,
this popular feature.

Navarre is popular in price

Navarre is furnished bright or gray

Navarre—ready for delivery Sept. 15

'Navarre"

Send for Illustrated Price List

New York
17 Maiden Lane

809-811-813 North 19th Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

1201 Heyworth Building, CHICAGO, ILL.

illiam B. Durgin Co.
Designers and Makers of

Wares in Sterling Silver

Concord, N. H.

Boston
387 Washington Street

San Francisco
Chronicle Building
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Quality and beauty have madelig] ROGERS BROS." silver plate the choice of
discriminating purchasers since the original
Rogers Bros. first made this famous ware
in the year 1847.

From that period this brand has been
the accepted standard. It has constantly
increased in popularity because of its
remarkable service and grace of design.
To-day, the mark

The Madam Jumel
STERLING SILVER TOILET WARE

LL those salient features of design which have made so pronounced a suc-
cess of the Madam Jumel pattern of flatware are embodied in the new
Whiti n g pattern of Sterling Silver Toilet Ware. It appeals j ust as strongly

to the increasing n umber of those who are attracted by a graceful simplicity of out-
line, a delicate refinement of ornamentation and a general harmony of proportion.
The immediate and definite success of this new pattern in Toilet Ware is un-
doubtedly due to its happy adaptation of those principles of design which have
made the Madam j u mei flatware so deservedly popular.

TRADE

guarantees the heaviest triple plate.
Behind that guarantee is the largest silver
business in the world.

Spoons, forks and fancy serving
piecesbearing the "I 847 ROGERS BROS."
trade mark may be purchased
with the full confidence that they
are without equal, either in wear-

tw 
ability or beauty.

"Silver Plate that Wears"

may be had in a wide variety
of patterns as suggested by
the pieces shown.

Sold by leading dealers. Send
for illustrated catalogue
showing designs.

THE WHITING MANUFACTURING CO.
SILVERSMITHS' BUII,DING,15-1 7 - 1 9 MAIDEN LANE, NEW Y()RI:

MERIDEN
BRITANNIA COMPANY
(International Silver Company, Successor)

Meriden, Conn.

NEW YORK CHICAGO

SAN FRANCISCO

A full size reproduction of the above advertisement as it will appear in the Ladies' Home Journal (1414x91'2),
finely printed on good paper and suitable for display purposes, will be sent upon request.



OVER FIFTY MILLION READERS
see the advertisements of "1847 ROGERS BRos." silverware every month.

The advertisement reproduced (in reduced size) on the other side of this
sheet will appear on the back cover of the-November Ladies' Home Journal
in four colors, as shown.

The Delineator, Woman's Home Comftanion, Designer and other promi-
nent women's magazines will print similar advertisements, but not in colors.

The various magazines in which our advertisements appear have a corn-
bined circulation of over o,000,000—and, figuring the customary way, five
readers to each copy, have between fifty and sixty million readers.

And this does not include those who see our advertisements in weekly
newspapers, with a total circulation of over half a million, and in the big
New York and Boston dailies.

AND IT'S ALL YOUR ADVERTISING IF YOU HANDLE OUR GOODS

TRADE MARI,

1847 ROGERS BROS. 0 
1 Doz. CHARTER OAK 6

P•TENTED

TRIPLE TRIPLETEA SPOONS x s
Silver Plated on Finest Nickel Silver.

Made by MERIDELBRISTIANN„ Meriden, Conn.

LABEL ( WHITE) X S GRADETRIPLE

TRADE MARK 

1847 ROGERS BROS. iz:

1 Doz. FAN EUIL 6X11
PATENTED

TEA SPOONS x S
TRIPLE TEATILE T

Plated on Finest Nickel Silver. 
RIPLE

Made by MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO., Meriden, Coon.
International Silver Co., Successor.

XSLABEL (BLUE) XII TRIPLE GRADE

1847 R0EEiii13Ros.
1 Doz. VINTAGE 10
X S PATENTED

X S

QUINTUPLE TEA SPOONS QUINTUPLE
Silver Plated on Finest Nickel Silver.

Made by MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO., Meriden, Conn.
International Sliver Co., Successor.

LABEL (YELLOW) X S
QUINTUPLE GRADE

LABELS FOR BOXES SHOWING THE THREE GRADES OF PLATE

In line with the policy of its owners for the past fifty years to make flatware bearing the trade-mark
" 1847 ROGERS BROS.'' the best, we now furnish wares of this brand in the following grades only:

1847 ROGERS BROS. 0 TRUE
Teaspoons plated not less than six ounces per gross (other staple pieces in proportion). List prices on all articles

in this quality are the same as former "A-1" plate.

1847 ROGERS BROS. yij XS
'III TRIPLE

Teaspoons plated not less than six ounces per gross (other staple pieces in proportion), and on the points most
exposed to wear an additional plating. List prices on all articles in this quality are the same as our former " XII" plate.

1847 ROGERS BROS. X S
QUINTUPLE

Teaspoons plated not less than ten ounces per gross (other staple pieces in proportion). List prices on all articles
in this quality are the same as our former triple plate.

The plate on fancy pieces will be in keeping with grades described above.

Our No. 12 Medium Knives are now plated 16 dwt. and bear the trade-mark:

soti   .5. .
• • -•••ED

• •

These are still labeled and billed as " No. I 2." This change in plating
also applies to Nos. 43, 44, 45, etc. Although carrying this increased amount
of silver, there is no increase in price.

With a better quality offered at the same price, and the increased
advertising space, the dealer handling our goods has an exceptional chance
for a large fall trade.

MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO., MERIDEN, CONN.
(INTERNATIONAL SILVER C 0 . , SUCCESSOR)
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Our Latest Design

Silverware

"Mr

STAPLE PIECES
Made in 14 oz.
Plate Only

FANCY PIECES
In Both 6 and

14 oz. Plate

BASE METAL
is of Highest Grade, Extra
Heavy 18% Nickel Silver

'Che BEST BASE
BEST PLATE
BEST FINISH

and the 73es1 Plated Ware
Money Can :Buy

The AMERICAN SILVER CO.
BRISTOL, CONNECTICUT
 SHOW ROOMS.

NEW YORK CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO
Silversmiths Building ST versmiths' Building Jewelers' Building



1835
AL LA

ilverplate gat
i&sists /gear

WALLACE
STERLING

A NEW
Toilet Ware
Pattern db
Distinct
Importance

Every progressive dealer knows how immensely popular 1 835
R. Wallace plated ware has always been.
There are many good reasons why now, more than ever before,
1835 R. Wallace is destined to win an even greater preference
among the discriminating buying-public.
The Blossom Pattern reproduced herewith is an entirely fresh idea,
delicate in design, superb in execution, finished in French Gray
with polished shield. It is the pattern of the year.
Our new Guarantee is another most effective selling point.
To every purchaser we guarantee that 1835 R. Wallace, Silver
Plate that resists wear, will give absolute satisfaction, and we agree
to stand behind and replace every piece of goods bearing the 1835
R. Wallace trade-mark that does not give satisfactory service in
any household.

There is no time-limit in this guarantee. It's as broad as the air.
Your customer is protected absolutely.
The additional sectional plate will also appeal
to every buyer.

On those pieces that receive constant use, in our
old Al and Triple grades (namely: tea, table,
dessert, and soup spoons, medium and dessert
forks) a heavy sectional coating of silver is added
to the parts most exposed to wear. These pieces
in all patterns are stamped 1835 R. WALLACE
SECTIONAL and 1835 R. WALLACE SECTIONAL
TRIPLE. This increases the wear-resistance three
fold, but there is no increase in price.

Send today for the literature in which
the new Blossom Pattern is contained.

A combined spirit
of simplicity and
refinement is em-
bodied in this design,
brought about by the
long slim shape, the thin
edges (shown in the pro-
file cut) and the delicate engraving.
There is no question of the exquisite
feeling displayed in this simple en-
graved figure, but the pieces look
quite as well plain. There's very
little choice, if any.

R. WALLACE & SONS MFG. COMPANY
11 West 32nd St., New York
131-7 Wabash Ave., Chicago WALLINGFORD, CONN. 

925 Chestnut St., Philadelphia
85 Post St., San Francisco

Send for our new Sterling Catalogue,
showing our fall line, and including
this toilet ware.

R.WALLACE& SONS
MFG. COMPANY
WALLINGFORD, CONN.
NEW YORK : CHICAGO : SAN FRANCISCO : LONDON

The Pattern is
No. 6500, Plain and

No. 650013, Engraved
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The Automatic Eyeglass or Pencil Holder GOLD AND SILVER THIMBLES

200 403. Emblem ESTABLISHED 1892

KETCHAM di. McDOUGALL
MANUFACTURERS

GOLD & STERLING SILVER THIMBLES
AUTOMATIC EYEGLASS HOLDERS

15-17-19 MAIDEN LANE, N.Y.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE • E

406

BACK VIEW

Made in WHITE.
Black Enamel, Gun
Metal, Rolled-Plate,
Gold and Silver. These
are being advertised
Ill leading magazines,
directing purchasers to
jewelers and opticians.
Sample sent upon re-
quest.

Look for our
name on every
Bolder. It is your

guarantee.
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Casseroles, Bean Pots, Gratins, Ramekins, Custards, Etc.
EXTENSIVE ASSORTMENT AT MOST MODERATE PRICES. WRITE FOR SHEETS

THE QUEEN CITY SILVER CO. CINCINNATI, OHIO

October, 1909 THEE

President Archibald, of the American
National Retail Jewelers' Associa-

tion, Makes Some Seasonable
Suggestions

The fourth annual convention of the
American National Retail Jewelers' Asso-
ciation has now passed into history. It
was a memorable convention. The key-
note was brotherly love and co-operation.
I do not think there was an unpleasant
remark made at the convention. Each
speaker was charitable in his address.
unkind "cuts" were made at any
time. All was pleasant and prof-
itable.

We recommend that every re-
tail jeweler read again each address
given at this convention. I think
each retail jeweler can get some
new thought by reading these ad-
dresses several times.

The writer heard every word
of each address, yet he has reread
each address several times. We
consider these addresses classical.
These should go down in history as
masterpieces to each retail jeweler.
We urge you to make a study of
these practical suggestions. Apply
them in your business. These came
from "men of affairs."

The national convention au-
thorized the president and secretary
of the A. N. R. J. A. to compile
a general code of ethics for the
trade and that the same be given
to the trade press as soon as
completed.

We request each jeweler to
send us a list of rules or "code of

No

KEYSTONE

I there is a retail jeweler who has not
paid up his annual dues during the year,
he is kindly asked to forward same to his
State secretary. On January next we
would like to have all delinquent members
paid up in full. Now is the time to pay.

Every retail jeweler who believes in
higher business principles. wlio believes in
making more profit on our goods, who
believes in the preservation of our own
business is asked to send his three dollars
($3) for dues to his State and national or-
ganization. The verdict of thousands of

1583

will not be used for salaries nor general
expenses. 1 f any retail jeweler believes
that association work is helping him more
than what he pays for it and is desirous of
aiding the work, send what you feel like
giving to the national chairman, Steele F.
Roberts, Pittsburg, Pa.

We trust that each retail jeweler will
not forget to write the president about
association work. Keep up interest in your
State and city and town. Do not let the
busy season crowd out interest in associa-
tion
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ethics," from which we may com-
pile our list. For example, a rule
like this: "Do not put price on goods
bought in other stores."

Each retail jeweler has his idea of
what rules he would like. Send us a list
that suits you. We will compile a list from
the many hundred rules we are sent.

Since the unit or organization is the
local clubs or round-tables, we urge every
town and city and county to form local or-
ganizations and to meet frequently. We
believe the life of all national organizations
lies in the small clubs or local organizations.
The busy season should not keep us from
Meeting. Meet and set prices and keep up
a friendly spirit. Our Christmas profits
will be larger if we all sell goods at a higher
price. We can get the higher prices if we
agree among ourselves not to cut the prices.

retail jewelers who are members is that the
three dollars is well spent money. Some
retail jewelers say it is worth $25 a year

to them. Let us have your application
at once.

At the national convention at Omaha,
the president was authorized to appoint one
man from each State who shall be a mem-
ber of the Auxiliary Finance Committee.

I have appointed Steele F. Roberts, of
Pittsburg, Pa., chairman of that committee.
I have been asking for names of retail

jewelers from each affiliated State. We
desire one retail jeweler from each State
who will secure funds from retail jewelers

to carry on specific work of national im-
portance. Send me names of suitable men

for this Finance Committee. This money

On

to
died nearly a generation ago, but whose

memory is still sadly cherished by their

devoted parents. The design, of a Louis

XVI character, embodies emblems appro-

priate to its function—the trailing ivy

branches, for clinging affection, sprays of

roses for fond love, and the two reversed

torches, symbols of the quenching of the

two young lives.

The extreme dimensions of the bronze

are 38 inches in length by 27 inches wide.

The finish, in dark brown with lighter sur-

face tones, shows the skilful modeling and

excellent workmanship to advantage. The

refinement of art makes this tablet a notable

specimen of craftsmanship.

work. Always have time to ask a
brother jeweler to join our asso-
ciation. Always have time to read
the trade press carefully. Always
find time to write a few postal
cards to your State and national
officers.

Send suggestions about the
new proposed door plate for mem-
bers of the A. N. R. J. A.

Pay your delinquent dues at
once.

Secure new members. -

Do not buy too many goods.
Pay your bills promptly, and then
we will have the respect of the
manufacturer and the jobber.

Advocate a "fixed selling
price" on every watch.

Keep your eyes and ears open

for those jobbers and manufac-
turers who sell you and also the

department store and mail-order

house.

A Handsome Bronze Tablet

The handsome oval bronze

tablet herewith illustrated was de-

signed and executed by Reed &

Barton at their works at Taunton,

Mass. The tablet is to be placed

a memorial school building and serves

commemorate two little girls who
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The Automatic Eyeglass or Pencil Holder GOLD AND SILVER THIMBLES

.103. Emblem ESTABLISHED 1832

KETCHAM & McDOUGALL
MANUFACTURERS

GOLD Pc STERLING SILVER THIMBLES
AUTOMATIC EYEGLASS HOLDERS

15-17-19 MAIDEN LANE, N.Y.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE " E ̂ •

406 107

0S EACH VIEW

Made in WHITE,
Black Enamel, Gun
Metal, Rolled-Plate,
Gold and Silver. These
are bei lig advertised
ill leading magazines,
directing purchasers 10
jewelers and opticians.
Sample sent upon re-
quest.

Look f or 11 1'
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1101der. It is your
guarantee.
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, .Casseroles, Bean Pots, Gratins, Ramekins, Custards, Etc.
EXTENSIVE ASSORTMENT AT MOST MODERATE PRICES. WRITE FOR SHEETS

October, Iwo T H E

President Archibald, of the American
National Retail Jewelers' Associa-

tion, Makes Some Seasonable
Suggestions

The fourth annual convention of the
American National Retail Jewelers' Asso-
ciation has now passed into history. It
was a memorable convention. The key-
note was brotherly love and co-operation.
I do not think there was an unpleasant
remark made at the convention. Each
speaker was charitable in his address. No
unkind "cuts" were made at any
time. All was pleasant and prof-
itable.

We recommend that every re-
tail jeweler read again each address
given at this convention. I think
each retail jeweler can get some
new thought by reading these ad-
dresses several times.

The writer heard every word
of each address, yet he has reread
each address several times. We
consider these addresses classical.
These should go down in history as
masterpieces to each retail jeweler.
We urge you to make a study of
these practical suggestions. Apply
them in your business. These came
from "men of affairs."

The national convention au-
thorized the president and secretary
of the A. N. R. J. A. to compile
a general code of ethics for the
trade and that the same be given
to the trade press as soon as
completed.

We request each jeweler to
send us a list of rules or "code of
ethics," from which we may com-
pile our list. For example, a rule
like this: "Do not put price on goods
bought in other stores."

Each retail jeweler has his idea of
what rules he would like. Send us a list
that suits you. We will compile a list from
the many hundred rules we are sent.

Since the unit or organization is the
local clubs or round-tables, we urge every
town and city and county to form local or-
ganizations and to meet frequently. We
believe the life of all national organizations
lies in the small clubs or local organizations.
The busy season should not keep us from
Meeting. Meet and set prices and keep up
a friendly spirit. Our Christmas profits
will be larger if we all sell goods at a higher
price. We can get the higher prices if we
agree among ourselves not to cut the prices.

K EYST(JNE

f there is a retail jeweler who has not
paid up his annual dues during the year,
he is kindly asked to forward same to his
State secretary. On January next we
would like to have all delinquent members
paid tip in full. Now is the time to pay.

Every retail jeweler who believes in
higher business principles, who believes in
making more profit on our goods, who
believes in the preservation of our awn
business is asked to send his three dollars

($3) for dues to his State and national or-
ganization. The verdict of thousands of
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will not be used for salaries nor general
expenses. I f any retail jeweler believes
that association work is helping him more
than what he pays for it and is desirous of
aiding the work, send what you feel like
giving to the national chairman, Steele F.
Roberts, Pittsburg, Pa.

We trust that each retail jeweler will
not forget to write the president about
association work. Keep up interest in your
State and city and town. Do not let the
busy season crowd out interest in associa-
tion Work. Always have time to ask a

brother jeweler to join our asso-
ciation. Always have time to read
the trade press carefully. Always
find time to write a few postal
cards to your State and national
officers.

Send suggestions about the
new proposed door plate for mem-
bers of the A. N. R. J. A.

Pay your delinquent dues at
once.

Secure new members. •

Do not buy too many goods.
Pay your bills promptly, and then
we will have the respect of the
manufacturer and the jobber.

Advocate a "fixed selling
price" on every watch.

Keep your eyes and ears Open
for those jobbers and manufac-
turers who sell you and also the
department store and mail-order

house.
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retail jewelers who are members is that the
three dollars is well spent money. Some
retail jewelers say it is worth $25 a year
to them. Let us have your application
at once.

At the national convention at Omaha,

the president was authorized to appoint one
man from each State who shall be a mem-

ber of the Auxiliary Finance Committee.

I have appointed Steele F. Roberts, of
Pittsburg, Pa., chairman of that committee.

I have been asking for names of retail
jewelers from each affiliated State. We
desire one retail jeweler from each State
who will secure funds from retail jewelers

to carry on specific work of national im-

portance. Send me names of suitable men

for this Finance Committee. This money

A Handsome Bronze Tablet

The handsome oval bronze

tablet herewith illustrated was de-

signed and executed by Reed &

Barton at their works at Taunton,

Mass. The tablet is to be placed

on a memorial school building and serves

to commemorate two little girls who

died nearly a generation ago, but whose

memory is still sadly cherished by their

devoted parents. The design, of a Louis

XVI character, embodies emblems appro-

priate to its function—the trailing ivy

branches, for clinging affection, sprays of

roses for fond love, and the two reversed

torches, symbols of the quenching of the

two young lives.

The extreme dimensions of the bronze

are 38 inches in length by 27 inches wide.

The finish, in dark brown with lighter sur-

face tones, shows the skilful modeling and

excellent workmanship to advantage. The
refinement of art makes this tablet a notable
specimen of craftsmanship.
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SEAMLESS GOLD RINGS

VERY FEW CONCERNS
make SEAMLESS gold rings. We are one of the few. We make a
specialty of this branch and do the work as well as it is possible to do it.
We guarantee every ring we send out, and as every process of manu-
facture is under our immediate control, our guarantee means something.

Our rings are invariably plump assay and precisely as marked.
We could satisfy you and your customers.

PRICES RIGHT
5 SHAPES 22 K., 18 K., 14 K., 10 K.

LET US HAVE YOUR NEXT ORDER

We have a catalogue showing hundreds of fancy rings, which we
should be glad to send you if you will ask for it

HAYDEN W. WHEELER CO.
RING

2 MAIDEN LANE
TN,
R1.011I1 I1CD

MAKERS

NEW YORK

FORA GENERATION
Os' THE STAMP OF

STERLING WORTH

October. 1909 T H E KEYSTONE

NEVER BREAK
SPRING BRACELET
WE GUARANTEE OUR BRACELETS IN

QUALITY AND FINISH

JOSEPH L.HERZOG &CO.
MAKERS OF THE

"LK>"RINGS
DIAMOND, SET AND SIGNET

45-51 ROSE STREET, (COR.DUANE)

ESTABLISH ED 1886, NEW YORK.

THE JOINTS ARE THE BEST ON

THE MARKET

WE ARE READY TO PROVE IT

CONVINCE YOURSELF

If your jobber does not handle them,
write us and we will post you

Our Lavallieres are Leaders
300 UP-TO-DATE STYLES

To the Enterprising Jeweler:
Before placing your Fall Order write to us for a
selection package. We prepay express charges.
We are leaders in design. Finish speaks for
itself. Quality guaranteed. Service prompt.

Henry Lederer e.? Bro., Inc.
Makers of Ladies' and Gents' Chains, Fobs and Bracelets

Factory, 227 Eddy Street PROVIDENCE, R. I.

A meeting of unusual interest
National to the trade in general took
Wholesale place on Wednesday, Septem-
Jewelers' her 9th, at the rooms of the
Association 24 Karat Club. It was held to

discuss various matters of in-
terest to manufacturers, wholesalers and retailers,
and there were present : J. P. Archibald, President
of the American National Retail Jewelers' As-
sociation, and the following officers of the Na-
tional Wholesale Jewelers' Association ; A. G.
Schwab, of Cincinnati, President ; Louis Cohn,
New York, vice-president ; M. J. Averbeck, New
York, member of executive committee. In ad-
dition, there were also the following members of
the executive committee of the New York local
association : Messrs. Alford, Montgomery,
Kramer, Kallman, Woodrow, Mirabeau and
Trout. As a result of this meeting and similar
meetings the feeling of friendly intercourse which
has been established between jobber and retailer
will, no doubt, be strengthened and the good work
which is being accomplished by both organizations
be helped along materially. Among other matters
which were discussed were the questions of im-
proving the watch situation, on which some action
will be taken in the near future, and also the
question of the trade-marking of jewelry by the
American National Retail Jewelers' Association,
using their own stamp. After full discussion it
was concluded that the time for such action was
not ripe and that it would be better to defer same
for numerous reasons until some later period.

Unusual interest is being shown
Work of by manufacturers and jobbers
Merchants' in the Maiden Lane district in
Association the work which is being done

by the Merchants' Association
of New York. One or two prominent members
of the jewelry trade, who are also members of
the Merchants' Association and well acquainted
with its object and methods, have been doing some
good missionary work along the lane, the result
of which is that the association has secured several
new members and has a number more in prospect.

The association is made up of jobbers and
manufacturers of all lines of trade in New York
City and its one aim is the betterment of New
York, more especially in a business sense. It has
accomplished a good many reforms, among them
being the regulation of telephone, express, insur-
ance and electric rates ; but perhaps the most
important is its co-operation with the railroad
companies for the securing of reduced rates on
the railroads entecing New York during the fall
buying season.

At the present time these rates are in force,
and that they have been taken advantage of by
the retailers is demonstrated by the fact that New
York has been visited by thousands of buyers in
all lines from all parts of the country since the
rates went into effect in July. The Merchants'
Association is working for the good of New
York and the business prosperity of the city and
every business man who sells his product to the
retail trade should be a member of the association
and help the good work along. The dues are very

small and the benefits which are being and will
be secured by the association's work are going
to be immense.

The Public Service Commis-
Practices of sion is to give the Merchants'
Express Association of New York an
Companies opportunity to show that an

investigation into the practices
of the express companies should be undertaken
by the commission. The Merchants' Association
alleges disregard of specified rulings, delays in
delivery, failure to notify shippers, non-delivery,
delay in returning undelivered goods, delay in
settlement of claims, unreasonable restrictions of
free delivery limits, unreasonable restriction of
size of packages, unreasonable requirements as to
methods of packing, delay in accounting for col-
lections, overweight and a complaint .as to rates
generally. The commission decided it would hold
a public hearing at the assembly room of the
Merchants' Association in New York on October
t8th, at to A. st., and listen to the testimony which
the Merchants' Association desired to produce.

The Merchants and Manufac-
A Unique turers' Exchange of New York
Institution are just completing the erection

of a twin building which has
cost $6,5oo,000 and which will be devoted ex-
clusively to the displaying of all kinds of mer-
chandise and manufactured goods which are sold
in the New York market. The success which has
come to the Furniture Exchange has encouraged
the erection of these two twelve-story buildings
by the New York Central and the New York,
New Haven and Hartford Railroads for the Mer-
chants and Manufacturers' Exchange. New York
is naturally the greatest market in the world
and always will be. Practically every buyer in
the United States visits New York at some time
during every year. many of them several times a
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year. It is proposed to provide this immense army
of busy men with a place where they can see
hundreds of thousands of samples from factories
ill all parts of the world—the sources of supply—
all grouped in such a manner that they can be
given a close scrutiny without the waste of time
now necessary in finding and going to and from
individual warerooms scattered throughout the
city, or maybe in several cities. This enterprise
will bring the manufacturers and the merchants
together in numbers that would be impossible by
any other method. It will simplify and quicken
business, enlarge outputs by bringing lines to the
attention of buyers who would never know of
them otherwise, reduce costs of New York repre-
sentation and work to the advantage of all con-
cerned.

As we write, this city is furnishing to the
vasts crowds within our gates probably the most
gorgeous spectacle ever seen. The Hudson-Fulton
celebration is now at its height and the reality is
equal to the most sanguine anticipations. Large
numbers of the jewelry trade have taken advan-
tage of the celebration to combine business with
pleasure and are devoting part of the time each
day to sightseeing and a part to the selection of
fall and holiday stock. As anticipated, liberal
purchasing is now the rule and the better classes
of goods are in most demand. The army of
trade visitors seem to be in a most hopeful frame
of mind and bring reports of most promising con-
ditions from nearly all parts of the country. The
jobbing trade are having their hands full in
welcoming their customers, attending to their
wants and at the same time snatching occasional
moments to view the celebration. The current two
weeks will certainly be notable in the history of
the city and those who have enjoyed the occasion
are quite likely to make their visit an annual
affair, much to their own advantage. In spite of
the confusion and pressure incident to the celebra-
tion, a very large volume of business has been
transacted and the jobbing houses are well satis-
fied with the results.

The Fred G. Burgess Co., Brooklyn, was re-
cently incorporated for the manufacture of
jewelry with a capital stock of $15,000. The in-
corporators are F. G. Burgess, Max Takl and
Fred W. Decker.

G. V. Vitelli, of Borrelli & Vitelli, 401 Broad-
way, returned last month from an extended trip
to Europe in the course of which he visited the
branches of the firm in London, Paris and Naples.

The Jewelers' Bowling League opened its pro-
gramme for the season on September 20th. The
list, as announced, does not include several of the
old teams, but a number of new ones have been
added. The games will be rolled in the Universal
Alleys in Brooklyn, which were used by the
league last year.

The Broadway Diamond Importing Co. was
recently incorporated to deal in watches, dia-
monds, jewelry, etc., with a capital stock of $20,0oo.
The incorporators are Ralph Jacobs, Harry C.
Adams and H. R. Berlinicke, of New York.

(Continued on page 1587)
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The colossal twin buildings of the Merchants and Manufacturers' Exchange, being erected at Lexington Avenue
and Depew Place, 46th to 48111 Streets, New York City
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THE FINISHING TOUCH

to one of our Signet Rings is an original and artistic monogram in
harmony with the design of the ring. We not only make the ring,
but we are prepared to cut any of these monograms in bas-relief, in
an artistic manner, at a moderate cost.

Pacific Coast Representative: A. I. HALL & SON, Jewelers' Building, Post Street, San Francisco, California

October, 1909

New York Letter

T H E

(Continued from page 100

The imports of precious stones at the port
of New York for August approached very closely
the high record of August, 1906. The imports for
the month were appraised at $3,262,099, the largest
total for any August except 1906, when the im-
ports for the month amounted to $3,383,000.

L. E. Waterman Co. had on display in their
window at Broadway and Cortlandt Street the
original draft of a letter written October 15th,
1814, by Robert Fulton. Many were attracted
by the timely exhibit and manifested great inter-
est in the document.

Leopold Stern, of Stern Bros. & Co., 68
Nassau Street, returned from Europe last month
on the Rotterdam. Mr. Stern spoke enthusiasti-
cally of the strength of the diamond market and
stated that demand for the gems was never more
active than at the present time.

A. C. Tepfert, the popular representative of
Trier Bros., 35 Maiden Lane, left last month for
a trip through Wisconsin, Iowa and the Dakotas.
Mr. Lepfert had previously made a trip through
Ohio, West Virginia and Indiana. He reports
business very much improved.

The Newark Technical School, of Newark,
N. J., will reopen the first Monday in October.
At this institution instructions are given in the
designing of jewelry and silverware and the op-
portunity is taken advantage of by a number of
pupils. The extent of the manufacturing jewelry
industry of Newark assures exceptional interest
in such a school and probably. accounts for the
large attendance.

A window display that attracted unusual at-
tention was shown in the establishment of the
Dennison Manufacturing Co. and consisted of re-
productions in paper of the Clermont and the Half
Moon. In the background was shown Dutch
windmills and other appropriate scenery. The
display furnished a striking object lesson of what
may be accomplished by the ingenious manipula-
tion of the Dennison paper product.

Frederick Leach, manager of Robbins & Ap-
pleton's material department, with Mrs. Leach,
sailed during the latter part of August for Europe.
Mr. Leach has not taken a vacation for many
years and has decided to lump all those he has
missed into one big one. Mr. and Mrs. Leach
will be abroad about three months and will spend
most of the time in Scotland, visiting England
and the Continent before returning to New York.

Irving Cohn, of M. J. Averbeck's traveling
force, catne in off the road for a couple of weeks
to see the big Hudson-Fulton celebration. He
says that retailers in his territory are expecting
good business this fall and that business is pick-
ing up with him right along.

Powers & Mayer, 258 Fifth Avenue, held
their seventh annual exhibition of fine diamond
jewelry at their showrooms during the month
of September. The exhibition was visited by a
large number of retailers from all parts of the
country. This firm makes what is probably the
most complete and exclusive line of diamond,
pearl and other precious stone jewelry, employ-
ing the most skilled artisans, who make pieces
that are the highest type of the jeweler's art.
Practically no duplicates are made, each piece
being the only one of its kind. They show dia-
monds of every size, shape and color and this
season are making a specialty of oblong gems
and black opals.

The U. S. Electro-Chemical Co., 78 Lafayette
Street, have just put on the market a new model
of their plating machine, which they have named
the "Champion." This machine creates all the
electrical current necessary for plating and re-
quires no connection with a light or power cur-
rent. It has three strengths sufficient for all
kinds of plating and can be used with any good
plating solution. No dry batteries nor acids are
used with this machine.

The regular monthly meeting
Jewelers' of the executive committee of
Security 
Alliance 

the Jewelers' Security Alliance
was held on Friday, September
Toth, the following members

being present : Chairman Butts, Vice-Presidents
Wood and Champenois, Treasurer Karsch, Secre-
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tary Noyes and Messrs. Bowden, Brown and
Stern. The following new members were ad-
mitted:

William L. Cooley, Abilene, Kans.
A. E. Foster, Creston, Iowa.
Edward Luke, Yazoo City, Miss.
R. Scott, Muncie, Ind.
D. A. Stocking, Kalispel, Mont.
M. E. Arkwright, Beatrice, Nebr.
R. H. Bach, Owatonna, Minn.
D. P. Benelli, Frontenac, Kans.
T. H. Bingel, Chicago, Ill.
Bleiweiss & Straitman, Newark, N. J.
J. W. Crabill, Plattsmouth, Nebr.
Crellin-Feller Co., Kansas City, Mo.
Curl & Palmer, Duluth, Minn.
J. C. Davidson, San Francisco, Cal.
Henry Elbelt, St. Joseph, Mo.
Elm Mfg. Co., Newark, N. J.
Peter Engel, Marysville, Cal.
E. E. Esterly, Duluth, Minn.
Gale-Ford Co., Inc., Norfolk, Va.
A. Gallopini, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Garon Bros., Duluth Minn.
'A. J. Gilinsky, Council Bluffs, Iowa.

NGoldsmith Bros. S. & R. Co., ew York City, N. Y.
Hagerstrom Co., Newark, N. J.
Ike Hassen, San Francisco, Cal.
E. J. Nodgdon, Haverhill, Mass.
J. A. Light & Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
A. M. Lindahl, St. Paul, Minn.
H. A. Lunda, Minneapolis, Minn.
L. A. Martin, Superior, Wis.
L. J. Mosher, Owatonna, Minn.
E. B. Nelson, Minneapolis, Minn.
Z. M. Nelson, Camden, N. J.
P. Olivier, San Francisco, Cal.
George H. Pease, Baxter, Iowa.
A. P. Petersen, Brooklyn, N. Y.
N. Peterson, Superior, Wis.
T. I. Place, Milton, Wis.
Portuguese Merc. Co., San Francisco, Cal.
I. M. Radabaugh, Hastings, Minn.
A. Rassweiler, Chicago, Ill.
J. H. Ruge, Faribault, Minn.
A. G. Scherf, Red Wing, Minn.
B. F. Simpson & Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
R. H. Stratford, Beatrice, Nebr.
T. S. Terry, Nevada, Mo.
D. A. Tobias, Inc., Atlanta, Ga.
S. J. Vesely, Little Falls, Minn.
C. I. Walls, Spirit Lake, Idaho.
P. L. Webster, Havelock, Nebr.
0. F. Wennerlund, Duluth, Minn.
0. C. Wiggins, Islip, N. Y.
C. A. Williams & Co., Omaha, Nebr.
A. L. Wilson, Hutchinson, Kans.
F. A. Klass, Hibbing, Minn.
L. S. Robinson, Glenwood, Iowa.
W. L. Smith, Cliv ton, Mich.
G. T. Baker & Co., Bemidji, Minn.
M. A. Bratrud, Crookston, Minn.
C. B. Curtis, Villisca, Iowa.
S. Gordon & Co., Oklahoma City, Nebr.
J. P. Mikkelsen, Nebraska City, Nebr.
Tom Morris, Crookston, Minn.
W. L. Pedersen, Clarinda, Iowa.
J. M. Tinsley, Villisca, Iowa.
White Bros., New Orleans, La.
N. C. Anderson, Fargo, N. D.
E. A. Arhart, Lisbon, N. D.
C. E. Gronberg, Alexandria, Minn.
H. T. Holverson, Alexandria, Minn.
F. W. Peterson P. & M. Co., Fargo, N. D.
Eastwood-Park Co., Newark, N. J.
Henry Ziruth, Newark, N. J.
F. C. Brace, Worthington, Minn.
Brehm Jewelry Co., Attica, Kans.
John Douglas, Onawa, Iowa.
N. S. Dahl, Missouri Valley, Iowa.
0. A. Duppstadt, Vandergrift, Pa.
Mrs. J. H. Holmquist, Sycamore, Ill.
H. E. Jacobi, Baltimore, Md.
N. Langford, Inc., New York City, N. Y.
F. E. Mendenhall, Tilden, Nebr.
E. F. Minder, St. James, Minn.
Palmer Brothers, Mankato, Minn.
B. Reingold, Sioux City, Iowa.
Spink Brothers, Hornell, N. Y.
Swartz & Warne, Redfield, S. Dak.
Henry Whizin, Brooklyn, N. Y.
H. T. Whaler Co., Narragansett Pier, R. I.
R. Eisele, Wyoming, Ill.
F. Evans & Ce., Le Mars, Iowa.
Hubert Huewe, Remsen, Iowa.
S. Messerer, Newark, N. J.
A. H. Smith, Cherokee, Iowa.
A. J. Larson, Newell, Iowa.
D. T. Martin, Pomeroy, Iowa.
Benedict & Wilkinson, Inc., Sioux Falls, S. Dak.
Duerr Brothers, New Martinsville, W. Va.
C. A. Keepers, Greencastle, Pa.
E. G. Kothe, Parkersburg, Iowa.
A. H. Pehrson, Mitchell, S. Dak.
E. H. Prey, Watertown, S. Dak.
H. D. Strauch, Alexandria, S. Dak.
Townsan Jewelry Co., Mitchell, S. Dak.
Empire Jewelry Mfg. Co., Newark, N. J.
Hollingsworth & Son, French Lick, Ind.
M. M. Freund, Brooklyn, N. Y.
P. A. Freeman, Allentown, Pa.
Ilgen & Wakefield Co., New York City, N. Y.
Alva Ruff, St. Johns, Mich.
F. R. Crocker, Grand Junction, Colo.
C. E. Neuman, Sand Point, Idaho.
Virgin & Young, Macon, Ga.
George Gerner, Council Bluffs, Iowa.
Charles E. Hurd, Sycamore, Ill.
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The Waltham Watch Co. issued, on Septem-
ber 20th, an announcement of a readjustment of
prices on certain grades of Waltham movements,
price-lists giving the changed quotations being
subsequently distributed to the retail trade by the
jobbing houses.

The Jewelers' Security Alliance was notified
last month of an unusual number of attempts at
robbery of jewelers, some of which succeeded.
The fact should be a warning to the trade at
large, especially at this time, when new purchases
make the stock so tempting.

Clarence F. Bayer, of the Bayer & Pretzfelder
Company, II West Seventeenth Street, sailed for
Europe on the Kronprinzessin Cecilie on Septem-
ber 14th, to be gone about four months, during
which time he will visit all the principal markets
in Europe. He expects to buy a large line of
goods and without doubt their line will be one
of the largest shown in this country next year.
This firm will shortly move into much larger
quarters at 5 East Seventeenth Street and 6 East
Eighteenth Street, where their stores will run
through the entire block and have entrances on
both streets. Though this young firm was es-
tablished less than a year ago, it has "made good"
to such an extent that it has outgrown its present
location in less than eight months.

Among the prominent members of the retail
trade from various parts of the country who
visited the city last month, was I. F. Varney,
President of the Varney Jewelry Co., of Wichita,
Kans. Mr. Varney made extensive purchases of
stock and spoke enthusiastically of prospects in his
great State.

Julius Wodiska, the well-known gem expert,
is the author of a new book on precious stones
in which will be found the methods of identifying
gems and gem minerals and a great wealth of in-
formation in regard to their scientific, commercial,
artistic and historical aspects. The art and in-
dustry of setting gems is treated at some length,
especially as exemplified in the work of students
at technical schools and the many workers in
jewelry designing in connection with the arts and
crafts movement. The volume is prettily illus-
trated with thirty-two full page illustrations and
four colored plates.

Louis Strasburger, a respected member of the
watch and diamond importing trade and for
many years head of the house of Louis Stras-
burger & Co., died on August 31st at the ripe age
of seventy-six years. The deceased was born in
Germany in 1833 but came to New York when
sixteen years old. He became connected with the
jewelry trade and after a brief period started in
business for himself, becoming later one of the
largest watch importers of his time. In 1866 he
established a European branch, which was de-
voted to the diamond business and in charge of his
son, Mortimer. In 1885 he placed his son, Byron
L., in charge of the watch business, he himself
continuing in the diamond business until 1893,
when he retired. The firm then became Louis
Strasburger's Son & Co., which was conducted
under the management of Alvin L. Strasburger,
another son of the deceased. All three sons sur-
vive him. Mr. Strasburger was an accomplished
business man and rejoiced in a pleasant person-
ality, which made many friends. He interested
himself in a number of fraternal and charitable
organizations and was noted for his liberality for
worthy purposes.

Hyman Schenkein, founder of the firm of
H. Schenkein & Sons, diamond importers and cut-
ters, died last month. The deceased was for many
years prominent in the diamond trade, both in
New York and abroad. He was born in Austria
in 1829 and came to the United States in 1865.
He entered the jewelry business and became quite
prosperous, building up a large diamond importing
trade. He retired from the firm about one year
ago and was succeeded by his sons under the
firm name of H. Schenkein's Sons.

Dr. George F. Kunz, of Tiffany & Co., was
honored with the chairmanship of the sub-com-
mittee in charge of the scientific and historical
exhibits for the Hudson-Fulton celebration.

Among the trade visitors in the city last
month was Goodman King, president of the Mer-
mod, Jaccard & King Jewelry Co., of St. Louis,
Mo. Mr. King was on his way home from Europe
where he made extensive purchases of exclusive
novelties for his firm.
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BAYER & PRETZFELDER COMPANY
Manufacturers and Importers JEWELRY, NOVELTIES and FANCY GOODS
11 WEST 17th STREET. (Right off Fifth Avenue) NEW YORK

Prior to our REMOVAL TO LARGER QUARTERS at 5 East 17th Street and
6 East 18th Street, we are closing out our entire sample lines ; so, when in New York,
be sure to call on us.— —

Electric and Gas Lamps, Brass Novelties, Desk Sets, Dinner Gongs, Smoking Stands, Smoker's Articles, Opera and Field Glasses,
"La Vogue" Lorgnettes in Gold, Gold Filled, Silver and Gun Metal of every description. Jet Jewelry. Solid Gold, Sterling Silver, Gold Filled,
Gun Metal and German Silver Cigarette Cases of every description. Sterling Silver, German Silver and Gun Metal Mesh Bags, Desk Clocks,
Chime Clocks, Traveling Clocks and Novelty Clocks in large variety.

oef fift s f 12
Have you ever considered how few REALLY USEFUL PRACTICAL ARTICLES
you have for men 2

WE MAKE HUHDREDS

Sanitary Shaving Mug. Keeps soap and brush clean
When open cover is used for hot water

SUCH AS

Shaving Stands
Shaving Sets
Smokers' Articles
Desk Sets
Electroliers
Etc., Etc.

No. 1317. SI IAVING STAND

SILVER-PLATE, COPPER, NICKEL, BRASS and DORANTIQUE

Nen, Line of " BARBIZON BRASS 

BernardiAice s ons APOLLO SILVER CO.

In • c Proprietors jIPOLLO STUDIOS

WORKS { 139-141-143 North 10th Street
Brooklyn. N. Y. 542 Broadway, New York

NEW

LEMAIRE OPERA
GLASSES

LEMAIRE FIELD GLASSES

BEST IN THE WORLD. USED IN THE ARMY AND NAVY

SUSSFELD, LORSCH c& CO., Importers
CATALOGUE upon appEcation to any JOBBER 37 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK

Large Variety in All
the Latest Styles
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PROVIDENCE

AT TdnEci B1 hOROS. Lag.

We know of no more impressive evidence of
the return of normal conditions than is afforded
by the busy factories of Providence and the
Attleboros at this time. The last vestige of the
depression has disappeared and all seem to be in
the midst of a prosperity equal to that of the best
previous year. The most suggestive symptom of
the pressure is the scarcity of skilled hands and
this is shown unmistakably in the want adver-
tisement columns of the daily press. Many of the
factories are busy far into the night and those
that have not their capability fully taxed are com-
paratively few in number. The trade situation
has caused an inflow of orders from the jobbers,
who are eager to assemble large supplies in antici-
pation of a rush later in the season.

The Providence, R. I., firm heretofore known
as Joseph W. Heller has recently been formed into
a corporation and is now doing business under
the name of Joseph W. Heller Company. There
will be no material change made in the company's
affairs, the incorporating being a matter of busi-
ness convenience. They will continue to occupy
the old quarters at 129 Eddy Street. This firm
makes a specialty of up-to-date white stone goods,
such as combs, bandeaux barrettes, hat and sash
pins, buckles, etc. Mr. 

bandeaux,
 the principal man

of the company, is well known and has a fine
following in the trade. He reports a good line of
orders on hand and the factory has been working
overtime of late to fill them.

The Leach & Garner Co., Attleboro, has
moved from its old quarters on Union Street to
a new factory on Pearl Street, where they have
a better location and increased facilities.

J. M. Fisher, the well-known jewelry manu-
facturer and prohibitionist of Attleboro, was
elected delegate to the State convention of the
Prohibition Party.

Paul Newman, formerly a member of the firm
of Workman & Newman, has started in business
for himself at 443 Westminster Street, Provi-
dence, as a jewelry importer and dealer in novel-
ties. The title of the firm is the Newman Import-
ing and Manufacturing Co. Mr. Newman re-
cently returned from Europe, where he purchased
a large stock of jewelry novelties.

William P. Chapin, of the Chapin & Hollister
Co., Providence, returned from Europe last month
after spending the summer on the Continent, ac-
companied by his wife and daughter.

The Harvey J. Flint Co., 59 Page Street,
Providence, has found it necessary to greatly in-
crease its floor space and extend its facilities,
owing to the increased demand for the product of
the company.

Ralph G. Ostby, of the Ostby & Barton Co.,
Providence, was recently elected a member of the
Providence Board of Trade.

L. Tallman, for many years connected with
the advertising department of one of the jewelry
trade publications, has joined the force of C. H.
Eden Co., of Attleboro. Mr. Tallman's head-
quarters will be at 37 Maiden Lane, New York.
He will represent the firm in New York, Phila-
delphia, Baltimore and Washington.

The MacKenzie-Walton Co., seamless wire
and tubing, formerly of Providence, are now lo-
cated in their own building, a handsome big two-
story structure, at 478 Pawtucket Avenue, Paw-
tucket, R. I. Business is fine with them, so Mr.
MacKenzie, of the firm, states.

William G. Lawton, son of Secretary J. F. P.
Lawton, of the Gorham Manufacturing Co., and
an employee of that company, was recently nomi-
nated by the Prohibition Party of the State for
general treasurer.

William Williams, of Williams & Payton,
Providence, made a trip to New York City last
month and spent some time at the New York
office of the firm, incidentally calling on some
of the firm's customers.

M. S. Rodenberg, of Dunn & Rodenberg,
Providence, returned from Europe last month,
where he had spent three months with his family,
visiting England, France, Switzerland, Belgium
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and Germany. Incidentally, he noted conditions
in the jewelry trade in the various countries and
was much pleased to be able to report a general
improvement.

The loss of a diamond bar pin valued at $250
in the Susquehanna River above Harrisburg, the
payment in Providence of the insurance on the
article, the finding of the missing ornament by a
lad who was bathing in the river at Baltimore, its
recovery by the owners and the return of the
insurance money to G. L. & H. J. Gross, the
insurers, are the bare facts of the most remark-
able. incident that has come to the attention of
insurance men in many years. Through the
agency of G. L. & H. J. Gross, of Providence,
Whiteside & Blank, manufacturing jewelers, of
Newark, N. J., carry a policy against loss of their
property by fire or robbery. Late in January a
salesman for the Newark concern had occasion to
send to the home office the valuable trinket. He
sent it by express from Pittsburg and on the
way East fire broke out in the express car in which
was a heavy trunk containing the parcel. This
incident occurred on the Pennsylvania Railroad
near Harrisburg, and to save the contents of the
car from total loss trunks of valuables were thrown
into the river. Many of the packages in the trunk
with the diamond were found after the fire was
extinguished. Although the most careful search
was made, no trace of the jewel was discovered.
On February 9th Whiteside & Bland notified
G. L. & H. J. Gross of the loss and all the
circumstances surrounding it. The insurance firm
immediately sent toNewark for proof of the loss
fixing their liability, and the proof being fur-
nished two days later a check for $250, the value
of the goods, was sent to Whiteside & Bland to
cover the claim. So far as the principals were
concerned the case was closed with the adjust-
ment. Recently a Baltimore boy who was bathing
in the river in that city found a small parcel
floating in the water. He took it home and found
a pin set with brilliant stones. His mother, realiz-
ing that the find was valuable, tried to sell it to
a jeweler. The latter, a customer of Whiteside &
Bland, recognized the work and notified the
Newark firm. Representatives of the firm identi-
fied the pin and rewarded thg lad. Whiteside &
Bland returned to G. L. & H. J. Gross the $250
paid by the firm as insurance on the pin.

/PHILADELPHIA
LETTER

Fall and holiday trade prospects in this city
become brighter as the season advances. A re-
vival in the industrial situation, which has given
employment to many thousands, has already re-
acted on local business, all branches of which are
showing an improvement. While there are some
complaints the retail trade generally seem satis-
fied with the outlook and the wholesale houses
report a fine business, with prospects of a rush
later in the season. Everywhere there is a spirit
of hopefulness asid all anticipate good results for
the remainder of the year.

A splendid feast was that to which 200 mem-
bers and friends of the Philadelphia Jewelers'
Club sat down on September 8th at Burlington
Island Park, on the Delaware. The dinner was
in the form of a clambake and was prepared
by Lucien Morris, the Long Branch expert.
Eighty chickens, too pounds of fish, six bar-
rels of clams, a barrel of sweet potatoes, another
of white, 200 ears of corn and 200 lobsters
formed the menu, and at half-past 2 o'clock the
diners, who arrived at the Island on the specially
chartered steamboat Twilight, were greeted by
appetizing wisps of vapor from the mound of
seaweed under which the food was steaming. The
house committee of the club, L. P. White, presi-
dent ; Henry Bodenheimer, vice-president; . A. J.
Lejambre, secretary, and W. H. Long, treasurer,
arranged the clambake. Joseph E. Cadwallader,
John A. Lehman, William Linker and A. G. Lee
spread themselves among the members and guests
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and made everyone feel at home. Many of the
diners found enjoyment in the various amusements
in the park, but the greatest interest was centered
in the too-yard dash between two of the fastest
men in the club—Howard E. Stevenson and Jacob
Binder, Jr. The official measurer of the race was
Al Whitehead ; the starter, L. P. White, and the
judge, D. B. Dorman. Binder won in a walk.
Kendall's First Regiment Band furnished
music for the afternoon and talent from different
Philadelphia theaters gave a vaudeville show
during and after the dinner.

Jesse L. Browne, the accomplished jewelry
salesman and southern representative of M
Sickles & Sons, died in Richmond, Va., on Sep-
tember 26th. The de-
ceased was gifted to an
exceptional degree with
the qualifications that
make the successful
salesman and his loss is
deeply felt by his em-
ployers, who held him
in highest esteem. The
sad news was received
with much regret by the
southern trade, with
whom Mr. Browne was
a great favorite and
many of whom sent Jesse Logan Browne

messages of sympathy to
the firm. Mr. Browne's place will be filled with-
out delay by a successor who will call upon the
trade in the same territory.

S. C. Levy, formerly located at 2314 Colum-
bia Avenue, has moved to 2607 Oxford Street.

The local branch of the Pennsylvania Retail
Jewelers' Association met on Monday evening.
September 20th, at the Jewelers' Club, 1228
Chestnut Street, Ira D. Garman presiding, and
adopted a resolution proposing that the association
take action in the matter of illegitimate retail
selling on the part of wholesale jewelers and
silversmiths. The resolution was referred to the
executive committee. This consists of J. P. Archi-
bald, chairman ; Charles Hambly and H. S. Seltzer.

Van Dusen & Stokes Co. have erected an
imposing and expensive attraction in front of
their store, 1123 Chestnut Street, in the shape of
a beautiful Seth Thomas chime clock which rings
the quarter hours and plays the Westminster
chimes. The music of the chimes always attracts
the gaze of the crowds in the direction of the
store.

The Philadelphia Jewelry Manufacturing Co.,
1026 Chestnut Street, have purchased the manu-
facturing plant, machinery, tools, dies, etc., of
the late Jacob Bennett & Son, and are now pre-
pared to do all kinds of platinum and gold
jewelry manufacturing and repairing. The fac-
tory is very complete and up-to-date. Mr. Docker,
who has entire charge of the factory, served
many years with the late Mr. Bennett.

C. M. Loeffler, 1o04 Girard Avenue, has im-
proved his store in anticipation of a busy fall and
holiday trade. The interior was renovated, new
fixtures were installed and material additions
made to the stock.

J. E. Caldwell & Co. have had continual win-
dow displays during the season of beautiful pieces
designed and made by the firm for sathletic and
sporting events. The reputation of the house
in the matter of prizes, trophies, cups and such
special order pieces secured for them last season
an unusual %umber of important contracts, all of
which were executed with the usual satisfaction.
A pretty cup shown last month was that intended
as a prize for the special pony class at the Bryn
Mawr Hawse Show. A famous show pony
harnessed to a pony wagon was the most notable
feature in the decoration of the cup.

The Bailey, Banks & Biddle Co. completed
last month an important contract for trophies
awarded the firm by the management of the Bryn
Mawr Horse Show. This season has proved the
most notable in the history of the firm in the
production of prizes, cups, trophies, etc., for all
manner of sporting events.

The store of Joseph Gumpert, 2218 Ridge
Avenue, was burglarized one early morning last
month and goods valued at several hundred dol-
lars were taken. Fortunately the more valuable
stock was secure in the safe, which was not
tampered •with.
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tested by time and wear—quickest to
sell, most profitable to handle, safest to
buy—proved by U. S. Assay to contain
more gold than any other make of like
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trade-mark.
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OUR SPECIALTIES are 14 K. Gold Plate on Sterling Silver Rings. In addition we make a fine line of
Fobs, Scarf Pins, Dutch Collar Pins, Hat Pins, Scarf Pin and Cuff Button Sets in Fine Plate.
Our Fabric Jewelry is fast becoming popular. Something entirely new. Patent applied for

GO TO DOVER—THE MAN WITH IDEAS

GEORGE W. DOVER
JEWELRY CO.
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Factory: PROVIDENCE, R. I.
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The Hudson-Fulton Celebration

Most Gorgeous Spectacle ever Witnessed.

Thousands of Visiting Merchants Marvel
at the Magnificent Land and
Water Parades, Illuminations,

Decorations, etc.

As this issue of THE KEYSTONE goes to
press New York is just entering a two
weeks' celebration, the like of which has
never been seen in this country. For two
weeks the city will be thronged with visitors
not only from every part of the United
States, but from almost every other civilized
country as well. The celebration is in com-
memoration of the 3ooth anniversary of
Hudson's discovery of the river which bears
his name and of the tooth anniversary of
Robert Fulton's first successful navigation
by steam of the Hudson River.

Two of the principal features will be a
historical pageant and carnival parade and
the great naval parade up the Hudson from
New York to Albany. In this naval parade
will be more than eighty warships from our
own navy and from other navies of the
world. In addition there will be 800 other
water craft. This parade will undoubtedly
be the greatest naval parade the world has
ever seen.

The schedule of events is as follows:

The Programme

Saturday, September 25th.—Rendez-
vous of American and foreign naval vessels
at New York; naval parade encircling the
fleet of war vessels and reception of official
guests.

Monday, September 27th.—Official re-
ception to guests, opening of exhibitions and
beginning of airship flights; also dedication
of the Palisades Interstate Park and the
Henry Hudson monument.

Tuesday, September 28th.—
Historical parade and pageant,
participated in by all nationali-
ties ; procession of floats and
moving tableaux.

Wednesday, September 29th.
Aquatic sports ; general com-
memorative exercises in educa-
tional institutions; also dedica-
tion of memorials throughout the
State ; reception by United States
authorities at West Point.

Thursday, September 3oth.—
Military parade in Manhattan
Borough, participated in by
United States Army, Navy and
Marine Corps, National Guard,
Naval Militia, etc.

Friday, October 1st. —Naval
parade of naval vessels, merchant
marine, excursion boats, pleasure
craft, etc. ; reception of the fleet
at Newburg Bay ; ceremonies
upon Half Moon and Clermont
joining upper Hudson division. •

Saturday, October 2d.—Chil-
dren's festivals in fifty centers of
Greater New York ; return of
two divisions of naval parade
from Newburg ; 1VIanhattan his-
torical parade repeated on Staten
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Henry Hudson

Island. In the evening there will be a great
carnival parade in Manhattan, with fifty
brilliantly illuminated floats.

Saturday, October 9th.—Similar carni-
val parade in Brooklyn Borough, on Eastern
Parkway, from 8 to M.

The celebration will be continued on the
Hudson River north of New York during
the second week, from October 3d to 9th,
in the form of historical parades, carnivals,
etc. The close of the second week on the
evening of October 9th will be marked by a
unique form of illumination more elaborate
than has ever before been attempted in this
country. It will consist of a chain of signal
fires on mountain tops and other high points
from New York to the head of navigation.
This will be accompanied by elaborate fire-
works displays.

The big naval parade, which takes
place on October 1st, will comprise, among
other things, fifty-three war vessels from the

United States Navy and twenty-seven from
foreign nations. Perhaps the most interest-
ing portion of this parade, from a senti-
mental and historical point of view, will be
the replicas of Hudson's little Half Moon,
in which he made his memorable voyage up
the river which now bears his name, and of
Fulton's steamboat, the Clermont.

The Half Moon, which will be seen in
the parade, was built by patriotic citizens
of Holland for this especial occasion and
presented by them to the Hudson-Fulton
Celebration Commission. It will be manned
by eighteen sailors from the Royal Dutch
Navy, costumed as were Hudson's own men.
The Half Moon and Clermont will remain
anchored in public opposite i Toth Street
until September 29th, after which time they
will be escorted from place to place up the
Hudson.

Three Hundred Years Ago

On April 4, 1609, Hudson set sail from
Amsterdam, Holland, in the Half Moon,
which was manned by a crew of eighteen
Dutch and English sailors. As New York
Bay is regarded as the mouth of the Hudson
River, September 2c1 is the commonly ac-
cepted date of Hudson's first personal ac-
quaintance with the stream which now
bears his name. A week was spent
exploring the lower part of the river
and on the t9th they anchored "farthest
north," which was opposite the present
site of the northern portion of the
city of Albany. The return voyage was
then made and on October 1st the ship
anchored opposite what is now Hoboken.
The Half Moon lay at anchor at Hoboken
from October 2d to the 4th and on the
latter date dropped down the harbor and
passed out to sea on her return journey
home.

Iludson's Half Moan

For eight nights during the
celebration New York City in all
its boroughs will be the most
brilliantly illuminated city in the
world and the illumination will
be more magnificent and impos-
ing than any other illumination
ever attempted in any city in the
world. The illumination will
begin each night at 6.30 and con-
tinue until 12.30 A. M.

Conservative estimates place
the number of lights to be used,
in addition to the regular light-
ing of the city, at between
1,000,000 and 1,500,000 incan-
descents ; 7000 arc lights, 3000
flare arcs, one battery of four
searchlights of 100,000 candle
power each and one battery of
twelve searchlights aggregating
1,700000 candle power, thus
making a grand total of approxi-
mately 26,260000 candle power.
The estimate may be greatly in-
creased by electric advertising
signs, for which contracts of
hundreds of thousands of dollars
have already been made by elec-
tric lighting and display adver-
tising firms.

(Continued on page 15o31



The Charm that Attracts is Brilliancy

Under our special cutting contract we have no trouble in getting
diamonds of any size and our stock is always complete.

Particular attention is given to the cutting, polishing and finishing of
all our diamonds, and while we carry ten different grades, the cutting,
luster and brilliancy is perfect.

We want you to write for our booklet on diamonds. It tells you all
about prices. When you compare them you will find they are the
lowest.

Every diamond you buy from us can be easily disposed of at
a good profit and every one you sell makes a lifelong friend
and satisfied customer.

We ship on approval. Look the goods over and com-
pare them. No further argument will be necessary.

Send for a booklet to-day. It will put you
in touch with the lowest prices.

•
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The Hudson-Fulton Celebration
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One of the most remarkable features of
the illumination in New York will be the
probable use of the immense battery of
searchlights to be located on Riverside
Drive, at I loth Street. This searchlight
battery will be first put in operation on the
night of Saturday, September 25th, and con-
tinue until the end of the celebration. It
will make the river as light as day for miles
each way. When brought together in a
single beam, as it will be on the night of
October 9th, it can be seen for fifty miles.

The Queensborough Bridge, Brooklyn
Bridge, Williamsburg Bridge and Manhat-

tan Bridge, crossing the East River, afford

a magnificent opportunity for electrical dis-

play. They will be outlined from end to end

by electric lights, showing their graceful

forms, each one differing from the other in
surpassing beauty.

The line of carnival parade on the night

of Saturday, October 2d, will be a gorgeous

lane. Thousands of dollars' worth of colored

fire will also be used during the procession

to light the floats.
On October 9th, on each of these promi-

nent points, an immense signal fire will be
constructed which will burn 30 feet high

for four hours. These fires, and also all

those near and beyond Newburgh to Albany,

will be started on telegraphic signal by
President Taft at the same moment. Signal
rockets, bombs and a large display of such
fireworks will be kept in operation through-

out the evening.
In strange contrast with ancient history

and the slow progress made up the Hudson

by its discoverer in his little ship under sail

propulsion, and the later wonderful feat of

Fulton in the Clermont, will be the airship

races which will be one of the big features

of the celebration. All of the big "flyers,"
including Wilbur Wright and Glenn H.

Curtiss, will be on hand and demonstrations

of the present remarkable development of

aviation will be given.

Visitors by thousands already crowd the

city and the Hudson-Fulton Celebration will

go down in history as one of the greatest

events its kind ever known, if not thegat 

As we write, New York
is gay with bunting from the
Battery to the Harlem River
and crowded with visitors
from all parts of the country.
Never before, probably, in the
history of the metropolis has
the city been given over to
such merrymaking. Many
stores on the days of the
special parades are closed at
midday, in order that their
employees may have the op-
portunity of joining in the
festivities and in order also
to show that the celebration,
which was not commercial in
its inception, is not commer-
cial in its spirit. The city is
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Robert Fulton

almost surrounded by the fleets of the great
powers, and is within range, probably, of
the largest number of big guns that were
ever brought to bear on any town. Our
old foes, now our good friends, the
British, are represented by a small but
powerful squadron, led by Sir Edward
Seymour's flagship, the battle-cruiser In-
flexible, and accompanied by the Invincible
and the Indomitable; strong, significant
British names and ships which represent the
latest achievements in the making of naval
machines.

The German warships, which stopped

at Newport to receive their first cordial wel-
come, are three in number, the cruisers
Victoria Louise, Bremen and Dresden,
under the command of Grand Admiral von
Koester. The Italian ships Etna and

Etruria represent that country, while the
sister republic of France is represented by
three battleships, Justice, V erite and Liberte,

and the officers and men of this little fleet

have been almost overwhelmed by the at-
tentions they have received. Apparently
every French-American in the city, and a
great many other Americans, have tested

to the utmost the unfailing courtesy of the

French ships.
Holland, which bears so intimate a re-

lation to the celebration, is represented by

the New Amsterdam and the Utrecht, but

the Half Moon, which 300 years ago
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sailed up the Hudson on its voyage of dis-
covery, reproduced by Dutch hands in the
mother country and manned by Dutch offi-
cers in the dress of the seventeenth .century,
is the principal witness to the prominence
of Holland in the metropolis. Our own
navy is represented by fifty-three ships of
different orders, from the battleship down
to the colliers, while Fulton's Clermont has
been reproduced for the occasion by the
Hudson-Fulton Celebration Commission.
Mexico, Cuba, the Argentine Republic and
Guatemala fly the flags of those countries
on the river. To care for this immense
throng of visitors by land and by sea in-
volves immense responsibility, which is
being met by the most thorough preparation.

The Art Exhibits

Twenty-one institutions in New York
City will display scientific, historical and art
exhibitions appropriate to the occasion. At
the Metropolitan Museum of Art there is
a special display of over one hundred and
thirty paintings by Dutch masters of the
seventeenth century, Henry Hudson's cen-
tury. Competent critics declare it to be the
finest collection of paintings of its kind
ever made and shown to the public. In the
same museum there is also a special array
of American Colonial art, including silver.
More than three hundred pieces of silver-
ware, all made before 1825, are shown, all
characterized by extreme simplicity, and all
of a distinct and unmistakably American
character. At the National Arts Club there
is an unusually interesting exhibition of
paintings, engravings, drawings and art
objects illustrating three hundred years of
New York City in its Colonial, Revolution-
ary, Nineteenth Century and Twentieth
Century periods. In a vivid way, which
could not possibly be accomplished so well
in any other manner, the development of
New York from a village to one of the
greatest cities in the world is thus displayed.
At the American Museum of Natural His-
tory will be found original objects illustrat-
ing the life of the Indians who were dis-
placed from Manhattan Island and the
Hudson River Valley by Hudson's dis-
covery. At the New York Aquarium, the
New York Botanical Gardens and the
Zoological Gardens at Bronx Park are

special collections of fishes,
plants and animals peculiarly
related to the Hudson River.
The Society of Mechanical
Engineers, the College of the
City of New York, the Brook-
lyn Institute, the New York
Historical Society, the Lenox
Library and the museum in
Van Cortlandt Park exhibit
collections of maps, books,
pictures, drawings and other
objects associated with the
lives and times of Hudson
and Fulton. In Prospect
I 'ark, Brooklyn, enameled
signs have been hung on those
trees which were indigenous
to the Hudson River Valley

The rieW ClerlIto Ut
in 16°9.
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TRADE

the Celebrated

Glassware

We manufacture only the higher grade glassware, such as
CANDELABRA, CANDLESTICKS, VASES, ETC.

CATALOGUE No. 53 ON APPLICATION

OUR STUDIO IS ONE MILE FROM THE CHICAGO POSTOFFICE

White's MO Art Hand-Painted China
EVERY DESIGN AN ORIGINAL

OUR FALL LINE contains the greatest number of new and
attractive designs ever offered.

THE EFFECTS we are producing in decoration and coloring
are distinctly artistic. The newest shapes in china are irresistibly
dainty and beautiful.

OUR $50, $75 and $too assortments comprise pieces that are
meeting with immense popular favor. If our salesmen do not
call we would gladly send you an assortment subject to approval
or send you the colored photographs which will enable you to
intelligently select your own pieces.

WHEN IN CHICAGO visit our studio. Easy walking distance. Eight
blocks north and four blocks east Marshall Fields. Finest and most
completely fitted studio in the United States.

White's Art Co. C2  "Hr ICAG
ONTARIO

O, LST.
M. SELLER & CO. M. SELLER & CO. M. SELLER & CO.

PORTLAND SEATTLE SPOKANE
  Pacific Coast Agents  

FULL LINE OF SAMPLES CARRIED IN ALL THREE TOWNS

When this issue reaches the
Portola trade in this territory the
Festival battleships that are to represent

their respective governments
will be steaming rapidly to this port. The com-
bined fleet will find ample accommodation in the
roadway of San Francisco Bay. We are looking
for representatives of all the foreign nations to
do us honor during the Portola Week, October
19th-24th. At this writing, the electricians are
commencing to show what a stupendous electrical
display we will have during the above-
mentioned week. We have always been
noted for our night electric display and
the forthcoming one will eclipse our good
record. The army of visitors are com-
mencing to arrive and are being housed
comfortably.

Immediately after the
LocalConditions passing of the tariff

bill the revival in busi-
ness in all lines in this section was very
marked. Now, that this momentous
question is out of the way, we feel that
it will not be very long before we will be
back in our usual stride. Among the
jewelry interests it has been the policy to
sail along as close to the wind as possible,
but now that this tariff question is settled
we are giving the business ship more
sheet. In visiting the wholesale jewelry
houses the writer finds smiling faces,
which is an indication of better times.
There have been a few instances where
it has been necessary to work holidays
and Sundays so that work may be caught
up to the minute. And, unless all signs
fail, we are all going to be extremely
busy from now until the holidays.

Castagnetto & Matteucci are receiv-
ing the congratulations of their many
friends upon the fine appearance of their
new four-dial street clock of the Seth
Thomas make that has been erected on
the curbstone directly in front of their
retail jewelry store at 229 Montgomery
Avenue, this city.

Ernest Mueller, the enterprising retail
jeweler of Eureka, Humboldt County,
Cal., was among the out-of-townsmen in
this market last month on a buying trip. •

Joseph Schwartz, the Honolulu whole-
sale jeweler, sailed from this port on
Wednesday, September 8th, after having
spent a three months' vacation in and
around San Francisco.

Z. L. Von Dack & Son, retail jewelers,
who are located in Tracy, Cal., had the misfortune
to be burned out a short time ago, but resumed
business in their original location with very little
delay. Mr. Von Dack was in this city shortly
after the fire and restocked from the local whole-
salers.

H. Oberlin, of Oberlin Bros., retail jewelers
of Fresno, Cal., spent a vacation in this vicinity
during theSeptember holidays and returned to his
native city after having purchased a stock for his
fall business.

George F. Blakeslee, the leading retail jeweler
of Tonopah, Nev., paid this city his annual visit
last month, after having spent some time with
his relatives in Los Angeles. Mr. Blakeslee looks
forward to a good holiday trade, as the. conditions
throughout his section are on the uplook.

J. A. R. Vieira, who conducts a retail jewelry
business in Honolulu, Hawaii, paid his many
friends in this city a visit last month, the first in
two years. While here Mr. Vieira purchased
merchandise for his Christmas business.

Burt N. and Leon M., Jr., nephew and son
of Joseph Nordman, of the Nordman Bros. Co.,
left Liverpool on September ,8th. The young
men are anxious to get home in time for the
Portola Festival, after having been abroad on a
sightseeing trip of four months.

The new Howard street clock, that has been
erected by De Ferrari & Peters in front of their
retail jewelry establishment at 265 Montgomery
Avenue, is creating quite some comment among
the merchants in this busy part of our city.

Among the most recent removals from the
Van Ness Avenue shopping center to permanent
downtown locations is the progressive jewelry
firm of Deremer & Co. While on the "Avenue"
Deremer & Co. established an enviable reputation
for fairness in dealing with their patrons, which
large following insures their success in their
new and beautiful store located on one of the
most prominent corners in the new San Francisco
retail shopping district. The approach to this
new store is at once pleasing, the large show
windows on Grant Avenue and on Geary Street
giving a window space of 40 feet, divided into
three sections, allow for a most varied and beau-
tiful display of wares. The interior at once int-

New corner store of Deremer & Co.

presses one with an eye to beauty and convenient
arrangement. The mahogany woodwork, show-
cases and wall cases are fittingly matched by a
heavy beamed mahogany ceiling, the whole lower
floor being in daytime lighted by 8 feet high
plate glass windows on Grant Avenue front and
Geary Street side. A scientifically arranged
lighting system provides electric light in show-
cases and wall cases and every point of advantage
allowing almost daylight in the evening hours.
On the second, or mezzanine floor, are arranged
the workshop, storage room and a front well-
lighted salesroom, making a valuable adjunct to
the first floor arrangement. While not the largest
of the new jewelry stores in the downtown dis-
trict, Deremer & Co. occupy a commanding loca-
tion, a gateway to Market Street being one block
away on either Grant Avenue or Geary Street.
In point of beauty and convenient arrangement,
this store ranks among the very largest in the
city and has been the object of much favorable
comment.

J. J. Wilson, the leading retail jeweler of
Dunsmuir, Cal., was among the out-of-town
tradesmen in this market on a buying trip recently.

C. J. Niner, who conducts a retail jewelry
store in Pleasanton, Cal., was also among the out-
of-town dealers on a buying trip to this market.

Sorensen & Co., Inc., the enterprising retail
firm of this city, have displayed the right festival
spirit and have had their four-dial street clock
repainted with the Portola Festival colors, yellow
and red.

H. E. Rader, retail jeweler of Monrovia, Cal.,
was seen visiting among the wholesale houses in
this market recently.

J. Elmer Smith, retail jeweler of Turlock,
Cal., called on some of his friends in the whole-
sale trade and purchased novelties for the holiday
rush season.

y. H. Boudreau & Son, of Hanford, Cal.,
although on a vacation in this vicinity, incidentally
bought various novelties to fill out their depleted
stock in anticipation of a large fall trade.

Keystone Jewelry Co., who are located at 756
Market Street, have just installed a new gallery
to their establishment. The business of the com-
pany has grown to such an extent that they found

this new move necessary, as they were
crowded for room. One-half of the new
balcony will be devoted exclusively to
their optical business.

Walter Green, of the well-known
wholesale jobbing firm of Carrau &
Green, arrived home from Europe a few
days ago and is now showing some very
attractive papers of diamonds that he
picked up in the precious stone markets
of the old world.

J. Lucicenbach, the well-known retail
jeweler of South Spring Street, Los
Angeles, called on a few of his friends
among .the wholesale jewelers in San
Francisco recently. The call was purely
social and kept him on the jump, as he
arrived here early one morning and left
for home on the same afternoon.

Carl Landecker, the well-known re-
tail jeweler of St. Helena, Cal., accom-
panied by his wife and son, was among
the out-of-town tradespeople seen buying
in the local wholesale district last month.

James S. Hull, who was formerly
connected with the retail jewelry interests
in this city, at 713 Market Street, has
moved to Los Angeles and is now estab-
lished at 830 South Main Street. The
new firm name is Rhodes & Hull.

George N. Franklin, who was for-
merly located on Fillmore Street, near
Bush, is about to open a new attractive
jewelry store at 789 Market Street. The
new store is on the south side of this
busy thoroughfare and we feel that Mr.
Franklin has picked out a very desirable
location.

M. M. Frederick, one of the pioneer
jewelers of California, who is now resid-
ing in Seattle, Wash., celebrated the
golden anniversary of his wedding in San
Francisco Sunday evening, the 12th of
September. The wedding ceremony was
reperformed at the Fairmount Hotel, one

of the leading rabbis of the city officiating. After
the ceremony the old couple joined their guests in
a dance. The attendance at this festive occasion
consisted largely of the old couple's friends,
among whom were a great number of local whole-
sale and retail jewelers.

Frank E. Smith, of San Jose, one of Cali-
fornia's pioneer jewelers, and his wife celebrated,
August 28th, the golden anniversary of their wed-
ding. A dinner to a number of friends marked
the joyous occasion. During the day many other
friends called and the aged couple were showered
with flowers, gifts and congratulations. Mrs.
Smith's frail health—she has been an invalid con-
fined to her bed for about a year—prevented a
larger celebration of the event. Mr. and Mrs.
Smith were married fifty years ago, the 28th of
August, in Waltham, Mass. In 1864 they went to
California, going first to Marysville; but for many
years now they have been honored residents of
San Jose, Mr. Smith carrying on a large jewelry
business. THE KEYSTONE joins their many friends
in extending congratulations.

"I am interested front cover to cover. Can't
do business without The Keystone."—A. C. H.
Baker, Jeweler, Appleton, Wis.
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ALL THE NORTHWEST
SHOULD KNOW THAT THE

Twin Cities of Minnesota
Are a Jobbing Center for Jewelry

and Kindred Lines

THE PRINCIPAL JOBBERS

Benj. F. Simpson Co.

Viarstscista

t h

3 alariel

Minneapolis, Minnesota

F. L. Bosworth Co.
SILVERWARE
CUT GLASS

CLOCKS

FANCY NOVELTIES

Minneapolis Minnesota

SISCHO & BEARD
TOOLS and MATERIAL

JEWELERS FINDINGS

JEWELRY

MANUFACTURINO
OPTICIANS

ST. PAUL :: :: MINNESOTA

Birkenhauer-Thomsen Co.
JEWELERS SUPPLIES

OPTICAL GOODS
JEWELRY

Tools and Material

Minneapolis   Minnesota

S. II. Clausin 0 Co. Lewis Finkelstein

Diamonds, Watches
 Jewelry 
TOOLS AND MATERIAL

Minneapolis Minnesota

Watches, Diamonds

'jewelry, Silverware

ST. PAUL :: MINNESOTA

Reed-Bennett Co.
WATCHES, JEWELRY

DIAMONDS

TOOLS, MATERIAL

and FINDINGS

Minneapolis Minnesota

Vehon&Goodman

Jewelry, Diamonds

Watches

501 Ryan Building

St. Paul Minnesota

Albert L. Haman
exclusively
Watches

ST. PAUL MINNESOTA
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The business conditions all over the Great
Northwest are improving as the fall months draw
nearer and the jobbers are beginning to realize
that they will have all the business they can
possibly care for. Already some of the manufac-
turing jewelers are working nights to keep their
work up, as they know that to fall behind now
would mean keeping behind all season.

Mr. White and wife., of Mallery & White, at
De Smet, S. Dak., were recently in the Twin
Cities on business.

J. W. Wegman, of St. Paul, died of dropsy
the 1st of August. Mr. Wegman was one of the
oldest watchmakers in the northwest and one of
the best known, as he did work for the trade
much of the time and in that way became well
known all over this section. He was 67 years old
at the time of his death.

George K. Munro, of Grand Forks, N. Dak.,
was in the Twin Cities attending the State Fair
and looking after business interests.

Al Rickers, of Sischo & Beard, St. Paul, is
again back at work after a severe attack of ap-
pendicitis for which he underwent a very success-
ful operation.

H. J. Wagner, watchmaker for A. G. Scherf,
Red Wing, Minn., has gone to Iowa to spend a
couple of weeks' vacation with home folks.

H. Christianson, watchmaker and jeweler, of
Bode, Iowa, is in the Twin Cities looking after
some business matters.

Fred Green, of Buffalo, Minn., was in the
Twin Cities during the past month on business.

W. W. McGuire, jeweler, of Northfield, Minn.,
was seen among the out-of-town trade during the
past month.

R. D. Walker, of Chicago, has accepted a posi-
tion with Sischo & Beard, of St. Paul, in their
tool and material department. Mr. Walker has
had several years' experience in the material
business. He has also traveled with the same line
in the northwest and will, no doubt, be remem-
bered by many of the jewelers and watchmakers
throughout this section of the country.

C. W. Dubes, watchmaker and optician, of
St. Paul, has gone to Blair, Nebr., to start in
business.

C. Ernest Abraham, jeweler and engraver for
Hess & Culbertson Jewelry Co., of St. Louis, Mo.,
stopped off in St. Paul on his way home from
North Dakota, where he had been spending a few
weeks' vacation.

Frank Berg, Missoula, Mont., was recently
married.

Mr. Winterhalter, of Towle, Winterhalter-
Hannifin Co., of Butte, Mont., has gone to the old
country on a visit.

William Coleman, watchmaker and jeweler, of
Deer Lodge, Mont., spent a few weeks at the
Seattle Fair.

E. E. Teape, of Sand Point, Idaho, has sold
out to C. E. Neuman, of Minneapolis.

Mr. Ritter, of The Ritter Co., of Spokane,
Wash., has just returned from a camping trip on
Priest Lake. Mr. Ritter reports a very fine time.

L. P. Mahler, watchmaker and jeweler, of
Olivia, Minn., was in the Twin Cities buying goods
during the past month.

M. Shreve will open up a new jewelry store
at Newport, Wash., about the ist of October.

H. F. Alden, jeweler and optician, of Sauk
Center, Minn., was among the out-of-town trade
to be seen in the Twin Cities buying goods.

Alice Wooley, daughter of George W. Wooley,
the well-known St. Paul jeweler, has just re-
turned from an extended pleasure trip on the
Great Lakes.

August Melsners, jeweler, formerly of Eagle
Bend, Minn., has sold out his business at that
place and moved to Enumclaw, Wash., where he
will conduct a jewelry store.

Carl W. Slocum, jeweler, of Cando, N. Dak.,
was visiting the Minnesota State Fair and buying
goods in the Twin Cities during the past month.

There has recently been a new jewelry store
opened up at Huron, S. Dak., under the firm name

of Johnson & Landstroni. This store is one of the
largest and most up-to-date in the northwest,
carrying a full and complete stock of everything
pertaining to the jewelry business.

G. R. Simons, jeweler, of Langford, S. Dak.,
spent a few days in the Twin Cities during the
past month buying goods.

On the night of August 31st burglars broke
into the Cornelius jewelry store at Prairie du
Chien, Wis., and stole ten cases silver knives and
forks, ten cases silver berry spoons, a garnet
brooch and a number of watches. They gained
entrance through a rear window, which they pried
open. This is the same old rear-window game
that has been played so much that the burglars
themselves are, no doubt, getting tired of it. At
any rate it is better than breaking in the front
window, which is usually very expensive.

Stuart G. Watt, jeweler of Sarles, N. Dak.,
was a visitor to the Twin Cities on a business
trip, buying goods to replenish his stock. Mr.
Watt reports business as being all that was pre-
dicted.

A. J. Rettig, watchmaker for E. A. Brown &
Co., of St. Paul, has been on the sick list for
about three weeks. The assistant watchmaker has
charge of the department while Mr. 13ettig is out.

Isadore Vehon, traveling salesman for Vehon
& Goodman, has just returned from a seven weeks'
trip in the West and reports business good.

Paul Bilden, jeweler, of Northwood, N. Dak.,
was seen among the visitors to the Twin Cities
during the past month.

Mr. Koch, of Koch & Co., of Red Wing,
Minn., was a visitor to the State Fair and also
transacted some business while in the Twin Cities.

E. A. Brown & Co., of St. Paul, have on dis-
play in their store an automobile trophy which they
are furnishing to the St. Paul Dispatch, to be
presented to the Minnesota State Automobile As-
sociation as a perpetual prize for high score in the
Dispatch Reliability Tour. The trophy is in the
shape of a punch bowl and made of solid silver,
gold-lined. It was made by the well-known firm
of Reed & Barton, of Taunton, Mass.

0. Muetze & Son, jewelers and watchmakers,
of Lacross, Wis., recently visited the Twin Cities
and bought some goods to replenish their stock.

J. P. Nilson, formerly with C. H. Davis, of
Great Falls, Mont., has gone in business at
Wenatikee, Wash.

C. A. Luce, of Brendford, S. Dak., has ac-
cepted a position as watchmaker with McP.
Hayter, of Artesian, S. Dak.

It has been generally conceded that the hand
is quicker than the eye, but there is a clerk in the
Paegel jewelry store, of Minneapolis, who has an
eye that is quicker than the hand, especially if the
trick is being performed with diamond rings, as
one handsome and attractively attired young
woman discovered recently. The woman entered
the store and asked to see a $T5 diamond ring.
This was shown her and she sought to buy it on the
instalment plan, wanting to return for the ring in
a week. As she started to the door she swept
past a tray of diamonds with an extended arm,
but when she reached the door she discovered
that her hand had not been as quick as the clerk's
eye, for she was called back and a diamond, valued
at $150, was found snugly palmed in her hand.

Following are the names of some of the
jewelers and opticians who visited the Twin Cities
and attended the Minnesota State Fair during the
past month: N. J. Nelson,Washburn, Wis.; D. W.
Smith, Pipestone, Minn.; E. W. Kuehn, Wabasha,
Minn.; W. W. McGuire, Northfield, Minn.; F. J.
Kabarle, Ellsworth, Wis.; C. 0. Robbins, Herreid,
S. Dak.; A. G. Scherf, Red Wing, Minn.; H. Hed-
lund, Ulen, Minn.; A, L. Bruenner, St. Cloud,
Minn.; L. P. Mahler, Olivia, Minn.; H. F. Alden,
Sauk Center, Minn.; G. R. Simons, Langford, S.
Dak.; H. P. Marks, Shakapee, Minn.; Aug. Mels-
ners, Eagle Bend, Minn.; Fred Green, Buffalo,
Minn.; H. N. Simmer, Henderson, Minn.; C. H.
Heidbrink, White Rock, S. Dak.; M. Morrison,
Osage, Iowa; Dr. J. H. Kothman, Annandale,
Minn.; 0. F. Jacobsen, Colfax, Wis.; 0. Muetze,
Lacrosse, Wis., Stewart G. Watt, Sarles, N. Dak.;
Paul Bilden, Northwood, N. Dak.; H. J. Wagner,
Red Wing, Minn.; H. Christianson, Bode, Iowa;
Mr. White, of the firm of Mallery & White, De
Smet, S. Dak.; Wm. Fallet, Sandstone, Minn.;
George K. Munro, Grand Forks, N. Dak.; F.
Carlberg, South Stillwater, Minn.
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NEW ENGLAND
LETTER

With the summer vacation season now over
business has rapidly resumed its normal trend.
Fall buyers are in town looking over stocks for
the Christmas trade, while traveling men from all
the New England houses are sending in large
orders. Jewelers have been very cautious for the
past two years, reducing their stock to a mini-
mum, with the result that the recent brisk demand
for goods has made them buy with much en-
thusiasm. Manufacturers have been busy for
months past preparing for the trade which has
come so rapidly upon us, with the result that
larger and better lines of goods are to be seen
and orders are being filled quicker than usual.
There is little doubt but this fall will be one of
the largest, if not the largest, in the history of
the jewelry business.

Diamonds which could be bought so reason-
able but a few months past now cost considerable
more, with the prospect of a still further increase
in the near future. Increased demand naturally
had much to do with this. Large stones were
never in such demand before, proving a boon to
many a jeweler who has had one or more such
stones on hand.

George C. Stover, formerly with H. E. Alster-
lund, has accepted a position in the repair depart-
ment with A. Stowell & Co., of Boston, Mass.

The many friends of Andrew Bloom, of
Norling & Bloom, will be pleased to hear that he
now has a son, Malcolm Bloom.

John Kelliher, of Kelliher, Beckwith Co., has
returned from a very much enjoyed vacation in
Lewiston, Maine.

C. W. Haskins, of C. M. Ward & Co., Boston,
has recently returned from a six weeks' trip
through England and France.

Alfred C. Hendricks, of Nashua, N. H., was
married September 4th to Miss Laura E. Kelley.

John Martin, with D. C. Percival & Co., has
recently returned to work after an illness of
many weeks.

A very interesting meeting of the New Eng-
land Watchmakers' Club was held last month in
the Institute of Technology Building. Treasurer
Nichols presided at the meeting in the unavoid-
able absence of the president and vice-president.
The attendance was very gratifying, some fifty
members being present, these being amply re-
warded by the very interesting talk of H. E.
Duncan, who took as his subject the Alaska-
Yukon-Pacific Exposition. Mr. Duncan's pleasing
fluency is well known and Ile did ample justice
to his entertaining subject. Interest was lent to
the. talk by views of the exposition, which is now
generally regarded as one of the most picturesque
and successful held in this country.

Always Give Prices

You see a price in print ; your mind is set at
rest on the point of cost. The great question,
"Row much?" is answered to your complete
satisfaction. When you do not find the price
in print you lay aside the paper with a feeling of
dissatisfaction, unless you are so rich or careless
that price is no object with you. But in these
times, when price is a greater object than it ever
was before, almost everybody looks out for the
cost of things. A retail ad without prices is like
a tale half told. No drummer can sell goods
without dilating upon his very easy terms. No
huckster thinks of selling bananas from his cart
unless he shouts the price hard and loud. Giving
prices is the most vital element in selling. Do
not think that a general review of your stocks
in a bright ad is sufficient without goods and
prices, for it is not. Always be specific with one
or more articles—give full description of them—
and again, I repeat, never fail to give the prices.
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Reliability, the Basis of Business
Success

A Manufacturer's Views that Would Seem to
be Especially Applicable to the Jewelry

Trade

In almost every line of business there
is a desire to get together for mutual pro-
tection and benefit, writes a manufacturer in
the American Stationer. Present-day con-
ditions make this a very interesting topic
for thought and discussion. Trade organi-
zations are to-day the rule, and not the ex-
ception, but from whom do they expect to
receive that assistance and protection which
such associations have set out to obtain?
The question is easily answered. They can
expect such only from the reliable and
standard manufacturers, and to whom they
at once apply for such, and to whom they
naturally look for co-operation. This in
itself will therefore at once establish the fact
that the manufacturer of reliability will, as
he must, receive his due reward.

This topic was brought to
our attention by a letter re-
ceived this morning from
one of our customers, which

reads as follows:
Competition does not put me off the

list from using your line. I have all kinds
of propositions offered to me to put in other
lines, but so far have never given up the
line, and ask you to please send me latest
catalogue, as I wish to make up my fall
order.

Needless to say, we appreciate very
much the sentiments conveyed in this letter,
as showing particularly the feeling existing
between this customer and ourselves, as
showing that the goods of our manufacture
had impressed themselves upon him ; as
showing that he appreciated the strict policy
we have always pursued as manufacturers
for the trade only, and as showing he under-
stood perfectly that he was being treated
fairly by dealing with a concern of "relia-
bility." It is such appreciation on the part
of the trade that provides a manufacturer
with the necessary incentive in perpetuating
noble methods in business—and which is so
necessary in these days in which commer-
cialism is so rampant and seems to absorb
every thought. In view of this fact, there-
fore, it is pleasant to note that honesty and
fairness is appreciated above all other con-
siderations.

The question then arises—
Manufacturers what shall become of the
of Cheap Goods cheap manu facturer ? That

is answered at once by say-
ing that there need be no such factor in
existence. It can be shown that every large

A Loyal

Customer
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and thriving manufacturing concern to-day
started out in the smallest way. Everyone,
therefore, who has started out in a similar
manner, if they have a real and sincere de-
sire to become a factor in their business, can
attain, by proper methods, the success ac-
complished by their competitors ; therefore
we fully believe that if the standard manu-
facturers were patronized exclusively, par-
ticularly to the exclusion of those who are
offering their products at demoralizing
prices, that it would tend finally to the elimi-
nation of that factor in business, which we
must conclude is a great disturbing element
in maintaining the prestige of any business.
All of us, no doubt, are tempted at times
to buy something cheap, but yet, after all, if
we 'really want something that is going to
afford service, and something we are going
to use with pride, there is not one of us but
insists then upon going to those of known
reliability ; therefore what an object lesson
this affords, and what an incentive it pro-
vides to maintain those methods in business
which mean its best success. There is no
reason why a small manufacturer, if his
goods are equally as good, should not be
able to obtain as good prices as his larger
competitor, but there is a temptation to cut
prices because of a lack of confidence
in the material produced. The moment
such a policy begins, it almost spells failure
at once.

"Reliability,'' therefore, is
Merit of the factor that produces re-
the Goods sults, and at the same time

is productive of good,
healthy competition—such competition as is
based entirely on the merits of the goods.
Sentiments such as are contained in the let-
ter we have quoted above show us so truly
the trend of events, as also showing that the
demand for the better goods is certainly on
the increase. This in itself is a healthy
sign—as indicating a better condition in our
country; and as indicating also that we are
at last on the eve of that prosperity which
we have for some time anticipated, and
which could be continued indefinitely if busi-
ness was undisturbed by political circum-
stances and other like details which should
never be allowed to spoil the harmony of
commerce.

Here again the word "reliability" as-
sumes a deeper meaning, because if business
is conducted in all lines on a more reliable
basis, if there is elimination of the specula-
tive, and increase of a higher standard
among the manufacturing industries of the
country, there will be far less need to fear
the effects of any so-called panic, as the
businesses conducted on a reliable basis
would be in a position to weather such gales
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successfully. We lay great stress on the
word "reliability" in our business, because
we have in every way connected it with
every root and branch of our business, and
to-day it is also deeply imbedded in the
make-up of every article that we produce,
and have also inculcated same so deeply into
our methods that every act performed and
every proposition set forth shall spell "relia-
bility" with all of its meanings, and our re-
ward lies wholly in the appreciation of our
trade, whose support has enabled us to ac-
complish the success that we have achieved.

Figuring Profits

"Did it ever occur to you just how much
net profit you made on a fifty-dollar sale
marked at a so per cent. profit when the
running expenses of your department are
20 per cent., or twenty cents for every dol-
lar's wortli sold ?" asks A. A. Hoagland, of
Waterbury, Conn. "Just glance at the fol-
lowing example for future reference in
marking goods and figuring profits:

Merchandise cost $33.33
Sold at a 50 per cent. profit  16.67

$50.00
To sell—cost 20 per cent.  20%

$10.00

Profit above cost $16.67
Cost to sell same  moo

' Net profits $6.67

"This makes a 20 per cent. net profit on
the investment of $33.33, or, on the $5o.00
sale, a profit of i r 1/3 per cent."

Hints to Sales Clerks

The salesman who familiarizes himself
with the names of the regular customers
and greets them in a friendly but unob-
trusive way will not go far wrong. Never
ask a customer bluntly what his name is.
Play no favorites. The salesman who drops
one customer to take up another because the
latter is one that he calls his own is not
building a business for the store.

Look the customer straight in the eye
when you address him. Show him that he
is your sole concern for the time being. Be
most careful about trying to persuade a
customer to take something in place of that
for which he inquires. A customer asking
for something not in stock should never be
told in so many words that there is a sub-
stitute "just as good." Cut out that phrase.
Earnestly recommend as possibly acceptable
whatever you think will satisfy, but leave
the impression always that the customer
better knows what he wants than you do.
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Quality
Through all the great variety of goods we make runs that unvarying standard
of quality which is a source of pride to us and satisfaction to our customers.
We are constantly originating new things and that is why the jewelers
who handles our line invariably enjoys the reputation of being up to date.

FINE GOLD FILLED

LOCKETS CHARMS NECKLACES PENDANTS
BRACELETS SCARF PINS HAT PINS

BROOCH PINS LINK BUTTONS STUD BUTTONS

it& 4
TRADE MARK

REGISTERED

STERLING SILVER

TOILET SET MANICURE SET SMOKERS' SET BABY SET
SEWING SET TOILET ARTICLES MANICURE ARTICLES

TABLE WARE NOVELTIES

NECKLACE 294

NEW YORK-13 Maiden Lane
CHICAGO—Heyworth Building
CANADA — Kingston, Ont.

NECKLACE 346
SOME NOVEL DESIGNS One-half Actual Size

Theodore W. Foster & Bro. Co.
MANUFACTURING JEWELERS AND SILVERSMITHS 

NECKLACE 293

100 RICHMOND STREE

PROVIDENCE, R. I.
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Combine business with pleasure. Take in
the sights and let us show you our new
fall ' Sellers." It will be time well spent.

HENRY FREUND C./ BRO.
ELK, EAGLE ana MOOSE GOODS

A SPECIALTY

1 099 C
1100 MIT

"  Sellers of Sellers"

71 Nassau Street, NEW YORK

Our Trade-Mark, The Rose," stands for Quality and Excellence
1 012 A

WITHIN OUR HEART
WE FEEL THAT GOODS LIKE THESE

ARE PLEASING AND SATISFYING

TO THE PURCHASER AND WEARER

AS WELL AS INSPIRING TO

THE JEWELER

1100 M
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WATCH STOCK

/

SUGGESTS THE HOUSE of HURLBURT ii7AR

THE LEADING DISTRIBUTERS of STANDARD LINES

Egin, Waltham, Howard 
AND ALL THE STANDARD MAKES OF
SOLID GOLD and GOLD FILLED CASES 

We are now ready with unlimited supplies (--
in all lines of Holiday Goods. The situation _

suggests early and liberal selection.

c

H. 0. Hurlburt & Sons
14 South 10th Street :: PHILADELPHIA, PA.

1094

JOHN T. MAURAN MFG. CO.
MAKERS OF

The Representative Line of
10 K. Solid Gold Jewelry

61 PECK STREET
PROVIDENCE, R.I.

TRADE

SINCE

11 02 T

940C

0 397 300

302 390
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STOUFFER'S
HAND PAINTED

CM I NA

A pattern in Sterling Silver Tableware embodying the Jeffersonian
characteristics; strong and simple, yet ornate and artistic

MONTICELLO

THREE REPRESENTATIVE PATTERNS IN

ALVIN SILVER PLATE
LILY—A Floral Pattern which reproduces tit

the natural grace of the flower.
LEXINGTON—A Colonial Pattern of unu-

sual merit; at once elegant and practical.
BRIDES BOUQUET—A Wedding Pattern;

also adapted to bridal anniversaries.
Ask Yourjewskr Io Show You These Designs

THE ABOVE ADVERTISEMENT

Appears in the Leading Magazines.

Ask your jobber to show you these

goods or send direct to

STOUFFER'S HAND
PAINTED CHINA
is a money-making proposition
for the jeweler, not only because
it is made right, but also because
it is sold right.

WITH OUR STAFF of Euro-
VV pean-trained artists we pro-

duce a line that is everywhere
conceded to be the best in an
artistic sense ; and we make it the
best in a money sense by selling
to the retail trade only.

CONNOISSEURS BUY
\--• STOUFFER'S CHINA be-
cause they cannot get any other
kind so good—and they buy it of
jewelers because they cannot get
it any other way.

WE DON'T COMPETE with
V you, and no one else can.

Pieces bearing our name have the
snap and originality that snakes
easy sales ; the artistic quality
and exquisite workmanship
that bring prestige to your
store.

Tea Spoon. 5 or.

Tea Spoon, Medium

Tea Spoon, Large
Heavy

Extra 'Heavy

ACTUAL SIZE

TRADE 51.51:1: St bill ISIS

Dessert Sp0.11

54 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK CITY

A graceful and fitting accompaniment to deposit and pierced wares, now so much in vogue. This pattern is already a rival

of ye Mount Vernon in popularity. NOW READY IN COMPLETE LINES

ROGERS, LUNT & BOWLEN CO., Silversmiths, Greenfield, Mass.
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RELIANCE LATE
The New
Kenwood
Design

Now
Ready for
Delivery

HIS new pattern marks a departure-Ton

the ordinary in low-priced plated ware

designing. The handle is framed in a

  cartouche of volutes and florals, with

appropriate scroll work. The whole effect is a

pleasure to the eye and an ornament to the table.

t .=7,7777.777-77:7470,707

GUARANTEED FOR TEN YEARS

IGo5

RELIANCE PLATE
The New
Kenwood
Design

NOW
Ready for
Delivery

r
IKE its sister pattern—the Wildwood—

the new KENWOOD design has a

base metal of 18 Vt German Silver.E t Moreover, it carries a full 5 oz. A 1 plate
of pure silver, and is guaranteed for 10 

years. It is

made only in the bright finish.

• 741,670416 -fritel,F:,.77Frok.4.,,t7-77

• ONEIDA COMMUNITY, LTD.,
FO DE,I) IN 1845

ON EI DA , N Y.
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2 Great Catalogues
are now ready for distribution—one our 1910 Watch 

and Jewelry Catalogue—always the

recognized leader in the Jewelry catalogue field—larger,-
---better,-- more attractive to the retail

jeweler than ever before. The other, a new 822 page Tool and Material Catalogu
e, the only

up to date and most thoroughly complete Tool and Ma
terial Catalogue ever published. If

you are not on our mailing list, write us for these books. 
But don't write unless you are a

watchmaker or a legitimate jeweler—because if you are not, 
you won't get them.

ESTABLISHED 1865

OTTO YOUNG & CO.

HEYWORTH

BUILDING

HEYWORTH

BUILDING

Live Wire Leaders in Electro-Plate
Restored prosperity finds the buying public willing, but cautious, eager to buy but

conservative of expenditure. The jeweler who would lead in sales this fall must provide

himself liberally with moderately-priced goods, pretty as the most expensive, satisfactory in

service and of proved merit.
The line that best fits these conditions and assures best results is the well-known and

time-tested

POOLE ELECTRO-PLATED WARE

CHICAGO, ILL.

INCORPORATED 1904

Silverware is once again on the very pinnacle of popular favor, and, it is safe to predict,

that a full three-fourths of holiday sales will be silver goods, mostly of the Poole quality.

Prepare now by acquainting yourself with our handsome new line, which excels all

previous efforts in comprehensiveness, variety and artistic merit.

Our product means active sales, a good profit and a quick turn-over

POOLE SILVER CO., Taunton, Mass.
MANUFACTURERS OF FINEST QUALITY OF ELECTRO-PLATE

Pacific Coast Agents: M. SELLER Of CO., Portland, Oregon; Seattle and Spokane, Wash.

Diamonds—S ecial!
During the past year we have availed ourselves of many 

opportunities of buying diamonds

very cheap. VVe have been in the market constantly looking for those w
ho needed the money

—and we found lots of them—.never before have we been
 in a position to offer such values.

We propose to sell these purchases at a very moderate percentage of 
profit, as we are

determined to double our diamond sales this fall. Write us. Let us know what you want.

IT WILL PAY YOU!
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IS THE TIME AND
Benj. Allen & Co., Chicago,
the Place to buy Diamonds

WESTERN BUREAU OF THE KEYSTONE

Room 1201 HEYWORTII BUILDING

CHICAGO, Septemlwr 30, 1909.

°MCC more Chicago has a loop agitation—not

exactly new, but rather resurrected. This loop,

%vhich at its best is inadequate, unsightly, noisy

and an injury to abutting property, runs through

what has come to be termed the jewelry center

of Chicago. That portion of Chicago's jewelry

interest which is compelled. to stand the loop's

incessant racket from one day's end to another,

as well as the general public, would well prefer

to be rid of this unsightly structure, but, never-

theless, the City Council has been petitioned to

extend it to the north side by granting a right

of way in Wabash Avenue. north of Lake Street

and in Cass, Indiana and Wells Streets. Perhaps

the petition should not be taken too seriously.

The proposed right of way cannot be taken with-

out the consent of a majority of the frontage

which would be affected. The property owners

concerned, having had ample opportunity to ob-

serve the consequences of incumbering streets

with elevated roads, may decide that it would be

against their interest to take affirmative action.

It is argued that the proposed extension of the

loop would relieve the existing congestion. That

could be accomplished, it is said, by requiring

every second train using the present loop to make

the circuit of the loop as enlarged. But if the

south and west side roads were no more willing

to enter into that arrangement than they have

been to consent to the through routeing of cars the

project would fall through. The remedy for con-

gestion is through routeing, and that seemingly

can be had only as the result of the consolidation

of the elevated roads. Efforts thus far made

have failed, but they should not be abandoned.

News from the Trade

Theodore Schisgall, the well kli()wil New

York clock importer, has appointed Henry Paul-

son & Co. sole western selling agents of his well-

known line of clocks. Mr. Schisgall was in Chi-

cago for several days late in the month, making

the final arrangements for the installation of his

complete line in the salesrooms of Henry Paulson

hl Co., on the twelfth floor of the Powers Build-

ing. This firm recently moved into its present

quarters, which are amply large enough to display

the line. The necessary new fixtures have besm

ordered and the entire line will be displayed

early this month. J. S. Neuberger, representing

Theodore Schisgall, displayed the full line of this

well-known clock importer in the new La Salle
I-Totel for two weeks and was also giving out to

the trade a 56-page catalogue which contains a

cut and description of all the importations

handled by his house and which is by far the

most complete ever issued by this house.

The many friends in the trade of Henry

Pfordresher, western representative of the East-

ern Jewelry Co., of Providence, will extend him

their sympathies and condolence upon the. death

of his sister, Mrs. Dora Hohenadel, which oc-

curred September 14th. Mr. Pfordresher was on

his regular western trip when he received the

news at Cincinnati. He came to Chicago im-

mediately and later resumed his trip.
C. B. Connell was in Chicago late in the

month purchasing his opening bill for a new

store which he will open at Waldo, Wis.
Ostermeyer & Trunk have started in the re-

tail jewelry business at Springfield, III., and pur-

chased I heir opening bill in Chicago. Mr. Trunk

was formerly in business at Winona, III.
Charles S. Sands, of Kirksville, was in

Chicago late in the month in the interests of his

fall and holiday stock. Mr. Sands has recently

installed solid mahogany fixtures throughout his

entire store and made a number of other im-

provements. lie reports the business conditions

ill his section as very promising.

Emil T. Giese, formerly employed as watch-

maker for Plank & Co., of Davenport, Iowa, was

in Chicago the middle. of the month purchasing

stock and fixtures for a new store which he will

open in Walcott, Iowa.

Otto Young & Co.'s two catalogue is now

being distributed to the trade and any retailer

who has as yet not received a copy will do well

to send this firm a reminder, for this edition

excels all its predecessors and will be found an

invaluable assistant in any jewelry establishment.

The book contains over 20,000 illustrations and

is without a superfluous page. The illustrations

are admirably executed and convey a correct idea

of the originals. It contains every conceivable

want of the trade, and it is needless to say that

its entire contents are consistent with the high

business standard and reputation of this firm.

The catalogue is sent charges prepaid to all legiti-

mate jewelers.
Herbert Cobb, Chicago and western represen-

tative of Daggett & Clapp, spent the greater part

of the last month on his far West and Pacific

Coast trip.
The Chicago Art Metal Works, 67 Lake

Street, Chicago, manufacturers of monograms

and special designs, have taken on additional fac-

tory space and have started the manufacture of

leather goods, such as ladies' purses and hand-

bags, toilet cases and rolls and card and bill

books. A full equipment of the most modern

machinery has been installed and the company

proposes to enter very extensively in the manu-

facture of this line and to pay special considera-

tion to the demands of the jewelry trade.

John Cox, manager of Benj. Allen & Co.,

returned early in the month from an extended

vacation with his family in eastern Canada.

The western selling agency of the Omega

Watch Co. has moved from the third floor in the

Heyworth Building to the seventh, where they are

afforded much larger and more desirable space.

Ben Wyman, of Providence, wholesale dealer

in semi-precious stones, made his initial business

trip to Chicago during the past month.

The Reinert, Andrus Co. has been incor-

porated in Chicago with a capital of $5000 to

manufacture and deal in jewelry. The incor-

porators are L. A. Reinert, H. E. Andrus and

0. C. Gaylord.
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William D. Dreyer, formerly of Jones &

Dreyer, of this city, is now in business in Kansas

City.
The $r000 silver trophy awarded to William

Handy, winner of the recent long distance swim-

ming contest here in Chicago, was designed and

executed by Mermod, Jaccard & king Co., of St.

Louis, and attracted much attention in the win-

dows of A. G. Spaulding & Bros., where it was

on exhibition.
Ilenry Paulson & Co. have just issued a new

edition to their "Items of Interest," which is

ready for distribution to the jewelry trade. It

contains new articles in the way of watchmaker's
tools and supplies and will be mailed for the
asking.

George H. Bohner, Jr., who died during the
past month in the Philippine Islands, was a son

'Slitf.re(e B1

tgBohner, president of the George

I 

George
nr Co.,o., lap maufacturers, 42 State

Abraham Davis, at one time a member of the
Chicago jobbing jewelry house of A. Davis & Co.,
died September 7th at his residence, 5627 Prairie
Avenue.

Emil Noel, jobber in second-hand stocks, has
moved his office from Room 503 Ileyworth Build-
ing to Room I to8 in the same building.

Swartchild & Co.'s fall circular, issued as
"Black Shield Watchman No. 6," is now being
distributed to the trade. It contains about fifty
pages of jewelry boxes of all descriptions, win-
dow displays and the latest tools and materials.
As usual, it will appeal strongly to the jeweler,
watchmaker, engraver and optician. It contains
a great many novelties never before shown and
is well worth having, both as a matter of refer-
ence and as a medium to keep in touch .with new
and useful devices.

Swartchild & Co. have rearranged the
general floor plan of their headquarters in the
Heyworth Building and have installed additional
fixtures and arranged for private offices.

H. F. Hahn & Co., the well-known Chicago
jobbers, have been appointed exclusive distributers
for the product of the Trinity Electric Clock
Company. The clocks made by this company 'are

not electric clocks in the usual acceptance of the
term, but spring clocks wound by electricity, with
an anchor escapement so that they will run in
any position, in consequence of which they are
capable of being regulated to very close time-

keeping. An electric current, generated by dry

cells, is merely utilized to wind a small spring

which operates the clock and with the aid of
an ingenious, but simple mechanism, makes it
impossible to miss winding or short circuit the

batteries. They are cased in mahogany .and
mission cases and the line includes many different
kinds for different uses.

George J. Brodnax, of Memphis, Tenn.,
visited a number of his friends in the jobbing
trade here the past month. He was on his an-
nual vacation trip and was accompanied by his
wife.

A. & C. Feldenheimer, well-known jewelers
of Portland, Oregon. were in Chicago late in
the month. They were on their way home a ft em
spending three weeks in New York and other
eastern points.

J. M. Bigwood, of Terre I-Taute, Ind., was
among the buyers on the local market the past
month. He was accompanied by Mrs. Bigwood.

Miss Mary Helm, for the past five years in
the sales department of Desprcs, Bridges & Noel,
has resigned her position.

The Chicago jobbing trade has been notified
that J. C. Hadler has purchased the jewelry stock
and fixtures of Mrs. George Howe, Wichita,
Kans. who will conduct the business.

L. 0. Durr, of Troy, Kans., was a visiting
buyer on the local market late in the month.

Gamelich & Schmidt, of Boonesville, Mo.,
have installed new fixtures in the store.

Guy Lawrence, who is associated with his
brother, Lester F. Lawrence, a retailer of Gales-
burg, Ill., was married late in the month and
spent a few days in Chicago with his bride.

William Arnold. a well-known jeweler of
Ann Arbor, Nlich., spent several days in Chicago,
visiting friends rmd relatives. I he also spent
several days in Milwaukee.

(continued on page i6o6
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On September 15th the Elgin National Watch

Co. announced a readjustment of prices on

some of the Elgin grades of movements, the

changes in prices being subsequently announced

to the retail trade by the jobbing houses.
Joseph Mazer, of McAlester, Okla., vice-

president of the American Retail Jewelers' As-

sociation, was in Chicago late in the month.
John E. Mitchell and wife, of Fort Worth,

Tex., stopped off in Chicago for a few days on

their return home from an eastern trip.
J. De Mariano, of J. De Mariano & Co., New

York importers of diamonds, arrived in Chicago

late in the month and will remain here for three

or four weeks in the interests of his business.
The forty-fourth edition of Norris, Alister

& Co.'s catalogue will be ready for the trade the

early part of this month. In completeness and
convenient classification this book surpasses any

of the others published by these well-known job-
bers. It abounds in such information as the busy
retail jeweler needs every day and its referential

value alone is such as to entitle it to a place in
the business literature of every retailer. It will

be sent, charges prepaid, upon request.
A. E. Eberhardt has opened a new retail

store on Madison Street, near Kedzie Avenue.
The Caro Jewelry Co. has leased the south

half of the store at 206 State Street for a term
of six years at an average annual rental of $8000.

Frank H. Challen, who recently resigned his
position with the Quaker City Cut Glass Co., will
hereafter represent the Charles Parker Co.,
Meriden, in the territory from Chicago to Denver.

William Brand, a retail jeweler of Daven-
port, Iowa, died the middle of September at his
home. He was 33 years old and was well and
favorably known to the jobbing trade of Chicago.

Miss Edna Levy, for. several years jewelry
buyer for Despres, Bridges & Noel, has resigned
her position. Her absence will be noted by her
many friends and business associates who have
occasion to visit this jobbing house. Her resigna-
tion, however, has been expected, inasmuch as
the announcement of her engagement to Harry
Miller, Chicago and western representative of
Heustis & Hutchinson, antidates her resignation
two months.

Arthur Droeger, of Despres, Bridges & Noel,
left late in the month on a two weeks' well-earned
vacation. He will take a trip on the Great Lakes.

George Young, of Moberly, Mo., was on the
great central market late in the month.

Emil Despres, of Despres, Bridges & Noel,
is being congratulated and passing out cigars upon
the arrival of a baby boy in his family.

Edward P. Goulding, formerly senior member
of the firm of E. H. Goulding & Sons Co., and a
prominent retail jeweler of Illinois, died in St.
Joseph, Mich., September 18th, of heart failure.
He retired from active business about five years
ago, and, by reason of ill health, moved to St.
Joseph, near which place he owned a fruit farm.
He was a son of E. H. Goulding, one of the
pioneer jewelers of Illinois. Burial was at
Ottawa,

Frank Barton, of the George N. Steere Co.,
and Fontenau & Cook Co., returned to Chicago
late in the month from a Pacific Coast trip.

C. Wervers and wife, of Keota, Iowa, were
in Chicago late in the month,

Oscar Arnold, of the Arnold Music and
Jewelry Co., Ottumwa, Iowa, was in Chicago late
ill the month in the interests of his fall and
holiday stock.

Henry E. Hart, representing Albert Lorsch
& Co., was in Chicago late in the month.

Mr. Greenhut, formerly with William Weiser,
of Peoria, has opened a retail jewelry and optical
store in that city and will conduct it under the
name of the Royal Jewelry and Optical Co.

Fay Bros., of Peoria, have sold their stock
to Welte & Weiting, of that city, and have re-
tired from the jewelry business.

L. J. Crawford, of Burlington, Wis., was in
Chicago late in the month.

Max L. Silverberg, diamond broker, 126 State
Street, has returned from an extended European
trip, during which he visited the diamond markets.

J. B. Hudson, of Minneapolis, stopped off in

Chicago early in the month on his way to Europe.

G. Herbert Thompson, a retail jeweler of

Marshall, Mich., who was well and favorably

known to the jobbing trade of this city, died re-

cently at his home, aged 61 years.
Chicago has lost another of its pioneer

jewelers, Max Gross, who died here early in Sep-

tember. Mr. Gross has lived in Chicago for

thirty years and was in business on the north

side. He is survived by a widow, three sons and

two daughters.
Caleb Marlow, of Elgin, Ill., and W. Madel,

of Clintonville, Wis., have opened a retail store
in Clintonville.

Carl Jackson, formerly office manager for
M. S. Fleishman Co., has resigned his position
and is now with Stein & Ellbogen Co.

Leo J. Kahweiler and Alfred C. Loeb, who
have been connected with Lewy Bros, for a num-
ber of years, and Alexander Kahnweiler, manager
of Lewy Bros. Co.'s State Street store, have pur-
chased the lease, fixtures and a portion of the
stock of Lewy Bros., 70 Van Buren Street, and
will conduct the business under the name of Loeb-
Kalmweiler Co.

The western selling agency of the Omega
Watch Co. has engaged Otto L. Heinrich, an ex-
perienced Swiss watchmaker, to represent it in
Nebraska, Oklahoma and Colorado. Mr. Hein-
rich traveled in Germany for this company.

Frank H. Challen, Chicago and western rep-
resentative of the Quaker City Cut Glass Co.,
has resigned his position and is succeeded by
Frank O'Neill. Thomas B. Strittmalter, general
manager of the company, was in Chicago early in
the month arranging for the change.

A meeting of the executive committee of the
Illinois Retail Jewelers' Association was held
September 23d in this city. Those present included
President F. A. Marean, of Belvidere; George
Elbe, Paul Lackritz, Chicago; Frank Smith, Pon-
tiac; Thomas Brown, Quincy; Richard Welting,
Peoria, and Lorenz Holland, Cullom. Plans for
increasing the membership of the association and
preliminary arrangements for the 1910 convention
were discussed. It was decided to h&c( the next
convention at Springfield May f6th, 17th, 18th,
provided those dates would not interfere with
other conventions.

Isador Greenbaum, who, it is alleged, stole
considerable diamond jewelry from Herbert L.
Joseph & Co., 217 State Street, was arrested in
Seattle early.last month and brought to Chicago
for trial.

Many of the friends of Max Ellbogen, of
the Stein & Ellbogen Co., called upon him on the
17th inst. and congratulated him on his 63d birth-
day anniversary.

Lapp & Flershem's new catalogue for 1910 is
ready for the trade. It is complete in every
detail and thoroughly in keeping with the repu-
tation of this firm. It covers nearly 700 pages,
devoted to the entire gamut of the needs of the
jeweler and optician, and special stress is laid upon
the section devoted to watch movements and
cases and to the sterling department. All other
lines are treated liberally and the vast wealth
of illustrations add immensely to the value of the
book. It will be mailed free to any retail jeweler
who has as yet not been supplied.

Miss Lawler, assistant buyer in the jewelry
department of Rothschild & Co., enjoyed her va-
cation the past month by taking a trip through
the northwest and visiting the Seattle Exposition.

Robert Wilson, Chicago and western repre-
sentative of the Charles E. Handcock Co., started
out the middle of the month for a trip over his
territory.

J. Harder, formerly with F. S. Boyden & Co.,
has purchased the interests of A. Habel in the
firm of S. Jourzinski, 651 West Eighteenth
Street, and will take an active part in the conduct
of the business.

Ernest Lunt, Chicago manager of the Towle
Manufacturing Co., spent his vacation the past
month in Maine.

A. L. Gottlieb, of the Gottlieb Auctioneering
Co., conducted an auction sale for the Parrit
Jewelry Co., at Des Moines, the past month.

George and Edward Klein, who went into the
jobbing business recently at Muncie, Ind., under
the firm name of Klein Bros., have moved to Cin-
cinnati and will be ready for business in that new

location in the Traction Building the early part
of this month. Both the brothers are well known
to the Chicago jobbing trade by reason of having
been in the retail business at Muncie for many
years.

f. S. Fleishman's "Standard" 19to catalogue
is being distributed to the trade. For its size it
is one of the best catalogues that have come to
our attention. Everything has been very con-
cisely arranged and the book will be found of
value to all retailers. Special attention is given
to a fine. line of 14 karat gold watch cases and also
to sterling and silverplate flatware and hollow-
ware. Any jeweler who has as yet not received
one will receive it by return express free of
charge.

The firm of F. C. Klein & Bro., lapidaries, at
72 Madison Street, has been incorporated under
the name of the Klein Bros. Lapidary Co. The
personnel of the company remains the same and
there will be no change in its policy.

0. Z. Zinn, of Hastings, Nebr., was in Chi-
cago early in the month in the interests of his
fall trade.

U. E. Penney, manager of the watch depart-
ment of the C. L. Norsworthy Co., at Dallas,
Tex., made a business trip to Chicago early in
the month.

William H. Horton, who has recently been
added to the traveling force of the Stein & Ell-
bogen Co., represented that firm at the convention
of the Michigan Retail Jewelers' Association, held
in Detroit early in the month.

Al Bruckner, western traveler for the Picard
Studio, displayed his line of handpainted china
at the Detroit convention of the Michigan retail
jewelers.

The local jobbing trade has been appraised of
the opening of a new jewelry store in Peoria by
H. G. Greening.

Peter Lapp, of Lapp & Flershcm, enjoyed his
vacation at Buzzard's Bay, Mass., and returned
the middle of the month.

Franklin Thompson, secretary of the Wiscon-
sin Retail Jewelers Association, was in Chicago
the early part of the month in the interest of the
Jewelers' Mutual Fire insurance Co., of Mil-
wankee, which was organized and is being con-
ducted under the guidance of the State associa-
tion. The company confines its business to
jewelers and Mr. Thompson reports that it is
meeting with success.

C. H. Winnie, Chicago manager of A. A.
Vantine & Co., reports that he has opened a
wholesale sample room at 167 Wabash Avenue,
this city.

Earl J. G. Lovett represented the Rockford
Watch Co. at the Detroit convention of retail
jewelers.

L. Gustave Brandt, vice-president of the
Omega Watch Co., was in Chicago the middle of
the month, the guest of A. Max Holzheimer,
manager of the western selling agency of the
company.

T. F. Varney, of the Varney Jewelry Co., of
Wichita, Kans., spent a few days on the local
market while on his way to New York.

Value of a Mailing List

A good mailing list is a valuable asset to
any retail business, but it is particularly valuable
in reaching persons who might reasonably be
expected to become customers of yours. If you
see to it that some good, live piece of advertising
matter, quoting prices and with a lot of "selling
talk" in it, reaches your prospective customer
among the people at regular periods—once a week
is not by any means too often, and once a month
is hardly often enough—you will be surprised
at the increase of business which it brings you.
With the catalogue of the mail-order house in
his home, very often one feels in closer touch with
the concern issuing the catalogue than he does
with the storekeeper in the village some seven or
eight miles away. The mere fact of being on your
regular mailing list will go far to overcome this
bias feeling, and if your prices are right and your
goods come up to your descriptions you will not

have any great difficulty in keeping your customers

in line and in winning new customers all the time.



WORLD'S MANUFACTURING CENTER

RESULTS ARE WHAT COUNT

STOCK ORDERS

In no other market will you find a

more attractive and complete line of

ready-to-deliver goods. Stocks are

always new and up-to-date, for they

move lively in Chicago. Stocks are

always large for the same reason.

The demand centers here and we are

always prepared. No better selection

of Diamonds and Precious Stones is

shown anywhere. Novelties and

seasonable goods are shown here

simultaneously with New York, Lon-

don and Paris. Chicago stocks, prices

and service should attract your orders.

REPAIRS

No job too small, no job too large

—none too difficult for Chicago shops.

The equipment, skilled workmen and

facilities are here. Despatch is usually

an important factor in repair work—

and it gives Chicago all the advantage.

Diamond setting, matching, jewelry

and watch case repairing, enameling,

coloring, soldering, sizing, jointing,

engraving, polishing, stringing, ferrule

work for pipes and canes, replating,

etc., etc. Send the jobs here for quick

action and profit. Antiques repaired,

renewed, etc.

SPECIAL WORK

Our manufacturing facilities are

unsurpassed. Fine gold, silver and

platinum work made to order. Cluster

work and special design orders

executed promptly in the best possible
manner and at prices which favor

Chicago as your market. In lodge

jewels, emblems, buttons, pins, etc.,

we lead the world. Send in the rough
ideas of your customers for special
work and let us send you accurate,

detailed designs with estimates that

will permit you to get the order against
any competitor.

On the opposite page you will find the names of some thirty Manufacturing Jewelers 
of Chicago—make a

choice from this list and send in your jobs and orders. All of these firms and companies are members of The

Manufacturing Jewelers' Association of Chicago ; also of the Chicago Association of Com
merce—a double

guarantee of reliability and commercial standing. They are all competitors for y
our business, but stand

shoulder to shoulder for Chicago, and invite your inquiries and favors.

WRITE "CHICAGO" ON THE PACKAGE

Our Shops Are Your Shops
WHY NOT USE THEM?

Manufacturing Jewelers' Association of Chicago

BLAUER, FRED & CO  126 State Street

BOYDEN, FRANK S. & CO..  Heyworth Building

BUCHSBAUM, S. & CO. Masonic Temple

DREYER, LOCHAU & OHM CO 72 Madison Street

EMRATH, EDWARD 78 State Street

GRAFFE & STANEK Heyworth Building

GRIMM & JUDEA  103 State Street

HIRSCH & OPPENHEIMER . .  702 Masonic Temple

JACOBSON, F. H. CO  209 State Street

JOHNSON, ROBERT M. & SON 67 Washington Street

JUERGENS & ANDERSEN CO 92 State Street

KRONBERG & BLOCK 126 State Street

LAZARUS, S. & CO. Masonic Temple

LEVINSON & JACOBSON . . . .42 Madison Street

MILHENNING, J. 195 State Street

MORSTROM, WM. G. & CO..  78 State Street

MORSE, F. E. & CO. 151 Wabash Avenue

NEWMAN, M Masonic Temple

NOBLE, F. H. & CO. 42 Madison Street

PFEIL, CHAS. H. 209 State Street

PINES & HANSEN 137 Wabash Avenue

ROOVART BROS. Columbus Building

SCHRADER-WITTSTEIN CO 103 State Street

SPIES BROS. 156 Wabash Avenue

TERNAND, C. W  78 State Street

WECHTER, S. & CO. Masonic Temple

WENDELL & CO. 258 Madison Street

WILLIAMS, A. L. & CO. 156 Wabash Avenue

WILLSON & CO 57 Washington Street



in any business to succeed. You are in business to make money—
s() are we. You are often called upon to make special designs,
alterations or difficult repairs. Right there we touch hands. That's
the point where we need you and you need us. It's our business
to do that kind of work and put MERIT in it—and don't forget—

MERIT stands out like a house on a hill. You win new customers
and hold your old ones on MERIT—so do we.

We want this end of your business and are willing to be judged by
the MERIT we put into it.

We are fully equipped to execute special orders, alterations and repairs
and to furnish precious and semi-precious stones at a close margin—
all with MERIT.

We return your order the same day as received—that's MERIT also

WILLSON & CO MANUFACTURING
• JEWELERS

57 Washington Street CHICAGO, ILL.

A FAIR COMPARISON
of our work with others will
show the advantage in sending
your Special Orders and Repairs to

FRED  BLAUER C& Co.
SONS OF FRED Ill AU1 R WATCH CASE MAKER

MANUFACTURERS OF JEWELRY AND WATCH CASES

126-130 STATE STREET •••• CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Upon which this house is founded is confidence
—not only gained but maintained.

During 3 2 years of active business we have con-
stantly endeavored to build a system of STOCK
and SERVICE which is worthy of the confi-
dence and support of the jewelry track. That
We have succeeded our customers will testify.

For the fall and holiday season we have en-
deavored, by a judicious combination of quality
and price, to make an intelligent selection of such
goods as will best meet the demands of the trade.

You will find our stock complete in every detail

—D I AM ON DS ,WATC II ES, J EW ELRY,
SILVERWARE, CUT GLASS,—in short
everything you may need for your store.

Wc lay special stress on diamonds. When we
tell you that we import our diamonds in the
rough and polish them in our own cutting works
the advantage of buying from us will become
apparent.

Visit us v'len you come to Chicago. Our
stocks—our experience—our service are at your
disposal. So to serve you as to merit your
confidence is our guiding principle.

Wholesale Jewelers and Diamond Cutters

Columbus Memorial Building

CHICAGO, ILL.



CHICAGO THE GREA ENTRAL MARKET
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MR. JEWELER:

The fortune of your business rests more on your buying
wisdom than it does on the volume of your sales. You can't
sell jewelry successfully unless you first buy it successfulty.

The shrewdest and most experienced buyers sometimes
make mistakes in selecting goods—but YOU can't afford to
fail in selecting your logical jewelry market. It means too
much to you and your business.

Bear in mind when you are selecting your logical market
that you must look for SERVICE—the kind that rings up
dollars on your cash register—SERVICE that offers you the
largest selection, the highest quality and the most consistent
prices—SERVICE that SERVES

Study the facts about Chicago, the GREAT CENTRAL
MARKET, compare it with any and all jewelry markets of

It's Your Logical Market
the country, and you will find that its name means opportunity
in buying, which means profit in selling. Its territory is
unlimited—all territory is Chicago territory. Distance and
railroad fare means nothing when you buy in this market
because its advantages outweigh all such considerations.

Chicago is the world's greatest distributing point for
jewelry and everything needed in the jewelry store. Don't
take anybody's "say so" for this, but study the facts and you
will KNOW.

The best way for you to determine the strength of the
GREAT CENTRAL MARKET is to visit it yourself.
The truth can be easily verified. You owe it to yourself and
your business that you become thoroughly acquainted with the
GREAT CENTRAL MARKET. Your visit will prove
an investment.

lI iii,
.4111111mimeb. Amor

BENJ. ALLEN 0 CO. A. C. BECKEN CO.
DESPRES, BRIDGES C NOEL

H. F. HAHN C./ CO. F. A. HARDY 0 CO.

JUERGENS 0 ANDERSEN CO.

C. H. KNIGHTS-THEARLE CO.

LAPP 0 FLERSHEM M. A. MEAD & CO.
NORRIS, ALISTER 0 CO.

SPROEHNLE 0 CO.
STEIN 0 ELLBOGEN CO.

OTTO YOUNG 0 CO.
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FOR SEVENTEEN YEARS
we have made the manufacture of

Pierced Metal Monograms and
Initial Letters a Specialty

Our designers have been especially trained in making artistic designs—
correct in every detail. Our workmen have also been thoroughly trained
in the art of sawing, chasing and engraving therh. It is their experience
and training, together with constant watchfulness and attention, that
enables us to turn out more artistically designed and better made mono-
grams than the manufacturer who only makes one occasionally, and to
offer them to the trade at such reasonable prices.

Our catalogue just issued illustrates many new and attractive designs in
Monograms for Mounting on Leather, Ebony, Ivory, Tortoise Shell Goods,
etc. Also Monogram Fobs, Belt Buckles, Belt Pins, Brooch Pins, Scarf
Pins, Cuff Links, etc.

There is a good and growing demand for these goods and a nice profit
in their sale. Get your share of it. Write us to-day for Catalogue No. 10
and discounts.

Very truly yours,

Chicago Art Metal Works
67 Lake Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

This is the Age of Original Ideas
It is Necessary for the Retailer to Keep in Touch
with the Ever Advancing Ideas of the People

WE CAN HELP YOU DO THIS

Our Designs and Workmanship On

PLATINUM LAVALLIERES
FANCY DIAMOND AND
PEARL RINGS, SLEEVE
BUTTONS, STICK PIN AND
SHIRT SETS, ANTIQUE
SIGNET RINGS, CAMEO
BROOCHES, ETC.,
ARE OF THE HIGHEST and MOST

ARTISTIC ORDER

.   H.   Jacobson   Co.   '9FCHICAGO, 
    STATE        ISTREETL  L.

DESIGNS SUBMITTED WITHOUT EXTRA CHARGES

THE PUBLIC DEMAND
HIGH-CLASS ENGRAVING

THE engraving fad still holds sway and the public insist on the finest
work. There is prestige and profit for the jeweler in artistic lettering,
and loss of both in commonplace work. 11The jewelers' salvation in

monogram engraving is the high-class compilation

HORNIKEL'S ENGRAVERS'
TEXT BOOK

which makes the work easy for the engraver and assures satisfaction to
the customer. No matter what form of letter engraving may be called
for, this book furnishes many models of unexcelled beauty.
This work is now considered an essential in every first-class jewelry store.

di Copy Will be Sent Postpaid to Any Part of the World
on Receipt of Price, $6.00 CO 5s)

  FOR SALE BY  

THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
809-811-813 North 19th Street :: :: PHILADELPHIA, PA.

CHICAGO THE GREAT CENTRAL MARKET

Clock Opportunities

"Quartette." $2.00, list Triplex." $2.00, list

Be convinced by investigating.

The heTshtaenodds 
alone.

ol-eSchisgall Line of
Clocks 

More salable, more profitable, more

satisfactory.

Come to Chicago and see our
line or send for our Clock Catalogue
devoted entirely to clocks of every
description.

No. 86. Cuckoo. $10.00, list
TRADE

No. 69. Cuckoo. $18.00, list

No. 6113. Chime. S52.00, list Chicago. $1.16, list No. 6102. Chime. $42.00, list

Our Catalogue is the Standard Book for Imported Clocks

156 Wabash AvenueHenry Paulson & Co. Chicago
SELLING AGENTS 



Keystone Solid Gold Watch Cases

NEW AND ORIGINAL IDEAS

IN ORNAMENTATION

Hunting Only. Full Bascine. Fancy Chased Bow.

" The Clematis"

An unusually good floral pattern. Combination of

roman and dull finish.

G 23560 C. Hunting Only. Full Bascine. Fancy Chased Bow.

Landscape in rich florentine border. New dull finish.

G 23542 C. Hunting Only. Full Bascine. Fancy Chased Bow.

A handsome floral pattern. Finished in the new dull

style.

G 23550 C. Hunting Only. Full Bascine. Fancy Chased Bow.

Very bold Japanese style of ornamentation. Peacock

feather background. New dull finish.

Hunting Only. Full Bascine. Fancy Chased Bow.

"Sweet Phlox."

A very pretty conception. Highly effective in the new

dull finish.

G 23531 C. Hunting Only. Full Bascine. Fancy Chased Bow.

German Renaissance design. New dull finish.

G 23532 C. Hunting Only. Full Bascine. Fancy Chased Bow.

German Renaissance style. Rich color contrasts.

G 23523 C. Hunting Only. Full Bascine. Fancy Chased Bow.

Fancy bird pattern. Rococo style. New dull finish.

The designs shown on this page are representatives

of a class consisting of several hundred patterns.

iljj Keystone Quality and High-grade Finish.

Simplicity of Construction.

Movement Fitted with Ease.

Antique Pendant and French Bow.

Thin Compact— Durable.

Keystone Quality and High-Grade Finish.

Attractively Priced.

16 Size Paragons Fitted with Movements
Make an Ideal and Popular-Priced Watch.

Write Your Jobber for Sample of Case.

KEYSTONE 14 K. SOLID GOLD CASES ASSAY

585 THOUSANDTHS FINE
14 K. GOLD ASSAYS 583:1 THOUSANDTHS FINE

14tOK.1
SPECIAL

GUARANTEE M CAP
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A FEW GOOD HOLIDAY SELLERS FROM OUR LARGE LINE OF

Mission
Cuckoo
Clock
No. 22
retails
for $7.50

Unusual Clocks

Mission Hall Clock No. 7
retails for $25.00

7 ft. high

Our Clocks are distinguished for their

Staunch Construction
Popular Designs

Fair Prices
Broad Guarantee

AMC"' CAIll

CUCKOO LOCKS
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Complete catalog illustrating the above and other good sellers
sent on request to dealers asking for them on their letterhead

Mission
Cuckoo
Clock
No. 23
retails
for $8.00

Arts and Crafts Hall Clock
Westminster Chimes
retails for about $75.00

American Cuckoo Clock Company, Inc.
Manufacturers, Importers and Exporters Cuckoo Clocks and other Unusual Clocks

Fairmount Avenue, Randolph and Fifth Streets Philadelphia, Pa.

,_)ctober, 1909 TI-IS

) BALTIMORE-
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Business in this city has been fairly brisk
during the last few months. Good sales are re-
.,,rted for this season of the year. The unsettled
1;tte of trade which existed for so long seems to
Ave passed away and prosperity seems to be here
stay for some time at least.

In this city in the past month

itg 
were several unusually auda-

Rbribneries dolls robberies. Charged with
entering the jewelry store of

P. T. Sadtler & Sons, on West Baltimore Street,
near Charles, with intent to steal, George
Schwartz, who claimed that his home
is in Chicago, was haled before Justice
tebb, of the Central District, and com-
mitted to jail in default of $2000 bail
for the action of the grand jury. The
capture of Schwartz was due to the
thoughtfulness of George F. Rouff, a
\vatchmaker employed by the firm, who
saw the man behind the. counter taking
die trays of diamond rings from the
case. Upon seeing a strange man behind
the counter with two trays of diamond
-ings, Mr. Rouff left his work and went
ver to him and asked him what lie was

doing there. Schwartz answered ill a
casual way that Ile was a new clerk and
was getting out the rings for a customer,
but Mr. Rouff knew better. With two
trays in his hand Schwartz started to go
from behind the counter, but was
topped by Mr. Rouff. A scuffle fol-
lowed, during which the rings were
thrown over the floor. Schwartz suc-
ceeded in breaking away from Mr.
Rouff, who started after him, crying
"Stop thief !" In all probability Schwartz
‘vould have gotten away had it not been
for the quick work of Officer Wilker,
who caught him just as Ile was going
out the door. The employees of the store
are mystified over the way that Schwartz
managed to get behind the diamond
counter without being seen. This is one

the boldest and most daring attempts
robbery that has occurred in this city.

Another case, still
Jeweler   Bound o r e sensational,
and Gagged aroused the interest

of the entire city.
Simon Ruman, a crippled jeweler, 156
North Gay Street, was found on the
morning of September 12th by August Grecht,

North Gay Street, who happened to be
cssing the jeweler's place, struggling to extricate
imself from the cord with which robbers who
•sited his store had bound him. Ruman's store

in the vicinity of a number of transient
t ,,farding houses. The jeweler says that Ile was
ftiuling behind the counter about to o'clock
hen two men walked in. They asked to be
iown some gold watches and he took a tray
.0m the case and placed it before them. Before
had a chance to look up lie says one of the

:en drew a pistol and in a determined voice said:
f'p with your hands. If you scream I will kill
,fit." Then Ile says the men led him to a rear room,
• ill holding him under cover of the pistol, and
lshed him in a rocking chair. Badly frightened,
r. Ruman says Ile did as they directed. While

pIC held the pistol the other locked the store
,or, tied a handkerchief over the jeweler's

.muth, bound his hands and tied his feet with
twine. "Out of my pockets they took $25," he told
the detectives, "and then went to my safe and took
the money out of that. One of them kept me
tider cover of the pistol while the other rifled
1Y jewelry case. They took watches, rings and
tlier pieces of jewelry. When they had finished

'hey threatened my life if I made an outcry.
loth of them left by the back way and, quite
likely, climbed over the fence." The first inti-
afation that anything was wrong was when 1,N1r.
(,recht saw pieces of glass falling from the store

KEYSTONE 160

NVilldOW as he walked by. He investigated ;old
fotmd Ruman lying near the door, hound to the
rocking chair, but the gag had been loosened
and he was trying to turn the key to the
door with his teeth. The jeweler had dragged
the chair from the back room to the front
door and while he was attempting to turn the
key the top of the chair broke the window
and attracted the attention of l r. Grecht. When
Mr. Grecht arrived the exhausted jeweler
dropped the key from his lips. He was able to
get the key between his teeth again and Mr.
Grecht reached through the window and, taking
the key, unlocked the door and released the
jeweler front his bonds. Mr. Ruman said that
one of the robbers was ahout 2S years old, had a
smooth face, black hair, weighed about 175
pounds, wore a soft black hat and a dark suit.
The other robber he describes as being about 25
years old, 5 feet 6 inches tall, weighs about 125
pounds and wore a (lark derby hat. They took

I hree months to make. Standing on a o-ineli
pedestal is a figure of St. Michael, with sword
and shield wonderfully chased. Both pedestal
and figure are solid cast silver and the former
is ornamented with emblematical designs in gold,
consisting of the cross, lamb, the sacred heart,
etc. Above the figures are rays, 15 inches across,
surrounding a circle of wheat heads, grapes and
leaves, all in gold. In the center, around the
center receptacle, are twenty-seven large white
diamonds. Besides the ostensorium six ciboriums
were made for the same parties.

An interesting collection of gold and silver
ores, amounting in value to htmdreds of dollars,
is on exhibition in the windows of C. C. Crooks.
& Company, I14 East Baltimore Street. The ores
are said to range in value from $roo to $2ooD
a ton. One of the specimens is so rich that it

3000 ounces of silver to the ton of
The collection was made by R. Holmes

Wilbur, 1408 Hanover Street, Baltimore. Mr.
Wilbur recently returned from an ex-
tended trip through the mining regions
of the South and Southwest. Mr. \Vil-
bur is an expert on gold and silver min-
ing. The collection in the window of the
jewelry store has attracted considerable
attention from the public.

The
A Beautiful Cup 

e 
shown 

trophyau 
was made

by Samuel Kirk &
Sons Company, of this city. This cup
Will be presented to the highest indi-
vidual marksman at target practice. The
cup was presented by officers in the
Marine Corps. Samuel Kirk & Sons
Company arc among the oldest manu-
facturers of silverware now in existence
in this country. In competition with
the leading silverware manufacturers the
local firm submitted the design and was
awarded the contract. The cup, which
has been pronounced by authorities to be
one of the handsomest of its kind, is a
modification o f one of the marble vases
from the Villa Adriana. On one side of
the cup is a classic nude. figure of a
youth in the act of throwing a stone and
bringing down some game. On the
other, in relief, are two Marine Corps
marksmen in the act of shooting the
regulation target. Two of the crack
shots of the corps posed especially for
the artist so that no single detail might
be inaccurate. The two sides of the
cup shows the progress made in marks-
manship from the primitive days to the
present time.

Edward M. Oppenheimer, of the
firm of AI. Oppenheimer & Son, is at
Atlantic City with his family enjoying
an outing.

The firm of M. J. Oppenheimer reports tint
their business is excellent and that a large part
of their force is working night and day to get
out the large orders which are coining in from
all parts of the South.

The Maryland Retail Jewelers' Association
held its annual meeting and election of officers
last month at the Royal Arcanum Building, Balti-
more, Md. The subject of repairs left for long
time was debated and it was agreed twit some
new law should be passed to give the jeweler bet-
ter protection. On account of the results front the
"bad pay list," J. J. Bartholomee spent copsider-
able time devising some way of bnproving the
system. and, after explaining his method, it was
very favorably commented on by all present and
it was agreed to have the, executive committee go
fully into the subject and devise some similar
plan. There has been a substantial increase over
the preceding year and the membership has been
doubled. The following officers were elected :
Jerome W. Schirm, president ; J. J. Bartholomee,
first vice-president ; Walter Powell, second vice-
president ; Arthur Wallenhorst, third vice-presi-
dent ; F. J. Euler, recording secretary; T. E. San-
ford, financial secretary; George Schaeffer, treas-
urer ; these, with R. B. Smith, Jr., and John Vogt,
making the executive committee.

A handsome marksmanship trophy

about $500 worth of jewelry. It is thought that
they would have taken more but feared detection.

Baltimore and Washington
Jewelry Firm hope to get the next inter-
Offers Prize national aviation contest in the

vicinity of the two cities. The
firm of Jenkins & Jenkins, silversmiths, 216 North
Charles Street, Baltimore, sent a letter to Chair-
man Charles A. Bell, of the Aero Club, of
\Vashington, offering a silver trophy worth
$503, to be given to the winner in an aviation
contest to this city, providing Washington cr
a nearby point is chosen as the scene of the
events and Baltimore is a turtling point or
finish in one of the races. Several other
firms in this city have offered prizes provided
that the contest be held in the neighborhood of
Washington. Talbot W. Jenkins, secretary of
the firm, said that the trophy had been offered as
an evidence of the interest of the firm in the pro-
posed international aviation contest. Ile said the
event, if held in Washington, or near Baltimore,
with Baltimore the turning or finishing point in
onc of the races, would bring large crowds to the
city. The trophy will be hand-chased and carved
work of art pertaining to some feature of aerial
navigation. It will be distinctly characteristic of
Baltimore workmanship. Jenkins & Jenkins will
make the trophy in their own shops.

Jenkins & Jenkins have recently completed
an ostensorium for the convent at Emmitsbnrg,
Md. This exquisite piece of work it has taken

The many thousands of more than satisfied
‘vatchmakers are the best proof of the superiority
of the .1/0sciry Lathes. Get the gennine.—.-Idr.
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DIAMONDS
Our stock of Loose and Mounted Diamonds has

never been so complete as at the present time, and
we are prepared to execute all orders at prices that
will appeal to the most exacting buyer.

Selection packages on • memo. to responsible
firms.

Our stock of

WATCH IE S
comprises Elgin, Waltham, Hamilton and •New York
Standard movements as \ yell as Crown, Keystone,
Crescent and Bates & Bacon cases in all sizes and
styles.

Complete Howard and Excelsior Watches and
a full line Of Solid Gold cases in a variety of new
and up-to-date patterns.

OUR TRAVELERS are on their way with a

13 larger and better selection of high-class goods ever
shown in the line of

JEWELRY

ID

A
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The wholesale trade is reported to be much
better, the traveling men out on the road are
sending a very nice volume of business and the
feeling is that we are in for a good fall and
winter trade.

Banking circles show a greatly
Financial increased activity and a good
Situation demand for money is indicated

in the reports of the banks and
trust companies in St. Louis to the Comptroller
of the Treasury and to the State Banking De-
partment. The resources show a marked increase
over those reported June 23d, while the cash and
exchange items show a decrease. Deposits have
also increased. The total resources September 1st
were $307,413,989, an increase of $3,270,882. Cash
and exchange, $87,106,968, a decrease of $2,634,-
940. The total loans and discounts shown were
$159,921,422, an increase of $1,193,518. The de-
posits were $221,985,387, an increase of $1,530,924.

R. F. Reeves, of the Reeves-Kemper Jewelers'
Supplies Co., has sold his interests in the firm to
J. I. Gutfreund and W. F. Kemper, of the firm.
The name of the new firm will be the Gutfreund-
Kemper Jewelers' Supplies Co. J. I. Gutfreund
will be president and W. F. Kemper secretary and
treasurer.

On Wednesday night, September 8th, the
Hess & Culbertson Jewelry Co. gave their regular
semi-annual banquet to their employees at the
Mercantile Club. George J. Hess, president of
the company, acted as toastmaster. All of the
officers and heads of departments of the company
were present.

President Hess congratulated
A Pleasant the employees- on their fidelity
Function to the company and the success

they have made of the firm's
business. Vice-President Culbertson extended
words of welcome and encouragement to the
newer employees. The trade conditions of the
European jewelers were reviewed by Rolla Hess,
a director of the company, who recently returned
from an extensive trip abroad. Secretary W. E.
Bamber made a vigorous talk on the policies of
the firm. Other interesting talks were made by
employees and the whole affair resulted in a very
pleasant evening's enjoyment.

The Hess & Culbertson Jewelry Co. have en-
larged their umbrella department in the southwest
part of the store. S. E. Bamber, secretary of this
firm, is home from a two weeks' vacation trip to
New York and other points.

On the afternoon of Monday, August 30th,
Leo Vogt, manager of the silverware department
of the Hess & Culbertson Jewelry Co., was mar-
ried to Miss Grace Gupton, a charming young
lady, at his old home in Montgomery City, Mo.
The happy couple spent a week's honeymoon in
the North. Mr. Vogt is the son of Albert Vogt,
of Montgomery City, Mo., one of the oldest
jewelers in northeast Missouri.

C. L. Horace, with the above firm, returned
recently from a two weeks' vacation, which was
spent in automobiling through Illinois.

Goodman King, President of the Mermod-
Jaccard Jewelry Co., returned the latter part of
September from a two months' trip abroad, where
he made extensive purchases for his house. This
brm recently manufactured a magnificent silver
punch set service, costing $3000, for the cruiser
St. Louis, which was purchased by contribution of

St. Louis citizens. It was taken to San Francisco
for presentation to the cruiser by a committee of
prominent citizens of this city.

The Mermod, Jaccard & King Jewelry Co.
manufactured the four fine silver cups that were
given to the winners of the swimming contests
held here Labor Day on the Mississippi River.
This firm also received a nice order for forty-five
medals for the winners in the swimming contests
held at St. Charles, Mo., on September 20th.

Wm. Weidlich & Bro. have just got out their
fine new fall catalogue and are sending out same.
Herman Mechlin, of the office department of this
firm, left on September 8th on a several weeks'
trip through the South. Charles Ens, formerly
of the office force of this firm, is now looking
after the city trade.

0. J. Pfeffer, President of the St. Louis Clock
and Silverware Co., returned recently from a
week's fishing trip down on the Gasconade River
in Missouri. This firm has recently added
watches, watch cases and chains to its line. H. W.
Mark, of the firm, was married on Tuesday,
August 31st, to Miss Amelia Drissel, a prominent
young lady on the South Side here. The honey-
moon was spent in a ten-day trip to the Michigan
resorts.

F. W. Drosten, President of the F. W. Dros-
ten Jewelry Co., returned on August 30th from
a four weeks' trip to the northern resorts. He
was accompanied by his wife. Miss Gussie Fah
kenhainer, cashier of this firm, returned September
9th from a five weeks' vacation, which was spent
on a trip to the Seattle Exposition and other
northwestern points,

A. L. Bauman, President of the L. Bauman
Jewelry Co., returned Friday, September 17th,
from a week's business trip to New York.

S. H. Bauman, President of the Bauman-
Massa Jewelry Co., has commenced the building
of his new home on Kingsbury Place, one of the
exclusive parts of the city. The home will cost
him $3o,000 and be very fine in every detail.

P. T. Whelan, President of the Whelan-
Aehle-Hutchinson Jewelry Co., returned Septem-
ber 15th from a two weeks' vacation, which was
spent in the East on business and pleasure.

John A. Gerst, of this concern, is home from
a ten weeks' leave of absence, which was spent
in New York and among the lakes of Wisconsin.

E. C. Zerweck, of the Zerweck-Frech Jewelry
Co., was confined at his home recently on account
of the extreme heat.

Arthur Kurtzeborn, 'bf A. Kurtzeborn & Sons
Jewelry Co., accompanied by his family, is home
from a ten days' sojourn at Beaver Dam, Ill.
Miss Millie Ellis, cashier for this firm, is home
from a two weeks' vacation spent at Centralia, Ill.

The R. Loewenstein Jewelry Co. moved on
Monday, September 13th, from 212 Equitable
Building to 406 Globe-Democrat Building. Milton
B. Loewenstein, of this firm, returned September
7th from a two weeks' trip to New York and other
points.

J. Bolland, of the J. Bolland Jewelry Co., has
returned from his summer sojourn in the East.
He brought his son John Bolland, Jr., who re-
cently graduated at the Culver University, at Lake
Culver, Ind., with him and he will accept a position
in his father's store.

S. E. Heffern, salesman for this concern, ac-
companied by his wife, is home from a month's
sojourn in the East.

A. L. Blankenmeister, of Blankenmeister,
Oberting & Co., left on September 13th on a long
trip through the North. George C. Oberting,
same firm, is now on a month's trip through Ar-
kansas and the southeast. Lawrence Oberting, same
firm, returned recently from a ten weeks' western
trip. He is now in Illinois on a two weeks' trip.

W. E. Tower, of Tower & Long, left on Sep-
tember 15th on a month's trip through Kansas.

C. R. Gross, traveler for the Bauman-Massa
Jewelry Co.

' 
is now on a long trip through Okla-

homa and Kansas. Joseph Auer, traveler for same
firm, is now on a two weeks' trip through Ken-
tucky.

Jul Newman, of Aller, Newman & Wilmes
Jewelry Co., has gone on a long trip through
Missouri.

On the night of September 6th Miss Corinne
Newman, daughter of Jul Newman, of the Aller,
Newman & Wilmes Jewelry Co., was married to
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Maurice J. Baer, a prominent young business man
of this city.

The Maritz-Kober Mfg. Co. have been making
improvements in their place that have added to its
appearance in every way. Ed Netzhamer, for-
merly of Kansas City, has been appointed foreman
of this firm's manufacturing department. S.
Kober, of the firm, is on along trip through Iowa
and the northwest.

F. W. Hoyt, President of the F. W. Hoyt
Jewelry Co., is now on a five weeks' trip through
the Southwest. W. E. Barker, vice-president of
this company, left on September 28th for a two
weeks' business trip to New York.

Harry H. Edele, of 401 Globe-Democrat
Building, is home from a two weeks' southern
trip.

James J. Burke, President of the Brooks
Jewelry and Optical Co., accompanied by his wife,
spent two weeks at the Michigan resorts recently.

G. W. Cameron, a jeweler, was recently
burned out at Poplar Bluff, Mo., in a $500,000
conflagration at that place. His loss was $8000,
partially insured. Immediately after the fire Mr.
Cameron purchased the jewelry store of J. H.
Perkins, of that place, and opened for business.

In an $800,000 fire at Decatur, Ill., on August
22d, the jewelry store of Frank Curtis and the
optical store of P. Augustine were destroyed and
the jewelry store of Mr. Post was partially
destroyed. Loss and insurance unknown.

Frank McCoole, of Sudheimer & McCoole, is
spending some time in Old Mexico on a business
trip.

Alterations are now being made in the store
of the F. W. Drosten Jewelry Co. to enlarge the
cut glass department and better the other depart-
ments. A new entrance on a larger basis- is to be
constructed on the Seventh Street side of the store.

On August 29th Rev. Eli Lane, a negro
minister of Carmi, Ill., found a pearl in the
Wabash River, for which he was offered $750.

G. R. Stumpf, the Franklin Avenue jeweler,
accompanied by his wife, returned September 3d
from a two months' trip to Alaska and other
points in the northwest.

Mr. Rodgers, of the McCoy-Rodgers Jewelry
Co., attended the national rifle competitions at
Camp Perry, Ohio, recently, where he won con-
siderable honor by making the highest scores at
200, 600 and 1000 yards.

E. A. Schoenem, of the Maschmeyer-
Richards Silver Co., came in from a trip to Cali-
fornia recently and has gone on a long trip
through Texas.

S. Hotchner, representative here for A.
Hotchner & Son, is home from a three months'
trip to Europe, where he went to purchase dia-
monds.

The W. F. Hiles Jewelry Co., of St. Joseph,
Mo., has been incorporated with a capital of $5000.
Incorporators : W. F. Hiles, Isaac M. Miller and
John E. Heffley.

The St. Louis Credit Men's Association held
.their opening fall meeting on Thursday night,
September t6th, at the Mercantile Club. They
voted to change the name of their organization to
"The St. Louis Association of Credit Men." The
membership fee was fixed at $12. Speeches were
made by prominent business men.

Charles Aronberg and Henry Schubach have
opened a new store at 207 North Sixth Street
under the firm name of Aronberg & Schubach.

Well-known buyers in town recently were:
J. C. Faulkner, Russellville, Ark.; Otto Rink,
Carlyle, Mo.. J. T. Fields, Chaffee, Mo.; Frank
Besse and wife, Fort Wayne, Ind.; C. S. Scanlin,
Indianapolis, Ind. ; J. E. Mitchell, Fort Worth, Tex.;
Mr.Ross and wife, of Ross-Heyer Co., Fort Worth,
Tex.; R. M. Mother and daughter, Beaumont,
Tex.; E. E. Allen, Eldon, Mo.; Mr. Urbani, Cen-
tralia, Mo.; A. S. Higbee, Rood House, Ill.; E.
Markley, Marianna, Ark.; A. Vogt, Montgomery
City, Mo.; Fred Simon, Collinsville, Ill.; C. F.
Gordon, Shreveport, La.; J. J. Gaffner; St. Jacobs,
Ill.• 
' 

J. C. Pilcher, Wellsville, Mo.; W. A. Rowe,
Waltonville, Ill.

Accuracy and rapidity are both necessary to
make repair work profitable, and they are secured
by the use of Moseley Lathes. Get the genuine.—
Adv.
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DIAMONDS
Our stock of Loose and Mounted Diamonds has

never been so complete as at the present time, and

we are prepared to execute all orders at prices that

will appeal to the most exacting buyer.

Selection packages on memo. to responsible

firms.

Our stock of

WATCHES
comprises Elgin, Waltham, Hamilton an.d New York

Standard movements as well as Crown, Keystone,

Crescent and Bates & Bacon cases in all sizes and

styles.

Complete Howard and EXcelSior Watches and

a full line of Solid Gold cases in a variety of new

and up-to-date patterns.

OUR TRAVELERS are on their way with a

larger and better selection of high-class goods ever

shown in the line of

JEWELRY

COMMERCIAL BLDG. BLDG. ST LOUIS.
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The wholesale trade is reported to be much

better, the traveling men out on the road are

sending a very nice volume of business and the

feeling is that we are in for a good fall and

winter trade.
Banking circles show a greatly

Financial increased activity and a good

Situation demand for money is indicated

in the reports of the banks and

trust companies in St. Louis to the Comptroller

of the Treasury and to the State Banking De-

partment. The resources show a marked increase

over those reported June 23d, while the cash and

exchange items show a decrease. Deposits have

also increased. The total resources September 1st

were $307,413,989, an increase of $3,270,882. Cash

and exchange, $87,106,968, a decrease of $2,634,-

940. The total loans and discounts shown were

$159,921,422, an increase of $1,193,518. The de-

posits were $221,985,387, an increase of $1,530,924.

R. F. Reeves, of the Reeves-Kemper Jewelers'

Supplies Co., has sold his interests in the firm to

J. I. Gutfreund and W. F. Kemper, of the firm.

The name of the new firm will be the Gutfreund-

Kemper Jewelers' Supplies Co. J. I. Gutfrcund

will be president and W. F. Kemper secretary and

reasurer.
On Wednesday night, September 8th, the

!less & Culbertson Jewelry Co. gave their regular

semi-annual banquet to their employees at the

Mercantile Club. George J. Hess, president of

the company, acted as toastmaster. All of the

officers and heads of departments of the company

were present.
President Hess congratulated

A Pleasant the employees- on their fidelity

Function to the company and the success

they have made of the firm's

business. Vice-President Culbertson extended

words of welcome and encouragement to the

newer employees. The trade conditions of the

European jewelers were reviewed by Rolla Hess,

a director of the company, who recently returned

from an extensive trip abroad. Secretary W. E.

Bamber made a vigorous talk on the policies of

the firm. Other interesting talks were made by

employees and the whole affair resulted in a very

pleasant evening's enjoyment.

The Hess & Culbertson Jewelry Co. have en-

larged their umbrella department in the southwest

part of the store. S. E. Bamber, secretary of this

lirm, is home from a two weeks' vacation trip to

New York and other points.
On the afternoon of Monday, August 30th,

Leo Vogt, manager of the silverware department

of the Hess & Culbertson Jewelry Co., was mar-

ried to Miss Grace Gupton, a charming young

lady, at his old home in Montgomery City, Mo.
The happy couple spent a week's honeymoon in
the North. Mr. Vogt is the son of Albert Vogt,
9f Montgomery City, Mo., one of the oldest
jewelers in northeast Missouri.

C. L. Horace, with the above firm, returned
recently from a two weeks' vacation, which was
spent in automobiling through Illinois.

Goodman King, President of the Mermod-
Jaccard Jewelry Co., returned the latter part of
September from a two months' trip abroad, where
be made extensive purchases for his house. This
prm recently manufactured a magnificent silver
punch set service, costing $3000, for the cruiser
s't. Louis, which was purchased by contribution of

St. Louis citizens. It was taken to San Francisco
for presentation to the cruiser by a committee of
prominent citizens of this city.

The Mermod, Jaccard & King Jewelry Co.
manufactured the four fine silver cups that were
given to the winners of the swimming contests
held here Labor Day on the Mississippi River.
This firm also received a nice order for forty-five
medals for the winners in the swimming contests
held at St. Charles, Mo., on September 20th.

Wm. Weidlich & Bro. have just got out their
fine new fall catalogue and are sending out same.
Herman Mechlin, of the office department of this
firm, left on September 8th on a several weeks'
trip through the South. Charles Ens, formerly
of the office force of this firm, is now looking
after the city trade.

0. J. Pfeffer, President of the St. Louis Clock
and Silverware Co., returned recently from a
week's fishing trip down on the Gasconade River
in Missouri. This firm has recently added
watches, watch cases and chains to its line. H. W.
Mark, of the firm, was married on Tuesday,
August 31st, to Miss Amelia Drissel, a prominent
young lady on the South Side here. The honey-
moon was spent in a ten-day trip to the Michigan
resorts.

F. W. Drosten, President of the F. W. Dros-
ten Jewelry Co., returned on August 30th from
a four weeks' trip to the northern resorts. He
was accompanied by his wife. Miss Gussie Fal-
kenhainer, cashier of this firm, returned September
9th from a five weeks' vacation, which was spent
on a trip to the Seattle Exposition and other
northwestern points.

A. L. Bauman, President of the L. Bauman
Jewelry Co., returned Friday, September 17th,
from a week's business trip to New York.

S. H. Bauman, President of the Bauman-
Massa Jewelry Co., has commenced the building
of his new home on Kingsbury Place, one of the
exclusive parts of the city. The home will cost
him $30,000 and be very fine in every detail.

P. T. Whelan, President of the Whelan-
Aehle-Hutchinson Jewelry Co., returned Septem-
ber 15th from a two weeks' vacation, which was
spent in the East on business and pleasure.

John A. Gerst, of this concern, is home from
a ten weeks' leave of absence, which was spent
in New York and among the lakes of Wisconsin.

E. C. Zerweck, of the Zerweck-Frech Jewelry
Co., was confined at his home recently on account
of the extreme heat.

Arthur KurtzebornAf A. Kurtzeborn & Sons
Jewelry Co., accompanied by his family, is home
from a ten days' sojourn at Beaver Dam, Ill.
Miss Millie Ellis, cashier for this firm, is home
from a two weeks' vacation spent at Centralia, Ill.

The R. Loewenstein Jewelry Co. moved on
Monday, September 13th, from 212 Equitable
Building to 406 Globe-Democrat Building. Milton
B. Loewenstein, of this firm, returned September
7th from a two weeks' trip to New York and other
points.

J. Bolland, of the J. Bolland Jewelry Co., has
returned from his summer sojourn in the East.
He brought his son John Bolland, Jr., who re-
cently graduated at the Culver University, at Lake
Culver, Ind., with him and he will accept a position
in his father's store.

S. E. Heffern, salesman for this concern, ac-
companied by his wife, is home from a month's
sojourn in the East.

A. L. Blankenmeister, of Blankenmeister,
Oberting & Co., left on September 13th on a long
trip through the North. George C. Oberting,
same firm, is now on a month's trip through Ar-
kansas and the southeast. Lawrence Oberting, same
firm, returned recently from a ten weeks' western
trip. He is now in Illinois on a two weeks' trip.

W. E. Tower, of Tower & Long, left on Sep-
tember 15th on a month's trip through Kansas.

C. R. Gross, traveler for the Bauman-Massa
Jewelry Co., is now on a long trip through Okla-
homa and Kansas. Joseph Auer, traveler for same
firm, is now on a two weeks' trip through Ken-
tucky.

Jul Newman, of Aller, Newman & Wilmes
Jewelry Co., has gone on a long trip through
Missouri.

On the night of September 6th Miss Corinne
Newman, daughter of Jul Newman, of the Aller,
Newman & Wilmes Jewelry Co., was married to
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Maurice J. Baer, a prominent young business man
of this city.

The Maritz-Kober Mfg. Co. have been making
improvements in their place that have added to its
appearance in every way. Ed Netzhamer, for-
merly of Kansas City, has been appointed foreman
of this firm's manufacturing department. S.
Kober, of the firm, is on along trip through Iowa
and the northwest.

F. W. Hoyt, President of the F. W. Hoyt
Jewelry Co., is now on a five weeks' trip through
the Southwest. W. E. Barker, vice-president of
this company, left on September 28th for a two
weeks' business trip to New York.

Harry H. Edele, of 401 Globe-Democrat
Building, is home from a two weeks' southern
trip.

James J. Burke, President of the Brooks
Jewelry and Optical Co., accompanied by his wife,
spent two weeks at the Michigan resorts recently.

G. W. Cameron, a jeweler, was recently
burned out at Poplar Bluff, Mo., in a $500,000
conflagration at that place. His loss was $8000,
partially insured. Immediately after the fire Mr.
Cameron purchased the jewelry store of J. H.
Perkins, of that place, and opened for business.

In an $800,000 fire at Decatur, Ill., on August
22d, the jewelry store of Frank Curtis and the
optical store of P. Augustine were destroyed and
the jewelry store of Mr. Post was partially
destroyed. Loss and insurance unknown.

Frank McCoole, of Sudheimer & McCoole, is
spending some time in Old Mexico on a business
trip.

Alterations are now being made in the store
of the F. W. Drosten Jewelry Co. to enlarge the
cut glass department and better the other depart-
ments. A new entrance on a larger basis • is to be
constructed on the Seventh Street side of the store.

On August 29th Rev. Eli Lane, a negro
minister of Carmi, Ill., found a pearl in the
Wabash River, for which he was offered $750.

G. R. Stumpf, the Franklin Avenue jeweler,
accompanied by his wife, returned September 3d
from a two months' trip to Alaska and other
points in the northwest.

Mr. Rodgers, of the McCoy-Rodgers Jewelry
Co., attended the national rifle competitions at
Camp Perry, Ohio, recently, where he won con-
siderable honor by making the highest scores at
200, 600 and moo yards.

E. A. Schoenem, of the Maschmeyer-
Richards Silver Co., came in from a trip to Cali-
fornia recently and has gone on a long trip
through Texas.

S. Hotchner, representative here for A.
Hotchner & Son, is home from a three months'
trip to Europe, where he went to purchase dia-
monds.

The W. F, Hiles Jewelry Co., of St. Joseph,
Mo., has been incorporated with a capital of $5000.
Incorporators: W. F. Hiles, Isaac M. Miller and
John E. Haley.

The St. Louis Credit Men's Association held
.their opening fall meeting on Thursday night,
September 16th, at the Mercantile Club. They
voted to change the name of their organization to
"The St. Louis Association of Credit Men." The
membership fee was fixed at $12. Speeches were
made by prominent business men.

Charles Aronberg and Henry Schubach have
opened a new store at 207 North Sixth Street
under the firm name of Aronberg & Schubach.

Well-known buyers in town recently were:
J. C. Faulkner, Russellville, Ark.; Otto Rink,
Carlyle, Mo.• J. T. Fields, Chaffee, Mo.• 

' 
Frank

Besse and wife, Fort Wayne, Ind.; C. S. Scanlin,
Indianapolis, Ind. ; J. E. Mitchell, Fort Worth, Tex.;
Mr.Ross and wife, of Ross-Heyer Co., Fort Worth.
Tex.; R. M. Mother and daughter, Beaumont,
Tex.; E. E. Allen, Eldon, Mo.; Mr. Urbani, Cen-
tralia, Mo.; A. S. Higbee, Rood House, Ill.; E.
Markley, Marianna, Ark.; A. Vogt, Montgomery
City, Mo.; Fred Simon, Collinsville, Ill.; C. F.
Gordon, Shreveport, La.; J. J. Gaffner; St. Jacobs,
Ill.; J. C. Pilcher, Wellsville, Mo.; W. A. Rowe,
Waltonville, Ill.

Accuracy and rapidity are both necessary to
make repair work profitable, and they are secured
by the use of Moseley Lathes. Get the genuine.—
Adv.
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A HIGH-GRADE LINE d EMBLEM RINGS at a MODERATE PRICE
ANY ORDER ANY FINGER SIZE AT $15.00 LIST
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Rite

Knight
Templar

Masonic

13 P 0.
Elk

.01111 11111H .11i 011011
11n, No. 290

No. 265

No. 268

1Q1M77-51, No. 297

I p Il

No 271

AFT THESE RINGS ARE ALL PLUMP 10 K.—AVERAGE 6 dwts. each—center emblems raised and modeled—rings all enameled in appropriate colors—
all hand engraved. We will send you any order—any finger size—at $15.00 list. The best ring on the market at any price.

Let us tell you of our new selling
plan. It will interest you 'The A. P. CRAFT CO. 111—aaknedrsSpofeclalb.11ee wmelRernsg—s Indianapolis, Ind.

C. 0. BAKER, Pres, C. W. BAKER, Vice-Pres.

BAKER & CO., Incorporated
Platinum, Gold and Silver Refiners
Assayers, Smelters and Manufacturers

Platinum and Gold Setting
Department

NEW YORK OFFICE

30 Church Street

Telephone, 3811 Cortlandt

WORKS
408 N. J. R. R. Ave.

NEWARK, N. J.
Telephone, 3 Waverly

Platinum and Gold Settings
carried in stock

at both addresses

Artistic Hand-Made Banquet Rings

SILVER, WITH GOLD ORNAMENTATION

REAL STONES OF ALL, KINDS

IKKO MATSUMOTO, Manufacturing Jeweler
Room 316 American Central Life Building, INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

THE NEW LINE FOR THE JEWELER
Manufactured by THE WEIDLICH BROS. MFG. CO

Silver, Gold and Old Brass

A Large Variety of Dresser Clocks, Jewel Cases, Glove and Handkerchief Boxes,
Candlesticks, Ash Trays, Desk Sets, Etc.

PRICES LOW Write for Illustrations and Prices 623 Washington

QUALITY THE BEST WM. WEIDLICH & BRO. ST. LOUIS

Prosperity The Indianapolis Star, of Sep,
Reigns tember 12th, published an ar-

ticle from which the following

extracts are taken: "Prosperity has hit Indiana

with a bang. If it ever disappeared during the
almost-forgotten financial flurry of 1907-08 it has
more than made up for its brief neglect, as facts
and figures from a score of cities throughout the
state prove. Crops in most of the ninety-two
counties are reported unprecedented. With the
movement of crops the railroad traffic increases
and railroad shops, of which there are many in
Indiana, are resuming full force
and full time. Manufactur-
ing has shown a remarkable
gain, due to the general re-
sumption of business in other
lines. Commercial clubs in
every Hoosier city of conse-
quence have carried on a cam-
paign of publicity to good ad-
vantage. Building has in-
creased to a corresponding de-
gree in order to accommodate
the new workmen that have
heen brought into the State."

The Indiana State
The State Fair was held fromFair 

September 6th to
Toth. Steam and

electric roads brought thousands
of visitors from all over the
State. Among the jewelers
Wilt) visited the fair and called
on the jobbing houses were the
following: B. F. Young, War-
ren ; T. M. Jackson, Seymour;
.1. Ralph Showers, Shelbyville;
C. O. Rentschler, Center Point ;
I AIMO1ld, Zionsvillc ;

■eilj. Smith, Zionsville; J. w .
ludson, Fortville; W. W.
nery, New Palestine; A. P.
Woods, Russiaville; G. C. De
.amp, Shirley ; J. W. Vest,
1;reenwood; S. F. Thomas,
I'endleton; Mr. Kersey, of
'ampbell &Kersey, Darlington;
Ike Booth, of Booth & Son,
Tipton; R. B. Orr, Greenfield;
J. W. Thonipson, Danville;
Geo. Kammon, Seymour; J. A.
Pickett, New Castle; W. F.
Parks, Nashville; Mrs. Cora Foster, Tipton;

Aaron Purcel, Noblesville; J. E. Haddon, Dana;

L. J. Small, Cannel; L. M. Roberts, Richmond;
(*. K. McCain, Kokomo; A. W. Owen, Green-

wood; August Anderson, North Salem; H. .A.

Roberts, Veedersburg; W. W. Barton, Milroy;
\V. C. Smith, Bowling Green; C. A. Bassett, An-
derson; Fred Troster, Peru; R. E. Dale, Bedford;

F. C. Sheldon, of Major & Sheldon, Shelbyville;
M, I. Kirkman, Pendleton; D. E. Royer, Bowling

Green; S. M. Royer, Pracricksburg; M. L. Heatoo,

Minilla ; Mark Wall, Advance; George L. Spahr,

Lebanon; Mrs. B. Maier, Edingburg; W. J.
\Vallace, Morgantown; A. T. Nutter, Eminence;

I I. P. Taunter, Bloomington; H. Tabler, Wayne-
town ; Herman' Vollmer, Princeton; A. B. John-

son, Sheridan; H. T. Coffin, New Castle; Ed \V.
Kelly, Sullivan; E. 0. Collins, Franklin; John

Kennard, Rushville; E. C. Manahan, Gas City;

C. W. Neal, Franklin; C. E. Hodgen, Kokomo;

George W. Carrier, Eaton; J. A. Miessen, Cicero;

J. F. Kiser, Muncie; H. L. Trask, Crawfordsville;

Cooper & Robbins, Mooresville; F. L. McKee,

Cloverdale; T. U. Bonifield, Warren; Leslie Roe,
watchmaker with Charles Ham, Frankfort. The
city retail jewelers were well pleased with State
hair week business. They said that visitors spent
more money in the city this year than ever before

In the history of State fairs. A rain on Thursday,
usually the big day at the fair, kept many people
Ill the city instead of going to the fair grounds and
was largely responsible for the increase in business.

Albert F. Licu . watchmaker with Charles
1\1ayer & Company, made a trip to Louisville. Ky.,
last month, when the estate of his father, who
recently died, was settled up.

L. Critzer has opened a watch repair shop in
Room 1222, State Life Building. and is well
equipped to do watch work for the trade generally.
Mr. Critzer was formerly watchmaker with H.
Cohen & Sons, on North Pennsylvania Street.

Miss Laura Steffen, of the china and cut
glass department of Charles Mayer & Co., while
in Europe this summer visited in Dresden, where
she was a guest of the manufacturer of Dresden
china and viewed his collection of rare porcelains.

The illustration on this page shows a 14 K.
gold necklace, set with six amethysts (designed
and wrought by Ikko Matsumoto, of Indianapolis,
In(1.) that is destined to be worn at many of the
official functions at Washington, D. C., during the
coming season. The six amethysts, weighing
14 dwts., vere purchased in Dresden and selected

A beautiful necklace

for their beautiful color and perfect cut. The
gold in the necklace weighs 50 dwts. The graceful
design of bunches of grapes and the leaves is all
hand carved with a minuteness and a delicacy
that Mr. Matsumoto inherited from his metal-
carving Japanese ancestors. This piece of hand-
wrought jewelry is especially noteworthy on ac-
count of the artistic handling of the design and
the skilful workmanship.

Harry E. Cohen, of H. Cohen & Sons, is
recuperating from a serious illness. Mr. Cohen is
financially interested in the new Gaiety Theater,
of Indianapolis. The season was begun September
ist with a large audience. :qr. Cohen thinks that
the coming season will be a profitable one for
theatrical people and considers good prospects
in that line to indicate that business generally will
soon return to its old-time activity.

Edsel B. Johns has sold his jewelry repair
and manufacturing business in the Claypool
Building to Max Lang. Mr. Lang was formerly
employed in Chicago, but more recently by A. P.
Craft Co. in this city.

Charles Mayer & Co. conducted their semi-
annual sale of sterling silver teaspoons during
State Fair week. A great many were bought by
out-of-town visitors as souvenirs.

Charles Snavely, 347 West Washington Street,
recently purchased a $42oo home at Garden City,
about three miles from the city. He is delighted
with the place, which is just seventeen minutes'
ride on the electric road from his store.

Fogas Brothers, on Massachusetts Avenue,
have refitted their workroom and placed it in
charge of John Otwell.

Mrs. George A. Fog-as, by the recent death
of her father, Frederick Noelke, will inherit one-
third of the large estate in this country and Ger-
many, which Mr. Noelke willed to his three
children.

E. M. Craft returned early last month from
a trip to Atlantic City. A. P. Craft, of the same
twin. made a recent visit to the zinc and lead -
mines which he owns in Wisconsin. The ore was
bringing high prices and things were flourishing.

John A. Bendoehr, of Chris Bernloehr & Bro..
has returned from a two months' trip through
the West. He had a delightful time, but says
that Indianapolis is good enough for him.

F. C. Somes, representing Bates & Bacon,
Attleboro, Mass., struck Indianapolis when the city
was full of State Fair visitors. He reported a
good business but crowded quarters at the Clay-

pool Hotel, where Ile had to be
satisfied with a bed in the
Itiiir(lloi 

J. E.
ton,
E. Reagan took a trip to

T 

Mich., the 1st of
last month to close his summer
cottage and bring his family
home.

C. J. Wiltsie, missionary
for the Elgin Watch Company,
received the sad message of
his father's death while visiting
the trade in Indianapolis the
1st of last month. The local
trade extended their sincere
sympathy to Mr. Wiltsie.

The Federal Engraving
Company have enlarged their
floor space by adding another
room to their plant in the
Unity Building. The office
and benches for the copper-
plate engravers have been lo-
cated in the new room. This
department is in charge of
John A. Elkins, who formerly
conducted a retail jewelry
slore on Massachusetts Avenue.
\Ir. Elkins reports a good busi-
ness with the retail jewelers,
both in the city and throughout
the State. The number of
jewelers who run a stationery
department and take orders for
all kinds of engraved cards and
invitations is steadily on the in-
crease.

W. S. Robertson and J. M.
Chinas, of the South Bend
Watch Company's traveling
force, had charge of an inter-
esting display that the company

had at the Indiana - State Fair. Besides a large
number of complete watches the display included
their familiar advertisement of a cake of ice in
which one of their watches was frozen.

Charles NI. Hunnicutt, a well-known jeweler
of Rockville, Ind., recently called on Baldwin-
Miller Company Os he passed through the city
in his big touring car, enroute to Richmond, hid.
Mrs. Hminicutt accompanied her husband and
greatly enjoyed the trip.

Charles Mayer & Company furnished two of
the prizes awarded at the State Fair ; one was .a
handsome sterling silver cup and the other a
complete water set.

W. B. Poe, of Poe & Son, Rushville, Ind.,
was it buyer in this market last month. Air. Poe
and his wife had just returned from a three
months' tour of the West.

F. W. Burnett, Gary, Ind., and Alfred Askin,
Hammond, Ind., are students at the Kandler
School of Engraving at Chicago.

Whistler & Norris, at Marion, Ind., have dis-
solved partnership. Mr. Norris has opened a new
store of his own and J. T. Whistler will continue
at the old stand.

E. M. Wilson, Martinsville, hid., was in In-
dianapolis during State Fair week. Besides at-
tending the fair, Mr. Wilson bought his holiday
stock of jewelry and novelties.

(Continued On page I(l3)
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Concerning Simmons Products
and the New Simmons Chain Posterette

While vest and lorgnette chains, fobs and Armillas are still the strongest features

of the Simmons line, there are other Simmons products that particularly merit

your consideration.

SIMMONS

Lockets, Chatelaines, Fancy Necks

and Beads, Seals, Charms, Etc.

are uncommonly good and remarkably attractive gold-filled goods.

Make it a point, when selecting your Holiday stock, to see them at the

jobbers and to make a careful comparison with other goods offered at equal cost.

The Simmons Catalogue
is a 48-page showing of representative Simmons patterns—a compre-

hensive display of the best sellers in the entire Simmons line of chains,

fobs, bracelets, lockets, etc.—and should be in the hands cf every buyer

of gold-filled goods.
If you haven't a copy, write to-day for one.

NEXT 

in importance to

selecting your Christmas

season stock will be the

planning of your Holiday win-

dow displays.

As in former years, we are

ready to help you make them

attractive with a handsome, new

Simmons Chain
Window
Posterette

--a beautiful specimen of rich and

harmonious color printing, striking and

yet refined, thoroughly artistic and

emblematic of Yuletide cheer.

It was designed and painted for

us by a New York artist, printed on

fine plate paper and is mounted on a

heavy dark toned board, 15 inches

wide by 20 inches high.

We also furnish with the poster-

ette, an original window plan, suggest-

ing an effective method of displaying

the same in conjunction with jewelry

or whatever goods you may wish to

show in the window at the same

time.

The posterette is, of course, free

for the asking. Please let us have

your requisition for it at as early date

as possible.

R. F. SIMMONS COMPANY
Main Office and works

ATTLEBORO, MASSACHUSETTS

New York Salesrooms
9-13 Maiden Lane

Chicago Salesrooms
Heyworth Building
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Bright Outlook From a Pittsburg point of
view there could hardly be a

more promising condition of trade for the 
corn-

ing fall and winter than is apparent on all 
sides

of this industrial community. The first 
showing

of active life by the great mills and blast
 fur-

naces, the railroad yards and mines and coke

fields were greeted with pleasure. But that first

show of life has not remained long in its 
infancy.

It moved slowly at first, but now 
Pittsburgers are

awakened to the fact that every industry w
ithin

its confines is not only active, but is working

under a strain to keep pace with the 
business

that is pouring in upon it. There is the old-time

familiar cry for more labor. Out in the

coke regions plants are running 8o per

cent. of capacity simply because that is

all that available labor can be had to

operate. Of course, there are strikes

and labor disturbances with this first

flush of reviving, impetuous business

life. It is always a sign of real prog-

ress, but these strikes have not been

extensive, nor have they as yet inter-

fered much with the progress of general

business. The more serious local dis-

turbances are over, such as the pressed

steel car strike. That of tin mill

workers is mainly theoretical, as pro-

duction is normal and plenty of men

are found at work without wage agree-

ments being signed. Wages have, as a

rule, returned to those prevailing in 1907

and prices of materials are not yet as

high as in those days, but are slowly ap-

proaching the old lists. Such conditions

as these can bring but one result—more
currency among the populace, more
spare cash for luxuries and the wiping
out of old financial obligations and
hence a better trading spirit. The
jeweler of Pittsburg is getting his share
of this. How much is a question. Some
say more and some say less. In the
main they are all preaching optimism.
1 hey report good trade "for the season"
and admit that the coming winter is
sufficiently promising to cause them to
stock up more generously than for
some time past. Then stocks are lower
in the average retail stores. It takes
but a glance to see this. Hence buying has been
on a larger scale. Wholesalers note this and say

that the country districts are not alone showing

the improvement, but the city retailer, who is al-

ways slower to move, has come into the market
for good lots of the goods prepared for him dur-

ing the summer.

did not rightly understand the trade conditions

coming until it was too late. But Heven's store

is an exhibition in itself. It is a Mecca for lovers

of art goods. The bronzes shown there this f
all

attract much attention. Then the silverware dis-

play is above the ordinary. The factory of this

house has been working hard on a line of meda
ls

and badges that is greater in number and han
d-

somer in design than any ever seen in Pittsburg

shops. There are silver, gold, bronze and other

metals in these goods. Art plays an important

part in their designing and they are being shipp
ed

to many foreign countries by the house.

Ever since the fire in Hardy & Hayes' hand-

some store there has been something doing there.

First it was an insurance adjustment, and then a

fire sale. Now it is a remodeling of the store

and refitting of its handsome interior. Geo. B.

Barrett Company is enjoying a brisk early fall

trade and its road men are sending in good re-

ports in the way. of orders. Gillespie Brothers

have, in fitting up their stores recently re-leas
ed

for a longer term in the Park Building, intr
o-

.0r)1
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Herman Vollmer, Princeton, Ind., brought his

nephew, Frank Vollmer, to the city last month to

take a position with C. W. Lauer & Co. Frank is

anxious to learn the jewelry business.
P. M. Strain, formerly of Rolla, Mo., has

opened a new jewelry store at Bloomington, Ind.

Dan Beauchamp, formerly with his brother,

Sam Beauchamp, at Fairmount, Ind., has accepted

a position with Hoffman & Lauer, wholesale ma-

terial dealers in the State Life Building. Sam

sold the Fairmount store to Luther Davis, for-

merly at La Fountaine, Ind., and is now doing

watch work with Williams & Wolf, at Terre

Haute, Ind.
John M. Ganzer, Evansville, Ind., is seriously

ill with blood poison, which resulted from a slight

prick on his finger with a wire that he had used

to fasten an immense tarantula in his show
window. The big spider attracted much

attention in the window, but his friends
fear that Mr. Ganzer paid too dearly for

that attraction.
Dyer Brothers (Arts and Crafts

Shop), of Indianapolis, Ind., furnished

the "Remy Grand Brassard"- shown on
this page, won by Barney Oldfield in a

25-mile automobile race in his big German
Benz, on the Indianapolis Speedway,
August 21st. The fact that the hand-
somely wrought silver arm shield bears
with it a cash prize of $75 each week

makes it doubly precious to the famous -

driver. The "Brassard" is made of solid
silver, weighs 16 ounces and is fashioned
after the style of the oldtime bracelets,
with a hinge and clasp. The entire piece is

tine hand work. The letters were made
separately and soldered on and the orna-
mental work is "repousse." It is a
piece of work that did great credit to this
shop, which has gained a wide reputation
for fine prize pieces and medals.

M. Meyer, at Marion, Ind., has been
improving his store room, new fixtures
have been added and a general spruce-
ness given the whole place.

The Klein Brothers' Company,
Muncie, Ind., was incorporated Septem-

ber 1st to do a jobbing and retail jewelry
business. Capital stock, $25,000. The
incorporators are George A. Klein, Ed-
ward M. Klein and Charles A. Cropper.
The Klein Brothers are well known to
the trade, having been in the retail
jewelry business at Muncie for years;

they succeeded to the business which their father,

the late Henry C. Klein, established in 1878.
Mr. Froebe, of A. F. Froebe & Co., Terre

Haute, Ind., was a welcome visitor on this market

last month. He placed some special order work

with the A. P. Craft Manufacturing Company.

George J. Schuck, of Crawfordsville, Ind.,

joined the order of "Benedicts" August 31st.

Formerly in the jewelry bu•siness at Delphos,

Ohio he is now located at Crawfordsville.
Ross Haseltine visited the wholesale trade

in this city last month. He was on a purchasing

trip for the Ross J. Haseltine Co., of Kokomo, Ind.

- • J. A. Pickett, at New Castle, Ind., is deservedly

proud of his new jewelry store, which is located

in one of the best buildings of the town. For-

merly he was on the second floor but the new

room is on the ground floor, nicely furnished

and well stocked. Mr. Pickett feels confident

that trade will be good this fall and that he will

get his share.
E. T. Barnes, Spencer, Ind., is equally well

known. and successful as a jeweler and a florist.

His magnificent display of dahlias at the 'State

fair were awarded the first prize.
George Stone, of Bedford, Ind., recently

visited the material department of Baldwin-Miller

Co.; where he purchased a complete watchmakers'

outfit. , He has since opened a repair shop in his

home own.
• S. H. Ross, jeweler and druggist, of Shoals,

Ind., is splendidly fitted up in the modern store

building which he built on the sight of the old

(me which was burned last February.

That speculative spirit among

Rich Displays the people is shown too, to be
alive again. Stock market

trading is on a broader plane. Speculative buying
of diamonds is reported by the leading diamond

men of Pittsburg as being a feature at this time.

The importers have returned from Europe with

tine bills of diamonds and precious stones and

then a lot of crates and boxes of art goods that

are popular in good times—electroliers, bronzes,

lamps, brasses and other articles of the better

grade, are being unpacked and some have already

found their way to the cases and show windows.

There is going to be a lot of new things this

season from the old world. Cut glass goods

have also proved alluring and stocks are large,
or are in contemplation on a large scale. Most
of the cut glass lines are American, however, and

for the simple reason that America has the old

world beat a mile or so in a few things like cut
glass.

The annual exposition at "The Point" this
fall lacked the usual exhibit of Heven Brothers

Sz Company for the first time in many years. In

fact, jewelers are not in evidence in the big show.

Some said they were too busy and some said

that they failed to make arrangements in time and

Handsome automobile trophy

duced an entirely new. lighting system with the

exclusive use of the new tungsten lamp. Its

brilliancy is a feature. The store has also been

"recased," or, in other words, the interior has

been changed by the introduction of handsome

new showcasing and display furniture. W. W.

Wattles' handsome store in Wood Street is one

of the leaders in high-grade novelties.
The jewelry store of A. E. Siviter, in the

Avalon Bank Building, in the suburban borough

of Avalon, was damaged by fire to the extent of

$500 on the night of September 4th and some

lively times were experienced in putting out the

fire. It appears that a dish containing gasoline,

which had been used for cleaning purposes during

the day, had been left exposed and the evaporation

of this fluid, followed by a slight explosion,

caused the blaze. Mr. Siviter was out of town

at the time. One of his clerks, who was in

charge, is a member of the volunteer fire com-

pany of the borough and did heroic work in

saving the store. Afterward, while looking over

the store and stock, he was arrested by the police,

who did not know that he was in charge of the

store. The loss, it was said, was covered by in-

surance.
Incidentally, the jeweler's of Pittsburg are

noting with satisfaction the prospect of a more

than ordinary interesting :social season. The wed-

ding list for Pittsburg people is quite a long one

this season. Then, in addition, there is coming

to the front the regular orchestra and theatrical

season and it is sometime since the playhouses

have been so well patronized.
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Advertising a Retail Jewelry
Business

Extract from an address by STKE1.11: F. Ronsnurs, or I. P.
Roberts & Sons, Pittsburg, at the Omaha Convention

In these days of modern and scientific

merchandising, publicity, or advertising,

plays a most important part and the retail

jeweler, ever on the alert to herald his good

name and disseminate the merits of his

goods, finds advertising a most essential

feature.

Did it ever strike you, Mr. Retail

Jeweler, that you were a living, walking,

full page advertisement of your establish-

ment ; a daily, Sunday, weekly and monthly

edition, exploiting the fact that you are in

the jewelry business ? That you were a

moving picture exponent of your diamonds,

watches and jewelry ? Your daily acts,

being a continuous performance, constantly

reminding the public that you were "Mr.
Smith. the jeweler."

When you leave your front
Personal door in the morning, a
Advertising stranger asks your neigh-

bor, Who is that fine look-
ing gentleman. "That's Mr. Smith, the

jeweler." As you step on the car, a lady

nudges her husband and asks, Is that gentle-
man a banker ? "No," he replies, "That's
Mr. Smith, the jeweler.". As you walk to
the store the policeman on the corner salutes
you and says to his brother officer, "That's
Mr. Smith, the jeweler." Arriving at the
store the clerks are all anxious to introduce
their customers to "Mr. Smith, the jeweler."

As you go to the club for lunch several ask
in passing, Who is that? "That's Mr.
Smith, the jeweler." As you take your box
seat at the grand opera, an hundred persons
ask, Who is the gentleman with the hand-
somely gowned lady ? "That's Mr. Smith,
the jeweler." When you start home several
on the sidewalk ask, Who is the man with
the big, six-cylinder car ? "That's M r.
Smith, the jeweler." Driving- in the park
with your family, it's "Mr. Smith, the
jeweler." As you walk down the aisle in
church necks are era. tied to see "Mr. Smith,
the jeweler." No matter where you go, or
what you do, you are continuously adver-
tising "Mr. Smith, the jeweler"

The jeweler's windoWs are
the most potent of all ad-
vertising mediums and bring
the quickest and most direct

returns, and too much emphasis cannot be
given to the importance of window displays.
Artistically draped with silk or velvet and
tilled with the latest styles of goods, daintily

The Show

Window

arranged, changed every week, the windows

will command the attention and admiration
of the public and return a handsome

revenue. There is a temptation or attrac-
tion about a neatly dressed jeweler's win-

dows that scarcely a man, woman or child

will pass without glancing or stopping to

gaze at its contents. Here, then, is the

jeweler's opportunity to win customers and

Profit by making an elegant display of his

choicest wares.

In advertising a retail jewelry store the

daily newspapers, of course, come first;

then the booklet, circular, letter or postal

card. Every bit of printed matter that goes

out of a jewelry store ought to be artistic

and refined, the "creme de la creme" of the

printer's art, and it ought to symbolize the

store. The handsomer it is, the better it is

likely to pay, and the more it can be made

to look as if it came from a jeweler, the

better it is.

Newspaper

Advertising

Advertising in the daily
papers is now a most im-

portant factor to the retail
jeweler. It is the magnet—

the vital spark that starts the wheels of
thought traveling toward the goods in your
store. What good does it do you to have
the very choicest goods or the very best
bargains imaginable if the people do not
know it ? Austin Bates, who has done a
lot of clever things in advertising, says in
his book : "First get the right sort of goods
in the right sort of location at the right

prices, then make a fuss about it in the
best papers you can find, and then trade will
follow."

Advertising won't work miracles ; it
won't make a dark store light ; it won't
make smeary, unkempt windows clean and
tidy ; it won't make brass gilt watch cases
last twenty years ; it won't make anti-triple

plate last a lifetime ; it won't make cour-
teous clerks ; it won't improve slipshod store
methods; it won't improve the appearance
of a seedy looking proprietor and salesmen.
All these things come first.

Suppose you advertise your store as
having modern business methods, courteous,
affable clerks, and the most generous treat-
ment to all customers, and the next morning
a lady conies to the store to exchange an
article bought the previous day and meets
one of your top-lofty, high and mighty
clerks, who tells her lie does not remember
selling the goods; that she will have to come
back later in the day and he will look the
matter up; he is too busy now. What's the
use of advertising if you have salespeople
of this type? The best advertisement ever
written can be most effectually killed by a
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blank-faced, blank-minded clerk behind the

counter.

Good

Advertising

The man who buys the

goods is the most important
man in the store and the
skill of your adwriter is

only secondary and auxiliary. If the goods
are right and the prices are not right, the
best advertising ever written cannot bring
success. You cannot always tell just what
an advertisement is going to do, for it may
bring direct returns for the thing adver-
tised, or it may bring a demand for some-
thing else.

If your advertisements speak "With the
tongue of men and angels" and do not give
a description of the goods and their quality
and prices, all your eloquence is in vain.
Real, honest, scrupulous truthfulness in
advertising becomes more and more preva-
lent as the years go by.

Advertising is simply telling people
where the right goods, the right prices and
service can be found. Retail jewelry ad-
vertising is merely telling people in an agree-
able, convincing way who you are, and
where you are, and what you are doing, and
how much you charge for it. Be confident
about your advertising; don't go about it
in a halfhearted way, but pitch in as though
you meant it and certain people were going
to read and believe your ad.

We should always keep our stock in
touch with the manufacturer who advertises
direct to the consumer, stating that his goods
can be had of any reliable jeweler, and es-
pecially so if there is a fair margin of profit
in the goods. Along this line I would like
to venture a personal suggestion to the
manufacturers who, to create a public de-
mand for their goods through the jeweler,
advertise direct to the consumer.

h seems to me were I a
manufacturer about to ex-
ploit my goods by conduct-
ing an advertising campaign

011 a basis of expending $25,000 or $5o,000
in the mag.azines and newspapers I would
adopt a different method from the general
Procedure. Out of the advertising fund
would set aside $5000 or $10,000 and secure
the services of several intelligent traveling
men, or prcmoters, well versed in my line of
goods, and send them out as an advance
guard, or missionaries, to every legitimate
jeweler in the United States and instruct
them to have a heart-to-heart talk with each
dealer, explaiving the merit of the goods.
the advantage of having the goods in stock,
the profit to be made, the demand the ad-
vertising will create, and get close—very
close—to the dealer and arouse his interest

(Continued on page 1615)

Advertising by

Manufacturers
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KANSAS.CIPY0
and the,

GRE
SOUTT-1WEST

In spite of the intense heat
Bright Outlook which damaged a part of the

corn crop of Kansas, Texas
and Oklahoma trade conditions are far superior
to those of last year. There was a time when
such intense heat would have created havoc, but
diversified farming has changed conditions. Only
southern Oklahoma, northwestern Kansas and
eastern Texas were affected, as their corn crops
could not all be saved. Jewelers here believe that
the Middle West is on the eve of a great com-
mercial awakening and that the fall trade will
prove this. For Kansas City they predict every-
thing. The new union depot and the part which
Kansas City will play in the Inland Waterways
Navigation project are going to be of material as-
sistance in Kansas City's prosperity The town
continues to hold sixth place in the bank clearings
and there is said to be more money in the banks
here than there has ever been.

Kansas City is planning for its
Carnival Week annual reception to its fall visi-

tor. "Carnival Week," the sec-
ond week in October, is to be a gala time. This
year, in addition to the Priests of Pollas parade,
the carnival and Priests of Pollas ball, an auto-
mobile flower parade and a grand production of
"Pinafore" in Convention Hall have been planned.

W. J. Gurney, formerly located at 929 Walnut
Street, has moved to 1012 Grand Avenue.

The following are new students at the Kansas
City Horological School : Walter Rogers, New
York ; A. J. Hancock, Kansas City, Kans.; L. S.
Emison, Pleasant Hill, Mo.; M. H. Myer, Garland,
Kans.; 0. K. Bell, Louisberg, Kans.

F. J. Nevins, of Nevins Bros., with his mother,
spent his vacation at McAlister Springs, Mo.

Porter & Wiser, in the Gimbel Building, have
been doing such a heavy business during the past
two or three months that they have been corn-
pelled to add a new polishing room.

Noble R. Fuller, of the Edwards & Sloane
Jewelry Company, with Mrs. Fuller, has returned
from a tour of the Great Lakes and a stay of
several weeks on the Georgian Bay.

George H. Edwards, with his family, spent
the summer in Michigan.

in Kansas City, Kans., for the past fifty years, has
sold his business and expects to leave soon for
Mercedes, Tex., where he has purchased an onion
farm.

d 

started in business at 912 Main Street.

stones, recently purchased a new home in Santa Fe
Place.

Empire Jewelry and Novelty Co. recently

Miss Hattie Hall is a new employee of the
Woodstock-Hoefer Jewelry Co.

C. A. Reed, jeweler and dealer in precious

Charles N. Neff, a jeweler of St. Joseph, was
in Kansas City last month on the last leg of a
1600-mile motorcycle trip, which started at St.
Joseph and circled around Beaver, Kans. The ride
is said to be the longest on record for a motor-
cycle in this section of the country. Mr. Neff
ittcl his companion made the trip just to prove that
it could be done.

L. H. Clay, formerly with Eaton & Pease, is
now in the employ of J. Rosenfield, St. Joseph, Mo.

Announcement was recently made of the birth
of a daughter to Mr. and Mrs. P. R. Hassig.

C. A. Brown, formerly with the Jaccard
Jewelry Co., is now with Porter & Wiser.

More than sixty-five Main Street display win-
dows were damaged last month by a man who
walked the business district one night and cut
through the heavy plate glass with his diamond
ring. The damage amounted to several thousand
dollars. When captured the man declared that the
cuttings were accidents.

The Oppenstein Bros.' jewelry store, at 1017
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Main Street, suffered a small loss by fire last
month.

D. Goodin, of McKenney, Tex., is celebrating
his fifty-first anniversary in the jewelry business.

T. M. James & Sons expect to move into
their new Grand Avenue store some time during
October.

C. E. Rose, of Telluride, Colo., has disposed
of his stock at auction and is looking for a suitable
location in Kansas City.

R. I. Hart, of Warsaw, Mo., was in Kansas
City last month buying an opening stock for his
new jewelry store.

Mr. and Mrs. Ward Lewis are receiving
felicitations on the birth of a daughter, whom
they have named Louise Jane. Mrs. Lewis is the
youngest daughter of C. B. Norton.

The Edwards & Sloane Jewelry Co.'s cata-
logue, the "Red Book," will be out the first week
in October.

The Crellin & Teller Jewelry Company is the
firm name of a new retail store just opened at
1003 Walnut Street. W. E. Crellin was formerly
of the wholesale firm of Ward & Crellin. Samuel
Teller, the other member of the firm, has deserted
the law profession to become a jeweler.

Samuel Bloom, traveler for the Meyer Jewelry
Company, and Mrs. Bloom have announced the
birth of a little son.

H. Stoddard and R. H. Ober, both of Kansas
City, are new students at Missman's School of
Engraving.

Thieves recently entered the jewelry store
of Henry Exert, at Brenham, Tex., and stole a
number of watches and chains.

J. E. Filker is a new jeweler at Calloway, Nebr.
Henry Miller, of Grenola, Kans., is selling out

his jewelry stock and will discontinue the business.
Ellis E. Brown has opened an attractive little

store at Independence, Kans.

Millard Kohler has finished the course at
Missman's School of Engraving and returned to
his home in Parsons, Kans.

P. J. Thomas, of Fredonia, Kans., accom-
panied by his wife, recently returned from an
extended trip along the Pacific Coast.

G. M. Clark, formerly in business at Downs,
Kans., has opened a jewelry store in Phillips-
burg, Kans.

The Varney Jewelry Company, of Wichita,
Kans., recently displayed in one of its windows a
collection of diamonds valued at $184,000. The
display is said to be the largest ever shown in
Kansas. One of the stones displayed weighed
143/4 carats and was valued at $4000.

Ben Hartess, of Houston, Tex., sailed last
month for Europe, where he will select a lot of
new goods.

W. Powell Harvey, of Des Moines, Iowa,
recently assigned to Harry Reighman.

Harry Greison, of Oklahoma City, has sold
out his stock to E. T. Bokody.

Cook & Rooney recently opened a jewelry and
optical business at 354 Main Street, Dallas, Tex.

Charles F. Bowlus, formerly employed by a
Topeka jewelry house, is now in business for him-
self at Scranton, Kans.

C. A. Kiger, of the C. A. Kiger Jewelry Com-
pany, with his wife and two sons, Eugene and
Herbert, spent their vacation in their motor boat
on the Missouri River. They went to St. Louis
in two and a half days. Upon the return trip they
went up the Grand and Osage Rivers to fish
for bass.

Frank E. White, of Guthrie, en route from a
trip to Alaska, was a visitor in Kansas City last
month.

L. R. Bailey, formerly of Chickasha, Okla., has
opened a repair shop in the Missouri Building.

The following were among the out-of-town
visitors at the wholesale houses last month : W. H.
Haupt, Peabody, Kans.; R. G. Pierce, Odebolt,
Iowa.; W. H. H. Schreckengoust, Pattonsburg,
Mo.; W. W. Whiteside, Liberty, Mo.; W. F. Kirk-
patrick ; Mr. Doolittle, of Bearlin & Doolittle,
Sebetha, Kans., F. S. Terry, Nevada, Mo.; W. S.
Noble, Drexel, Mo.; C. E. Tieman, California,
Mo.; A. Y. Boswell, Tulsa, Okla.; C. D. Morse,
Osceola, Mo.; T. S. Lidstone, Dearborne, Mo.;
J. L. Potts, Marceline, Mo. ; H. M. Bennett, Welles-
ville, Kans.; Carl Ricker, Emporia, Kans.; M. Ed-
monds, Topeka, Kans.; G. E. Read, Lebanon, Mo.;
James Pizinger, Hoisington, Kans.; V. W. Hoff-
man, Herrington, Kans.; S. J. Huey, Excelsior

Springs, Mo.; F. G. Mitchell, Marshall, Mo.; G. H.
Church, Oak Grove, Mo.; H. M. Heckart, Spring-
field, Mo. ; A. A. Ditter, Mound Ridge, Kans. ; C. E.
Conklin, Chanute, Kans.; J. B. Heifner, Missouri
City, Mo.; Amos Plank, Hutchinson, Kans.; W. H.
Meyer, Lawson, Mo.; E. R. Percival, Westmore-
land, Kans.; T. J. Kohr, Poteau, Okla.; G. I. Meloy,
Chilhowee, Mo.; R. V. Kumm, Pittsburg, Kans.;
J. H. Whiteside, Liberty, Mo.; H. A. Bump, Okla-
homa City, Okla.; M. Miesch, Muskogee, Okla.;
H. E. Rakeman, Sapulpa, Okla.; C. H. Paxton,
Paola, Kans.; C. A. Stevens, Nickerson, Kans.; H.
D. Lawrence, Dewey, Okla..; A. J. Carruth, Her-
rington, Kans. ; Ray Bertholf, Cherokee, Kans. ; Dan
Sargent, Delphos, Kans.; Will Mosher, Burlington.
Mo.; W. P. Fincher, Tongauoxie, Kans.; J. A.
Zimmerman, Warrensburg, Mo.; H. E. Richard-
son, Caldwell, Kans. ; L. C. Kisling, Osborne, Kans.;
J. F. Morrison, Olathe, Kans.; E. Parker, Gilman,
Mo.; F. H. Robertson, Blackwell, Okla.; F. W.
Sellers, Wellington, Kans. ; F. W. Bartlett, Leaven-
worth, Kans.; M. Truby, Independence, Kans.;
D. L. Dennis, Spickard, Mo.; C. W. Frodsham,
Savannah, Mo.; J. H. Smythe, Fort Smith, Ark.;
E. E. Husse, Savonsburg, Kans.; C. D. Hunt,
Garnett, Kans.; N. J. Teel, Waynoka, Okla.; Ralph
Campbell, Pryor Creek, Okla.; J. E. Petitt, Downs,
Kans.; C. L. Dockborn, Oskaloosa, Kans.

The conditions of local trade continues good.
There is a steady business being done by all
classes of dealers. The industries continue active
and, as far as can be seen, there is every indica-
tion of a remunerative fall season. There have
been few changes among local dealers. This in-
dicates that the great number of small jewelers
are satisfied with present conditions and are going
to be here to get the full benefit of this returning
wave of prosperity.

The twenty-fifth wedding anniversary of Mr.
and Mrs. A. T. Hubbard, of the Cowell & Hub-
bard Co., was celebrated on the 24th ult. The
event was recognized by the employees of the
corporation and several pieces of table silver were
presented to the couple.

Charles Keim, secretary and treasurer of the
Scribner & Loehr Co., has just returned from a
trip to New York and other eastern cities.

The Guyon Jewelry Co. is a recently organized •
stock company that succeeds to the business of
F. B. Guyon & Co., Colonial Arcade. F. B. Guyon
will still be the active head.

George Hook, for many years with the Webb
C. Ball Co., on Superior Avenue, has resigned and
entered the staff of Burt Ramsay in his store
in the Schofield Building.

Roy Fisher, son of C. F. Fisher, jeweler, has
taken a position to travel with a jewelry concern
in Buffalo.

E. J. Dister, jeweler, on Lorain Avenue, was
retired to private life in the recent primary elec-
tions. Mr. Dister had been city councilman for
some years and had been a conspicuous advocate
of the 3-cent fare proposition.

I. Herzberg, East 55th Street jeweler, has
moved into a new location in the Babin Building,
corner East 55th and Hoogh Avenue.

H. B. Karshner and G. L. Gunther, Bellevue
jewelers, have dissolved partnership. Mr. Gunther
bought out the other's interest. Mr. Karshner will
remain in Bellevue.

L. A. Ott, jeweler, Mansfield, was a delegate
to the recent State convention of the Elks.

Benj. Pfeiffer, Akron, was in town last month
on a business trip.

Mr. Warner, of F. H. De Witt, Port Clinton,
was in the city for some time the first of the
month on a pleasure trip.

William Kutz, Bellevue, Ohio, was a trade
visitor last month.

If in doubt, get a Moseley Lathe, and you will
be more than satisfied. Get the genuine.—Adv.
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SOMETHING NEW IN

Dutch Collar
Pin Sets

Plain - - - $2.00 per set
Engraved - 2.90 "
Gold Filled

(Keystone Key)

4-0

BUY FROM THE

STANDARD CATALOGUE
It's complete—concise—
correct. The style book
for the jewelry trade.

11 We carry in our stock constantly all the
articles shown in it, and you are assured
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY when you
order from the Standard.

All goods shown are up to date—the
style is correct and the prices correct. It
will pay you to look over the Standard fbr
the 1910 styles and the new engraved gold
and filled cases, as well as all other jewelry
and novelties. Send for the STANDARD
and look it over. It is sent express prepaid
but only to legitimate jewelers.

M. S. FLEISHMAN CO.
Heyworth Building

CHICAGO, ILL.
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Proper Display of Merchandise

How to Get Best Results from Visitors to the

Store

San Francisco, Cal., boasts of a unique

business organization known as the Rotary

Club. This club has a membership of 250

and no two of the members belong to the

same line of business. As might naturally

be inferred, it is a broad-gaged and highly

instructive organization, especially fertile in

new and unusual ideas. At a recent meeting

of the club, one of the members delivered

an address on "The Display of Merchan-

dise," which, although especially applicable

to the department store, is rich in advice

which may be applied to any line of business.

The address was, in part, as follows:

The modern department

store is a forcible illustra-

tion of the power which

draws from a visitor the

greatest result—that of inducing the custo-

mer to spend more money than was origi-

nally intended. Some time ago, when tak-

ing care of the display fixture equipment of

one of our largest department stores, the

head of the concern frequently requested me

to suggest methods for attracting the atten-

tion of the customers inside the store. "The

windows," he remarked, "could take care of

themselves. The windows bring people into

the store, but when they are inside, I want

to get the best results from their visit."

To further explain his remarks, he said

something on the following lines : As I

have studied the department store, a woman

collies in here with the intention of buying

a paper of pins and a spool of cotton at an

expenditure of one dime. I want her to

spend a dollar. How am I going to get her

to do it? My $8 and $to a week girls don't

do it for me, and all the "Is there anything

else you want, Madam ?" inquiries don't get

that extra money for me. I have to tempt

customers to spend money and do it by dis-

playing suggestive items or goods at every

possible turn.

Suggestive

Displays

Articles are often in stock

An Illustrative that could be easily sold if

Incident displayed and with these we

must seize the opportunity

to take advantage of feminine nature as we

have studied it, with the result that we often

get the extra 90 cents.

I don't think you need stronger evi-

dence than this little incident, one of many

I could give you, only I want to bring it out

plainer to you.

You expend large sums for location of

store, window effect, advertising, store

equipment, etc., in fitting up and maintain-

KEYSTONE

ing a proper establishment—all to attract

trade and to conveniently wait upon it.

Your customer is brought to the store

through various mediums—newspaper ad-

vertising, prominent location, large stock

and other methods. But your customers, as

a rule, do not make the visit simply to look

around to see what they can purchase, but

with a predetermined want. With that want

satisfied, it then becomes your duty to sell

that customer something else. But how?

"Is there anything else you want,

Madam?" doesn't sell that something else,

and you know it. You can't divine what the

customer needs. She has already filled her

wants and can think of nothing else. You

have to offer suggestions ; give the articles

a proper dress, display them so as to attract

attention—and involuntarily they suggest

the need and you effect the added sale.

I was standing in the aisle

of one of your stores some

time ago, near the veiling

counter, and a saleswoman

was showing a visitor some veilings. She

had the counter space in front of her well

covered with a number of boxes taken from

the shelves. The customer became confused

comparing one piece of veiling with another,

the counter was much littered, and the sale

was not made. In the meantime other peo-

ple around about were obliged to wait until

the counter could be cleared.

I suggested to the proprietor the advis-

ability of changing his method of selling

veilings, by placing a special stand on the

counter that would display a dozen or more

pieces of veiling, one arranged slightly

above the other. By its means not only

would his people wait upon trade quicker,

but more veilings would be sold, not to

speak of lost sales.
He doubted the efficacy of the change.

He objected to buying more display stands,

etc. I knew I was right and was deter-

mined to convince him.

He took the veiling display

Experiment stand on my assurance that

Stood the Test it would stand the test, and

he could watch results per-

sonally. I knew he would do so. The stand

was put in position and inside of two hours

a telephone call was received at my office to

send up another one that same day. I asked

the proprietor shortly afterwards why he

wanted a second stand. Here is his answer:

"I did not believe a word you said the

other day about women voluntarily buying

things they did not momentarily need, and I

made up my mind to watch that veiling

stand. I loitered around that aisle and saw

women deliberately halt at the veiling rack,

and one out of every three or four bought a

Display

Suggestion
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veil. I knew all these women didn't want

veils, but they could not resist the tempta-

tion to purchase. I ordered the other stand

to put at the other end of the counter, for I

now want the women to halt coming and

going." As a parting shot, he said, "Come

in and make some other good suggestions

for the counter when you have time. I'll

listen."
Half the things women buy are not for

immediate use, and it is the same with many

men. They buy what attracts them or halts

them. They see a possible need for the arti-

cle displayed and they buy it. They will not

purchase goods they don't see, for they do

not think of them. By putting goods in

plain view you are doing the thinking for

them.

Full Value

from Windows

Did you ever stop to con-

sider the heavy proportion

of rent your windows cost

you ? Deduct from your

rent the value of the store room, as based

upon locality. Deduct also the value of

being in an accessible neighborhood, if you

are in an accessible district. It doesn't take

a moment's reflection to decide that these

two items constitute about 50 per cent. of

the total rent. You may safely figure, then,

that you are paying half your rent for your

windows. If you think this statement exag-

gerated, let me put it to you in another form.

Given a store in an accessible shopping

district, with say a rent of $500 a month,

take out the windows and show a blank wall

to the passersby, with as broad an entrance

as you please. Better still, make the entire

front space all doors. Would you pay $250

rent for the store in that condition? I think

I have answered the question for you and

that my estimate of the value of the window

space is well based.

Now, then, are you obtaining full value

from your windows ? Are they bringing in

the proper results ? Are you paying suffi-

cient attention to them ? Are you making

them sufficiently attractive to bring about

the best results?
Do you ever stop to consider the num-

ber of persons who pass those windows with

merely a glance; the countless hordes who

never even look at them?

Work your windows; work

them steadily ; work them

daily if need be—but work

them. Change their dress

and that frequently. Change their looks so

materially that they cannot be recognized.

Keep constantly changing the appearance of

the windows so as to make them attract.

Don't lose that big percentage of passersby

who, having once become accustomed to

your display, never give it a second glance.

Make Your

Windows Work
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Prosperity
is with us again—it stares us
in the face. We have reached
low water mark and have

started the other way. The

biggest crop this country ever
knew is now being harvested.
What do you think is going to be
done with the money for that crop?
Do you intend to get your share
of it?

Your prosperity depends on you—
if you are not getting all you want
of it now is the time to get busy.

We are getting our share and
think we can assist you.

Take a look at the few good sellers
on this page and remember we
are turning out hundreds of other
new ideas to boom your business.

This trade-mark

appears inside the
cover ef every box

containing

MINER VA
BRACELETS

N

Made by
THE ELECTRIC CHAIN

COMPANY

Attleboro, Mass.

Sold only by

Fontneau & Cook Co.
Sole Sales Agents

Send for Catalogue of

MINER VA
GOLD FILLED ADJUSTABLE BRACELETS

Every Lady wants one

9451 AMETHYST—TOPAZ

1O52 255I

8626 868

THE NEW FLAT BAND HAND CUT SHELL CAMEO HAND CUT SHELL CAMEO

FONTNEAU & COOK. CO.
CHICAGO:

ATTLEBORO MASS. NEW YORK:
1203 HEYWORTH BUILDING 15 MAIDEN LANE, ROOM 1609
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A Lighted Street as a Business

Asset

That good street-lighting, or even spec-

tacularly brilliant illumination, generally

pays a city in dollars and cents, is asser
ted

by a writer in The Illuminating Engi
neer.

Generally speaking, he says, the value o
f

property on a business street is proportiona
l

to the number of people who make use of 
it

as a thoroughfare. Thus:

A corner lot on Broadway

is worth more than a lot in

the latest subdivision on

Long Island, simply and

solely because a greater number of peopl
e

pass the Broadway corner during the day
.

It not infrequently happens that opposit
e

sides of a street on the same block have con
-

siderably different values, due to the same

cause.
Anything which adds to the traffic of

a given street must, therefore, add t
o the

value of the abutting property. While
 con-

ditions of accessibility to necessary uti
lities,

such as railway stations, hotels, banks
, pub-

lic buildings, etc., have doubtless a pr
epon-

derating influence in determining the 
traffic

of a street, it is equally true that no su
bsidi-

ary condition has such a vital effect as 
the

lighting.
Cincinnati has a long, open square in

the center of the business section, wh
ich

naturally affords a prominent location 
for

business. It happens that one side of this

square has been brilliantly lighted up,

mostly by private enterprise. As a result,

nine-tenths of the pedestrians in the even
ing

take that side of the square, with the re
sult

that it is far more valuable as a busin
ess

location than the opposite side. The m
er-

chants on one of Newark's main busines
s

streets saw that the bulk of traffic failed t
o

pass them in the natural course of business
;

they installed a brilliant system of street-

lighting, and forthwith their street became

the center of attraction ; and similar in
-

stances can be cited in numerous other citie
s.

It would, of course, be absurd to e
xpect to

create a popular business street out 
of a

thoroughfare lying far beyond the nat
ural

limits of traffic ; but there is no question 
that

any street directly tributary to a 
business

thoroughfare can be fully doubled in va
lue

by the installation of spectacular lig
hting.

In a more general way,

An Illuminated lighting the entire business

Section section of a city up to the

standards of modern illumi-

nation does for the city as a whole what 
the

lighting of a particular street does for 
that

section ; it increases values by increasing
 the

traffic, not only from the city itself, but

from the surrounding country and nea
rby

towns. That good light increases the valu
e

of residential streets by making them m
ore

desirable needs no argument. Good str
eet-

lighting, more than any other thing, give
s

to a city an air of progressiveness and pr
os-

perity. "Nothing succeeds like success ;" t
o

appear prosperous is the first step to be
ing

prosperous.

Number of

Passersby
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Lighting, of course, is a business asset

from an even broader point of view tha
n

this. It is, for instance, an efficient measure

of public safety and even of sanitat
ion.

Before the days of systematic street-lightin
g

only those ventured out at night who ha
d

urgent business or ample bodyguard. City

streets have become safe just to the exten
t

that they have been well lighted. To quot
e

further:
It is true that light alone

Light as a would be insufficient pro-

Protection tection, but it is equally true

that police alone, in any rea-

sonable numbers, cannot afford a complet
e

protection. While this fact is generally rec
-

ognized, there is one phase of the matte
r

on Which more public education is need
ed.

It is the practice in many cities, especi
ally

the smaller, to extinguish a consider
able

portion of the street lights at midnight o
r

thereabouts, thus leaving them without thi
s

important protection for half of the nigh
t.

To be sure, many streets are little fre-

quented during this period ; but a singl
e

breach of public order resulting in robb
ery

or murder would more than offset the addi
-

tional expense involved. A city in th
ese

days can certainly afford, and the ci
tizens

reasonably expect, to have the fullest pos
si-

ble degree of protection every hour of 
the

day. The midnight schedule is a piece
 of

petty economy entirely out of keeping 
with

the wealth and civilization of our country
 at

the present time.

What is called the moonlight schedule

is even a greater fallacy, if literally 
carried

out. Moonlight is far too uncertain a quan-

tity to be reckoned with in so vital a 
thing

as street lighting. To consider the p
hases

of the moon in a public lighting contr
act is

as much behind the times as regulatin
g the

planting of crops or the prediction of 
the

weather on this basis. A city should 
not

only be lighted up adequately in every 
part,

but should be kept lighted up during 
the

entire part of the twenty-four hours 
when

sunlight is not available.

It would doubtless be

stretching the argument to

claim that better street-

lighting would directly add

to the healthfulness of the street. The

power of suggestion in influencing act
ion,

however, is no mere fancy ; there is no deny
-

ing the fact that one improvement sugge
sts

another.
Asphalt pavement has produced clean

streets, not merely because it is easier i
n

itself to clean than cobblestones, but be
-

cause of its much more elegant appearance
;

it shows more strikingly the offensiveness

of filth and neglect. The same reasoning

applies with greater force to the lighting of

a street. Not only will well-lighted streets

be kept cleaner, as a matter of mere inclina
-

tion, but will be less littered and abused
.

There is extremely little wanton destructio
n

or injury to property of any kind. Such

cases arise mostly from thoughtlessness o
r

association, and not only will good street-

lighting be an incentive to keeping the

streets clean and sanitary, but will further

react upon the residents themselves with a

wholesome influence to cleanliness.

Light
Healthful

Collecting Old Coins

Comparatively few young people real-

ize that money is made by saving old coins,

and that there is a possibility of making a

fortune at it, writes Isaac H. Motes, in the

Bookkeeper. There are old men in needy

circumstances to-day who, if they had begun

saving old coins when they were boys,

would now be rich. Fifty years hence the

coins in circulation to-day will have a value

above their intrinsic worth. Some have it

now. Some may not be worth more than a

few cents premium, while others will be

worth ten, twenty and forty times their face

value.
Any coin made during the 70's, 6o's,

so's or earlier is worth saving, and as time

goes on will be worth a little more each

year. But it is well to remember that coins

are valuable not only on account of their

age, but also on account of their scarcity.

Therefore, coins that are no longer made by

the Government are more valuable than

coins of the same age that are still being

produced.

Prices

for Coins

It is little short of marvel-
ous what some coins sell for
nowadays. Not long ago a
3-pence copper coin made

in New England in 1737 by a private citi-

zen, before the United States began coining

money, sold for $275. A Virginia shilling

sold for $505. A 1792 silver center cen
t

brought $402.50. A Carolina elephant half-

penny brought $175. A Washington half-

dollar brought $270. A 1793 United States

dollar brought $122. An 1838 United

States dollar brought $67.50. A United

States half-cent of 1796 brought $6o, and

one of 1845, $115, and other rare dates
-

1831-36-40 to 1849 and 1852—from $30 t
o

$57. The J. J. Conway $5 gold piece

brought the good sum of $32oo. The Cin
-

cinnati Mining Company $io gold piece,

dated 1849, sold for $3000. Of the last
-

mentioned coin, only four specimens are 
in

existence, which accounts for the high pric
e

received for this one.
A little money saved and invested in old

coins by the young wage-earner every

month would be a better investment than

putting it into a bank at 4 per cent. interest

—even better than putting it into real estate
,

stocks or bonds.
The writer can refer to a
young stenographer work-

ing at $75 per month who

has for years been putting

all his surplus money into old coins, and

who has got together quite a good-sized

sack of them. He has several friends who

collect for him. When this young man re-

ceives his check at the end of the month
,

he. takes it to the bank and gets the proceeds

in silver, and when he reaches home he sort
s

out all coins made prior to 1889 and place
s

them with his collection. Then he ex-

changes the newest coins at noon the next

day for currency at some bank. He the
n

goes to another bank and obtains silver fo
r

his currency. At night he goes through th
e

same routine of sorting out the old coins

from the new, and so on until he has spent

all his newer money, except enough to mee
t

his expenses to next pay day.

Stenographer

and Philatelist
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COMPETITION 
Is no longer so much a matter of price as it is a matter of
Brains—not so much in the Selling as in the Buying.

Don't buy the way you did back in the seventies, but
use the modern method—the 1910 Great American
Jewelers' Catalogue. This book, plus your brains, in-
telligently and energetically used, will make things move
all along the line—always.

The new edition is ready. It's the best, the brainiest and the most
modern jewelry-buying medium ever compiled. A postal request is all
that is necessary.

Oskamp-Nolting Co. 411-413-415-417 Elm Street

CINCINNATI, OHIO

MINIM

HERE IS A
WINNER " DOLORIE" MONOGRAMS
PATENTS ALLOWED OTHERS PENDING FOREIGN PATENTS PENDING

GOLD OR SILVER PLATED BAG MONOGRAMS, BELT BUCKLES
OR GOLD FILLED FOBS RETAIL AT $1.00

Big money in it for you. All orders received as late as December 23d shipped
December 24th. IIU,Send for full particulars of our special offer to jewelers of

window or show case display frame, size 10 x 12 inches, as illustrated.

JOHN L. DES LAURIES MANJURFHAILTEURRING
DEPT. J, OLD SOUTH BLDG. BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

THEW. J. FEELEY
COMPANY

art Wietni Warkero

THE MAKERS OFROSARY
IN FINE JEWELS
IN REAL and IMITATION STONE

Mounted on Gold, Rolled Gold
Plate and Sterling Silver

REAL STONE
AMETHYST, TOPAZ, CRYSTAL,

ONYX, GARNET

IMITATION STONE
AMETHYST, CRYSTAL, CARNELIAN, EMERALD, GARNET,

JADE, OPAL PEARL, TOPAZ

SUBSTANTIAL MOUNTINGS
CLEAR CUT STONES--FINE FINISH

Your Fall and Holiday stock should include a good variety
Selection package on request

Office and Factory, 183-203 Eddy Street

PROVIDENCE RHODE ISLAND
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United States Patents

Patents of interest to the trade, recently is-

tied, especially prepared for this journal by

Wm. N. Moore, patent attorney, Loan and Trust

3uilding, Washington, D. C.

No. 922,021.—Gong for Clocks. William C.

Morgan, Roxbury, Mass., assignor to

Bigelow, Kennard & Co., a copartner-

ship. Filed July 29, 1908. Serial No.

445,968.

A gong and a bridge fast thereto and

xtending laterally therebeyond, whereby

two hammers may be utilized to strike said

i)ridge. A spiral gong and a bridge fast

thereto and extending laterally therebeyond,

M 1■1.".1 1 •
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whereby two hammers may be utilized to

strike said bridge side by side. A spiral

gong and a bridge fast thereto and extend-

ing laterally therebeyond, whereby two

hammers may be utilized to strike said

bridge side by side, said bridge adjustably

fastened to said gong for the purpose speci-

fied.

No. 933,248.—Fountain Pen. Thomas C.

Grant, New Glasgow, Nova Scotia,

Canada. Filed February 27, 1909.

Serial No. 480,342.

I. In combination, a fountain pen-

holder, a casing slidably mounted thereon,

having a closing cap at one end for pro-

tecting the pen-point, a spring normally

acting to move said casing to its initial pro-

tecting position, and means for locking said

casing when slid on the handle to expose

the pen-point ; substantially as set forth.

2. In combination, a fountain pen-

holder, a casing slidably mounted thereon,

having a hinged cap at one end for closing

the same, a spring for automatically closing

said cap, a spring normally acting to move

said casing to its initial closing position,

and a spring dog for locking said casing

when it is moved along the holder from its

initial position, said holder having means to
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be engaged by said clog; substantially as set

forth.
3. In combination, a fountain pen-

holder, a casing slidably mounted thereon,

having a closing cap at one end for pro-

tecting the pen-point, a spring normally

acting to move said casing to its initial

protecting position, and a spring dog car-

ried by said casing to engage the bolder

when the casing is moved from its initial

position, said holder having means to be

engaged by said dog when the casing is

moved to a writing position for the pen and

also when moved along the holder to a posi-

tion permitting the removal of the pen-

socket ; substantially as set forth.
4. In combination, a fountain penholder,

a casing slidably mounted thereon, having a

spring-pressed closing cap at one end for

protecting the pen-point, a spring normally

acting to move said casing to its initial pro-

tecting position, and a spring dog carried

by said casing and having its engaging end

projected through the same to engage

said holder when the casing is moved from

its protecting position, said holder having a

recess to be engaged by the dog; substan-

tially as set forth.

No. 932,809.—Hat-pin Holder. William H.
Plane, Chicago, Ill. Filed September

8, 1908. Serial No. 451,936.

In a device of the class described, a

member adapted to be secured to the outer

face. of the crown of a hat and comprising

a tubular portion of substantially uniform

nr-

x

diameter throughout and having an internal

diameter slightly greater than that of the

hat pin, a disk formed on one end of said

tubular portion and integral therewith, se-

curing prongs on said disk, an outwardly

flared portion at the opposite end of said

tubular portion from said disk and integral

therewith and oppositely disposed spring

arms integral with said tubular portion and

struck inwardly therefrom intermediate

said disk and said outwardly flared portion,

substantially as described.

No. 931,306.—Jewel-setting. Henry Hess,

Providence, R. I., assignor to Hansen-

Bennett Company, Attleboro, Mass., a

corporation of Rhode Island. Filed

June 27, 1908. Serial No. 440,710.

I. The improved process of setting

jewels in thin sheet metal, which consists in

first striking up prongs out of the plain

surface of the metal around the place where

the jewel is to be set and before the seat is

formed, then forming an indentation by

bending down the sheet metal between the

prongs with a die to form a seat for the

jewel, then placing the jewel therein and

then bending the prongs against the jewel.
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2. The improved method of setting

jewels in thin sheet metal, which consists

in first striking up prongs out of the plain

surface of the metal around the place where

the jewel is to be set and before the seat is

formed, then forming an indentation by

bending down the sheet metal between the

prongs with a die to form a seat for the

jewel, then placing the jewel therein and

then bending the prongs against the jewel,

the indentations which form the seats for

the jewels forming corresponding projec-

tions on the under side, the prongs and in-

dentations being produced wholly by chang-

ing the shape without loss of metal.

No. 922,212.—Jewelry. Harry Tropin,

New York, N. Y. Filed March II,

1909. Serial No. 482,807.

An article of jewelry comprising a

U-shaped member, a jewel setting pivotally

mounted therein, and means coacting with

the said U-shaped member and jewel setting

for securing the latter in any one of a plu-

rality of positions within the former. An

article of jewelry comprising a U-shaped

member, a screw threaded shank connected

therewith, a nut, a jewel setting pivotally

mounted in the said U-shaped member and

means whereby the said jewel setting may

be placed and securely maintained in any

one of a plurality of positions within the

said U-shaped member.

No. 932,526.—Powder-puff Pin. Jefferson

Wetzler, New York, N. Y. Filed July

24, 1908. Serial No. 445,110.

A lady's hat pin, comprising, in com-

bination, a pin, a two-part head therefor,

comprising a minor portion to which the pin

is fixed and having a reduced threaded part,

a hollow major portion having interior

threads co-operating with the threaded part

of said minor portion and having a rounded

outline merging into the outline of said

minor portion whereby a rounded outside

contour is produced by the assembled parts,

and a powder puff fixed to said minor por-

tion and adapted to fit within the cavity of

said major portion when the latter is

screwed and firmly fixed on the minor por-

tion in the use of the hat pin, as and for the

purpose set forth.
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The price of any pin set with any jewel, ex-
cept diamonds, can be readily determined by
adding to the price without jewels 10 cents for
each stone used.
When less than 12 pins are desired, add $2.00
to the total amount of order, to help pay for
special dies.
Jewels in design No. 548 will increase the cost
$1.00, owing to the large jewels required.

BASTIAN'S
Jeweled Pins
Are Perfect

The jeweled pins shown in this illustra-
tion are the highest quality that can be
produced.
The mountings are extra heavy weight. The
jewels are flawless.

The fineness of detail cannot be shown in any
illustration. These pins are far more hand-
some than the picture.

The price of pins, including patent safety
catch, but without jewels

10 K. GOLD, $2.25
14 K. GOLD, $2.50

JEWELERS WHO WANT THE BEST SHOULD WRITE TO-DAY
FOR COMPLETE CATALOGUE AND TRADE DISCOUNT

BASTIAN BROS. CO.
403 SOUTH AVENUE : ROCHESTER, NEW YORK

COMMENDABLE
PATTERNS

SALABLE
at all times

PROFITABLE
every sale made

ADVISABLE
to order now

Fall supplement now ready.
DO YOU WANT IT?

Beautiful and interesting 1910
catalog ready for distribution
Jan. 15th. Place name on
mailing list now.

Cut shows our 312B with 5 tubular
chime. Many others in Colonial
and Mission.

Colonial Manufacturing Co.
Zeeland, Michigan

_JO

THE REES SCHOOL
Strictly High Class
Famous for High-Grade Workmen
Most Talked of School in the Country
School Founded on Merit
Good as Skill and Money Can Make It

Personal Instructions
Established 19 Years

Write for

NEW CATALOGUE
Just completed

ENGRAVING
F. H. REES, Principal WATCHMAKINGAuthor "Art of Engraving'

" Modern Letter Engraving," $1.50. " The Art of Engraving," $1.50 by mail

"REES SPECIAL"
GRAVER

THE FINEST GRAVER MADE. Mounted, ground,
sharpened correctly :Ind ready to use. 50 cents each. Made by hand (tapered),
of the tines( imported razor steel. Every one guaranteed. Ask for Catalogue.

Rees scHooL,
Steele Memorial Building, Cor. Lake and Market Sts., ELMIRA, N.Y.
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Advertising a Retail Jewelry Business

(Continued from page 1614)

and enthusiasm by tendering every induce-

ment possible in a financial way to handle

the goods.

Interest the

Retailer

Then I would open up my

advertising- campaign with

shot and shell and with half

page, whole page and double

pages in magazines and newspapers I would

pour volley after volley of sound, converting

advertising into the minds of the millions

of readers and convince them that life was

not worth living without my goods, and so,

with dealers enthusing over the goods and

profits and the public demanding your prod-

ucts, the battle is won, victory is yours, and

in one unbroken stream, the dollars of the

masses will flow through the jeweler into

your treasury.

With all the advertising that money will

buy the manufacturer cannot force the

dealer or middleman to handle his goods in

any volume unless there is some special

profit incentive. A grocer may have to have

ivory soap or Uneeda biscuit, but you can-

not compel a jeweler to urge the sale of any

brand of watch, clock or silver unless there

is a promise of adequate profit. You may

advertise your specialty until doomsday and

I will meet your advertising with the person-

ality, tact and diplomacy of a competent

jewelry clerk, and while he will show your

goods and admit they have merit, yet in

nine sales out of ten he will sell some other

make of goods in which he can show superi-

,rity. It is not a case of substitution ; it is

simply an equal or better quality of goods

he has sold in which there was a profit com-

mensurate with the personal guarantee

which the dealer must give.

A consumer may ask for the

goods advertised by the

manufacturer, but he will

not buy the article unless

the jeweler gives his personal guarantee that

the goods are precisely as advertised. If a

mainspring is weak, jewelry is defective, or

silver turns green, does the consumer look

to the manufacturer for reparation ? No, the

burden is placed entirely on the dealer and

the manufacturer is rarely given a thought

in the matter. Outside the guarantee of a

filled case and stamped quality on gold and

silver, the dealer has no real tangible guar-

antee as to perfect workmanship and wear-

ing qualities. Only a few manufacturers

willingly made good defective workmanship.

There is a mutual interest to conserve

between manufacturer and dealer ; an

equitable adjustment of the question of profit

and guarantee and many other important

The Jeweler's

Word
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matters which, thanks to our various trade

organizations, are being amicably consum-

mated.
Ninety per cent. of all the goods sold

by a retail jeweler are purchased by women

and all advertisements should be prepared

with an eye to their thought and their pre-

ferred style.
We should educate the pub-

Educating lic, through our ads, to look

the Public to the jewelry trade for dia-

monds, watches, jewelry and

silverware and endeavor to elucidate the

fact that there is quality and exclusiveness

in the style and manufacture of a jeweler's

stock that cannot be found in a drygoods or

department store.

Every retail jeweler should have a dis-

tinctive style in his advertising; an individu-

ality in arrangement, type and border, so

that at a glance readers will recognize your

ad. Adopt a trade-mark and use it continu-

ally in your advertising, on your stationery,

boxes, bags and all printed matter. It is a

pretty safe plan to spend enough money in

advertising to insure good, vigorous trade.

A little advertising ought to keep a little

store, and a good deal of advertising will

keep a big store.

There can be no fixed rule laid clown as

to the amount which ought to be spent in

advertising the retail jewelry business. The

only rule necessary is to spend all the money

required to bring business, but that amount

should never exceed 5 per cent. of gross sales.

There is a great deal in this

thing of hypnotism—the in-

fluence of mind over matter.

Put your mind right into your ads ; make

them virile, forcible ; make them carry con-

viction by the very impetus of your own

conviction. If you are not in earnest about

the jewelry business and in love with it ; if

you don't honestly believe that you can do

better for the people than anybody else can,

you had better get out of the business and

into one which you do have confidence in.

f a man is in love with the jewelry business

and feels it to be his calling, he should en-

thuse over it just as he would over a favor-

ite horse or automobile, game of ball, golf,

tennis or any pastime, only more so.

Every man has a hobby and my advice

to the retail dealer is, make the jewelry busi-

ness yours. Bubble over with it to your

customers, clerks, friends and acquaintances;

enthuse over it in season and out of season.

Wave it and feel it through and through that

yours is the most progressive store in your

city. Zealously concentrate your best

thoughts and efforts in the business and the

public will respond to your enthusiasm and

zeal.

Power of Faith
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How to Make a Bulb on a Glass Tube

As a great many persons during the

winter months are taking advantage of the

long evenings to experiment in one way or

another, the following method of forming

bulbs on glass tubes may be of interest. A

common method is to heat the part to be

formed and by blowing in one end of the

tube gradually expand the glass. This way

has its drawbacks, as many are not suffici-

ently familiar with the work to blow a uni-

form blast and the result is a hole is blown

through the side of the tube by uneven

heating or blowing.

A good way to handle this work is ,to

take the tube and one or two inches more in

length than the finished article is to be and

place one end over an alcohol flame and by

holding a spare piece of tubing against the

end allow them both to come to a melting

heat. then pull apart and instead of break-

ing Off the long- thread thus formed, simply

hold it in the flame at an angle of 45° and

melt it down and close the end at the same

time. Close the other end with the same

operation ; this makes the tube airtight.

Gradually heat the tube at the point

where the bulb is to be formed, slowly

turning the tube to get a uniform heat.

The air inside of the tube, becoming heated,

will expand and the glass, being softer

where the flame has been applied, will be

pushed out in the shape of a bulb. A great

deal of care should be taken not to go to

extremes, as the bulb will burst with a loud

report if the heat is applied too long. The

best results are obtained by heating the glass

slowly and then the bulb can be formed with

regularity. This is an easy way to make a

thermometer tube. After the bulb is

formed the other end of the tube can be

opened by heating, drawing out and break-

ing the thread like glass.—Popular Me-

chanics.

England's Daylight Bill is Doomed

The daylight-saving bill which has been

up before the public and the legislature of

England for some time will fail to pass,

according to several authorities, even though

its trial by some of the manufacturing con-

cerns in Birmingham proved it sufficiently

welcome to the employees to be repeated

again next year, legislation or no legislation.

The idea of the bill was to make compulsory

the opening of all shops and factories an

hour earlier in the morning and closing them

an hour earlier at night, so that the workers

could take advantage of the summertime for

evening recreation before darkness closed in.

Moseley Lathes are of great durability, as

well as accuracy. They are good for several

generations Get the gennine.—Adv.
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GARNETS
NEW STYLES IN BROOCHES
SCARF PINS :: LAVALLIERES
JUST IMPORTED DIRECT from EUROPE

NOW ALL THE RAGE!
Send for Selection Packages!

"The
Qua%
Line"

„drtistic

Jewelry

Importers of Diamonds
Howard, Elgin, Waltham, Excelsior Watches
New England Watches : Keystone 14 K. Gold Cases

Boss, Crescent, Crown Cases

A. G. SCHWAB & SONS
EXCLUSIVELY WHOLESALE

31 E. FOURTH STREET CINCINNATI HARRISON BUILDING

•■•
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Seldom, if ever, has there been more confi-
dence expressed by Cincinnati *manufacturing,
wholesale and retail jewelers in the business fu-
ture than at this time. There is a general feeling
that the fall and winter have in store for Cin-
cinnati jewelry houses business which will make
the year a far better. one than 1908 and the holi-
day trade something to be proud of. Local
jewelry manufacturers in all lines have been
busy for several weeks past making up stock to
meet the heavy demand for goods which has
already developed. Wholesalers have been buying
liberally and this is also true of the retail trade.
While the southern trade is by no means un-
satisfactory, yet it is not quite as heavy as it
was expected it would be, owing to the fact that
some of the crops did not turn out to be as
large as was hoped for earlier in the year. At
that, however, southern retailers are buying rather
liberally. Traveling men out of Cincinnati report the
trade in the North and West, however, as being
about as good as could be asked, and some of the
local wholesalers are already working nights to
get out the orders which their men are sending
in daily from these sections of the country. Al-
most without exception, the local retailers have
bought very heavily for the winter and holiday
trade and expect to buy more goods later on.
There has been a very decided improvement in
the retail trade the past month here and all re-
tailers are looking forward to one of the best
fall and holiday trades they have experienced for
years.

One of the most enthusiastic meetings ever
held by Cincinnati Nest No. 2, Ku Kus, took
place Friday evening, September 17th, at the
North Cincinnati Turner Hall. There was a
larger attendance than at former meetings and
all say they have never had as good a time since
the nest was built here. A Dutch lunch followed
the meeting and then the members monopolized
the four fine alleys and began to bowl the pins
right and left. There were two teams, of fifteen
members each, and some very good scores were
made, as follows: J. C. Bose, 214; Fred Willet,
176; Clem Schmidt, t8t 

' 
• W. Pohlineyer, 171;

Robert Hess, 153, and Charles Reinstatler, 16r.
Toward the end of the game, however, a distress-
ing accident occurred, Charles Hummel, an em-
ployee of the Thoma Bros. Company, dealers in
Jewelers' supplies, slipping and suffering a badly
wrenched right ankle. The small bones of the
ankle were also broken and, after they had been
set, he was taken home in an ambulance. He will
be confined to the house for some time.

Cincinnati jewelers have heard with regret
of the death of Louis Hooge, of Paris, Ky.

' 
in

New Albany, Ind., after a short illness. Mr.
Hooge was one of the oldest jewelers in that
Part of Kentucky. He began business in Louis-
ville in 1878 and in 1880 entered a partnership in
Paris, Ky., with A. J. Winter. After sixteen
years the firm was dissolved and the partners
continued in business by themselves. Mr. Hooge
is survived by a widow and three children.

Jacob Frohman, of Frohman & Company, has
returned from a very pleasant vacation spent in
Michigan, Niagara Falls and Canada.

"August was away ahead of August of last
year and from indications September will surpass
last September's business by a large margin,"
said Mr. Richter, of Richter & Phillips, whole-
salers. "There have been lots of buyers in town
and all are looking for goods. All of our road
men are doing well. Our catalogue will be ready
about October 15th. We are looking for a great
big fall and winter business."

The Merchants, Manufacturers and Travel-
ing Men's Associations of Cincinnati entertained
a large number of out-of-town merchants Sep-
tember 8th with a ride on the Island Queen on
the Ohio River. A fine fireworks display was
witnessed at Manhattan Beach, and a chicken
dinner was served on the boat. About 1500 mer-
chants have been entertained by the associations
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in their three outings this summer and local busi-
ness men claim Cincinnati will add thereby many
customers to its already mighty list who have
formerly purchased elsewhere.

Theodore Neuhaus & Company opened its
plant August 22d, following two weeks spent in
making extensive repairs and alterations in its
machinery.

Harry W. Devitt, a watchmaker for the
Clemens-Oskamp Company for five years, died
suddenly at his home in Cote Brilliante, a suburb
of Newport, Ky., August Loth. He became ill
with appendicitis August 5th and a complication
of diseases then developed. Mr. Devitt was with
the Clemens-Oskamp Company for thirteen years
preceding his demise. He was a high-ranking
Mason and was widely known in local bowling
circles.

Charles Kendall, traveling salesman for
Richter & Phillips, has returned from twelve
weeks in the northwest and left September t8th
to cover Ohio and Indiana. He reported trade
as being very active and says the retailers are
stocking up heavily.

A pretty society event took place September
13th when Michael Plant, of A. & J. Plant, and
Miss Florence Louise Schwab, daughter of M.
Schwab, of the M. Schwab Jewelry Company,
were united in marriage at the Cincinnati Club,
in Walnut Hills. The bridal pair left at once
for an extended honeymoon in the East and on
their return home will live in Avondale. Both
the bride and groom are prominently connected,
are social favorites and received many costly gifts.

William Pflueger. of Joseph Noterman &
Company, said : "Business has been very good
and is improving right along. Merchants are a
little backward about buying, because of their
experience during the financial lull, but they will
find they need the goods. The road men are
doing well and we look for a nice fall and winter
business. We are prepared for it. We will have
an unusually fine catalogue out about October 1st."

B. Greenwald, retail diamond jeweler, at 514
Race Street, said he has sold a number of large
diamonds during the past few weeks and has
laid in another nice lot, believing the large-sized
stones will move all right this fall and during
the holiday season. He said he expects to see a
good fall and winter business this year.

Duhme Bros., Covington, Ky., will no longer
handle music and will give their attention solely
to their jewelry trade hereafter. They have
closed out their music line.

The second annual outing of the Cincinnati
Retail Jewelers' Association, at Chester Park,
August t8th, proved to be a great success. There
was a large crowd present and prominent in the
gathering were a number of large manufacturers
and wholesalers. The outings are given to bring
the retailers, wholesalers and manufacturing
jewelers more closely together.

Accompanied by Mrs. Bohmer and their child,
Harry Bohmer, of Frohman & Company, left
early in September for a business and pleasure
trip in the North.

A. E. Johnson, of Norwood, Ohio, has pur-
chased the retail jewelry store of E. H. Didot, in
Versailles Ohio. Mr. Didot has been in business
in Versailles for a number of years and will now
lead a retired life.

The Thoma Bros. Company, leaders in
jewelers' supplies, reported business as having
been very good the past month and consider the
outlook .very promising.

0. R. King, of King & Metzger, local jewelers,
was bitten on the thumb by a copperhead snake
while picking wild flowers early in September
with some friends near Louisville, Ky. The
snake was killed and the members of the party
then became much alarmed for Mr. King's safety.
Mr. King says he sucked the poison from the
wound, however, and that he fears no ill effects.

Cincinnati jewelers are elated at the prospects
of a jeweler, Philip Horr, of Aurora, Ind., being
elected as mayor of that city on the Democratic
ticket this fall. Mr. Horr is very prominent in
business and political circles in Indiana and
served with great credit as city treasurer a few
years ago. He did not seek the nomination for
mayor, but now that his friends have secured his
acceptance they are boosting him right and left
and Cincinnati jewelers hope he will win out.
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G. H. Oeitz has opened a new retail jewelry
store in Millersburg, Ohio.

Edwin Gebhardt, of Gebhardt Bros., accom-
panied by Mrs. Gebhardt, has returned from a
pleasant vacation spent in the lakes.

Mr. Wallenstein, of Wallenstein, Mayer &
Company, wholesalers, said business with his
company has been very satisfactory indeed for
the past three months and that his office force is
working nights now to get the orders out in good
time. "I consider the outlook as being very
good," he added.

Charles Theye, of Theodore Neuhaus & Com-
pany, spent his vacation in Michigan.

G. Schultz, of T. Hausmann & Sons, New
Orleans, spent his -vacation with Louisville, Ky.,
relatives and made a run up to Cincinnati for a
few days to call on his old friends in the trade.

Fred G. Gruen, of D. Gruen Sons & Company,
watch manufacturers, spent several weeks in
Petosky, Mich., accompanied by Mrs. Gruen.

Henry Deitrich, who was formerly in the
jewelry manufacturing business in Longworth
Street, has entered the retail jewelry and optical
business at 2528 Vine Street.

Lee Loeb, of Herman & Loeb, has just re-
turned from a very successful western trip.

Miss Anna Herschede, cashier of the Frank
Herschede Company, enjoyed a delightful vaca-
tion early in September. Ed. Herschede and C.
W. Lucius, also of the firm, spent their vacation
camping on the banks of the Whitewater River,
below Cincinnati.

J. Charles Becker, of the Philadelphia Watch
Case Company, is being congratulated - upon the
arrival of a fine daughter at the Becker home
August 20th. This is the second child. Mr. Becker
says business is good, that he is very busy and
that it looks like the demand will hold up.

D. Jacobs & Company will occupy the second
floor of the fine new Merchants' Building, which
is nearing completion at Sixth and College Streets.
The E. & J. Swigart Company, dealers in jewelers'
supplies, now in West Fifth Street, will also oc-
cupy one of the fine big suites of rooms in the
new structure. The building is now ready for
occupancy.

A. G. Schwab, head of the wholesale house
of A. G. Schwab & Bros., reached Cincinnati
September nth after a very enjoyable trip
abroad, extending over several months. He was ac-
companied by Mrs. Schwab, Mrs. Louis Gutmann
and Mrs. Gutmann's daughter, Mrs. E. Marks.
Dave Gutmann, of L. Gutmann & Sons, went to
New York to meet his mother and to accompany
her home. Mr. Schwab, speaking of business at
home, said, "I have been home only a week, but
I can say to you that business is very good ,with
us, the outlook is fine and that many retailers
have already bought their holiday goods."

George Newstedt, big Fourth Street retailer,
returned home late in August from a pleasure
trip to the Pacific Coast.

A very attractive little booklet, the object of
which is to boost Cincinnati as a jewelry center,
has just been published by the Cincinnati whole-
sale Jewelers and Manufacturers' Association.
A large number of them have already beer
mailed. The committee which had the work in
charge was composed of Ferd Phillips, of Richter
& Phillips, chairman, and C. Oskamp Daller, of
the Clemens-Oskamp Company; Jacob Frohman
of Frohman & Company ; A. Thoma, of th(
Thoma Bros. Company, and George Gruen, of D
Gruen Sons & Company.

Godfrey Braham, of A. & J. Plant, whole.
salers, said: "The past three months have been
excellent. We are still busy and expect to be for
some time to come. We arc looking for a big
fall and winter trade."

"The outlook for a big fall and winter trade
is very good; we will be very much disappointed
if it does not materialize," said Arno Dorst, of
the Dorst Company, manufacturing jewelers.
"Business with us is good now and has been good
for some time past."

Miss Lotta McIntyre, of George H. New-
stedt's big retail store, has returned from an ex-
tended tour of the far West and the Pacific Coast.
Miss McIntyre also attended the exposition.

George B. Hovekamp, of he Miller Jewelry
Company, spent his vacation at Niagara Falls and
vicinity.

(Continued on page 1621)
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You send us your orders

Your Interest
" Profit

Bank Account

Elgin
Waltham
Howard

Hamilton 
MOVEMENTS

Excelsior
Standard

Will be the gainer

What more can you ask? No. 166-14 K. Gold Repeater

HEADQUARTERS FOR

Chronographs Thin Models $5.50
Horse Timers Chatelaines
Split Seconds Bench Timers to
Repeaters Alarm Watches

Nurses' Watches Football Watches $45000•
Physicians' Watches

Catalogue on Application

A Full Line of Jewelry

Jobbers and Manufacturers of Optical Goo
ds

Strictly Wholesale 328 -330 - 332 Superior Street . . . TOLEDO, OHIO

41 We need you and you need us. We
 can help you get the local order for

Class Pins.

41 Send for our new 1910 Catalog, done in
 five colors. A sample line of our Pins

will close the order for you.

THE CHAS. M. ROBBINS CO.
New York Office 17 Maiden Lane Attleboro, Mass. Chicago Office 103 State Street
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Improving

From all indications, it xvould

seem that business in the

Toledo market is taking an

upward trend, and jewelers

generally seem well pleased with the prospect
s.

There seems to be some diff
erence of opinion as

to the general movement of p
recious stones, some

intending that there is a good 
sale for higher-

grade diamonds, running about 
$250 per karat,

and good-sized stones are demanded. Others

claim that diamonds are movi
ng rather slowly.

From these conflicting reports, i
t would seem that

Toledo trade is running somewhat in spots.

There has been among some 
of the dealers, at

least, an extra heavy demand f
or silverware., this

being the natural result of a large
 number of fall

\veddings. One local dealer has just filled 
two

$1000 orders for silverware, on
e order going out

of the city, the other being intended for a

charming Toledo bride. Watches are selling first

rate, the. trade on this class of 
goods being better

than it has been for the past six 
months.

Taken altogether, the jewelry and optical

business of the city, while both 
could stand im-

provement, are bracing up in goo
d shape,. and the

prospects are excellent for a fine 
winter's trade.

Maurice Judd, of the Judd-Gros
s Company,

expects, with his wife, to leave 
next month for

an extended European trip. They expect to be

gone at least a year, and will 
visit most of the

notable places in the various Eur
opean countries.

Frank Kapp was the genial host
 at an auto-

mobile party recently given in honor of Miss

Swoope, of Connellsville, Pa., who
 is the guest

of Miss Margaret Smith, of Ma
plewood Avenue.

The party drove to Napoleon, Ohio, and a

pleasant thne was enjoyed by all. •

E. G. Sites, a prominent Bell
efontaine, Ohio,

jeweler, was badly burned recently while at-

tempting to solder a gasoline 
tank belonging to

Ills automobile. The tank was par
tially filled with

gasoline and an explosion occurr
ed.

While trying to increase his stock, a man,

giving his name as George Charl
ey, who proved

II) be. a walking jewelry store, w
as arrested at

Canton, Ohio, recently. The man is alleged to

have stolen a $25 watch from a 
small jewelry

store in that city. He was detecte
d and, with rare

presence of mind, the jeweler, 
without arousing

Charley's suspicions, kept him in
terested until a

motor cop, who was hastily s
ummoned, arrived

and took the man in charge. Upon his person

were found concealed two valuable watches,

several chains, pins, brooches an
d other articles.

Miss Caroline Alderdyce, of t
he Judd-Gross

Company, is spending a month's 
vacation with

friends in Canada.
E. F., Porter, agent for the Bal

timore & Ohio

Railroad at Hoytville, Ohio, had 
a narrow escape

from serious injury recently, being
 saved by his

tine gold watch, which was dest
royed. He was

sitting in his office as a fast train 
went thundering

hy. when a large stone was hurled
 through the

window, striking Mr. Porter on th
e body, crushing

Ins watch, which was in his pocket.

Joe Hillenkamp, a jeweler at the Broer

store, on Summit Street, spent a 
few days' vaca-

tion fishing at Ten' Mile Creek. Joe tells some

wonderful stories of his prowess, which his

friends take with a knowing smi
le and tolerant

'ink. It is the old, old story of the 
temptations

of the camp, to which many an
other otherwise

truthful man has sticcumbed.

Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Merrill a
nd family re-

cently returned to town, after
 spending several

months at Toledo Beach.
A new concern has recently been incor-

porated, to be known as the 
Wolcott & Kapp

Company, and the books for th
e new company

will be opened to-morrow. William Wolcott is

the president of the new company
, Charles Kapp,

vice-president. and Miss Iva Loop,
 secretary and

treasurer. Mr. Wolcott had been in business

here for the past forty years, an
d Mr. Kapp for

the past twenty-five years has bee
n in the employ
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of his brother, J. G. Kapp, of 
Summit Street, as

watchmaker and optician. In the new concern

Mr. Kapp assumes the active management, re- •

lieving Mr. Wolcott, who is begi
nning to feel the

weight of long years in the harnes
s and is anxious

to relieve himself of some of t
he responsibility

of active business life. There will
 be few changes,

.the business being conducted on 
the same reliable

lines which have characterized the
 store for nearly

half a century. The new company is located at

the old stand, 318 Summit Street.

Jay Connely, a North Baltimore, Ohio,

jeweler, had an experience recently with that

anomaly—a thief with a conscience. Several

weeks ago a valuable watch, tog
ether with other

articles, was stolen from his residence. A few

days ago, Mr. Connely, on openi
ng the rear door

of his residence., found the watch 
tied to the door-

knob. There was not a line of expla
nation. It

was quite ill keeping with the virtue of t
he thief

that the return was made on Su
nday morning.

At the close of the Postmaster
s' convention,

which was recently held in Tole
do, the wives of

the visiting postmasters presented M
rs. NV. H.

Tucker, wife of the local postmaster, with a

handsome set of solid silverware. 
The gift was

a total surprise and was meant t
o express the

appreciation of the visitors of th
e efforts of Mrs.

Tucker as head of the Enterta
inment Committee.

The presentation was made by 
Postmaster North,

of Bradford, Pa.
Emil Kummer, of New York, has 

accepted a

position in the clock department of the
 Judd-

Gross Company. He assumed hi
s new duties last

month.
Misses Marie and Irma Kapp, 

daughters of

the Summit Street jeweler, ent
ertained at bridge

recently at their home, on Woodruff Avenue.

This is one of a series of partie
s to be given by

these young ladies in the near fu
ture.

Word comes from Cincinnati of
 the loss of

a casket of jewels, valued at 
$t500, which was

stolen from the residence of a Mr. Smead, a

former Toledo manufacturer, no
w a resident of

Cincinnati. While Mr. Smead was in Clevel
and

and his wife absent from the house
 for but a

few moments, thieves entered the 
house, opened

a trunk in which the valuables 
were kept, and

made away with the casket. Th
e intrinsic value

was placed at $1500, but the jew
els were of far

more value to Mrs. Smead, as th
ey had been the

result of nearly half a century'
s accumulations.

A peculiar circumstance .in conn
ection with the •

robbery was the return of the casket to the

Smead home several days after the robbery,

minus the jewels. The thieves must have been

in a sarcastic, as well as bold, m
ood, for although

the police of the city were watc
hing for it clue,

the casket was brought back to 
the house and

placed on a rear walk. The bottom had been

broken out and then replaced with
 infinite care,

so that at first sight it appeared t
o be intact. The

police as yet have no clue..

During the recent King Wamba carnival,

thieves entered the home of H. H. Brand, o
f

Parkwood Avenue, and made aw
ay with silver-

ware to the amount of $5o. The
 home of E. C.

Doyle, on Garland Avenue, was 
also entered and

a diamond ring and chain, with d
iamond chip set-

tings, were stolen.

Lewis W. Anliker, who for sever
al years was

champion bowler of Mansfield, O
hio, has been

adjudged insane and is now at t
he State hospital

for the insane at Toledo. While the deputy

sheriff was looking for Anliker, a
rmed with his

probate court warrant, the latter 
went into a local

jewelry store and asked to look a
t some diamond

rings. Picking out one he slipped it on hi
s finger

and, with "I'll pay you for this S
aturday," started

out of the store. As the ring was worth boo,

the clerk attempted to intercept Anliker, who

gave hull a blinding blow across the 
eyes and

made his escape up the street, the 
clerk following.

Meeting the deputy sheriff, Anliker was taken

into custody, after a terrific strug
gle, but the ring

could not be found. It was thought that Anliker

had swallowed it, but an examination with the

X-ray negative failed to locate it. Financial

difficulties are said to have unbala
nced Anliker's

mind. He was soon to have bee
n married.

Mrs. W. J. Young, of 309 Delaw
are Avenue,

will not have as much faith in t
he perfection of

human nature as she has been blessed
 with in the
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past in all probability, an experie
nce in which she

lost some valuable jewelry prov
ing an eye opener.

Mrs. Young left her purse, con
taining a diamond

brooch, valued at $500, and two pairs of cuff

buttons on the seat of her auto,
 which was 'left

standing on Madison Avenue, w
hile she paid a

brief visit to a friend. When 
she returned, the

purse, with its valuables, was g
one.

Fall trade has started with a

Big Season rush that seems to foretell the

Assured biggest season the trade has

ever known in Michigan. Both

in the \vholesale and retail lines, the Detroit

stores arc unusually busy, and eve
ryone is confi-

dent that the big days of 1906 are t
o be duplicated

in the extent of purchases by the 
general public.

The demand seems to be equally go
od in all lines,

and dealers are laying in a more 
expensive line

than they have the past two years.

Manufacturing trade is also excellen
t in the

novelty and fraternity lines which the Detroit

manufacturers are interested in. Retailers and

college agents are making their orders larger

than last ybar, and the local factories 
have in-

creased their capacity and put on 
more hands to

meet this demand. The Detroit ho
uses will send

out more varied catalogues than ev
er this 'season,

and their salesmen are already bus
y in their re-

spective territories.
The Michigan State Fair was

The State Fair more successful than usual as

tll adjunct to business this

year. Detroit was crowded with visitors during

the entire time of the fair, and 
the visitors were

more disposed to spend than usual, purchases

being far in excess of other years 
at this time, in

all retail lines. The farming population of the

State has had a prosperous year
 and the sight-

seers from the small towns and farms bou
ght

liberally while in the city.
The retailers of the State were also in

Detroit in large numbers for the 
buyers' excur-

sion promoted by the Wholesal
ers' Association

and Detroit Jewelers' Board of T
rade during

fair time. It seems to be agreed upon by
 the

merchants that the advantages of 
the city as a

market were brought home to th
e retail trade of

the State as never before., and
 the order books

and shipping lists show the effect
.

This has been the best summer in several

years for the manufacturing industries of the

city, the automobile business being especially

good and bringing a great deal
 of money into

circulation, so that a record holiday trade is

expected, and goods will be laid in with this

expectation.
Vacation tulle was over with th

e last week

of August, and everyone has b
een working hard

in September. Most of the local merchants a
re

figuring on trips to the East during the 
next

month. These will be in the nature of com-

bining business with pleasure.
Wright, Kay & Co. had an

Handsome interesting exhibit during a

Silver Service portion of September. The

silver service purchased by the

State for the Battleship Michig
an was on exhibi-

tion in this firm's show windo
ws. This service

is of Tiffany manufacture and consists of 63

pieces, including a magnificent
 punch bowl and

the usual pieces accompanying t
hat central design.

A tobacco set is one of the feat
ures. The service

was purchased by a commission appointed by

Gov. Fred. M. Warner, and the
 pattern selected

by the commissioners embodies th
e pine cone and

wheat sheaf as the decorative 
feature. A hand-

some engraving of the Wolver
ine, now a naval

training ship, but formerly a 
cruiser, and then

called Michigan, is the. principal adornment of

the punch bowl, while historic scenes ornament

other pieces.
(Continue(l on page 1621)
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Important Announcement
to

LEGITIMATE
RETAIL JEWELERS

cALTHOUGH under the Aldrich
Law there is an increased duty

on Watch Movements, the manufac-
turers of the famous

Rockford
watch have decided to permit the old
prices to prevail. The Rockford is not
only without exception the best watch
built, but it is the only watch being sold
as Retail Jewelers would desire all
watches to be marketed.

The Rockford is only sold direct to
Legitimate Retail Jewelers.

The Rockford has a price restriction
guaranteeing a fair profit.

The Rockford insurance protects
legitimate retail jewelers against unfair
competition.

If you wish to know about the Rock-
ford Trade Winning Policies, address

Rockford Watch Company
ROCKFORD ::: ILLINOIS ett 4 4444

,
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(Continued from page 1617)

Cincinnati is to have a new wholesale jewelry
house. George and Edward Klein, who have
done a retail jewelry business in Muncie, Ind.,
for years, have leased a suite of rooms at 6ro
Traction Building for a term of years. They
will be ready to do business in a few days. The
Kleins are well and favorably known to the trade,
t heir father, the late Henry C. Klein, having been
in the retail business in Muncie for many years.
The Klein store in Muncie was known as the
Opera House Jewelry Store.

E. H. Lovell, with George H. Newstedt, ac-
companied by Mrs. Lovell, returned home Sep-
tember from a three weeks' trip through the East.

Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Dorst have returned
pome from several days spent at Mt. Clemens,

Fox Bros. reported business as being very
satisfactory and that retailers are stocking up well
for the coming fall and holiday trade.

Larz Creutz, of the Cruetz Silver Plating
Company, spent his vacation in the far North.
Otto Creutz, also of the firm, has just returned
trom a vacation spent in Michigan.

George H. Newstedt, retailer at Fourth and
Race Streets, says he has bought heavily in antici-
pation of a big fall and winter business and is
not done buying yet. Mr. Newstedt is making a
number of changes in his store, which will not
only add to its appearance but will materially
assist him in caring for his constantly growing
trade. He is installing a balcony over the rear of
the store, is installing the carrier sales system and
will replace the great iron safe in the rear with
three specially made broad and low ones, which
will occupy the entire width of the store. On
top of the three safes will be massive display cases
with broad shelves for goods.

John Herschede, of the Herschede Hall Clock
Company, made a very profitable business trip to
Washington, D. C., and other large eastern cities
late in August.

Pohlmeyer & Roth report business as boom-
ing. The firm's full force of men are at work
full time and the firm announces business is better
now than for several years past.

An event of interest to the local trade was
the wedding on the morning of September 14th of
Jingo Lindenberg, of the wholesale firm of Lin-
denberg & Fox, and Miss Blanch Binheim, of
Evanston. The bridal party left on the noon
train for Washington, D. C., Norfolk, New York
City, Toronto, Niagara Falls and other eastern
points of interest. They are due home the latter
part of September and will reside in Zumstein
Avenue, Hyde Park.

J. Ira Seebacher, of A. & J. Plant, is making
an extended business trip through the West.

Edgar Fox, of Lindenberg & Fox, whole-
salers, said business is good; that there is lots of
it and that his office force is working nights to
fill the orders the road men are sending in. Mr.
Fox left September 24th with a big line of goods
for a business trip through the North and West.
Referee Greve, who has been taking the testimony
in the Keck and Duhme cases, expects to make his
final report the latter part of September.

J. Porter, of Berea, Ky., was in Cincinnati
early in September buying stock with which to
open a new retail jewelry store in Berea.

George Simper, retailer at 717 Vine Street,
said business was considerably better the past
month and that it will continue to improve from
now until after the holidays. Mr. Simper says he
has bought rather heavily for the holiday trade
and may buy more goods later.

Miss Ina Walton, the beautiful daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Harry C. Walton, was united in
marriage September nth with Frank H. Payne,
of Cincinnati. The bridal pair is having a pretty
home built in the suburbs and will be "at home"
to their many friends after October 1st.

D. J. Gutmann, of L. Gutmann & Sons, whole-
sale jewelers, reported business as very good and
the outlook for a continuance of the improved
order of things as fine.

Edward Simper, retail jeweler, at 705 Vine
Street, said business is opening up nicely and that
there has been a decided improvement in demand
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in the past few weeks, the public asking for more
and higher-priced goods and bringing in watches
and jewelry for repairs.

Mr. and Mrs. Edward Bengston, of Freeport,
Ill., well known in the jewelry trade, were in Cin-
cinnati September t8th buying goods.

H. G. Greenhut, a well-known Peoria, Ill.,
retail jeweler, has just finished buying jewelry
here with which to open a new store in Peoria.

Albert Bros., wholesale jewelers, report busi-
ness as being very good and that they expect a
good business this fall and winter.

H. F. Smith, of 6to Vine Street, is home from
a six weeks' visit in Central City, Colo. He has
a large interest in the Gilpin Eureka gold mines
there.

Henry Fox, of Fox Bros. • & Company, has
just returned home with his family from a vaca-
tion spent in Charlevoix, Mich., and George Fox,
also a member of the firm, is back from an ex-
tended stay in Portland, Oregon.

Bingaman & Company, diamond jewelers at
Sixth and Vine Streets, say business held up
nicely last month and that the outlook is very
good. The firm expects to do a big holiday
business.

"The past month witnessed quite an improve-
ment in business," said C. A. Nolting, of the Os-
kamp-Nolting Company, big wholesalers. "Each
month has shown an increase over the correspond-
ing month of last year and I consider the prospects
very good."

Mr. Oaks, of the Oskamp Jewelry Company,
Fifth and Vine Streets, reports more inquiries for
expensive pieces of jewelry the past month and a
gradual improvement in demand with prospects
for a big fall and winter business. The firm is
nicely stocked up.

H. C. Abbott, of Birmingham, Ala.
' 

stopped
in Cincinnati during the middle of September
while on his way to New York.

Sig. Strauss, of Lindenberg & Strauss, whole-
sale jewelers, who underwent an operation fol-
lowing his return from a western pleasure trip,
has sufficiently recovered to resume his duties on
the road.

Mr. Lindenberg, of Lindenberg & Strauss,
reported business as improving and the outlook
for more business as very good. He said the
outlook is better in the West and North than in
the South, trade in the South not being as good
as it was expected it would be, owing to the crops
not being as good as expected.

H. E. Promnitz, of Van Wert, Ohio, and
Charles Schlenker of Hickman, Ky., and Albert
Bland, of Greenfield, Ohio, were in Cincinnati
buying stock late in September.

Mr. Solar, of the E. & J. Swigart Company,
jewelers' supply dealers, West Fifth Street, re-
ported trade as having improved very nicely the
past month, with prospects of a continuation of
good demand for an indefinite period.

Herman Lange, Vine Street retailer, has re-
turned from a very pleasant trip with his daughter
through the northwest, the Yellowstone Park and
on the Pacific Coast.

Isadore Greenwald of the Emery Arcade, has
purchased the retail *jewelry store of Walter
Wickard, 22 Arcade. Mr. Wickard will retire
from the jewelry business.

Otto Mehmert, son of Joseph Mehmert, has
been confined to his home for several days on ac-
count of illness..

Gradison & Company will install additional
wall and showcases and will also increase its stock
of goods.

L. L. Jackson has just completed the purchase
of stock here for the opening of a new store in
Chattanooga, Tenn.

Edward Albert, of Albert Bros., is again in
the traces after two months' illness.

Heirs of Clemens Oskamp have asked for the
partition of his estate. The big five-story building
in Vine Street between Fourth and Fifth, which
is occupied by the Clemens Oskamp Company,
wholesale jewelers, has been appraised at $tzo,o08,
and Mrs. Marion Oskamp. wife of Albert Os-
kamp, has elected to take the property, as have also
Mrs. Amelia Oskamp Daller and Mrs. Anna Os-
kamp Hegeman, sisters of Albert Oskamp. The
contest is a friendly one, the object being to get
the full value of the estate. The Clemens Oskamp
Company, which has a lease on the property, has
asked the court to take its lease into account
when final disposition of the property is made.
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A sale of retail stock is being made by the
Bonfield Jewelry Co., 71 Woodward Avenue.
This firm will devote its attention principally to
the wholesale field in the future.

Wallace Kay, who was severely injured while
boarding a railroad train at Saginaw in August,
was able to be about again early in September.

Charles B. Martin, of Brooklyn, Mich., spent
a portion of his honeymoon in Detroit. He
visited the wholesale trade while here.

The Weyhing Bros. Manufacturing Co, has
now completed the fitting up of its new factory,
and put on additional men in September. This
firm made the 3000 badges used by the Whole-
salers' Association in connection with its buyers'
excursion. Weyhing Bros. are also putting out a
new design in cuff buttons in connection with
their line of sterling silver novelties this year.

L. Black & Co. have added a new line to
their stock in the way of fine china for painting.
This stock is arranged in a new basement
salesroom.

Several local jewelers used the interest in
the North Pole explorations to advantage in win-
dow decoration. Hugh Connolly, who handles
the make of watch carried by Peary, made a fea-
ture of that watch in his windows.

Emil Arnold, of Ann Arbor, is preparing the
examinations and tests to be used by the State
examining board in optometry. He is an expert
in optical matters and will endeavor to make the
tests such as to properly determine the ability of
applicants for licenses.

Foss Harkness, son of the North Woodward
Avenue jeweler, recently returned to this city,
after spending three weeks abroad, most of which
time he was in London, England.

C. P. Bessemer, of Flint, purchased fall
goods in Detroit during September.

J. H. Vickroy, of Shelby, Ohio, visited rela-
tives in Detroit, recently, and spent some time in
viewing the beauty spots in the vicinity of the
city.

Hugo Pudrith, with the E. H. Pudrith Co.,
returned from his vacation early in the month,
after a very pleasant northern trip.

E. J. Peters, of Tecumseh, was in Detroit
recently to replenish his stock.

C. W. Henry, with W. A. Sturgeon, went to
New York early in September on a buying trip.

The Arsenal installment Co., S. L. Harrison,
manager, has moved to a new location on Wood-
ward Avenue, near John R Street.

John Kay made his fall eastern trip late in
September.

Moat of the wholesale firms had their trav-
elers in for the Buyers' Week, early in the month.
Customers were thus able to meet the salesmen
who had been accustomed to call on them.

W. H. Norton, who formerly traveled for a
local wholesale firm, spent some time here early
in the month.

J. P. Stein, of Damon & Stein, Alliance, Ohio,
spent his vacation in and near Detroit.
' Wright, Kay & Co's factory department has
been renovated and enlarged for the fall trade.

C. Draper, of Northville, was in several
times during the month.

A. B. Hull, of Belding, is a believer in har-
monious relations and co-operation between the
wholesalers and retailers of the State. He was
a liberal buyer while here for the State con-
vention.

Frank Preswell, of Holly, bought goods in
this market recently.

Frank Showerman, of Ypsilanti, says he be-
lieves trade will be extremely good in the nor-
mal school town this fall and winter.

Henry Wright, of Wright, Kay & Co., spent
his vacation at Magnolia, Mass.

Improvements in the store of John Kay &
Co., in the Majestic Building, are just being
completed.

E. A. Cress and wife came in from Minden
City on a purchasing trip.

W. W. Bridges, of Marine City, was in
Detroit recently.

E. S. Barnes, of Rochester, was in Detroit
to purchase fall stock.
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Amster London, Endam, Holland, 12 Tulp Straat 

Diansond Cutting Works

Eng., Audrey house, Fly Place

Fob Seals

Rings

Pendants

Lockets

Link Buttons
Tie Clasps

Scarf Pins

Screw Earrings

Ring Mountings
Bracelets

Hat Pins

Bead Neck Chains

Fobs

Studs

Baby Pins

Gold and Silver
Match Boxes

Festoons

Crosses

Cameo Goods

Barrettes

Collar Buttons

Rope Chains

Locket Rings

Veil Pins

Vest Buttons

Lapel Buttons

Emblem Goods

Knives

Cigar Cutters

Neck Chains

Charms

Gold and Silver
Thimbles

Gold and Silver
Cigarette Cases

STERN BROS. &CO.
33=43 GOLD STREET, NEVV YORK

Makers of Gold Jewelry to the Jobbing Trade Exclusively
 POPULAR PRICES 

The Largest Line of UP-TO-DATE NOVELTIES ever before shown by any manufacturer
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arming- Our Latest Production

owman
The Alcohol Gas Stove

Chafing Dish

" Aleolite " Burner

No. 347185. ALCOHOL GAS STOVE CHAFING DISH
No. 1714. WAITER

with

" Alco lite" Burner
By the use of this Burner
the value of a Chafing Dish
is more than doubled.

When not in use with the
Chafing Dish the Alcolite
stove is adapted for making
Coffee, Tea, etc., or for pre-
paring any article of food
the same as on an ordinary
gas stove.

Bowman
anning

Nleteor
,,

Circulating Coffee Percolators

Always Insure Delicious Coffee

Manning, Bowman & Company
NEW YORK CHICAGO MERIDEN, CONN. SAN FRANCISCO

Catalogue No. 56 K. illustrating complete line sent on request

A TRFATISIZ ON ESCAPEMENTS

A thorough knowledge of the several escapements is the first essential of all who aim at competency in watch

work. To obtain this knowledge in the most practical way, and in the least time, procure a copy of the book

Watch and Clock Escapements BRIGGS' CHATELAINE FOB
SOMETHING NEW for the LADIES

This book is the work of two of the most accomplished and experienced teachers of horology in the United States, and

their skill in imparting their knowledge to students is shown on every page of the book, both in text and in illustration,

Sentj)ost"aid to al/F Part of the world on receipt of price, $1.50 (6s. 3d.)

Published by THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO., 809-811-813 North 19th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
1201 Heyworth Building, Chicago, III.

MANUFACTURED BY

THE D. F. BRIGGS COMPANY 
ATTLEBORO
MASSACHUSETTS

New York Office-180 Broadway Chicago Office— Heyworth Building St. Louis Office—Victoria Building London Office-62 Hatton Garden



A POINTED • SUGGESTION-TO THE

JOBBER WHO WOULD HAVE A
PROFITABLE SEASON-

BUY O&B RINGS-
THEY SELL

OSTBY &BARTON CO
PROVIDENCE

NEW YORK R I CHICAGO
103 STATE

ST

THE STANDARD of style and indivi
duality, of

material worth and constructive exce
llence in

the world of rings is the

LINE
It means evolved refinement, exclusive styles and

proved worth. For the jeweler it means profit,

prestige and a pleased patronage.

HEINTZ BROTHERS, Ring Makers

BUFFALO. NEW YORK

'9

 11K
GOLD

CARD JEWELRY

SEAMLESS

GOLD FILLED RINGS

REGISTERED TRADE-MAR
K

REGISTERED TRADE-MARK
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0. BIGNEY & CO.'S High-grade Filled

Gold Mirror Finish Chains, Lockets,

Fobs, Bracelets and Locket Fobs

001 I
L512

Enameled Locket

t-- -44
MI448,F863

UI 249

Substantial orders are an evidence

that a house makes salable goods.

We are running our factory

evenings and look forward to the

biggest fall trade in the history of

our house. Ask for Bigney chains.

Look for the stamp S. 0. B. & Co.

on swivel.
I 251L499

Ladies' Locket Fob
WE ORIGINATE

Al I 282 F780
Ladles' Fob

01795 01785
• TRADE MARK •

Send for Sign and Show Case Mat,

also New Catalogue illustrating

new and up-to-date designs

Factory, Attleboro, Mass.
NEW YORK OFFICE, 3 Maiden Lane
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TRINITY GUARANTEED ELECTRIC CLOCKS
If '//f":°

2A --GOTHIC

Height, 19 111C1112111 Nvidth, 9 inches; Dial, 5 '

inches; etched silver circular finish; French

spun brass sash, convexed glass.

Case—Mahogany, 5-ply veneer, highly polish
ed

or satin finish.
Movement--Extra finished, jeweled anchor es-

eapement.

List, $23.85

4B –MISSION COLONIAL

ileipht, 13 inches; NVI11111, 12 1111:111,1 l/1:11, 5 1,, 1111'111•,1

1.111V(11. C11111111;111 11111,111.
CaSe--S11111111 M11110111111y finish; highly polished.

:Movement •--Plain, extra finished anchor escapem
ent.

List, $10.15

- HONEST PgiCES
=

HONEST COOS.

2B--TAPERED COLONIAL

Ilil,t. j 5 inclics; width, 9 inches; 11111,

inches.

Case- -Solid Alahogany highly poli,lied or satin

finish.

Nlttventent Same as 2. \

List, $20.25

Established, I 873

Incorporated, 1904

H. F. Hahn & Company
WHOLESA LE

JEWELERS

Exclusive Distributers
/56 ll'ABASII A I 'EAT/ TE

CHICAGO

1E–HOLLAND

Height, 11i 111CIICS; Width, 1,1 inches; Dial. 9t/, inches;

etched Brass, Copper finished or Aluminum.

Case—Oak, in Silver Mission or Early Engli
sh.

Nlovement same as 41t.

List, $8.10

TRINITY ELECTRIC CLOCKS

Two Standard No. 6 Dry Cells
furnished, guaranteed to run the
Clocks for One Year.

10–OFFICE

17 inches; W1(1111, 17 inches; Dial, 12 inches.

lithographed white enamel, black numerals.

Case—Finely lini■lted Oak, or Birch, Mahogany finish.

Alovement—Same as 41.i.

List, $10.80

SIMPLEST MECHANISM EVER DEVISED, MAKING
 REASONABLE PRICES POSSIBLE.

NOT A NOVELTY, BUT HERE TO STAY. TWENT
Y DESIGNS AND WIDE RANGE OF

PRICES TO SUIT GENERAL BUYING PUBLIC. 
Write for particulars and Illustrated Booklet

Easy Lessons in Drawing for

Watchmakers

To Draw a Wheel and Pinion at the

First Contact Before the Line of Centers.—

It is often desirable to know where conta
ct

begins before the line of centers and in what

the tooth and leaf engage with each other.

Young watchmakers sometimes have very

vague ideas about the nature of engaging
'

friction and why it is objectionable. The

ability to draw a depthing in any part of

the driving before the line of centers and to

see the exact mode of action there will clear

up their doubts and give them more precise

and correct ideas about the action of a

depthing. For our illustration we will take

a pinion of six leaves, as, with that, the

amount of driving before the line of centers

will be greater than with the other sizes in

common use. We will also have our wheel

four times the diameter of the pinion, not

because that is a good proportionate size,

but to make the pinion more distinct in our

drawing.
As the wheel is four times as large as

the pinion it must, of course, have four

times as many teeth as the pinion has leaves,

which will be 4 x 6 = 24 teeth. In a 6-leaf

pinion the circular pitch, or distance from

the face of one leaf to the face of the ne
xt

one, will be 3600 ± 6 = 60° on the pit
ch

circle of the pinion and the circular pitch

of the wheel will be 360° 24 = 15° on

its pitch circle. That is to say, each tooth

will move through a wheel angle of 1
5°

while driving its leaf through a pinion

angle of 6o°. This should be done after

the line of centers, but we know, by obser-

vation, that it is not so in practice, a qui
te

large share of the driving being done before

the line of centers. The exact amount

varies with the form of the addenda on the

teeth. The convex form of tooth illustrated

in Article 3 is claimed to considerably re-

duce the amount of driving before the line

of centers. We will, therefore, give 
our

tooth that form and see what that amount

really is.

To Set Off an Arc of 6o°.—We have

already described several methods of get
ting

some exact angular arc on the pitch circle so

that we could divide it into fractional parts

and be sure they were correct. In Article 3

we explained how to get an arc of 90° and

we will now show how to get an arc of

exactly 6o° without using circular pro-

tractors (sectors), triangles or other instru-

ments than a pair of dividers or drawing

compasses. The simplest way is, after

drawing the pitch circle of the pinion from

the center P (see Fig. to), to then set the

point of the compasses on the point 1, at the

intersection of the pitch circle and the line

of centers, and from i as a center draw a

short curve across the pitch circle at 0.

From the intersection of the circle and curve

at 0 draw the lines 0/ and OP. The angle

between 0/ and OP will be 6o° ; the arc

of the pitch circle included between them is

an arc of 6o°, and the line Or is called the

chord of that arc or angle ; i. c., the chord of

6o° for a radius equal to PI.

This method is based on the fact that

in any circle the chord of 6o° is equal to the

radius (see Euclid, IV, 15, Cor.). An arc

of 600 is rather short for exact work; the

longer the arc we have to divide up the

closer we can set our dividers. Any error

in getting the correct distance between its

points would be more plainly shown in

making twenty steps with it, for example,

than in ten. But for most work this meth
od

is exact enough. To test its correctness,

mark off 18o° on the circle (i. e., three steps

of 6o° each) and set the straight edge 
at

the two extremities of this arc. If correct,

the straight edge will come exactly over the

center P. Fig. to is inserted to explain this

method, but in our drawing, Fig. 1 1. we do

not want this line Or. We simply mark the

(1631)

correct distance at 0 and draw the line OP

to get the position which the face of the

leaf would occupy at the end of the 6o° of

driving if it was all done after the line of

centers.
Before it reaches that position, how-

ever, it has separated from its tooth, because

the following tooth has met its leaf before

the line of centers and is doing a portion of

the driving which should have been done

by the one before it. So each tooth does a

part of the work which properly belonged

to its predecessor and thus the arc of driv-

ing which, by theory, should begin at the

line of centers and reach up 6o° furfher,

to 0, really begins at a certain distance be-

fore the line of centers and ends at that

distance short of 0, 6o° above. We wish to

know what that distance is with our convex

tooth.
Fig. I I shows a section of our wheel

and pinion, including one-half of the pinion

and two teeth of the wheel. XX is a por-

tion or arc of the pitch circle of the wheel

and X'Xi that of the pinion, the two meet-

ing at w on the line of centers WwP. The

center of the wheel, at W, is omitted from

want of room, but it should be understood

that all the lines running to the left, from

XX, really extend to W, and the short por-

tions shown in the figure are therefore

marked W.

Our first task is to find the length of

the circular pitch, on the pitch circles of

both wheel and pinion. This we can easily

do for the pinion by the method shown in

Fig. to and the 6o° above w ends at the

point 0. This distance, from w to 0, for

convenience we will divide into six equal

parts, of ten each, for spacing around the

pitch circle with the dividers. Two of these

spaces will give the width of the leaf and

one gives the center for drawing the semi-

circle on its end. We can use our dividers,

so set, for measuring the circular pitch on

the wheel by setting the points on the inside

of the pitch line XX while spacing. But a

more exact method is to draw enough of

the pitch circle XX to mark off 6o° on it, if

possible, then divide it up into smaller por-

tions of convenient length for use. That

we do in this case and take one-eighth of

it, which will be 7Y2°. Two such spaces

will be the circular pitch of t5° and one

(Confirmed on page 1633)



TRINITY GUARANTEED ELECTRIC CLOCKS

2A-00TH IC

'Height, 16 inches; width, inches: Nal. 5

inches; etched silver ci,ular French

spun brass sash, convexed glass.

Case—Mahogany, 5-ply veneer, highly polished

or satin finish.
Arovetnent—Extra finished, jeweled anchor es-

capement.

List, $23.85

4B MISSION COLONIAL

Height, 13 inches; wi(1th, 12 inches; t)ial, 5, inches;

.tclied silver circular finish.
(*a-,- -Select Birch. Alahogany finish; highly polished.

Movement --Plain, extra finished anchor escapement.

List, $10.15

- t,HONEsr pRib-rS_
_A T

ES- cuOCS.

2B—TAPERED COLONIAL

151., inches; width, 9 inclm-: I fial,

inches.

Case-- -Solid lallogany, highly poli,hed or satin

finish.

Nlovement- Same as .2.\.

List, $20.25

-

-

Established, 1873

  Incorporated, 1904

H. F. Hahn & Company
WHOLESALE

JEWELERS

Exclusive Distributers
156 11'ABASI-1 A I F.\(.

CHICAGO

1E HOLLAND

height, to,t4 iii 11—, IiIi, 13 inches: Nal, 6V2 inches:

etched Brass, (..1.1.,•1 finished or Aluminum.

Case—Oak, in Sift, Mission or Early English.

Movement sante as 411.

List, $8.10

TRINITY ELECTRIC CLOCKS

Two Standard No. 6 Dry Cells
furnished, guaranteed to run the
Clocks for One Year.

1C OFFICE

lfeight, 17 inches; Width. 17 inches; •

lithographed white enamel, black numerals.

Case—Finely finished Oak, or Birch, iMahogany finish.

lovement—tiatne as

List, $10.80

SIMPLEST MECHANISM EVER DEVISED, MAKING REASON
ABLE PRICES POSSIBLE.

NOT A NOVELTY, BUT HERE TO STAY. TWENTY DESIGNS
 AND WIDE RANGE OF

PRICES TO SUIT GENERAL BUYING PUBLIC. 
Write for particulars and Illustrated Booklet

Easy Lessons in Drawing for

Watchmakers

To Draw a Wheel and Pinion at the

First Contact Before the Line of Centers.—

It is often desirable to know where contact

begins before the line of centers and in what

the tooth and leaf engage with each other.

Young watchmakers sometimes have very

vague ideas about the nature of engaging'

friction and why it is objectionable. The

ability to draw a depthing in any part of

the driving before the line of centers and to

see the exact mode of action there will clear

up their doubts and give them more precise

and correct ideas about the action of a

depthing. For our illustration we will take

a pinion of six leaves, as, with that, the

amount of driving before the line of centers

will be greater than with the other sizes in

common use. We will also have our wheel

four times the diameter of the pinion, not

because that is a good proportionate size,

but to make the pinion more distinct in our

drawing.
As the wheel is four times as large as

the pinion it must, of course, have four

times as many teeth as the pinion has leaves,

which will be 4 x 6=_- 24 teeth. In a 6-leaf

pillion the circular pitch, or distance from

the face of one leaf to the face of the next

one, will be 3600 ± 6 = 6o° on the pitch

circle of the pinion and the circular pitch

of the wheel will be 360° ± 24 = 15° on

its pitch circle. That is to say, each tooth

will move through a wheel angle of 15°

while driving its leaf through a pinion

angle of 6o°. This should be done after

the line of centers, but we know, by obser-

vation, that it is not so in practice, a quite

large share of the driving being done before

the line of centers. The exact amount

varies with the form of the addenda on the

teeth. The convex form of tooth illustrated

in Article 3 is claimed to considerably re-

duce the amount of driving before the line

of centers. We will, therefore, give our

tooth that form and see what that amount

really is.

To Set Off an Arc of 66°.—We have

already described several methods of getting

some exact angular arc on the pitch circle so

that we could divide it into fractional parts

and be sure they were correct. In Article 3

we explained how to get an arc of 90° and

we will now show how to get an arc of

exactly 6o° without using circular pro-

tractors (sectors), triangles or other instru-

ments than a pair of dividers or drawing

compasses. The simplest way is, after

drawing the pitch circle of the pinion from

the center I' (see Fig. To), to then set the

point of the compasses on the point 1, at the

intersection of the pitch circle and the line

of centers, and from i as a center draw a

short curve across the pitch circle at 0.

From the intersection of the circle and curve

at 0 draw the lines Or and OP. The angle

between Or and OP will be 6o° ; the arc

of the pitch circle included between them is

an arc of 6o°, and the line 01 is called the

chord of that arc or angle; i. e., the chord of

6o° for a radius equal to Pl.

This method is based on the fact that

ill any circle the chord of 6o° is equal to the

radius (see Euclid, IV, 15, Cor.). An arc

of 6o° is rather short for exact work ; the

longer the arc we have to divide up the

closer we can set our dividers. Any error

ill getting the correct distance between its

points would be more plainly shown in

making twenty steps with it, for example,

than in ten. But for most work this method

is exact enough. To test its correctness,

mark off i8o° on the circle e., three steps

of 6o° each) and set the straight edge at

the two extremities of this arc. If correct,

the straight edge will come exactly over the

center P. Fig. io is inserted to explain this

method, but ill our drawing, .Fig. i 1, we do

not want this line 0 r. We simply mark the

(1631)

correct distance at 0 and draw the line OP

to get the position which the face of the

leaf would occupy at the end of the 6o° of

driving if it was all done after the line of

centers.
Before it reaches that position, how-

ever, it has separated from its tooth, because

the following tooth has met its leaf before

the line of centers and is doing a portion of

the driving which should have been done

by the one before it. So each tooth does a

part of the work which properly belonged

to its predecessor and thus the arc of driv-

ing which, by theory, should begin at the

line of centers and reach up 6o° further,

to 0, really begins at a certain distance be-

fore the line of centers and ends at that

distance short of 0, 6o° above. We wish to

know what that distance is with our convex

tooth.
Fig. II shows a section of our wheel

and pinion, including one-half of the pinion

and two teeth of the wheel. XX is a por-

tion or arc of the pitch circle of the wheel

and X/X/ that of the pinion, the two meet-

ing at W on the line of centers WwP. The

center of the wheel, at W, is omitted from

want of room, but it should be understood

that all the lines running to the left, from

XX, really extend to W, and the short por-

tions shown in the figure are therefore

marked W.

Our first task is to find the length of

the circular pitch, on the pitch 'circles of

both wheel and pinion. This we can easily

do for the pinion by the method shown in

Fig. to and the 6o° above w ends at the

point 0. This distance, from w to 0, for

convenience we will divide into six equal

parts, of ten each, for spacing around the

pitch circle with the dividers. Two of these

spaces will give the width of the leaf and

one gives the center for drawing the semi-

circle on its end. We can use our dividers,

so set, for measuring the circular pitch on

the wheel by setting the points on the inside

of the pitch line XX while spacing. But a

more exact method is to draw enough of

the pitch circle XX to mark off 6o° on it, if

possible, then divide it up into smaller por-

tions of convenient length for use. That

we do in this case and take one-eighth of

it. which will be 7Y2°. Two such spaces

Nvill be the circular pitch of 15° and one

(Contirnwsd on page 1633)
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IN justice to 
yourself and to the welfare of your

business, don't buy your fall stock of watches

without keeping in mind that in the 7-jewel field

the new remodeled Ingersoll-Trenton is the 
only

one sold exactly as Jewelers' want all watches

marketed.

1""--

(I) The "I-T " is, without exception, th
e best 7-jewel watch ever built. An

examination will prove this.

It is sold only through responsible jewelers and 
only direct to the retail trade.

The prices are absolutely restricted, guarantee
ing a fair profit.

It is the most extensively advertised of any 
watch ever put on the market.

Every "ad" reads : "Sold by responsible jewele
rs only."

(2)

(3)

(4)

No jeweler should overlook the article in his 
line which is

most prominently before the public. The coupon in the

corner will bring full information of great interest 
to

every jeweler who can get these goods.ROBT. H.
INGERSOLL & BRO.

45 John St., New York

I am willing to know

about the Ingersoll-Trenton

watch and its trade policies.

NAME 

STREET 

TOWN 

ROBT. H. INGERSOLL & BRO.
New York Chicago San Francisco Montreal

October, I909 T H E

Easy Lessons in Drawing for

Watchmakers

(Continued front page 1631)

Nvill give the breadth of a tooth, which is

one-half of the circular pitch.

We will make our first trial at 400

above the line of centers, leaving 20°. for

the driving before the line of centers. As

400 is two-thirds of the circular pitch of

the pinion, we must also take two-thirds of

the circular pitch of the wheel and mark it

off above the line of centers. That will be

to° and will come to the point marked i on

the wheel pitch line XX. Fifteen degrees

below this we mark the point 2. These two

points give us the positions of the front flanks

of our two acting teeth. We next mark the

points a, a, 7Y2° below 1 and 2, as the places
to set the point of the compass for drawing

the fronts of the ogives of our two teeth,

which we now do, by drawing the curves

1, 1, and 2, 2, as described in our last article.
We need not draw any more parts of the

teeth for making our trial.

We now draw the pinion radius PI,

resting on the tooth curve r, r. This repre-

sents the position to which that tooth has

carried that pinion leaf. Sixty degrees below

it we draw another pinion radius Pal, which

is where the face of the following leaf will

stand ; also, the radius P3r, which repre-

sents the back of the same leaf, and the

semi-circular addendum for the leaf. Now,

if the lower leaf touches its tooth anywhere,

contact has begun before the line of centers.

But, on examining, we find that it does

not touch, although it does not lack much of

touching.
We make our second trial at the points

3 and 4, 2° in advance of r and 2 Find

the points b, b, 772° below 3 and 4, for set-

ting the point of the drawing compasses

and from b, b, as centers draw the curves

3 and for the fronts of the two ogives in

their new positions. Next draw the pinion

radius P4r, resting on the tooth as before,

barely touching it ; then, 600 below it, draw

the radius P51 for the front face of the

second leaf and P61 for its back and join

P5r and P61 by the semi-circular addendum.

On examining, we now find that the lower

tooth and leaf have just met and touch at

the point 4 on the pitch circle of the wheel.

Therefore, contact before the line of centers

has just begun and, from this point on, the

front tooth and leaf will separate, while the

lower tooth and leaf complete the driving.

Or, rather, the upper tooth and leaf have

now finished their driving and the lower

tooth and leaf have just begun ; the latter

will carry its leaf upward 600 from the posi-

tion P5! to P4'.

K E N7 ST ONE

We see that the points i and 3 are

much further apart than the corresponding

points on the pitch circle of the pinion,

showing that the wheel is now moving

faster, relatively, than the pinion. The

cause of this is the convexity of the

tooth. Previously it had caused the leaf to

have a greater relative speed than it should;

i. e., the pinion moved faster than the wheel,
but now the pinion has begun to fall back

and it will thus lose the advance it had

gained. The distance from 4 to w shows

how far the wheel has to move to reach the

line of centers or end of the driving and

the distance from P41. to PO shows how far

the leaf must move to reach the end of its

circular pitch above w. It will be seen that

the former distance is considerably greater

than .the latter and the difference is the ex-

cess of motion which the leaf must lose

and the wheel must gain. We also see that

the contact begins at about 18° before the

line of centers, which is the Usual point, so

that the boasted superiority of this form of

tooth proves to be only imaginary. If the

tooth was a little broader the curve would

be slightly less convex, like the curve 2, 2,

which was drawn that way ; but the im-

provement would be hardly noticeable.

The contact occurs between a point on

the addendum of the leaf and one at the

pitch line on the tooth. The addendum of

the leaf will slide along the flank of the

tooth, as the latter forces it. forward, dig-

ging into it with a wedging action and

causing excessive friction and wear. The

leaf, being the harder of the two, the wear

comes on the tooth ; at first it is all on the

flank, but after digging a hollow into the

side of the tooth the wear begins on the

addendum also, just at and near the pitch

line. All watchmakers have seen such hol-

lows in the fronts of teeth and Fig. it

shows how they are cut. It is also plain that

as the hollow grows larger and deeper the

contact will begin nearer to the line of

centers, for the leading tooth will have to

carry its leaf further before the following

tooth and leaf can touch. And all regu-

larity, both in velocity of motion and power

transmitted, will be lost, because the curve

provided for securing such regularity has

been destroyed on that part of the tooth.

Having found the point of first con-

tact, we will complete the drawing of our

wheel and pillion. From the point 3 as a

center we draw the curve for the opposite

side of the ogive of that tooth, then from 3

and 1) we draw radical lines W3 and Wb to

the wheel center W. These lines furnish

the Jadical flanks and thus complete the

upper tooth. In like manner we set the point

of the compasses on the point 4 and draw

1633

the curve for the opposite side of the lower

tooth ; then draw radial lines from the

points 4 and b to the wheel center W for

the two flanks of the lower tooth. Putting

in a circular line to mark the bottoms of

the spaces between the teeth complete this

portion of our wheel.

Lastly we finish the pinion. Twenty

degrees above the line P41 we draw the

radius P71 for the other flank of the leaf

and add . its semi-circular addendum. This

finishes the upper leaf ; the lower one is

already completed. We can add as many

more leaves as we wish, by marking off

distances of 600 each way from P41 for

the front flanks of all the leaves and

the same distances each way from P6r

for the back flanks, then join the ex-

tremities of each pair of radii by a semi-

circular addendum, and strike the inner

circle for the bottoms of the spaces between

the leaves. Those who are not accustomed

to drawing will make a neater job by strik-

ing the semi-Circles first and then drawing

radii from the center to each point where

the semi-circles cut the pitch line. To get

the central points for these semi-circles, take

the central point between w ind 2 (by whicli

the first semi-circle was drawn) for a start-

ing place and mark off distances of 6
00

each way from that. Each such point

marked will be the center for the semi-

circular addendum and the two radial flanks

of a leaf.
•

pro BE CONTINUED]

A Short Cut

The board was 10 inches and a fraction

in width and the carpenter's apprentice with

his ruler and a pencil was trying to divide

it into three equal parts.

"Hang it," Ile said, impatiently, figuring

away, getting bigger and bigger fractions,

and still far from the accurate division that

he sought. "Hang this business."

"Here's the way to do it," said the old

carpenter. And he took a foot rule and laid

it across the to-inch board obliquely, so that

the oblique measurement just made 12

inches. Then he marked off three equal

divisions, one at the 4-inch line, the other

at the 8. "You will find that divides your

board quite accurately," he said. "It is the

easiest way for carpenters to make divisions.

It works on any width or any number of de-

sired divisions. To divide a 934-inch board

in four parts, for instance, you'd make your

ruler measure obliquely just to inches

across the board and then you'd mark off

your division at 2%2, 5, 7Y2. This is a handy

thing to know. It saves a man -many a

quarter-hour of tedious ciphering."—Atacri-

can Carpenter and Builder.
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fIL DLNNISON CATALOGUL is regarded by leading

Jewelers as a book of reference essential to the pro-

fitable conduct of business. Like all valuable works

of reference, it must be kept up to the day. To meet

the fastidious demands of the modern Jeweler calls for pro-
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Fitting Electric Bells

The task of fitting a simple electric 
bell sys-

.em in a house, whether it be as an 
ordinary door

ell or for signaling in case of burgla
rs or fire, is

,ne which any inexperienced perso
n can easily

1ndertake, and when once the principle which

mderlies the action of the electric current is

(early understood, it becomes possible
 for even

.11 elaborate installation to be undertaken. In

.,rdinary houses where the bell is operated by

means of a push from the front door, w
e have

,vhat is perhaps the simplest electric b
ell system

possible. This consists of (t) a battery cell, (2)

;t vibrating bell, and (3) a push, and 
when these

are connected up with a metal wire 
in a well-

known and recognized manner, then, w
hen the

push is pressed, the electric circuit is "c
losed" and

he bell starts ringing.

There. are many types of bat-

Type of teries which will answer the

Batteries purpose of ringing electric

bells, but the one universally

adopted is that known as the Leclanche 
(named

after the inventor), a single quart cell o
f which

being sufficient to operate a small bell w
hen the

distance traversed by the wire is not ve
ry long.

An illustration of a Leclanche cell is given in

Fig. i and it consists, as shown, of an out
er glass

jar, usually square, containing an inner 
porous

cup, A, and a zinc rod, B. The porous c
up con-

tains a carbon plate, C, with a leaden cap
, and

around the plate is tightly packed a mixtu
re of

equal parts of crushed carbon and 
peroxide of

manganese—without dust—whilst the outer cell

contains a sal ammoniac solution. With
 a cell thus

made, chemical action takes place when 
the carbon

plate and zinc rod are joined by a wire,
 setting up

:in electric current, and this is the force 
which is

of such use in the electric bell systems of the

present day.

The reason why this type of battery 
(two. or

more, cells usually being spoken of as a 
battery)

is so extensively used, is on account of 
it giving

the least trouble, and further, the cheapne
ss of its

maintenance.

Another type of battery, which is useful in

giving an intermittent current such as requir
ed for

electric bells, is the so-called dry battery, 
and this

kind is undoubtedly best when the battery
 is liable

to much vibration, or in warm climates; the
y are

not, however, so suitable for heavy work
 or con-

tinuous action.

The Bell

nary people seem
this knowledge is

The type of bell required is so

well-known that little descrip-

tion is necessary, but few ordi-

familiar with its action, and as

necessary, should slight adjust-
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ments or repairs be needed, the tnechan
i111 of the

ordinary vibrating bell is shown in Fig. 
2. This

consists of a polished wooden back—usu
ally of

teak or walnut—upon which is mounted 
a cast-

iron frame, A, carrying the bobbins covered
 with

No. 26 B. W. G. silk-covered wire. An a
rmature

of soft iron, B, is fixed to a steel spring, on
e end

of which touches a platinum point, C, and this

F c 3
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point is the end of a screw which works i
n a short

pillar connected by means of a metal arm
 or wire

to a terminal, D. The second terminal
, E, is con-

nected to one of the loose wires of th
e bobbin--

either direct or through a metal plate—wh
ilst the

other end of the bobbin wire is either dire
ctly con-

nected to the armature spring, or to the me
tal base

plate, as shown.

The action of the bell is as

Action of follows : When the circuit is

the Bell closed, a current of electricity

is generated from the battery

and flows through the wire in at terminal
 E, from

thence it flows through the wire round the 
bobbins,

and in doing so the soft iron cores inside th
e bob-

bins become magnetized and attract the a
rmature,

B, causing the hammer, F, to strike the
 gong a

smart tap. When this occurs, the spring o
n the

armature ceases to make contact with the pla
tinum

point, C, thus breaking the circuit and 
allowing

the armature. to fall back again. The circuit is

again closed, another tap occurs, and thus 
a con-

tinuation of these taps causes the vibrating 
sound

of the bell we hear. The usual sources o
f weak-

ness in cheap hells are the springs and c
ontacts ;

the springs should be of tempered steel an
d plated

to resist rust, and the contacts should be of 
platinum.

The push is used for closing the electric
 cir-

cuit, and when the connections of the 
battery and

bell are in order, the act of depressing th
e central

stud should cause the bell hammer to vib
rate. A

common form of street door push is illus
trated in

Fig. 3, with the back or working part show
n separ-

ately in Fig. 4, which latter is made of a non-

conducting material, such as vulcanite, etc., 
and is

screwed in the central part of the frame fro
m the

back. The two wires—one from the bell and

one from the battery—are passed through the

holes, A, and the bared ends wound roun
d the

screws, B and C, which are then screwed 
down

tight. When the stud is depressed, the top 
part

of the spring, D, is pressed on to the bottom
 part,

E, and thus the ends of the two wires are 
metal-

lically connected together through the two sp
rings,

D and E.

Having thus explained the chief features in 
a

simple electric bell system, we will now consi
der
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how an electric bell, to be operated by a 
single

push, is fitted up, and for convenience the cas
e will

be taken where the push is fitted to the fro
nt door.

The first thing to decide is the

The Position best position of the bell and the

battery. As previously ex-

plained, the Leclanche battery requires such
 little

attention it can be put right out of the w
ay, and

the place usually selected is on a shelf ill th
e cup-

board under the stairs. It matters little, however,

wherever it is placed, so long as it is dry and
 cool,

warm or damp places lessening or preventi
ng the

action of the cells. For a short distance, one
 quart

cell will be sufficient, costing about 6o cents
 with-

out the solution, which should be mixed in th
e pro-

portion of 2 ounces sal ammoniac to I pi
nt of

water, and the outer cell two-thirds filled. 
It must

be a saturated solution.

The bell should, of course, be put where it 
is

best heard under all conditions, and if it is the

only bell in the. !ruse, then,thq hall... is usuall
y, the

best place.– The wirei'ii&essary for conne
cting

up are made of copper and covered with some
 non-

conducting material and should be placed in 
such

a position that they can be hardly noticed, 
conse-

quently on the wall under the ceiling or alo
ng the

skirting boards of a room may be general
ly re-

garded as best positions.

It must be remembered that there are tw
o

wires running from the street door push, an
d for

convenience these wires are run together -s
ide by

side as far as possible, as being thoroug
hly coy-

ered with non-conducting material such a
s double

cotton soaked in paraffin wax, silk, or ev
en india

rubber, risk of connection between the wires

(called short circuiting) is avoided. A littl
e wire

more or less matters little in the action of
 the bell,

yet it is not advisable to make the path of
 the

wires too long, as they possess a certain
 amount

of resistance to the electric current and o
bviously

the longer the wires, the more the resista
nce.

There will be two wires run-

How the Wires fling from the street door, one

Will be Placed of which goes to the battery

and one to the bell, whilst a

short length will also run from the bell to the

battery. These connections may be better under-

stood by reference to the diagram (Fig. 5), 
where

A is the street door push, B the bell, an
d C the

battery, the black lines indicating the wi
res. In

measuring up the wire before purchasing, 
allow

an inch extra for fitting to each terminal and
 about

2 inches for each wire for connecting to t
he push.

The size of wire used for electric bells i
s that

known as No. 18 B. & S., although No. 20 is
 often

used, but mostly for short lines. The prices vary

(Continued on page 16:17)
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'A REPEATER YOU CAN SELL
DON'T HAVE TO TURN ON THE LIGHT

Illustration shows exact size

IT STRIKES THE HOURS AND MINUTES

A BOON TO AUTOISTS, YACHTSMEN, RAILROAD MEN OR ALL NIGHT WORKERS

THIS REPEATER WATCH enables you to tell the exact time on the darkest night. Convenient when traveling, motoring or when lying awake in bed. Take the
Repeater out of your pocket or from under your pillow, press the little device which starts the mechanism, and a clear-toned chime begins to ring the hour, the quarters
and then the minutes. It is a first-class timepiece, 14 jewels, Russian Niel silver or high-grade engine-turned or plain gold-filled case, as may be preferred.
RETAIL SELLING PRICE- Niel Silver Case, $50.00 Gold Filled Case, $55.00

A WATCH WHICH YOU CAN SELL AT A GOOD PROFIT TO YOU.

NEWMAN CLOCK COMPAN
WRITE FOR NET PRICES

Y
1526 WABASH AVENUE

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED NEWMAN WATCHMAN'S CLOCK. AUTO CLOCKS AND HIGH-GRADE CLOCK SPECIALTIES

HEDGE 101-8 INCH BOWL

OUR SPECIALTY is high-grade ware that suits the jewelry trade.
The PRETTY DESIGNS, deep cutting and diamond sparkle proclaim
the superiority of our product.
The QUALITY attracts and the moderate price insures quick sales and
large profits.
It is IDEAL CUT GLASS stock for jewelers of standing with refined
patronage.

Don't Fail to Investigate this Sure-Sale and Big Profit Opportunity

IRVING CUT GLASS CO., Inc.
HONESDALE :: :: PENNSYLVANIA
Eastern and Western Representative   F.J. CLASSEN, Baltimore, Md.
Pacific Coast   A. J. LEHRE, San Francisco, Cal.
Southern J. H. LEWIS, Atlanta, Ga.
New York City   F. W. REICHENBACHER

MICH-CUT
ALL-CUT

MICH-CUT
ALL-CUT

Do you deliver Glass or Rhine Stones when
a customer orders Diamonds ? Do you?

Do you deliver Brass or Plated Ware when
a customer orders Solid Gold ? Do you?

Do you deliver Nickel Plate when Solid
Silver is ordered?

If you did, do you think it would be a good
excuse to say, if you were called upon to
explain, that your customer did not know
the difference?

Would it be any better to say that you did
not know the difference?

There is CUT Glass and there is another
kind —do you mix them ? We do not.

MICH-CUT is ALL-CUT

Michigan Cut Glass Co.
MICH-CUT
ALL-CUT

LANSING  
MICHIGAN MICH-CUT

ALL-CUT
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Fitting Electric Bells

(Continued from page 1485)

from I cent per yard, according to the 
nature of

the insulation—silk being much higher.

•The next step is to mark the position of 
the

push, and this should be about 4 feet fr
om the

ground on the door frame. Bore two smal
l holes

through the door frame a little distance a
part to

take the wires, leaving, say a couple of i
nches pro-

truding in front. A larger hole can be use
d to

take both wires, if great care is taken not t
o dam-

age the insulated covering. The ends of each 
wire

must be stripped of their covering for a d
istance

of about I inch, then cleaned with emery 
paper,

and the wires passed through the holes, A, 
Fig. 4,

the bare ends being wound round underneath
 the

screwheads, as shown. Screw on the outer case

and temporarily fix to the woodwork by one 
screw,

carefully pushing the wire through the frame.

The wires must be run along the wall where

convenient, bearing in mind the best positions, a
s

previously stated. One wire must be conveyed to

the screwed terminal on the top of the car
bon

plate of the battery cell, whilst the other must
 be

taken to a terminal of the bell. The bell and bat
-

tery must now be joined together by a short length

of wire. Reference to Fig. 5 should make this

quite clear. In connecting the wires to the termi-

nals, the same procedure must be adopted as in

fitting to the push, viz., the ends must be bared

for at least an inch, cleaned with emery, and then

wound round the screw of the terminal and tightly

screwed down. This is important, as with bad

connections, weakness of the circuit, or even fail
-

ure, is almost bound to occur. When all is con-

nected up, test the bell by pressing the push, and

if the wires have been joined correctly, the 
bell

should ring. The front door push can now be

screwed up and the wires put straight in position
.

In fixing the wires to the wall and woodwork,

staples should be used, but great care should be

taken so as not to injure the covering, because the

staple, being made of metal, will close the circuit

(short-circuiting the current), and thus spoil the

system.
In new houses it becomes possible to shorten

the length of the wiring by running wires down

behind the door frame below the flooring and

underneath out of way; this, however, is not

always advisable, as in case of repair, the trouble

to get the wires is increased. When wires are run

in walls or behind fixed framework, insulating

tubing may be used to take the hidden wires, the

ends of the tubing being rounded off to prevent

damage to the insulation.

Once the worker has mastered the 
proper

manner of connecting up the wiring, the 
installa-

tion of more complete systems becomes 
fairly easy,

and only needs a little study with pencil
 and paper

to devise some intricate signaling by 
electric bells.

Before considering more intri-

Types of cate wiring, it may be here re-

Pushes marked that there are various

types of pushes besides the one

shown, but all work on the same princi
ple as pre-

viously described. There is the cheap kind of

wooden push, which can be bought for a 
few cents,

the pear-shaped push (see Fig. 6), whi
ch is con-

nected to a rosette of wood or other 
material fixed

to the wall. These are useful for operating from

the study table, or from the bedside in 
the case of

invalids. There are other means of making con-

tact which are useful in the warning 
of burglars,

or in time of fire, and these will be explained

later. All that is necessary in devising an elec
tric

bell system is to be able to trace a circuit 
along a

metal wire without a break through the 
battery

and bell when contact is made by means 
of a push

or other device. Take the case of Fig.
 7, for ex-

ample, and it may be remarked that here 
the bat-

tery is indicated by the thick and thin lines

marked C and Z, there being two cells 
shown in

this diagram. This is the conventional man
ner of

representing a battery by practical men, and 
will

be adopted in future sketches.

In Fig. 7 the bell can be operated by either
 of

the four switches or pushes, S, and when 
any one

is pressed a complete circuit can he tr
aced from

CEMSNOI=ZZIFLMEIM
FIG 10

push to battery, battery to bell and from be
ll back

to switch. In fitting up such a system, 
supposing

that the pushes arc in separate rooms of a 
house,

the best place, after putting the bell and 
battery

in position,. is to take the wires from the
m up to

the farthest room, and in so doing run as 
near to

the other rooms as possible, then joining th
e other

wires to them as indicated. As the length 
of the

circuit may be reasonably supposed to be 
a long

one, two cells properly joined together m
ust be

employed. The best method of connecting to-

gether branch wires will be presently exp
lained.

In connecting two or more cells together,
 a wire

must be run from the carbon of one cell
 to the

zinc of the next.
Fig. 8 shows the manner of wiring up so 

as

to ring two bells from one push, and in 
this case

each bell takes half the current. The met
hod of

joining up the bells in this case is known a
s being

"connected in parallel," on account of their 
simi-

lar terminals being in direct communicati
on with

the same terminal of battery.

In Fig. 9 we have a method of signal
ing in

two directions. When the push, S, is p
ressed, the

bell, B, will sound. This may seem complicated

to follow, but in reality it is not so. Su
ppose, for

example, the push, S, is pressed, the current 
flows

from the carbon of the battery right aroun
d to the

push, S, and through this push to the bell, 
B, then

through the bell to the line, A, and thence
 around

to zinc of battery. In a similar manner, when SI

is pressed, the bell, B T, will ring.
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In wiring for electric bells, it becomes possi
ble

to join wires together so as the current wi
ll con-

tinue to flow, despite the fact that the wires
 are

broken, and this is especially useful in con
necting

branch wires, as indicated in Figs. 7, 8 and 9.

To connect up the ends of two wires in o
ne

straight line, strip off the insulation on each 
wire

for a distance of I inch, and clean the bare 
wires

with emery cloth, afterwards binding together

tightly. The best plan is to cross the wires in
 the

form of a letter X, twisting one wire to th
e right,

and one to the left, until a good joint is 
made.

The bare wires should now be covered 
with a

damp-proof insulation, to prevent the copper 
cor-

roding, which would increase the resistance. 
The

best plan is to solder together, using res
in as a

flux. Fig. to shows two wires connected togethe
r

in a straight line, and Fig. ti two at right 
angles.

With the examples previously explaine
d (see

Figs. 7, 8 and 9), it should become 
quite possible

for almost anyone, with a little thou
ght, to devise

many other systems, the method in 
which the cir-

cuit is closed so as to operate the b
ell being im-

material so long as a good contact is ma
de.

Fig. 12, for example, illustrates

Burglar a burglar alarm contact, and in

Alarm this the electric circuit is closed

. when the wires, A and B, are

in direct metallic communication, and this only

occurs when the top of the spring, C, 
is touching

the metal-topped ebonite block, D.

This device is fitted to the bottom of th
e win-

dow sash, and sunk level with the 
woodwork, so

that the end of the marble at E pr
ojects slightly

as indicated. When the window frame
 is in posi-

tion, the marble is forced back, and 
the top of

spring, C, kept away from the metal sur
face of D;

thus at night should the window be 
raise(l, the

marble is forced slightly outward, allowing the

spring to close the circuit, and thus start 
the bell

ringing.

In connection with burglar alarms, it 
is far

better to employ a continuous ringing bell,
 so that

when once the circuit has been compl
eted, i. e.,

when the window sash has been raise
d, the bell

will continue to ring, even when the 
circuit is

again broken by closing the window, thus 
notifying

the fact that the window has been once
 raised.

The mechanism of this kind of bell (see 
Fig. 13)

is somewhat similar to the ordinary vibr
ating kind,

but it has three terminals, 1, 2 and 3. 
The arma-

ture is slightly longer than in the vibrati
ng bell,

FIG 12
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and at its lower end, A, carries a 
catch which en-

gages a trigger, B. When the circuit is closed,

the current passes through the te
rminals, I and 2,

and also the coils; thus the cores ar
e magnetized,

the armature is attracted, and the tr
igger released.

The spring, C, pulls up one side of 
the trigger,

the other end falls down, makes 
contact with 1),

(Continued on page 1639)
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Black Opals

Australia, that land of surprises in the

domain of natural history, as well as in that
of mineralogy, has given us many forms of
the opal during recent years. First, the
wonderful specimens that are found in the
brecciated ironstone which was filled with
large, wonderful white, blue and blue-green
opals, running to the thinnest tissue-paper-
like films of brilliant color, permeating a
mass of a few inches in size and a much
larger mass alike.

Then again, there are the opals found
in the Wilcannia White Cliffs district, New
South Wales, where the most beautiful
white noble opals frequently replace the
vertebrae and other bones in animals, mark-
ings on wood and marine shells. The pine-
apple opal, as it is termed sometimes, occurs
in nodules the size of a man's fist.

The foolish superstition in
regard to the ominous char-
acter of the opal, which was
more or less prevalent fifty

years ago, has almost entirely disappeared.
Strange to say, in ancient and even medieval
times, these stones were believed to make the
wearers fortunate and were thought to com-
bine the virtues of the different red, blue
and yellow stones having the colors which
are reflected from the surface of the opal.
Until within the past few years the black
opal was exceedingly rare. It was supposed
to bring good luck to the wearer, even by
those who distrusted the light opal, and for
this reason, as well as for its beauty, it has
always been highly prized. During the
years 1906-1908, however, a quantity of
black opal, of a velvet-black in general ef-
fect, but permeated with a rich display of
red, green, blue and purple, was discovered
at the Lightning Ridge mine, in New South
Wales. Gems weighing one hundred carats
were taken from there and a quantity of ma-
terial has been obtained and formed into
specimens which have found their way to
the gem markets of the world.

The opal field is situated in
close proximity to the
Queensland border and is
said to have an extent of

twenty-five miles. There is now railroad
communication with Collarendabi, forty-five
miles from Lightning Ridge, where the
opals occur. The miners suffer much from
a scarcity of water and it is stated that three
times the number of those engaged in opal
mining at present would•be employed in that
pursuit if the water supply were increased
by the building of adequate tanks. Some-
thing has already been done in this direction
and conditions are much improved from
what they were a few years ago, when the
miners were forced to carry water from a
long distance and it was occasionally sold at
twopence a bucket. The miners are indus-
trious, and thieving is practically unknown.
In manv cases disputes in regard to rival
claims are settled by the old "bush law," thus
saving the expense and delay of an appeal
to the regular legal tribunals.

The name black opal has often been
erroneously bestowed upon matrix opal, a

Opal
Superstitions

Queensland
Opals
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material consisting merely of veins of opal
in the matrix rock, but the true black opal,

such as is found at Lightning Ridge, is
composed entirely of opal. The material
occurs as nodules in the rock and varies
very much in quality. It frequently hap-
pens that fine specimens cannot be utilized
for gem purposes because of extensive
flaws, or "sandshots" as they are called,
which traverse the stone in different di-
rections and render it comparatively worth-
less. The miners are unwilling to permit
a thorough examination of the rough
material, only cleaning off a small surface,
sufficient to show the coloration of the ma-
terial and leaving the rest of the mass
covered with sand, so that possible flaws are
not visible. Hence the opal buyer is forced
to take the chance of buying poor material
at a high figure. In spite of this the best
material has sometimes commanded as
much as two hundred and fifty dollars, an
ounce at the mines, although the average
price is very much lower.

In 1906 opals to the value of forty
thousand dollars were secured from the
Lightning Ridge fields and the worth of the
total output there is nearly two hundred
and fifty thousand dollars. Of course, the
returns are very irregular, a small syndicate
having realized five thousand dollars in three
months' time. New South \Vales has almost
a monopoly in the production of black opals
at the present time.

The fields at Lightning Ridge differ but
little in appearance from the surrounding
country, being flat and monotonous in out-

line and covered in spots with the usual trees

of the region—gum, needlewood and sandal-

wood. The opal is found embedded in a

tough rock, which has been called "shin-

cracker" by miners because, in splitting it

with the pick a fragment often flies off and
strikes the unlucky miner a sharp blow on
his shin. The only guide to the presence of
precious black opal is the occurrence of the
common and valueless brownish or blackish

opal, known locally as "potch" ; where this

is found in quantity the miner sinks a shaft

and is frequently rewarded for his labor

by valuable finds. These shafts rarely ex-

ceed forty feet in depth, the opals appearing

between six feet and forty feet. Only pick

and shovel are used and great care is

requisite in liberating the precious material,

as it is firmly embedded in the hard rock and

may easily be broken and rendered worthless

by a single heedless stroke of the pick.
The total value of the opals

Peacock of all kinds found in New
Feathers Done South Wales has been
in Stone placed as high as five mil-

lion dollars. But by far the

greater part of this sum represents the value

of the various light opals, which occur in

many other parts of the world, while the

black opal is rarely found outside of Aus-

tralia. the richest deposits being in the

Lightning Ridge fields. A fine exhibit of

the mineral treasures of New South Wales

was shown by Percy Marks, of Sydney, in

the Franco-British exhibition in London,

and the black opals in this collection were

the center of interest, both because of their

rarity and because of their great and singu-

lar beauty.

Never before have opals been found
that possess such a great variety of intense
coloring matter. One peculiar shade was
bluish, almost resembling some dark tur-
quoise or a mixture of ink and milk, the
coloring being due to the minute inter-
mingling of the black in a white field. This
strange color, however, was entirely opal-
escent, with pale bluish-green reflections.

A type which frequently occurs may be
referred to as the humming bird form of
coloring, in which are blues, reds, yellows
and greens, the reds burning as a hot coal
and the slightest turning of the opal giving
out the black of smoke. The red is intense
and fiery, yet, notwithstanding this, it has

a softness alternating with the deepest
flame color and resembles a fiery flame of
red upon a black, smoky ground.

The peculiar golden green seen in the
plumage of some humming birds may also

be observed in certain opals when reversed,
the most beautiful green and bluish flashes
revealing themselves. This phenomenon is
also apparent in many opals, notably in some
of those from Lightning Ridge, New South
Wales. When they are laid horizontally

and the light is allowed to fall on them they

appear green if looked at toward the light,
but when they are turned around and looked

at away from the light the flashes are red.
This peculiarity is also apparent in many

of the brilliant noble opals from New
South Wales, which show a greenish hue
when looked at, but have pinkish reflections
when looked through. In one striking form

the entire surface was broken like a cracked
plate, with ribbon-like effects, in which
there were reflections of intense green, each
fragment throwing out a bright green light,
until the entire surface was one mass of
green reflections, with here and there small
breakings and brecciated surfaces.

In several other specimens from Light-
ning Ridge the color was like that on the
tail of a peacock—that is, as if a great mass
of feathers were to be seen through a con-
cave lens, being a miniature, reduced pea-
cock tail, with interwoven green reflections.
—Saturday Evening Post.

Bronze Horse of Colossal Size

A colossal bronze horse which will

carry as huge,--proportionately—a cast of
Victor Emmanuel II, of Italy, as part of
the gigantic memoral statue now set up in
Rome to honor him, is probably the largest

ever cast. The trappings of the horse

alone weigh more than four tons, while the
pistol holsters are higher than an ordinary
man. The breast of the horse weighs.seven
tons and the abdomen nearly nine tons.

The sabre which will hang at the King's
side is over thirteen feet long. More than
thirty persons can be easily accommodated
inside the horse, and sixteen can gather
around a banquet table within it.

With a Moseley Lathe you are well equipped

to do any kind of repairing and do it right, which

means well satisfied cu3tomers, who will come

again and bring their friends. Get the genuine.—

Adv.

THE WESTERN CLOCK 
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Fitting Electric Bells

(Continued from page 1637)

ind another circuit is closed; but this time through
erminals 2 and 3—see dotted lines—which entirely
..xcludes the alarm contact, and thus the bell con-
nines to ring until the trigger is restored to its
former position by pulling a cord attached at E.
Phis type of bell is also useful for fire alarms
,vhen it is necessary that the bell should continue
C) ring until attention is attracted.

Many types of electrical fire
Fire Alarms alarms have also been adopted,

and the majority of those at
Present all depend for their efficiency on the fact
that heat makes most substances expand, and so
cause contact to be made. Others operate by
means of a platinum wire being inserted in a ther-
mometer, so that the mercury makes contact with
the wire when the temperature rises. Fig. 14
shows one example of an electric fire alarm, and
needs but little description. All that is necessary
is to fix up the circuit, immerse the device in water

thus indicate through which set of wires the cur-
rent passed.

Should the bell wiring and fitting have been
properly executed in the first place, the usual cause
of a bell not ringing can be traced to a defective
battery. In the first place the solution may be ex-
hausted, in which case the best thing is to take
out the porous cup and wash the glass cell. Put
in 3 or 4 ounces of sal ammoniac, and about half
fill with water. Look to the zinc rod, and if crys-
tals have formed on it, scrape them off. Return
the porous cup and connect up. The liquid in the
outer jar should not be more than two-thirds full
when the porous cup is in position, or else the sal
ammoniac will "creep" over the outer jar. Should
this at any time occur, it must be removed, and
the top—inside and out—well greased. Sometimes
the porous cup gets choked, and prevents the effi-
cient action of the cell, and in such a case the cup
should be stood in boiling water for a little time,
and then cooled. Should the wires run through a
damp place, damp-proof wiring should be employed.

It is always best, in fitting up an electric bell
system, to buy the bell and push, but the handy

man can make the battery cell quite easy.
First, take a quart jam jar to serve for
outer cell, and for the porous cup canvas
can be used, bent in circular form, and
provided with a piece for the bottom,
coated with melted paraffine wax, and
also dip 3/4. inch of the top into resin
and hot pitch. The outer cell should be
coated with brunswick black at the top.

Insert the carbon plate, put in the mixture, adding
the zinc and solution ; then fit on the terminal.
The manganese, carbon, zinc, terminal and solu-
tion can be bought for a few cents.—The Elec-
trician and Mechanic.

at the desired temperature, and regulate the small
side screw until the bell rings. Remove from the
water, and then it will be noticed that as the metal
contracts, the circuit is broken, and thus requires
the heat of the room to be at the required tem-
perature, in order for the bell to ring again.

It is often necessary to break an electrical cir-
cuit, such as, for example, in burglar or door
alarms, during the day time, so that the opening
and closing of windows • or doors will then not
Operate the bell. In such cases, switches are used,
and a simple' two-way switch is shown in Fig. 15.
One of the wires from the battery connected to
the terminal, A, whilst the other line wires to the
studs, B, and so that when the handle is switched
over to either stud the particular circuit is closed,
and the bell can ring when contact is made either
by push window contact, etc. When the handle
is on the central pin, D, then communication is
1)roken.

Switches can thus be made to connect up vari-
,ms bells. For example, suppose we have a four-
way switch, as indicated at A in Fig. 16, then by
'onnecting up the terminals to the battery, as
.;hown, and the studs 1, 2, 3 and 4 to bells 13', B2
Ind B3, then by Switching handle over to these
;tuds the various bells can be rung. As shown in
.he sketch, the circuit is broken, there being no
.onnection between P and either i, 2, 3 or 4.

When fitting up an electric bell
sin Indicator system, the use of an indicator

is often necessary, showing
from what part of the building the bell has been
rung. These are somewhat complex in detail, but,
:ts a rule, their principle is exceedingly simple,
heir action depending upon the current magnetiz-
Mg two coils. Fig. 17 is a diagram, and will serve
to illustrate the principle upon which indicators
act. The current enters from A and round coils
to B, and in so doing magnetizes them, which
attracts one end of an armature, C. The other
end of C therefore rises, releases the arm D,
which, therefore, falls to the position, E, and can

The Oxygen-gasoline Blowpipe
The cost of cutting steel and iron with saws

of various kinds and with the oxygen-gasoline
blowpipe is compared in the following table, pub-
lished by a French railway journal. In each case
the cross-section of the bar is TOO square cm., or
r5/2 square inches.

Tool

FIand saw 
Power saw, single cut..
Power saw, triple cut..
Oxy-gasoline blowpipe..

Cost Time Required
Cents Minutes

32 tO 58 45 to 75
25 6o
14. 6o
6

The substitution of the blowpipe for the saw,
therefore, effects a great saving in time, as well
as in money. The blowpipe used in these experi-
ments terminated in a circle of small holes,
through which oxygen and gasoline vapor were
forced. The gasoline vapor was delivered at a
pressure of 2 atmospheres, while the pressure of
the oxygen ranged from 3 to 12 atmospheres.
The proportions of oxygen and vapor were regu-
lated by cocks on the two' supply pipes. The
actual cutting was performed by a jet of pure
oxygen, blown through a central orifice. The
thickness of the cut, usually 1/6 inch, could be
varied by varying the diameter of the jet. The
pressure of the oxygen was regulated in accord-
ance with the depth of the cut, 3 atmospheres
being required for I inch, 6 or 7 atmospheres for
2 inches, and 12 atmospheres for 6 or 8 inches.
The liquid gasoline was forced into the burner,
under a pressure of 2 atmospheres, by a hand
pump, and was volatilized by an auxiliary flame.—
Scientific American.
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A New Method for Plating Aluminum

In a recent issue of the London Electrical
Review, a method for electroplating is described.

The author, E. C. Szarvasy, states that up to this
time the problem of electroplating aluminum with
copper, silver, tin or other metals has not been
satisfactorily solved.

The method used is to dissolve a dry salt of
the metal to be deposited in methyl alcohol (wood
alcohol). Unless the salt is dry, water is intro-
duced, which interferes with the success of the
operation. The aluminum to be plated is cleaned
by polishing or cutting clown materials containing
grease. When polished or scoured by such
material, a film of grease is left on the surface.
This is not removed, however, as it serves to pro-
tect the surface from oxidation. The aluminum
is immersed in the solution with the grease on it
and the alcohol dissolves it, leaving a clean sur-
face for the deposition of the metal. The deposi-
tion is carried on as usual.

How to Make a Simple Dry Battery

Often the experimenter is in need of a good
dry battery of a certain size or shape for some
particular work, where the ordinary standard-
sized cell is either too large or not of the right shape
for the same work. An inexpensive dry cell that
will produce results, and can be made by anybody
capable of handling a soldering iron, has long been
the desire of every experimenter. The cell as
described herein has been used for many pur-
poses and with marvelous results by the writer.

To make a cell of the standard size, a strip of
zinc of medium thickness, 84 inches long and 6
inches wide, is necessary. The zinc is rolled into
a cylinder 6 inches long and 8 inches in circum-
ference, thus leaving a quarter of an inch which
is to be tightly soldered. A zinc cap is next sol-
dered on one end of the cylinder. Any solder
showing on the inside is to be well shellaced. Do
not shellac any zinc surface, as that will interfere
with the action of the battery. Line the inside of
the cylinder with a thin layer of blotting paper.
For the positive pole of the battery, the carbon
from a wornout cell is the best if procurable, but
if not, a bundle of arc light carbons, with the
copper surface well filed off, is the next best.
The chemicals for producing the action that gen-
erates the electricity are, one-quarter pound of sal
ammoniac, one-quarter pound of chloride of zinc
(paste form), one-quarter pound of oxide of zinc
and one-quarter pound of plaster of paris. These
salts should be thoroughly mixed with a mortar,
and packed tightly in the cylinder about the car-
bon, which is a half-inch from 'the bottom of the
cell. This paste will fill the cylinder to within
half an inch of the top, the rest being filled with
paraffine. A copper terminal soldered to the zinc
and a heavy copper wire, scraped clean and bound
about the protruding end of the carbon, form the
negative and positive connections for the cell.

This cell can be easily formed in various other
shapes to suit the experimenter's fancy. The cell
herein described, if constructed according to
specifications, will produce very satisfactory re-
sults, especially in ignition work or for wireless.
It will register about 1 2/5 volts and between to
and 15 amperes.—Geo. F. Worts, in Scientific
American.

Moseley Lathes are up-to-date in every par-
ticular, and this is due to the great care taken in
their manufacture. Get the genuine.—Adv.
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Isochronism of the Vibrations

of the Balance

Translated by THE K c YSTON E from 
the German of the late

Jules (trossman LI by special permis
sion

VIII

I now come to another error, whi
ch,

after what has gone before, I can discuss

briefly. Since a retardation is usually found

in watches when kept in a vertical p
osition,

the question has been asked : would
 it not

be possible to cause the small vibrat
ions in

a flat overcoil spring to be performed 
in a

shorter space of time than the long vibra-

tions by bending the inner coils tighter

together?

It is here assumed that the distance

between two coils is smaller internally 
than

externally. This. is not the case. The

error in the assumption is evident if we 
con-

sider that in this case a flat balance s
pring

would give a different isochronism from a

cylindrical one, since the radii of the inn
er

are smaller than those of the outer 
cells.

The opposite effect would be more like
ly to

happen, owing to the moment of inertia, 
as

already explained.

In his " Memoire " Phillips started from

the assumption that the points of attac
hment

of the two ends of the balance spring are

C. L. GUINAND'S
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perfect. This is not always true. Let us

consider a watch with an index, the balance

spring pins of which allow a certain play of

the spiral blades. Two cases may arise.

First, it may happen, as shown in Fig. 12,

that in the position of rest the balance coil

is between the two curb pins. If the balance

is now turned through a small angle front its

position of rest, the leng tit which is here in

operation is the length from the collet to the

stud a. If the balance is turned a little

further, the operating length is now only the

FIG. 12 FIG. 13

length from the collet to the curb pins b. In

long vibrations the spring is, e.erefore,

shorter by the length a b. The consequence

is that the short vibrations consume more

time than the long vibrations. And as the

friction of the balance pivots is greater in

the vertical than in the horizontal posi
tion,

so the vibrations of the balance are sh
orter

in the hanging than in the fiat position.

The reverse may happen in the case

illustrated in Fig. 13. When the balance is

MADE IN ALL KINDS OF WOOD

OAK AND BIRCH IN STOCK

Write for Prices

600

900

30o

.200

/ Oo

at rest the coil of the spring may press

against one of the pins, so that, c. g., if the

index is removed the coil would take the posi-

tion shown in Fig. 13. If the balance is now

turned through a small angle from its posi-

tion of rest, the operating or effective length

of the spring is the length from the collet to

the curb pins.

If the balance is now turned a little

further to the side on which the coils

expand (see Fig. 13), the coil will move

away from the pin against which it was

lying and the operating length will now be

the length from the collet to the stud. The

spring is, therefore, longer in large than in

small vibrations. Hence the large are slower

than the small vibrations. In this way a gain

may take place in a hanging position.

Figs. 14 and 15 show the results of my

calculations for different lengths of vibration.

In Fig. 2 it is assumed that the outer coil of

a flat balance spring without overcoil is be-

tween the curb pins when the balance is at

rest. The length of the spring from the

collet is 226 millimeters and that of the por-

tion from the curb pins to the stud 7 milli-

meters.
The play between the curb pins is so

measured that when the balance is turned

through an angle of 200 from the position of

rest the outer coil lies against one of the pins.
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Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this depart-
ment must send name and address—not for publication,
but as an evidence of good faith. No attention will be
paid to anonymous communications. Questions will be
answered in the order in which they are received.

An INDEX to the questions answered in Workshop
Notes department for each year accompanies each Decem-
ber number. Subscribers are requested to preserve these
indexes, and, before mailing questions, to refer to them,
as similar questions may have been answered in previous
issues. These indexes are arranged alphabetically, accord-
ing to subject covered in each answer, and tell the issue
and page on which the information may be found.

"Pivot."—I 2cas talking with a watchmaker
who has been working forty years at the bench,
and he said he never uses anything for polishing
pivots on balance staffs but an oilstone, and fin-
ishes with cutting burnisher. Now I find some
pivots that are too soft, and I use the oilstone and
finish with Bell metal, lap diamantine and oil, and
finally with diamantine, boxwood slip and alcohol.
Do you think that a soft pivot that is inclined to
scratch can be successfully treated with only oil-
stone and cutting .burnisher? Anything you can
tell me about polishing pivots will be appre-
ciated.—If you examine under a microscope the
polished surfaces produced on a pivot by both
bell-metal lap or slip used with a good polishing
material and a steel burnisher, you will notice
that the surface of the one polished by bell-metal
is more even and smooth, even though you could
detect no difference by the naked eye or ordinary
eyeglass. The particular value of the steel bur-
nisher for polishing pivots is in cases where the
metal of the pivot is rather soft, such as is gen-
erally the case with cylinder pivots. This is
because the burnisher closes the pores of the
metal and hardens the surface, while the bell
metal used with powder grinds away the metal of
the surface. It is important to mix diamantine
with oil sparingly, so as to make a very thick
paste, and use a very thin film of it on your bell-
metal.

"Breguet."—(r) Is there a good tool on mar-
ket for bregueting hairsprings of all siz.es, sun pie,
and can be operated successfully by workman at
first trialf—There is no tool in the market such
as you suggest. The only way Breguet hair-
springs can successfully be bent into shape for re-
pairing purposes is by skill of hand, assisted by
the use of convenient shapes of tweezers. But
no tool made will obviate the necessity of skill in
doing this work.

(2) Isn't it best to remove bar sleeve and
crown from all cases while cleaning the caser—
Yes.

(3) Is it best policy to always oil wheel join-
ing cannon pinion and the pallet pinion? I have
often noticed the pallet fork drops more freely
from. one banking pin to another when not oiled,
but always oil them for fear I may do the time-
piece injustice. I also notice oftentimes the dial
Wheel mentioned above has become gummy and
sticks to the plate by having been oiled. Is it best
to oil this?—There should never be any oil put on
any part of the dial-train; there is hardly any
pressure in the action of this train, and oil simply
becomes a hindrance to its free action, as it thick-
ens and gathers dust. The pivots of the pallet
arbor, and the pallet stones, must be oiled, but not
the fork where the roller pin plays.

"Rock."—In 18 size key-wind Rockford staff
is 0 K hole and end jewels 0 K (but end-stone
In balance cock has a small hole worn a little),
sPring horizontal and free, balance does not touch
anything, but it stops, but not while you are
watching it, when the staff rests on the end-stone
in balance cock. If that is the only trouble, can I
fix it without fitting a new jewel?—There should
be a new end-stone put in place of the one which
has a pit worn in it, and the end of the pivot must
also be redressed and polished. Whether or not
It is the worn end stone that is responsible for the
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stopping of the watch depends on how badly pitted
it is. You can easily tell, after making the repairs
described, since if there is anything else wrong,
the watch will stop as before.

"Explain."—Will you kindly explain what you
mean by the expression in July number, "See that
the discharging corner of each stone points toward
the right-hand side of the escapement, as you look
at it with the escape wheel toward you."—Lay the
watch on the bench with the escape wheel nearest
you, i. e., you must get the escapement in such
position that the escape wheel is toward you, and
the balance wheel is away from you. This is

FIG. I

mentioned so you do not make a mistake in read-
ing what follows as to the direction in which the
pallet stones' discharging corners point. The
sketch (Fig. I) will show you that these corners
must both point toward the right-hand side of the
escapement as it lies on the bench in the position
explained. The discharging corners are where
the wheel-teeth drop off the pallet stones, and are
at the end of the longest side of each stone.

"Tools."—I am a jeweler and have been want-
ing to get some kind of a tool for plate jeweling.
Which do you advise, a jeweling tool for. lathe
slide rest or the new tool?—The most convenient
way to do a job of jeweling in a plate is to use
gravers made of narrow strips of sheet steel, or
round steel, with an end filed flat, shaped into
styles as shown in Fig. 2, and with thin wooden
handles. These cutters, and a thin burnisher,

FIG. 2

comprise all that is necessary to mount jewels, mid
are as quick as can be for doing single jobs such
as the repairer has to do. Of course, for mount-
ing jewels in settings, in quantities, a jeweling
caliper rest, or other form of jeweling tool, is
valuable on account of the time it saves; but it
takes too long to set up these tools to do a single
job with them; as to the new tool you mention,
we do not see it advertised in any of the trade
journals, and have no way just now of forming
an opinion on it in order to advise you. It seems
strange that a new tool shouldn't be advertised.
Explanations of the use of hand tools like those
illustrated above will be found in Workshop
Notes in May (1909) KEYSTONE.

"Cleanman."—How long should the parts of
watches remain in the sulphuric ether and benzine
after first putting them in to insure cleanliness?
What proportion of grain alcohol should be used
for cleaning with the above method? What
amount of sulphuric ether and benzine would you
advise to be mixed at a time and how long uill
one mixing last to insure good work, and should
the mixture be set in glass jars with ground
lidsi—The only way to judge how long to dip the
parts is to observe when the dirt and old oil is all
dissolved, and then take them out. Any convenient
quantity of the mixture may be mixed at a time;
there is no particular advantage in mixing a
large lot of it, except that it would save he
trouble of measuring often ; it may be used until
it is too much charged with oil and dirt to turn
ont clean work. Any kind of airtight receptacle
will do to keep it in. We recommend as best,
however, the method of cleaning described several
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times in our columns, which consists, briefly
stated, of a dip in benzine, then in a solution of
cyanide of potassium, next a thorough washing
with soap and water, immersion in alcohol, and
drying in sawdust. This sounds like a more
lengthy process than it really is. Our experience
has been that where it is desired to make the best
possible job of cleaning a watch, this is really the
shortest way to it, because there is no subsequent
brushing or scouring necessary.

"Lines."—Are the lines on a balance cock in
good grade watches placed so that moving the
regulator certain distances will change the rate a
given amount? How much does the upper nut on
a regulator clock pendulum change the rate per
bead and how much does the lower nut change
the ratef—In neither watches nor clocks can you
depend on a graduation of the regulating divisions
yielding a uniform change of rate. Even in two
of the very same make, model and grade of move-
ment, moving the regulator over one division of
the regulator scale may produce a different result
on each movement. Regulating is a matter for
experience. After working at it sufficiently long,
one can judge approximately how much to move
the regulator for a given effect, but the final exact
regulating is always more or less a matter of
experiment.

"Loupe."—In the August number of THE
KEYSTONE, page 1283 of the Workshop Notes
article (Genuine), you have examined a jewel for
a subscriber and say that you find the pivot hole
has an eccentric motion when the jewel is held
in a chuck with the rim true. I am a young
watchmaker, at the bench only four years, and
have bought a number of glasses of all kinds, try-
ing to get one that I could see jewel holes and
pivots with as plainly as I would like, but to no
advantage yet. I would like very much for you
to tell me what kind of a glass you used to exam-
ine the jewel with and what one will costf—The
glass used to examine the jewel with was a double
rubber loupe, having a focus of about one inch,
and cost 40 cents. One of these can be bought of
any dealer in watchmakers' supplies.

"Antiox."—There is an antioxidizer which
is composed of yellow ochre and other ingredients.
Will you kindly send us receipt for making it?—
The formula you ask for appeared in this depart-
ment some time ago. It is made as follows :
Yellow ochre, 4 parts; boracic acid, I part. Mix
these ingredients with water, to thoroughly incor-
porate them, and then allow them to boil for an
hour. This boiling is of the utmost importance.
The composition thus obtained is applied as a
paint to all the surface of the article, except where
the solder is to flow.

"Soft No. 2."—(I) How can I remove mer-
cury from go/df—Ordinarily, when the discolora-
tion is slight, such as that imparted by coming in
contact with an ointment containing mercury, the
simple operation of polishing will remove it. If,
however, this does not do it, heat the articles to
a trifle over 600° F., when the mercury will be
dissipated in vapor.

(2) How to remove soft solder from gold?—
Reply to this appeared only a few months ago,
but, as it is very short, we will repeat it. If the
piece to be treated is 12 karat or higher, von can
dissolve the soft solder by immersing in nitric
acid. If the solder is on gold of less than 12
karat fine, use the following: Crush to powder
two ounces copperas and one ounce saltpeter ; boil
together in ten ounces water. Allow it to cool
and crystallize. Dissolve the crystals with eight
parts spirits of salts to each part of crystals (use
earthenware vessel). Put in four parts boiling
water and keep the mixture hot while immersing
the soldered article.

Moseley Lathes are of the very best material
mid workmanship. They are simple in construc-
tion and thus are not as likely to get out of order.
Get the genuine.—.4dv.
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Adjustment to Temperature

By S. A. Wt.:Avail, Ticonderoga, N. Y.

There is probably no part of watch repairing

as badly abused or neglected in proportion. to its

importance as the one to be discussed in this brief

article. My experience in repairing watches has

been quite varied, having worked in the capacity

of watchmaker all the way from some of the

finest stores in the large cities down to the less

elaborate ones in small country towns, and every-

where alike I have found watches in great num-

bers crying aloud for adjustment to temperature.

These watches must have been disabled by either

incompetent or careless workmen, and it is my

opinion that it was more from a lack of knowl-

edge of adjustments of this nature than front

carelessness on the part of the workmen who

repaired them ; therefore, in the following article

STEEL.

BRASS.

FIG. I.

I will try to illustrate and explain this matter in

such a simple manner that anyone, even though

not at all familiar with mechanism of a watch,

will be able to understand, avoiding, as far as

possible, the use of technical terms or the discus-

sion of small theories that would tend to bewilder

the mind of those who but vaguely understand

the principles of adjustment to temperature.

The structure of the watch hairspring, pre-

senting so much surface in proportion to its total

mass, is such as to render it peculiarly sensitive

to thermic influences. It is a well-known law of

nature that all metals expand under the influence

of heat ; it will be understood, then, that the hair-

spring, which is so extremely slender, will be very

sensibly affected, its length increasing •as its tem-

perature rises; and as the spring lengthens, its

power, of course, grows weaker, not alone in the

mere fact of its expansion in length, but that heat

is a devitalizing factor on the elastic force of the
spring.

These combined imperfections, or elements of

weakness inherent in the spring, were very in-

geniously surmounted some years ago by the

invention of what is called the compensating bal-
ance, which is so constructed that the same heat

which weakens the elastic force of the hairspring

STEEL

BRASS

FIG. 2

serves at the same time to reduce the diameter of

the balance, so as to exactly adapt it to the force

which the weakened spring is capable of exerting.

This automatic compensation is obtained by con-

structing the balance riot of two metals having

widely different ratios of expausion. In the ordi-

nary watch, the two metals employed are steel

and brass, the arms and inner portion of the rim

being of steel, with an encircling band of brass,

the two metals being firmly united by fusion.

The action of the balance under the influence of

heat will be easily understood by a few words of
explanation in connection with the following cuts :

Fig. i represents a strip of brass and one of

steel of equal lengths when at a normal tempera-
ture. When heat is applied; the two metals will
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expand in about the ratio indicated by the dotted

lines.
Now if these two strips of metal be firmly

united by fusion, as shown in Fig. 2, it is evident

that the brass portion of the strip would not be

free to expand, being held by its union to the less

expansive steel ; therefore, the compound strip is

forced to assume a curved form, as shown in

Fig. 3.
Of course, if the bar had been subjected to a

like reduction in temperature, the result would

have been that the bar would have been curved

in the opposite direction.

The differential expansion of metals, then, is

the basis on which the compensating balance is

constructed.

The next cut shows a complete balance as

used in ordinary watches.

It will be observed that the rim of the balance

has been severed at two opposite points, near the

arms, so that the rim is practically the same thing

as shown in Fig. 2, the difference being that the

two compound strips which form the balance rim

are curved, instead of straight, the effect of heat

on the balance being shown in Fig. 5.

We now come to the little screws on the rim •

of the balance, which have a double use; first, to

enable the balance to possess the exact weight

desired, so that, when in connection with the

proper hairspring, it shall make the exact number

of vibrations per hour required, which in most

modern watches is 18,000 per hour. But it makes

quite a marked difference in the result obtained

STEEL.

BRASS.

FIG. 3

where these screws are located, because the mat-

ter of temperature is a factor always to be con-

sidered. A little consideration of this fact will

make clear to you the second use of these little

screws, bearing in mind that the object to be at-

tained by the use of this form of balance is to

utilize the changing temperature, which modifies

the effective power of the hairspring, as to ren-

der the balance self-adapting to the various con-

ditions. This is attained by changing the effective

diameter of the balance, so that if the heat

weakens the spring, it at the same time reduces

the diameter of the balance to exactly correspond.

In the next cut we have the screws numbered,

and you will observe that between the screws are

holes which are adapted to receive screws, and

these holes are also numbered.

A careful and accurate trial might show that

at a normal temperature (about 70° F.) this bal-

ance would have the exact weight to allow the

required rapidity of vibration (18,000 per hour).

Now subject this watch to an increase of, say, 25°

in temperature, and it will very likely be found

to lose as much as 7 seconds per hour, or 35 beats

or vibrations, which fact will indicate that when

in the heat the balance is too large, or more

properly stated, the effective weight is not properly

located, being too far from the axis. A careful
examination will make it plain that the effective
weight of a balance can be readily changed with-

out a particle of change in the actual weight. In
this case it might be simply needful to remove,
say, screw No. 4 to position marked No. i r, so
giving an added weight at that part of the rim
where the effect of the heat would cause it to curl
in farthest toward the axis, thereby more rapidly
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reducing the effective diameter of the balance, and

so allow more rapid vibrations. If, on the other

hand, the watch had been found to gain when

heated, the screws must have been moved in the

opposite direction. Manipulations of this sort are

always required in adjusting watches to tem-

perature.
There is hardly a day but that fine watches

come to my notice in which these screws have

been changed about, or exchanged for heavier or

lighter ones, extra screws added or some of the

original anes taken out by some careless or in-

FIG. 4

competent workman, without any thought what-

ever in regard to the effect produced by the

change, and, as previously stated, I have found

this condition alike in city and county towns.

Every watchmaker who takes pride in putting

a watch in shape to keep anything near accurate

time should provide himself with some convenient

form of apparatus in which any desired degree of

temperature could be obtained and maintained,

for the purpose of giving watches that had been

"knocked out" in this respect a test for adjust-

ment to temperature.
While this matter of adjusting watches to

temperature is an important factor in the repair-

ing of watches, there are adjustments to position,

isochronism, etc., which are also matters of great

importance, and every workman who aspires to a

higher knowledge of the art than that necessary

to brush off the plates of a watch, peg out the

pivot holes or insert a new mainspring, should get

a copy of "The Watch Adjuster's Manual," pub-

lished by THE KEYSTONE. Personally, I have read

nearly everything in print on these subjects, and

in my opinion this is the best book ever written

Oil high-class horological craftsmanship.

The Moseley Lathes are celebrated for their

superior quality, design, accuracy, convenience,

simplicity and durability. It pays to get the best.
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Gilding—New Processes and
Formulae

Wet Gilding

Gold is one of the most easily reducible

metals; that is, it can easily be separated in metal-

lic form from other metals or from oxidizable

compounds in solution. There are, consequently,

a great number of methods of gilding by immer-

sion, either at ordinary temperatures or with the

use of heat. Gold is very strongly electro-positive,

and if brought in contact with a metal which, in

relation to it, is electro-negative, as, for instance,

copper or zinc, a powerful galvanic current is gen-

erated, which hastens the decomposition of the

solution in which the gold is present, so that the

so-called contact-process of gilding is much more

rapid than any other.

The methods which will be described have all

the same purpose, that of producing a uniform

coating of gold; but the nature of this coating

varies with the method. While one fluid produce
s

a fine-grained, dull gilding, another will give a

lustrous one, and the advantage of one method

or the other is according to the desired purpose
.

If the fluid is correctly chosen, the object gilded

requires no other treatment except rinsing, the

necessity of polishing being entirely done away

with. But to insure the success of the gilding,

the object must be free from any traces of oxides,

which is most easily brought about by pickling,

before immersion in the gold solution, in concen-

trated nitric acid, then rinsing quickly in water,

and putting at once into the gilding fluid.

Elkington's Method

In this process, the gilding fluid is prepared

as follows: 156 grammes (0.156 part by weight)

of gold are dissolved in a mixture of 656 grammes

(0.656 part) of nitric acid (1.45 specific weight)

and 444 grammes (0.444 part) of hydrochloric

acid (1.15 specific weight) ; the solution is evapo-

rated in the water bath, and the residue of gold

chloride is dissolved in water, filtered, to keep

back chloride of silver (which is separated from

gold which contains silver), diluted with water to

make 20 kilogrammes (parts) of fluid, and boiled

two hours, after adding to kilogrammes (parts)

of potassium bichromate.
Instead of the bichromate, which is expensive,

experiment has proved that equally favorable re-

sults can be obtained with potassium monochlorate,

obtained by pouring an equal weight of water over

ordinary potash, letting it stand for several hours,

filtering the solution, and evaporating it to dry-

ness in an iron pan. The residue will be very

pure potassium chlorate, and must be put, while

warm, into well-closed bottles, since if left in the

air, it absorbs moisture and dissolves.

Copper, brass or bronze can be gilded by

tying the object in brass wire, and immersing it

in the boiling fluid. If silver is to be gilded, it is

tied up with zinc wire. A large number of small

objects, such as articles of jewelry, can be gilded

at the same time, by gathering the wires together

at the top, and so immersing them. German silver

or platinum is treated in the same way. Iron or

steel will not hold the gilding well, unless first

coated with copper ; after being copper-plated, the

articles are suspended from zinc wires in the gild-

ing fluid.
Regnault's Gilding Fluid

The Parisian imitation gold jewelry is made
largely by use of the gilding fluid, called Reg-

nault's, which is prepared as follows : too

grammes (o.too part) of gold are dissolved in

250 grammes (0.250 part) of nitric acid and 250

(0.250 part) of hydrochloric acid, adding 250

grammes (0.250 part) of water. Three kilo-

grammes (3 parts) of simple potassium chlorate

are also added, and the solution poured into an

iron kettle containing 2o liters (20 parts) of boil-

ing water, and boiled two hours. The composi-
tion of Regnault's fluid is similar to that of Elk-
ington's, in fact, almost identical, but the process
of gilding is somewhat different.

The objects to be gilded are heated red hot,
and pickled, first in dilute sulphuric acid, then
for a moment in nitric acid; they are tied to-
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gether with brass wire, dipped into a mixture of
sulphuric, nitric and hydrochloric acids, quickly
lifted out, rinsed, dipped into a solution of mer-
cury and then into water, immersed for thirty
seconds in the gold fluid, and, after washing,
dried in hot sawdust. If a heavy gold coating is
desired, the objects are touched with a zinc rod
while in the gold bath.

For coloring the gilded objects, the Regnault
process uses a solution of 6 parts of saltpeter, 2
of green vitriol, and i of white vitriol, in a little
water. The solution is heated to the boiling point,
when the objects are immersed and dried at an
open fire until they have a brown coating, which
is then washed off.

Elsner's Gilding Fluid

This consists of I part of crystallized gold
chloride, 5 of salt, 5 of yellow potassium ferro-
cyanide, and 5 of water. The objects to be gilded
are immersed in the fluid, at boiling point, touched
with zinc, and are perfectly gilded in three min-
utes. They are rinsed, and made bright by brush-
ing with moistened powdered tartar.

Castellani's Gilding Fluid

One part crystallized gold chloride, to parts
concentrated hydrochloric acid, 4 parts sulphuric
acid, 2 parts boric acid; 150 parts water.

The fluid is used at the boiling point ; the
objects suspended from a gold wire, touched with
a copper rod while in the bath, and dried over
a fire.

These are the most important methods for
hot gilding, though there are several others, in
which gold oxide is produced, and used in caustic
alkaline solutions. These fluids, however, are so
complicated that they can only be properly pre-
pared by an expert chemist, and they will not be
described here in detail, especially as they afford
no better results than the simpler ones given
above.

The gold coatings obtained by the hot process
are always thin, really only a film, if the ob-
ject remains but a short time in the bath; if,
therefore, the gilding is to be durable, it is recom-
mended to lengthen the time of immersion, and
likewise to use contact at the same time.

According to an experiment by Karmarsch, a
square meter of tombac had upon it 2.7 to 4.2
grammes of gold; the thickness of the coating
was from 1/7100 to 1/45oo of a mm. According
to Febling, the temperature at which the gilding
is done influences the amount of precipitated gold,
this being more at higher temperatures. He found
that at 15° C., 0.0005 gramme of gold was de-
posited upon 50 square centimeters of surface;
at too C., o.006 gramme. The same fluid was,
of course, used for both experiments.

Gilding by Rolling

It would be possible to coat other metals with
gold in exactly the same way as with silver ; that
is, by placing a sheet of copper between two sheets
of gold, and passing through rollers until pressed
out to the desired thickness. Such filled metal is
not to be distinguished, in appearance, from pure
gold, and is excellently adapted to the manufac-
ture of inexpensive jewelry, since the layer of
gold, though thin, is very dense from repeated
rollings, and is very durable.

But as the coating of gold produced by this
method is always heavy enough to make the arti-
cles comparatively expensive, another process is
substituted for all ordinary purposes, which can
also be employed for copper, brass, bronze, iron,
or steel.

The object to be plated is first pickled, until
perfectly clean, and polished metal must be so
strongly corroded that it loses its luster ; this is
done in the case of copper and bronze with hydro-
chloric acid, while for iron and steel sulphuric
acid is used.

The copper or brass plates are heated until
they begin to color, and leaf gold is then applied
with a ball of cotton, and immediately pressed on
hard with the polishing tool. This process of
heating, laying on the gold, and pressing is re-
peated until the gilding is of the proper thickness ;

the sheets are then rolled out thin, as the articles

made from them, such as jewelry, are usually
stamped, and the little dies used would not be
strong enough to work on thick sheets.

The so-called rough gilding is made by rough-
ening the plates with a file or scraper, and apply-
ing the gold leaf in so thick a layer that the
scratches on the plate are not seen after the gold
has been pressed on.

"Talmi" gold, almost exclusively used in the
Paris and Vienna workshops for cheap jewelry,
is made in this way, with sheet copper, bronze or
tombac; the good reputation for durability which
it justly enjoys rests on the fact that the gold
layer, though thin, is very firmly pressed on and
has been rolled until very dense.

The so-called pure Talmi gold, formerly much
in use, was made of gold-colored bronze, plated
on both sides with gold, but very thinly. The
gold was very dense, and the plating really very
durable; but it is no longer produced in this way,
the Talmi which appears under that name being
now gilded by galvanic processes. It is, however,
less durable, as the coating obtained is not so
dense.

Parisian Talmi gold consists usually of an
alloy of 90 parts copper and to parts of zinc, with
a gold coating which amounts, as a rule, to i per
cent. of the weight of a given object.

Plating of Wire with Gold

Only silver and copper wire are usually
plated with gold; the former receives the name
of pure or real Leonese gold wire, the former is
called imitation Leonese wire.

The so-called pure gold wire is made by plat-
ing cylindrical rods of silver. Pure silver must
be used, because no alloy of silver would have
sufficient tenacity to allow of being drawn out to
the required fineness of the wire.

The work is begun by casting a thick silver
rod, square in cross-section, in a sand or iron
mold; this is beaten into a round shape while hot,
and cut in pieces 25 to so mm. in diameter and
so to 75 cm. long. These rods are now worked
into a cylindrical form by means of a scraper or
file, and drawn through a few holes of the wire-
drawing plate, to make the little cylinders mathe-
matically exact. Next they are roughened with a
file, and leaf gold, rather thick, is pressed on with
the polishing tool. After this, the rod is wrapped
up in strips of old linen, which are tied around it,
and it is heated to a pale red heat in a charcoal
fire, whereby the linen covering is burned, and
the gold leaf made to adhere firmly to the rod.
The last step is working with the polishing tool,

and the rod is ready for drawing. It is drawn
out into finer and finer wire, which, as the micro-
scope shows, is covered with a close and uniform
coating of gold. The thickness of this coating on
the finest wire is 1/25000 of a mm. and in heavier
wire only 1/6000 of a mm. The thickness of the
finest wire itself is about 0.04 mm.

The leaf gold used here, called "factory gold,"
and universally employed for plating copper and
silver, is that which has been beaten out only to a
certain degree of thinness. It is 0.075 mm. in the
square, and the thickness varies from 1/140 to
1/250 mm. Each leaf averages o.8 gramme in
weight.

The weight of the gold in comparison with
the weight of the whole wire varies constantly;
in the best wire it amounts to 1/30 of the weight

of the silver, but sometimes is as low as 1/130.

The imitation gold wire is made of copper
rods, plated in the same way as the silver rods;
but as copper is somewhat less ductile than silver,
the wire cannot be drawn out so fine. But copper
is still very ducti!e; a copper rod of 18.83 cm. in
length has been drawn out, as an experiment, into
nearly 300 km. of wire.

Imitation gold wire soon becomes defaced in
use, and the red of the copper makes an ugly con-
trast with the gold color, so that it is desirable to
use the pure Leonese gold wire in all cases; the
difference in price is only that between the cost
of silver or copper rods, as the cost of working is
the same. Pure gold wire is used in textile
materials and in filigree work ; the latter consists
of woven wires, which have to be passed through
smooth rollers, to flatten them a little.—Translated
for the Scientific American Supplement from
Das Vercinnen, Verzinken, etc., der Metalle.
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ANNOUNCEMENT

EHOWARD WATCH COMPANY
• Waltham, Massachusetts, begs to

announce the publication of a new catalogue
of HOWARD Watches.

This catalogue shows the complete line of HOWARDS
with case, movement and dial displays reproduced full size in
copper-plate half-tone direct from the watches themselves.

It is the first complete catalogue of a high-grade com-
plete watch ever issued in the history of the trade.

It describes all HOWARD models in *detail and states the
protected price at which each watch must be sold. HOWARD
trade prices are never published, but are furnished HOWARD
jewelers on application.

The book is designed as a valuable supplement to the dealer's stock and will
prove of great assistance in the selection of his holiday assortment—a more important
consideration this year than ever before in view of the increasing demand for
HOWARDS and their special fitness for gift purposes.

HOWARD jewelers should look for the delivery of this book and notify the
E. Howard Watch Company in case of its non-arrival. Each copy is numbered and
record is made of the name of its recipient.

The first and limited edition will be mailed early in October.

E. HOWARD WATCH COMPANY
WALTHAM, MASS.
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Arrow indicates position of watch on the :emplane. It is
held in a specially designed leather case or "cradle," with
opening for the dial, in line with the eye of the aviator.

THE HOWARD WATCH

AEROPLANE flying imposes
unforeseen and trying condi-

tions on a watch.
The Wright Brothers, at Le 1Vlans, France, had

most unsatisfactory experiences with all the watches they

tried. They came back from Europe determined to

buy HowARDs.

The aeroplane vibrates with the throbbing of the

engine. It tilts at all angles. Often it lands with a jolt

that would ruin the balance x'heel of many a watch.

Orville Wright adopted the HowARD for his record

Bights before the U. S. Government, at Fort Myer.

The HowiRD upheld its sixty-seven years' reputa-

tion as a practical timepiece. Its special hard-tempered

balance beat true—even in the shock of a landing that

threw the watch to the ground. The HowARD adjust-

ment proved itself permanent.

There can now be no question that the HowARD is

the watch for the aviator.

A HowAmi) Watch is always worth what you

pay for it.

The price of each HOWARD Watch, from the 17-jewel in a

fine gold-filled case (guaranteed for 25 years) at $35.00 ; to the

23-jewel in a 14 K. solid gold case at $15o.00—is fixed at the

factory, and a printed price ticket attached.

Drop us a postal card, Dept. E, and we will send

you a HOWARD book of value to the watch buyer.

E. HOWARD WATCH COMPANY
WALTHAM, MASS.

The above announcement appears in the leading magazines and periodicals for October. It reaches 7,300,000 subscribers (about 3o,000,000

readers). It will be seen by every man in your community who can afford to buy a watch. Some of them will be interested. Are you a
HOWARD dealer ? Do the people of your locality know that they can find the HOWARD at your store?
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SESSIONS CLOCKS
JUST WHAT THE TRADE DEMAND

A Neat, Plain Polished Cabinet Clock at a Popular Price.
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KARNAK BRASS

Substantially Constructed. Nicely Finished Golden Oak Cases
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GODDESS OF
THE NILE

worshipped by
the Egyptians as
the Great Bene-
factress.
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AN EGYPTIAN
MYTHOLOGI-
CAL MONSTER

Worshipped as
the Protectress of
Egypt.

BENEDICT MFG. CO.

East Syracuse, N. Y.

BENEDICT MFG. CO.

East Syracuse, N. Y

AVONDALE
inches high to inches wide

Price, $5.30
8-day, Striking the Hour and

BELFAST
T21/2 inches high to inches wide

Price, $5.20
Half-hour on Cathedral Gong. Iveroid Dial.

DALTON "
1 2 I/2 inches high to inches wide

Price, $5.00

Plain Brass Sash. Oval Glass.

We illustrate below a few of our fine Inlaid Mahogany Clocks
WRITE FOR SHEET SHOWING FULL LINE IN COLORS
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PLYMOUTH
14 inches high oy2 inches wideSolid Mahogany Case, Inlaid with Colored

Woods. Convexed Glass. Cream-tinted
Porcelain Dial. 8-day Cathedral Hell,
Half-hour Strike on Cup Bell.

Price, $16.00

CONCORD
1334 inches high 83 1 inches wide
Solid Mahogany Case, Inlaid with Colored

Woods. Convexed Glass. Cream-tinted
Porcelain Dial. 8-day Cathedral Bell,
Half-hour Strike on Cup Bell.

Price $15.00
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BRADFORD
T4T/I inches high 914 inches wide
Solid Mahogany Case, Inlaid with Colored

Woods. Cream-tinted Porcelain Dial.
Convexed Glass. 8-day Cathedral Gong,
Half-hour Strike on Cup Bell.

Price $14.00

The ancient Egyptians were great builders —such Temples as
Karnak, built by the Seti over fifteen centuries ago, the ruins of
which are still standing in an excellent state of preservation, prove
them GOOD BUILDERS.
We are metal workers, and the fact that our business has grown to its
present proportions proves us GOOD WORKERS also.

Our latest line is " KARNAK BRASS " founded on the principles
of utility and Art, of which we illustrate herein a few pieces—both
forms and decorations express the ideal features of Egyptian orna-
mental art. Each piece is hand decorated and finished in a most
attractive combination of dull brass and antique green. Each piece
has a distinct individuality.
We wish particularly to call the trade's attention to the fact that this
is a unique line—one in which every number is certain to prove a
quick and profitable seller.

C, Write for price-list and complete catalogue.
Full line on display at our New York Office,
409 Broadway ; including Hand Hammered

/..-Brass and Copper Art Goods, Silver Plated
. . Hollowware and Flatware, Gold-Plated Nov-

elties, Clocks, Jewel Boxes, Metallized Real , ,, .'‘. 1)(t 41 ,,,s.
2

I 2.■

Rose Hat Pins. ,eg" ' i is . J

KARNAK BRASS KARNAK BRASS

THE SESSIONS CLOCK C

LOTUPr-
THE SACRED LILY
of Et2,,ypt—intich used
in the Decorative Art
of the Ancients.

NEW YORK SALESROOMS, 37 Maiden Lane

deBenedict M'f'g CO.
East Syracuse —N.Y.

BENEDICT MFG. Co.
East Syracuse, N. Y.

'—rAPYRUS-
A SPECIES OF REED
Amnon ill ancient

Egypt-used as a writ-
ing material. Also in
their decorative art.

BENEDICT MFG. CO.
East Syracuse, N. Y.



EVERY day letters come in to the
Excelsior factory from jewelers

telling of their experience with the
Excelsior Watch.

And all through this correspondence one fact
constantly crops out the freedom of the Excelsior
Watch from the weaknesses common to other time-
pieces sold at anything like the price.

Keensighted jewelers do riot need to be told what this
means to the store and its good will. Not the saving on dead-
head repairs alone—but its value in keeping the friendship of
the customer.

The jeweler may "make things right for the customer"when his watch fails him. But he can never entirely restore his
shaken confidence.

Excelsior Watches are made, cased and adjusted as carefully
as many watches that sell for twice the money.

They have 7 jewels, quick train and cut
expansion balance with Bre.guet hair-
spring. Stem-wind and pendant-set
(except 1S-size hunting, lever-set).
Made in 6, 12, 16 and 18 sizes—open
face and hunting. Plain polished,
engine-turned and fancy engraved
cases of three grades—Gold filled,
20 year ; Gold filled, o year ; Silver-
ode. Retail prices, $4.5o to $1 1.00.
Every Excelsior Watch is cased at the
factory, adjusted in its own case and
sold complete—with a printed price
ticket attached that makes the price

to uniform everywhere and insures your
rightful profit on every sale.

Stock the Excelsior Watch—now. Inquire of your jobberand write to the factory for literature.

New York Standard Watch Company
Jersey City, N. J.



EXCELSIOR WATCH

F4VERY day letters come in to theExcelsior factory from jewelers
telling of their experience with the
Excelsior Watch.

And all throtq;h this correspondence one fact

constantly crops out—the freedom of the Excelsior

Watch from the weaknesses common to other time-

pieces sold at anything like the price.
Keensighted jewelers do ilot need to be told what this

means to the store and its good will. Not the saving on dead-
head repairs alone—but its value in keeping the friendship of
the customer.

The jeweler may "make things right for the customer"
when his watch fails him. But he can never entirely restore his
shaken confidence.

Excelsior Watches are made, cased and adjusted as carefully
as many watches that sell for twice the money.

They have 7 jewels, quick train and cut
expansion balance with Breguet hair-
spring. Stem-wind and pendant-set
(except I 8-size hunting, lever-set).
Made in 6, 12, 16 and IS sizes—open
lace and hunting. Plain polished,
engine-turned and fancy engraved
cases of three grades—Gold filled,
20 year ; Gold filled, fo year ; Silver-
ode. Retail prices, $4.50 to $11.00.
Every Excelsior Watch is cased at the
factory, adjusted in its own case and
sold complete—with a printed price
ticket attached that makes the price
uniform everywhere and insures your
rightful profit on every sale.

Stock the Excelsior Watch—now. Inquire of your jobber
and write to the factory for literature.

New York Standard Watch Company
Jersey City, N. J.
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Made in 16 SIZE and 12 SIZE

P. P., S. F., Roman, E. T. and a
Great Variety of Engravings

ILLUSTRATIONS ARE 12 SIZE

GUARANTEED
25 YEARS
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Trade-Mark
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20 YEARS
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A few reasons why the Jas. Boss Stiffened Gold
Paragon Watch Case is

POPULAR
Originality of Model
perfection in Construction

U nequaled Ease in Fitting Movement

ightness in Weight

rt in Ornamentation

R eliability of Guarantee

SOLD BY ALL LEADING WHOLESALE

DEALERS IN WATCHES

MADE BY

THE KEYSTONE WATCH CASE CO.
NEW YORK

CHICAGO
PHILADELPHIA

BOSTON
CINCINNATI

SAN FRANCISCO

F.234

)ctober, 1909 T E

Trade Notes from Germany and
Switzerland by an American

Retail Jeweler

■nteresting Comment on Organization, Goods
and Business Methods on the European

Continent

Some time ago we announced in our columns
he departure for Germany of R. C. Bernau,
;reensboro, N. C., ex-treasurer of the American

National Retail
Jewelers' Associa-
tion. Since his
arrival in Europe,
Mr. Bernau has
favored us with
several letters,
from which we
make the follow-
ing interesting
extracts :

It. C. Bernau

By courteous
invitation of the
president of the
German Watch-
makers' Union I
attended their re-
cent convention at

Munich. In his invitation, the president stated
that it would give himself and the organization
much pleasure to have present a representative
of the organized trade in .the United States, and
I need scarcely add that I highly appreciated the
privilege of attendance. The convention was ap-
parently a perfect success. Two hundred dele-
gates out of a possible 300 were present, and they
all looked like successful business men. I was
told that a large majority of the German watch-
makers were comparatively poor, and that, as a
rule, only the better-to-do attended these con-
ventions on account of the expense.

There was a banquet, several
Social Features excursions, a theater party,

etc., and to defray the expense
of all this and the badges, a fee of a little over
$2 was charged such delegates as wished to
attend, and, judging from the number of people
present, everybody joined. They have the same
trouble that we have at our meetings—everybody
is there for the fun, and only a few to attend
the business meetings. It is always thus ; give a
man something good to eat and drink, and he is
there. The president said, in his speech, that
tither trades had plenty of money to drink high-
priced beverages, but they had to drink wine at
rio cents (two marks) a bottle. I told them that
01 our State (North Carolina), we are still worse
off, for even if we could pay the price, the law
forbade our purchasing such exhilarants, but
don't think I consoled them.

The social features the first night were a
great success, and consisted of dancing, a small
show, wherein an animated clock and watch
figured ; also persons representing Father Time,
etc.—all very suitable to the occasion. The chil-
dren of the president of the Munich Association
•Ilso recited a pretty poem, pertaining to watch-
making, and a concert followed.

One feature of the meeting
Trade which interested me very
Agreement much was a contract made by

the retailers with the Jobbers'
Association that no clocks should be sold to fur-
niture dealers, except movements to case-makers
who can use thirty or more hall clock movements
in a year ; also that no watches from 6 marks
($1.5o) upwards were to be furnished to any
outsiders. A lawyer was present at this meeting,
Putting all clauses in legal shape, and this con-
tract was signed then and there. Now would
we not be in a pretty pickle if we in the United
States made such a contract ? Our free country
does not allow this. Besides, the very idea of

KEYSTONE

clocks not being sold to anyone but watchmakers !
Just think how different this is in the United States.

We went in a body to visit
Watchmakers' the Bavarian Watchmakers'
School School, which is in Munich.

As the pupils, who are few,
were not at work, it was hard to tell just what
was doing. The course is a three-year one and
no one is taken for less time. Piece,s that were
made by the pupils were exhibited. The first
year they work on tools, next year make a clock,
and the next, and last, year they work on
watches. I don't think they advance them
rapidly enough. Toolmaking is very good, but,
in my opinion, should be left to toolmakers.
What we want to-day are workmen who can
quickly repair machine-made watches. It is
waste of time even here to make pieces, as every-
thing can be bought. People are not paying for
this kind of work in our day.

During my stay in Berlin, it
Antique was a great pleasure to me to
Watches make the acquaintance of Carl

Marfels, the proprietor of the
leading journal of the German watchmaking
trade, the Deutsche Urmacher. Zeitung. Mr.
Marfels, who is a courteous gentleman and ac-
complished business man, prides himself on one
of the finest collections of antique watches in the
world, possibly the finest from an artistic stand-
point. One specimen was bought recently at the
price of ioo,000 marks ($25,000). I had the
pleasure of inspecting this treasure of old time-
pieces, and was favored by Mr. Marfels with a
copy of his book describing the collection.

Mr. Marfels went to London some time ago
and sold Pierpont Morgan some forty antique
watches for his collection, which is said to be
very fine. I understand Mr. Morgan paid on an
average of 18,0oo marks ($4500) each for these
old watches. I trust he will exhibit them some-
where in the United States, so that people who
are interested can see them.

I went into several retail
Goods and jewelers' and watchmakeLs'
Styles in Berlin stores (they are separate here)

and found business quiet, es-
pecially this time of the year. The prevailing
style of brooches is the art nouveau, which is
said to sell readily in all • classes of goods. In
fact, one can see this style worn everywhere.
Earrings are also still worn very much and plain
and fancy bracelets, though no hoop bracelets,
such as were the rage with us two years ago.

Solid silverware is not expensive. I saw
very little American goods, though I did notice
some Gorham tea sets, etc. The designs in these
and candelabras are neat. England furnishes,
however, most of these goods, which are .925
fine. In flatware, only German goods are car-
ried and the patterns are severely plain. These
goods are only .800 fine and are bought by weight
of the silver, there being added so much a dozen
for shaping. The price for shaping large spoons
is $3.75 a dozen. I understand the figures are
somewhat cheaper for heavy goods than ours,
and therefore we cannot compete. The windows
are all handsomely dressed and crowded with
goods, and if one wants to buy anything, the
chances are you will be shown the goods out of
the window, most of the stock being there.

I asked the price of diamonds, and was told
I could buy a carat stone for 600 marks ($150),
but did not see anything that anyone would have
for less than moo to I too marks ($250 to $275).
Therefore, diamonds here are not cheaper than
in our own country.

I went into several watch-
American makers' stores and found
Watches American watches in only one.

The better grade watches
everywhere are all in the window. Watches are
cheap, but my, what trash ! Cheap cylinder
watches in silver at 8 to 12 marks ($2 to $3),
gold ladies' watches, very fancy, enameled, 0. F.,
15 to 20 marks ($3.50 to $5). I understand
the class of people that buy these goods want
them fancy ; the better grades are plain or engine
turned.

Plated chains are made in great quantities,
but mostly in broad, flashy patterns. Most of
them have the quantity of gold in thousandths
indicated on the chain, instead of time-wearing
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guarantee. None of them have a bar, but,
instead, a large spring ring, which is considered
a great improvement over the bar, though I
hardly think it looks as neat. Ladies affect
mostly the long opera chains around the neck
and the patterns are much neater than the men's
chains.

The jewelers and watchmakers
Protecting keep all their valuables out-
the Stock side the safe at night, even in

the windows. Some have no
safe at all, others only a very small one, so that
only the most valuable. goods could be put away.
The windows and doors, etc., are barred at nights
with cross shutters as a safeguard against
burglars.

I went into several department stores and
asked for American watches, but they all told me
they did not keep them. I hope they can't get
them, though they speak as if they would have
some shortly. I saw a few English watches,
made by an English watch company. They were
16 size, three-quarter plate. I don't see why our
watches would not take, if properly pushed,
though there seems to be a prejudice against
American goods for some trifling, fallacious
reasons.

We made an interesting stop
Swiss Watch at Schaffhausen, Switzerland,
Factories and here I went through the

Int. Watch Co's factory.
There is here no automatic machinery ; every cut
is made separate on a lathe, after a pattern,
pivots are made by hand, polishing is done with
a lathe, and the file is frequently in use. Jewels
are set by hand, and workmen, I understand, get
from to to 20 francs a week ; women, I was told,
from 4 to 6 francs a week. Hairsprings, dials,
mainsprings, balances and escape wheels are
bought ready-made. However, the watches are
well made.

While in Geneva I went through the factory
of Vacheron and Constantin, one of the oldest
in Switzerland. The mode of manufacture here
is virtually the same. Some thirty different sizes
are made. They turn out on an average ten
watches a day. Every single one is adjusted.
The workmen here get far better pay. A jewel
setter gets 75 centimes for each jewel, which are
still set into the plate, and I was told the pinions
are always the right length after jewels are set.
This, too, is done by hand, and not even a jewel
caliper is used, except for center jeweling.

I saw here a very ingenious instrument used
for testing the balance in heat and cold, to see
that both arms expand the same. This is very
important, and no watch can keep time in posi-
tions whose two arms expand differently. They
claim that their success in making fine timepieces
depends on the rigid inspection of balance and
the whole watch after it has been turned into the
office as perfect.

The styles of jewelry shown
Styles in in Geneva are varied. Brace-
Geneva let watches are much bought

by the English. Fan-shaped
watches are shown, set with all kinds of stones
from diamonds down, ball-shaped watches for
pendants, also oval ones for the same purpose.
Square watches, with alarm, for gentlemen, are
shown, and I also saw several very handsome
enameled watches in the shape of a beetle. When
you press on the bottom, the wings open and a
small dial becomes visible, also the small crown
for winding. This also is made in pendant
shape. However, I am sorry for these dangling
beauties if they have to keep time. I was also
shown extra thin watches, about 12 size ; the
balance shaft is 'A mm. long a watchmaker told
me at Vacheron & Constantin's, though I am
sure a watch with a staff only 1/25 inch long
cannot be a good timepiece.

Square diamonds, set round with emeralds,
rubies and sapphires in rings and pendants, etc.,
are shown everywhere.

I will probably send you further observations
later.

Moseley Lathes have stood the test of long
and continuous hard service in the hands of both
the expert and the beginner. They always make
good. Get the genuine.—Ade..
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A few reasons why the Jas. Boss Stiffened Gold
Paragon Watch Case is
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'rade Notes from Germany and
Switzerland by an American

Retail Jeweler

■teresting Comment on Organization, Goods
and Business Methods on the European

Continent

Some time ago
,e departure for
,reensboro, N. C.,

we announced in our columns
Germany of R. C. Bernau,
ex-treasurer of the American

National Retail
Jewelers' Associa-
tion. Since his
arrival in Europe,
Mr. Bernau has
favored us with
several letters,
from which we
make the follow-
ing interesting
extracts:

R. C. Bernal'

By courteous
invitation of the
president of the
German Watch-
makers' Union I
attended their re-
cent convention at

\ I Itnich. In his invitation, the president stated
.hat it would give himself and the organization
much pleasure to have present a representative
of the organized trade in .the United States, and
I need scarcely add that I highly appreciated the
privilege of attendance. The convention was ap-
parently a perfect success. Two hundred dele-
gates out of a possible 300 were present, and they
;t1I looked like successful business men. I was
told that a large majority of the German watch-
makers were comparatively poor, and that, as a
rule, only the better-to-do attended these con-
ventions on account of the expense.

There was a banquet, several
Social Features excursions, a theater party,

eta., and to defray the expense
all this and the badges, a fee of a little over

.2 was charged such delegates as wished to
tend, and, judging from the number of people

present, everybody joined. They have the same
trouble that we have at our meetings—everybody
is there for the fun, and only a few to attend
the business meetings. It is always thus; give a
Irian something good to eat and drink, and he is
here. The president said, in his speech, that
,t her trades had plenty of money to drink high-
.l iced beverages, but they had to drink wine at
0 cents (two marks) a bottle. I told them that
H our State (North Carolina), we are still worse
off, for even if we could pay the price, the law
forbade our purchasing such exhilarants, but
don't think I consoled them.

The social features the first night were a
great success, and consisted of dancing, a small
show, wherein an animated clock and watch
Pgured ; also persons representing Father Time,

very suitable to the occasion. The chil-
dren of the president of the Munich Association
,t1so recited a pretty poem, pertaining to watch-
making, and a concert followed.

One feature of the meeting
Trade which interested me very
Agreement much was a contract made by

the retailers with the Jobbers'
Association that no clocks should be sold to fur-
niture dealers, except movements to case-makers
who can use thirty or more hall clock movements
In a year ; also that no watches from 6 marks
($1.50) upwards were to be furnished to any
outsiders. A lawyer was present at this meeting,
Putting all clauses in legal shape, and this con-
tract was signed then and there. Now would
we not be in a pretty pickle if we in the United
States made such a contract ? Our free country
does not allow this. Besides, the very idea of
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clocks not being sold to anyone but watchmakers !
Just think how different this is in the United States.

We went in a body to visit
Watchmakers' the Bavarian Watchmakers'
School School, which is in Munich.

As the pupils, who are few,
were not at work, it was hard to tell just what
was doing. The course is a three-year one and
no one is taken for less time. Pieces that were
made by the pupils were exhibited. The first
year they work on tools, next year make a clock,
and the next, and last, year they work on
watches. I don't think they advance them
rapidly enough. Toolmaking is very good, but,
in my opinion, should be left to toolmakers.
What we want to-day are workmen who can
quickly repair machine-made watches. It is
waste of time even here to make pieces, as every-
thing can be bought. People are not paying for
this kind of work in our day.

During my stay in Berlin, it
Antique was a great pleasure to me to
Watches make the acquaintance of Carl

Marf els, the proprietor of the
leading journal of the German watchmaking
trade, the Deutsche Crinacher. Zeitung. Mr.
Marfels, who is a courteous gentleman and ac-
complished business man, prides himself on one
of the finest collections of antique watches in the
world, possibly the finest from an artistic stand-
point. One specimen was bought recently at the
price of mo,000 marks ($25,000). I had the
pleasure of inspecting this treasure of old time-
pieces, and was favored by Mr. Marf els with a
copy of his book describing the collection.

Mr. Marfels went to London some time ago
and sold Pierpont Morgan some forty antique
watches for his collection, which is said to be
very fine. I understand Mr. Morgan paid on an
average of 18,000 marks ($4500) each for these
old watches. I trust he will exhibit them some-
where in the United States, so that people who
are interested can see them.

I went into several retail
Goods and jewelers' and watchruaker,
Styles in Berlin stores (they are separate here)

and found business quiet, es-
pecially this time of the year. The prevailing
style of brooches is the art nouveau, which is
said to sell readily in all classes of goods. In
fact, one can see this style worn everywhere.
Earrings are also still worn very much and plain
and fancy bracelets, though no hoop bracelets,
such as were the rage with us two years ago.

Solid silverware is not expensive. I saw
very little American goods, though I did notice
some Gorham tea sets, etc. The designs in these
and candelabras are neat. England furnishes,
however, most of these goods, which are .925
fine. In flatware, only German goods are car-
ried and the patterns are severely plain. These
goods are only .800 fine and are bought by weight
of the silver, there being added so much a dozen
for shaping. The price for shaping large spoons
is $3.75 a dozen. I understand the figures are
somewhat cheaper for heavy goods than ours,
and therefore we cannot compete. The windows
are all handsomely dressed and crowded with
goods, and if one wants to buy anything, the
chances are you will be shown the goods out of
the window, most of the stock being there.

I asked the price of diamonds, and was told
I could buy a carat stone for 600 marks ($150),
but did not see anything that anyone would have
for less than i000 to I too marks ($250 to $275).
Therefore, diamonds here are not cheaper than
in our own country.

I went into several watch-
American makers' stores and found
Watches American watches in only one.

The better grade watches
everywhere are all in the window. Watches are
cheap, but my, what trash ! Cheap cylinder
watches in silver at 8 to 12 marks ($2 to $3),
gold ladies' watches, very fancy, enameled, 0. F.,
15 to 20 marks ($3.50 to $5). I understand
the class of people that buy these goods want
them fancy ; the better grades are plain or engine
turned.

Plated chains are made in great quantities,
but mostly in broad, flashy patterns. Most of
them have the quantity of gold in thousandths
indicated on the chain, instead of time-wearing
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guarantee. None of them have a bar, but,
instead, a large spring ring, which is considered
a great improvement over the bar, though I
hardly think it looks as neat. Ladies affect
mostly the long opera chains around the neck
and the patterns are much neater than the men's
chains.

The jewelers and watchmakers
Protecting keep all their valuables out-
the Stock side the safe at night, even in

the windows. Some have no
safe at all, others only a very small one, so that
only the most valuable goods could be put away.
The windows and doors, etc., are barred at nights
with cross shutters as a safeguard against
burglars.

I went into several department stores and
asked for American watches, but they all told me
they did not keep them. I hope they can't get
them, though they speak as if they would have
some shortly. I saw a few English watches,
made by an English watch company. They were
16 size, three-quarter plate. I don't see why our
watches would not take, if properly pushed,
though there seems to be a prejudice against
American goods for some, trifling, fallacious
reasons.

Swiss Watch 
We made an interesting stop
at Schaffhausen, Switzerland,

Factories and here I went through the
Int. Watch Co's factory.

There is here no automatic machinery ; every cut
is made separate on a lathe, after a pattern,
pivots are made by hand, polishing is done with
a lathe, and the file is frequently in use. Jewels
are set by hand, and workmen, I understand, get
from to to 20 francs a week ; women, I was told,
from 4 to 6 francs a week. Hairsprings, dials,
mainsprings, balances and escape wheels are
bought ready-made. However, the watches are
well made.

While in Geneva I went through the factory
of Vacheron and Constantin, one of the oldest
in Switzerland. The mode of manufacture here
is virtually the same. Some thirty different sizes
are made. They turn out on an average ten
watches a day. Every single one is adjusted.
The workmen here get far better pay. A jewel
setter gets 75 centimes for each jewel, which are
still set into the plate, and I was told the pinions
are always the right length after jewels are set.
This, too, is done by hand, and not even a jewel
caliper is used, except for center jeweling.

I saw here a very ingenious instrument used
for testing the balance in heat and cold, to see
that both arms expand the same. This is very
important, and no watch can keep time in posi-
tions whose two arms expand differently. They
claim that their success in making fine timepieces
depends on the rigid inspection of balance and
the whole watch after it has been turned into the
office as perfect.

The styles of jewelry shown
Styles in in Geneva are varied. Brace.
Geneva let watches are much bought

by the English. Fan-shaped
watches are shown, set with all kinds of stones
from diamonds down, ball-shaped watches for
pendants, also oval ones for the same purpose.
Square watches, with alarm, for gentlemen, are
shown, and I also saw several very handsome
enameled watches in the shape of a beetle. When
you press on the bottom, the wings open and a
small dial becomes visible, also the small crown
for winding. This also is made in pendant
shape. However, I am sorry for these dangling
beauties if they have to keep time. I was also
shown extra thin watches, about 12 size ; the
balance shaft is V2 mm. long a watchmaker told
me at Vacheron & Constantin's, though I am
sure a watch with a staff only 1/25 inch long
cannot be a good timepiece.

Square, diamonds, set round with emeralds,
rubies and sapphires in rings and pendants, etc.,
are shown everywhere.

I will probably send you further observations
later.

Moseley Lathes have stood the test of long
and continuous hard service in the hands of both
the expert and the beginner. They always make
good. Get the genuine.—Adv.
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G. L. P. Co.,
G. L. P. CO., MAKERS OF GOODS THAT CREATE CONFIDENCE
A Reputation for Reliability is the Jeweler's most valuable
asset, and the basis of such a reputation is the sale of reliable goods.
The Geo. L. Paine Co. is recognized as the chief factor in build-
ing up and safeguarding public confidence in the Jewelry Trade.
If you have never seen this firm's make of goods, just ask
your Jobber to show you Jewelry made by this manufacturer.
Every piece of goods of our manufacture has the letters,
G. L. P. Co. stamped right on them.
We have had so many complaints, "Goods do not look like the quality
and finish of  those we have had of G. L. P. Co.'s make, and while
they are on cards, G. L. P. Co., they lack that rich finish."
Our answer has always been, ‘c forward the goods to us immediately at
our ex,ense." In each and every case not one single piece of the goods was ever
made by us, but they were carded up on our cards, bearing initials G. L. P. Co.
This necessitated our taking this stand : Each and every piece of Jewelry that
leaves our factory must be stamped with these initials, G. L. P. Co.
Trade Appreciation of Our Manufacturing Goods that make for the Retail
Jeweler satisfied customers has compelled extensions of our plant and we have
had to add over one-third additional floor space.
We have been successful in our ambition to produce a line that gives entire
satisfaction to the Jewelry Trade.
The Retail Jewelers who buy from their Jobber the G. L. P. Co.'s MAKE are
sure to get goods that have absolutely and positively Design, Quality and Finish,
and therefore insure for themselves increased sales of Reliable Goods.
1•111=111■111■1■•

GEO. L. PAINE CO. Main Office and Works.
NORTH ATTLEBORO, MASS.

  NEW YORK OFFICE. 9 MAIDEN LANE  

■ctober. 19o9 T E

'ime Service an Essential in
Railroad Management

What is known as the Time Service
Railroad Watch Inspection System has

apidly advanced beyond the experimental
tage and is now regarded by the railroads
-enerally as an essential to proper manage-
'lent and a chief factor in the security of
,he millions who travel by rail. This is
cry evident from the fact that one hundred
nd one railroads, with a total mileage of
i90,034 miles, have some form of time
service, and the prediction is quite justified
that the time is at hand when systematized
watch inspection will be in force, compul-
sorily it may be, on all the railroads of our
continent.

To the watch trade, who are deeply
interested in railroad time service, a com-
pendium of the views of the officials who
are conversant with or have to do with the
operation of the system cannot fail to be
interesting. Such a compendium we are
enabled to give our readers in the following
extracts from communications received by
Charles C. Crooks, jeweler, of Baltimore,
Md., in reply to a query sent by Mr. Crooks
to the officials of the various railroads, re-
questing their opinions on watch inspection
and the time service system:

W. H. Newell, general superintendent, A.
C. L., Rocky Mount, N. C., says : "Think sys-
tem we have very good 

' 
• do not see how road can

be successfully operated except by system similar
to ours."

H. S. Montgomery, general watch inspector,
A. T. & S. F. Ry., Topeka, Kan.: "Have a most
efficient system of watch inspection."

G. L. Potter, third vice-president, B. & 0. R. R.,
Baltimore, Md., considers it "very necessary."

C. E. Lee, general superintendent, B. & M.,
Boston, Mass.: "Unquestionably this plan gives
the railroad better service than the method of
leaving the matter entirely with the men. It seems
to me that the necessity for uniform and correct
time is so very essential on a railroad that no
argument is necessary in defense of a periodical
inspection under proper supervision."

W. T. Noonan, general manager, B. R. & P.,
Rochester, N. Y.: believe the system to be
essential."

L. S. Miller, general manager, Central New
England Ry., Hartford, Conn.: "On single track
would consider it unsafe to operate trains without
any such system."

H. E. Byram, general superintendent, C. B.
& Q., Lincoln, Neb.: "Do not believe any well-
regulated railroad can afford to attempt to get
along without some thorough system of watch
inspection."

E. P. Goodwin, general superintendent, C. & 0.,
Covington, Ky.: "The inspection system is a
decided improvement over the old haphazard
method."

J. W. Robins, general superintendent, C. R.
r. & P., Fort Worth, Texas : "System entirely
iatisfactory."

C. Cornelson, general superintendent, C. G.
W. Ry., St. Paul, Minn.: "I consider regular in-
spection at stated periods very necessary."

R. Fitzgerald, general manager, Chicago Jct.
Ry., Chicago, Ill.: "We believe it very beneficial."

W. E. Morse, general superintendent, C. &
N. W. Ry., Chicago : "System very valuable."

B. E. Taylor, general manager, C. I. & L. Ry.,
Chicago : "Very well satisfied with the results
obtained and the protection afforded."

C. L. Bretz, general manager, C. & P. R. R.,
Cumberland, Md.: "Think inspection necessary."

W. S. Martin, D. & R. G. R. R., Denver, Col.,
weekly inspection : "We have a specified standard
of watches which are necessary for different
classes of employees to secure."
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C. S. Sims, second vice-president and general
manager, D. & H., Albany, N. Y.: "System
satisfactory."

T. N. Clark, general superintendent, D. L. &
W. R. R., Scranton, Pa.: "Generally and unquali-
fiedly favorable."

A. Turner, vice-president and general mana-
ger, Eastern Railway of New Mexico, Amarillo,
Texas : "We require a rigid system of inspection."

H. J. Simmons, general manager, El Paso 8z
Southwestern, El Paso, Texas : "Have monthly
inspection, and believe the system affords very
much better service."

C. W. Gould, superintendent, Erie R. R., Jer-
sey City, N. J.: "We regard it as an element of
improved railroad service."

Z. Middlebrooks, general superintendent,
Florida Central R. R., Thomasville, Ga.: "Inspec-
tion is decidedly advantageous, as it almost abso-
lutely insures correct time, which is very essential
to safe train operation. I am in favor of the in-
spection system for several reasons, one of which
is that employees would not purchase a reliable
or standard watch, which cost considerably more
than other watches, if not required to do so."

C. S. Cunningham, superintendent, Grand
Trunk Ry., St. Thomas, Ont., Canada : "The sys-
tern is an excellent one. Do not see how it could
be done without on roads where traffic is heavy."

0. 0. Winter, general superintendent, Grand
Trunk Pacific, Winnipeg, Man.: "We do not, at
the present time, have a regular organized system
of watch inspection on this line, owing to the fact
that we are still under construction. Have used
a standard watch inspection system on other trunk
lines, however, and consider that it is not only an
improvement over the old method of leaving the
matter of watches with employees, but an absolute
necessity, and will, in the very near future, estab-
lish a system of inspection on the Grand Trunk
Pacific, as we would not think of operating a rail-
way handling commercial traffic and passengers
without such system."

H. A. Kennedy, assistant general manager,
Great Northern Railway, St. Paul, Minn.: "This
plan is infinitely better than the old system of
leaving the regulation of watches with the men.
Present system effective and absolutely necessary."

C. L. Ewing, general superintendent, I. C.
Ry., Chicago, Ill.: "The system is good. We re-
quire every man entering the service as an engi-
neer, fireman, conductor, brakeman, switchman,
yardmaster, etc., to have a standard watch, and to
file a certificate with the superintendent. This
certificate is renewed every three months. We
have a comparison every week. We have a general
inspector and local inspectors. An employee may
purchase his own watch. We have a certain line
of watches for standards, including the best make
of nearly all watch manufacturers. An employee
may purchase his watch wherever he desires, and
may have it repaired wherever he desires. He can
purchase a watch from inspector, paying for it in
monthly instalments, and deductions will be made
on the payroll."

H. W. Clarke, general superintendent, Inter-
national & Great Northern R. R., Palestine,
Texas : "System has proven very satisfactory."

R. G. Kenley, general superintendent, Bethle-
hem, Pa.: "Class of employees required to hold
standard watches should depend on the method
of train control and operating facilities."

M. B. Cutter, general manager, L. V. R. R.,
South Bethlehem, Pa.: "I would merely say that
same has been quite satisfactory so far as our
company is concerned."

D. M. Starks, general manager, L. & N. R. R.,
Louisville, Ky.: "Some such system is necessary."

Morris McDonald, general superintendent,
Maine Central, Portland, Maine : "System affords
decidedly better service."

J. N. Galbraith, general manager, Mexican
Central Railway, Mexico, Mex.: "Have system
in effect ten years."

S. W. Brown, general superintendent, Michi-
gan Central, Detroit, Mich.: "I am strongly in
favor of it."

E. M. Alvord, general superintendent, M. K.
& T. Ry., St. Louis, Mo.: "A regular system for
the inspection of watches at stated periods has
been in vogue on this line for a number of years,
and it is believed that better service is secured
than under the old method of leaving the matter
of watches entirely with the men."
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E. A. Gould, general superintendent, Missouri
Pacific, Kansas City, Mo.: "System very satis-
factory."

C. B. Huntington, general superintendent, M.,
St. P. 8z S. St. M., Minneapolis, Minn.: "Consider
a rigid inspection imperative."

F. K. Bretz, general manager, M. & K. R. R.,
Morgantown, W. Va.: "Would not consider rail-
road operation safe without proper system of
watch inspection, especially on a single track
road."

A. Clark, general manager, National Lines of
Mexico, Mexico : "I consider these inspections
absolutely necessary for good of the service."

W. J. Hills, superintendent, N. C. & St. L
Ry., Paducah, Ky.: "I-Live been working under
the time service rules for three years, during
which time the timepieces of our employees have
been brought up to the standard, and we are very
much pleased, indeed, with the service, and won-
der how we got along without it."

W. B. Throop, general superintendent, N. Y.
C. & H. R. R. R., New York : "Our experience
proves that while some men have sufficient in-
terest in their work, and for proper protection of
their own interests and the company's interests,
to have their watches examined regularly and
kept in perfect working order, there are others
who will not conform to having a systematic in-
spection of their watches. With our proper check-
ing, it enables the company to know that the men
are properly provided with watches that will keep
accurate time."

L. H. Van Allen, general superintendent,
N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R., Syracuse, N. Y.: "The
fact that the New York Central, like a great many
other roads, has required not only its own em-
ployees, but the employees of other roads oper-
ating over its rails, to furnish themselves with
approved timepieces and has a systematic and
regular inspection and comparison, the same
should in itself be evidence that we are satisfied
that efficient time service is essential to safe
operation."

W. G. Bierd, general superintendent, N. Y.,
N. H. & H. R. R., New Haven, Conn.: "Have
a system of watch inspection on this road, and
have had for quite a number of years, which has
served to insure our men keeping their watches in
first-class condition."

A. C. Needle, general superintendent, N. &
W. Ry., Roanoke, Va.: "The system insures re-
liable timepieces, with full record of each man's
watch."

C. A. Gould, general superintendent, Northern
Pacific, Livingston, Mont.: "Would consider its
absence dangerous."

W. D. Trump, general superintendent, Pere
Marquette, Detroit, Mich.: "The questions which
you ask are somewhat of a surprise to me, as the
general time inspection proposition is a part of
the standard code of American railways, and the
standard code is used on 300,000 miles of railroad
in the United States alone. Railroad watch in-
spection is imperative. Many years ago there was
a five-minute clause in the railroad train rules
providing for deviation in watches ; to-day there
is none, and I do not see how a railroad could
feel that they were having safe operation without
proper inspection of their watches. We inspect
our watches every two weeks."

A. T. Dice, general superintendent, P. & R.
Ry., Reading, Pa.: "We are getting good results
from our system."

J. B. Yohe, general superintendent, P. & L. E.,
Pittsburg, Pa.: "System has proved satisfactory."

J. W. Maxwell, general superintendent, St. L.
S. & L. S. Ry., Tyler, Texas : "We have a very
efficient and satisfactory system of watch in-
spection."

W. M. Hobbs, vice-president and general
manager, San Antonio 8z Arkansas Pass. Ry.,
San Antonio, Texas : "I consider watch in-
spection most important in regard to the correct
handling of trains."

W. T. Taylor, general superintendent, Spring-
field, Mo., St. L. & S. F. R. R.: "Regard it as
absolutely necessary to safe train operation and
of utmost importance."

H. H. Speaks, superintendent, T. & 0. C. Ry.,
Columbus, 0.: "We have a regular system of
watch inspection which covers all men in train,

(Coat inued on puge 113591
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Twice as many jewelers are stocking the Gillette
this season. Shows how leading jewelry stores
are selling it. Especially good for the Christmas

trade—jewelers have been starved for a live holiday
specialty for men.

Just the thing women are looking for—solves the gift problem
for husbands and brothers most satisfactorily.

Your Gillette showing gives a man a new idea—he wants one
for himself and others for his friends.

Beautifully finished, it is well fitted for display in your stock. Few things in as small
space give you as many sales as your Gillette exhibit.

Gillette Safety Razor, standard set, $5.00.

Pocket Edition cases in gold, silver, or gun metal, with razor and blade box to match,
retail complete from $5.00 to $7.50.

Gillette Combination Sets—from simple ones containing razor, soap and brush at $6.50 up
to elaborate sets with everything the most fastidious shaver could desire at $50.00. Especially
sought for gift purposes.

Ask us about special display cases with initial order for one hundred dollars' worth of
razors. Or write your jobber without delay.

Canadian Office:
63 St. Alexander St.. Montreal

London Office:
17 Holborn Viaduct

GILLETTE SALES CO.
612 Kimball Building, Boston

Factories: Boston, Montreal, London, Berlin, Paris

New York : Times Bldg.
Chicago : Stock Exchange

Building

NO STROPPING NO HONING Razor
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Black Diamonds

The term "black diamonds" is some-

times jokingly applied to ordinary coal

which we burn in our furnaces, but the real •

"black diamonds" of commerce are among

the most unique mineral products of the

world and they serve a purpose in the in-

dustrial world that makes them of great

value. The black diamonds are pure carbon

and yet, in no outward appearance, resemble

the diamonds which we are accustomed to

wear as ornaments. They are slightly

harder than the crystal or gem diamonds

and, in fact, about the hardest substance

known.
Black diamonds, or carbons, are among

the greatest curiosities of the mineral king-

dom. They are without crystalline form

and are found in irregular pieces ranging

in size from half a carat up to three, four

and five hundred carats. They are dark

gray, black or brownish in color, and

opaque. The real diamond of the jewelry

trade is also pure carbon but translucent

and crystalline in form. Two objects so

alike in composition could not be found so

opposite in appearance as these two forms

of carbon.
Another peculiar thingabout

Home of the black diamonds is that
they are found only in one
locality in the world. They

come from a very small section in Brazil,

not more than,. 225 miles square in area.

Outside of this limited territory no pure

black diamonds have ever been found. In

the Brazilian black diamond fields the

natives dive in the river beds for them and

recover them from the gravel and washings

of the rivers.
What peculiar freak of nature caused

the deposition of the black diamonds in this

section of the world and nowhere else is

one of the mysteries which science has

failed to explain. None of them has ever

been found in the great Kimberley diamond

regions, where the crystal form of diamonds

have for so long been mined and, likewise,

no fine specimens of the gem diamond have

been found in the Brazilian black diamond

fields. The whole origin of the black dia-

monds is, therefore, a scientific enigma.

Naturally, the question is raised, "Of what

use is a black diamond ?" No one would

care to wear one of these diamonds, which

resembles a piece of coal more than a real

diamond, and so far no one has popularized

the black gems as the black pearl has been.

Nevertheless, the black diamonds serve a

most important and useful function in the

industrial world.
This pure black carbon is
not only harder than the
real diamond, but tougher
and not so brittle as the

gem. Consequently, it is of great value for

many mechanical purposes, and particularly

for boring with diamond drills. In diamond

drilling the tips of the drills are studded

with carbon, or black diamonds, and when

the bores are deep the pressure is so great

that the gem diamonds would be crushed in

the process. But the carbon resists this

Black Diamonds

Use in
Mechanics

E KEYSTONE

continued pressure and slowly eats down

into the rocks.
In diamond drill work the carbon is set

in circular pieces of soft steel or iron, called

bits, and these bits are attached to tubing.

Armed with these black diamond teeth the

drills push their way down under severe

pressure to a depth of five and six thousand

feet, cutting through the hardest kind of

rock. Some black diamonds are much

harder than others and there is no way to

determine by the color the difference in the

degree of toughness.
Black diamonds or pure

Their Value carbon are not by any
means cheap and the owners

of the mines in Brazil where they are

gathered are making a good thing out of

their monopoly. In the last thirty years the

prices of black diamonds have advanced

from $5 to nearly $85 a carat and the ten-

dency is still upward. The arming of a

drill with diamond points is thus a rather

expensive matter. Usually a set of eight

stones are placed in the head of a single

drill. If each diamond weighs only three

and a half carats the total cost at $85 per

carat would be about $2380 for a single bit.

Great as this expense is, however, it

pays, for the black diamonds are so tough

that they last a long time and they achieve

results which could not be obtained in any

other way. There is no known substance

that can take the place of carbon in drills

in boring for gold, silver, copper and other

mineral deposits. Before the black dia-

monds of Brazil were discovered it was im-

possible to make deep borings.
When the carbon was first introduced

in our industries it was used in diamond

saws for cutting stones, marble and similar

substances. Then the price advanced so

that the carbon was found too costly for

such use and bort was substituted for stone

cutting. Bort is really an imperfect crystal,

or gem diamond, but it is too brittle for use

in drills. Consequently, bort has taken the

place of black diamonds for stone cutting

and the latter have been restricted almost

entirely to diamond-drilling purposes.

The average size of black
diamonds used in the drills
ranges from two to five
carats, but the larger speci-

mens give much better results. They cost

more, but they last longer. Consequently,

there is a greater demand for the larger

pieces of pure carbon and the price is some-

times run up to premium figures for unusual

specimens.
The fear that the supply of black dia-

monds may some day give out and paralyze

the diamond-drilling industry has stimulated

prospectors to systematic search for new

deposits, but so far they have not been suc-

cessful. On the other hand, scientists have

been making a close study of the chemical

conditions which have produced the black

diamonds, but their manufacture is appar-

ently about as difficult as the making of the

gem diamonds. It is possible under certain

conditions to make either, but not in sizes

sufficient to be of any commercial value.

Nature in some peculiar way has made these

rare products and then thrown the secret

Size of the

Diamonds
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of the process away. If any man can ever

unlock or find that secret he may cause a

panic in the diamond trade.—George E.

Walsh, in Scientific American.

Time Service an Essential in Railroad
Management

(Continued Irma page 1657)

yard, engine and telegraph service, and we feel
that we secure a great deal more satisfactory
results than by leaving the matter of watches

entirely with the men. Employees are required

to present their watches monthly to the examiner
for comparison, and, in addition, present them
for a thorough examination semi-annually."

T. F. Whittelsey, general manager, S. A. L.

Ry., Norfolk, Pa.: "We have a system of in-

specting watches at stated periods, and find the

results much better than leaving the matter of

watches entirely with the employees."

R. H. Ingram, general superintendent, South-

ern Pacific, Los Angeles, Cal.: "There is no ques-

tion that this plan is giving better service and is

much safer than the old method, abolished many
years ago, of leaving the watches entirely with

the men. Think the system speaks for itself."

W. L. Parks, general superintendent, Union

Pacific, Omaha, Neb.: "We believe it is as im-

portant to keep the watches of employees in best

possible condition as any other tool or appliance."

S. E. Cotter, general superintendent, Wabash

R. R., St. Louis, Mo.: "Present system of watch .

inspection is entirely satisfactory."
J. A. Shepherd, superintendent, Western

Maryland R. R., Hagerstown, Md.: "Consider it

absolutely necessary.'
W. S. King, general superintendent, Y. & M.

V. R. R., Memphis, Tenn.: "The system of time

service in effect on this line is very satisfactory,

and I consider its rules and regulations very de-

sirable in connection with the operation of trains.

It encourages the men to use good watches and

take proper care of them, also insures a high de-

gree of reliability, and safety in the operation of

the trains."

Mr. Crooks, the Baltimore (Md.)

jeweler, to whose courtesy we are indebted

for the above, performed a service to the

trade in eliciting these positive views from

those primarily concerned. Commenting on

the opinions expressed, Mr. Crooks, who is

himself officially interested in railroad watch

inspection, says:

"Before I received this assurance I

sometimes wondered whether the railroads

felt that they really were benefited by this

service or was it a benefit to the watch

industry only. With this information I am

in a position to justify my calling as watch

inspector. I may say, Why do bakers bake

bread ? Because the people demand it, and

just as surely as the people continue to de-

mand bread of the baker, so the railroads

will continue to demand intelligent co-

operation from the jewelers in every locality

in these United States.

"THE KEYSTONE cannot too strongly

impress upon the retail jewelers everywhere

that they should clean up their watch selling

and watch repairing departments, time their

watches down to seconds, get the time daily

from the local telegraph office as it is sent

-out from the Naval Observatory at 12

o'clock noon and make the public feel that

they are to be depended upon, not only for

the time, but the time to the second, and that

it is their business to furnish the time to

their fellow citizens, just as it is handed

out by Uncle Sam."

!'s,"
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WE ILLUSTRATE HERE A FEW OF OUR
MANY DESIGNS OF

Leather Fobs
WE MANUFACTURE THE MOST
PERFECT and COMPLETE LINE of

College Jewelry
AND ALL CLASSES OF

SPECIAL WORK

WRITE US FOR SAMPLES AND DESIGNS

THE KINNEY CO.
14 Blount St., PROVIDENCE, R. I.

The Original

"Bridal Pair
77

Our latest novelty is a man's
and a lady's umbrella strapped

together as a wedding gift.

The umbrellas shown are fine
silk with K H detachable
ebony handles, sterling mounted.

Handles may be had suitable

for wooden, silver and golden

anniversaries.

Most
Unique

of

Wedding
Gifts

"Bridal Pairs"
come in a wide
variety of han-
dles. A cane
maybe used with
lady's umbrella
instead of man's
umbrella, if de-
sired.

We are constantly

originating fast-selling

novelties like this. It

will pay you to keep

in touch with us.

QUALITY
Umbrellas
and Canes

are guaranteed for wear
and nationally adver-
tised. Advertised um-
brellas are easy to sell.
Our competitors show
what they think of
K C&, H goods by copy-
ing our ideas—and you
know imitation is the
sincerest flattery.

We will make up

"Bridal Pairs"

as ordered.

Prices to retail

from $10.00 to

$150.00

showing attrac-

tive profit.

Write for

samples.

Write for samples of K H best sellers

Newspaper electros free on request

KREIS & HUBBARD
Makers of the Quality Line

Franklin and Jackson Streets CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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Jewelry Carriers of New York

Tempting Packages and Little Dishonesty—

Careful Records of Valuables—

Dangerous for Thieves

When a confidential messenger of a big

Fifth Avenue jewelry house, carrying

$20,000 worth of diamonds on his person,

was suddenly stricken on a North River

ferryboat recently, the gems were never for

a moment in danger. They were probably

just as safe in his pocket as if locked in a

steel vault. Millions of dollars' worth of

precious stones daily are carried about by

trusted employees of brokerage and business

houses and seldom are any of them lost.
That this is so, speaks elo-
quently of the loyalty and
honesty still left among
men, and the trust imposed

by employers. Also, for human weakness

must ever be reckoned with, it illustrates the

safeguards with which business to-day is

surrounded. Probably if that $20,000 pack-

age had not been instantly found in the

man's pocket by an associate, it would have

been traced, its holders taken into custody,

and the gems themselves turned over to

their owners, all in a very short time.
Valuables like this necklace are to-day

the object of continual and persistent scru-

tiny. Record is kept of every move of each

piece of any value whatsoever, so that if

you should ask at any well-appointed es-

tablishment where such and such a jewel

is, the manager would be able to give you a

detailed statement of its daily travels, even

though they represented only the length

of the counter.
If the bauble is about to be carried on

a journey, the description and complete

pedigree of the man carrying it, description

and identification mark of the jewel, the

time it started, the probable time of its

arrival and the route that is to be taken

all go on record. And should any accident

happen there is certain to be a follow-up

system ready to be set into instant motion

the moment the alarm is given.
This particular sort of
organization applies in the
broadest sense more par-
ticularly to retail houses

than to manufacturers and wholesalers. Of

course, some houses do both a wholesale and

retail business, but generally speaking, the

houses that carry on a wholesale business

exclusively are banded together in the

Jewelers' Protective Union formed in 1878

to run down strong-armed men and high-

waymen who were boldly robbing salesmen

on the road in broad daylight and getting

away with rich plunder. The union not

only devoted itself to tracking desperadoes,

but it watched habits and manners of the

salesmen, and if the slightest shade of ir-

regularity was found in the record of any

of these men, registry was refused them,

and their registry once gone, chances of

employment ended.
This does not mean that any man who

applies at any of the shops in the Maiden

Lane district may get a wallet of diamonds

to hawk about town. Far from it. The

Honest

Employees

A Protective

Association
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applicant must first satisfy the dealer that

his credit is high, that his personal integrity

and honesty have stood the test and are

fully guaranteed. When he does this he

has only passed into the probationary period,

and his subsequent conduct must tell

whether he is a man to be entrusted with

a half-million dollars' worth of goods.

If he yields to temptation and "takes to

the bushes," or if some one else succeeds in

taking his goods away from him, the

Jewelers' Protective Union immediately

goes on the trail, and no matter if it takes

a year or twenty years, or costs several

thousands of dollars, the organization

usually gets its man. The Protective Unioni

has turned some pretty tricks in thief-hunt-

ing, put many a bad man away for long

term in State's prison and left a record

for tenacious pursuit and vindictiveness that

stops a lot of weak persons from even think-

ing of going "to the bad." Several times

the organization has been defeated in work-

ing up cases against crafty criminals, but

if it fails to get them on the original charge,

it bides its time and gets them on another

charge which serves its purpose equally well.

No company will bond a salesman

against stealing his goods, and no company

will insure goods against embezzlement.

It remains for the Protective Union, there-

fore, to supply the necessary protection, and

the only way it does it is to declare to the

whole underworld:
"Here is our treasure house. Come

and take it if you dare !"
So successful has it been that the

jewelers have now little or no trouble from

the highwayman or desperado.
What they have to guard against chiefly

is the work of the sneak thieves, who in the

guise of hotel bellboys, messengers and rail-

road porters, are ever ready to steal valu-

ables from traveling salesmen. Vigilance

against this fraternity has to be unceasing,

and every man who goes out on the road

with valuable collections of jewels in his pos-

session has certain specific instructions as

how to guard against this form of pilfering.

Within the past year a
salesman traveling between
St. Louis and Chicago lost

a wallet containing $25,000

worth of precious stones, and, without any

clues to work on, the jewelers' organization

caught the thief through the watchfulness

of one of their members, who identified the

stolen property in a collection of jewels

brought to him for sale by a stranger. The

thief in this case was the porter of the sleep-

ing car, on which the salesman who lost

them was riding, and he was sentenced to

ten years in prison for taking them.

In Portland, Oregon, a few years be-

fore this, where the organization failed to

convict a hotel porter of the charge of steal-

ing about $5000 worth of goods, it

shadowed the suspect until it caught him in

a postoffice theft, and, on the evidence pre-

sented, had him convicted of a federal

offence and had him sent to a Government

prison.
In the central part of New York State

there is a traveling jeweler known far and

wide to every railroad and trolley man,

Illustrative

Incidents

and to almost every inhabitant of the towns

and villages in which he works. Where-

ever he goes Ile carries a handbag stuffed

with goods, and every pocket is filled with

some sort of gold or silverware or bags of

precious stones. Yet he never has been

robbed in all his thirty years of traveling,

and no one has known him to carry a re-
volver.

Old in the

Service

When a friend, who had
not seen him for years, ex-
pressed surprise that he was
still on the road and carry-

ing more "stuff" than ever, despite his ad-
vancing age, the veteran exclaimed :

"Pshaw, nobody would hurt me. I

guess everybody knows they wouldn't get
much if they did tackle me, and then you
know they'd have to do me first, and that
would be some of a job."

This man stands six feet high, and car-

ries his 200 pounds weight besides the
weight of his goods as easily to-day as he

did when he was a youth just starting in

business.
In a Fifth Avenue house known far and

wide there is a jewel expert who often has

carried wallets of precious stones on long

journeys, but his last trip on which he car-

ried $43,000 worth of diamonds from

Washington to New York made such an

impression upon him that he has never car-

ried goods upon his person since. If he

ever goes off on some special trip these days

he ships his jewels in the strong box of some

express company, and puts them in a safe

deposit vault immediately upon reaching his

destination.

Sense of

Responsibility

"It is the sense of responsi-
bility more than fear that
the goods are in danger,"
said this gentleman. "All

of the valuables in this house are marked

with a special number or some other kind

of identification and by means of this sys-

tem we have had wonderful results in trac-

ing goods.
"Not very long ago a Central Office

man came into the store to show me two

handsome rings which he had picked up in

a pawnshop. He had been keen enough to

detect them as stolen goods and expert

enough to find they bore a secret mark.

They were, and I was able to direct him

to the house of the owner. The detective

went up there immediately, and upon meet-

ing the mistress of the house, told her that

she had lost some valuable jewelry, and

asked her if she would identify it. Quite

indignantly, she told him that he was mis-

taken, that all her jewels were safe under

lock and key, and would have shut the door

in his face had not he insisted that she

look at the rings. When she did, she iden-

tified them at once as her own, and immedi-

ately rushed off to her room to see if any

others were missing. The rest were safe,

however, for the thief who gained access to

the house in the guise of a mechanic was

one of those careful criminals who believe

in taking a little at a time and nursing a

good thing along. If the rings had not been

marked as they were, the chances are that

the owner would never have recovered them,

and, in addition, might have lost more.
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OUR GOODS
are of the Quality which appeals
to the Best Trade.

CAt a Price to suit the pocket-
book of the masses.

t_ Headquarters for everything in
the Line ef Jewelry.

4I Let our traveling men show you
our line, our Goods will do the rest.

We FRONTIER JEWELRY
MANUFACTURING CO. 
BUFFALO :: :: NEW YORK

BATES & BACON
ATTLEBORO MASSACHUSETTS
NEW YORK, 9 MAIDEN LANE :: :: CHICAGO, 103 STATE STREET

HIGH-GRADE GOLD FILLED CHAINS
LOCKETS and BRACELETS
THE " BEST " SAFETY FOB

SOLID GOLD BOTTOM SEALS
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October, 1909 THE

Why Is It?

BY JOHN TWEEZER

Some day some very wise man, of a
philanthropic turn of mind, will write a
"Book of Really Useful Information"
which will tell the why of many things, and
thus add to the gayety of nations and the
individual peace of mind. But I wish that
the blessing might come in my time, instead
of delaying for the joy of my remote de-
scendents. In these darkened days the
Sphinx still holds her finger on her lip,
despite my pleadings ; nor is answer found
in the sages whose cloth-bound wisdom lines
the walls of my library. in a hope border-
ing on despair, I make final appeal to those
thousands of KEYSTONE readers who alone
can speak the last word of human wisdom
accumulated from the beginning of time to
this October of 1909, trusting that among
the vast multitude of these fully-informed,
one may be found possessed of the Balm of
Gilead and willing to pour a few drops of
the precious stuff into an aching mind that
asks, "Why is it?"

And first I would ask of this gener-
ously-stocked mind and generously-inclined
heart, as the timely inquiry of this particu-
lar season, why is it that when the score
stands 4 to 3 against us in the last half of
the ninth inning, and we have a man on
third and another on second, with two out,
and mighty Mike Swatter goes to the bat
and we lean forward, grinningly, in expec-
tation of his usual two-bagger over center,
and three balls and two strikes have been
called—why, 0, why, is it that Swatter pops
a dinky little infield fly to short, and our
hopes for the pennant are dashed then and
there?

Why is it that, in this day of advanced
civilization, the great nations of the world
cannot agree upon a real International
Board of Arbitration, whose dictum would
be final and absolute in all disputes between
nations, thus removing the need for main-
taining armies and navies (except for police
purposes), and so diverting the billions now
wasted in these directions to the uplift of
humanity?

Why is that at mothers' meetings, the
majority of those in attendance are old
maids?

Why is that a trust never gets credit
for the good it does ? Specifically, for in-
stance, why is it that we all howl against
the crooked, monopolistic ways of Standard
Oil, but will not admit the plain fact that
this "bloated octopus" has probably done
more to advance the race in intelligence and

KEYSTONE

comfort, by evolving out of a crude natural
product the best light at the least price, than
all its critics to the tenth future generation?

Why is it that the bobolink, in its
annual migrations to the north and to the
south, when it flies 8000 miles without
lighting, never concerns itself about the pos-
sibility of its motor not sparking or with any
other of the problems that enter into the
difficulties of a short flight by its human
imitators?

Why is it that the intelligence, the
patriotism and the statesmanship of America
have not long' ago, or in this current year,
evolved a scientific basis for fixing duties on
imports through a permanent commission of
honest, capable and well-paid economists,
thus removing this question from the field
of politics and from the selfish operations of
individual Congressmen, and assuring relief
to the present uncertainties of business in
the periodical revisions?

\\Thy is it that the unexpected visitor,
whom, you would especially like to honor
with the best dinner your kitchen will afford,
invariably appears on wash-day?

Why is it that, while 2 and 2 make 22
as certainly as they make 4, one can have no
comfort in the triumphs of logic when it can
be seen that figures zyill lie?

Why is it that the great artist thinks his
poor novel a finer piece of work than his
famous painting, and why is the appendicitis
expert convinced that he would have shone
as a merchant?

Why is it that no man ever sayeth, "I
have enough money," no matter how much
he hath?

Why is it that the gorgeous plumage
on Mrs. Smith's new fall hat gave greater
conversational opportunities, subsequently,
among the feminine worshippers at St.
Luke's than the eloquent sermon on vanity
which fell upon their unheeding ears?

Why is it that most people care more
for what other people say of them than for
what they individually think about their own
selves?

Why is it that one never buys stocks at
their lowest figure, nor sells them at the
highest ? And for that matter, why is it that
when one "guesses" as to the probable plans
of a competitor, that "guess" is almost in-
variably wrong, and the only solace is in the
resolve that next time one will go ahead
without complicating the programme with a
"guess" concerning somebody else's busi-
ness.

Again, why is it that some few remain-
ing jewelers consent to be puzzled by prob-
lems in their line of business, when the solu-
tion of all problems to which jewelers are
heir can be found in the journal of the
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trade and are the possession of those fa-
vored ones who have remitted one dollar to
THE KEYSTONE?

Again—but what's the use? The why-
is-its stand in interminable ranks, defying
time to reduce their number, for two fresh
ones spring to view for every one that is
disposed of. I must depend upon that per-
fectly-informed and charitable KEYSTONE
reader, if there be such, whose Gargantuan
appetite has embraced all human knowledge
and who will freely give ; or, failing here,
I must wait the coming of the "Book of
Really Useful Information," and meantime
pray that I may live to out-Methusaleh
Methusaleh. But why does its coming not
speed?

Why is it?

Shreds
Strange that taxpayers do not object to

sewers—they are such a drain on the city.

The baker doesn't necessarily admire
the woman that "takes the cake."

A glass eye is not really helpful in
"drinking in" the beauties of a landscape.

Washington was the father of his coun-
try, but Pennsylvania is the "Pa." of States.

Some people impress us as being so
slow, we wonder how they can go fast
asleep.

An absconding bank cashier in the
West was six feet tall and $5o,000 short.

The "best man" at many a wedding is
the bride.

There is plenty of time where they sell
watches.

An alarm clock is a rousing success.

A person must be crazy to want to live
in a lunatic asylum.

The sad news of the increasing avoir-
dupois of the President of the United States
suggests to one who is keen on proverbs
that this revised spelling of an old "saw"
would exactly fit the case : Where there's a
Will there's a weigh.

The hand of fate helps many a man if
he is willing to grasp his opportunity.

A first-class butcher has a manner that
is perfectly killing. J. T.
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KELLY & STEINMAN, INC.
Manufacturers HONESDALE, PA.

Jewelers and Opticians when buy-
ing repair outfits should specify
Norton Grinding Wheels and
Lens Grinding Stones made of
Alundum.

NORTON COMPANY
Worcester, Mass.

Alundum Plant
Niagara Falls, N. V.

New York Office Chicago Store
SO Church St. 27 N. Canal St.
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Watch Repairing-First Cost of

Same-Prices and Profits

By C. IL NICSBIT, before the Nolth Dakota Retail .lewolerr,'
Asweiat ion

After looking over my watch repair records

for a number of years, I find that out of 500

records, taken at different seasons of the year,

the largest percentage of watch repair falls on

the cleaning of watches. Of 500 watches, we

find that 64 per cent. were left for cleaning.
Next comes mainspring jobs, as 17 per cent.

and a fraction.
Balance jewels as 12 per cent.
Balance staff as ii per cent.
Roller jewels as 7 per cent.
As those five items appear to be the largest

percentage of my work, I have confined my paper

to them.
In order to arrive at the cost of this work

and repairs it was necessary for me to determine

the expense in the following lines:

T. The cost of labor.
2. The cost of material used.
3. The cost of light, heat and rent.
4. The cost of tools and depreciation in value of

tools.
5. Interest on material carried in stock.

As I find that the cost of labor is by far the

largest item of expense in repairing watches, I

will begin the subject with labor.
I have worked on a basis of 300 working

days a year, and taking eight hours a day for

our work and wages at $2o per week. By re-

ducing this down, we find that our labor costs us

40 cents per hour or a fraction over.
Next we find that rent, light and heat are

important items in our repairs. We have taken

the three items of $20 per month, which gives us

$240 per year, and which we find is about to cents

per hour.
Next we find the cost of a set of tools,

bench, etc., amounts to $400 ; the interest on this

at to per cent. would amount to $40 per year;

allowing to per cent. for depreciation in value

would give $40, making in all $8o per year for

tools, which we reduce to hours, and find equals

3 1/3 cents per hour; and we also find that it

costs us about 3 cents per watch in cleaning for

alcohol, benzine, watch paper, oil, etc.

I find that, on an average, it takes us one and

one-half hours to clean a watch, besides twenty

minutes for taking in the job, giving out check

and making record of same, and ten minutes for

regulating and winding watch while in our care.

This gives two hours, at 40 cents per
hour, for cleaning, etc., which
amounts to. $ .80

Two hours' rent, at io cents per hour.  .20
Two hours' interest for tools, at 3 1/3

cents per hour  .062/3
Cost of material used (benzine, alcohol,

oil, etc.)   .03

The average cost of cleaning a watch...$1.00 2/3

We charge $1.50 for cleaning watches, which

leaves us a profit of 40 cents and a fraction for

each job.
The next largest percentage of our work, I

find, is the replacing of mainsprings, which

averages 17 per cent. of our repair jobs. I find

the cost of labor for taking in work will average

ten minutes to the jolt, and ten minutes to put in

new spring, with ten minutes for regulating and

winding watch while in my care, making a total

of thirty minutes' time to complete the job.
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Thirty minutes for labor, at 40 cents per
hour    $ .20

Cost of mainspring, average on spring
frok $1.25 to $2.25 per dozen  .14

Cost of light, heat and rent, at to cents
per hour 

Cost of interest on tools, at 3 1/3 cents
per hour  .011/2

Cost of interest on material in stock, an
average of 3 cents per $1  .041/2

Worth of work, as a base of $500 material
in stock $ .45

Why Gold Blackens the Fingers

As the blackening of the wearer's finger by

rings is a matter of much annoyance to all

jewelers, J. R. Wood & Sons, of New York, have
.05 had the matter thoroughly investigated by the

eminent authority, Dr. Carleton Simon, who re-

ported as follows:

Worth of work as a base of $5oo material
in stock $ .45

Do work of $15 per year-
Allowing io% for breakage of spring

under guarantee   

Cost of work, material, etc  $ .49%

I charge $1.50 for mainspring, giving me a

profit of $1 per job.
BALANCE JEWELS : An average of 12 out of

too, or 12 per cent. of repair jobs, we find it

requires twenty minutes' time to fit a jewel, ten

minutes for making an examination, giving out

check and making a record of work, putting

watch on record, etc., ten minutes for regulating,

etc.; total of fifty minutes to replace jewel.

Forty minutes' time, at 40 cents per hour,
26 2/3 cents, Of $ .27

Cost of jewel, jewels cost from $2 to $4
per dozen, an average (each) of  .25

Forty minutes' rent, etc., at to cents per
hour    .07

Forty minutes' cost of tools and deprecia-
tion in value, at 3 1/3 cents per hour .02

Interest on material at 3 cents on $1  .o41/2

$ .65%

I charge $1 to $2 to replace balance jewel,

an average of $1.50, which nets me 85 cents, or

841/2 cents-a fraction under.

BALANCE STAFFS : Eleven out of too repair

records.
Cost of labor for repairing broken staff, in-

cluding taking in work, regulating, etc., average

of one hour:
One hour's time, at 40 cents per hour
One hour's time, rent, light, etc. 
One hour's time, rent of tools, etc. 
One hour's time, interest on material, 3 cents

per $1 
Cost of staff, staff costing from $1 to $4

per dozen

$ .40
.I0

.03

.07

.17

Average cost per job $ .77

We get an average of $2.50 for balance staff

jobs, leaving me a profit of $1.73 per watch. We

charge from $2 to $3 for staff work.

Next we come to roller jewel work. We

find it will take twenty minutes' time to set jewel,

allowing ten minutes to take job in and putting

on record, ten minutes for regulating and taking

care of watch while in our care, making a total

of forty minutes for labor.

Forty minutes' time, at 40 cents per hour,

26 2/3 cents, or $ .27

Rent, light and heat, 62/3 cents, or  .07

Cost of tools, etc., at 3 1/3 cents per hour  .02

Interest on material carried in stock, 3 cents

on a dollar  .03

Cost of material  .05

$ .44

We have made an average of 6o cents per

dozen on roller jewels. The high-grade material

cost up to $2 per dozen, but we seldom are called

on to fit roller jewel to high-grade watches.

Job costs me, complete, about 44 cents. I

charge $1.25 for roller jewels, giving me a profit

of 81 cents per watch.

GENTLEMEN : In a series of experiments made
for you, I find that under certain conditions gold
when worn either in contact or close to the skin is
apt to produce a blackening. This condition was
found to be true in 14 karats, 18 karats and pure
gold. In fact, it is most apparent in pure gold and is
not due to any- particular properties of the gold, but
rather is the result of chemical changes in the body.

While it is true that an excess of sulphur in
the air and deposited upon the skin or an excess
of sulphur in the body will produce a blackening
of the skin under gold rings, the cause for the
great majority of blackening of the fingers is the
oil of the skin, or the oil in ointments, such as
cold cream, etc., or where grease or soap is not
thoroughly washed off. Oil contains more or less
oleic acid, which with friction and in contact with
gold produces a chemical deposit or oleate of gold,
which is deposited in minute quantities upon the
surface of the skin and which is black in color.
Rings which are loose will create this condition
quicker than those that arc tight.

If you desire a simple experiment take a drop
of oil, place it upon a small piece of cotton and
rub vigorously any gold surface, the oleate of
gold is deposited and blackening is immediately
discernible. Believe me, gentlemen,
Very truly, (Signed) CARLETON SIMON, M.D.

Advertising Value

Theo. Fettinger, an advertising specialist, said

recently : "Advertising is a positive creative force

and the world would lose much without it.

"It multiplies human wants," Mr. Fettinger

asserted ; "it intensifies human desires, makes

fashions, encourages constant change, leads people

to dress better, to build better homes, to furnish

them to better taste and to make them more com-

fortable and sanitary.
"Advertising is one of the simplest, yet one

of the most complex, factors in the promotion of

business. It is an essence giving publicity to the

object you wish to promote, or the thing or

service you have for sale. Just how this publicity

can best be secured is, and always will be, a

problem, because of the varying conditions in

which man finds himself as times changes and the

people change with them."
Mr. Fettinger declared that the newspaper is,

beyond question, the best of all advertising medi-

ums, not only because it facilitates the dissemina-

tion of information to the public at the least pos-

sible cost and in the speediest manner, but also for

many other reasons.
"Perhaps the most cogent reasons why the

newspaper should be patronized above all other

mediums is the fact that the press is so helpful

in the upbuilding of the city, in the furthering of

its enterprises and because the city is so apt to

be judged by its newspapers and its business men

by the advertising that appears in the newspapers.

"We should not count merely the earnings

that come direct from our advertising invest-

ments, but the asset constantly being created for

every business institution and every property

holder in the city through the newspapers' activi-

ties. Every dollar put into newspaper advertising

strengthens the newspapers and enables the pub-

lishers to give to the people, practically without

cost to the readers, the wonderful purveyors of

news and molders of public opinion for which the

country is famous."
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ALEXANDER H. REVELL & CO.
Chicago, Ill.Rees, Dayton, Eastman and Hawthorn Streets

Above cut shows a corner in the Jewelry
Store of Wm. K. Sandberg Co.,

University Bldg., Chicago.

VVe have reached cc Perfection"
in manufacturing Artistic Jewelry
Fixtures, Show Cases, Wall Cases,
Tables, etc.

You can profit by our experience of
more than a "Quarter of a Century"
and let us design your store or any
changes you contemplate making.

Write us to-day for our
new loose leallet catalogue

Gold Filled CHAINS *BRACELETS
in every description in 1/10 and 1/4 gold only

0 UR sales in 1908 were fifty per cent. more than in
1907. Our sales for the last six months were
more than double that in 1908 for the same time.

Our factory was running to its full capacity all through
the hard times. This makes us believe that we make the
best Chain for quality, finish and price on the market.
A little time spent with our traveling representative
when he calls on you will convince you that the

TRADE-MARK

A&Z.LINE
TRADE-MARK

of Chains are the best in design, finish, quality and price.

A & Z. CHAIN CO. PROVIDENCE,R.I.116 Chestnut Street

Makers of 1110 and 114 Gold Filled Chains and Bracelet* 
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE CHAIN MAKERS TO THE RETAIL TRADE
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The Taft Mounting

Shows stone to advantage

H. KROLL & CO."

Lets in the Light 

36 Affil 38 John St.
NEW YORK

Mountings that help sell Diamonds

THE BEST THE CHEAPEST

SOLID GOLD CHAINS
They stand the test of time and TRADE
have done so for 57 years. Su- 1850
preme in Quality, Design, Finish,
Workmanship.

We sell direct. We have no sales-
men. Eliminating all unnecessary
expenses in making and selling
enables us to sell at the lowest
possible price. Send for catalogue

Alois Kohn & Co.
MARK

16-18 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
Makers or GOLD CHAINS of every kind
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Interesting Experience of a
Traveling Man—The Story

of a Maiden Trip

Bert Weaver was a sagacious little man with
a kindly, unassuming good nature and a youthful
gayety that gave him the appearance of a man
many years younger. Bert and myself had for
years traveled the rocky road of the commercial
salesman and claimed for our home that hustling
city of Chicago, with its skyscrapers and noise;
not common, every day noise, but a great tumultu-
ous rumbling like the growling of the dissatisfied
elements in the bowels of the earth before they
find an outlet from the mouth of some volcano.

Bert did not travel for the same firm or with
the same line of goods, but the fact that we both
hailed from the windy city would have been
enough to have caused a feeling of brotherly
love; beside that, we both made practically the
same towns, which threw us more or less into
each other's company.

One day we had experienced our usual luck
and were pounding over the tracks in a through
vestibuled Pullman train to Clinton, Iowa, which,
on account of the division of our territory, was
our first stop. This part of the trip, from
Chicago to Clinton, was always an enjoyable one
for both of us. In the summer months we would
spend our time looking out of the car window at
the great expanse of prairie with its miles of
waving corn fields and an occasional patch of
timothy, where a man riding a mowing machine
could be seen gradually cutting it into hay. In
the winter we would tell stories, jokes, or, if con-
genial company was on the train, would mix in a
little friendly game of cards.

On this day the snowflaked wind was howling
outside. It beat itself against the car windows
as if in terrible anger at our trespassing upon
its domains, where all else had been driven to
shelter by its frigid blasts.

Very few people were on the train—neces-
sity being the cause of those traveling that were
there, and they were trying to pass the time away
in reading or were endeavoring to take a little
nap. Bert was looking over a new book of jokes
he had bought of the newsboy. As for myself,
time was hanging heavy on my hands. I had a
dull headache that kept me from reading, and I
felt no inclination to sleep, so, turning to Bert and
nudging him in the ribs (for when he gets in-
terested in a book I truly believe that the train
could run off the track and he would not know it),
I said : "Tell me about your first trip out on the
road as a traveling man."

He must have been in the right mood to do
as I requested, for he laid down his book and
rested his hands over his eyes a few moments, as
if in deep thought; finally, he said: "My first trip
was in eighty-two or three, in the winter time,
as I remember, for we had just gone through a
tremendous Christmas business. I had been
working in the home office for a number of years.
On leaving school I had taken up the duties of
filling all orders (for the firm was not as large as
it is now). I had to pack all the boxes, wrap and
seal all the packages and see that all goods left
the office in good shape.

"After awhile the firm got me an assistant and
made me what I would call a house salesman, a
position I had worked hard for. I loved lo sell
goods. Landing a hard customer for a nice bill
of jewelry was a greater enjoyment for me than
running away from school and going in swimming
would have been to most boys. I was chiefly distin-
guished around the office for my salesmanship.
I despised the drudgery of packing boxes and
filling orders. I could stand all day clinging
tenaciously to that slender margin between making
the buyer say yes instead of no. I knew every-
thing we had in the house, but I kept track of the
goods for no other reason than to help me sell
goods.

"I had just returned from lunch one day,
when Mr. Rocket, the president of the firm, called
me into his office and offered the long looked for,
the long wished for chance to go out on the road.
An opening for one trip at least had been made
for me by our Wisconsin salesman getting sick.
That night I could not sleep for happiness. I
rolled and tossed in bed, even getting so excited

that I threw off the covers and sent my feet kick-
ing in the air. I was to be a traveling man at
last—the highest pinnacle of my ambition. I did
not wish anyone harm, but if our regular man
would only die, or the doctor advise him to go out
West _for the rest of his days, or anything, just
so that I could give up the office and travel the
rest of my days as a salesman. I could picture in
my mind how I would walk into the store and in
a straightforward way present my card, and, after
the formal greeting, go into a lavish description
of all my stock of the beautiful creative designs
of my jewelry, which were executed by our great-
est gold and silversmiths; of all the new model
watches; of the exceedingly artistic designs of
my rings, and last, but not least, my stick pins,
with their peculiar-shaped settings and stones that
reflected the sun's rays on a cloudy day. I would
display, in my keen imagination, these goods upon
his counter or show case and then drop a guide
hint that now was the time for him to fill up the
vacant places and bring all departments which
had fallen behind the times up to the latest
standard. I had not stopped to figure that it is
a little different to have a buyer come in from
some distant point, hand you his card and tell you
he has come all the way to replenish his stock.
He is a little flustrated by the profusion of things,
and is a good deal more willing to take up with
friendliness than he would be to extend courtesies
to you as a stranger down upon his own stamping
grounds.

"They always say that sudden riches make a
man a fool, and I don't know but what that say-
ing nearly fitted my case, at least, it made me very
big feeling. I was in no hurry to get down to the
office the next morning ; for, if I was going to be
a traveling man, I thought I might as well show
my importance at once; so I came moseying along
about nine o'clock, a big ten-center in the corner
ofcemy mouth and a glow of importance on myfa 

"Everyone in the office was busy, even the
boss had had to come out of his private office, and
when I entered I found him showing a customer
some goods. It was with some uneasiness that I
went over to the desk that had been placed in the
corner of the office for the use of the traveling
men. I didn't like the idea of the boss having
to come out and do what was my regular work;
but I tried to ease myself by thinking he would
have to do it when I was gone if he did not get
someone else; so he might as well begin now.
Pulling out a morning paper from my side pocket
I tried to settle down, smoke and read the news,
just as I had watched the other traveling men do.
Smoking in the office had never been allowed to
either clerks or bookkeepers, so I had envied the
favoritism shown the traveling men.

"I didn't care much for the news, but I was
deeply engrossed in the daily short story when a
hand tapped me on the shoulder. As I looked up
the boss' face loomed up like a mountain at my
nose, and, in a voice not generally used while mak-
ing love to your best girl, he said: 'You had bet-
ter throw away that cigar and get to work, for I
have decided not to send you out on the road, at
least, not at present.' He then turned on his heels
and walked into his private office.

"You know how a balloon looks when the gas
is out of it, well, that is the way I felt. If I had
been given a chance, I would have resigned right
then and there; but Mr. Rocket's command some-
how seemed like law to me; and even now I
admire his command over men. He never says
very much, but he shrewdly selects the words he
does say, and, backed up by his stalwart, powerful,
frame, he makes them count.

"He said nothing more to me for a couple of
days, then he called me into his private office, had
me sit down, and, not in an unkindly way, said
'Bert, I was sorry to see the importance you at-
tached to yourself the other day when you thought
you were going out on the road. The importance
they have attached to themselves and not to their
opportunity has been the cause of kings losing
their heads, or,. ike Louis XV, of France, who
only thought of himself and ruined his country.
On the other hand, if you attach the importance
to your opportunities, and use them like George
Washington, with his little army in the war with
England, then you stand a better chance of suc-
ceeding. Opportunities give you a chance to rise.
Importance of yourself keeps your head so high
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that you stumble on some little thing and over
you go. I am going to give you the opportunity
now and I want you to use it.' With that part-
ing remark he turned back to his desk with an
expression as much as to say, Put that under your
hat for a while and let it soak in ;' and I did.

"The next morning I got down at my regular
time (I didn't care to run any more chances of not
getting to go) and soon had my trunk and every-
thing in readiness for the start. I was mighty
proud of myself, even after all the boss had said,
but I was careful not to let him see it.

"I got down to the Northwestern depot on
time, and, as the train pulled out, I began to feel
the real responsibilities of a traveling salesman
and spent all my time to first stop looking over
my rate book, getting my cities in line as I was
to make them. There was one thing I did not
have to do, and that was to familiarize myself
with the names of the customers. I knew the
name of every customer we had on our books—
not only in that State, but in every State. At the
first town I stopped I got a fair order and had
soon taken to the ways of my brother travelers
like a duck to water.

"When I say that I took to their ways like a
duck to water I mean it. The more I see of
traveling salesmen (or any other kind of sales-
men, as far as that goes) makes me feel that they
are born, not made. I don't deny the fact that a
man can accomplish almost anything he starts out
to do if he goes after it hard enough, but it is hard
for us to do our best if we are not following our
natural desires—so give me the natural-born
genius who can fit himself into every crisis as if
he knew it was coming and had prepared himself
for it. If he cannot do this, he will be like the
traveling man who condemned some of his own
goods his customer had said came from his com-
petitors, while, if he had been the true salesman,
he would !lave known the goods and praised them
sky high; and it would have done no harm to
have added that he didn't know that his competi-
tor handled such fine goods.

"At every stop I made my sales fell a little
below our regular man's. This bothered me a
little, and would have bothered me even if I had
known that Mr. Rocket was chuckling to himself
upon the good showing I was making for a begin-
ner, for I wanted to 'cinch the job, as the boys
say. At last I got my opportunity to do so and
made good.

"I had gotten into Oshkosh late at night and
was sitting in the hotel office when a young man
came in, and, after a preliminary greeting with
the man who sat next to me, commenced telling
him about leaving a certain jewelry firm there and
starting in for himself. I waited until the young
fellow left and then started in to cultivate the
acquaintance of the man next to me.

"The next morning he took me over to the
young fellow's store room. And that night, when
I had summed up the amount of goods I had sold
him, I found it brought my sales up to the high
water mark, I do not want you to think lie was an
easy mark, either, for he often had some excuse
for not wanting to buy this or that thing. He
wanted to go to Chicago and look over the differ-
ent lines there. He had a friend who was a
traveling salesman, whom he had met when work-
ing for Mr. G— who was now his competitor.
I got around all the excuses he put up about as
smoothly, I do believe, as I could to-day.

"My return from my first trip to the home
office was like the return of Napoleon after his
conquest of Italy. Mr. Rocket came out and gave
me the glad hand, and all the boys around the
office looked up to me in envy—so much so that
they didn't even breathe the good things Mr.
Rocket had said about me, but left that to a young
kid (for whom I had gotten a job) to tell me; but,
he added, putting his hand up to my ear, 'but the
boss says he will fire you if you come back with
a big head.'"

Bert had just finished, when the brakeman
stuck his head in the door of the car, and in a
come-out-as-it-would voice, yelled: "Next—stop
—is—Clinton. Change—cars—for—Dav'port-
-Rock—"

"Bert," I said, wiping the dust off my shoes
preparatory to leaving the train, "you certainly
have made good for them or the firm would not
have kept you for twenty-seven years."
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American Jeweler Executes Gift
for Spanish Queen

It is not often that an American jeweler
has the honor of designing jewelry for
royalty, so that W. A. Rankin, of Toledo,

Ohio, who de-
signed and exe-
cuted a beautiful
medallion f o r
Queen Victoria
Ena, of Spain,
was quite natur-
ally pleased with
the commission.
The gift was one
of several sent to
the King and
Queen of Spain
by the Chamber
o f Commerce,

together with an invitation to their majesties
to attend the King Wamba festival, given
in Toledo August 3d. This festival is
fashioned somewhat after the Mardi Gras
celebrations at New Orleans, the central
figure in the Toledo celebration being King
Wamba, a legendary monarch who reigned
in Old Toledo, Spain, somewhere back in
the Middle Ages. This ruler was supposed
to be all that was good and great and wise,
and many a pretty legend in regard to his
life and character are found in the ancient
archives among which the members of the
Chamber of Commerce of Toledo delved
for their information. These various inci-
dents were set out in rich pageantry during
the festival.

Owing to the fact also that King
Alphonso is said to be unusually in-
terested in Toledo, Ohio, it was de-
cided to send him and his consort an
invitation to be present at the festival.
Together with the invitation was sent a
handsome book, bound in red leather
and lined with yellow satin, Spain's
national colors, in which were dis-
played in artistic style many of To-
ledo's business and civic buildings and
beautiful residences. A beautiful
King Wamba button was also sent to
the King, while to Queen Ena was
sent the medallion, which can be worn
either as a pendant or a brooch. The
brooch is of Roman gold, bearing the
head of King Wamba and the word
"Toledo" at the top and "Wamba" at
the bottom. Six fine diamonds bedeck
the rim of the brooch, which is an ex-
quisite piece of workmanship, the head
being especially well cut and clearly
defined. Mr. Rankin, the designer,
not only did fine execution on this job,

No. 1916 Combination Box for Pair of Sleeve Buttons and Scarf Pin. Covered with. Green Imported Arts and Crafts Paper
Lined with Green Velveteen or Any Color Desired . . . . Price, $15.00 per gross
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Nir. A. Rankin

hut also did it in record-breaking time,
as the order was placed on Friday and the
medallion was on its way to New York by
Monday noon. The brooch was all hand
work and Mr. Rankin feels justly proud of
the piece and also of the speedy execution
of the order.

The gifts were taken to New York by
A. E. Alexander, of the Chamber of Com-
merce, who was formerly in the diplomatic
service and personally acquainted with the
retiring Spanish minister, Ranor Pina, who
was on his way to his native land. Senor
Pina went to Spain to accept the portfolio
of Minister of State and was succeeded at
Washington by Marquis de Villalobar,
whom he met in London and requested to
represent Spain at the King Wamba carni-
val. Senor Pina, after accepting the invi-
tation and gifts, expressed his gratification
and the high honor he deemed it to carry
the invitation and promised to explain the
Wamba carnival to the King. Senor Pina
will forward to Toledo, Ohio, Chamber of
Commerce a book containing several hun-
dred pictures in color of the city of Toledo,
Spain, which is issued by the government.

W. A. Rankin, the Toledo jeweler, who
was selected to design the beautiful gift of
Toledo to the Spanish Queen, is a young
Toledo citizen who devotes his attention
largely to special order work and also does
work for the retail trade. He is a pro-
gressive young man and the confidence
which his fellow citizens feel in him is evi-
denced in the important order executed for
the. Chamber of Commerce.

Medallion sent to the Queen of Spain

Clock Made of Bicycles

A clever Frenchman has constructed
a timepiece twelve feet high, composed
entirely of bicycles or their component
parts.

The framework is a huge bicycle
wheel, around which are arranged twelve
ordinary-sized wheels, all fitted with pneu-
matic tires. A rim within the large wheel
bears the figures for the hours, the figures
themselves being constructed of crank rods.
The hands are made of steel tubing, which
is used for the framework of bicycles. The
minute strokes on the dial are small nickel-
plated pieces. The top of the clock is an
arrangement of twelve handle-bars.

The clock strikes the hours and the
quarters, bicycle bells, of course, making
the chimes. The pendulum is made of
various parts of a bicycle frame.

Made of Quartz

Hitherto almost the only substance
possible to utilize for vessels in the labora-
tory where high heat is employed was plati-
num, which is exceedingly expensive. But
utensils of this costly metal are now being
replaced to some extent with cheaper ones
of quartz. It is practicable to melt, or even
to vaporize, gold, copper or silver in a
quartz receptacle—so wonderfully resistant
to high temperatures is this material.

The method adopted for making quartz
vessels and plates is to melt the stuff in a
thin graphite box in an electric furnace, at

a temperature exceeding z000° F.,
under a pressure of 500 pounds to the
square inch. Articles of this material,
such as bowls or cups, are usually
opaque, rough on the outside, but on
the inside with a beautiful sheen re-
sembling that of mother-of-pearl.
They can be made perfectly trans-
parent, however—like ordinary glass,
but with an exquisite iridescence—by
using pure quartz crystal instead of
common quartz.

One peculiarity of these quartz
vessels is that when white-hot they can
be thrown into cold water without
danger of breaking them. Ordinary
glass expands or contracts with
changes of temperature, and on this
account easily cracks ; but the quartz
glass neither contracts nor expands
and so is heat-proof and cold-proof.

Recently, artificial spiders' webs
have been made from threads of spun
quartz. They are wonderfully fine,
with much the same appearance as real
cobwebs.
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Optometry as a Future Field for
the Jeweler-Optician

By F. D. AUSINAN, St. Marys, Ohio, before Ohio Retail
Jewelers' Association.

That optometry, the new profession,
presents a glittering future field for the
jeweler-optician no one can successfully
contradict. That for its present high stand-

ing and prestige
optometry to-day
also owes much
to the jeweler-
optician is a
point for which
I have always
contended, opin-
ions to the con-
trary notwith-
standing. T h e
jeweler-optic i a n
of to-day occu-
pies a legitimate
field, one that

cannot, under present conditions, be covered
by the exclusively professional optometrist
because the profession is, as yet, in its
early stages of development, and the mis-
sionary work being accomplished by the
jeweler-optometrist is of priceless aid to the
optometrist and to the future of the pro-
fession.

F. D. Ausnian

Began with

the Jeweler

When you consider that
only a score of years ago
the method of providing
patrons with an aid to their

vision consisted of a handful of cheap
glasses passed over the counter with an in-
junction to help yourself ; when you further
consider that the majority of the people
coming to the jeweler-optician of this day
for aid to their vision demand an examina-
tion along scientific lines, I cannot help but
feel that the jeweler-optician is, in a large
measure, responsible for that change by
reason of his pioneer missionary work look-
ing to the education of the public. From
the time that the jeweler-optician became
the possessor of a trial case that moment
he began to educate the public to look for
and demand science in the care of their
vision where previously they were satisfied
with any kind of glasses, the greater portion
of which were ill fitted to their respective
needs.

It is rare fortune for us jeweler-opti-
cians to be living at a time when we can aid
in the establishment of so lofty a profession
as optometry. While we may not live to
realize our ideal of what the profession
should be, we shall feel, and personally I do
feel, grateful to be able to aid, in My humble
wav, in the establishment of optometry as a
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well-recognized science, which means so
much to a long-suffering people. The occa-
sion now presented to aid in this great
cause should spur us on in our efforts to
acquire education and advancement so that
we too can consistently share in the credit
which will come to the advocates of the
profession.

The Credit

Due

The jeweler-optician has an
opportunity which rarely
comes to man. Our poets
and authors have written

volumes on success as measured by what
has been done for humanity. Can you im-
agine any greater honor than to have said
of us, that our lives have not been lived in
vain because we, in our humble way, have
aided in the establishment of a profession
which means so much to our fellow-men.

How are we to reap the fruits of for-
tune so assuredly awaiting from the means
at our disposal ? Remember that while your
past work has been creditable you cannot
rest on your oars and float in with the tide.
As developments in the field are coming
rapidly, you who want to secure berths as
professional optometrists will have to keep
up with the pace which is being set for you
by our eminent specialists in the optomet-
rical lines, who by leaps and bounds are
fairly dazzling us with their new theories on
muscular anomalies and in the application
of prisms in the correction thereof.

The clearest and by far the
most practical course open
to the jeweler-optician who
desires to become a profes-

sional optometrist is in the line of education.
This now brings us to the question of how
best to obtain the same. We are all of us
familiar with the courses prescribed by our
optical schools of the past and recognize
that they have had insufficient curriculum
to qualify us as expert optometrists, but I
am pleased to note that the standard is being
made so high that it will require two, and
possibly four, years, with a high school edu-
cation as a basis, to fit one as a future op-
tometrist. While I recognize that many of
us cannot avail ourselves of these courses, I
feel that the younger men who are now in
training in the jewelry stores should by all
means enroll with an optical institute cov-
ering the long term and thereby prepare
themselves for the great future before them.
But for that jeweler-optician who, like my-
self, cannot, on account of other connec-
tions, spend the time required in these in-
stitutions of learning, there is still another
method of procedure to which I would draw
your attention, and that is the comprehen-
sive literature spread before us each month
in our very excellent optical magazines, par-

Necessity of

Education
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ticularly the very able articles contributed
in each issue by our most able and accom-
plished practitioners, the study of which
will, in a large measure, prepare the jeweler-
optician for his future work as an optom-
etrist. Also the very great benefit to be de-
rived from personal associations with our
able and proficient brothers at national,
State and local societies.

I am a firm believer in the
Value of good work being accom-
Societies plished by our national and

State organizations. The
jeweler-optician by his attendance coming
in contact as he does with the most brilliant
men of the profession, has new thoughts
and ideas instilled in his mind and is thereby
spurred on in his desire for more knowledge
and, as he returns home to his daily occupa-
tions, he becomes more ambitious, has
greater ideas and is far better enabled to
assume his part in the formation and estab-
lishment of this great profession.

Great as are the interests of national
and State associations to the jeweler-opti-
cian, I am firmly of the belief, and I speak
from personal experience, that the greatest
good that can come to the jeweler-optician
who is on his way to professional optometry
is through his associating himself with a
good, live local society. The value of such
association cannot be overestimated. Flay-
ing myself enjoyed a membership in a local
society, I cannot too strongly emphasize the
value of such association and I strongly
commend to you jeweler-opticians who are
looking for advancement that you may
share in the glory of the future optometrist
to form local societies.

Since optometry will for some time
continue to draw its recruits from the
jeweler-optician it behooves us to prepare
ourselves in the best possible manner that
we may, when the great State of Ohio, by
its duly authorized representatives, sees fit
to give Us an optometry law, be prepared to
honor that profession for which we have so
long labored to establish and which opens to
you a future brilliant in its prospects.

Trade-bringing Scheme
The Everett Daily Herald, of Everett,

Wash., worked a scheme that should prove
interesting to merchants wherever trade
seems a trifle dull. At the head of a page
was the phrase, "Little Trade Stimulators.
The following merchants will offer new bar-
gains each day for the next seven days.
Watch this page daily." Twelve different
advertisers occupied the space, changing
copy daily, and With each day's offering a
free write-up was given.

•
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"You May Take Your Chance With Us, Sir"
This simple statement, we are told, was made by ROBERT FULTON to a gentleman who applied to him
for passage on the first steamboat which carried passengers down the HUDSON RIVER from ALBANY
to NEW YORK. The story goes on to say that

He Took His Chance and Had a Safe Trip
c5VIany years have passed since then, bringing many wonderful things to the world and humanity.
Everything must have its crude beginning, and, gradually, by constant elimination and improvement,
work toward perfection. TO-DAY, THEREFORE, WE CAN SAY TO YOU

YOU TAKE NO CHANCE
WHEN YOU INCLUDE IN YOUR STOCK OUR
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Optometry as a Future Field for
the Jeweler-Optician

By F. D. AUSMAN, St. Marys, Ohio, before Ohio Retail
Jewelers' Association.

That optometry, the new profession,
presents a glittering future field for the
jeweler-optician no one can successfully
contradict. That for its present high stand-

ing and prestige
optometry to-day
also owes much
to the jeweler-
optician is a
point for which
I have always
contended, opin-
ions to the con-
trary notwith-
standing. T 11 e
jeweler-optician
of to-day occu-
pies a legitimate
field, one that

cannot, under present conditions, be covered
by the exclusively professional optometrist
because the profession is, as yet, in its
early stages of development, and the mis-
sionary work being accomplished by the
jeweler-optometrist is of priceless aid to the
optometrist and to the future of the pro-
fession.

F. D. Ausraan

When you consider that
Began with only a score of years ago
the Jeweler the method of providing

patrons with an aid to their
vision consisted of a handful of cheap
glasses passed over the counter with an in-
junction to help yourself ; when you further
consider that the majority of the people
coming to the jeweler-optician of this day
for aid to their vision demand an examina-
tion along scientific lines, I cannot help but
feel that the jeweler-optician is, in a large
measure, responsible for that change by
reason of his pioneer missionary work look-
ing to the education of the public. From
the time that the jeweler-optician became
the possessor of a trial case that moment
he began to educate the public to look for
and demand science in the care of their
vision where previously they were satisfied
with any kind of glasses, the greater portion
of which were ill fitted to their respective
needs.

It is rare fortune for us jeweler-opti-
cians to be living at a time when we can aid
in the establishment of so lofty a profession
as optometry. While we may not live to
realize our ideal of what the profession
should be, we shall feel, and personally I do
feel, grateful to be able to aid, in my humble
way, in the establishment of optometry as a
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well-recognized science, which means so
much to a long-suffering people. The occa-
sion now presented to aid in this great
cause should spur us on in our efforts to
acquire education and advancement so that
we too can consistently share in the credit
which will come to the advocates of the
profession.

The jeweler-optician has an
The Credit opportunity which rarely
Due comes to man. Our poets

and authors have written
volumes on success as measured by what
has been done for humanity. Can you im-
agine any greater honor than to have said
of us, that our lives have not been lived in
vain because we, in our humble way, have
aided in the establishment of a profession
which means so much to our fellow-men.

How are we to reap the fruits of for-
tune so assuredly awaiting from the means
at our disposal ? Remember that while your
past work has been creditable you cannot
rest on your oars and float in with the tide.
As developments in the field are coming
rapidly, you who want to secure berths as
professional optometrists will have to keep
up with the pace which is being set for you
by our eminent specialists in the optomet-
rical lines, who by leaps and bounds are
fairly dazzling us with their new theories on
muscular anomalies and in the application
of prisms in the correction thereof.

The clearest and by far the
most practical course open
to the jeweler-optician who
desires to become a profes-

sional optometrist is in the line of education.
This now brings us to the question of how
best to obtain the same. We are all of us
familiar with the courses prescribed by our
optical schools of the past and recognize
that they have had insufficient curriculum
to qualify us as expert optometrists, but I
am pleased to note that the standard is being
made so high that it will require two, and
possibly four, years, with a high school edu-
cation as a basis, to fit one as a future op-
tometrist. While I recognize that many of
us cannot avail ourselves of these courses, I
feel that the younger men who are now in
training in the jewelry stores should by all
means enroll with an optical institute cov-
ering the long term and thereby prepare
themselves for the great future before them.
But for that jeweler-optician who, like my-
self, cannot, on account of other connec-
tions, spend the time required in these in-
stitutions of learning, there is still another
method of procedure to which I would draw
your attention, and that is the comprehen-
sive literature spread before us each month
in our very excellent optical magazines, par-

Necessity of

Education

October, 1909

ticularly the very able articles contributed
in each issue by our most able and accom-
plished practitioners, the study of which
will, in a large measure, prepare the jeweler-
optician for his future work as an optom-
etrist. Also the very great benefit to be de-
rived from personal associations with our
able and proficient brothers at national,
State and local societies.

I am a firm believer in the
Value of good work being accom-
Societies plished by our national and

State organizations. The
jeweler-optician by his attendance coming
in contact as he does with the most brilliant
men of the profession, has new thoughts
and ideas instilled in his mind and is thereby
spurred on in his desire for more knowledge
and, as he returns home to his daily occupa-
tions, he becomes more ambitious, has
greater ideas and is far better enabled to
assume his part in the formation and estab-
lishment of this great profession.

Great as are the interests of national
and State associations to the jeweler-opti-
cian, I am firmly of the belief, and I speak
from personal experience, that the greatest
good that can come to the jeweler-optician
who is on his way to professional optometry
is through his associating himself with a
good, live local society. The value of such
association cannot be overestimated. Hav-
ing myself enjoyed a membership in a local
society, I cannot too strongly emphasize the
value of such association and I strongly
commend to you jeweler-opticians who are
looking for advancement that you may
share in the glory of the future optometrist
to form local societies.

Since optometry will for some time
continue to draw its recruits from the
jeweler-optician it behooves us to prepare
ourselves in the best possible manner that
we may, when the great State of Ohio, by
its duly. authorized representatives, sees fit
to give us an optometry law, be prepared to
honor that profession for which we have so
long labored to establish and which opens to
you a future brilliant in its prospects.

Trade-bringing Scheme
The Everett Daily Herald, of Everett,

Wash., worked a scheme that should prove
interesting to merchants wherever trade
seems a trifle dull. At the head of a page
was the phrase, "Little Trade Stimulators.
The following merchants will offer new bar-
gains each day for the next seven days.
Watch this page daily." Twelve different
advertisers occupied the space, changing
copy daily, and with each day's offering a
free write-up was given.

•
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"You May Take Your Chance With Us, Sir"
This simple statement, we are told, was made by ROBERT FULTON to a gentleman who applied to him
for passage on the first steamboat which carried passengers down the HUDSON RIVER from ALBANY
to NEW YORK. The story goes on to say that

He Took His Chance and Had a Safe Trip
01/any years have passed since then, bringing many wonderful things to the world and humanity.
Everything must have its crude beginning, and, gradually, by constant elimination and improvement,
work toward perfection. TO-DAY, THEREFORE, WE CAN SAY TO YOU

YOU TAKE NO CHANCE
WHEN YOU INCLUDE IN YOUR STOCK OUR

"ALDEN" WATCH
16 SIZE 7 JEWELS

For it is the result of thirty years' experience in skilled watchmaking, has had over a
year's test on the market and has proven itself to be, in every respect

A SAFE INVESTMENT
Sure to Sell Bound to Please A Perfect Timepiece

IT'S A HIGH-GRADE WATCH
With DOUBLE ROLLER LEVER ESCAPEMENT
BREGUET HAIRSPRING PULL OUT SET

NICKEL — SNAP CASES
Plain or E. T., $5.80

OUR LADIES' LINE
was never more COMPLETE
and ATTRACTIVE. Send
for CATALOGUE showing
the great variety of designs,
prices, terms, etc.

 I.

Trade Mark Trade flip Mark

20 YEAR GOLD FILLED—JOINTED
Plain or E. T.,$12.50. Gilt or Silvered

Dials No Extra Charge

GUN METAL — $7.00
White Porcelain or Black Metal Dials

No Extra Charge

Prices Subject to Keystone Key and 6 Per Cent. Cash Discount

  ORDER FROM  

The New England Watch Co.
WATERBURY •.* *.• CONNECTICUT
 AND THE LEADING JOBBERS 

NICKEL WATCHES
for MEN and BOYS

Putnam, 18 Size - $2.80

Hale, 12 Size - - 2.90

Jockey, 8 Size - - 3.70

• I 
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High-grade

Post or Sidewalk Clocks
$125

ONE-THIRD

,

izs,,
For $125.00 -iw.,.—......

, JEWELERS

we give ./
you $500.00 , ..

service.
Can you
afford to be
without it ?

, •

DESCRIPTION

Post Cast Iron thirteen feet high.
ing dials 30 inches diameter. Master
driven. Beats 60 seconds to minute.

What one of our many

.
USUAL COST

... ...

,,.'•
,... .,

--10:1 Something
•

_.__
BROWNS

IA

-

_
you have

always

wanted, but

felt you could

not afford.

I

20 x 20 inches. Two illuminat-
Movement, eight day. Weight

customers say

Base

satisfied

F. W. BERKELEY, 812 ANN STREET

Jeweler and Optician

Homestead, Pa., August 17, 1909
MR. B. E. BROWN, Monessen, Pa.

Dear Sir :—I consider the clock I bought of your house has been thoroughly
tried and tested. Will say, I am highly pleased. In simplicity, accuracy,
practicability and beauty it is the best I have seen at any price. As an
ad it can't be beat. Yours truly,

FRANK W. BERKELEY

Write for particulars

BROWN STREET CLOCK CO.
Monessen, Pa.

JUST NOW THE CALL IS FOR

BUG JEWELRY

We are showing a bewildering variety of attractive designs
—all absolutely new — in

BUG HAT PINS BUG COLLAR PINS
BUG SASH PINS, Etc., Etc. DON'T WAIT

GET THEM WHILE THEY ARE NEW

WHITE STONE GOODS
of all kinds. Our new line of White Stone
Goods is ahead of anything else on the market.
Lots of new designs and the prices are right.

CHECO NENUPHARS

The new Parisian Hair Ornaments which every-
one is asking for — something new and catchy —
they sell at sight.

LADY ETHEL BRACELETS
The best adjustable bracelet on the market.
24 new patterns just out. Fully guaranteed.

We Make Our Own Goods—We Sell Direct
YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO BUY WITHOUT SEEING OUR LINE

18 SALESMEN AT YOUR SERVICE — or SEND for SAMPLES

C. H. EDEN CO.
Address All Correspondence ATTLEBORO, MASS.to the Factory at
Branches: CHICAGO, 910 Heyworth Building, NEW YORK, 37 Maiden Lane

October, 1909 TI-IS

Annual Meeting Michigan Retail
Jewelers' Association

The annual convention of the above organi-
zation was held in the Hotel Cadillac, Detroit, on
September 7th and 8th, the same dates on which
was held the meeting of the State optometrists.
Inasmuch as the meeting was held during "State
Fair" week, when reduced railroad rates were
available, the attendance was not all that was
expected, yet there were present enough repre-
sentative jewelers to make the meeting an inter-
esting and important one. Probably the attrac-
tions prepared for the visitors and the crowds of
shoppers in the city were more of a detriment
than an advantage to the convention, as the city
jewelers were kept at their stores and at least
some of the visitors preferred the outside attrac-
tions to taking part in the convention proceedings.

Address of Welcome

The proceedings were opened by President
A. B. Hull, of Belding, whose first duty was to
introduce Charles A. Berkey, of the Detroit
Jewelers' Board of Trade, to deliVer the address
of welcome to the visitors. The keynote of Mr.
Berkey's address was the new spirit of co-opera,
tion among the various branches of the trade
and the benefits that must naturally accrue from
this new development. He referred to the
diverting of much of the legitimate business
of the jeweler to outside channels and ex-
pressed his pleasure that preliminary steps
had been taken to remedy this condition.
He referred enthusiastically to the national
convention at Omaha and the co-operative
spirit which there prevailed and expressed
a hope that the good work would be vigor-
ously maintained until all trade grievances
would be remedied.

Mr. Berkey's address was responded
to by J. Russell, of Mt. Pleasant, who spoke
in equally enthusiastic terms of trade or-
ganization and the good work which it was
accomplishing. He strongly impressed on
his brother jewelers the necessity of be-
coming members of some organization and
thus lend their moral and financial support
to the great movement which was to ac-
complish their generation.

President Hull's Address

President Hull then delivered his an-
nual address, which was devoted mainly to a
review of organization work in the State. He
said:

"One year ago, when I accepted the honor
of the presidency of this association, it was
with fear and trembling. Diversified opinion of
our good intentions was discussed by various
branches of our trade and we, as an association,
were severely criticized by some. It was my
vowed intention at that time to do all in my
power to harmonize the diversified interests of
this State to the end that all might work for the
betterment of the craft. Personally, I have not
done all I had wished to do and we, as an as-
sociation, have fallen short of that which we
wished to accomplish, yet one thing we have
accomplished, and that is bringing about a pleas-
ant, amiable and harmonious feeling among our-
selves and the various trade interests.

"To-day the manufacturers, jobbers and re-
tailers of this State are working shoulder to
shoulder for the betterment of trade interests
and each is willing and anxious to assist the
other. This much, brother jewelers, has been
accomplished, and now that we have the foun-
dation laid, let us pull together and strengthen
the jewelry .organization of our State so that
it will take its place in the head ranks of or-
ganization where it rightfully belongs.

, "It might be well to go back a few years in
the history of retail jewelry organizations. In
1903-04 we had a strong organization under the
name of the Michigan Retail Jewelers' Associa-
tion, and through the small paper, The Jewelers'
Advocate, many in the State applied for mem-
bership, but under our constitution we could not
accept them, as no one but retailers in Michigan
were eligible, but ere long the membership in-
creased, and could we stand by and refuse the
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repeated knocks at our portals? No. There were
others who were anxious to assist in this or-
ganization movement and we changed our name
and constitution. The result was the American
Retail Jewelers' Association and the Michigan
membership was accordingly changed.

"Under this new name we made rapid
strides. Our convention dates were changed
from January to July. It was in the fall of 1905
that the executives of the American association
thought it advisable to have State organizations
affiliated with the national organization and, ac-
cordingly in January, 19°6, the Michigan men-
bers of the American Retail Jewelers' Association
were again transferred to a new Michigan Retail
Jewelers' Association. These various changes
were very confusing to our State membership.
In August of the same year the American Retail
Jewelers' Association gave a call for all retail
jewelers' associations to meet in Rochester, N. Y.

"At this memorable and historic meeting the
American Retail Jewelers' Association died and
from it has sprung the greatest and grandest or-
ganization for the betterment of the retail
jeweler's craft this world has ever known—the
American National Retail Jewelers' Association.
I just mention this as a bit of history and as
one of the things which has materially hindered
the work of this association.

"On March II, 1909, a meeting of the directors
was held in Detroit, at which time it was decided
to hold the convention during 'Buyer's Excur-
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Report of Omaha Convention

At the close of his formal address Mr. Hull
made his official report as a delegate of the doings
at the Omaha convention, as follows :

"The American National Retail Jewelers'
Association has in a few years accomplished
much. Chief among the many things is the es-
tablishment of a minimum retail selling price on
all grades of Howard, Hamilton, South Bend,
Illinois and Rockford watches and on the high-
grade Elgin and Waltham watches, and the
manufacturers of these watches will not allow
their product sold by the catalogue houses or
through other undesirable channels. The Inger-
soll-Trenton. Co., also the Excelsior watches, of
the New York Standard Watch Co., are sold
through the retail jeweler only at a fixed price.
Some of the sterling silver, as well as plated
flatware and hollowware houses, have come out
boldly for us and sell at a reasonable margin
and confine their goods to the retail jeweler only.

"The address of Harry Hyman, of Hyman,
Berg 8z Co., Chicago, at the Omaha convention
was full of good thought, wisdom and practical
advice. It was stated by many that it was a
masterpiece. If there is a retail jeweler within
the sound of my voice who has not read that
able address I urge him to do so and then read
it again. (Published in September KEYSTONE.)

"Brother jewelers, this national association
is your association and is the only means for

carrying forward this movement for im-
proving the conditions of the trade and
raising the standard of its ethics. The offi-
cers and members of the committees of the
national organization are on the square and
all the time watchful of the best interests
of the trade."

No effort was made to abide by a •
formal programme, it being the general
opinion that much more benefit could be
gained by informal discussion of the
various important questions affecting the
trade. The most important of these was
how to increase the membership of the or-
ganization, and this was discussed at some
length by Max Jennings, St. Clair. He
explained the necessity for creating interest
among the trade in the work of the as-
sociation, educating their brethren as to
the grievances under which they were
laboring and convincing them that the only
hope of rectification rested with a strong

State organization. He suggested the formation
of district associations or local clubs as the best
means of creating interest in the general move-
ment and strongly urged that the leading
jewelers in various sections of the State be
promptly communicated with in the hope that
they would undertake the organization of such
local societies. He also suggested that the
association appoint a committee of five, includ-
ing the president and secretary, to plan a cam-
paign to increase the membership, making use
of a portion of the association funds for this
purpose. A series of educative letters, he
thought, would be very helpful in accomplishing
the purpose they had in view.

Mr. Jennings' address was as follows :

"The subject, how we can best increase our
membership, is one that, handle it as you may.
devote as much thile and study as you please in
evolving ideas, is hard to definitely dispose of.
When you get all through you will very likely dis-
cover that your ideas of how we can best increase
our membership do not pan out as rich as you ex-
pected. Any plan that can be devised to increase
membership, unless you have the guidance of
some successful precedent to go by, must be
largely theoretical, with a speculative element at-
tached. If your theory is right and is properly
conducted, your speculation wins; if it is wrong
or badly handled, then you lose.

"In my opinion the chief essential in a cam-
paign for new members is to arouse interest
among those we desire to have join us. We must
explain to them the exact status of the evils
they are up against and then show them how the
association can improve conditions as they now
exist. You who are here naturally, perhaps, will

(Continued on page 1675)

Charles A. Berkey President A. B. ITull

sion' week. At that time we anticipated that it
would be the last week in August. At this meet-
ing it was decided to hold a district meeting at
Saginaw for the election of delegates to the
Omaha convention and to adopt a new constitu-
tion which would conform to our needs. We
have in the past year increased our membership
fifty-two, and I will say they are of the quality
that counts and their personality and established
reputation are of material benefit to the association.

"It was my pleasure to attend the Omaha
convention as one of your delegates and the
unanimous vote of that convention was that its
next annual convention be held in Detroit. This
gives us an opportunity, and the best definition
of opportunity that I can refer you to was the
eloquent and forceful address of Ernest Lunt at
this convention. (Published on pages 1485 and
1493, September KEYSTONE.) Every jeweler
should read and reread this address. Let us
have our State meeting with that of the national
if it be advantageous, or ahead of the national,
the better to prepare ourselves.

"We should double or treble our membership
the next year. Let us arise to the occasion and
bring up the membership where it belongs and
with open arms and a royal welcome show the
American National Retail Jewelers' Association
ill tow that we have entirely awakened from
our quiet nap and that henceforth Michigan will
take her place in the front ranks of association

work".Brothers, it is up to you and to me, and if
each individual will do his share it is On easy
victory. Now, will you work or will you shirk?
We have the opportunity and a little from each
will make a grand total, and a great deal from
each will make a triumphant success."
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JAS. BOSS STIFFENED GOLD
GUARANTEED 25 YEARS

01.1.

FARS

Trade-Mark

tiLThis new JAS. BOSS 25 Year, 0 Size,Queen Case is sure to be a winner for Fall

and Holiday Trade.

If you have not seen it order samples

from any of the leading wholesale dealers.

THE KEYSTONE WATCH CASE CO.
PHILADELPHIANEW YORK

CHICAGO BOSTON SAN FRANCISCO

CINCINNATI
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Annual Meeting Michigan Retail
Jewelers' Association

(Continued from page 1673)

be inclined to think that all jewelers know or
ought to know the evils and abuses that prevail
in the trade. That they ought to know is prob-
ably correct, but that they all do know is a
matter of a good deal of doubt in my mind.
Many things happen in this world that everyone
is supposed to know all about, but occasionally
we run across a person that never even heard of
them.

"I presume that a large per cent. of the
jewelers in Michigan don't even know their con-
dition. Well, it's our business as an association to
let them know it. It's also our business as an
association to show them that we have discovered
a medicine that's a sure cure for what ails them.

"My ide.a of the campaign that should be
carried on to increase our membership is some-
thing like this : Appoint a committee of five, of
which the president and secretary shall be mem-
bers ; give this committee full power to carry
on a campaign for new members and to use. the
funds of the association to do so. The committee
should begin operations by sending a series of
letters to every jeweler in the State who is not
a member of the association. The first letter
should state plainly and truthfully the evils and
abuses that exist in our trade, with a suggestion
that more information is to follow. The second
letter should call attention to the. former one
and suggest that a remedy for existing conditions
is the building up of a stronger jewelers' organi-

zation. Also a statement of what the organiza-
tions have already accomplished.

"These letters should also be published in all
of the trade journals and editorial, comments
asked for. As some interest may be aroused by
this time I would enclose an application blank in
the second letter.

"Should these letters fail to do the work,
that is, obtain the desired applications for mem-
bership, I would follow them with other letters
such, as in the judgment of the committee, might
be deemed best for different situations.

"In addition to this, and it may perhaps prove
rnore efficient than the series letter plan, I would
get in touch with some prominent jeweler (several
of them, if possible) in every county in the State
with a view of organizing county associations, or
where there are large cities would organize city
jewelers' clubs. These two plans harmonize com-
pletely and will work together nicely. The series
of letters cannot fail to arouse some interest, and,
if followed closely by solicitation from someone
of standing in their own county or city, it seems
to me it ought to appeal to most of the jewelers
in the State.

"Some may ask, what is the object of our
doing all this work if they organize city or county
associations and do not join the State and national
associations? This, in my opinion, is a point that
need not bother us a bit. I believe that every
county or city organization would see that it
would be to their interest to be members of the
State association and would not delay very long
to do so.

"I told you, gentlemen, in the beginning, that
any plan that could be devised was largely a
matter of theory. The plan I have laid before

you is my theory am! I submit it to you for dis-
cussion."

Tuesday Afternoon Session
This was a business session to receive the

reports of the officers and committee and
transact the business proper of the organization.
The session was a closed one, but it is under-
stood that the minimum selling price, catalogue
and price-list distribution, the selling of goods
to outside sources, etc., were discusse4.

The election of officers resulted as follows :
President, A. B. Hull, Belding (re-elected) ;
first vice-president, G. William Stolz, Saginaw ;
second vice-president, W. B. Murray, East
Tawas; secretary, J. G. Davenport, Battle Creek;
treasurer, W. F. King, Jr., Adrian.

This closed the business proper of the con-
vention, but the most agreeable feature was yet
to come, viz., the banquet, tendered to the
jewelers and also the opticians by the local nest
of Ku Kus. Preceding the banquet a number of
jewelers were initiated in the organization by
A. L. Thoma, the founder of the Order. At the
banquet covers were laid for about 200 guests
and Mayor Breitmeyer, of • Detroit, honored the
occasion by acting as toastmaster. The toasts
were responded to by President Hull, of the Re-
tail Jewelers'• Association; President Hardy, of
the Optometrists' Association; A. L. Thoma, of
Piqua; Nelson K. Stambart, of Detroit, and H. C.
Goodwin, of Rochester.

The function proved a most enjoyable one
and the visitors were loud in their expressions of
appreciation of the hospitality of their hosts.
After the banquet and the feast of oratory the
younger portion of those present took part in a
dance in the lodge room.
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FOURTEEN-DAY HALF-HOUR
GONG STRIKE

WITH HARP GONG

A specially strong Fourteen-Day Movement, " THE EXCEL-
SIOR," has been constructed to obtain the sonorous,

melodious tone from the Harp Gong.

This movement, fitted with solid plates and
pinions, is simplicity itself.
The striking part is very powerful, and will
easily lift the four hammers which are required
for the Harp Gong.
The striking part movement acts quite silently.

THE HARP GONG
The half hours and the full hours are all sounded by 4 ham-
mers, which strike and fall simultaneously on 4 steel rods.
These rods are tuned so that they sound a full Four Note

Chord, and the specially constructed Gong Standard produces a
pleasant and sonorous tone, called Harp Gong.

TRADE-MARK

FOR SALE AT ALL WHOLESALE CLOCK
AND JEWELRY HOUSES

GEO. KUEHL a CO•
Office zind Warehouse, 80-82 Wabash Avenue

Works at Schonach andHornberg
Bad. Schwarzwald, Germany Chicago, Ill.

c7VIanufacturers and
ImporterseBlack Forest Clocks

No. 384 (HARP GONG) List, $30.00
Mahogany Case. Height 143- Inches. Width 9l Inches

6-inch Silver Dial. Beveled Glass.

1109 9.7.5

, 
1107 ,50

'

1092 50.25

SET. $14.75

rr1011,71

lopz $6.25

MEW
1106., $62,5

MUM
1106 $ 425

SET $8.75

1091 $ 3 75

1090 $2.50

1090 $2.50

" EDGEWOOD"
BAR PIN

Regarded by the best jewelers in Amer-
ica as the choice of all the enamel pins
on the market this season.

The pin is patented.
The gold is fourteen karat.
The workmanship is perfect.
There are eight colors of enamel.

This is One of the Many Good Things in the
Beautiful Line of

THE HARVEY j. FLINT
COMPANY, Providence, R. I. 
Makers of Fourteen Karat Gold Jewelry

October, 1909 THE

The St. Louis Centennial Cele-
bration

The Century-old Civic Giant Will Celebrate
with Gorgeous Displays and Unique

Ceremonials. Marvelous Pageants,
Illuminations and Decorations

-----
On Sunday, October 3d, with every

church bell in St. Louis ringing out a hun-
dred years of history in
the Centennial chorus of
chimes, celebrating the
completed century since
the first incorporation of
the town in 1809, the
people of St. Louis will try
to look back a hundred
years. As a city of nearly
three-quarters of a million
people, they will try to un-
derstand the qualities of
greatness in the town of
about 900 people, whose
prophets looked forward
a hundred years to the
great city they expected to
make. During a week of
Centennial pageants, il-
luminations and aeroplane
flights, the city of the
present will try to under-
stand how a handful of
people, with the begin-
nings of greatness in them
can start it to working out
into world history.

As in i8o9
The Original St. Louis
City h a d less

than 200
houses, it is not easy to
understand now how its
leading citizens could meet
on the corners of its only
two thoroughfares and
discuss it then as one of
the most important towns
in the country. This some
of them certainly did.
They left the record of
their prophecies, to be read
now, when in the last ten
years about half a million
more people have come in-
to the United States across
the Atlantic than the total
number of "The American
People" in the year after
St. Louis was first incor-
porated. With not quite
seven and a quarter million people in the
United States and not quite a thousand of
them in St. Louis a hundred years ago, they
were certainly the most important people
in the world then. Even then, the world
suspected it. It was almost convinced that
they could "take care of themselves" and
build tip their country. There is no doubt
of it left when, with over eighty million
people in the United States, St. Louis in one
year of its twentieth century growth has
spent over $29,000,000 for new buildings.
This is several millions in cash more than
the total amount of cash in the United
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States in 1809. With $16,000,000 as its total
cash in circulation in 1800, the country rose
to $27,000,000 in 181o, but in that year St.
Louis certainly did not have one dollar in
the thousand of the total. Yet its prophets
had already begun to feel that they were
"starting things," so full of future greatness
that no one could imagine the end for them.
They had begun to feel almost as well as-
sured of greatness in 1809 as we are now.
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American initiative in goo

Programme 
St. Louisans in 1809 is what
St. Louis is inviting the
United States of 1909 to help

it celebrate. It will try to illustrate its mean-
ing in four great pageants—historical, in-
dustrial, civic and educational. It will show
a city covering sixty-two square miles. It will
be decorated and illuminated. There will be
games, music, fireworks, pageants and as-

semblies and parades in
the open air, with public
receptions in the St. Louis
Coliseum, seating 13,000
people, or more than the
population of Missouri,
including "the county of
Arkansas," in 1809. In
Missouri and Arkansas
then there were 11,993
people, exclusive of In-
dians, not taxed. On
Broadway alone, St. Louis
has room for many times
that number of spectators.
They will see miles of
automobiles in procession
to represent the starting
power of the French carts
of 1809. They will see
aeroplanes, airships and
balloons overhead. The
most remarkable things of
the twentieth century will
be on view at the end of
its first decade. The
Americans of 1809 would
think them miracles, but
there - will be nothing
greater among them than
the "American initiative"
of 1809. All who believe
in its possibilities for a
hundred years to come are
invited to see what it
means in St. Louis now,
as it belonged to the St.
Louis manners and cus-
toms of a hundred years
ago, when the "Continen-
tal United States" were
being "started" west of
the Mississippi.

In addition to these
entertainment features, St.
Louis business men have
made elaborate prepara-
tions for a convention of
retail merchants for an
exchange of ideas in ad-
vertising, window a n d

showcase display, store arrangements and
other matters of vital interest to retail mer-
chants, together with a gathering of the
best and most successful traveling merchants
representing St. Louis houses. These con-
ventions will prove of inestimable value to
retail merchants. Special excursion rates
vrill be in force for Centennial week for the
entire Middle West and Southwest territory
and special arrangements have been made
by all the hotels to provide for the enter-
tainment and comfort of the many thou-
sands of visitors who will attend the cele-
bration.

The Celebration

St. Louis skyscrapers, photographed from the balloon "Dauntless," at an altitu
H. Eugene Honeywell, an entrant for the balloon races of Centennial Week, 0

.They expected to take care of the future.
In this century of St. Louis history the
world has grown and changed almost as
greatly as St. Louis and the United States
have done. In modern business, a single
Broadway block, as the Centennial pageants
Will pass its "skyscrapers," with the St.
Louis Clearing House in the upper story of
one of them, certainly reaches more people
than there were in the entire "English-
speaking world" and French-speaking world
combined in 1809, when St. Louis, as a
French village, was taking its first lessons in
English.

de of goo feet, by
ctober 3 to 9, 1909.
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Expert Tells How Jewelers and
Bankers are Robbed

"In the struggle for supremacy, v1iich
goes hand in hand with the march of prog-
ress in our trade, lines have. been rigidly
drawn in the battle between the jewelers and
the crooked," said Frank Heywood, of the
Jewelers' Security. Alliance, at the Omaha
Convention.

"The rivalry is so close it, is „hard to
• award 'a blue ribbon to either. The safe-
maker who would throw an impassable bar-
rier about the valuables of his patrons is
ingenious, inventive and progressive.

"But brains are not monopolized, and
the skilled safe breaker who works in the
opposite direction is equally ingenious in
securing means to accomplish his end.
There are no more daring and skillful men
in the world than the breakers of safes,
and many are robbed under conditions
which make the feat seem as impossible as
looting the national treasury.

"Yet the actual work of looting a safe
is comparatively easy. There are several
crooks, who, by a keen sense of hearing or
feeling can twist a combination so effec-
tively the door will come open with a swish.
Then, too, while. a combination can be set in
a million different ways, it actually is get in
one of very few. This is due to the fact,
perhaps, that great minds run in the same
channels, but actually the human mind rung
in multiples, and if a safe makes 'five' one
number of a combination it is more than
probable the other two numbers can be
divided by five. In fact, the man will have
to make a mighty mental effort td set it any
other way.

"One method of opening
Aim at Back safes is that of tearing off
of Safes • the fronts, backs, tops or

bottoms of them. The sides
are seldom touched, except by novices, for
there the crook has the extra work of cut-
ting the partitions of the pigeon holes.
The back of the safe is the more frequently
preferred, for the strong box is usually so
placed the burglar can work upon the back
unobserved.

,"In tearing open a safe, holes are
usually drilled in the metal. If iron, any old
drill will do, if steel the drill hole is kept
wet with turpentine. If a saw is needed
it is kept well lubricated with hard soap.
If nitroglycerine is resorted to, the sound
is deadened by felt, in which the safe is
enveloped. Nitroglycerine is easy to ob-
tain. By boiling a stick of dynamite in
water, the glycerine rises to the top. With
two cylinders of compressed oxygen and an
acetylene generator charged with calcium
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carbide and water a blowpipe flame of
such intensity is produced that steel. will
fuse in it .like lead in an ordinary gas get.
The Same effect can be produced by the
judicious use of the juice with which trolley
or electric, light wires are loaded. In either
case it takes but a brief space of time to
melt away the door so that the contents are
easily accessible.

"The. burglar, to keep from sneezing,
closes his eyes, opens his mouth and his
;upper lip until the desire vanishes. He
blacks his face when doing a job and carries
soap to Wash, off with. He carries a bottle
of arnica ,or turpentine for cuts and bruises.
He tries all chisels before using and puts a
rubber washer on ,the bottom of vises to
make them soundless. I-Te carries an elec-
tric flashlight and holds that at arm's length
when flashed so if it is shot at he will not
be hit. To break a window he usually cuts
the glass with a diamond, then spreads thick
white lead on a flannel or in lieu thereof
takes a .piece of flypaper and first presses it
on the glass front and then draws it noise-
lessly toward him.

"Very few of the old class
of burglars are in the busi-
ness nowadays. The old
class had enough education
and good manners to butt

into about any class of society and some of
them have become so exemplary that they
have been able to enter into legitimate
business, though all of them are forever
shadowed by detectives. They carried jim-
mies,.pullers, spreaders and wedges. Now-
adays the burglars instead of toting around
seventy-five pounds of tools carries a rubber
bottle of nitroglycerine, a cake of brown
.soap, a fuse and 'a handful of detonating
caps.
. "The burglars of to-day may have been
of good breeding and antecedents who,
going broke in their wanderings, or from
too close an acquaintance with 'King Booze,'
have gone • shady from what they considered
necessity. The individual burglar, the
crook of necessity, as a criminal is usually
started in his career by some occurrence
which has deprived him of work. The man
out of work often sets out with the best of
resolutions to look for fresh employment.
He meets other and more experienced un-
fortunates and becomes their associate.
Finally they hold some one up; the victim
resists and perhaps is accidentally killed.
Then there's murder on the head of your
tyro and from that moment Ile is a reckless
criminal. Human life is no more to him
than the life of a dog.

"In burglary, as in every other industry,
there are captains and lieutenants, high

Old-time

Burglars

Retired
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privates and low and humble water carriers.
There is the 'plant hunter,' who goes about
as a peddler, a beggar or an unimpeachable
swell, and finds out where there is an easy
store to crack, and he seldom takes part in
the actual robbery. Then there are the men
who understand the use of explosives and
perform the real operation of blowing the
safe, and, finally, there are the stickup men,
who would as soon kill as not, and perhaps
a little rather.

"Grafters, confidence men, penny-
Weighters, holdtip men and sleight-of-hand
artists are much to be feared. About the
only protection anyone has against these
people is eternal vigilance and a quick
perception.'

A New Gem
San Benito County, California, has

given its name to 4 candidate for admission
to the circle of the precious stones—"benito-
ite." It is of a sapphire color, hard and re-
markably brilliant. Chemists say it is a
"silico-titanate of baryum." It is found in
rock pockets and in geodes associMed with
natrolite and a hitherto unknown black
mineral called carlosite. During 1907
benitoite made its first entry into the report
of the Geological Survey on the precious
stones of the United States. The value of
the uncut stones found in that year was
$15oo. In the same year Arkansas pro-
duced $2800 worth of diamonds. The lead-
ing precious stone in America in value of
production is tourmalin, of which $84,120
worth was put upon the market in 1907.
But it weighed a ton.

Wireless Telephony
In the hurrying succession of events

that nowadays briefly touch our conscious-
ness and hasten rapidly on to give place
to newer impressions, things of much im-
portance are sometimes given but little at-
tention. Perhaps not a few of us have the
idea that wireless telephony is, as yet, a
denizen of the laboratory. It will then be
interesting to note that clear and accurate
voice communication has been maintained
between two British.warships, separated by
a distance of 6o miles, and that from the
Paris Eiffel Tower station voice communi-
cation has been successfully maintained at
distances of from 6o to too miles. The
range of communication, it is perfectly rea-
sonable to suppose, will increase with the
development of the apparatus, and already
the uses of wireless telephony are important.
—Elcctrocraft.

Time, tide and test have told the true tale of
the superiority of the Mosehy Lathes. Get the
genuine.—Adv.
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Expert Tells How Jewelers and
Bankers are Robbed

"In the struggle for supremacy, which
goes hand in hand with the march of prog-
ress in our trade, lines have been rigidly
drawn in the battle between the jewelers and
the crooked," said Frank H.eywood, of the
Jewelers' Security Alliance, at the Omaha
Convention.

"The rivalry is so close it. is hard to
award 'a blue ribbon to either. The safe-
maker who would throw an impassable bar-
rier about the valuables of his patrons is
ingenious, inventive and progressive.

"But brains are not monopolized. and
the skilled safe breaker who works in the
opposite direction is equally ingenious in
securing means to accomplish his end.
There are no more daring and skillful men
in the world than the breakers of safes,
and 'many are robbed under conditions
which make the feat seem as impossible as
looting the national treasury.

"Yet the actual work of looting a safe
is comparatively easy. There are several
crooks, who, by a keen sense of hearing or
feeling can twist a combination so effec-
tively the door will come open with a swish.
Then, too, while .a combination can be set in
a million different ways, it actually is et in
one of very few. This is (Inc to the fact,
perhaps, that great minds run in the same
channels, but actually the human mind runs
in multiples, and if a safe makes 'five' one
number of a combination it is more than
probable the other two numbers can be
divided by five. In fact, the man will have
to make a mighty mental effort to set it any
other way.

"One method of opening
Aim at Back safes is that of tearing off
of Safes the fronts, backs, tops Or

bottoms of them. The sides
are seldom touched, except by novices, for
there the crook has the extra work of cut-
ting the partitions of the pigeon holes.
The back of the safe is the more frequently
preferred, for the strong box is usually so
placed the burglar can work upon the back
unobserved.

."In tearing open a safe, holes are
usually drilled in the metal. If iron, any old
drill will do, if steel the drill hole is kept
wet with turpentine. If a saw is needed
it is kept well lubricated with hard soap.
If nitroglycerine is resorted to, the sound
is deadened by felt, in which the safe is
enveloped. Nitroglycerine is easy to ob-
tain. By boiling a stick of dynamite in
water, the glycerine rises to the top. With
two cylinders of compressed oxygen and an
acetylene generator charged with calcium
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carbide and \voter a blowpipe flame of
such intensity is produced that steel will
fuse in it like lead in an ordinary gas get.
The Same effect can be produced by the
judicious use of the juice with which trolley
or electric light wires are loaded. I ii either
case it takes but a brief space of time to
melt away the door so that the contents are
easily accessible.

"The burglar, to keep front sneezing,
closes his eyes, opens his mouth and his
;upper lip until the desire vanishes. Fie
blacks his face when doing- a job and carries
soap to \'ash off with. I le carries a bottle
of arnica .or turpentine for cuts zind bruises.
I Ie tries all chisels before using and puts a
rubber \yasher on the bottom of vises to
make them soundless. I le carries an elec-
tric flashlight and holds that at arm's lengTh
\vhen flashed so if it is shot at he will not
be hit. To break a window he usually cuts
the glass with a diamond, then spreads thick
white lead on a fhaii nd w in lieu thereof
takes a piece of flypaper and first presses it
00 the glass front zuill then draws it noise-
lessly toward him.

"Very few of the old class
of burglars are in the busi-
ness nowadays. The old
class had enough education
and good manners to butt

into about any class of society and some of
them have become so exemplary that they
have been able to enter into legitimate
business, though all of them are forever
shadowed by- detectives. They carried jim-
mies, pullers, spreaders and wedges. Now-
adays the burglars instead of toting around
seventy-five pounds of tools carries a rubber
bottle of nitroglycerine, a cake of brown
soap, a fuse and a handful of detonating
caps.

"The burglars of to-day may have been
of good breeding and antecedents who,
going broke in their wanderings, or from
too close an acquaintance with 'King Booze,
have gone shady from what they considered
necessity. The individual burglar, the
crook of necessity, as a criminal is usually
started in his career by some occurrence
\\Inch has deprived him of work. The man
out of work often sets out with the best of
resolutions to look for fresh employment.
lie meets other and more experienced un-
fortunates and becomes their associate.
Finally they hold some one up; the victim
resists and perhaps is accidentally killed.
Then there's murder on the head of your
tyro and from that moment he is a reckless
criminal. Human life is no more to him
than the life of a dog.

"In burglary, as in every other industry,
there are captains and lieutenants, high
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Retired
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privates and low and humble water carriers.
There is the 'plant hunter,' \vho goes about
as a peddler, a beggar or an unimpeachable
swell, and finds out where there is an easy
store to crack, and he seldom takes part in
the actual robbery. Then there are the men
who understand the use of explosives and
perform the real operation of blowing the
safe, and, finally, there are the stickup men,
Who would as soon kill as not, and perhaps
a little rather.

"Grafters, ,contidence men, penny-
m.,eighters, holdup men and sleight-of-hand
artists are much to be feared. About the
only protection anyone has against these
people is eternal vigilance and a quick
percept ion."

A New Gem
San Benito County, California, has

given its name to a candidate for admission
to the circle of the precious stones—"benito-
ite." It is of a sapphire color, hard and re-
markably brilliant. Chemists say it is a
"silico-titanate of baryum." It is found in
rock pockets and in geodes associated with
natrolite and a hitherto unknown black
mineral called carlosite. During 1907
benitoite made its first entry into the report
of the Geological Survey on the precious
stones of the United States. The value of
the uncut stones found in that year was
$15oo. To the same year .-krkansas pro-
duced 12800 ‘vorth of diamonds. The lead-
ing precious stone in America in value of
production is tourmalin, of which $84,120
worth was put upon the market in 1907.
But it weighed a ton.

Wireless Telephony
In the hurrying succession of events

that nowadays briefly touch our conscious-
ness and hasten rapidly on to give place
to newer impressions, things of much im-
portance are sometimes given but little at-
tention. Perhaps not a few of us have the
idea that wireless telephony is, as yet, a
denizen of the laboratory. It will then be
interesting to note that clear and accurate
voice communication has been maintained
between two British .warships, separated by
a distance of 6o miles, and that from the
Paris Eiffel Tower station voice communi-
cation has been successfully maintained at
distances of from 6o to too miles. The
range of communication, it is perfectly rea-
sonable to suppose, will increase with the
development of the apparatus, and already
the uses of wireless telephony are important.
—Electrocraft.

Time, tide and test have told the true tale of.
the superiority of the Mosel, y Lathes. Get the
genuine.—Adv.
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THE SOUTH BEND COMPLETE WATCH

'I f
REGULATES THE TIME OF THE WORLD

Sold Under An
Everlasting Guarantee
THIS GUARANTEE FOR YOUR CUSTOMER

You would like to guarantee a watch to give satis-
faction forever, if you knew the watch would come up to
the guarantee, but up until now .such a guarantee would
have been at your own risk, because no watch manufac-
turer ever had sufficient confidence in his product to sell
it under such a guarantee.

The SOUTH BEND "POLARIS" you can sell
under an everlasting guarantee at our risk, for ev ety
watch of the "POLARIS" grade is accompanied by a
written agreement guaranteeing satisfaction forever. If
Nve did not know that the SOUTH BEND "POLARIS"
was made as good as any watch can be made and would
always be an accurate timepiece if not abused, we could
not afford to make such a strong guarantee. It is really
not a risk on our part, but it is simply insuring by a
written agreement what we know the watch will do if
given proper treatment. A prospective watch buyer could
not ask more.

THIS GUARANTEE FOR YOU

The SOUTH BEND "POLARIS" will be adver-
tised extensively and, of course, we are going to make a
strong talk on the first everlasting guarantee ever given
on any watch. The result will be a large number of
these watches will be sold, and we are so confident of its
sale that we will guarantee you a profit on every SOUTH
BEND WATCH of the "POLARIS" grade in twelve
months' time from the date of purchase. In other words,
we will insure you a sale at a profit by written agreement
on the SOUTH BEND "POLARIS" within one year.

Space will not permit of our telling you all of this
extraordinary proposition on this page, but we hope you
will fill in and cut out the coupon in the lower corner and
direct it to us to-day..

SOUTH BEND WATCH CO.
South Bend, Ind.

Send me full particulars of your propo-
sition to guarantee me a profit in one
year on the South Bend "Polaris."

Name  

Town  

State 

COtatilalAtt,

Grade No. 2 7
Movement No. 11L7 9,12
Case No.

TH BEND WATCH CO
Mondactsrers of Credo Watches

SOUTH BEND. IND.

South Bend Watch Company
Manufacturers of High-Grade Watches

SOUTH BEND INDIANA
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DALLAS, TEXAS
LETTER

Business conditions in this State are not by
any means as favorable as our people would wish
them to be, owing to the damage done to the crops
by the prolonged drought. As is well known, the
chief crop in Texas is cotton and it now seems
as if the yield would fall far short of normal.
Business, generally, will therefore be depressed
to this extent. The jewelers have a little advan-
tage over their brother merchants in the approach
of the holiday season, yet the conditions are dis-
couraging and the trade naturally hesitate to make
large investments in stock.

Unusually good news comes from Temple,
Tex., in regard to business prospects in that city.
The Santa Fe Railroad is now fulfilling the de-
cision made by the officers of that road at a meet-
ing some months ago by the expenditure of over
$1,000,000 in improvements in and around the city.
New tracks are being laid and a roundhouse and
shops are being erected. Lines are being run in
several different directions connecting with prin-
cipal junction points which will make this city a
railroad center of the South. Connections are
being made with several of the new lines which
are being constructed through the Middle West of
Texas from north to south. The Southern
Pacific Railroad will make Temple a junction point
for all trains running from New Orleans to the
Pacific Coast points. It can readily be seen just
what this means for this town. Over two thou-
sand railroad employees will be centered here
and new industries are bound to ensue. In con-
nection with these improvements the municipal
authorities are spending $1,5o,000 on new street
paving and a new sewerage system has been
installed. The merchants already located in
Temple are demonstrating their enthusiasm over
the splendid prospects ahead by making a record
in the way of purchases which places them at the
head of the list in Texas in this respect.

L. Niveth, formerly of Cleburne, who, it had
been reported, had purchased a large stock in
Mobile, Ala., has denied this report and is seeking
a location. Mr. Niveth spent the summer on a
tour through the State of Colorado and has re-
turned to Texas much improved in health.

L. E. Murdaugh, of Celeste, was in town
during the past month, as was also Ewin Johnson.
of St. Jo, who was making purchases for the
coming fall trade.

H. M. Brooker, manufacturing jeweler, who
was last reported as having gone to Denver, is
now located in Salt Lake City, Utah.

A. D. Evans, of Anadarko, Okla., has sold
out his interests in that town and is locating in
Cuero, Tex.

We regret to learn that J. W. Self, of Tulia,
who has just located in his new store, has been
lying very ill and it is expected that it will be some
time before he will be out again.

Roy Seastrunk, manufacturing jeweler, Dallas,
who spent the past summer on his farm, has sold
out and has gone to Denver, Colo., where he has
become connected with the Bahm-Allen Co.

W. S. Clatigh, Seymour, was in town and has
reported conditions anything but good.

W. C. Dean, Ardmore, Okla., has sold out his
jewelry store and has moved to Oklahoma City,
where he is going to open on a much larger scale.

We regret to state that W. H. Lowe, of Red
Oak, lost his stock of tools and material in a
fire that wiped out the whole block in which he
was located. Mr. Lowe was in town during the
past week and repurchased a full outfit with which
to re-establish himself in his business.

Robert L. Riley, Aspermont, Tex., has de-
cided, after a short stay in this latter town, that
there were not much prospects for a man of his
ability and has moved to Attalla, Ala,

L. F. Ely, of Sherman, made a short visit to
Dallas during the past month.

J. H. Long, Ardmore, Okla., who was a watch-
maker for Coleman Bros., has severed his con-
nection with these latter gentlemen and has gone
to Little Rock, Ark.

A. S. Jones, Temple, secretary of the Texas
Retail Jewelers' Association, made a flying trip to
town Saturday and reported conditions in the
jewelry trade anything but bright, though in some
other lines business was never better, owing to
the improvements being made in that city by the
Santa Fe Railroad Company, as well as by the
municipal authorities.

E. A. Fowler, formerly of Albany, and who
sold his business and moved to Oklahoma City,
has returned to Texas, locating at Eastland.
Shortly after Mr. Fowler's arrival at Eastland he
was taken seriously ill and is still in close con-
finement.

Charles Ueckert, of Richardson, made a short
trip to town during the past week, calling on his
numerous friends in the trade.

W. H. Ray, Hereford, has been chosen presi-
dent of the new automobile association of Deaf
Smith and Castro Counties. Mr. Ray is an ardent
enthusiast of this enjoyable sport. It is under-
stood that a large race course will be constructed
at a very early date, the endeavor being made to
have this track one of the finest in the State.

On the night of August 28th an automobile,
driven by Clarence Thomson, manager of the
Thomson Jewelry Co., Waxahachie, was badly
wrecked by turning turtle into a ditch on one of
the main roads of that town. Besides Mr. Thom-
son, there were in the car J. B. Hines, jeweler,
and Sheriff Henry Forbes, all three receiving
painful injuries.

Homer Wilson, who has been head watch-
maker for H. W. Bounds, of Dallas, for the
past several years, has severed his connection
with this gentleman and has opened a watch re-
pair shop on South Ervay Street, Dallas.

H. H. Hawley made two trips to Cleburne
during the past month looking after business
matters.

Jules Muchert, Sherman, was in town on a
short pleasure trip during the past month.

T. H. Benninger, Cleburne, spent several days
of last month in town.

G. W. Black, of Paul's Valley, Okla., has
moved to Wynnewood, same State.

The Southern Optical and Jewelry Co. is the
style of the new firm which was organized by
George E. Cook and Dr. J. B. Rooney, of Sher-
man, and is now located at 354 Main Street,
Dallas.

T. A. Long, of Pottsboro, has opened an up-
to-date drug store in Sherman and is going to
install a watchmaker as well as a small line of
j ewelry.

George Houser, a member of the Houser
Drug Co., Royse, was in town during the past
month making purchases from the jewelry houses.
For a drug store, Mr. Houser is installing quite
an attractive jewelry line and is also going to
employ a high-grade watchmaker.

C. L. Norsworthy has just returned from an
extended trip through the East, having spent two
weeks in New York City. Part of this time was
employed in looking after his business interests
and the remainder in the enjoyment of a well-
earned relaxation from his business cares.

Roy Allen, of Denison, has gone to Chicago
and has accepted employment with the Spaulding
Company.

H. C. Drumm & Co. have moved into their
new building and are prepared for any increase
in business which may occur in the near future.

W. C. Pfaeffle, of Enid, Okla., has just re-
turned home from a visit to the eastern markets
where he has been looking over the new offerings
ill holiday goods.

E. Elterman, of Hobart, Okla., has become
installed in his new location and has made a fine
display.

J. M. Graves, Mountain View, is another
Oklahoma jeweler who has enlarged his building
looking towards increased trade.

B. W. Lubman, Chickasha, Okla., has in-
stalled new fixtures and has greatly enlarged his
stock.

Fred Wilhelm, who, a few months ago sev-
ered his connection with the J. J. Sweeney
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Jewelry Company and embarked in business for
himself in Austin, has been induced with flattering
offers to return to the above-named company and
has taken full charge of the business. He has
closed his store in Austin and sold out his stock.

P. S. Park, Mexia, made a short trip to town
purchasing supplies.

P. Lyon, who was last reported at Cameron,
has returned to Dallas and is seeking new con-
nections.

J. H. Yeargan, who was employed in the
office force of the H. H. Hawley Company, and
who resigned his position several months ago to
become connected with the Linz Co., wholesalers,
has severed his connections with this latter com-
pany and is now appearing on the vaudeville stage.
This young man was tried out pretty thoroughly
with an opera company at Lake Cliff Park, Dallas.
His services have now been secured in a vaude-
ville circuit.

J. R. Jarrell, of Durant, Okla., was in Dallas
making extensive purchases for the enlargement
of his business.

J. B. Davis, Paint Rock, was burned out on
the 12th inst., losing everything. Mr. Davis has
purchased a new stock and is again open for
business in a new stand.

A. J. Willmans, of Seguin, is in town pur-
chasing a large stock of jewelry and watch-
makers' tools and supplies for the purpose of
opening a very attractive store at Hondo. This
is Mr. Willmans' initial endeavor and, from the
start he is making in the way of purchases, we
trust his success is assured.

We take pleasure in announcing the wedding
of Paul G. Schlottman, watchmaker .for H. H.
Hawley Company, to Miss M. M. Savage, of
Dallas, September 1st. Mr. Schlottman surprised
his fellow employees upon his return to work the
following day with an announcement of his wed-
ding. His fellow workers have just presented
him with an elaborate silver service.

We have also to announce the wedding of
Lawrence Sommers, son of W. F. Sommers,
jeweler, Dallas, which took place the latter end
of August.

J. E. Boswell, Aubrey, was another sufferer
by fire which occurred on September 7th. Mr.
Boswell's most serious damage was caused by the
rough handling and loss of material in its re-
moval from the burning structure. It is not
known whether Mr. Boswell carried any insur-
ance or not.

W. R. Jay, of Rockwall, was in town a
couple of days last week.

E. H. Henning, formerly of Chicago and
later from Woodward, Okla., has purchased a
large stock of jewelry and watchmakers' supplies
and is locating at Arkansas Pass. While Mr.
Henning is a young man, he has had a number of
years' experience at the watchmaker's bench and
we anticipate a bright future for him.

The McDuffie Drug Company, Franklin, has
purchased the stock of H. H. Arnold, deceased,
from Mrs. Arnold, who had been appointed ad-
ministratrix of the estate.

The Winter Drug Company have put in a
jewelry and watchmakers' line and are making
a very handsome showing.

N. Hearne, formerly of Fort Worth, has ac-
cepted a position with John M. Caldwell, of
Bryan, as watchmaker.

J. H. Terrell, of Baird, is in town making
fall purchases.

The Gulf Coast Jewelry and Stationery Corn-
pany, of Corpus Christi, has just been incor-
porated, one of the incorporators being Max
Dornfield, now connected with Leonard Krower,
New Orleans. This firm has purchased an
elaborate stock of jewelry considering the size
of the town in which they are located and have
put in some very handsome fixtures. The opening
of their store created considerable interest on ac-
count of its decorative features.

"Your Workshop Notes are highly appre-
dated, as I think you answer them better than
any other trade paper I ever read. They are not
antiquated answers and are practical. You cer-
tainly deserve the thanks of anyone you favor
with an answer."—Chas. Rau, Jeweler, Brooklyn,
New York.
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US TELL YOU HOW TO MAKE YOUR
STOCK ONE of the LIVELIEST

DIVIDEND PAYERS IN YOUR STORE
JEWELERS ALL OVER THE COUNTRY are awakening to the fact
that HULL detachable handles are revolutionizing the sale of umbrellas.
Umbrella stocks heretofore have usually been dull and listless — poor
dividend payers.

People pass by the ordinary umbrella stock — they stop to examine the
HULL stock and ask questions, and buy.

? The HULL detachable handle attracts the attention even if they had no
thought of buying an umbrella when they entered the store.

In other words, the HULL handle catches the public fancy immediately.
As soon as a man or woman is shown " how it works " he or she wants
one instantly.

More than a million people have discarded the old-fashioned umbrella for, the HULL.

Every mail brings orders from jewelers in territory not covered by our
salesmen.

HULL umbrellas mean a modest investment. You can stock up liberally with
handles and keep a modest stock of covers ( bases) and order the latter by mail
whenever you want them, because any HULL handle fits any HULL umbrella.
This keeps your stock of covers Jewelers who have been carrying the HULL urn-
(bases) always fresh and clean brella and who have been placing their stock where
and enables you to do a quick they can be seen have found this to be true, even
turn-over business with a though we have never called the people's attention
modest stock. to them through National Advertising.

handle displays should be as large as your
Think of the additional demand that will be createdwill possibly permit because handle
now that we have begun the biggest Nationalsales.
Advertising Campaign ever conducted on any urn-the HULL umbrella, with its detachable brella in the world, which begins on October 2dhandle, is placed on sale in a
with a full page advertisement in THE SATURDAYgiven any prominence at all, it immediately
EVENING POST.sales and produces bigger profits.

WRITE AND LET US EXPLAIN TO YOU THE DETAILS
OF THIS CAMPAIGN

Hull
1447-1457

.,4NRR po
,,c'Brothers ,T.---.)... Umbrella Company.k !! rnrta . r

Summit Street to -h 1
• I r;

i:.. TOLEDO, OHIO

...
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Magazine Editor's Tribute to
Modern Advertising and the

Advertising Man

It is suggestive of the present-day
status of advertising that the world-famed
magazine which boasts of an ex-president
of the United States on its editorial staff
pays tribute to the genius of the modern
maker of advertisements. The Outlook
contributor, who is familiar to magazine
readers as "The Spectator," says:

The Spectator has a cousin who is in
the advertising business. Now, in old days,
such a cousin would have been, probably,
one of the poor relatives of the family. To-
day he is easily the most prosperous, the
most up-to-date and in many ways, the
Spectator freely admits, by far the cleverest
of the clan. It was his cleverness, indeed,
which led him into his present vocation; for,
having a mind formed to understand and
influence his fellows, he deliberately chose
the advertising field as the best place to use
it. "Advertising is the everyday name for
my profession,' he told the Spectator the
other day, "but its true name is psychology.
No man not born a psychologist can be a
great advertiser. Mind reading? Why, I
don't do anything else, practically. But a
good advertiser is ahead of any of your
professors and mediums—he can read the
mind of the man he never has seen and
never will see who lives in Alaska or Kala-
mazoo or down the back street. And if he
doesn't study and keep up, he drops to the
rear. Men in other businesses may learn
to shirk and take it easy, but the advertising
man must be unflagging or someone else
pushes him aside."

In proof of this, the prosperous cousin
was that Week attending a meeting of the
Advertising League, which was working
out an advertising and selling campaign of
an entirely imaginary "Time Meter Clock
Company." A (limier and good fellowship
generally preceded the discussion and' then
officers, directors, sales and advertising
managers, appointed from among the
guests, plunged into the organization of the
thing. One million dollars' worth of time
meter clocks, imaginary in pattern and pro-
tected by various imaginary patents, were to
be retailed at three dollars each. The ques-
tion—academic to the Spectator, but tre-
mendously vital to these keen-witted pro-
moters—as to whether this purely hypo-
thetical timepiece should be advertised tO
the consumer and sold thus through re-
tailers only, or whether the wholesale jobber
should be given a discount and protection,
almost set the members at each other's
throats. When the advertising proper came
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to be discussed the comparative merits of
magazines, trade journals, metropolitan
dailies and country weeklies were all taken
up and also the character of the advertise-
ments, which it was decided must be "digni-
fied" and "legitimate," with no "scheme"
flatter about them. The entire country, it
was finally concluded, must be reached at
once, in a general way, by magazines and
trade periodicals, but there must be concen-
tration in one special section, so as to make
a strong nucleus of impression. Then a
broadening out must follow, till all sections
would have the time meter clock ringing in
their ears, so to speak. Men who sold writ-
ing paper and men who marketed locomo-
tives alike agreed upon essential principles
—.--and they were principles of psychology,
as well as of the market place.

"You see," said the cousin, explaining
it afterward to the Spectator, "it's all pub-
licity, of course, in the beginning. As the
old advertising rhyme says,

"'The man who has a thing to sell,
And goes and whispers it down a well,
Is not so likely to collar the dollars
As he who climbs a tree and hollers,'

but then there is publicity and publicity.
You can get an advertisement before the
eyes of every man in America—that's only
mechanical, after all ; but you can't get him
to read it or remember it unless it is good
stuff and true stuff, too. Insincere adver-
tising doesn't pay. More than that, it hurts
business. Do what you say or don't adver-
tise. But when you believe in the article,
you've only got two of the three elements
of advertising—old Greek elements they
are, that all philosophers recognize—the
Good, the True and the Beautiful. And the
Beautiful—well, there's the rub!

"Some advertisers queer it all by the
names they put on their un fortunate prod-
ucts," he went on, pulling a scrap of paper
out of his pocket. "I've got a list of names
here that I cut out of an advertising journal
the other day as samples of how not to do
it. They're failures, of course—invalids or
dead ; but just glance over them." The
Spectator ran his eye over the death list.
"Has-wazzers and never-wazzers," com-
mented his companion, "killed by their
names. The average man or woman is not
going into a store to ask for a thing he or
she can't pronounce. It might make the
clerk smile to hear the stumbling utterance.
An easy, euphonious name that a six-year-
old child can pronounce and an idiot can
remember—that is the requisite for an ideal
advertising name. It must not suggest any-
thing unpleasant either, or be too much like
the name of anything else on the market.
The choice of a title for a successful novel
is nothing to it in difficulty."
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The Spectator, remembering that his
cousin had chosen a name for a famous
specialty that was a household word, re-
membered also how firmly that name had
stuck in his memory the first time he saw it,
and felt a new respect for the psychology of
advertising and for the expert by his side.
That evening, as he picked up a magazine,
his interest led him to turn to the adver-
tising pages and he realized afresh. how
clever they were and how healthful and
vigorous was their tone. There was some
morbid fiction—mores the pity—in that
magazine; but who ever heard of a morbid
advertisement? The children were all
healthy, happy and beautiful. The Beauti-
ful—yes, here it was. Everywhere the
Pretty girl, the stalwart, handsome youth,
the lovely interior, the woodland vista, the
high-bred horse or dog, the mountain land-
scape, the beckoning ocean, the cherub baby.
Everywhere the hero and heroine—buying
a cookstove together, traveling on a yacht
with patent fixtures, or in a speeding motor
car, or on a special train route, or at the
piano in the twilight, or hunting or fishing
with the last make of rifle and rod, or on a
hotel porch or in a summer cottage beside
a phonograph. In these attractive forms
each man or woman sees himself or herself,
past, present or future. What wonder that
the six best sellers pale into insignificance
beside these idyls and their potent appeal?
The Spectator himself did not get very far
through the entrancing pages. He was
winged almost at once and has been saving
UI) ever since so that he and Mrs. Spectator
shall have one of those pictured experiences,
which he cannot resist making his own.

Since then, with eyes partly opened to
the art ti-ttl mystery of up-to-date advertis-
ing, the Spectator has noticed various in-
teresting points. He has picked up an ad-
vertising journal and found it a true
curiosity of periodical literature, with the
best possible reading on every lively page.
He has seen the "Advertiser's Cyclopedia
of Selling Phrases" —a book of fifteen
hundred pages, like a rhyming dictionary,
only infinitely more so, and deserving the
title by which it is advertised, "a clearing-
house of trade pullers." With its aid, one
man has tersely put it, "you could sell car-
pets to a cavedweller," and the Spectator
does not doubt this picturesque praise. He
has also attended in a department store a
first-class menagerie of wild animals, caged
in orthodox styles, lions, tigers, camels,
baby elephant, monkeys and all, on show
for a week as an advertising attraction. He
has noticed that towns and cities are adver-
tising themselves in splendidly planned
campaigns ; that charities advertise with
remarkable skill ; that detectives and doctors
have taken to psychological advertising.
Above all, he has found (and his knowledge
of Mrs. Spectator applauds the fact) that
seventy-five per cent. of all American ad-
vertising is addressed to the American
woman, as being the onejwho decides the
buying of the country. Physchology and
the Eternal Feminine—these are the watch-
words of the Art of Publicity. That is why
it goes on conquering and to conquer.
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INSURANCE IN BUYING
A Western jobbing house doing business in

the West with Western Jewelers naturally makes
a study of the needs, desires and demands of
Western people. In making this study we found
that because an article of jewelry appealed to our
sense of beauty and was a good selling article
ill New York, Ohio, Kentucky or Alabama was
no reason why it would be a good selling
article in our part of the country.

Our purpose then was to eliminate the faults
of a system that is always defective where the
buyer's personal likes and dislikes, and where
the suave and persuasive talk of manufacturers'
representatives enters so strongly into the buy-
ing of any kind of goods.
We eliminated this element in a system which

reflects the judgment of every
Jeweler who buys any articles
from our stock. The result obtained
from this system and method of finding the sell-
ing quality of every article in our stock gives
us absolute information, backed
by the opinion of the best Jewelers
in our territory, as to the selling quality
of any given article in our stock. .

This positively gives us a line of goods which
is so sure to sell in our territory that it amounts
almost to the same thing as having insur-
ance on your goods as to whether
they would sell or not.

Our representatives are in their respective
fields, and may be seen if a postal card is sent
to us to the effect that you are in the market or
would like to look at our line, and no obliga-
tion to buy if it does not suit.

CLOCKS & SILVERWARE

TOOLS & MATERIAL

EDWARDS 0 SLOANE
JEWELRY COMPANY
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The Railroad Man's Watch

Not all jewelers realize the immeasur-
.able benefit to the trade accruing from the
time service on railroads. When we con-
sider, however, that the railroad companies
employ considerably over one million men
and that the great majority of these are
compelled to own and keep in perfect order
a high-grade watch, we can readily under-
stand the boon conferred on the watch in-
dustry and trade by the railroad watch in-
spection system. In the current issue of
The Railroad Man's Magazine the follow-
ing special article, devoted to the subject of
the railroad man's watch, contains many
facts of interest to our readers:

One of the most important
of the safeguards in rail-
roading is the railroad
man's watch. In classifying

a watch as a railroad safety appliance there
is this distinction to be made, that while all
other safety devices are procured at the ex-
pense of the railroad companies, the watch
must be purchased by the engineer, conduc-
tor or brakeman. The railroad employees,
however, see no particular reason for ob-
jecting to this investment, partly because
their well-paid position calls for no equip-
ment of tools and partly because a good
watch is a permanent necessity in their
calling.

Few of the vast army of travelers are
aware of the rigid system in force in regard
to the timepieces of the railroads—their
grade, regulation and repair. A watch in-
spection system, or "time service," is now in
force on a great majority of the railroads.
In accordance with the inspection rules, a
railroad man is compelled to purchase a
watch of high-grade, the minimum standard
being what is known among the American
watch trade as the seventeen-jeweled, patent
regulator, adjusted to temperature, isoch-
ronism and five positions.

While this is not by any
means the most expensive
watch produced in American
factories, it has all the es-

sentials necessary to good timekeeping and
first-class service. The "time service" calls
for a watch that will run within a variation
of thirty second a week, and the watch above
specified, with proper attention, will ac-
complish this and more. The rules also call
for a lever-set watch in preference to a
pendant set, as the former is less liable to get
out of order, the setting device being hidden
away and less liable to be interfered with
than the pendant setting.

The inspection system calls for the
service of a general time inspector awl a

A Safety

Appliance

Must Buy a

Good Watch
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staff of local inspectors, the latter situated
at such points on the road as will make it
convenient for the men to have their watches
attended to in accordance with the rules.
These inspectors are, of course, expert
watch repairers and are generally selected
from such local jewelers as are known to
possess special competency in this line.

The railroad man, having
provided himself with a
watch of the specified grade,
is compelled by the rules to

submit this timepiece once every two weeks
to a local inspector for regulation by com-
parison with a standard clock.

This bimonthly examination of the
timepiece by the inspector is most painstak-
ing. He notes whether it calls for cleaning
or mere regulation, and a complete record
is kept of the rate of the watch, the date of
regulation or repair, the numer of seconds
gained or lost since its last inspection, the
name of the owner and other particulars.

This bimonthly examination of the card,
which he carries on his person, and on which
the inspector marks the rate of the watch
after each inspection, affords a convenient
means of comparing the rate of the watch at
different times and its improvement or de-
terioration in this respect. In addition to
the record which the inspector keeps for
himself he has to furnish the general time
inspector with similar information, together
with any personal report he has to make.

It is the duty of the time
inspector to make note of
such as may not submit
their watches regularly for

inspection, or whose watches are showing
imperfect service. Prompt action is taken
in all such cases to discipline the delinquents
and enforce obedience to the rules.

It should be stated that the railroad
man is not compelled to purchase his time-
piece in any particular place or from any
particular jeweler or manufacturer. The
watch can be purchased anywhere, provided
it is of the specified grade and meets with
the approval of the local inspector. Neither
is the railroad man compelled to give his
watch for repair to any particular jeweler
or watch inspector. He can have the time-
piece repaired by whomsoever he wishes,
the only stipulation being that it is to be sub-
mitted for the approval of the inspector be-
fore it is again put into use. This is neces-
sary to the thoroughness of the system.

Another interesting feature
of the time system is the
loaning of watches to the
men while their own are
being repaired. The watch

thus loaned must, of course. be similar

Care of

Timepiece

The

Time Inspector

System of

Loaning

Watches

to that left for repair, as the companies
can take no chances on any imperfect time-
keeper. Under the system of watch inspec-
tion, which is generally regarded as the most
perfect now in use, the inspectors are fur-
nished with standard railroad watches in
nickel cases, which they are free to loan to
the railroad men while their own are being
repaired. The loaned watch must be strictly
up to the requirements laid down in the rules.

As the railroad "time service" specifies
a standard for all watches, it is to the in-
terest of the various watch companies to
produce a grade which corresponds exactly
to the standard. The railroad man is free
to purchase any make he chooses, provided
it is up to this standard. There is absolutely
no discrimination, as it is sometimes charged,
and the best interests of the railroad men
are carefully looked after.

Some idea of the number
and value of the watches
used on the railroads may
be had from the reports fur-

nished by the chief inspector. For instance,
on the New York Central lines alone, a
total of about 5000 watches were. regularly
inspected last year, and if we calculate the
value of these watches at an average of
$25 (which is somewhat low), it will be
seen that on this railroad alone the system
calls for an investment of $125,000. This
is not taking into account the standard
watches loaned to the men while their own
are being repaired, nor the system of stand-
ard clocks, which is also an essential to the
"time service."

The watch inspection sys-
tern is long past the experi-
mental stage and has proved
its full value, both to the

railroad companies and to the men. There
is no record of any railroad having dis-
pensed with the system once it was installed,
and doubtless the time is not far distant
when some form of "time service" will be
made compulsory on all railroads.

An interesting result of the system is
the great pride taken by the railroad men in
the timekeeping performance of their
watches. It is quite customary to see these
men comparing- their time records and en-
gaging in friendly disputation over the
achievements of their watches on time-
keeping. This spirit appeals most favorably
to the railroad companies and it also strikes
a responsive chord in the traveling public,
who have come to regard the railroad watch
as a factor in their safety and the only un-
erring authority on the exact time.

Thousands

Inspected

May be

Compulsory

"I can't get along without The Keystone and
I don't want to miss a single number."—C.
Wallis, Jeweler, Tomahawk, Wis.
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" UNIVERSAL" SETS
Gold Pens, Pearl Holders, Silver Pencils
are among our many well-known standard
manufactures. We have supplied the best
trade of the country for many years with
lines, which are both creditable and profita-
ble to sell.

We have prepared many new lines, pat-
terns and styles for the coming season.

May we send you our complete catalogues
or samples ? We can assist you to very much
additional business in this line.

Aikin-Lambert Co.
EstrIblisht,1

15-19 Maiden Lane, N.Y.

Sell-
Filling

Fountain Pen

"The Pen with flu' Crescent-Filler'

What it Means to Dealers
"What's in it for me?" That's often the first question

a dealer puts when asked to stock the Conklin Pen.
Just this, Mr. Dealer:

CONKLIN'S Self-Filling Fountain Pen in one of our hand-
some show cases, assures you of equal or greater profit than
other fountain pens of the higher grade, quicker sales, better
satisfied customers, no returns on account of leaking, poor feed-
ing, etc., and more advertising matter and sales helps from the
manufacturers.

The Conklin is far and away the simplest self-tiller. It
is not a pump-filler nor a vacuum-filler with their friction and
complicated parts; a mere thumb pressure on "Crescent-Filler"
fills the Conklin.

Why not look into the matter now? Write for catalogue and dealers'
proposition.

THE CONKLIN PEN MFG. CO., 78 Manhattan Bldg., Toledo, Ohio. U. N. A.
NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO DENVER, WINNIPEG191 Broadway 579 Market Si. 700 E & C Bldx. Man.

A Perfect Pen for
Particular People

AMERICAN
FOUNTAIN PEN CO.
ADAMS, CUSHING & FOSTER

Selling Agents
Boston, Mass.

THE
RESULT OF

USING
MOORE'S

The Right Case to Choose
is the one that offers the merchant the best possibilities for displaying hisgoods in a pleasing manner—a case that adds beauty to any store, and at the
same time is strong and durable.

ff14' 4te atedim All-Glass Show Case
is an elegant piece of store furniture that will add beauty to your store.

Being made of clear plate glass, without any frame work, clamps or metal corner pieces,it allows an unobstructed view of the goods within. So constructed that it is practically aireight and dust proof. Strong as any case you can buy
Write us and we will tell you how it is made. Yuu should have our illustrated showcase catalog. It is free for the asking.
Write to-day. Address Dept. C.

DETROIT SHOW CASE CO.
SALA, Show Case Makers to Progressive Merchants

476-490 West Fort St. DETROIT, MICH.

NEW YORK SALESROOM. 749 BROADWAY
  LEO A. FELDMAN, Selling Agent  

October, 1909 T1-1

-V STATIONERY
1). DEPARTMENT
The Merchant and His Stationery
At the recent annual convention of the

National Association of Stationers, Frank
W. Bailey made the following interesting
remarks on the subject "Paper and
Envelopes":

It is not far in the past that a merchant
had the custom of printing a picture of his
store, not only on his envelope but repeated
on the letterhead—and it has happened
that if the store was not large enough, the
artist could make one to order and extend
the sign so that the customer would be im-
pressed by the appearance of so large a
plant. Not over much attention was paid to
the quality of paper or the printing. Ex-
amine your mail of to-day and notice how
little of the display of buildings appears;
does this not indicate that merchants appre-
ciate the value of the correspondence as a
talking medium for getting business? An
illustration of this is seen in the enormous
business established by the mail order
houses.

Contrast the extent or amount of cor-
respondence of thirty or forty years ago
with the amount of correspondence of to-
day—then it was particularly a drudgery to
which some one in authority had to devote
a number of hours a day—everything was
written long hand—letters were made nec-
essarily as brief as possible—frequently to
the neglect of thorough understanding of
the subject and details—penmanship fre-
quently undecipherable—answers to in-
quiries were frequently written on the bot-
tom of letters of inquiry and returned, etc.

To-day, due largely to the introduction
of the typewriter and stenographer, letters
in every well conducted business house are
fully and carefully written, full details are
given and the subject is properly and ex-
haustively handled—letters are easily read
--and with all this extra amount of corre-
spondence and additional clearness of sub-
jects treated, much less time is consumed
than previously was required to attend to
correspondence in a very unsatisfactory
way.

Letters are the representatives of the
house sending them out. Many a customer
has never seen or talked with a member of
the firm or an officer of the company with
which he is doing business, although he is
frequently receiving communications by
mail, and his impressions of the house are
formed from the letters received. It be-
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hooves every business house not only to see
that letters are properly expressed and
properly written, but that letterheads are
properly laid out, printed or embossed and
that the paper used is of good, substantial
stock and in every way of good appearance.

How do we measure men and business
—are not first impressions of value in this
age of rapid judgment ? If the silent cus-
tomer asking for credit has written an in-
telligent letter—well set up—with due
modesty in advertising, will you not more
readily grant credit ? For the time the
letter is the customer and demands im-
mediate action.

Will you as readily grant credit to a
merchant signing his letter by use of type-
writer or rubber stamp? Every letter—
absolutely every letter—should be signed by
the dictator, but if at times it becomes im-
possible then the apology should be made by
use of the stamp "dictated but not read." If
he cannot audit them they should be passed
upon by a responsible person in close touch
with the business.

The folding of a sheet means much.
It should be folded square with itself in all
its folds and to the full size of the envelope.
Large or legal envelopes are much in use
by leaders in reform and should always be
used for remittances—checks should not be
folded. All business letters should be ad-
dressed with typewriter.

The postage stamp—so important—so
neglected ! Banish the sight of our illus-
trious heroes placed upon envelopes but in
one uniform way—the upper right hand
corner—right end up. As a merchant is
responsible for his salesmen so is he for
his letters. Our letter is our ambassador
at the court of business success—let us see
to it that we are worthily represented.

As to standardizing of stationery and
filing devices we make but a start—it can
be accomplished and will be in due time.

Half sheet letterheads should be 8%.
by II.

Bill heads are regulated by the paper
mills made from a sheet 14 x 17.

Statements are also regulated by the
mills from a sheet 17 x 22.

111dCX record cards, 2% x 4 = 3 x 5;
4x6= 5 x 8; 8 x 5 = ri x 8%.

Guide cards should have a projection
not exceeding three-eighths of an inch.

Letter folders are very important—we
have endeavored to secure the smallest sizes
so that they can be used in all makes of
files.

Letter size folder, II 6/16" wide, 9%" high
Cap
Bill

434 
tt 9y4n

9%s" 
4 

7"

•
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Notes, drafts, checks and receipts—
especially checks—should be of uniform
size.

These are only a few among many re-
quirements of standardizing. Quality and
color should also be included.

Present conditions and the spirit of the
times demand economy in systematizing- as
well as in organization.

A Revival in Tinted Papers
Those who some time ago prophesied

that the popularity of tinted writing papers
had reached its zenith and was now on the
wane seem to have missed their guess, judg-
ing from the reports that come from the
stationery trade throughout the country.
Consumers. of high-grade stationery every-
where are calling for them, and they are in
more general use than ever before for social
correspondence. The most artistic and at-
tractive window displays that have been seen
of late are those where the popular colorings
have predominated.

By popular colorings we do not mean
decided shades of reds and blues that were
in evidence a few years ago, but the delicate
tints—nature tints, they might be called—
such as the soft greens as suggested by the
spring foliage, zind the pale subdued pinks.
Writing papers in any of these colors, em-
bossed with the address or monogram in a
deeper gradation of the same color, give a
most pleasing effect, and engravers and sta-
tioners everywhere believe the rapidly grow-
ing call for the tints in writing paper and
the satisfaction that they are giving may be
taken as evidencing the fact that they are
not a fad, but may be looked upon as a per-
manent factor in the high-grade trade.

It is interesting to note in this connec-
tion that the colorings now popular in sta-
tionery have in nearly every case been taken
from the styles now in vogue in Paris. The
French capitol, which is the birthplace of
fashion in matters of apparel, seems to be
exerting its influence along other lines as
well. Although we can excel our European
neighbors in the quality and texture of
goods manufactured, it seems that we still
must, look to them for suggestions as to
color.—American Stationer.

Wedding Stationery for November
As we are now approaching the wed-

ding season, jewelers who have a stationery
department in connection with their business
will find the present an opportune time to
announce_ to the public their facilities for
furnishing invitations and cards and the
other various items which make up the wed-
ding stationery of to-day.
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John Holland FOUNTAINand GOLD Pens
TWO-THIRDS OF A CENTURY HAS PROVEN THEM

THE FOREMOST PRODUCT

c_71/1ade in Eight Sizes and nearly two hundred styles ef holders.
To the standard dropper filled type of holder we have added two
styles of patented self-inking and a safety pen which can be carried
in any position in the pocket or traveling bag without fear of leakage.

MAGAZINE ADVERTISING WILL APPEAR IN OCTOBER ISSUES, Also Later
Show Cases Furnished Free for Display of Stocks, also Other Aids

The FOUNTOGRAPH, Our Popular-Priced Pen, is Reliable and Durable

Catalogues, Circulars and Special Assortment Terms on Request

The John Holland Gold Pen Company
ESTABLISHED 1841 CINCINNATI, OHIO127-129 E. 4th STREET

(.1• (2.,A
fl JOHN HOLLAND 4,1AKEP.:1

CI N.T1 PAT JULY: 1.19 :OLD_FAST
(1) '

WE MAKE GOODS THAT SELL SEND YOUR ORDERS TO US
• AND WE WILL PROVE IT

OPERA, FIELD and MARINE GLASSES
WE ARE HEADQUARTERS

All the Leading Styles, in Pearl and Leather

Send for PRICE-LISTS

Also Lorgnettes, Reading Glasses and Optical Sundries

GREAT REDUCTION IN PRICE

< II  T 9 9 In GolddandtGhoRldi  
Fillem or 

d Mountings

NOTE.-We make the full line ot " llikit " Frames in 1, 0 and 00 eye interchangeable.
Gold Filled Rimless Mountings 1-10-12 K  $7.50 per Doz. 70e. per Pr.
Gold Filled Rimless Mountings 1-30-12 li
Solid 10 K. Gold Rim ntiRimless Moungs  
Solid 10 K. Gold FRAMES 

$15.00 per Doz. 
$$710.400pieTerDporz..

$24  00 per Doz. $2.00 per Pr.
Gold Filled FRAmEs 1-10-12 K. $10  50 per Doz. $1.00 per Pr.
Gold Filled FRAMES 1-30-12 K.  

When one dozen or more are purchased at one time we allow 10 per cent oStrpio5r
Ocapsehr. Doz.

GOLD FILLED 5194. 1-30 10 K., $4.20 ; Cable, $5.20 per Dozen
RIDING BOW < F594. 1-10 10 K., 5.38 ; " 6.38 " "
MOUNTINGS I. F5594. 1-10 12 K., 5.75 ; " 6.75 " "

,

SPECIAL OFFER.-One sample set of gold filled 12 " Ilikit" mountings, etched on
lenses, In neat velvet-lined ease for fitting, $8.50 net.

GOLD FILLED
SPECTACLES

No. 1.0.00 Eye

Made by the IMPROVED
METHOD

EXTRA FINISH
WELL TEMPERED
HIGHLY LUSTERED

No.
5524.
5525.
5554.
5555.
F564.
F565.
5354.
5355.

12 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Frames
12 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Cable "
14 K., 1-10 Riding Bow
14 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Cable
10 K., 1-10 Riding Bow
10 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Cable
10 K., 1-30 Riding Bow
10 K., 1-30 Riding Bow Cable

Per dozen
. • . $5.60
. . . . 7.00
. . . 7.50

. . . . 8.75
. . . 5.40

. . . 6.60

. . . 4.00
• . . 5.00

QUAUTY GUARANTEED, same as BILLED

Over Twelve Thousand (12,000 )
Satisfied Owners of the Audemair
Prove our Claim for the World
Renowned Trial Case.

AUDEMAIR
$10.00 to $85.00

Send for our Complete Catalogue
of Other Style).

They Say " NONE BETTER
MADE"

No. 1030. Imitation Seal Covered Case, size 22x11 In.
Alumno Rings, 1% in. diameter, Convex Polished,
Concave Gold Plated.

No. 1030. Contents
26 pairs each Spherical Convex and Concave Centered Lenses, 0.12 to 8.00 (Minters.
12 pairs each Cylindrical Convex and Concave Centered Lenses, 0.25 to 2.75 diopters.
5 Prisms from to 5., all mounted.
I Opaque Metal Disk.
1 Ground Glass Disk.
2 Metal Disks, Steuopale and Pin Hole.
1 Plain Gla.ss Disk.
4 Colored Glass Disks. 2 Smoked and 2 Blue.
1 Red Glass for Muscle Testing with PRISMS.
No. 1945. Adjustable Trial Frame, Registering Height and l'upillary Distances, Temples, Half

B. B. Complete with Test Cards, Types, etc., $29.70 Net
Special discount of 1054 from prices in our catalogue

NEW IMPROVED LORING OPHTHALMOSCOPE, ster
LIBRARY SPECTACLES

No. 27. Frame, Large, Round Eye Rubber, $1.00 t Celluloid, $1.25; Shell, $3.00-Each

GOLD FILLED SKELETON EYEGLASS
No.
A893.
A563.

67434.
660N.
686.
685.

Offliet 10 K., 1-10 Mountings   $4.00
Offset 10 K., 1-80 Mountings 3  00

NICKEL SILVER, MEDIUM
Riding Bow . . Frames .
Straight

. 
. , . .

Eyeglass Adjustable "
Eyeglass Offset . . "

Pcx OF,
Pet OE,

GRADE

$5  50
4  50

$1  25
1  25
1  70
1  70

THE SPENCER OPTICAL COMPANY ?■1E1WalOnljenj.S.A.

October, 199 E

The Project of Examinations for
Watchmakers Analyzed and

Commended

By J. J. BOWMAN, of the Ezra F. Bowman Technical
School, Lancaster, Pa.

In responding to the invitation of THE
KEYSTONE to state my -opinion of the matter
of holding examinations and issuing certifi-
cates of ability to watchmakers, in the first
place let me say that the recent action of
the Wisconsin Retail Jewelers' Association
in appointing a board of examiners seems to
me to be the beginning of a new epoch for
the American watchmaker. If the move-
ment spreads to all the States and the work
is well done, the result, it seems to me, must
be to the advantage of the legitimate trade
-both to employers and their watchmakers.

By the way, I notice a tend-
ency to drop the term
watchmaker and substitute
watch repairer. Let me

plead for the good old term "watchmaker" ;
it is the better for more than one reason.
It is a true appellation, because any me-
chanic worthy the name can make practically
all parts of the watches he repairs. The
term "watchmaker" inspires more respect
and confidence from one's customers and it
is easier to say, which alone should recom-
mend it sufficiently. Of course, the partisans
of the other side might offer to improve their
word ill the latter respect by dropping- that
extra syllable-instead of watch repairer,
make it watch tinker ; the impression given is
somewhat similar.

But to get back to our topic. We will
assume, as seems likely, that the example of
the Wisconsin association is followed by the
retail jewelers' associations of the other
States. While, of course, the taking of
these examinations cannot be made directly
compulsory, still it is possible that the effect
will be pretty much the same, because with
the recent remarkable growth in power and
prestige of the retail jewelers' associations,
it is likely that a man without a certificate
of proficiency from an association will stand
a poor chance in competition either for a
position or for customers' work against a
man who has this endorsement. The fact
that there is a way of determining the real
ability of workmen will become known to
the public and the force of opinion in favor
of certified workmen will react on the em-
ployers, who will find themselves obliged to
employ watchmakers with credentials from
an association.

The question which the in-
auguration of this move-
ment opens for discussion
is this : Will examinations

and certificates benefit anyone, and if any-
one, whom ? One's answer will depend on
one's own viewpoint ; there is reason enough
for prejudice in certain quarters, but I hope
everyone who has an objection to the plan
will state it for publication in the trade press.
It is only by such free discussion that the
general opinion of the trade can be ascer-

The Term

Watchmaker

Who Will be
Benefited?
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taitied. Looking at the matter in a broad
way, I take it that the plan will greatly bene-
fit workmen of thorough ability and em-
ployers of such workmen, but on the other
hand, it will hurt incompetent workmen and
employers of cheap help. It is hardly pos-
sible to avoid seeing this division for and
against the plan and it seems to me that
one's support of either side will be a declara-
tion, if not of his ability, at least of his
ambition and desire in that direction. I am
unreservedly and enthusiastically in favor
of the plan. It can be made the means of
doing away with some of the drawbacks
which now face both the employer and the
competent workman. It will benefit the
entire trade. By "trade" I mean the legiti-
mate watchmakers and jewelers, those who
have been willing to invest time and money
enough to be prepared to serve their cus-
tomers efficiently with repairing and stock-
in-trade ; that section of the trade which
adds watches and jewelry as a little side
line to its business in cigars, candy and
peanuts or what-not, need not be the subject
of our concern.

A method of certification,
properly worked, will tend,
gradually, to raise the tone
of the watchmaker's work-

make it more professional, as it were ; it
follows that the level of prices for repair'
work may be raised accordingly. Stores
which employ good workmen will get due
credit for it. Workmen ot ability will have
instant proof of it when applying for a posi-
tion. Employers will have assurance of the
competency of their workmen. Charlatan-
ism, both of workmen and of competitors in
business, will be checked. More particulars
could be named, but are unnecessary, to
show that certification will benefit the honest
and the competent.

Now, however, comes the most import-
ant part of the discussion: How shall this
movement be organized so as to realize the
benefits which seem possible ? One thing is
certain, if the work be hastily and imper-
fectly done we will see the movement fail
and not likely be revived for a long time to
come. So, by all means, let everyone who
has any ideas on the subject write of them to
THE KEYSTONE so there will be plenty of
material from which to formulate the final
plan.

One thing which has oc-
curred to me is the possible
disadvantage of a more or
less wide difference in the

requirements set up by the examinations of
the different associations. Should there be
considerable divergence of standards in dif-
ferent States the value of the examination
plan would be very much impaired, if not
destroyed altogether. It would soon be-
come known that some of the certificates did
not stand for as much as others and, as a
layman, and, in fact, even some in the trade,
would not be able to judge which is which,
public confidence would hardly be sustained.
To avoid this, some way should be adopted
of having uniform requirements in all the
States. My hearty appreciation of the un-
selfish and effective work of President
Archibald, of the American National Retail
Jewelers' Association, and a sense of the

Good Results
Promised

Examination
Requirements
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burden he is already bearing, makes me
hesitate to suggest further work, but, not-
withstanding it seems to me that these ex-
aminations had best be carried on under the
oversight of the national association, al-
though the actual work of examining in each
State could be done by the State associa-
tion's board of examiners. The main object
in having the matter under control of the
National Association would be to insure a
uniform standard of requirements through-
out the country. No one need say this
would be impracticable. It may be not alto-
gether easy, but it is very well worth while,
and let me also suggest that a move so im-
portant should not be rushed too much.
Let it be discussed thoroughly, then by the
next annual meeting of the national asso-
ciation we can have the whole matter boiled
down to workable proportions and need
waste no time there in unnecessary talk.

As to the technical side of
the matter the Wisconsin
association's list of ques-
tions seems admirable in its

scope. Of course, there are some questions
very wisely not made public and, doubtless,
the board of examiners use these to "check
up" the knowledge the applicant shows on
the published questions in order to prevent
such a contingency as an enterprising fellow
selling a list of cut and dried answers to the
published questions, which could be memor-
ized without dangerously increasing the ap-
plicant's real knowledge of his work.

The personnel of the examining boards
would be each State association's own prob-
lem. It is sufficiently to the interest of the
trade to have honest and capable men in
these positions to assure that such men will
be put there, and one pretty good indication
of fitness would be that they should not be
men who are anxious for the place.

It is highly desirable that
Competent the men on examining
Examiners boards shall be not only

competent technically, but
they should be broadminded enough to be
able to appreciate the. knowledge of appli-
cants who have poor skill in expressing what
they know. Understand clearly that I do
not mean that the examiners should be leni-
ent ; not at all, but there is a faculty some
men have of sympathy, or whatever you may
call it, which helps one to do himself justice,
instead of making it difficult in a matter of
this nature.

Everyone knows the importance of
keeping the examinations and everything
connected with them absolutely clean and
free from even a suspicion of crookedness.
In this connection it seems to me much bet-
ter to have the examinations under the man-
agement of the jewelers' associations rather
than having laws enacted by State legisla-
tures to accomplish the same ends. If the
associations continue to gruw in prestige as
they have been growing in the past two
years, the same respect will be accorded the
holder of one of their certificates as would
be in the case of a certificate from a State
board under legislative sanction, and I be-
lieve we can be more sure of pure adminis-
tration of the matter by the associations than
by any group in which politics might be a
factor.

Lists of
Questions
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The Hunt for High-Grade Watch-Workers
is already with us, and the demand will become more
pressing as the holiday season approaches.
"Send Competent Man and we will make Salary
Satisfactory" is the tenor of urgent requests that come to us
continually. Our course guarantees competency in

WATCH -WORK, ENGRAVING
AND OPTICS

and every graduate is assured a choice of responsible, well-paying positions.
The name of our school is a passport to the good graces and confidence of the
leading jewelry houses of the country. Come now and join our new classes.
It may not take as long or as much money as you think to become a first-class
workman by our method of teaching. Send for our prospectus. It will give you
full information pertaining to our college. A postal will bring it,

The PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE
of HOROLOGY
F. W. SCHULER, Principal

BROAD AND SOMERSET STREETS

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
ESTABLISHED 1844

October, 1909

LETTERS
from the

TRADE

THEE

Readers are requested to send for publication new ideason any subject, technical or mercantile, of generalinterest to the trade. As this page is for the useof individual readers, we do not hold our-selves responsible for the views ex-
pressed.-Editor The Keystone.

Runs Over Five Years with One
Winding

ED. KEYSTONE :-1 frequently notice in your
columns descriptions of interesting clocks. Have
you ever heard of a clock which runs over five
ye,ars with one winding? I have made such a
clock; it is run with a hundred-pound weight,
and every inch the weight sinks the clock runs
one month. No doubt it might seem easy to
those who have not tried to make a clock of this
kind, but if we compare the weight of this clock
with the weight of others, we will see that it
takes very little weight to keep this clock going.
Th q weight of my sweep second regulator is
over six pounds and runs one week. If it re-
quires one pound for one week, it will require
52 pounds for fifty-two weeks to give the same
results. This would mean 312 pounds (without
figuring any more weight for friction), and
would mean 1560 pounds for five years. In
cuckoo clocks, the weights are two pounds, and
the clock runs twenty-four hours. This figures up
to 3650 pounds for five years. This shows the
necessity of economy in making use of the power
for long running clocks, in order that the weight
may not become too heavy. The clock of which
I speak ticks only once every .minute and causes
a direct impulse to the pendulum, which saves a
great deal of friction. If you have, ever heard
of a clock which runs as long as this one with
one winding, or if any of your readers have, I
would be glad to know of it.

Yours truly,
Milwaukee, Wis. M. SCHUCHT.

Platinum Settings
ED. KEYSTONE :—The following may be of in-

terest to jewelers generally : By an unusually
large percentage of jewelers the platinum head on
settings is thought to be tougher or harder than
gold or platinum lined and the stone set therein
is thought to be more secure. Now the contrary
is true and I find very few people know it. As
a matter of fact, while platinum is tougher and
it requires more heat to melt, it is soft and pliable
and a stone set in platinum is not as secure as in
either a platinum or a gold mounting, as it bends
almost as easily as lead. The best mounting,
therefore, is the platinum lined, as you get both
the correct reflection and strength.

Respectfully,
Chicago, Ill. J. B. L.

Loaned Watches
Ea KEYSTONE :—I have had, from time to

time, to clean and repair watches which I have
loaned out to customers while their timepieces
were in my store. Each time I had to do this I
made a vow that I would never loan another
watch, but some merchant or railroad man would
insist on having one while I was repairing theirs,
so my vow went for nothing and I am still loan-
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ing watches. Will pleased customers increase my
business sufficiently to pay for repairing loaned
watches, or can any of my brother jewelers sug-
gest a remedy?

Yours truly,
Waterloo, N. Y. J. SIMPSON.

Erecting a Perpendicular
ED. KEYSTONE July issue of THE KEY-

STONE all article appeared under the title of "Easy
Lesson in Drawing for Watchmakers," which
gave me.thods for several simple geometric con-
structions, one of which was to erect a perpen-
dicular to a line at one end of it. The following
is much simpler and can be made in a shorter
time:

In Fig. i is shown the construction, which can
be made in this manner: 'Fake a line AB and
from any point, 0, describe a circle with a radius

A

FIG. I
.....

/8

OB, cutting AB at D. Connect DO and prolong
the line to cut the arc in E. Then connect B and
E. BE is the required perpendicular and may be
produced to any length, as desired.

The proof that the angle DBE is a right
angle depends on the geometric truth that any
inscribed contained in a semicircle is a right angle.

The construction in Fig. 2 (as given in the
article referred fo) obtains the desired results,
but in a more roundabout way. In constructing

A
VIG. 2

AE perpendicular to AC. at the end A, there are
two distinct operations. First a perpendicular
bisector, BD, is erected on the line AC, and then
AE is constructed parallel to BD by making BE =
AD and AE _7= DB. This requires six helping
lines, while the construction in Fig. x requires
but two, and thus reduces the chance of error
two-thirds.

Yours very truly,
Washington, N. J. JOSEPH C. FITTS.

Diagnosing Watch Complaints
En. KEYSTONE :—I recently had considerable

trouble with a watch, but I finally located the
fault, and, thinking that some brother jeweler
might get up against the same thing, I will state
the case to you, and if you see fit you may pub-
lish it in your valuable journal. The watch was
an 18s. well-known make and had been used
about fifteen years. It was 55-jewel, adjusted.
Well, I cleaned it thoroughly, pegged out the
pinions, jewel and pivot holes, etc. The watch
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would run about twelve hours and stop. I took
it down, examined it, found nothing, put it
together and tried it again, with same results.
Well, I took it apart again, examined it more
carefully, and I noticed that the pinion of the
escape wheel was worn where the teeth of the
fourth wheel ran in it. I changed fourth wheel
on staff, so it ran in a new place, and it is now
all right and will run thirty-three hours every
time.

Elmira, A'. Y.
Yours very truly,

W. C. COMPORT.

Potassium Cyanide in Watch Cleaning
En. KEYSTONE :—I notice you advise using

cyanide in cleaning watches, which I claim is only
necessary when it is desired to remove tarnish
from a gilt movement. T have always made it a
point to remove cyanide potassium as far as pos-
sible from a watch, and I dare say my work puts
up the appearance, being a crank on quality.

My way is to brush all parts in benzine (not
gasoline), rinse in benzine, then grain alcohol,
dry all small parts in sawdust, wiping the plates
with soft cloth or tissue paper. Then peg out
holes, dust off all sawdust and lint. A nickel
movement will come out like new and, if properly
oiled and adjusted, will start off like a scared dog.

I would be pleased to hear from any of your
readers how I can restore the nice bfack finish to
the rubber pulleys on my lathe and countershaft.
The atmosphere has turned them brown.

Yours truly,
Red Oak, Ia. FREDERICK SWANSON.

-

Hard Soldering
ED. KEYSTONE:—Noticing your invitation in

the June KEYSTONE for "new wrinkles" in repair
line, I decided that the method I use for hard
soldering might be of value and interest to some
of your readers. It is as follows: Take some
water and dissolve in it all the cyanide of potas-
sium it will take. Keep this in a glass jar with
lid on it. Brighten your joint with a file and
make it a good close fit, then wash with soap and
water and a stiff tooth brush to scrub with and
then dip in alcohol and dry with a clean dry
cloth. Heat job over spirit 1;1111p until it makes
a steam when plunged in solution. Heat and
plunge a third time, or you can put it on with
a borax brush if you have your job fastened to
asbestos: Apply solution all over job.

For the flux use a lump of cyanide (the size
of a pea to a job like a plain band ring, for in-
stance) and place over joint with solder, which
you should have previously dipped in solution, too.
Blow your flame so as to heat up job equally all
over and continue this until you see that the lump
of cyanide is dry and beginning to melt ; then
direct the flame upon the joint until the solder
melts and flows, then (lip in solution again im-
mediately and it will come out bright and clean
and need very little polishing except right at the
joint. When you dip in solution the last time
let it not remain there but remove and wash at once.

You may think that this would be a formid-
able task, but it can all be done in much less
time than it takes to tell it and I know that
anyone who has been accustomed to using borax
for a flux will be surprised at the ease with
which he can solder in this way.

Respect fully yours,
UMBY.Flat Creek, Ala. E. G. C 
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The

"Krementz-Bodkin Back"
STUD and VEST BUTTON

Pat. Feb. 16, 1904

KREMENTZ & Co. believe the trade will agree that they
understand the jewelry business sufficiently to know that
the "Krementz-Bodkin Back" Stud and Vest Button is
the simplest and best mechanical Stud or Vest Button made.

TThe "Krementz-Bodkin Back" Stud and Vest
Button is not one piece, but is one-piece
construction, which makes it very simple and
the strongest and most durable, because:

i—It is Solderless
2 —I t has no spring or hollow wire to bend or break
3—It is made of solid, hard spring metal throughout
4—It is made by Krementz & Co. which insures perfect
quality, construction and workmanship

ICLOSED OPEN

THE STORY OF THE HEAD

Krementz and Co. Invite Comparison
KREMENTZ & Co. stand back of their assertion. All
"ICrementz-Bodkin Back " Studs and Vest Buttons are
sold also under the unique Krementz Collar Button
Guarantee.

THE STORY OF THE BODKIN BACK

GUARANTEE
If for any cause whatever, a " Krementz-Bodkin Back " Stud or Vest Button
should be damaged either in the hands of the dealer or wearer, a new
one will be given in exchange, without charge. " Krementz-Bodkin Backs'
Studs and Vest Buttons are made in large variety of patterns in 14 K.
gold and platinum, set with pearls and diamonds.

KREMENTZ & CO., Newark, N. J.
NEW YORK OFFICE SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE

1 Maiden Lane 723 Shreve Building

9007

Lockets Only
TRADE MARK

INSIDE

AMETHYST

ESTABLISHED
FIFTY-TWO
YEARS

TOPAZ

" Our old styles revived and modernized
are the only thing really new in Lockets
this season. If you would be up-to-date,
don't fail to place an assortment of these in
your stock. They are the talk of the trade."

DISTRIBUTED THROUGH THE JOBBING TRADE EXCLUSIVELY

Wightman & Hough Co.
New York Office Main Office and Factory
3 Maiden Lane Providence, R 

T 
. 7 Beverly Street

Providence. R. I.

The Show Case as a Valuable Asset
THE PURPOSE OF YOUR SHOW CASE MUST BE TO
SELL GOODS. But it requires a QUALITY CASE to make
a pretty picture and sell goods at the same time.

CALaxel 50eiczat ca402,0
naturally make good from a quality standpoint. They're made from the
finest quarter-sawed oak, and by the best workmen our money can hire.
C. Cost more? Even less. Same price as others ask you for plain oak
cases, and we ship them K. D. to save you freight, and guarantee safe
arrival. 11,We want you to investigate--we can back up every claim
that we have made.

A Postal Will Bring Any of Our Catalogs on Store Equipment

QUINCY SHOW CASE WORKS
QUINCY ILLINOIS

Chicago, 247 Jackson Blvd.
Wichita. Kans., 314 Barnes Bldg.
San Francisco, 134 Sansome St.

Dallas, Tex., 308 Trust Bldg.
Jacksonville, Fla., 20-28 Julia St.

October, 1909 THIS

United States Patents

Patents of interest to the trade, recently is-
sued, especially prepared for this journal by Wm.
N. Moore, patent attorney, Loan and Trust Build-
ing, Washington, D. C.

No. 922,095.—Apparatus for Adjusting Bal-
ance-wheels. Frank R. Cunningham,
Medford, Mass., assignor to Kendrick
& Davis, Lebanon, N. H., a firm. Filed
November 6, 1907. Serial No. 400,936.

A tool for the purpose specified, com-
prising an arm having portions to support
and retain a balance cock, a base, and a
holder for said arm rotatably connected with
said base . A tool for the purpose specified,
comprising an arm having portions to sup-
port and retain a balance cock, and a rotata-
bly and revolubly supported holder for said

arm. A tool for holding a balance cock and
balance for adjustment of the latter, having
provisions for supporting the cock with the
hairspring and balance depending therefrom.

No. 933,749.—Jeweler's Pliers. Balfour
Feagle, Longview, Texas. Filed May
zo, 1909. Serial No. 495,024.

I. A tool of the class described, com-
prising a pair of crossed pivoted handles,
the lower handle terminating in an upper
jaw and the upper handle terminating in
an outwardly offset lower jaw, the offset
portion being arranged in a horizontal posi-
tion and in a plane substantially at right
angles to the upper jaw, and at one side of
the longitudinal axis of the same, the outer
end of the lower jaw being arranged in the
said longitudinal axis.

2. A tool of the class described, com-
prising a pair of crossed pivoted handles,
the upper handle terminating in an out-

wardly curved lower jaw and the lower han-
dle terminating in a straight upper jaw, the
outer end of the last-mentioned jaw being
arranged directly above the outer end of the
curved portion of the lower jaw, and a stud
secured to the lower jaw and arranged in
advance of the end of the upper jaw.

3. A tool of the class described, com-
prising a pair of crossed pivoted hzndles,
the lower handle terminating in a straight
upper jaw and the upper handle terminating
in a curved lower jaw, the curved portion
thereof extending outwardly in a horizontal
position at substantially right angles to the
upper jaw, the end of said curved portion
extending beyond the end of the upper jaw
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and provided with an upstanding stud, said
stud being conical-shaped, the apex of the
stud being arranged beyond the end of the
upper jaw.

No. 931,841.—Lock for Side and Back
Combs. William C. Bridges, Wapello,
Iowa. Filed July 13, 1908. Serial
No. 443,254.

I. A device of the character described,
comprising a comb, a fastener carried
thereby, a hair-engaging hook pivotally

mounted on one e id of sad fastener and
provided with an outturned integral finger
grip, a washer interposed between the hook
and the comb for retarding movement of
the hook, and a spring for holding said hook
in binding engagement with the washer.

2. A device of the character described,
comprising a comb body, a fastener passing
therethrough, a hair-engaging hook pivot-
ally mounted upon one end of said fastener
and provided with an integral finger hold,
a washer on said fastener and interposed
between the hook and the body of the comb,
and a spring on the other end of the fas-
tener and exerting a pressure against the
comb body to hold the hook and washer in
binding relation.

No. 934,34o.—Switch. Ole P. Noisom and
Carl J. Lindewald, South Bend, Id.;
said Lindewald assignor of one-fourth
of the entire right to said Noisom.
Filed September 19, 1908. Serial No.
453,739.
I. An electric time switch, comprising

clock mechanism, including a power spring,
a movable switch element geared to and
operable by said spring, means for locking
the power spring to hold the same inert, a
trip wheel geared to and driven by an
element of the clock mechanism, an ad-
justable presser bar movable around the
arbor of the trip wheel and adapted to be
set at various positions to act on said wheel,
a knob on the trip wheel which co-operates
with said presser bar, acting to shift said
wheel in the direction of length of its arbor,
and means actuated by the shifting of the
trip wheel acting to unlock the power spring
and permit the latter to move the switch
element.

2. An electric time switch, comprising a
clock mechanism, including a power spring,
a movable switch element geared to and
operable by said spring, means for locking
the power spring to hold the same inert, a
trip wheel geared to and driven by an
element of the clock mechanism, an ad-
justable presser bar movable around the
arbor of the trip wheel and adapted to be
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set at various positions to act on said wheel,
a yieldingly sustained knob on the trip wheel
which co-operates with said presser bar, act-
ing to shift said wheel in the direction of
length of its arbor, and means actuated by
the shifting of the trip wheel acting to
unlock the power spring and permit the
latter to move the switch element.

3. An electric time switch, comprising
a clock mechanism, including a power
spring, a movable switch element geared to
and operable by said spring, means for
locking the power spring to hold the same
inert, a trip wheel geared to and driven by
an element of the clock mechanism, an ad-
justable presser bar movable around the
arbor of the trip wheel and adapted to be
set at various positions to act on said wheel,
a knob on the trip wheel which co-operates
with said presser bar, acting to shift said
wheel in the direction of length of its arbor,
said knob being adapted to be moved out of
the way by the presser bar in the act of
setting the latter, and means actuated by
the shifting of the trip wheel acting to un-
lock the power spring and permit the latter
to move the switch element.

4. An electric time switch, comprising
a clock mechanism, including a power
spring, a movable switch element geared to
and operable by said spring, means for
locking the power spring to hold the same
inert, a trip wheel geared to and driven by
an element of the clock mechanism, an ad-

justable presser bar movable around the
arbor of the trip wheel and adapted to be
set at various positions to act on said wheel,
said presser bar having a beveled and
rounded shoulder, and yieldingly sustained
beveled faces on the trip wheel which co-
operate with said presser bar, acting to shift
said wheel in the direction of length of its
arbor, and means actuated by the shifting
of said trip wheel acting to unlock the
power spring and permit the latter to move
the switch element.

5. An electric time switch, comprising
clock mechanism, a switch operating power
spring, a movable switch element, means
including a trip for locking and unlocking
the power spring, a bearing interposed
between the power spring and switch and
embodying a train of gears, a movable sup-
port on which said gears are mounted, and
means for fastening said support when
adjusted.
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Our Special Offer is Still Open
THE SPECIAL OFFER made in last month's ad holds
good 'till November 1st. We have filled hundred of orders
on this special proposition. Are you going to pass it by?
HERE IT IS:

We will make a special proposition to all customers who will
order before November 1st. This is to introduce our goods
where they are not now in use. This offer is so exceptional
that we can sell but one order to a customer at the price and
wish it understood that it cannot be duplicated in the future.

For sixteen years we have been making good show cases.
We have left no stone unturned, spared no expense to
build the best case possible.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE

Vinza4th &tow Gaol Go:
926 JEFFERSON AVENUE GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN

Codding & Heilborn Co.
MAKERS OF

BUCKLES, SASH PINS, VEIL PINS, CUFF PINS,
WAIST SETS, BROOCHES, HAT PINS, Etc.

In Sterling and Gold Filled

Do not forget that we are still headquarters for

MESH BAGS and PURSES
In German and Sterling Silver

whose popularity has never diminished, and
whose demand is acknowledged greater than ever

FACTORY: - NORTH ATTLEBORO, MASS.
NEW YORK OFFICE: - - - - - - 13 MAIDEN LANE
SAN FRANCISCO: - - H. C. VAN NESS & CO., 150 POST STREET

October, 1909 THE KEYSTONE

[The illustration and description of new goods and inventions as hereunder is apermanent feature of THE KEYSTONE; our twofold object being to keep the jewelerand optician thoroughly posted on the very latest and most salable goods, and theworkman at the bench equally well posted on the newest inventions and improvementsin tools and appliances.]

Latest Addition to New England Watches
The latest addition to avail-

able watch stock for fall and holi-
day trade has just been placed on
the market by the New England
Watch Company, of Waterbury,
Conn. This new candidate for
trade and popular favor is an
improved B. B. i-jewel move-
ment, 16 size, in 20-year gold-
filled cases, jointed. In addition
to the regular double roller lever
escapement, breguet hairspring,
exposed winding wheels and
pallets, recoil click; this move-
ment now has tempered steel
safety barrel, cut expansion
balance, cut top plate, red gilded,
exposed train wheels.

As the coming season promises
to be characterized by special
activity in watch sales, more es-
pecially in the popular grades, the
trade will find it to their advan-
tage to make the early acquaint-
ance of this New England watch.

New Post or Sidewalk Clock
A pleasing reflection of these progressive times is found in the gradual

displacement of the old dummy clock sign by new post or sidewalk
clocks, which not only announce the character of the business in the
store within but also give the correct time, day and night, to all who pass
the way. A notable new clock for this purpose is made by the Brown
Street Clock Co., of Monessen, Pa. The base, column and head of this
clock are made entirely of cast iron and the timepiece is 12 feet in height
from the base to the center of the dial. The clock has two dials, 30 inches
in diameter, of ground or opal glass, suitable for illumination. The black
numerals and minute dots show equally well day and night, while the
hands are covered by diamond polished glass circles to protect them from
ice and snow. These clocks are operated by a master movement, which
is confined entirely in the base and which is made throughout in the very
finest manner, with cut gearings and steel pinions. It is weight driven
and runs eight days without rewinding. The head of the clock is wired
for electric lights and any desired lettering can be had on the dials. The
timepiece weighs, complete, about goo pounds and is guaranteed for five
years.

New Gold Ring that Fills a Trade Need
Most jewelers have found that from time to time they could dispose

of a large number of gold rings were it possible for them
to sell one which would do credit to their good name, at a
very low price. A gold ring for which these combined
qualifications are claimed, has now been placed on the
market by F. B. Catlin, Winsted, Conn. Mr. Catlin spent
much time and gray matter in perfecting this ring and

wishes the trade to investigate its worth as quick-selling stock.

A New Combined Truing and Poising Caliper
No more profitable work comes to the watchmaker's workbench than

that of replacing a broken balance staff. Next in importance to the
lathe for doing such work is the caliper poising tool. In this connection
it will interest bench workers to learn of a new and ingenious tool,
known as Benson's caliper, a combined truing and poising tool which is
very effective for the purpose intended. The tool is manufactured by the
Benson Tool Co., Youngstown, Ohio, and is made of solid German silver,
rigid and heavy enough for any requirements. It combines the features
used in the factory—a reversible index,
ground to the curvature of two standard
size balance wheels—at the same time
embodying the requirements for the gen-
eral repair man. The index point can be
adjusted to any angle. The index bar can
be reversed, so as to be used for either
centers. Further description and method
of using can be had from the makers.
The tool has rests or feet on either side.
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Dennison Jewelry Boxes in London's Most Famous Store
An interesting international event ill the business world was the

establishing in London of the already famous department store of
Selfridge & Co., the presiding genius of the new institution being H. G.
Selfridge, who was long associated with leading business interests of
Chicago. As the opening of the new store was characterized by the
display of all that is deemed best in the manufactures of the world,
American jewelers will be interested to know that all the boxes used
in the Selfridge jewelry department are Dennison make. The order
was placed, after careful examination of samples and prices, with Cooper,
Dennison & Walkden, the London agents of the Dennison Manufacturing

Co., and executed at the latter's works in South Framingham, Mass.
A more beautiful box is rarely seen. It is, as shown by the illustra-
tion, in shoulder style, covered with a fine light green leatherette paper.In the upper left-hand corner of the cover is die-stamped in darker green
an old English "S" in wreath. On the under side of the cover is die-
stamped the name, in plain block letters, "Selfridge & Co., Ltd., Oxford
Street, London." The box is hand-made and Dennison finish throughout,
this, of course, enhancing the beauty of the delicate color and design.

All London is amazed at the magnitude and perfection of the Selfridge
advertising methods, the system of management, the store itself and its
contents. The perfectly made Dennison boxes used in its jewelry depart-
ment are but one example of the little details so carefully fitted into a
successful whole.

New Lamp for Chafing Dish and Table Cooking
What would seem to be perfection in table cooking equipment seems

to have been reached in the new "Acolite" burner lamp with which the
latest patterns of chafing dishes
have been equipped by Manning,
Bowman & Co., Meriden, Conn.
The new lamp burns with an in-
tensely hot blue flame, producing
perfect combustion. It is easily
lighted and regulated, noiseless
and safe in operation and both
odorless and sootless. Denatured
alcohol is used in this lamp and
the burner is so constructed that
it burns gas with mixture of air,
thus obviating the yellow, soot-
producing flame of alcohol gas
lamps without the air mixture.
The wick is invisible and so con-
structed that it does not require
renewal. The new lamp adds materially to the utility and convenience of
the already popular chafing dish.

A New Pattern of Sterling Silver Flatware
Very timely is the appearance of a new pattern in sterling silver

flatware, which is known by the exclusive and euphonic title "Navarre."
The new pattern is the product of William B. Durgin Co., Concord,

N. H., whose reputation in this line is well known to the trade. The
"Navarre," as shown in our illustration, evidences the appropriateness
of its exclusive title in its graceful outlines and refinement of ornamen-
tation. It is a happy and highly artistic compromise between the
severely plain and highly decorated and reflects on the part of the
designers a true appreciation of what most strongly appeals to the refilled
taste of our own time. The new pattern, which is now ready for delivery,
can be had in either bright or gray finish and jewelers will find it an
attractive and seasonable addition to their new stock.

(Continued on page 1701)
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ORDER THE

CULMAN BALANCE CHUCK
For refinishing Balance Pivots
without removing the Hair-
spring or Roller and protecting
them while the pivots are being
polished.

LEARN ENGRAVING

C. Cul.mAN
Pat. May 17, '04
Look for stamp

Price, $3.50

The best, why? Because it's practical.
The proof—YOUR test. The judge—YOURSELF.

ENDORSED BY OVER 5000 PRACTICAL WATCHMAKERS

"It's worth its weight in gold."
" It's worth five times its cost."

"Just what I have been wishing for."
"As good as a wax chuck, and ten times quicker."

Above are extracts from letters received

[ ONLY PALLET JEWEL SETTER

Look for stamp—it means
satisfaction guaranteed

Price $2.00

MR. C. OILMAN
Maplewood, Mo.

Dear Sir:
The ONLY pallet setter

is rightly named. I re-
ceived it ten days ago and
have used it several times.
I would not be without it
now if the price was $10.00.
Please oh arge through
Messrs. Fr enden h eim,
Levy Jc Lande, this city,
or send bill to tue as you
prefer.

Fraternally yours,
W. C. COMFORT

Elmira, N.Y.

OVER 1000 SOLD THE FIRST SEVEN MONTHS
TILE ONLY SErli ER separates the two jewels so that one can be adjusted without danger of

the other shifting. TI I 1: ONLY SETTER is fitted with practical gages to determine the amount
jewel is to he shitted, eliminating guess work. CULIWAN'S TOOLS are sent free on ten days'
trial, and if found sat isfamory are charged through your jobber.

For Sale by all Jobbers in U.S. and Canada

TORPEDO
PENDANT WASHERS

(Ears)

These washers are to be pressed in. They
can be seated in the pendant by a few light
taps of a hammer, without any further
trouble. No soldering necessary.
It is evident to anyone that a conical,

knurled washer of steel muse sit well, as its
keen outside edges press deeply in the soft
metal of the pendant.
Gilt or nickeled.

PRICE
81.50 per Assortment of 6 Dozen.

Ire-Send for Circular and Free Sample Pair.

CUL,NIAN
MAPLE AND HAZEL AVENUES

MAPLEWOOD, MO.

No 8 Clock Complete The Movement

HOW SIMPLE
The Electric Clock with all the
troubles left out. That is why
they give satisfaction.

Catalogue Price
$20.20

EVERY OFFICE MAN
CAN AFFORD ONE

HEIGHT, 24 INCHES WIDTH, 20 INCHES 
A MONEY MAKER FOR

DIAL, 12 INCHES OAK OR MAHOGANY DEALERS

The Imperial Electric Clock Co. PF.APa CITY
 Makers of the Simplest Electric Clocks 

AT
HOME

$ 5

FOR FIVE DOLLARS we send
you a complete set of lessons, well
Illustrated, in letter and monogram
engraving on jewelry, silverware
and other metals. These lessons
are prepared by an expert engraver
of twenty-five years' experience and explain
sharpening and tempering tools, plain,
bright-cut, wriggled and other cutting; en-
graving script and other letters ; leaf, block,
ribbon and entwined monograms, transfer-
ring, cementing and many other valuable
tricks of the trade. We also send you a set
of gravers (sharpened), a good oil stone, a
block to hold lockets, watches, etc., which
is also a perfect tool sharpener ; steel marker
and burnisher, dividers ; 10 metal plates,. 6
rings and 6 thimbles to practice on, and a
book of "Monograms and Alphabets."

ASK FOR CIRCULAR

BOOK OF

MONOGRAMS and
ALPHABETS

Every letter of the alphabet combined with
every other letter in script and block styles ;
Script, Old English, Roman, Block, German,
Hebrew and Greek Alphabets; Year-Date Mono-
grams; Ornamental Fancy and Ribbon
Monograms.

AND

$1.00
POSTPAID

FULL PARTICULARS

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING
45 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK, U.S.A.

WE DO THE BEST
MINIATURE PORTRAITS

on
Watches
Dials
Brooches
Lockets
We copy any portrait,

group or scene.
We also make high-

grade and cheap Hand-
painted Miniatures, in
colors, for brooches or
lockets on Ivory.

PRICE-LIST SENT ON REQUEST

BECAUSE
Our Photo- minia-
ture work is the
only kind that gives
perfect copy of
original, and that
will not fade or peel
off.
Photos returned

in good condition.

GOLDSTEIN ENGRAVING CO.
45 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK, N.Y.

SOMMER CLOCK CO. INCORPORATED

111 South Eighth Street, Philadelphia

MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH-GRADE

4\41 CUCKOO CLOCKS

JOBBERS AND DEALERS IN

Foreign and Domestic Clocks
and Clock Material

400 Day Clucks at Reduced Prices

ASK FOR CATALOGUE
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C. F. Miller, of the Hamilton Watch Com-
pany, Lancaster, Pa., is back from an extended
trip through Europe.

D. Weinberg, of Siegel, Rothschild & Co.,
Baltimore, Md., spent several weeks at Atlantic
City, N. J., last month.

George X. Deitz, formerly a member of the
firm of Deitz Bros., Windber, Pa., has opened a
retail jewelry store at Millersburg, Ohio.

L. E. Lord, formerly in the employ of J. A.
Lewis, of Pittston, Pa., has accepted a position
of watchmaker and engraver with F. W. Posten,
of Stroudsburg, Pa.

A. B. Wahl has opened a jewelry store in
Indianapolis, Ind., at 16o11/,, South Meridian
Street, where lie has a desirable location and
carefully selected stock.

J. C. Koenpel, formerly in the employ of
0. C. Kraehmer, of Galina, Ill., recently resigned
and bought out the business of R. I. Morse, of
Strawberry Point, Iowa.

W. C. Henry, of Waltham Clock Company,
Waltham, Mass., is out on the road showing his
fall line of new hall clocks in addition to the
other lines this company makes.

A. W. Moyer, of the Non-Retailing Company,
36 East Chestnut Street, Lancaster, Pa., reports
a very busy fall and is exceedingly optimistic
on the improvement in business.

The road men of J. Engel & Co., Baltimore,
Md., report business in their respective territories
as excellent and Mr. Engel, when interviewed,
said that the mail-order end of his business was
also picking up.

R. E. Bonney, Esban, Kans., announces that
it is his intention to retire from business at that
place, giving as his reasons the indiscriminate
sale of jewelry stock by the drug, hardware, dry-
goods and other stores in his town.

Ben Cohn & Bro., of Leadville, Colo., have
secured a location at 416 Riverside Avenue,
Spokane, Wash., where they expect to make their
home. They will be ready for business October
5th. The Leadville store will be closed out en-
tirely by January 1st.

F. Kauf hold, 437 Locust Street, Columbia,
Pa., was the victim of an attempted robbery this
past month. The robbers tried to force the door
open with a jimmy, and, failing in this, they pro-
ceeded to cut the glass out of the door when their
operations were halted by tenants over the
store, one of whom opened a window above and
fired point blank at the fleeing robbers.

L. D. Giddens & Son, proprietors of the
longest established jewelry house in Goldsboro,
N. C., recently celebrated its golden anniversary,
having been established in 1859. The anniversary
celebration was signalized by the admission of
Ross I. Giddens to partnership with his father,
the name of the new firm to be L. D. Giddens &
Son. THE KEYSTONE extends congratulations and
hopes for a long career for the new partnership.

The Goodwin & Kintz Co., of Winsted,
Conn., have issued "Supplement 33," which is to
be used in connection with their catalogue 31, and
which contains illustrations and price-list of their
new designs for the season of 19o9-191o. Par-
ticularly attractive and seasonable is the line of
new electric portables with shades fitted. Those
of the trade who are interested in electric lamps,
electroliers, newels, etc., should not fail to pro-
vide themselves with a copy of this supplement
with the catalogue 31 if they have not already
provided themselves with a copy of this useful
con:pilation.
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The Wheeling Corrugating Co., Wheeling, W.
Va., has issued a very handsomely illustrated
booklet, entitled "Metal Shingles." The booklet
shows illustrations of homes, stores, churches, etc.,
on which their shingle product is used and the
advantages and beauty of the metal shingle roof
are explained in detail. All who are interested
in strong, economic, permanent and ornamental
roofing will do well to procure a copy of this
interesting booklet.

The C. G. Braxmar Co., m and 12 Maiden
Lane, have issued a very comprehensive illustrated
catalogue and price-list of secret society emblems,
lodge jewels, badges, medals, rings, charms and
specialties. It also shows lodge watches and
jewelry, lodge supplies, Knights Templar equip-
ment, etc. In view of the rapidly increasing
popularity of the fraternity idea and the conse-
quent opportunity for business from this source,
every jeweler will find it to his advantage to have
at hand a copy of this catalogue.

The Norton Co., Worcester, Mass., the well-
known manufacturers of grinding machinery, cut-
ting wheels, oil stones, hones, sharpening stones,
etc., have issued a little vest pocket booklet en-
titled, "Facts Worth Knowing About Grinding
Wheels." This booklet explains the material used
in making the Norton grinding wheels and the
processes employed. It also gives a table for
the selection of grades, suggestions for ordering
and a price-list. Those interested in grinding
wheels will find much useful information in this
little booklet.

The Wiltnarth Show Case Co., Grand Rapids,
Mich., have opened a salesroom at 21 Columbia
Street, Boston, Mass., first floor, where they are
showing their complete line of showcases, cloth-
ing cabinets and other store fixtures. This sales-
room is under charge of A. K. Sibley, the New
England representative of this firm, and, after the
isth of September, it will be equipped with the
most complete line of store fixtures of all kinds,
the intention being to show the most complete
up-to-date line of this class of goods ever dis-
played in Boston.

The R. Wallace & Sons Manufacturing Co.,
Wallingford, Conn., furnished the silverware,
both flatware and hollowware, for the new mam-
moth Hotel La Salle, in Chicago, which is said
to be the largest fireproof hotel under one roof
in the world. The order comprised more than
20,000 pieces and was filled to the entire satis-
faction of the proprietors and management. The
flatware is the 1835 R. Wallace quality and the
hollowware is the R. Wallace silver soldered.

The M. Winter Lumber Co., the "High-grade
Fixture" makers of Sheboygan, Wis., report a
very good business for the past six months and
a good demand for quality store fixtures all over
the United States, as their orders come from•
all parts of the country. This company's product
comprises store fixtures of all descriptions—"any-
thing from a store stool to a complete outfit"—
and it issues the most expensive and complete
catalogues in that line, which will be sent on re-
ceipt of 25 cents in stamps, which is requested as
a demonstration of good faith and to shut out
the numerous catalogue fiends, who only write
for catalogues because they are free.

Dyer Brothers' Arts and Crafts Shop, 234
Massachusetts Avenue, Indianapolis, Ind., has
been remodeled and enlarged. The purely com-
mercial effect has given way to the arts and crafts
idea, which is carried out in every detail. The ex-
terior is painted brown that harmonizes with the
soft wood brown of the interior walls. The mis-
sion style, with its straight lines of beauty, has
been used in the fixtures and furniture. The old
window has been torn out and in its place is a
showcase that extends across the entire width of
the window. In this case goods are shown to
advantage and kept free from dust. The main
floor is devoted to the sales and display room,
and just back of that is a well-lighted and thor-
oughly equipped workshop, for both jewelry
making and copperplate engraving. It is also
arranged to accommodate the classes in metal
work and art jewelry. On the second floor are the
office and engravers' benches. "Clark's Time
Shop," A. A. Clark, watchmaker, occupies a
corner of the salesroom.
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The W. H. Saart Co., Attleboro, Mass., an-
nounce that the stock in the company owned by
George J. Kelley and Lydia D. Peck has been
purchased by W. H. Saart, A. A. McRae and
Charles P. Keeler. At a recent meeting of the
company the resignation of Mr. Kelley as treas-
urer and director and Miss Peck as clerk and
director was accepted and the following officers
elected: W. H. Saart, president; C. P. Keeler,
treasurer and clerk ; W. H. Saart, C. P. Keeler
and A. A. McRae, directors.

Manning, Bowman & Co., Meriden, Conn., the
well-known manufacturers of nickel and silver
plate on planished copper, nickel silver and white
metal, have issued their catalogue No. 56, a beauti-
fully illustrated compilation of some 200 pages,
showing a great variety of popular-priced wares
that can be profitably handled by the jewelry
trade. The contents comprise chafing dishes
and accessories, circulating coffee percolator sets,
sugars and creams, table kettles, dishes of many
varieties, waiters, trays, tea and coffee pots, bath-
room specialties, etc. Every jeweler who handles
these wares will find it to his advantage to provide
himself with a copy of this new catalogue.

Pennsylvania Retail Jewelers'
Association

President I. D. Garman, of the above or-
ganization, has announced his committees for
I909-1910 as follows: Trade interests: Steele F.
Roberts, Edward Kellar, J E. Berlet; Legislation
—A. C. Graul, E. L. Rinlcenbach, W. W. Fisher;
Qualities—William Gibbons, Will K. Rebert, F. C.
Bode, Jr.; Membership—F. L. Davis, A. E. Heine-
man and Robert T. Garman; On Deceased Mem-
bers—J. P. Steinmann, Thomas J. Apryl and E. J.
Faust.

Helping the Repair Department
One of our subscribers, Ed A. Shepard, of

Oakland, Iowa, has evolved what seems to be an
unusually perfect system in his repair department.
One excellent feature of his system is shown in
the following two circular letters, which tell their
own story:

OAKLAND, IOWA,   19 .
DEAR SIR:—Your watch is an , of
 jewels. While this watch may have
given you good service with little expense, yet
it is not a modern watch and is not an accurate
timekeeper as compared to the modern watches.

Let us suggest that you consider the purchase
of a new one—an accurate timekeeper, one you can
depend upon and one possessing style and dignity.
We have an excellent stock from which to select.

Our stock, generally, is selected for accuracy
and service.

If you want the best buy it.of
ED A. SHEPARD,

I want to be your jeweler.

OAKLAND, IOWA,   19 .

DEAR SIR :—Our records show that your 
watch, No  in   case No  
was repaired as follows :  , 19....

Since that time we have no record of having
done any work on it.

As a watch is nothing more nor less than a
machine, you can readily understand that it needs
cleaning and oiling, if no other repairs, before now.

Your best friend is the one most neglected.
A watch machine should be cleaned and oiled once
a year, and if it goes longer than eighteen months
it is neglected.

Don't delay bringing it in for an overhauling.
Yours for fine watch repairing,

ED A. SHEPARD,
I want to be your jeweler.

Preserve this sheet, it has a description and
number of your watch.

We have frequently advocated the use of such
advertising matter as the above and can give our
readers the assurance that all who have issued
such letters have found them a profitable form of
publicity.
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR YOU
are just as numerous to-day as they were for your father or grandfather. Think of a man attending to his dailyvocation and during his spare time being given the opportunity to become a first-class optician by spending afew moments every evening studying the science of fitting glasses.

If you wish to increase your present salary or better your position it will pay you to write forour free proposition telling how to do it. Our complete $25.00 course, including everything, is offered this month
to you, if you wish to take advantage of it, for $8.00. Drop us a postal card and we will tell you how to do the rest.

AMERICAN OPTICAL COLLEGE, Detroit, Mich.

p. 

The

Comb House
If interested in Combs, Hair Ornaments, etc.,

we beg to call your attention to our fine new line of
Exclusive and Artistic Combs, Barrettes, etc., both
plain and mounted, in Genuine and Imitation Tortoise
Shell. Now ready for fall trade.

We manufacture Combs exclusively in Genuine
and Imitation Shell, both plain and mounted, in 1 4 K.,
10 K., Sterling and Gold Filled.

Selection packages sent to reliable jewelers

We do all kinds of Repairing

TRY US

Wagner Comb Manufacturing Company
41 Union Square (Hartford Building) NEW YORK

1:1

High-Grade Quadruple Silver Plated
Toilet Ware, Comb, Brush and
Mirror Sets, Military Sets,
Hair Receivers, Manicure Sets,
Bread and Comb and Brush Trays,
Jewel Cases, Hat and Cloth Brushes

Ormolu and Rose Gold Jewel Cases
Handkerchief Boxes, Glove Boxes, etc.
COMMUNITY SILVER

BALTIMORE JEWELERS' SUPPLY CO.  L. F. TARBOX, Mgr.)  
210 E. BALTIMORE ST. BALTIMORE, MD.

DESEEMS
WATCH
CHOOL

-salsg*
OOKS

Correspondence or Attendance Courses

WATCH, CLOCK, JEWELRY REPAIRING, ENGRAVING, OPTICS
If you think of attending a school, or wish to learn by correspondence
while you hold your present position, write for our NEW BOOKLET.
It is FREE.

293 Perry Street, ATTICA, INDIANA

Here is a New Onemor
A Gold Ring for $1.00

One a jeweler can sell without injuring his reputation. A Ring that there is
a demand for—one that will sell if you give it only a fair chance. We know it,
because we have tried it out. We have spent 25 years of our life in the jewelry
business and we observed the demand for a low-price ring. We did not find one
we could sell that would be a credit to us, so we made one and put our name on
it for our own local trade. It was a seller because we made it good enough to be
good. W... now offer this ring to the retail jewelry trade, with confidence that we
are offering them the right thing at a right price. We mean business. We shall
get the business because we have the thing the public have been looking for.
Right now we want to hear from you. Ask for trade price, or, better still, send
$1.00 for sample and we will return difference. Get in touch with us. We need
you at the start.

F. B. CATLIN, Winsted, Conn.

JEWELERS THE WORLD OVER ENDORSE

The Keystone Record Book of Watch Repairs
Roland Abrahams, a jeweler, of Kingston, Jamaica, says:

I am quite satisfied with The Keystone Watch Rein&
Record Book. It is really good, cheap and useful, and must
be appreciated by anyone who has a need for such a book.
I think it a marvel of cheapness.

This is the universal opinion—the same in the United
States and foreign countries.

This Record Book has space for i600 entries of watch
repairs with printed headings, and making complete
records is the work of a moment.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price, SI ,00 (4s. 2d.)
Published by THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.

809-811-813 North loth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
1201 Heyworth Building, Chicago, Ill.
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How Lead Pencils are Made

The lead pencil is an almost indis-
pensable, though common, article of daily
use, and for this reason, no doubt, most of
us fail to realize the time, skill and care
necessary in its manufacture, says the
American Stationer. The best pencils are
months in the making, the raw material used
conies from various parts of the world and
before the finished product is produced it
goes through thirty operations.

The manufacture of pencils naturally
divides itself into two parts—the preparation
of the lead and the working of the wood,
both before and after it is combined with
the lead. The term "lead," by the way, is a
misnomer, since graphite and clay form the
writing material in the pencil. But "lead
pencil" is the accepted name and does as
well as any other, though it has no logical
formation.

The Graphite
The graphite actually makes
the mark. The clay has
value only as a binder and

to assist in grading the pencils from soft to
hard—more clay and less graphite means
hard pencils, and less clay and more graphite
means soft pencils.

Both the graphite and the clay go
through washing processes before being
combined, after which they are ground to-
gether between millstones, having been first
mixed in the proper proportions for the
grade desired. It will be readily appreciated
that uniformity in grade of hardness re-
quires knowledge and experience on the part
of the pencil maker. Not only must the
proper proportions be known and accurately
combined, but the effect of subsequent bak-
ing must be taken into account.

The grinding of the mixed graphite and
clay goes on for weeks in preparing the lead
for the best pencils. After grinding, the
mixture, about the consistency of dough, is
worked and kneaded—put through hy-
draulic presses that force it out in strings,
then it is restored to a mass form again, and
the operations repeated. The longer the
lead is worked in this way, the more thor-
ough becomes the incorporation of the
graphite and clay one with the other, which
insures smoothness and strength in the fin-
ished lead. In the last press the dough mix-
ture is forced through a single jeweled hole
just the diameter desired for the lead. A
jewel must be used to withstand the enor-
mous pressure, and to insure smoothness
and fine finish of the lead. After being
dried out and cut into proper pencil lengths,
the leads are put in graphite baking boxes,
and baked in an oil furnace where the tem-

perature runs over 2000° F. This completes
the preparation of the lead.

The wood comes in the
shape of boards, called
"slats." These slats, after

grading, are "boiled" in steam to remove
the sap, then dried in steam drying rooms.

Then the next step is the grooving.
Now the wood is ready to receive the leads,
which are placed between two slats, sand-
wich fashion, glued, put in forms that hold
them over night under a thousand pounds
pressure. Then the slats containing the lead
are fed to machines which cut out the pen-
cils in one operation. The pencils come out
quite smooth, but are sandpapered to a finer
finish before receiving the finishing coats.
The more expensive pencils are given a
number of coats of varnish before being
passed along for the next process.

Genuine gold leaf is used for the stamp
on the best pencils. This leaf is cut and laid
on by skilled workwomen, and stamped into
the wood by a die.

Of course, an article of this kind can
only roughly outline the process of pencil
manufacture. Some of the intermediate
steps have not been described, and pencils
containing rubbers and those with special
finishes naturally require extra handling.
Enough has been told, however, to give a
good general idea of the manufacture to
show the possibilities in the making of pen-
cils, and to indicate that a wide difference
in pencil quality may exist.

As is the case with practically every
product, quality of the raw materials and the
skill and time devoted to their manufacture
determine the quality of the finished pencil.

The Wood

Why Do Watch Mainsprings Break?

Your watch has stopped without ap-
parent cause and you at once attempt to
wind it, says the Scientific American. The
crown turns with a new sense of ease, but
the operation is endless. Then you learn that
a fickle mainspring concluded to resign its
task and, well—simply broke. Why ? Here is
a query that may stand in the company of
"Who wrote the letters of Junius ?" "Who
was the man with the iron mask?" and other
unanswered questions of history. The best
mainsprings have maintained their right to
break ever since modern watches were in-
vented and they will do so until some secret
of nature, for which watchmakers are still
searching, is revealed.

Sudden electrical disturbance of the
atmosphere, extreme changes of tempera-
ture, or contact with a cold substance, will
occasionally result in a broken mainspring.
Such contingencies are well understood by
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watchmakers. What is not so well under-
stood is why a spring will sometimes snap
in twain or in twenty pieces, despite the
best of care. You may ascribe it to a fit of
temper or to the dog days, or give any
other reason that is neither ;logical nor
horological. The fact and the mystery re-
main. As a mainspring is subjected to
varying conditions, from that of highest
tension when fully wound to that of com-
parative rest when the watch is run down
and, as it is constantly undergoing a change
in resistance as its coils unfold, it seems to
be the only part of the watch, subject to
casualties, against which even careful use
cannot always provide.

The question, "Why do watch springs
break ?" remains unanswered and the puzzle
is still further complicated when we are
informed by one of the largest manufac-
turers of watches in the world that a sudden
spell of hot weather is invariably succeeded
by a noticeable increase in the number of
complaints of broken watch springs. At
first thought this information is puzzling.
A sudden drop rather than a sudden rise in
temperature would seem to be the natural
predisposing cause. Cast metals show
greater brittleness at low temperatures
under all kinds of stress and steel and iron,
though at low temperatures they show but
little loss of strength under static or under
gradually applied stresses, show a marked
loss under impact or sudden stress.

We cannot understand the breakage of
a mainspring when, in very hot weather,
the watch is taken from a heated trousers
or vest pocket and laid suddenly on a cold
marble or iron slab ; but how shall we ex-
plain the sudden breaking of the spring
while the watch is running undisturbed in
the pocket? Here is a question which we
commend to consideration and discussion by
our readers.

Growth of the Automobile Industry
In 1898 there were no more than 200

automobiles made and put into use in the
United States, according to H. F. Cuntz,
of the Automobile Manufacturers' Associa-
tion, yet this year, only a little more than
ten years later, the number made and sold
will approximate 82,000. Next year, says
the manager of the American association,
200,000 cars will be built. This statement
he makes after a careful compilation of
figures received from manufacturers of
entire cars and of parts of cars. He also
says that of this number 565,000 will be
pleasure cars ; 30,000 will be high-wheeled
auto-buggies made by carriage concerns,
and 5000 will be steam and electric carriages
and commercial trucks.
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Fox Manufacturing Co.
MANUFACTURERS OF

JEWELRY DISPLAY GOODS

VELVET
LEATHERETTE
AND PAPER

BOXES
CARDS, TAGS
and SUPPLIES

1 76 E. MADISON ST., CHICAGO
WRITE FOR OUR 1909-1910 CATALOGUE
IT IS BRIMFUL OF GOOD IDEAS

How Long Will it Take
Us to Teach You Watch-
making or Engraving?
That depends mostly on you. We have everything
necessary for the work of instructing, and have it as
nearly perfect as twenty years' efforts can make it.
The rest of it is "up to you." If you have had some
experience of the right sort, that will shorten your
course ; if you have mechanical talent above the
average, that will also shorten the time necessary.
(We take it for granted that you are a hard worker.)
We have a certain course mapped out for you when
you start, and teach you individually as rapidly as
you can thoroughly learn. The faster you learn the
better we like it. We estimate the time you will
require only after you have answered a list of ques-
tions, which we send you, to inform us of your present
ability and needs.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE

The EZRA F. BOWMAN
TECHNICAL SCHOOL of
Watchmaking and Engraving

LANCASTER :: PENNSYLVANIA

.441,

WRITE FOR
TRADE PRICE-LIST

{Ordinary and complicated.
R. R. Inspection work. Some
customers send us all their work

(Repairing, stone setting,
making special pieces of extra
fine jewelry to order, gold plating
and coloring

{For jewelers and manufac-
turers, single jobs, small or
large lots

WATCH REPAIRING

JEWELRY WORK .

ENGRAVING . . .

EZRA F. BOWMAN'S SONS
ESTABLISHED THIRTY-ONE YEARS IN

LANCASTER, PA.

Guarantee Your Watch Repairs
and gain the confidence of your customers. The best and
simplest way to do this is to procure a

Keystone Book of Repair Guarantees
which contains 200 printed forms with stubs. These guar-
antees are very carefully worded so as to give your cus-
tomer faith in your ability and skill, and yet Isafeguard
yourself. All the most progressive watch repairers now
use these guarantees. Send for sample.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of/rice, $1.00 (Is. 2d.)

Published by THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
809, 811, 813 North 19th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

The Book That Experts Buy
The recognized classic in practical watch work of the higher order

is that popular companion of the watch worker

The Watch Adjusters' Manual
A typical opinion of this book is

the following from 0. M. Howard,
an accomplished watchmaker of
San Francisco :

"I have read the Manual through and
through many times, and each time I read
it I get some idea that is new to me, al-
though I have been a practical repairer for
a good many years. I have gotten my
money's worth out of the book a great
many times, and think more of it than any

. one book in the large selection of horologi-
cal works I have. The book is worth
twice the price to any watchmaker
no matter how much or how little he
knows."

On the subject of adjustment
the treatise is specially valuable, as
it covers this important branch
more exhaustively than any other
work on horology. It is thoroughly
Systematic, leading the reader step
by step from the preliminary ex-
amination of the movement to the
final adjustment for position, heat
and cold.

Sent postpaid to any part of the
world on receW of price

$2.50 (los. sd.)

The Keystone Publishing Co.
809-811-813 North igth Street

1201 Heyworth Building, CHICAGO, ILL.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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United States Patents

Patents of interest to the trade, recently is-
sued, especially prepared for this journal by
Wm. N. Moore, patent attorney, Loan and Trust
Building, Washington, D. C.

No. 933,772.—Gold-separating Apparatus.
John D. Luttrell, Benton Harbor, Mich.
Filed February 29, 1908. Serial No.
418,531.

. The combination in a gold separator, of
a rotatable drum having peripheral plates
of a character to cause the adhesion of fine
particles without amalgamating with the
same, a feeding table arranged to convey
auriferous material to the drum, an endless
carrier supported by rotatable rollers in a
position to receive the material passing
from the drum and provided with plates of

the same character as those upon the drum,
means for vertically reciprocating the upper
portion of the traveling carrier, and means
for rotating the drum and rollers.

No. 934,305.—Watch Potence or Balance-
foot. John H. Gorman, Salisbury,
N. C. Filed May 29, 1907. Serial
No. 376,446.

I. In a timepiece, a plate having an
opening and having a depression adjoining
said opening and formed concentric there-
with from the top side of said plate, said
depression forming a seat, in combination
with a potence set in said opening from the
top side of said plate and having a portion
resting on said seat.
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2. In a timepiece, a plate having a cir-
cular opening therethrough, and a seat
formed from the top side of said plate in
and concentric with said opening, in corn-
bin'ation with a potence set in said opening
from the 'top side of said plate and having
a flange engaging said seat.

3. In a timepiece, a plate having a cir-
cular opening therethrough and a concen-
tric depression in said opening from the
top side of said plate, constituting a seat, in
combination with a potence set in said
opening from the top side of said plate and
having a flange resting on said seat.

4. In a timepiece, a plate having an
opening and having a depression adjoining
said opening and formed concentric there-
with frofn the top side Of said plate, said
depression forming a 'seat, and a projection

adjacent to said opening, in combination
with a potence set in said opening from the
top side of said plate, having a portion
resting on said seat and having a recess
capable of engagement with said projection
whereby a proper alinement of the potence
is insured.

5. In a timepiece, a plate having a cir7
cular opening therethrough, a seat formed
from the top side of said plate in and con-
centric with said opening, and a pin ad-
jacent to said seat, in combination with a
potence set in said opening from the top
side of said plate and having a flange en-
gaging said seat and having a recess capable
of engagement with said pin, whereby a
proper alinement of said potence is insured.

No. 933,261.—Purse. Elis Olund, Lid-
koping, Sweden. Filed January 16,
1909. Serial No. 472,761.

I. In a purse, the combination of a
pair of jaws pivoted together at their ends,
and having pivot-lugs at said ends, a pair
of pivot members having helical edges,
said pivot-members having an endwise
movement with respect to the pivot-lugs,
and means mounted on one jaw for holding
said pivot-lug-s resiliently in their outward
positions ; the pivot lugs of said last-named
jaw having apertures through which said
pivot-members move freely, and the pivot-

lugs on the other jaw having apertures to
conform with and engage the helical edges
of said pivot-members, whereby the two
jaws are opened when said pivot-pieces are
pushed in.

2. A purse comprising, in combination,
a pair of jaws having apertured pivot-lugs
at their ends and being pivoted together
thereat, a leaf-spring conforming to the
shape of one of said jaws and secured
thereto, and a pair of pivot-pieces having
helical edges secured to the respective ends
of said spring and passing through the
apertures in said pivot-lugs ; the lugs of the
jaw to which the spring is secured being
shaped to permit the free passage of said
pivot-pieces, and the lugs of the other jaw
being shaped to engage the helical edges of
said pivot-pieces so as to be turned thereby
when said pivot-pieces move endwise.

3. A.purse comprising, in combination,
a pair of jaws having apertured pivot-lugs
at their ends and being pivoted together
thereat, a leaf-spring conforming to the
shape of one of said jaws and secured
thereto at two points midway between the
middle and ends, and a pair of pivot-pieces
secured to the respective ends of said spring
and passing_ through the apertures in said
pivot-lugs ; the apertures of the lugs of the
jaw to which the spring is secured being
shaped to permit the 14-0e passage of said
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pivot-pieces, and the apertures of the lugs
of the other jaw being shaped to engage
the helical edges of said pivot-pieces so as
to be turned thereby when said pivot-pieces
move endwise, said spring being provided
at the middle with a device normally en-
gaging the opposite jaw to hold it shut, but
being caused by the reaction of pressing in
the ends to stand apart from the jaw so en-
gaged and thus release the same.

No. 931,530.—Fountain Attachment for
Pen Holders. Dennis 0. Vaughan,
McPherson, Kans. Filed October 17,
1908. Serial No. 458,240.

I. A fountain attachment for pen
holders, comprising a shank, curved flanges,
one at each side of said shank, a curved
reduced neck portion, a pointed spoon-like
reservoir having converging side flanges,
said attachment being longitudinally slotted
and provided with perforations.

y ,e .1

2. A fountain attachment for pen
holders, comprising a flat shank having a
curved flange at each edge thereof, in com-
bination with a pen holder having a tube at
its lower end, provided with a transverse
slot, said attachment having a reduced neck
portion extending from the shank, a pointed
reservoir and converging side flanges.

New Goods and Inventions

(Continued from page 1695)

The Metallized Horned Frog Fad
Feminine predilection for the unusual and the

bizarre is cleverly gratified in the little metallized
horned frogs which we now see bedecking femi-
nine costumes. F. C. Ohlmacher, of Lockport, Ill.,
manufacturer of metallized novelties, informs us
that the little frogs are shipped from Texas and
that in being metallized they pass through some
thirty different processes, the work calling for
considerable skill. The metallized frogs are gold-
plated in the natural green finish and are made
into scarf and brooch pins. As the supply of the
goods depends on the supply of the little frogs,
it must necessarily be limited, which adds to the
value of the novelty.

A New Gasoline Lamp Lighting System
In no field of effort has mechanical genius

been more productive in recent years than in
devising improvements in lighting. A .notable
result of this inventive activity is a new shadow-
less 300 candlepower light that can be turned
LIP or down instantly, same as gas, and- can be
left burning continually day or night ,at a _dim
light of one candlepower, or less, at almost no
expense. It can be turned up instantly to a
dazzling bright, 300 candlepower light that will
make a 300-foot room as bright as day at less
than one-half cent an hour. The makers of this
lamp, the Brilliant Gas Lamp Co., 42 State Street,
Chicago, claim that it will .save five- times its
cost in a year over kerosene, gas or electricity.
This improved Mutt-dilating apparatus is known as
the "Handy Lamp System" and has the advantage
of being free from smoke or smell. One gallon
of gasoline will last from forty to fifty hours
and the system can be used anywhere, in the
home, store, church or other place where light is
needed. Many of our readers have a deep in-
terest in this matter of store lighting and. these
will find it to their advantage to procure 'further.
information on this new system,
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R. M. HARDING
  Offices 
156 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—Room 412, 704 Market Street

J. V.
MOROSS

Jewelers'
Auctioneer

Bric-a-Brac and
Art China

I GUARANTEE
PROFITS ON ALI,

SALES

No goods misrepre-
sented. Over twenty
years' experience. I
thoroughly understand
the price of goods
without asking, which
saves tune and money.

No Stock Too farce;
None Too Small

All correspondence
strictly confidential.

I am a practical Watchmaker and Jeweler and understand
I horoughly, xvItich saves time and money.

A

R. M. HARDING 
America's Most 

Successful Auctioneer

Should you at any time wish to convert a
part or all of your stock into cash, write me before
doing business with others (as I take my corn-
mission out of the profits of sale).

A sale to be successful for me must be
successful for you. The best proof of my ability
is my continual re-engagement by the same
jewelers, and I can convince you of this fact by
referring you to many jewelers, both in the United
States and Canada, for whom I have made from
one to three sales.

Remember, 
it takes a live fish to go up stream_
any dead one can go down. The

live man is the man you want.

All Correspondence Strictly Confidential

The young or middle-aged man who desires to learn Engraving, to grasp5
the filler Points of Watchmaking and Optics, finds it necessary to

spend at least five years in a store before he has attained a thOrough knowledge of the busi-
ness. In less than a year's time this complete knowledge can lw gained at our college. We
get telegrams and letters every day, offering positions to our graduates, which shows what
practical storekeepers think of our course. Send for Prospectus NOW. A position awaits you.

THE PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF HOROLOGY
F. W. SCHULER, Principal Broad and Somerset tits., Philadelphia, Pa.

See our large advert isement, page 1590

YEARS' EXPERIENCE GAINED IN 1

Victory Lapel Button
Backs. Pat'd.

VICTORY
Lapel Back and
Safety Catches
Applied to your Spring line

OPEN CLOSED

VICTO
PAT.D.

AUTOMATI C
SAFETY
CATCH

FOR BROOCHES

will increase your business Seedier Catalog and Price-List

OEIESHARDT BRos., Fifth and Elm St.s., Cincinnati, Ohio

VW SPOT CASH for Jewelry Stooks —41012
I PAY THE HIGHEST PRICES for Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry. Send stocks at

once, no matter how large or small, and get money by return mail. National bank refer-
ences upon request. If offer is not satisfactory will return goods.

If you should he in Chicago EMIL NOEL, 641 E. 46th Place, Chicago, Ill.
with your stock, make appointment with in, by telephone. Residence, Drexel 5323

Incorporated

Kansas City Horological School

Chartered

We give the best course in WATCHMAKING, ENGRAVING and
JEWELRY REPAIRING, both practical and theoretical.

If you desire the BEST and MOST thorough COURSE in OPTICS,
enroll with the

KANSAS CITY SCHOOL OF OPTOMETRY
Address A. E. PITTENGER, Pres., 812 East 12th Street, KANSAS CITY, MO.

HANDY LAMP GASOLINE LIGHTING SYSTEM
The most practical in vention since the introduction of Gasoline for
lighting purposes, satisfying a necessity and overcoming obstacles to
its use never buMre successfully accomplished.

A SHADOWLESS 300-CANDLE POWER LIGHT
that can be turned up or down instantly, same as gas, or Can he left
burning continuously , day or night , at a d im light of otte (or low) can-
dle power, or less, at almost no expense. It call be turned up instantly

to a dazzling, bright 300-candle power light that will flood a 30-foot
room with light as bright as day at less than cent an hour.
IT WILL SAVE FIVE TIMES ITS COST

in a year over Kerosene, Gas or Elect Hefty. 'rile Handy
Lamp System is free from smoke, smell or danger. One
gallon of gasoline will last from 40 to 50 hours. It is the aim.
pleat and safest system ever dee ised, and it is equally attraetive
awl appropriate for use in the Mime, store, church or wher-
ever good light is needed. If you knew from actual experience
how handy, how economical mot ho us' satisfactory this system is you would not
he wit bout one for tel times its cost. Write at once for K. S. Catalogue and
particulars. BRILLIANT GAS LAMP CO., Dept. 9, 42 State St., Chicago, Ill

System in the Repair Department
cat's for such a thorough record of repairs as can only be easily kept
by using

WARD

W00II5 Waal.
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the business

J. V. MOROSS
New Baltimore, Mich.

I will pay the highest cash price for any Jewelry Stock and Fixtures
If you wish to conduct a sale, write me and secure a dating for now or later

THE KEYSTONE

RECORD 1300K OF WATCH REPAIRS

If you know a jeweler who uses this book—
thousands do—ask him about it.

Roland Abrahams, a jeweler, of Kingston,
Jamaica, says :

I ant quite satisfied with The Keystone Watch Repair
Record Book. It is really good, cheap and useful, and
nmst be appreciated by anyone who has a need for such
a book. I think it a marvel of cheapness.

This is the universal opinion—the same in the United States and
foreign countries.

This Record Book has space for t600 entries of watch repairs
with printed headings, and making complete records is the work or
a moment.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price, $ 1.50

Published by

THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
8rf North isith Street, PHILADELPHIA, U.S.A.

1201 Heyworth Building, Chicago, Ill.
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We have manufactured

The 0 Brand
Jewelers' Findings
(Jobbing Materials) for
51 years and our goods
are favorably known all
over the country. Order
them of your jobber, who

  will be pleased to serve
you, but be sure that the goods have the above brand on them. Try our
Solder. Those who have used it tell us there is none better.—Very easy
flowing and has a fine color. Sample sent free on application.

Established 1858

 -- 
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GEO. H. FULLER & SON CO.9 Pawtucket.FitloYeRlYsland.

JEWELERS' REPAIR KIT

For Combs or Barrettes
Sample Box No. K, Containing the following-

1 Doz. Joints Assorted
1 Doz. Catches Assorted
Doz. Pin Tongs Assorted

I Bottle Cement
Guaranteed to repair any article made of Celluloid

Sent prepaid on receipt of price, 50c., or
from your own jobber

Franklyn Manufacturing Co.
783 Eighth Avenue New York City

(11
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DIAMONDS sand PRECIOUS S'FONIES

Bought, Sold and Exchanged
FOR SPOT CASH

A ppraisements made for estates or individuals

J..1. C01-11`al
1011 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Established 1891

Write for further information

L,INDNER ec CO., t=',;; ;;Ls'
Si E. Fourth Street, CINCINNATI, 01110

Being an exclusive Tool aucl Material House, can assure prompt
and proper attention to all orders

SENO FO FI OUR TOOL ANO MATERIAL CATALOGUE OF 750 PAGES

BLACK # SHIELD
MAINS RINGSWATCH AND 

CLOCKOILSWARTCHILD & CO. °MS

Established 59 Years

James H. Dederick's Sons
ASSAYERS AND BULLION DEALERS
ALL QUALITIES of GOLD and SILVER, in Plate, Square:1ml Round Wire, Rolled to Any Gage

ALI. QUALITIES OP GOLD AND SILVER SOLDER .

We are selling Fine GOLD for $1.04 per dwt., which we Guarantee to be
GOVERNMENT ASSAY BARS

Small Rolling for the Trade 16 Maiden Lane, NEW YORKBuyers of Old Gold and Silver

Foot=Power Lathes
Correct in principle.

1High-grade tools Elegant in design.
Superior in construction.

The Best Foot-Power Lathes Made

This cut represents our No. 4 Lathe, which is
admirably adapted for the heavier work of watch-
makers and jewelers. Send for our Catalogue.

We also make a line of Screw-cutting Lathes for
Bicycle Repairing

W. F. & John Barnes Co.
660 Ruby Street, Rockford, M.

nwAn BRUSH COMPANY
BRUSHES

12 GREEN 
STREET 

NEWARK, N. J.

------.

Polishing Set 
Complete, $2.00, 

Prepaid.

COTTON, BRISTLE 
AND FELT 

WATCH CASE 
BUFFS

FELT AND 
COTTON RING 

BUFFS

BRISTLE WASH 
AND END 

BRUSHES

FELT AND 
COTTON BUFFS

BRISTLE 
POLISHING BRUSHES

SATISFACTION 
GUARANTEED OR 

ISIONSX 
narunoan
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N. JENSEN & 00
TRADE WATCHMAKERS

HAVE MOVED TO THEIR
NEW LOCATIONS

72 to 80 E. 5th St., St. Paul, Minn.
DON'T FORGET THE NUMBER

ENAMEL
Opaque and Transparent Enamel of every

variety constantly on hand and made to order.
Also a full line of Enatnelers' Supplies, Muffles,
Stones, etc. Any goods proving unsatisfactory
cheerfully exchanged.

CARPENTER 6c. WOOD, Manufacturers
38 Friendship St., Providence, R. I.

5r j.5

1/111'
ran riTI us 41
.rtirmseNsorosomin

'464112111105"

gt.4
•%14 q.4,.

xv,

641010. MO

WASHER IS

/OJOS tr.

UNDER

SCREW

EGO

ENGRAVED SOUVENIR SPOONS Bumngs,”"RF DP!'Names, 1.29

BRIGHT CUT STYLE

SUINIEEVIER & McCOOLE
Watchmakers for the Trade

404-5-6 Holland Bldg.
ST. LOUIS, MO.

Prompt and efficient service
w RITE FOR ,II1 I I NO STICKERS

FRED. A. HASKELL
208 Weybosset St., Providence, R. I.

MITMITOMum. mos

SPECIAL NOTICE.—These " washers" are
covered by United States Patent
No. 894,314, and all infringements
will be prosecuted.

Patented Perfect Fitting

Case-Screw Washer
Fits perfectly under screw head, and almost invisi-

ble, and has a neat appearance.
Holds movement securely in case, even if case

shoulder is worn away or sprung.
MADE IN ALL SIZES, FROM GERMAN SILVER
PRICES: Gross, $1,50; 4 doz. package, asst., 50c. ; single doz., I5c

FOR SALE AT ALL MATERIAL HOUSES

S. URICH, 334 Columbus Ave., New York City

When writing to advertisers. kindly mention The Keystone

CROUCH & FITZGERALD
Jewelrll Sample Trunks and Cases

Extra Deep Trunks and Cases Always in Stock
177 Broadway 154 Fifth Avenue

Bet. Cortlandt & Dey SRL Corner 20th Street
723 Sixth Avenue

Between 41st and 42d streets
NEW YORK

REFINERS an nandy

shape—solids or

Sweep Smelters 14,441:icat; jiongusgohr
filings. Prompt

Established 1889. returns.

THE W. L. ROBERTSON CO.
13 and 15 Franklin Street, Newark, N. J.

KLEIN BROS.
LAPIDARY CO.

SUCCESSORS TO

F. C. KLEIN & BRO.

72 Madison St., Cor. State St.
CHICAGO : ILLINOIS

Cutters and Importers of
All Kinds of Precious and
Semi-Precious Stones

Diamond Cutting and
Polishing

Stone Seal Engraving

Heath's "Utibttlle" Fountain Pen is a good, reliable, dependable fountain pen
Made of the best material

obtainable and guaranteed to
g;ve perfect satisfaction.

ci Write for catalogue and
discounts.

HEATH'S TRIBUNE FOUNTAIN PEN
NEWYORK u.S.A.

Watch Repairing forthe Trade
I am prepared to do anything in the
WATCH REPAIRING LINE. All
work receives my personal attention.

Price-list on application.

H. J. SMITH, De
313 sF1 y Bust: cif ng a

To Test The Keystone Advertising Qualities
Every f lisyt jei veleor twhaetse 

Perfect
cannot afford to be without an
ii, 

Ring Adjusters for immediate
use when wanted. 1 doz. solid
10 K. gold, astd. sizes, $3.75 ;
1 doz. gold filled, astd. sizes,
$2.00:1 doz,metal.astd.,85c.
Sent prepaid at, once (only on

receipt of price). If you will mention OrderNo.K.,
I will forward at same time, prepaid, one game
of " (trip " for each dozen Adjusters ordered. x;
Address,Chester Wells.Jeweler,Meshoppen, Pa.

The above illustrates our No. 14 Chased, fitted with our New Clip Fast Cap. Retail Price, $1.75

GEO. W. HEATH & CO., Manufacturers, Canal St. and West Broadway, New York

MONOGRAMS Made to Order for
Belt Pins, Belt Buckles, Watch Fobs, Automobiles, Toilet
Articles, Leather Goods and all other purposes.

Made in 14 K. Gold, Sterling Silver, Gold Plate and Brass
STOCK INITIALS in all Sizes and Styles

NOW is the time to order your stock of Letters for the Holidays
Send for Catalog THE J. W. COLGAN CO., Sudbury Bldg., Boston, Mass.

WE'VE GOT IT A COMPLETE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE AND PRICE-LIST
—AND— OVER 800 DESIGNS of PRESENTATION JEWELS, BADGES AND EMBLEMSFOR ALL SECRET SOCIETIES

Send for it at once—no charge. Liberal discount. IT WILL HELP YOU GET BUSINESS

THE C. G. BRAXMAR CO., Manufacturing Jewelers, 10 & 12 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK, N. Y.

YOU NEED IT

HARR—

SILVERSMITH'S ADTUTSTIYAIITLE HAMMER
A DENT REMOVER AND BURNISHER

The quickest and most practical tool yet devised to take the dents front
Silverware. such as Coffee and 'Tea Pots, Bowls, Pitchers, Cups, Urns and all
vessels having a narrow 'leek, where it is difficult to get at the dents from the inside.

The head of this hammer can be set firmly at any angle most conveniently byturning the screw at the end of the handle.
Send for circular showing mode of operation.
PRICE, complete with four different shape steel heads, $2.50

F. W. GESSWEIN, 26 John Street, NEW YORK

Prentiss' Patent Jewelers' Vises
For more than 30 years the Best and Handsomest Vises made

PRENTISS VISE COMPANY, 4; Barclay St., New York, U.S.A.
ASK YOUR JOBBER TO SHOW YOU THIS VISE

Large Illustrated Catalogue of all kinds of Vises mailed free

IU NITIED STATES STONES
Back at headquarterswith a fine new lot of semi-
precious native and foreign stones, including
the newest genuine gem stone APRICOTINE
Fall and rainier bulletin and price lilt not. ready

LOUIS J. DEACON, Atlantic City, N. J.

AW A RDS FOR

11. Heinrich's Marine Chronometers
CHICAGO, 1E193 PARIS, 1889 BERNE, 1859

First-class CHRONOMETERS
of modern make on hand.
Repairing, springing and
adjusting Chronometers.
Also fine watch repairing
for the trade.

T. C. REDFERN
s.....sor to It. II. Heinrich

552 Herkimer St.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.
I have employed Mr.
THOS. C. REDFERN CO

my entire satisfaction
for many years in all
description of Marine

Chronometer repairs, also in new work. I know
of no one who has to better general knowledge of
chronometer work than he has. Ile has also done
a great deal of line R11(1 COM Ill i eat ed watch repair-
ing for me, and I can recommend II i tot to anyone
desiring his services. II. II. III.INRICIL

"A Tool of Unusual Merit"

Benson's Poising
and Truing Calipers

TWO TOOLS IN ONE

Price $5.00, Sent Direct or
Through Your Jobber. Send
for Descriptive Circular A

BENSON TOOL CO. OY UNGSTOWN
OHIO

E. I. JONES

Watchmaker for the Trade
308 Brown Blk.

OMAHA ...• NEBR.

LOUIS GOTTHOLD
Maker of Fine

HAIR JEWELRY
2345 Eighth Avenue

Send for catalogue NEW YORK

MINIATURE PORTRAITS
Enameled on
WATCH DIALS
CAPS and LIDS

Plain and
Colored

Can be made from
any photograph

or print
A beau t i ful Must 1.a Ied sample card and price-

Hsi upon request

CARMAN ART CO.
79 Dearborn Street CHICAGO, ILL.

I guarantee
to increase
your business

Do you want more Watch
sales ? More Jewelry sales?
More Diamond sales?
More Silverware sales?
More Repairing orders?

My Business-bringing Cam-
paign will get them for you.

For $io I will prepare you
a three months' advertising
campaign — 24 newspaper
ads and 6 follow-up letters
—and guarantee it to in-
crease your sales. If it
doesn't I'll return your
money.

I don't care how large or
how small your town is.
I write the ads to meet
your particular require-
ments.

Do you want a larger fall
and holiday business?

Then write me to-day.

Norman R. Williams
Specialists in Jewelry
Store Advertising

902 Marshall Field Building
Chicago

ELK TEETH
CUT GEMS
ROUGH GEM
MATERIAL

CLAWS of LION, LYNX,CAT,
EAGLE, OWL, HAWK

Any of the above sent on selection to responsible
Manufacturers, Jewelers or Lapidaries.

Price Lists. Strictly Wholesale Prices.

L. W. STILWELL, Deadwood, So. Dakota

SPECIAL PRICE

Gold-Plated Safety Pins

$3.00 per Gross

For A
Limited
Time

Keystone
Key

Sell like hot cakes
Order one or five gross

M. J. AVERBECK
MANUFACTURER IMPORTER

10 and 12 Maiden Lane - NEW YORK

CATCHY
ENGRAVING
in SPOON BOWLS at

J Popular Prices

LET US ENGRAVEA SAMPLE
or` Artistic Monogram and Letter
Engraving. Gilding. Jewelry
and Watch Repairing. Send

it..
t for price-list.

Ull-,L.STIROM CO.
Ashland Nebraalca

A QUICK JOB,
A FACTORY

FINISH AND
A PLEASED
CUSTOMER

ARE ALL YOURS
IF YOU USE
SANGER'S

EMERY RING
BUFFS

G.F.Wartsworth
Watch Case‘
Manufacturer
and Repairer

Everything in
the line of
Watch Case
Repairing

Gold and
Silver Plating
Satin Finish
Engraving
and Engine-

Turning
Changing Old

English and Swiss
Cases to take
American S. W.
Movements
My Specialty

Old C zisem
Made Nev

Silversmiths'
Building
131-137
Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO

1705

Send $1.00 for ,q dozen of these

JET LAVALLIERES
Very popular. See our ads. in September,
August and July Keystones

BRASS SPECIALTIES IN

Writing Sets, Smokern'Articles,Etc.,Etc.

JR
SMOKERS'
STAND

with removable tray
24 inches high

(Patent applied for)

Polished Brass - $1.75
Brush Brass - - 2.00

4-inch BRASS ASH TRAY
with Cigar Rests and Match Holder

$2.50 per dozen

L. W. Levy & Co.
Originators of Novelties for Jewelers

580-582 Broadway, New York
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BENJ. GEBHARD & CO.
735 Sansom St., Philadelphia

WATCH CASE REPAIRING
HIGHEST ORDER OF SKILLED LABOR

PROMPT LOW PRICES

Learn Watchmaking
Watchmaking pays and you
can earn while you learn.
Write for le It E E B00 K,
"How to be a Watchmaker."
Poe al brings it.

STONE'S SCHOOL OF WATCHMAKING
901 Glohe Builoing, ST. PAUL MINN.

The Crohn Patent Safety Guard

11'
For Scarf Pins, Studs and Lace
Pins. The most practical and only ad-
justable one invented. Price,$1.50 per doz. For
agilely all wholesale jewelersand materialhouses.
88mpleby Ins II ,25c; in 10 K. gold,$1.00;14K.81.25.
MI.CROHN.usr.siiner.4 8 & 50 MaidenLane,M.Y.

ELGIN NONLOGICAL
SCHOOL

A Practical School for Watchmakers

Established 1888

Students in Watch Repairing and
Engraving may enter at any time.

Complete Course In Practical Eye
Refraction.

For terms address

ELGIN, ILLINOIS

Established 1892

Louis J. Meyer
Manufacturer and Repairer of

Sterling Silver Articles
Also

Gold and Silver Plating and Repair-
ing of Metal Goods of any
description, including the
Repairing and Refinishing
of Chatelaine Bags.

104-106 S. 8th St., Philadelphia
Work called for and delivered. Prompt atten-
tion given to mail and express orders.

Wheels, Pinions and Parts
For Complicated Watches, Clocks,
Chronometers, etc., of every size
and description, made and finished
to order.

FINE REPAIRING AND ALTERATIONS
Winding end Setting Material

E H. MATTHEY, 102
E 
Fulton Street
NW YORK

JEWELRY REPAIRING
an MANUFACTURING

for the trade

All Work Returned Promptly

Special Attention Given to

Out-of-town Orders

HARRY SMITH
Room 76 Jewelers' Building

BOSTON, MASS.

INCREASE YOUR TRADE
Sending your work to us means
no disappointment to you. We
return 95 70  of the work sent to us
the same day. This is but one of
the many advantages we offer you

ABEL 0 BARRETT
Repairers and Makers of

Special Orders
47-49 Maiden Lane, New York

SEND FOR PRICE-LIST

 UI

Enamels for
Jewelry

We carry a complete line of the
highest grade of imported and domes-
tic enamels which are adapted to all
kinds of jewelry work

We can furnish opaque and trans-
parent colors for gold, silver and cop-
per. We will gladly exchange at any
time goods which are not satisfactory.

The Chas. M. Robbins Co.
Manufacturing Jewelers Attleboro, Mass.

Loop
Watch Keys

Makers of

TOWER aa STREET CLOCKS
For particulars, write us, mentioning

'Inv, Kb:v:41'0'st:

E. HOWARD CLOCK CO.
Est'd 1842 BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A.

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention
The Keystone

-4N
sTRic-ri..-i -

A.M. CLARK & SON, Plainville, Conn.

[COPY]

This is my first experience in
advertising in "The Keystone,"
and am surprised to receive so
many replies. I certainly con-
gratulate you on your system
and the service you render "

[Signed] EARL 13. GORSLINE

Keokuk, Iowa, July 21, 1909

Small Advertisements
No advertisement inserted for less

than 25 cents.
Under beading "Situations Wanted,"

ONE CENT per word for first twenty-
five words. Additional words and ad-
vertisements, THREE CENTS per word.
Under all headings except "Situations

Wanted," TIIREE CENTS per word.
Name, address, in and abbrevia-

tions count as words, and are charged
for as part of the advertisement.
To insure insertion, remittance must

accompany all orders for advertise-
ments and copy must reach us not later
than the 25th of each month, for inser-
tion in the following month's issue.
Send blank check or draft, or postal

or express money order for $1.00 and
over, or postage stamps for smaller
amounts.
If answers are to be forwarded

TEN CENTS in postage stamps must
be enclosed.
The real name and address of every

advertiser must accompany the copy of
the advertisement.
Advertisers who are not subscribers

must send 15 cents (special issues 25
cents) if they desire a copy of the paper
In which their advertisement appears.
Address,

THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
809.811.813 N. 19th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED
• Under this heading, ONE CENT Per word,
for first twenty-five words. Additional words
and advertisements, THREE CENTS per word.
No advertisements inserted for lest than 23
cents.

Ar WATCHMAKER, optician, jobber;
fair engraver; management preferred;

salary, $28. "M 69," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER only, European, m i years'
exp.; competent on all American or Swiss

and complicated watches; good set tools;
thoroughly reliable; wants position where
good work is wanted. "I{ 167," care
Keystone.

YOUNG man, 26, now employed, desires
position as assistant watchmaker, with

chance to finish trade under good man.
Oklahoma, Texas, New Mexico, Arizona
preferred. "M 226," care Keystone.

SALESMAN, for jewelers' tool and
material lines; have good established

trade in Oklahoma, Kansas and Missouri.
Will make change January 1st. Am exp.
Must be good line. "T 228," care
Keystone.

SALESMAN, well known and thoroughly
exp.; have established trade in Missouri,

Kansas, Oklahoma and Arkansas. Desires
representative lines; general line pre-
ferred, watches and jewelry. Now em-
ployed. Will be ready for position
January rat. "T 229," care Keystone.

SALESMAN, with established trade with
best jewelers in Missouri, Kansas and

Oklahoma, will be open for position
January sat. General line, watches and
jewelry, or manufacturers' line of ',DK.
gold goods. Must be representative lines.
"T 227," care Keystone.

BY November 1st. Young man, 3 years'
bench experience, 2i years' old; owns

tools; can furnish best of ref. from present
employer. Salary not as much an object
as chance of advancement. E. J. Bunting,
Lake City, Iowa.

WANTED-Situation as assistant watch.
maker by young, single man. Milton

Rublin, 735 Marinette Ave., Marinette, Wis.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, some jewelry,
No. i set of tools; good habits. Southern

States preferred. Address E. B. Richey,
Commerce, Ga.

YOUNG lady wishes position as engraver,
clock repairer and second watchmaker;

best of ref. Address Miss Selena Morgan,
Galeton, Pa.

SECOND watchmaker, good letter and
monogram engraver, desires change.

Steady, careful workman; American; 4
years in present place. Send for sample
of engraving and photo. "F 217," care
Keystone.

AS assistant watchmaker and optician; 8
years' experience. Clock repairing a

specialty. Address F. J. Tukey, Waverley,
Mass.

POSITION as watchmaker; plain engraver,
graduate optician; 22 years' old, 5 years'

store experience. H. H. Osborn, Peters-
burg, Ind.

AS engraver and saleslady by young lady.
Address Caroline E. Cron, 70 Greenbush

Street, Manistee, Mich. •

SITUATIONS WANTED

BY strictly first-class watchmaker, optician,
engraver, salesman, or can take full

charge of store. Cultured, temperate, effi-
cient ; ref. Not less than 5 per week.
Pacific Coast preferred. ' 216," care
Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler and optician;
age 31, good habits, first-class workman.

Reasonable wages, with chance of advance.
uncut. West preferred. P. O. Box 264,
Guymon, Okla.

BY November sat, watchmaker, optician,
plain engraver. As on railroad work;54 years at the bench. Want permanent

job. Northwest States preferred. -"W 214,"care Keystone.

AT JEWELER and optician, good all
around workman and salesman; capable

of taking charge; 25 years' practical exp. at
bench. Lock Box 277, Columbus, Kans.

WATCHMAKER, capable of taking charge
of repair department in large store; 16

years' exp. Ohio, Indiana or Illinois. No
bad habits. Ref. exchanged. "C 215,"
care Keystone.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, jeweler and
engraver, 15 years' exp., wishes perma-

nent position. Prefer Kansas City. By
November 1st. Address J. G. Krebs,
Westhope, N. Dak.

JOBBING jeweler, used to difficult clocks;
can help on watches. Al ref. "L 212,"

care Keystone.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, jeweler; do
some engraving. All tools; no bad habits,

industrious, steady. Go any State. Conrad
Kohler, Canton, Miss.

YOUNG man, assistant watchmaker, en-
graver. Very moderate salary to start

where there is chance for advancement.
Good ref. Prefer West or Middle West.
George Vong, Minnewaukon, N. Dak.

YOUNG man wishes position as assistant
watchmaker and jeweler. Good ref.

North Carolina, Virginia, South Carolina
preferred. D. R. Morgan, Fountain, N. C.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and jeweler,
has own tools; also is a good stock keeper

and competent salesman. Best of ref. given.
Address G. H. Crain, Clovis, N. Mex.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, with tools, de-
sires position at once. Middle-aged man.

New England States preferred. Address
"E. H. B.," 45 Charles Street, Springfield,
Mass.

BY student from Bradley Horological
School, Peoria, Ill., as watchmaker or

second watchmaker and jeweler; also assist
with engraving and monogram work. No
bad habits. Robert Cummings, 405 North
Elizabeth Street, Peoria, Ill.

AM capable of taking charge of store; good
watchmaker, good optician; age 40. Doyou want a reliable man? Do not engrave.

"W 236," care Keystone.

30 YEARS' exp. at bench and running
store; no bad habits. Railroad town pre-

ferred. Best of refs. from former em-
ployers. Steady job. J. G. Carnahan,
Oxford, Ind.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler and plain en-
graver wishes position at once; ro years'

exp.; married, age 27; no bad habits; own
tools. Texas or Oklahoma preferred.
Satisfactory refs. State salary. "F," Box
331, Anson, Texas.

YOUNG man, graduate, one year's exp.,
wants position as watchmaker and clock-

maker; own tools; good habits; best refs.;
salary reasonable. K. D. Wingert, Coving-
ton, Ind.

YOUNG man, one year's exp. engraver,
wishes position with jeweler to learn re-

pairing, watchmaking. Willing to work out
of town. John Behr, 7331 Perry Avenue,
Chicago, Ill.

BY s'oung man as assistant watchmakerand clock repairer. Graduate Bradley
Horological; 6 years' exp. Married. Best
refs. Address E. G. Mundhenk, 3719 N.
Madison Avenue, Peoria, Ill.

-----
YOUNG man, exp. in ordinary watchwork,

clock repairing; place in small town, or
to finish trade; moderate salary. Ref.
A. E. Johnston, roso Andrus Bldg., Min-
neapolis, Minn.

YOUNG man wants position as watch-
maker and engraver; graduate and 3

years' exp.; own tools. Upper Michigan or
Wisconsin preferred. P. Ekman, Daggett,
Mich.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler and plain en-
graver wants permanent position by

November Toth. Can handle railroad work.
$20. Own tools. 0. C. McLendon,
Peoria, Ill.

SITUATIONS WANTED

WATCHMAKER and engraver; 25 years'
practical exp.; first class in both branches.

Splendid samples and refs. Own tools.
Address "B 26o," care Keystone.

EXPERT watchmaker, also clock and
jewelry work. 20 years' exp.; excellent

character, habits, etc.; gilt-edged refs. "J
252," care Keystone.

- - ---
GRADUATE refractionist of years' exp.,
who handles difficult cases with rapidity

and ease, desires to connect with good
house; also good watchmaker. "F 248,"
care Keystone.

BY first-class watchmaker and plain en-
graver in Ohio, Indiana or Michigan.

9 years' exp.; own tools; young man; best
refs. Speak German. "T 249," care
Keystone.

FIRST-CLASS engraver, fair jeweler.
Young man desires steady position in

store after November Jet. West preferred.
6 years' exp. Ai refs. Samples. D. Sands
Titus, Jr., Old Forge, N. Y.

Ai WATCHMAKER, jeweler and fine en-
graver. Do monogram and souvenir

spoon work. Sober, steady, honest, reliable.
Just disposed of retail store and want per-
manent position by November ist with re-
liable firm. Capable of managing store or
selling goods. 11 years' exp.; 30 years old,
married. Neat in dress, good appearance.
Nothing less than $35 per week considered.
South or West preferred. Present address,
R. I. Morse, Strawberry Point, Iowa.

BY first-class salesman for retail jewelry
store. Ai refs. Some knowledge of

clock repairing and optical work. "P 243,"
care Keystone.

BY • practical watchmaker and optician.
Permanent position only. Steady, sober,

prompt. $20 per week or better. South-
west only. Can take charge if necessary.
"B 244," care Keystone.

BY watchmaker engraver, salesman; age,
30. 15 years/ exp.; goods refs. Smith

Jewelry to., Omaha, Nebr.

WATCHMAKER wants position. Single
man; 13 years' exp.; complete set of

tools; best of ref. Fred. Belmont, General
Delivery, Sta. G, Washington, D. C.

YOUNG man wishes position by November
ms t as assistant watchmaker and jewelry

repairer, with chance of advancement. "K
242," care Keystone.

OPTICIAN, also watchmaker, wants a
position with good house. Will work

cheap. Good refs. Write, stating salary.
Address Emanuel Lehr, care Leichtman,
Hazleton, Pa.

AS traveling salesman by a young man,
thoroughly familiar with the jewelry

business. 5 years in last place. Refs. the
best. "S 258," care Keystone.

LIVE salesman desires jobber's or manu-
facturer's line, selling exclusively to re-

tail jewelers in northwest and coast States.
Address "Salesman," 346 Twenty-ninth
Avenue, Seattle, Wash.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, jeweler and
plater wishes position. Pacific Coast pre-

ferred. Salary, $25 to $30 per week.
"Pacific," P 264, care Keystone.

AM capable of taking charge of store;
good watchmaker, good optician; age, 40.

Do you want a reliable man? Do not
engrave. "W 236," care Keystone.

REFRACTING optician of ability desires
position. ro years' exp. Can pass State

Board examination. Could assist at watch-
work. "W 237," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER wants position last of
October. Can do plain engraving and

hard solder work. 23 years' old. Best of
refs. "B 265," care Keystone.

YOUNG man, with 5 years' exp., desires
position as watchmaker and engraver.

Will furnish best of refs. Address Ross C.
Deible, Reynoldsville, Pa.

BY salesman, assistant watchmaker and
engraver. 15 years' exp. in the jewelry

business. "L. K., 28," I20 Heyworth
Building, Chicago, Ill.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver
desires position at once. First-class ref.;

no bad habits. Address "E. H. 20," r2or
Heyworth Building, Chicago, Ill.

HELP WANTED
UNDER THIS IIEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

SALESMAN wanted, to carry, as a side-
line, a line of mission mantel clocks

(wood); $4 to $8 per day. Good medium.
priced line; sold from photographs. No
fake. Established 28 years. Address, giving
permanent address, The Oscar Onken Co.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

HELP WANTED

CITY salesman wanted, to sell mountings.
Apply Mednikow & Co., 451 East Forty-

third Street, Chicago, Ill.

WANTED-At once, young man with
some exp., clock and jewelry repairing,

to finish learning the trade. Judson S.
Newing, Binghamton, N. Y.

WANTED-Watchmaker who thoroughly
understands cleaning and repairing time

locks to travel as inspector through
eastern States. State age, exp., salary ex-
pected and refs. in first letter. No others
will be considered. The Blake Bank Lock
Inspection Co., Worcester, Mass.

FIRST-CLASS optician, who has had exp.
in jewelry store, to work on salary and

icommission n town of io,000, without
competition. Good chance for good man.
"H 23i," care Keystone.

YOUNG man, with some experience in
jewelry store, who can engrave and

wishes to finish trade. "H 232," care
Keystone.

WATCHMAKER wanted-w a g e s, $25.
Must be Am mechanic. Employment as-

sured to competent man. A. Ross & Co.,
Port Arthur, Ontario.

WATCHMAKER who can engrave and do
jewelry repairing. Full particulars in

first letter and salary you can command.
J. L. Whisler, Marion, Ind.

FIRST-CLASS jeweler and engraver; per-
manent position, $25 to $30 per week,

according to ability; send samples of en-
graving and particulars in first letter. J.
Levinski, Waco, Texas.

WATCHMAKER and engraver, one who
has had experience as salesman. Good

wages and permanent position if satis-
factory. Must come well recommended.
J. H. Young, Fort Wayne, hid.

ENGRAVER, experienced man on letter
work. Address, giving full particulars,

J. E. Caldwell & Co., 902 Chestnut Street,
Philadelphia, Pa.

REASONABLE, experienced watchmaker
and engraver at once; good salesman

who will make friends. Ref. C. M.
Adams, Dawson, Ga.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver;
good wages and steady employment.

Address I. Joseph, Hudson, N. Y.

EXPERIENCED watchmaker and good
salesman; $25 per week; a permanent

position with an old established house.
S. J. Strickler, Salina, Kans.

WATCHMAKER, a good, industrious man
who is capable of taking charge of store

at times. West Texas. "P 239," care
Keystone.

I HAVE a steady position for reliable and
honest watchmaker willing to work for

moderate salary. Have nice little store in
growing town. Want married man or sin-
gle man of mature years. Refs. required.
No use answering unless reliable, willing
to work and competent to make good at the
bench. C. H. Brassfield, Ness City, Kans.

WATCHMAKER and engraver, strictly
first class. Send sample of engraving,

refs., photo. in first letter. Permanent
position and good wages for right man.
Tillson Jewelry Co., Carrington, N. Dak.

WANTED-January i, r9rot a traveling
• man for an old-established Jobbing house
of watches and jewelry. Only those who
may command a good salary need apply.
Lindenberg, Strauss & Co., Cincinnati,
Ohio.

WANTED-October T5th, good all around
man to take charge of repair department.

Wages, about $8o per month. Healthy
location. Permanent situation for good
man. H. S. Banta, Newnan, Ga.

WANTED-Jeweler and watch repairer.
State salary, exp., etc. P. G. Diener,

Harrisburg, Pa.

WANTED-Strictly first-class, exp. sales-
man in fine retail store, capable of taking

entire charge. L. L. Berens Co., Belling-
ham, Wash.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker to do plain
engraving, one speaking German pre-

ferred. C. Erath, 2001 F. d. L. Avenue,
Milwaukee, Wis.

- - - - -
WATCHMAKER, must be capable, relia-

ble and good engraver. State salary and
ref. W. H. Appel, Allentown, Pa.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and fair en-
graver. Permanent position for right

man. Expect to pay about $2o per week.
Give refs., send photo. and state full par-
ticulars in first letter. G. B. Haines, St.
Petersburg, Fla.

HELP WANTED

WATCHMAKER and engraver, honest,
reliable and industrious, wanted at once.

Full particulars and salary expected in first
letter. M. C. Remington & Co., Neligh,
Nebr.

WATCHMAKER, engraver and optician.
"S 255," care Keystone.

YOUNG man who has had experience in
repairing jewelry, clocks, watches, etc.,

who is not afraid of work, wanted at once
in small town, about 500 population, in
North Dakota. City Drug Store, Crosby,
N. Dak.

WANTED-First-class watchmaker, en-
graver and optician, one who is able to

pass the Indiana examination. To a man
who can fill above requirements we have a
permanent situation, which carries with it
prospects which come but once in a life.
time. Hal B. Smith & Co., Logansport, Ind.

GOOD all around man, watchmaker,
jeweler and prefer optician. Must be

reliable, no bad habits. Give particulars in
first letter. C. H. Riggert, Seward, Nebr.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler and all around
man in town of 2700 in eastern Nebraska.

Salary, $15. No bad habits. State age,
exp., refs., etc. "R 26m," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler and clock repair
man. Must be good workman, steady

and no boozer. State particulars and salary
expected. Lock Box 418, Odebolt, Iowa.

WANTED-First-class engraver and sales-
man. Permanent position. Send sam-

ples of engraving and copy of ref. and
state amount of salary expected. Address
J. Levinski, Waco, Texas.

YOUNG man at once, with 2 or 3 years'
exp., to finish trade under good work-

men. Must be neat workman and stock'
keeper. Shirkey & Glaser, Colfax, Wash.

AT once, first-class watchmaker, engraver
and jeweler. Must be sober, reliable.

Send sample engraving and ref. in first
letter. Salary, $25 per week. Jos. M.
Goldberg, Alexandria, La.

WANTED-Traveling men, selling on
commission or otherwise, to represent

the Jewelers' Mutual Fire Insurance Com-
pany of Wisconsin. Every jeweler is in
terested. Exclusive territory given. For
particulars, address Franklin Thomson,
secretary, 400 Stephenson Building., Mil-
waukee, Wis.

EXPERIENCED, competent watchmaker
and engraver. Good pay to careful man

of good character. Lincoln H. Bucks,
Jefferson, Iowa.

SALESMAN wanted-Experienced retail
jewelry salesman and window trimmer;

optician preferred. Salary, $25 per week,
and permanent position. Apply, with refs.,
J. Lowinsolin, Birmingham, Ala.

A FIRST-CLASS engraver and jeweler;
wages, $25 per week to start. A high-

class and permanent position to the right
party.cnas Rosenfield Bros., Leavenworth,

JEWELER-General repairing and some
new work. Married man preferred. Am

refs. required. Permanent position to right
man. Give age, wages expected to start,
exp., photo., first letter. Renaud, Keokuk,
Iowa.

AT once, watchmaker, engraver, jewelry
repairer. Permanent position for good

man. Please send ref. and sample of en-
graving. Godfrey Dold, Madison, Ind.

ASSISTANT watchmaker, clock and
jewelry repairer. Good chance for ad-

vancement. G. M. Fisher & Bro., Marion,
Virginia.

WATCHMAKER, with tools, capable of
waiting on trade. State wages and refs.

first letter. Conley, Louisa, Ky.

WATCHMAKER, prefer one who can en-
grave or do optical work or both, in

Iowa. H. G. Butterfield, Hamburg, Iowa.

ASSISTANT watchmaker on plain watch
work, clock and jewelry repairing. State

age, salary expected. "Massachusetts,"
1I 262, care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler and engraver,
October. Good opening for steady, re-

liable young man. State salary, ref. and
send sample engraving first letter. II. E.
Wethey, Chillicothe, Ohio.

WANTED-Watchmaker and engraver.
Write, with copy of ref., E. Keller &

Sons, mm Hamilton Street, Allentown, Pa.

AT once, plain engraver, assistant watch
repairer and wait on trade. Good op-

portunity to learn optics and finish trade.
Give refs., salary, full particulars first
letter. J. E. Deans, N. Wilkesboro, N. C.
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HELP WANTED

FOR Florida-Wanted, good watchmaker
and engraver. A good place for a good

man. Send ref. State wages. Henry
McLaulin, Sanford, Fla. 

LETTER engraver, December and January.
Send samples. State salary. George E.

Tuttle, 611 Bay State Building, Law-
rence, Mass.

WANTED

UNDER THIS HEADING TIIREE CENTS PER WORD

WANTED-To buy small jewelry business
requiring not more than $r000 to $2500.

Address "ll," Box 72, Attica, Ind. 

WANTED-Second-hand lathe, foot-wheel
and tools. E. J. Bunting, Lake City, Iowa.

ENGINE turning lathe. "S 61," care
Keystone.

HORNIKEL'S Engravers' Text Book.
F. P. Wynne, Gallatin, Mo.

WANTED-Wall and counter cases. Must
be modern and in good condition. State

price, finish and how long used. Dana
Hull, Warren, Ohio.

ENGRAVER wanted as partner to open
new horological school with expert watch-

maker. Address "W 235," care Keystone.

WANTED-To hear from parties who
want to start in the jewelry business in

Ohio and has no tools, in town of 1600
population, with little capital. "R 241,"
care Keystone.

WANTED-Good watchmaker, as partner,
with little money. Best town on Pacific

Coast; good thing for right man. Particu-
lars, refs. first letter. "C 253," care
Keystone.

SECOND-HAND Rex, Ideal Keyless or
Missman engraving block and attach-

ments. State condition and price. H. W.
Hamblin, Galesburg, Ill.

WANTED to buy a late model Francis
engraver; send full description and

sample of type; must be cheap. Ed J.
N ions ohner, Columbus, Nebr.

FOR SALE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

ONLY jewelry and optical store in Bell-
ville, Texas, town of 2500; county seat;

up-to-date stock and fixtures; will invoice
about 05oo; prosperous farming country;
R. R. division G. C. & S. F. inspectorship
to go with store. Only jewelry store 20
miles north, 78 miles east, 35 miles west
and 45 miles south. Address William
Louwien, Bellville, Texas.

$3000 BUYS old-established jewelry and
optical business in southern New Jersey

town; population, mo,000; fine climate.
Good reasons for selling. Address "S
1 74," care Keystone.

JEWELRY and optical business in heart
of famous Yakima Valley, Wash.; popu-

lation over 2000. Invoice, $3300; good
repair work; fine holiday trade. Ill health.
Inquire at once. "B 233," care Keystone.

ONE to two thousand-dollar jewelry stock
and trade, 6o cents on dollar if taken at

once. 440 St. Clair Street, Toledo, Ohio.

JEWELRY and musical store and optical
business, doing good business in town of

70a00 near St. Louis; no competition; have
other business, therefore must sell one or
the other. About $1o,000 required. In-
vestiate this rare opportunity. Lucas & Co.,
St. Louis, Mo.

OLD-ESTABLISHED jewelry store in
best town on Mesabe Iron Range, Min-

nesota. Population, io,000. Resources, five
mines, three sawmills, four railroads; only
one mdse. store in town. Best chance in
world for man that can give personal at-
tention to business. Stock, about $6000.
Correspondence invited. "R 224," care
Keystone.

-GOOD-PAYING jewelry, optician and re-
pair business in good small Iowa town.

Clean stock. A good chance. Stock will
invoice about $3000. "M 225," care
Keystone.

JEWELRY-OPTICAL business in Minne-
sota; will stand the closest investigation.

A store with a No. z reputation, and no
end to work. Will require $8000 to get it.
"N 222," care Keystone.

JEWELRY and optical business. Invoice
about $3000. Can reduce. Good live

town of 3500 population. Good reasons for
selling. Address "R 220," care Keystone.

STORE for sale, will invoice $4500, but
can reduce to $35oo. Good opportunity

for right party. Staudt & Co., 65i West
Broad Street, Columbus, Ohio.

(Continued on page 1708)
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FOR SALE

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

(Continued from page 1707)

WELL-ESTABLISHED old jewelry and
optical business in one of the best south-

ern towns, surrounded by the finest agri-
cultural country in the United States. The
stock invoices $12,000; can reduce to cash
customer. Best reason for selling. Address
"Money Talks," care Carrier No. 59,
Richmond, Va.

ON account of other business that will
• take my entire time, I am going to sell
my jewelry and optical business, located
in the wealthiest town of its size in the
State of Nebraska. Good reasons for sell-
ing. F. P. Shy, Minden, Nebr.

FIRST-CLASS loan office in Trinidad,
Colo. ; a fine mining town. Stock, $4000.

"P 219," care Keystone.

JEWELRY business, established over 30
years. Population, 2500; 95 miles from

Chicago. Stock and fixtures all good. In-
voice about $3500. Reason for selling,
wish to retire from business. W. V.
Beresford, Amboy, Ill.

ONLY jewelry store in town of 1800 in
Wisconsin; 28 miles nearest competitor.

Invoice $15oo. Good opening for a young
man. Write for particulars. Address
"K 213," care Keystone.

OLD-ESTABLISHED business; best loca-
tion in city; population, s000. Stock

consists of jewelry, silverware, clocks,
musical merchandise and optical goods.
Will also lease store. Reason for selling,
death of owner. Mrs. C. Herbert Thomp-
son, Marshall, Mich.

$20,000 NEW stock and fixtures. Business
fully established in Kansas railroad cen-

ter of 20,000. Centrally located. Offered
on account of death of proprietor. Sacri-
fice sale on inventory. Address E. C. Post,
Atchison, Kans.

JEWELRY business; worth investigation.
Partnership proposition considered; am

retiring. Box 434, Artesia, N. Mex.

JEWELRY-OPTICAL business in pros-
perous Maine town; only one small store

to compete with, no optician within 12
miles. Stock clean and up-to-date. Good
fixtures. For particulars, address "H 240,"
care Keystone.

A GOOD business for sale, ready to step
right in. Only jewelry store in lively

town, center of rich community. Let me
write and explain advantages. I own
building (residence and store) ; will either
rent or sell to buyer of business. J. Wil-1•14 ham Hull, Taneytown, Md.

EXCEPTIONAL opportunity for indi-
vidual or firm looking for jewelry store;

valuable lease, centrally located, principal
street, one of largest, most progressive
cities New York State. Jewelry and optical
store, 40 years, equipped complete, splen-
did modern fixtures. With or without
stock. "V 246," care Keystone.

STOCK of W. M. Young, at Mt. Vernon,
Ohio. Established 1852; in present room

so years; best location in town. Population,
12,000. Will lease room to buyer of stock;
invoice about $3000. None but cash buyers
considered. An elegant chance for a good,
competent man. Owner must retire account
of age and sickness. Address C. D. Young,
Delaware, Ohio, or W. M. Young, Mt.
Vernon, Ohio.

ONLY jewelry store in town of i000. New
stock, $ 800. Moore Bros., Wanette,

Oklahoma.

STORE and fixtures in best location in
city. Established mo years. Started with

$15oo stock; now stock invoices $20,000 and
fixtures $2000; also fine home, if desired,
worth Simko. All paid for. Reason for
selling, want to retire. No one need apply
except cash buyers. "M 247," care
Keystone.

ONE of the best jewelry and optical busi-
nesses in the State of Virginia for the

capital invested. Annual business, nearly
$6000 per year; repairs, over $ oo per
month. Established nearly 2o years. Rent,
$15 per month. Over 65 per cent, made on
the annual business done. Must sell, as I
am getting too nervous to stay indoors.
Answer quick if you have $3000 and up-
wards. Address "II 251," care Keystone.

A FINE jewelry store 40 miles west of
Philadelphia in the best business town in

Pennsylvania. Reason for selling, poor
health. If you are interested and have
$6000 to $8000, write at once to "C 269,"
care Keystone.

ONLY jewelry store in western Ohio town
of i000. Nearest competition io miles.

All new stock. Invoice about $800. Must
sell quickly. Best reasons for selling. Rare
opportunity. "B 245," care Keystone.

FOR SALE

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

JEWELRY store for sale in country town.
S. B. Smith, Monticello, N. Y.

JEWELRY business cheap; good location,
Chicago, west side. Must sell; other

business. Address "A. B., 52," 1201 Hey-
worth Building, Chicago, Ill.

DO you want an established jewelry busi-
ness where the climate will cure con-

sumption? If interested, write or call on
Smith Jewelry Co., Las Cruces, N. M.

GOOD-PAYING jewelry business in north-
eastern Iowa town of 700. Good terri-

tory to draw from. "G 259," care Keystone.

FINE jewelry and optical business in rich
farming community. Good prices and

sales, no competitors. Plenty of work all
time. Stock and fixtures will invoice about
$3000. Satisfactory reason for selling.
Write or call at once. W. R. Pearce,
Gardner, Kans.

JEWELRY and optical business, good
location, fixtures and stock up-to-date;

now or January ist will invoice about
$4000. Lakeview, Chicago. "H 257," care
Keystone.

GOOD-PAYING jewelry-optical business;
hustling town of 000; best farming com-

munity western Michigan. M. J. Carpen-
ter, Scottville, Mich.

GOOD-PAYING jewelry and optical busi-
ness (only jeweler). Stock and fixtures

worth $r000; will take $600. Population,
moo. Fine opening for a young man in
western Pennsylvania. My health has
failed; cannot look after the business. "B
263," care Keystone.

AN old-established jewelry and optical
business at invoice price; can reduce to

about $2000; best corner location in town;
rent reasonable; drug store in same room;
population, loop, in the best wheat country
in eastern Washington. A snap for an
energetic and practical man. Land interest
reason for selling. Will not sell after
November 15th. Address B. W. Felder,
Wilbur, Wash.

JEWELRY, optical stock and fixtures.
$5000; can reduce. Good business.

Good run of bench work. Good surround-
ing country; 3 mills, new railroad to build
soon. No competition for 70 miles, by rail
to Seattle. Prettiest country and healthiest
climate in Washington, the evergreen State.
Address "Jeweler," Box 7, North Bend,
Wash.

JEWELRY store, well located in good
northern California town. Stock and

fixtures will invoice about $6000, but will
sell at less. In addition, there is a nice
home which can be bought reasonably.
Compelled to sacrifice on account of sick-
ness. Apply S. Meyer & Co., Los Angeles,
California.

ONE of the best-paying jewelry stores in
southern Minnesota must be sold. No

opposition; must be sold. Will give 25 pry
cent. discount. Here is a snap Will in-
voice $2000. Box 54, Le Roy, Minn.

FOR SALE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE EEN TS PER WORD

Miscellaneous Merchandise and
Equipment

ONE 12 D. Kelton roller plate press,
cost $150; I Kelton No. 3 embossing

press, cost $75; used few times, just about
good as new. Address "B i69," care
Keystone.

EIGHT years' Keystones, i897 to x9o5.
How much will you give? W. G. Landt,

7524 Goldsmith Avenue, Chicago, Ill.

ENGRAVING machine, Francis, complete;
first-class condition. $45 cash, F. O. B.

Theo. Salverson, Ada, Minn.

ONE Boley lathe, with full set of chucks
in fine shape, Lancaster engraving block,

also other jewelers' tools. 1. J. Oestrich,
36 Spruce Place, Minneapolis, Minn.

TWO cornets, new, but a little shopworn;
wholesale price of each, $9 and $16.50.

Will sell for $5 and $12. Will send C. 0.
D., subject to approval. M. I. Kirkman,
Pendleton, Ind.

ONE Eaton & Glover engraving machine.
A bargain at $45. Address K. H. Caw-

thon, 306 Main Street, Houston, Tex.

LARGE fifth-second flyback clock, with
6o-minute register; start, stop and flyback

actions operated by electric push-button
at any distance; dial measures 4 feet in
diameter; accurate as best pocket stop-
watch. Suitable for timing races of any
nature. "L 234," care Keystone.

FOR SALE

Miscellaneous Merchandise and
Equipment

4 Vs-FOOT electric-illuminated spectacle
sign, double-faced with colored, painted,

transparent eyes that wink; good as new.
First check for $17 takes it. J. Henry
Williams. Cohoes, N. Y.

No. 3 FRANCIS full nickel engraving
machine (new), cost, with attachments,

$16o; will sell for $100. L. Babcock,
Canisteo, N. Y.

USED 9 months only—Webster-Whitcomb
lathe, $33.5o; face plate, Culman, and

forty wire and wheel chuck, $40; foot
wheel, counter shaft, $8; crystal cabinet,
12 gross crystals, $40; all necessary hand
tools, $35; so punch staking tool, $15; one
36-inch gold leaf watch sign, $30; lot of
material and findings, $75; total $276.50.
First check for $200 gets lot, with guaran-
teed value of $275. E. L. Scarborough,
Sandersville, Ga.

TWENTY (20) velvet-lined trays, made to
stack, oak, almost new; cost $1.25 each

for ring and locket trays and $m each for
sixteen plains; will sell the lot for $15.
E. L. Scarborough, Sandersville, Ga.

CHEAP—One large Oliver hand rolling
mill with interchangeable wire and plain

ring rolls. One wire draw bench, one
ring bender and one bench shears; above
only used a short time; act quick. I. H.
Ehrlich, 59 Gratiot Ave., Detroit, Mich.

LATHE for sale at bargain. "N 886,"
care Keystone.

FINE English regulator, 9 fect high,
carved case with base, mercurial pendu-

lum, jeweled pallets, all pivots capped;
price $1 oo; photograph sent on request.
Address W. Zimmerman, 81 Montgomery
Street, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

AT a bargain, second-hand trial case, in
good condition; contains 23 pairs each

spherical concave and convex lenses, is
pairs each cylindrical concave and convex
lenses, trial frame, retinoscope and
ophthalmoscope. Wilbert Peterson, Plain-
view, Texas.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
UNDER TII IS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

FLOOR space in the best drug store in
town of 2200; fine opportunity for good

bench man to get in business in a small
way, say one to three thousand, or will
exchange 16o acres of land for jewelry
stock if clean and up-to-date. Box 238,
Mt. Carroll, Ill.

DON'T experiment. Buy established, good-
paying jewelry-optical business. Elegant

future prospects; rapidly growing city,
15,000 people; payroll, $15,000 per day.
Every modern convenience and improve-
ment. Age and failing sight opens this
exceptional opportunity. Requires $4000 to
handle, balance on time. Might trade for
unincumbered productive realty. Quick
buyer gets holiday business. "D 221," care
Keystone.

OLIVER "visible" typewriter; perfect
working order. Also many articles of

merchandise, unsalable with me, but 0. K.
Write for list. What have you? Box 15,
Maysville, Ark.

TWO-CYLINDER Orient auto runabout,
fine condition; new last year; cost $700.

Will sell for $350, or exchange for dia-
monds. Have bought larger auto. W. H.
Storey, Cleveland, Okla.

80 ACRES irrigated fruit land for $4000
stock merchandise. "De Clark," Emmett,

Idaho.

KEYSTONES from 1896 to date. Make an
offer. Would like to trade for optical

instruments and will pay difference if
necessary. A. Klein, jeweler, Wichita,
Kans.

WE offer a large assortment of clocks,
jewelry, cameras, typewriters, stereopti-

cons and supplies, talking machines and
other goods; list for stamp. We want op.
tical trial cases, watchmakers' lathes, tools,
material, etc. Jenkins' Universal Ex-
change, Chicago, Ill.

SWISS pocket chronometer, 18 karat htg,
case; cost originall.y $500, for $85; cash

or what? Jenkins' Exchange, Chicago, Ill.

AUTOMOBILE, motorcycle, typewriter,
auto engine, light plant, phonograph;

want stock, fixtures, diamonds, or what
Hendley, Wolcottville, Ind.

RENTAL property in one of best southern
Indiana towns of 4000 population for

jewelry stock and fixtures. Give full par-
ticulars in first letter. "B 25o," care
Keystone.

SPECIAL NOTICES
UNDER THIS II EADI NG THREE CENTS PER WORD

GOOD Iowa farm or good income property
to trade for jewelry store. C. A. Cole,

Winterset, Iowa.

WINTON 5-passenger touring car, $300;
Rambler model 3m, top and Woodworth

treads, $soo. E. Morey, Valentine, Nebr.

BEWARE of secondhand Clement com-
bined lathe attachments offered for sale;

they are old models; they sell them to get
our latest. W. D. Clement, Waltham, Mass.

SHIP chronometers for sale for watch-
makers' use. First-class condition. Prices

from $5o, $75 and $zoo. Enhaus & Son,
31 John Street, New York City.

MONEY loaned to jewelers in any amount.
Strictly confidential. Write for informa-

tion. Bank refs. The Collateral Loan and
Banking Co., 647 Euclid Ave., Cleveland,
Ohio.

ESCAPEMENT models, completely lined
out with all the necessary material, will

be sent to any address on receipt of $5.00.
The best window attraction a jeweler can
have. For particulars write to the St.
Louis Watchmaking School, St. Louis, Mo.

I PAY the highest prices for watches,
diamonds and jewelry. Send stocks at

once, no matter how large or small, and
get money by return mail. All kinds of
ref. furnished upon request. Emil Noel,
550 East Forty-sixth Place, Chicago, Ill,

I AM a pawnbroker and accumulate many
more watches than I can retail. I have

30 complete i8-size American watches and
20 assorted oo to 16 size. Also a few roK.
and m4K. solid-gold complete watches.
Can make very interesting prices. They
are money makers; 7 to 21 jewel. Many
customers will buy a used watch when the
price is about one-half the cost of a new
one. Movements can be put in new cases,
etc., etc. Terms, C. 0. D., subject to
examination before paying. I have at
present a few diamond pieces, unclaimed
pledges, at prices that will give you a good
profit and sell readily. The watches are
all in good order, some like new. All in-
quiries answered. Nat Ruggles, American
pawnbroker, 734 Superior Avenue, N. E.,
Cleveland, Ohio.

KESSELMIRE, jewelers' auctioneer, sells
the goods. Nuff Ced. Home address,

33 Main Street, Salem, Ohio.

THREE men, now representing a well-
known jewelry house in Philadelphia,

two men traveling the entire South and
one traveling the 1/Vest, would like to han-
dle several manufacturers' lines on com-
mission all of these men having an old-
established trade among the retail jewelers
and department stores; engagement to com-
mence January 1, 191o. None but strictly
first-class lines wanted. Any of the above
men can be engaged separately. "G 230,"
care Keystone.

- --
I GET the solid cash out of your new or

old stock of jewelry. Read my ad, on
page 1520, in September KEYSTONE. Korah
D. Westbrook, jewelry auctioneer.

CASH paid for boxes in which watch
movements are sold; also all kinds of

watch glasses, watch cases, watches, chrono-
graphs, clocks, rings, materials, etc. John
Remillard, Carrier 40, Springfield, Mass.

BUSINESS NOTICES
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

DO you need money? If so, send your
diamonds and watches to use and get

quick and liberal returns-, highest cash
prices paid for entire jewelry stocks; will
send our representative if necessary; busi-
ness confidential ; national bank refs. H.
Schwartz, 903 Heyworth Bldg., Chicago, Ill.

YOU are looking for a good, reliable firm
to do your watch work. Here is the

place. W. K. Sandberg, watchmaker to the
trade, 802 Columbus Memorial Building,
Chicago, Ill. 

NOTICE—I have removed from 727 San-
som Street to 807 Sansom Street, Phila-

delphia, where I will continue to buy all
kinds 05 gold and silver; also refine all
kinds of jewelers' waste containing gold or
silver. ,end by mail or express and re-
ceive prompt attention. J. L. Clarke. Es-
tablished 1870.

PORTRAIT miniatures copied • from any
photo on watches, dials, brooches and

lockets. Goldstein Engraving Company, 45
Maiden Lane, New York. 

KESSELMIRE, jewelers' auctioneer, sells
the goods. Nuff Ced. Home address,

33 Main Street, Salem, Ohio,

BUSINESS NOTICES

ELGIN Horological School, the oldest and
most practical school for watchmakers.

Send for catalogue to Elgin Horological
School, Elgin, Ill.

WANTED—Everyone desirous of improv.
ing themselves in watch work, jewelry

work and engraving to address Bradley
Polytechnic Institute, Peoria, Ill., for one
of their latest catalogues. A postal card
will get it. See ad on page 1553.

BEWARE of secondhand Clement com-
bined lathe attachments offered for sale;

they are old models; they sell them to get
our latest. W. D. Clement, Waltham, Mass.

WE make a specialty of changing old an-
tique watch cases to stem wind. Some-

thing that has been refused by others.
Have had 40 years' exp. and can guarantee
satisfaction. N. J. Felix & Sons, 45
Maiden Lane, New York,

I PAY the highest prices for watches, dia-
monds and jewelry. Send stocks at once,

no matter how large or small, and get
money by return mail. All kinds of ref.
furnished upon request. Emil Noel, 550
East Forty-sixth Place Chicago Ill,

METAL DIALS—All kinds of metal watch
and clock dials cleaned, replated and

reprinted. Also special metal dials made
to order. Promptness and satisfaction
guaranteed. Ralph A. Doe, Clarks Lane,
Waltham, Mass,

TRADE WORK—Two expert watchmakers,
who have started a first-class trade work-

shop, like to get a few more good jewelers
as regular customers. Work guaranteed to
give perfect satisfaction. Repeaters, chro-
nographs and all high-grade movements a
specialty. Best of refs. given. Address
"R 223," care Keystone. 

NIFTY scarf and brooch pins, for ladies'
and gentlemen's wear, made from small,

real, live, horned frogs from Texas; gold-
plated in the prevailing green finish. Sam-
ple sent to any address, prepaid, on receipt
of $1 per pin. Manufactured by Fred
Ohlmacher, Lockport, Ill. 

FOR $1 I will send dozen set sapphire
balance jewels, dozen set balance end

stones, dozen garnet plate jewels, unset.
J. R. Collett, 491 Middlesex Street, Lowell,
Mass.

AN opportunity of a lifetime for a man
with some capital who is a watchmaker

and business man. Rubenstein Bros., 14
Maiden Lane, New York. 

WANTED—American broken down move-
ments, key or stein, or Verge movements,

cash paid for. Watch repairing of every
description at the shortest notice; send trial
package. Broadbent, 4 South Forty-second
Street, Phila., Pa. 

DO it now. Read my ad in September
KEYSTONE, 011 page 1520, and sell off

your old stock and get the cash. It will
go above cost if I sell it. Korah D. West-
brook, jewelry auctioneer.

THE 00aha Watch Repairing, Engraving
and Optical Institute are not taking

short-term students in the fall and winter
months. We limit the attendance to twenty-
four. Benches are always filled in these
months with yearly-term students. We
never graduate short-term botches. No one
can become fairly exp. in this line of work
in less than one year. The best and most
practical school of its kind in America. No
deception used to obtain students. Write
for information, Drs. Tarbox and Gordon.

Advertising Cuts for Jewelers
Begin the fall right I/oyr:;3■ViiiinegIsaofpi?Ittl:l
trations especially prepared for use in jewelers'
advertising.

The Keystone Publishing Co.
809 - 811-813 North 19th St., Philadelphia

LEARN
,NJEWELERS
ENGRAVING
"TheSchool that Graduates Experts"
A fascinating trade that pays big salaries,
easily learned, taught thoroughly and prac-
tically by correspondence. We will teach
the beginner better engraving than he can
gain in years of rigid apprenticeship. We
will improve the skill of any engraver and
make him master of the trade. The demand
for competent engravers far exceeds the
supply. Send for handsome illustrated
prospectus, mailed free.

PAGE-DAVIS SCHOOL
Suite 10, Page Bldg. CHICAGO

Repairing
For the Trade
of Complicated and Ordinary

Watches,Wheel and Pinion Cut-
ting, Demagnetizing, etc., care-
fully and promptly done by an

expert. A. JETTE
Established 1899 Lancaster, Pa.

THE NEW TERM
is now beginning, send for cir-

cular to-day.

ORNHOIIIN HOROLOGE'. INSTITUTE
S. W. cor. Church and Wellesley Sts.

TORONTO, ONTARIO

COOPER M, SON
721 Sansom St. Philadelphia

WATCH REPAIRING FOR THE TRADE
SKILLFUL WORKMEN

ACCURATE AND PROMPT WORK

Send Trial Package

PATENTS
Write at once for the most liberal offer ever

made for securing patents, designs and trade-
marks. Send sketch for free opinion as to
patentability and ask for the " Inventors'
Guide," the finest book published for inventors.

Best reference. Established 20 years.

VV.M. N. MOOR
Loan and Trust Bldg., Washington, D. C.

THE MASSACHUSETTS SCHOOL
OF OPTOMETRY

Incorporated and Registered with the State Board
of Education and the Klein School of Optics

offer the most complete courses in
Ophthalmology, Optometry, Optics and
preliminary instructions for students
entering the above schools or medical
schools. Special and evening courses will be
arranged to suit applicants. Address

Dr. A. A. Klein 185 Summer StreetB OSTON, MASS.

ATCH R E PAIR!
THE KI ND YOU CAN CALL YOUR OW
.'4V..WINS LOW, KRAUSE $ CO
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CHAS. E. MANOR & CO.
America's

Premier Jewelry Auctioneers

CHAS. E. MANOR

Office, 5th Floor Boley Building

Kansas City, Mo.

Actions Speak Louder Than Words HARRY A. HERSHFIELD

WE SELL YOUR GOODS, RAISE YO
U THE AMOUNT OF MONEY YOU 

REQUIRE

AND GUARANTEE YOU A PROFIT

Let us send you one of our Booklets, which tells 
you of our methods of conducting an Auction, an

d contains references from

numerous Jewelers whom we have conducted Aucti
on Sales for. The Booklet is mailed to you Free for the askin

g.

Long Distance l'hones

Addre.sz.w;

Home, Main 1765
Bell, Cirand, 2690

CHAS. E. MANOR eic CO.

5th Floor Boley Buildin
g, KANSAS CITY, MO.

THE AUCTIONEER
With Ability, Energy, Reputation

I sell the goods YOU want sold at profit,
 raise money

quick and protect the jeweler.

Investigate 

ANDERTON & SON,
Dayton, Ohio

JOHN A. STAFF & SON,
Dunkirk, N. Y.

J. LOWE & CO., Monroe, La.

HAYNES BROS., Newark, Ohio

A. J. SNYDER, El Paso, Texas

J. C. PIERIK, Springfield, Ill.

TOWNSEND JEWELRY CO.,

Bainbridge, Ga.

HICKS & SON, Tecumseh, Mich.

JAMES JEWELRY CO.,
Columbia, Tenn.

HENRY WELF CO.,
Cleveland, Ohio

WM. KRONMYER, Oshkosh, Wis.

A. C. BECKEN CO., Chicago, III.

WM. A. ROGERS., Chicago. Ill.

Write for terms

E. R. TYLER
Room 1102-156 Wabash Avenue, CHIC

AGO

Ructions
IIIMMENNI■=1■

Personally
Conducted
on a Guar-
antee Basis
— for —
Established
Jewelers

Only

II I sell in Texas
this month.

I will make
your sale a suc-
cess, and a letter
from you will be
appreciated.

The Holidays

are Coming!

Why don't you plan to increase your

engraving business this fall?

You can make it the most profitable part of

your business—you can largely increase your capacity,

turn out more work, do better work, at less actual

expense, if you use the

NEW CENTURY

ENGRAVING MACHINE

With the NEW CENTURY Engraving Machine you can save the

salary of an expert engraver, and turn out more work!

The NEW CENTURY is not complicated—it's not hard to operat
e—

it won't get out of order easily.

We've lately re-designed several parts of the NEW CENTU
RY,

giving it additional rigidity, and it will now engrave on the har
der metals,

brass, nickel watch cases, plated-ware, etc.

But let's get acquainted.

We want to send you our handsomely illustrated catalog and price-l
ist.

Asking for details puts you under no obligations—send in your n
ame

and address—To-day I

D. 0. HERNDON
1202 COMMERCE BUILDING, KANSAS CITY, MO.

HOME PHONE. MAIN 2341
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CHAS. E. MANOR & CO.
America's

Premier Jewelry Auctioneers

CHAS. E. MANOR

Office, 5th Floor Boley Building

Kansas City, Mo.

Actions Speak Louder Than Words
HARRY A. HERSHFIELD

WE SELL YOUR GOODS, RAISE YOU THE AMOUNT OF MONEY YOU REQUIRE

AND GUARANTEE YOU A PROFIT

Let us send you one of our Booklets, which tells you of our methods of conducting an Auction, and 
contains references from

numerous Jewelers whom we have conducted Auction Sales for. The Booklet is mailed to you Free for the asking.

Long Distance Phones

Acicire.s.s

Home, Main 1765
Bell, Grand, 2690

CHAS. E. MANOR_ de CO.
5th Floor 1Boley Building, KANSAS CITY, MO.

THE AUCTIONEER
With Ability, Energy, Reputation

I sell the goods YOU want sold at profit, raise money

quick and protect the jeweler.

Investigate 

ANDERTON & SON,
Dayton, Ohio

JOHN A. STAPF & SON,
Dunkirk, N. Y.

J. LOWE & CO., Monroe, La.

HAYNES BROS., Newark, Ohio

A. J. SNYDER, El Paso, Texas

J. C. PIERIK, Springfield, Ill.

TOWNSEND JEWELRY CO.,
Bainbridge, Ga.

HICKS & SON, Tecumseh, Mich.

JAMES JEWELRY CO.,
Columbia, Tenn.

HENRY WELF CO.,
Cleveland, Ohio

WM. KRONMYER, Oshkosh, Wis.

A. C. BECKEN CO., Chicago, Ill.

WM. A. ROGERS., Chicago. Ill.

Write for terms

E. R. TYLER
Room 1102-156 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO

The Holidays

are Coming!

Why don't you plan to increase your

engraving business this fall?

You can make it the most profitable part of

your business—you can largely increase your capacity,

turn out more work, do better work, at less actual

ex.ftense, if you use the

NEW CENTURY
ENGRAVING MACHINE

illiCii011S
•■■•1111111111

Personally
Conducted
on a Guar-
antee Basis
— for —
Established
Jewelers

Only

I sell in Texas
this month.

ci I will make
your sale a suc-
cess, and a letter
from you will be
appreciated.

With the NEW CENTURY Engraving Machine you can save the
salary of an expert engraver, and turn out more work!

The NEW CENTURY is not complicated—it's not hard to operate—

it won't get out of order easily.

We've lately re-designed several parts of the NEW CENTURY,

giving it additional rigidity, and it will now engrave on the harder metals,

brass, nickel watch cases, plated-ware, etc.

But let's get acquainted.

We want to send you our handsomely illustrated catalog and price-list.

Asking for details puts you under no obligations—send in your name

and address—To-day

1

D. 0. HERNDON
1202 COMMERCE BUILDING, KANSAS CITY, MO.

HOME PHONE • M A I N 2 3 4 1
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ter Man) Years of Search

Classic Design

The Goal of
Profitable Sales

It has long been known that

COMMUNITY
S1LVEIZ

appealing as it does to the class of trade
who want the best assures the dealer
large and profitable sales.

•

Kenwood Design

It is now known that

12ELIANCE
PLATE

reaching those who want plated ware of
guaranteed quality at very low cost
brings to your store a newbuying public.

Since the profit on Reliance Plate is the
same as on Community Silver -- carry
both and thus appeal to every class of trade.

ONEIDA COMMUNITY, Ltd. = = ONEIDA, N. Y.

(11 See Pages 1604 to 1605
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These Three

Elgin Watches
are being specially featured in
the current Elgin advertising.

THEY are the most popular men's watches
made.

The G. M. Wheeler Movement, in its various sizes,
exactly meets the general demand for a thor-
oughly good watch at a moderate price.

The Lord Elgin Thin Model is receiving great favor
from men who like the style of a thin watch.
For wear with evening dress this model is
especially desirable.

Every dealer should keep his stock of Elgins full
and should particularly see that he is well
supplied with these three numbers that are
being emphasized in the extensive Elgin
advertising.

Retail prices on these models
are being advertised as follows:

G. M. WHEELER, 18, 16, or 12 Size.
In Filled Gold Cases, $30 and up.
In Solid Gold Cases, $50 and up.

LORD ELGIN, Thin Model (one size).
In Filled Gold Cases,$21 and up.
In Solid Gold Cases, $35 and up.

Write your jobber or this company direct for your prices.

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY,
Factories: ELGIN, ILL, U. S. A.

New York Office,
15 Maiden Lane.

General Offices,
131 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

G. M. WHEELER MODEL, 12 Size.

'?10
9

LORD ELGIN, Thin Model.

G. M. WHEELER MODEL, 16 Size.

I ; I I

Ring Out the Old Ring. In the New
Why travel in the same old rut the balance of your natural life, and buy the same antiquated styles of Nickel Alarm Clocks your

grandfather used to buy, just because some manufacturers have not thought it necessary to produce new designs in Nickel Alarms
as they do in other clocks?

We have some new ones, superior to
anything heretofore made, and to introduce
them and put a set into the hands of every
jeweler, we will on receipt of $6.00 deliver
east of the Rocky Mountains, express pre-
paid, one sample of each, consisting of
eight clocks as described.

Don't fail to avail yourself of this oppor-
tunity to see a complete line of up-to-date
Alarm Clocks.

See coupon at bottom of page.

The
E. Ingraham Co.

Bristol, Conn.

STANDARD. 30 Hour Time Alarm with " Shut - off " switch.
Height, 63 inches. Dial, 4% inches. Case seamless brass nickeled.

THE RATTLER. 30 Hour Time Alarm with " Shut-off " switch.
Height, 6% inches. Dial, 4% inches. Case nickeled and highly polished.

LONG ALARM. 30 Hour Time. Six-minute Alarm with "Shut-
off " switch. Height, 63 inches. Dial, 43 inches. Case seamless brass
nickeled.

ALTERNATOR. 30 Hour Time, Repeating Alarm, rings alter-
nately every fifteen seconds for twelve minutes, with " Shut-off " switch.
Height, 63- inches. Dial, 4% inches. Case seamless brass nickeled.

DI-ALTERNATOR. 30 Hour Time, Repeating Alarm, rings
alternately every fifteen seconds for twelve minutes, with " Shut-off"
switch. Extra large bell. Height, 7 inches. Dial, 4% inches. Case seam-
less brass nickeled.

THE ALARM CLOCK WITH THE CONCEALED BELL
SEE CUT OF INTERIOR VIEW SHOWING BELL LOCATED ENTIRELY WITHIN THE CASE. THE UNSIGHTLY VISIBLE BELL ELIMINATED.

BELL CANNOT BE DISARRANGED OR THROWN OUT OF ADJUSTMENT,

SIREN. 30 Hour Time Long Alarm (4 minutes) with " Shut-off " switch. Large hell inside of case.
(See interior view.) Height, 6 inches. Dial, 4% inches solid brass. Case nickeled and highly polished

VIBRATOR. 30 Hour Time,
.

Repeating Alarm, rings alternately every fifteen seconds for twelve
minutes with " Shut-off " switch. Large bell inside of case. (See interior view.) Height, 6 inches. Dial,
4% inches solid brass silvered. Case solid brass old brass finish.

 ThAI2 THIS OFF AND MAIL

ROTATOR. 30 Hour Time, Repeating Alarm, rings
alternately every fifteen seconds for twelve minutes, with
" Shut-off" switch. Large bell inside of case. (See interior
view.) Height, 6 inches. Dial, 4!'; inches. Case seamless
brass nickeled.

TO-DAY

THE E. INGRAHAM CO., Bristol, Conn.
Gentlemen :—Enclosed find $6.00. Please send me express prepaid your "Introductory Assortment" of Eight Alarm Clocks,

consisting of " Standard," " The Rattler," "Long Alarm," "Alternator," "Di-Alternator," " Siren," " Vibrator" and "Rotator."
Yours truly,

Name

Address



These Three

Elgin Watches
are being specially featured in
the current Elgin advertising.

THEY are the most popular men's watches
made.

The G. M. Wheeler Movement, in its various sizes,
exactly meets the general demand for a thor-
oughly good watch at a moderate price.

The Lord Elgin Thin Model is receiving great favor
from men who like the style of a thin watch.
For wear with evening dress this model is
especially desirable.

Every dealer should keep his stock of Elgins full
and should particularly see that he is well
supplied with these three numbers that are
being emphasized in the extensive Elgin
advertising.

Retail prices on these models
are being advertised as follows:

G. M. WHEELER, 18, 16, or 12 Size.
In Filled Gold Cases, $30 and up.
In Solid Gold Cases, $50 and up.

LORD ELGIN, Thin Model (one size).
In Filled Gold Cases, $21 and up.
In Solid Gold Cases, $35 and up.

Write your jobber or this company direct for your prices.

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY,
Factories: ELGIN, ILL, U. S. A.

New York Office, General Offices,
15 Maiden Lane. 131 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

G. M. WHEELER MODEL, 12 Size.

LORD ELGIN, Thin Model.

G. M. WHEELER MODEL, 16 Size.

Ring Out the Old Ring In the New
Why travel in the same old rut the balance of your natural life, and buy the same antiquated styles of Nickel Alarm Clocks your

grandfather used to buy, just because some manufacturers have not thought it necessary to produce new designs in Nickel Alarms
as they do in other clocks?

We have some new ones, superior to
anything heretofore made, and to introduce
them and put a set into the hands of every
jeweler, we will on receipt of $6.00 deliver
east of the Rocky Mountains, express pre-
paid, one sample of each, consisting of
eight clocks as described.

Don't fail to avail yourself of this oppor-
tunity to see a complete line of up-to-date
Alarm Clocks.

See coupon at bottom of page.

The
E. Ingraham Co.

Bristol, Conn.

STANDARD. 30 Hour Time Alarm with " Shut - off " switch.
Height, 6% inches. Dial, 4,!; inches. Case seamless brass nickeled.

THE RATTLER. 30 Hour Time Alarm with " Shut-off " switch.
Height, 6% inches. Dial, 4% inches. Case nickeled and highly polished.

LONG ALARM. 30 Hour Time. Six-minute Alarm with " Shut-
off " switch. Height, 6% inches. Dial, 4% inches. Case seamless brass
nickeled.

ALTERNATOR. 30 Hour Time, Repeating Alarm, rings alter-
nately every fifteen seconds for twelve minutes, with " Shut-off " switch.
Height, 63; inches. Dial, 4% inches. Case seamless brass nickeled.

DI-ALTERNATOR. 30 Hour Time, Repeating Alarm, rings
alternately every fifteen seconds for twelve minutes, with " Shut-off"
switch. Extra large bell. Height, 7 inches. Dial, 43 inches. Case seam-
less brass nickeled.

THE ALARM CLOCK WITH THE CONCEALED BELL
SEE CUT OF INTERIOR VIEW SHOWING BELL LOCATED ENTIRELY WITHIN THE CASE. THE UNSIGHTLY VISIBLE BELL ELIMINATED.

BELL CANNOT BE DISARRANGED OR THROWN OUT OF ADJUSTMENT.

SIREN. 30 Hour Time Long Alarm (4 minutes) with " Shut-off " switch. Large bell inside of case.
(See vintIeBriRorvTiewo.R. m H) Height, 

Time, 
D ial, 4i2 inches solid brass. Case nickeled and highly polished.A 
Repeating Alarm, rings alternately every fifteen seconds for twelve

minutes with "Shut-off " switch. Large bell inside of case. (See interior view.) Height, 6 inches. Dial,
4% inches solid brass silvered. Case solid brass old brass finish.

  TA11,2 THIS OFF AND MAIL

ROTATOR. 30 Hour Time, Repeating Alarm, rings
alternately every fifteen seconds for twelve minutes, with
" Shut-off" switch. Large bell inside of case. (See interior
view.) Height, 6 inches. Dial, 4,5; inches. Case seamless
brass nickeled.

TO-DAY
THE E. INGRAHAM CO., Bristol, Conn.

Gentlemen :—Enclosed find $6.00. Please send me express prepaid your " Introductory Assortment " of Eight Alarm Clocks,
consisting of "Standard," " The Rattler," "Long Alarm," "Alternator," "Di-Alternator," " Siren," " Vibrator" and " Rotator."

• Yours truly,

Name

Address
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The Thinnest of American Watches
WALTHAM—"COLONIAL SERIES"

"LORD

stock for
gilt, silver

ELGIN ELGIN"

A Gentleman's Watch
Every up-to-date Jeweler will have an assortment of these watches in his
the Holidays, it would not be complete without them. Can be had in
or white-enameled dials.

Send your orders for same to

THE NON-RETAILING COMPANY
Jobbers in WATCHES and CHAINS

LANCASTER, PA.

Distributing
Agents for

Oneida
Community

Silver

"CM■1

Efficient Tools at Reasonable Cost
Manufactured by

HAFWINOE BROS.
New No. 3135 to 3141 Lincoln Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Pivot Polisher with Screw Base, $40.00
Plain 30.00

For other attachments, see No. 5 Catalogue

Full Size

This
chuck
may be
fitted to
any
style of
lathe

Four-Jawed Chuck 2" Price, $10.00
" 2'V " 12.00

HOUGHTON
FACE PLATE

MFG!). 13Y

HAROINGE BROS.

Price with Trefoil peep holes, $8.00
Old style changed, each, $2.00

Write for No. 5 Catalogue

JEWELINO CHUCKS
To fit sizes 38 or 50 wire chuck

Set of 10 Brass, $1.50
.' 10 Steel, 2.50

SCHOLER CROWN CHUCK
Fated to any lathe Price, each, $2.50

HARDINGE COMBINED

MATeolt 
TOOL.DEPTF4IK TOOL &—

MOVE

Price wit 3h 2 arm 32s, $2:50, 5
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THE DEMANDS FOR THE HOLIDAY TRADE
are already pushing us to the limit. We take this as a fair indication that business will be even more brisk and strenuous during the next two months.
To take care of your trade properly it is therefore absolutely essential that you use the latest and most efficient Tools in your repair department.

To land your share of this business you must not only have attractive
goods but display them in the most unique and artistic way. Our Cards,
Tags, Boxes and Display Trays are winners. Our prices tempting.
We solicit correspondence. Let us hear from you.

The
Parker
Dent

Remover
Price, 75c. net cash

The unusual popu-
larity of this new
tool is most grati-
fying and is an ex-
cellent indication
of its usefulness
and efficiency. It
is the simplest and
quickest tool on
the market for re-
moving dents and
putting cases in
shape which have
become sprung.
Will fit any size
watch case or
locket.

H M PARK tfit
PENT.ITZMOVER

All
prices
not

specified
net

are less

for cash

The E.& J. S. Perfect " Fingerpiece Eyeglass

NOTE THESE f Solid Gold   $18.00 dozen ; $1.60 each
PRicEs 1 Gold Filled   9.00 " .85 "
The E. AL J. S. " Perfect " combines Comfort, Strength and Beauty. Put on or removed

with one hand. The self-adjusting guards automatically conform to the shape of any nose
without pinching. Has strong selling features. Let us send you a selection.

Try our Gold Filled Fitting Sets of one Dozen. Price $10.50
With these fitting sets any face can be correctly and comfortably fitted.

Open Brush Packed Brush Brush Loaded
No. 38 Yale Satin Finishing Brush

Price, Packed Brush, diameter 5 inches. Each $2  50
This satin finishing brush gives excellent results at small cost. Wires can be replaced when worndown. Gives sand blast effect by holding small piece of emery to face of brush while in motion. Thissharpens the points, after which reverse the direction of the brush and any kind of satin finish frompearl to sand blast may be obtained.

How is Your Diamond Stock?

Patent applied for

No. 1 Ideal Plating Machine
Price, net cash   $15.00

For recoloring and refinishing repair jobs or old jewelry this
machine has no equal. This is the only machine furnishing five dif-
ferent strengths of current, five shades of color for each solution.
Plates roman, red, rose, green, silver, copper and nickel. Formulte
for making solutions and full directions for plating all above colors
come with machine. Simple and practical.

THE E & J. S. SPECIAL LATHE

Our Diamonds and Prices will help you make sales. We
ask your special attention to our large assortment of Beautiful
White Perfect and Finely Cut Diamonds. Loose and Mounted
in all sizes.

Our prices are the very lowest. We send selections on
memorandum to responsible dealers.

Premier Lathe, complete, $26.50

The best medium price lathe ever put on the market.
Combination consists of 6 split chucks, 2 step chucks, 1 cement and

1 screw chuck, 8 brass cement chucks, belting and chuck stand.
This is a most attractive lathe, full nickel-plated and absolutely

true and one that we can safely recommend as satisfactory and reliable.
Size of lathe : Length, 12 inches ; bed to center, 2 inches. Extra

attachments can be added at any time as they interchange perfectly.

AVOID DELAY
by ordering at once. We are now in a position to fill all orders in every department at once. Use our
Catalogue when making up your Tool, Material and Optical Orders. We are headquarters for Jewelers',
Watchmakers', Engravers' and Opticians' Supplies. Write its for a copy of our Catalogue. We send
it free of charge to the legitimate trade upon receipt of request with business card.

Velvet Spring Cover Boxes
Per dozen

No. 616. Medium Grade Ring  $2.25
No. 600. Good Quality Ring   3.00
No. 616. Good Quality Brooch   3.00
No. 612. Good Quality Scarf Pin .   3.00
No. 614. Good Quality Dumb Bell . . 3.00
No. 602. Fine Velvet Stud   3.00
No. 608. Fine Velvet Screw Ear Drop .   3.00

Colors are : Red, Purple and Green,
White Velvet Lined.

Red Crepe Leatherette Boxes
Nickel Catch White Velvet Lined

No. 8. Ring   doz. $1.88
No. 22. Stud   " 1.88
No. 36. Dumb Bell   " 2.12
No. 50. Scarf Pin   " 2.12
No. 54. Brooch   " 2.12
No. 118. Russian Morocco Ring . " 4.50

Prices include stamping in Gold Leaf
in one dozen lots.

THE E. 84 J. SWIGART CO., Cincinnati, Ohio
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We Didn't Discover
the North Pole

Nor are we putting in a claim for any
part of the glory so magnificently won
by Cook and Peary-but we are indulg-
ing in the personal triumph of being
the first to discover the Best Way of
reaching the interests of the American
jewelers by blazing the route with
BETTER PRICES, BETTER MONEY'S
WORTH AND QUICKEST RETURNS FOR

Old Gold, Silver, Filled Cases and Jewelers' Sweeps
When Dr. Cook stood upon the Apex of the World, South was the only direction
to which his needle pointed-but our ASSAYIN G Needles radiate Satisfaction
and Value Giving from all points, and the evidence of it is expressed in the few
testimonials submitted, showing the different points from where we draw business.

\\.;111.,e• 11/4//1, ■0111 • • • •
.0'00\ I. •

MAINE

Lisbon Falls. Me.
Check received -am
well satisfied and
more than I expected.

Respectfully,
C. H. Irving.

NEW YORK
Buffalo, N. Y.

Have often sent you
Old Gold and Silver
and always satisfied
with returns.

Yours truly.
George Hahnemann.

•:„;;;;1

\

IOWA
Clinton, Ia.

Check sent for
Sweeps was just that
much money found.
Take pleasure in ex-
tending thanks for
prompt returns.

Brumer Bros.
Mfg. Jewelers.

,•

„s1
--•

OREGON
Portland, Ore.

Check for $402.00, re-
turns for Sweepings,
perfectly satisfactory
to us. With thanks,
we remain,

Yours,
A. & C. Feldenheimer

ji,\\ ""•:•;..". !41\\

TEXAS
Haskel, Texas.

Check for Old Gold
received, really more
than expected.
Thanks for prompt
attention.

Yours truly,
H. M. Craig.

With a guarantee of these advantages we solicit the business of Eastern and
New England Jewelers, asking them to direct their shipments to

•••

;;;;;:\

GOLDSMITH BROS. SMELTING & REFINING CO.
20 JOHN STREET • • • •

• • • • NEW YORK CITY

To our Southern and Western trade and of the Middle West the same advantages
are extended and their shipments will receive the usual attention when directed to

GOLDSMITH BROS. SMELTING & REFINING CO.
905 HEYWORTH BUILDING • • • •

• • • • CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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WATCH & OPTICAL C9

You send us your orders

Your Interest
Profit
Bank Account

Elgin
Waltham
Howard 
Hamilton MOVEMENTS

Excelsior
Standard

Will be the gainer
What more can you ask? No. 166-14 K. Gold Repeater

HEADQUARTERS FOR
Chronographs Thin Models $5.50Horse Timers Chatelaines
Split Seconds Bench Timers 1 toRepeaters Alarm Watches
Nurses' Watches Football Watches $450.00Physicians' Watches

Catalogue on Application
A Full Line of Jewelry

Jobbers and Manufacturers of Optical Goods
Strictly Wholesale 328-330-332 Superior Street . . . TOLEDO, OHIO

The Phenomenal Sale of this
Case Proves its Usefulness

Jewelers with a keen eye in every case relating to their business, saw at once
the beauty, utility and cheapness of our IDEAL" CASE.

It is made of solid oak, or other wood desired, highly polished, beveled plate-
glass top, double strength glass front, ends and doors, has two highly polished
shelves of .same wood as case, supported by Tom's adjustable brackets, metal legs
six inches high, and doors run on steel tracks.

DIMENSIONS:—Length as ordered, 28 inches wide, 43 inches high, upper shelf
12 inches wide, lower shelf 16 inches.

The construction of this case is first class. It has a nicely molded top, orna-
mented with egg and dart.

A BEAUTIFUL CASE

Made and sold by

Wall Cases. Solid Oak. 8 feet long, 8 feet 4 inches high, 1 foot 4 inches deep
Inside. Doors slide um fastened to Morton's steel chains and weights, Inside of case and
shelves lined with black felt. Made to ship in the knock down.

Net price, $58.00. Worth $70.00

Union Show Case Co.
Salesroom, Office and Factory

56-66 Frank Street, CHICAGO
Take the Blue Island Avenue Car
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Diamond and Stone Setting Tool No. 85. (Pat. applied tor)

The only tool that will do the work correctly and quickly

These tools, invented by a stone setter of many years experience, will do the
work they are intended for with absolute perfection, whether in the hands of an
experienced or inexperienced workman. In eight seconds after adjustment in
lathe will cut a smooth seat for any stone from 1/16 to 2 carats.

Tools are made of polished and hardened steel and are indestructible. Will fit
in Chucks Nos. 28 and 44.

The greatest time-saving device ever invented in the line of stone setting
cutters. Put up iu neat block and box.

Price, per set, $5.50

For Sale

by all

Jobbers

in the

United

States

and

Canada

Screw Driver No. 112
With Special Clamp and Two Blades. Price, $1.00

Use the screw driver like an ordinary one until the screw is partly extracted. Then press the

sliding clamp down ; this is so made that it engages the head of the screw and holds it until it is

desired to put it back again, when it automatically disengages itself, and the driver sends the screw

clear home. Particularly useful with stud screws.
Our illustration shows the clamp drawn back, which permits the driver to be used like any

ordinary Spectacle Screw Driver. The other illustration shows screw held in the clamp ready to be
placed in the mounting.

1111Piii1111111ilii!1!

Spectacle and Eyeglass Setting-up Pad No. 1

This pad consists of a circular piece of rubber, not too solid to yield when a con-

vex surface is laid upon it, thus preventing any possible breakage. It has a metal rim

with two bent arms which hold the clamps of tho eyeglass or spectacle, and keep them

in place while the screw is driven home.

Instructions for Using the Setting-up Pad No. 1

Put the lens in the straps of mounting. Then put the lens in the holder by
letting the two prongs come on each side of the stud, bolding the lens in place
between the thutnb and forefinger of the left hand. Draw the lens up in the strap by
pressing the thumb of the right hand against the end of the lens, and with the fore-
finger and middle finger of the right hand press against the rim of the holder on each
side of the two prongs. Place spectacle in holder in the same way. Then secure the
lens by turning the screw home. Will hold any strap of rimless spectacle or eyeglasses.

Oar illustration shows " So-Easy " Eyeglass Mounting on Pad. We show this
one in particular, as it is one of the most difficult ones to assemble.

Price, each, 50 cents

Improved Bezel

and
Wheel Chuck

No. 26

Each, $9.00

(Cut is full size)

Larger capacity for hold-
ing work and improved
construction.

Will hold wheels or plates
from 3 min. to 52 mtn.

Bezels, rings, watch cases,
etc., from 13 mm. to 62
ram.

State name and size of
lathe when ordering.

•

ROLLER REMOVER No. 60
(Patented'

Nickel-plated, each - $1.50

A thoroughly efficient and quick acting Roller Remover. The work is always

plainly in sight. The roller is held in the grooved jaws of the pliers. The adjust-

able head which holds the screw is quickly brought into position over the staff,

and the most obstinate roller will instantly yield to the gradual pressure of the
screw.

A NEW REFLECTING E.YE-GLASS

PotrEAMOD AP.

WORTH MORE THAN TEN TIMES

TUE PRICE,FDR ESCAPEMENT-

WORK ALONE.

- smug, -3"FOCUS.
PRICE .85 7

,
77ut

Watch Reflecting Loupes
For inspection between the plates of a wateit

movement or any recess front which light is
excluded, this loupe is an absolute necessity.
They have been greatly improved in construe-
tion, tke mirrors now being optically ground
concave, which causes them to reflect powerful
rays of light at the necessary point.

Single Lens, made in 2, 21,4 and 3-ineh foci.
Each, 85 cents

Double Lens, very powerful . . Each, $1.50

HA1VIMEL, MEANDER & cc)• NEW YORK
47=49 Maiden Lane



OLIVER QUALITY
JEWELERS' MACHINERY

0

They are the BEST, the MOST RELIABLE, have
QUALITY, FINISH, ELASTICITY, TEMPER,
STRENGTH and DURABILITY, are COILED and
TAGGED and arranged in the MOST CONVENI-
ENT manner and fit the barrel without uncoiling.

There is no waste material in the
Oliver Quality Drop Press. There
i just ust enough in each part to perform

its function well. That is why our Drops
are so low in price and so high in quality.

Described in Catalogue No. 17

"These Mainspring's arc used by
more Railroad Watch Inspectors
than any other on the market."

Enlarged and correct view of Waltham No. 2203 " Imperial " Mainspring, coiled and tagged.
None genuine unless marked " Imperial " and bearing our registered trade-mark as shown MI cut.

The word " Imperial " is etched ou the end of each spring. BEWARE OF IMITATION.

which represent the greatest value for the least money, are closely gaged, well finished,
spring tempered, popular price and will fit in barrels without making any change in tips,
holes or braces.

Attention is called to the " IMPERIAL " TRADE RECORD BOOKS specified below:
They are highly necessary to keep Stock and Repairs in systematic order ; the books employ the simplest and most thorough arrangement to be had for

recording Watch, Jewelry and Optical Repairs, Purchasing of Watches, Sale and Stock on hand. All records being made in one line, requires but little time to
keep in a proper manner ; all elaborate bookkeeping being dispensed with. Each page has printed heading, is numbered and ruled, with a complete index in the
back of the book. The reproductions represent fac-sitnile headings, ruling and 3 width of each page. The lines give ample space for the fullest record ; the
books are well made, substantially bound with Russian leather corners and back.

"IMPERIAL" WATCH REPAIR RECORD.

The No. 4A Oliver Quality
Rolling Mill is of an entirely

  original design. It will finish
stock absolutely smooth and flat and
still it has the strength and power
for the most severe requirements.
May we send you Catalogue No. 17?

COPYRIGHTED BY W. GREEN D CO., NEW YORK

Published by W. GREEN & CO., Importers sou Msnafseturers, Watch Materials. Tools, Jewelers' and Engravers' Supplies, 81 Nassau St., New York.
 -

ob Description of Description of Date OWNER'S NAMF: Left by Deliv'd to 
Date REPAIRS PRICE 

Sentto,

N
J
mber . Case and Number Movement and Number Reed Ded or Rep'd by

N ). 1837. On best el utl ity look Panel'. for 3000 J0148
No. 1837M. On Ledger palm for 6000 jobs   " 3.00; " 27e.

  price, $1.50 ; postage, 1 7e.

"IMPERIAL" WATCH PURCHASE, WATCH STOCK AND WATCI-I SALE RECORD.
COPYRIGHTED BY W. GREEN & 00., NEW YOHK

Publishedby W. GREEN & CO., Importer. aed Manufacturers, Watch Materials, Tools, Jewelers' and Engravers* Supplies, 81 Nassau St., New York.

 ,  
Stock 

Dlumber 
Description of Case Number Description of Movement Number Bought of Date Cost To Whom Sold. Date Sold Sold for

THE W. W. OLIVER MANUFACTURING CO.
149 0 Niagara Street, BUFFALO, N. Y.

OLIVER QUALITY PRODUCTS are carried in stock by the AMERICAN OIL & SUPPLY CO.,
52 Lafayette Street, Newark, N. J.

No. 1838. On best quality Book paper, for 9000 entries   price, 51.50; postage, 13e.
No. 18381A. On Ledger paper, for 4000 entries   3.4)0; 20e.

"IMPERIAL" JEWELRY AND OPTICAL REPAIR RECORD.
CO1'11110117E0 DY W. GREEN E. CO., NEW YORK

Published by W. GREEN & CO., Importer-sane Manufacturers, Watch Materials, Tools, Jewelers' and Engravers' Supplies, 81 Nassau St., New York.

job

 
DESCRIPTION OF ARTICLE Date

OWNER'S NAME Left by Deliv'd to Deliv'd
Date REPAIRS PRICE 

Sent to

Number Ree'd or Rep'd by

No, 1839. On best qual'ty Book paper, for 3000 Jobs   price, $1.50; postage, 1 7e.
No. 18391A. On Ledger pa per, for 6000 Jobs   " 3.00 ; 37e.

Watchmakers' and
Jewelers' Supply House
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U. S. Mint, Philadelphia

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ACCEPTS
at its mints and assay offices, large consignments of old gold, refines same and remits proceeds
by express.

About 6 to 8 days' time is required to get returns, from which refining and coinage charges
are deducted and return expressage to pay.

The value placed by the U. S. Government on a consignment is absolute and final, from which
there is no recourse.

Wendell and Company accept at their assay offices and refineries small lots of Old Gold
($t to $25o), remit full value at once by draft, before refining, and hold consignments until valuations
are accepted.

If there is any doubt about the valuation placed upon a consignment by them, it is immediately
returned in its original condition, express charges prepaid.

Their large business requires complete assaying, smelting and refining departments. They handle without additional
expense and use in their own factories all old gold and silver consigned to them. The difference in the value of old gold
(before refining) and fine gold (after refining) is their profit, which is very much smaller than it would have to be if they con-
ducted a separate refining business with a large investment in plants and expenses ranging from 15 to 25 per cent. of the
value of old metal received.

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT DOES NOT BUY OLD SILVER
It accepts same for refining, and returns the fine silver in bars, less the refining charges, by express.
Wendell and Company buy old silver outright at the full market value, which is governed by

the price of fine silver.

47 John Street
New York

DO NOT PAY YOUR BILLS WITH OLD GOLD OR SILVER

Sell it to Wendell and Company
with the returns. You will save much
take gold and silver on account do not
means of ascertaining its exact value,
value on it that will afford two profits.

for full cash value and pay your bills
by so doing. Most of the firms that
use it themselves ; nor have they any
but depend on others, who place a

WENDELL AND COMPANY,

ASSAYERS, SMELTERS AND REFINERS.
Established 25 years.

Polishings, crucibles, bench and floor sweeps economically handled and
proceeds promptly remitted.

 •

kj "kli'JI"PrOil

" I

256 Madison Street
Chicago, Ill.

OLD and NEW
1721

WE CAN GIVE but a faint idea
on this page of the great variety

and careful, experienced selection
displayed in the departments of our
1910 Catalogue devoted to

Gold and Roll
Plate Jewelry
In CHAINS, GUARDS, BADGES, EMBLEMS,

SCARF PINS, FOB CHAINS, BROOCHES,

BRACELETS, BUTTONS, CHARMS,

LOCKETS, PIN SETS, RINGS, Etc.

as in all other lines which go to make up a
complete wholesale jewelry stock, we are head-
quarters for the West and South.

OUR CATALOGUE is made for the Dealer to sell from,
and our stocks in every department are ample, so that this year, as in eighteen
years past, dealers may count on quick delivery at any and all times. We depend
on superior values, fair treatment, progressive methods and prompt service to hold
our old customers and win new ones. Wise dealers will avoid unpleasant and
unprofitable delays by dealing with a wholesale house whose promises are backed by
an unbroken record of performance extending over eighteen years of successful
business. If you have not already received it, write to-day for our big new catalogue.

 WE ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR 

ELGIN AND WALTHAM MOVEMENTS
KEYSTONE, CRESCENT and CROWN CASES
"1847" ROGERS BROS., "ALVIN" PLATE

and "COMMUNITY" SILVER

CLOCKS, BRONZES and CUT GLASS AND ALL THE

BEST LINES of JEWELRY and HOLIDAY GOODS

ALBERT BROTHERS
Wholesale Jewelers CINCINNATI, OHIO

"THE QUICK DELIVERY HOUSE"
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e are Sole Agents for the above Celebrated Files. They can be had from your Jobber in all shapes, sizes and numbers. They are the equal of any Swiss File made. Give them a trial and youwill buy no other make in the future. Made of the hest quality of steel and are the duplicates in shapes, numbers and price of the Grobet Files. Illustrated price-list sent on application.

The Perfection Gold Plating Solution

pgF?FECT iorm
GOLD -

COLORINGSOLUTION

pilosume
0,-...BOTH

OLDROSE^..ROMAN
(041511FROM TAME BOTTLE

DIRECTIONS.

. ....

The Perfection Solution is the only one on the
market which positively gives you an Old Rose and
Roman finish from the same bottle. Other makers
of solution claim to do the same thing simply by
overheating the fluid. This is wrong and the finish
is " muggy " looking.

The Perfection Solution has a coloring matter
In it that dyes every article put in the solution and
left long enough to give an Old Rose color. The
Roman color is obtained by taking the article out
of the solution as soon as the gold is thoroughly
deposited and before the Old Rose dye has begun
to deposit.

Remember, Perfection Gold Coloring Solution
is put up in 32 oz. and 16 oz. Bottles and sold for
$3.00 and $1.75 respectively, while inferior solu-
tions charge the same for pint and 3. pint bottles.
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Robbins'
Improved Turret-head

Interchangeable
Roller Remover

The most practical tool ever
offered. Will take off any roller,
single or double, instantly. Has
five interchangeable heads.

Price, $3.00

" Superior"
Mainsprings
This well-known brand is

worthy of its name:
Superior in FINISH.
Superior In QUALITY.
Superior in TEMPER.

Price, $1.25 per doz.

Ask Your Jobber for These Goods

Sole
Agents,

Robbins' Latest Improved Mainspring Winder (With handle)
The simplest on the market. No changing of barrels required. This isthe quickest action Mainspring Winder on the market.

Nickel-plated. Price. $1.75Complete directions for use with each tool.
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OPTICIANS' LENS FILES
Set of three Optician,' Lens Files, with Rubber Handles, in neat cardboardbox. Price. 50 cents per set.

THE BEST IS THE CHEAPEST

Why the "LAFAYETTE MAINSPRING" is superior
tat—It is guaranteed to be made of the Best Steel.
2d-lt is made by Skilled Hand Labor.
3d-Each Spring is wrapped in Oil Paper and Silver Foil, which packing positively avoidsexposure to the moisture of the air, and therefore all danger of rust is prevented.4th-Each Spring bears a Metal Tag, indicating the watch it is intended for, which accuracyIs warranted.
5th-Each dozen is put in a neat Boz, having twelve particions, one for each spring, so thehandling of several springs at one time is avoided.
6th—The finish of the " Lafayette Spring" is, like its quality, superior to any in the market.

P•P • Exclusive Wholesale 77 John StreetHenry Lunmern & Co•y Inc., 11).iit.raibnudtraanfal
NEW YORK CITY

SEND FOR A COPY OF OUR NEW CATALOG JUST WE
It is the Handsomest Jewelry Catalog Ever Issued and Will Meet the Demands of the Most Critical. If You Contemplate Issuing Catalogs This Season, Now is

the Time to Place Your Order. This is an Opportunity You Cannot Afford to Miss.

PROMINENT JEWELERS WHO WILL SEND OUT OUR CATALOGS THIS FALL:

SWITZER BROS.

STORE OF SWITZER BROS., MT. CLEMENS, MICH.

TRENTON, MO., Feb. II, 19o9.
THE ARNSTINE BROS. CO.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

Gentlemen:—Replying to yours of the 8th inst., re-
garding the benefits derived from the use of your
catalogs during the past year, we are pleased to say
that they have become such an important feature in our
business that we hardly see how we could do business
without them.

It not only advertises our business in the rural
districts and brings customers from miles around, but
we have on our books customers in ten different States,
former residents of Trenton to whom we mailed our
catalogs, receiving numerous mail orders from them.

We have used your catalogs for five years and
cannot recommend them too highly as a "trade builder."

Very respectfully yours,
THE RANGE JEWELRY CO.

The Catalogs sent out by this
firm since 1904 were made by
The Arnstine Bros. Company

HERE IS PROOF
THAT OUR CATALOGS

BRING RESULTS

MT. CLEMENS, MICH., March 13, 1909.
THE ARNSTINE BROS. CO.,

Cleveland, Ohio.
Dear Sirs:—We are well pleased with the results obtained through

the use of your catalog this year. We have used them for four years
and each year has shown us a very satisfactory increase in business.

We expect to use them in our two stores the coming year, having
just purchased the R. H. Brabb Jewelry Store at Ypsilanti, Mich.

Very truly yours,
SWITZER BROS.

The Catalogs sent out by this
firm since 1904 were made by
The Arnstine Bros. Company

RANGE j-E-IvELRy CO a

oteo.^Nita.k:

STORE OF THE RANGE JEWELRY COMPANY, TRENTON, MO.

We are represented in every State in the Union. If you contemplate using Catalogs, and will notify us,
we will have our representative call on you and explain our proposition.

THE ARNSTINE BROS. COMPANY
Originators of The Exclusive Catalog Method for Retail Jewelers

In writing us please mention this issue THE KEYSTONE CLEVELAND, OHIO
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The Most Vital Points of a Lathe are the Design and Workmanship

GEM
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RIVETT LATHE MFG. CO.

and the Rivett Lathe has gained its high

reputation by its quality in these respects.

We have put steady, hard work into our im-

provements and you will find if you inspect

our Lathe it will speak for itself.

Don't take our word for it, but look into

the matter yourself. This design challenges

the world for mechanical construction, and

the fact that it is a good design is shown by

those who copy us. Look it up and you will

see. We were the first to put out a Tip

over T Rest, but others have followed us

just as in other points.

Our design is shown herewith and our

spindle is in proportion for the "Ideal"

Lathe and large chucks. Write for circular

and full information.

Brighton, BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A.

"WINTER FIXTURES
THE STANDARD OF QUALITY and STYLE

ANYTHING FROM A STORE STOOL TO A COMPLETE OUTFIT

I 1,
1 I

f,1

The
"Collossus "
Wall Cases

Many
Imitators
But
No Equal

' 'WINTER CATALOGUES "—THE BOOKS THAT SHOW YOU —SENT UPON REQUEST
The most complete works oi their kind ever published. Works of Art. Books

"A" of Valuable Information. Complete in all details. Cost years of experience and-I
thousands of dollars. Size 9 x 12, 3 volumes. 600 pages complete.

-{ n n m
BOOKS THAT YOU NEED AND WILL KEEP. Colored finish samples, plans, sug-"B" gestios, interior views, elevatios, easurements, detailed description, prices,

etc.
' 
of the high-grade store fitting art—from start to finish.

0c 0 .1. Over 200 pages devoted to high-grade floor cases, show cases, counterst tables, specialties, etc., with full description and prices.
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE "09-A"

M. Winter Lumber Co. HIGH-GRADEFIXTURE MAKERS
Established 1865

SHEBOYGAN, WISCONSIN, U. S. A.
SALES AGENCIES

C. D. SMITH DRUG CO., - - - St. Joseph. Mo.
FELIX PARSONS CO., - - - - Dallas, Texas
FINLAY DICKS CO., - - - - New Orleans, La.
R. H. BIRDSALL. - - - Hamilton Bid., Portland. Ore.
MATTOON & KEPPEL, - - - New Haven, Conn.
IRVIN L. WARD & CO., 893 Ashbury St.,San Francisco, Cal.

A COMBINED BUNSEN
BURNER and BLOWPIPE
For Soldering Fine Jewelry, Spectacle Frames, Etc.

A prominent jeweler and optician writes:
"I receive.c1 the burner and my man
says it is just the thing; something he
has been looking for. It gives perfect
satisfaction.-

Ilionimuinnnsm; There is a reason for this : It is adjustable tom 
any position ; it will give a brush flame or aPATENTED MAY IS, 1000

No. 54 Burner. $2.50 fine pointed flame and can also be used as a
plain Bunsen burner.

Better Write for Catalogue " B.k "Describing it More Fully

BUFFALO DENTAL MANUFACTURING CO.
 BUFFALO, NEW YORK, U. S. A. 
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A FEW GOOD HOLIDAY SELLERS FROM OUR LARGE LINE OF

Unusual Clocks

Mission
Cuckoo
Clock
No. 22
retails
for $7.50

Mission Hall Clock No. 7
retails for $25.00

7 ft. high

Our Clocks are distinguished for their

Staunch Construction
Popular Designs

Fair Prices
Broad Guarantee

TRADE-MARK

CUCKOO CLOCKS
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Complete catalog illustrating the above and other good sellers
sent on request to dealers asking for them on their letterhead

Mission
Cuckoo
Clock
No. 23
retails
for $8.00

Arts and Crafts Hall Clock
Westminster Chimes
retails for about $75.00

American Cuckoo Clock Company, Inc.
Manufacturers, Importers and Exporters Cuckoo Clocks and other Unusual Clocks

Fairmount Avenue, Randolph and Fifth Streets Philadelphia, Pa.



MPK Kendrick & Davis
LEBANON, NEW HAMPSHIRE

Webster-Whitcomb
NEW MODEL

LATHE

AMERICAN WATCH
TOOL COMPANY

Waltham, Mass.

Now I Mr. Ambitious Watchmaker, is the time for you to select your new Staking
Tool and become thoroughly skilled in its use. Opportunity seeks the man who
is ready.

The praises of him who makes " two blades of grass grow where but one grew
before" have oft been sung.

You can accomplish as much in your own line by equipping yourself with the
right tools and acquiring skill in their use.

Unquestionably the workman of value is he who can turn out INVERTO
a lot of work, skilfully done, and done to stay done. DJE BINDING NUT

To the man who wills to accomplish—you, Mr. Ambitious
Watchmaker—Inverto will prove a strong ally. It has practically
double the range of old style Staking Tools.

INVESTIGATE

Descriptive circular on application Price, $35.00

There are no imitations and cannot be

Here's a new Trio for you ; you, a
master of your art, know good tools when
you see them. You also know the value
of any device that will save time in
your business.

Some time-saving devices do not
raise the quality of work done.
These tools DO.

IN COMPARING PRICES WITH OTHER

LATHES, LEARN THE DIFFERENCE

IN SIZE, QUALITY AND DETAILS OF
CONSTRUCTION

Parallel jaw, self opening ; holds all
sizes of balances. Used in conjunction
with the Adjusters' Stand in applying
balance washers, etc. Also in truing
and poising balances. After you have
trued and cleaned the balance, you
can make all necessary alterations in
the screws—while held in these pliers—
to poise the balance, without touching
it with the fingers, or distorting in the
slightest degree. Either of the legs
may be readily detached. Tempered
smooth steel jaws with soft renewable
facings. Nickel-plated, legs oxidized
steel. Saves time. Builds reputation.

"5,11111111 11111

New and unique. Designed to hold a balance
cock with balance attached. Saves getting oil from
the top pivot into the coils of the hairspring. Many a
watch, otherwise in good order, runs erratically from
this cause. Think of the times it is necessary to remove
the balance cock in repairing some watches. With
the Adjusters' Stand it may be done any number of
times without danger of oiling the hairspring, bending,
or getting dust or grit on the pivots. Then in applying
balance washers !—but send for descriptive circular;
that tells the whole story. You would make no
mistake, though, to order the tool at once.

Price, $1.75

Designed for turning the timing
screws of watches through exactly
tqual angles. It pays to be exact
when we perform such operations.
Easier now to be exact than to
guess at it. The tool has graduated
disk located near the blade where it is
in plain view while one is operating
on a screw. The cut shows the tool
correctly held.

Finished in oxidized steel and
nickel-plate, celluloid top.

Price, $1.00

NEW MODEL TIP-OVER
HAND-REST AND TAIL
STOCK

THE VITAL POINT in a Watchmaker's Lathe is the SPINDLE AND
ITS BUSHINGS. In this lathe the bearing surfaces of the spindle and its bushings
TOUCH THROUGHOUT THEIR ENTIRE AREA, insuring continued
TRUTH, easy running and greatest durability. This quality in our lathes is main-
tained by workmen of long experience in the operation of special machines devised
for this particular work.

Many lathes may be found in the market on which the front end of headstock
spindle bears only on the 45° angle, They may look well on superficial inspection,
but they will run hard if the spindle is closely adjusted, and are quite unreliable for
perfect work.

In buying a new lathe be SURE the spindle and bushings are PERFECTLY
FITTED. Without this a lathe is dear at any price.

Our lathes are finely finished. The curves are true and the surfaces smooth.
All sharp corners are carefully and uniformly rounded ; this makes a great difference
in the durability of the nickel plate. HEAVILY NICKELED.

In comparing lathes, the size and variety of CHUCKS, as well as the scope
and general character of the ATTACHMENTS should be considered.

The New Model Tail-
stock has a steel bushing
for spindle bearing. A
knurled ring in centre of
the tailstock binds the spin-
dle, keeping the alignment
perfect. There is nothing
to get out of order or break,
besides being quicker and
more positive in its action
than the old one.

The New Model Tip-
over flandrest is a great
improvement over the old
style. The lever which
binds the tee can be moved
into any position, is never
in the way and is a positive
bind. (Patent applied for.)
This is an advantage which
every watchmaker will ap-
preciate. Binding parts
are alimade of steel.

Lathe, including Taper and Screw Chuck, 6 Cement Chucks and Belting, $31.00
Extra Wire and Wheel Chucks . . . . . . .75 each

A chuck may look nice and shiny, yet be practically worthless. Examine critically the thread on our chucks in compari-

son with others. We do not use dies for threading our chucks. THEY ARE CUT IN A LATHE. The cone and body

of OUR chucks are GROUND to correct FORM and size ; the surfaces are STRAIGHT and TRUE ; compare them under

your eyeglass with the shiny ones. The thread and outer surfaces of a chuck, as well as its form and proportions, are

important elements in its continued truth and durability. The holes in our chucks are GROUND to size and truth.

We caution you against imitations. The GENUINE are stamped " WHITCOMB."

FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS IN THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA

37 and 39 Maiden LaneSUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO., NEW YORK Wholesale Agents

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO., Wholesale Agents
37-39 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
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Keystone Solid Gold Watch Cases

G 01048
12 AND le SIZE, PLAIN BASCINE

G 2124

12 AND 16 SIZE, HUNTING AND OPEN-FACE

'11 Oa,

12 AND 16 SIZE, HUNTING AND OPEN-FACE

NEW YORK
CHICAGO

12 Size and 16 Size Cases
Plain Polished and Engine-Turned, Hunting and Open-Face with or

without Lip Pendants, in a wide range of prices.
Engraved cases in a large variety of patterns.

G 3810
12 AND IS SIZE, HUNTING

G 378,11,
12 AND 16 SIZE, HUNTING,

KEYSTONE 14 K. SOLID GOLD CASES ASSAY
585 THOUSANDTHS FINE

14 K. GOLD ASSAYS 583 THOUSANDTHS FINE

TRADE-MARK IN BACK

AN

C..1 14K
1. .505 FINE •

c•C°

GUARANTEE IN CAP

SPECIAL HAND MADE

LOOK FUN THIS TAG

G 01041
12 AND IS SIZE. HUNTING AND OPEN-FACE

G 3692
12 AND 16 SIZE, HUNTING AND OPEN-FACE

THE KEYSTONE WATCH CASE CO.
PHILADELPHIA

G 2841
12 AND 16 SIZE, HUNTING AND OPEN-FACE

CINCINNATI
SAN FRANCISCO

Keystone Solid Gold Watch Cases

G 21231 C

DS 9

NEW YORK
CHICAGO

0 Size Hunting Cases
A large and varied assortment of models and effects

ranging from the plain to the very elaborate.

G 23692 C

R 8'2482 G

D 21497 C

THE KEYSTONE WATCH CASE CO.
PHILADELPHIA

CI 23440 C

0 23571 C

0 41934 0

CINCINNATI
SAN FRANCISCO

01397

1731
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THE CINCINNATI MARKETOFFERS YOU UNEXCELLED
BUYINCOPPORTUNITIES

CINCINNATI IS THE INDUSTRIAL CENTER of the South andWest.IF YOU HAVE NEVER VISITED CINCINNATI we 
invite you to

It offers retail jewelers unexcelled opportunities for buying diamonds, watches,io so. You will find the Cincinnati salesroom a help and 
inspiration in your

jewelry, tools and materials—in fact, everything that is needed in the jewelry store.buYing. If you can't visit this market send 
us your orders— the prompt

ind careful shipments will please you.
CINCINNATI JOBBERS and MANUFACTURERS are alive to all the
opportunities this city offers the retail trade by reason of its central location.ALL THAT THE CINCINNATI JOBBERS and 

MANUFACTURERS

Their progressiveness and aggressiveness will appeal strongly to the shrewdrequest is an investigation of the buying opportunities this 
market affords.

buyer. They guarantee a " square deal " in every sense of the word _Good business methods demand this investigation on 
your part, because—

selection, quality, price and prompt service. " THE BETTER YOU BUY, THE BETTER YOU SELL."

ALBERT BROTHERS
THE DORST COMPANY

THE GUSTAVE FOX CO.
L. GUTMANN & SONS

LINDENBERG, STRAUSS & CO.
THE MILLER JEWELRY CO.

JOS. NOTERMAN & CO.

THE OSKAMP-NOLTING CO.
RICHTER & PHILLIPS

A. G. SCHWAB & SONS
THE E. & J. SWIGART CO.

THE THOMA BROS. CO.
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Regent Glass Cabinet. Price, $6.50

New Model Webster-Whitcomb Lathe with New Model Tip-
over Hand Rest and Tailotock.

Full Nickel-plate. Price, $31.00
which includes Taper Churl:, Screw Chuck, Six 1%1 orb Cement
Chucks and 9 ft. Hound Belting.

floorI' p poulluil
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AMERICA'S BEST-KNOWN AUCTIONEERS No. 0. Po ishing Lathe Head
Price, $1.25

Definition Given an Auctioneer
By a great Dictionarian is that he is an Agent who represents the interests of the Seller and the Buyer. How well
and satisfactorily we have always fulfilled this vocation is best illustrated by our having sixteen sales in the city of
Cleveland, whose names we give below, proving that " reputation is the fruits of confidence." We gave satisfaction
not only to the dealer but the public, making a record for one city not approached by any other firm of auctioneers.
We are not only record breakers in this one city, but all over America. Sales made by us in the city of Cleveland:
Sumner Bros.' stock, Chas. Ettinger, McBride a, Marcellus, Sipe C& Sigler--four sales, F. B. Lewis—two sales,
Frank Tirney, Biskind Bros., Goldsoll Bros., Ben Sands, The Wardwell Co., Sigler Bros. Co.—two sales.

Sales Made During the Past Ten Months
B. Wingertor, entire stock—over $40,000—in five weeks, Akron, Ohio

Louis Lippman, entire stock—$28,000—in four weeks, Altoona, Pa.

Frank C. Toepp, South Bend, Ind.

S. R. Sneed, Gulfport, Miss.

Squires a, Lay, Laporte, Ind.

Will H. Booth, Sioux Falls, So. Dak.

H. Webber a, Co., Cadillac, Mich.

Geo. Nusbaum Co., Cleveland, Ohio

The Pitman Jewelry Co., Tulsa, Okla.

Ben Sands' entire stock, more than $50,000 in eight weeks, Cleve-
land, Ohio.

M. Scooler, second sale lasting seven weeks very successful,
New Orleans, La.

The bankrupt stock of Jos. Brown a, Co.—sale on State Street,
Chicago—over $75,000.

J. H. Lepper, Mason City, Iowa.
John H. Booth, Alton, Ill.
Hanna Jewelry Co., New Castle, Pa.—four sales.
J. F. Baldwin C81, Co., Shelbyville, Ky.—second sale.
Philip Jacoby, Kalispel, Mont.

No. 1. Polishing Lathe Head
Price, $2.00

si20 WAt11404
No.-2203_

guy mAiNs..savssan

1st —We have the longest-established partnership ever existing among Jewelry Auctioneers.
2d —We have made hundreds of sales, scores of them under unfavorable conditions, where others had failed.
3d —We have sold more merchandise and conducted more successful auctions than all of our competitors combined.
4th —We have made the greatest and most prominent sales made in this country.
5th—We are financially responsible—a sound credit from coast to coast for twenty-five years.
6th —We are in a position not only to aid and assist you in salesmanship, but in advancing any amount of cash,

sound business advice, doing ingenious advertising. OUR METHODS ARE ORIGINAL.

French Clock Stand
Price, $1.25

No. 0. Polishing Lathe Head and Stand
Price. $7.50

RINEMINIMMai
PARALLEL.

LENTILLE.

PATENT GENEVA.

EXTRA THICK MI-CONCAVE.

NOTICE—owing to the advance In the prices of Watch Classes by European
manufacturers, we have revised our prices to date as follows:

Geneva, ... . . $4.00 per gross ; $ .40 per doz.
" "

Patent Genevas . $8.00 per gross ; $ .75 per doz.

PRICE-LIST Thick Mi-Concaves . . . . 4.00 " .40 " Lentilles . . . . 12.00 1.25
"Mi-Concaves, Extra Thick 10.00 " .90 " Antiques . . . . 8.00 " .75

Parallels .... . . . 8.00 " .75 " Lunettes . . . . 3.00 " .25 "

5132 KIMBARK AVENUE
CHICAGO, ILL.

TELEPHONE, HYDE PARK 4745

Regent Foot Wheel.
BLANK ORDER SHEETS FOR WATCH GLASSES SENT UPON APPLICATION Improved $6.00

SEND A POSTAL FOR OUR

Pocket Price-List of Watch Tools and Materials
NOW READY

ORDERS FILLED FROM ANY CATALOGUE
Your orders for Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry or Material will receive
prompt and guaranteed satisfactory service as to quality and price

CROSS & BEGUELIN 
Impor,rast,cEexap,ogears azda, Manufacturers 23 NI

Silver-Plated Ware, Etc. 
'den Lane New York

(A Corporation)
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THE NEW MODEL MOSELEY LATHE

THE MOSELEY LATHES ARE LEADERS

NEW MODEL MOSELEY
Universal Face Plate

- ;

The New Model Conoidal Chuck
The STRONGEST and MOST
SCIENTIFICALLY PERFECT
CHUCK ever invented

NEW MODEL SWING REST
is included without extra charge

as the Many Thousands of More Than Satisfied Watchmakers who
are using them constantly in their daily work Abundantly Testify.

THE MOSELEY LATHES have been well and favorably known to the Watchmakers of the World for upward of a Third of a Century
and they have stood the test of this long and continuous service and under the most exacting conditions and they have been found More Than
Equal to All Requirements. They are of the BEST QUALITY of Material and Workmanship and they are UP-TO-DATE in Every Particular.

ACCURACY AND RAPIDITY—THEY ARE WHAT COUNT in these days of Most Strenuous Competition and THEY ARE SECURED
by the use of MOSELEY TOOLS. FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS. Write for Full Particulars.

THE MOSELEY LATHE CO., Elgin, III., U.S.A.

The best brand of jewelers' saws!

,11111111 • i,i,,„111

J. N. EBERLE & CIE
Aiigsbargs, Germany

Clement Combined Lathe Attachment
For
Watchmakers

(Patented)

Fitted to any
lathe

Complete as
shown

$40.00
strictly NET

REPLACINti

1.—Plain Tailstock

2.—Screw Tailstock

.3.—Swing Rest
Jeweling Caliper

4.—Slide Rest

5.—Pivot Polisher

6.—Filing Fixture

7.—Rounding-up Tool

8.—Milling Fixture

9.—Rusty Pinion
Polisher

10.—Profiling Fixture

I I.—Turret Bead

12.—Table Rest

====.

DOES

Turning
Facing
Recessing
Shouldering
Boring
Reaming
Milling
Drilling
Tapping
Counterboring
Sawing
Filing
Stoning
Surfacing
Jeweling
Traverse grinding
Polishing
Snelling
Damaskeening
Rounding up
Etc.

New Catalog
just out

Fully
Illustrated

Attachment
sent on
trial free

W. D. CLEMENT

WALTHAM, MASS.

1734 c

NEW IVORINE PRICE TABLETS FE
THE GREATEST PRICE TABLET EVER MADE

These Price Tablets enable one to do away with gummed labels, written cards, price clips and similar articles which have not
served to advantage. No waste of cards and labels. No damage to trays and cases. These are always ready—can be used
over and over again.

Made with pointed pins. Price accompanying an article in itself often makes a ready sale. Show your values.
These Price Tickets per gross $2.50. Per dozen $0.25. Not less than one dozen of a single price sold.)

L$50_.00_ 1-$3. so Ai. 1 Ail/bark

For the convenience of ordering, we offer these price tickets in sets of assortments, each
boxes with each price separate.

Assortment No. H775 containing six of each of 24 different price tickets assorted from $0.25 to $15.00
" H776 " twelve of each of " 44 i

" H777 " six of each of "
" H778 " twelve of each of "

$125.co

set put up neatly in partitioned

" $0.50 to $50.00

PRICE FOR COMPLETE 0.,
ASSORTMENT wc.....vt,

4.75
2.50
4.75

HOLLY TAGS, LABELS, CARDS and SEALS
Just what you need —just what

your customer's want. A complete
assortment of 450 pieces put up

neatly in Hinged Lid Box, parti-
tioned to contain 50 small enclosure
cards, 50 large enclosure cards, 50

small tags, 50 large tags, 50 large

gummed labels in book form, 200
assorted seals.

No. H936• THIS SPLENDID ASSORTMENT Complete, $1.10OF HOLLY CARDS, TAGS, Etc.

All Beautifully Embossed

Cards, Tags, Labels and Seals

Assorted Designs

CARDS ARE WHITE WITH
COLORED EMBOSSING AND

" CHRISTMAS GREETINGS"

OF VARIOUS STYLES
EMBOSSED IN GOLD

The Edward Improved Self- Centering Crown Chuck
ECLIPSES ALL PREVIOUS ONES  

No. H922 Each Nickel-plated, $0.85

All former ones made
with screw which when
desiring to adjust, it was
necessary to remove
chuck from la:he. With
this improved Crown
Chuck the adjustment is
made by merely turning
the main body while still
held fast in lathe.
This chuck, used for cut-
ting crowns deeper and
enlarging them, is made
to fit a No. 38 chuck of
any:ail-le. Four dif.erent
sizes of caps to hold
small to large crowns
furnished with each
Crown Chuck. Former
ones made of brass. This
made of best steel,
nickel plated.

Sample Box of Jewelers' Zyloloid Repairs
For COMBS, BARRETTES, ETC.

The Greatest Value Ever Offered in Combination Outfit

1 Doz. Nos. 5 and 6 Catches, Heavy Hand-made
1 Doz. Nos. 20 and 21 Joints, Hand-made
1 Doz. Nos. 57 and 95 Pins, Hand-made
1 Bottle Cement

Sample Box, Containing All Above Mentioned, $0.50

New
La Valliere
Stand

This is one of the best ever marketed. Attrac-
tive. Displays a La Valliere to greatest
advantage. Adjustable — can be raised or
lawered. Entirely covered with best purple
velvet. Height, 5' inches. Can be raised to
8 inches. Length of body 6 inches.

No. H606. Price, each, $1.25

NEW ROCOCO RING DISPLAY

Latest Rococo Ring Design 'Display, Purple
velvet. Small white cord around inner edge of
design, setting off display beautifully. Holds six
rings. Height, 6' i inches. Nickel easel back.
No. H605. Price, each, $1.85

For Jewelry Boxes of Every Description
WRITE for OUR FALL CIRCULAR or
Black Shield Watchman No. 6. It also
contains all the Latest Tools, Latest
Designs in Window Displays, Etc.

SWARTCHILD & COMPANY
THE LARGEST WATCHMAKERS' AND JEWELERS'
SUPPLY HOUSE UN THE. WC:loPtl—C) HEYWORTH BUILDING: MADISON ST. & WABASH AVE. CHICAGO, ILL.
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Do You Want to Increase Your Sales?

We can help you with

Prompt Shipments Satisfactory Goods Right Prices...----ff

ct.zzroil

\\''---=-_-_-_---"/".---/

,

• -•,/

ry

SELECTION PACKAGES
Sent to Responsible

Many sales are lost owing to delays in filling- orders.

It has happened to others—it has happened to you, too.

We realize the importance of this, and to the Jeweler who values and

appreciates prompt shipments we respectfully ofer our services.

Watches Diamonds Jewelry
COMMUNITY SILVER

, •'' '4°9

40.14140/40

/

.,

Baltimore Street JI WE R Y C,,,7, . /Mg ER
and Hopkins Place

Baltimore, Md.
Dealers

•1,L, ,, . , ., . ..., . . , dommommisifflemmommffifflyi§. -. .

NOT ONE COMPLAINT
Has ever been received R & WATCH and
from the users of CLOCK OILS.

Perlor Wsttch 04

Thousands of watchmakers and jewelers all over the
United States have found it to be the finest oil ever put on
the market. Will not gum, cut or blacken pivots. TRY IT

Send 25 cents to your jobber for a bottle.
M, Sickles & Sons, Philadelphia, Pa.
Swartchild & Co., Chicago, Ill.
Nordman Bros. Co., San Francisco, Cal.

. D. C. Percival & Co., Boston, Mass,
Wholesale Chas. May & Son, Boston, Mass.

Daniel Pratt's Son, 53 Franklin St., Boston, Mass.Selling :.,.osstehi, Lorsch & Co., New York City
Ili. S. Meiskey Co., Lancaster, Pa.Agents
E. &J. Swigart Co., Cincinnati, Ohio(
Montle', Itiglander & Co., New York City
E. I,. Deacon Jewelry Co., Denver, Cole.
Edwards & Sloane Jewelry Co., Kansas City, Mo.

RANLETT & LOWELL ewelers' BuildingCO..1 BOSTON, MASS.

,a1111111111111111' "

LIQUID A
dfilentin} Imp
d Pallet Jew.
CENURPHY.
ORMLIA.CANAD

Get the Genuine
Don't accept cheap substitutes ;

there is nothing else so good.

Sold by every Material Dealer in America

Price, 25c.

Sussfeld, Lorsch & Co.
Wholesale Distributing Agents

37 Maiden Lane, New York

No, C. DIAMOND BALANCE

11.11111,,11,111

HERMAN KOHLBUSCH, SR.
MANUFACTURER OF

Fine Balances and Weights

FOR EVERY PURPOSE
WHERE ACCURACY IS REQUIRED

194 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE
No. 2. UPRIGHT POCKET

DIAMOND SCALE
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YOUR OLD GOLD AND SILVER
Sent to this building—the new smelting and refining plant

of Thomas J. Dee & Co., will bring you quicker and larger

returns than you can possibly get elsewhere.

This building was designed and built especially for

the refining of gold, silver and platinum. It is the most

complete plant of its kind in the country.

Absolutely fireproof in construction, smooth concrete

floors in every room enable us to prevent loss or waste of

any material. Every scrap of metal, both precious and

base, is recovered. We even go to the extent of filtering

our smoke to prevent values getting away from us.

Thirty minutes' study of Thomas J. Dee & Co.'s plant

would convince you that no other concern in the country

devoted to the refining of precious metals would come up

to ours either in method or equipment.

Eighteen years of price-lifting service to the jewelry

trade is the platform on which we stand, and it is due to

the following out of these principles that we have pushed

ourselves ahead.

This is the kind of treatment that counts. The kind

of treatment that holds old customers and brings in new

ones—we intend to stick to it.

We have special facilities for the refining of old Crucibles, Polishings, Bench and
Floor Sweepings. Returns made in from three to five days after receipt of shipment.

Check for old gold and silver by return mail. Consignment held subject to your approval of our offer. If not

satisfactory, we will return shipment intact, charges prepaid.

Thomas J. Dee & Company
Gold, Silver and Platinum Refiners 

Office, 67 and 69 Washington St. Works, 317 E. Ontario St.

Chicago, Illinois
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The Ideal Plating Machine

PATENTED MAY 19, 1908

The only ma-
chine furnishing
five different
strengths of cur-
rent; five shades
of color for each
solution.
SIMPLE,

PR ACTI C AL
and INDIS-
PENSABLE,
always ready,
clean, compact,
sure in results,
the IDEAL
machine for the
jeweler.

An electro-plating machine that anyone can use. Just the thing to put
the new finishes on your old goods. Plates ROMAN, RED, ROSE, GREEN,
SILVER, COPPER and NICKEL.

FORMULAE for making solutions and full directions for plating all above
colors come with each machine. These alone are worth the price charged for
the outfit.

BATTERIES are ordinary dry cell and give 11, 3, 6, 9 and 12 volts
current (see cut), and should last a year or more with ordinary use and can
easily be replaced.

CONSTRUCTION is good; material of Oak, wood work nicely finished.
Lever and attachments nickel-plated. Jars for solutions hold 12 ounces and
are self-sealing. Plating tank or bowl of best enamel ware. One each pure
gold, pure silver and carbon anode. Connecting wires complete, ready for use.

Weight, 30 pounds crated. Size, 18 inches long, 9 inches high and 63/i
Inches wide. Guaranteed as represented or money refunded. Price, $15.00
net cash, F. 0. B. Kansas City, Mo.

The Ideal Plating Solution
RICH WITH GOLD SURE IN RESULTS

FULL AND COMPLETE DIRECTIONS
FOR PLATING ON EACH BOTTLE

Rose Gold Plating Solution, 12 Oz. Bottle. Price $2.25
Red Gold Plating Solution, 12 Oz. Bottle. Price 2,25
Roman Gold Plating Solution, 12 Oz, Bottle. Price 2.25
Green Gold Plating Solution, 12 Oz. Bottle. Price 2.25
Silver Plating Solution, 12 Oz. Bottle. Price . . .75

These solutions are not a new thing or an experi-
ment. We have been supplying them for some time to
jewelers who had difficulty in getting the pure chemicals
necessary for a perfect solution.

The success we have met with has induced us to
put them on the market.

Each Gold Solution of 12 ounces contains 45 grains
of chloride of gold, making an exceedingly rich and rapid
solution. All chemicals used are of uniform strength
and exactly suited to the amount of gold and solution.

To those who use the IDEAL PLATING MACHINE, for which these
solutions were first compounded, we guarantee absolute satisfaction in every
instance. Where used with any other plater you obtain better and quicker
results than with any other solution.

THE IDEAL
Pp :AT,

ROMAN
dPI,G, 51/,To ONp ut.

ting hard
an r Jobs.
w on old or %bo 

est

p.
worn Kock.,

Enamel, !notation or Pre.
emus t2onc.
Every 12.ounce bottle Gold
Plating Solution, Guar-
anteed to contain 45 grain.
Chloride of Uold
Solutions forniNhed In the

L following
% Rose. Romen. Red and %
to ,2 Green Gold. Silver, %
"a Cooper and Nickel. %

Ho

RECOMMENDED
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NE MEAL PLATING MACHINE
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Also complete stock of DIAMONDS, JEWELRY, WATCHES, SILVERWARE,
TOOLS, MATERIAL and OPTICAL GOODS, everything needed by the Retail Jeweler

If unable to obtain from your Jobber, order direct from the manufacturers

C. B. NORTON JEWELRY COMPANY 1013-15 Grand Avenue
KANSAS CITY, MO.

W. & R.
"Improved Rolling Mill"

FOR JEWELERS

The Rolls are 2 inches in diameter
by 3 inches long.

Made of Hardened Steel and
Ground perfectly true.

The Cogs are made of the best
steel and bearings of Bronze Metal.

Price $20.00

Can also supply Ring Rolls and
Square Rolls to fit same if desired.

Every Mill Guaranteed.

For Sale by all Leading Jewelers' Supply Houses
throughout the country

Manufactured by

Worthington & Raymond
102 and 104 Fulton Street NEW YORK

Wheeling Metal Ceilings

HAMILTON NATIONAL BANK, CHATTANOOGA, TENN.

IS YOUR STORE LARGE ? It will require a
Design of Bold, Massive Appearance.

Have you any doubt as to Quality, Economy, Sanitation or Artistic Effect?
Let us reason with you on these points.

Send diagram and dimensions and ge; our figures for your new ceiling.
IT COSTS NOTHING TO ASK QUESTIONS

Wheeling Corrugating Co. WESTI  VRLGII 11111

Branch Offices

PHILADELPHIA

NEW YORK

CHICAGO

and Stores

BOSTON

CHATTANOOGA

ST. LOUIS

THE GENUINE PARKER

DENT REMOVER

70C. each 
net cash

WHY pay more for the imitation?
The genuine is properly made, the
material is right and the cost is less

Concave Glass Letters and Figures
For LETTERING WINDOWS„ SIGNS, STREET NUMBERS, Etc.

Brilliant, Attractive, Permanent
Being concave on the back and mirrored in gold, by a new and patented process, they show on the front or face side
a convex or half-round effect, and the mirrored finish is altogether more brilliant and attractive than that of any other
letter on the market, while their durability is of the very best.

PRICE-LIST-LETTERS AND FIGURES
1.!,"," in., Gold   each, $0.10
2 in., Gold   .10
3 in., Gold .15
4k,., Gold. .20

6 in., Gold   each, $0.30
5 in.. Fancy   .30
8 in., Fancy   .90

CEM EN T-Tinted to match back of letters, packed in tin boxes, per lb., 25 cents.
Agent's outfit of above letters and numbers put up in a nice case, ready for taking orders, sent on receipt of $1.00.

DISPLAYS
THAT SELL
YOUR GOODS

ALL MADE
IN OUR
OWN
FACTORY

T 734.1

Jewelers Repair Kit
CELLULOID COMBS • EIARREITES

LI
OATON 6111161•

JEWELERS' REPAIR KIT
FOR COMBS OR BARRETTES
SAMPLE BOX No. K, containing the following

1 Doz. Joints Assorted
1 Doz. Catches Assorted
Doz. Pin Tongs Assorted

1 Bottle Cement
Guaranteed to repair any
article made of celluloid Price, 50 cents

These 34 pieces
as illustrated
(not including stairs)

$16.50 net
Cuts lA size

Nos. 15 and 16 Display Stairs, consisting of four stairs, each 3!: inches high, total height 14 inches. Bottom stair measures 4 feet long and 18 inches wide and has beveled edges. Top has
beautifully curved front. Frame of wood web constructed

No. 15 Black Velveteen (good quality) f  o.b. Chicago, $16.00 net No. 16 Black or Purple Silk Velvet f  o.b. Chicago, $19.50 net
Other sizes to suit your space at proportionate prices

ALL COVERED WITH PURPLE SILK VELVET

na:th,
182
181 SilkVelvetCovered BroochorStick Pin small Shield DisplayStand $ 0

It 
•95

171 Silk Velvet Covered Shield, small   each net, $0.85
171R Same size and shape as 171, for 12 rings   1.30
172 Silk Velvet Covered Shield, large 11 1.05
172R Same size and shape as 172, for 18 rings  II 1.65
173 Silk Velvet Covered Star Shape Easel Watch Display Stand ‘, 45
174 Silk Velvet Covered Scarf or Stick Pin Cushion . . . .25
175 SilkVelvetCoveredShieldShaped Easel Watch DisplayStand ' .35
176 Silk Velvet Covered Fancy Shaped Ring Stand, foorr162cyreing s 1.25.e. „

177 Silk Velvet Covered Fancy Shape Bracelet Stand, for 6 Bracelets"
178 Silk Velvet Covered Fancy Shape DisplayStand,

f
(Has PurpleVelvet Back and Sides and White Velvet Front)

179 Silk Velvet Covered Fancy Shape Display Stand, for 6 spectacle."
180 SilkVelvetCovered BraceletorBrooch Display StanclorEasel Back"

(May be used flat as a tray or as an easel)

1.25
1.25
1.25
.85

Silk Velvet Covered Easel Link Button Display Stand . .
(May be used flat or as an easel)

183 Silk Velvet Covered Easel Ring Display Stand or Tray
(May be used flat or as an easel)

184 SilkVelvet Covered Small Beveled Base Bracelet orRing Stand
185 Silk Velvet Covered Watch or Jewelry Display . .

(May be used flat or as an easel)
186 Silk Velvet Covered Display Round Plaques  

for Watches Ladies' or Gents' Size
187 Silk Velvet Covered Crescent Shape Ring Tray, for 6 rings
187A Silk Velvet Covered Crescent Shape Ring Tray, for 12 rings
188 Silk Velvet Covered Fleur de Lis Shape Ring Tray, for 6 rings
188A Silk Velvet Covered Fleur de Lis Shape Ring Tray, for 12 rings

6g

16

.90

.20

.20

.20

.57

.70

.70

.85

HENRY PAULSON & CO. CHZais:67)
156
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SYSTEM is most ESSENTIAL in any line of business TO-DAY

OUR STAFF AND JEWEL CABINETS ARE THE SAME SIZE. DIMENSIONS, 16 in. x 7 in.

aIchmaliers, Jewellers 6 Fine Tool Makers
enerally: in fad everybody who uses

files on particular work, require files
of the highest possible quality. The

BALANCE HOLE JEWELS11.1 miff, loKkroin, COLI,Mill, MI:Nn, NI.' YORK $10110ARD SFTH MOM/. CI,TUNV
sill 11 Sin IL, no, ikir. 

• • -ort■•■•

ARE UNEQUAIIED BY ANY OTHER BRAND
Made in our //77/770/75e factory by highest olalleo' wor*men. Carried

in stock by the most progressive dealers. Used and preferred

by a rapidly increasing number of critical consumers 

melee& Voritintitektonirtiate fie eat Oat*gtftttA
t4rdI*Ii1hmn lithftfifi

This handsome genuine leather, plush lined cabinet, containing 144 bottles, put in free of charge with one gross jewels

411 With OUR CABINET SYSTEM for BALANCE
JEWELS and STAFFS any watchmaker will be able
to do twice as much work, his stock will be at all
times under his control and in the future he will buy
only what he needs and uses.

IE MANY JEWELERS throughout this country
TO-DAY consider it lost money to keep on hand a
stock of balance jewels and staffs. ON THE OTHER
HAND they will PAY a watchmaker BIG MONEY
to fuss around and fit staffs and jewels. Figuring
the TIME of the watchmaker, the MATERIAL will
COST TWICE as much as it SHOULD.

41 YOU CANNOT do JUSTICE to yourself, your
watchmaker or your WORK if you are handi-
capped by the INFERIOR quality watch
material now on the market. OUR
BALANCE JEWELS and STAFFS 
are the BEST that MONEY and 0,,9 oe-le
SKIL LED MECHANICS of v ,.?,66k°
many years' experience can As. ,f4ev\e0,,G.
PRODUCE. COOP",9 ,o

4\‘‘. ete

i.s's;‘,":‘,41\e. •

e x■

oeAT Upon receipt of attached coupon with your name and address,
we will be pleased to send you particulars, prices, etc. WALTHAM, MASS., U.S.A. ••••,s

Platinum, Gold and Silver Refiners
Assayers, Smelters and Manufacturers

You any lot or single piece of mounted diamond

jewelry—large or small—do not turn him down

absolutely, send the goods to me for a

They are guaranteed to be strictly first-quality glass without bubbles or scratches

and save all trouble and worry. I pay all express

charges and insure the goods in transit. I have

been in the business right here for 16 years,

and can give the very best references as to

responsibility on application. Offers and valua-

tions furnished promptly. See ad. on another

page of this issue.
Write for further information.

\ 
-S.

• Ti',...(g.rr:Nr., -2
s',s1

• , ,
r „'

"
w BERGER& CO, '` •

NEW YORK OFFICE

30 Church Street

Telephone, 3811 Cortlandt

WORKS
408 N. J. R. R. Ave.

NEWARK, N. J.
Telephone, 3 Waverly

The prices on
are not higher 14
much inferior 0
sold by the
of the United
lows:

1011 Chestnut St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Established 1801

Amsterdam, Tulpstreat 10 London, Audrey House, Ely Place

Platinum and Gold Settings
carried in stock

at both addresses

The only medal at the Chicago World's Fair for
watch glasses was awarded to the W B & C brand

V,ez,

11 & C glasses
el than other and

brands, and are
t•■ leading jobbers

States as fol-

42,0.
'Q. Per gross Per doz.

tienevas   $ 4.00 $ .40
Mi-Concaves 4.00 •40
Mi.Concaves, Extra 10.00 .90
Flat Parallels   8.00 .75
Lentitles   12.00 1.25
Flat Concaves .   12.00 1.00
Flat Concaves, Extra Thick .   15.00 1.25
Patent Genevas   8.00 .75
Lunettes   3.00 .25

Discount, 6 per cent.

The only medal at the Paris Exposition of MO for
watch glasses was awarded to the W B & C brand.

Over 25 Silver and Gold Medals awarded to the W B & C Glasses at the Different Exhibitions of the World Since 1826
• Everybody knows lliiit the W B I. C glasses HAVE BEEN, ARE, AND ma ALMS BE the leading brand of glasses in the market. Their finish, elearnoss, flexibility' and correctness of size make them so

that the leading jobbers in the United $tates will use no others at any price. Four-lifths of the case mann Motu rers are using them on account of their accuracy and perfect roundness, They used to
buy a cheaper grade of good 8, liii t soon found out the wisdom of the old proverb, "'rho Rest is the Cheapest at the End."

WATCHMAKERS!! I f you wish to save time and money and give good satisfaction to your customers (if you are Ind using them), try the W B & C and don't be deceived by bluffing and humbugging
advertisements, showing a It of nonsensical figures. The wggc glass's are in existence over sixty years, and during that time a great many brands have sprung up iii one day, and never heard
from afterwards. IT IS A 6000 AM RELIABLE GLASS YOU WANT. WHICH IS THE WBsC
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We Furnish and Equip Jewelry Shops with Everything Required

LAFAYETTE
RIVETING MACHINE

These are very practical
for riveting pin joints and
catches, are quick and accu-
rate and the springs keep the
jaws apart. One of our very
best sellers.

LAFAYETTE
ENGRAVERS' TABLE

All metal, weight ten pounds, top
diameter 7". The advantages are that
they give a more solid foundation for
the work, and never wear out.

We can also furnish these tables
with wood top and wood base; weight
66 pounds, top diameter 8".

-

Send for our 600-page Illustrated Catalogue

AMERICAN OIL & SUPPLY CO.
52-54-56 Lafayette Street
NEWARK, N. J.

Importers and Manufacturers of Fine Tools, Machinery and Supplies for Jewelers, Silversmiths and Metal Workers

Heyworth Building
CHICAGO

$3.80 net, ,1?).,21nibn,. rrsuesths. and Mirror

Other Sets at $4.25, $4.75 and $5.20 net.

Military Sets (2 brushes and comb) $3.65 net.

Strictly high grade, quadruple silver-
plated.

Each set in white brocade lined box.
Jewel Cases, Silver and Ormolu Gold

finishes, $3.50 dozen up.
Manicure Sets. Handkerchief and Glove

Boxes.
Illustrated price-list on application.

COMMUNITY SILVER

Baltimore Jewelers' Supply Co.
210 E. Baltimore Street BALTIMORE, MD.

JEWEL TALK
01, I have not said much in an advertising way about jewels
recently, for the reason that I have had a customer for
every good jewel I could furnish.

41, It is a little bit different now ; I have a surplus of very
fine balance hole jewels ; mounted by the best jewel setter
in this country.

( The price of these at the present time is $1.00 dozen
net. Would be pleased to show you samples.

W. C. BONNEY, Keokuk, Iowa

Mr. Jeweler
Remember

Good Fixtures is an

Investment

Poor Fixtures is an

Expense

Wadell's Fixtures means . . . INVESTMENT

J. P. WADELL SHOW CASE & CABINET CO. 1
1602-1608 E. Grand Blvd. DETROIT, MICH.

11•11•■■

OPTICIAN'S FITTING TABLE No. 15
d r The convenience of its arrangements, the workmanship and finish, and

1̀11-1-its low price makes this the most practical table for opticians on the
market. This table has a plate glass top set in a wooden frame, so as to
show the contents in the four upper drawers. Below these upper drawers
are four others for supplies, etc. Made of solid oak or birch and finished in
any color. Dimensions: 60 inches long, 16 inches deep and 30 inches high.

41 Write for Catalogue and
Order Through Your Jobber

JESSEN
ROSBERG
Manufacturers of Watchmakers'.
Opticians' and Jewelers' Furniture

393 to 405 W. Kinzie Street
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, U.S.A.

We do RELIABLE
Silver-Plating

and 

Silverware
Repairing

Can this be Repaired? Yes!

We Repair any article in the Silverware line, making new parts to match the old ones
broken or melted off, the same as new

We Replate any article you want in Gold, Silver Nickel, Bronze
' 
Brass, Oxidized Silver,

Old Bronze, Statuary Bronze, and the Antique or Old Finishes, etc.

Silverware
Repaired and
Replated

1429 Wabash Ave.Sercomb Company CHICAGO

Landis School of Engraving

WINTER COURSE
will Open January 3, 1910

If you wish to take a Course this Winter please
write us at once, and we will assign and hold a
place for you.

Our new School rooms have every modern con-
venience and comfort.

Our methods are original and entirely new. 'We are
the founders of a new system in the Art of Cutting
and Designing, which enables a pupil »ot endowed
with artistic skill to learn to make perfect letters.

Write us, :end we will give you an idea of what.you
could accomplish by taking a Course with us.

M. 1. Landis, Proprietor and Instructor

11-.4o LarldiS, 119 Mt. Vernon Ave., Detroit, Midi.
Positively no Mall Course given. Attendance only

1737
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SPECIAL

INDUCEMENTS
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Movements SWatches
TO CLOSE OUT STOCK

OF THESE

WRITE TO

EDMOND E. ROBERT
MI•

3 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK
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Sheff Patent
Ring Forging Machine

This ring stretching machine is for jewelers and anyone who repairs

or sells rings. It is the only tool on the market for the purpose that will

do perfect work. Rings cannot twist in this machine as they do in other

styles on the market. Simple in construction, strong, durable, cannot get
out of order and easy to operate. It saves time, labor, gold and is a

money maker. Rings can be sized, shanks shaped and rings made. A

ring can be sized without heating, without danger of breaking or burning

stones, no danger of breaking ring and will not require refinishing or

polishing after taking off the machine. With this machine you can get

as much or as little power as you wish and have perfect control of your

sizing. You will not miss sales as heretofore on account of not having

the size. You do not have to carry as large stock of rings. You will

not have to buy duplicate rings, as you can buy one ring and in two

minutes size it to suit customer. Rings brought in to be sized will cost

you nothing in gold and only two minutes' time to do the work. All

kinds of rings—wide, narrow, oval, flat, plain or set, from the cheap filled

one to the most expensive diamond—can be sized on this machine in two

minutes. Your competitor is making money by using this machine, why

not you?

Price, $15.00, includes machine, mandrel and six dies

Terms cash on delivery, no discount

A. J. SHEFF & CO.
6109 Penn Avenue PITTSBURG, PA.

A list of a few of the Jewelers using our Machine:

P. J. Smith & Co., Cumberland, Md. H. C. Garthe, Baltimore. Md.

E. P. Wightman, Fitzgerald, Ga. J. H. Morton, East Liverpool, Ohio

0. H. Orosin, St. Paul, Minn. Von Normon Bros., Seattle, Wash.

Mancke & Co., Tacoma, Wash. W. F. Ross & Co., Portland, Oregon

Charles H. Clark & Co., Denver, Col. F. D. Strang, Cleveland, Ohio

W. H. Replogle, Shenandoah, Iowa August Kush, Jersey City, N. J.

C. H. Daly & Co., Danbury, Conn. C. F. Artes, Evansville, Ind.

J. J. & G. A. Brown, Hannibal, Mo. W. H. Potts, Mason City, Iowa

J. L. Stebbins & Son, Ashtabula, Ohio John Murwa, Stanton, Neb.

S. J. Vasaly, Little Falls, Minn. W. G. Myerly, Rich Hill, Mo.

J. F. Sarratt, Stuebenville, Ohio A. E. Seidle, Pittsburg, Pa.

R. L. Saunders, Philadelphia, Pa. H. U. Seaman & Co., Washington, Pa.

A. E. M. Covert, Pittsburg, Pa. Charles T. Giles, Connellsville, Pa

THE NEW BUILDING of the
St. Louis Watchmaking School
is now completed
and we are now able to give our students more
bench room and more light than any other school
in the world.

41 The workroom on the second floor is entirely
skylighted, and, consequently, the light in this room
is fully as good as in open air.

41 Good light is of vital importance to a Watch-
maker, and we have spared no money to obtain the
best light and the latest improvements of a modern
building.

11a., The last few years we have not been able to
accommodate all the students that made applications
for scholarships, for want of room ; but now, with
an additional building, we can take care of a great
many more students.

111 Write for our new Catalog to-day.

St. Louis Watchmaking School
St. Louis, Mo.

WE BEG TO INTRODUCE

eplYs.indp
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THE JEWELRY NOVELTY OF THE SEASON 

A charm for every month of the year, each one

made with the correct jewel, meaning and flower.

Beautifully enameled, well plated and each charm

attractively boxed. A particularly appropriate Holi-

day or birthday gift and A QUICK SELLER.

Price, $4.00 per dozen

SEND FOR A SAMPLE BOX ON MEMORANDUM

Manufacturer' only by •

Steiner Manufacturing Co.
25 Calender St. Belt Pins, Brooches, La

Providence, R. 1. Vallieres Waist Sets, Etc.
530 Broadway

New York
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"The Life of a Tool Establishes Its Value"
OVER 20,000
in Actual Use

IIIIIIlIIIIIIIIIII!IIr I.

THE STEHMAN
ENGRAVING BLOCK
This tool needs no introduction, it is
known, and in use in every civilized
country in the world, a leader in its line.
We are the sole manufacturers of this tool.
We have imitators — no successful
business is without them—see that our

name is stamped on head of block and
you have our faithful guarantee that
it must give you perfect satisfaction.

Height, including pad, 7 inches
Can be adjusted to 81/2 inches
The jaws open to I 3/s inches
Outsidepinswill take in 2,3A! inches

Weight, 16 pounds

Price Complete, as illustrated

The tools comprising set includes:

1 Full set of pegs and pins (36 in all)
in handsome walnut case

1 Spoon Holder I Button Holder
1 Ring Holder I 6"Leather Pad

$16.50

Price Complete, with our new combination attachment
and without the spoon, button or ring holder shown
(not needed as our new attachment has them) - - 20.00

SOMETHING ENTIRELY NEW Price Complete, $6.00
The above cut illustrates our "NEW COMBINATION ATTACHMENT " for the STEHMAN
BLOCK and can be applied to the E F B or double base block when so ordered. This
tool practically does away entirely with all the cumbersome appliances commonly used
by engravers. A glance shows its simplicity. It contains but 4 pieces, has a spread of 9 inches and weighs
about 2!,,; pounds. We name a few of its combinations and ask you to Write us for additional information :
Pencils Watches Spoon Bowl Brushes, Oval Coffin Plates
Cuff Links Watch Caps Spoon Handle or Straight Boxes
Bangles Thimbles Cane Head Mirrors, Round Flatware
Lockets Rings Umbrella Handle or Flat Cement Blocks

AND MANY OTHERS

WE ALSO MANUFACTURE A FULL LINE d GRAVERS' TOOLS, BENCH LATHES AND TOOLS, ETC.

STEHMAN 0 SWAN MFG. CO., Inc •9 LANCASTER
PENNSYLVANIA, U.S.A.

1865 Fo RTy=FouR YEARS 1909
OF

WATCH CASE REPAIRING

With this experience, together with the highest class staff of experts, enables us to

guarantee entire satisfaction.
A few of our specialties are Remodeling of English, Swiss and American Key-

Wind Cases to fit American or Swiss Stem-Wind Movements ; Special Hand-Made

Cases for Odd and Regular Size Movements; New Backs, Bezels and Caps ; Gold and

Silver Plating and Coloring; Jewelry Repairing; Refinishing and Repainting of Metal

Dials ; Miniature Portraits.

Special Attention to Out-of-Town Trade Send for Price-List

N. J. FELIX & SONS
Phone, 710 John
Member Jewelers' Security Alliance 45 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK CITY
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TO THE RETAILER:—If you expect to stay where you are and hold
the old trade, you can not afford to sell second-class goods.
The BRYANT RINGS will hold the old customers, and every ring
you sell will be an advertisement that will attract new ones. They
are the Best Made and Best Known Rings in the marhet.

M. B. BRYANT 0 CO.
7 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Trade-Mark

L. LELONG IS• BROTHER
Gold and Silver Refiners‘to -

Assayers and,• 0

C
1., 

I 
IIIII1 i

Tql ' "1 i'iisili. ',
-

mgic  

Southwest Corner
Halsey and Marshall Streets

NBWARK, N. J.

Sweep Smelters
BULLION SOLICITED

SMELTING for the TRADE

Prompt attention given to Old Gold
and Silver forwarded to us

by mail or express

Sweepings Our Specialty

HURRAH
WE'VE GOT IT

A plain gold ring to sell for
$1.00. Not a big thing, but a
neat little ring that is a busi-
ness-getter. A reputation
builder for the jeweler as well
as for us. It's going to be a
success. Come along now
and ask us about it.

F. B. C AT L I N
Winsted, Conn.

THE CHAMPION PLATING MACHINE
REPRESENTS THE HIGHEST TYPE OF PERFECTION

It is the Plating Machine
without an equal—is built
for practical service, will
do all the work required
in an up-to-date jewelry
shop, simple in construc-
tion. RELIABLE and
ALWAYS ready for
work.
The machine creates all
the electric current neces-
sary for plating, NO
arrangements or connec-
tions from electric light
wires are required—has
three current strengths—
MILD, MEDIUM and
STRONG--sufficient for
ALL KINDS OF PLAT-
ING.
CAN BE USED WITH
ANY GOOD PLATING
SOLUTION.
Positively neither DRY
BATTERIES nor acids
are used in this machine.

A quantity of the current-producing fluid and formula for making same is supplied with machine.COST OF MAINTAINING THE MACHINE ABOUT FIFTY CENTS A YEAR
AN INSTRUCTION BOOK ON ELECTRO-PLATING ACCOMPANIES EVERY MACHINE

PRICE, Complete, $15.00, Net Cash
ASK YOUR JOBBER, OR WRITE FOR CIRCULARS TO

U. S. ELECTRO -CHEMICAL CO., Sole Manufacturers, 78 Lafayette Street, NEW YORK

timunummusammmumummummuinnumumiuumminiounie,„..mommiumion,:i:

SIZE—IS inches long, 8 inches high, 7 inches wide

ELECTRO-PLATING SALTS
FOR THE USE OF

SMALL MANUFACTURING AND RETAIL JEWELERS
These PLATING SALTS are preparations in dry form,

containing the Gold and the Chemicals which, when dis-
solved in Water, are AT ONCE READY for USE, pro-
ducing unfailingly correct shades at all times.

These Salts will not deteriorate and can be liquified
as desired.
ROMAN GOLD SALTS. for one quart solution  $4.50
RED GOLD 4.50
()LD ENGLISH ... • 4.50
14 or 18 KARAT GOLD 4.50
ROSE GOLD 4.80
ORANGE ROSE 4.80
GREEN GOLD 4.80
ANTIQUE GREEN GOLD 

44

4.80
GUINEA GOLD 4.80
GUINEA ROSE or GREEN 

44

PARISIAN GOLD 46
4.80
4.80

SILVER SALTS, for half gallon, $3.15; for one gallon 6.00
FRENCH GRAY SALTS 2.50
COPPER or BRASS SALTS 2.50

Orders amounting to $1,000,000
will be taken for special goods
illustrated in this Catalog
during the next
two years
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Retail Jewelers
who hang this
Catalog in a
handy place
are the ones
that will
get the
business

This
issue
will be 

imailed n
November

Nothing illustrated
in this Catalog is carried in

any Jeweler's stock. Yet every
Jeweler can make nice sales by using it



PENDANTWASHER

C. CULMAN ON EACH BOX
Guarantees Satisfaction.

C. CULMAN, Maple and Hazel Avenues, MAPLEWOOD, MO.

TORPEDO
PENDANT WASHERS

( Ears)

These washers can be seated in the pendant hy a
few light taps of a hammer, without any further trouble.
No soldering necessary.

It is evident to anyone that a conical, knurled
washer of steel must sit well, as its keen outside edges
press deeply in the soft, metal of the pendant.

Gilt or nickeled.

PRICE, 81.50 per Assortment of 6 Dozen.
Only 4c. tor a pair of ears
Only 1 minute of your tirne to fit them 41,,;)//fia.Cire/ilare,,,IFiceXampM_Pair

1 I I I I • I •  
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 6 SILVERSMITH'S ADJUSTABLE HAMMER
A DENT REMOVER AND BURNISHER

The quickest and most practical tool yet devised to take the dents from
Ns Silverware, such as Coffee and Tea Pots, Bowls, Pitchers, Cups, Urns and all

vessels having a narrow neck, where it is difficult to get at the dents from the inside.
The head of this hammer can be set firmly at any angle most conveniently by

turning the screw at the end of the handle.
Send for circular showing mode of operation.
PRICE, complete with four different shape steel heads, $2.50

F. W. GESSWEIN, Fine Tools and Supplies, 26 John Street, NEW YORK

Prentiss' Patent Jewelers' Vises
For more than 30 years the Best and Handsomest Vises made

PRENTISS VISE COMPANY, 44 Barclay St., New York, U.S.A.
ASK YOUR JOBBER TO SHOW YOU THIS VISE

Large Illustrated Catalogue of all kinds of Vises mailed free

I Il

MR. WATCHMAKER:
Aren't you tired of cleaning watches two or three times and receiving pay for the job but once ? Aren't you
tired of turning a watch or clock out in perfect order and then have it come back in two or three months all
gummed up and with blackened pivots?

Aren't you just about ready to quit your profession when you oil a watch thoroughly and it
comes back in a short time completely dried out, looking as if it had never seen a drop of oil?
If you have had these experiences ( and if you haven't, you are the first one we have yet to
hear from) you will surely welcome some relief. \\11

(11111111Ammes0

Fulcrum Watch and Clock Oil
will solve all these difficulties, It positively will not gum, will not evaporate, will not corrode
the pivots, because it is the only Watch and Clock Oil ever known which is absolutely free
from acid, AND WE CAN PROVE IT.

The price is 35 cents a bottle, or $3.75 per dozen, and can be obtained from any material jobber.
If you want to try it, send us a postal and you will receive a small sample bottle free of charge.

FULCRUM OIL COMPANY, Franklin, Pa., U.S.A.

TRADE
WINNERS!

M. J. AVERBECK'S
CATALOGUE.

GENTLEMEN:

Our new Fall Catalogue will be

1

We are the

LEADERSready about October 30th, it took

us about six months' hard work to

prepare it, it contains 132 pages,

has more than 5,000 illustrations,

in the

JEWELRY LINEall half-tones, it is chock full of

A 
-

$500,000.00

new things, it is expensive; if you

want it, please ask for it, if you

have no use for it, please tell us so.

For over 18 years we have made

the best selling line of Jewelry

STOCKNovelties, etc. in Gold, Gold-Filled

and Sterling Silver. If you are an

ALL FRESH

NEW GOODS

„Prompt Deliveries
and Satisfactory

Prices .9,

Our Motto

....m....

up-to-date Retail Jeweler we feel

sure you will have use for this

valuable book. Remember we are

First Hands, you buy RIGHT, when

you buy from us.

There will be no discount sheet

in our Catalogues or booklets here-

after.

Send us your mail orders, we

are prompt.

Very truly yours,

M. J. AV RB CK
Manufacturer and Importer

Ten and Twelve Maiden Lane NEW YORK
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Numerous inquiries have been made, Who makes THE ALLIANCE RING?
Let us solve this question for you

WE DO ! ! !
The graceful style of the Alliance Ring is rapidly supplanting the use of the old-style wedding ring.
Its mysterious construction is another reason for its increased demand.
We have thus far supplied the entire demand, and we take these means to inform you that should

you need them, we can supply you.
These rings are most carefully adjusted ; the joints are barely perceptible, except by a magnifying glass.
Whenever engraving is desired, it is done in the inside flat surface. They are easily opened as shown

on illustration by inserting a sharp instrument, for instance a pin, in the inside pin hole.
They should not be pried open, as this would destroy their adjustment.

14 karat, 3 dwts., $1.25 per dwt. net ; in dozen lots, $1.15 per dwt. net
18 karat, 3 dwts., $1.4o per dwt. net ; in dozen lots, $1.30 per dwt. net

LEONARD KROWER, Manufacturing Jeweler, 536-538 Canal St., NEW ORLEANS, LA.
11111•1111•111161! 

Original and Artistic Monograms
designed by our artists, who have made a life's study of monograms of all kinds

A
poorly
designed
and
executed
mono-
gram
is just so
much
scrap
metal

The
design
is the

foundation
of a fine
mono-
gram,

and if the
design
is not
right,

the
mono-
gram

cannot
be

We have been making monograms for THIRTY YEARS, and

guarantee " Colgan " monograms in every way.

Our Bag Initials are in great demand.

Why not carry a stock of them

Send for Catalogue C

can

THE J. W. COLGAN CO. 509B Suosdtbounr y   Bldg.ass

JEWELERS' ZYLOLOID
REPAIR KIT J

For COMBS, BARRETTES, Etc.

A Sample Box J, containing the follow-
ing hand-made staple findings:

1 Doz. Catches, Assorted, Hand-made
it

1 Doz. Joints, 
66

1 Doz. Pins
I Bottle Zyloloid Shell Cement

Value $1.45. The Greatest Value Ever Offered

Complete in Box for $0.50

44

Jewelns Repair 0 1 I

LIAO W 
COL:Z.:N:11;41i ltIffr

::11:■:;::;; 41 I eft

COMBINATION REPAIR KIT K
Containing eight different numbers of half-dozen each. Shell and Amber.

Joints, Catches, Pins, Comb Teeth and a Bottle Shell Cement.

COMPLETE, in Neat Box Ready for Use, - - $1.50

JEWELERS' ZYLOLOID COMBINATION REPAIR OUTFIT L
Containing 18 different staple numbers in half-dozen lots, in Shell and
Amber Pieces, including 2 Bottles Shell and Amber Cement.

COMPLETE, in Numbered Divisions, Ready for Use, - $3.00

V. L. The Largest Assortment of all the STAPLE and
SPECIAL 46 Numbers, in half-dozen lots, in Shell and Amber,
including 2 Large Bottles Shell and Amber Cement; in fine made box, all
numbered divisions, neat and handy for use. COMPLETE, $10.00

For Sale by the Leading Jobbers in the U. S. and Canada
or Send 10 Cents Extra to Cover Postage to

THE ZYLOLOID CO., or
THE N. L. ELECTRO CHEMICAL LABORATORY
962 and 964 Amsterdam Avenue NEW YORK CITY, U. S. A.

RICHARD 0. KANDLER
Founder

The Jewelers' School of Engraving

1889 21.st Sticcescmful Year

'he Jewelers' gichool of Engraving
FIRST EXCLUSIVE ENGRAVING SCHOOL

ORIGINAL AND MOST PRACTICAL COURSE

Notice WE WILL FILL TOOL ORDERS.We have facilities to arrange a splendid private course in Watchmaking, also a
thorough course in Optics in connection with our Engraving Course.

We do Trade Engraving.
We sketch MONOGRAMS, 25 cents and up. Write for New Catalogue

Correspondence Solicited Suite 1104 Heyworth Bldg., Chicago RICHARD 0. KANDLER
President
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AVERBECK'S
N O NEE D

AVERBECK'S

DIAMOND BROOCHES SELL DIAMOND JEWELRY SELLS
to scatter your
orders for Jewelry
among a dozen
firms. We can
serve you i n

ALL THINGS
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"All the Jewelry
needs of the
Retail Jeweler "
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as quickly,
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WE ARE PROMPT M. J. AVE RBECK
Manufacturer Importer

A Stock of $500,000
of the Most Salable
Jewelry Ever Shown

M. J. A. GOODS ARE WINNERS
TEN AND TWELVE MAI DEN LANE

NEW YORK



The most successful hair ornament of the season.
They sell at sight.

IDEAL TAGGING OUTFIT

Complete, Only $2.50

1000 Tags and Eyelets .

1 Pair Ideal Pliers . . .

1 Bottle Waterproof Ink .

1 Neat Hardwood Box, with
catch fastener.

The Ideal Celluloid Tag is something that every jeweler should
have

Because it saves time—and saves money
And because it gives your rings a more attractive appearance.
You don't have to take off the tags when you wash or polishyour rings, because the ink that goes with each outfit is waterproofand won't wash off.
No danger of getting the tags mixed

and getting them on the wrong ring.
The Ideal has a large, flat writing

sur face, which makes it better than any
other tag.

A complete outfit only costs $2.50.
Better send for it to-day if you want it
soon, for the demand is very large.

Sold in December it means
a satisfactory profit.

Sold in January it usually
means letting it go at cost
--or less.

Acknowledged to be the best adjustable bracelet
on the market. 24 New Patterns just out.
Made from high-grade rolled-gold plate and
fully guaranteed. Prices also are interesting.

Not such a very great difference in gen-
eral appearance but a big difference
in value.

The upper one is CHECO quality—and
contains 103 stones.

The lower one contains 56 stones—and
costs 50V( less than the other.

The following resolution was passed
at the Convention of the Wisconsin Retail
Jewelers' Association, July, 1908:

RESOLVED, that the Wisconsin Retail
Jewelers' Association in convention assembled,
do hereby indorse the Wisconsin Institute of
Horology and recommend it to those seeking
knowledge of the Watchmaking and Engraving
trades.

We know of no other similar institu-
tion which offers such guarantee!

WISCONSIN
INSTITUTE OF HOROLOGY

Our Home Study Course in Watchmaking

THERE are thousands of young men working in stores
who are surrounded by all the opportunities for learning
watchmaking except the proper system of instruction. Aware

of this fact, the W. I. of H. has established a Home Study
Department, with a view of teaching watch repairing by cor-
respondence. This system of instruction is as thorough as it
possibly can be, embracing Mechanical, Practical and Theoreti-
cal Horology. The course consists of 43 printed lessons, con-
taining nearly 400 illustrations and other special features,
making it an excellent substitute for an attendance course to
those unable to leave home or their position and is incom-
parably less expensive.

IF INTERESTED WRITE FOR PROSPECTUS TO THE

Do you want a line of painted brooches—sash
pins or hat pins—in the newest shapes—that will
stand acid--and be a credit to you, and that you
can buy for about the cost of ordinary water
color ? We are putting out a line that will do all
this—and more.

WISCONSIN INSTITUTE OF HOROLOGY
ENTERPRISE BLDG. MILWAUKEE, WIS.

A full line in a wide variety of pleasing patterns.
Bug Hat Pins —Sash Pins—Collar Pins—Etc.
Just the thing for CHRISTMAS TRADE.

Because they are a season
ahead new, snappy styles
—made from original
designs—strictly high

grade in everything except

the price. You get them

at jobbers' prices.

Try them—then you will
understand why we are
the largest express shippers

in Attleboro—the Jewelry

Center of America.

The above is a fair sample of the differ-
ence between CHECO goods and the
ordinary run of this class of jewelry.

We make our goods to wear—as well as
to sell. Our white stone goods are
equal in style, finish and design to
genuine diamonds—an endless variety
of attractive designs.

Waltham, Mass., Jan. 14, 1909.
MR. WILLIAM F. NYE

Dear Sir:—We are sending an average of five or six
replies a day to letters we receive for watch oil, in which
we refer the watchmakers to you for some of your latest
product of oil. We presume you are taking care of
these inquiries and that the oil is giving general satisfac-
tion throughout the country, as with us.

Yours truly,
WALTHAM WATCH CO.

Address all correspond- ATTLEBORO, MASSence to the Factory at

Branches—CHICAGO, 910 Heyworth Building ; NEW YORK, 37 Maiden Lane
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Van Gelder Brothers
ACTUAL and EXPERIENCED

DIAMONDC UTTERS

We cut diamonds exclusively for the American
market and our cutting commends them to
the most critical.

CUTTING WORKS:

249 LONGUE RUE D'ARGILE
ANTWERP, BELGIUM

CORRESPONDENCE

NEW YORK OFFICES:

BROADWAY MAIDENLANE BUILDING
170 BROADWAY

INVITED

WHY NOT LEARN HOW
TO FIT GLASSES?

It is the one profession which is not overcrowded. Our graduates are making big money. A physician
recently wrote: "Taking your Course was the best thing I ever did." Do you know, we give you
a regular $25.00 College Course BY CORRESPONDENCE for only $8.001 You can pay $2.00 down and
$1.00 per week. On completion you receive our diploma and authorized degree, "DOCTOR OF OPTICS."
We are the oldest correspondence school of optics in the world, and offer you the best course ever given
outside of university training. Write us for full particulars.

AMERICAN OPTICAL COLLEGE, Detroit, Mich.

THE MISSMAN
Engraving Block
Price, $13.50 Patented

il I h,

4:140

FOR SALE BY ALL LEADING JOBBERS

If yours does not carry it, write Direct

MISSMAN'S IMPROVED WATCH OILER

Price, 45 cents

MISSMAN'S
Ring Clamp,
for Engraving

inside of
Ring

Price, 75c.

11

14111m0110 0

MISSMAN'S HAND-MADE GRAVERS
1. Square Graver, set up for hair lines
2. Square Graver,wide angle for shading.
3. Spoon Graver, for shading.
4. Ring Graver, for inside rings.
5. Square Graver, tinned up.
6. Spoon Graver, for hair lines.

Each Graver Ready for
Use and Guaranteed.

Your choice of six of the
following twelve most
useful Gravers In case

for $2.75.

Set of Six in Box,
as Illustrated,

$2.75
ORDER

BY NUMBER

Krementz
Collar
Buttons
and Studs

ONE PIECE

7. Line Graver, narrow fine lines.
8. Line Graver, nedium fine lines.
9. Gouge Graver, small round.

10. Flat Graver, extra narrow.
11. Flat Graver, narrow.
12. Flat Graver, medium.

MISSMAN'S SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING 508-9 Baird Bldg.
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

" The Button that's Insured"

Imitators of Krementz Collar
Buttons are continually coming
and going. Every once in a while

a new one springs up.

They all harp on price, but never

a word about

QUALITY

For Finish and Ouality

The Krementz

maintains its lead, and furnishes bet-

ter value than any other made.

Send for booklet, 'The Story of a Collar Button"

All Krementz Collar Buttons—of every quality—
are manufactured by

KREMENTZ 0 CO.
in their factory

PARK BROS. & ROGERS

20 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Selling Agents to Jobbing Trade

NEWARK, N. J.
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FULL SIZE reproduction

(14,4 x 9 in colors of the

advertisement showing "The 1847

Girl," who was introduced to you

last month and who appears on the back

cover of the November "Ladies' Home

Journal," will be sent upon request to

any reader of "The Keystone." The

picture is printed on good paper and is

suitable just as it is for display, or it may

be effectively framed.

q" The 1847 Girl" is only a part of one
of the most vigorous and extensive

publicity campaigns ever inaugurated

by makers of silver-plated ware. If

you handle "1847 RoGtias BROS. T RXI PSL E

flatware, then it is YOUR advertising.

ciAsk for our new "1847 Rogers Bros."
velvet show case pad.

A monthly journal devoted to the interests of the Watch, Jewelry and Kindred Trades. The purpose and policy of this
journal are the protection and promotion of all trade interests. A rigid censorship assures the reliability and worth of

all reading matter, and the exclusion of all that is not trustworthy or relevant. We decline to insert advertisements
that are unreliable, or misleading in representation, defamatory in statement or detrimental to the welfare of the trade.

Vol. 30 Philadelphia, November, 1909 No. 11
Copyright, t00% by The Keystone Publishing Co. All rights reserved. Entered as second-class matter at the Post-office, Philadelphia, Pa.

PUBLISHED MONTHLY
BY

THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.

SUBSCRIPTION—One Dollar per year, postpaid, to all parts
of the United States, Hawaii, Porto Rico, Philippines,
Guam, U. S. Island of Samoa, Cuba and Mexico;
single copies, regular issues, 15 cents; special issues,
25 cents. To Canada, $2.00 per year. To Foreign
Countries, $2.44 (to Shillings) per year; single copies,
25 cents (I Shilling).

Payment for THE KEYSTONE, when sent by mail, should be
made by Post-Office Money Order, Bank Check or
Draft, or Express Money Order. When neither of
these can be procured, send the money in a Registered
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Locking the Stable Door When the
Steed is Stolen

IN one of the news letters which appearselsewhere in this issue are reported
two cases in which jewelry stores or stocks
were destroyed by fire, the result being a
total loss, as in neither case did the jeweler
carry fire insurance. It is difficult to under-
stand in this age how any merchant can be
so negligent of his own interests as to over-
look this precaution. He owes it not only
to himself and his family, but also to his
creditors that his stock should be insured
against always possible destruction. The
credit man of the time would have little
use for a customer of his house who would
risk unpaid-for goods in this manner. Not
many months ago it was our unpleasant
duty to report the destruction by fire of
a jewelry store and stock on which the in-
surance had just lapsed and had not been
renewed. Negligence in this case brought
a serious penalty and the incident furnishes
an object lesson to such as might possibly
unintentionally be guilty of similar procras-
tination.

Elsewhere in this issue is published a
story which shows the vigilance and effici-
ency of the Jewelers' Security Alliance, not
only in running down burglars who have
committed robberies, but also in capturing
them before they had an opportunity to
commit the robbery intended. In this con-
nection it is gratifying to note the material
monthly increase in the membership of the
alliance, which now includes the great body
of the more progressive and wide-awake
trade. We have before us as we write a
clipping from a local paper of Mishawaka,
Ind., in which is reported the breaking of
the plate glass window of the jewelry store
of Fred A. Vogt and the theft of a $25
watch which had been placed in the window
as a regulator. In a letter forwarding this
clipping Mr. Vogt says : "About ten hours
after the window-smashing I received an
application blank to fill in, as I had applied
to become a member of the Jewelers' Se-
curity Alliance. I had delayed a little too
long and in this case it was literally, as well
as metaphorically, true that 'procrastination
was the theft of time' (a $25 watch)." As
our readers are aware, a reward of $loo
is offered by the alliance in every case of
conviction of a window-smasher, which
form of theft is becoming alarmingly fre-
quent. The reward has been quite effective
in placing many of these miscreants behind
prison bars.

For the benefit of the few who may
still be unacquainted with the purpose of the
alliance, which is an organization run solely

for the protection of the trade and not for
profit, we will state that the card of this or-
ganization hung on the safe or placed in
the window is proved by statistics to be an
excellent protection against professional
cracksmen. It is the policy of the
alliance to pursue the burglar to the
death and no compromise is ever con-
sidered. In fact, the thoroughness of
its detective service and its success in
hunting down offenders have so terrorized
the burglars that the latter generally carry

in their vest pockets the latest list of mem-
bers, with the avowed purpose of avoiding
them. The annual report of the alliance for
the year 1908 showed that while thirty-three
safes of jewelers were attacked, only three
of these were members of the organization
and only one was successful. In view of
the fact that the jewelers of to-day are ter-
rorized by the combined ingenuity, audacity
and recklessness of our modern thieves, it
is a serious sin of omission to overlook the
very cheap protection afforded by member-
ship in the Jewelers' Security Alliance.

Art Education of the Jeweler

IN his address at the annual convention ofthe American National Retail Jewelers'
Association, President Archibald touched
on a subject the importance of which, pos-
sibly, was not fully realized by many of
his hearers. In enumerating the various
matters for urgent consideration brought
about by trade evolution, he said, in refer-
ence to the study of art:

The retail jeweler, in his eagerness for trade,
has long ago lost sight of one of the fundamental
principles in the jewelry business—art. There
soon will be no distinctive jewelry craft, but a
scramble to supply the trade with trinkets or
goods that any shopkeeper can furnish. The
dignity of the craft should be raised. Our future
usefulness in the business demands it.

The retail jeweler should edvcate himself
along the lines of art. He should cultivate his
tastes along artistic lines. He should read along
this line. He should study art and things azsthetic.
He should be a competent judge of artistic articles.
By the proper dissemination of knowledge and
the most careful study of things artistic we can
place our business on a plane above the ordinary
merchant. Make your knowledge of art so valu-
able that the lover of beautiful goods will pur-
chase his goods from you because he knows you
speak with authority on the subject.

Our country is long past the pioneer
stage, and has reached a point in civiliza-
tion where art is an important considera-
tion in all fields of effort, but particularly
in the field of the retail jeweler. It is the
ambition of the latter to be considered a
specialist, to whom the public may look
for reliable advice in regard to the special
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Locking the Stable Door When the
Steed is Stolen

IN one of the news letters which appearselsewhere in this issue are reported

two cases in which jewelry stores or stocks
were destroyed by fire, the result being a
total loss, as in neither case did the jeweler

carry fire insurance. It is difficult to under-
stand in this age how any merchant can be

so negligent of his own interests as to over-
look this precaution. 1-le owes it not only
to himself and his family, but also to his
creditors that his stock should be insured
against always possible destruction. The
credit man of the time would have little
use for a customer of his house who would
risk unpaid-for goods in this manner. Not
many months ago it was our unpleasant
duty to report the destruction by fire of
a jewelry store and stock on which the in-
surance had just lapsed and had not been
renewed. Negligence in this case brought
a serious penalty and the incident furnishes
an object lesson to such as might possibly
unintentionally be guilty of similar procras-
tination.

Elsewhere in this issue is published a
story which shows the vigilance and effici-
ency of the Jewelers' Security Alliance, not
only in running down burglars who have
committed robberies, but also in capturing
them before they had an opportunity to
commit the robbery intended. In this con-
nection it is gratifying to note the material
monthly increase in the membership of the
alliance, which now includes the great body
of the more progressive and wide-awake
trade. We have before us as we write a
clipping from a local paper of Mishawaka,
Ind., in which is reported the breaking of
the plate glass window of the jewelry store
of Fred A. Vogt and the theft of a $25
watch which had been placed in the window
as a regulator. In a letter forwarding this
clipping Mr. Vogt says : "About ten hours
after the window-smashing I received an
application blank to fill in, as I had applied
to become a member of the Jewelers' Se-
curity Alliance. I had delayed a little too
long and in this case it was literally, as well
as metaphorically, true that 'procrastination
was the theft of time' (a $25 watch)." As

our readers are aware, a reward of $1oo
is offered by the alliance in every case of
conviction of a window-smasher, which

form of theft is becoming alarmingly fre-

quent. The reward has been quite effective

in placing many of these miscreants behind

prison bars.

For the benefit of the few who may
still be unacquainted with the purpose of the
alliance, which is an organization run solely
for the protection of the trade and not for
profit, we will state that the card of this or-
ganization hung on the safe or placed in

the window is proved by statistics to be an
excellent protection against professional
cracksmen. It is the policy of the
alliance to pursue the burglar to the
death and no compromise is ever con-

sidered. In fact, the thoroughness of

its detective service and its success in
hunting down offenders have so terrorized

the burglars that the latter generally carry

in their vest pockets the latest list of mem-
bers, with the avowed purpose of avoiding
them. The annual report of the alliance for
the year 1908 showed that while thirty-three
safes of jewelers were attacked, only three
of these were members of the organization
and only one was successful. In view of
the fact that the jewelers of to-day are ter-
rorized by the combined ingenuity, audacity
and recklessness of our modern thieves, it
is a serious sin of omission to overlook the
very cheap protection afforded by member-
ship in the Jewelers' Security Alliance.

Art Education of the Jeweler

IN his address at the annual convention ofthe American National Retail Jewelers'
Association, President Archibald touched
on a subject the importance of which, pos-
sibly, was not fully realized by many of
his hearers. In enumerating the various
matters for urgent consideration brought
about by trade evolution, he said, in refer-
ence to the study of art:

The retail jeweler, in his eagerness for trade,
has long ago lost sight of one of the fundamental
principles in the jewelry business—art. There
soon will be no distinctive jewelry craft, but a
scramble to supply the trade with trinkets or
goods that any shopkeeper can furnish. The
dignity of the craft should be raised. Our future
usefulness in the business demands it.

The retail jeweler should edpcate himself
along the lines of art. He should cultivate his
tastes along artistic lines. Ile should read along
this line. He should study art and things esthetic.
He should be a competent judge of artistic articles.
By the proper dissemination of knowledge and
the most careful study of things artistic we can
place our business on a plane above the ordinary
merchant. Make your knowledge of art so valu-
able that the lover of beautiful goods will pur-
chase his goods from you because he knows you
speak with authority on the subject.

Our country is long past the pioneer
stage, and has reached a point in civiliza-
tion where art is an important considera-
tion in all fields of effort, but particularly
in the field of the retail jeweler. It is the
ambition of the latter to be considered a
specialist, to whom the public may look
for reliable advice in regard to the special
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lines with which his life work is associated.
Only in this way, in fact, can he claim
distinction from the general merchant and
the jack-of-all-trades who handle jewelry
in connection with other lines. It must be
admitted, we fear, that the American trade
are far behind their European brethren as
art craftsmen or as connoisseurs on the.
matter of design. In recent years, however,
the subject of art jewelry has been given
greater consideration, and this journal has
labored diligently to this end. The United
States can now boast of a number of art
metal workers whose artistic skill rivals
that of the greatest of their European
brethren, but these are still the exception
rather than the rule. The lack of oppor-
tunity for technical training is probably,
to some extent, responsible for the defi-
ciency, and in this direction considerable
progress is being made. There are now a
number of schools and individuals giving
instruction in jewelry designing, enameling
and art metalwork generally, with very
promising results. In the many articles
which we have published on the subject of
art jewelry we have been charged occa-
sionally with getting beyond the capacity
of a large proportion of our readers, but
it must be remembered that only in this
way can the trade be familiarized with
artistic designs or impressed with the im-
portance of art in their work.

The art jewelry field, which has de-
veloped wonder fully in recent years, offers
peculiar attractions for the young crafts-
man, and especially in this country. The
United States, with its wealth and liberality,
affords a most tempting market for artistic
effort, and it remains for our young men
and women to strive for the reward which
surely awaits skill and genius. The uni-
versality of sports and games in recent
years, and the custom of offering prizes,
generally in the form of art metal pieces,
cups, trophies, etc., are an illustration of
the growing opportunities that await com-
petency in this specialty. President Archi-
bald's point was well taken, and the sooner
the trade realizes Its importance, the better
for all concerned. The time is here when
trade leadership calls for more than mere
salesmanship and mere mechanical skill.

The jewelry wearers of to-day, espe-
cially those whose financial and social status
makes them most desirable customers, are
no longer satisfied with a mere piece of
metal enriched by one or other of the
precious gems. Art is now the criterion
of value, irrespective of the material of
which the piece may be composed, and this
tendency should be cultivated.

Official Opinion on Coin Mutilation

T T would seem that in an editorial in our
last issue, dealing with the transforma-

tion of coin into jewelry, our reference to
the Lincoln penny as the cause of a re-
vival of interest in the subject of coin muti-
lation was misleading to some of our
readers. At least one of our subscribers
inferred that the law regarding mutilation
covered copper coins as well as those of
gold and silver. This, of course, was er-
roneous. There is no reference to copper
coin in the law, which was quoted in full in
the editorial referred to. The trade are
perfectly free to mutilate copper coins or
transform same into jewelry as they see fit
and, as a matter of fact, New England
jewelry manufacturers have used and are
using copper coins in the production of
souvenir jewelry. The subscriber referred
to was assured from Washington, D. C.,
that "There is no federal statute which for-
bids the mutilation or defacement of penny
coins." It is well that this matter should
be clearly understood by the trade, more
especially in view of the advent of the popu-
lar Lincoln penny.

A number of queries received by us are
satisfactorily answered in the following of-
ficial communication sent in reply to a letter
of one of our subscribers:

TREASURY DEPARTMENT
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

WASHINGTON, October 12, 1909.
MR. K. W. KERN,

Kokomo, Ind.

SIR :—Your letter of October 9th, referring
to the mutilation of coins for novelty purposes,
has been referred to this office. In reply you are
advised that Section 5459, of the Revised Statutes,
forbids the mutilation or defacement of United
States or foreign gold and silver coins. The law
officer of this department construes this statute
to apply in all cases where the coin is left in a
condition to again be placed in circulation, for in-
stance, if you should solder a ring to a coin the
coin would be mutilated, yet it would be possible
to remove the ring and put the coin in circulation.
Again, one side of a coin could be smoothed off
and a monogram engraved thereon, the other side
being left intact. It would be possible to place
this coin in circulation with the good side up.
Such treatment of the gold and silver coins of the
United States or of foreign governments would,
in the opinion of the law officer, constitute a viola-
tion of Section 5459 because when such a coin
reached the Treasury Department it would be
declared mutilated or defaced and would not be
accepted at face value.

Respectfully,
(Signed) W. H. MORAN,

Acting Chief.

It will be seen that the above opinion
does not take into consideration the question
of intent, whether it be fraudulent or other-
wise, although the wording of the law
would indicate that fraudulent intent was
necessary to its violation. This latest in-
formation, therefore, does not change the
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status of the question and such jewelers
are confronted with this class of work will
find security in stating the circumstances to
the Treasury Department and obtaining ace.-
vice in each case.

The Watchmakers' Examination
Movement

'WE are gratified to announce the wide-
spread interest in the matter of ex-

aminations for watchmakers as exploited by
us in editorials and special articles in
previous issues. Elsewhere in this number
will be found a valuable analysis of the
subject in regard to the preparation of
questions and the examination by the candi-
dates ; also some interesting thoughts and
suggestions by President Nielson, of the
Iowa Retail Jewelers' Association, which
organization has taken the matter up with
great enthusiasm and with the evident in-
tention of making it successful. We are
pleased to learn from Mr. Nielson that the
next examination by the association is being
considered in accordance with the ideas
which he expressed in his article and the
trade at large will await the result with
much interest. The officers of the Iowa
organization, as well as the rank and file,
can happily boast of an abundance of gray
matter and the results of their work cannot
fail to be of great value to other organiza-
tions.

We regret that unusual pressure on our
space in this issue compels us to withhold
the publication of a number of articles on
the subject, but we will find space for these
in future issues and we invite the views of
all who are interested in this movement.
As Mr. Nielson states, the function of ex-
amining boards will afford a new and im-
portant reason for existence of organiza-
tions and add considerable to their prestige
and claims to trade support.

Dates of Annual Conventions

IN a communication before us from
Secretary Thomson, of the Wisconsin

Retail Jewelers' Association, announcing
the date of their annual convention as July

20th and 21st, the question of the
possibility of conflicting dates 'for State
conventionE is again brought up. As we
have previously stated, it is of very great
importance that such conflicting of dates
should be obviated, and this it is only
possible to do by following the example of
the Wisconsin organization in giving the
matter consideration sufficiently far ahead.
It will be recalled that an important feature
of these conventions in recent years has
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been the exhibits of manufacturers and
wholesalers. This feature the associations
are inclined to encourage as it serves a
practical educational purpose apart from the
convenience which it affords to many of
the visiting trade. There is considerable
expense attached to such exhibits and the
trade must not expect that in the case of
conflicting dates the jobber or manufacturer
can go to the expense of a duplicate ex-
hibit. Then again it is becoming more
customary to invite persons of trade promi-
nence, national officers and others, to ad-
dress the conventions and in such cases con-
flicting dates may cause inconvenience and
disappointment. The arrangement of the
dates can be best attended to through the
medium of the secretary of the national or-
ganization, Claud Wheeler, of Columbia,
Mo., who will very gladly lend assistance in
this matter. We would ask those who have
already arranged the dates of their annual
conventions and those who are about to do
so to inform us promptly in order that we
can publish each month a list of same, as
this too will aid in enabling the executive
committees to avoid naming dates already
pre-empted. The matter is of special im-
portance in the case of neighboring States
with large associations.

The Prosperous Patent Office

IT is a notable fact, and one which willappeal especially to our readers, that
the one department of our Government
which not only pays for its own way but
makes a substantial profit is the patent
office. The financial independence which
the office has enjoyed for a number of
years is still being continued, according to
the latest report. In the official statistics,
dealing with the office for the fiscal year
ended June 3oth, Commissioner Moore
informs us that the inventors of the country
paid in that year $1,887,443 to run the de-
partment, and, in addition to this, a surplus
of $88,476, which was turned over to the
United States Treasury. This is a very
gratifying record, but it will be generally
conceded that the inventors should be given
the benefit of the surplus, at least, and that
the latter, instead of being turned into the
general treasury, should be expended in the
improvement of the Department of Patents.

It is also gratifying to learn, from the
annual report, that inventive ingenuity con-
tinues to increase. We find there were
4000 more applications for patents pre-
sented during the fiscal year ended June
30th than in the previous year. There were
62,000 applications for patents of mechani-
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cal inventions, and more than 35,000 of
these were granted. Just what proportion
of these will serve a useful purpose in our
industrial system it is impossible to say, but
the record at least does credit to the in-
ventive genius for which Americans enjoy
a world-wide reputation. Our country is
blessed with no greater instrument of prog-
ress than the inventor, and his growing
industry augurs well for our industrial
future and our civilization.

Record-breaking Diamond
Importations

AREMARK ABLE manifestation of the
strength of the gem market and the

confidence of the importers in the trade
situation is found in the record-breaking
importations of diamonds. We learn from
the official reports that more diamonds were
brought into this country in September than
in any corresponding period in the history
of the trade. The importations for the
month at the port of New York amounted
to $3,318,341.74, of which the cut in precious
stones and pearls amounted to $2,652,340.63,
and uncut diamonds to $666,00x.ri.

While the amount of rough diamonds
brought in was not unusually large, the
value of cut precious stones and pearls ex-
ceeded the record figures of September, 1905,
by over $410,0oo and exceeded the figures
in the same month of last year by over
$900,000. These figures are the more sur-
prising in view of the fact that the months
of July and August of this year were far
above the normal. In July over $5,000,000
worth of gems were imported into this city.
Importers explained the big importation at
that time by saying that it was feared that
there would be an advance in the tariff on
diamonds. The schedules, however, were
allowed to remain the same as formerly, but
the imports continue to show big gains.

Interviewed on this remarkable condi-
tion a leading importer said that jewelers
throughout the country had depleted their
stocks in the last two years and that whereas
there is no unusual demand at present,
importers are stocking up heavily in antici-
pation of a big demand later in the season.
He said that he had just received a letter
from abroad which informed him that the
accumulated stock of rough diamonds has
been wiped out by the active buying of
American importers.

The demand for good stones has en-
abled the diamond syndicate gradually to
increase its prices, three increases of about
5 per cent. having been announced on the
finer stones since the early part of the year.
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The Holiday Outlook

N the threshold of what promises to
be, at the most conservative estimate,

a very satisfactory Christmas season, we
present to our readers this imposing holi-
day number as a tonic to confidence, an
inspiration to effort and a practical adviser
and helper in reaping maximum results
from the opportunity now at hand. A rep-
resentative trade journal like our own is
at all times a fairly accurate reflex of the
situation in the trade which it represents,
and on this presumption the present issue
has a special significance. In its handsome
appearance and its avoirdupois, its contents
and its advertisements, it conveys but one
message—healthy business conditions and
a prosperity which promises to be indefi-
nitely continued.

Regarding the coming season, that
extremely conservative authority, Brad-
street's, says : "Trade as a whole is good
or better, the former word, in fact, hardly
sufficing to characterize the buoyancy and
breadth of demand shown in many lines.
Industry, in turn, responds with advices of
full manufacturers' order books, full or
overtime run and general reports of an
insufficiency of skilled labor to meet re-
quirements. Altogether the situation is,
all things considered, a very satisfactory
one, and the rate of improvement promises
to place 1909 close to the front in the list
of years of prosperity."

As to the ideal agricultural situation,
our readers have already been in-

formed. The industrial outlook may best
be judged from the iron industry. The
Iron Trade Review estimates that 40,000
cars, a quarter of which are for the Penn-
sylvania Railroad, are now under negotia-
tion. Sixty thousand tons of pig have
been bought by the largest pipe-making
concern. Chicago reports rail sales amount-
ing to 8o,000 tons. ,During the week ending
October 23d the Carnegie Company entered
specifications against contracts and booked
new orders for sheets, plates, axles, car
wheels and bar mill products amounting to
126,000 tons. The last reserve steel capacity
of the Steel Corporation has just gone into
commission and large increases of several
plants have been decided on. The New
York Central has placed orders amounting
to $25,000,000 for rolling stock of every
sort and announces its intention of spend-
ing $6o,000,000 in the near future on its
roadbed, exclusive of $50000,000 for ter-
minal improvements in New York City.
The Baltimore & Ohio has just placed con-
tracts for 4400 coal and freight cars.
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GORHAM SILVER

THANKSGIVING, 1909

4:11 Apart from its religious and ethical significance,
Thanksgiving Day serves as a convenient re-

minder to progressive Jewelers that Christmas and
New Year's Days are within measurable distance.
(11 Jewelers are apt to recognize that Thanksgiving

Day must not find them unprepared for the de-
mands which will surely be made upon their stocks
of Gorham Silverware, when the rush of Christmas
gift purchasing begins.
411 The endeavor to repair the omissions due to lack

of foresight, or under-estimation of trade condi-
tions, must inevitably result in disappointment, in-
convenience and irritation, due to the fact that the
Gorham Company are unable to guarantee prompt
delivery on belated Christmas orders.
(II The remedy is an obvious one—order at once.

,

. THE GORHAM COMPANY
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137 Wabash Ave. 15-17-19 Maiden Lane Temporary Office

1103 Broadway, Oakland, Cal . Ely Place
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The Christmas Window

of course, the first consideration of the
jeweler in planning his Christmas window
display is to make it sufficiently attractive
to create business. He should not, however,
sacrifice, for the sake of beauty, conveni-
ence in showing goods from the display
and ease in retrimming and cleaning in the
midst of the busy time. The display of
Christmas gifts should commence very
early in the month, and unless the window
is given daily attention it will look very
disorderly and dirty in a short time. The
average Christmas display should stay in
about four weeks, and during this time the
window must be washed at least two or
three times. If the window has to be torn
entirely to pieces in order to do this, it is
either going to be neglected or cause a
great deal of work when every minute of
time is of the greatest value. To avoid this
the general form of the window should be
built in blocks intact and tightly
covered with cloth, so that they
can be taken out of and placed
back in a very few minutes' time.

Numerous suggestions have
been offered, from time to time,
giving ideas for building and
arranging these forms, and, of
course, these must be planned and
arranged differently acording to
the style window they are to be
used in.

In planning your Christmas
display you should endeavor to arrange it
so that you can make it very general and
show only a small variety from each line,
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and then leave some central part where you should keep the special displays changing
can make daily changes and display things daily, so that the passerby will be attracted

each day by something new.
Pc"; rFoRAi During the holiday season the

value of the window is greater
than at any other time. Nearly
every shopper is scanning the
window displays for suggestions
of what to get this or that person
for a Christmas gift. Every store
is making an extra effort to
attract these prospective buyers.
and the result is that the win-
dows in all lines are trimmed with
exceptional care.

of especial merit or slow-selling lines. The In order that your window may be at-
general style of your window may remain tractive from a distance and command a
the same throughout the month, but you closer view from the passerby, the back-

ground should be quite elaborate. A quan-
tity of evergreen in strings festooned about
the window, with here and there a large
bell, is a simple and effective decoration. A
frame of wood, either square or in some
odd shape and with slats nailed across at
intervals, may be suspended from the top
of the window and at the back, and holly
and evergreen entwined in this. Any plan
of this kind to build the window up and
make it show up from a distance will
greatly add to its attractiveness.

This upper work may be arranged in
such a way that it need not be taken down
or changed during the entire month, it only
being necessary to take out the display
forms to clean and rearrange the window.
One suggestion for a most attractive dis-
play is as follows : Build a platform about
eight inches high in the window, with a
slanting edge toward the glass. Make this
in two parts, so it is easy to handle, and

Cross sece/..9/7 show- Afrig plan of conaeckip
revo/winokbropin.
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Waltham Watches
COLONIAL SERIES

COLONIAL SERIES movements are made by the WALTHAM WATCH
COMPANY only. They are supplied in five qualities as follows:

RIVERSIDE MAXIMUS; Nickel
• 23 diamond and fine ruby jewels ; two pairs diamond caps ; raised gold settings ;

accurately adjusted to temperature, isochronism and five positions and carefully
timed ; compensating balance ; meantime screws ; patent Breguet hairspring,
hardened and tempered in form ; patent detachable balance staff ; both balance
pivots running on diamonds ; double roller escapement ; sapphire jewel pin perma-
nently driven into the roller ; exposed sapphire pallets ; steel escape wheel ; gold
train ; patent micrometric regulator ; tempered steel safety barrel ; exposed winding
wheels ; steel parts chamfered ; fine glass handpainted dial of most modern and
artistic design.

RIVERSIDE; Nickel
19 fine ruby jewels ; raised gold settings ; adjusted to temperature and five positions ;
compensating balance ; meantime screws ; patent Breguet hairspring, hardened and
tempered in form ; patent detachable balance staff ; double roller escapement ; steel
escape wheel ; exposed sapphire pallets ; red gold center wheel ; patent micrometric
regulator ; exposed winding wheels ; tempered steel safety barrel.

ROYAL; Nickel
17 jewels ; red gold settings ; adjusted to temperature and three positions ; compen-
sating balance ; meantime screws ; patent detachable balance staff ; patent Breguet
hairspring, hardened and tempered in form ; exposed pallets ; patent micrometric
regulator ; tempered steel safety barrel ; exposed winding wheels.

No. 1425 ; Nickel
17 jewels ; red gilded settings ; cut expansion balance ; meantime screws ; patent
detachable balance staff ; patent Breguet hairspring, hardened and tempered in form;
exposed pallets ; red gilded center wheel ; patent micrometric regulator ; tempered
steel safety barrel ; exposed winding wheels.

No. 1420 ; Nickel
13 jewels ; settings ; cut expansion balance ; meantime screws ; patent detachable
balance staff ; patent Breguet hairspring ; hardened and tempered in form ; exposed
pallets ; patent micrometric regulator ; tempered steel safety barrel ; exposed wind-
ing wheels.

COLONIAL SERIES movements are sold in cases only. Each movement
is fitted in its case and the watch timed at the WALTHAM factory.

Waltham Watch Company
Waltham, Massachusetts
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The Christmas Window

(Continued from page 1755)

cover it with white felt or canton flannel.
All around the slanted edge tack holly
sprays and in the upper part of the window
hang evergreen or holly as described above.
Then make two circular display stands, the
base being of a diameter to conform with
the width of your window and of wood
one inch thick and raised on this a number
of steps of a width and height to display
jewelry. Fasten this pyramid of steps
securely on an iron base that you can ex-
tend through the platform of the window
over an iron pin, to form an axis on which
the shelves will revolve, when connected to

NAME 

ARTICLE 

SOLD BY

AMT.

PROMISED

INSTRUCTIONS

No. 1 Tag, printed on white paper, for articles which have
been laid away and will be called for by purchaser

a motor. Then in the center of the window
build up a tier of steps and cover these and
the pyramids with light-green velvet. Also
make a curtain of the same material for the
back of the display. Thus you have a plain
white platform, with revolving circular dis-
plays at either end and a tier of steps in
the center. This entire form could be taken
out and replaced in the window in an hour's
time, and would prove an attractive display.

Another idea is to build the same kind
of a raised platform and make all your dis-
plays on glass shelves of different heights
and lengths. This would be rather an ex-
pensive window if one had to buy all the
glass shelves and supports, but these forms
could be used numerous times and the
money would be well invested. In a display
of this kind silver, cut glass, etc., should be
shown on the platform, and jewelry novel-
ties and smaller articles on the shelves. If
one had not the facilities for fixing the
revolving shelves in the first window de-

K N'ST ONE

scribed, half-round tiers of steps could be
used instead, but, of course, the moving dis-
play would make the window many times
more attractive. Figs. i and 2 show a
general plan of the window described.

These are only a couple of ideas for a
Christmas display, but the main point to be
gained is to make your display in such a
manner that the window can be kept per-
fectly clean all the time without a great
amount of labor and without leaving the
window bare for any length of time.

Preparing for the Christmas Rush

The preparations that you make during
November for handling the Christmas rush

SEND TO PURCHASER

NAME 

ADDRESS

ARTICLE

SOLD BY

HOW SEND

INSTRUCTIONS

AMT.

WHEN

REMARKS

No. 2 Tag, printed on pink paper, to attach on articles to
be delivered or shipped to purchaser

will have a great deal to do with the volume
of business that you can handle properly,
and every time-consuming possibility that is
likely to arise during the harvest time
should be considered and provision made to
meet it. Model your plans and system after
the big city stores. There are dozens of little
accommodations that will be asked of you
during the rush, such as packing and ship-
ping and delivering articles bought, sup-
plying cards and boxes, and other such
things that if properly attended to add much
to a store's popularity and which, unless
provision is made, consume a world of time
when it is very valuable.

The big stores have a separate depart-
ment for looking after all these things, and
the entire time of a good many employees
is consumed attending only to the proper
shipping and delivering of goods.

A smaller store would hardly have
enough to keep one person busy at this
alone, but one person could be kept hustling

1757

if such a one were instructed to look after
all of the little details that go with a holiday
business, such as handling systematically
the goods laid away and those left for en-
graving, attending to packing, shipping and
delivering, and also seeing that all supplies,
such as boxes, twine, paper, rubber bands,
etc., are in the proper places.

In preparing for the holiday rush, of
course, the first consideration is to get your
stock in perfect shape. See that every
single article is in the best possible condi-
tion and, wherever you can, mark the quality
on the price tag to aid the new clerks.
Arrange your goods attractively, but do not
sacrifice convenience in handling for the
sake of display. Where you find it neces-

SOLD TO

ARTICLE

SHIP OR DELIVER,

BY

AMT.

INSTRUCTIONS

NAME

SEND TO

ADDRESS

SEND HOW WHEN

CARDS

REMARKS

No. 3 Tag, printed on blue paper, to be attached to articles
to be shipped or delivered direct to the person

for whom they are purchased

sary to carry a surplus stock of some certain
lines, mark the article in stock to designate
this, and instruct your clerks to take a dupli-
cate from the surplus when the article in
stock is sold. After you have your stock
in fine shape, select certain drawers or cup-
boards in which to keep boxes of different
sizes, and always keep the same style boxes
in the same place to avoid confusion. Also
clean up your office, clear your desk of
all pending business and, in fact, clear your
store of everything unnecessary to the best
handling of the rush. Concentrate all your
efforts on the business at hand. Have cata-
logues ready, so as to fill special orders with
as little delay as possible. Get through with
every bit of preliminary work before
December 1st, and you will rid yourself of
a lot of little worries when your mind
should be the clearest.

Train your new clerks to take care of
the stock. Let them understand that each

(Continued on page 1758)
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Preparing for the Christmas Rush

(Continued from page 1757)

evening, as trade slackens before closing
time, they are expected to straighten up
stock, and during the day, when not waiting
on someone, they shall spend their time at
this work. If articles get unsalable from
handling see that they are cleaned and put
ill shape at once, and not allowed to remain
in an unsalable condition until after Christ-
mas. Remember that at this season you
will get people into your store that you
probably have not seen there during the
entire year, and to make a good impression
at this time is the means of gaining many
new customers. Avoid confusion as much
as possible. A person, as described above,
detailed to look after numerous little things
that otherwise would take your or your
clerks' time allows more concentrated
efforts in selling goods.

Instruct your clerks to appeal to you
if they feel that they are going to lose a

K EYST ONE November, 19o9

We offer a selection of diamond rings at $7.50, $10.00, $15.00, $18.00
and up to $30.00 which are really exceptional in quality and value.
In mounting these rings we choose the stones with as great care
as we do our most expensive diamonds. We do not buy a whole paper
of assorted grades, but pick out each stone separately and under a glass and select
only those of choice color and quality.

We charge no more for these choice goods than you will pay for inferior grades,
and their superior brilliancy is quickly seen when a comparison is made.

BLANK'S
should be filled out fully and attached se-
curely to the article sold.

A little extra work during November
will not only make your Christmas business
more profitable and pleasant, but it will
allow you a good many more hours of sleep
when you will need them badly.

Following an Advertising Campaign
for Future Business

In our October issue a suggestion was
offered of a method of advertising in-

While it is customary to mount all large diamonds in fine 14 K. hand-
made mountings, many dealers use for their small stone rings settings
of 10 K. quality and inferior workmanship.

Every diamond ring in our stock is of 14 Karat quality and finely made. We
select our settings for small stones with great care, as the mounting has much to
do with the beauty of the ring.

Our diamond rings at $7.50, $10.00, $12.00, $15.00, $18.00 and up to $30.00
are so superior to the ordinary that even an inex-
perienced person can quickly see the difference. BLANK'S

sale that you might make. Reserve your
own time as much as possible for these
emergencies. Try to meet the big custo-
mers and let your clerks sell the 23-cent
thimbles. The proprietor of a store can
mingle around amongst customers that
clerks are waiting on and close many deals
with a few words after the clerk has done
the preliminary work of showing the selec-
tion, quoting the price, etc. To avoid error
and save time it is a very wise thing to
have special printed tags on which to mark
engraving instnictions, etc., and we re-
produce on the preceding page three
tags, one printed on white, one on pink
and one on blue paper which, if used,
will save much confusion. Supply the
clerks with pads of each tag and in-
struct them to use tag No. i when the
article is to be engraved or laid away and
will be called for by the purchaser ; No. 2
when it is to be delivered or shipped to
the purchaser direct, and No. 3 when it is
to be sent to the person for whom it is pur-
chased for a present. In any case the tag

tended to create a future demand for cer-
tain things, rather a paving of the way for
sales in December. This plan can be most
successfully applied to diamonds and
watches and should not be neglected during
November. These copies should impress
on the reader some specific reason why you
are in better position than your competitor
to supply the goods advertised at a more
reasonable price or of superior quality.

There are dozens of little arguments
which can be brought out impressively in

an advertisement which may not really
mean very much and yet may make a
marked impression on the reader.

There are several copies shown here,
each illustrating a plausible and honest
statement which, presented to the prospec-
tive customer in this way, impresses him
with the idea that you are offering some-
thing original and better than the average.
In writing an advertisement you do not
need to advertise something that you do
which your competitor does not do, but you
can put up an argument so strongly to your
customer that he is at once impressed with.
the idea that you, and you only, are doing
that particular thing, and at once decides
for himself that your competitor does not
do it.

For instance, in the diamond ad refer
to the special pains you take in selecting

each small stone, one at a time, so as to get
only the choicest ones. There is not an
untrue statement in this advertisement, and
yet, your reader at once thinks that this is
something that you do and no one else does.

A very small point strongly put will
have a great deal of influence on a pros-
pective buyer. It should also be impressed

on the prospective diamond buyer that you
will brush up the gems, examine the set-
tings and clean the jewelry free of charge
when the pieces need such attention. The
large diamond houses generally perform
this service free of charge, finding their
remuneration in the satisfaction of the cus-
tomer and in the fact that it keeps the latter
in continued close touch with the house.

Do you know that there is nearly twice as much gold in some makes
of 25-year watch cases as in others?
This is only one of many differences between a cheap case and a
good one. We sell only the better makes of watch cases, and while
they cost a trifle more than inferior makes the gold value alone will
almost make up this difference.
The beauty of the designs—the exceptional quality of the engraving—the superior
workmanship—the perfect fitting joints—are all important considerations when
you select a watch, and we can quickly show you the value of a good case.

We can supply any grade of any reliable make of watch at the very lowest price.
We do not tare to sell inferior makes at any price. BLANK'S

TAXILE DOAT: A CERAMIST OF SEVRES
By IRENE SARGENT

OUR country is about to receive as a four years' guest the distin-
guished man who is the subject of our present article. He comes
to teach the fine art and the delicate technical proce.sses of which

he is the master, as well as tlw science which forms the basis
of his constant experiments. He a.so W... ill 1 leave with us on his final
return to France some of the best results of his long labors, and at least
one great monument which shall represent his personal contribution to
the art of the potter, whose beginnings were made at the very dawn Of
civilization find vhose works, like those of architec-
ture, express the character and the inmost thoughts
of those who produce them.

Taxile Doat bears a name
A World-wide already familiar to students and
Fame to collectors of ceramics, as well

as to all frequenters of the
museums of the decorative arts, both in Europe and
in America. But it is imperative that his presence
among us be announced among much \cider classes
than those just mentioned in order that we may
realize from that cause the happy artistic and
economic possibilities which are presented to us
through his great attainments and abilities.

Thus the facts of his career and the details
of his arrival and of his future temporary residence
in the United States become a subject of present
importance, while it is, at the same time, one which
we are enabled to offer from original sources of
information. And since these facts and details re-
flect and explain a unique personality in all its
fineness and with all its intense enthusiasms, it would
seem well to set immediately before our readers the
man mature in years, the artist ripe in experience,
such as he appears to-day, and while he may be yet
represented against the sympathetic background of the scene of his past
successes.

M. Dom has, for many years, lived in the villa which he built for
himself in Sevres, at a short distance from the porcelain manufactory of
the French Government, of which he has been one of the most versatile
and productive among recent ceramists. In this place, which combines
residence, studio, laboratory and kiln, he has vividly suggested his life
of unremitting and constantly inspired toil, while the union is so har-
moniously effected that one may be led from entrance to exit, without
sense of change other than that of
delightful transition and variety.

On a day of the summer jttst
elapsed, NI. Doat himself opened
the gate of his villa in response
to a \•isitior's ring, and, placed at
this picturesque point, Ile clearly
expressed in figure and gesture
all that for ‘vhich he stands in the
world of work and endeavor.

His features, flecked by the
late afternoon sun with points of
accent, seemed as if carved in old
ivory, whose rich matt tint led up
to focal points in the eyes o f
deep, luminous brown, which sem
out sharp golden lights; while
the kindly smile and the soft,
flowing mass of a long white
beard tempered his otherwise too
great austerity of countenance.
An ample robe of unbleached
linen, indicating that he had been
interrupted at his work, enveloped
his tall, erect form, lending him

a further air of distinction by suggesting the habit of a brotherhood. He
extended his hands in greeting, and by this gesture revealed the vivacity
and emphasis of the Latin, joined to an energy peculiar and personal.
He began at once to speak in the exquisite French of a poet and a
scholar united in one man, using a vocabulary rivaling by its extent that
of Alphonse Daudet and by its fervor and picturesque quality that of
Thi'ophile Gautier hilllself. Even his W ()ills of greeting were not those
prescribed by convention, NVIlile ihitring the flours of explanat ion and

inst ruction which followed, his facility and beauty
of speech ebbed and flowed like the rhythm of
waters, at once impetuous and restrained.

He led the way slowly through his garden and
the various divisions of his house, caressing by both
voice and gesture his favorite belongings and show-
ing- a childlike pleasure, as if all were new to him,
rather than the slowly matured result of labor, time
and taste.

Throughout f. Doat 's possessions one feels
the power of the art ist and the touch of the
creative. hand. First of ;ill, in the choice of site,
since Italy itself could scarcely offer a more pic-
turesque spot, although the grand'rue *of Sevres,
a typical French village street, with its C0111111011PlaCC
CabUreiS Mid patisseries, its noisy trams and shout-
ing teamsters, lies just below, at the base of a
beetling cliff.

T h e V 1.
The Artist's 

illa )oat stands, therefore,
at the summit of a long, winding

Home road, named the rue Brancas,
which, beginning at a short dis-

tance above the entrance to the National Porce-
lain Works, mounts a sharp incline and is bordered
on either side by high garden walls, jealously guard-

ing from proifane eyes the treasures of beauty ci a it a i n ed Within them.
Unlike any of its neighbors, the villa of NI. Doat discloses the pro-

fession of its owner, since the chimney of his ceramic furnace towers
far above the enclosing barrier, although this feature in no way detracts
from the domestic air of the estate, owing to its skil ful combination
With the dwelling and the setting of the whole building amid varied
greenery.

The garden, on the day noted, \ vas Idled with August roses and
other brilliant flowers, and it lies One story below the salon, the French

window and balcony of which
open upon it ; while on the same
level with the garden there is a
large aviary occupied by doves,
whose movements and attitudes
NI. Dom delight s to study.

Indeed, as is usual wit Ii
French artists, his sympathies an:I
affections run the entire gamut
of Nature and he strives through
his C11051211 111C(1111111 Of expression
and in his own personal manner
to interpret the strong impres-
s ■ \Mich he receives from the
ireat \l (it

As an instance of this kind
of research and of inspiration, NI.
Doat, in passing by his cabinets,
selected from a shel f a small
shell of the murex species, deli-
cately convoluted and with its
outer stir face divided into com-
partment s by fragile and trans-
lucent spines. Then, with the
other hand, he reached a porcelain

M. Taxile Doat

Subject in applied paste: "The Dance"
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Preparing for the Christmas Rush

(Continued from page 1757)

evening, as trade slackens before closing
time, they are expected to straighten up
stock, and during the day, when not waiting
on someone, they shall spend their time at
this work. If articles get unsalable from'
handling see that they are cleaned and put
in shape at once, and not allowed to remain
in an unsalable condition until after Christ-
mas. Remember that at this season you
will get people into your store that you
probably have not seen there during the
entire year, and to make a good impression
at this time is the means of gaining many
new customers. Avoid confusion as much
as possible. A person, as described above,
detailed to look after numerous little things
that otherwise would take your or your
clerks' time allows more concentrated
efforts in selling goods.

Instruct your clerks to appeal to you
if they feel that they are going to lose a

KYSTON E November, 1909

We offer a selection of diamond rings at $7.50, $10.00, $15.00, $18.00
and up to $30.00 which are really exceptional in quality and value.
In mounting these rings we choose the stones with as great care
as we do our most expensive diamonds. We do not buy a whole paper
of assorted grades, but pick out each stone separately and under a glass and select
only those of choice color and quality.

We charge no more for these choice goods than you will pay for inferior grades,
and their superior brilliancy is quickly seen when a comparison is made.

BLANK'S
should be filled out fully and attached se-
curely to the article sold.

A little extra work during November
will not only make your Christmas business
more profitable and pleasant, but it will
allow you a good many more hours of sleep
when you will need them badly.

Following an Advertising Campaign
for Future Business

In our October issue a suggestion was
offered of a method of advertising in-

While it is customary to mount all large diamonds in fine 14 K. hand-
made mountings, many dealers use for their small stone rings settings
of 10 K. quality and inferior workmanship.

Every diamond ring in our stock is of 14 Karat quality and finely made. We
select our settings for small stones with great care, as the mounting has much to
do with the beauty of the ring.

Our diamond rings at $7.50, $1 0.00, $1 2.00, $1 5.00, $1 8.00 and up to $30.00
are so superior to the ordinary that even an inex-
perienced person can quickly see the difference. BLANK'S

sale that you might make. Reserve your
own time as much as possible for these
emergencies. Try to meet the big custo-
mers and let your clerks sell the 25-cent
thimbles. The proprietor of a store can
mingle around amongst customers that
clerks are waiting on and close many deals
with a few words after the clerk has done
the preliminary work of showing the selec-
tion, quoting the price, etc. To avoid error
and save time it is a very wise thing to
have special printed tags on which to mark
engraving instructions, etc., and we re-
produce on the preceding page three
tags, one printed on white, one on pink
and one on blue paper which, if used,
will save much confusion. Supply the
clerks with pads of each tag and in-
struct them to use tag No. i when the
article is to be engraved or laid away and
will be called for by the purchaser ; No. 2

when it is to be delivered or shipped to
the purchaser direct, and No. 3 when it is

to be sent to the person for whom it is pur-

chased for a present. In any case the tag

tended to create a future demand for cer-
tain things, rather a paving of the way for
sales in December. This plan can be most
successfully applied to diamonds and
watches and should not be neglected during
November. These copies should impress
on the reader some specific reason why you
are in better position than your competitor

to supply the goods advertised at a more
reasonable price or of superior quality.

There are dozens of little arguments
which can be brought out impressively in

TAXILE DOAT: A CERAMIST OF SEVRES

an advertisement which may not really

mean very much and yet may make a
marked impression on the reader.

There are several copies shown here,
each illustrating a plausible and honest
statement which, presented to the prospec-

tive customer in this way, impresses him
with the idea that you are offering some-

thing original and better than the average.

In writing an advertisement you do not

need to advertise something that you do

which your competitor does not do, but you

can put up an argument so strongly to your

customer that he is at once impressed with.

the idea that you, and you only, are doing

that particular thing, and at once decides

for himself that your competitor does not

do it.

For instance, in the diamond ad refer

to the special pains you take in selecting

each small stone, one at a time, so as to get

only the choicest ones. There is not an

untrue statement in this advertisement, and
yet, your reader at once thinks that this is
something that you do and no one else does.

A very small point strongly put will

have a great deal of influence on a pros-
pective buyer. It should also be impressed

on the prospective diamond buyer that you

will brush up the gems, examine the set-

tings and clean the jewelry free of charge

when the pieces need such attention. The
large diamond houses generally perform

this service free of charge, finding their

remuneration in the satisfaction of the cus-

tomer and in the fact that it keeps the latter

in continued close touch with the house.

Do you know that there is nearly twice as much gold in some makes
of 25-year watch cases as in others?
This is only one of many differences between a cheap case and a
good one. We sell only the better makes of watch cases, and while
they cost a trifle more than inferior makes the gold value alone will
almost make up this difference.
The beauty of the designs—the exceptional quality of the engraving—the superior
workmanship—the perfect fitting joints—are all important considerations when
you select a watch, and we can quickly show you the value of a good case.
We can supply any grade of any reliable make of watch at the very lowest price.
We do not rare to sell inferior makes at any price. BLANK'S

OUR country is about to receive as a four years' guest the distin-
guished man who is the subject of our present article. He comes
to teach the fine art and the delicate technical processes of which

he is the master, as well as the science Nvhich forms the basis
of his constant experiments. He will also leave with us on his final
return to France some of the best results of his long labors, and at least
one great monument which shall represent his personal contribution to
the art of the potter, whose beginnings were made at the very dawn of
civilization and whose works, like those of architec-
ture, express the character and the inmost thoughts
of those who produce them,

M. Taxile Doat bears a name
A World-wide already familiar to students and
Fame to collectors of ceramics, as well

as to all frequenters of the
museums of the decorative arts, both in Europe and
in America. But it is imperative that his presence
among us be announced among much wider classes
than those just mentioned in order that we may
realize from that cause the happy artistic and
economic possibilities which are presented to US

through his great attainments and abilities.
Thus the facts of his career and the details

of his arrival and of his future temporary residence
in the United States become a subject of present
importance, while it is, at the same time, one which
we are enabled to offer from original sources of
information. And since these facts and details re-
flect and explain a unique personality in all its
fineness and with all its intense enthusiasms, it would
seem well to set immediately before our readers the
man mature in years, the artist ripe in experience,
such as he appears to-day, and while he may be yet
represented against the sympathetic background of the scene of his past
successes.

M. Doat has, for many years, lived in the villa which he built for
himself in Sevres, at a short distance from the porcelain manufactory of
the French Government, of which he has been one of the most versatile
and productive among recent ceramists. In this place, which combines
residence, studio, laboratory and kiln, he has vividly suggested his life
of unremitting and constantly inspired toil, while the union is so har-
moniously effected that one may be led from entrance to exit, without
sense of change other than that of
delightful transition and variety.

On a day of the summer just
elapsed, M. Doat himself opened
the gate of his villa in response
to a visitor's ring, and, placed at
this picturesque point, Ile clearly
expressed in figure and gesture
all that for which he stands in the
world of work and endeavor.

His features, flecked by the
late afternoon sun with points of
accent, seemed as if carved in old
ivory, whose rich matt tint led up
to focal points in the eyes of
deep, luminous brown, which sent
out sharp golden lights; while
the kindly smile and the soft,
flowing mass of a long white
beard tempered his otherwise too
great austerity of countenance.
An ample robe of unbleached
linen, indicating that he had been
interrupted at his work, enveloped
his tall, erect form, lending him

a further air of distinction by suggesting the habit of a brotherhood. He
extended his hands in greeting, and by this gesture revealed the vivacity
and emphasis of the Latin, joined to an energy peculiar and personal.
He began at once to speak in the exquisite French of a poet and a
scholar united in one man, using a vocabulary rivaling by its extent that
of Alphonse Daudet and by its fervor and picturesque quality that of
Theophile Gautier himself. Even his words of greeting were not those
prescribed by convention, while during the hours of explanation and

instruction which followed, his facility and beauty
of speech ebbed and flowed like the rhythm of
waters, at once impetuous and restrained.

He led the way slowly through his garden and
the various divisions of his house, caressing by both
voice and gesture his favorite belongings and show-
ing a childlike pleasure, as if all were new to him,
rather than the slowly matured result of labor, time
and taste.

Throughout M. Doat's possessions one feels
the power of the artist and the touch of the
creative hand. First of all, in the choice of site,
since Italy itself could scarcely offer a more pie-

lt spot, although the grandrue of Sevres,
a typical French village street, with its commonplace
cabarets and patisseries, its noisy trams and shout-
ing teamsters, lies just below, at the base of a
beetling cliff.

M. Taxile Doat

The Villa Doat stands, therefore,
The Artist's at the summit of a long, winding
Home road, named the rue Brancas,

which, beginning at a short dis-
tance above the entrance to the National Porce-
lain Works, mounts a sharp incline and is bordered
on either side by high garden walls, jealously guard-

ing from profane eyes the treasures of beauty contained within them.
Unlike any of it neighbors, the villa of M. Doat discloses the pro-

fession of its owner, since the chimney of his ceramic furnace towers
far above the enclosing barrier, although this feature in no way detracts
from the domestic air of the estate, owing to its skilful combination
with the dwelling and the setting of the whole building amid varied
greenery.

The garden, on the day noted, was filled with August roses and
other brilliant flowers, and it lies one story below the salon, the French

window and balcony of which
open upon it ; while on the sante
level with the garden there is a
large aviary occupied by dov.es,
‘vhose movements and attitudes
M. Doat delights to study.

Indeed, as is usual xvit 11
French artists, his sympathies an :I
affections run the entire gamut
of Nature and he strives through
his chosen medium of expression
and in his own personal manner
t 0 interpret the strong impres
sions which he receives front the
Great Mother.

As an instance of this Idiot
of research and of inspiration, M.
Doat, in passing by his cabinets,
selected from a shelf a small
shell of the murex species, deli-
cately convoluted and with its
outer surface divided into com-
partments by fragile and trans-
lucent spines. Then, with the
other hand, he reached a porcelainSubject in applied paste: "The Dance"

(1759)
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vase of his own creation, and, as he
noted the relations between the two
objects, his eyes shone with their pe-
culiar light. Finally, replacing the
shell and still retaining in his band
the vase, he said softly, as if to him-
self :

"But I have rendered it in my
own manner" ('mais je l'ai inter-
pretee a ma maniere a moi') ; so
affirming spontaneously the truth
which cannot be too often repeated
and emphasized that the real func-
tion of art is always to represent
and never to imitate.

In this appealing way he showed
his collection of enamels and "ap-
plications" (pate sur pate), which
represent the labor of years and are
now sold and soon to be transferred
to America ; touching upon their
technical composition, resthetic quali-
ties and subjects with the clearness
and simplicity so characteristic of
the French.

These works of exquisite art
hung upon the walls, or else were
set in the doors of cabinets, buffets
and other objects of furniture in the
various rooms of the house. Their
character may be judged by several
reproductions which are included in our accompanying illustrations, but,
in the absence of the originals, their qualities can be only faintly realized.
However, an estimate of their importance and value may be gained from
the fact that they first gave to M. Doat a distinctive place among the
artists of France, as it appears from the notice of him contained in the
"National Dictionary of Contemporary Celebrities" ("Dictionnaire

Nationale des Contemporains, Tome IV, Page rog"), which we present
almost in toto:

"Taxile Doat, ceramist-sculptor, was born at Albi, Department of
Tarn, March 4, 1851. Having finished the government courses of classical
studies, he entered the Telegraphic Service ; but, later, yielding to the
imperious call of his talents, he en-
rolled himself in the School of
Fine Arts, from which he passed
in 1878 to the National Porcelain
Works at Sevres.

"As early as 1880, M. Doat

produced his 'applications,' which

at once gave him such wide repu-

tation that the first object of

decorative art purchased by the
Government Commission for the
Museum of the Luxembourg, was

the plaque entitled 'The May Pole,'

a remarkable specimen of its
species.

"Gradually also foreign public
commissioners, as w.ell as private
collectors, acquired similar ex-
amples of M. Doat's work, so that,
outside of Paris, lie became known
in museums of decorative art ;
notably at St. Petersburg, Berlin,
Copenhagen, Dresden, Leipzig,
South Kensington and London.
Furthermore, other pieces of the
same artist are now in possession
of the Prince Imperial of Japan,
the King of Denmark and the
King of the Belgians, as also at
the Palace of the French Presi-
dency, the Chamber of Deputies,
Paris, and the Palace of Indo-
China, at Saigon.

THE KEYSTONE

Plaque: Subject, "Enoch Arden"
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"Combining in himself the func-
tions of ceramist, enameler and
sculptor, M. Doat has been able to
satisfy his professional pride by
executing his own artistic creations
as a practical workman. To this end
he was aided by his technical knowl-
edge, his study of ceramic chemistry,
and his long experience ; three neces-
sary factors by means of which he
produces absolutely without collab-
oration, works excelling in form,
color and that less definite quality,
ch a rm.

" 'M. Taxile Doat,'
Exposition writes Paul Arene, in
Honors the 'Review of the

Decorative Arts' (Vol-
ume V), 'is one of the most brilliant
of the government artists at Sevres.
He is so highly original as to have
no need of being made known
through special private exhibitions.
His small subjects in applied pastes,
representing dances of children and
cupids, or idyllic allegories, treated
with delicate Parisian satire, are as
remarkable for charming conception
as for mastery of rendering, while in
grace of design, in fineness of model-
ing, and in subtle gradations of thick-

ness and transparence, they rival the most precious cameos.'
"At the annual expositions of the Society of French Artists, from

1880 until IR90, and afterward at those of the National Society, of which
lie is a member, M. Doat has always attracted the attention of the
public and obtained the favor of the critics. His attainments in technique
and decoration, devoted to the arts of fire, extend to the production
of Limoges enamels and of gres flammes (stoneware vitrified and made
iridescent at a high temperature), and especially to that of hard
porcelain. His style is particularly adapted to the decoration of
plaques and panels, and to the rendering of natural, or conventionalized
motifs, based upon shell-, fruit-, or flower-forms.

"By means of his perfect high
temperature technique, he is able
to apply to the treatment of his
pastes the results of the most
recent discoveries in ceramic
chemistry ; so producing colored
glazes, brilliant or matt, trans-
lucent or opaque, sub-glazes,
,!olored pastes, stains and crystals.

"This system of decoration,
favored by the attractive and
chance action of fire, serves as the
setting of these cameos, which, in
every instance, are distinguished
by charm of conception and by
accuracy of execution.

"At the Universal Exposition
of 1900, where he was granted a
special display, M. Doat met with
such success that he was enabled
to treat directly with numerous art
museums for the placing of im-
portant productions.

"The artist and technician of
whom we write has .obtained two
silver and six gold medals : at
Antwerp, 1885; Paris and Madrid,
i886 : Barcelona, 1888, and again
at Paris, in 1889 and woo. He is
a knight of the Legion of Honor,
an officer of Public Instruction,
and he holds the decoration of the
Turkish Order of Nicham-Iftikar."anwo in colored paste: Subject, "Neptune"
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The above-quoted authority is
corroborated by a critical sketch
contained in an extended report
upon the Salon of Industrial Art,
held in Paris, from July until
November, 1902.

This second writer, not being
restricted to simple facts, gives
free rein to his fancy when he
says : "Those who had the. privi-
lege of listening to M. Doat's ex-
planations to the Jury of the
Salon, heard the utterances of a
poet, for this artist is a son of
Gascony and he is such still more
by nature than by birth, although
he was born in the Depart-
ment of Tarn. One can hear
the entire locust country singing
within his personality, like incessant vibrations within a crystal jar.

"Moreover, M. Doat is a writer of merit, having published in foreign
reviews articles of great importance professionally, while to his brilliant
attainments he adds a sensitive conscience and consummate technical skill.
The use of oxides has no secrets for
him and he is equally the master of
the composition and manipulation of
ceramic pastes, as well as of the
management of the kiln. It is from
these sources of strength that his
productions derive a boldness which
is well watched by perfect execution.
His exhibit at the Salon of House-
hold Art included a selection of hard
porcelains and of gres flammes,
decorated before firing, and showing
all the latest additions to the high
temperature palette of the ceramist.

"Certain of his pieces are the re-
sult of an unprecedented combination
of gres with porcelain ; the purpose
of the artist having been to heighten
reciprocally the qualities of the two
substances by giving delicacy to the
gres and vigor to the porcelain. This
result, as accomplished by M. Doat,
is always remarkable, considering,
first of all, the technical obstacles to
its accomplishment, since the co-
efficient of dilation is not the same
for the two substances. But in cer-
tain specimens of the exhibit the gres
is so enhanced in richness and the
porcelain so heightened in color, that
the union of the two opposed ele-
ments is perfect and the effect produced

"Among these special successes is a subject entitled 'Autumn,'
whose background of gres, solid and strong in substance, contrasts with
the inset center,
which is a porcelain
medallion showing
a feminine profile
crowned with a gar-
land of fruits in
matt glazes. The
head, Modeled in
white upon pale
green, gains great
delicacy by contrast
with the coarser
gres which sur-
rounds it. An-
other plaque in hard
porcelain is not less
remarkable techni-
cally. At the center
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Subject in applied paste: "The Three Fates"
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of this piece are two children in
slight relief, holding urns from
which pour streams of water,
giving the composition its name,
'The Springs.' Around the sub-
ject represented on a deeply hol-
lowed circle, runs a thick band of
copper red, delicately iridescent
and harmonizing with the jasper-
yellow enamel of the rim, which
is skilfully studded with beads of
kaolinite. This juxtaposition of
tones, visibly so agreeable to the
ordinary spectator, constitutes also
the chief value of the piece in the
judgment of the technician, since
lemon yellow and copper red re-
quire for successful results two
opposite temperatures—the one re-

ducing, the other oxidizing. Still another interesting object is a square
jar of hard porcelain, fired at an oxidizing temperature and decorated
with two profiles of Walkyries, the fine modeling of which rises from a
platinum-gray background, the latter being an element of the harmony

further composed by the charming
brown glaze of the lower section,
a part of which has been left bare in
order to preserve the milky white
peculiar to porcelain. A fourth
beautiful example is a flattened bowl
at the bottom of which is modeled a
Scandinavian head, adorned with
crystals colored like the reflections of
evening red upon snow. A broad
ear jewel, set with turquoise and
lapis-lazuli, contrasts with the ivory
white of the face, itself rising from a
background of (lark green. White
flecks are scattered over the field of
the subject which, owing to its clear
and beautiful treatment, has no need
of the title, 'Snow.' The brilliancy of
this piece is further heightened on
the interior by flowings of colored
glazes, giving the effect of precious
gems ; while the outside of a burnt
orange hue is divided by flowings of
extreme regularity. In conclusion,
mention must be made of a large
plaque of chromate of nickel, in tex-
ture resembling white lava, but cal-
cined and of a greenish tint, so
treated in order to produce an effect
of age. The subject, 'Kisses,' here
chosen, is presented by seven com-

positions, in low relief, of women and cupids, which symbolize the, attrac-
tions and repulsions of flowers for winged insects, as, for example, the
rose, which apparently delights in the hovering butterfly, is portrayed

by a woman wel-
coming the caresses
of a winged boy.
Truly, an original
mode of picturing
the universe, but
one which is purely
Greek in its person-
alization of natural
forces. The artist
has added to his
cameo the inspira-
tion of a poem.

"In recognition
of the value of
these ceramic pro-
ductions, the jury
bestowed upon

Cameo in colored paste: Subject, "Pomona"

is one of absolute harmony.

Subject in applied paste: "The Lot,ers Attacked by Brigands"
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M. Doat a superior diploma,. the
highest possible award."

The two foregoing transla-
tions from the first critics of
France permit no obscurity as to
the technical and the oesthetic
qualities of the work of M. Doat,
nor any doubt regarding the place
%vhich he occupies in the history
of the potter's art, since it is plain
that he has enriched the palette of
the high temperature ceramist,
amplified the treatment of pastes
and facilitated the management of
the kiln ; in short, that he is a
typical artist of the present time,
making his advances through the
support of science and thus joining
the ideal with the material.

The description of the French
critics quoted extend in general to
our illustrations, but it is perhaps
well to allude further to details of
special excellence and beauty.
Such are to be found in the subject of "The Dance,"
applied paste, which is a masterpiece of sculptural composition, possessing
the qualities of a Greek group; that is, pyramidal form, rhythm of line,
balance and the charm of chastity. The classical principle, transposed
into a modern key, appears also in "The Three Fates," a piece strong
in the sculptural quality, as is seen by the rendering of the childish girl-
figure; while the idyl, made piquant by French satire and suggestive
withal of Pompeii, is presented in the amusing picture of "The Lovers
Attacked by Brigands." An elevated art joined to an epic quality of
poetry speaks from the splendid plaque having for its subject "Enoch
Arden," the story of whose life is told in the compartments surrounding
the finely modeled head. But this piece, with its modern appealing quality
of color, needs to be seen, since its rich harmonies of tone dominate
and outweigh the masterly line and composition which alone can be ren-
dered in reproduction. Nor can judgment be formed of the medallions,

"Neptune" and "Pomona," whose chief beauty consists in harmonies and
contrasts made by the adroit juxtaposition of differently colored pastes.

Of the same class also is the plaque inlaid with the cameo of a bearded

profile and ornamented with a
scroll design ; a piece which is re-
garded by M. Doat as represent-
ing his highest technical attain-
ments and as a milestone in his
career, because it determined him
to devote himself to ceramics to
the exclusion of other alluring
arts. Finally, as types indicative
of present day tendencies and
also as examples likely to stand for
the work of M. Doat in the records
of his national art, may be cited
the group of three jars of gourd
form, produced at the extreme of
high temperature and flooded with
metallic glazes. No.r, in view of
their undoubted significance is it
trivial to note t hat, in displaying
these objects, NI. Doat exclaimed,
as he enclosed them xvith a caress-
ing paternal gesture : mes
coil ill CI! ('S:' itc suggestive of
their relations to him as his off-
spring and as I he probable trans -
millers of his talents to creations

yet unimagined,

T H E KEYSTONE

jars modeled upon gourcl-forms and examples of successful glazes

treated in

Thus offering the
To Work great attainment s
in America whicn we have

considered, NI.
Doat comes to America to estab-
lish a new branch of the technical

ductions, both
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art schools now forming at Uni-
versity City, St. Louis. At the
same place he will have at his
command ample funds with which
to conduct further experiments in
high temperature ceramics and he
will be encouraged to produce
still other masterpieces, especially
for the adornment of a proposed
church of unique style. He will
be in contact with many of his
own most beautiful works, since
his collection of "applications" and
enamels is to serve as the nucleus
of a museum Of decorative arts.
Considered as an individual, he
will be afforded opportunities of
realization open to few artists,
while, if rightly esteemed among
us as an economic and industrial
factor, he may become for us a
fruitful source of instruction and
of material wealth. For to un-
derstand the value of ceramic pro-

as a fine art and as a source of national revenue, we have
only to study the industrial development of France in the sixteenth cen-
tury, or, better still, to visit the Cluny Museum, Paris, where the wares
of Rouen are displayed side by side with their earlier Italian models:
Therefore, let us applaud the influences which have brought to our country
the distinguished artist and technician, the sympathetic personality whom
we recognize in M. Taxile Dont.

Competitive Jewelry Exhibits by Art Schools

If we may judge by the exhibition of the National Art Competition
works held at South Kensington last month, says the International Studio,
the "New Art" craze of a few years ago no longer influences our young
designers. Of eccentricity there was, indeed, very little trace in the ex-
hibition, and although originality was not lacking, there was evidence in
much of the work shown that the designers had aimed at fitness and at what
they regard as beauty, rather than at the production of objects whose chief

quality was difference in appear-
ance from any things of the same
kind that had been seen before.
There was a welcome sanity about
the general tone of the work at
South Kensington this year, and a
fairly high level of accomplish-
ment, both in design and crafts-
manship, but, nevertheless, looking
at the exhibition as a whole, it is

impossible to help agreeing in
some measure with the views ex-
pressed in the report of the judges
in the pottery section. They com-
plain of the paucity and poverty
of the designs for domestic articles
—which were confined this year lo
plates, cups and sancers—and re-
gret that the attention of the stu-
dents seems to be concentrated al-
most exclusively upon what it is
the fashion to call "art" pottery.
This tendency was noticeable also
in other sections of the National
Art Competition. The things that
most of the students design and
make are too ornate and too ex-
pensive for common use, and in-
sufficient at is given to the

production of objects with quali-
ties of simplicity and beauty, in-
dependent of costly materials ;aid
elaborate workmanship.

Plaque regarded by M. Doat as one of his best technical achievements
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ABOUT TWO-THIRDS SCALE

The "FLORETTE
The latest pattern in the celebrated STAR (*) BRAND plated ware, is now ready for delivery.
It is a most artistic and effective design. The trade-mark

* ROGERS & BRO. A-1
is always a guarantee of quality. Finished either Bright, or French Grey with burnished shield.
Supplied in A-1, XII (Sectional) and Triple Plate grades.

Sold by us direct and bx, all Leading Jobbers. Let us help you advertise. SEND FOR BOOKLET.

MADE ONLY BY

ROGERS & BROTHER, WATERBURY CONN.
(International Silver Co., Successor)
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EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS FOR SILVER-PLATED WARE

CONTROLLED BY

The Queen City Silver Company, Cincinnati, Ohio

The Automatic Eyeglass or Pencil Holder

WRITE FOR SHEETS

Thimble Days

200 403. Emblem

407

ARE HERE

The

William B. Durgin Co.
resent for the consideration of the

etail jewelry trade their latest pat-

tern in flat-ware, the

" Navarre"
This pattern has already been

commended as a grateful and timely

departure from the simple thread pat-

terns, although retaining, in a way,
this popular feature. 4c1

GOLD AND SILVER THIMBLES Navarre is popular in price

Navarre is furnished bright or gray

Navarre—ready for delivery Sept. 15

If You appreciate the
commercial value of
satisfying a discrimi-
nating customer, the

77 Years' Experience

which goes into every
Thimble we make
must have a clear,
significant meaning.

Send for Catalogue "E"
which illustrates and describes

our new designs

Navarre"

Send for Illustrated Price List

Designers and Makers of

Wares in Sterling Silver

Concord, N. H.

114 C K VI E W

WE FURNISH GRATIS ATTRACTIVE NEWSPAPER CUTS
AND ADVERTISING COPY FOR ABOVE

ESTABLMHED 1832

New York
17 Maiden Lane

Boston San Francisco
387 Washington Street Chronicle Building

KETCHAM & McDOUGALL
MANUFACTURERS

GOLD &STERLING SILVER THIMBLES
AUTOMATIC EYEGLASS HOLDERS

15-17-19 MAIDEN LANE, N.Y.

See That Your Stock is Complete and Well Displayed
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A pattern in Sterling Silver Tableware embodying the Jeffersonian
characteristics; strong and simple, yet ornate and artistic

1

MONTICELLO

Tea Spoon, Medium

ACTUAL SIZE

Tea Spoon, Large
Heavy

Extra Heavy

c's <

TRAIPE ac It LI NO

Dessert Spoon

A graceful and fitting accompaniment to deposit and pierced wares, now so much in vogue. This pattern is already a rivalof ye Mount Vernon in popularity. NOW READY IN COMPLETE LINES

ROGERS, LUNT & BOWLEN CO., Silversmiths, Greenfield, Mass. a

-   
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ACTUAL SIZE

LILY.

Gray Finish.

LEXINGTON.

Bright Finish,

BRIDES BOUQUET.

Gray Finish.

ALVIN PLATE stands first with the trade generally because : It is made in but one quality — the Best.
It is made by the same methods, and by the same class of workmen as Alvin Silver. It has the character
and finish of Sterling Silver.
The Lexington is our newest plate pattern — one of the most popular ever introduced. Send for price list.
Send for actual size catalogs of Brides Bouquet and Lily.
Alvin Plate is stocked by the leading jobbers.
ALVIN MANLII-4-ACTUFZINGr COM I 'ANY, 52 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YOR.k.
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Our Latest Design
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Silverware

STAPLE PIECES
Made in 14 oz.
Plate Only

FANCY PIECES
In Both 6 and

14 oz. Plate

BASE METAL
is of Highest Grade, Extra
Heavy 1 8% Nickel Silver

"Me BEST BASE
BEST PLATE
BEST FINISH

and the ,Dest Plated Ware
Money Can ,Buy

The AMERICAN SILVER CO.
BRISTOL, CONNECTICUT
 SHOW ROOMS.

NEW YORK CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO
Silversmiths' Building Silversmiths' Building Jewelers' Building
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STERLING SILVER

THIS has been called the " Children's Age." Even in Art and Literature they

claim and receive the very best that can be provided. For the reason in

designing the Child's Set here shown The Whiting Company have taken pains to

produce one concerning the high artistic value of which there can be no question.

The exquisite modeling of these figures will be found as attractive to the mature

adult taste as the story they tell is delightsome to the childish minds of the little ones.
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A SILVER SEASON

"SILVER" is the keynote to popular favor this season. Silverware is King
and, it is safe to predict, that a full three-fourths of the holiday

sales will be silver goods. But conditions and common sense suggest that the line
which will sell to most advantage is a moderately-priced, big-profit line, durable and
pretty as sterling, rich, reliable and sure to satisfy. This means

POOLE ELECTRO-PLATED WARE
Prepare now by acquainting yourself with our handsome new line, which excels

all previous efforts in comprehensiveness, variety and artistic merit.
Our product means ACTIVE SALES, a GOOD PROFIT and a QUICK TURN-OVER

POOLE SILVER CO., TAUNTON, MASS.
Pacific Coast Agents : M. SELLER & CO. MANUFACTURERS OF FINEST QUALITY OF ELECTRO-PLATEPortland, Oregon ; Seattle and Spokane, Wash.
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Art in Salesmanship

The Value of Natural Ability as Compared
with Training in the Making of

a Successful Salesman

We are all familiar with the well-
known saying, "A poet is born and not
made," and so well are we impressed with
the fact, and so true is it, that we could
readily be excused for applying the axiom
to another subject, because there is no
greater truism than the fact that a salesman
is born and not made ; and perhaps it would
be a matter of advantage to adopt this
saying in the future, considering the vast
importance represented by the profession
of salesmanship to-day.

True salesmanship is in-
deed an art that can
scarcely be cultivated, ex-
cept, perhaps, in a purely

mechanical way, which never brings about
any real results. All the prominent com-
mercial houses to-day recognize the im-
portance of the personal equation, therefore
the demand for real salesmen is greater
to-day than ever before. I use the word
"real" advisedly and as distinguishing the
born salesman from the many that are
scarcely entitled to the name. Undoubtedly,
however, with the demand will eventually
come the supply, because can we not con-
sider that this profession as well as others
is hereditary?

It would be interesting to consider for
a moment the difference between a real and
the made salesman, and it would be equally
as interesting to follow the career of two
such men to note the difference in results.

The real salesman loses no
opportunity to advance the
interests of his house ; post
sesses a knowledge of the

products he is selling right down to his
finger tips, and can talk intelligently and
interestingly in reference to the superior
merits that may be found in the goods he
is selling, and talk so convincingly that
each word will leave an impression ; he
will see that every concern that he visits is
using everything in the line made by the
house he is representing; he will satisfy
himself with the fact that every concern
he is selling has an easy familiarity with
his line, so that in case any inquiries may
reach him for certain goods that he may
not be handling he will know how to obtain
them without the necessity of writing an
inquiry first, causing a delay which in
many cases loses the order. I feel, there-
fore, that it is the duty of the real salesman
to educate his trade in such a way that

True

Salesmanship

The Real

Salesman

there will be no business lost because the
dealer is not fully acquainted with the line
of goods Ile is selling.

The real salesman might
Business also be described as a
Stimulator stimulator in business. A

dealer, for instance, might
be carrying certain lines, may have been
doing so for years, and has, therefore, in
a measure, fallen into a rut. The live
salesman will prevent that ; he will have
something new to offer the dealer every
time he sees him ; he will show him the ad-
vantage of carrying something in addition
for which there is a demand and with which
the dealer may not be entirely familiar.
He will thus keep on adding one article
after another. It is this form of stimula-
tion that also keeps the business of the
manufacturer in a healthy state.

There is another important detail that
the real salesman never overlooks, and that
is the advent of new trade in the towns he
is passing through. He will, in fact, keep
himself fully informed regarding same,
and be prepared when he reaches such town
to seek out the party and sell him his line
if possible. The value, therefore, of the
real salesman is easily demonstrated, con-
sidering that there are but two ways in
which a manufacturer can increase his
business. First is by obtaining the trade of
new concerns, and, second, by increasing
his business among his regular trade, and
these are the two most important items
which the real salesman devotes much of
his time and attention to.

Now, in opposition to this,
The Made let us consider for a mo-
Salesman ment the methods of the

made or cultivated sales-
man, or shall we give him his proper title
of "order-taker," because that is what in
fact he amounts to. It means a mechanical
visit to the territory assigned to him ; a
visit among the trade, taking orders for
such goods as perhaps the dealer has han-
dled for years, and then going on to the
next dealer and going over the same opera-
tion again, the idea being simply to com-
plete the territory within an allotted time.
The statistics of the results of the work of
such a salesman would show very little
increase, if any, in his trade, perhaps a little
decrease each year—no new business be-
cause of a lack of proper enthusiasm such
as is always apparent in the face of the real
salesman. Of course, we must not over-
look the amount of co-operation that a
business house is giving its salesmen,
the amount of encouragement and as-
sistance, because back of those in the field
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must be one who understands the subject
thoroughly, who has the subject well in
hand and is himself filled with the neces-
sary enthusiasm to be able to direct those
under him, because we must not overlook
the fact that a salesman's success is, to a
considerable extent, dependent on the
amount of co-operation he gets ; and, in
fact, I might go further and say the amount
of knowledge possessed by his superior.
Also, much rests on the concern whom the
salesman is representing having a definite
policy which may act as rules for his
guidance and the following of which will
seldom lead him astray. It is, of course,
great encouragement to a salesman to be
employed by such a firm, because he knows
he is being supported at all times, and on
the basis of the exercise of straight business
principles, which therefore require no devia-
tion, as such policies in themselves must
bring success.

It has been my opportunity
Keep Salesmen to follow the career of our
Informed salesmen and to lend them

every bit of aid and co-
operation to further their success. Our
concern is keeping them informed regard-
ing all items of interest pertaining to their
work, keeping them well informed regard-
ing any new article of manufacture we are
contemplating, any new method of manu-
facture, any information, in fact, repre-
senting- a talking basis, which is at all times
helpful ; our instructions to them are care-
ful and intelligible. They are aware of
our own enthusiasm in the merits of our
products and they have imbibed it, there-
fore possessing the necessary confidence,
which is such a factor of success in selling
any article ; in fact, I might say. the greatest
factor, and one that represents the ground-
work in salesmanship. We have impressed
on each the fact that every order has a
future ; it is not the mere taking of an
order for the present profit that we value,
but it is the perpetuation of the patronage
of every dealer to whom we are selling to
make his business permanent, and we leave
nothing undone to accomplish that purpose ;
in fact, the real salesman understands such
a policy and leaves nothing undone to assist
his house in furthering perpetuation, and
to do this successfully a salesman realizes
only too well that he must be the stimulator
referred to above—that he must not allow
a single one of his customers to get into
a rut, because with a constant renewal of
interest a dealer will never lag in his en-
thusiasm in selling a line, of goods he may
have been handling for many years.—A. H.
Barkerding, in Geyer's Stationer.
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"SILV E R" is the keynote to popular favor this season. Silverware is King

and, it is safe to predict, that a full three-fourths of the holiday
sales will be silver goods. But conditions and common sense suggest that the line
which will sell to most advantage is a moderately-priced, big-profit line, durable and
pretty as sterling, rich, reliable and sure to satisfy. This means

POOLE ELECTRO-PLATED WARE
Prepare now by acquainting yourself with our handsome new line, which excels

all previous efforts in comprehensiveness, variety and artistic merit.
Our product means ACTIVE SALES, a GOOD PROFIT and a QUICK TURN-OVER

POOLE SILVER CO., TAUNTON, MASS.
Pacific Coast Agents: M. SELLER & CO. MANUFACTURERS OF FINEST QUALITY OF ELECTRO-PLATEPortland, Oregon ; Seattle and Spokane, Wash.

N....
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Art in Salesmanship

The Value of Natural Ability as Compared
with Training in the Making of

a Successful Salesman

We are all familiar with the well-
known saying, "A poet is born and not
made," and so well are we impressed with
the fact, and so true is it, that we could
readily be excused for applying the axiom
to another subject, because there is no
greater truism than the fact that a salesman
is born and not made; and perhaps it would
be a matter of advantage to adopt this
saying- in the future, considering the vast
importance represented by the profession
of salesmanship to-day.

True salesmanship is in-
deed an art that can
scarcely be cultivated, ex-
cept, perhaps, in a purely

mechanical way, which never brings about
any real results. All the prominent com-
mercial houses to-day recognize the im-
portance of the personal equation, therefore
the demand for real salesmen is greater
to-day than ever before. I use the word
"real" advisedly and as distinguishing the
born salesman from the many that are
scarcely entitled to the name. Undoubtedly,
however, with the demand will eventually
come the supply, because can we not con-
sider that this profession as well as others
is hereditary?

It would be interesting to consider for
a moment the difference between a real and
the made salesman, and it would be equally
as interesting to follow the career of two
such men to note the difference in results.

The real salesman loses no
opportunity to advance the
interests of his house; pos-
sesses a knowledge of the

products he is selling right down to his
finger tips, and can talk intelligently and
interestingly in reference to the superior
merits that may be found in the goods he
is selling, and talk so convincingly that
each word will leave an impression ; he
will see that every concern that he visits is
using everything in the line made by the
house he is representing; he will satisfy
himself with the fact that every concern
he is selling has an easy familiarity with
his line, so that in case any inquiries may
reach him for certain goods that he may
not be handling he will know how to obtain
them without the necessity of writing an
inquiry first, causing a delay which in
many cases loses the order. I feel, there-
fore, that it is the duty of the real salesman
to educate his trade in such a way that

True

Salesmanship

The Real

Salesman
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there will be ,no business lost because the
dealer is not fully acquainted with the line
of goods he is selling.

The real salesman might
also be described as a
stimulator in business. A
dealer, for instance, might

be carrying certain lines, may have been
doing so for years, and has, therefore, in
a measure, fallen into a rut. The live
salesman will prevent that ; Ile will have
something new to offer the dealer every
time he sees him; he will show him the ad-
vantage of carrying something in addition
for which there is a demand and with which
the dealer may not be entirely familiar.
He will thus keep on adding one article
after another. It is this form of stimula-
tion that also keeps the business of the
manufacturer in a healthy state.

There is another important detail that
the real salesman never overlooks, and that
is the advent of new trade in the towns he
is passing through. He will, in fact, keep
himself fully informed regarding same,
and be prepared when he reaches such town
to seek out the party and sell him his line
if possible. The value, therefore, of the
real salesman is easily demonstrated, con-
sidering that there are but two ways in
which a manufacturer can increase his
business. First is by obtaining the trade of
new concerns, and, second, by increasing
his business among his regular trade, and
these are the two most important items
which the real salesman devotes much of
his time and attention to.

Now, in opposition to this,
let us consider for a mo-
ment the methods of the
made or cultivated sales-

man, or shall we give him his proper title
of "order-taker," because that is what in
fact he amounts to. It means a mechanical
visit to the territory assigned to him ; a
visit among the trade, taking orders for
such goods as perhaps the dealer has han-
dled for years, and then going on to the
next dealer and going over the same opera-
tion again, the idea being simply to com-
plete the territory within an allotted time.
The statistics of the results of the work of
such a salesman would show very little
increase, if any, in his trade, perhaps a little
decrease each year—no new business be-
cause of a lack of proper enthusiasm such
as is always apparent in the face of the real
salesman. Of course, we must not over-
look the amount of co-operation that a
business house is giving its salesmen,
the amount of encouragement and as-
sistance, because back of those in the field

Business

Stimulator

The Made

Salesman
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must be one who understands the subject
thoroughly, who has the subject well in
hand and is himself filled with the neces-
sary enthusiasm to be able to direct those
under him, because we must not overlook
the fact that a salesman's success is, to a
considerable extent, dependent on the
amount of co-operation he gets; and, in
fact, I might go further and say the amount
of knowledge possessed by his superior.
Also, much rests on the concern whom the
salesman is representing having a definite
policy which may act as rules for his
guidance and the following of which will
seldom lead him astray. It is, of course,
great encouragement to a salesman to be
employed by such a firm, because he knows
he is being supported at all times, and on
the basis of the exercise of straight business
principles, which therefore require no devia-
tion, as such policies in themselves must
bring success.

Keep Salesmen

Informed

It has been my opportunity
to follow the career of our
salesmen and to lend them
every bit of aid and co-

operation to further their success. Our
concern is keeping, them informed regard-
ing all items of interest pertaining to their
work, keeping them well informed regard-
ing any new article of manufacture we are
contemplating, any new method of manu-
facture, any information, in fact, repre-
senting a talking basis, which is at all times
helpful ; our instructions to them are care-
ful and intelligible. They are aware of
our own enthusiasm in the merits of our
products and they have imbibed it, there-
fore possessing the necessary confidence,
which is such a factor of success in selling
any article ; in fact, I might say the greatest
factor, and one that represents the ground-
work in salesmanship. We have impressed
on each the fact that every order has a
future; it is not the mere taking of an
order for the present profit that we value,
but it is the perpetuation of the patronage
of every dealer to whom we are selling to
make his business permanent, and we leave
nothing undone to accomplish that purpose;
in fact, the real salesman understands such
a policy and leaves nothing undone to assist
his house in furthering perpetuation, and
to do this successfully a salesman realizes
only too well that he must be the stimulator
referred to above—that he must not allow
a single one of his customers to get into
a rut, because with a constant renewal of
interest a dealer will never lag in his en-
thusiasm in selling a line, of goods he may
have been handling for many years.—A. H.
Barkerding, in Geyer's Stationer.
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SEAMLESS GOLD RINGS
A PLAIN GOLD RING

•
A

I 1

is a simple thing, and for that reason it is of the first importance that
it be perfect in every detail. You cannot hide inferior workmanship
under fancy scrolls. Only genuine merit tells — plump assay metal,
accurate shape and high finish. These things are invariably right in
our rings, therefore you should carry them in stock. Quality and price
considered, you cannot do better anywhere and may do a great deal
worse, therefore, send us your orders.

5 SHAPES 22 K., 18 K., 14 K., 10 K.

Ask for our Catalogue of Fancy Rings

HAYDEN W. WHEELER & CO.
RING MAKERS

2 MAIDEN LANE Il ViP NEW YORK
TON MOWIS
REGISTERLD•

•t4

" OAK"

E. H. H. Smith Silver Co.
Bridgeport, Conn.

Sterling Effects
in Plate

Otto Young & Co. Silversmiths' Building
New York

Manufacturers
of

Chicago, Ill.

WE'VE GOT IT A COMPLETE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE AND PRICE-LIST
—AND— OVER 800 DESIGNS of PRESENTATION JEWELS, BADGES AND EMBLEMSFOR ALL SECRET SOCIETIESYOU NEED IT Send for it at once—no charge. Liberal discount. IT WILL HELP YOU GET BUSINESS

THE C. G. BRAXMAR CO., Manufacturing Jewelers, 10 & 12 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK, N. Y.

FERN DISH FILLINGS

OUR fillings are so artistically arranged and come so close to nature
that they are preferred to the natural fillings which will wither and

die in short time. They are not influenced by weather conditions or
steam heat. A great help to increase your sales of Fern Dishes. Our
new Catalogue No. 2000 will tell you more about these, as well as of
our imported Palms, Flowers, Sprays, Vines, etc., etc., and a lot of new
features for Xmas decorations. Get on our mailing list.

FRANK NETSCHERT CO
NO BRANCII OFFICES

39 Barclay Street
• NEW YORK, N. Y.
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OFFICE OF THE KEYSTONE

Room 1102 JEWELERS' BUILDING, 13 MAIDEN LANE

NEW YORK, October 30, 1909.

As expected, the historic Hudson-Fulton cele-
bration attracted to the city vast crowds of visi-
tors, among them being quite a large number of
retail jewelers, not only from the immediate
vicinity but from far distant points. The great
majority of these combined business with sight-
seeing and their purchases meant a busy fort-
night for the wholesale trade. An all-around im-
provement is reported for last month, the orders
from the men on the road, as well as the visiting
trade, being very gratifying both in number and
character. The rapid approach of the holiday
season was notably reflected in the purchases dur-
ing the past two weeks, and by the time this
issue reaches our readers the season of holiday
stock selection will have begun in earnest.
Features of the situation are the extensive pur-
chasing of silverware and silver novelties and the
big trade demand for diamond stock.

One of the leading jewelry jobbers on Maiden
Lane states that there have been more out-of-
town buyers in his store during the past six
weeks than for any similar period during the past
three years. This is a strong indication that the
retail trade is expecting a big holiday business this
year and the reports from other jobbers and
manufacturers point the same way.

The Board of United States
Duty on General Appraisers upheld in a
Imitation Stones decision last month the landing

duty of 20 per cent. on imita-
tion precious stones composed in chief value of
paste. It was the contention of the Barber
Jewelry Co. that the Government was entitled to
a duty of only ro per cent. The importers al-
leged that the stones were not cut or set and that
they should be allowed to enter as "precious
stones not advanced in condition." Two decisions
were handed down affecting claims made by
Albert Lorsch & Co. The board grants a rate
of ro per cent. on certain precious stones, includ-
ing agate and onyx stones intended for settings
for jewelry. Other imitation precious stones are
held to be properly assessed at 2o per cent. Lorsch
& Co. filed also another protest which was over-
ruled, dealing with a claim for a reduction in duty
on strung imitation pearl beads. The board re-
versed Collector Loeb's classification of coral,
onyx, cut cameo and other articles intended for
use as jewelry.

Charles D. Hilles, Acting Sec-
Watch Cases
as Jewelry 

retary of the Treasury Depart-
ment at Washington, D. C., in
reply to an inquiry relative to

the duty on watch cases, to be worn as jewelry,
sent the following letter or opinion to the Collec-
tor of Customs : "The department duly re-
ceived your letter of August r8th last, in
which you invite attention to paragraph 192
of the tariff act of August 5, 1909, which
provides that watch cases shall be subject
to duty at the rate of 40 per cent. ad valorem,
and to the provisions of paragraph 448 of the

said act in regard to the classification of articles
of every description composed wholly or in chief
value of silver, German silver, white metal, brass
or gun metal, designed to be worn on apparel or
carried on or about or attached to the person,
whether known as jewelry or otherwise, and
whether or not denominatively or otherwise pro-
vided for in any other paragraph of the act.
In reply, I have to advise you that in the
opinion of the department the broad provisions,
`all other articles of every description,' and `all
of the foregoing, whether known as jewelry or
otherwise, and whether or not denominatively or
otherwise provided for in any paragraph of this
act,' would seem to set aside specific enumeration,
and complete watches, knives, smokers' articles
(match boxes, cigarette cases and cigar cutters)
and toys (watches) if wholly or in chief value of
silver, German silver, white metal, brass or gun
metal, valued at 20 cents per dozen pieces or over,
being designed to be carried on or about the per-
son, are dutiable thereunder rather than under the
paragraphs providing for such articles eo nontine.
Following the established principle that mer-
chandise is to be classified in the condition in
which imported, it would seem that unassembled
watch parts, such as cases and movements, are not
designed to be carried on the person until further
advanced or manufactured into complete watches,
and therefore they would be dutiable under para-
graph DA which provides for watch cases and
watch movements. Thimbles of the materials
mentioned, not being designed to be worn on the
apparel or carried on or about or attached to the
person, would seem to be dutiable under para-
graph 199 as articles composed in chief value of
metal." This means that watch cases to be worn on
the person as jewelry are dutiable at 85 per cent.
under paragraph 448, and not at 40 per cent.
under paragraph 592 of the Payne law.

Hugo P. Keller, of L. H. Keller & Co., and
the Keller Jewelry Manufacturing Co., 64 Nas-
sau Street, spent two weeks of October in Chicago
and other western cities.

Henry Lederer & Bro., of Providence, have
opened a full-fledged New York branch office at
6 Maiden Lane. This office will be in charge of
M. Lange, who has taken care of Lederer & Bro's
New York territory. This is a progressive move
on the part of this firm, necessitated for the most
part by increased fall business.

Dr. George F. Kunz, of Tiffany & Co., has
had conferred on him the honor of the chair-
manship of the American Advisory Committee of
the exhibition of American manufacturers, to be
held in Berlin, Germany, next year.

William Barthman, 174 Broadway, recently
purchased the stock, good will and fixtures of the
business of D. C. Van Ripper, 170 Broadway. It
is quite likely that the business will be continued
as heretofore under the old firm name.

Jac. Kryn & Wouters, Brooklyn, announce
that their offices and cutting works have been re-
moved to 5o Church Street, in the Hudson Ter-
minas1 

Simon 
ild

Frankel,ing.  of Joseph Frankel Sons Co.,
578 Fifth Avenue, sailed for Europe last month.

Maurice Brower, 14 John Street, sailed last
month on the Mauretania for Europe, where he
will spend a month.

M. Goodfriend, of Goodfriend Bros., /3
Maiden Lane, sailed for Europe last month on the
Mauretania. While abroad he will visit the
various markets and make extensive purchases
for his firm.

Sadie E. Shapiro, daughter of J. Shapiro,
treasurer of the Watchmakers' and Jewelers'
Benevolent Association, No. 1, was married last
month to Maurice E. Passes, formerly of London,
England. THE KEYSTONE joins the many friends
of the happy couple in extending congratulations.

J. Bendix & Son have opened a new place of
business at 114 East Forty-second Street, in the
vicinity of the Grand Union Hotel. The jewelry
store of J. Bendix, at 800 Third Avenue, and the
new store will henceforth be conducted under the
title of J. Bendix & Son.

Edward Van Dam, 437 Fifth Avenue, reports
that his diamond cutting works have been working
to their full capacity. The pressure, in fact,
necessitated an addition to the factory space and
also to the cutting equipment, twelve new cutting
mills, with individual motors, having been added.

Alfred Krower, of Alliert Lorsch & Co., 37
Maiden Lane, was one of the prominent guests
and speakers at the dinner given last month in
honor of Henry G. Thresher, of Providence, R. I.,
by the New England Manufacturing Jewelers' and
Silversmiths' Association. The banquet was given
in recognition of Mr. Thresher's services as
chairman of the committee of the association
which had to do with the jewelry schedules in the
tariff bill.

Simon Adler, of Rosenbaum & Adler, 65
Nassau Street, sailed last month for Europe,
where he will spend several weeks combining
business with pleasure.

A. S. Van Wezel, proprietor of diamond cut-
ting works in Europe and in this city, arrived here
last month. The purpose of his visit is to inspect
the new cutting plant at 120 Walker Street. He
will return to Europe in a few weeks.

The Board of United States General Ap-
praisers refused last month to reduce the duty
on automobile goggles, on which the rate is 50
per cent. ad valorem. It was argued that the
tariff on goggles had no reference to automobile
goggles and that the assessment should be 45 per
cent. as manufacturers of glass. The General Ap-
praiser, however, decided otherwise.

J. Wiss & Sons, the enterprising jewelers of
Newark, N. J., are about to erect a twelve-story
building on Market Street, which will be one of
the finest edifices in the city.

The good and welfare committee of the
Manufacturing Jewelers' Association of Newark
has resumed its campaign for the stamping of the
quality on all manufactures of gold and silver.
The committee regard the absence of such a stamp
as a source of deception and imposition both on
the retail trade and the public and will endeavor
to co-operate with other organizations in having
this source of trade demoralization removed.

William I. Rosenfeld, i Maiden Lane, has
established an office in Antwerp which will be in
charge of M. B. Rosenbeck. Mr. Rosenfeld had
recently on exhibition at his office models of the
famous Cullinan diamond, showing the rough
stone and also the large cut gem into which it
was

who was recently arrested by
aade.x Jacobs,

J. R. Wood & Sons on a charge of grand larceny,
pleaded guilty in court and was sentenced to four
years in Sing Sing prison. It appears that Jacobs
acted for a time as messenger for the Mount
Morris Jewelry Co., of Harlem, and was known
as such to Wood & Sons. After leaving the em-
ploy of the Harlem store, a fact which was un
known to Wood & Sons, he succeeded in obtaining
diamond jewelry valued at nearly $500, supposedly
for his employers. The goods were subsequently
pawned and the culprit arrested.

W. T. Irvine, a retail jeweler of La Crosse,
Wis., was a New York visitor the latter part of
October. He is taking a three weeks' vacation,
visiting the principal points in the East, including
Philadelphia, Pittsburg and Washington. He says
that indications point to a good fall and winter
business in his section of the country.

(Continued on page 1775)
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A WORD OF TRUTH
UNSOLICITED AND SPOKEN
BY AN OUTSIDER IS OFTEN
WORTH TONS OF ADVERTISING

TO WIT:
At the St. Louis World's Fair there was on exhibition a completely equipped

Pullman train, consisting of Buffet Car, Dining Car and Sleeping Cars. The
Dining Car was shown with tables fully set and the silverware used was Reed &
Barton's High-Grade Plate, as usual on Pullman Cars.

This car was presided over by a colored porter in spick and span uniform,
and as proud as a peacock. Thousands of people daily passed through the train,
always stopping to admire the dining-car appointments. One lady in particular
stopped and remarked: "What beautiful silver!" and, turning to the porter, asked:
"Is this sterling?"

To which the porter replied:
"Well, ma'm, it ain't jes zackly sterling--hut it's REED & BARTON'S!"

This colored gentleman unconsciously gave vent, in his own way, to a real bit of
truth, for Reed & Barton Silver Plate, while it " ain't jes zackly " sterling, is so heavily
plated and so substantially made that for everyday use, and for hard use, it is superior
to sterling.

The railroads are the keenest of buyers. Silverware which can stand "railroad use"
must indeed be the very best, and Reed & Barton's High-Grade Plate has ever been
the standard with the railroads.

MR. DEALER
You can stand back of REED & BARTON PLATE unflinchingly.
You can guarantee it unconditionally, for our guarantee is back of yours.
IT IS THE ONE, GREAT, OLD-LINE PLATE.

THANKSGIVING and CHRISTMAS
are good seasons for plated ware for home use. Be sure and
have a large stock of REED & BARTON PLATE on hand.

REED & BARTON
Silversmiths Founded 1824

OFFICES AND FACTORIES AT TAUNTON, MASS.

320 Fifth Avenue
4 Maiden Lane 

NEW YORK

REPRESENTED AT
103 State St-eet, CHICAGO
154 Sutter Street, SAN FRANCISCO

air Tell the dining-car story to your hesitating customer and see if it doesn't
help you make a sale
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New York Letter

(Continued from page 1773)

About fifty prominent members
The Trade of the jewelry, diamond and
Entertained precious stone trade were

guests of the Merchants' Asso-
ciation at luncheon October 27th. Trade condi-
tions were discussed and the objects of the associa-
tion and the work that has been done for the
wholesale and retail merchant of New York and
the entire country were explained. William A.
Marble, vice-president of the association and chair-
man of its membership committee, presided.
Henry R. Towne, president of the association,
made an address of welcome. He pointed out the
necessity and the great advantage of co-operation
III the safeguarding and improvement of conditions
of doing business. Walter C. Kerr and Marcus M.
Marks, directors of the association, gave excellent
addresses along similar lines. S. C. Mead, secre-
tary, and F. B. DeBerard, the statistician of the
association, set forth in detail how the many lines
of trade have been benefited by work of the as-
sociation—reduction of telephone rates, reduction
of insurance rates, its present effort to regulate
express charges and its work in opposition to new
rates in the northwest, which are proposed by the
railroads in that section of the country, whereby
the manufacturer of the East would be dis-
criminated against in favor of the Mississippi and
Missouri River points. The secretary also ex-
plained many local matters wherein the association
had been able to obtain relief for its members,
which relief the members, as individuals, had
failed to secure. On behalf of the jewelry and
allied trades, remarks were made by H. H. Butts,
of Hayden W. Wheeler & Co.; George 0. Street,
of George 0. Street & Son, president of the
Jewelers' Board of Trade. M. J. Averbeck, presi-
dent of the New York Wholesale Jewelers' Asso-
ciation, made a brief speech showing the apprecia-
tion of what the Merchants' Association of New
York has done and can do to improve general con-
ditions of doing business, and has done and can
do in the interest of the jewelry and allied
trades, the moral and financial support of which,
by membership, the association is entitled to in its
work "to foster the trade and welfare of New
York." The more formal meeting was followed
by a social reception and luncheon, at which much
enthusiasm was displayed, with the result that a
good number of the houses present have already
shown their interest in the work by becoming
members of the association.

The wholesale dealers of
Diamond Maiden Lane say that of late
Smuggling the smuggling of diamonds has

increased at a rate that is dis-
graceful. As a remedy it is proposed to raise a
fund which shall be used in the prosecution of the
smugglers. It is professional smuggling now, not
amateur, they say. The professional smugglers are
declared to be working not only more actively,
but also more systematically in collusion with
some of the regular dealers. The names of several
dealers are mentioned in the reports that are cir-
culating and Government officials are said to be in-
vestigating . The switching of the smuggling
operations from tourists to professionals awakens
resentment because the smuggled diamonds now
are brought into the ordinary channels of trade
and so are likely to cause more disturbance in the
business and in values than when tourists brought
in gems for their own use. Ludwig Nissen, an
officer of the Diamond Manufacturers' Association,
said some time ago the value of diamonds brought
in surreptitiously was probably as large as that of
those coming openly through the Custom House.

J. Kienzle, owner of the clock factory of
Schlenker & Kienzle, of the Black Forest, Ger-
many, has been visiting Theodore Schisgall, 116-
118 Chambers Street, who is sole United States
agent for the Schlenker & Kienzle goods. This
was Mr. Kienzle's first trip to this country and
he says that its size and stupendous manner of
doing things astonished him very much. He takes
back to Germany with him the best of impressions
of America and enjoyed a splendid time while here.

George Wettstein, the well-known jewelry
jobber of Cedar Rapids, Iowa, was among the
trade visitors in this city last month. Mr. Wett-
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stein came all the way from Cedar Rapids to
New York in his automobile with his family. The
trip was a very pleasant one owing to the favor-
able weather and stops were made at interesting
points. Mr. Wettstein spent several days enroute
in Chicago.

The regular monthly meeting
Jewelers' of the executive committee of
Security Alliance the Jewelers' Security Alliance

was held on Friday, October
8th, the following members being present : Chair-
man Butts, President Sloan, Vice-Presidents
Wood and Champenois, Secretary Noyes, Treas-
urer Karsch and Messrs. Abbott, Alford, Bow-
den, Brown, Stern. The following new members
were admitted:

M. C. Alford, Huron, S. Dak.
Fred J. Baker Huron, S. Dak.
D. G. Gallett, 'Aberdeen, S. Dak.
Johnson & Landstrom, Huron, S. Dak.
NIarlett & Baker, Middletown, Ohio.
Charles A. Sauer, Aberdeen, S. Dak.
Schmidt Bros., Redfield, S. Dak.
L. Dlouhy & iller S. Dak.
Louis Gilbride, 

Co.,
Portland; Ore.

Lange & Lange, Rapid City, S. Dak.
W. D. Nelson & Co., Pierre, S. Dak.
V. E. Swanson, Rapid City, S. Dak.
A. R. Staufenbeil, Dubuque, Iowa. 
United States Loan Co. Oklahoma City.
Wilson Jewelry Co., Meller, S. Dak.
Richard F. Hoyt, Mineola, N. Y.
E. H. Beatty, Brookings, S. Dak.
George M. Carter, Sturgis, S. Dak.
C. E. Fouts, Wyoming, Ill.
James Martin, American Fork, Utah.
J. K. Stebbins & Son, Ashtabula, Ohio.
American Jewelry Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
Fred L. Baldwin Gary, Ind.
Bloom & Vasbincier, Du Bois, Pa.
John D. Bodfers Minneapolis, Mi

' 
nn.

F. G. Copeland, Kane, Pa.
Lucios Jewelry Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
W. j Rooda Co., Gary, Ind.
Scallin Bros. Co., Mitchell, S. Dak.
A. E. Seebold, Whiting, Ind,
R. L. Senift, Osmond, Nebr.
Samuel Steinberg, La Porte, Ind.
J. M. Hurwitz & Co., Denver, Cob.
Capitol Loan Co. Hartford, Conn.
Edwin W. Hicks, 'Auburn, Ind.
Leslie R. Jones, Kendailville, Ind.
E. 0. Little, Auburn, Ind.
L. H. Service Berkeley, Cal.
Louis S. Smitii, Beverly, Mass.
L. A. Spurlock, Rock Port, Mo.
Frank C. Toepp, South Bend, Ind.
Henry L. Wehrly, Garrett, Ind.
E. F. Bertram, New York City, N. Y.
Louis W. Bolte, Alliance Nebr.
C. B. Durbin, Peru, Ind.'
George H. Frees, Reading, Pa.
Samuel Goldberg, Buffalo, N. Y.
W. L. Lehne, Decatur, Ind.
Charles M. McKee, Goodland, Ind.
H. C. Morse, Rocicy Ford, Colo.
M. Oppenheimer, Temple, Texas.
Joseph E. Ruffing, Delphi, Ind.
Bert F. Spencer, Remington, Ind.
S. W. Thompson, Monticello, Ind.
Earle R. Tyler, N. Manchester, Ind.
Anthony Urbahns. Minden, Iowa.
Tohn E. Fischer, Philadelphia, Pa.
Bassig Jewelry Co. Kansas City, Mo.
Bullard Bros. Co.. St. Paul, Minn.
Toseph Wighard, Union, N. j.
;I'
' 

C. Mitchell, Red Cloud, Nebr.
Snider-Umstead Co., Durham. N. C.
C. W. Tellif & Son, Mansfield. Ohio.
C. H. Ousley & Sons, Paris, Ill.
L. A. Duerr, Horton, Kans.
Pangborn & Weyant, Kalkaska, Mich.
John M. Clower, Mangum. Okla.
D. S. Dimon, Candor, N. Y.
William Swank & Co., Charleston, W. Va.
F. D. Tones Co.

' 
Chicago, Ill.

R. F. Winslow, San Pedro, Cal.
Tensen & Wise, Dallas Center, Iowa.
rogas Brothers, Indianapolis, Ind.

Max Laubheim, of Laubheim Bros., 65 Nas-
sau Street, recently underwent an operation for
appendicitis. A quick recovery followed the
operation and Mr. Laubheim is again able to
attend to business.

New York importers are much worked up
over the charges of alleged dishonesty and graft
in connection with the customs department. There
are hints of very serious frauds on the Govern-
ment, in which it is charged that Government of-
ficials have participated. In recent weeks, how-
ever, the customs officials have been quite suc-
cessful in detecting attempted frauds in the
smuggling of gems and there is little doubt that
this illegal traffic would be entirely suppressed if,
in addition to the confiscation of the smuggled
goods, the culprits were given a substantial term
behind prison bars.

Harry Canfield, secretary and treasurer of the
Roy Watch Case Co., 23 Maiden Lane, died of
typhoid-pneumonia on October 5th. The news of
his death was a great shoe!: to the trade. as the
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deceased was much of an athlete, enjoyed good
health and was still in the prime of life. Mr.
Canfield was born in Hartford, Conn., in 1868, and
while still a youth went to New York City. After
employment in various capacities lie accepted a
position with the Roy Watch Case Co. in 1897.
The company very promptly appreciated the worth
of the new employee and after passing through
various stages of promotion he. became secretary
and treasurer in 1904. His fine personality and
genial disposition made for him a host of friends
who heard the news of his death with unfeigned
regret. He was a member of the Jewelers'
24-K Club and of various other organizations.
The funeral was held on Friday, October 8th, at
his residence, 37 Sydney Place, Brooklyn. Among
the many floral tributes was one of great beauty
sent by the Roy Watch Case Co., in silent testi-
mony of the high regard in which he was held.

The Stationers' Bowling League was much
pleased with the announcement that W. E. Smith,
of the L. E. Waterman Co., will present a set of
five medals to be added to the prizes already do-
nated for the winning teams.

An organization of the Fifth Avenue mer-
chants is endeavoring to secure additional illumi-
nation for that thoroughfare. It is their purpose,
in fact, to make it the best illuminated street in
the world, if possible.

William Heeren, of Heeren Bros. & Co.,
Pittsburg, Pa., was in the city last month. After
making some personal calls he sailed on the
Cleveland for a trip around the world.

M. J. Averbeck, to and 12 Maiden Lane, has
just mailed his regular fall catalogue. It con-
tains 132 pages of halftone engravings and the
entire jewelry line handled by this firm. Nearly
every jeweler in the country will receive one of
these catalogues, as Averbeck's mailing list is
most complete. In addition to sending out his
regular catalogues, Mr. Averbeck has a force of
six travelers on the road.

At the regular monthly meeting of the
directors of the Jewelers' Board of Trade the
following firms were unanimously elected to mem-
bership in the board: Barnett Bros., Chicago;
Fred Blauer & Co., Chicago; Codding & Heilborn
Co., North Attleboro, Mass.; B. Hyman & Co.,
New York; T. R. Kilkenny Co., Providence, R. I.;
Kuesel Bros. & Co., Milwaukee, Wis.; S. Linden-
born, New York; Hans Peterka, Chicago; Rein-
hardt Mfg. Co., Providence, R. I.

M. GATTLE I. B. ETTINGER

Gattle, Ettinger
Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Artistic Diamond
Jewelry

41 We take pleasure in announcing
that this business, formerly conducted

under the name of Gattle, Ettinger &

Hammel, will be continued hereafter

as Gattle, Ettinger & Co.

tij Our ENTIRELY NEW stock of
original pieces in mounted precious

stone jewelry is now complete.

Special Attention Will be Given
to Memorandum Orders

170 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
CORNER MAIDEN LANE August 9, 1909
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OPERA
GLASSES

LEMAIRE FIELD GLASSES

BEST IN THE WORLD. USED IN THE ARMY AND NAVY

SUSSFELD, LORSCH C& CO., Importers
NEW CATALOGUE upon appl:cation to any JOBBER 3 7 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK

All Genuine Glasses
Bear This Mark

Large Variety in All
the Latest Styles

THE ALBERT WALKER CO.
Wholesale Dealers for a Half Century

in

Diamonds Watches Jewelry Silverware Emblems

AND ALL THE YEAR

Our Catalogue is Yours for the Asking

IF YOU ARE A RETAIL JEWELER

PROVIDENCE, R. I.
THE CENTER OF THE JEWELRY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY OF AMERICA

CLARENCE, F. BAYER BYRON L. STRASBURGER ALBERT PRETZFELDE,R

BAYER 8z PRETZFELDER CO•
Manufacturers and Importers Jewelry Novelties and Fancy Goods

11 WEST 17th ST., NEW YORK

Are you acquainted with our lines ? We are producing absolutely the best lines of FAST selling
Holiday Novelties for Jewelry trade. Read this notice and write us for your wants.

In about a month we will occupy our much larger quarters at No. 5 E. 17th St., and No. 6 E. 18th St.
Electric and Gas Lamps, Brass Novelties, Desk Sets, Dinner Gongs, Smoking Stands, Smoker's Articles, Opera Glasses, "La Vogue " Lorgnette
lines in Gold, Gold Filled, Silver and Gun Metal of every description, Solid Gold, Sterling Silver, German Silver and Gun Metal Cigarette Cases
of every description, Sterling Silver, German Silver and Gun Metal Bags, Desk Clocks, Chime Clocks, Traveling Clocks and Folding Clocks
in large variety, Jet Jewelry.
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Pennsylvania Retail Jewelers'
Association

The following announcement has been circu-
lated among the jewelers of the State of Pennsyl-

vania by the executive committee of the State

association:

GENTLEMEN :—At a meeting of the Pennsyl-
vania Retail Jewelers' Association, held recently,
among other matters discussed, the subject of re-
tailing by jobbers was brought up and the con-
sensus of opinion was that this is one of the
greatest abuses existing to-day in the jewelry

tradeThe matter was referred to the executive
committee, which was instructed to communicate
with the jobbers of our State, asking them to
discontinue the present practice of retailing and
to confine their business in future to the legitimate
retail jeweler.

Jobbers must have the support and trade of
the retail jeweler or they cannot exist, conse-
quently they endeavor to sell the retailers as much
of their stock as they will buy. Considering their
attitude in this direction they are inconsistent in
their treatment of the retail jeweler.

Retailers generally concede the right of the
middleman to exist and firmly believe that their
interests are best served by the manufacturer,
jobber and retailer, each confining his efforts to
the proper field.

Through association work the jewelers out-
side of your city are becoming familiar with the
fact that you do more or less retailing, they do
not approve of it, and if this practice is continued,
it is going to mean that those jobbers who come
forward and state to the legitimate retail jeweler,
that in future they will positively sell no goods
except to them, will have the patronage of the
jewelers throughout our entire State.

In conformity with our instructions we beg to
submit this request for your thoughtful consider-
ation, with the hope that you will recognize the
justice of it and will co-operate with us to the
end that the rights and interests of each be
recognized and preserved.

We would thank you to give this matter your
immediate attention and let us have your reply at
your earliest convenience that we may make our
report to the association at our next meeting.

The Executive Committee of the Pennsyl-
vania Retail Jewelers' Association.

Very cordially yours,
IRA D. GARMAN,

President.

The Retail Jewelers' Association,
District of Columbia

Washington, through the Retail Jewelers' As-
sociation, is gradually falling in line toward the
maintaining of set prices and the elimination, as
much as possible, of "graft" in the way of free
engraving, a practice which is much abused by
the public. Through the active work of the offi-
cers, with the co-operation of the members, these
reforms and others are gradually coming about.

The association is comprised of about twenty-
five firms at present, but many more are expected
to join at the next meeting.

They had a very busy day at their outing at
Great Falls, Va., October 15th. Boating, fishing,
foot races, various other athletic sports and two
ball games made the time pass only too quick and
much laughter was caused by the giving of tin
medals to all the most prominent athletes. That
the affair was a success and greatly enjoyed by
all, is manifested by the statements made by those
who attended. "We are the champions of the
athletic field, and as for ball, it is one, two, three
with us."

Dinner and speeches followed the games and
all tended to bring the various members to a
better understanding. On the plans adopted
larger returns and increased business is looked
for this fall.

Among those present were C. E. Berry, presi-
dent ; A. 0. Hutterly, first vice-president ; Charles
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Goldsmith, second vice-president ; Secretary
Harris, A. D. Prince, treasurer ; Carl Peterson,
Joseph Baum, W. J. Kettler, 0. B. Bestor, Milton
Baer, J. R. Fearno, M. H. Fearnow. A great many
of the members were accompanied by their wives
and families, who greatly enjoyed seeing their
husbands throw off their business cares and be-
come boys again, though only for a day.

Wisconsin Retail Jewelers' Association

At the recent quarterly meeting of the Board
of Directors of the Wisconsin Retail Jewelers'
Association it was decided that the annual con-
vention of the organization be held on July 19th,
20th and 21st. The varied activities of this or-
ganization will make the annual meeting one of
the most important in the history of the trade
associations and the jewelers of the State who
are not now members are earnestly urged to join
the organization without delay. The fire insur-
ance feature, the examination project for watch-
makers and other work of an uplifting character
undertaken by the association entitle it to the
moral and financial support of all the jewelers of
the State.

An elaborate programme for the meeting will
be prepared and every member attending the con-
vention will be repaid one hundredfold for what-
ever time and expense may be necessary to enable
them to take part in the proceedings. For many
of the trade the date specified will be a convenient
vacation period and they can thus combine profit-
able diversion with congenial recreation. All de-
sired information can be procured by communi-
cating with Secretary Franklin Thomson, 6o Sen-
tinel Building, Milwaukee, Wis.

Prize Winners in M. A. Mead & Co's

"Veteran Watch" Prize Contest

We have received the following announce-

ment of prize winners in the "Veteran Watch"

contest from J. T. Montgomery, manager of the

New York house of M. A. Mead & Co.:

We wish to advise you that we have com-
pleted the awards for the recent "Veteran Watch
Contest," which attracted so wide attention among
the retail jewelry trade.

The first prize was awarded on a Howard
watch, No. 280, submitted by W. L. Wilhelm, of
Portsmouth, Ohio. This watch has been in actual
service since 1858 and is found to be in good
condition. This prize carried with it $75.00 in
cash.

The second prize of $50.00 in cash was won
by a Waltham watch, submitted by Max Elbe, of
Niagara Falls, N. Y., which has been in service
since 1859.

The third prize was won by C. E. Shepard,
of Penn Yan, N. Y., with a Waltham watch,
which has been in service since 186o.

The result of this contest has shown a sur-
prising long life for American watches, as we had
a great many submitted to us, which have been
in service since the early sixties, and it would
seem that forty-five to fifty years is not an un-
usual period for an American watch to be used
and to give satisfactory service.

This emphasizes a fact which would be of
interest and value to every jeweler selling
watches and should aid him in selling a much
higher grade of watch than is usually asked for,
when we can point to the fact that in buying a
watch the customer is making an investment which
is good for half a century.

We do not believe that this thought is em-
phasized enough by the trade, as a dollar or so
a year is not much to invest when the customer
considers the satisfaction of having a high-grade,
accurate timepiece.

This is one of the points we were anxious to
emphasize by our contest and to furnish the
retailer with a good, strong selling argument for
higher grade goods.
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Japanese Commercial Commissioners

Visit Plant of the Gorham Mfg. Co.

The IIonorary Commercial Commissioners of
Japan, who are now making a tour of inspection
in this country, visited Providence, R. I., on Oc-
eober 22d. They received a most hearty welcome
in this center of jewelry manufacture, and were
entertained by the Providence Board of Trade,
many of the leading manufacturing jewelers,
among others Mayor Fletcher, taking a promi-
nent part in the reception and entertainment
of the visitors. After arriving in the city their
first visit was to the City Hall, where they were
formally received and welcomed by Mayor
Fletcher. The visitors then were divided into
groups and taken in automobiles to inspect some
of the world-famed plants of Providence. Chief
among these was the plant of the Gorham Mfg.
Co., where the entire body of the visitors were
received by Vice-President J. S. Holbrook, Sec-
retary John F. P. Lawton, Superintendent Fred
C. Lawton and other officials of the company,
each of whom, by way of compliment to the visi-
tors, wore a chrysanthemum on his coat lapel.
The visitors were again divided into groups and
in the hands of capable guides were taken through
the various departments of the immense factory,
which is at the present time a veritable beehive of
industry. They expressed amazement at many
features of the plant and at some of the remark-
able orders being executed. One of these was a
private dinner set, specially designed and costing
$50,000. Large orders for hotel ware also at-
tracted attention and the liberal wages paid to
workmen seemed a great surprise to the visitors,
but what impressed them most of all was the big
bronze foundry, where immense art . works in
bronze were being turned out. Among these were
an equestrian statue of Gen. George A. Custer,
a bronze statue in heroic proportions of the Cana-
dian Premier, Sir John Macdonald, a group with
Bishop Phillip Brooks as a central figure and,
most impressive of all, were the immense bronze
doors, made to the order of the Government, for
the new Cleveland, Ohio, postoffice.

After the visitation of the plant the visitors
were escorted to the Gorham Casino, where a light
luncheon was served. This function was quite in-
formal and much enjoyed. After the luncheon
Secretary Lawton addressed the distinguished
guests as follows:

"The Gorham Company takes great pleasure
in welcoming to an inspection of its plant, this
distinguished body of gentlemen, constituting the
Honorary Commercial Commissioners from
Japan. The time allotted to this inspection has
been too brief to accomplish all that the com-
pany woul kl desire, but let us hope that a favorable
impression has been made, and, as mementos of
this visit, we beg the acceptance of these medals
and album of photographs."

Each of the commissioners was then presented
with a specially-designed solid silver medal as a
fitting souvenir of the auspicious occasion. Baron
Shibusawa, the official head of the visitors, was
presented with a handsome solid silver plaque in
a plush case. A photographic album of the works
was also presented to each visitor. The design on
the face of the medal comprised the American
and Japanese flags intertwined with a laurel
branch, the well-known trade-mark of the Gorham
Company, with oak branches. On the reverse was
the inscription: "Presented to the members of the
Japanese Coximission on their visit to the Gorham
Mfg. Co., Providence, R. I., October 22, tgog."
The plaque showed in addition a representation of
the main entrance of the administrative building
of the Gorham works.

The commissioners were highly delighted with
their visit and expressed a hearty appreciation of
the kind reception and the beautiful souvenirs
given them.

After leaving the Gorham factory the visitors
were again taken in hand by their Providence
hosts and escorted to the Squantum Club, where
a clambake had been prepared for them. Covers
were laid for 175 people, including the leading
jewelry manufacturers of Providence. The after-
dinner speaking was largely expressive of inter-
national goodwill and suggestive of the happy
relations now existing between these two power-
ful nations.
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The Future of Aluminum

At a recent wronautic exhibition in
London a great deal of interest was aroused
by a new silver-white metal lighter than
aluminum, which was said to be a fresh
discovery. Samples of it were shown, in
the form of bars, etc. The substance was
quite beautiful. Trial on the scales proved
that it weighed less than seven-eighths as
much as aluminum, for a given bulk, and
it was declared to be exceedingly strong.
Predictions were made that it would be
utilized largely in connection with flying
machines and other xronautic apparatus
and appliances.

As a matter of fact, this
A New Metal remarkable material was an

alloy of two metals, alumi-
num and magnesium. It is the inVention
of a German physicist, Ludwig Mach, and
promises to fulfill all the expectations origi-
nally entertained in regard to aluminum,
but never satisfactorily realized, owing to
the softness and other unfavorable qualities
of the latter substance.

Aluminum is so soft that it may be cut
with a knife, like zinc or lead. The new
metal is hard, and is remarkable for the
great ease with which it may be turned,
planed and drilled. It is much tougher
than aluminum, with a tensile strength
about equal to that of brass, yet is ex-
tremely malleable. It makes wonderful
wire, and is so ductile that it can be rolled
and beaten like silver. Aluminum cannot
be machined; but, with the cutting tool
moving at high speed, the new metal may
be turned or cut like soft steel. Its ma-
chined surfaces are of mirror-like smooth-
ness and silvery color.

The popular notion that aluminum is
the lightest of all known metals is by no
means correct. It is a little more than two
and a half times as heavy as water, whereas
magnesium is only one and three-quarter
times as heavy ; or, in other words, very
nearly one-third lighter than aluminum.
Thus it will be. understood why the new
metal, which is a mixture of aluminum and
magnesium, is perceptibly less heavy than
aluminum itself.

Magnesium is obtained from chlorid
of magnesium by electrolysis. Practically
all of it comes from Europe. The chlorid
from which the metal is separated by this
means is derived from bittern, the bitter-
tasting liquid left behind when salt is made
from sea water. This liquid contains large
quantities of magnesium chlorid. But a
more important commercial source of mag-
nesium is the famous deposits of chemical

salts (sodium, potassium and magnesium)
at Strassfurt, Germany.

An othe r metal that is
Other Strange lighter than aluminum, and
Metals only slightly heavier than

magnesium, is beryllium, so
called because it is derived from the
mineral known as beryl, transparent crystals
of which often have high value as precious
stones. Aquamarine, for example, is one
form of beryl. But up to the present time
no method has been discovered whereby
this interesting metal can be separated
cheaply enough to render it available for
any practical use. It is a mere curiosity
of the laboratory—just as aluminum was
thirty years ago.

Oxide of beryllium, however, possesses
commercial value. It is a rare earth, which
is used with 'yttria and thoria (two other
rare earths) for making incandescent gas
mantles. Yttrium (of which yttria is an
oxide) is, by the way, a whole bunch of
mysterious metals in itself ; that is to say,
a combination of several which have never
been separated from each other and satis-
factorily identified.

One is accustomed to regard aluminum
as a wonderfully light metal. But what
shall be thought of lithium, which is less
than one-fourth as heavy ? Lithium, in
fact, is only about three-fifths as heavy
as water. It is a mere laboratory curiosity,
no practical .use having been found for it.
Indeed, it is hard to see how such a sub-
stance could be turned to any useful ac-
count ; for lithium oxydizes with such ra-
pidity' in the air that within a very short
time it loses itself, so to speak. If heated,
it will actually burn in water.

To go back for a moment
Makes to the new metal, it may be
Aluminum explained that this remark-
More Useful able alloy is already begin-

ning to be used for quite
a variety of purposes, including typewriters,
telephones, telescopes, phonographs, watch
cases, surgical instruments, chemical and
other scientific apparatus (for which a
combination of rigidity and lightness is
specially desirable), automobiles, bicycles,
gasoline engines, airships, kitchen utensils,
forks, spoons, table dishes, scales, radiators,
and piano frames. It even promises to
obtain employment in the manufacture of
wire net and agricultural implements.

As yet, the alloy is only in the experi-
mental stage of its development. It is
made with various percentages of mag-
nesium, from two parts to twelve parts of
the latter for every one hundred parts of
aluminum. The cost of it is not great,

aluminum being so very cheap and mag-
nesium purchasable in large quantities at a
price not greatly exceeding one dollar a
pound. The new metal, in fact, represents
the solution of the much vexed aluminum
problem. It makes aluminum available for
an immense number of important industrial
purposes, while actually lessening its weight.

The price of aluminum to-
Price of day is twenty-four cents a
Aluminum pound, in large lots. This

seems cheap when one con-
siders that thirty years ago it was a curiosity
of the laboratory; but, on the other hand,
it seems dear when one realizes that about
eight per cent. of the earth's crust is alumi-
num. Every cubic yard of ordinary clay
contains something like eight hundred
pounds of this, the most abundant of all
metals.

No wonder, then, that every metal-
lurgist has dreamed of extracting aluminum
from clay. It is, indeed, a wonderful pos-
sibility ; the philosopher's stone of the al-
chemists was nothing to it. Thus one is
able to realize the importance of the dis-
covery actually made within the last few
months by a French chemist, who has suc-
ceeded in producing the metal from clay,
though as yet not cheaply enough to render
the process profitable.

This chemist heats the clay with iron
in an electric furnace. As a result, the
iron combines with the silica in the clay to
form ferrosilicon, a substance already used
in the steel industry to remove oxygen from
the product while in process of manufac-
ture. The separating of the ferrosilicon
from the mixture in the electric furnace
leaves behind a quantity of aluminum oxide,
from which it is an easy matter to obtain
metallic aluminum by electrolysis. Up to
date the method described has been found
too costly to pay ; but the inventor believes
that a solution of the problem is in sight.
Meanwhile Ile is able to get some of his
money back by selling ferrosilicon to steel
makers.

Method of

Production

The discovery of a means
whereby aluminum can be
obtained cheaply from ordi-
nary clay will revolutionize

to a considerable extent the affairs of the
world. It will mark the beginning of an
aluminum age. Aluminum, in large meas-
ure, will take the place of • wood. With
suitable magnesium or other alloys, to adapt
the metal to various purposes, we shall have
aluminum ships, aluminum bridges, alumi-
num furniture and even aluminum houses.

These last, however, will not be wholly
(Continued on page 1787)
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The Future of Aluminum

T E

At a recent xronautic exhibition in
London a great deal of interest was aroused
by a new silver-white metal lighter than
aluminum, which was said to be a fresh
discovery. Samples of it were shown, .in
the form of bars, etc. The substance was
quite beautiful. Trial on the scales proved
that it weighed less than seven-eighths as
much as aluminum, for a given bulk, and
it was declared to be exceedingly strong.
Predictions were made that it would be
utilized largely in connection with flying
machines and other Wronautic apparatus
and appliances.

As a matter of fact, this
A New Metal remarkable material was an

alloy of two metals, alumi-
num and magnesium. It is the invention
of a German physicist, Ludwig Mach, and
promises to fulfill all the expectations origi-
nally entertained in regard to aluminum,
but never satisfactorily realized, owing to
the softness and other unfavorable qualities
of the latter substance.

Aluminum is so soft that it may be cut
with a knife, like zinc or lead. The new
metal is hard, and is remarkable for the
great ease with which it may be turned,
planed and drilled. It is much tougher
than aluminum, with a tensile strength
about equal to that of brass, yet is ex-
tremely malleable. It makes wonderful
wire, and is so ductile that it can be rolled
and beaten like silver. Aluminum cannot
be machined ; but, with the cutting tool
moving at high speed, the new metal may
be turned or cut like soft steel. Its ma-
chined surfaces are of mirror-like smooth-
ness and silvery color.

The popular notion that aluminum is
the lightest of all known metals is by no
means correct. It is a little more than two
and a half times as heavy as water, whereas
magnesium is only one and three-quarter
times as heavy ; or, in other words, very
nearly one-third lighter than aluminum.
Thus it will be. understood why the new
metal, which is a mixture of aluminum and
magnesium, is perceptibly less heavy than
aluminum itself.

Magnesium is obtained from chlorid
of magnesium by electrolysis. Practically'
all of it comes from Europe. The chlorid
from which the metal is separated by this
means is derived from bittern, the bitter-
tasting liquid left behind when salt is made
from sea water. This liquid contains large
quantities of magnesium chlorid. But a
more important commercial source of mag-
nesium is the famous deposits of chemical
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salts (sodium, potassium and magnesium)
at Strassfurt, Germany.

Another metal that is
lighter than aluminum, and
only slightly heavier than
magnesium, is beryllium, so

called because it is derived from the
mineral known as beryl, transparent crystals
of which often have high value as precious
stones. Aquamarine, for example, is one
form of beryl. But up to the present time
no method has been discovered whereby
this interesting metal can be separated
cheaply enough to render it available for
any practical use. It is a mere curiosity
of the laboratory—just as aluminum was
thirty years ago.
• Oxide of beryllium, however, possesses
commercial value. It is a rare earth, which
is used with 'yttria and thoria (two other
rare earths) for making incandescent gas
mantles. Yttrium (of which yttria is an
oxide) is, by the way, a whole bunch of
mysterious metals in itself ; that is to say,
a combination of several which have never
been separated from each other and satis-
factorily identified.

One is accustomed to regard aluminum
as a wonder fully light metal. But what
shall be thought of lithium, which is less
than one-fourth as heavy? Lithium, in
fact, is only about three-fifths as heavy
as water. It is a mere laboratory curiosity,
no practical .use having been found for it.
Indeed, it is hard to see how such a sub-
stance could be turned to any useful ac-
count ; for lithium oxydizes with such ra-
pidity in the air that within a very short
time it loses itself, so to speak. If heated,
it will actually burn in water.

To go back for a moment
to the new metal, it may be
explained that this remark-
able alloy is already begin-
ning to be used for quite

a variety of purposes, including typewriters,
telephones, telescopes, phonographs, watch
cases, surgical instruments, chemical and
other scientific apparatus (for which a
combination of rigidity and lightness is
specially desirable), automobiles, bicycles,
gasoline engines, airships, kitchen utensils,
forks, spoons, table dishes, scales, radiators,
and piano frames. It even promises to
obtain employment in the manufacture of
wire net and agricultural implements.

As yet, the alloy is only in the experi-
mental stage of its development. It is
made with various percentages of mag-
nesium, from two parts to twelve parts of
the latter for every one hundred parts of
aluminum. The cost of it is not great,

Other Strange

Metals

Makes

Aluminum

More Useful

aluminum being so very cheap and mag-
nesium purchasable in large quantities at a
price not greatly exceeding one. dollar a
pound. The new metal, in fact, represents
the solution of the much vexed aluminum
problem. It makes aluminum available for
an immense number of important industrial
purposes, while actually lessening its weight.

The price of aluminum to-
Price of day is twenty-four cents a
Aluminum pound, in large lots. This

seems cheap when one con-
siders that thirty years ago it was a curiosity
of the laboratory ; but, on the other hand,
it seems dear when one- realizes that about
eight per cent. of the earth's crust is alumi-
num. Every cubic yard of ordinary clay
contains something like eight hubdred
pounds of this, the most abundant of all
metals.

No wonder, then, that every metal-
lurgist has dreamed of extracting aluminum
from clay. It is, indeed, a wonderful pos-
sibility ; the philosopher's stone of the al-
chemists was nothing to it. Thus one is
able to realize the importance of the dis-
covery actually made within the last few
months by a French chemist, who has suc-
ceeded in producing the metal from clay,
though as yet not cheaply enough to render
the process profitable.

This chemist heats the clay with iron
in an electric furnace. As a result, the
iron combines with the silica in the clay to
form ferrosilicon, a substance already used
in the steel industry to remove oxygen from
the product while in process of manufac-
ture. The separating of the ferrosilicon
from the mixture in the electric furnace
leaves behind a quantity of aluminum oxide,
from which it is an easy matter to obtain
metallic aluminum by electrolysis. Up to
date the method described has been found
too costly to pay ; but the inventor believes
that a solution of the problem is in sight.
Meanwhile he is able to get some of his
money back by selling ferrosilicon to steel
makers.

Method of

Production

The discovery of a means
whereby aluminum can be
obtained cheaply from ordi-
nary clay will revolutionize

to a considerable extent the affairs of the
world. it will mark the beginning of an
aluminum age. Aluminum, in large meas-
ure, will take the place of wood.. With
suitable magnesium or other alloys, to adapt
the metal to various purposes, we shall have
aluminum ships, aluminum bridges, alumi-
num furniture and even aluminum houses.

These last, however, will not be wholly
(Continued on page 1787)
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QuAllTy in a thing of manufacture may be likened to character in a person. It has
the subtle power to attract and satisfy that innate human appreciation of
good. (I, Foster products are noted for their quality by the folks who buy

B
TRADE MAW, 

4 them as well as those who sell them. Foster products are always up to date. Fine Gold Filled Lockets,

REGISTERED Charms, Necklaces, Pendants, Bracelets, Scarf, Hat and Brooch Pins, Link Buttons, Studs, etc. Sterling Silver

Sets and Combinations, Toilet, Table Ware and Novelties that are typical in quality, variety and 
newness.

non I non

108/153

THEODORE W. FOSTER & BRO. CO.
Manufacturing Jewelers and Silversmiths 100 Richmond Street, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

NEW YORK—I3 Maiden Lane CHICAGO—Heyworth Building CANADA—Kingston, Ont.



MATINEE RING
made of heavy

STERLING SILVER

The most wonderful selling novelty of the season

Beautiful chased shanks richly finished in " Old

Dutch" securely set with Swiss Lapis, Amethyst,

Topaz, Sapphire, Garnet, Turquoise, Opal, Emerald,

Jade or Malachite. We will send, express paid, the two

dozen assortment, as illustrated, for your approval.

Write for ii. to-day.

205 Assortment (1 dozen each, $12.00—$15.00) $27.00
206 to 220 . . . . . 1.00 each
221 to 225 . . . . . 1.25 "

FISHEL, NESSLER & CO.
Silversmiths and Jewelers

FACTORY
79, 81, 83, 85 Crosby St.

SALESROOM
556 Broadway

NEW YORK

EX TRACTS PERFUMERY &TOILET ARTICLES

if I 1—.1,

Write us for samples, circulars, order blanks
and information

Dj̀ NI:X09

to 'RP .CD
0 0 Cl c o

iOIuIIffhIIIIulUi
MAPR1 e 0 IOW,'"

4.% he R Y AL

liver
_

211.‘044.

TRADE PRICE=LIST
4-oz. jars (15c. size). per gross, . 812.00
8-0z. jars (25c. size), per gross, 18.00
16-oz. bottles (50e. siz(), per gross, 36.00
32-oz. bottles (75e. size), per gross, 64.00
1-gallon cans, each 1  25
2-gallon cans, each 2  25
5-gallon cans, each 5  00
11-oz. Paste, per doz. 2  00

Packed, 4-oz., 3 doz. to the box ; 8-oz., 2
doz. ; 16-oz., 1 doz. ; 32-oz., 1 doz.

(DO Powder
1-lb. packages (75c. size), per doz., $6.00
4-oz. packages (25e. size), per doz., 1.50
Silver Diamond Cleaning Powder

(ide. size), per gross, . . • . 6.00

C.11,\IDO Silver Polish
has acquired a reputation of being the
BEST IN THE WORLD.

The demands for it are rapidly in-
creasing each year.

It outsells all other Silver Polishes.
Every jeweler should have it either

under the Cando name or his special
label. There is nothing better made.
All jewelers want to recommend to
their customers the best up-to-date
goods, especially Silver Polish, which
requires the most care in selecting.

CINDO gives perfect satisfaction in
every instance. It pays a good profit
to the dealer. Put up in attractive
form with patent cap, that can be easily
opened and resealed.

Paul Manufacturing Co.
36-38-40 Fulton St., Boston, Mass.
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Quick Selling
SOLID GOLD
JEWELRY

CORRECT IN

Style, Quality
and Price

TRADE

10 K.

SINCE 1850

MARK

Scarf Pins
Brooches
Handy Pins
Baby Pins

Lockets
Necklaces
La Vallieres
Link Buttons

Studs
Combs
Hat Pins

Veil Pins

Heart Charms

Etc., Etc.

John T. Mauran
61 Peck StreetMfg. Co. Providence, R. I.

CONSULT THE CATALOGUE

■11.11,
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Caution
TO THE

Trade

High-grade

Post or Sidewalk Clocks
$125

ONE-THIRD USUAL COST

For $125.00
we give
you $500.00
service.
Can you
afford to be
without it?

Something

you have

always

wanted, but

felt you could

not afford.

Time's pendulum
is fast swinging
towards a new high
water mark of prosperity.
Conditions are vastly improved

all over the country. The farms have

been remarkably productive, the factories

are working to full capacity, merchandis-

ing of all kinds is rapidly expanding.

The jeweler must, and soon

1038 VASE DAISY 205 HLD. DAISY

THE ABOVE DESIGN, KNOWN

AS THE

Daisy Pattern
was created and popularized by

the undersigned. A high compli-

ment has been bestowed by parties
who have copied it, innocently or

otherwise, and we take this

opportunity to caution both the

Manufacturers and Dealers

against exposing for sale any but

goods legally and properly stamped,

as our. rights will be protected.

The

Pairpoint Corporation
New Bedford :: Massachusetts

DESCRIPTION

Post Cast Iron thirteen feet high. Base 20 x 20 inches. Two illuminat-
ing dials 30 inches diameter. Master Movement, eight day. Weight
driven. Beats 60 seconds to minute.

What one of our many satisfied customers say

F. W. BERKELEY, 812 ANN STREET

Jeweler and Optician

MR. B. E. BROWN, Monessen, Pa.

Dear Sir :—I consider the clock I bought of your house has been thoroughly
tried and tested. Will say, I am highly pleased. In simplicity, accuracy,
practicability and beauty it is the hest I have seen at any price. As an
ad it can't be beat. Yours truly,

FRANK W. BERKELEY

Homestead, Pa., August 17, 1909

Write for particulars

BROWN STREET CLOCK CO.

•

If our representatives do not

call, write for a selection pack-

age of some of our specialties.

HENRY FREUND Ci BRO.
Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry

ELK, EAGLE anD MOOSE GOODS

71 Nassau St.

Our Trade-Mark, "The Rose,"
iiNf)

NEW YORK

stands for Quality and Excellence

will, come into his own again.

He will need a good stock

to supply the coming demand

for the Hol iday trade. We

are " Right on the job,"

with sellers innumerable.

Do not delay purchasing— —TTi
now is the time.

A. H. HEISEY CO.
NEWARK, OHIO

Manufacturers of the Celebrated
TRADE MARK

"Diamond H" Glassware

We manufacture only the higher grade glassware, such as

CANDELABRA, CANDLESTICKS, VASES, ETC.

CATALOGUE No. 53 ON APPLICATION
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Chains are the best in
the world for the money.

 That imitators have
tried without success
to sell "something just
as good."

 That our method of
finishing results in the
best finish without
injuring the wearing
qualities of the chains.

Compare our chains with other
makes and see the excellent finish on

F293 993

I • • • •
44A111111

The demand for D. FR. Co. Chains is
increasing every day. ORDER NOW

AFT THE BEST SELLING LINE e JEWELRY on the market. We are still the
leaders in the manufacture of this beautiful class of goods. Wait for our salesmen

this Fall and you will see a display of the most beautiful Enamel ever shown.
A comparison of our designs and finish is the only argument needed to sell our goods.

CHICAGO OFFICE
Heyworth Building

MELROSE HIGHLANDS
MASSACHUSETTS

Souvenir Spoons a Specialty  

ST. LOUIS OFFICE
Victoria Building

F307 242
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This is the factory where Bigney's celebrated
High-Grade Gold Filled Mirror Finished

Chains are made
Bigney's Gold Filled Chains wear like solid gold. Just as good as

Bigney's will not fill the bill. Ask for the genuine Bi(Triey Chains. Our
ball burnishing process hardens the surface of the gold and makes for
durability. We guarantee every chain made in our factory. We sell the
wholesale trade only.
11. Send for show case mats, advertising sign and catalogue.

Beginning January 1, 1910, we shall stamp the middle link of every vest chain made in our factory,
which will put an end to the imposition of swapping swivels

S. 0. BIGNEY & CO w
Factory—ATTLEBORO, MASS.. Ne York Office 3 Maiden Lane

Profits of the Repair Department

By C. E. TILLSON, Carrington, N. Dak.

I have been convinced for some time
that many of us were not making the
profits ill our repair department that we
should. In my own case I employ two
watchmakers and the receipts of our de-
partments are kept separate from the sales.
Against this we charge up the watch-
makers' salary, bills for material, etc., and
at the end of the month find, after de-
ducting the expenses of the work of the
repair department, without adding any
share of the expense of conducting the
store, a part of which should be borne by
the repair department, there is very little
real profit left. In the past few months I
have talked with several watchmakers in
regard to the time consumed in taking in,
regulating, recording and letting out work.
In most cases I find that they have not
considered this item at all, but, when
brought to look at it face to face, were
obliged to admit that if the average did
not exceed one-half hour per watch the
jeweler was in good luck.

Now this one-half hour for each watch
handled by the repair department means
a large sum of money in the course of a
year, and someone must pay for this, other-
wise the jeweler is out that much. Many
watchmakers do not take into considera-
tion the amount of material that they use
throughout the year. This, with me, is a
large item, as I use only genuine material.
The largest item of expense in watch re-
pairing is labor, and for that reason I con-
sider genuine material cheaper in the end.

About fifteen years ago I was hiring
good watchmakers from $12 to $14 per
week. Now a good watchmaker receives
from $20 to $25 per week, but I am still
receiving the same price for the same
work. It takes considerable more figuring
to make a profit at the present time than
it did a few years ago, and sometimes we
even fail to find the profit. We started
the uniform watch repairing price list at
our convention, at Jamestown, a year ago.
It was brought about by talking with
various watchmakers and finding out that
there were about as many different prices
as there were watchmakers. Our prices
are bound to vary enough from the dif-
ferent view we take of the same job, even
though we start from a uniform list.

As an illustration, a customer comes
in with a watch with a broken balance
jewel, staff slightly cut, and watch some-
what gummy. The first jeweler decides
that it must have a balance staff and jewel

and be cleaned. The next may decide that
it must have a balance jewel and be cleaned,
but he decides that he can refinish the staff
without detriment to the watch. A third,
on looking over the same job, decides that
it must have a balance staff and jewel, but
not necessarily to be cleaned. This, you
see, makes a variety of prices, even though
they start from the same uniform list.

Shortly after our Jamestown meeting
I had lists printed, copied from the Chicago
horological price list, which was sent me
by Mr. Walker, of the American Jeweler.
This list contains the names of various
parts or jobs, but is left blank as to price,
for each jeweler to fill in price which he
considered right. About fourteen jewelers
responded by marking the copies and re-
turning them to me. I am not quite satis-
fied with this, so I have had, at my own
expense, a new lot of these lists printed,
and I would like to have each jeweler at
this convention take one of these lists and
mark the prices that he considers right and
return it to me or the committee having
this in charge, and if this list is adopted
at this time I believe it would be a great
benefit to the jewelers of North Dakota
and will be the means of bringing the
jewelers to a better understanding of the
conditions and will result in a more uni-
form price list throughout the State.

Mr. Hall, at the time he patented his
epoch-making invention, was a very young
man, newly graduated from Oberlin Col-
lege. Thanks to his discovery, aluminum,
which sold at $15 a pound in 1886, fell in
1889 to $2 a pound, dropping steadily there-
after until, as already stated, at the present
moment one may buy it in large lots at 24
cents. Any quantity of the metal can be
purchased in Europe at 13 cents a pound.

Eventually all the available bauxite in
the United States will be used up, though
an important new deposit has recently been
discovered in Georgia. Then it will be a
question of working deposits of lower
grade, such as are found in unlimited quan-
tities on the plains of the Bekhan, in India,
and in western Australia.

Bauxite, as already explained, is an
oxide of aluminum. It is exactly the same
substance as that produced by the French
chemist from ordinary clay in the electric
furnace. His product is, in fact, an artificial
bauxite. All that remains is to cheapen the
process, and every clay bank will become a
mine from which unlimited quantities of
the metal can be obtained.—Rene Bache, in
Sundav Magazine.

The Future of Aluminum

(Continued from page 1778)

a novelty, for houses of aluminum are
already built, though only small ones, it is
true. Within the last half-dozen years
many aluminum houses, usually eight feet
cube, constructed for the purpose, have
been carried by gold seekers to Alaska,
where some sort of shelter more substantial
and more durable than tents, while light and
easily transportable in a collapsed form, is
urgently demanded.

The world's supply of
Where it aluminum to-day is de-
Comes From rived from bauxite, a pure

oxide of aluminum. De-
posits of it are limited in quantity, and all
of those known to exist in this country are
controlled by a few concerns. Among these
is the one that up to the present time has
held a practical monopoly of aluminum
production in the United States, owing to
the possession of patents on the processes
requisite for its extraction. Its vice-presi-
dent is Charles M. Hall, who discovered the
method by which the metal could be cheaply
produced, with the help of electricity, from
bauxite.

Method of Heating Plating Solutions

As it is frequently necessary to heat
plating solutions, either for the purpose of
warming them during cold weather, or in
order to plate work in them while heated,
the manner of heating is important, says
the Brass World.

For small solutions, such as those of
gold, the stone crock or other vessel con-
taining them may be heated by surrounding
with hot water or a sand bath, but this is
unsuited for large plating baths. There
are two methods in general use for such
work : One is the use of live steam by
the insertion of a steam-pipe directly in
the solution. While simple and easily car-
ried out, this method is open to some
objections. It is apt to introduce grease
from the boiler into the solution, and also
stirs up the sediment in the bottom to such .
an extent (particularly with nickel solu-
tions) that it cannot be employed in many
instances except when ample opportunity
is had for allowing the bath to settle.
On account of the ease with which this
method can be employed, it is the one most
generally used.

The other method of heating a plating
solution is by means of a coil of pipe in
the bottom of the tank, and it is by far
the most satisfactory.
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This is the factory where Bigney's celebrated
High-Grade Gold Filled Mirror Finished

Chains are made

It Bigney's Gold Filled Chains wear like solid gold. Just as good as
Bigney's will not fill the bill. Ask for the genuine Biariey Chains. Our
ball burnishing process hardens the surface of the gold and makes for
durability. We guarantee every chain made in our factory. We sell the
wholesale trade only.
(I Send for show case mats, advertising sign and catalogue.

Beginning January 1, 1910, we shall stamp the middle link of every vest chain made in our factory,
which will put an end to the imposition of swapping swivels

S. 0. BIGNEY & CO. „Factory—ATTLEBORO, MASS.York Office 3 Maiden Lane
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Profits of the Repair Department

By C. E. TILLsorr, Carrington, N. Dak.

I have been convinced for some time
that many of us were not making the
profits in our repair department that we
should. In my own case I employ two
watchmakers and the receipts of our de-
partments are kept separate from the sales.
Against this we charge up the watch-
makers' salary, bills for material, etc., and
at the end of the month find, after de-
ducting the expenses of the work of the
repair department, without adding any
share of the expense of conducting the
store, a part of which should be borne by
the repair department, there is very little
real profit left. In the past few months I
have talked with several watchmakers in
regard to the time consumed in taking in,
regulating, recording and letting out work.
In most cases I find that they have not
considered this item at all, but, when
brought to look at it face to face, were
obliged to admit that if the average did
not exceed one-half hour per watch the
jeweler was in good luck.

Now this one-half hour for each watch
handled by the repair department means
a large sum of money in the course of a
year, and someone must pay for this, other-
wise the jeweler is out that much. Many
watchmakers do not take into considera-
tion the amount of material that they use
throughout the year. This, with me, is a
large item, as I use only genuine material.
The largest item of expense in watch re-
pairing is labor, and for that reason I con-
sider genuine material cheaper in the end.

About fifteen years ago I was hiring
good watchmakers from $12 to $14 per
week. Now a good watchmaker receives
from $20 to $25 per week, but I am still
receiving the same price for the same
work. It takes considerable more figuring
to make a profit at the present time than
it did a few years ago, and sometimes we
even fail to find the profit. We started
the uniform watch repairing price list at
our convention, at Jamestown, a year ago.
It was brought about by talking with
various watchmakers and finding out that
there were about as many different prices
as there were watchmakers. Our prices
are bound to vary enough from the dif-
ferent view we take of the same job, even
though we start from a uniform list.

As an illustration, a customer comes
in with a watch with a broken balance
jewel, staff slightly cut, and watch some-
what gummy. The first jeweler decides
that it must have a balance staff and jewel
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and be cleaned. The next may decide that
it must have a balance jewel and be cleaned,
but he decides that he can refinish the staff
without detriment to the watch. A third,
on looking over the same job, decides that
it must have a balance staff and jewel, but
not necessarily to be cleaned. This, you
see, makes a variety of prices, even though
they start from the same uniform list.

Shortly after our Jamestown meeting
I had lists printed, copied from the Chicago
horological price list, which was sent me
by Mr. Walker, of the American Jeweler.
This list contains the names of various
parts or jobs, but is left blank as to price,
for each jeweler to fill in price which he
considered right. About fourteen jewelers
responded by marking the copies and re-
turning them to me. I am not quite satis-
fied with this, so I have had, at my own
expense, a new lot of these lists printed,
and I would like to have each jeweler at
this convention take one of these lists and
mark the prices that he considers right and
return it to me or the committee having
this in charge, and if this list is adopted
at this time I believe it would be a great
benefit to the jewelers of North Dakota
and will be the means of bringing the
jewelers to a better understanding of the
conditions and will result in a more uni-
form price list throughout the State.

The Future of Aluminum

(Continued from page 1778)

a novelty, for houses of aluminum are
already built, though only small ones, it is
true. Within the last half-dozen years
many aluminum houses, usually eight feet
cube, constructed for the purpose, have
been carried by gold seekers to Alaska,
where some sort of shelter more substantial
and more durable than tents, while light and
easily transportable in a collapsed form, is
urgently demanded.

The world's supply of
Where it aluminum to-day is de-
Comes From rived from bauxite, a pure

oxide of aluminum. De-
posits of it are limited in quantity, and all
of those known to exist in this country are
controlled by a few concerns. Among these
is the one that up to the present time has
held a practical monopoly of aluminum
production in the United States, owing to
the possession of patents on the processes
requisite for its extraction. Its vice-presi-
dent is Charles M. Hall, who discovered the
method by which the metal could be cheaply
produced, with the help of electricity, from
bauxite.
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Mr. Hall, at the time he patented his
epoch-making invention, was a very young
man, newly graduated from Oberlin Col-
lege. Thanks to his discovery, aluminum,
which sold at $15 a pound in 1886, fell in
1889 to $2 a pound, dropping steadily there-
after until, as already stated, at the present
moment one may buy it in large lots at 24
cents. Any quantity of the metal can be
purchased in Europe at 13 cents a pound.

Eventually all the available bauxite in
the United States will be used up, though
an important new deposit has recently been
discovered in Georgia. Then it will be a
question of working deposits of lower
grade, such as are found in unlimited quan-
tities on the plains of the Bekhan, in India,
and in western Australia.

Bauxite, as already explained, is an
oxide of aluminum. It is exactly the same
substance as that produced by the French
chemist from ordinary clay in the electric
furnace. His product is, in fact, an artificial
bauxite. All that remains is to cheapen the
process, and every clay bank will become a
mine from which unlimited quantities of
the metal can be obtained.—Rene Bache, in
Sunday Magazine.

Method of Heating Plating Solutions

As it is frequently necessary to heat
plating solutions, either for the purpose of
warming them during cold weather, or in
order to plate work in them while heated,
the manner of heating is important, says
the Brass World.

For small solutions, such as those of
gold, the stone crock or other vessel con-
taining them may be heated by surrounding
with hot water or a sand bath, but this is
unsuited for large plating baths. There
are two methods in general use for such
work : One is the use of live steam by
the insertion of a steam-pipe directly in
the solution. While simple and easily car-
ried out, this method is open to some
objections. It is apt to introduce grease
from the boiler into the solution, and also
stirs up the sediment in the bottom to such .
an extent (particularly with nickel solu-
tions) that it cannot be employed in many
instances except when ample opportunity
is had for allowing the bath to settle.
On account of the ease with which this
method can be employed, it is the one most
generally used.

The other method of heating a plating
solution is by means of a coil of pipe in
the bottom of the tank, and it is by far
the most satisfactory.
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Diamond Jewelry
for Presents

(if Many gift seekers during the holiday season
are not decided just what to buy.

c[ They go to the jeweler with an open mind
on this subject.

qi In such cases a suggestion from the jeweler
will receive consideration.

(if There is no line of jeweler's goods more appro-

priate and more appreciated by the recipient

than diamonds in some form.

111 Suggest them to gift seekers.

(If We have prepared for this season a most attrac-

tive and comprehensive line of mounted diamonds

for holiday presents.

(If Complete assortment shown in our new 1910

. catalogue. Our catalogue by mail.

BENJ. ALLEN e.? CO.
CHICAGO

\-ovember, 1909 THE KEYSTONE

WESTERN BUREAU OF THE KEYSTONE
Roota 1201 HEYWORTH BUILDING

CHICAGO, October 29, tpog

The Holiday Rush With the approach of an-
The Visiting Buyer other holiday season Chicago
and the Great jobbers and manufacturers
Central Market are once more coming to the

front with all their energies
and resources. As this issue goes to press they
are on the eve of a season's activity which will tax
their resources, but not beyond the measure of
their fulfillment, because they never were in better
shape to grapple with the rushing holiday needs of
the retail trade throughout the country than they
are for the holiday season of. tgoo. Stocks are
full and complete, additional help has been taken
on and their shipping rooms have been cleared
for action. All fears of a disappointing holiday
business have vanished and the efforts of the
wholesale and manufacturing trade have been
concentrated upon preparations for a lively busi-
ness. Out-of-town merchants have been visiting
this market in goodly numbers. Most of them
have been coming here for years, but many have
come here for the first time to do their holiday
buying. These find Chicago a place to see, to visit,
to study and to enjoy. This city appeals strongly
to the merchant who is a well-rounded human
leing, as well as a shrewd buyer of merchandise.
\'hen the retail jeweler wishes to combine his
lnual outing with his holiday-buying trip he can
)me to no better place than Chicago. While the

-ut-of-town jeweler, coming to this market for
the first time, is impressed with the turmoil and
pandemonium visible upon the streets, and with
the elaborate systems and their spinning cogwheels
,t work in the great mercantile houses, the out-
yard evidence of the work accomplished here in
he jewelry industry, in an hour or a day, is but
whisper as compared to the more tangible evi-

;ence which is apparent when he visits the large
Abing houses or enters one of the large factories.
The visitor soon realizes that Chicago is a
ital factor in the jewelry industry. When he
)oks for a reason he finds that the aggressiveness
,f the Chicago jobbers and manufacturers in
rasping the advantages of Chicago and develop-
ng them to their full fruition is responsible. For
xample, the unapproached facilities for trans-
■ortation, which make this great central market
lie commercial nerve center of the West, are of
ticalculable importance in this day when quick de-
liveries mean sales and profits for the retailer.
These unapproached transportation facilities,
working in conjunction with improved express
Package delivery system brought about by the
Chicago Association of Commerce, narrows the
most remote corners of this great country down
to a few hours' travel from Chicago and places
the most distant retailer in close touch with the
hustling activities of this great market. Chicago
Jobbers and manufacturers are alive to all the
Opportunities which Chicago offers the out-of-
town retailer and they are keeping pace with the
rapidly increasing circle of commercial influence
which Chicago is exerting upon the industries
of the entire country. To the thoughtful and

observant, Chicago holds within her grasp possi-
bilities that baffle prophecy. Truly, it is the great
central market.

News From the Trade

Adolph Kuhns, western salesman for the
Towle Mfg. Company, has been receiving con-
gratulations upon the arrival of a bouncing baby
boy, which will bear his father's name.

F. E. Blackburn & Co., wholesale jewelers,
Heyworth Building, have just issued a handsome
booklet containing a full and complete line of
emblems for the Masonic fraternities.

Marion Ast has opened a new jewelry store
at 4618. South Ashland Avenue.

Arno Dorst, of the Dorst Company, manu-
facturing jewelers of Cincinnati, spent several
days in Chicago early in the month, the guest of
Joe De Mariano.

The firm of McNeff & Company, which was
recently organized to do a jewelry jobbing busi-
ness, has been dissolved. Mr. McNeff has as-
sociated himself with the Siebert Company, a
retail concern at 365 East Sixty-third Street, and
Mr, .Specht is now with A. Judson & Co.

George , Kuehl & Co., Chicago, clock •int-
porters, have received notification that they have
been awarded a gold medal on their line of clocks
exhibited at the Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition,
This is in line with the action taken by all other
expositions where their line of clocks have been
displayed. •The exhibit was the most elaborate of
its kind at the exposition and attracted a great
deal of attention.

C. W. Chilcote, an optician-jeweler at 422
North Avenue, has opened a retail jewelry store
at 462 North Park Avenue.

Mrs. Edna Levy, formerly jewelry buyer for
Despres, Bridges & Noel, and Harry Miller,
western representative of Hutchinson-Huestis,
will be married November 7th at the home of Miss
Levy's parents. The event is being looked for-
ward to with much pleasure by their many friends
in the trade.

John Warren, of the Elgin National Watch
Company, made a hurried trip to Denver late in
the month.

The Commercial Jewelry Co. has been in-
corporated in this city to do a general jewelry
and merchandise business. The capital stock is
given at $8o,000 and the incorporators are A. J.
Parker, A. W. Beck and M. L. Fearing.

Leon Nordman, Jr., and Bert Nordman, of
Nordman Bros. Co., San Francisco, were in Chi-
cago the -.middle of the month on their return
home from a six months' trip in Europe.

The Chicago Watch Tool Co., Grand Avenue
and Robey Street, has just issued a handsome
pamphlet, printed in three colors, showing their
modern watch signs. The pamphlet contains il-
lustrations of all their products and the latest and
best in watch signs.

George Wettstein, the well-known jewelry
jobber of Cedar Rapids, is making an automobile
tour from Cedar Rapids to New York with his
family. He stopped off in Chicago for several
days the middle of the month.
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Neal Vanderwolf, with Watson & Newell,
who recently underwent an operation, has entirely
recovered and has assumed his regular duties.

A. J. Munson was on the local market early
in the month purchasing stock for a new store
at Tuscola, Ill, Mr. Munson was formerly in
business at Ames, Iowa.

W. T. Irvine, the well-known jeweler of La
Crosse, Wis., called at THE 'KEYSTONE head-
quarters early in the month. He was on his way
to Philadelphia and New York.

C. H. Bagley, a well-known retailer of Duluth,
Minn., spent several days on the local market
while on his way East early in the month.

G. A. LeRoy, advertising manager of the
Western Clock Company, sailed early in the month
for an extended European trip.

J. Haas has accepted a position as western
representative of the Electrolytic Art Metal Co.,
of Trenton, N. J. He was formerly with Loftis
Bros. & Co.

0. C. Watterich, Oconto, Wis., has succeeded
to the business formerly conducted by his
father, A. W. Watterich, and will remodel the
store and install new fixtures.

A dividend of 23 per cent. has been declared
by the trustees in the bankrupt estate of L. A.
Soper, Harvard, Ill. This is the only dividend
declared and winds up the estate.

M. A. Hagen, a well-known retail jeweler of
Fargo, N. Dak., was on the local market early in
the month.

Lyle F. Chadband and Oscar Corman, both
of Bloomington, Ill., have formed a partnership
and will conduct a retail store in that city.

R. T. Kleckner and Theodore W. Foster re-
turned early in the month from a Pacific Coast
trip.

The firm of Leary & Penfold, Providence,
has opened Chicago offices in the Heyworth Build-
ing and George C. Mendell is in charge.

A. Bingswanger, jewelry buyer for Siegel,
Cooper & Co., was East early in the month on a
buying trip.

Fred Brodegaard, of Omaha, Nebr., was in
Chicago late in the mcinth buying his holiday
stock. His firm recently installed a large burglar-
proof safe.

Information has reached the Chicago jobbing
trade to the effect that S. S. Stacey, of Minot,
S. Dak., has moved to Whitefish, Mont., where
he has purchased the stock and fixtures of J. A.
Robinson.

Jacob Bunn, president of the Illinois Watch
Company, spent several days in Chicago calling
on his many friends in the trade. He was on his
way to New York to attend the Hudson-Fulton
celebration.

Many regrets were heard among the Chicago
jobbers over the death of Addison Woodhull, of
the diamond firm of Mount & Woodhull.

A. W. Levy, formerly with Byron L. Strass-
burger & Co., and lately in the jewelry manu-
facturing business, has returned to Chicago and
will travel on the road for the diamond house of
Louis Strassburger's Son & Co.

Harry Sachs has sold his interests in the
"Larios" jewelry store at gto State Street, and has
opened the Sach's Novelty Shop at 94 State Street.

L. Carr, who for the past twenty-four years
has been at the head of the tool and material de-
partment of Lapp & Flershem, has resigned his
position to engage in the jewelry business at Ben-
ton Harbor, Mich.

The Chicago Title and Trust Co. has been ap-
pointed receiver for the Newman Clock Company
as the result of a complaint filed by President Al-
bert A. Newman, who avers that Charles E.
Renshaw, who recently acquired an interest in the
company, is endeavoring to manipulate the affairs
of the company in the interests of the American
District Telegraph Co.

C. C. Patton, of Canon City, Colo., was in
Chicago the middle of the month laying in stock
for the holidays.

Charles E. Graves & Co., in business in the
first floor of the Heyworth Building, have leased
a portion of the second floor of that building and
will use it in connection with their business. An
elevator will be installed for the convenience of
the public and the new space will be used prin-
cipally for silverware, art subjects and kindred
lines.

(Continued on page 1791)
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C. A. MARSH & GO.
MAKERS of 111011 GRADE " GOLD PILLED " JEWELRY
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BRACELETS
LOCKETS

VEST CHAINS
LORGNETTES

NECKS
DICKENS

PENDANT, NECKS
FOBS Trade-Mark Registered N 653

Office and
Factory

Attleboro
Mass.

A. P. WOOD
420 Broadway

Los Angeles, Cal.
Pacific Coast Representative

C. A. M. 8z CO.
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STYLE

IT MEANS
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Mich-Cut—All Cut

MARIE LAMP. 12 x 20

MICH-CUT will please you.
Let us ship you a $50.00 assortment of Best Sellers.
Write us if in the market.

MICHIGAN CUT GLASS CO.
 Lansing, Mich. 

Rich
Cut Glass
For Select Trade
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(Continued from page 1780

H. A. Roberts, a jeweler of Veedersburg,
and watch inspector for the Chicago &

f'.astern Illinois at that point, was on the Great
.'entral Market the middle of the month in the
nterests of his holiday stock.

Joe De Mariano, of J. De Mariano & Co.,
iamond brokers ill the Masonic Temple, cele-

;.rated his thirty-fourth birthday anniversary Oc-
'ober 9th. A course dinner was served at the
."nion, at which twenty of his friends were
, resent, after which the party enjoyed the "God-
;ess of Liberty" at the Princess Theater. Friends
:rom Cincinnati who were unable to be present
•ent Mr. De Mariano a beautiful solid gold cigar-
, tte case and his associates in business presented
.:im with a handome sealskin lined overcoat.

E. C. Six, of Lyon, Kans., has purchased the
:tock of H. FI. Kelly at Erie, Kans., and will
hereafter conduct the business. Mr. Kelly ex-
pects to locate in Sullivan, Ind.

Thomas O'Neil, a stepson of Mr. Jerome, of
the old jewelry firm of Jerome & Harris, was re-
cently arrested on complaint of Emil Noel, who
charges him with securing a diamond brooch
■alued at $70, under false pretenses.

Wilbur & Lamphear, well-known jewelers of
Galesburg, Ill., have sold their stock to J. J.
Wookey, of Peoria. Mr. Wookey was formerly
in the real estate business at Peoria.

The many friends in Chicago and the West of
R. L. Sweet, of the R. F. Simmons Company, will
be pleased to learn that he left early in the month
Lor a trip around the world and expects to be
gone about seven months. He was accompanied
hy Mrs. Sweet and just before sailing from New
York they were the recipients of a telegram signed
by one hundred of their friends who wished them
a pleasant and safe journey.

J. J. Burke, of the Brooks Jewelry and Op-
tical Co., St. Louis, was in Chicago the middle of
the month in the interests of holiday business.

Allen Morgan, son of S. W. Morgan, a promi-
nent jeweler of Winona, Minn., is taking a special
course ill engraving of A. Wehde, 151 Wabash
Avenue.

The family of Paul Lackritz, treasurer of the
Illinois Association of Retail Jewelers, has been
increased by the arrival of a baby boy.

M. A. Mead, the well-known watch jobber,
has purchased a 90-acre fruit farm in the Bitter
Root Valley, Montana.

C. M. Hunnicutt, of Rockville, Ind., was in
(Thicago late in the month replenishing his holiday
-tock.

J. K. Glennon, manager of the Chicago office
the Kryptok Sales Co., has been receiving the

)ngratulations of his friends upon the arrival of
baby boy in his family.
L. Usselman, a retailer at 3I50 South State

,treet, has started the manufacture of emblem
,ins and has also added an optical parlor.

C. W. Harman, of New York, manager of the
\Ivin Manufacturing Co., paid a visit to the Chi-
ago office of the company during the past month.

T. J. \Voltz, of Monticello, Ind., called on
•■eal jobbers last week.

Jules Schwab, son of Adolph Schwab, of New
ork, spent several days in Chicago the middle
f the month.

At a recent meeting of the stockholders of
he Rockford Silver Plate Co., at Rockford, Ill.,
A. Littlefield, for many years in the silver

,usiness in New Bedford, Mass., was elected
ecretary and general manager to succeed the late
'Award Taylor. '

The local jobbing trade has been appraised of
the transfer of the jewelry and optical business
.ormerly conducted by Mrs. L. D. Chipman at
lockton, Kans., to W. I. Smith, who has had
liarge of the store for several years. The busi-
less will be conducted by him under the name of
•lie Smith Jewelry and Optical Co.

The Brandt Metal Crafters have removed
heir factory from the Woodlawn Trust and
f;avings Bank Building to 0229 East Sixty-third
;treet, where they have considerably more factory
,Pace. They have recently issued a catalogue of
heir new line of hand-hammered jewelry.

Frank F. Barton, president of the George N.
Steere Co., who has also been acting as western

OUR SPECIALTY is high-
grade ware that suits the
jewelry trade.

The PRETTY DESIGNS,
deep cutting and diamond
sparkle proclaim the
superiority of our product.

The QUALITY attracts and
the moderate price insures
quick sales and large profits.

It is IDEAL CUT GLASS
stock for jewelers of stand-
ing with refined patronage.

Don't Fail to Investigate this Sure-Sale
and Elig Profit Opportunity

Butterfly 556

IRVING CUT
HONESDALE
Eastern and Western Representative
Pacific Coast
Southern
New York City

GLASS CO., Inc.
PENNSYLVANIA
 F.J. CLASSEN, Baltimore, Md.
  A. J. LEHRE, San Francisco, Cal.

J  H. LEWIS, Atlanta, Ga.
 F. W. REICHENBACHER
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representative of Fontneau & Cook Co., has re-
signed his position with the latter company in
order to devote all his time and energies to his
own business. The company has recently built a
new factory at Providence, which will be ready
for occupancy December 1st.

The igio jewelry catalogue of the A. C.
Becken Company is now being sent out to the
retail trade throughout the country. In keeping
with the previous catalogues issued by this com-
pany, this edition is in every particular a com-
plete and up-to-date jewelers' catalogue. Between
its covers will be found everything in the line of
diamonds, watches, jewelry and optical goods; in
short, everything that is carried in the up-to-date
jewelry store.

The regular meeting and monthly dinner of
the Manufacturing Jewelers' Association of Chi-
cago was held October 5th, at Vogelsang's, with
a very good attendance. The meeting was, as a
matter of fact, the annual meeting. The work
done during the past year by the association was
talked over and the work for the cooling year
outlined. A new board of directors was elected
and the firm of Massover & Pokrass elected to
membership.

Henry Pfordresher, western representative of
the Eastern Jewelry Company, left on a western
trip late in the month.

Henry Paulson & Co., of this city, have just
issued two new catalogues which will prove
of great interest to all retail jewelers. The one
is devoted to tools, materials and supplies for
watchmakers, jewelers and opticians and contains
nearly a thousand pages. The other is a book de-
voted exclusively to imported clocks, a new line
of which this firm has just taken the western
agency for. Both of these books are full of valu-
able information for all retailers and will be
sent free upon application.

The Leach Jewelry and Novelty Mfg. Co.
opened a store at 67-69 East Washington Street,
this city, on October 1st. Their quarters are in
Room 12, on the fourth floor of the building.

Death of Paul Juergens
The Chicago trade has lost its pioneer jeweler

in the death of Paul Juergens, founder of the
well-known firm of Juergens & Andersen Co.,
which occurred at his home 1318 La Salle Avenue,
October 16th. His death came as a severe shock
to his many friends and acquaintances in the
trade, and among the older jewelers of the city
there is scarcely one who does not experience a
personal loss in the death of Mr. Juergens. In
many respects he was• regarded as the dean of
the Chicago and western jewelry trade and to his
energies and force of character are due many of
the advantages which are to-day prominent factors
in making Chicago the jewelry center that it is.
In business he was self reliant, resourceful and,
when necessary, outspoken and bold. He possessed
the confidence of his own business integrity, which
was born of long experience, and throughout his
career lie stamped all his business ventures with
the mark of complete capabilities to carry them
out. This one trait carried his house safely
through the wreck and ruin of the great Chicago
fire, with its resultant financial catastrophe, with-
out a compromise with its creditors. Personally,
socially and as a friend lie was whole-souled,
warm-hearted, unselfish and always willing and
ready to lend a word of encouragement or a
helping hand to his friends and business associ-
ates. His sturdy ancestry marked him with an
indomitable will, attended by righteous business
traits, and at the same time gave him a lovable
personality which it was only necessary to- come
in contact with to feel its potent force.

Mr. Juergens was born on September 19, 1834,
in Oldenburg, Holstein, Germany. He was the
first of a family of six children to leave home,
arriving in New York in 1850, at the age of six-
teen, where he worked at his trade for four
years. When his father and family arrived in
1854 they came to Chicago when the population
was only 65,000. Mr. Juergens comes from the
famous family of that name which has been re-
nowned as silversmiths in Germany for three
hundred years. The father had been a silver-
smith in Oldenburg, his native land, where his
son, who was destined to achieve extraordinary
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success as a manufacturing jeweler in Chicago,
received his early training. Soon after their ar-
rival, the sign "Juergens & Son, Manufacturing
Jewelers," made its appearance at the rear of 77
Lake Street. This was the foundation of the
business now known as the Juergens & Andersen
Company. In 1857 Sebastian Andersen, who had
also been a silversmith in Germany and had
come to America a few years before, arrived in
Chicago. Shortly afterwards he entered into
partnership with Paul Juergens, the style of the
firm being changed to Juergens & Andersen. The
rapid expansion of the business soon demanded
larger quarters, which were found at 117 Lake
Street, and here the concern was in operation at
the time of the great tire of 1871, which destroyed
their shop and contents. This was a heavy blow,
but, like many others who had gone through the
same fiery ordeal, they rose superior to misfor-
tune. Within one week from the day of the
fire the firm was established on Eldridge Court,
moving a little later to Jackson and Wabash
Avenues. The business increased rapidly and

Paul Juergens

within four years it became necessary to move
again to more commodious quarters, at the north-
east corner of State and Madison Streets, where
they remained for over twenty years. In 1893 the
company was incorporated under the title of the
Juergens & Andersen Company. The continued
expansion of the company's operations soon made
another move necessary and in 1898 they occupied
rooms in the new Stewart Building, then just
completed, at the northwest corner of State and
Washington Streets. Here the business is at
present, but the active duties of management have
been for some tulle conducted by William F.
Juergens, William G. Andersen and Hans P.
Juergens, who have grown up in the house and
have absorbed from their elders that compre-
hensive knowledge of the jewelry trade that is
the main element in the company's success.

Paul Juergens was a man of quiet and
domestic habits and loved his home and family
more than public display. He had a beautiful
summer home at Powers Lake, which he had
christened "Villa Oldenburg" in commemoration
of his birthplace, the ancient city in the father-
land. Here he spent many happy summers and
entertained many friends.

The funeral was held from the family resi-
dence on the gith of October. The members of
the Chicago Jewelers' Association attended the
funeral in a body. The honorary pall bearers
were C. H. Knights, Benj. Allen, H. M. Carle,
William Freund, T. J. Lefens, Max Ellbogen,
Gottfried Schmid, Frank Milhening, William
Seipp, Louis Wolff, Ferdinand Schapper, Louis
Weik, Edward Uihlein, Harry Rubens, Dr. Phillip
Matthai and Sam H. Levy, of New York. The
active pall bearers were chosen from among the
employees of the company. They were Herman
Fues, Otto Hirt, Rudolph Stotzer, C. Brunn,
William Cull, John Schindler, John Schroeder and
Ed Alsing. Interment was at Graceland.
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CHAINS an?
BRACELETS

make desirable and acceptable
Christmas Gifts. Your Holi-
day Stock in these lines should
be complete in every detail.
If it is not, you will miss sales
at a time when more Jewelry
is being sold than at any other
time in the year. The

THADE4AARK
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Gold Filled CHAINS 49BRACELETS
of every description in 1ho and 1/4 gold only

represents everything that is the best
in quality, finish and workmanship, at
a price that is pleasing to both the
Retailer and the Purchaser. You will
make no mistake if you stock up in
our line of goods, and you won't miss
any sales when the Purchaser drops in
on his Holiday shopping tour.

Look over our Traveler's line of
samples when he calls or advise us
direct what you are in need of in
our line.

NEW YORK CHICAGO
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THE KINNEY CO.
Manufacturers of College Jewelry, Class

Pins and all Classes of Special Work

14 Blount Street, Providence, R. I.
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Jewelers' Show Cards

Suggestions and Advice by a Show Card Expert

It has been my experience that the

jeweler is interested, so far as show cards

are concerned, in two ways. A majority

wish to make their own show cards or dele-

gate the job to some clerk, or they wish to

buy the show cards and price tickets ready-

made. Because the former are in the ma-

jority and the latter in the minority, I shall

first take up the writing of the show cards

by the jeweler.
A most important matter

in show card writing is
timeliness. Show cards and
price tickets may be bought,

but unless the jeweler has remarkable fore-

sight and can plan away ahead, this method

of getting them will not produce very

satisfactory results. Even should he plan

ahead on some occasion, he will find that in

a large number of cases situations will

arise where a timely, catchy show card in

order to give the best of results will need

to have immediate attention.

The jewelers, to a great extent, have

neglected show cards, many because they

deem it undignified and detracting from the

beauty of the window. "Why," said a

jeweler to me, "I wouldn't think of having

a show card in the window. I want my

windows to denote a simple, quiet elegance,
and the show card destroys all that." That,

moreover, is the opinion held by large num-

bers, and, to a certain extent, it is true. The

jewelry store has always stood for dignity

and elegance; more so than any other class
of mercantile establishments. The goods

which constitute their stock in trade are

such as to demand this. The trouble has

been, and is yet, to some extent, that the

show card, so far as artistic appearance is

concerned, is not on a par with the beauty

of the establishment in which it is to be

placed, but time and the upward tendency
of this art will eliminate the difficulty.

Therefore, the show card, to obtain at-

tention from the jeweler, must possess, here-

after, greater beauty. They will have to be

radically different from those used in other

retail establishments; smaller, simpler in de-

sign and executed in a more artistic manner.

Perhaps the first thing the
jeweler will have difficulty

with will be the cardboard ;
an article that plays a more

important part in card-writing than many

suppose. There are a great many different

grades and kinds of cardboard and much

discouragement has been the result of trying
to use the wrong kind.

Importance of

Timeliness

Question of

Cardboard

KEYSTONE

Many card writers make the mistake of

trying to use a lettering pen on a cardboard

possessing a hard, glazed surface. The ink

spreads out in an inartistic manner and the

card writer usually blames everything ex-

cepting the very thing he should blame—

the cardboard. In pen lettering with mark-

ing pen, shading pen and the automatic

shading pen, there is only one kind of card-

board to use and that is something with a

soft, unfinished surface. On this kind of

sur face the paint "grips" better and the

edges of the letters do not show ragged

from the spreading of the paint.
In brush lettering this diffi-

Brush Lettering ctilty is not encountered to

• the extent that it is in pen

lettering, for cardboard with a hard, glazed

surface may be used with a brush with quite

28 Inches

14 X 22

Half Size

II x 14

Quarter Size

7 x II

Eighth

Size
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board is the most expensive, running from

$3.75 to $4.25 per Ioo sheets. Railroad

cardboard costs from $2.75 to $3.50 per Ioo

sheets, and common, white, 4-, 6- or 8-ply

stock costs in the neighborhood of from

$2.40 to $3.75 per ioo full sheets ; but for

all preliminary work the common white card-

board will be found to be all that is needful.
The jeweler may at first
experience some difficulty
in securing cardboard, es-
pecially in the smaller towns.

Should the local printer not have it in stock

—and they generally have—he will usually

order it for you if requested to do so, and

a few sheets can be ordered with the prin-

ter's next order to the wholesale house, en-

abling one in this way to get it at nearly

wholesale price and at the same time affect-

ing a considerable saving in express or

freight charges.

Sometimes it is necessary to use colored

cardboard, but this is only advisable after
the jeweler has had experience in lettering
and is proficient with the pen and brush.

Buying

Cardboard

34 X II Benj. Allen & Co's 1910 Catalogue

The catalogue issued for the year 1910 by
Benj. Allen & Co., an old and well-known
jewelry jobbing house, is easily the best and most
comprehensive of all the catalogues that have
come to the trade during the past thirty years
from this house and that means that it has no
superiors, if an equal. This catalogue is well
worth the careful study of all jewelers and is also
noticeable from other standpoints. As aprinter's and
binder's product it is a remarkable piece of work.
But to the jeweler it presents a most attractive field
for study and of practical usefulness. Its won-
derful comprehensiveness, as illustrating watches,
jewelry, silverware, clocks and the endless variety
of the jeweler's stock, is shown in the number of
pages devoted to different departments of this
great distributing machine. Watches require 126
pages ; chains and fobs 63 ; sterling silverware 28;
silver-plated flatware 128; silver-plated hollow-
ware 78; clocks 128 and optical goods 72 pages,
with hundreds of pages crowded full of accurate
illustrations of standard as well as novelty and
specialty goods.

An examination of the book shows that the
keynote is "Quality" ; always reliable, dependable
merchandise, that all jewelers can buy with con-
fidence and sell with equal confidence, that the
customer will receive the greatest value that the
money can buy. The aim in the Benj. Allen & Co's
catalogue is to offer the best values for the price
that the jeweler can hope to find and that this
quality is successful is best shown by the splendid
patronage this catalogue enjoys. The catalogue
is sent to recognized established jewelers only and
the greatest care is taken that no copies of it shall
reach outside hands. Taken in detail and as a
whole, the catalogue for 1910 is a production of
which the firm may well be proud and which is
certain of a cordial reception from the entire

jewelry trade. It is fully in keeping with the
progressive business policies of this well-known
firm.

good results. However, with most experi-

enced card writers a cardboard with a some-

what soft surface is generally preferred, as

it gives uniformly better results than card-

board of the opposite character. I have al-

ways found that about 4-ply is the best

grade to use for this work.
It may appear to some jewelers as if

the cutting of the cardboard so as to elimi-

nate all waste is a trivial matter to consider,

but I believe that thoroughness is one of the

things most needful to-day in card writing.

Haphazard methods have long been the rule

in this work when they should be the ex-

ception, and this accounts in a measure for

the slow advance of show card writing.
The outline given herewith

Cardboard will enable the jeweler to
Sizes gain some idea as to the

best way in which to cut

cardboard. Full sheets come in sizes 22 X 28

inches. This makes a half sheet 14 x 22,

quarter sheet ii x 14, eighth sheet 7 x II,

sixteenth sheet 3% x I r, and the sixteenth

size may again be cut into smaller tickets.

By cutting it this way there remains no

waste whatever, and anyone who makes a

number of cards for the jewelry window

will find this quite a considerable saving in

the course of a year.
What is termed "Show Card" card-
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Our Inconsistency as Men and
Merchants

By PRESIDENT J. P. ARCHIBALD, of the American National
Retail Jewelers' Association

Inconsistency in life, literally speaking,
is the greatest sin. Inconsistency in buying
goods, in selling goods, in conduct, in lan-
guage, in morals, in religion, in all things
marks the man. Many men in all ranks
and conditions of life are known by their
inconsistencies. In the business world it
seems inconsistency plays an important
part. This seems to be nowhere more true
than in the jewelry business.

During the last year the writer has
received hundreds and hundreds of letters
complaining about the mail-order house,
the catalogue house and other channels
selling jewelry, watches drid kindred lines.
All these letters request us to devise ways
and means to prevent the mail-order and
catalogue houses from selling goods
that belong to the jewelry stores. To
this end we have used a great deal of
energy, time and money. We believe
that the results along these lines have
been exceedingly successful in the
past few years of organization work.

We read from time to time of
the grocers' associations, the hardware
associations, the druggists' associa-
tions and the furniture associations
taking decided action against selling
goods that are sold by mail-order or
catalogue houses. These organizations
have been very successful in their
efforts to protect their own business
from invasion by the mail-order and
catalogue houses. However, in all
these organizations, as well as the retail
jewelers' organizations, inconsistency is
practiced to a large degree.

The writer's attention has been called
many times within the past few months to
the fact that the retail jewelers all over this
country object to any mail-order house or
catalogue house selling jewelry, watches,
clocks or any article in their line, but that
the retail jewelers themselves are buying
other goods from the mail-order house.

With this point in view, the writer has
been investigating along this line, and, to
our great surprise, we have found that retail
jewelers are buying clothing, dry goods,
tools, work benches, groceries, furniture,
hardware, books and such like from mail-
order houses. We do not mean that all
jewelers practice such inconsistency, but a
large number do.

What do you think of a jeweler who
writes a letter to the State organization of
jewelers asking for protection against the
mail-order house taking business out of his
store, but purchases a large box of gro-
ceries from a mail-order house? What do
you think of a jeweler who seeks protec-
tion against the mail-order house selling
watches to his customers who purchased
his work bench and cooking stove for his
residence from a cut-rate mail-order house?
What do you think of a retail jeweler who
has asked protection against the mail-order

house quoting a certain watch at a low
price while he himself purchased a shotgun
and ammunition from a mail-order house?

My attention has been called to a retail
jeweler who was a delegate to a jewelers'
convention. He was very enthusiastic in
taking any step that would compel the mail-
order house to cease selling jewelry and
kindred lines. Over the back of his chair
hung his coat, bearing the trade-mark and
name of the largest catalogue house in the
country. No doubt, this suit of clothes was
not his only purchase made from catalogue
houses. In a similar way my attention has
been called to druggists, hardware men and
furniture men—all members of their re-
spective organizations—making purchases
of articles not in their line from mail-order
houses.

It might be possible that merchants.
have not given this matter any thought and
have made purchases from mail-order
houses thoughtlessly. If such is .the case,
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tices the principles he advocates. Every
retail merchant who belongs to the organi-
zation that stands for his protection should
be careful in all his purchases.

It behooves retail jewelers to be con-
sistent. Buy your goods where there is no
question about the dealer being the proper
distributer of goods. Every salesman who
calls on you should be asked the attitude
of the house he represents toward the pro-
tection of your business. In other words,
protect yourself by spending your money
in the proper channels for all lines of goods.
It is folly to talk against abuses in the
trade and spend your oivn money to aid
the very channels that absorb your business.
Be honest ; be fair ; be consistent!

Fixture Plant Greatly Enlarged

We show herewith the new addition
made by the Grand Rapids Show Case Co.
in their Grand Rapids, Mich., plant. The

addition will nearly double their
wood-working departments and enable
them to increase their output accord-
ingly. Last year this company bought
the Lutke Manufacturing Co., of
Portland, Oregon, the largest show
case and fixture plant on the Pacific
Coast, and have since improved this
plant also.

The main office of their Grand
Rapids plant will be 6o feet by 120
feet. The office fixtures and furniture
will be of mahogany, inlaid with tulip
and ebony, as well as beams on ceiling.
The exterior of directors' room will
be of inlaid mahogany, while the
interior will be of Circassian walnut.
The scheme of decoration and design

of electric fixtures will also be carried out
to harmonize. They give as their reason
for fitting up their office so handsomely
that it will give the visiting merchants
an idea of the character of work they
do and also an idea of how a modern store
would look.

The new buildings are of mill con-
struction, red brick and concrete and pre-
sent a most imposing appearance. New dry
kilns of the latest design have also been
erected, giving so large a capacity that
plenty of time can be given the lumber to
dry thoroughly, and thus eliminate all clan-
ger of warping and swelling due to hurry-
ing the drying process.

The plant comprises, in addition to its
wood-working facilities, a complete mirror-
ing, beveling and grinding plant, a large
machine shop, equipped with the latest
modern machinery for the production of all
the hardware findings, etc., used in the
construction of the work, such as clothing
slides, hangers, ball-bearing rollers, grille
work, brackets ; also nickeling and buffing
plant, veneer plant, etc.

Every machine in the plant will be
equipped with individual motors, contract
for which has been (riven to the 'Westing-
house Electric and Alsanufacturing Co., and
it is expected that the new addition will be
in operation by December ist, giving them
a finely equipped plant.

Mammoth plant ot the Grand Rapids Show Case Co.

we believe thoughtful merchants will not
make another purchase from such sources.
We believe that every merchant, whether
he is a hardware dealer, a jeweler, a grocer,
or a druggist, who purchases any line of
goods from a mail-order house or catalogue
house is aiding to keep up the above houses,
and thus is only drawing business away
from his own store. Every cent you send
to the mail-order house, if only for a pack-
age of tooth picks, is taking business from
your store, and is also aiding to build up a
greater business for the house you condemn.

It does seem to me that so many mei-
chants are so careless about these things.
The retail jeweler should remember that if
he wants the hardware dealer and the drug-
gist and the grocer to co-operate with him
for the protection of his busin'ess, he should
be willing to stand by the same rules that
protect them.

I believe in a federation of all organi-
zations that stand for the same purpose—
that is, the protection of our business. It
is evident that all classes of merchants who
are in the retail business have the same
evils or abuses to combat. Then we should
have a federation of organizations that
will protect. This federation of organiza-
tions can be formed so that there will be
no violation of laws. However, it is im-
possible to produce definite and lasting re-
sults unless the individual merchant prac-
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THE traveler who has passed through Italy

and finds himself on the shores of the bay

of Naples feels himself thrilled with emo-

tion by the spectacle which Nature places before

him. The beauty of the landscape and of the sea

which rolls at his feet are not, however, the sole

objects of his thoughts. A thousand recollections

Hood his mind; the liveliest, the most persistent is

of Pompeii and thither he first turns his steps.

The catastrophe which overwhelmed that

city in 79 A. D. at the same time preserved it

from ruin. It has made it immortal, at least as

far as anything can be here below. Vesuvius in

its wrath has been the most valuable aid of the

archwologist. The study of the past is often con-

soling—it takes our thoughts away from the tur-

moil of the present. Let us be thankful to

Vesuvius for putting at our disposal such soothing

and agreeable delights.
We are indebted to it for the

A Famous preservation of the famous

Treasure silver treasure of Boscoreale,

with which the nm-

seum of the Louvre has been enriched

and the most important finds of which are

illustrated herewith. But in respect of

this fortunate circumstance the volcano is

not alone in deserving our thanks," said

a French savant in a discourse delivered

at the annual public meeting of the

Academy of Inscriptions and Belles-

Lettres, which we follow to some extent

in this article. "The generous donor,

Baron Edmond de Rothschild, who has

placed at the disposal of the country this

surpassing discovery, has more immediate

and more substantial claims to our grati-

tude ; it is to him that the greater part of

our acknowledgments are due."
Boscoreale is situated 1500 yards

above Pompeii, southeastwardly from

Vesuvius, on a spot whence one may en-

joy a view of wide extent. Excavations

undertaken at this point, on private prop-

erty, in September, 1894, gave highly in-

teresting results. A Roman villa was

found there whose appointments indicated

a high degree of material comfort and

even many of the refinements of ease and

luxury. This villa differs from nearly all

the houses of Pompeii in this respect, that

while the latter have been thoroughly un-

covered and searched, this house had not

been disturbed; neither its owner nor

others had sought to disturb the heavy

layer of ashes which covered it and for

more than eighteen centuries the condition

of the ruins had remained unchanged.

Familiar objects were in their usual place,

farming tools seemed to await the laborer

tild food supplies of all sorts, contained
in large earthen jars, seemed hardly en-

croached on. The excavating continued

quietly for a considerable time, but on the

t3th of April of that year, just before

Easter, the pick of a workman encountered a
human skeleton. It was that of a man who had
been thrown face downward upon the ground,
smothered under the deluge of hot ashes which
came upon him. In his charred fingers he held
some bracelets and a long golden chain, such as
Etruscan women wore across the breast; more
than a thousand gold coins, bearing effigies of
the first emperors, from Augustus to Vespasion,
were scattered about him. I le had been borne
down by the torrent in front of a small place
of concealment where he probably had deposited
a portion of his precious burden. In fact, it was
ill this place of deposit that the pieces of silver-
ware, now on exhibition in the Louvre, were
found. These objects, hastily gathered together,
had been done up in some material, fragments of
which still remained adhering; to the metal of
several vases.

This treasure of Boscoreale has such artistic
value, it furnishes such curious and precise
archeological ideas, it throws so strong a light
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Oil certain questions relative to the manufacture

of antique silverware that one cannot hesitate to

class it as of the first importance. Numerically

it is the most considerable of all the treasures of

this kind; moreover, it presents itself with an

absolute certainty as to its date. All the objects

there found were made prior to the year 79 A. D.

They go back to the last days of the Roman

republic or to the first years of the empire. The

treasure, taken as a whole, may be divided into

two distinct groups—utensils and objects of art.
The utensils are numerous, including elegant

pater az decorated with slight ornaments, such as

clusters of leaves or of rosettes, thyrsi entwined

with small bands, fish disporting in the waves,
shells, cupids seated on a dolphin or wielding a
trident. Everywhere a free rein has been given

to fancy, but always restrained within the limits

of good taste. The body of two paterx is orna-

mented with grooves, symmetrically arranged

side by side, with a single point in relief to break

the monotony. The effect of this very simple
decoration is charming. Here are some

small plates resembling our tea saucers, a
silver dish with ears upon which the sup-

ple bodies of two dolphins are blended

with the necks of two swans, a large cup

covered with a scattering of birds'

feathers betutifully wrought. Here it

spoons of all shapes and sizes, moulds for

pastry, water basins, small cups for sip-

ping Falernian or drinking the wine of

Vesuvius; round receptacles with a lip,

furnished with handles and resembling

our punch ladles; a number of lovely sup-

ports in the form of lions' claws attached

to its edge by means of winged heads of

children; lastly, a variety of utensils winch

will excite the curiosity of archaeologists

and draw the attention of the crowd.

Without a doubt, goldsmiths will find here

excellent models and ideas to copy.
Hasty mention must be made of these

objects in order to come to the principal
part of the treasure. Taken as a whole it is
simply marvelous. For the most part it
is the work of Greek artists and offers us
a series of compositions thoroughly grace-
ful and of incomparable freshness, where
pure taste unites with an accurate percep-
tion of proportion and of truth to
nature, where the importance of the sub-
jects bears a fitting relation to the place
which they occupy and where the general
distribution is always harmonious. Noth-
ing appears strained or far fetched; it is
elegance in simple form and in thoroughly
good taste.

It is apparent that an intelligent ama-
teur directed the selection of those rare
pieces. It is not a collection of silver-
ware bought at one time in a mass to
furnish a house or ornament sideboards.
It is a collection leisurely made and with
a definite purpose. The pieces show signs
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Our I nconsistency as Men and
Merchants

By PRESIDENT J. P. ARCHIBALD, of the American National
Retail Jewelers' Association

Inconsistency in life, literally speaking,
is the greatest sin. Inconsistency in buying
goods, in selling goods, in conduct, in lan-
guage, in morals, in religion, in all things
marks the man. Many men in all ranks
and conditions of life are known by their
inconsistencies. In the business world it
seems inconsistency plays an important
part. This seems to be nowhere more true
than in the jewelry business.

During the last year the writer has
received hundreds and hundreds of letters
complaining about the mail-order house,
the catalogue house and other channels
selling jewelry, watches and kindred lines.
All these letters request us to devise ways
and means to prevent the mail-order and
catalogue houses from selling goods
that belong to the jewelry stores. To
this end we have used a great deal of
energy, time and money. We believe
that the results along these lines have
been exceedingly successful in the
past few years of organization work.

We read from time to time of
the grocers' associations, the hardware
associations, the druggists' associa-
tions and the furniture associations
taking decided action against selling
goods that are sold by mail-order or
catalogue houses. These organizations
have been very successful in their
efforts to protect their own business
from invasion by the mail-order and
catalogue houses. However, in all
these organizations, as well as the retail
jewelers' organizations, inconsistency is
practiced to a large degree.

The writer's attention has been called
many times within the past few months to
the fact that the retail jewelers all over this
country object to any mail-order house or
catalogue house selling jewelry, watches,
clocks or any article in their line, but that
the retail jewelers themselves are buying
other goods from the mail-order house.

With this point in view, the writer has
been investigating along this line, and, to
our great surprise, we have found that retail
jewelers are buying clothing, dry goods,
tools, work benches, groceries, furniture,
hardware, books and such like from mail-
order houses. We do not mean that all
jewelers practice such inconsistency, but a
large number do.

What do you think of a jeweler who
writes a letter to the State organization of
jewelers asking for protection against the
mail-order house taking business out of his
store, but purchases a large box of gro-
ceries from a mail-order house? What do
you think of a jeweler who seeks protec-
tion against the mail-order house selling
watches to his customers who purchased
his work bench and cooking stove for his
residence from a cut-rate mail-order house?
What do you think of a retail jeweler who
has asked protection against the mail-order
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house quoting a certain watch at a low
price while he himself purchased a shotgun
and ammunition from a mail-order house?

My attention has been called to a retail
jeweler who was a delegate to a jewelers'
convention. He was very enthusiastic in
taking any step that would compel the mail-
order house to cease selling jewelry and
kindred lines. Over the back of his chair
hung his coat, bearing the trade-mark and
name of the largest catalogue house in the
country. No doubt, this suit of clothes was
not his only purchase made from catalogue
houses. In a similar way my attention has
been called to druggists, hardware men and
furniture men—all members of their re-
spective organizations—making purchases
of articles not in their line from mail-order
houses.

It might be possible that merchants.
have not given this matter any thought and
have made purchases from mail-order
houses thoughtlessly. If such is .the case,
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tices the principles he advocates. Every
retail merchant who belongs to the organi-
zation that stands for his protection should
be careful in all his purchases.

It behooves retail jewelers to be con-
sistent. Buy your goods where there is no
question about the dealer being the proper
distributer of goods. Every salesman who
calls on you should be asked the attitude
of the house he represents toward the pro-
tection of your business. In other words,
protect yourself by spending your money
in the proper channels for all lines of goods.
It is folly to talk against abuses in the
trade and spend your own money to aid
the very channels that absorb your business.
Be honest ; be fair ; be consistent!

Fixture Plant Greatly Enlarged

We show herewith the new addition
made by the Grand Rapids Show Case Co.
in their Grand Rapids, Mich., plant. The

addition will nearly double their
wood-working departments and enable
them to increase their output accord-
ingly. Last year this company bought
the Lutke Manufacturing Co., of
Portland, Oregon, the largest show
case and fixture plant on the Pacific
Coast, and have since improved this
plant also.

The main office of their Grand
Rapids plant will be 6o feet by 120
feet. The office fixtures and furniture
will be of mahogany, inlaid with tulip
and ebony, as well as beams on ceiling.
The exterior of directors' room will
be of inlaid mahogany, while the
interior will be of Circassian walnut.
The scheme of decoration and design

of electric fixtures will also be carried out
to harmonize. They give as their reason
for fitting up their office so handsomely
that it will give the visiting merchants
an idea of the character of work they
do and also an idea of how a modern store
would look.

The new buildings are of mill con-
struction, red brick and concrete and pre-
sent a most imposing appearance. New dry
kilns of the latest design have also been
erected, giving so large a capacity that
plenty of time can be given the lumber to
dry thoroughly, and thus eliminate all dan-
ger of warping and swelling due to hurry-
ing the drying process.

The plant comprises, in addition to its
wood-working facilities, a complete mirror-
ing, beveling and grinding plant, a large
machine shop, equipped with the latest
modern machinery for the production of all
the hardware findings, etc., used in the
construction of the work, such as clothing
slides, hangers, ball-bearing rollers, grille
work, brackets ; also nickeling and buffing
plant, veneer plant, etc.

Every machine in the plant will be
equipped with individual motors, contract
for which has been given to the 

M 
Westing-

house
i

 Electric and anufacturing Co., and
it is expected that the new addition will be
in operation by December 1st, giving them
a finely equipped plant.

Mammoth plant ot the Grand Rapids Show Case Co.

we believe thoughtful merchants will not
make another purchase from such sources.
We believe that every merchant, whether
he is a hardware dealer, a jeweler, a grocer,
or a druggist, who purchases any line of
goods from a mail-order house or catalogue
house is aiding to keep up the above houses,
and thus is only drawing business away
from his own store. Every cent you send
to the mail-order house, if only for a pack-
age of tooth picks, is taking business from
your store, and is also aiding to build up a
greater business for the house you condemn.

It does seem to me that so many mer-
chants are so careless about these things.
The retail jeweler should remember that if
he wants the hardware dealer and the drug-
gist and the grocer to co-operate with him
for the protection of his busirress, be should
be willing to stand by the same rules that
protect them.

I believe in a federation of all organi-
zations that stand for the same purpose—
that is, the protection of our business. It
is evident that all classes of merchants who
are in the retail business have the same
evils or abuses to combat. Then we should
have a federation of organizations that
will protect. This federation of organiza-
tions can be formed so that there will be
no violation of laws. However, it is im-
possible to produce definite and lasting re-
sults unless the individual merchant prac-
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THE traveler who has passed through Italy

and finds himself on the shores of the bay

of Naples feels himself thrilled with emo-

tion by the spectacle which Nature places before

him. The beauty of the landscape and of the sea

which rolls at his feet are not, however, the sole

objects of his thoughts. A thousand recollections

flood his mind; the liveliest, the most persistent is

of Pompeii and thither he first turns his steps.

The catastrophe which overwhelmed that

city in 79 A. D. at the same time preserved it

from ruin. It has made it immortal, at least as

far as anything can be here below. Vesuvius in

its wrath has been the most valuable aid of the

archxologist. The study of the past is often con-

soling—it takes our thoughts away from the tur-

moil of the present. Let us be thankful to

Vesuvius for putting at our disposal such soothing

and agreeable delights.
Vie are indebted to it for the

A Famous preservation of the famous

Treasure silver treasure of Boscoreale,

with which the mu-

seum of the Louvre has been enriched

and the most important finds of which are

illustrated herewith. "But in respect of

this fortunate circumstance the volcano is

not alone in deserving our thanks," said

a French savant in a discourse delivered

at the annual public meeting of the

Academy of Inscriptions and Belles-

Lettres, which we follow to some extent

in this article. "The generous donor,

Baron Edmond de Rothschild, who has

placed at the disposal of the country this

surpassing discovery, has more immediate

and more substantial claims to our grati-

tude ; it is to him that the greater part of

our acknowledgments are due."
Boscoreale is situated 1500 yards

above Pompeii, southeastwardly from

Vesuvius, on a spot whence one may en-

joy a view of wide extent. Excavations

undertaken at this point, on private prop-
erty, in September, 1894, gave highly in-

teresting results. A Roman villa was
found there whose appointments indicated

a high degree of material comfort and

even many of the refinements of ease and

luxury. This villa differs from nearly all

t he houses of Pompeii in this respect, that
while the latter have been thoroughly ml-

covered and searched, this house had not

been disturbed; neither its owner nor

others had sought to disturb the heavy

layer of ashes which covered it and for

more than eighteen centuries the condition

of the ruins had remained unchanged.

Familiar objects were in their usual place,

farming tools seemed to await the laborer
;uld food supplies of all sorts, contained
in large earthen jars, seemed hardly en-
croached on. The excavating continued

quietly for a considerable time, but on the

13th of April of that year, just before
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Easter, the pick of a workman encountered a
human skeleton. It was that of a man who had
been thrown face downward upon the ground,
smothered under the deluge of hot ashes which
came upon him. In his charred fingers he held
some bracelets and a long golden chain, such as
Etruscan women wore across the breast ; more
than a thousand gold coins, bearing effigies of
the first emperors, from Augustus to Vespasion,
were scattered about him. He had been borne
down by the torrent in front of a small place
of concealment where Ile probably had deposited
a portion of his precious burden. In fact, it was
in this place of deposit that the pieces of silver-
ware, now on exhibition in the Louvre, were
found. These objects, hastily gathered together,
had been done up in some material, fragments of
which still remained adhering to the metal of
several vases.

This treasure of Boscoreale has such artistic
value, it furnishes such curious and precise
archleological ideas, it throws so strong a light
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Oil certain questions relative to the manufacture
of antique silverware that one cannot hesitate to
class it as of the first importance. Numerically

it is the most considerable of all the treasures of

this kind; moreover, it presents itself with an

absolute certainty as to its date. All the objects
there found were made prior to the year 79 A. D.

They go back to the last days of the Roman
republic or to the first years of the empire. The
treasure, taken as a whole, may be divided into
two distinct groups—utensils and objects of art.

The utensils are numerous, including elegant

pater x decorated with slight ornaments, such as
clusters of leaves or of rosettes, thyrsi entwined

with small bands, fish disporting in the waves,

shells, cupids seated on a dolphin or wielding a

trident. Everywhere a free rein has been given

to fancy, but always restrained within the limits

of good taste. The body of two pater m is orna-

mented with grooves, symmetrically arranged

side by side, with a single point in relief to break

the monotony. The effect of this very simple
decoration is charming. Here are some
small plates resembling our tea saucers, a
silver dish with ears upon which the sup-

ple bodies of two dolphins are blended

with the necks of two swans, a large cup

covered with a scattering of birds'

feathers beautifully wrought. Here are

spoons of all shapes and sizes, moulds for

pastry, water basins, small cups for sip-

ping Falernian or drinking the wine of
Vesuvius; round receptacles with a lip,

furnished with handles and resembling

our punch ladles; a number of lovely sup-

ports in the form of lions' claws attached

to its edge by means of winged heads of

children; lastly, a variety of utensils which

will excite the curiosity of archxologists

and draw the attention of the crowd.

Without a doubt, goldsmiths will find here

excellent models and ideas to copy.
Hasty mention must be made of these

objects in order to come to the principal
part of the treasure. Taken as a whole it is
simply marvelous. For the most part it
is the work of Greek artists and offers us
a series of compositions thoroughly grace-
ful and of incomparable freshness, where
pure taste unites with an accurate percep-
tion of proportion and of truth to
nature, where the importance of the sub-
jects bears a fitting relation to the place
which they occupy and where the general
distribution is always harmonious. Noth-
ing appears strained or far fetched; it is
elegance in simple form and in thoroughly
good taste.

It is apparent that an intelligent ama-
teur directed the selection of those rare
pieces. It is not a collection of silver-
ware bought at one time in a mass to
furnish a house or ornament sideboards.
It is a collection leisurely made and with
a definite purpose. The pieces show signsWine pitcher

(1795)
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of unequal use; they have passed
through several hands. The names of
different owners can be read on them
and it is evident that they have been •

acquired at different times and under
different circumstances. Two canthari
have belonged to a certain Attius
Clarus; four lovely salt cellars came
from the imperial freedman Pamphi-
lies ; others bearing no name seem to
have come directly from the workshop
where they were made. Therefore,
the owner drew from two distinct
sources—public sales and the shops of
the goldsmith. He was a critical
judge, or at least would pass for
such, for he secured three pieces bear-
ing the signatures of artists. We
know to just what point the love of
silverware was carried among rich
Romans, there is, therefore, nothing
in this to cause us surprise.

Without mentioning Verus, who
increased his collections at the ex-
pense of those of the Sicilians, nor
the high liver, Charinus, who pre-
tended to possess specimens of all the
different etyles of the goldsmith's art in the world,
it would be easy to mention a number of ama-
teurs of that time. When Petronius, the Roman
author, makes one of his characters say "I am
crazy over silverware"; when he makes him
describe complaisantly, in the presence of his
guests, mythological scenes represented on his
silver goblets, his purpose is to turn into ridicule
the fashion and hobby of the clay.

Moreover, Martial has left us a picture of
one of those lovers of old silver. He is a perfect
type; every one of the pieces in his collection
has a genealogy. "These cups," said he, "graced
the table of Laomedon. It was to get them that
Apollo built the walls of Troy to the sound of his
lyre. This punch bowl which I hold has been
the cause of numerous battles; it bears marks of
the strife. These vases are said to have belonged
to the aged Nestore himself. This dove is worn
down by the hand of the king of Pylos. Here is
the very cup in which the son of Eacus served
a generous wine to his friends. Here is the cup
Dido used at the supper she gave to the hero of
Phrygia." The race of these happy and deter-
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Phiale, with bust of Africa

mined amateurs is not yet extinct. Everybody
certainly must have met some of them.

Among the silver vessels most
Artistic Phiales sought for by connoisseurs,

Pliny mentions low ones, with
no feet or supporting rim, which were called
phiales; they were ornamented with a plate bear-
ing a subject in relief—the emblerma. Two cups
of this kind L. Licinius Crassus, the orator, paid
one hundred thousand sesterces for, although he
never dared to make use of them.

The possessor of the silver plate at Bosco-
reale fortunately had the same scruples. He
knew how to respect the beautiful phiale which
forms a part of the collection and whose preserva-
tion is so extraordinary. The subject, executed
in repousse work, represents the bust of a
woman (Alexandria) in very pronounced relief.
One could not well imagine a more imposing
figure. This beautiful woman, having on her
head the tusks of an elephant, bears in her right
hand the sacred serpent and on her left arm a
horn of plenty. She is surrounded with -symbols
which are appropriate to the city of Alexandria

in Egypt, whose maritime posi-
tion is also ingeniously sug-
gested by a small dolphin swim-
ming in some waves. The
figure carries in one of the
folds of her tunic various
kinds of fruit and a spear of
that famous Egyptian wheat
which fed Rome and which her
ships, with their light sails,
brought in at stated times to
the docks at Pozzuoli and Os-
tium. The relief, beautifully
worked out, is gilded, with the
exception of the nude parts,
which, according to the custom,
are not thus treated. One de-
tail will give an idea of the
delicacy of the touch of the
artist—the ears are pierced and
gold earrings put in. It is re-
grettable not to find the signa-
ture of the author of this beau-
tiful model.

One would like also to know the
name of the owner of the collection.
The excavations at the villa have un-
fortunately furnished no certain in-
formation. However, in one of the
rooms a bronze seal has been found
upon which is inscribed Ti(berii)
Claudii Amphionis. Are these the
names of the owner? This seems
probable. His portrait, at least, has
come down to us in the bottom of a
phiale -similar to the preceding. The
cheeks are shaven, the ears large and
wide apart; the wrinkles and crow's
feet about the eyes indicate a man
already exhausted; the face is mali-
cious. One thinks, in looking at it,
of his neighbor, the old usurer,
Jucundus, of Pompeii, whose face,
sceptical and full of cunning, seems
still to sneer at visitors to the gallery
of antique bronzes in the museum at
Naples.

Amphion, as his other names
show, was a former slave, freed by
Claudius or by Nero. He was mar-
ried; the portrait of his wife has

been found near his own. The woman is no
longer young, her hair falls in waves upon the
back of her neck, gathered in a single roll, after
the fashion under the first Cxsars. Some people
have been disposed to identify these figures as
Claudius and Agrippina. The supposition is im-
probable. The figure of the woman, detached
from the bottom of the phiale, which had served
as a frame for it, had found its way into com-
mercial channels before the treasure arrived at
Paris. It is now in the British Museum.

If the Louvre has lost the portrait of
Amphion's wife, it at least has several objects
which belonged to her. First, a sort of receptacle
wholly modern in its conception ; a bird opening
its wings and bringing them in front of itself in
the form of a shell ; then two mirrors chased with
uncommon skill. On the first is represented the
episode of Leda and the swan, on the second a
lovely head of Ariadne.

It is known how frequently the failings of
Jupiter have been portrayed. Roman artists who
have had the history of Leda to deal with have
generally handled it without restraint, and almost
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always, doubtless in imitation of
some celebrated work, have
chosen the most intimate scene of

the legend. The author of the
mirror has confined himself to
more conventional limits. His
work loses nothing thereby, it is
only the more graceful and re-
fined. Leda, almost entirely nude,
is seated on a rock offering drink
to a swan which she looks at with
thoughtful air. Her drapery has
fallen off and the swan can
gaze at will on the charms which
are disclosed to him. The
handsome bird stands erect before
the young girl,, its wings half
opened as if to enfold her. It
is preparing to prove to her its tenderness for her.

The mirror of Ariadne strikes
Unique Mirror the attention by the originality
Decoration of its decoration. It is prob-

ably unique of its kind and
bears the signature of its author, Domitius
Polygnos. The handle is made by interlacing two
flexible rods ornamented with painted leaves. It
is attached to a circular frame which is cut
out in such a way as to show semi-circles
opening outwardly with points terminating
in small balls. A circle of twisted braid be-
tween two rows of pearls goes around the
circumference of the disk, the center of
which is occupied by a bust of Ariadne, of
most beautiful finish. The young woman is
crowned with ivy; her unconfined hair
floats at the will of the wind; the drapery
which hangs front her shoulders opens to
disclose a breast of ideal beauty. A work
so rare must have been the delight of the
woman who owned it. More than one
friend must have envied her its possession.

All the vases or vessels of the treasure
are done in repousse work. They are in
pairs, ornamented with scenes analagous,
but not similar, where the same idea occurs,
but interpreted in a different manner. Two
small cups, gilded throughout on the inside
and set off on the outside, near the lips, by
a large gold band, are decorated in a very
original fashion. The artist, on each of them (he
is named Sabeinos) has thrown aliments and
utensils around the main part in picturesque dis-
order. This pell mell of animals, vegetables and
implements of all sorts forms two charming re-
liefs of dead nature, composed with exquisite art
;Hid chased with uncommon skill.

Other vases are ornamented with subjects
taken from live nature. Here are some cranes
seeking food on the ground or
striking at one another with their

beaks. One would think they had
alighted from a Japanese screen.
The lofty manner of those great
birds, the trembling of their wings
have been rendered with a force
and a brilliancy of tone which
have not been surpassed by any of
our modern students of animal
subjects. There is also a series of
scenes drawn from the life of the
stork. Their nests are built on
rocks among dead branches. The
birds go, come, flutter about, busy
.vith their little ones, bringing
them insects or small worms,
quarreling among themselves,
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Drinking cup

tasting, in short, all the pleasures of family life.
At the sight of the mother, who returns loaded
with booty, the little ones bestir themselves and
push one another on the edge of the nest, opening
their little beaks to receive the expected prey.
These different episodes are treated with charm-
ing verve. One finds there earnestness and the
accurate and realistic observation of the Alex-

andrian artist.. To this same class of ideas belong
the decoration of two large cups entwined about
with light clusters of leaves, in the midst of which
animals are running—a stag brought to bay by a
pack of hounds, a wild boar cornered, a lion de-
vouring a bull, a bear pursued by a clog, some
wild goats, a fox, some birds, a swan flapping its
wings, etc. All this throng pursues, attacks, de-
vours, the weaker naturally yielding to the blows

Drinking cup

I797

of the stronger. The decoration
of these two vases recalls very
much that of the great bowl of
1 I ildesheim, preserved in Berlin.
lhe foundation of foliage and
light plants with flexible stems is
the same; the figures which give
it life are different.

Two ewers provided each
with an elegant handle and de-
signed for serving wine, offer us
an ideal scene of sacrifice. Rome,
helmeted and branishing her lance,
appears standing upon an altar
wreathed with garlands, while
two Victories, in art humble atti-
tude, sacrifice a bull by their side.
Everything bows before the mis-

tress of the world. But there is another master
of the world, Cupid. The idea is ever new ; it
was particularly attractive to the artists of an-
tiquity. Two canthari or drinking cups present
allegories which relate to it. A lion, a panther
and an elephant subdued by a troupe of joyous
Cupids submit quietly to their tyranny and their
caprice. Some pull the tails of these powerful

beasts or climb on their backs ; others dance
teasingly before them, playing a flute or twin-
ing garlands of leaves about them. They
submit to all this with admirable resignation.
One stubborn mule, alone, planted squarely
upon its four feet, refuses to come forward
and resists the Cupids, who cannot succeed
in dragging him out. The contrast is full of
maliciousness. What philosophy is in those
little low reliefs! What witty irony!

Nature again has fur-
Leaf and Branch nished ornaments for
Decoration two cups enveloped in

branches of the plane
tree. The artist has chosen young sprouts
without seeds, in order to give the relief a
soft and uniform appearance. It is the
springtime with all its freshness. Autumn
shows itself to us with a more vigorous
decoration on two cups, entwined with
olive branches, loaded with fruit and tied
together by their ends. Under the touch of
a skilful artist the gloomy and weak foliage

has taken on intense life; the berries which stand
out above the other work give a warmth of ex-
pression to the leaves, to which the richness of
the material adds unusual brilliancy.

But the most extraordinary pieces of the
entire collection are two large goblets ornamented
with garlands of roses, below which appear
skeletons in the most diverse postures. We al-
ready knew goblets of this style, in terra cotta,

the figures on which were not
understood from lack of explana-
tory legends. :Here there can be
no doubt; a series of Greek in-
scriptions furnishes the hints nec-
essary to an understanding of
these strange representations. The
skeletons are those of great men
of Greece, near each, whether cele-
brated poet or illustrious philoso-
pher, a name is written with all the
letters complete. Four principal
skeletons stand out separately on
the body of each goblet and the
artist has known how to give to
each a special and expressive
physiognomy. On the first goblet
Euripides is represented as stand-
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ing, leaning upon a thyrsus, his look turned
towards the mask of tragedy. Monimos, known
as a disciple of the cynic Diogenes, is placed near
him. Menander, carrying in his right hand a
lighted torch, holds in the other a mask of a

which he looks lovingly upon. Archie-

ochus plays on a double flute beside him. On the
second Zeno, leaning on a knotty staff and bearing

his thin wallet, launches an invective against
Epicurus, who is accompanied by a small
pig and prepares on a tripod a succulent
stew. Sophocles is standing in a pose
full of dignity, while Moschion holds,
like Menander, a lighted torch and also
like him, looks on the head of a woman
with curly hair. Some smaller skele-
tons, playing the lyre or the flute, ap-
plauding, carrying flowers, handling
skulls, fill in the spaces between the
principal personages. They are the pub-
lic, the crowd of disciples and admirers.

A butterfly, like a
Symbolism of fugitive soul, strug-
Annihilation gles and expires in

the hands of one of
them. Everywhere the idea of complete
annihilation after death pervades. "We
ought to profit joyfully by the present ;
sensual pleasures are the only real

and appreciable ones; there is noth-

ing in life beyond that," seems to be the
fundamental idea. There remains noth-

ing now but dry bones of all the great
men who made Greece glorious. "Be
pious for this dung" is the legend
ironically placed under a skeleton which
brings funeral offerings and pours out
perfumes over a body half interred.
"There is what man is," murmurs an-
other examining a skull placed in his
hand. It is like the scene of the burial
ground in "Hamlet." "Pleasure is the
supreme aim of life," cries out Epicurus.
"Life is a comedy; enjoy life, for the
morrow is uncertain," say several other
personages. Those are well-known ex-
clamations borrowed from the code of
Epicurean wisdom and which are con-
stantly found on antique monuments.

The employment of these funereal
representations was diffused among the
Romans. It was thought good form to
circulate them in the midst of a feast or
a banquet at the moment when the
generous wines began to make them-
selves felt. The well-known episode .of
the silver skeleton at the banquet of Tri-
malcion is a proof of this and the brief
speech which Petronius puts into the
mouth of his here is stamped on the
legends upon our goblets. They are the same
thoughts, the same expressions. Hence these
same goblets recommended themselves to the next
editor of an illustrated Satyricon. These pieces
are unique. A museum can properly number
them among the most precious of its acquisitions.

All the vases in this discovery
The Greek are contemporary. It is a
School pleasure to find these Greek

originals or copies of Hellenic
models in which the freedom of style equals that
of the conception, where the decoration, freed
from every tic of civil or religious life, borrows
from nature her best and most graceful effects.
Alexandrian art reigns there as master. Thus the
opinion which makes Alexandria the center of

the manufacture of objects in silver at the be-
ginning of the Roman empire finds its confirma-
tion in a striking manner by the appearance of a
silver phiale ornamented with a representation of
that city. The goblets with the skeletons, or Dance
of Death, with their droll representations, with
that assemblage of the most celebrated poets and
philosophers of Greece, with those exclamations in
the Greek tongue, lead us also to that literary
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between Pompeii and Vesuvius, as will be re-
called, had the treasure secretly carried to France
and sold to Baron Rothschild.

A Beautiful Automobile Trophy
The recent epoch-making developments in t he

matter of transportation, which have been en-
couraged by frequent contests and the offer of

tempting prizes, have furnished a rich
field to the American designer and art
netal worker. The products of Ameri-
can art craftsmanship have been greatly
enriched in recent years by costly
specially designed automobile trophies.
One of the most beautiful of these was
contested for in Fairmount Park, Phila-
delphia, on October 9th, the cup, which
is known as the McDonald & Campbell
trophy, being furnished by the Bailey,
Banks & Biddle Co., of this city.-

The trophy, as shown in our illus-
tration, is a magnificent loving cup and
base of sterling silver, the total height of
which is 40 inches. This has been pre-
sented by the firm of MacDonald &
Campbell, Philadelphia, and will be
known as the MacDonald & Campbell
trophy. The cover is encircled by a de-
sign of thistles, emblematic of the
nationality of the donors, and is sur-
mounted by a beautifully modeled figure
of Victory, holding aloft a laurel wreath.
The name of the trophy is engraved
around the rim of the bowl, which bears
the following inscription :

"The Grand Trophy for Winning
Car of the Second Annual Stock Chassis
Road Race, 200 miles, under the auspices
of the Quaker City Motor Club and the
Municipal Authorities of Philadelphia,
Fairmount Park, Philadelphia, October
9, 1909."

The reverse of the cup is decorated
with an etching representing the newest
type of racing automobile, driven of the
Fairmount Park course. On the base is
the seal of the Quaker City Motor Club
(under whose auspices the contest was
held), enameled in gold and blue, and on
the reverse the seal of the city of Phila-
delphia in relief, each seal being framed
ill sprays of laurel. The trophy is con-
sidered one of the handsomest prizes
ever offered for a sporting event.

A new opportunity for triumphs in
art craftsmanship is furnished by the
flying machines, the contests of which
promise to be as frequent and even

more popular than the automobile races. Some
of the cups already produced show that the
American designers are quite equal to the new
task and are studying the aeroplane question to
good purpose.

A handsome prize trophy

and sceptical city which had become, since the
Ptolemies, the hearth of the most active Greek
life, for Moschios and Menander were the favor-
ite and most appreciated poets of the Alexandrians.

Among the numerous visitors who come daily
to the Louvre to admire the vases, etc., of Bosco-
reale, none will forget that an enthusiastic ama-
teur, impelled by a sentiment of patriotism, has
chosen to save for France this precious collection,
at a moment when there was cause to fear its
dispersion or its acquisition by some foreign
museum. The munificent gift of Baron Edmond
de Rothschild, made with the most touching sitn-
plicity, honors greatly the donor, whose name was
already inscribed on the list of friends and bene-
factors of the Louvre. The owner of the land

The Vogue of the Loving Cup

For formal presentation purposes the most
popular form of gift at this time seems to be the
loving cup. The demand for these cups has
so, grown in recent years that special lines of
them are produced by manufacturers. Time was
when these cups were so sparsely used that they
were made to order, but during the past few
years the loving cup has become almost a staple.

BENJ. ALLEN & CO's 1910 CATALOGUE
THE LARGEST AND BEST, ILLUSTRATING THE
NEWEST AND MOST COMPREHENSIVE LINES

Special stocks maintained for filling catalogue orders, and
a perfected system for the accurate, prompt and efficient
handling of hurry orders give the jeweler indispensable service
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to supply your immediate wants, and respectfully solicit your inquiries.

Manufacturing Jewelers' Association of Chicago

'MAUER, FRED & CO. 126 State Street

I3)YDEN, FRANK S. & CO..  Heyworth Building

131 JCHSBAUM, S. & CO  Masonic Temple

D !EYER, LOCHAU & OHM CO 72 Madison Street

Er IRATH, EDWARD 78 State Street

GRAFFE & STANEK Heyworth Building

GRIMM & JUDEA 103 State Street

HIRSCH & OPPENHEIMER .  702 Masonic Temple

JACOBSON, F. H. CO. 209 State Street

JOHNSON, ROBERT M. & SON 67 Washington Street

JUERGENS & ANDERSEN CO 92 State Street

KRONBERG & BLOCK 126 State Street

LAZARUS, S. & CO. Masonic Temple

LEBOLT & CO., Inc  160 State Street

LEVINSON & JACOBSON . . . .42 Madison Street

MASSOVER & PORKAS 163 State Street

MILHENNING, J. 195 State Street

MORSTROM, WM. G. & CO.. .78 State Street

MORSE, F. E. & CO  151 Wabash Avenue

NEWMAN, M. Masonic Temple

NOBLE, F. H & CO 42 Madison Street

PFEIL, CHAS. H. 209 State Street

PINES & HANSEN 137 Wabash Avenue

ROOVART BROS. Columbus Building

SCHRADER-WITTSTEIN CO 103 State Street

SPIES BROS. 156 Wabash Avenue

WECHTER, S. & CO. Masonic Temple

WENDELL & CO. 258 Madison Street

WILLIAMS, A. L. & CO. 156 Wabash Avenue

WILSON & CO 57 Washington Street

 NINO
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A FAIR COMPARISON
of our work with others will
show the advantage in sending
your Special Orders and Repairs to

FRED BLAUER C& CO.
SONS OF FRED BLAU! R WATCH CASE MAKER

MANUFACTURERS OF JEWELRY AND WATCH CASES

126-130 STATE STREET •••• CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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A MAGNIFICENT BOOK OF FREE"MODERN"PETNTRaincd SIGNS  
IF YOU WANT TO INCREASE YOUR SALES
Write for This Book To- day—It will give you much valuable information

BE THE FIRST IN YOUR CITY TO HAVE ONE OF THESE

NEW- UP-TO-DATE- FLASHING - SIGNS
For sale by all Jobbers. Manufactured only by the

CHICAGO WATCH TOOL CO.
Grand Avenue and Robey Street CHICAGO, ILL.
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FOR SEVENTEEN YEARS
we have made the manufacture of

Pierced Metal Monograms and
Initial Letters a Specialty

Our designers have been especially trained in making artistic designs—
correct in every detail. Our workmen have also been thoroughly trained
in the art of sawing, chasing and engraving them.. It is their experience
and training, together with constant watchfulness and attention, that
enables us to turn out more artistically designed and better made mono-
grams than the manufacturer who only makes one occasionally, and to
offer them to the trade at such reasonable prices.

Our catalogue just issued illustrates many new and attractive designs in
Monograms for Mounting on Leather, Ebony, Ivory, Tortoise Shell Goods,
etc. Also Monogram Fobs, Belt Buckles, Belt Pins, Brooch Pins, Scarf
Pins, Cuff Links, etc.

There is a good and growing demand for these goods and a nice profit
in their sale. Get your share of it. Write us to-day for Catalogue No. 10
and discounts.

Very truly yours,

Chicago Art Metal Works
67 Lake Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

This is the Age of Original Ideas
It is Necessary for the Retailer to Keep in Touch
with the Ever Advancing Ideas of the People

WE CAN HELP YOU DO THIS

Our Designs and Workmanship On

SHIRT
SIGNET
BROOCHES,
ARE

F 

PLATINUM
FANCY
PEARL
BUTTONS,

OF THE

ARTISTIC

LAVALLIERES
DIAMOND AND
RINGS, SLEEVE
STICK PIN AND

SETS, ANTIQUE
RINGS, CAMEO

ETC.,
HIGHEST and MOST

ORDER

 'STATESTREETCCLICAGO,ILL. 
DESIGNS SUBMITTED WITHOUT EXTRA CHARGES

—

CHICAGO ME GREAT CENTRAL MARKET Id

SPECIAL HOLIDAY
SERVICE

URING THE THIRTY-TWO YEARS

If our active business experience we have

constantly endeavored to have the proper

stock at the proper time, at the proper

price, and above all, to offer the trade the PROPER

SERVICE. How well we have succeeded in this

endeavor our customers will testify.

With the opening of the Holiday Season we offer the

trade the assurance that we are prepared better than

ever to attend to their Holiday Wants.

Our stocks ef DIAMONDS, WATCHES, JEWELRY

have been judiciously selected with a special regard

for the wants of the trade and the season.

We cannot emphasize too strongly the advantages in

buying your diamonds from us. Bear in mind that

the largest portion of the diamonds handled by us are

imported in the rough and cut and polished in our

own cutting works.

We know we can be of service to you. Let us know

your wants. Our stocks, our service and our best

endeavors are at your disposal. We invite your

correspondence.

Stein &Ellbogen Co.
Wholesale Jewelers and Diamond Importers

Columbus Memorial Bldg., CHICAGO, ILL.
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iges 91 Buying in Chicago

BUYING jewelry is as much a matter of business with
you as the sale of it and it DOES make a difference

where you buy it. When you're buying, the needs of your
store are uppermost in your mind, and the market that gets
your orders must have the goods in quantities and assortments
—the right quality, the right price.

Chicago has "made good" long ago on this basis. If
you are not thoroughly acquainted with this market, you owe
it to yourself and your business that you investigate its
economic advantages.

The Great Central Market offers you, at the most
consistent price, the largest selections of diamonds, watches,
jewelry and optical goods of any market in this country—but

BENJ. ALLEN & CO. A. C. BECKEN CO.
DESPRES, BRIDGES 0 NOEL
H. F. HAHN CI CO. F. A. HARDY C./ CO.

JUERGENS & ANDERSEN CO.
C. H. KNIGHTS-THEARLE CO.

that is not all. It offers you SERVICE—the kind that
SERVES you best and is convertible into cash. The
thousands of miles of railroads centering in Chicago, working
in conjunction with the improved express package service,
makes this service possible and makes all territory Chicago
Territory.

The economic advantages of buying in Chicago can easily
be verified. Know for yourself by investigating—or better—
visit Chicago and see for yourself. You will find this the
largest, the busiest and the most wide-awake jewelry and
optical market in the country. Your investigation or your
visit will convince you that it DOES make a difference where
you buy, and that Chicago measures up to the full stature of
her name—THE GREAT CENTRAL MARKET.
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M. A. MEAD 0 CO.

NORRIS, ALISTER 0 CO.

SPROEHNLE 6 CO.

STEIN 0 ELLBOGEN CO.
OTTO YOUNG 0 CO.
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Hand-

Hammered

Jewelry 
We are the originators of the most popular line of HAND-
HAMMERED JEWELRY and are making an exclusive line
for jewelers only. Our patterns are original and retail at
75 cents to $2.50. They are finished in rose gold, green gold,
French gray and bronze. Send for memo. selection package
of assorted patterns. Send also for our illustrated price-
lists of monogram and fraternity fobs.

BRANDT METAL CRAFTERS
1229 East 63rd Street CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

MONOGRAM
MODELS

The more exclusive a jeweler's patronage the
more profitable it is.

Style comes high, but stylish people are always
willing to pay the price.

Herein lies your opportunity.
For instance, society is especially critical and

exacting in the matter of engraving.

It's a question of excellence rather than of cost,
and only an artistic engraver can hold such patronage.

If you do engraving for the social set or desire
to do it, procure at once a copy of that wonderful
compilation of stylish lettering " Hornikel's Engra-
vers' Text-Book."

This portfolio represents
the standard of excellence
in monogram work.
Show it to customers and

it will make you trade ; use
it as a model and it will
insure big price work.

It's a mine of suggestion
for the high-class jeweler
who can't afford poor
engraving.

The work consists of sixty-one page plates of
letters and monograms, pretty patterns and all

manner of com-
binations—a 1 1
styles of mono-
grams for all
kinds of pur-
poses, for trays
cigarette a n d
match cases,
loving cups,
rings, fobs, etc.

A copy will be sent postpaid to any part of the world
on receipt of price, $6.00 (Zi as.)

FOR SALE BY

The Keystone Publishing Co.
809-811-813 N. t9th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Clock Opportunities
0!:14:SOKAP5N., I.') I)qj

" Double Bell." $1.60, list

" Quartette." $2.00, list " Triplex." $2.00, list

The Theodore Schisgall Line of
Clocks stands alone.

More salable, more profitable, more
satisfactory.

Come to Chicago and see our line
or send for our Clock Catalogue
devoted entirely to clocks of every
description.

TRADE MARK

No. 86. Cuckoo. $10.00, list
No. O. Cuckoo. $18.00, list

t.,

No. 6113. Chime. $52.00, list Chicago. $1.16, list No. 6102. Chime. $42.00, list

Our Catalogue is the Standard Book for Imported Clocks

Henry Paulson & Co. Chicago156 Wabash Avenue

Western Selling Agents for the THEODORE SCHISGALL Line
of Clocks FOREIGN MAKE—AMERICAN GUARANTEE



No. 5377. (Inverness)

Westminster Chime Clock
(JUNGHANS)

Genuine mahogany Case, with Marqueterie
Height, 17!;; inches ; width, 13! ,; inches

No. 55 CUCKOO CLOCK

No.46 QUAILat CUCKOO CLOCK

, No. 476

400-Day Clock
Height, 12 inches; diameter, 7%; inches. Ivory

finished dial, 3 inches. Glass globe. Runs 400 days
with one winding. Brass base. All clocks now have
a patent protecting device for pendulum springs. No
more breaking of pendulum sprinas.

( New Colonial Brass Base)

No. 5647. (Clarence)

Westminster Chime Clock
(JUNGHANS)

Genuine mahogany ease, with Marqueterie
Height, 16! inches ; width, 11! inches

FOR SALE AT ALL WHOLESALE CLOCK AND JEWELRY HOUSES

GEO. KUEHL C& CO.
Office and Warehouse

S3-C2 Wabash Avenue

chp

CHICAGO
MANUFACTURERS and IMPORTERS

Works at
Schonach and Hornberg

Bad. Schwarzwald, Germany

Black Forest Clocks

U. S. Registered
No. 73,717

Trade-Mark for
400 Day Clocks

Established 1878

U. S. Registered
No. 73,190

Trade-Mark for
Cuckoo Clocks

Trade-Mark for Chime Clocks

U. S. Registered
No. 73,191

Trade-Mark for
Cuckoo Clocks

Trade-Mark for Phono Alarm Clocks

Jewelers ! If you order Cuckoo Clocks or Quail and Cuckoo Clocks of your Clock Company or
Jobber, insist on getting the same with our Trade-Mark.

Our clocks are the best, there are none better. Our clocks have received the highest award "Gold
Medal" at Chicago, Omaha, Paris and St. Louis Expositions, and this year at the Alaska-Yukon-
Pacific Exposition at Seattle. 

It is not the question how cheap a Cuckoo Clock is, but how good. A customer will neer
remember that he paid a little less for his Clock but he always will remember if the Clock does
not give entire satisfaction.

The carvings of all our Cuckoo Clocks are made of genuine American walnut. Each Clock has a
patent attachment so that the hands can be turned backwards without damaging the clock or
bringing the clock out of strike.

No. 32 CUCKOO CLOCK

No.10 QUAIL ait. CUCKOO CLOCK

She just can't make
her eyes behave
Our goods dazzle

To -LCONT

NO FALLING OUT

THERE WILL BE

NO FALLING OUT
IN

OUR SETTING

IF THE WORK IS DONE BY US

Any or these pictures will be mailed on

request

(Copyrighted)

Maritz-Kober Jewelry Mfg. Co.
IMPORTERS OF

Diamonds and Precious Stones
OUR SPECIALTIES—Engraving and Designing, Fine Diamond

Work and Repairing

WE SOLICIT YOUR WORK

S. W. Cor. 6th and Olive Sts. St. Louis, Mo.

You can look like the
devil but you can't
beat our prices

0110', 1110111;.,

sT119.111.%11.q.)...
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IRcALlY DeveLoPiisna- Co

THE ST. LOUIS MARKET offers you unexcelled opportunities
to buy Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry and everything that is

needed in the jewelry store. You will find the lines
here up to date and complete in every detail are]
in as great assortments as you may find anywhere.
It means dollars and cents to buy in St. Louis mid
to send your Special Repairs and Special Order
Work to this market.

ALLER-NEWMAN-WILMES JEWELRY CO.

BAUMAN-MASSA JEWELRY CO.

L. BAUMAN JEWELRY CO.

J. W. GARY & CO.

" 
URING THE NEXT THIRTY DAYS your needs will be
many and varied. We will attend to them with accuracy and

dispatch. Let us know what you want. We assure
you liberal treatment, quick service and the best
goods. C_Those who have been buying in other
markets are especially urged to come to St. Louis
or send their orders to us —the others need no •

invitation—they will continue to do so.

ERBER JEWELRY MFG. CO.
HOYT JEWELRY CO.

MARITZ-KOBER JEWELRY MFG. CO.
ST. LOUIS CLOCK & SILVERWARE CO.

WM. WEIDLICH & BROTHER
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ROBT. H.
INGERSOLL & BRO.

45 John St., New York

I am willing to know
about the Ingersoll-Trenton
watch and its trade policies.

NAME 

STREET 

TOWN.

THE JEWELER who misses
the benefits of the heavy Christ-
mas advertising being done on the
"INGERSOLL-TRENTON"
Watch, will miss something worth while.

This is the heaviest season and every important
magazine will carry the "I-T" story in its
Christmas issue.

If you haven't stocked with the "I-T," are
you willing to go through the season without
the "I-T" sales—without the newest thing in
your line—the one most prominent before the
public—the only 7 jewel Watch that is advertised
—controlled exclusively by responsible
jewelers and absolutely price-restricted?

People will look in your window for them —
the advertising tells them to.

GET IN THE SUCCESS
PROCESSION

SIGN THE COUPON BELOW

ROBT. H. INGERSOLL & BRO.
New York Chicago San Francisco Montreal

November, 1909 THEE

A Deal in Diamonds

The True Story of an Ingenious Swindle in
London

Count Sacha Roubletsky was on his
beam ends in London. To the world he
was still a dashing young nobleman, son
of an immensely wealthy Russian prince,
but in point of fact he was financially at
his last gasp.

He wanted a thousand or so for
nothing. That was the problem he debated
as he sat in his lodging, smoking cigarette
after cigarette. At last he rose with a
satisfied smile. Next morning Count Sacha
called on Sparkle & Shine, the well-known
Bond Street jewelers. He explained who
he was and that he had come to select some
jewelry for his sweetheart.

From the glittering tray he selected a
beautiful stone, price i500. He then ex-
plained that, his remittances being delayed,
he was not in a position to complete the
purchase at the moment, and, in any case,
he wished first to submit the stone to his
sweetheart's approval.

He added suavely that, as he was un-
known to Sparkle & Shine, he could not
expect them to part with the gem without
making inquiries, but they were at liberty
to apply to the Russian embassy for any
information they desired concerning him.
He would return the following day and,
everything being satisfactory, take the
diamond.

To this the jewelers agreed and, in-
quiring at the Russian embassy, were in-
formed that Count Sacha was unquestion-
ably the son of a wealthy prince and that
they would probably be safe in giving him
credit for even more than the amount
mentioned.

They did not know at the embassy
that Sacha had been disowned by his father,
and they were agreeable to the count's own
suggestion that a member of the embassy
should attend at the jeweler's next day to
identify him. This was done and Count
Sacha received the diamond. The same
day he called at a big pawnbroker's and,
mentioning airily that he was in temporary
difficulties, pledged the diamond for the
small sum of 150.

The next day found Count Sacha
again at Sparkle & Shine's. His sweet-
heart, he said, was enchanted with the dia-
mond, but nothing would satisfy her now
but that she should have another diamond
absolutely matching the first.

The jewelers explained that to match
such a stone would be a matter of great
difficulty and the price of the second gem

KEYSTONE

would be enormously increased—in short,
for such a pair of twin diamonds they
would have to charge i3000. Count Sacha
shrugged his shoulders. The price was
stiff, but he could deny his sweetheart
nothing. Would Sparkle & Shine please
at once set about procuring the second
diamond ?

The jewelers, being unable to match
the diamond themselves, wrote to the lead-
ing dealers and pawnbrokers, describing
the stone they wanted and intimating that
they were prepared to go as far as i200o.

for a perfect specimen. Among those they
wrote to was the pawnbroker with whom
Count Sacha had pledged the original dia-
mond, which was just what that ingenious
rascal expected.

A few clays later Count Sacha called
at the pawnbroker's to redeem his diamond.
The pawnbroker had had Sparkle &
Shine's letter, and, remembering the beauti-
ful diamond pledged with him a day or two
before, he had examined it and found that
it met all of Sparkle & Shine's requirements.

The count redeemed the stone, and
then the pawnbroker inquired whether by
any chance he would care to sell it.

.0h, no! It was a family heirloom.
His customer would not dream of parting
with it.

That was a pity, said the pawnbroker.
He had chanced to show the diamond to
his wife, and she had taken a violent fancy
to it—so much so that he was prepared to
give a fancy price. He offered i800.

Count Sacha laughed and shook his
head. One thousand pounds? Oh, no!
He really did not want to sell it. An offer
of £1300, however, made him hesitate. At
last, after prolonged chaffering, Count
Sacha passed back the diamond to the
pawnbroker and received £1500 in ex-
change. - Otice outside • he jumped into a
cab and drove as fast as he could to Sparkle
& Shine's.

Arrived there, he explained, with many
regrets, that his sweetheart had changed
her mind. She no longer wanted the second
diamond. Had the jewelers yet found it?
No ? Ah, that was well ! Still, he feared he
had put them to much trouble. However, he
was glad to say his remittances had arrived
and he had now much pleasure in handing
over 1500 in 'payment for the original
diamond, which his sweetheart had decided
to keep.

One thousand pounds to the good,
Count Sacha left the shop, having "brought
off" a most ingenious swindle. Yet can
anyone say where he came within reach 'of

the law ?—Pearson's Weekly.
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Exclusive Lines for Retail Jewelers

By J. H. LEPPER, Mason City, Iowa

The time has come when manufac-
turers should give the retail jewelers pro-
tection and give them exclusive control in
their respective lines of goods. It may
not make any difference in some localities
or to some retail jewelers, but it does to
me. I believe in printer's ink and have
spent a snug little sum of money on it, but
I try, as far as possible, to avoid adver-
tising any line that the other fellow carries,
but this in many cases is not possible. It
is quite vexatious to take up a new line,
such as   eyeglasses, advertise
them heavily, trying to create a demand
for them, and then have all the doctors,
jewelers, etc., in the town immediately buy
them as soon as I have created a demand
for them. As an illustration, I was selling
a certain line of goods, advertised them
heavily and was making some money on
them, but another dealer in town (not a
jeweler) got the fever so badly that he
could not sleep nights and "butted" into
the game, and then another did likewise,
and now none of us are doing enough busi-
ness in the line referred to to buy wadding
for a popgun. In our various watch lines
the manufacturers all promise us protec-
tion, but they put the retail price so low
that the retail jeweler cannot afford to
sell at the fixed price and is obliged to
boost it a little, and even though the price
may be fixed, if he advertises the goods he
is driving part of the rabbits into the other
fellow's sack. This plan would be better
if all the jewelers were good advertisers,
but, as is well known, they, as a rule, are not.

It is a well-known fact that you cannot
go into a town the size of Mason City
( r5,000) and buy Hart, Shaffner & Marks
clothing at two different stores in the town.
The same with Stetson hats and many
other lines, and I think it should be so in
the retail jewelry line, especially in watches,
clocks, hollow and flat ware, both sterling
and plated. The cut glass and china manu-
facturers are confining their trade, as a
rule, to one dealer, and it is appreciated.

In this city we have a clean set of
jewelers, and if any one jeweler, as a rule,
is handling a line of glass, silverware, etc.,
the other fellow keeps out, but in watches,
cases and other lines it is a free-for-all.

I should like to hear from other retail
jewelers on this subject through your
valuable paper.

Moseley Lathes are of great durability, as
well as accuracy. They are good for several
generations. Get the genuine.—Adv.
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BASSETT FOBS
SUPERIOR IN DESIGN, FINISH and QUALITY

IN GOLD and GOLD FILLED
In Hundreds of Different Styles

METAL and RIBBON

Send for Selection Package

The BASSETT JEWELRY CO.
Manufacturers' Building PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND

1•••••■
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Both the retail and wholesale trade report
msiness as quiet in this city, though all admit

[hat conditions are much better than at the same
lime last year. There was a slight improvement
towards the end of the month, especially among
the wholesalers, owing to the beginning of holiday
purchasing by their retail patrons. Collections
are reported as slow and altogether the past
month has shown a between-season's quietness, but
the prospects are bright for a brisk holiday
business.

A handsome silver loving cup, the work of
Arthur C. Macey, North Charles Street, was pre-
sented to Rueben Foster, the ex-president of the
Chesapeake Steamship Company, by the employees
of the company. Mr. Foster retired from the
Presidency of the company after many years of
service.

Richard F. Whittington, 35 years old, a well-
known jeweler of this city, died October 3d at
his home, 679 Columbia Avenue. He was sick
about ten days. He was a member of the
Junior Order United American Mechanics and
the Patriotic Order of the Sons of America. He
conductd a watchmaking and jewelry business
on Columbia Avenue, one of the largest business
streets in the southern section of the city, for
a number of years. He is survived by a widow
and one daughter, Miss Anita.

George P. Guetler, a silversmith of this city,
was married on October 8th to Miss Minnie H.
Oldham, 22 years old, the daughter of Mr.
Spencer Oldham, a well-known cricket player.
Immediately after the ceremony the couple went
to Philadelphia and began a trip north. On their
return they will reside at the home of the parents
of the bride.

Peter J. Scully, who has been connected with
one of the largest department stores in the city
for the last six years as jewelry buyer, announced
last month that he had been made a member of
the jewelry firm of S. & N. Katz, if North
.Charles Street. Mr. Scully is prominent in the
Klks, Hibernians and other organizations. The
lirm of which Mr. Scully is now a member is
one of the largest jewelry firms in the city. It is
,ittlated on North Charles Street, which is fre-
,mently termed the Maiden Lane of Baltimore.
Mr. Scully, besides being a member of the firm,
will act as general manager.

L. Carl Jelenko, who has been connected with
the Chagru stores in Baltimore and Atlantic City,
has opened a fine jewelry store at 224 East Balti-
more Street. Beside jewelry he will carry optical
goods. The new store is situated on the main
'treet of the city and adjacent to the financial
district. It is near the "Gay White Way" and
rot-fl early morning to late at night immense
rowds pass along the street. The store itself,
!though not completely equipped, is furnished in
:aodern tasty style. The counters are almost en-
[irely of glass and allow the stock to be displayed
lo a great advantage. Mr. Jelenko has not been
-.low to appreciate the value of a fine window
tlisplay and his is among the best on the street.

Max Kohner, wholesale jeweler, ii North
' 'harles Street, reports that business, although not
alite normal, is fairly brisk for this season of the
ear. Collections, however, he states, are poor
rid not up to the standard.

William Justis, wholesale jeweler and dealer
watchmakers' supplies, reports that business is

, miet and collections bad. He says that business
long his line is not what it ought to be, but he
confident that it will improve in the near future.
The handsome Marine Corps cup, of which a

•icture was published in this paper last month,
‘-as on exhibition in the window of Samuel Kirk

Sons, the manufacturers of the cup. On all
ides the cup has been praised as a remarkable

, xample of the silversmith's art.
The Maryland Retail Jewelers' Association

held its regular meeting Wednesday evening, Oc-
tober 15th, at the Royal Arcanum Building, Balti-
more, Md. The meeting was a rather informal
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one and little of interest was discussed. The
members spent most of the evening in talking
about business topics in groups of two or three.

Four hundred unset opals, two hundred unset
turquoises, four gold Indian necklaces, inlaid
with gems, one bottle of unset pearls, one jade
necklace, one round amethyst pendant and other
precious stones were stolen from the jewelry store
of Mrs. H. F. Olcott, on I Street, Wednesday
night, October t8th. The jewels were almost
priceless, according to Mrs. Alcott's statement,
as many of them had, histories. They were on
exhibition and, while they probably could have
been purchased at large prices, the proprietress
asserts that many of the stones were personal
property and had been in her family for a number
of years. The store was entered by a rear win-
dow. The police of the entire city are working
on the case and it is likely that a large reward
will be offered. No trace of the thief or thieves
has been found.

PITTSBURG
LETTER

Hosts of
Visitors

The jewelry trade of Pittsburg
and vicinity is in the same
category as any other com-
mercial line, in so far as base-

ball fandom goes. It was right in the swim the
past month during the exciting contest between
the Pirates and the Detroit Americans for the
world's championship, and they were found in
the grand parade and pyrotechnical display of
Monday night, October r8th, shouting themselves
hoarse with glee when the Pirates came home
victorious with the hide of the tiger attached to
their ship. Baseball was all the go. Business
offices were closed during the games ill this city
and people seemed to forget business. But, after
all, it had some recompense, for there was an
enormous demand for souvenirs of every kind
and the jewelry trade was benefited as a result.
Then there came to the Smoky City this month
the great Christian or Disciple Church convention,
with its 30,000 delegates, crowding the hotels and
boarding houses and making a ten-days' stay. It
was a memorable affair and the strangers from
the Atlantic to the Pacific, and from Mexico to
Canada, were here to attend and to buy souvenirs
to take home, so they visited the jeweler; or a
good many of them did, for business was good.

Aside from these two events
Foretaste of and the State convention of
Holidays Elks, with the "Best People on

Earth" here by the hundreds,
there was the usual increased activity in business
in all general lines. The blast furnaces are
operating more fully and the glow of the skies
at night told the story of industrial prestige of
Pittsburg to the sightseers. Holiday stocks are
beginning to appear on the shelves and in the
cases in the stores. The annual exposition, with
its attendant crowds, has been on too. It ran
until October 24th and it was one of the best
held so far as crowds were concerned. Railroads
report big passenger traffic here and such a heavy
freight traffic out of the Pittsburg district that it is
a serious question where to get the cars to haul it.

The average dealer is feeling
Industries good. He is found busy but
Active with time to smile and look

happy as the crowds increase
in size in his place of business. There is a
healthy report coming from the salesmen on the
roads. Small cities and towns in the Pittsburg
territory are showing the effects of renewed ac-
tivity in trade and commerce. Factories and
mills that were idle for two years are busy now
and an army of men are employed who were idle
much of the time. In the coke regions, with a
record-breaking production, there is all actual
shortage of 15,000 men as laborers. It appears
almost impossible to supply the demand. Pitts-
burg is expecting a brisk holiday trade this year.
It had a rather dull one, comparatively, last sea-
son and is ripe for all that is coming this way.
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The people are believed to have considerable
more money and are ready to spend it. The dealer
with fairly good stocks is to be congratulated.
The ones with short stocks are likely to be in a
regretful mood before the season is over. Nearly
all reports indicate that there will be difficulty in
filling orders promptly and late ones are likely
to be delayed long.

One of the old-time jewelry
Vilsacks to houses of Pittsburg is prepar-
Discontinue ing to go out of business soon.

It is the house of L. Vilsack &
Company, which not long ago took the former
store of O'Brien & Company in Wood Street.
Vilsack & Company began to curtail in its busi-
ness after the death of the head of the company,
Leopold Vilsack, some months ago. The new
site was not a satisfactory one either, and now
there is a general closing-out sale of stock which
is attractive because of the high character of the
goods carried. Matters of the Vilsack estate,
it is understood, demand the winding up of the
affairs of the jewelry business at an early date.

George B. Barrett Company
Automobiles are preparing for the holiday
and Jewelry season, getting in a large stock

with perfect confidence in the
extensive business that is in prospect. At present
they report no special boom, but a good, healthful
trading and the same reports come from the
boroughs and cities the salesmen for this company
visit. One peculiar factor in the jewelry trade
was called attention to in this interesting house.
It was the influence that has been felt through
the automobile craze. The thousands of Pittsburg
people who now spend much of their leisure
thlle spinning over the magnificent country roads
evenings, taking dinners in some wayside inn,
have materially affected social affairs and in this
way the actual business that always collies with
the revival of social life in tile city has been more
or less curtailed.

Gillespie Brothers say that they are now
getting in their holiday stock slowly. However,
the first taste of holiday buying has come and not
a few customers are having goods laid aside.
This firm states that there is going to be a
larger stock to show this year. Their handsome
store in the Park Building is made more attractive
this season by a complete new equipment of fix-
tures and a rearrangement of stocks in all lines.
Imported wares are being sought with interest by
many customers. The tastes and purses are along
better lines, to say the least.

Sam F. Sipe is making a lively play for dia-
mond trade. In this it is claimed Pittsburg
people take a peculiar position. They demand
the best that is going and the less valued stones
are not marketed to any extent by the legitimate
trade. This is the same way with the cut glass
feature. The flooding of the market with cut
glassware of an inferior type, mostly pressed
stock cut out into more sharply defined lines, but
still retaining the lime glass tints, has driven the
jeweler to confine his line only to the highest
grade of cut glass and of the very best character.

Heeren Brothers 8z Company are presenting
a magnificent stock of imported goods, as well as
an elegant line of general jewelry. The great
house is filled with as fine a line this fall as any
store in the world. The stock of bronzes which
are famous are attracting attention more than
ever before.

Wattles, Roberts 8z Grogan report trade in-
teresting and maintaining a good volume for this

so
Some interesting announce-

Jewelers'Club ments were looked for the

season. 

present month regarding the
plans of the Jewelers' Club of Pittsburg, but it
is about decided now to keep them back until
after the busy holiday season has passed and the
members of the trade have more time to look
after these matters. A banquet is in store and
some other inducements to bring the members
together. The jewelers' bowling team has started
its season right briskly. The team is several
years old and has one of the strong records for
Pittsburg territory. The club is thoroughly rep-
resentative and is giving a good account of itself.
These social and sporting organizations of the
trade have won their way into popular favor.
The Jewelers' Club has a big field to labor in and
its future is being watched with keen interest.
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WE SAVE THE JEWELERS of the NORTHWEST THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS

every year on express and freight. Why send away for goods that are at your door?

Save time and money. Complete stocks of everything the Jeweler uses are to be found

in the Twin Cities. We believe it is an advantage to the Jewelers of the Northwest

to be able to replenish their stocks with the least possible delay and at the lowest

possible expense

THE NEXT SIXTY DAYS ARE THE HARVEST TIME of the RETAIL JEWELER.

Don't lose a customer and a sale when you can send an order to the Twin City Jobbers

and get the goods the next day. We make this suggestion for mutual benefit. We.

believe the successful merchant is the one who does the most business with the least

outlay of capital. Order of the Jobber who is nearest and can deliver the goods in the

shortest time. Buy often, and patronize your home Jobber who opens the market

of the world at your door

SISCHO & BEARD
Tools and Material, Jewelers' Findings, Jewelry

Manufacturing Opticians

FANCY NOVELTIES

ALBERT L. HAMAN
Exclusively Watches and Diamonds

BIRKENHAUER-THOMPSEN CO.
Jewelers' Supplies Jewelry Optical Goods

Tools and Material

LEWIS FINKELSTEIN
Loose and Mounted Diamonds Wholesale Jeweler

Tools, Material and Findings

S. H. CLAUSIN & CO.
Watches Diamonds Jewelry

Tools and Material

VEHON & GOODMAN
Jewelry Diamonds Watches

The Leading Jewelry Jobbers of the Twin Cities
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WE SAVE THE JEWELERS of the NORTHWEST THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS

every year on express and freight. Why send away for goods that are at your door?

Save time and money. Complete stocks of everything the Jeweler uses are to be found

in the Twin Cities. We believe it is an advantage to the Jewelers of the Northwest

to be able to replenish their stocks with the least possible delay and at the lowest

possible expense

THE NEXT SIXTY DAYS ARE THE HARVEST TIME of the RETAIL JEWELER.

Don't lose a customer and a sale when you can send an order to the Twin City Jobbers

and get the goods the next day. We make this suggestion for mutual benefit. We.

believe the successful merchant is the one who does the most business with the least

outlay of capital. Order of the Jobber who is nearest and can deliver the goods in the

shortest time. Buy often, and patronize your home Jobber who opens the market

of the world at your door

SISCHO & BEARD
Tools and Material, Jewelers' Findings, Jewelry

Manufacturing Opticians

FANCY NOVELTIES

ALBERT L. HAMAN
Exclusively Watches and Diamonds

LEWIS FINKELSTEIN
Loose and Mounted Diamonds Wholesale Jeweler

REED-BENNETT CO.
Watches Jewelry Diamonds

and Findings

S. H. CLAUSIN & CO.
Watches Diamonds Jewelry

Tools and Material

VEHON & GOODMAN
Jewelry Diamonds Watches

The Leading Jewelry Jobbers of the Twin Cities
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BATES C-&, BACON
NEW YORK

9 MAIDEN LANE
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ATTLEBORO MASS.9 
CHICAGO

103 STATE STREET

High Grade Gold Filled Chains, Lockets and Bracelets

NECK CI-TAINS Note Our New Line ef High-Grade, Gold Filled, Electric-
Soldered Neck Chains. (.71/lade from solder-filled seamless

wire. Every chain stamped " Bates & B," and warranted different from all other makes.
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The Northwest has felt no radical changes
in the business during the past month, but all
are preparing for a larger holiday trade. The
wholesalers are busy getting out their fall cata-
logues, that they may have their stock and prices
well advertised as early as possible. In a great
many lines the jobbers are already swamped with
orders, as are many of the manufacturers. In
fact, all are looking forward to the holiday
trade as the greatest ever. Just ask some jobber
how his business is and watch the big smile roll
over his face as he says "Good." The retailer
is also very busy getting his stock in readiness
for the holiday trade which will soon be upon him.
Knowing how hard it is to get stock on short
notice during the months of November and De-
cember, he is making preparations accordingly.
This fall, especially, the retailers should take ad-
vantage of the early market, as the buying will be
heavier than usual. The Twin City jobbers have
a double page advertisement elsewhere in this
issue, which will be well worthy of perusal by
the retail merchants. There they will learn of the
jobbing and wholesale center of the Northwest
and the broad field it covers. St. Paul and Min-
neapolis are fast coming to the front as such a
wholesale center.

George Christianson is again back at the
bench for Frank Ubel, of St. Paul, after a spell
of sickness,. which confined him to the hospital
for a couple of weeks.

The father of E. C. Duncanson, watchmaker
at Bullard Brothers Co., St. Paul, died September
17th. His death was caused by blood poison, due
to an injured limb.

J. L. Williams, of Zumbrota, Minn., was in
the Twin Cities three or four days last month
buying goods and attending to some other busi-
ness matters.

F. A. Carlberg, wachmaker and jeweler, for-
merly at South Stillwater, Minn., has moved to
St. Croix Falls, Wis. Mr. Carlberg will, no doubt,
meet with the best of success, as there is no other
jeweler in that town and there is a large sur-
rounding territory to draw from.

G. F. Frazee, of Osage, Iowa, was in the
Twin Cities transacting some business and bought
some jewelry and material.

C. H. Johnson, watchmaker and jeweler, for-
merly of Marshall, Minn., has moved to Puyallup,
Wash.

A. G. Scherf, of Red Wing, Minn., was seen
in the Twin Cities buying a new stock of jewelry
for the fall trade.

Anthony Yano, a graduate from the Stone
School of Watchmaking, of St. Paul, has gone
in business at Lead, S. Dak.

N. C. Lund, watchmaker, formerly with J. P.
Hoeltzen, of Belle Plain, Minn., has resigned his
position there and is taking a vacation. Mr. Lund
is talking of going in business for himself.

W. W. McGuire, of Northfield, Minn., was
in the Twin Cities buying goods.

Hart Swalstad, formerly with George K.
Munroe, at Grand Forks, N. Dak., recently pur-
chased the stock amid fixtures of J. J. Skaug, at
Minot, N. Dak., and Mr. Skaug moved to Minne-
apolis, where he opened business in the storeroom
formerly occupied by W. V. Jean & Son, 426
Central Avenue. P. E. Overland is ably assisting
Mr. Skaug in his new store.

C. F. Yaeger, manufacturing jeweler of St.
Paul, has located in the Medical Block.

E. C. Bennett, a well-known watchmaker, who
was for many years employed by Rentz Bros., of
Minneapolis, has accepted a position with A. G.
Scherf, of Rtd Wing, Minn. Mr. Bennett has
been in poor health for the past year and during
the summer months was forced to give up bench
work.

Lloyd H. Rock has accepted a position with
Haman & Co., 352 Robert Street, as salesman
in their store.

Mr. Welkers, watchmaker for F. G. Peterson,
of River Falls, Wis., was in the Twin Cities buy-
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ing some material for Mr. Peterson, also some
new tools for himself.

E. J. Hass, late with W. H. Reighart, of
Minot, N. Dak., has opened a store at Stanley,
N. Dak., purchasing his stock in the Twin Cities.

M. 0. Stevens, traveling salesman for Albert
L. Haman's watch house, is out on his southern
trip through Iowa and Nebraska.

N. Axlund & Son are opening a jewelry store
at Kennebee, S. Dak.

About 4 o'clock Saturday morning, October
16th, burglars tried to enter the jewelry store of
Emil Geist, 28 East Sixth Street, St. Paul, by
prying off the iron bars on the back windows but
were frightened away by some unknown cause.

Albert L. Haman, St. Paul, has just corn-
pleted sending out the supplement to his tgog-rolo
catalogue, containing all the new prices. A
postal request will bring one to any jeweler not
receiving same.

Mrs. E. McAyeal, of Morris, Minn., has just
returned from a three months' vacation spent on
the western coast.

F. H. Straub, of Fergus Falls, Minn., has
just returned from a visit to the Seattle Ex-
position.

Harry Peterson is again with H. C. Hen-
derickson Co., at 517 Wabasha Street, St. Paul.
Mr. Peterson is well known in the city and will
no doubt be cordially received by his many friends.

N. Jensen Co., trade watchmakers of St.
Paul, have moved to their new quarters at Fourth
ancl Cedar Street, where they have a first-class
room and are now prepared to take care of all
classes of watch work.

Following are the names of some of the out-
of-town retail watchmakers, jewelers and opti-
cians who were seen among the trade visitors
in the Twin Cities during the past month :
William James, of Breckenridge, Mimi.; E.
McAyeal, of Morris, Minn.; E. F. Hubner, Still-
water, Minn.; J. H. Roettger, Richmond, Minn.;
F. A. Carlberg, St. Croix Falls, Wis.; I. M.
Radabaugh, Hastings, Mimi.; J. L. Williams, of
Zumbrota, Minn.; G. F. Frazee, Osage, Iowa;
A. G. Scherf, Red Wing, Minn.; W. W. Mc-
Guire, Northfield, Minn.; Mr. Welkers, of River
Falls, Wis.; E. C. Bennett, of Red Wing, Minn.;
H. J. Wagner, of Red Wing, Mimi.; Dr. Morton,
of Irby, N. Dak.; Dr. H. B. Cale, of Franklin,
Minn.; Mr. Hastings, of Winona, Minn.; N. C.
Lund, of Belle Plain, Minn.

The holiday trade opened about as expected
with Detroit jewelers. While the big special dis-
plays were not fully on in October, there were
plenty of shoppers all through the month and
the latter end of that period showed a big in-
crease in trade. Most of the downtown retailers
say that every month this year has shown for
them an increase over the corresponding month
of last year and this condition bids fair to hold
true until the new year. The fall wedding trade
was as good as expected, although there were
few especially brilliant events of this nature.
During half the month of October the jewelry
trade, like all other branches of retail trade, had
to contend with the current baseball insanity, the
minds of Detroiters being centered on the na-
tional pastime from the 1st of the month until
the t6th, when the enthusiasm suffered a sudden
slump. There was a big sale of souvenir goods
of all sorts and small articles, such as scarf pins
and fobs, during the period of greatest baseball
fanaticism. The 'demand for this class of goods
was greater than in any previous year. General
trade suffered somewhat during this period, how-
ever, because the public mind was almost entirely
centered on matters of the baseball "diamond."

The Wholesalers' Association, of which a
number of Detroit jewelry and optical firms are
members, has branched out and adopted the name
of the Wholesalers' and Manufacturers' Associa-
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tion. In doing so it has taken in a large number
of the most important manufacturers in the city,
who thus unite along commercial lines their
efforts with those of the wholesale and jobbing
houses, with the aim of constantly improving the
standing of Detroit as a market. W. C. Noack,
senior member of the wholesale jewelry firm of
Noack & Gorenflo, is first vice-president of the
Wholesalers' and Manufacturers' Association and
has been one of the hardest workers in bringing
about this growth. The new organization includes
a membership of one hundred and ninety firms,
capitalized in the aggregate at $203,000,000.

The October meeting of the Detroit Jewelers'
Board of Trade was a sort of prosperity session,
the general trend of the remarks made by mem-
bers being as to the increase for an extremely
good winter season. There was the usual dinner
and social session afterward.

Early in October the Mystic Shriners had a
midnight theatrical performance at the Gayety
Theater. There were a lot of the jewelers who
belong to that fraternity at this entertainment
and they appeared to have a very, very good time.

Henry M. Wright, senior member of the firm
of Wright, Kay & Co., returned to Detroit early
in October after a stay of several weeks in the
East, where he visited a number of factories.

Ernest H. Pudrith, head of the E. H. Pud-
rith Co., wholesalers, occasioned his friends some
anxiety for a day or two during the second week
of October. He went on a fishing and shooting
trip on Lake St. Clair. It happened that a storm
broke out soon afterward and when Mr. Pudrith
did not return grave fears were entertained re-
garding his safety. Later it was learned that
he had made a landing one one of the islands
near St. Clair flats and had not been able to
communicate with his friends.

The Central Plating Co., 40 State Street, is
a new concern organized by Charles A. Bur-
roaster, who was formerly in the employ of
Wright, Kay & Co. Mr. Burmaster has served
a long apprenticeship in the trade and has, since
going into business for himself, already acquired
a good clientele.

H. C. Finlay has taken over the jewelry busi-
ness formerly run by Emery Locke & Son, at
118r Jefferson Avenue. Mr. Locke has decided
to go to the southwest on account of illness in
his family. The new owner has had considerable
experience in the jewelry business as a watch-
maker.

F. A. Drexel has added another link to the
chain of removals among the wholesale jewelers.
He has taken the location at Woodward Avenue
and Lamed Street, formerly occupied by Kunz
& Rogers.

A new Detroit retailer is M. Wroblewski,
who has started in business at 883 Russell Street.

Frank B. Bromley is now engraver for the
Charles A. Berkey Co. He was formerly located
in St. Paul.

William Craigh left the employ of Wright,
Kay & Co. October 1st to go to Milwaukee, where
he had been offered the position of superintendent
of a factory.

She Kept that Secret

They were discussing that old, old accusation
against woman that she cannot keep a secret.
Mary S. Anthony, sister of the famous Susan
B. Anthony, had listened attentively to the dis-
cussion ; then at last she said

"A woman can keep an important secret as
well as a man. The secrets she reveals are slight
and harmless ones, such as any man would reveal.
Where is the woman who ever tells a secret that
reflects on her husband or her own children?

"I know a man who one day refused to tell
his wife the outcome of a business transaction in
which, quite naturally, she took a deep interest.
" ̀No,' he sneered when she asked him about

it, 'I won't tell you. If I did, you'd repeat it.
You women make me tired; you can never keep
a secret!'
" 'Roger, old fellow,' replied the wife in quiet,

even tones, 'have I ever told the secret about the
solitaire engagement ring you gave me eighteen
years ago being paste?'

"And then he told her all about that business
transaction, and he did not omit a single tiny
detail, either."
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REGISTERED
IN U. S. PATENT OFFICE

STERN BROS. & CO.
33-43 GOLD STREET

Salesrooms and Offices of the Diamond Department

..........? 

68 Nassau Street, New YorkK.   Branch Offices  
Chicago, Ill., 103 State Street Amsterdam, Holland, 12 Tulp Straat

To Avoid Delay Use Local Address
33-43 GOLD STREET NEW YORK

Diamond Gutting Works
142 West 14th Street, New York

London, Eng., Audrey House, Ely Place

Ea,*0

Fob Seals Rings
Pendants Lockets

Link Buttons
Tie Clasps Scarf Pins

Screw Earrings
Ring Mountings

Bracelets Hat Pins
Bead Neck Chains

Fobs Studs Baby Pins
Gold and Silver

Match Boxes
Festoons Crosses

Cameo Goods
Barrettes

Collar Buttons
Rope Chains

Locket Rings Veil Pins
Vest Buttons
Lapel Buttons
Emblem Goods

Knives Cigar Cutters
Neck Chains Charms

Gold and Silver
Thimbles

Gold and Silver
Cigarette Cases

IF cg„.st-

STERN BROS. & CO.
33-43 GOLD STREET • • • •

• • • • NEW YORK

Makers of Gold Jewelry to the Jobbing Trade Exclusively
  POPULAR PRICES  
The Largest Line of Up-to-Date Novelties ever before shown by any manufacturer
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Sterling Silver Inlaid Spoons and Forks

(Two-thirds Scale)

American
Beauty Rose (Two-Oirds scale)

Pattern is a matter of CHOICE. Wear is a matter of FACT

The FACTS of STERLING SILVER INLAID are these:

At the BACK of the BOWL and HANDLE where the goods wear on tne table a cavity is hol-

lowed out and a block of STERLING SILVER is INLAID.
The goods are then finished to their correct form, polished and HEAVILY ELECTRO-PLATED THROUGHOUT.

RESULT :—Should the silver plate wear off at these places there would be NO WORN SPOTS, because beneath
the plate there is SOLID SILVER WHERE IT WEARS.

Trade-Mark on every piece

THE HOLMES & EDWARDS SILVER CO., Bridgeport, Conn.
INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO., Successor
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MOST ,171
REMARKABLE
TOWER CLOCK

IN THE
WORLD 4

Partial view of tower, showing two of the dials in course of construction

The great clock which has just been installed
in the tower of the Metropolitan Life Building on
Madison Square, New York City, is in many
respects the most remarkable public timepiece that
has yet been constructed. The first tower clock
was built by the monks of England and placed in
the tower of Westminster Abbey in the year 5272.

It seems almost incredible that there was a
church clock two centuries before the discovery
of America, and yet not only was such the case
but the Westminster clock remained in good
working order for several centuries. Yet the dis-
tance in length of time between the year of grace
1272 and to-day is not greater than the improve-
ment between the Westminster clock and the one
upon which the finishing touches are now being
put by the constructors, the Self-winding Clock
Co., of Brooklyn. It is not too much to say that
this clock, indeed, makes a new record in con-
struction of great clocks. Not only have old
problems of importance, such as the dial faces and
night lighting been successfully worked out, but
the application of electricity as the motive power
has here been introduced for the first time.

The site is an exceptionally favorable one.
The Metropolitan Life Building occupies the en-
tire block at Madison and Fourth Avenues, which
is almost the exact center of Manhattan Island.
The main building is eleven stories, or 564 feet
high. The tower, which rises to fifty stories above
the sidewalk level, reaches a height of exactly 700
feet and 3 inches, exceeding considerably any
other structure of steel and masonry hitherto at-
tempted, the Eiffel tower, in Paris, not included,
that being in reality only an open-work skeleton
structure not walled in for habitation. The high-
est lookout is reached at the bal-
cony of the fiftieth story, 66o feet
above the street, where probably
the most comprehensive and unique
panoramic view in the world is ob-
tained. From here on clear days
can be seen the homes of one-six-
teenth of the entire population of
the United States.

The initiative in the building
of this tower and clock is said to
have come from President John R.
I-legeman as far back as 5893. It
is especially favored by being
situated on so large an open space
as Madison Square. The daily
population of the building, includ-
ing occupants and visitors, is esti-
mated at 20,000. Incidentally, it
may be remarked that the tower
has proven a paying investment in
addition to its immense advertising
value.

The great clock is situated
about the middle of its height, or
346 feet above the street level.
There are four dial faces, 26V2
feet in diameter, these being the
fourth in size in the world. The
dial faces are made of a concrete
material, which had already been
tested in England on the estate of
the Duke of Westminster. There

is a delicate pattern of centerpiece and border in
turquoise blue worked out against the background,
which is dead white.

Against this dial are relieved the hands and
the numerals marking the hours. The figures for

Tower movement. One for each of the four pair of hands,
showing cut-out for turning on and off lights in

front of dials and in hands; also pilot clock

the latter are 4 feet high and
colored wire glass. There is a
them of 2 feet 6 inches, which

are made of
space behind
enables them

to show almost black in the daytime, while by
powerful electric lights behind they are kept bril-
liantly illuminated at night.

The hands are constructed of a skeleton frame
of T's and angles covered with copper in which
glass is inserted, through which they are illumi-
nated like the figures in the hours of darkness.
The minute hand measures 12 feet from the center
of the dial, being five feet more from point to
point. It weighs moo pounds. The hour hand is
13 feet 4 inches over all and five feet less from
the dial's center. It weighs just 700 pounds. The
operating machinery is contained in a box or
chamber behind the dials which is only 14% by
25 by 34 inches.

The striking apparatus is contained in
another compartment of about the same size.
There is a great announcing bell and three others
which, with the first, constitute a chime that plays
the old English air known as the "Cambridge
Quarters" on the hour. These bells are located
in the observatory, 615 feet above the street level.
The first bar of the "Quarters," consisting of three
notes, is sounded on the first quarter hour ; the
first two bars on the first half hour, three bars
on the three-quarters, and the whole tune of
twelve notes or strokes on the hour, after which
the number of the hour is struck. The tones of
these bells in succession are G, F, E flat and B flat,
and their weight is 5500, 2000, 3000 and 7000
pounds.
As darkness falls the electric power which

operates these bells is shut off till daylight and a
system of flashes from the top of the tower in
the "lantern" or very highest point takes their
place in announcing the hours. From this lantern

there streams all night a steadfast
illumination by powerful arc lights.
Just before the hour this goes out
and a series of flashes announcing
the hour appears. The first, second
and third quarters are denoted by
one, two and three red flashes
respectively. On the hour white
flashes alone appear. This system
of announcement, which is located
696 feet above the pavement, makes
this therefore at night, in combina-
tion with the bells in the daytime,
by far the highest clock in the
world. On clear nights it is said
these flashes can be seen a distance
of fifteen miles.

The motive power of the
tower clock is a master clock, situ-
ated in the magnificent directors'
room on the second floor of the
main building. This is some 12
feet high and cased in carved
mahogany. It also operates about
too other clocks throughout the
building. This clock is adjusted to
run within five seconds per month.
Its entire action is strictly auto-
matic, no human hands having
been laid upon it since it was set
in motion, nor being required to
at any time, a truly unique and
wonderful achievement.Set of dial works. One for each of the four dials to which hands are mounted.

Weight of each set, 2000 pounds

(5825)



GOLD RINGS
A POINTED SUGGESTION-TO TE
JOBBER WHO WOULD HAVE A

PROFITABLE SEASON-
BUY O&B• RINGS-

THEY SELL

OSTBY BARTON CO
PROVIDENCE

NEW YORK R I • 

 CHICAGO
9 MAIDEN 103 STATE
LANE ST

GOLD
CARD JEWELRY

a) '[D 
REGISTERED TRADE-MARK

-

SEAMLESS
GOLD FILLED RINGS

REGISTERED TRADE•MARK

THE stamp HB in each Heintz

Ring is an imprint of Ring

perfection. The Retail Jeweler

knows that, in the holiday season

just ahead, the Heintz productions

will lead the way to a successful and

profitable Ring business. Remember:

"Weeds develop into flowers only by

transplanting." Weed out your old

stock and cultivate a growth in your

sales by selling the HB Ring.

HEINTZ BROTHERS, Buffalo, N.Y.



THE WHEEL of INDUSTRY THAT
BRINGS SUCCESS TO THE

RETAIL JEWELER

L. Bauman Jewelry Co. Importers and Jobbers  
Century Building • • ST. LOUIS• •

November, 1909 T H E

hristmas Gift-list Advertising

Experience has proved beyond all question the
utiiity of lists of gifts, with or without prices, as
suggestions for Christmas purchasers. It is cus-
tomary to embody such lists in the holiday adver-
tising booklet which

is now regarded as
an indispensable fac-

tor by progressive
retail jewelers. Such
lists are also given

It) newspaper adver-
tisements, and an ad-
vertisement of this
character used every
few days in connec-
tion with the daily
holiday announce-
ment will be found
to serve a very bene-
ficial purpose. In
such advertisements
it is not absolutely
necessary, nor is it
possible, or even at
all times desirable,
to publish exact
prices. A minimum
and a maximum price
is preferable as in-
dicating the compre-
hensiveness of the
stock and its suita-
bility for all pockets.
From a number of
such advertisements now in our possession we
select at random the two shown on this page,
which have been reproduced in greatly reduced
form. These made quite imposing and very
readable advertisements in the newspaper from
which they were taken, and we have it on the
authority of the advertiser himself that they
produced good results. Captious advertising
critics must never forget that results are the
final criterion and that the matter, appearance and

KEYSTONIE

other physical characteristics of an advertisement
are secondary considerations compared with actual
business secured.

Each year the holiday advertising campaign
begins somewhat earlier, but all should have in-
augurated the publicity campaign by this time.
The larger concerns, which are more systematic in

4'rkti
CHRISTMAS GIF
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chases are forcefully dwelt on. At the same time

circular letters .are mailed to the local public.

Trade Enterprise in Alaska

We have frequently had occasion to note and

commend the evidences of progressiveness among
our trade friends in
Alaska. A sugges-
tion of this enter-
prise is found in the
imposing illustration
shown herewith,
which is the letter-
head used by M. G.
Beltzhoover, a wide-
awake jeweler and
optician of Douglas,
in that far north ter-
ritory. This impos-
ing heading is in
strong contrast with
those used by many
members of the

s•.so upward. • trade, and its import-
ance as an adver-
tisement is apparent.
Mr. Beltzhoover uses
smaller cuts of the
same illustration on
his other stationery,
including envelopes,
and in every case to
good purpose.

We have before
us a picture postal,
showing the interior

of the store of another enterprising Alaska jeweler,
I. J. Sharick, of Juneau. This hzindsome store
and business was built up by the proprietor in ten
years, the rate of growth in the past five years
being such as necessitated three enlargements. Mr.
Sharick has great faith in printers' ink, like all
other successful merchants, and gives evidence of
such faith in liberal advertising. His stock com-
prises .high-grade assortments of all the lines
handled by jewelers and also many side lines.

TS!
Watches, Timely Gift Suggestions.

Nickel gs to gm. Silver g5 up-
ward. Gold gy.so upward. WHAT TO GIVE A WOMAN. WHAT TO GIVE A IAN. .
Diamonds, genuine. as low

as $5. Fine white and perf,ct ones
to be had at 115 upward

Signet Rings,
Vac to 825 oo, solid gold.

Bracelets,
The satisfactory kind. Goll filled
imp) upward. Gold ga.00 to
$35.00.

Cuff Links,
With the signet tops or the large
stones. Gold filled' soc upward.
Solid gold g3.50 upward.

Cloth Brushes,
Sterling silver $1.00 upward.

Scarf Pins,
Gold filled soe upward. Solid
gold gr.00 upward.

Napkin Rings, sot. to $4.50.

Men'e Vest Chains,
Plated 75c to $1.50. Gold filled
$2.50 upward.

Diamond Jewelry, 31.25 upward:

Mesh Bags, ".
Neck Charms Iwo •
Lockets, I co ••
Fobs, .75 ••
Back Combs •75 "
Shirt Waist Sets 75 "
Veil Pins, "
Jewel Cased, "
Link Buttons, "
Broriches, "
Collar Pins ••
Scarf Pins .so ••
Belt Pins "
Real Rowe Hat Pins t.00 •
Signet Hat Pins .75
Riugs, •75
Fled Roam Clocks. vacs •
Finishes and Combs. v•3 "
Mirrors, C5o
Coin Purses 150
Bungles roe "
Rnacelem,
Belt Pins .75 "
Boo Ron Dishes, 1.5o "
Bon Boa Sp000s, vas "
Book Marks .75 "
Hat Pin Holders •.S•

teVnett•Zlistne. 2:g
Signet Wogs 1.25 "
Stain Rivs,
Tea Balls, soo
Scis•ors, .73 "
Belt Buckles. .75 "

Ash Tmys, 6 .5. upward
B. P. O. R. Card Curies. 3n •
Cloth Brushes, e.So "
Cuff Links, .5. "
Vest Chains, .50 "
Fobs .75
Cigarette Cases. 1.5o
Manicuring Articles, .5o "
Nail Clips, silver, .5o "
Crow, Bottle Op•11•711, 45 •
Hair Brushes r.co "
Military Sets:silv er, 4.00 "
Lockets. too •
Charms, .5o "
Signet Rings, an •
Shaving Cups and

Brushes. 1.25
Tie Clasps, .50 "
Shaving Cako Boxes, 3.oc• •
Shaving Stick Boxes, 3.00 '
Pocket Knives, too "
Scarf Pins, ..5s "
Whisk Brooms, 1.50 "
Cigar Cutters .73
Smoking Seta, 3.02 "
Combs, .50 "
Cork Screws,
Waterman', Ideal

Fountain Pea. 2.50 •
J. Harry Halt.

Fountain Pea, Leo
Gillette Safety Raw, 5.ee •
Shoe Floras. .73 "
Desk Furnishings, .50 "
Tape Measures, 1.5o "
Bill Folds, awn "

Napkin Rings,
„

.an „
Sterns, •ao

Cat Glass,
SOO to $1151°°.

Gillette Safety Razor,
12 blades, each blade giving from
5 to 15 clean shaves, 15.00.

Fountain Pens,
Waterman's Ideal. Best on earth
gs.so upward. J. Harry Halt _
Dollar Pen. . Best for the money.

Clocks,
Gold and silver plated: 045 up.
ward. Others from jr oo to g5o.

Tea Sets, silver plated gro.00
upward. Solid silver to order.

Ladies' Watch Chains,

China, hand painted,soe upward

Lockets and Chains,
$2.50 upward.

Mesh Bags,
$3 So. $4 50, g6.00 upward.

Fobs, for man or woman; rib.
bon, gr.00 upward. Gold, $2.50
upward

Open evenings
'till Christmas HARRY HALT, Jeweler

•

•
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84 Main street,
MOUNT HOLLY.
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Sample gift-list advertisement

their plans, generally announce in the early fall
the departure of the proprietor or buyer for the
large markets for the purpose of selecting holiday
stock. This announcement is made not only in the
advertising columns, but is also elaborated on in
the news columns, a favor which any newspaper
will grant an advertiser free of charge. The re-
turn of the proprietor or buyer from the big
markets is also heralded in advertising and news
columns and the extent and character of his pur-
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STERLING WORTH
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DIAMOND SET AND SIGNET
45-51 ROSE STREET, (COR.DUANE)

ESTABLISHED 1886, NEW YORK.

HURLBURT'S
Holiday Preparations

A rich holiday harvest of watch sales
.' iWUHWSflft

is now a certainty, and our preparations have been made with full and accurate
knowledge of trade needs in this line. Our watch stock is a marvel of completeness
and comprises vast supplies of all the standard movements—Elgin, Waltham, Howard,
etc.—and all the leading makes of gold and gold filled cases.

We are particularly well equipped in the small sizes and such as are especially
adapted for Christmas trade. The probability we might say the certainty—of a
scarcity in some grades later in the season makes early purchasing imperative.

H. 0. HURLBURT & SON

ovember, 1909

SAN FRANCISCO
LETTER

THE KEYSTONE

October on the Coast was
Month of more or less of a holiday. Of
Celebrations course, we did a fair amount

of business but the totals would
h.,ve been larger had it not been for the visit
of President Taft. After his departure, Discovery
Day was celebrated in all of the seaport cities on
the Pacific Coast. Following the two latter

ents came the long-planned Portola Festival,
cdebrating the discovery of San Francisco by
Don Caspar Portola, it being the two hundred and
fiftieth anniversary of that important event, in
conjunction with the almost complete recovery of
San Francisco from the fire of 1906. We are in-
clined to think that President Taft postponed
the composition of the following toast until after
he had seen the wonders of this city. We print
here the toast that was given around the world
on the opening day, Tuesday, October loth:

Since Portola looked through the Golden
Gate on the descending sun, San Francisco has
twice become the imperial city of the Pacific—
first, by the energy of a pioneer race and steady
growth into the western metropolis ; second, after
complete destruction by the greedy flames and
in the face of insurmountable obstacles, by a
regeneration so rapid and complete as to be the
wonder of the world. May her future growth be
as remarkable as her past and may her civic
righteousness and the individual happiness of her
citizens keep pace with it.

Parades

The records of the different
Crowds and transportation companies show

a passenger traffic during the
festive week of one hundred

and fifty thousand daily. The attendants at the
automobile races numbered two hundred thou-
sand and we are pleased to say with all of the
crowds there has been very little discomfort.
This is an indication to outsiders as to what
we can do toward housing a number of visitors.
Among the warships that were in the harbor dur-
ing the holidays were the following foreign and
federal ships: English cruiser Bedford, Japanese
cruiser Idzuma, Italian cruiser Calabria, Dutch
cruiser Noord-brabant. The United States fleet
was composed of the cruisers St. Louis and
Yorktown, torpedo boats Whipple, Hull, Perry
and Truxton. There were several street parades
during the festival, among which the most im-
posing was that in which detachments from all
of the foreign warship crews participated. The
flag and electric decorations surpassed anything
M the history of this city. The electric bell at
ilie intersection of Market, Geary, Kearney and
'bird Streets is something that will live in our
memory for years to come. We regret, on ac-
(, 

j
otint of limited space, not to do this subject
ull 

The San Francisco agent of the E. Howard
,Vatch Co. received a short time ago the follow-
ing Marconigrarn, which was relayed to him over
die Western Union :

"Battle Harbor, via Marconi,
"Cape Race, N. F., Sept. 13, 1909.

"HOWARD WATCH CO., Waltham, Mass. :—
Performance of Howard watch entirely satis-
tactory throughout expedition. Thariks for your
message of congratulations.

"PEARY."

A. I. Hall & Son are receiving the thanks
of their out-of-town jewelry friends for their
thoughtfulness in getting out the following steel-
plate invitation : "A. I. Hall & Son, Inc., cordially
Invite you and yours to make your headquarters
in our offices during the Portola Festival, Oc-
tober nineteenth to twenty-third, Jewelers' Build-
lug, 150 Post Street, San Francisco."

Business generally, last month, was a little
better than the same month of 1908, which is
Partly due to the large number of out-of-town
etailers who were in this city during the festival.

The merchants that were unable to come to this
center have also bought liberally from the travel-
ing representatives.

John Hammersmith, one of the leading retail
jewelers of this city, is in receipt of a vote of
thanks from the Automobile Club of America for
the very able manner in which he handled his
end of the work incidental to the big automobile
road race which was run on the boulevards of
Alameda County during Portola Week.

G. Gensler, the retail jeweler of 11°6 Mar-
ket Street, San Francisco, was robbed of jewelry
that was left in his window as a night display.
The method employed was the usual brick
wrapped in paper. There is no trace of the
loot but the local authorities are searching dili-
gently for three suspicious characters who were
seen loitering around the show window shortly
before the robbery was discovered.

C. W. Love & Son, of the well-known
jewelry firm of Smith Bros., of Visalia, was in
this market on a buying trip early last month.
Mr. Love reports the outlook for the business
during the corning holidays as very good.

Col. John L. Shepherd, the veteran man-
ager of the New York office of The Keystone
Watch Case Co., spent a well-earned vacation
visiting points of interest on the Pacific Coast
last month, arriving in San Francisco after doing
the Yellowstone National Park. It was his in-
tention after leaving the city to spend a few
days in the Yosemite Valley, returning home via
Los Angeles and the Grand Canon of the Colo-
rado. The Colonel was accompanied by Mrs.
Shepherd and was entertained extensively by a
number of the San Francisco trade whom he had
previously met in New York.

George Bangle, one of the leading retail
jewelers of Vallejo, Cal., was among the out-of-
town tradesmen in this market recently buying
goods.

L. C. Koberg, of Healdsburg, called on his
friends in the wholesale jewelry business last
month and returned home after purchasing sea-
sonable novelties.

The Crown Jewelry Co. have opened a very
attractive retail jewelry store at 747 Market
Street. The interior and exterior of the store
is finished in pure white.

Field & Walton, Inc., who conduct a very
large store on South Broadway, Los Angeles,
have signed a lease for a new establishment
which will be located in the twelve-story fireproof
building situated on Grant Avenue, near Post
Street, San Francisco.

Billy Cummings, of the retail jewelry firm of
Cummings Sons, Monterey, Cal., was entertained
in this market last month by one of the leading
wholesale jewelers.

Alfred Lowenthal!, of the well-known dia-
mond firm of L. & M. Kahn, of New York City,
arrived in San Francisco direct from the diamond
markets of Europe. This gentleman reports the
business in this city beyond his expectations.

Jack Lehrberger, of the wholesale jewelry
house of J. S. Lehrberger St Co., has just re-
turned from his initial commercial trip. The out-
of-town retail jewelers will see more of this new
traveler, as he is to be on the road regularly,
commencing January 1st.

J. J. Wilson, retail jeweler of Dunsmuir, was
in this city last month attending the Grand Lodge
of Masons. Mr. Wilson combined business with
pleasure and laid in a stock of jewelry for his
fall business.

H. Debrowsky, retail jeweler, of Anderson,
Cal., was among the out-of-town tradesmen in
this city during the Portola Festival.

B. Goodstein, whose store is located in
Needles, Cal., came to town with the army of
out-of-town retail jewelers during the festival
week and combined business with pleasure by
picking out a large line of ready sellers for
future needs.

H. 0. Chute, Master Mason, and, incidentally,
retail jeweler, doing businss at Tulare, Cal., was
one of the tradesmen attending the Grand Lodge
of Masons which was held in this city recently.

Mr. J. Zemansky, Sacramento, Cal., who is
interested in the retail jewelry business, paid his
friends, the wholesalers in this city, a visit a
short time ago.

(Continued on page 1835)
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CLEVELAND
' LETTER

The past month has been a very satisfactory
one for the retail trade. There has been an
abundance of pleasant weather and numerous
weddings to stimulate business. In staple goods
there has been a healthy increase and every indi-
cation points to a fine holiday season. The whole-
salers here made elaborate preparations for the
brisk buying which is expected later.

As an indication of the conditions of in-
dustry in this town large manufacturers are re-
porting that they are unable to get workmen in
such numbers as their business demands. This
would seem to indicate that our times are much
better than we are willing to admit. Local rail-
road traffic agents are reporting in the news of
the day that there are shortages developing in
rolling stock. What will it be in another year
of such development?

H. W. Burdick was recently elected vice-
president of the Wholesale Merchants' Board of
the Chamber of Commerce. Mr. Burdick has
taken a very active interest in the board and de-
serves this recognition of his efforts..

C. F. Groth, secretary and treasurer of the
Cowell & Hubbard Co., was a member of the
Retail Credit Men's Association that visited Pitts-
burg last month. The association were enter-
tained by a similar organization in the Smoky
City.

A. R. Sigler, of Sigler Bros. Co., is again
at work after his illness.

The Webb C. Ball Co.'s new storeroom on
upper Euclid Avenue is nearing completion. The
retail end of the business will be managed by
George Adams, for many years with Kirkpatricks,
New York City. Mr. Ball hopes to be able to
get in his new store in time to reap the benefit of
the holiday trade. Mr. Forth, of this company,
has resigned and gone back to Providence with
the Tilden-Thurber Co.

S. Bamberger, of Bamberger & Gaines, Euclid
Avenue jewelers, has gone to St. Marys, Ohio,
for a business trip. Mr. Bamberger has large
property interests at that place.

C. S. Murray, engraver for several years
with the Cowell & Hubbard Co., has resigned
and will return to Detroit and open an office for
trade engraving in that city.

Benj. Teittleman, for some time shipping
clerk for Bowler & Burdick Co., has resigned and
entered the employ of Scribner & Loehr Co.

Frank Mallett has returned to the fold of the
Sigler Bros. Co. after a vacation of some months.

W. E. Cawood, for several years with the
Schauweker Bros. Co., has opened a jewelry
manufacturing office and optical parlor in the
Republic Building. Mr. Cawood has recently
patented a new idea in a ring mounting and
expects to put it on the market soon.

Albrecht & Schweikart, manufacturing
jewelers, in the Republic Block, on Euclid Ave-
nue, have dissolved partnership. Mr. Schweikart
has retired and with a Mr. Fraiberg has gone
with Ben Ginsburg in the Standard Oil Block.

Robert Miller, Lorain, was in Pittsburg last
month to see one of the world series ball games.
Mr. Miller is considerable of a "fan."

L. E. Miller, Painesville, has gone to North
Carolina and is now associated with the Little &
Long Co., of Charlottesville.

G. S. Easton, Onstead, Mich., has retired from
the jewelry business at that place and closed out
his stock to local parties.

The following out-of-town jewelers were in
the city last month : C. F. Gardner, Newton Falls;
T. H. Parks, Mantua ; C. Stousmeyer, Fremont;
Louis Ott, Mansfield ; George Clark, Lorain;
G. F. Elgin, Kent; C. N. Wilson, Salem; J. C.
Sharer, Alliance; E. E. Critz, Elyria; W. C.
Fisher, Lorain ; E. D. Davis, Kent.
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A rich holiday harvest of watch sales
is now a certainty, and our preparations have been made with full and accurate
knowledge of trade needs in this line. Our watch stock is a marvel of completeness
and comprises vast supplies of all the standard movements—Elgin, Waltham, Howard,
etc.--and all the leading makes of gold and gold filled cases.

We are particularly well equipped in the small sizes and such as are especially
adapted for Christmas trade. The probability—we might say the certainty—of a
scarcity in some grades later in the season makes early purchasing imperative.

H. 0. HURLBURT & SONS 14 South 10th Street— 9 PHILADELPHIA
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October on the Coast was
Month of more or less of a holiday. Of
Celebrations course, we did a fair amount

of business but the totals would
have been larger had it not been for the visit
of President Taft. After his departure, Discovery
Day was celebrated in all of the seaport cities on
the Pacific Coast. Following the two latter
events came the long-planned Portola Festival,
ciebrating the discovery of San Francisco by
Don Caspar Portola, it being the two hundred and
fiftieth anniversary of that important event, in
conjunction with the almost complete recovery of
San Francisco from the fire of 5906. We are in-
clined to think that President Taft postponed
the composition of the following toast until after
he had seen the wonders of this city. We print
here the toast that was given around the world
on the opening day, Tuesday, October 19th:

Since Portola looked through the Golden
Gate on the descending sun, San Francisco has
twice become the imperial city of the Pacific—
first, by the energy of a pioneer race and steady
growth into the western metropolis ; second, after
complete destruction by the greedy flames and
in the face of insurmountable obstacles, by a
regeneration so rapid and complete as to be the
wonder of the world. May her future growth be
as remarkable as her past and may her civic
righteousness and the individual happiness of her
citizens keep pace with it.

The records of the different
Crowdsrs and transportation companies showP ade

a passenger traffic during the
festive week of one hundred

and fifty thousand daily. The attendants at the
automobile races numbered two hundred thou-
sand and we are pleased to say with all of the
crowds there has been very little discomfort.
This is an indication to outsiders as to what
we can do toward housing a number of visitors.
Among the warships that were in the harbor dur-
ing the holidays were the following foreign and
federal ships: English cruiser Bedford, Japanese
cruiser Idzuma, Italian cruiser Calabria, Dutch
cruiser Noord-brabant. The United States fleet
was composed of the cruisers St. Louis and
Yorktown, torpedo boats Whipple, Hull, Perry
and Truxton. There were several street parades
during the festival, among which the most im-
posing was that in which detachments from all
of the foreign warship crews participated. The
flag and electric decorations surpassed anything
in the history of this city. The electric bell at
the intersection of Market, Geary, Kearney and
Third Streets is something that will live in our
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justice

years to come. We regret, on ac-
(ount of limited space, not to do this subject

The San Francisco agent of the E. Howard
.\Vatch Co. received a short time ago the follow-
ing Marconigram, which was relayed to him over
he Western Union :

"Battle Harbor, via Marconi,
"Cape Race, N. F., Sept. 13, 5909.

"HOWARD WATCH CO., Waltham, Mass.:—
Performance of Howard watch entirely satis-
factory throughout expedition. Than-1(s for your
message of congratulations.

"PEARY."

A. I. Hall & Son are receiving the thanks
of their out-of-town jewelry friends for their
thoughtfulness in getting out the following steel-
plate invitation: "A. I. Hall & Son, Inc., cordially
invite you and yours to make your headquarters
In our offices during the Portola Festival, Oc-
tober nineteenth to twenty-third, Jewelers' Build-
ing, 150 Post Street, San Francisco."

Business generally, last month, was a little
better than the same month of 5908, which is
partly due to the large number of out-of-town
retailers who were in this city during the festival.

The merchants that were unable to come to this
center have also bought liberally from the travel-
ing representatives.

John Hammersmith, one of the leading retail
jewelers of this city, is in receipt of a vote of
thanks from the Automobile Club of America for
the very able manner in which he handled his
end of the work incidental to the big automobile
road race which was run on the boulevards of
Alameda County during Portola Week.

G. Gensler, the retail jeweler of xio6 Mar-
ket Street, San Francisco, was robbed of jewelry
that was left in his window as a night display.
The method employed was the usual brick
wrapped in paper. There is no trace of the
loot but the local authorities are searching dili-
gently for three suspicious characters who were
seen loitering around the show window shortly
before the robbery was discovered.

C. W. Love & Son, of the well-known
jewelry firm of Smith Bros., of Visalia, was in
this market on a buying trip early last month.
Mr. Love reports the outlook for the business
during the coming holidays as very good.

Col. John L. Shepherd, the veteran man-
ager of the New York office of The Keystone
Watch Case Co., spent a well-earned vacation
visiting points of interest on the Pacific Coast
last month, arriving in San Francisco after doing
the Yellowstone National Park. It was his in-
tention after leaving the city to spend a few
days in the Yosemite Valley, returning home via
Los Angeles and the Grand Canon of the Colo-
rado. The Colonel was accompanied by Mrs.
Shepherd and was entertained extensively by a
number of the San Francisco trade whom he had
previously met in New York.

George Bangle, one of the leading retail
jewelers of Vallejo, Cal., was among the out-of-
town tradesmen in this market recently buying
goods.

L. C. Koberg, of Healdsburg, called on his
friends in the wholesale jewelry business last
month and returned home after purchasing sea-
sonable novelties.

The Crown Jewelry Co. have opened a very
attractive retail jewelry store at 747 Market
Street. The interior and exterior of the store
is finished in pure white.

Field & Walton, Inc., who conduct a very
large store on South Broadway, Los Angeles,
have signed a lease for a new establishment
which will be located in the twelve-story fireproof
building situated on Grant Avenue, near Post
Street, San Francisco.

Billy Cummings, of the retail jewelry firm of
Cummings Sons, Monterey, Cal., was entertained
in this market last month by one of the leading
wholesale jewelers.

Alfred Lowenthal!, of the well-known dia-
mond firm of L. & M. Kahn, of New York City,
arrived in San Francisco direct from the diamond
markets of Europe. This gentleman reports the
business in this city beyond his expectations.

Jack Lehrberger, of the wholesale jewelry
house of J. S. Lehrberger & Co., has just re-
turned from his initial commercial trip. The out-
of-town retail jewelers will see more of this new
traveler, as he is to be on the road regularly,
commencing January 1st.

J. J. Wilson, retail jeweler of Dunsmuir, was
in this city last month attending the Grand Lodge
of Masons. Mr. Wilson combined business with
pleasure and laid in a stock of jewelry for his
fall business.

H. Debrowsky, retail jeweler, of Anderson,
Cal., was among the out-of-town tradesmen in
this city during the Portola Festival.

B. Goodstein, whose store is located in
Needles, Cal., came to town with the army of
out-of-town retail jewelers during the festival
week and combined business with pleasure by
picking out a large line of ready sellers for
future needs.

H. 0. Chute, Master Mason, and, incidentally,
retail jeweler, doing businss at Tulare, Cal., was
one of the tradesmen attending the Grand Lodge
of Masons which was held in this city recently.

Mr. J. Zemansky, Sacramento, Cal., who is
interested in the retail jewelry business, paid his
friends, the wholesalers in this city, a visit a
short time ago.

(Continued on page 1835)
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The past month has been a very satisfactory
one for the retail trade. There has been an
abundance of pleasant weather and numerous
weddings to stimulate business. In staple goods
there has been a healthy increase and every indi-
cation points to a fine holiday season. The whole-
salers here made elaborate preparations for the
brisk buying which is expected later.

As an indication of the conditions of in-
dustry in this town large manufacturers are re-
porting that they are unable to get workmen in
such numbers as their business demands. This
would seem to indicate that our times are much
better than we are willing to admit. Local rail-
road traffic agents are reporting in the news of
the day that there are shortages developing in
rolling stock. What will it be in another year
of such development?

H. W. Burdick was recently elected vice-
president of the Wholesale Merchants' Board of
the Chamber of Commerce. Mr. Burdick has
taken a very active interest in the board and de-
serves this recognition of his efforts..

C. F. Groth, secretary and treasurer of the
Cowell & Hubbard Co., was a member of the
Retail Credit Men's Association that visited Pitts-
burg last month. The association were enter-
tained by a similar organization in the Smoky
City.

A. R. Sigler, of Sigler Bros. Co., is again
at work after his illness.

The Webb C. Ball Co.'s new storeroom on
upper Euclid Avenue is nearing completion. The
retail end of the business will be managed by
George Adams, for many years with Kirkpatricks,
New York City. Mr. Ball hopes to be able to
get in his new store in time to reap the benefit of
the holiday trade. Mr. Forth, of this company,
has resigned and gone back to Providence with
the Tilden-Thurber Co.

S. Bamberger, of Bamberger & Gaines, Euclid
Avenue jewelers, has gone to St. Marys, Ohio,
for a business trip. Mr. Bamberger has large
property interests at that place.

C. S. Murray, engraver for several years
with the Cowell & Hubbard Co., has resigned
and will return to Detroit and open an office for
trade engraving in that city.

Benj. Teittleman, for some time shipping
clerk for Bowler & Burdick Co., has resigned and
entered the employ of Scribner & Loehr Co.

Frank Mallett has returned to the fold of the
Sigler Bros. Co. after a vacation of some months.

W. E. Cawood, for several years with the
Schauweker Bros. Co., has opened a jewelry
manufacturing office and optical parlor in the
Republic Building. Mr. Cawood has recently
patented a new idea in a ring mounting and
expects to put it on the market soon.

Albrecht & Schweikart, manufacturing
jewelers, in the Republic Block, on Euclid Ave-
nue, have dissolved partnership. Mr. Schweikart
has retired and with a Mr. Fraiberg has gone
with Ben Ginsburg in the Standard Oil Block.

Robert Miller, Lorain, was in Pittsburg last
month to see one of the world series ball games.
Mr. Miller is considerable of a "fan."

L. E. Miller, Painesville, has gone to North
Carolina and is now associated with the Little &
Long Co., of Charlottesville.

G. S. Easton, Onstead, Mich., has retired from
the jewelry business at that place and closed out
his stock to local parties.

The following out-of-town jewelers were in
the city last month : C. F. Gardner, Newton Falls;
T. H. Parks, Mantua; C. Stousmeyer, Fremont;
Louis Ott, Mansfield; George Clark, Lorain;
G. F. Elgin, Kent; C. N. Wilson, Salem; J. C.
Sharer, Alliance; E. E. Critz, Elyria ; W. C.
Fisher, Lorain ; E. D. Davis, Kent.
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Jobbers report a fine trade on holiday goods
;Ind feel justified in predicting a very prosperous
holiday season for the retail dealer in every town,
large or small, in this great State of Indiana.
The sale of Christmas novelties has been beyond
all expectations and staple lines have moved
briskly.

The State Life Building, on East Washing-
ton Street, is sometimes called the "Jewelers'
Building" from the fact that a number of jewelry
firms are located there. On the second floor are
the rooms of the I. Grohs Jewelry Company. On
the third floor are Baldwin-Miller Company and
S. T. Nichols & Company. On the fourth floor
are the stockrooms and printing department of
Hoffman & Lauer. On the sixth floor is the
watch repair shop of Stokes & Pickett. On the
ninth floor are C. W. Lauer & Company, Hoff-
man & Lauer and Arthur Hutto, engraver. On
the twelfth floor is the watch repair shop of
L. Critzer.

M. J. Bieber, manager of the tool and ma-
terial department of Baldwin-Miller Company,
spent "Centennial Week" during October with
friends in St. Louis. Mr. Bieber was connected
with the Bauman-Massa Jewelry Company for
several years before he came to Indianapolis.

Edward Petri, watchmaker with J. C. Walk &
Son, is very proud of a new briar wood pipe,
carved by L. A. Kiefer in commemoration of
Mr. Petri's first big catch with a grasshopper.
The bass is very true to life with mouth all ready
to swallow the hook hid in the body of a tempt-
ing and innocent-looking hopper.

A change has been announced in the per-
sonnel of the manufacturing firm of Kernel &
Zink, Albert Zink withdrawing from the firm.
Joseph ,Kernel will continue the business. He
recently added several new pieces of electric ma-
chinery and reports trade as very fair.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Lauer, Sr., have
issued invitations for the marriage of their
(laughter Gladys to Alfred Tahud, the wedding to
take place October 27th at the Lauer home on
North Illinois Street. This will be the second
wedding in the Lauer family within a few months ;
the oldest son, C. W. Lauer, Jr., was married
early last summer.

Max C. Lang has announced to the trade
that he recently severed his connection with the
David Kiser Company, of New York, and pur-
chased the manufacturing establishment of Ed-
sell B. Johns, Claypool Building, Indianapolis,
which Ile has enlarged and fully equipped. Mr.
Lang calls his place the "Special Order Shop."
T. S. Miller, recently from New York, is asso-
ciated with Mr. Lang.

Frank C. Burton, of Burton Brothers, Monu-
ment Place, spent several days in Kokomo, Ind.,
last month looking after the firm's branch store
in that city. He found business very good.

George Rouse, formerly with E. M. Wilhite,
at Danville, Ind., is now filling the position of
watchmaker with Williams & Company on West
Washington Street.

A. P. Craft is home from a week's automobile
trip through the State. While the trip was taken
for recreation, Mr. Craft managed to do some
business on special orders for the approaching
holidays.

Hoffman & Latter, jobbers in jewelers' sup-
plies and watch materials, have increased their
stockroom and installed a complete printing outfit
in their establishment in the State Life Building.
The firm is now in a position to supply their cus-
tomers and the trade generally with all kinds of
printed boxes, cards and envelopes.

Arthur Hutto, trade engraver, has removed
from the Postal Building to Room 916, State Life
Building.

M. H. Douglas, well known to the trade
through his former connection with A. C. Beckett
Company, of Chicago, has been added to the
traveling force of Baldwin-Miller Company. He
will represent the tool and material department
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exclusively. Mr. Bieber, manager of this depart-
ment, reports trade as very good.

Levi Douglas, with Swartchild & Company,
of Chicago, has made Indianapolis his home for
some time, but now contemplates removing his
family to Springfield, Minn.

I. Grohs, President of the I. Grohs Jewelry
Company, was a delegate to the convention of the
Supreme Lodge of the Loyal Order of Moose,
held at St. Paul, Minn., the last of September.

Carl F. Walk, of J. C. Walk & Son, made
his annual fall purchasing trip to the eastern
market last month. He anticipates a good holiday
trade, so purchased accordingly.

Samuel Trattner has opened a jewelry store
and loan office at 145 South Illinois Street, to be
known as the Reliable Loan Office.

Perry M. Slauter, watchmaker, has severed
his connection with C. Bernloehr & Bro. and ac-
cepted a similar position with George S. Kern,
7 North Meridian Street. After an absence of
two years Charles W. Bernloehr has returned to
his old position as watchmaker with C. Bernloehr

& 
Bro.

Zink, of the manufacturing firm of
Kernel & Zink, has sold his interest to his partner
and is now with J. P. Mullally. Mr. Mullally
has fitted up a complete workshop, under the
charge of Mr. Zink, where his diamond-setting
and repair work is done.

J. C. Sipe spent last month in the wilds of
Canada, hunting and fishing. The firm has had
a very good business on diamonds all summer
and is prepared for a big holiday business. The
shop force has turned out a number of handsome
lavallieres and brooches for the gift-giving sea-
son. Miss Carlotta Brown, sister-in-law of Mr.
Sipe, is a very clever jewelry designer and has
been very successful in designing beautiful
mountings for diamonds and all precious stones.

The men employed by J. C. Walk & Son
have entered upon their annual billiard tourna-
ment. So far H. M. Goold holds the highest rec-
ord, with E. Petri pushing him hard. Mr. Goold
won the cup last year.

F. L. Bryant and wife enjoyed a trip through
picturesque Brown County during the beautiful
weather of last month.

F. M. Herron, one of the best stockkeepers
in the jewelry business in this or any other city,
has just finished the tremendous job of going
over every article in his stock. It would be im-
possible to pick out an old- or neglected-looking
piece of jewelry in the Herron stock.

Charles Mayer & Company have completed
arrangements and signed a contract that calls
for a handsome modern structure on the site of
their old building. April ist their store will be
moved, just across Washington Street, into the
building now occupied by the Indianapolis News
and the work of razing the old building will be
pushed as rapidly as possible, as the contract
reads that the handsome new home, ten stories
high, will be ready for occupancy by November
I, Iota Since 1840 the Charles Mayer store has
occupied the same site. Beginning with one small
room on the first floor, it has grown until even
the present large building is crowded. In the
new building more space will be devoted to the
watch, jewelry and silverware departments, and
in all probability a large line of diamonds and
other precious stones will be added. This branch
of the establishment will continue in charge of
A. C. Zoller, with A. W. Harman at the head
of the jewelry department and W. Springhorn in
charge of the watch and clock lines. The "Gift
Store," as Mayer's store is called, is without
question one of the most complete and finest
stores of its kind in the United States.

Leo Krauss, 45 North Illinois Street, is con-
ducting a remodeling sale. November 1st work
will begin, when the entire store will be made
over to meet the requirements of an up-to-date
jewelry and optical establishment.

Mr. and Mrs. John D. Day celebrated the
tenth anniversary of their wedding last month.
A number of friends, many of them in the trade,
called at the Day home on Broadway to offer
congratulations and good wishes. Mr. Day is
watchmaker with Henry C. Schergens, on East
Washington Street.

L. Kemper, of Kemper Brothers, Greentown,
Ind., came into this market to replenish his stock
last month.
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Fletcher M. Noe was in three more or less
serious railroad wrecks while upon a recent trip
through the West. He escaped without the
slightest injury and his accident insurance policies
are intact.

H. A. Winn took a run to Newman, Ill., and
back last month in his automobile without the
slightest mishap. Previous to that he visited some
farm lands that he owns in northern Dakota.

E. H. Seyfriedt, formerly with the Swope-
Nehf Jewelry Company, of Terre Haute, Ind., is
now with J. P. Mullally on Monument Place.
He took the position formerly occupied by
Clarence James. Mr. James has retired from
watch work and will engage in the automobile
business.

U. G. Jones, of Atwood, Ill., spent a day in
Indianapolis in October buying stock for the home
store. It was Mr. Jones' first visit to this city
but he promises that it will not be his last.

The Varieties Jewelry Company was incor-
porated last month to do a retail jewelry business
in Terre Haute, Ind.; capital stock $10,000. The
incorporators are C. P. Mancourt, F. C. Man-
court and W. L. Hornbuckle.

The Reitenour Jewelry Company, with a
capital stock of $5000, has been incorporated to
do a retail jewelry business at Union City, Ind.
The incorporators are: I. N. Reitenour, S. I.
Echelbarger and F. T. Parker. Mr. Reitenour
has been in the retail jewelry business ill Union
City for a number of years and is well and
favorably known to the trade.

A. H. Pauley, Bloomington, Ind., bought a
bill of goods on this market last month.

Jesse H. Young, jeweler at Fort Wayne, Ind.,
has removed all marks of the fire which did con-
siderable damage to his storeroom a few weeks
ago. His loss was covered by insurance:

The Columbus (Ind.) Retail Merchants' As-
sociation, of which several jewelers are active
members, has taken a stand against any kind of
advertising other than newspapers. The associa-
tion has a "Sanction Committee." The duty of
this committee is to give its sanction to any form
of advertising before the members of the associa-
tion can take ally of it. This does not apply to
newspapers. The members are not restricted in
any way when it comes to newspaper advertising,
but a strong fight is being made against the use
of bill boards, programmes, cook books and the

J. F. Kiser, jeweler, of Muncie, Ind., and
Charles W. Lauer, Sr., of this city, met ill Chicago
last month, where they went on business trips for
their respective establishments. After business
came a little pleasure trip, greatly enjoyed by both
mel.

The Campfield, Raggle Clock Company, of
Richmond, Ind., has been incorporated with a
capital of $1000. The directors are E. M. Camp-
field, G. A. Campfield and E. Arnold. The com-
pany will manufacture a line of clocks.

Frank Besse, jeweler, of Fort Wayne, Ind.,
visited in St. Louis last month. He was accom-
panied by his wife.

Hollingsworth & Son, of French Lick, Ind.,
and R. Scott, of Muncie, Ind., have recently placed
their stores under the protection of the Jewelers'
Security Alliance.

George and Edward Klein, formerly of
Muncie, Ind., have removed to Cincinnati, where
they have entered the wholesale jewelry business
at 610 Traction Building. For many years they
conducted a retail jewelry store, known as the
Opera House Jewelry Store, at Muncie. Very
recently they entered the jobbing business and
then decided to remove to Cincinnati. The Klein
boys have many friends ill Indiana who wish them
every success ill their new venture.

One of the weights of the Court House clock
at Bluffton, Ind., broke loose recently from the
wire cable to which it was suspended and fell
through a floor 40 feet below the tower. The
weight consisted of a wagon load of rocks. As a
result Bluffton had to go without an official time-
piece for several days.

Philip }Tom a well-known jeweler of Aurora,
Ind., is a candidate for the office of mayor of
that city on the Democratic ticket. Mr. Horr did
not seek the nomination, which came to him en-
tirely unsolicited. His friends are enthusiastic
over his prospects in the November election.

(Continued on page 1835)
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US TELL YOU HOW TO MAKE YOUR
STOCK ONE of the LIVELIEST
PAYERS IN YOUR STORE

JEWELERS ALL OVER THE COUNTRY are awakening to the fact
that HULL detachable handles are revolutionizing the sale of umbrellas.

Umbrella stocks heretofore have usually been dull and listless — poor
dividend payers.

People pass by the ordinary umbrella stock — they stop to examine the
HULL stock and ask questions, and buy.

The HULL detachable handle attracts the attention even if they had no
thought of buying an umbrella when they entered the store.

In other words, the HULL handle catches the public fancy immediately.

As soon as a man or woman is shown " how it works " he or she wants
one instantly.

More than a million people have discarded the old-fashioned umbrella for
the HULL.

Every mail brings orders from jewelers in territory not covered by our
salesmen.

HULL umbrellas mean a modest investment. You can stock up liberally with
handles and keep a modest stock of covers (bases) and order the latter by mail
whenever you want them, because any HULL handle fits any HULL umbrella.

This keeps your stock of covers Jewelers who have been carrying the HULL urn-
(bases) always fresh and clean brella and who have been placing their stock where
and enables you to do a quick they can be seen have found this to be true, even
turn-over business with a though we have never called the people's attention
modest stock. to them through National Advertising.

displays should be as large as your
Think of the additional demand that will be createdpossibly permit because handle
now that we have begun the biggest Nationalsales.
Advertising Campaign ever conducted on any urn-

HULL umbrella, with its detachable brella in the world, which begins on October 2d
handle, is placed on sale in a

with a full page advertisement in THE SATURDAYany prominence at all, it immediately
EVENING POST.

and produces bigger profits.

WRITE AND LET US EXPLAIN TO YOU THE DETAILS
OF THIS CAMPAIGN

Hull
1447-1457

sis.Ric pc,
4.'Brothers ! Umbrella Companyw . r
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Sizing up the situation from reports of the
arious jewelry interests of the city there is no
,uestion that conditions are much more promising
LOW than they were a year ago. Some say that
heir trade has not been all that they had hoped
or, some even profess to see but little improve-
lent, but for the most part there is a feeling of
ptimism which was entirely lacking last year.

J. J. Freeman is among those who take a
heerful view of the situation. He says : "I see
great change for the better in business since

:Iie 1st of September. Our summer advertising
-ampaign has done us good. We notice particu-
itrly that the better grades of diamonds, watches
.:Iid silverware have been selling since then. A
Teat many of our goods in the china and fancy
...00ds departments are imported and we are hay-
lig a good demand for them. We have ordered
' irge stocks for our several departments and the
iioods are already arriving and we are looking
iorward to a very satisfactory fall and winter
trade."

C. C. Winans, the Adams Street jeweler, said:
"I have had the best trade this year that I have
ver known since I have been in business."

Perhaps the best evidence that times are get-
ting better among jewelers is found in the fact
that they are, as a rule, buying heavily for the
holiday trade, and if this should not prove very
rushing there will be considerable disappointment
ill local jewelry circles.

Opticians say that while the optical business
is less fluctuating than the jewelry business, being
more in the nature of a necessity, yet there is
an exceptionally healthy atmosphere in the optical
tield and goods are moving in a very satisfactory
manner. Repair work is plentiful and it may be

generally that there is a snap and vim about
litisiness at present that has been for a long time
lacking.

The Gray Optical Company, with rooms in
the Nicholas Building, is making some extensive
alterations and improvements. New partitions,
additions to the testing room and other changes
;ire being made. The company reports splendid
Imsiness, requiring additional facilities.

Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Freeman recently spent
a few days in New York City.

W. A. Rankin, manufacturing jeweler, is now
omfortably located in his new quarters at 331
tiperior Street, having recently removed from
13 Jefferson Street. More room for growing

1 ,tisiness and a better location were the induce-
cats for the change. A unique display novelty
his show window is a fountain pen, equipped

:ith legs and a mechanical device which caused
to lean forward and drink fluid from a con-

enient watering trough.
A grip containing $15,000 worth of stolen

iarnonds was kicked around the baggage room
the Erie Railroad at Kent, Ohio, recently, as

' it had been filled with waste paper. The thief
ho had lifted the loot in Chicago was arrested
urther West, leaving the grip under the seat.
■. message was sent to remove it from the train
Id no one knew the contents.

Burglars pried open a side window at the
ome of Mrs. Mary Simmons at 2115 Coiling-
'ood Avenue, Toledo, while the family was asleep
id made away with a large amount of the family
dver. No one was aroused and the loss was
ot discovered until the following morning. The
iarauders have not been apprehended.

J. G. Kapp, Sr., the Summit Street jeweler,
.as been chosen to act as chairman of the Re-
mblican campaign committee. The local political
ght is warming up and promises to be one of the
attest in the history of the city and the position
a responsible one.
George Ward was given a three-year sen-

ence in the Ohio Penitentiary by Judge Brough
fl a charge of burglarizing the Staley jewelry
tore at Sylvania last July. His two companions,
kiss Wollever and Arthur Wing, have not yet
heen tried. Ward threw himself on the mercy of
the court, but the prosecuting attorney advised
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the court that there are three federal indictments
pending against him in Vermont.

C. R. Parker, manufacturing optician, who
was at one time connected with the Christiancy
jewelry store on Madison Street, has opened up a
new store at 331 Superior Street, where he is
sharing the front room space with W. A. Rankin,
manufacturing jeweler.

Marie Williams, a 12-year-old colored girl,
at Hamler, Ohio, could not resist the tempta-
tion to lift a watch and bracelet from a jewelry
store while on her way to school, while the pro-
prietor was in the rear of the building. The
articles were found in her desk at school. She
was given a suspended sentence to the Girls' In-
dustrial School.

William S. McCaw, who recenly opened up
a wholesale business in watch materials, tools and
findings, at 317 Smith & Baker Building, Toledo,
reports that business has picked up in splendid
shape. He is making a specialty of high-grade
watch repairing. Mr. McCaw was formerly con-
nected with the Merril & Broer Company in the
same line. He has increased his force and fa-
cilities.

Burglars at Port Clinton recently entered the
borne of A. G. Winnie, an editor, and stole a
gold watch and two diamond rings. One of the
rings was valued at $100.

George Kapp, Jr., of the Kapp jewelry store,
and Walter Haskell were among those who at-
tended the Hudson-Fulton celebration in New
York City recently. They are now enjoying an
outing in the Adirondacks hunting bear.

The birthday anniversary of J. J. Freeman
was recently celebrated at a handsomely appointed
dinner given by Mrs. Freeman, at the family
home on Glenwood Avenue. Pink and white
astors were used in the table decorations.

San Francisco Letter
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Elston Bros. are the newest wholesale jewelry
firm to go into business in this city. Their offices
are located at 717 Market Street and we feel that
they will make a success of this venture, as both
of the interested parties have been connected with
the business in this section for a number of years.

J. A. R. Vierra, the retail jeweler of Hono-
lulu, sailed home recently after spending two
months in this territory. While here this dealer
took an advanced course of engraving with the
local house of J. W. Miller.

A. I. Hall & Son, wholesale jewelers, of 150
Post Street, this city, are issuing to the retail
trade their 1909-10 jewelry catalogue. If you
have not received your copy send in your busi-
ness card.

The following retail jewelry stores are being
congratulated upon their store decorations during
the recent Portola Festival : Shreve & Co.,
Dererner & Co., Radke & Co., Hirschman & Son
and Sorenson & Co.

Heinz Bros., who have been allied with the
retail jewelry interests of this city for a number
of years, have opened a very attractive office in
Room 9r2, Mutual Bank Building, 704 Market
Street, San Francisco.

Harry Lipman, of A. Eisenberg & Co., has
just returned from a very successful six weeks'
business trip. During his absence from the office
he renewed the acqaintance of a large number
of out-of-town retailers who do not get an op-
portunity to Come to this firm's place of business
in this city.

Nordman Bros. Co., wholesale jewelers, of
ISO Post Street, this city, are about to issue their
new and ' complete catalogue, from diamonds to
findings. If you are not on their mailing list
send in your card and they will do the rest.

E. Bastheim, of the wholesale firm of Bast-
beim, Adams & Abel, of Los Angeles, called on a
number of his friends in San Francisco last month.

John Hood, the genial retail jeweler, of Santa
Rosa, Cal., was among the out-of-town tradesmen
visiting this city during President Taft's visit
last month.

W. E. Larsen, retail jeweler and optician, of
Truckee, Cal., spent a vacation in this city during
the celebration and purchased a few small bills
to fill up the holes in his stock.
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W. H. Stanton, accompanied by his wife, was
among the out-of-town buyers during the festival
and purchased a stock of jewelry for the Stanton
Jewelry Co., whose store is located in Bakersiield,
Cal.

E. Mayben, accompanied by his son, was in
this market on a buying tour and bought some
large bills for his retail jewelry store at Chico, Cal.

William Moore, retail jeweler, of Gridley,
Cal., was also among the out-of-town buyers in
this city just previous to the recent holiday week.

A. H. Ewert, of Ukiah, Cal., was seen buying
holiday goods in the local market the middle of
last month.

Indianapolis Letter
(Continued from page 1833)

J. M. Bigwood, Terre Haute, Ind., called on
the Chicago jobbers last month, making some
purchases for the holiday season.

You can be reasonably sure of finding some-
thing in the mussel shells taken from the Indiana
rivers. Recently a digger opened a shell, remark-
ing that he felt sure it contained a pearl. While
the pearl was missing a child's gold ring was
taken from the shell.

The Indiana Law Enforcement Convention
was held in this city last month. Mayor Rigdon,
of Warsaw, Ind., read an able paper on the part
mayors ought to take in the enforcement of city
laws. He opened his message to the convention
by quoting a certain bishop: "Show me a clean,
moral city and I will show you a clean, moral
mayor." Rigdon added: "Show me a moral and
temperate city and I will show you a clean., moral
and temperate mayor." "A mayor who is neutral
towards the saloons," he said, "shows treason to
humanity. He is the cornerstone of the nmnici-
panty and he has the power to enforce the law."
Charles A. Rigdon has conducted a successful
jewelry business in Warsaw for a number of years
and is satisfactorily filling the office of mayor
of that enterprising city.

Jasper W. Thompson, jeweler and optician,
of Danville, Ind., has harvested a fine crop from
the only cultivated paw-paw orchard in the United
States. The thirty-five trees in his orchard pro-
duced, this year, about thirty bushels of fruit,
sometimes called "Indiana bananas." Thompson
shipped several bushels of the fruit to the Indian-
apolis market and had a standing offer at a fancy
price for all he could furnish. Samples of the
fruit were sent to New York, Washington, Okla-
homa, Illinois, Missouri and Kansas. A nursery-
man, at Newberg, Oregon, has put in an order
for all the fruit and seeds that Thompson can let
him have. Mr. Thompson is very proud of his
paw-paw orchard and wonders if raising "Indiana
bananas" wouldn't prove more profitable than
selling jewelry.

A. P. Craft & Company have ready to mail
to the trade a new issue of their emblem cata-
logue. The Craft emblem goods have become
very popular all over the country; especially is
this true of their large line of emblem rings.

H. H. Bishop will be nicely settled in new
quarters at 948 Virginia Avenue by November 1st.
For fifteen years the Bishop store has been lo-
cated at 1002 on the same thoroughfare, but with
the steady increase in business it became too small.
The new room will be fitted up in fine shape with
modern fixtures and conveniences. Two large
show windows will furnish an excellent opportun-
ity to display goods. Two watchmakers and a
splendid optical department testify to the fact that
Bishop is a hustler who gets the business. Mr.
Bishop is president of the Indiana Retail Jewelers'
Association.

Bitterman Brothers, Evansville, id., recently
bought a Wabash River pearl for $2500 from a
mussel digger. The pearl is said to resemble a
small hen egg in size and shape. It will be sent
to the pearl market in Paris. The price was the
highest ever paid for a fresh water pearl in the
city of Evansville, where a great many pearls are
annually bought from the mussel diggers in the
Indiana and Illinois Rivers. A still mote valuable
pearl, found in Whith River, was sold last month
by a fisherman of Worthington, Ind. He re-
ceived $3000 for a gem that weighed 344 grains.
The pearl was pronounced the finest, as far as
known, ever found in this State.
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Novelty

For the Children
These toy Umbrellas attract instant attention

displayed in windows or cases.
They are a selling power when offered free with

any Umbrella at $6.00 or over.
Ideal for the little girls and their dolls. You

should have a stock for HOLIDAY TRADE.
Each Doll Umbrella is 12 inches from tip to tip.

Made on stout steel frame, nickel ferrule. The cloth
is heavy, fine sateen, silk cord and tassel, assorted
handles.

Write for sample dozen and prices.
Let us also ship you one dozen Ladies' Umbrel-

las, assorted, and one dozen Toy Umbrellas, to cost
$3.37 per pair, or $40.50 for the two dozen combina-
tion. Six per cent. off 10 days. You can make one
hundred per cent. on them.

DALLAS, TEXAS
LETTER

QUALITY

UMBRELLAS and CANES
THE ONLY ADVERTISED LINE

will increase your prestige as a dealer in high-class
merchandise of known merit.

Our goods sell easily because they have extra
features — only practical detachable handles, closest
roll, heavier silver, Virgin Color gold, stainless fabrics
and many other features make K & H goods better
than the ordinary.

We want a Jeweler in every Town

OUR GOODS
are of the Quality which appeals
to the Best Trade.

11,At a Price to suit the pocket-
book of the masses.

4J_ Headquarters for everything in
the Line ef Jewelry.

4iLet our traveling men show you
our line, our Goods will do the rest.

in the country to handle the greatest money-making
line of its kind ever put out. Someone in your town
is going to take it. Will it be you ? We will help
you sell the goods. Write for particulars.

KREIS & HUBBARD
The Jewelers' Line

Franklin and Jackson Streets, CHICAGO
SEATTLE OFFICE: 456 NEW YORK BLOCK

GZP FRONTIER JEWELRY
MANUFACTURING CO. 
BUFFALO :: :: NEW YORK

The annual State Fair of Texas, which is
held in Dallas, is of so much moment to the
tradesmen in every line that the interest evinced

ill this event far overshadows anything of the
kind seen anywhere. It is during this period that
the opportunity is afforded merchants all over the
State to attend this fair at reduced railroad rates
and the occasion is taken advantage of for the
purpose of making purchases for the fall and
winter business. Therefore, the wholesale and
jobbing houses are overwhelmed with business
which has been looked forward to for months past
as the saviour of the season, which has been a
dull one.

Visitors from some sections, particularly in
the north and east of the State, report conditions
as being very good, while in the west and south-
west the opposite conditions exist.

Christian °bison, who had been a prominent
jeweler in Dallas but retired a few years ago,
died after an illness of several weeks.

The members of the firm of Leavitt & King-
don, who conduct a large jewelry business in
Marietta, Okla., were in Dallas selecting goods
for the coming winter season. These gentlemen
report conditions as being about normal in their
immediate section.

T. W. Brutton, Detroit, was in town last
month making arrangements for the enlargement
of his business by the addition of a more varied
stock.

R. E. Strange, president, and William Hix,
secretary, of the Strange Jewelry Company, have
returned from a prolonged business trip to New
York.

A. S. Rosebrough has resigned from his posi-
tion with Mike Miesch in Muskogee, Okla., and
has opened a store in that town.

E. Y. Cooper has accepted a position as
watchmaker with J. C. Stillmanks, Coalgate, Okla.

W. E. Davis, Winters, a new town on the
Abilene Southern Railway, was in town making
purchases.

I. H. Park, Big Springs, formerly a member
of the firm of Mitchell & Park, which has dis-
solved partnership, has just returned home after
a four weeks' trip to Missouri, where he went
for a much needed rest. He returns much im-
proved in health.

George A. Pfaeffle, Greenville, made a trip
•to Dallas in his new auto, a "Velie." Accompany-
ing him was W. A. Wilson, his watchmaker.

Henry Iversen, Corsicana, was a visitor in
town during the past month.

R. E. Graber, Brenham, who was compelled
to go through bankruptcy proceedings last year,
has accepted a position as watchmaker for H.
Iversen, Corsicana.

P. Lyon has gone to Hillsboro to work for
Walter & Hafner.

J. L. Woods, Oran, has opened a watch re-
pair shop in Poolville.

H. L. Artes, who has purchased William
Reese's stock in Comanche, is making improve-
ments and will materially increase his stock along
that line.

C. E. Linton, who conducted a trade shop in
an Francisco and was burned out when that city

suffered from the terrible holocaust which visited
it two years ago, is now head watchmaker for the
II. H. Hawley Company. After the fire Mr.
Linton worked for another trade shop in San
/'rancisco, later going to El Paso, where he
worked for A. H. Richards. The past summer
he made a trip to Brooklyn to visit his mother
and expected to locate in New York, but condi-
tions were not favorable, hence his return West.

Miss Effie Myers, employed by the Linz Bros.
wholesale jewelry company, suffered a terrible
tall down the elevator shaft from the fourth story,
landing on the car, which was standing at the
first floor. No one was near the young lady at
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the time, the one shrill scream which she uttered
causing consternation amongst the other em-
ployees. When found, Miss Myers was un-
conscious and remained in this condition for three
days, in consequence of which it was feared she
had sustained a concussion of the brain. This
fear, however, was dispelled later when the young
lady regained consciousness. The most surpris-
ing features of the whole thing was that no
apparent permanent injury was caused by the
fall. Miss Myers is able to sit up, but owing to
a badly sprained ankle cannot walk. One deep
cut in the back of the head and a bruised spot
on the body were the only visible injuries. Just
how it was possible for anyone to walk off a
floor into the shaft no one knows.

J. E. Moran, formerly of LeRoy, has just
located in North Fort Worth after an extended
trip through Colorado and California.

J. K. Constantine has bought out W. E.
Vickers, Rosebud, and contemplates numerous
changes, looking to the betterment of the business.

John Jones, manager Rogers Jewelry Co.,
Rogers, Tex., was a recent visitor in this city.

W. E. Roach, San Antonio, has sold his
stock to J. M. Blanks and A. E. Storey, the latter
gentleman taking his stock with him from Lockhart.

Jeweler Kray has removed from Marfa to
Del Rio, opening a jewelry and phonograph
store under the caption of "The Buckhorn.' He
has a fair-sized collection of horns adorning the
walls, hence the name.

R. P. Jahnke, Luling, has purchased the S. C.
Doehring stock.

J. T. Brown, Gladewater, and C. P. Gentry,
Blossom, have formed a partnership and have
opened a jewelry store, with a watch repair de-
partment, locating at Gilmer.

Hugh Taber, a member of the firm of Taber
Manufacturing Co., Dallas, had the fingers of
his left hand crushed in the rolls while rolling
a sheet of gold. A surgeon was called by phone
and the injured members were quickly dressed
and Mr. Taber was then conveyed to his home.
The latest reports state that no permanent dis-
figurement will ensue.

Richard Kuehn, Austin, is selling his old fix-
tures and is having new ones made to go into his
place of business, which he will open soon.

The Rogers Jewelry Co., Rogers, have in-
augurated an auction sale.

E. G. Bfterger, who was formerly head watch-
maker for the H. H. Hawley Company, is now
connected with C. L. Norsworthy in the same
capacity.

W. J. McCray's jewelry store, at Denton, was
burglarized on the night of September 28th. Mr.
McCray, upon returning home from church had
a premonition that things were not all right at
the store and drove past for the purpose of
making an observation. Upon going into the
store he found that his stock, which had been left
out of the vault, was considerably disarranged.
Further investigations showed that the back door
had been broken open, ingress having been made
in this way. Upon taking account of stock Mr.
McCray found that he was short $255 worth of
jewelry, consisting in the main part of a few
watches, stick pins, cuff buttons and brooches.
Two days later a man attempted to pawn a lot
of jewelry in N. Goldstein's store in Dallas and
this gentleman surmised that something was
wrong and called the police, who captured the
man and landed him in the Chief of Police's of-
fice, where a search brought to light all of the
stolen goods except one cheap watch and one
expensive brooch.

The residence of A. P. Bailey, manufactur-
ing jeweler, Dallas, was destroyed by fire on the
4th of September. Mr. Bailey's loss is total, he
having carried no insurance whatever. Not only
the house, but also his household goods and
clothing were burned.

The manager of the Elk's Club, in Beaumont,
was murdered August 29th, his dead body being
found in the hall in the morning when the porters
started their day's work. An immediate investi-
gation was instituted but no clew was found.
Several days later a negro took a watch to Harry
C. Leach for repairs. Upon examining his watch
book records Mr. Leach was astounded to find
that the watch had been the property of the mur-
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dered manager. Mr. Leach immediately corre-
sponded with the police and the negro was ap-
prehended. After a thorough sweating process
he finally confessed to having committed the
murder. A quick trial following, resulting in
conviction and the death penalty being assessed.

We note a change in the firm name of Mc-
Burnett & Yates. Mr. McBurnett has sold out
his interest to Mr. Yates, and J. M. Maddock has
purchased an interest with Mr. Yates and the firm
is now being conducted under the name of Yates
& Maddock. Mr. Maddock had been watchmaker
for Mr. Yates for some time.

F. B. Johnson, Big Springs, has sold out his
watch repair business and has gone to San Angelo
for his health.

J. R. Turner has opened a repair shop in
Franklin, Texas.

Prentiss Holliman, who was formerly with J.
Hennenberg, of Dallas, is now with N. Goldstein
& Son.

W. J. Harrington, Lewisville, Ark., has ac-
cepted a position as watchmaker with Haltom &
Friedly, Bowie, Texas.

The Texas Jewelry Manufacturing Co. is the
style of a new firm opened in Fort Worth, on
Houston Street. We understand that J. H. Gor-
don is the main factor in this business.

Jack Marler, who was watchmaker for G. W.
Halton, Fort Worth, has resigned his connections
with this gentleman and has opened a business
for himself on Throckmorton Street, same town.

M. A. Bridges, Bonham, suffered a complete
loss of his stock and tools by fire on the r5th of
October. The fire started in the rear of a candy
store next to Mr. Bridges' place of business and
owing to the long-continued drought, soon spread
and consumed three business houses before it was
checked. Mr. Bridges' loss is complete, he having
carried no insurance.

Another disastrous fire occurred in Dallas on
the 4th of October. W. Utay, manufacturing
jeweler for Linz Bros., who also has a clothing
store on Elm Street, had this latter establishment
completely destroyed by this lire. Mr. Utay's
stock was worth $5500, his insurance on sante
being $15oo. The jewelry and clothing stock of
L. B. Rosenberg, next door, was damaged to the
extent of $3500, insurance of $1000. The pawn-
shop of H. Wolf, adjoining, was considerably
damaged, but up to this writing Mr. Wolf has
not made a definite estimate of his loss, although
he imagines it to be between $4000 and $5000,
with very little insurance. This fire • was caused
by explosion of a can of gasoline in a tailoring
shop next door to Mr. Utay.

LeGrand Haskins, Wills Point, was in town
calling upon his many friends the past week.

R. L. Costan, Fort Worth, was in town mak-
ing purchases and is about to re-establish himself
on Houston Street in Fort Worth. He has sold
his automobile, investing the proceeds in real
estate.

Alvin Hoyler, of Lufkin, was an arrival in
town this morning, having come to attend the
annual State fair.

J. V. Searcy, of Brady, and William Louwien,
of Bellville; Gus Evans, Haskell; M. H. Blaine,
Denison, were in town visiting the State fair.

A. H. Russell, Weatherford, has moved into
his new store, which is much larger than his old
location and has considerably increased his stock
and is making a fine display.

0. B. Radebaugh, formerly of Memphis,
Tenn., is now engaged as head watchmaker for
Sanders Bros., Paris, relieving N. C. Thompson,
who has returned to his home in the North.

A. T. Cohenour was in town making pur-
chases for the fall trade.

E. L. Kellogg, Sulphur Springs, has pur-
chased the stocks of W. H. Sherrill and W. T.
Morehead and has enlarged his own store, in-
stalling the three stocks in the one building.

J. T. Stansfield, Pittsburg, has moved into a
new location.

J. A. Dunlap, Jefferson, has just established
himself in his new commodious quarters and has
made extensive purchases, enlarging his stock to
meet the demands of his trade.

J. A. Styron, who has been for many years
head engraver for Carter-Allen Jewelry Co.,
Shreveport, has severed his connections with this
firm and has opened an engraving establishment
of his own and is catering to the Louisiana trade.
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The Lovers and the Clock

A Christmas-eve Story

I suppose that anyone who did not know very

much about clocks would be surprised to know

that a clock could see. It seems perfectly natural

to me that this is true—that I can see things as

well as ordinary everyday people, for haven't I a.

face—a real face—with eyes and nose and mouth?

Why shouldn't I be able to see?
I have known only a few clocks in my time,

never having been outside of the house—and I do

not know whether many of them have this power

or not. I know that I am the only one in the

house that has. To see has always been granted

me, but I can speak only once a year—on the eve

of Christmas.
I have been standing in the great hall of the

Sylvester' homestead for a hundred years. I am

an old-fashioned clock ; one of those kind which

they call "Grandfather clocks." I know the his-

tory of the Sylvesters for many years, and now I

was ticking off the time for the last of them. As

I stood in my accustomed place I could see

through the windows the snow-laden pines and

could hear the occasional crackle of an icicle that

dropped off. Behind the trees stretched the road

which led back to the hills. All was covered with

a warm blanket of white, and on the window-glass

the flakes fell unceasingly.
It was Christmas eve. I would have known it

by the haunting restlessness which always comes

over me at this time, even if I had not heard the
housekeeper say something to the cook about the

Christmas dinner. The housekeeper was trying to

make things as pleasant and joyful as possible for

the master of the house, who would have to spend
this Christmas alone.

Directly in front of me was the library.

Donald Sylvester sat in a big chair looking into

the fire. He was a fine looking man—a master to

be proud of. He was at least six feet tall, with a

strong, athletic form and a clean, frank, smiling
countenance that invariably won him friends at

first sight.

I had just struck the hour of five. As the
last stroke echoed through the hall there was the
sound of horses' hoofs on the hard snow outside.
I saw Donald reach down and draw the rug more
closely around him.

Poor fellow ! He was still sensitive over the
loss of his limb, which had followed a railroad
accident about a month before. The library was
dark, save for the light which flickered from the
great hickory logs. This would be a lonely Christ-
mas for him indeed.

The doorbell jingled and as Brown opened
it to admit the visitor I almost struck again in
my surprise and delight. It was none other than
Jessica Ramonde. She was a tall, slender girl,
with an extraordinary grace of motion that always
set her apart from other women and there was a
touch of laughter about her that added to her
charm. As she entered the hall with the rich
silver furs gleaming against the rich coloring
of her red dress, I thought she was the ideal spirit
of Christmas.

Donald did not hear her entrance into the
room and was somewhat startled when he looked
around and saw her standing by him. He made
a half motion to arise.

"Jessica!" he cried, with a note of joy in his
voice.

"Don't get up," she said quietly, as she gave

him her hand—although she knew that he could
not get up—"I will sit right here."

She seated herself on the other side of the
fireplace and said:

"I don't believe you are a bit glad to see me."
"You are mistaken then,' he said quietly. "I

was never more delighted to see anyone in all
my life, but I am almost dumb from surprise.

You usually spend the winter in Chicago."

"I know I do, but we decided to open the
house this year. I was not in any mood to spend

this Christmas in the city."

"Shall I ring for lights and tea," he inquired,

"or can you stay that long?"
"Yes, you may ring," she said. "I have come

to make quite a visit. I have something to tell
you."

The firelight shone full on his face and as he
rung the bell he looked as one who was in pain
and was trying to repress it.

When the tea was brought in Jessica drew
her chair up to the table. "Do you take one lump

or two?" she ihquired.

"Have you forgotten," he said, with a down-
cast look, "that I never use sugar in my tea?"

"Of course," she said, teasingly. "I did forget "

"How have you been?" she said presently, as

she sipped her tea. "Are you happy?"

"Well, I don't suppose a man in my condition

could be happy, but I can truthfully say I'm very
comfortable. But how is your mother and sister?"

"Quite well, thank you."

"There is no need to ask about yourself," he

continued, "your face speaks for itself."
"Why so?"
"Oh, I have heard," he answered in a low

voice, "that congratulations are in order. I hope

you will be very happy, Jessica."
"I hope so, too," she said, "but I don't know

yet. It depends."
"Depends—on what?"

"On the man. You see—he hasn't exactly—

Oh, I can't explain it very well. It was like this:

"We met two or three summers ago out in the
country and got to be very good friends. It was

not just a summer friendship, for he still con-

tinued to call on me and we would go riding to-
gether and—oh—we had a fine time—at least I
did. Two or three times I thought he was going
to ask me to marry him, but something always
happened. And then, one day there was an acci-
dent on the railroad and he was seriously hurt.
Then he would not ask me to marty him. So
you see how it is. I am not really engaged after

all. It is a sad state of affairs, is it not, Donald?
What would you have me do? Don't you think
I should ask him?"

"No,. Jessica," he replied, "I do not think you
ought to waste your sweet young life on a hope-
less cripple. The man would not have a grain of
honor if he let you do such a thing—something
for which you would be sorry for some time or
other."

She came closer to him and half knelt on the
floor.

"Donald," she said, laying her hand on his
sleeve, "would I be the one to be sorry, or the
man?"

"Both," he answered, looking away from her
into the fire.

"Donald," she cried, springing up, "you are
telling me a—a lie. The man would not be sorry
and neither would the girl, I assure you."

"You think so now, but after a while you
would think the other way."
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"Donald," she said, in a low rapid voice, "thi.
is leap year. I am going to take advantage of the
privilege and ask you to marry me. Will you,
Donald?"

"Don't, Jessica," he cried. "Don't tempt me
Don't think for a moment that I do not under
stand your tender little heart that bids you mak
this sacrifice for me. But, really, my dear girl,
am not worth it. We will both get over it anu
be the very best of friends."

She laid her head over the arm of his chair
and I think she was crying. Directly she raised
her face and looked at him. "I don't know what
I am going to do then," she said, "for I have mad
a complete fool of myself."

She stood before the fire, slowly pulling on
her gloves.

"Well, Donald, will you let me wish you a
merry Christmas?"

"Thanks," he said, holding out his hand.
"The same to you."

She took his hand and they looked straight
into each other's eyes for a moment. Then the
girl turned away with a little half sob.

She came as far as the door ; stopped, opened
the shopping bag which she carried and took out
a paper.

"Donald," she said, "I have something I
would like for you to read." She went slowly
back to the chair.

He took the paper reluctantly and opened it
out on his knees. She slipped down on the rug
beside him, her face close to his.

He read aloud, slowly:
"Mr. and Mrs. George Rarnonde announce

the engagement of their youngest daughter,
Jessica, to Mr. Donald Sylvester, of the Larche,.
The date of the wedding has not been set owing
to the recent illness of Mr. Sylvester."

As he finished reading she took his face be-
tween her hands and looked straight into his eye,.

"Dear, old, patient, unselfish Donald," she
said. "You came way off down here out of
way and thought I would forget you. But you

see I didn't. I knew the only way to manage
you was to take you by storm and so I had this
put in the paper myself and now you can't get out

of it. You are now an engaged man, Mr. Donald
Sylvester."

He looked into her face, his eyes filled with

a light that can come only when one has been ■n
the depths of despair and has suddenly reach ii

the light.
She reached up and unfastened a small gold

chain from around her neck and detached an ol I-

fashioned ring set with a diamond of great beau v.
She handed it to Donald.

"This was mother's engagement ring, s
said, "and I brought it down for you to put ii

my hand. It is your seal of bondage this tin C.
sir. You are henceforth my complete slave."

He took the ring from her and reveretnlY
placed it on her finger. She leaned over close to
him and said

"Now, Mr. Donald Sylvester, will you con-
gratulate me?"

His auswer was not in words, but was suf-
ficient for the purpose. Directly Jessica happened
to look out in the hall where I was standing aid
she cried:

"Oh, Donald, look at the face on the do, k.
I do believe t is smiling at us!"

I am sure that it was so, for I never had a
happier Christmas eve in all my hundred yet rs
I have been standing in the hall.—Grace Sand"
son in the Woman's Magazine.

If in doubt, get a Moseley Lathe, and you ill
be more than satisfied. Get the genuine.—Adv.

SESSIONS CLOCKS
JUST WHAT THE TRADE DEMAND

A Neat, Plain Polished Cabinet Clock at a Popular Price.
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Substantially Constructed. Nicely Finished Golden Oak Cases
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DALTON
12% inches high 10 inches wide

List, $5.00

Plain Brass Sash. Oval Glass.

We illustrate below a few of our fine Inlaid Mahogany Clocks
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PLYMOUTH
14 inches high 9% inches wide
Solid Mahogany Case, Inlaid with Colored

Woods. Convexed Glass. Cream-tinted
Porcelain Dial. 8-day Cathedral Bell,
Half-hour Strike on Cup Bell.

List, $16.00
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CONCORD
T3:34 inches high 83/4 inches wide
Solid Mahogany Case, Inlaid with Colored

Woods. Convexed Glass. Cream-tinted
Porcelain Dial. 8-day Cathedral Bell,
Half-hour Strike on Cup Bell.
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BRADFORD
I4JA inches high WA inches wide
Solid Mahogany Case, Inlaid with Colored

Woods. Cream-tinted Porcelain Dial.
Convexed Glass. 8-day Cathedral Gong,
Half-hour Strike on Cup Bell.

List, $14.00

THE SESSIONS CLOCK CO Main Office
.9 and Factories, Forestville, Conn., U.S.A.

NEW YORK SALESROOMS, 37 Maiden Lane
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The Lovers and the Clock

A Christmas-eye Story

I suppose that anyone who did not know very

much about clocks would be surprised to know

that a clock could see. It seems perfectly natural

to me that this is true—that I can see things as

well as ordinary everyday people, for haven't I a.

face—a real face—with eyes and nose and mouth?

Why shouldn't I be able to see?
I have known only a few clocks in my time,

never having been outside of the house—and I do

not know whether many of them have this power

or not. I know that I am the only one in the

house that has. To see has always been granted

me, but I can speak only once a year—on the eve

of Christmas.
I have been standing in the great hall of the

Sylvester' homestead for a hundred years. I am

an old-fashioned clock; one of those kind which

they call "Grandfather clocks." I know the his-

tory of the Sylvesters for many years, and now I

was ticking off the time for the last of them. As

I stood in my accustomed place I could see

through the windows the snow-laden pines and

could hear the occasional crackle of an icicle that

dropped off. Behind the trees stretched the road

which led back to the hills. All was covered with

a warm blanket of white, and on the window-glass

the flakes fell unceasingly.
It was Christmas eve. I would have known it

by the haunting restlessness which always comes

over me at this time, even if I had not heard the
housekeeper say something to the cook about the

Christmas dinner. The housekeeper was trying to

make things as pleasant and joyful as possible for

the master of the house, who would have to spend
this Christmas alone.

Directly in front of me was the library.

Donald Sylvester sat in a big chair looking into

the fire. He was a fine looking man—a master to

be proud of. He was at least six feet tall, with a

strong, athletic form and a clean, frank, smiling
countenance that invariably won him friends at

first sight.

I had just struck the hour of five. As the
last stroke echoed through the hall there was the
sound of horses' hoofs on the hard snow outside.
I saw Donald reach down and draw the rug more
closely around him.

Poor fellow ! He was still sensitive over the
loss of his limb, which had followed a railroad
accident about a month before. The library was
dark, save for the light which flickered from the
great hickory logs. This would be a lonely Christ-
mas for him indeed.

The doorbell jingled and as Brown opened
it to admit the visitor I almost struck again in
my surprise and delight. It was none other than
Jessica Ramonde. She was a tall, slender girl,
with an extraordinary grace of motion that always
set her apart from other women and there was a
touch of laughter about her that added to her
charm. As she entered the hall with the rich
silver furs gleaming against the rich coloring
of her red dress, I thought she was the ideal spirit
of Christmas.

Donald did not hear her entrance into the
room and was somewhat startled when he looked
around and saw her standing by him. He made
a half motion to arise.

"Jessica!" he cried, with a note of joy in his
voice.

"Don't get up," she said quietly, as she gave
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him her hand—although she knew that he could
not get up—"I will sit right here."

She seated herself on the other side of the
fireplace and said:

"I don't believe you are a bit glad to see me."
"You are mistaken then," be said quietly. "I

was never more delighted to see anyone in all
my life, but I am almost dumb from surprise.
You usually spend the winter in Chicago."

"I know I do, but we decided to open the

house this year. I was not in any mood to spend
this Christmas in the city."

"Shall I ring for lights and tea," he inquired,
"or can you stay that long?"

"Yes, you may ring," she said. "I have come
to make quite a visit. I have something to tell
you."

The firelight shone full on his face and as he
rung the bell he looked as one who was in pain
and was trying to repress it.

When the tea was brought in Jessica drew
her chair up to the table. "Do you take one lump
or two?" she iliquired.

"Have you forgotten," he said, with a down-
cast look, "that I never use sugar in my tea?"

"Of course," she said, teasingly. "I did forget "

"How have you been?" she said presently, as

she sipped her tea. "Are you happy?"

"Well, I don't suppose a man in my condition

could be happy, but I can truthfully say I'm very
comfortable. But how is your mother and sister?"

"Quite well, thank you."

"There is no need to ask about yourself," he

continued, "your face speaks for itself."
"Why so?"
"Oh, I have heard," he answered in a low

voice, "that congratulations are in order. I hope

you will be very happy, Jessica."
"I hope so, too," she said, "but I don't know

yet. It depends."
"Depends—on what?"

"On the man. You see—he hasn't exactly—
Oh, I can't explain it very well. It Was like this:

"We met two or three summers ago out in the
country and got to be very good friends. It was
not just a summer friendship, for he still con-
tinued to call on me and we would go riding to-
gether and—oh—we had a fine time—at least I
did. Two or three times I thought he was going
to ask me to marry him, but something always
happened. And then, one day there was an acci-
dent on the railroad and he was seriously hurt.
Then he would not ask me to many him. So
you see how it is. I am not really engaged after
all. It is a sad state of affairs, is it not, Donald?
What would you have me do? Don't you think
I should ask him?"

"No,. Jessica," he replied, "I do not think you
ought to waste your sweet young life on a hope-
less cripple. The man would not have a grain of
honor if he let you do such a thing—something
for which you would be sorry for some time or
other."

She came closer to him and half knelt on the
floor.

"Donald," she said, laying her hand on his
sleeve, "would I be the one to be sorry, or the
man?"

"Both," he answered, looking away from her
into the fire.

"Donald," she cried, springing up, "you are
telling me a—a lie. The man would not be sorry
and neither would the girl, I assure you."

"You think so now, but after a while you
would think the other way."
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"Donald," she said, in a low rapid voice, "this
is leap year. I am going to take advantage of the
privilege and ask you to marry me. Will you,
Donald?"

"Don't, Jessica," he cried. "Don't tempt me
Don't think for a moment that I do not under
stand your tender little heart that bids you makt
this sacrifice for me. But, really, my dear girl,
am not worth it. We will both get over it am
be the very best of friends."

She laid her head over the arm of his chair
and I think she was crying. Directly she raised
her face and looked at him. "I don't know what
I am going to do then," she said, "for I have mad,
a complete fool of myself."

She stood before the fire, slowly pulling od
her gloves.

"Well, Donald, will you let me wish you a
merry Christmas?"

"Thanks," he said, holding out his hand.
"The same to you."

She took his hand and they looked straight
into each other's eyes for a moment. Then the
girl turned away with a little half sob.

She came as far as the door ; stopped, opened
the shopping bag which she carried and took out
a paper.

"Donald," she said, "I have something I
would like for you to read." She went slowly
back to the chair.

He took the paper reluctantly and opened it
out on his knees. She slipped down on the rug
beside him, her face close to his.

He read aloud, slowly:
"Mr. and Mrs. George Ramonde announce

the engagement of their youngest daughter,
Jessica, to Mr. Donald Sylvester, of the Larches.
The date of the wedding has not been set owing
to the recent illness of Mr. Sylvester."

As he finished reading she took his face be-
tween her hands and looked straight into his eyes.

"Dear, old, patient, unselfish Donald," she
said. "You came way off down here out of my
way and thought I would forget you. But you
see I didn't. I knew the only way to manage
you was to take you by storm and so I had this
put in the paper myself and now you can't get out
of it. You are now an engaged man, Mr. Donald

Sylvester."
He looked into her face, his eyes filled with

a light that can come only when one has been in
the depths of despair and has suddenly reached
the light.

She reached up and unfastened a small gold
chain from around her neck and detached an ol 1-

fashioned ring set with a diamond of great beau v

She handed it to Donald.
"This was mother's engagement ring, sic

said, "and I brought it down for you to put 41
my hand. It is your seal of bondage this tine,
sir. You are henceforth my complete slave."

He took the ring from her and revereir 131
placed it on her finger. She leaned over close to
him and said:

"Now. Mr. Donald Sylvester, will you con-
gratulate me?"

His answer was not in words, but was suf-
ficient for the purpose. Directly Jessica happend
to look out in the hall where I was standing aid
she cried:

"Oh, Donald, look at the face on the do( k.
I do believe :t is smiling at us!"

I am sure that it was so, for I never had a
happier Christmas eve in all my hundred years
I have been standing in the hall.—Grace Sander'
.on in the Woman's Magazine.

If in doubt, get a Moseley Lathe, and you wilt
be more than satisfied. Get the genuine,—Adv.

SESSIONS CLOCKS
JUST WHAT THE TRADE DEMAND

A Neat, Plain Polished Cabinet Clock at a Popular Price. Substantially Constructed.
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Nicely Finished Golden Oak Cases

BELFAST DALTON
12 2 inches high 10 inches wide

List, $5.00

Plain Brass Sash. Oval Glass.

We illustrate below a few of our fine Inlaid Mahogany Clocks
WRITE FOR SHEET SHOWING FULL LINE IN COLORS
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PLYMOUTH
14 inches high 91% inches wide
Solid Mahogany Case, Inlaid with Colored

Woods. Convexed Glass. Cream-tinted
Porcelain Dial. 8-day Cathedral Bell,
Half-hour Strike on Cup Bell.

List, $16.00
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CONCORD
1334 inches high 83/4 inches wide
Solid Mahogany Case, Inlaid with Colored

Woods. Convexed Glass. Cream-tinted
Porcelain Dial. 8-day Cathedral Bell,
Half-hour Strike on Cup Bell.

List, $15.00
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BRADFORD
14TA inches high 9% inches wide
Solid Mahogany Case, Inlaid with Colored

Woods. Cream-tinted Porcelain Dial.
Convexed Glass. 8-day Cathedral Gong,
Half-hour Strike on Cup Bell.

List, $14.00

THE SESSIONS CLOCK CO., ar'ivcilaFtlaptfofits, Forestville, Conn., U.S.A.
NEW YORK SALESROOMS, 37 Maiden Lane
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JEWELRY DISPLAY GOODS
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BOXES

Our 1909-1910 Catalogue is Brimful of
Good Ideas in Stock Ready for Delivery

FOX MANUFACTURING COMPANY 176 Madison St., CHICAGONEW YORK OFFICE: 33 Union Square
MAKERS OF JEWELRY DISPLAYS  
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Interesting Window Displays

We have, from time to time, in these
columns illustrated and described attractive
Nvindow trims constructed entirely of crepe
paper. The adaptability of this material
for window trimming has been proved
beyond question
and has the dou-
ble advantage
o f serviceability
and economy.
Wonderful prog-
ress has been
made in recent
years in the pro-
duction of this
material, which
can now be used
for a great variety
of decorative pur-
poses. The jeweler
who has not ac-
quainted himself
with the possibili-
ties of this ma-
terial or mastered
its manipulation is
missing a valuable
trade oportunity.

We show in
the accompanying
illustration a window display which was
generally regarded not only as one of the
most appropriate, but also as one of the
most effective shown in New York City
(luring the recent Hudson-Fulton celebra-
tion. The display, which was made en-
tirely of crepe paper, was exhibited in the
John Street store window of the Dennison
Mfg. Co. and was at all times the center
of admiration for the passing crowds.
The Half Moon, Henry Hudson's little
craft, which brought his daring and cour-
ageous crew to the exploration of the now
Hudson River,
and the Cler-
mont, the first
steam vessel to
ply its waters,
are shown as
they appeared
under way, sail-
ing past a
lighthouse. The
whole effect—
the water, the
ships and the
lighthouse— i s
strikingly real-
istic, and yet
the material
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used is crepe paper throughout. Great
credit is due the Dennison Company for
the work which they have done in creating
the art of effective decoration of many
different kinds by the use simply of crepe
paper.

We also show herewith a reproduction,

1841

styles of airships that have proved success-
ful to date, is 40 inches long. In the fore-
ground of the center there is pictured a
Government office, with its busy occupants
overlooking the scene. The two side wings,
each 16 inches in width, picture familiar
scenes, excellently reproduced. The Wash-

ington scene in
back is on a de-
tachable boar d,
the concave ad-
justment of which
gives the proper
perspective to the
setting. The en-
tire display, when
set up, is 6 feet
long and 30
inches high. In-
structions for the
arrangement o f
each cut-out are
printed in full on
the back.

There seems
to be little doubt
that Waterman
dealers will be en-
thusiastic over
this display, as it
is sure to attract
much attention in

beautiful and simple window.
The cut-out is made of heavy cardboard
stock and lithographed in ten colors, the
work being splendidly executed. With
very few additions it is sufficient to make
a complete and fine display.

This large and expensive cut-out is
sent entirely without expense to Water-
man dealers, with the single exception that
they are asked to pay the transportation
charges.

On the threshold of the holiday season
one of the pressing matters for considera-

tion by every
retail jeweler
is appropriate
window dis-
plays. It is by
no means too
early to plan a
f e w effective
trims directing
attention to the
season and the
new stock. The
show window
is the most
effective means
of advertising
store and stock.

Unique crepe paper trim

in greatly reduced size, of the new Water-
man's Ideal fountain pen window cut-out,
which will shortly be' ready for delivery
to dealers carrying the Waterman line.
They will be forwarded to such of these
dealers as can use them to good advantage
for window display purposes.

This is an excellent example of the
best that can be produced by the most
modern methods of making window display
material. The center portion, showing a
bird's-eye view of the city of Washington,
D. C., and plainly picturing the various

making a

Cut-out display for fountain pen advertising
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EXCELSIOR WATCH

THE jeweler's greatest gain in iden-
tifying his store with the Excelsior

Watch is the confidence he creates be-
yond the immediate profit in the watches themselves.

The purchaser knows the Excelsior. He asks
for it hy name because he has heard of its accuracy
and reliability from other Excelsior owners.

There's no doubt about your intentions as to
quality when you recommend an Excelsior Watch.

His pleasure in his purchase reacts on every
other line in your stock.

The time to start your Excelsior trade is now.
Stock liberally. Advertise the
watches and be ready to
take care of the demand.
The Excelsior Watch has 7 jewels, quick
train and cut expansion balance with I-3reguet
hairspring-. Stem-wind and pendant-set
(except 18-size hunting, lever-set).
Made in 6, 12, 16 and 18 sizes—open

face and hunting. Plain polished, engine-
turned and fancy engraved cases of three
grades—Gold filled, 20 year ; Gold filled,

Jo year ; and Silverode. Retail prices,
$4.5o to $11.00.

Every Excelsior Watch is caged at the
factory, adjusted in its own case and sold cone-

. fi/ek—with a printed price ticket attached that makes the price uniform everywhere
and assures you your rightful profit on every sale.

Inquire of your jobber and write to the factory
for literature.

New York Standard Watch Company
Jersey City, N. J.
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EXCELSIOR WATCH

THE jeweler's greatest gain in iden-
tifying his store with the Excelsior

Watch is the confidence he creates be-
yond the immediate profit in the watches themselves.

The purchaser knows the Excelsior. He asks
for it hy name because he has heard of its accuracy
and reliability from other Excelsior owners.

There's no doubt about your intentions as to
quality when you recommend an Excelsior Watch.

His pleasure in his purchase reacts on every
other line in your stock.

The time to start your Excelsior trade is now.
Stock liberally. Advertise the
watches and be ready to
take care of the demand.
The Excelsior Watch has 7 jewels, quick
train and cut expansion balance with Breguet
hairspring. Stem-wind and pendant-set
(except 1.'8-size hunting, lever-set).
Made in 6, 12, 16 and 18 sizes—open

face and hunting. Plain polished, engine-
turned and fancy engraved cases of three
grades—Gold filled, 20 year ; Gold filled,

to year ; and Silverode. Retail prices,
$4.5o to $11.00.

Every Excelsior Watch is cased at the
factory, adjusted in its own case and sold com-

plete—with a printed price ticket attached that makes the price uniform everywhere
and assures you your rightful profit on every sale.

Inquire of your jobber and write to the factory
for literature.

New York Standard Watch Company
Jersey City, N. J.
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!MOWS

OMEGA
THE WATCH OF
MATCHLESS MERIT

Exclusive factory sales agents
being established

Application should be made NOW

21 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK
HEYWORTH BUILDING, CHICAGO

A UNIVERSAL selling plan that means
MORE SALES

Additional salesmen wanted with watch knowledge

()omit, Imams

November, I909 T H E

North Pole Window Displays

The window trimmer of the time is
tick to take advantage of any event
hich has taken special hold on the popu-

lar mind. On this principle, quite a few
novel trims have been inspired by the
much-talked-of discovery of the North
role. The season, however, for these
displays was not quite so appropriate as
it will henceforth be ; in fact, the idea has
a peculiar applicability to Christmas time
In the October issue of the Druggists'
Circular, a contributor writes as follows :

Since the publication of the many
stories concerning the recent discovery
of the North Pole, the window trim-
mers have been busy elaborating along
the lines of arctic exhibitions. The
window men have been obliged to
manufacture North Poles from all
kinds of stock. There are North Poles
in use for this service representing the
various ideas of the window artist as  
to what a North Pole looks like. As a
rule the pole thus used is constructed
with a wood frame, around which some
muslin or paper is wrapped, the frosty
appearance being heightened by the use
of flour or other white powder. Then
again there are solid wooden poles, and
simply posts. However, when the pole is in
place and is surrounded with imitations of
the popular conception of arctic scenery, the
display is usually quite interesting.

The window mechanics are obliged to
introduce something more than the pole,
however. In the illustration is given an idea
of a mechanical device for use in making
a Cook or Peary display. Its purpose
is to produce a realistic-appearing
snow scene. A flag is introduced. In
the drawing Peary's name is used. Of
course, the partisans of Dr. Cook may
use their discretion as to whether or
not to follow this lead. This structure
is made by using some two-inch strips
of wood. The pieces are nailed to-
gether to form the necessary support-
ing frame for the snow box above.
The box is about a foot wide and three
feet long, with holes bored in the bot-
tom. It is arranged to slide back and
forth on the top of the frame. The
frame is made with necessary guides
to make the box keep on the right
track.

The mechanism of the apparatus
so simple that any ingenious clerk
ho knows anything about handling

tools should have little or no difficulty
Il constructing the entire outfit, al-
though, perhaps, the services of a car-
penter might be utilized to advantage
In many instances.

In order to give motion to the box
and sift the flour or other white stuff
through the holes to imitate a snow
scene, the box is made to vibrate back
and forth on its ways. This is ac-
complished by the revolutions of the
Wooden wheel and connecting rod
Shown in this drawing. The top wheel
1, driven by the lower wheel, con-
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A North Pole window display

nected with convenient power. The power
thus transmitted to the box gives it the mo-
tion of a sifter and the white powder sifts
through and makes the snow picture. A
flag is attached across the frame as shown.

In practice the ice scenery (made from
hanging muslin or paper) covers the box,
the working wheels, the frame, etc. Only
the pole, the flag and the snow shows from
the front. The arctic goods—such as hot
water bags, chest protectors, etc.—or other
goods to be shown and advertised are placed
where all passersby may see them. Vari-

colored "northern lights" are made to fall
over the scene by using tinted globes
over the lights in the window.

In one case the trimmer visited a toy
store and secured some sleds, toy figures
of Esquimos, polar bears, dogs and other
things suggestive of far-north life for
use in his window, and made an artistic
and effective display of them, in connec-
tion with other things.

Then again we sometimes find that
the farthest north representation consists
simply of the silent white pole, with or
without the American flag attached. One
window was made up ill this way : Every-
thing was in white, the background, sides
and all. There were white walls and a
white base. Flour was used liberally, as
was broken glass. Acentanilide makes
good "frost." No goods were set out,
but in the middle of the big white window
scene the simple pole appeared. This
scene was lighted with the window arcs.
It proved to be very attractive to the
public, its interest being increased mani-
fold by the violent Peary-Cook discussion
in the daily press. To be first in the field

means much in such displays.

A Jeweler's North Pole Window
A North Pole window, designed and

made by jeweler Emil Meyer, of Groesbeck,
Texas, is shown in the illustration. The
globe was 2% feet in diameter, the frame
being made of wooden barrel hoops. Over
the hoops was tacked cloth on which was
glued jewelers' white cotton. Through the
center was securely fastened a piece of
wood, 2 x 2, slightly inclined to represent the

inclination of the earth on its axis.
Into this piece of wood at the bottom
was driven a small iron rod which was
threaded at one end and fastened to a
motor. The motor was an eight-hour
spring machine, concealed at the bot-
tom of the window. A small hole was
also cut in the window at the back to
facilitate winding and placing of
motor, which was securely fastened ffi
place by means of screws. The floor
and background were all done in white.
cotton, over which was sprinkled silver
tinsel cut in pieces to represent snow.
Seven large size white Teddy bears
were arranged around the window,
each holding a watch or other piece
of jewelry.

The continents were cut from an
old geography bought in a second-
hand book store for 20 cents, and were
glued in place.

This window was a decided hit
and caused lots of comment. Many
curious persons asked permission to
come in and examine it, which permis-
sion was, of course, gladly given. At
night an electric light, over which was
arranged a reflector, gave a fine il-
lustration of day and night.

It should be mentioned that our il-
lustration does not show the window
but only the centerpiece, as the task
of photographing the window in its
entirety proved somewhat difficult.Window centerpiece by Emil Meyer, Groesbeck, Texas
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David E. Fletcher, a watchmaker in the St.
Paul Building, was seriously injured and came
near being killed at Fourth and Vine Streets,
October 6th, when he was knocked down by an
automobile which he did not see in time to avoid.
He is recovering from his injuries.

Klein Bros., the new jewelry jobbing house,
located in the Traction Building, have as their
salesmen W. H. Modrick, formerly with the
Shepard Manufacturing Company, and A. A.
Spiegel, who was until recently with A. A.
Spiegel & Company. Mr. Spiegel will cover the
South and Mr. Modrick will cover Ohio, In-
diana, Illinois and a part of Michigan.

Cincinnati jewelers are very thankful for the
decision of the city authorities not to grant
paroles to John Claywell and Barney McLauren,
who were arrested early in August for stealing
gold rings and substituting "phony" ones. They
worked jewelers at 1302 Main Street and at 1424
Main Street. Their scheme consisted in being
shown a tray of gold rings and then stealing
some and placing "phony" ones in their places.
The city authorities turned a deaf .ear to their
pleas for parole. Each was sent to the workhouse
for sixty clays.

C. C. Stoner, of Lindner & Company, has
recovered from a long illness and is again able
for duty.

Wallenstein, Mayer & Company, have se-
cured the services of R. Frankle, of Louisville,
Ky., as a traveling salesman. Mr. Frankle is on
his first trip through the West.

H. K. Taylor, of Philadelphia, and F. A. I-Tall,
of Boston, Mass., called at the Cincinnati offices
of the Dennison Manufacturing Company early
in October.

Eli Gutmann, of L. Gutmann & Sons, is mak-
ing a trip through the South. It is one of both
pleasure and business.

Arthur Motch, of Covington, Ky., has re-
turned from a tour of Europe.

The Cincinnati Wholesale Jewelers' Associa-
tion gave a dinner Thursday evening, October
21st, at the Sinton Hotel.

The Herzog, Thompson Company is a new
retail jewelry concern at Birmingham, Ala., and
Mr. Herzog, of the firm, was in Cincinnati early
in October buying goods for the new store there.

Charles Sullivan has remodeled his store at
Converse, Ind., and has been in Cincinnati buying
a fine line of new goods.

C. Oskamp Daller, of the Clemens Oskamp
Company, says his firm has been receiving quite
a number of mail orders the past few days; that
the retailer in the country has been letting the
jewelry salesman go by and then a few days later,
when receiving an order for something he has
not in stock, has been sending a mail order for it.
"There is going to be a very heavy mail-order
business this winter and many will find the jobber
hasn't what they want, if they intend to do busi-
ness this way."

It is reported here that Reitenour & Schmitt,
of Union City, Ind., have gone out of partnership,
Schmitt selling his interest in the business to
Reitenour and engaging in the manufacture of
automobile frames. Mr. Reitenour will continue
the business. He has secured the services of Mr.
Echelberger, a watchmaker for Piddinghaus, a
Marietta, Ohio, jeweler.

Edgar Fox, of Lindenberg & Fox, has re-
turned from a prosperous business trip up through
Ohio and left October Igth on a diamond trip
through upper Ohio and the West.

Albert Voige, identified with Adolph Muchl-
matt, is still buying, the occasion being the arrival
of a fine baby girl at the Voige home in Fort
Thomas, Ky.

Charles Hummel, of the Thoma Bros. Com-
pany, jewelers' supply dealers, Fourth Street, has
recovered sufficiently to be able to hobble about
the store on crutches. Mr. Hummel's leg was
broken on the evening of September 55th while
watching the Ku-Kus bowl at one of their social
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sessions. He expects to be able to walk without
a crutch in a few weeks.

James C. Haslam, one of the oldest salesmen
of the John Holland Gold Pen Company, was
forced by illness to return from a business trip
he was making early in October.

Sidney C. Howard, a jeweler, of Columbus,
Ohio, and Miss Pearl Guy, also of that city, were
married by the Rev. Gervaise Roughton, of this
city, in Cincinnati, October 4th. They left at
once for the East.

Carl Thoma, of the Thoma Bros. Company,
left Cincinnati October 18th for a business trip
to Dayton and other cities up in Ohio. Fred
Thoma is also working the upper part of the State.

Another effort is to be made by some of the
interested creditors of the Keck Manufacturing
Company to bring the lengthy bankruptcy pro-
ceedings to a close. It is said it is costing on
an average of $5oo a week to conduct the case.
The suits were entered several months ago. It is
said the case has been hanging fire so long
and the prospects of bringing it to a close are so
poor that many of the Keck employees have se-
cured employment elsewhere. Bankruptcy Referee
Greve is now at work on the 1500 pages of testi-
mony which was taken with a view to proving
the company should be declared bankrupt.

Wallace L. Miller, of the Miller Jewelry
Company, was accompanied by his bride during
the latter part of September on a business and
pleasure trip through Ohio, New York and
Pennsylvania.

Because the new quarters in the Merchants'
Building, Sixth Street, have not been completed,
the E. & J. Swigart Company, dealers in jewelers'
supplies, in West Fifth Street, have been unable
as yet to get into their new home, but hope to do
so soon.

Edwin E. DeVoss, of Wilmington, Ohio, has
been buying new stock in Cincinnati. Mr. DeVoss
has entirely remodeled his store and has put in
new cases and new stock.

A. A. Spiegel, with Klein Bros., jobbers, is
nursing a sprained ankle. Mr. Spiegel was on a
business trip in the South for his firm when the
accident happened. Ed M. Klein, a member of
the firm, is on the road while Mr. Spiegel is laid
up for repairs.

Bingaman & Company, diamond merchants,
Sixth and Vine Streets, have planned to install
handsome new store fixtures in the near future.

Louis F. Hummel, retail jeweler in the Emery
Arcade, is installing a balcony in his store for
office purposes, so as to give him more showcase
room.

Gradison & Company are enlarging their Vine
Street retail store and have also added materially
to their stock of goods.

J. Newstate, retail jeweler, has opened a new
store on Woodburn Avenue, Walnut Hills.

The new Imo catalogue of Alberts Bros. is
ready for distribution to the trade. It is a book
which is well worth the careful attention of
every retailer. Bound in an illuminated flexible
cover and printed on heavy enameled paper it
surpasses all its predecessors as an example of
jewelry catalogue printing, and from the stand-
point of the retail jeweler is leaving nothing to
be desired, for everything that may be needed
will be found within its covers. The book is
especially strong in clocks and clock and bronze
assortments. The very latest in solid gold and
gold-filled watch cases are shown and watch
movements are emphasized with tinted inserts,
which bring out the detail of the movements as
clear as the original: All the standard makes of
silver-plated hollow and flatware, as well as
sterling, are shown and care has been taken to
show only the latest designs. The catalogue is
in entire keeping with the progressive methods
of this well-known firm and will be found of
inestimable value to every retailer, both as a
ready book of reference and as a profitable pur-
chasing medium.

Ferd Phillips, of Richter & Phillips, accom-
panied by Mrs. Phillips, spent a few days at the
springs at Martinsville, Ind., early in October.

R. J. Satterthwaite has opened a new store
in Charlestown, W. Va., and has been buying his
new stock of goods in Cincinnati.

D. Jacobs & Company are now occupying the
second floor of the handsome new Merchants'
Building in Sixth Street.

1847

The Cincinnati Retail Jewelers' Association .is
planning to spend several thousand dollars cir-
cularizing the country in the interest of Cincinnati
as the "jewelry center of the West."

Jensen, Herzer & Jeck, jewelers, at 402 Union
Street, Nashville, Tenn., are preparing to open
a fine store at 604 Church Street, that city. The
store will occupy the three floors and basement
of the building and will be fitted up in white
marble and mahogany. The retail department
will be on the first floor. The second floor will
be given over to art goods and manufacturing
will be done on the third floor. The lease dates
from January t, 1911. Notes on fine jewelry
stores in Cincinnati and other large jewelry
centers have been taken by members of the firm.

NEW ENGLAND
LETTER

Conditions for Christmas business seem to be
greatly improved over those existing for the
past two years. Jewelers throughout New Eng-
land are much heavier stocked and are naturally
anxious as to the outcome of the predictions and
the general increased ability of the West. Manu-
facturers have shown unusual activity this fall in
producing new patterns and staple goods and have
also produced many new ideas and novelties.

The recent advance in the price of watch
movements gave an added incentive to jewelers to
put in large stocks and also helped their business
to a great extent.

Conditions in the European diamond market
are such as to cause some alarm to the diamond
dealer who is not well supplied with goods for
his fall trade. Goods of all grades have been ad-
vancing with rapid strides and there is little
doubt but that the spring will see much higher
prices.

John Folsom, formerly with N. G. Wood &
Co., of Boston, has accepted a position with C. A.
W. Crosby as head of their watch department.
Mr. Folsom has been connected with the jewelry
business in Boston for the past ten years and has
a large following.

E. P. Sawtelle, located in Copley Square,
Boston, has removed to 42 Huntington Avenue.

Hadley B. Dodge, of Lynn, Mass., is making
extensive alterations in his store, equipping it
with new showcases, wall cases and electric fix-
tures. A new optical department has also been
established.

E. K. Collins, of 822 Washington Street, Bos-
ton, has opened a branch store at 65 Andrew
Street, Lynn.

F. W. Ruggles and H. G. Nerhoff have
opened an office in the Jewelers' Building, Room
63, and are doing watch work and engraving. Mr.
Ruggles has had charge of the material depart-
ment in the Boston office of the American Wal-
tham Watch Co. for a number of years past.

Harry Heller, who recently bought one-half
interest in the J. W. Boyce Co., of Boston, was
married October 24th to Miss Silva Stow, of
Boston.

J. A. Payson, Jr., of Laconia, N. H., has
opened a new store with new fixtures, quite close
to his previous location.

The New England Watchmakers' Club will
hold its first technical exhibition in March, Igto.
D. C. Percival & Co. have offered a sterling silver
loving cup to be awarded as an honor prize.
Every watchmaker in New England is eligible
to membership in the club by payment of the
membership fee, which is $2.00 per year.

Charles T. Higginbotham, of the South Bend
Watch Co., delivered a very interesting and in-
structive lecture before the New England Watch-
makers' Club, October 12th.

Moseley Lathes are up-to-date in every par-
ticular, and this is due to the great care taken in
their manufacture. Get the genuine.—Adv.
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David E. Fletcher, a watchmaker in the St.
Paul Building, was seriously injured and came
near being killed at Fourth and Vine Streets,
October 6th, when he was knocked down by an
automobile which he did not see in time to avoid.
He is recovering from his injuries.

Klein Bros., the new jewelry jobbing house,
located in the Traction Building, have as their
salesmen W. H. Modrick, formerly with the
Shepard Manufacturing Company, and A. A.
Spiegel, who was until recently with A. A.
Spiegel & Company. Mr. Spiegel will cover the
South and Mr. Modrick will cover Ohio, In-
diana, Illinois and a part of Michigan.

Cincinnati jewelers are very thankful for the
decision of the city authorities not to grant
paroles to John Claywell and Barney McLauren,
who were arrested early in August for stealing
gold rings and substituting "phony" ones. They
worked jewelers at 1302 Main Street and at 1424
Main Street. Their scheme consisted in being
shown a tray of gold rings and then stealing
some and placing "phony" ones in their places.
The city authorities turned a deaf .ear to their
pleas for parole. Each was sent to the workhouse
for sixty clays.

C. C. Stoner, of Lindner & Company, has
recovered from a long illness and is again able
for duty.

Wallenstcin, Mayer & Company, have se-
cured the services of R. Frankle, of Louisville,
Ky., as a traveling salesman. Mr. Frankle is on
his first trip through the West.

H. K. Taylor, of Philadelphia, and F. A. Hall,
of Boston, Mass., called at the Cincinnati offices
of the Dennison Manufacturing Company early
in October.

Eli Gutmann, of L. Gutmann & Sons, is mak-
ing a trip through the South. It is one of both
pleasure and business.

Arthur Motch, of Covington, Ky., has re-
turned from a tour of Europe.

The Cincinnati Wholesale Jewelers' Associa-
tion gave a dinner Thursday evening, October
21st, at the Sinton Hotel.

The Herzog, Thompson Company is a new
retail jewelry concern at Birmingham, Ala., and
Mr. Herzog, of the firm, was in Cincinnati early
in October buying goods for the new store there.

Charles Sullivan has remodeled his store at
Converse, Ind., and has been in Cincinnati buying
a fine line of new goods.

C. Oskamp Daller, of the Clemens Oskamp
Company, says his firm has been receiving quite
a number of mail orders the past few days; that
the retailer in the country has been letting the
jewelry salesman go by and then a few days later,
when receiving an order for something he has
not in stock, has been sending a mail order for it.
"There is going to be a very heavy mail-order
business this winter and many will find the jobber
hasn't what they want, if they intend to do busi-
ness this way."

It is reported here that Reitenour & Schmitt,
of Union City, Ind., have gone out of partnership,
Schmitt selling his interest in the business to
Reitenour and engaging in the manufacture of
automobile frames. Mr. Reitenour will continue
the business. He has secured the services of Mr.
Echelberger, a watchmaker for Piddinghaus, a
Marietta, Ohio, jeweler.

Edgar Fox, of Lindenberg & Fox, has re-
turned from a prosperous business trip up through
Ohio and left October 19th on a diamond trip
through upper Ohio and the West.

Albert Voige, identified with Adolph Muehl-
matt, is still buying, the occasion being the arrival

Thomas,of  a  fi 
fine baby girl at the Voige home in Fort

Charles Hummel, of the Thoma Bros. Com-
pany, jewelers' supply dealers, Fourth Street, has
recovered sufficiently to be able to hobble about
the store on crutches. Mr. Hummel's leg was
broken on the evening of September 55th while
watching the Ku-Kus bowl at one of their social
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sessions. He expects to be able to walk without
a crutch in a few weeks.

James C. Haslam, one of the oldest salesmen
of the John Holland Gold Pen Company, was
forced by illness to return from a business trip
he was making early in October.

Sidney C. Howard, a jeweler, of Columbus,
Ohio, and Miss Pearl Guy, also of that city, were
married by the Rev. Gervaise Boughton, of this
city, in Cincinnati, October 4th. They left at
once for the East.

Carl Thoma, of the Thoma Bros. Company,
left Cincinnati October 18th for a business trip
to Dayton and other cities up in Ohio. Fred
Thoma is also working the upper part of the State.

Another effort is to be made by some of the
interested creditors of the Keck Manufacturing
Company to bring the lengthy bankruptcy pro-
ceedings to a close. It is said it is costing on
an average of $500 a week to conduct the case.
The suits were entered several months ago. It is
said the case has been hanging fire so long
and the prospects of bringing it to a close are so
poor that many of the Keck employees have se-
cured employment elsewhere. Bankruptcy Referee
Greve is now at work on the 1500 pages of testi-
mony which was taken with a view to proving
the company should be declared bankrupt.

Wallace L. Miller, of the Miller Jewelry
Company, was accompanied by his bride during
the latter part of September on a business and
pleasure trip through Ohio, New York and
Pennsylvania.

Because the new quarters in the Merchants'
Building, Sixth Street, have not been completed,
the E. & J. Swigart Company, dealers in jewelers'
supplies, in West Fifth Street, have been unable
as yet to get into their new home, but hope to do
so soon.

Edwin E. DeVoss, of Wilmington, Ohio, has
been buying new stock in Cincinnati. Mr. DeVoss
has entirely remodeled his store and has put in
new cases and new stock.

A. A. Spiegel, with Klein Bros., jobbers, is
nursing a sprained ankle. Mr. Spiegel was on a
business trip in the South for his firm when the
accident happened. Ed M. Klein, a member of
the firm, is on the road while Mr. Spiegel is laid
up for repairs.

Bingaman & Company, diamond merchants,
Sixth and Vine Streets, have planned to install
handsome new store fixtures in the near future.

Louis F. Hummel, retail jeweler in the Emery
Arcade, is installing a balcony in his store for
office purposes, so as to give him more showcase
MOM.

Gradison & Company are enlarging their Vine
Street retail store and have also added materially
to their stock of goods.

J. Newstate, retail jeweler, has opened a new
store on Woodburn Avenue, Walnut Hills.

The new 191 catalogue of Alberts Bros. is
ready for distribution to the trade. It is a book
which is well worth the careful attention of
every retailer. Bound in an illuminated flexible
cover and printed on heavy enameled paper it
surpasses all its predecessors as an example of
jewelry catalogue printing, and from the stand-
point of the retail jeweler is leaving nothing to
be desired, for everything that may be needed
will be found within its covers. The book is
especially strong in clocks and clock and bronze
assortments. The very latest in solid gold and
gold-filled watch cases are shown and watch
movements are emphasized with tinted inserts,
which bring out the detail of the movements as
clear as the original. All the standard makes of
silver-plated hollow and flatware, as well as
sterling, are shown and care has been taken to
show only the latest designs. The catalogue is
in entire keeping with the progressive methods
of this well-known firm and will be found of
inestimable value to every retailer, both as a
ready book of reference and as a profitable pur-
chasing medium.

Ferd Phillips, of Richter & Phillips, accom-
panied by Mrs. Phillips, spent a few days at the
springs at Martinsville, Tad., early in October.

R. J. Satterthwaite has opened a new store
in Charlestown, W. Va., and has been buying his
new stock of goods in Cincinnati.

D. Jacobs & Company are now occupying the
second floor of the handsome new Merchants'
Building in Sixth Street.
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The Cincinnati Retail Jewelers' Association is
planning to spend several thousand dollars cir-
cularizing the country in the interest of Cincinnati
as the "jewelry center of the West."

Jensen, Herzer & Jeck, jewelers, at 402 Union
Street, Nashville, Tenn., are preparing to open
a fine store at 604 Church Street, that city. The
store will occupy the three floors and basement
of the building and will be fitted up in white
marble and mahogany. The retail department
will be on the first floor. The second floor will
be given over to art goods and manufacturing
will be done on the third floor. The lease dates
from January I, 1911. Notes on fine jewelry
stores in Cincinnati and other large jewelry
centers have been taken by members of the firm.
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Conditions for Christmas business seem to be
greatly improved over those existing for the
past two years. Jewelers throughout New Eng-
land are much heavier stociced and are naturally
anxious as to the outcome of the predictions and
the general increased ability of the West. Manu-
facturers have shown unusual activity this fall in
producing new patterns and staple goods and have
also produced many new ideas and novelties.

The recent advance in the price qf watch
movements gave an added incentive to jewelers to
put in large stocks and also helped their business
to a great extent.

Conditions in the European diamond market
are such as to cause some alarm to the diamond
dealer who is not well supplied with goods for
his fall trade. Goods of all grades have been ad-
vancing with rapid strides and there is little
doubt but that the spring will see much higher
prices.

John Folsom, formerly with N. G. Wood &
Co., of Boston, has accepted a position with C. A.
W. Crosby as head of their watch department.
Mr. Folsom has been connected with the jewelry
business in Boston for the past ten years and has
a large following.

E. P. Sawtelle, located in Copley Square,
Boston, has removed to 42 Huntington Avenue.

Hadley B. Dodge, of Lynn, Mass., is making
extensive alterations in his store, equipping it
with new showcases, wall cases and electric fix-
tures. A new optical department has also been
established.

E. K. Collins, of 822 Washington Street, Bos-
ton, has opened a branch store at 65 Andrew
Street, Lynn.

F. W. Ruggles and H. G. Nerhoff have
opened an office in the Jewelers' Building, Room
63, and are doing watch work and engraving. Mr.
Ruggles has had charge of the material depart-
ment in the Boston office of the American Wal-
tham Watch Co. for a number of years past.

Harry Heller, who recently bought one-half
interest in the J. W. Boyce Co., of Boston, was
married October 24th to Miss Silva Stow, of
Boston.

J. A. Payson, Jr., of Laconia, N. H., has
opened a new store with new fixtures, quite close
to his previous location.

The New England Watchmakers' Club will
hold its first technical exhibition in March, 1910.
D. C. Percival & Co. have offered a sterling silver
loving cup to be awarded as an honor prize.
Every watchmaker in New England is eligible
to membership in the club by payment of the
membership fee, which is $2.00 per year.

Charles T. Higginbotham, of the South Bend
Watch Co., delivered a very interesting and in-
structive lecture before the New England Watch-
makers' Club, October 12th.

Moseley Lathes are up-to-date in every par-
ticular, and this is due to the great care taken in
their manufacture. Get the genuine.—Ada.
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Lies largely in knowing where to buy the right

goods, at the right price—and in plenty time for a
sale. Our stocks have been assembled in anticipation

of a holiday rush and with the idea of making it

respond quickly to every demand made upon it. In

DIAMONDS
We can ship you by return express anything you may want in

loose or unmounted diamonds—and at a very advantageous price.

Watches will be in demand. We offer you for immediate ship-
ment anything in the line of Elgin, Waltham, Hamilton and New
York Standard movements and the latest patterns in Keystone,
Crown, Crescent and Bates & Bacon cases—all styles and sizes.
Also complete Howard and Excelsior Watches and a full line of
solid gold cases—all for immediate delivery.

At this time we offer you unusual opportunties in jewelry and
jewelry novelties. The line contains anything and everything
you may want and is well worth your careful inspection either
from our travelers' trunks or in our salesrooms.

' ftifitanAsi#69ReiglYAMIPWMMEEIEW'

The centennial celebration of the incorpora-
tion of St. Louis took place during the week of
October 4th to 9th inclusive, and from the stand-
point of entertainment and display it was a tri-
umphant success. Approximately 150,000 people
visited the city during the week and all previous
records of visitors on any one occasion were
broken by a very large percentage. They were
given entertainment of a very high grade and
left for their homes well pleased with the success
of their trip. The jewelry trade was represented
by a large number of out-of-town dealers and a
good many of them placed excellent orders for
their holiday trade. To the local retailers the
affair was rather disappointing as a business
producer and they report comparatively little ac-
tivity in proportion to the number of out-of-town
people visiting during that period. The jobbing
houses are making good reports as to business
conditions and the holiday trade prospects seem
to look very favorable. The diamond trade still
continues good and is really the strongest feature
of the general situation.

The Gutfreund-Kemper Supply Co. has been
incorporated for $20,000, fully paid. Incorpora-
tors: Joseph I. Gutfreund, too shares; William F.
Kemper, 95 shares; Millie Gutfreund, 5 shares.
To deal in jewelry and optical supplies.

The traveling salesmen of the Bauman-Massa
Jewelry Co. have left on their respective trips as
follows: Joseph Auer, South; Carl R. Gross,
Kansas and Oklahoma; W. E. Suson, Iowa. All
will be out a month or six weeks.

F. J. Bross, traveler for the L. Bauman
Jewelry Co., who has been confined at home some
little time with a sprained ankle, left on October
nth for a trip through Illinois. Clarence Hey-
man, traveler for the same concern, has left on a
month's trip through Missouri.

H. F. Hines, traveler for William Weidlich
& Bro., has gone on a six weeks' trip through
the northwest. H. D. Wachholder, traveler for
the same firm, has gone on a six weeks' trip
through Oklahoma and Texas.

A. L. Blankenmeister, of Blankenmeister,
Oberting & Co., is now on a six weeks' trip
through Kansas and Oklahoma. George Oberting,
same firm, is on a six weeks' trip through Ne-
braska. Lawrence Oberting, same firm, is now
on a month's trip through Missouri and Iowa.

Weiss & Fassett have just issued a handsome
diamond calculating table in book form which
they are distributing to the trade.

Julius Newman, of Aller-Newman-Wilmes
Jewelry Co., is on a two months' trip through
Missouri. \V. F. Wilmes, of the same firm, is
on a two months' trip through Oklahoma and
Kansas.

The F. W. Drosten Jewelry Co. recently com-
pleted the alterations at their store. They have
added about 400 square feet and they have used
this new space to enlarge their cut glass, plated
ware and clock departments. H. L. Hollister,
formerly connected with this firm some years ago
as salesman, has again accepted a similar position
with them. Frank Hagen, formerly with the
Mermod, Jaccard & King Jewelry Co., is now in
charge of the repair department of the Drosten
firm.

C. D. Henry, one of our well-known and
popular salesmen, has accepted service with the
Hess & Culbertson Jewelry Co.

W. E. Bamber, secretary of the Hess & Cul-
bertson Jewelry Co., returned home on October
2d from a week's attendance at the Grand Lodge
of the Masons of Missouri, which convened at
St. Joseph. Mr. Bamber was also a guest at the
annual outing of the associated retailers of St.
Louis on October 12th which took place on the
farm of one of our well-known country residents.

Frank McCoole, of Sudheimer & McCoole, is
now in Old Mexico on a business trip in the
interests of the firm.

W. E. Barker, vice-president of the F. W.
Hoyt Jewelry Co., returned on October t5th
from a two weeks' business trip to New York.

W. E. Tower, of Tower & Long, left on Oc-
tober nth on a month's trip through Kansas.

Z. B. Robbins, of the Robbins Jewelry Co.,
accompanied by his wife, returned recently from
an automobile trip to Chicago and back.

S. Kober, of the Maritz & Kober Jewelry
Mfg. Co., is now on a three weeks' trip through
Oklahoma and Texas.

James J. Burke, president of the Brooks
Jewelry and Optical Co., returned recently from
a business trip to Chicago.

Ralph Lowenstein, of the R. Lowenstein
Jewelry Co., is home from a two weeks' business
trip through the southwest.

Paul Nacke, formerly with the Maritz &
Kober Jewelry Mfg. Co., is now with the Erber
Jewelry Mfg. Co.

H. Doepke, of H. Doepke & Bro., Cincinnati,
was a visitor here during the centennial celebration.

On the afternoon of September 23d Wash-
ington Volker, a jeweler at 3028 Easton Avenue,
was attacked by two men to whom he was show-
ing gold rings in his store. He was hit on the
head with a heavy weapon and dazed, but the rob-
bers were frightened and ran out before they
had a chance to steal anything. Frank Volker, a
son of the jeweler, was descending from the
Volker apartments above the store at the instant
his father was struck. The robbers heard his
footsteps on the stairs and fled. Mr. Volker's
injuries consisted of a cut about three inches long
on the side of his head and it was not serious.
The robbers have not been located.

R. 0. Bolt, secretary of the Mermod, Jaccard
& King Jewelry Co., was appointed musical direc-
tor of the monster Sunday-School children song
service, given at the Coliseum on Sunday, October
3d, in connection with the opening of the week's
centennial celebration, in which thousands of the
little ones participated. Miss Dorothy Fitzroy,
daughter of J. M. Fitzroy, of the Mermod, Jac-
card & King Jewelry Co., a very precocious child
of eight, opened the service by singing a song.
She received a great ovation. Mr. Bolt returned
recently from a two weeks' vacation, which was
spent in Cleveland and other points.

G. H. Konert, secretary of the E. H. Kort-
kamp Jewelry Co., broke his right arm on Mon-
day, October 4th, while turning a crank on an
automobile. His hand slipped and the accident
resulted. He will be away from business for
several weeks.

Herman Mauch, the Franklin Avenue jeweler,
spent a week at Montezuma, Ill., recently on a
fishing trip.

David Regan and William Wuertz pleaded
guilty to grand larceny in Judge Grimm's court
on October 12th and were sentenced to five
years in the penitentiary each. They were
charged with assaulting and robbing August
Scholl, a jeweler, of No. 1321 South Broadway,
August 14th. An accomplice who was with Regan
and Wuertz when Scholl was robbed, escaped
with a pair of diamond earrings and is still at
liberty. Scholl was struck on the head and
seriously injured by one of the trio. An investi-
gation made by the Police Board immediately
after the robbery developed that police head-
quarters was not informed of the robbery for
several hours. A sergeant and patrolman were
fined as a result of the inquiry.

Modern machinery, manufactured in England
for the Arkansas Diamond Mining Co., has been
installed on the property of the company near
Murfreesboro, Ark. The plant is under the per-
sonal direction of John Fuller, a consulting min-
ing engineer, who was in the employ of the De
Beers Company in South Africa for a number
of years.

The following visitors were here during the
last month, most of them to attend the centennial
celebration:

E. P. Buhrman, of Buhrman & Emery, Springfield, Mo.
H. A. Ueleke, Jackson, Mo.
Jos. Mazer, McJkllister, I. T.
J. G. Smith, Crane, Mo.
A. S. Higbee, Rood Ilouse, III.
T. Ben Turnball, Bloomfield, Mo.
C. F. Carpenter, Moberly, Mo.
T. C. Knox, Sulphur Rock, Ark.
I. B. Morris, Perry, Mo.
S. L. Weiss, Winchester, Ill.
J. H. Ellis, Vandalia, Mo.
Ed. Barefield, Prescott, Ark.
A. Gluck, Dodge City, Kans.
F. A. Henninger and wife, Columbia, Mo.
A. Prothro, Dermott, Ark.
Enno Dick, New Baden, Ill.
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Frank A. Arnold, Pine Bluff, Ark.
R. N. Phipps and wife, Fulton, Ky.
A. E. Zukschwerdt, Tipton, Mo.
E. K. Kane, Pickneyville, Ill.
Otto Burklund and wife, Moberly, Mo.
H. J. Heinrichs, Jefferson City, Mo.
R. R. Greene, Salem, Mo.
A. R. Stevens and wife, Nevada, Mo.
E. L. Barnard, Alton, Ill.
T. H. Morton, Booneville, Miss.
0. J. Falk, Troy, Mo.
C. (D. Graves, Jena, La.
Ed. Rafferty, Pittsfield, Ill.
W. H. Foster, Shelbyville, III.
F. H. Pardon, Owensboro, Ill.
W. Meyer, Morganfielde Ky.
C. L. Evington, Richland, Mo.
J. Posenskozsa, Benton, Ill.
A. Vanderriet, Teutopolis, Ill.
J. F. Zimmerman, Little Rock, Ark.
F. B. Wolff, Chester, Ill.
F. R. CuHumber, Eldon, Mo.
R. Hawkins, of Davis & Hawkins, and wife, Spring-

field, Mo.
M. C. Scott, Wright City, Mo.
J. H. Keadle, Bellflower, Mo.
H. P. James, Trenton, Tenn.
G. R. Blake and wife, Columbus, Kans.
John Wick, Highland, Ill.
L. S. Smith, Kosciusko, Miss.
H. J. Miller, Springfield, Ill.
F. Simon, Collinsville, Ill.
Oliver Lewis, Stonefort, Ill.
C. H. Giesecke, Trenton, Ill.
John Koetting, St. Genevieve, Mo.
E. J. Bauman, St. Genevieve, Mo.
C. B. Johnson, Oklahoma, Miss.
A. W. Brassier, Malvern, Ark.

CN. S. Weiler, ape Girardeau, Mo.
J. B. Lewis, Richland, Mo.
A. H. Hopp, Appalachicola, Fla.
Frank Pfeiffer and wife, Parsons, Kans.
J. T. Parker, Murray, Ky.
J. E. Macke, Farmington, Mo.
Martin Wolff, of Wolff Bros., Murphysboro, Ill.
E. M. Thomasson, Quincy, Ill.
A. C. Parmo, Green, Iowa.
V. L. Presallet, Perryville, Mo.
W. A. Rowe, Waltonville, Ill.
E. M. Pilcher, Mexico, Mo.
J. B. Mitchell, Osceola, Ark.
H. P. Hall, Carthage, Mo.
E. C. Gunter, Dexter, Mo.
Charles Mosby, Batesville, Ark.
T. J. Ellis, Jonesboro, Ark.
W. J. Martin, Van Buren, Ark.
William Mosby, Newport, Ark.
Mr. Trickey, of Brewer & Trickey, Charleston, Mo.
G. C. Cress, Hillsboro, Ill.
W. G. Davis, Granite City, Ill.
Aug. Winkler, Poplar Bluff, Mo.
E. W. Bassett, Jacksonville, Ill.
A. Y. Boswell, Tulsa, Okla.

The Erber Jewelry
Mfg. Co., of St. Louis,
Located at 6 1 0-61 6 Pine Street,
is one of the best equipped in the West, modern
and up-to-date machinery enables them to give
their customers the best possible service in
jewelry repairing and special order work; no
job is too small nor too large or difficult for this
shop. Through this notice we solicit a trial
package, as a trial package is our only means of
convincing you that our statements are as repre-
sented. We do a wide range of work, such as
making of all kinds of

Emblem, Class, College and Society Pins
Presentation Medals in Gold and Silver

Emblem and Class Rings
Platinum and Gold Diamond Mountings

Fine Raised Monogram and Bangles
Matching Stones of Any Description

Tiff. Belcher and Fancy Ring Mountings
Hand Chased and Set Rings of

All Descriptions

We feel certain we will please you in your

Jewelry Repairing of All Kinds
Stone Setting and Matching
Fine Engraving, Designing and

Enameling
Watch Case and Chain Repairing
Gold, Silver and Nickel Plating
Pen Holder and Pencil Repairing
Silverware Repairing and Plating

Optical Repairing

Our motto, to which we strictly adhere ia "SATIS-
FACTION GUARANTEED WITH EVERY JOB"

DESIGNS for Special Order Work
submitted FREE by the

ERBER JEWELRY MFG. CO.
ST. LOUIS
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Normal conditions for the season would
probably best describe the situation in this section.
All the leading factories now report sufficient
orders on hand to keep the wheels in continuous
motion and the entire force busily engaged.
Some of the plants find it necessary to work over-
time and, in many instances, the machinery is
running until 9 o'clock in the evening or later.
This, it must be remembered, is no mere holiday
spurt, but rather the beginning of a continued
prosperity which is now likely to last indefinitely.
The changes in the tariff law are already oper-
ating greatly to the advantage of the local
industry, which is now expanding in several di-
rections before impossible. Altogether the out-
look is of the brightest and the feeling is im-
pressively evidenced in the many enlargements of
factory space and additions to the force and
equipment.

The John T. Mauran Manufacturing Co., 61
Peck Street, Providence, have, for some time past,
been working a full force full time and nights.
F. V. Kennon, of this company, states that their
business is better than it has been for many
months and that they felt the improvement be-
ginning about August 1st.

Ground was broken last month for the new
$60,000 building that has been presented to the
Young Men's Christian Association of Attleboro
by Mrs. Fannie M. Tappan, widow of William C.
Tappan, well-known manufacturing jeweler, who
died recently. The building is to be erected on
North Main Street, opposite the library, and will
be an imposing structure, embodying ideas and
features contained in the most up-to-date associa-
tion buildings in New England. It is to be known
as the William C. Tappan Memorial and will in-
clude offices, classrooms and a general assembly
room. In the basement there will be bowling
alleys and a large swimming pool. The offices
and rooms are to be elaborately furnished
and decorated. The building will be erected in
front of the new gymnasium, which was com-
pleted this year at a cost of $40,000. When it is
finished the Attleboro association will have as
fine quarters as any branch in New England. The
building will require at least a year to complete.

The Providence jewelry trade will be pretty
well represented, both in number and quality of
Food men, in the city and State governing bodies
if the Republican ticket is successful at the elec-
hon on November 2d. Mayor Fletcher, who has
so satisfactorily filled the position as the head of
the city government, will undoubtedly be elected
for another term, and Messrs. Harry Cutler and
George H. Holmes will be candidates for re-elec-
tion as State Representatives. For the Board of
Aldermen John Kelso will be a candidate from
the Second Ward, and for councilmen the follow-
ing well-known members of the trade will be
candidates from their respective wards : Ward 7,
Aldridge G. Pearce, of the F. T. Pearce Company,
and E. Merle Bixby, of Shepard's silver depart-
ment; Ward 2, William A. Schofield; Ward 5,
Albert E. Stevens, of the United Wire and Supply
Co., and Ward 6, Joseph Baker, Jr., of the Gor-
ham Co.

Henry Lederer & Bro., for many years lo-
cated at 227 Eddy Street, Providence, have leased
larger quarters in the new part of the Doran
Building, at 150 Chestnut Street, and will move
shortly. In their new location they will have
more and better space for the manufacture of
their goods. They have also recently opened a
New York office at 6 Maiden Lane, which will
be in charge of M. Lange, their New York
traveler.

At a recent dinner given in New York by the
Sphinx Club, an advertising organization of that
city, Henry B. Humphrey, a Boston advertising
man, said: "Who would ever surmise that Attle-
boro and Providence turn out the greatest quan-
tity of jewelry of any cities in the United States?
Or that the most beautiful enamel jewelry, outside
of Paris, is manufactured in Melrose? Who
knows that, exclusive of one factory in Chicago,

New England produces all the common tableware
of the United States?"

Herbert A. Capron, well known in the auto-
mobile trade and the precious metal refining busi-
ness in Providence, died from a complication of
diseases at his home in Pawtuxet Neck. For
several months he had been ailing and recently
was confined to his bed. Since 1903 Mr. Capron
had been a prominent figure in the automobile
industry of Providence, being manager of the
Rhode Island Motor Car Company, 69 Broad
Street, until that company incorporated this
summer. He was then elected president and
treasurer of the company. He was also secretary
of the firm of Brown & Dean, gold and silver
refiners. He was born in North Attleboro August
6, 1859. He was a son of George N. and Lucy J.
Capron. When about 17 years old he went to
New York as a salesman and remained there a
few years. Returning to Providence, he was
employed by Brown & Dean, gold and silver re-
finers, and after a short while was taken into the
firm as secretary. He had held that position ever
since.

The E. A. Eddy Machinery Co., of Provi-
dence, purchased at auction sale all the machinery
of the Miller, Fuller & Whiting plant, North
Attleboro, and are offering the machinery for sale
at retail.

Little & Company, Providence, manufacturers
of tools, are now settled in their new quarters at
150 Chestnut Street, where they have increased
facilities and already report a material increase in
orders.

We learn from the daily press of Leominster,
Mass., that a new company was recently organized
to consolidate the business of A. W. Colburn &
Company and Colburn & Stuart; Colburn & Corn-
pany having been manufacturers of musical mer-
chandise and mechanical novelties and Colburn &
Stuart having been horn pin manufacturers. The
new concern will be known as the Paton-Perry
Company and will be incorporated at once. The
incorporators will be Alexander S. Paton, who is
one of the leading manufacturers of hair orna-
ments in Leominster and who is interested in a
number of different concerns ; Sumner S. Paton,
his son, and Frederick L. Perry, who is his son-
in-law. The new company just organized has
purchased the factory building and surrounding
land that belonged to the Colburn estate and, in
addition to the horn pin business carried on here-
tofore by Colburn & Stuart, they also will manu-
facture a very large line of celluloid hair orna-
ments.

Martin S. Fanning was recently elected presi-
dent of the Providence Public School Teachers'
Retirement Fund Association.

The Theodore W. Foster & Bro. Co., Provi-
dence, have found it necessary to keep their
factory running until late in the evening. Orders
are now coming in in abundance owing to the im-
proved business situation and the certainty of a
brisk holiday trade.

John C. L. Shabeck, manufacturing jeweler of
Providence, has purchased the button manufactur-
ing plant of D. R. Child & Co., North Swansea.
Mr. Shabeck will continue to manufacture the
same line of goods as the Child's Company.

Mandalian & Hawkins, North Attleboro, have
found it necessary to secure additional space,
which, it is said, the owners of the building in
which they are located will secure for them. The
rapid growth of patronage necessitates the in-
creased facilities.

C. H. Eden, of Attleboro, sailed last month
for Europe on the Auguste Victoria, of the Ham-
burg-American Line.

The Ostby & Barton Co., of Providence, are
working their plant into the night in order to
cope with incoming orders.

Horace F. Carpenter was recently elected
vice-president of the Providence musical organi-
zation known as the Anon Club.

Dutee Wilcox was recently re-elected presi-
dent of the Peoples' Saving Bank, of Providence.
Howard D. Wilcox, a son of the president, is
one of the directors of the institution.

Henry G. Thresher, of Waite, Thresher Co.,
was recently elected a member of the executive
committee of the Congregational Club, of Rhode
Island.

The bronze department of the Gorham Mfg.
Co. is said to be overwhelmed with orders, con-
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tracts in hand aggregating over half a million
dollars. A large proportion of this work is in-
tended for the new postoffice which the Govern-
ment is erecting at Cleveland, Ohio.

The Harvard Novelty Co., manufacturers of
celluloid combs and novelties, Leominster, Mass.,
recently completed a large extension to their
factory, which will double their available space.
The company is experiencing a very prosperous
season and is now busily engaged on a wealth of
new designs for the coming season.

Frank Esser, formerly of Esser & Co., is
now one of the traveling force of William C.
Greene Co., his territory being the New England
States.

Horace E. Remington, secretary of Horace
Remington & Sons, Providence, and Mrs. Rem-
ington, celebrated their tenth wedding anniversary
on October 9th when they gave a reception and
entertainment to a large number of their friends.

Silverman Bros., Providence, have rented ad-
ditional space in the annex to the Doran Building,
on Chestnut Street. Their factory is now run-
ning overtime and the additional space was nec-
essary to facilitate the filling of orders.

The discovery of the North Pole has inspired
a great variety of North Pole designs in jewelry
and novelties, which include bears, seals, sledges,
snow shoes, Eskimos, etc.

The Cohannet Silver Co., Taunton, Mass.,
recently filled an order for 254 premium cups of
different designs, to be awarded at the State Fair,
Salt Lake City, Utah.

Washington, D. C., Notes

The store of I. Strasburger, on Pennsylvania
Avenue, is undergoing repairs, without interrup-
tion to business, and Mr. Strasburger is planning
to have additional window space in which to
show his new line of goods.

"Kann's" store, on Pennsylvania Avenue, has
also been remodeled and is now one of the neatest
among a long line of jewelry and novelty stores.

G. D. Parsons, formerly of Baltimore, is
gradually recovering from the effects of the fire
which swept the city and which completely wiped
out his place of business. He has opened a store
at 715 Mt. Vernon Place, this city. Mr. Parsons
is contemplating the opening of a horological
school, there being nothing of this nature here,
and is at present giving individual instruction to
a number of future watchmakers.

The new jewelry store of Brown & Arm-
strong became a part of Washington's commercial
interests October 13th and the firm were the re-
cipients of a large number of floral offerings
from neighboring merchants and friends. The
proprietors are Harry Brown, for many years
secretary and treasurer of the firm of Shaw &
Brown, and Richard F. Armstrong, formerly of
New York. This new store is trimmed in ma-
hogany and is very attractive. In the rear all
silverware is displayed on glass shelves arranged
in mahogany cases which are brilliantly illumi-
nated with electric lights. The show window on
F Street is continuing to attract the attention of
hundreds of passersby during the day. Among
some of the handsomest jewelry pieces are black
pearls.

Business seems to be "humming" in Washing-
ton and everyone is looking for a large fall and
holiday trade.

Edwards & Zanner have taken over the busi-
ness of L. A. Kahn at 423 Seventh Street, N. W.
They have disposed of all the latter's stock of
jewelry, etc., and have put in an entire new line
for the fall trade.

Gerome Desio, of Victor E. Desio & Co., has
returned from a three months' trip through
Europe, which was partly for pleasure and partly
for business. Mr. Desio brought back with him
an exceptionally fine collection of bric-a-brac,
hand-carved cameos and coral, which will be
mounted at their store in brooches, rings, etc.

Moseley Lathes have stood the test of long
and continuous hard service in the hands of both
the expert and the beginner. They always make
good. Get the genuine.—Ado.
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JEWELRY and SILVERWARE CASES

The illustration shows
but one of the many
original designs we

make up. Our specialty is
to make jewelry and Silver-
ware Cases, Polished Wood
Chests, Trays and Pads for
Show Cases and Window
Display, Jewelers' Novel-
ties, Paper Boxes, Etc.

WRITE US and WE WILL

WRITE YOU
No. 1904.—Show Case. Hardwood Collar Button Case. Will hold from

two to three gross buttons. Glass top, front and
sides, lined with green velveteen. Size, 11 x 8 x 4. Each case is Price, $1.15packed in a wooden box.

THE BROOKS MFG. CO., 21 HIGH STREETInc.• BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

Some Class to These University Seals
HERE ARE ILLUSTRATED THE OFFICIAL SEALS ef SEVERAL e THE LEADING UNIVERSITIES

(If

 

CALL BASTIAN BROS. UNIVERSITY SEALS are made regularly in the three sizes
, shown. Every pin is of extra heavy weight and is handsomely enameled in the proper

colors adopted by the various
universities.
44Prominently displayed, these beautiful pins will
sell themselves in any jewelry store.

598

599

601

602 605

600 603 606

607

608

610

611

609 612,

PRICE PER PIN
Solid Gold Sterling Silver,
with Patent Gold Plated or
Safety Catch Rolled-Gold Plate

Sterling
Silver

Nos. 598,601,604,607,610 .$2.75 $1.75 $0.75
Nos. 599,602,605,608,611 2.00 1.00 .60
Nos. 600,603,606,609,612 1.50 .75 .50

Discount to Jewelers 25 Per Cent.

¶Send for our Catalogue if you want to handle the
best and most widely advertised line of Class Pins,
Seals, Badges, Emblems, Jeweled Emblems;
Society Pins, Emblems, Rings and Fobs. Write

Bastian Bros. Co.
403 South Avenue, Rochester, N. Y.
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For more than twenty years
Carnival Week Kansas City has observed

Carnival Week early in each
October and custom has attached to this annual
event a sort of stock-taking significance, practi-
cally marking the end of one commercial year and
the beginning of another. Merchants and manu-
facturers have been in the habit of making the
first week in October a week of social entertain-
ment for their customers and this year Kansas
City was thronged with the greatest crowd of visi-
tors in its history. The city received callers from
every part of its extensive trade territory and a
series of municipal entertainments were provided
for them both day and night during their stay.
It was a matter of pride and congratulation to the
people of Kansas City and their visitors that the
past year has been unsurpassed in commercial
activity. For months Kansas City has been en-
joying a measure of prosperity that astonishes
strangers, and this prosperity is officially recorded
in the statement of the bank clearings of the
country, which show Kansas City firmly anchored
in sixth place. Only New York, Chicago, Bos-
ton, Philadelphia and St. Louis show a larger
volume of bank business from week to week.
The settlement of the long-drawn-out Union Sta-
tion controversy has stimulated renewed activity
in realty circles and the past few weeks has
shown sales of greater magnitude and the pro-
jection of new buildings than has been known
heretofore. Kansas City business men are more
than satisfied with conditions and the crop pros-
pects are favorable for continued prosperity.

The C. B. Norton Jewelry Company, of Kan-
sas City, are now sending out their 1910 catalogue
of jewelry. It is a handsome book, bound in full
cloth, light tan in color, embossed in black, and
contains 536 pages, exclusive of 54 pages of in-
serts. Every page is of interest to the jeweler.
This progressive and popular house have been
getting out catalogues for ten years and have
constantly increased the size and attractiveness of
their book, until now it will compare with any of
the jewelry catalogues issued. They also have
now on the press, and will be sending out shortly,
a material catalogue of over goo pages, illustrat-
mg and quoting every standard article used by
jewelers and watchmakers in their work, both
tools, materials and supplies; also a full and
complete line of optical goods. Carrying, as they
do, a most complete and extensive stock in all
these lines and being so favorably situated, they
have built up a. large and constantly increasing
business throughout the South and West, where
their reputation for fair dealing and promptnessIs 

Harry Green is a new engraver with the
Porter & Wiser Jewelry Company.

The Hassig Jewelry Company has installed
a new motor in its polishing department.

the 

s.nE. 

were 

Ruppelius has finished a course in the
Missman School of Engraving and is now in the
employ of H. A. Tibbals, of Emporia, Kans.

Mr. and Mrs. Walter Sperling, of Seneca,
en Kansas City last month. They

had just returned from an extended trip through
northwest.er
.E. B. Meyer, formerly engaged in the jewelry

business at Memphis, Tenn., recently spent several
days in the city visiting his brother, Louis Meyer,
President of the Meyer Jewelry Co.

C. E. Tieman, of California, Mo., was in Kan-
sas City last month, enroute to St. Joseph to
attend the Masonic Grand Lodge.

John Hanley, a Kansas City jeweler, was one
of the fellow passengers of Dr. Cook on board
tiile ieOscarrn ari I1E.urMopre..Hanley had been spending thestmn 

Announcement has been made of the birth
of a son, September 29th, to Mr. and Mrs. Max
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Arnstein. Mr. Arnstein is manufacturing jeweler
with Porter & Wiser.

The Green Jewelry Company will move to the
southwest corner of Twelfth Street and Grand
Avenue November 1st.

Harry Clark and J. L. Coleman, travelers for
the C. A. Kiger Co., were in the city last month
stocking their trunks.

The following are new students at the Kansas
City Horological School : A. J. Hancock, Kansas
City, Kans.; L. S. Emison, Pleasant Hill, Mo.;
M. H. Myers, Garland, Kans. •, B. Edward Garri-
son and Mrs. Garrison, Lyndon, Kans.• 

' 
George

Peck, Wellington, Kans.; J. L. Pearson, Hutchin-
son, Kans.; Mrs. Gertrude Pearce, Kansas City,
Mo.; Mr. and Mrs George Nesbitt, Hill City,
Mo.; C. G. Campbell, Star, Texas.

The Edwards & Sloane "Red Book" was out
last month and will, as usual, be a valuable holi-
day convenience to the trade. The illustrations
are beautiful halftones taken directly from the
stock. Several hundred pages of heavy glazed
paper display the lines of watches, diamonds,
jewelry, clocks, silverware and cut glass of the
house.

R. F. Mann has finished a course at the
Kansas City Horological School and is now em-
ployed at Junction City, Kans.

The stock of Arthur West, of Galena, Kans.,
is being sold at auction.

George F. Taylor, of the Woodstock-Hoefer
Watch and Jewelry Company, after a serious
illness, is again on the road.

A. F. Hawkins, of Blue Earth, Minn., has
been succeeded in business by Albert Fressler.

E. R. Moses and Mrs. Moses, of Great Bend,
Kans. spent Carnival Week in Kansas City.

W. B. Scherratt recently opened a new store
at Pocahontas, Iowa.

E. C. Six, of Lyon, Kans., has succeeded to
the business of H. H. Kelly, Erie, Kans. Mr.
Kelly will go to Sullivan, Ind.

George P. Olmstead, for many years a partner
in the jewelry firm of Cody & Olmstead, died
the morning of October 9th at his home, 1311
Forest Avenue. Mr. Olmstead was never very
actively engaged in the jewelry business which
bears his name. He invested in it in 1884 and
retained his interest until five years ago. The
firm, however, retained his name. Mr. Olmstead
was born September 17, 1829, in Little Falls,
N. Y. He was 8o years old. Besides his widow,
two children survive him. They are Mrs. Benja-
min Qualthrough and C. B. Olmstead.

Bert Carter, who was formerly employed by
A. Buchnan, of Clay Center, Kans., is now with
John Rupp, Atchison, Kans.

Walter Kuhlman, of Kuhlman Bros., manu-
facturing jeweler at Des Moines, Iowa, was re-
cently married to Miss Edna Cissel.

W. G. Lytle, formerly employed by the Bliss
Jewelry Co., Atchison, Kans., is now in business
for himself at Frankfort, Kans.

J. C. Hadler has purchased the jewelry busi-
ness of the estate of the late George M. Howe, of
Wichita, Kans.

The Hiles Jewelry Co., of St. Joseph, Mo.,
has been incorporated with a capital of $500. The
stockholders are W. F. Hiles, Isaac A. Miller and
John E. Heffler, all of St. Joseph.

W. S. Kriley, of Beloit, Kans., has opened
a new jewelry and repair shop.

W. R. Connor, formerly employed by the
Bliss Jewelry Co., at Atchison, has resigned his
position to enter the jewelry business for himself.

Charles W. Penn was in Kansas City last
month purchasing an opening stock for a store in
Centralia, Mo.

John Mueller, of Union, Mo., has opened a
new jewelry store at that place.

George E. Wade has succeeded to the business
of Mrs. Nellie C. Cordz, of Springfield, Mo.

W. F. Laraway, of Glenwood, Iowa, has sold
his jewelry business to J. B. Johnson.

L. A. Messing is the owner of a new jewelry
store at Glendale, Oregon.

David Mickelson, who left the Meyer Jewelry
Company last February and went abroad to study
music, has returned home and is again with the
Meyer Jewelry Co.

J. H. Whitney, of the Edwards & Sloane
Jewelry Co., had his case of samples stolen while
he was at the ticket window in the Union Depot.
He placed the case on the floor beside him while
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making change and it disappeared. Later it was
found in a pawnshop in Argentine. Everything
except a diamond charm and a gold chain was
recovered.

The following called at the wholesale houses
last month:

I. H. Whiteside, Liberty, Mo.
Richard Miller, McPherson, Kans.
Amos Plank, Hutchinson, Kans.
L. Y. Austin, Axtell, Kans.
M. 0. Stanley, Wichita, Kans.
C. A. Mackin, of W. L. Salmon Co., Tarkio, Mo.
J. S. Fitzgerald, Wetmore, Kans.
F B. Schroeder, Paola, Kans.J.

E. R. Kennedy, La Crosse, Kans.
W. F. Kirkpatrick, St. Joseph, Mo.
W. G. Fry, DuQueen, Ark.
A. Z. Carruth, Herrington, Kans.

iohn Gillies, Fort Scott, K 
Kans.

L. R. Delaplain, Hope, ans.
. Huss, Savonsburg, Kans.
L. Megede, Richmond, Mo.
A. Rosenfeld, Leavenworth, Kans.
B. A. McElwain, Plattsmouth, Nebr.
S. J. Huly, Excelsior Springs, Mo.
W. H. Meyer, Lawson, Mo.
W. F. Kirkpatrick, Winchester, Kans.
F. Ritter, Leavenworth, Kans.
J. A. Hacker, Tipton, Kans.
C. A. Riggs, Hartford Kans.
G. W. Sourk, Goffs, kans.
E. C. Young, Burden, Kans.
I. A. Kelley, Greensburg, Kans.
. Cassity, .Alta Vista, Kans.
Ray Redfield, Tonkawa, Okla.
F. J. Poteau, Okla.
E. R. Percivil, Westmoreland, Kans.
H. E. Rakeman, Sapulpa, Okla.
C. H. Paxton, Paola, Kans.

1.7v. F. Morrison, 
Olathe, Kans.

. M. Coffman, Salesbury Mo.
. F. Smith, Stockton, Itans.

M. H. Hill, Smith Center, Kans.
W. D. Brotchie, Scandia, Kans.
J'. W. Phillips, Chanute, Kans.
J. N. Hole, De Witt, Nebr.
G. E. Kimmel, Centralia, Kans.
Ray Falsom, Waterville

' 
Kans.

E. Stone, Blue Rapids, Kans.
F. E. Pirtle, Council Grove, Kans.
L. E. De Lanty, Parkville, Mo.
E. J. Barrett, Ponca, Okla.
J. O. Bates, Manhattan, Kans.
A. W. Logan, Scammon, Kans.
C. H. Hays Goffs, Kans.
C. G. Willitt, Chapman, Kans.
W. H. Haupt, Bartlesville, Okla.
George H. Young, Moberly, Mo.
J'. R. Lucas, Ogallah, Nebr.
E. C. Six, Erie, Kans.
G. M. Spaulding, Solomon, Kans.
B. H. Green, Wellsville, Kans.
W. C. Summers, Eureka, Kans.
V. M. Huffman, Herrington, Kans.
S. P. Shipley, Neodesha, Kans.
W. H. McCutcheon Luther, Okla.
W. S. Ford, La Ha'rpe, Kans.
H. E. Turck, Ellinwood, Kans.
J. R. Kile, Neodesha, Kans.
R. M. Kumm Pittsburg, Kans.
J. D. Fagin, Lathrop, Mo.
G. W. Belt, Columbus, Kans.
A. Manifold, Beloit, Kans.
C. W. Frodsham, Savannah, Mo.
J. A. Reuling, Wymore, Nebr.
J. A. Mosher, Burlington,. Kans.
. P. Fincher, Tonganoxie, Kans.

E. B. Vanness, Mound City, Kans.
Mrs. E. P. Smith, Billings, Okla.
Charles John, Enid, Okla.
W. H. H. Schreckenganst, Pattonsburg, Mo.
J. H. Smythe, Fort Smith, Ark.
Miss McCuan

' 
Butler, Mo.

George G. Hamilton, Jamestown, Kans.
A. Zurcher, Marceline, Mo.
D. D. Johnson, Sedgwick, Kans.
Frank Parsons, Bronson, Kans.
C. E. Durall, Kincaid, Kans.
G. W. Brittain, Hartford, Kans.
E. R. Kenne3y, La Crosse, Kans.
J. H. VanKirk, Campbell, Nebr.
George W. Ellis, Butler, Mo.
Lute Potts, Marceline, Mo.
W. E. Lacy, Moran, Kans.

A New Aluminum Solder

A new composition for soldering aluminum
has been patented by Zoltan Tomassy, of Cleve-
land, Ohio (U. S. Patent 935,523, August 17, 5909.).
The following ingredients are claimed :

Zinc  
Tin  
Antimony  
Salicylic acid 

8 oz.
8 oz.

130 gr.
44 gr.

The metals are melted together and then the
said salicylic acid is added. The solder is used
in the usual manlier, but a blowpipe is preferred
as the source of heat.—The Brass World..

Moseley Lathes are of the very best material
and workmanship. They are simple in construc-
tion and thus are not as likely to get out of order.
Get the genuine.—Adv.
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Readers are requested to send for publication new ideas
on any subject, technical or mercantile, of general
interest to the trade. As this page is for the use

of individual readers, we do not hold our-
selves responsible for the views es-

pressed.--Editor The Keystone.

Suggested by Experience
ED. KEYSTONE :—I have learned a few things

by experience which arc so simple and helpful to
me that I thought, perhaps, they might be helpful
to some of the many readers of THE KEYSTONE.
I therefore submit them. I have found that a
very simple way to insert a mainspring in the
barrel is to take a small brad and drive it into
a small block so that only about one-eighth of an
inch remains above the sur-
face. Then take your barrel
and pass this brad through
the hole in the barrel for the
barrel arbor. Now insert the
end of the spring in its place in
the barrel. You will now have
both hands free to coil the
spring in barrel, which you
will find to turn freely on this
brad as a bearing. You will
find that this plan is so simple
and easy that after trying it
you will throw away your
spring winder, if you have one,
and adopt this method.

Then in the setting of pal-
let jewels and roller jewels, if
instead of using dry shellac
you use shellac dissolved in
alcohol to the consistency of
varnish (shellac varnish) a
much neater job can be made
and it is more simple. To use,
just touch the end of the
jewel, if a roller jewel is to be
set, to the cork of the bottle
in which it is kept, then insert
the jewel in its place in the
hole in the roller made for it.
This process will so distribute
the shellac as to make a good
joint. Then, after seeing that
it is in straight in all directions,
grasp the roller (at the side of
the jewel) with a flat pair of tweezers ; hold it a few
inches above the flame of an alcohol lamp until
the alcohol is evaporated, then place the jaws of
the tweezers in the flame for a little bit. The
heat will follow them to the roller and will be
sufficient to melt the shellac and make a good,
neat job. This can be done without removing
the roller from the staff.

With pallet jewels proceed in the same way,
except that it is better to distribute the shellac
to the parts with a fine brush ; then insert the
stones and proceed as directed for the roller.
This makes a strong job and so clean that you
cannot detect the shellac at all if properly done.

Truly yours,
Lincoln, Nebr. A. J. PEARSON.
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manlier and we sit indifferently by, or shall we
rise in revolt? Who knows but that the auto-
mobile trade will be claiming the cuckoo clock
story. Yours truly,

Danville, Ill. F. T. WEBBER.

Converting Coins into Jewelry
En. KEYSTONE:—While waiting on a solder

pot to cool I looked through THE KEYSTONE and
. noticed what you have to say in regard to using
coins for jewelry. The job that is cooling is a
signet ring made from a one dollar gold piece
for a top. Some years ago I received from
Washington, D. C., a request to give an estimate
on a printed form as to the amount of gold
wasted and coin taken out of circulation; also a
printed slip saying that it was no crime to make
jewelry out of coin, the crime being in trying to
put such mutilated coins back in circulation. I
am writing Washington and will send you the
reply as soon as I receive it.

That I should not do as I please with the
coin that belongs to me looks foolish, but that

November, 1909

Will be glad to hear further discussions along
these lines.

Another thing of interest to the jewelry
trade: In this section of the country the silvel
ware trade has drifted into the hands of th,
hardware trade. Some people don't even know
that the jeweler keeps knives and forks.

What I want to know is how to reclaim this
part of our business ? How shall I advertise this
I will impress the public that the jewelry ston,
is the place to buy silverware without "knocking''
the hardware man? Will some of the advertising
experts tell us some of their views on this subject?

Yours truly,
Payne, Ohio. A. L. NEUENSCHWANDER.

Encouraging Story for Young
Watchmakers

En. KEYSTONE:—The accompanying photo
shows one corner of our repair department. I
thought, perhaps, it might be of interest to you to
get something like this from the far northwest.

I came here just three
years and a half ago front the
Waltham watch factory and
just three months before I got
here the first building of any
kind was put up. To-day we
have a town of nearly two
thousand people.

At that time my total
business was from $15.00 to
$25.00 per week. Now our
watch repairs alone amount lo
over $5o.00 per week.

We have had a bumper
season this year and from the
tst of March to the ist of
October we have done a
$5000 business and at no time
during that period would my
stock invoice $1500.

I do practically a cash
business and find that it is the
only system. We are in the
center of a large district in the
finest grain-growing and cattle-
raising part of the province of
Alberta, which is settling fast
with the best people from
eastern Canada, from every
State in the Union and the best
from Europe. In fact, it
would be hard to point out an
undesirable settler in our dis-
trict. And the best part of all
is that the large majority carry

good, medium to high-grade American watches
and buy good jewelry and watches, quality being
the consideration rather than price.

Any young jeweler and watchmaker (and he
will need to be a good, all-around man) thinking
of starting out for himself with small capital
could not do better than come to this great and
growing country.

He does not have to set up in opposition to
any one, but .can pick his own little town as I
did and grow up with it, and if he once gets the
confidence of the people it will take a big man
to run him out.

Good men are very scarce here. We have
been trying to get help for three months and need
two men from now till January ist, and one of
them permanently.

We have repaired over 750 watches since the
1st of March. There are only two of us in the
store and one man does all the repairing.

Of course I get THE KEYSTONE regularly
every month and read it almost from cover to
cover. It has been of great value to me.

Wishing you continued success in your worl<
of education, for such it surely is, I remain,

Yours very truly,
Stettler, Alberta, Can. G. M. BALL.

New Version of an Old Story
Eo. KEYSTONE :—For twenty-four years I

have listened to the story of the man who took
his watch apart and in putting it together again
had one wheel left. I have grown to love that
story and have listened to it with variations; have
welcomed the cheerful liar who told it and have
laughed at its whiskers. To-day a fairly intelli-
gent man called on me and told of a friend of his
who repaired his own automobile and had one
wheel left over. My visitor was so overcome
with the humor of his tale that he could hardly
speak for laughing.

Has it come to this? Is the thunder of theL jewelry fraternity to be stolen in this ruthless

Repair department of G. M. Ball, Stettler, Alberta, Canada

I should try to pass it back to
coin is quite a different proposition.

Yours truly,
Kokomo, Ind. K. W. KERN.
[The reply which our correspondent received

from Washington, D. C., in response to his
letter will be found on our editorial pages in
this issue.—En.]

Uncle Sam as

Examinations for Watchmakers
ED. KEYSTONE:—I have, with great interest,

been reading the various articles on the subject
of examinations for watchmakers. I am greatly
in favor of the movement. The injury that such
a project would work on incompetent workmen
would be a benefit to the watch-wearing public.
I know of so-called watchmakers who are afraid
to take a watch all apart for cleaning for fear they
will not get it together again. Let such fellows
go and learn the trade right or show the public
that they know nothing.

I don't believe that any legislation along
these lines would be as effective as an examination
by the National Retail Jewelers' Association. Still,
what would hinder some greedy individual or
company from examining "scrub" watchmakers
and giving them a certificate for a certain sum?
As far as I can see anyone would have just as
much right to examine and give certificates as
the jewelers' association. We could, of course,
educate the public that no other than association
certificates were trustworthy.

Time, tide and test have told the true tale of
the superiority of the Moseley Lathes. Get the
genuine.—Adv.
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TRINITY GUARANTEED ELECTRIC CLOCKS

2A-- GOTHIC
!eight, 16 inches; width, 9 inches; Dial, 5'
inches; etched silver circular finish; Fret), h
spun brass sash, convexed glass.

Cast lahogany, 3-ply veneer, highly polished
Sa1111 finish.

Alovement—Extra finished, jeweled anchor es..
eapenumt.

List, $23.85

1E—HOLLAND
11,4.11, .63/4 width, 13 inches; Dial, 6,/z inches;

idled Brass. Copper finished or Aluminum.
i'a,—Oak, in Silver Mission or Early English.
Movement same as 4 B.

List, $8.10

4B — MISSION COLONIAL

11,*,ht, t3 inches; width, 12 inches; that, 5 'A inches;
tched silver circular fini!,11.
c—Select Itirch, Mahogany finish; highly polished.

.Nlovement--Plain, cxtra finish,1 anchor e!-capement.

List, $10.15

- - rrioNEST PR

- ---

Established, 1873
Incorporated, 1904

TRINITY ELECTRIC
CLOCKS

Two Standard No. 6 Dry Cells
Furnished, Guaranteed to Run

the Clocks for One Year

CSimplest Mechanism Ever

Devised, Making Reason-

able Prices Possible. Not a

Novelty, But Mere to Stay.

Twenty Designs and Wide

Range ef Prices to Suit General

Buying Public.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS AND

ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET

2B—TAPERED COLONIAL

It,ight. I - 1 inches; width, 9 inches; I hal,
5 I 2 inehe..
e---Solid Mahogany, highly polished or satin

Movement—Same as 2.\.

List, $20.25

1C—OFFICE

Height, 17 inches: width, 17 in' hes; Dial, 12 inches;
lithographed v, hiti• enamel, Nail< numerals,

Case—Finely finished flak, or Birch, Mahogany finish.
Nlovement—Same as .1 IL

List, $10.80

H. F. HAHN & COMPANY CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
156 WABASH AVENUE

Exclusive Distributers Wholesale Jewelers • •
• •
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LETTERS
From the

TRAM'

THE

Readers are requested to .end for publication new ideas
on any subject, technical or mercantile, of general
interest to the trade. As this page is for the use

of individual readers, we do not hold our-
selves responsible for the views ex-

pressed.—Editor The Keystone.

Suggested by Experience
ED. KEYSTONE :—I have learned a few things

by experience which are so simple and helpful to
me that I thought, perhaps, they might be helpful
to some of the many readers of THE KEYSTONE.
I therefore submit them. I have found that a
very simple way to insert a mainspring in the
barrel is to take a small brad and drive it into
a small block so that only about one-eighth of an
inch remains above the sur-
face. Then take your barrel
and pass this brad through
the hole in the barrel for the
barrel arbor. Now insert the
end of the spring in its place in
the barrel. You will now have
both hands free to coil the
spring in barrel, which you
will find to turn freely on this
brad as a bearing. You will
find that this plan is so simple
and easy that after trying it
you will throw away your
spring winder, if you have one,
and adopt this method.

Then in the setting of pal-
let jewels and roller jewels, if
instead of using dry shellac
you use shellac dissolved in
alcohol to the consistency of
varnish (shellac varnish) a
much neater job call be made
and it is more simple. To use,
just touch the end of the
jewel, if a roller jewel is to be
set, to the cork of the bottle
in which it is kept, then insert
the jewel in its place in the
hole in the roller made for it.
This process will so distribute
the shellac as to make a good
joint. Then, after seeing that
it is in straight in all directions,
grasp the roller (at the side of
the jewel) with a flat pair of tweezers ; hold it a few
inches above the flame of an alcohol lamp until
the alcohol is evaporated, then place the jaws of
the tweezers in the flame for a little bit. The
heat will follow them to the roller and will be
sufficient to melt the shellac and make a good,
neat job. This can be done without removing
the roller from the staff.

With pallet jewels proceed in the same way,
except that it is better to distribute the shellac
to the parts with a fine brush; then insert the
stones and proceed as directed for the roller.
This makes a strong job and so clean that you
cannot detect the shellac at all if properly done.

Truly yours,
Lincoln, Nebr. A. J. PEARSON.

KEYSTONE

manner and we sit indifferently by, or shall we
rise in revolt? Who knows but that the auto-
mobile trade will be claiming the cuckoo clock
story. Yours truly,

Danville, Ill. F. T. WEBBER.

Converting Coins into Jewelry
ED. KEYSTONE:—While waiting on a solder

pot to cool I looked through THE KEYSTONE and
.noticed what you have to say in regard to using
coins for jewelry. The job that is cooling is a
signet ring made from a one dollar gold piece
for a top. Some years ago I received from
Washington, D. C., a request to give an estimate
on a printed form as to the amount of gold
wasted and coin taken out of circulation; also a
printed slip saying that it was no crime to make
jewelry out of coin, the crime being in trying to
put such mutilated coins back in circulation. I
am writing Washington and will send you the
reply as soon as I receive it.

That I should not do as I please with the
coin that belongs to me looks foolish, but that

November, 1909

Will be glad to hear further discussions along
these lines.

Another thing of interest to the jewelry
trade: In this section of the country the silver-
ware trade has drifted into the hands of the
hardware trade. Some people don't even know
that the jeweler keeps knives and forks.

What I want to know is how to reclaim this
part of our business? How shall I advertise this
I will impress the public that the jewelry store
is the place to buy silverware without "knocking"
the hardware man? Will some of the advertising
experts tell us some of their views on this subject?

Yours truly,
Payne, Ohio. A. L. NnuEmscHwANDER.

Encouraging Story for Young
Watchmakers

ED. KEYSTONE :—The accompanying photo
shows one corner of our repair department. I
thought, perhaps, it might be of interest to you to
get something like this from the far northwest.

I came here just three
years and a half ago from the
Waltham watch factory and
just three months before I got
here the first building of any
kind was put up. To-day we
have a town of nearly two
thousand people.

At that time my total
business was from $15.00 to
$25.00 per week. Now our
watch repairs alone amount to
over $5o.00 per week.

We have had a bumper
season this year and from the
rst of March to the 1st of
October we have done a
$5000 business and at no time
during that period would my
stock invoice $15oo.

I do practically a cash
business and find that it is the
only system. We are in the
center of a large district in the
finest grain-growing and cattle-
raising part of the province of
Alberta, which is settling fast
with the best people from
eastern Canada, from every
State in the Union and the best
from Europe. In fact, it
would be hard to point out an
undesirable settler in our dis-
trict. And the best part of all
is that the large majority carry

good, medium to high-grade American watches
and buy good jewelry and watches, quality being
the consideration rather than price.

Any young jeweler and watchmaker (and he
will need to be a good, all-around man) thinking
of starting out for himself with small capital
could not do better than come to this great and
growing country.

He does not have to set up in opposition to
any one, but .can pick his own little town as I
did and grow up with it, and if he once gets the
confidence of the people it will take a big man
to run him out.

Good men are very scarce here. We have
been trying to get help for three months and need
two men from now till January 1st, and one of
them permanently.

We have repaired over 750 watches since the
1st of March. There are only two of us in the
store and one man does all the repairing.

Of course I get THE KEYSTONE regularly
every month and read it almost from cover to
cover. It has been of great value to me.

Wishing you continued success in your work
of education, for such it surely is, I remain,

Yours very truly,
Stettler, Alberta, Can. G. M. BALL.

New Version of an Old Story
Ell. KEYSTONE :—For twenty-four years I

have listened to the story of the man who took
his watch apart and in putting it together again
had one wheel left. I have grown to love that
story and have listened to it with variations; have
welcomed the cheerful liar who told it and have
laughed at its whiskers. To-day a fairly intelli-
gent man called on me and told of a friend of his
who repaired his own automobile and had one
wheel left over. My visitor was so overcome
with the humor of his tale that he could hardly
speak for laughing.

Has it come to this? Is the thunder of the
jewelry fraternity to be stolen in this ruthless

Repair department of G. M. Ball, Stettler, Alberta, Canada

I should try to pass it back to
coin is quite a different proposition.

Yours truly,
Kokomo, Ind. K. W. KERN.
[The reply which our correspondent received

from Washington, D. C., in response to his
letter will be found on our editorial pages in
this issue.—En.]

Uncle Sam as

Examinations for Watchmakers
ED. KEYSTONE :—I have, with great interest,

been reading the various articles on the subject
of examinations for watchmakers. I am greatly
in favor of the movement. The injury that such
a project would work on incompetent workmen
would be a benefit to the watch-wearing public.
I know of so-called watchmakers who are afraid
to take a watch all apart for cleaning for fear they
will not get it together again. Let such fellows
go and learn the trade right or show the public
that they know nothing.

I don't believe that any legislation along
these lines would be as effective as an examination
by the National Retail Jewelers' Association. Still,
what would hinder some greedy individual or
company from examining "scrub" watchmakers
and giving them a certificate for a certain sum?
As far as I can see anyone would have just as
much right to examine and give certificates as
the jewelers' association. We could, of course,
educate the public that no other than association
certificates were trustworthy.

Time, tide and test have told the true tale of
the superiority of the Moseley Lathes. Get the
genuine.—Adv.
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TRINITY GUARANTEED ELECTRIC CLOCKS

2A—GOTHIC
height, 16 inches; width, 9 inches; Dial, 5%
inches; etched silver circular finish; French
spun brass sash, convexed glass.

Case—Mahogany, 5-ply veneer, highly polished
or satin finish.

Movement—Extra finished, jeweled anchor es-
capement.

List, $23.85

1E—HOLLAND
height, i6)4 inches; width, 13 inches; Dial, 6% inches;
etched Brass, Copper finished or Aluminum.

Case—Oak, in Silver Mission or Early EMglish.
Movement same as 411.

List, $8.10

413—MISSION COLONIAL
'kirk, 13 inches; width, 12 inches; Dial, 54 inches;

L tched silver circular finish.
C;re—Select Birch, Mahogany finish; highly polished.
Movement--Plain, extra finished anchor e;capement.

List, $10.15

Established, 1873
Incorporated, 1904

TRINITY ELECTRIC
CLOCKS

Two Standard No. 6 Dry Cells
Furnished, Guaranteed to Run

the Clocks for One Year

ciSimplest Mechanism EverDevised, Making Reason-
able Prices Possible. Not a
Novelty, But Here to Stay.
Twenty Designs and Wide
Range ef Prices to Suit General
Buying Public.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS AND
ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET

2B—TAPERED COLONIAL
Height, 1$% inches; width, 9 inches; Dial,
5% inches.

Case—Solid Mahogany, highly polished or satin
finish.

Movement—Same as 2.\.

List, $20.25

1C—OFFICE

height, 17 inches; width, 17 inches; Dial, 12 inches;
lithographed %%dine enamel, black numerals.

Case—Finely finished Oak, or Birch, Mahogany finish.
Movement—Same as 411.

List, $10.80

H. F. HAHN & COMPANY CHICAGO, ILLINOIS156 WABASH AVENUE

Exclusive Distributers Wholesale Jewelers • •

• •



Our

Latest

Production

No. 34785. ALCOHOL GAS STOVE CHAFING DISH
No. 1714. WAITER

"Alcolite" Burlier

The Alcohol Gas Stove Chafing Dish
with "ALCOLITE " Burner

By the use of this Burner the value of a Chafing Dish is more than
doubled.

When not in use with the Chafing Dish the Alcolite stove is adapted
for making Coffee, Tea, etc., or for preparing any article of food the
same as on an ordinary gas stove.

Iv annin "Meteor" Circulating Coffee Percolatorsowman
Always Insure Delicious Coffee

Manning, Bowman & Company
NEW YORK CHICAGO MERIDEN, CONN.

Catalogue No. 56 K. illustrating complete line sent on request

SAN FRANCISCO

THE /EGIS CASE
ROY

Fig. 1 Fig. 2 Fig. 3

The AEGIS is a new creation in Gold Case making. The Center
and Bezel are in one. Instead of having the ordinary Cap, this
Case is provided with a rigid metal movement cup, held friction
tight in position.

This cup gives protection to the movement, such as cannot be secured with the
conventional jointed cap, while dust is thoroughly excluded from the front by means of
the one-piece center and bezel.

To fit movement, first properly adjust the hands ; then pull out crown as usual and
insert movement from back of case (see Fig. i). After winding square is properly placed,
the movement should be pressed down, so that it will be held in proper place by the spring
in the case center. The movement cup should then be fitted.

To take out movement, remove the movement cup (shown in Fig. 2), by raising it near
the pendant ; pull out crown to release the square ; lift out movement by means of case
screw nearest joint (see Fig. 3); withdraw movement from square, and case.

This new /EG1S case is made in 12 and 16 size 0. F., and is now ready for delivery
The lEgis Case is not only THE BEST but THE CHEAPEST 12 and 16 size jointed gold

case on the market.

TfIADE•MARK REGIS1ERED

Made only by

ROY WATCH CASE COMPANY
21=23 Maiden Lane, New York

San Francisco Office, 704 Market Street
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THE HOWARD TRADE-MARK

THE standard mark on all genuine HOWARD
Watches is this little circle or circular band,

bearing the name "E. Howard Watch Co., Boston.
It is found on the inside cap of each HOWARD case.
The public is taught to identify the HOWARD Watch

by this distinguishing mark. The HOWARD is sold only as
a Com,blele Watch. The trade-mark authenticates the movement
as well as the case—and settles the matter of price beyond quibble
or question.

Your customer knows that the value of each HOWARD is fixed at the factory.
He sees the retail price printed in plain figures on the HOWARD Watch license
affixed to the mahogany box in which the watch is delivered to him. He knows that
he is not being charged more and that no one can supply him for less.

This protected price feature is a great source of Satisfaction to the conscientious
jeweler.

The customer knows that a HOWARD is always worth what is asked for it.
The HOWARD trade-mark gives him confidence in the watch—and in the jeweler
who sells it to him, as the HOWARD type of man.

The HOWARD \Vatch makes an ideal feature for Holiday trade. It meets
the demand for a moderately expensive gift of permanent value and use.

Show a good line of 12-size Extra-Thin HOWARDS—even if the 16-size model is most
generally bought in your community. The extra-thin HOWARD is rapidly gaining in popularity—
especially among customers for the better grades.

To save time, order direct from the Factory. We will bill through any jobber you designate.

E. HOWARD WATCH COMPANY
WALTHAM, MASS.

THE HOWARD WATCH

THE finest compliment you can
pay a man is to give him a

HOWARD watch.
It shows that in your opinion the best is not

too good for him.
It classes him among men with whom punctuality

and exactness are a principle—as a HOWARD sort of man.

He knows the HOWARD is the finest practical time-

piece in the world. He appreciates your decision as

to quality.

He values the HowARD for its associations—as the

chosen timepiece of the men who have done the big-

things in this Nation for three generations.

Moreover, it is an intimate sort of gift ; something

that is always with him and which must often suggest

the giver.
A HOWARD watch is always worth what you pay

for it.
The price of each HowAtm, from the 17-jewel in a fine

gold-filled case at $35.00 ; to the 23-jewel in a 14 K. solid

gold case at $15o.00— is fixed at the factory, and a printed

ticket attached.

Drop us a postal card, Dept. E, and we will send

you a HOWARD book of value to the watch buyer.

E. HOWARD WATCH COMPANY
WALTHAM, MASS.

The above announcement appears in the leading magazines and periodicals for December. It reaches 7 ,soo,000 subscribers (about 30,000,000
readers). It wid be seen by every man in your community who can afford to buy a watch. Some of them will be interested. Arc you a
HO WARD dealer ? Do the people of your locality know that they can find the HOWARD at your store?



The Holiday Season promises record sales
of Watches.

JAS. BOSS Stiffened Gold Watch Cases
have been tried and not found wanting by
two generations of Watch buyers.

In variety of effect and artistic ornamenta-
tion the 1909 line surpasses all previous efforts.

The combination of a firmly established
reputation for reliability and up-to-date ideas
in ornamentation appeals strongly to the
Watch buying public.

Buy the line that requires the least effort
to sell and that is sure to satisfy your patrons.
We show a few specimen designs from the

25-year line ; but the goods must be seen to
be appreciated.

Don't forget the 20-year line for customers
of refined taste and moderate means.

Both lines are now being shown by all
leading jobbers.

Don't fail to look them over.

Or
.0\lek 4.,



Easy Lessons in Drawing for
Watchmakers

No. 5

Beam Compasses.—Before proceeding
with the subject next in order we will give
the reader a few useful "points" on drawing
instruments. It is often necessary to draw
a circle much larger than the ordinary
compasses can span. With the lengthening
bar inserted in one leg they can describe a
circle whose radius is 6 or 8 inches. But
there is so much springing and wiggling
to the long leg that no accuracy can be
depended on with it. Instruments called
beam compasses are made expressly for
drawing- large circles and circular curves,
but they are rather expensive, varying
from $6 to $10, and even $20. A method
of making a cheap substitute which,
although not quite so convenient as those
we can buy, is equally accurate, will doubt-
less be welcomed by those watchmakers
who have occasional need of such an
instrument.

Let us suppose that you may need to
draw circles or curves with a radius as long
as 30 to 36 inches. You will need a
wooden straight-edge 40 or 42 inches long,
about inches wide and 34 inch thick,
which may be bought for 'half a dollar at
the instrument dealers. At one end is fixed
a sharp point, on which it rests and turns
as a center, while the other carries a draw-
ing pen, which is moved over the paper to
mark the circle.

The straight edge is supported in
an upright position, edge up, to enable
the pen to mark properly. Fig 12
shows the contrivance we have described,
C being the straight edge, c the pivotal
point, which is placed at the center of the
circle to be drawn, and p is the drawing pen.

The point c can be made of a steel
wire or square rod, say inch in diameter
and 5 or 6 inches long, with inch at the
end turned to a true conical point, hardened
and polished. The pen may be the ordinary
drawing pen purchased with a box of
instruments.

Both the center and the pen are
tied on the straight edge with a long
piece of soft twine, so that the points of
both project about the same distance below

the straight edge, which must be governed
by the make of the pen.

To tie them on make a noose or slip-
knot in the end of the twine and pass it
around the handle of the steel center close
up to the edge of the wood. Pass it behind
the wood and up over the other end of the
rod, crossing on the back. There pass it
back and over that end of the steel again,
in the same direction as before, and so on,
in every case passing the string behind the
wood and crossing on the back. Every
time you put the string over the steel rod
put it inside of the previous turn, which
will keep all tight and draw the rod firmly
against the wood.

After giving the string a dozen turns,
tie the end. The pen is tied on in the same

way, by drawing its handle against the
wood tightly enough to insure that it will
firmly keep its place by friction.

At the same time it can be easily
moved along the straight edge when de-
sired by placing one finger against the
string or handle at each side of the straight
edge and drawing it squarely along, while
the end of the wood rests on the floor or
table.

This movement is to adjust its posi-
tion to the size of the circle to be
drawn. For finer adjustments pull or push
the pen point only. It will yield enough
to make any alteration under about r/r6
inch and will then remain where it is placed.
In this way beam compasses can be easily
and quickly extemporized for work of any
size from 6 inches to 6 feet or more. It
is not very nice looking, but it will do the
work as well as any. To set the points
properly you do not measure the distance
between the points of the center and the
pen, but measure it on your drawing board

086:0

or paper, and then set the points to match
that distance.

It is not necessary that the paper
should extend the whole length ; it need
only cover the areas which you wish for
your drawing. If you want a curve with a
radius of 4 feet in a small drawing, say
6 inches square, you simply locate the cen-
ter of your curve at one end of your draw-
ing board and tack your paper to it so that
the 4-foot mark will come where you want
it on your small sheet of paper.

The table (or even a smooth, level
board will do) should have at one end a
countersunk hole, to take the steel point in
and hold it while the other end with the pen
is moved about. Fig. 13 shows this, full
size, T being the body of the drawing
board, with a conical cavity, h, opening into
a hole through the board or long enough
to receive and firmly hold a common pin.
Exactly across the center of the hole a line
should be marked lengthwise and in the
center of the table or board. This line will
then indicate where to place the.central line
of the paper, at any desired distance from
the cavity h. At right angles to this should be
drawn another line, also exactly across the
center of the cavity or hole h.

This enables you to measure the exact
distance from the center of h, along the
former line, to the place where the pen is
to mark.

If the radius of the curve is to be 4
feet, you carefully measure 4 feet along
the former line, adjust your paper to come
properly under that distance, tack it to the
wood, then mark the distance accurately
upon it in pencil. You now put the steel
point in the cavity h and slide the pen along
the straight edge till its point comes exactly
over the 4-foot mark, then supply it with
ink and draw it over the paper wherever
the curve is required ; then slide it along
the straight edge to any other point where
a curve is wanted and mark again, till all
the curves are drawn. The straight edge
must be supported in the upright position,
while drawing, with one hand, while the
other moves the pen over the paper. Its
weight will keep the steel ;enter in the
cavity h truly central.

To draw radial lines from h as a cen-
ter the usual way with draughtsmen is to

(Continued on page 1865)
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Twice as many jewelers are stocking the Gillette
this season. Shows how leading jewelry stores
are selling it. Especially good for the Christmas

trade—jewelers have been starved for a live holiday
specialty for men.

Just the thing women are looking for—solves the gift problem
for husbands and brothers most satisfactorily.

Your Gillette showing gives a man a new idea—he wants one
for himself and others for his friends.

Beautifully finished, it is well fitted for display in your stock. Few things in as small
space give you as many sales as your Gillette exhibit.

Gillette Safety Razor, standard set, $5.00.
Pocket Edition cases in gold, silver, or gun metal, with razor and blade box to match,

retail complete from $5.00 to $7.50.
Gillette Combination Sets—from simple ones containing razor, soap and brush at $6.50 up

to elaborate sets with everything the most fastidious shaver could desire at $50.00. Especially
sought for gift purposes.

Ask us about special display cases with initial order for one hundred dollars' worth of
razors. .Or write your jobber without delay.

Canadian Office:
63 St. Alexander St., Montreal

London Office:
17 Holborn Viaduct

GILLETTE SALES CO.
612 Kimball Building, Boston

Factories: Boston, Montreal, London, Berlin, Paris

New York : Times Bldg.
Chicago . Stock Exchange

Building
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Easy Lessons in Drawing for Watch-
makers

(Continued from page 1863)

adjust the edge of the straight edge at one
end exactly over the center h, and at the
other end over the desired point, then draw
the pen along (over the paper) in contact
with the straight edge. But that is a very
poor way. While you are adjusting one
end of the straight edge in place, the other
is almost sure to get out of place, and vice
versa, making the adjustment a long and
tedious job. Our cavity h provides us with
a better and easier way. Take a stiff pin
which fits tightly in the hole h and stands
upright. Make a sharp bend in this pin,
such that, at the surface of the table, the
edge of the pin will be exactly at the center
of the hole h.

Fig. 14 shows this, enlarged for the
sake of clearness. c is the pin in the hole h,
bent at the dotted crossline. It will be
seen that the edge or side of the pin comes
at the center of the hole, so that the straight
edge r, when resting against the pin, is
sure to be in its correct position, without
any troublesome adjustments. You only
have to adjust its other end in position.
You can always tell when its further end
is against the pin, by sliding it lengthwise
on the table a half-inch or so, at the same
time drawing it gently towards you (and
towards the pin), when you can feel it rub
against the pin. You need not even look
at that end. If the near end is in position
you may be sure that the whole length of
the straight edge is so, too. But you can
hardly ever be sure of that when working
in the usual way, there is so much risk of
the straight-edge slipping.

You can use the same straight edge
(if you have but one) for drawing both
curves and radial lines. Whenever the
latter are to be drawn slide the pen towards
the end till the distance between the pen
and steel center is greater than the length
of the drawing board, then the straight
edge can lie flat on the board and be used
as a ruler, the same as if nothing was tied
on it. That is the object of having it longer
than the board. For moderate-sized draw-
ings a 12-inch straight edge so arranged is
far preferable to drawing compasses, being
stiffer and better in every way. If you
need two or three straight edges of dif-
ferent lengths thus fitted up to use at the
same time, you can tie upon each one of
them a handle, so that you can screw the
same pen into each handle. where you want
to use it. But there is no great need of that
where a drawing pen costs only half a dollar.

K EYST ONE

With such arrangements drawing will
be a pleasure and a pastime for those who
have mechanical tastes and like to see how
their ideas look in black and white. And
there is no better way to test the correct-
ness of a mechanical idea or detect its
fallacy than to make a large drawing of it,
with every part having its correct propor-
tionate size and all in their proper relative
positions. Many a man would have saved
thousands of dollars and much disappoint-
ment if he had taken this course before
spending much money on a new idea.

Measuring and setting off angles and
arcs by means of their chords is another
valuable "wrinkle" for draughtsmen. The
usual way is to get an arc of 600 or go°
and divide that up into parts to obtain the
desired angle or length of arc. When two
circles are to be marked alike, one is
measured and marked as just stated, then
the same distance is marked on the other.
That is very well when the two circles are
of equal size, but when one is larger than
the other it is evident that the divider points
would span a different length of arc on
each circle. It is usual in such cases to
span a certain angular arc on the smaller
circle, then to open them a little for mark-
ing the larger circle, in order to set off the
same length of arc on the latter as on the
former. But that is mere guess work and
no one can be sure whether he has opened
them the correct amount or not.

Fig. 15 shows sections of a large and
a small circle. It is plain, from mere in-
spection, that if the divider points are set
on a and b they will include a greater
length of arc on the outer or smaller circle
than on the inner or larger one. We have
no means of measuring arcs except the
dividers. Therefore, if some easy way of
getting the correct length of arc on a circle
of any size could be found, it would be
very useful for all mechanical drawing
purposes.

For example, we know that a wheel
drives its pinion in such a way that their
pitch circles move equally, i. e., when half
an inch of the pitch circle of the wheel has
passed the line of centers, just half an inch
on the pitch circle of the pinion has also
passed that line. But if we try to measure
equal arcs on their pitch circles in a draw-
ing, we are met by the difficulty just stated.
To avoid this, draughtsmen set the divider
points as closely together as they can con-
veniently use them and space around the
curves with them so set. This, of course,
reduces the error, for the shorter the length
of arc between the points the less difference
there will be between that length on a large
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and a small circle. But that is only a par-
tial remedy.

Fig. 16 shows a complete and perfect
remedy and a method by which we can get
the exact length of arc in any case, no
matter how large or small the circle may
be. It also obviates the need of getting a
large arc and dividing it up, as before men-
tioned. The distance from b to c' is equal
to that from c' to b'. The angle between
Pb and Pc' is therefore equal to that
between Pc' and Pb'. If they are 25° each,
for example, then the angle between Pb
and Pb' will be 50°.
is bisected as c by the
was said in Article
that bc or cb' is the
circle.

The entire line bb' is called the chord of
the angle of 50° between Pb and Pb' and the
chord of the arc bc'b'. That is to .say, if
we want the chord of any angle we have
only to find the sine of half that angle and
double it. This chord is the distance in a
straight line between the extremities of the
arc and it is the distance which we get with
our divider points.

As an example, let us suppose that the
angle between Pb and Pb' is Da°, and the
radius of the circle is i inch. We want
to know what will be the proper distance
to set our divider points apart to set off
m° on that curve. In looking in a table
of sines we find that the sine of 5° is .0871,
which for a radius of i inch would be
.0871 inch for the distance b to c. Doubling
this we get .1742 as the length of the chord
bcb', for to°, on that circle. In case the
radius was 5 inches the arc bc'b' would
only span to 5 = 2° on its circle. The
sine of I° is .0175 for a radius of r. For
a radius of 5 inches it would be .0175 X 5
= .0875 inch, as the sine of I° on that
circle. Doubling this we have .0875 X
2 = .1750 inch as the chord of 2° on a
circle whose radius was 5 inches. In this
way the different convexities of different
circles is compensated for and the dividers
will mark off just the proper length on
each one. The two results above obtained
do not quite agree, one being .1742 inch
and the other .1750 inch—a discrepancy of
8/10,00o of an inch, or 8/io of i/mo of
an inch. This is due to carrying the
table of sines out to only four decimal
figures. With tables carried out to six
places of decimals, they would be alike to
less than i/to,000 part of an inch. But
even the above result is as close as we can
set our dividers, and therefore is practically
correct.

The straight line bb'
line Pc'. From what
III it will be seen
sine of 25° for that

[TO BE CONTINUED]
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THE CHAIN HOUSE
That gives the Jobber,
Retailer and Consumer
the broadest Guarantee
on all their product:

INCOPPORATIO

CELEBRATED WATCH CHAINS

IF FOR ANY REASON THIS &AIN
Is NOTSAT/SFACTORYTO THE PUR-
CHASER, IT CAN BE RETURNED 71)771 E
MAKER AND A NEW CHAIN WILL BE
GIVEN IN EXCHANGE

'AUSTIN & STONE , INc.
cAttIeboro.Mass.

SOLD BY ALL UP-TO-DATE JOBBERS
and DEALERS of HIGH-GRADE
QUALITY

Austin 4Stz Stone
ATTLEBORO, MASSACHUSETTS
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Constructed Rubies and Similar
Products

Lecture by DR. G. F. HERBERT SMITH, of the British Museum

Before going further into my subject, I must,

to obviate confusion, define two words, which are

in common use, but each in a sense differing con-

siderably from that understood in science. The

first of these words, crystal, is usually applied to

the clear, transparent variety of quartz. Liter-

ally, it means ice, and is derived from the Greek

word for frost (kpvos). In ancient times it was

supposed that the beautiful, lustrous stones found

among the eternal snows of the Alps were a form

of petrified water, which had undergone mysteri-

ous change in the course of countless ages. When

early investigators discovered that a salt solution

on evaporation left behind groups of slender

glistening prisms, each very similar to the rest,

they wrongly, but not unnaturally, concluded that

they had obtained yet another form of petrified

water and accordingly applied the term crystal to

such substances also.
In course of time it was found

Regular that substances which have

Structure separated out from a salt solu-

tion as well as mineral sub-

stances occurring in nature with natural facets

have in common one fundamental property : The

constituent molecules are regularly arranged

throughout the substance. The scientific definition

of the word crystal is then a substance, in which

the structure is uniform throughout and all the

similar atoms composing it are arranged with re-

gard to the structure in a similar way. That is the

sense in which I shall use the word. The other

word, glass, is even more familiar. It is a trans-

parent, lustrous, hard and brittle substance pro-

duced by fusing sand with soda or potash, or both.

Research has shown that such a substance, while

apparently so uniform in character, has in reality

no regularity of molecular arrangement ; it is, in

fact, a kind of mosaic of atoms huddled together

anyhow, but so irregular is its irregularity that

it simulates perfect regularity. That is the sense

in which I shall use the word glass. I may point

out that two substances may quite possibly have

the same chemical composition, but one be a

crystal and the other a glass. The difference be-

tween the two structures may be illustrated by

comparing a regiment of soldiers drawn up on

parade with an ordinary crowd of people..

The possibility of reproducing

Reproductions in the laboratory the treasured

of Gems stones which are extracted

from the reluctant earth with

infinity of labor and toil in widely separated and

far distant parts of the globe had long been de-

rided by the world at large, and it came with

something of a shock to most of us when con-

crete evidence convinced us, almost against our

will, that a baffling problem had to some extent at

least been solved. Yet a little logical considera-

tion should have taught us that, as soon as the

advance of knowledge placed in our hands

weapons comparable with those wielded by nature,

we might hope to achieve not far inferior results.

The methods that have been employed to cause

crystallization may be classified under three differ-

ent heads:
(I) Separation from a saturated solution. In

nature the solvent may be not merely water or

water charged with an acid, but molten rock, and

the temperature may be very high.
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(2) Solidification of a cooling liquid, the

method which has been so fruitful of successful

results in the case of precious stones.

(3) Sublimation of a vapor, which means the

direct passage from the vapor to the solid state

without traversing the usually intervening liquid

state; it is the most difficult of attainment of the

three methods and does not immediately concern us.

The most familiar example of the second of

crystallization is ice, just as snow is of the third.

I must not omit to mention that the pressure may

be a factor as important as the temperature in

certain instances.
We may anticipate that, other

Simple and things being equal, the simpler

Complex the composition the greater will

be the ease with which a sub-

stance may be formed; for instead of a complex

substance two or more different substances may

separate out unless the conditions are nicely ar-

ranged.
By far the simplest in composition of all

precious stones is diamond, which is pure crystal-

lized carbon, but its manufacture is attended by

well nigh insuperable difficulties. If carbon be

heated in air it burns at a temperature far below

its melting point ; moreover, unless an enormously

high pressure be simultaneously applied the

product would be the other form of crystallized

carbon, namely, the comparatively worthless

graphite. The famous chemist, Henri Moissan,

whose loss science had not long ago to deplore,

achieved some success; but the tiny diamonds

were worthless as jewels, and the expense involved

was out of all proportion to any possible value

they might have.
Next to diamond the simplest substances

among precious stones are crystallized silica, quartz

and crystallized alumina, corundum, more familiar,

perhaps, by its variety names, sapphire and ruby.

The crystallization of silica has been effected in

several different ways, but the value in jewelry of

quartz, even the violet variety, amethyst, or the

yellow variety, citrine, often wrongly called

"topaz," is not such as to warrant its manufacture

on a commercial scale. Corundum is, however, a

species held in far greater esteem. Rubies and

sapphires, of good color and without flaws, have

always commanded high prices. The question

of their reproduction by artificial means was there-

fore of more than academic interest; to use a

common saying, it had money in it.
Corundum is the crystallized

Corundum form of alumina, the oxide of

aluminum. When pure, it is

quite without color ; the precious tints which are

the glory of the species are due to the small

amounts of other metallic oxides, so small that

they cannot be determined with exactitude by the

most searching chemical analysis. The coloration

of minerals is, indeed, a matter about which we

have little definite information. Chromic oxide

is certainly responsible for the rich, ruddy hue of

ruby, cobalt oxide perhaps, causes the blue sap-

phire, and ferric oxide, which is almost invariably

present, plays no idle role.
Since alumina is infusible at ordinary tern-

peratures, no successful solution of the problem

could be expected before the discovery of the

oxyhydrogen flame placed a powerful means of

research in the hands of experimenters. As long

ago as 1837, Gaudin, by fusing together in a closed

crucible, equal parts of alum and sulphate of

potassium, obtained small hexagonal plates, about

I mm. in cross section and 3 mm. in thickness.

Ebelman some years later, in r851, derived similar
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plates from the fusion of alumina and borax, and

made a step forward in coloring them by the

previous addition of small quantities of metallic

oxides. Sainte-Claire Deville and Caron obtained

good results a little later, in 1858, by fusing

aluminum fluoride with boric acid and by adding

varying quantities of chromium fluoride, produced

not only ruby, but also sapphire and the green

variety, the so-called oriental emerald. Gaudin

had in the meantime been devoting himself to the

manufacture of imitation gem stones and in a

paper published in 1869 he stated that he obtained

vitreous globules by fusing alumina powder in the

oxyhydrogen flame. In 1877, Fremy and Feil

published an account of their interesting and in-

structive researches. They fused together equal

weights of alumina and minium (lead oxide) in a

siliceous earthern vessel. The aluminate of lead

which was at first formed, immediately attacked

the silica of the crucible and formed a lead sili-

cate ; the alumina thus set free crystallized out

in beautiful hexagonal plates, which were colored

red or blue accordingly as the oxide of chromium

or of cobalt was previously added to the mixture.

A portion of a crucible lined with ruby flakes is

exhibited in the mineral gallery of the Natural

History Museum.
Twenty-four years ago, in 1885,

Artificial Rubies red stones, of unknown origin

and mysterious production,

made their appearance on the market from the

direction of Geneva. Having the physical char-

acters of genuine rubies, they were accepted as,

and realized the prices of, natural stones. We

know now that probably they were formed by the

melting together of fragments of natural ruby in

the oxyhydrogen flame. The details of the proc-

ess of manufacture no doubt varied slightly, but

in the main it was as follows : Two, or perhaps

three oxyhydrogen jets played horizontally on to

the top of an infusible pedestal, which was kept

in slow rotation about a vertical spindle. The ruby

fragments were dropped, one by one, by means of

platinum forceps on to the top of the pedestal,

where they melted into a single mass. Since the

original color was driven off at that high tempera-

ture, a little potassium bichromate was added in

order to revive it. Owing to the inequalities of

growth, the cracks due to rapid cooling and the

inclusion of air bubbles, often so numerous as to

cause a cloudy appearance, and, above all, the

unnatural color, these reconstructed stones, as

they have been termed, were far from satisfactory.

In 1904, Verneuil, who had

Verneuil's served his apprenticeship to

Work science under the guidance of

Fremy, published his epoch-

making paper. In it he described his ingenious

form of blowpipe, which enabled him to overcome

the difficulties that had baffled earlier investigators

and to manufacture rubies vieing in perfection

with the best of nature's productions. By the

simple expedient of inverting the blowpipe and

introducing the powdered material with the oxygen

gas, he was able to secure far greater uniformity

of growth. His raw material was pure ammonium-

alum, with which was mixed sufficient chrome-

alum to furnish about 21/2 per cent. of chromic

oxide in the resulting stone. The whole was well

powdered and placed in a sieve leading to the

oxygen tube and its rate of falling through it was

regulated by a hammer actuated by an electro-

magnet, the distance through which the hammer

fell being capable of adjustment. On reaching the

flame at the orifice the sulphur and ammonium

(Continued on page 1869)
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Constructed Rubies and Similar
Products

THE

(Continued from page 1867)

constituents volatilized, leaving merely a liquid

drop of alumina, which formed on a small pedestal
composed of previously fused alumina. Great care

had to be taken to free the alum from all trace

of potash, since the latter did not volatilize and:

if present, imparted a brownish tinge to the stone.;

As the drop grew in size the pedestal was lowered"

by a screw motion provided for the purpose and

the pressure of the effluent gases, which initially

was low to avoid melting the pedestal, was gradu-
ally increased, so that the drop assumed the shape

of a pear, the apex of which was downwards and

adhered to the pedestal. The orifice was jacketed,
to prevent too rapid cooling of the drop and con-

sequent disastrous flaws. To minimize the cost
of production, a few slight modifications were
subsequently introduced in the apparatus. Coal
gas from the ordinary city supply has been sub-

stituted for the costly hydrogen, the hammer is
more certainly and conveniently operated by a

cam instead of an electro-magnet, and the cams

of a number of machines are worked by the same
shaft. The process is so simple that, I believe,
one man can look after a dozen or so of these
machines and it takes about one hour to grow a
drop large enough to furnish, when cut, a ten-
carat stone.

The veteran crystallographer,
Interesting Wyrouboff, who examined
Structure some of Verneuil's early speci-

mens, was the first to remark
that each drop is a single crystalline individual,
and not, as might have been expected, an alumina
glass or an irregular aggregation of crystalline
fragments. If the drop has cooled properly, the
crystallographic axis is parallel to the core of the
pear. In actual commercial practice each drop,
unless the finished stone is to have a similar pear
shape, is divided longitudinally through the central

core into halves, which in both shape and orienta-
tion are admirably suited to the purposes of cut-
ting; as a general rule the drop splits of its own
iccord during cooling in the required direction.

The broad ends of many of the drops display a
roughened appearance that is eloquent testimony
to the homogeneity of the internal structure; for
in certain directions, and in those only, a sheet of
light is reflected from the whole of the surface.
Inspection with a lens shows that this roughness
is due to a fine network forming the edges of
numberless facets. I had the curiosity to deter-
mine the position of these facets and found them
to correspond to the fundamental rhombohedron
of corundum. The parallelism of these small
facets over the whole of the end can only mean
that the entire drop forms but a single crystalline
individual. A stone cut from one will therefore
have not only the density and hardness, but also
all the optical characters—refractivity, double-
refraction, dichroism, etc.—pertaining to the na-
tural species and will obey precisely the same
tests with the refractometer and the dichroscope.
Were it not for certain imperfections it would be
impossible to distinguish between the stone formed
in nature's vast workshop and that produced
within the confines of a laboratory. The artificial
stones, however, are rarely, if ever, free from
minute air bubbles, which can easily be seen with
an ordinary lens. Their spherical form differen-
tiates them from the plane-sided cavities not in-
frequently visible in a natural stone. Further,
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the coloring matter varies slightly but perceptibly
in successive shells and consequently in the fin-
ished stone a careful eye can discern the curved
striations corresponding in shape to the original
shell. In a natural stone, on the other hand, al-
though zones of different colors or varying shades
are not uncommon, the resulting striations are
straight, corresponding to the plane facets of the
original crystal form.

The success that had attended the manufac-
ture of ruby, encouraged efforts to impart other
tints to crystallized alumina. By reducing the per-
centage amount of chromic oxide, pink stones
were turned out, in color not unlike those Brazil-
ian topazes, the original hue of which has been
altered by the application of heat. With that un-
fortunate inexactitude which seems inseparable
from the nomenclature of jewelry, the artificial
stones accordingly received the name of "scientific
topaz"; they were certainly not topaz, which is
properly a fluosilicate of aluminum and •science
would disclaim such a blunder.

Early attempts made to obtain
Artificial the exquisite blue tint of the
Sapphires true sapphire were frustrated

by an unexpected difficulty.
The coloring matter was not evenly diffused
through the drop, but huddled together in
splotches and it was found necessary to add a
considerable amount of magnesia as a flux before
a uniform distribution of color was secured. It
was then discovered that despite the color the
stones had not the physical characters of a
sapphire. Among others, Mr. Edward Hopkins,
who talses keen interest in scientific questions
connected with precious stones, noticed that they
were softer than sapphire, lacked its dichroism
and had lower refractivity. He kindly sent for
my inspection one of the familiar pear-shaped
drops, on the side of which, for convenience of
examination, a small facet had been ground. I
found it to be singly refractive, the index of re-
fraction being far below that of corundum. I noticed
further that the network of lines at the broad
end of the pear was rectangular, instead of being
triangular as before, and discovered the position
of the minute facets giving rise to the network,
corresponded to a cubo-octahedron and not a
rhombohedron. All these characters clearly indi-
cated that these blue stones belonged not to the
species corundum, but to one closely allied to it,
namely spine!, the aluminate of magnesium. Be-
ing unaware at that time of magnesia being used
as a flux and thinking that possibly the substance
was a cobalt-spinel, I asked my colleague at the
British Museum, Dr. G. T. Prior, to analyze a
fragment. Since, however, he found much mag-
nesia and only a trace of cobalt, it was unneces-
sary to carry the investigation further and no
weighings were actually made. By an unsur-
passable effort of nomenclature these blue stones
have been given the extraordinary name of "Hope
sapphire," presumably from fanciful analogy with
the famous blue diamond, once the pride of the
Hope collection. I may add that they turn purple
in artificial light, unlike the true sapphire, which
retains its purity of color to a greater degree. A
blue spinel is occasionally found in nature, but
the actual tint is somewhat different.

By the addition of a little nickel oxide, yellow
and yellowish green stones have been obtained.
The latter have in artificial light a distinctly
reddish hue and after our previous experience in
nomenclature, we can scarcely feel surprised that
they have been named "scientific alexandrite"; the

term is, of course, absolutely incorrect, the true

alexandrite being a variety of chrysoberyl, the
aluminate of beryllium.

Last year, Paris, using lime instead of mag-
nesia as a flux, produced blue stones which re-
tained their color better in artificial light. I have
not had an opportunity of examining any of
them, but understand that they are amorphous;
i. C., a glass, and have not a crystalline structure;
an unexpected result, since in minerals lime may
replace magnesia without any interference with
the character of the crystalline arrangement.

The high prices commanded by emeralds and
the comparative success that attended the re-
construction of ruby from fragments of natural
stones, suggested that equal success might follow
from a similar process with powdered beryl,
chromic oxide being the coloring agent. The re-
sulting stones are a fair imitation, but they are
a beryl glass with lower specific gravity and re-
fractivity than the true beryl.

How Bells Were Cast in Olden Times

History records the casting of bells centuries
ago, tells of their wonderful qualities and size and
particularly their religious connection; but fails to
describe, except in a meager way, the method of
casting. The ordinary reader is interested more
in the- bell itself than in the method of casting.
The founder desires to know how the operation
was carried out.

Take, for example, the Great Bell of 'Moscow,
made in Russia in 1734 and not only the largest
bell ever cast, but the largest casting of any kind

ever made. To make a casting of this size at the
present time would startle the world. The
Chinese Bell, weighing some 120,000 pounds, is
another example of ancient casting.

As far as known, these bells were cast from
metal melted on the premises where the mold
was made. An air furnace capable of melting the
desired quantity of metal (perhaps several fur-
naces were used) was erected in close proximity
to the mold and so arranged that a trough was
run from the taphole to the mold. When ready,
the copper and tin mixture used for the metal was
tapped out of the furnace and allowed to run
into the bell mold. It is the natural method of
casting a large bell of such enormous weight and
one which is the logical one as it would be used
at the present time were a similar casting to be
made. One could scarcely find a better method
even with all the modern methods of melting and
casting now known.

Using the R. F. D. Routes

The store in a town with R. F. D. routes
running from it overlooks a great opportunity if

it does not take advantage of them.

There are ways of securing the names, and
they make good, live lists. It does not cost much
to go after them at least once a month, with a
letter or circular, or with literature that is fur-
nished by the manufacturers. A large percentage
of this class of trade own their own teams and
wagons, so you save delivery expense.

Get them to make your store their head-
quarters when they drive to town, whether they
are buying anything in your line or not, and in
this manner you will cement a friendship that will
not only bring you their business, when they
have any, but they will speak kindly of your store
to their friends and neighbors at every opportunity.
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The Astronomical Clock at Lyons

The ancient astronomical clock in the
Cathedral of St. Jean, at Lyons, France,
shown in our illustrations, is incon-
testably, if not the most beautiful—at
least one of the most beautiful monu-
ments of early horology that exists.
It exhibits, at all events, one peculiar-
ity not common to many of the other
old clocks, which is that it is still run-
ning, as far as its essential organs are
concerned, and is not resting quietly
behind the glass of some conspicuous
case in a museum. The old clock has
recently been overhauled and repaired
by the well-known firm of Chateau
Freres & Cie., Paris.

If we are to believe
the text of the in-
scription from t h e

seventeenth century which accom-
panies an old cut, this clock dates back
only to 166o. It assures us that in that
year the lord canons of Lyons installed
it. In reality, they only had it repaired
at that period.

More than one hundred years be-
fore that (late it was already in ex-
istence, since an act of the chapter ex-
pressly declares that in 1572 "it did not
run any more." Again in 1598 the
whole system was put in a state of
complete order by Nicholas Lippius, a re-
nowned mathematician of Basle, who was

Its History
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called to the work by the horologist Hugues
Levet, of Lyons, to whom the canons had
confided a task which he himself was in-
capable of performing. In 166o the res-
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and which comprise a calendar and a very
complete astrolabe.

The striking work contains a small
chime tuned to the ordinary scale and the

hour strike work trips the rods of this
chime. Finally, the clock is completed
by the addition of divers automata—a
cock that crows being placed upon the
very summit of the structure, a beadle
who approaches to make his rounds,
and statuettes that represent the days
of the week. While the chimes are
playing, an angel beats the time with
her wings, her head and her foot.
When the chimes have done, another
angel turns an hourglass. Although
the automata are interesting and even
entertaining, we shall not dilate fur-
ther upon their play, which closely re-
sembles that of all the ancient auto-
mata, but we shall devote our time to
the more enlightening consideration of
the astronomical features. They are
comprised, as we have said, in the two
dials on the front of the clock, but par-
ticularly on the upper one, the lower
one being reserved for the calendar.

The calendar, which
provides the changes
for 66 years, is built

up of a crown having an outside diam-
eter of 5 feet and an interior diameter
of about 3 feet. It is divided into 365

divisions radiating from the center. Made
of wood, it is covered with parchment.
Each division indicates a day of the year in
the ordinary and also in the Roman calendar;
besides that, the festival for each day is
added. At the close of the year an outside
disk, measuring three feet in circumference
and divided into sixty-six parts moves up
one notch and changes thus the general

Front view of the Lyons clock

toration mentioned in the inscription wab
effected by Guillaume Nourrisson, whose

name is engraved upon the front of
the base. In 1779 Charmy undertook
anew the task of repairing it and
during the course of his work he
added to it a Graham escapement
(1782). From the Revolution until
1894 the poor old clock was doc-
tored by several pseudo-horologists,
who fairly massacred it with-
out being able to make it go.
Finally, in 1894, the Chateau
Brothers, watch and clock
makers, at Paris, undertook its
complete restoration and suc-
ceeded so well that it has been
running regularly ever since.

The total height of the
monument is about io meters,
or something over 30 feet. The
pendulum, which measures 9
feet useful length, regulates
the movement, which actuates
the hand of the oval dial for
the minutes, that is visible to
the right of one of our illustra-
tions; also all that part of the
astronomical works that we
find enlarged in another cutFront dial of astrolabe and calendar

The Calendar

(Continued on page 7871)

La Safiha
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The Astronomical Clock at Lyons

(Continued from page 1870)

ligures for the year, visible through a ver-

!ical slot, which may be distinguished in one
;.ut. These figures are the yearly dates and

,hey run up to 1959, the number of the Sun-
days after the Epiphany and Pentecost, the
Septuagesima Sunday, Easter, Pentecost, the
Ascension, the feast of the Holy Sacra-
ment, the first Sunday in Advent, the
Dominical Letter, the Golden Number, the
Epact, the Roman Indiction and the
Martyrological Letter.

As for the astrolabe, it is composed of

the line of the zaouval, or the true noontide.
The right line, which cuts this at right
angles is the east and west line. The divi-
sions marked in the lower half of the safiha
by the Roman numerals represent the un-
equal hours, while the divisions in the upper
half and distinguished by Arabic numerals
mark the Houses of the Heavens.

The movable parts of the
astrolabe are the al'ankabout,
aranea and the alidada.
Their form is sufficiently

presented in detail herewith. The clock
actuates the alidada by means of a large
wheel with 240 teeth. This alidada turns

The Movable

Parts

be its name, upon which are fixed in their
respective places, the twenty-six principal
stars in the projected hemisphere. The
moon is also moved by a differential train
of gears, vvhich causes it to make one turn
more than the alidda in 29% days. This
latter carries also a small circle divided
into 29% parts and wherever it is found
under the satellite it indicates its exact age.

We shall add, for the bene-
fit of those who may be
interested in the science of
astrology, that the Houses

of the Heavens are thus named : The House
of Life, of Riches, of Brothers, of Parents,

Houses of

the Heavens

1. Strenuous Long Alarm.
2. La Reine Alarm.
3. Alternating Alarm.

Broken Lots List. Case Lots List.
,/-inch Dial; Nickel-Plated Case; 5-Minute Ring; Shut-Off $1.49 $1.38
3-inch Dial; Nickel-Plated Brass Case; Shut-Off - - 1.32 1.28
Rings and stops alternately for 15 minutes at intervals of 20
seconds. 4 1 -inch Dial; Nickel-Plated Case; Shut-Off - 1.60 1.49

One-Day Movements. Self-Centered Wheels. Western Frictionless Pivots.
Dealer's name printed free on dials in case lot orders.

several parts, one of them fixed, the others
movable. . The fixed portion is represented
herewith. It is what the Arabs called a
safiha, and called during the Middle Ages a
tympanum. It is a stereographic projection
of a hemisphere, of which the zenith of
Lyons forms the summit. The plane of the
projection is tangent to the sphere at the
North Pole, and the point of view is taken
at the South Pole. The three concentric
circles extending over the surface from the
outer edge of the center represent the tropic
of Capricorn, the equator, and the tropic of
Cancer. The hemisphere is marked off in
meridians io degrees apart and in parallels
5 degrees apart. The first of the parallels,
that which forms the limit of the projected
hemisphere, was called among the Arabs the
first of the almonquantarat. There is on this
surface another parallel drawn in about 18
degrees from the first of the almonquantarat.
This is the limit of twilight. The vertical
straight line is the meridian of Lyons. It is

The automatically operated figures of the famous Lyons clock

through 24 hours, which are painted on the
border surrounding the dial and forming
a part of the cabinet. The alidada is also
provided with a longitudinal slot, which
affords an easy passage of a block, upon the
very top of which is fixed a picture of the
sun, the lower extremity of the block slid-
ing easily in an eccentric groove which rep-
resents the ecliptic. The aranea is driven
by a train of differential gears and turns a
little faster than the alidada mediclinium,
and just fast enough to gain one revolution
in 366 days and 6 hours. In this manner
the sun taking part in the movement of both
the alidada and the aranea moves back upon
the sphere one day for each sidereal year,
which produces its true movement.

Upon the aranea are to be found divi-
sions corresponding to 365 days. There are
also the twelve months of the year and the
twelve zodiacal signs, a scale of 360 degrees,
the eccentric circle of the ecliptic, and a
further scheme of decoration, whatever may

of Children, of Health, of Marriage, of
Death, of Piety, of Office, of Friends, and

of Enemies. It must be added that these

divisions have long since disappeared. It
remains, nevertheless, that the astrolabe of
Lyons is the most curious that has come

down to us, and for that reason alone the

clock should be rescued from oblivion.
The cathedral in which this clock

stands is. one of the most famous in France
and one, moreover, of the most interesting
in the south. Notwithstanding that Lyons
is a city frequently visited by Americans
and Englishmen, it is comparatively little
known. The church is of small size but
highly interesting. It was built chiefly at
the end of the twelfth century, but was con-
tinued in the thirteenth and fourteenth and
was completed, with main front, in the fif-
teenth century. Its Bourbon chapel is a
rich example of late Gothic architecture.—
Charles A. Brassier, in Scientific American
Supplement.
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Isochronism of the Vibrations
of the Balance

Translated by THE KEYSTONE from the German of the late
Jules Grossmann by special permission

IX
On the axis of abscissas (the hori-

zontal line) are marked the lengths of the
half-arcs of vibration in degrees, and on
the axis of ordinates (the vertical line)
the number of seconds which the watch
would lose daily if it were to keep proper
time with pins so bent as not to allow free
play to the outer coil. It is at once evident
that the movement of the coil produces a
loss, a fact which is generally known. Also
that this loss is much more serious with
short than with long vibrations. If the
watch were to vibrate through a turn and
a half, or 2700 to each side, in a flat posi-
tion, then the balance would turn through
only 2400 in a hanging position and a
further loss of 197" — 176" = 21 seconds
would take place. If the balance in a flat
position were to vibrate only through one
turn and if the vibrations were likewise
to be diminished by 300 on each side in a
hanging position, then we should have a
further retardation of 305' — 258' = 47"
daily in a hanging position.

The same lengths of the spring are
assumed in Fig. 15, but with this difference,
that the outer coil of the spring presses
against one of the balance spring pins when
the balance is at rest and that this coil
moves from its pin when the balance turns
through an angle of 200 from the position
of rest. It should be noticed that the dif-
ference in time takes place only when the
balance moves to the side on which the
coil recedes from the pin. Under condi-
tions otherwise similar only half of the
retardation occurs. Let us again assume
that the balance makes a vibration of a
turn and a half or 2700 on each side in a
flat position and a vibration of 240° in a
hanging position; then we should have a
daily gain of 573 — 562 -----: II seconds in
a hanging position.

If the angle of elongation were only
1800 in a flat and 1500 in a hanging posi-
tion we should have a gain of 531 — 507 =
24 seconds daily.

The Tourbillon, Breguet type, watches
have the peculiarity that the small vibra-
tions are performed in shorter spaces of
time than the long vibrations and that they
gain in a hanging position. This arises
from the movement of the cage, in conse-
quence of which the moment of force of
the balance spring is suddenly changed.
This error may be corrected with advantage

by giving a little play to the outer coil
between the curl pins.

As marine chronometers are provided
with large and heavy balances, in order that
centrifugal force may cause the small
vibrations to be performed in a shorter
space of time than the long vibrations, this
error may also be considerably reduced by
allowing some play to the outer coil of the
balance spring between the pins.

In the foregoing sections I have dealt
with the principal factors Which interfere
with the isochronism of the vibrations of
the balance. I have endeavored to treat
the subject as little mathematically as pos-
sible, in order that this difficult matter may
be understood by watchmakers not pos-
sessing much mathematical knowledge. I
have dealt with each factor separately, but
in practice they all operate together. Thus
pivotal friction by itself causes no difference
in the duration of the vibrations, but it does
do so when its action is combined with the
action of the escapement.

The following rule may be given : If
an error is observed in the timing, it should
first of all be corrected. This is often not
altogether possible. In such cases the
error should be reduced to the smallest
possible limits and only then should an
attempt be made to find another error
which, if it were the only one, would pro-
duce the opposite effect. Indeed, it never
happens that two errors having opposite
effects exactly compensate or neutralize
each other. This may apparently occur in
practice when the lengths of the arcs of
vibration are little, if at all, altered ; if,
however, these lengths are materially al-
tered in consequence of relaxation of the
mainspring or thickening of the oil, then
the errors cannot, in my opinion, be com-
pensated. The adjuster who discovers an
error in the rate of the watch which he
cannot correct must endeavor to find a com-
pensating error which would, as nearly as
possible, produce the same difference in the
rate in the opposite direction.

[THE END]

Lady Craftsmen Make Curio Jewelry

While it is scarcely fair to call the
craze for anything so essentially an art as
jewelry making a fad, yet as such it appeals
to up-to-date girls most surprisingly. Girls
who have never done anything more la-
borious with their hands than embroider
table centers and lingerie underwear are
now using the blowpipe and bellows, the
hammer and file, with dexterity and skill,
and some of the jewelry they turn out
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shows not only exquisite workmanship, but
great originality of design as well.

A branch of the work which is attract-
ing special attention just now is the recon-
struction of old jewelry into artistic pen-
dants, brooches, combs and buckles. This
has started girls rummaging for old heir-
looms, and as a result of the ransacking
many quaint and curious pieces, set with
carbuncles, cameos, carnelians, brilliants
and coral have been brought to light and
turned over to the girl who is learning the
goldsmith's art, to be wrought into decora-
tive ornaments for personal wear.

Handsome jewelry is by far the most
popular present for fall brides this year. A
favorite gift is a pair of slipper buckles,
not only for the bride herself, but for her
bridesmaids. Always pretty and effective,
when clone by hand they are perfectly stun-
ning. One of these sets is composed of
dull silver set with Montana sapphires ;
another, a copper pair, is set with topaz to
wear with bronze slippers, and a third is
in oxidized silver with white topaz, to go
with a black empire gown, a trousseau
robe.

Baby pins, veil pins and rings are
among the popular smaller articles made by
hand, and filets of metal set with topaz,
sapphires, turquoise matrix and the like are
liked by those who adopt the Grecian style
of hair dressing. Watch fobs are a favorite
gift for the girl's men friends, and those
of copper set with variscites, a pretty green
stone and mounted on tan suede of a heavy
quality, are very smart.

"Just now the craze," said a woman
who makes a business of band-wrought
jewelry, "is to have lucky stones made up
into talismans, and some curious relics are
brought to me for the purpose. Frequently
a woman wants to preserve a bit of jewelry
as a matter of sentiment, as did one who
brought me three wedding rings to be
wrought into one that she could keep 'for
memory's sake.' Undoubtedly a jeweler
would have melted them all up together,
for they were all of different karats, but by
using three different kinds of solder I com-
bined them without fusing them. I finished
die ring with a big oval seal, and it was
stunning.

"Old coins are often joined together
for clog collars, and quaint buttons are set
in metal bands for filets. I am just now
making a pendant of a carnelian, an heir-
loom in the owner's family, to be set in
copper. The rich red of the carnelian
and the peculiar tone of the metal will
make a most unusual and pleasing com-
bination."
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Cloisonne Enamel

By A. WANGEMAN, Ph.D., in The Jewelry Worker

Cloisonne

Not Difficult

1' E

The popular impression pre-
vails yet in our country,
even among craftsmen, that
cloisonne work is something

too difficult, too tedious in process also, to
attempt making. This is a mistaken im-
pression, for while cloisonne work calls for
highly trained hand and eye, and cannot be
done satisfactorily "in a rush," it is by no
means difficult to a skilled worker and no-
body else should attempt this work as a
"fad."

You have to consider two distinct
propositions. Color is the essential in
enamel expression of what we call "art."
Therefore, the first proposition is to draw
your design so that a truly harmonious
color scheme, preferably in sun prism or
their secondary colors, is created by you.
Just now I only say that a cloisonne must
have one dominant color, and the others are
chosen in juxtaposition. No fixed rules can
be laid down, and if there were such rules,
I would not handicap you with them, be-
cause, to use slang, "it's up to you" to ex-
press your own taste, your own conception
of what is beautiful and appropriate in your
own way in the work you do. I would
rather see a worker attempting cloisonne
make mistakes in color combinations and
then find them out, rectify them himself,
than act as a house painter, who gets his
notion of external house color combinations
from some one who knows "styles" and
little else, if anything.

The second proposition is
the actual manipulation in
this work. Now, I will ex-
plain it as fully as I can. In

the first place, then,. cloisonne means melting
enamel on the surface of metal, which may
be gold, silver, copper or gilded copper.
The colors are separated on the sur face by
little partitions of fine wire previously
fastened on said surface. Into these little
partitions you put your enamel, as explained
later on, then melt down, preferably in a
muffle. The first melt usually does not fill
the partitions flush with the wire, therefore
you put on more enamel and melt down
again, and, if necessary, repeat this till the
spaces are filled, then remove excess of
enamel first with a fine emery file, then
polish the even surface first with tripoli or
putty powder and finally get the even shine
with rouge. This finish is more satisfactory
for good work than getting the shine by a
final melting down or putting a transparent
glaze over the work.

Now, another part of the
work. You have already
made a colored design of the
work proposed. Now trace

this design first on a sheet of paper, show-
ing thus exactly the cloisonne lines. Then
trace the same design with black carbon
paper on a metal sur face and then with a

Methods of
Manipulation

Preparing
the Design
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steel point or graver scratch these lines on
the metal. You then have to repeat, first the
original design done in water colors ; second,
a copy of the lines traced on paper, and
third, the same lines traced and graved on
the metal. The next thing to do is to bend
the wire in the shape of the lines. For
cloisonne on copper use hard brass wire,
for silver use annealed silver wire, for gold
use fine gold wire. The size of the wire
varies from T/ioo to 1/50 to 1/20 inch.
Fine scrollwork lines call for smaller size
wire, while you rarely need for bold work
more than 1/20 inch wire. It is best to
draw the wire through a drawplate, making
it square, because it lies better, and in filling
and polishing you preserve the same size.
Some Hungarian cloisonne has been done
with twisted wire, which looks well indeed,
but it is not always appropriate where
straight lines in the design are called for.
It gives a rich effect to some oriental
arabesque work in cloisonne.

Now bend your wires with
round and flat pliers and
otherwise and cut at conve-
nient lengths. Use that paper

drawing to bend just right and since the
bent pieces are minute and easily lost or
confounded, just gum them on the paper
drawing, or you can put a thin piece of
celluloid over the colored drawing and cover
the same with a glass cup so that in one
way or another you are sure to have the
properly bended wires handy for the next
operation. Now, make a saturated solution
of borax. Boil about six ounces of borax
in a pint of water and let it cool. Borax
crystals will deposit on cooling, the borax
water standing over is then "saturated."
Put this in a corked bottle and label same.
Dip your wire into this and lay in its place
if the work is on flat metal and let a drop
or two fall on the same, then fasten the wire
with solder, one at a time. This is rather
delicate work at first, but with practice it is
not difficult to do.

If the cloisonne goes on a
vase or bowl the putting on
is a little more tedious. Of
course, the design being on

the round thing, the problem is how to hold
the wire till soldered. One practical method
is to drill two holes in the work bench farther
apart than the diameter of the vase or bowl
and insert into these a longer piece of thin
steel wire, with some small weight attached
to each end below the bench. If you now
place the bowl or vase on the bench in such a
way that it cannot move you then can put
the cloisonne wire, moistened with borax
water, in its place and hold it there with steel
wire till you have soldered.

It is no trouble at all after you have
done it , a few times. Thus you hold one
piece of .cloisonne wire cut and bent right
in its place. Probably the easiest way of
soldering such round objects is to repeat,
first, to hold the cloisonne wire with the
weighted steel wire in place, then put on the
borax water and a tiny bit of borax powder
on that, then cut silver solder in tiny pieces,
arrange them about one-eighth inch apart
along the wire and then drive the blow-
flame first all around to heat the metal and

Method of
Procedure

On a Rounded
Surface
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then on the borax and solder. In that way
the solder flows around the cloisonne wire.

If you cloisonne copper it
will be necessary to pickle
the object every time after
soldering on a wire. You

may use the usual • one-twentieth sulphuric
acid and water pickle or the special pickle
salt which when used is more efficient, so
that little time is lost in the repeated pickl-
ings. All those processes read more formid-
able than they are, once you get the hang of
working in cloisonne. There are two things
to be kept in mind, first, not to melt the tiny
wire while soldering, and second, in enamel-
ing to put the right colors in the right par-
titions. For that reason a color design is
desirable. A good way to avoid mistakes is
to mark each color on the design and the
corresponding ground enamel in the agate
mortars with identical numbers. In round
objects, especially, it is well to add a little
mucilage of quince seed or tragacanth to the
ground enamels and slowly let them dry on
the metal ; thus they adhere and you have
not the trouble of "flying off" of the enamel
in the muffle.

Cloisonne
on Copper

Transparent
Enamels

Transparent enamels must
be ground for fine work in
distilled water till the water
remains clear. The. object

is to give the air a chance to escape before
the enamel melts down, otherwise you are
apt to have air bubbles. No matter how fine
you grind transparent enamel you must see
that each kernel is a clear, tiny bit of
enamel. I would not advise you to grind
transparent (translucent) enamels finer than
to pass through a No. 50 sieve. You get
better results that way. Opaque enamels
need really not be washed from their finest
dust provided the enamel was made per-
fectly homogeneous in chemical regard by
being held liquid at least ten hours in the
making and otherwise. But the crude, un-
scientific factory and second grade or worse,
foreign enamels which are dumped into our
shops for cheap work on cheap jewelry con-
tain so much uncombined alkalies and metal
oxides that washing them out becomes a
necessity in order to use them at all. These
should not be used for good work in
cloisonne.

Aluminum Welding

An interesting instance of how a diffi-
culty may sometimes be turned into an ad-
vantage is furnished by the aluminum-weld-
ing machine recently invented by S. Cowper-
Coles. The trouble in soldering aluminum
has always been that a film of oxide per-
sistently forms on the surface of the metal
while the operation is going on and prevents
permanent adhesion. Cowper-Coles turns
this to advantage by butting the ends to be
jointed together and then heating the joint
in a blowpipe. The film of oxide retains the
molten metal like a skin and when the proper
moment arrives the ends of the rod are in-
stantly pressed together by releasing a
spring. The oxid skin bursts at the point of
contact and is driven out and the clean
metal immediately unites and makes a per-
fect joint.
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NOTES

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this depart-
ment must send name and address—not for publication,
but as an evidence of good faith. No attention will be
paid to anonymous communications. Questions will be
answered in the order in which they are received.

An INDEX to the questions answered in Workshop
Notes department for each year accompanies each Decem-
ber number. Subscribers are requested to preserve these
indexes, and, before mailing questions, to refer to them,
as similar questions may have been answered in previous
issues. These indexes are arranged alphabetically, accord-
ing to subject covered in each answer, and tell the issue
and page on which the information may be found.

"Dial."—Enclosed find drawing of a watch
dial on the fifth seconds lever watch. Will you
please let me know what the Arabic figures inside
and outside of the minute circle denoter—The dial
sketch you sent us is for a railroad time indicator.
In other words, the dial tells you the rate of
speed at which a railroad train is running. By
starting the long second hand at figure 12 in
passing a mile post and stopping same on passing
the second mile post, the outside of the figures
will tell you at what speed the train is running
per mile. For instance, if on passing the second
mile post you spot the long hand pointing at 48,
the train is running forty-eight miles an hour.
After the long hand has made two revolutions be-
tween two mile posts, then the inside figures from
30 down will indicate the speed you are traveling.

"New Staff."—Sonzetime ago I wrote you ask-
ing you how to put in a lleW balance staff; that
is, a readymade one. You told me how to go
about it but I haven't got on very well with it.
I can get them to fit all right but it is the riveting
them in that bothers me. They will SIUIP off close
up to the wheel. Please tell me what kind of a
stake and punch I should use. They seem so
hard I can't get it to rivet.—Several things are
possible as the cause of your trouble in getting
staffs soundly riveted to balances. But instead
of telling you what may be wrong in your method
we will give you a full description of the right
way to do the work, which will be a more direct
way of helping you. See that the staff fits the
hole in the balance so closely that the staff will
not drop out when placed in it, even without any
riveting. The next thing to be sure of is that the
riveting portion of the staff stands sufficiently
above the top level of the balance arms to allow
of a secure rivet. On 18 size staffs about 2/10 mm.
is sufficient allowance for riveting and smaller
sizes of staffs should have proportionately less.
Last, but not least in importance, see that there is
a good undercut on the riveting shoulder. To
make this, turn into the top of the shoulder with
a sloping cut, deepest part next the staff, and
slanting outward to the edge of the riveting
shoulder so that the latter is left at the proper
height above the balance hole for riveting. Take
a punch in your staking tool, convex, with a hole
in it just a little larger than the hairspring shoulder
of the staff and rivet the staff, revolving the
punch a little after each blow of the hammer.
Strike rather lightly. You probably have been try-
ing to fit readymade staffs without altering them.
In nearly all cases some alterations will be found
necessary to get a proper fit in every part. This
work requires skill the same as to make new
staffs and unless you possess that you cannot ex-
pect to get satisfactory results,

"Agate."—Kindly let us know how to drill
agate or quartz charms?—Undoubtedly the best
method of drilling such hard stone as agates,
chalcedony, etc., is to employ drills that are
pointed with diamond bort or, what is better,
carbon or carbonado, which is simply a species
of black diamond that is even harder than the
crystallized diamond. This form of diamond is
usually steel-gray or black, and is much harder
and stronger than the transparent form of this
stone. The simplest form of diamond drill is
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made of steel, and has a recess in the end
which rests on and holds a fragment of diamond.
We show at Fig. i such a drill. It is
made of steel and shaped as shown, ewes"
the end at o being provided with a
conical recess in which the fragment
of diamond m rests. In using ni for a
drill, it turns in the stone because it
does so with less resistance than in
the hollow steel cone in the end of F.
For starting such a drill a diamond
countersink is made use of. Such
diamond countersink is made by set-
ting a fragment of bort in the end of
a piece of steel wire. It is well to select a piece
of bort for such a countersink which will weigh
about one-fourth of a carat. There is considerable
judgment required in selecting and setting the
fragment of diamond. One of the main features
to look for such a countersink is to have the ex-

posed angle which does
the work of the proper

73! shape to form a sink in
the stone to be drilled.
The proper angle should
be about 75° or 800.
The cut at Fig. 2 shows
about the proper angle.
The fragment of dia-
mond is secured into
the end of the steel
shank which forms the

drill by means of claws, which reach no farther
over the stone than just to hold it securely. To
carry out in detail the operation of set-
ting a fragment of diamond for a —TA--
cou n tersink, we form a recess in the end aof a piece of steel wire which will just
receive the piece of diamond. We show
a side view of the end of such a piece
of wire at Fig. 3, the dotted lines at n
showing the form of the recess. At Fig.
4 is shown an end view of the wire G,
seen in the direction of the arrow q. The
slots at s are cut with the edge of a thin Fig. 3

file. We show at Fig. 5 a
side view of the countersink after the
slots s are made to form the claws a,
which are folded over and hold the bit
of diamond in place. At Fig. 6 we
show a finished countersink which is
supposed to enter a stone no farther
than up to the line b. The recess or
pit formed by such a countersink is

chiefly employed to start a regular dia-
mond drill, such as we show at Fig. t,
which is the simplest form of drill for
precious stones we know of. The
lower end of the steel shank F is
hardened and tempered to a dark
straw color, and there is nothing to
cause the stone in to hold in the re-
cess o except friction. Such a drill rig.°
as this is used vertical, and to start

it we employ the countersink G, Fig.
6, to produce a recess in whicn we
can lay the fragment of diamond,
and then set the drill shank F upon
it and revolve said shank by any
device we please—a flexible shaft

Fig. 6 extending to our lathe arbor is a
good method. Those who use such
drills usually have several frag-

ments of diamOnd, drilling different
sized holes, which they use with F.
At Fig. 7 we show a more perfect
form of diamond drill, but it also
requires much more labor to make.
This drill is also made of steel wire
shaped as shown, but for cutting ye IL...
properties it is provided with small Nffos'
fragments of diamond set in two lh
slots which cross each other as shown

Fig. 7at c c, Fig 8, said cut being an end
view of Fig. 7, seen in the

, direction of the arrow h. In making
/Ai% such a drill it is hardly advisable to at-dye tempt one which makes a hole less than
C 1/16" in diameter. The slots c should be

Fig' 8 cut of such depth as will best hold the
fragments of diamond set in them. At

the center, where the slots c cross each other, is
set as large a diamond "crumb," if we may use
the term, as can be put in place. In the channels

Fig. 2

i •

Fig. 4
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c are set bits of diamond, closing the steel over
them with a punch to secure them in place. Pieces
of black diamond or carbonado are much the best
for such a drill, but they cost a great deal more
and the diamond fragments will answer very
nicely. Such a drill will last a lifetime if care-
fully used. The bits of diamond can be addition-
ally secured by brazing—that is, filling all the
interstices with brass filings and borax paste and
heating the drill until the brass melts. You will
notice that all the diamond end stones in English
lever watches are brazed into the steel cap.

"Regulate."—Please state in your next issue
the best way to regulate a three-arm balance move-
ment which runs too fast after the regulator has
been pushed to the extreme slow side and still
gains in Until—The first thing to do is to unpin
the hairspring from the stud and repin it nearer
its outer end, thus lengthening it. Of course, you
will have to then put the watch in beat by turning
the balance in the hairspring collet to make it beat
evenly on both sides ; i. e., get the balance to
come to the same position on both sides of the line
of centers when the power is off and the hair-
spring at rest (the same as it was before you ml-
pinned the hairspring). If this does not bring the
watch to time you will have to put on a heavier
balance if the watch is a good one or coat the
lower surface of the balance thinly with lead i f
the watch is of too cheap quality to warrant the
exchange of the balance.

"Cutter."—Please will you give me the best
method of cutting a wheel with twenty-nMe when
your division plate will not divide it. My lathe
is a Triumphl—Before we can answer yotn ques-
tion we must have a description and sketch or
illustration of your wheel cutting attachment. On
receipt of this we will see if we can suggest a way
out of your difficulty. Let its know the number
of holes in all the circles of your dividing plate.

"Double."—Will you kindly advise me of the
advantage the double-roller escapement has over
the single; same being more used on the better
grades of movements?—In the double-roller es-
capement the larger roller is used only to carry
the impulse pin and has nothing to do with the
guard or safety action. The latter is the function
of the smaller roller. You probably understand
that the purpose of any guard action is to prevent
the fork from leaving the banking and passing
over to the other side except when it is carried
over properly by the impulse pin. If the watch
receives a jar or jolt the fork is kept in place by
the guard pin coming in contact with the edge
of the roller. The guard pin can get past the edge
of the roller only when the impulse pin is duly
acting in the fork, because the "crescent" or
passing hollow in the edge of the roller is pointing
in the same direction as the impulse pin. Every
time the guard action is called into play the mo-
mentary contact of guard pin and roller edge is
just so much interference with the freedom of
the balance action and to a proportionate degree
is a hindrance to good timekeeping. Now we
come to where we can see the advantage the double
roller has over the single. In the double roller
there is one roller for impulse action and a much
smaller one for the guard action. In the single
roller the impulse roller and guard roller are one,
and as the impulse roller must be of rather long
radius, the guard action's radius being the same,
the effect of interference with the balance's free-
dom is greater during a contact on the single
roller than it is on the much smaller roller of the
double roller. This is on account of the lesser
leverage on the latter. To illustrate how it is,
set a balance wheel spinning in its jewels and
touch a thin wire to the staff ; it will take quite
a pressure to stop its motion, but touch the rim
with even much less pressure and the balance will
stop instantly. This is due to the difference in
leverage (radial distances from axis of balance)
and shows clearly why the small guard action
radius of the double roller is superior to the larger
one made necessary by the single roller, as the
more free front interference of any sort is the
balance allowed to go the more nearly is the ideal
timekeeper (a perfectly detached balance) attained.
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Strange Fortunes of Precious
Stones

There is a well-known Persian story of a
pearl diver whose grandson, on his first dive,
brought up a great basketful of pearl shells.
However, he was so mangled by a shark in hold-
ing on to his basket that he died of his wounds.
The shells were opened and one was found to
contain the finest pearl that had been discovered
in many years. This pearl the old diver still
treasures, calling it "The life of my boy." It is
not for sale at any price.

Queen Isabella was not alone
Gems in Cakes in having placed gems in cakes

and then having these cut open
at great functions. This was often done in for-
mer times. In cases where the entertainers were
poor, the lucky prize winner might receive a
brass ring, a silver ring, or one of plain gold;
but at functions given by the wealthy, especially
one whereat a great queen presided, actual gems
of large value, pearls and diamonds worth many
thousands of dollars, were inserted. These were
not thrust, uncovered, into the raw material
before it was baked, but were first placed in tiny
boxes, and, a hole having been made in the cake,
these boxes were inserted therein, the surface of
the cake first being turned over and then replaced,
so that a bit of it covered up the hole. No one could
suspect where the gem was ; only when the cake
was cut and the pieces examined was it dis-
covered. Frequently the knife cut across the
box ; in this case the jewel fell to the owner of the
piece of cake containing the largest part of the box.

It is remarkable how frequently
Strange gems are lost, and then found
Disappearance where least expected. A lady

called upon a Parisian jeweler
many years ago, asking various questions on the
subject of jewels, and occasionally referring to a
great stock book, which the jeweler placed at her
disposal, to verify weights and prices. He showed
her many fine gems, among others a ruby of
several carats' weight and of exceptional beauty.
As she was about to leave the shop, it was dis-
covered that the stone was missing. The jeweler
knew the lady and she knew him, but still she
hesitated to leave until the jewel was found.
However, as all efforts to find it proved unavail-
ing, she finally departed. More than a month
later the same lady visited this dealer again and
asked him some questions which necessitated re-
course to the same source of information that had
been used on her former visit. It was a pon-
derous volume, and as the man opened it at a
page that had been consulted on the previous visit,
there lay the missing ruby on the page before him.
He had placed it on the volume and had closed
this when the lady had asked him some other ques-
tion,,and had then put it away without once recall-
ing that the jewel had been in his hand while the
book was open; and there it had lain hidden all
that time.

Another case in point was that of a diamond
weighing fully a carat, which had accidentally
sprung from a pair of tweezers that had been used
to pick it up. A most careful search failed to
reveal its whereabouts until a month later, when
the matter happened to be discussed, and a work-
man, who heard the discussion, inquired whether
anyone had looked for the diamond on the ledge
of the window ? Several smiled dubiously. How-
ever, the workman was so earnest that a ladder
was obtained, and some ten feet from the ground,

on the ledge of the window, lay the missing dia-
mond. Something similar had happened to the
workman on another occasion, and this suggested
to him the idea of looking on the window ledge
for the stone, since he realized that, when a thing
is dropped or sprung, it is apt to shoot off in a
different direction from that one might reasonably
suppose it would take.

A lady was dressing, and had removed her
-diamond earrings. Her maid was the only other
person in the room. She stepped from the room
for a moment, and when she returned the earrings
were missing. No one had been in the house ex-
cepting the maid. A detective was summoned.
When he arrived, the maid was crying and pro-
testing her innocence. A lower window sash was t7p
at the time, but, as the weather was chilly, the de-
tective shut it down. There, upon the upper part
of the framework of the sash, lay the missing
earrings. They had been placed there by the lady
herself, who had later opened the window.

Prof. Charles Upham Shepard
Remarkable was one of the pioneers of
Coincidence American mineralogy. He vis-

ited Europe many times. On
one of these trips, undertaken to bring together
the treasures which now form the collection at
Amherst College, he bought a beautiful crystal of
blue topaz. Although it measured three by two
and one-half inches, it was only half a crystal,
albeit so magnificent that it was considered a
treasure of peculiar rarity. Some years later
Professor Shepard was offered another fragmen-
tary crystal, smaller than the first, from another
city. When he arrived at Amherst College, he
placed the fragments side by side and found, to
his amazement, that they fitted to each other per-
fectly. They were parts of a complete crystal that
had been stolen from the imperial Russian collec-
tion, and had been broken, the better to conceal its
identity and to facilitate its sale.

An ?musing anecdote, often related by Pro-
fessor Shepard, has to do with a dealer who tried
to sell him a faultless white gem, known as phena-
cite, a mineral slightly allied to the beryl or aqua-
marine family. Professor Shepard glanced at the
gem and saw that it was not a phenacite, but a
topaz, whereupon he remarked to the dealer:
"This is a topaz. You are a phenacite I" Phena-
cite is a Greek word, meaning "deceiver," and
this name was bestowed upon the stone because,
when first observed, it was supposed to be topaz,
and was called by that name ; later it was named
phenacite, on the discovery that it was not a topaz
as had been at first supposed.

Endless are the tricks resorted
Tricks That to by those who wish to de-
Deceive ceive the mineral collector and

the tourist. Very few dia-
monds in the original matrix are permitted to
leave Kimberley. Occasionally a small bit of
rock does leave the mines, but about nine-tenths
of the specimens of diamonds in the matrix which
are seen in the great museums consist of rock
from one mine and diamond from another,
cleverly cemented together. The most ingenious
and barefaced of these deceptions was employed
by one of these falsifiers, who took a diamond
crystal and stuck it in a specimen of native cop-
per that projected from a beautiful piece of white
quartz. The copper was gilded to resemble gold,
and the entire creation proclaimed as a diamond
that had been found in a piece of native gold,
which had, in turn, been found embedded in a
quartz rock—an occurrence as ingenious in inven-
tion as it was impossillle in nature.
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An interesting story is told of an eighteenth-
century collector who owned a remarkable in-
taglio. He showed this to another collector while
they were examining the great collection, of which
the former was the owner. As the visiting col-
lector was about to depart, his host rang a bell
and a servant appeared with some kind of drink
which puzzled the visitor. "What is this?" he
asked, when invited to drink by his host. "It's an
emetic," answered the latter, serenely. "You swal-
lowed my antique a short time ago." The guest
was inclined to deny the impeachment, but the
host insisted, and the emetic was taken by the
guest, and the gem duly recovered. Thereupon
the visitor inquired anxiously : "How did you
know that I had swallowed the gem?" The col-
lector who owned the antique calmly replied,
"Because that was the way I obtained it myself."

Another interesting tale of the same century
refers to the old fallacy that rock crystal was
simply congealed water—that is to say, ice. As
rock crystal always feels colder that most other
objects, including glass, this collector conceived
that it would be an excellent idea to have a large
piece of smooth crystal cut so that it could be held
in the mouth or the hand, to cool the one or the
other. It happened, however, that at the first
trial one of the collector's friends very nearly
swallowed the crystal, after which unlucky test it
was relegated to the collection as an ornament.

Things are not always what
Mistaken they seem, and sometimes they
Identification seem to be what they are not.

For instance, in the Science
and Art Museum of Dublin there were two beau-
tiful specimens, apparently octahedral in form,
although the faces had been polished. These
specimens resembled ruby spinels, and they had
been labeled and exposed as such for many years.
Nevertheless, it required but a glance to detect
the crystalline striations in the stones, which
proved them to be true rubies, and not spinels,
and, although not transparent, they were rubies of
good color, weighing about one ounce each.

In the National Museum of the Grand Duchy
of Baden, which contains at least half the loot
obtained by Prince Eugene of Savoy when he
annihilated the Turks in 1698, there was among
the many treasures there a pump-head or pump-
snout, resembling an animal's head, labeled:
"Pump-head of glass, from the Castle at Restadt."
In reality, however, this object was made of rock
crystal, at the order of some former owner, who
was a person of magnificent ideas and who liked
his water to flow through tile purest of rock
crystal.

In one of the great imperial collections of the
Austrian Empire, there was a case of magnificent
antique objects in glass that had been discovered
in some Roman ruins, and had been catalogued
and labeled as glass ; but one of these objects was
of a slightly different quality and luster from the
others. It was coated more or less with the sub-
stance in which it had been embedded for some
eighteen or nineteen centuries. A cursory exami-
nation sufficed to show that this was not glass,
but a rock crystal coupe, measuring some eight
inches across and forming one of the finest ob-
jects of Roman antiquity.

Again, in one of the museums in London
there appeared two lip or ear ornaments, labeled
"rock crystal." These were three inches in height
and nearly an inch in diameter, but they were not
of rock crystal, but of the most beautiful pale
blue beryl the writer had ever seen.—Dr. George
F. Kunz, in The Saturday Evening Post.
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Watchmakers' Examinations
from the Technical Viewpoint

By JOHN J. BOWMAN, of the Ezra F. Bowman Technical
School, Lancaster, Pa.

Wisconsin
Examination
Paper

The utmost credit is due
the Board of Examinations
of the Wisconsin Retail
Jewelers' Association for
its work in preparing the

set of questions published in THE KEY-
STONE'S August number. The list of ques-
tions is of good scope and considered as
a whole, the examination is well calculated
to ascertain whether or not a man has suffi-
cient knowledge to deserve rating as a pro-
ficient watchmaker. In addition to the
questions, and just as important, if not
more so, there is provision made for testing
the manual skill of the applicant in his
work. This article is written for the pur-
pose of proposing some improvements in
the list of questions, but please understand
that in offering these suggestions I desire
not to be classed with a certain kind of
"Smart Alec" whom we all know, whose
way is to ignore the fact that to construct
an entire piece of work is more difficult
than to afterward criticize details of it;
in short, I do not want to be thought un-
appreciative of the excellence of this
Board's work merely because some minor
changes and additions can be suggested
which, I believe, would be an improvement.

The best way to condu4
Conducting the examinations would be
Examination under the general direction

of the American National
Retail Jewelers' Association, as proposed
in a former article, to secure uniformity
and stability of requirements throughout
the country. If this is not accomplished,
it is to be hoped that the different State
bodies will be wise in adopting as nearly
a uniform standard as possible. They
would probably all follow, to a certain
extent, the lead of the Wisconsin associa-
tion, and they could benefit by so doing;
the ideas here submitted and those which
others may suggest may be adopted or not
by the various boards, but it is to be hoped
there will be no wide differences in the
essential points and the total effect of each
of the examinations.

Too much care cannot be
Wording the taken to couch each ques-
Questions tion in such carefully

chosen words that only one
meaning can be taken. Let us take No. 9
of the Wisconsin questions, which is,
"What is the result when the pallet is too
wide in proportion to the wheel ?" How
will this question be understood by the
person undergoing examination ? The
word pallet can be taken to mean the entire
piece carrying the two pallet-arms or
stones, or it may be understood as meaning
only one of the arms or stones. The
several authors of the best works on the
lever escapement use this word differently
in referring to the same thing. Suppose
the examiners mean that "pallet" means
the entire anchor-piece, but the man taking
the examination takes it to mean that a

pallet-stone is too wide ; or it might even
be taken to mean that both pallet-stones are
too wide. Since the answer in each of
these cases must be different, a man could
be penalized for merely having guessed
the wrong meaning to the question, even
though his knowledge may be sufficient to
have answered the question correctly in
any one of its possible interpretations.
Question No. 42 is one on which a num-
ber of workmen have expressed a doubt
of its exact meaning. It reads: "What
will you do if the large pivot of the center-
wheel is worn beyond the thickness of the
staff?" While this question did not seem
to me so hard to understand, after reading
it carefully, still the fact that a number of
watchmakers report a difficulty in getting
at its meaning indicates that it would be
well to word it more explicitly. No one
could fail to see through it in this form:
"What will you do if the large pivot of
the center-wheel arbor is worn so deeply
that its diameter is less than that of the
post on which the cannon pinion is carried ?'.'
These two instances show the need for
very careful work in putting each question
into such form that no mistake is possible
as to its meaning.

We will now take up con-
sideration of whether any
addition to the list of ques-
tions given would increase

the effectiveness of the examinations. In
the first place, should not every watch-
maker be able to explain what a timepiece
is, to give in a few words a general
analysis of a timepiece, considered compre-
hensively as a machine ? Practically all
modern timepieces contain the same four
mechanical elements, even though they do
differ greatly in the particular devices used
to embody such element ; for instance, es-
capements are all for the same purpose in
the action of timepieces, but there are a
great many forms of escapement used. A
question which would test whether or not
one has a broad understanding of time-
pieces would be:

(a) Into what four distinct groups
would you consider the principal mechanism
of a watch or other timepiece divided?

(b) What is the purpose of each of
these groups and how does each group act
on the group next to it?

The subject of the escape-
ments needs likewise a
treatment of a little more
general nature. One who

can be considered competent must know
how the whole "family" of escapements is
related to one another and what are the
qualities and best uses of each. Some of
the questions necessary for this test are in
the published list, but not a complete and
preconcerted scheme of them. The desired
effect could be had by adding the following
questions to those on the escapements
already given:

What is the difference between a re-
coiling escapement and a dead-beat es-
capement?

State whether each of the following
watch escapements is dead-beat or recoiling:
Cylinder, lever, duplex, verge, chronometer?

Questions
Suggested

The
Escapements
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Which types of clocks in general use
have recoiling escapements, and which
dead-beat?

Explain the difference between a lever
escapement with circular pallets and one
with equidistant lockings.

Describe the wheel and pallet and fork-
and-roller actions, stating, in the proper
order, just what occurs from the time a
tooth drops on the entering pallet until the
next tooth drops on the same pallet.

The next matter which
lsochronism needs our attention is the

subject of isochronism.
While it is not often that one has to adjust
a watch to isochronism, still it is valuable
to a watchmaker to have had some experi-
ence in this work. The peculiar nature of
it, however, would make it difficult for one
to explain exactly how he arrives at his
results, because it is matter of "cut and
try." There are also difficulties in the way
of making a practical test in the compara-
tively short but much crowded time at dis-
posal at the examinations, so it seems im-
practicable to test the applicants' ability on
this work. No one can maintain, however,
that a man should not be able to explain
what isochronism of the balance spring is.
Suppose one's customer, reading on the
description of a watch, "adjusted to tern-
perature, five positions and isochronism,"
should ask what isochronism means, is
there any excuse that would "look good"
to the customer for the watchmaker's not
being able to explain ? So let us add to the
list this question:

What is meant by isochronism of the
balance spring?

It will be noticed that all
Practice these suggested additional
and Theory questions are distinctly

practical in their bearing,
even though it is possible that some may
complain that they are not so. Well, to a
man who doesn't understand watch work
they will, no doubt, be difficult or impos-
sible to answer, and such a man's objection
to them may be taken for what it is worth,
but no more. Sometimes we hear a man
say, "G'wan, theory ain't no good; prac-
tical work is the only stuff that counts."
Now, the trouble with our friend is that
he doesn't know the meaning of the term
theory. A definition of it could be : Theory
is the mass of organized or correlated
knowledge underlying the practice of any
art. In other words, art or practice implies
knowing how; theory implies knowing why.
One who really understands watch work
will see that the whole examination, in-
cluding these proposed questions, is not
theoretical at all in the sense in which a
man ignorant of the principles of his work
may use the term ; the latter person would
hold that as much as he happens to know
is just the right amount of practical
knowledge ; anything above his knowledge
he would say is "theory," and useless.
Poor old theory then comes in for many
a hard knock. There are workmen who
are skilled and capable as far as they go,
but who do not get the best results in

(Continued on page 1138x)



10000
South Bend Watches

FROZEN IN

10000
Solid Cakes of Ice

Made Millions of Prospective South Bend Watch Buyers.

A Greater Feat of Advertising was never accomplish-
ed than the nation-wide demonstration of the SOUTH
BEND watch frozen in a solid cake of ice, which was
made last Fall by thousands of Retail Jewelers through-
out the United States. The impression which this won-
derful exhibit made on the minds of the millions of people
who saw it can best be appreciated by the man who
comes in contact with the traveling public.

During Demonstration Week " practically every
traveler calling at our factory mentioned having seen
the SOUTH BEND watch frozen in a solid cake of ice
in front of So and So's jewelry store. At our booth
at the Chicago Fat Stock Show immediately after

Demonstration Week " thousands of people from all
parts of the United States spoke of having seen the
marvelous test of a SOUTH BEND watch running and
keeping perfect time in front of their jeweler's window.

The result of that nation-wide demonstration has
been far-reaching in helping the Retail Jeweler to sell
SOUTH BEND watches as well as in making his place
of business known to everyone throughout his locality.

Cut out the coupon and send it to us
to-day for full particulars. REMEMBER
THE DATE OF THE BIG WEEK IS
NOVEMBER 27th TO DECEMBER 4th.

The Week of November 27th to December 4th the big
demonstration will be repeated. This year we expect
even more Retail Jewelers to join in making the exhi-
bit of the SOUTH BEND watch in a cake of ice than
last year.

This is a display which brings such crowds that in
some cases a policeman has had to be called to open up
traffic. It is the biggest paying advertising ‘‘stunt" for
your business that you could possibly put on. One Jeweler
told us he sold twelve SO U TH BEND watches during
" Demonstration Week " as a direct result of the display. 

The nation-wide demonstration of a SOUTH BEND
watch frozen in a solid cake of ice by the Retail Jewelers
of the United States will be extensively advertised.
Nothing will be left undone to send the crowds to the
stores where the exhibit is made.

We know there is not a live, wide-awake Retail
Jeweler who will miss this big advertising opportunity,
the cost of which is so slight in comparison with the
results, and by all pulling together “Demonstration
Week" will produce no end of good results for every
Retail Jeweler who joins in the demonstration.

COU PON South Bend Watch Company,
South Bend, Indiana.

I am anxious to receive full particulars in regard to the nation-wide
demonstration of the SOUTH BEND watch frozen in ice the week of
November 27th to December 9th.

STATE
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Analysis of Watchmakers' Exam-
ination Project

By N. NIELSON, Harlan, Iowa, President of the Iowa
Retail Jewelers' Association

I have read the article on "Examina-
tion of Watchmakers," written by Mr.
Bowman, published on page 1689 in your
October issue, with the greatest of interest.
As the Iowa Association was the first in
the field, agitating examination of watch-
makers by an association board, and the
first State to carry it into practice, by hold-
ing an examination at Des Moines, June
24th of this year. I cannot help feeling like
making a few comments on said article.

The Iowa idea, in creating
The Iowa Idea an examining board, is

identical with that of Mr.
Bowman in regard to the benefit it will be
to prospective employers of workmen, and
also the stimulation it will be to the young
watchmakers to make greater efforts to
increase their skill and ability. There can
be no dispute on this point, but I want to
call the attention of all the State associa-
tions to the question raised by Mr. Bow-
man, where he advocates that the examina-
tions be carried out directly under the
national association, if you will permit
me to do so through your columns ; this
Part should be given considerable thought,
for the reason that as the associations
become active along this, and similar lines,
the success of the association may depend
on just where the lines are drawn, showing
where the State association steps out and
the national gets in.

Iowa was one of the first
States to organize. I have
been connected with our
association in an official

way ever since its organization, and, by
carefully watching developments, my ob-
servations come to this : Without State
associations there would not be a national
association of any importance ; the influence
of the national is only reflected according
to the strength of the State associations.
Therefore, we must give the States all the
chance possible to develop and grow
stronger in membership, and also keep the
older members in line. This can only be
accomplished by encouraging each State to
carry through its own ideas as to ways and
means of improving our workmen and
better conditions for the retailers, as long
as same is done within lines laid down at
our national conventions, from time to time,
as conditions arise demanding action.

As to methods of examination, any list
of questions to be answered is unsatisfac-
tory ; the only method worth considering
is one where the applicant has to actually
demonstrate his ability to do work before
the board, as it may see fit to demand, in
addition to answering a few questions on
points that a good workman should know.
With these points in view, the examining
board of my State is now preparing ways
and means for carrying these ideas out.
An examination of this kind is practical
and will mean something to the holder of
our certificate. When we want to employ
workmen, we want to know that the appli-

Education and
Organization

cant can do the work, and not how many
technical questions he can answer on things
for which he may never have any use in
actual practice, with all kinds of material
so easily obtained.

One of the questions con-
Maintaining fronting the different State
Members' associations is how to keep
Interest the interest in association

work up, for on this de-
pends the growth of the movement. The
national is too far away to create much
interest and influence the trade to join and
send in their dues, when due, except in
their own State. The causes are gradually
disappearing which made our organization
necessary in the beginning. As the success
of any organization depends on how urgent
the need of its existence, and also the ac-
tivity of its officers, it is evident that it is
now up to the officers of the different
States to keep active, and in every way
attempt to carry through ideas and meas-
ures which will benefit the trade and show
the value of organization.

The Iowa association's
Perfecting plans for the next few
Examination months will be to perfect
System our watch examination

system, so we will be in
readiness for the next examination, to be
held some time in February, also at the same
time lay plans for one of the best business-
educating State conventions it is possible
to get up till June next. In the meantime,
the original issue for which we organized
will not be lost sight of ; we will keep in
our minds the manufacturers and jobbers
who are fair to the trade, as well as those
who are not ; and, by the way, this reminds
me of the article written by "A successful
jeweler who is not a member of an asso-
ciation," published on page 1571 in your
October issue, in which Ile criticizes the
association. He evidently has an excellent
understanding of existing trade conditions;
his relation to the association is about the
same as a certain man's was to the church
when he was asked to join ; he knew
exactly what the church ought to do, how
perfect its members should be, and when
that state of perfection was reached he
would join. I suggest that your corre-
spondent join the association, wherever he
may be, and aid in the work of bringing
about the high ideals he writes about ; every
retail jeweler should carry his share of the
burden, and the failure of doing so is what
is keeping us from attaining the highest
ideals of relationship between retailers,
jobbers and manufacturers. If only the
three branches were perfectly organized,
we would not have the slightest trouble in
adjusting our differences. In fact, there
would be but little adjusting needed, be-
cause we would realize to a fuller extent
where the rights of one ended and the
others began. These are some of the con-
ditions for which our association has been
striving ever since its organization. The
old saying that "one hand washes the
other" holds good in this case, as in many
others, and it is up to the retailers to aid
and assist in a material way all the jobbers
and manufacturers who are true blue for
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the organization cause, for only in that
manner can we be of mutual assistance to
one another and reach the goal. It is my
sincere hope that we will all, manufacturer,
jobber and retailer, see the great light, get
together and pull together in every way
more effectively than we have ever done
before, and at no distant date, so it will not
be necessary to class as "fair" and "not
fair."

Watchmakers' Examinations from the
Technical Viewpoint

(Continued from page 1879)

their work because, while they can do cer-
tain items of repairs, they do not under-
stand the theory of their work. Often
these men mistakenly think that theory is
a mass of mathematical demonstrations,
merely interesting to "highbrows," and of
no practical utility. But the thing to
remember is that theory is knowing why,
while practice is doing. Things can be
done without knowing why, but then the
doer works only as a parrot talks, in an
imitative way, and is able to do the wrong
thing in a certain case as the parrot is to
say the wrong thing, because neither really
understands the meaning of the act.

The point I wish tO make
Theory here is that a man can
Defined understand the theory of

his work without neces-
sarily being educated in higher mathe-
matics. He can understand theory "in his
own terms." He can have a grasp of the
principles of his art without being able to
pursue the mathematical proofs of them'
to the limit. The latter ability is not es-
sential to doing good practical work, but
an understanding of the general principles
of mechanics makes the difference between
a workman of independent judgment and
one who must be a slave to rule-of-thumb
methods. By all means do not stand in
awe of this bogie-man, theory; he would
be one of your best friends should you but
make his acquaintance. Theory is nothing
more nor less than common sense, and you
can learn it by reading suitable books ; any
help needed in selecting these would, I am
sure, be cheerfully given by the editor of
this journal to all who would write for it.

Getting back directly to the subject of
the examination questions, it will be noticed
that a claim is made earlier in this article
that the trend of the examination, with the
proposed additions, is practical. Some may
think that the subsequent recommendations
of a knowledge of theory reverses the
earlier stand taken, but that this is not so
will be seen when it is noticed that the
reasonable degree of theoretical knowledge
recommended is claimed to be necessary in
order to be a really good practical workman.

Are there some who think the exami-
nation un fair because some workmen will
be unable to pass it ? To any such, let us
ask the question, What are these examina-
tions for—to standardize good ability or
mediocrity?

Ruby and sapphire balance jewels. By size
of hole. Bonney, Keokuk.—Adr.
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WHEN YOU BUY A

NEW HAVEN CLOCK
YOU GET

A SOLID BRASS STANDARD

MOVEMENT WITH TURNED

STEEL PINIONS-- NO STEEL

PLATES TO RUST.

A SEAMLESS SOLID BRASS

NICKEL-PLATED CASE

STRUCK UP IN A DIE—NOT

A TIN, IRON, STEEL OR

ZINC BAND MERELY JOINED

TOGETHER.

A CLOCK THAT WILL LAST

YEARS AFTER THE CHEAP

ONES HAVE WORN OUT.

THE TATTOO
434 INCH CASE

ALARMS EVERY TWENTY SECONDS
FOR FIFTEEN MINUTES ON A 4-INCH
BELL - METAL GONG ON BACK OF
CLOCK.
HAS SWITCH FOR STOPPING ALARM

A GOOD TIMEKEEPER
A SURE ALARM

WRITE FOR ADVERTISING MATTER
AND PRICE

THE NEW 11AVEN CLOCK CO.
iiEW hAVEN UONN.

The

"Krementz-Bodkin Back"
STUD AND VEST BUTTON

Pat. Feb. 16, 1904

KREMENTZ & Co. believe the trade will agree that they
understand the jewelry business sufficiently to know that
the "Krementz-Bodkin Back" Stud and Vest Button is
the simplest and best mechanical Stud or Vest Button made.Tc____ ,cLosED OPEN

The "Krementz-Bodkin Back" Stud and Vest
Button is not one piece, but is one-piece
construction, which makes it very simple and
the strongest and most durable, because;

—I t is Solderless
2—It has no spring or hollow wire to bend or break
3—It is made of solid, hard spring metal throughout
4—It is made by Krementz & Co. which insures perfect
quality, construction and workmanship

THE STORY OF THE HEAD

Krementz and Co. Invite Comparison

KREMENTZ & Cu. stand back of their assertion. All
"Krementz - Bodkin Back" Studs and Vest Buttons arc
sold also under the unique 1Crementz Collar Button
Guarantee.

THE STORY OF THE BODKIN BACK

GUARANTEE
If for any cause whatever a "Krementz-Bodkin Back" Stud or Vest Button
should be damaged either in the hands of the dealer or wearer, a new
one will be given in exchange, without charge. "Krementz-Bodkin Back"
Studs and Vest Buttons are made in hrge variety of patterns in 14 K.
gold and platinum, st.t with pearls and diamonds.

KREMENTZ & CO., Newark, N.J.
NEW YORK OFFICE SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE

1 Maiden Lane 723 Shreve Building
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Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this departmentmust send name and address—not for publication, but as an
evidence of good faith. No attention will be paid to anony-
mous communications. Questions will be answered in the
order in which they are received.

"Ray."-1 have an 18 size lever set 19 jewel
that I am badly puzzled about. It will run
all right for three or four days and then it will
lose three or four hours, but it will not stop run-
ning. I put a balance staff in it and a bal hole
jewel in the bridge. I tried the hands. 7'hey
seem tight enough and they.seem to have enough
shake in the hour hand. They do not scrape the
crystal or catch.—Examine the dial train very
carefully; it would seem that something must
cause the hour wheel to slip out of gearing and
fall back. There are quite a number of possible
causes for the trouble which you must look out
for; too many to describe here, but you will be
quite sure to find whatever it is in the dial train.

"Old dins."-1 wish information on several
matters that I know have been treated upon in
THY KEYSTONE but which I can't locate. (1) How
can I make a sand blastr—See page 275, Febru-
ary, 1908, KEYSTONE.

(2) How to repair an enamel watch dial when
crackedt—See page 7553, September, 7906, KEY-
STONE.

(3) What is the formula for a green finishP--
See page 273, February, 1908, KEYSTONE.

(4) How can I clean and polish ivoryr—See
page 5567, July, 1906, KEYSTONE.

The foregoing is a fair example of other
questions reaching us almost every day. If our
correspondents would bear in mind the classified
index to this department that accompanies each
December issue they would save both time and
trouble and the information desired would be in-
stantly available.

"Frosting."—How can I keep windows from
frosting or sweatingt—From time to time we have
described various plans for the prevention of
frosting of show windows, but inasmuch as the
season is now approaching when this trouble is
most in evidence, and for the benefit of those who
have but recently subscribed, we will give a
resume of such plans. To successfully overcome
the frosting, certain facts should be borne in
mind. In the first place, we should remember that
air at any temperature (say, for illustration, 7o°
F.) is capable of keeping in a vaporous condition
a certain quantity of water, and when we speak of
air so charged, we say it is at its greatest state
of humidity. If air so charged is caused to gradu-
ally fall in temperature, the vapor is condensed
and, if in the open air, produces dew ; if in a
room, we say the windows "sweat." Another
point to remember is that in all cases where open
combustion is carried on, moisture will be formed
(for instance, our correspondent uses gas for
lighting the window) and such moisture can only
be maintained as vapor at the expenditure of heat
and consequent expenditure of fuel. Our cor-
respondent states that his windows are inclosed,
but that he has a ventilator opening into the room
—this is a mistake. If the ventilator be used it
should open into the open air in order to equalize
the temperature on both sides of the glass, as the
frosting is really caused by the uneven tempera-
ture on the opposite sides of the glass.

Probably the easiest, and at the same time,
one of the most efficacious plans for frost pre-
vention is to employ one or two electric fans,
directing the currents of air therefrom directly
on the glass itself. If the window is not a very
large one this plan will generally suffice. Another
plan is to box the window tightly so the warm air
from the store will not reach the glass. This plan
can be still further improved on by running small

tin tubes at intervals through the floor of your
window and letting them reach the outer air just
below the casing by means of an elbow. If this
plan is adopted and a ventilator placed at the top
of the window opening into the outer air, we do
not think any further trouble will be experienced.
In connection with this plan one of our subscribers
wrote to us some time ago that he had his win-
dows so constructed as to allow an open space
of one inch next to the front sash so that the
cold air could have direct entrance through the
window seat and a larger opening at the top to
allow of free circulation of cold air. He stated
that the opening in the top of the window was
allowed to remain the year around, but .that the
opening in the seat of the window was closed
during the summer by means of a thin strip of
board covered with felt to prevent the entrance
of dust.

"Bottunt."—I have in my possession an old
Bottum lathe, as shown in Fig. 1, with attachments.
Will you please fully explain how to set up and
use the attachments, Does the countershaft

FIG. I.

want to run under the bench? I think it was
there originally. I would like to know where all
those pieces go and what use they can be put to.
Of course, I know about the wax chuck. What
weight foot-wheel would you advise for this lathe,
the kind having stirrup treadle—A foot-wheel
with wheel weighing go pounds will serve best to
drive your Bottum lathe. Less weight has insuffi-
cient momentum, while a greater weight is more
than necessary for any of the purposes for which
this lathe can be used. The pieces shown in your
sketch are: The lathe; directly above that is a
grinding and pivot-polishing attachment; to the
right of these is the stand for idler-pulleys, and
the countershaft. The idler stand is mounted
behind the lathe and on it is a pair of pulleys,
over which the belt is passed from the speed-
wheel of the countershaft to the pulley of the
pivot-polisher. The small pieces shown above the
pivot polisher are probably, when assembled, the
pulleys and block for the idler, and can be
mounted on the idler-stand arm. As to the at-
tachment sketched on the second sheet, none of
the Bottum lathes we have seen had any such part,
and we cannot inform you what it is for ; are you
sure it belongs to the lathe?

"Lengths."—What length has a seconds pendu-
/um? What would you do if a plate jewel is
broken out and the setting is so damaged you can-
not set another jewel? In setting how would you
commence to remedy this? What is the result
when the pallet is too wide in proportion to the
wheelf—(a) The lengths of pendulums beating
seconds vary at different latitudes, but it is prac-
tically always taken at 39.2 inches. (b) The only
thing to do is to turn out a sink in the plate and
then turn away the broken hole until you get a
clean, straight hole, with walls at true right angles
to the level of the bottom of the sink. Next make
a shouldered disk to fit exactly all the space you
have turned out of the plate and soft-solder the
disk in place. Let us say here that by soft-solder-
ing we do not mean that the solder is to be
smeared around generally over the work, as seems
to be the idea held by some, but it should be done
so that not a particle of solder is visible when the
job is finished. It takes simply care and exactness
of fitting of the parts to make a good job and
hardly requires more time than to make a botch
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of it. After soldering the disk set the new jewel
in it as explained quite often in this department,
using a universal head or face plate to get the
location of the jewel center upright. (c) When
the pallet is too wide—in other words, the stones
too far apart—the outside drop is too slight and
the inside drop too great.

"Long Spring."—Please tell why a clock runs
400 days with one winding? Is it the length of
spring or the way it is geared! Please give name
of the longest spring you know of and about how
loony times it is supposed to turn the arbor with
one winding. Am trying to construct a heavy
spring movement is zuhy I ask these questions.—
Clocks have been made to run unusually long with
one winding by using an extra long train in con-
nection with one of the usual types of escape-
ment and balance or pendulum, but the modern
400-day clocks, whether driven electrically or by
a spring, depend for their long-running capacity
on their use of the "torsion" pendulum. The word
"torsion" means twisting, which describes the ac-
tion of this pendulum. The pendulum consists of
a thin, narrow steel ribbon, suspended from a
block at the top of the clock frame; on the bot-
tom of this ribbon is a weight. The weight ro-
tates alternately, twisting and untwisting the rib-
bon and at the beginning and end of each "twist"
there is respectively an impulse and an unlocking
of the escapement. The principle underlying the
use of this pendulum in long-running clocks is
that it takes so long for the ribbon to be wound
tight enough to unlock the escapement after re-
ceiving its impulse that a very much greater time
elapses between beats, hence the clock runs much
longer than one with a rod-and-bob pendulum,
or a balance wheel. To try to make a clock run
very long by using a very long train or main-
spring is working on the wrong principle. But
even though the torsion pendulum is better, it is
not used except in clocks where very close time-
keeping is not required. For information about
what is the longest clock spring on the market
you might write to one of the material dealers
whose announcements appear on our advertising
pages.

"Color."—Why does the oil in French as well
as other clocks get black as coal tar shortly after
cleaning the same, and, in many instances, make the
strike go very slow? My process of cleaning is as
follows: First dip in cyanide of potassium, then
scrub off with Sapolio and after thoroughly dry-
ing dip in alcohol, peg out the bearings thoroughly
and put together. I use Nye's watch oil for the
small and Nye's clock oil for the large bearings.
I doubt very much if any process of cleaning may
be at fault, as my experience has taught me
that other watchmakers have the same trouble.
Now, what is more, I have cleaned and repaired
hundreds of clocks in various places in Europe
and never had this trouble. Why should it be so
here? May it be the oil, or what is it f—Your
trouble is clearly the fault of the oil you are
using; probably you have a bottle of old oil which
you had better return to the makers, because they
announced some time ago that a lot of bad oil
had gone out unintentionally and they asked those
who found any trouble with the oil to return the
bottle for exchange, because, the makers ex-
plained, they now have fisheries of their own
from which they can get the best quality of raw
material, so that they can guarantee the quality
of their product.

"Compass."—Kindly advise me how a watch
dial can be used as a compassf—If the sun is
shining a watch may be used as a compass in the
following manner : Point the hour hand directly
to the sun and half way between the hour hand
and the figure 12 on the dial will be due south.
Thus, if it is 4 o'clock the hand will be at 4 and
figure 2 on the dial will be exactly south.

If you want some fine ruby and sapphire
jewels order now ; don't wait six months, I may
not have them then. Bonney, Keoktik.—Adv.
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ACCURACY ACHIEVED

IN 12 SIZE WATCH
The Rockford Watch Company is now in a position to
proclaim the completion of their 12 SIZE MODEL,
which for accuracy in time registration is the nearest
to perfection ever attained. The 12 SIZE MODEL
of the famous

ROCKFORD WATCH
is made in 171 21 and 23 jewel only. Each watch is
cased, then timed at the factory, in twenty-five year
gold filled and solid 14. Karat gold cases. Each watch
is factory priced and that price maintained. Every grade
watch in the 12 Size has double-roller escapement. The
equipment and finish in this wonderful timepiece has
never been equaled. We are proud to say to the
retail dealer, we not only protect you from price cutters
and unfair competition, but can now deliver a 12 Size
Watch which will add to your reputation. As for
quality, finish and accuracy it has never been equaled.
Write for full particulars and prices.

ROCKFORD WATCH COMPANY
ROCKFORD ILLINOIS
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"Giving It Up"

An "Answer" Answered

On the page of one of the great metro-
politan newspapers which is daily given over
to answering inquiries from subscribers,
covering every subject from the proper way
of writing a will to the best remedy for
burns, there appeared recently an inquiry;
the answer 'thereto showed such a vacuity
in the alleged editorial "mind" (albeit the
answer was pronounced in that tone of in-
fallible wisdom of one who "speaks with
authority") that we feel impelled to answer
the answer lest the jeweler who made the
inquiry should be misled by the bad counsel
of the newspaper.

This was the inquiry:

I am a small jeweler in a struggling way, in
a big city. Previous to my starting, a year ago, I
was head watchmaker in the leading jewelry store
here, and my superior skill was generally conceded
by the best class of trade. My savings and a small
inheritance amounted to $38o0, and I decided to
start for myself.

I could not start near the big store, where I
had built up my reputation, as the rents were pro-
hibitive; so I located in a thickly-populated dis-
trict two miles away, among people of moderate
means. Of course, my acquaintance with the big
store's patrons went for nothing here.

At the end of a year, I find I have "gone
back"; my capital is dwindling and I am literally
eating up my stock. The people of this section of
the city do their buying at the department stores;
there seems to be no spirit of loyalty to the local
stores. Moreover, prices of repairing have been
cut by my competitors (small dealers like myself),
until there is no profit left.

Under the circumstances, would you advise
me to give it up and go back to the bench again
on wages?

To which discouraged and disheartened
soul the newspaper man, doubtless anxious
to see the baseball game and annoyed that
small jewelers should come across the field
of his vision, dashed off the following sage
advice:

Certainly. You must give up your foolish
ambition and get back to wages, if you would save
the balance of your capital.

II

We say "No"! This beginner has made
a mistake; but it is a mistake that can be
corrected and he should not "give it up and
go back to the bench on wages." He will
win yet, if he remedies his mistake. It isn't
a question of "saving the balance of his
capital"; it is a question of employing his
capital—for the biggest part of his capital
is his reputation as the skilled watchmaker
whose superiority "is conceded by the best
trade."

His mistake was in investing his cash

capital in merchandise and locating outside
the area of his reputation. He should have
located as near as possible to the big jeweler
(side street, or second floor on the principal
street, if he could do no better), and in-
vested his capital in rent and fine-circular
advertising, mailed direct to the people
whose watches he had formerly repaired.

What he needs to do is to close out his
stock with as little loss as possible—but close
it out, whatever the necessary loss; get a
small room, only necessarily big enough to
hold his bench, and two extra chairs, as near
as possible to the big jeweler, or at least in
the district where the well-to-do shop is;
send out a circular in the best style of print-
ing or engraving, addressed directly to the
individual "best" people, worded something
like this:

John Pivot, until recently head watch-
maker for Bigg, Stohr 8z Co., respectfully
solicits you watch repairing at No. II Blank
Street, Room 3, where your needs will re-
ceive his exclusive personal attention.

And on the first annual anniversary of
his starting, let him send out another circu-
lar, thus :

John Pivot wishes to thank a discrimi-
nating public for its appreciation of skilled
and conscientious watch repairing, as shown
in its generous approval of his work.

No. i r Blank Street,
Room 3.

He should keep his prices at the top
notch of the big jewelers ; and by and by, by
unfailing promptness in the delivery of his
work and a uniform courtesy to all clients,
he will be in position to employ another
watchmaker and another, and finally move
to larger quarters, where he can display a
line of watches only (at first) ; and so by
degrees to the general stock of a jeweler.
He should not "give up."

III

This beginner made another mistake,
except for which he might have succeeded,
even where his reputation was not known—
in meeting the cut on watch repairing. He
should have blazoned the fact of his former
connection as head watchmaker with the big
jeweler ; should have stood on his superior
skill, even though work came at first in long
intervals. It would have come in the end,
for in any "thickly-populated district" of
"people of moderate means" there are
enough good watches, and wearers who
prize them, to maintain a workman who
charges a fair price. He would have found
a market for his stock, also, because of the
confidence created by his skill, plus local
convenience. It would then have been the
cut-price dealers who would have suffered
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from the department store competition; he
would have succeeded through the personal
equation.

Of course, the question as to his ulti-
mate success in the "two-mile-away" district
would necessarily have hinged on his mer-
cantile skill ; and as to this quality in him
we are in the dark.

IV
But however that may be, as the news-

paper man knew no more than we know, his
advice to the beginner to "give up your
foolish ambition" was not only asinine, but
brutal. It is an entirely worthy ambition to
want to succeed as an independent factor,
rather than as an employee of another, and
no advisor should discourage it on the slen-
der data possessed by the journalist now
under criticism. It is just that sort of ambi-
tion which has ,made America, which has
made men everywhere—and which has
made even newspaper writers.

No, the time to "give up" is only when
some mental or physical infirmity stands in
the way of success, or when the peculiar dis-
position, temperament or capacity of the
man makes it necessary for him to lean upon
another, instead of standing alone. Then,
to be sure, conditions may arise when it is
wiser to yield to the inevitable and one
should "give up" before it is too late to do
so with honor—as in case one has an incom-
petent or a dishonest partner, or if a fire
sweeps the main industry of the town, or
any of similar paralyzing misfortunes, re-
sulting in a heartbreaking realization of
coming disaster. But don't "give up" until
the future shows no hope; persevere, and
persevere, and persevere; after each disap-
pointment, you will be stronger for the ex-
perience, if you do not let the iron sink too
deeply into your soul ; and your final success
will bring you all the greater joy because of
the incidental obstacles on your way to it.

Now

It is going to be a great business season
for the jeweler—every sign points to it.
Prepare for it now, if you have not already
laid the foundation for your oncoming pros-
perity. Buy with your very best discretion,
wisely as to styles and not stingily as to
varieties. Devote every thought, now, to
business, even more than you will give to
business at the busier Christmas time; for
now is the time of planting your harvest.
The sun of prosperity will do much to the
ripening, if you select the right seed and
cultivate it with proper advertising now.
Think and plan assiduously; strive as you
never did before, and the year-end will find
you "joying with great joy."



FOR THE BENEFIT OF THOSE
WHO HAVE NOT SEEN OUR EXTENSIVE LINE OF

RHINE STONE GOODS
 IN 

COMBS, HAIR
BANDEAUX
BARRETTES
HAT PINS, Etc.

We will be glad to send SELECTION
PACKAGES el' samples on approval

dr- We have a large assortment of Bandeaux, as illustrated by the cut on
-.the left, and also a very complete line of Open Work Combs as shown

by the cut on the right.

THESE GOODS WILL PROVE BIG
HOLIDAY SELLERS

JOSEPH W. HELLER CO.
129 EDDY STREET, PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND

CUT GLASS of QUALITY
Alundum Grinding
Wheels have proved
successful on more
kinds of material

than wheels made of any other
known " grit " used in grind-
ing wheel manufacture.

Are you using them in

Jewelry Repairing
or Glass Cutting?

No. 4635
4 pt. Jug

Puritan

Send for
Catalogue

NORTON COMPANY
Worcester, Mass.

New York Chicago Niagara Falls

50 Church St. 27 N. Canal St. Alundum Plant

F-110
KELLY & STEINMAN, INC.

Manufacturers HONESDALE, PA.
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Jewelry Store Burglars in the
Toils

Well-laid Plans Frustrated by the Jewelers'
Security Alliance

As the Boston express was pulling slowly
out of the station at Albany two rough-looking
men—one large, stout and clumsy and the other
short, stocky and active—came sprinting down the
platform and swinging themselves up on the steps
of the smoker, dropped into their seats breathing
heavily from the exertion of boarding the moving
train.

"Hully Gee!" said the big fellow, who was
evidently a German, "that was a mighty close
connection! Good thing I didn't bang 'the stuff'
against the car getting on!" "You bet your sweet
life," said his companion, "one good jolt would
end this trip in a hurry. You better keep a tight
hold on the bag now so the curves won't throw
it around or we may never get there."

Upon the arrival of the train at Springfield
the two men left the car, handling the valise with
great care and checked it at the parcel counter.
There were four or five police officers standing
about, apparently inspecting the arrivals, which
caused the "Dutchman" to remark : "Looks like a
reception committee, don't it, Tim? Did you
order a brass band to meet us?" "I guess they
are not after us," said the other, "but it might be
safer if we were not seen together," whereupon
they separated and, shadowed by several detec-
tives, went by different routes to the vicinity of
A. E. Cunliffe's jewelry store on Worthington
Street, where they met again and inspected it
with the most painstaking care, looking at it from
every possible point of view and coming back
several times for further observations, after which
they retired for consultation, when the larger one
exclaimed excitedly: "You ought to know better,
Tim, than to go up against one of those  
Alliance stores! Didn't you pike off the signs
when you were up here before to lay out the
plant?" After considerable argument his partner
succeeded in pacifying him and while they went
back to get the bag an officer was concealed in the
store.

On their return they went up on the steps
of the store to get a better view of the interior
and must have discovered the presence of the of-
ficer, for they left in a hurry and went back to
the station, followed by the officers, who had been
shadowing them all the time, and were there placed
under arrest, the one who had the bag making no
resistance, but showing great anxiety about it and
shouting to the officer who seized him to be care-
ful of it. The other showed fight and attempted
to shoot, but having been warned that these were
dangerous men, the officers were prepared and
grabbed his hand before he could get the pistol
out of his pocket or fire through it.

The men were readily identified as Gus
Palmer and Tim Sheedy, well-known cracksmen,
both of whom have served several terms for
burglary, and an examination of the bag showed
that Palmer had good reason to be nervous about
it for it contained sufficient nitroglycerine and
dynamite to blow up the whole station and if
dropped would probably have killed every person
near it. In the bag were also found fulminating
caps, batteries and a full set of safe-breaking
tools, while Palmer had a loaded revolver and
Sheedy was supplied with an automatic Colt with
twelve shots in the magazine, so that they were
prepared to make a desperate defense if they had
been interfered with when at work at the safe.

At the hearing the next morning the men
were held in $200 bail for carrying concealed
weapons and in $5000 bail for bringing burglars'
tools into the State, and not being able to raise
the necessary funds were remanded for the Grand
Jury, which indicted both for having burglars'
tools and also brought a separate indictment
against Sheedy for burglary of a store. They
therefore have not only been prevented from rob-
bing the Cunliffe store, but will certainly be "put
away" where they can do no mischief for a long
time to come, having been caught with the goods
on them so that conviction is sure.

Inspector Hart, of Boston, brought a witness
to the hearing to identify Sheedy, whom he had
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seen loitering around a dental supply office in
which the safe was blown and $2000 worth of
gold stolen. Detective Sergeant Butler, of Hart-
ford, was also present with a witness who identi-
fied both men, whom he had seen in a hallway
of a house adjoining a jewelry store there,
which had been burglarized the same night, and
evidence was given that jewelry stolen from that

Gus Palmer

store had been recovered from women in Hart-
ford and New Haven to whom Sheedy had given
it the day after the robbery, while the revolver
taken from him had been stolen from a store in
Hartford.

Warrants have therefore been lodged against
both men by the police of Boston and Hartford,
on which they will be arraigned as soon as their
present term has been completed.

Now there was no magic about this capture
and the Springfield police did not find out about
the burglary by "consulting the stars," but it was
the direct result of the up-to-date methods of the
Jewelers' Security Alliance, the protective or-
ganization whose little blue sign appears on the

Tim Sheedy

doors of 5000 of the best jewelry stores in the
country as a warning to cracksmen to keep off.

The Pinkertons, who are the detective agents
of the Alliance, were "wise" to this "plant' and
had the burglars under observation, so that within
five minutes after they boarded the train the
New York office was informed and immediately
informed the Springfield police to be on the look-
out for them, with the results as stated above.

Since the Alliance was formed, twenty-six
years ago, it has run to earth a whole army of
cracksmen and terrors to the trade. The initial
plan was pursuit and punishment of the burglars
after a member had been robbed, but the cost of
detective work was heavy and frequently the
chase was so prolonged that little of the stolen

property could be recovered, most of it having
been squandered before the burglars could be ar-
rested. It became evident, therefore, that it would
be more economical and also more satisfactory to
prevent robbery as far as possible and during
recent years strenuous efforts have been put
forth in this direction.

New signs have been furnished to the mem-
bers and so extensively advertised that they are
well-known to all professionals, who are very
seldom willing to risk attacking a store where
they are displayed, and whenever a burglar is
arrested in any part of the country a notice is
sent to him with an illustration of the Alliance
signs, warning him never to molest a store which
is under its protection.

Arrangements have also been made with the
Pinkerton Agency by which a chain of offices,
covering all sections of the country, has been
established, from which detectives can be rushed
to any threatened point at short notice, and they
are maintaining an extensive information bureau,
containing pictures and descriptions of thousands
of professional criminals, together with their
methods and the haunts which they frequent, so
that when a burglary is committed this bureau
can often judge who the burglars were and where
they are likely to be found by the way in which
the work was done.

Confidential relations have been established
with correspondents in all parts of the country,
from whom information is obtained regarding
robberies which are contemplated and the Alliance
has frequently sent word to members whose
stores have been selected for attack, warning
them of weak points which have been observed by
criminals. These were immediately strengthened
and the proposed raid would then be abandoned,
the thieves recognizing that their plans must have
been discovered.

The Alliance also sends bulletins to its mem-
bers, giving in detail all the various tricks of
sneak-thieves, pennyweighters and other criminals
who prey upon the jewelry trade, with information
and advice as to the best means of prevention.

Such work as this is invaluable to the retail
jeweler and it is no wonder that the membership
of the Alliance is increasing by leaps and
bounds, more than 400 new names having been
added to the roll since July t, 19°9, of whom
io8 were received at the September meeting.

Certainly every jeweler who carries any
stock at all, owes it to himself, his family and his
creditors to secure this protection, which can be
obtained for a merely nominal rate, the Alliaace
not being a money-making corporation, but an
association of jewelers for mutual benefit.

Russia to Change Calendar
The Russian government has determined at

last to discard the Julian and adopt the Gregorian
calendar, so that dates in the Muscovite empire
will be the same as in western Europe.

The committee appointed by the Czar's gov-
ernment reported strongly in favor of the change.
The difficulty has been to find a way to bring it
about without too much inconvenience to the
people used to the old method of reckoning time.
At first_it was proposed to drop the extra day in
the leap years until the dates became even, but that
process would require over half a century to
work out.

An ingenious suggestion of the Russian
Academy of Sciences has solved the problem.
It is that as the Paschal time will in the year
1912 be the same for both calendars, advantage
should be taken of the fact to begin dating from
Easter the same in the East as in the West. The
Catholic Church in Russia, in communion with
Rome, has always followed the Russian calendar
and for it the change will involve no trouble, nor
will it for the Protestants.

The Patriarch of the Greek Church strongly
favors the change and it is confidently believed
that Greece will follow Russia's example.

With a Moseley Lathe you are well equipped
to do any kind of repairing and do it right, which
means well satisfied customers, who will come
again and bring their friends. Get the genuine.—
Adv.
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LATEST FAD OF FRATERNAL ORDERS 

THERE IS PROFIT for
Every Jeweler in Handling the
Latest Fraternal Vogue
The Emblem Pocket Knives

The mere display of these knives will mean a sale to every
member of a fraternal order in your vicinity.

As an appropriate, pleasing and useful holiday gift there is no
novelty now on the market that equals these goods.

Mere illustrations cannot convey even a hint of the actual
beauty of these knives, as the

PANELS ARE ENAMELED IN NATURAL COLORS
The side panels are gracefully formed and made of solid silver,

beautifully engraved. To make the knife the best of its kind, the
blades are made of the finest quality of steel, hardened and tem-
pered to a razor edge.

As a pocket essential these goods will be found irresistible to
your fraternal customers, and a harvest of sales is absolutely certain.

Consider the fraternities in your vicinity, and make a suitable
selection for holiday stock.

Neat leather case with each knife,
giving it a rich, gift-like appearance 

Price, $5.00 each (Keystone Key)

Write for illustrated circular showing knives in colors

The Williams & Anderson Co., Providence, R.I.

o'

1401/0/11/11 Ill'""n".
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A New Measure of Time

BY JOHN TWEEZER

If a visitor from Mars were to drop
down into one of our populous cities in this
year 1909 he would probably be amazed
at the evidences of the great age of this
nation, as shown in the solid character of
its lofty buildings, its massive bridges, its
crowded cities, with their underground and
overhead systems of transportation and all
the other various witnesses of a highly de-
veloped civilization.

The distance between epochs is hard
to realize by the living observer. We of
this day, living in the whirl of immense
activities, when crucial events follow so
fast that we can scarcely measure the sig-
nificant facts of our own history in its rapid
making—we who, in the short span of a
life, have seen the development of the rail-
road, the application of electricity to man's
everyday use, the freeing of slaves and
woman and the human intellect, even we
can hardly accommodate our imagination
to the fact that it has only been a few
hundred years since the Indian roamed this
country everywhere and our imperial cities
were "of the stuff that dreams are made
of." To go beyond this, to the dark time
of the Middle Ages, and thence back to
the Rome of Caesar, and back still further
to the Pyramids, and then to the Creation,
seems the very limit of possibilities of the
mind.

The mind cannot grasp the idea of
years counted by millions, so we may set
aside the chronicle of geology, which re-
quires hundreds of thousands of years to
account for each of the various periods of
different rock formations. It is too great
a task for even the liveliest fancy to com-
prehend the stretch of time embraced in a
million years. It is enough for us to try
to think of the span from the Mosaic six-
days' creation to this present year of grace;
from Adam and Eve at one leap to the
deluge, then through the unknown earliest
peoples to Babylon and Thebes, Brahma
and Abraham, to the Argonauts of Greece;
then starting again with Orpheus and the
Trojan War, the Pyramids, and Homer and
Athens for our stages ; and, after a breath-
ing space at the building of Rome, confine
our journey down through Odin and Christ
to—America. It is a wearisome while. It
would seem an eternity to such a one as,
possessed of the curse of an unending mor-
tal life, had lived through it from the begin-
ning of things.

And yet, how relative only are the dis-
tances of time! To the geologist, reading
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the record of a million years as written in
the rocks, the six thousand years of human
history seem but as a single swing of time's
pendulum. And these six thousand years,
measured by the life of a living human
creature, may be made to shrink to a sur-
prisingly little span.

I have in mind an item in a local news-
paper, stating the fact that a Mrs. Jackson,
of my home city, celebrated her hundredth
birthday. There are, no doubt, many other
men and women now alive who have like-
wise passed the centennial celebration of
their birth ; and doubtless every year of the
world has seen some such old people.

Now consider this astonishing fact:
The lives of sixty old women, say of a
century each, strung together, are sufficient
to reach over the whole ground of the six
thousand years! Taking hold of bands, they
would span the interval from Eve to my
own mother. A respectable tea party,
surely, whose gossip would be universal
history ! The fourth old woman from our
end of the line nursed Columbus; the ninth
led the Norman conqueror on his morning
walks ; the twentieth was Mary, the mother
of Christ ; the twenty-fourth, the Cumazan
Sibyl ; the thirtieth heard the clash of arms
in the Trojan War and her name was
Helen; the thirty-eighth was Queen Semi-
ramis ; the sixtieth, Mother Eve herself.

Who shall say what number of "greats"
prefixed to "granddaughter" of our living
Mrs. Jackson shall witness the death of the
race, since only sixty centenarians like
herself, looking back from one to the other
down their short line, saw its birth?

And who shall now think of the world
as "old," unless we measure time by the
geologist's yardstick?

The Face as a Signboard of Character

There is an interesting fact connected
with the painting of one of the world's
greatest masterpieces, the "Last Supper,"
by Leonardo da Vinci.

The familiar picture represents Christ
and his Apostles seated at supper, at their
last meeting on earth. The original paint-
ing attracts thousands of awed sightseers
from all parts of the world in a never-end-
ing procession.

When the artist had completed the
painting of eleven of the Apostles, he looked
everywhere for two models whose faces
would serve, respectively, for the faces of
the Christ and Judas. The former he
eventually found in one of the choir boys
attached to the Cathedral in Milan—a face
so pure and sweet and sad as, under the
artist's magic brush, to develop finally into
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his wonderful conception of the face of the
Savior. This face probably marks the
highest reach of human imagination and art
as portrayed in color on canvas.

But Da Vinci was almost in despair as
to finding a face that would represent the
craft, subtlety and hypocrisy typifying
Judas. For years he wandered through
Italy in quest of his desire ; finally, in a
disreputable street in Rome, environed with
vicious and dreadful human scum, he found
the face. It was marked with supreme
meanness, treachery and evil thought, and
the painting was completed with the trans-
ference of this face to the canvas.

As he paid and dismissed his Judas
model, the wretch turned to Da Vinci and
asked, "Do you remember ever seeing me
before ?" "No, thank God, never !" replied
the artist ; but a chance turn of the model's
neck just then brought back to the artist a
vague memory of having seen that acci-
dental pose somewhere, some time. The
model grinned a hideous grin, pointed to
the central figure in the great painting and
walked out of the studio. Da Vinci then
suddenly realized that the face of Judas had
been painted from the same model which
years before had furnished the face for the
Christ!

The story tells of a terrible deteriora-
tion in human character, expressed on the
face of the victim. For the face is the sign-
board of character. On it vice writes its
degrading record, passion scrawls its deep
lines and hollows, and virtue looks out
clear-eyed and wholesomely. It is the tell-
tale of the heart, the mirror of the soul of
man. The tongue may deceive, but the eye
cannot sustain a deception for long; "look
me in the eye" is the challenge to hypocrisy.
Nature has peculiarly guarded innocence
in the makeup of the lineaments of the
face and the expression; and so she has
advertised guilt likewise. One need not be
trained in the language of expression to
read the character of those with whom we
are brought in contact—the instinct reads
as we run.

So we cannot control the writing of
character on our faces nor baffle the design
of nature. If we wish to carry an open,
honest face we must live an open, honest
life. The choir boy of Milan, whose pure,
seraphic face was transfigured on Da Vinci's
canvas into the face of the Christ, lived a
pure life ; when temptation came and he
fell, and the sweetness went out of his life
by swift descent, that which replaced it was
written into his countenance and finally
was recorded on the undying canvas as a
type of Judas. There was no avoiding the
witness of his own degeneration as recorded
on his face and so published to the world
where all who looked might see.

What does your own face reveal to the
world ? What has nature planted there, as
the signboard of your character? Is it
quite as you would wish? Then, if you
would have it otherwise, remember that the
change must come from within; that no
facial operator can change it from without,
for you alone possess the magic wand. You
must live the kind of life that you would
have show in your face. J. T.
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IF YOU GET A CUSTOMER , HARD TO SATISFY
AND HAVEN'T THE DIAMOND IN STOCK TO SUIT
HIM, WRITE ,TELEGRAPH OR. TELEPHONE TO US.
WE WILL SEND A SELECTION PACKAGE IMMEDIATELY
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" Our old styles revived and modernized are the only thing really new in
Lockets this season. If you would be up to date, don't fail to place an
assortment of these in your stock. They are the talk of the trade."

New illustrated
booklet just out

DISTRIBUTED THROUGH THE JOBBING TRADE EXCLUSIVELY

New York Office
3 Maiden Lane

Main Office and Factory
7 Beverly Street, Providence, R. I.
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Art Jewelry Workers of France

Even in the matter of jewelry France
continues to hold her position of pre-emi-
nence in the world of art. She can boast
to-day of a greater number of gifted metal
workers and of greater achievements in art
jewelry than any other country. The mere
mention of France in connection with
jewelry suggests the name of the world-
famed luminary, Rene Lalique, an excellent
appreciation of whom we find in the "Inter-
national Studio Year Book," which is as
follows :

Lalique and
His Work

M. Rene Lalique's jewelry
is deservedly famous for its
artistic beauty and perfect
workmanship. He appears

to have inherited from his forefathers the
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and color. He was
represented at the
Franco-British ex-
hibition held in
London last year.

Some very
notable pieces of
jewelry were ex-
hibited by Lalique
at the Paris Salon
of 1908. About
these W. Agustus
Steward, the En-
glish authority, has
written in the
W atchmaker,
Jeweler and Sil-
versmith: "Rene
Lalique, as his ex-
hibits in the Salon of
Artists demonstrated,
tented himself with

Jewelry box lid

craftsmanship which they followed with
such wonderful success, and which has won
the admiration of the world. About four
years ago M. Lalique held an exhibition of
his work in the Old Bond Street Galleries,
London, which was fully illustrated and
discussed in The Studio at the time. M.
Gustav Kahn contributed a short introduc-
tion to the catalogue of this exhibition, in
which he said : "Thanks to M. Rene Lalique,
the jeweler's art has been absolutely trans-
formed. Before his advent what was the jewel
but a piece of vain ostentation—a braggart
boast, as it were, of the possession of so
much wealth ! Excellent executants—whose
taste was, however, limited by the require-
ments of industrial art—set the finest dia-
monds in the most dreary and monotonous
of designs. * * * Nor should it be for-
gotten that M. Lalique has done much to free
the world from the all-pervading tyranny of
the diamond. Employing the brilliant only
when it is necessary for the harmony of his
design, he brought into prominence many
charming stones which had been forgotten
by the world." M. Lalique has quite re-
cently executed • a remarkable piece of
jewelry, in which cut crystal, gold, precious
stones and pearls are blended together in
perfect harmony, both as regards design
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the Society of French
appears to have con-
comparatively simple

motifs, which he
has utilized in
simple, everyday
objects, for the
gr eat artist-
jeweler shows
some quaint little
paper knives
worked out of
horn. The artis-
t i c perception
shown in these
objects is' what
one expects of
Rene Lalique.
The material has
been chosen with
an eye to its ab-
solute possibili-
ties, while the
tinting and finish
is perfect. Some

of the exhibits shown by Lalique are rather
set in character, and while remarkable in
their way, are not all sufficiently far away
from Lalique's general expression of his
art to enable one to call them striking. But
there remains the fact
that the personality of
Lalique overpowers all
others. If he has not
surpassed himself ; if, as I
think, he is not quite up
to his usual standard, the
fact remains that he offers
us productions which have
their own special charm
and fascinate us by the
subtle harmonies which
are peculiar to the work
of this master jeweler.

"But if Lalique is not
quite so strong as we
expect him to be, he
stands out, nevertheless,
as one of the most fertile
artist-jewelers we have,
for his conceptions never
lack grace or quality of
line, and are invariably
exquisite in technic.
Much so-called 'art
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jewelry' is weak and insipid because,
though good in design, it is extremely poor
in construction and lamentably lacking in
good workmanship. As I have frequently
remarked, bad work, which would never
pass muster on a building or a piece of
cabinet work, is taken as a charm in
jewelry. Design, we are told by some
modern exponents, is the main thing, care-
ful finish and technical excellence are a
secondary consideration. Lalique preaches
the practical lesson of careful flesign,
thoughtful color schemes, and sound, neat,
clever craftsmanship. He teaches more.
He teaches that the product of the crafts-
man's brain and hands should be natural—
that it should depict the spirit of the people
among whom he lives. But he is not
parochial or provincial, neither is he insular,
for he has studied, and with considerable
success, the methods of other nations, but
this notwithstanding his work is French ;
it has the spirit of the country which has
given us so many clever art craftsmen, and
demonstrates above all that courage which
secures for a talented man the homage of
his fellows, and more particularly those
who study his work and try to follow in
the path he has clearly indicated."

(Continued on page 1893)

Hatpin
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R. F. SIMMONS COMPANY

Main Office and Works, Attleboro, KM.

New York Salesrooms-9-13 Maiden Lane

Chicago Salesrooms—IIeyworth Bldg.

SIMMONS CHAINS
for Holiday Trade

Simmons Chains are Al Holiday sellers,

because they are the best sellers in chains

at all times—
because they afford the widest selection of the latest

and most desirable patterns offered by any chain line

because they are absolutely reliable goods that can

positively be depended upon to give your customers their

full money's worth of wear and satisfaction.

&mous Supeviotq in the matter of quality of stock,

workmanship, finish and durability is acknowledged

throughout the entire jewelry trade.

Make sure that your showing of Simmons patterns in

vest, lorgnette, neck and eyeglass chains is amply

large and varied to meet the demands of an assured

prosperous Christmas season.
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Art Jewelry Workers of France

(Continued from page 1891)

In regard to the modern
French jewelry a writer in
The Craftsman says: "In
looking over the recent

exhibition at the Galliera Museum in Paris
one reviews the latest phases in the devel-
opment of this craft in Europe, England
and America, for the markets of Paris have
always been the barometers of the fashions.
In the same way reviewing the different
periods of French jewelry it is possible to
realize the entire evolution of the craft in
many countries and, to a certain extent, to
trace the causes that influenced the various
periods. For example, the jewelry that was
in fashion during the last of the eighteenth
century and the first of the nineteenth
shows the unmistakable influence of the
painter David. He was the first artist in
the reaction that followed the light and
graceful school that included Watteau and
Boucher. David returned deliberately to
the classic style and impressed his methods
not only upon the painting, but upon all
the decorative arts of that period. The
jewelry was stiff and set to a degree;
Percier-Fontaine and La Fitte were the
chief designers of this time and they found
their inspiration mainly in political and
military events ; thus, after the campaign in
Egypt, scarabs, sphinxes and obelisks be-
came the mode.

All this jewelry was of
Imposing but most imposing size, as
Heavy indeed such heavy subjects

would have demanded,
even had it not been that they were de-
signed to be worn at official ceremonies,
where they were meant to contribute to the
effect of the pageant, and so naturally had
to be of theatrical dimensions. The stones
were well cut, well mounted and of rare
quality, a general excellence traceable again
to the thoroughness of David's methods,
but their artistic value was little or nothing.
This was the time when women wore heavy
chains and bandeaux, impressive tiaras
and large corsage ornaments, the time

Modern French
Jewelry

Pendant

K EYST ONE

Ornament

when cameos were in style, and framed in
diamonds and pearls commanded a high
price. Napoleon was much interested in
this work, perhaps because he saw in it
another method of preserving the fame of
his conquests, for he established a school
to teach the process of cutting cameos,
many of which bore scenes from his various
campaigns.

Coral next came into
fashion for a little while,
but this was soon routed
by a ponderous gold
jewelry in which stones
were little used ; earrings,
pendants and chains that
went sometimes a dozen
times about the throat
and diadems in the form
of the classic olive branch
were characteristic of this
time. This was the so-
called Roman style and
the next step was natur-
ally the Gothic. Wher-
ever we find the Gothic
in any art we find also
imagination and grace,
and so the jewelry, espe-
.:ially that of Bapst, con-
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tamed some pieces which may be placed
among the master works in the art. The
influence that the musician Wagner brought
to bear upon the artistic world produced a
more romantic type of jewelry, and the
artists of his period began to wake to the
possibilities of the craft.

With the second empire, jewelry
passed through another period of decadence.
New diamond mines had been discovered
and diamonds were almost exclusively used.
The setting was of little importance at this
time, the clarity and size of the stones were
everything. Thanks to Massin, jewelry
again found itself. He set aside the fashion
of using single stones and began to group
them in the forms of flowers or clusters of
leaves, oftentimes stiff, and showing little
imagination, but at least a step on the right
road.

Lalique's
First Exhibit

We must consider the year
1894 as one of the most
important dates in the his-
tory of the craft, for in the

Salon of that year Rene Lalique made his
first exhibit, and his talent, so curious and
original, effected a revolution in the making
of jewelry. At first he met with the hos-
tility that opposes any original creative
effort, but in a little time he arrived at a
triumph almost too complete. His influence
was in the first instance pernicious, but not
more so than that of any artist of great
force of genius, as, for example, Wagner
in music or Rodin in sculpture. The imita-
tors, who are bound to follow in the steps
of a great man, without the power to grasp
the hidden spring that makes the work of a
master vital in a unique way, seize upon
the externalities within their grasp and
reproduce only the mannerisms of his work.
Thus for a long time we have been deluged
with trinkets "after the manner of Lalique,"
but, alas, without his skill and imagination.
Lalique seems to have been visited by all
the muses ; in his enamels he shows the
color sense of a painter; he models his
reliefs like a sculptor, his settings show the
expert jeweler, and the whole is welded
into a single piece worthy the dream of a
poet. He cares little for the value of the
materials which he uses ; with the least ex-
pensive he has done some of his best work.

Belt buckle
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The New Stamping Law
was the outgrowth of a demand for honest goods.

Our rings are stamped 10 K., putting their quality beyond
question.

They bear the
a mark of " Style

stamp, which is accepted now as
and Finish."

Our motto, "Honest Goods at Honest Prices," has always
found an appreciative echo among the Trade.

Your ring stock is not complete if the
10 K. Line" is not represented there.

Queen cny Ring Mfg. Co., Buffalo, N. T.

Make Economy Your Watchword

By Using Empire Cases

5300 RING BOX.
Box and Design patented.

Covered with one piece of velvet.
No hinges exposed.

You can buy OUR metal jewelry cases for
one-third less.

You can buy them for less because they cost
us less to make.

They are made of steel, by automatic
machinery, invented by us, while others are made
of wood or cardboard.

Wooden or cardboard jewelry cases will warp
and shrink. Steel cases cannot, but will hold
their shape in all climates and atmospheres.

We are the original manufacturers of metal
jewelry cases, and each year has seen our business
increase wonderfully, because jewelers realize that
the EMPIRE LINE meets their requirements,
both in price and quality.

These boxes are guaranteed, and if you give
them a trial you will use them always.

We are prepared to furnish you with auto-
matic and push button jewelry cases, silverware
cases, fine paper boxes and window displays of
all kinds.

We will gladly send you our booklet

"The Reason Why"
telling you about our boxes.

If your jobber cannot supply you with
"Empire" goods, write us.

Edward. Warner, Pres. 4Treas.— Rudolph J.Warner ,becy

TAPIR EJEWELRY CASE COMPANY
146-148-150 Clinton 6t.Buffalo, N:Y:

Show Case Evidence That Proves Something
Show Case and Store Equipment buying ought not be a gamble.
Merchants ought to know what they are getting.
Not only what kind of material and workmanship, but also
WHAT THEY ARE GETTING IN SERVICE and SATISFACTION.
WE ARE ABLE AND EAGER TO SUPPLY THE NECESSARY
FACTS ABOUT

eataatie9 $0ezzat ca4e,0
We can tell you things of vital interest.
Just write and we will prove a few facts without any expense to you.
AND, REMEMBER THIS:
NO SHOW CASE EXPENSE means not only that you are not burdened
with repair bills. It also means you have a SHOW CASE that has a real
selling influence and will keep right on doing good service for years.

If You Want To Enjoy That Experience Get a Quincy Special Case

QUINCY SHOW CASE WORKS
QUINCY • 14-4 ILLINOIS

Chicago, 247 Jackson Blvd.
Wichita, Kans.. 314 Barnes Bldg.
San Francisco, 134 Sansome St.

Dallas, Tex., 308 Trust Bldg.
Jacksonville, Fla., 20-28 Julia St.
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Jewelers' Organizations

NATIONAL

American National Retail Jewelers'
Association (1904)

J. P. Archibald, President, Blairsville, Pa.
Claud Wheeler, Secretary, Columbia, Mo.

STATE

Alabama Retail Jewelers' Association (1906)
H. Heine, President, Talladega.
Max Robinson, Secretary, 214 N. 20th St., Birmingham.

Arkansas Retail Jewelers' Association
J. L. Green, President, El Dorado.
E. A. Short, Secretary-Treasurer, Prescott.

Colorado Retail Jewelers' Association (1909)
A. J. Stark, President, Denver.
F. F. Syman, Secretary, 826 Sixteenth Street, Denver.

Delaware Retail Jewelers' Association (1909)
C. A. Rudolph, President, Wilmington.
D. A. Stassfort, Secretary.

Florida Retail Jewelers' Association (1907)
H. E. Adams, President, Tampa.
R. J. Riles, Secretary, is W. Bay St., Jacksonville.

Illinois Retail Jewelers' Association (1906)
F. A. Marean, President, Belvidere.
G. E. Elbe, Secretary, 1974 W. Madison St., Chicago.

Indiana Retail Jewelers' Association (1907)
H. H. Bishop, President, Indianapolis.
J. A. Oswald, Secretary, Crawfordsville.

Iowa Retail Jewelers' Association (19o5)
N. Nielson, President, Harlan.
A. G. Hoch, Secretary, Storm Lake.

Kansas Retail Jewelers' Association ( i906)
L. E. Armel, President, Holton.
C. C. Stevenson, Secretary, Pittsburg.

Kentucky Retail Jewelers' Association (Ica)
L. C. Eisenschmitt, President, Newport.
Wm. M. Iron, Secretary, Newport.

Maryland Retail Jewelers' Association (1907)
Jerome W. Schrim, President, Baltimore, Md.
F. J. Euler, Secretary, too N. Charles St., Baltimore.

Michigan Retail Jewelers' Association (1906)
A. B. Hull, President, Belding.
J. G. Davenport, Secretary, Battle Creek.

Minnesota Retail Jewelers' Association
A. E. Barker, President, Minneapolis.
I. M. Radabaugh, Secretary, Hastings.

Mississippi Retail Jewelers' Association
Edw, Luke, President, Yazoo City.
J. W. Barber, Secretary, Meridian.

Missouri Retail Jewelers' Association
Claud M. Wheeler, President, Columbia.
H. L. Raines, Secretary, Maryville.

Nebraska Retail Jewelers' Association (tgo6)
T. L. Combs. President, Omaha.
S. A. Fess, Secretary, Kearney.

New Jersey Retail Jewelers' Association (1909)
F. W. Rowe, President, Trenton.
Thos, Trapp, Secretary, Trenton.

New York State Retail Jewelers'
Association ( iqog)

Chas, T. Evans, President, Utica.
Chas. E. Sunderlin, Secretary, Rochester.

North Carolina Retail Jewelers'
Association (1906)

R. C. Bernau, President, Greensboro.
Frank Jolly, Secretary, Raleigh.

North Dakota Retail Jewelers' Ass'n (1906)
Frank V. Kent, President. Grand Forks.
C. E. Tillson, Secretary, Carrington.

Ohio Retail Jewelers' Association (1907)
F. D. Ausman, President, St. Marys.
A. L. Thoma, Secretary, Piqua.

Oklahoma Retail Jewelers' Association (Igo6)
Jos. Mazer, President, McAlester.
M. W. J. Holt, Secretary, Stillwater.

Oregon Retail Jewelers' Association
M. F. French, President, Albany.
C. H. Williams, Secretary, Condon.

(1904)

(1907)
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,Pennsylvana Retail Jewelers' Ass'n (1996)
Ira D. Garman, President, Philadelphia.
C. S. Wiley, Secretary, 3602 Forbes St., Pittsburg.

South Carolina Retail Jewelers'
Association (1909)

W. S. Allan, President, Charleston.
H. C. Fleming, Secretary, Laurels.

South Dakota Retail Jewelers' Ass'n (1906)
A. W. Voedisch., President, Aberdeen.
D. Sharp, Secretary, Brookings.

Tennessee Retail Jewelers' Association
E. A. Pless, President, Morristown.
Richard B. Herzer, Secretary, Nashville.

Texas Retail Jewelers' Association
R. T. Crawford, President, Waco.
A. S. Jones, Secretary, Temple.

Virginia Retail Jewelers' Association
A. F. Jahnke, Jr., President. Richmond.
0. S. Harding, Secretary, Petersburg.

West Virginia Retail Jewelers' Ass'n (i906)
Chas. N. Hancher, President, Wheeling.
A. C. Thomas, Secretary, Sistersville.

Wisconsin Retail Jewelers' Association
Gustave Keller, President, Appleton.
F. Thomson, Secretary, Centennial Bldg., Milwaukee.

LOCAL
District of Columbia Retail Jewelers'Ass'n (1909)
C. E. Berry, President, Washington, D. C.
E. A. Harris, Secretary, 1113 Pennsylvania Avenue, N. W.,

Washington, D. C.

Indianapolis Retail Jewelers' Association (1907)
J. P. Mulally, President, Indianapolis.
Geo. S. Kern, Secretary, 615 State Life Bldg., Indianapolis.

Knoxville Jewelers' Association (1907)
Albert G. IIope, President, Knoxville.
B. W Akers, Secretary, 439 Gay Street, Knoxville.

Milwaukee Jewelers' Club (1909)
IT. F. Stecher, President, Milwaukee.
Frank Schulenberg, Secretary, Milwaukee.

Omaha Jewelers' Club (i909)
T. I,. Combs, President, Omaha.
A. Mendelberg, Secretary, Omaha.

Rochester Retail Jewelers' Association (1906)
C. E. Sunderlin, President, Rochester.
J. J. Ernisse, Secretary, is State St., Rochester.

St. Louis Retail Jewelers' Association (i889)
Herman Mauch, President, St. Louis.
Wm. F. Kemper, Secretary, sot-5o3 Star Bldg., St. Louis.

Syracuse Retail Jewelers' Club (1909)
E. B. McClelland, President, Syracuse.
M. C. Coykenball, Secretary, Syracuse.

Trenton Retail Jewelers' Club (1909)
Fred. Pfleger, President, Trenton.
Geo. E. Fort, Secretary, Trenton.

Utica Retail Jewelers' Association (1905)
Richard Perlin, President, Utica.
C.- T. Evans, Secretary, Utica.

Important Announcement to the
Organized Trade

By CLAUD WHEELER, Columbia, Mo., Secretary of the
American National Retail Jewelers' Association

If THE KEYSTONE will allow me a little space
I will use it to tell the trade at large something
in regard to the office of secretary of the Ameri-
can National Retail Jewelers' Association.

Already we have been able to bring the work
of the office right up to date and are behind in
but one thing, the issuing of membership cer-
tificates to new members. The printers have de-
layed us in this. Most of the members who have
not received certificates live in Wisconsin and
Oklahoma. In a few weeks these will be out. I
find members, old members, who have never re-
ceived a certificate and I would be glad to have
such write me and I will issue one.

The matter of door plate is progressing nicely.
In a shcrt time I will have definite designs to
submit to the committee and by the first of the
year will be ready to issue these plates to mem-
bers. The charge for these plates delivered to a
member will be $r.00. A number have written
Inc expressing a desire for the plate, but it will be
impossible for me to keep a record of such ex-
pression. If a member desires the plate and will
send me $1.00 his order will be filled in the order
received. If some 400 or 500 would do this it
would aid very materially in getting these plates
out. Under present conditions it is necessary for
the officers to advance money for every purpose
and wait returns. Already the officers have ad-
vanced something like $300 and it will require
about $400 to place the first order for door plates.
If you feel as if you want the plate, send me your
order, together with a dollar.

About the 1st of October I sent out a number
of letters and asked for suggestions which would
aid the officers in compiling a code of ethics.
The replies were very gratifying, but I wish every
member of the trade would take a little time and
make some suggestions either to the president or
myself.

I cannot understand the indifference of some
State officers. They seem to utterly ignore the
fact that members of their State association chose
them to attend to the business of the association.
They doubtless work when the spirit moves them
and the spirit gets busy just a few weeks before
the annual meeting. It seems impossible for this
office to get replies from many States, as much
as we have tried to do so. I wish some member
of each State organization would write me and
give the names of his State officers. I have re-
quested this information of every State and have
positive information regarding three or four.
Every day I receive requests from trade journals
and others asking for an official list of State of-
ficers and I am unable to give it. If you live in
an affiliated State, write your secretary and ask
him if he has sent the information requested by
this office. If he has, he won't be offended, and
if he has not, it is time something stirred him
up. The members of State organizations should
not forget that they have an organization as soon
as the officers have been elected and the final
toasts have been drunk. Watch the work, and if
your officers are doing their duty encourage them
and help along. If they are doing nothing, find
out why. The retail jeweler has things coming
his way now and the advantage should not be
lost By a continuous, united harmonious pull, to-
gether conditions in our trade will soon be as
favorable as in any other line. Just why jewelers
have for so many years plodded along and made
no protest or offered any resistance while their
line of goods were being distributed through
every channel imaginable is of no consequence
now. The question is how to stop such practice.
The repair business and an occasional sale will
no longer suffice and it is time we compelled
recognition from every quarter and come into
possession of what is our own.

The resolution adopted at Omaha, recom-
mending that this office be made a sort of clearing
house for State meeting dates, should be observed
by all States. By taking this matter up early I
am sure satisfactory dates can be arranged for
all without conflicts. Some States have a regular
meeting time each year. In such cases this office
should be advised at once so other States can be
notified. It is not too early to think of these
things. A great many who are "too busy" to
write or answer a letter are not nearly as busy
as they think they are. My observation has been
that it is the real busy man who has time to do
things.

This office will appreciate a letter from any
jeweler at any time telling us of conditions in his
State, giving any information which can be used
for the benefit of the trade. This office will also
answer any and all inquiries which are sent in by
members of the trade.

Accuracy and rapidity are both necessary to
make repair work profitable, and they are secured
by the use of Moseley Lathes. Get the genuine.—
Adv.
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Our Bracelet
Department

Is running until 10 o'clock nights. How do you solve

that when they tell us bracelets are dead?

411,Orders are tumbling in here every day for ten or

fifteen dozen at a crack —all of which indicates that

bracelets are still very healthy corpses and also that the

Fleur-de-lis Line
is pretty well known and giving

perfect satisfaction to the trade.

II, Every bracelet with a fleur-de-lis stamped thereon
is made of 1-20 cold-drawn, seamless tubing and hand
burnished inside and out. Better wearing goods are
not made.
ILLWithin the last two years we have placed 100,000
72 page booklets, telling above facts and showing 600
styles of our bracelets, in the hands of the retailers.

(That advertising and the value behind it are bring-
ing results.
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Henry G. Thresher Honored by
Brother Manufacturers

A complimentary dinner was tendered on Oc-
tober i6th to Henry G. Thresher by some one
hundred of his brother manufacturers of Provi-
dence and Attleboro in recognition of the services
which he rendered as chairman of the committee
of the New England Manufacturing Jewelers' and
Silversmiths' Association, which was chiefly re-
sponsible for the satisfactory schedules secured
in the Payne tariff law. The guest of the
evening was also presented with a silver loving cup.

The dinner was given in the West Side Club,
Providence, a reception being held in the club
parlors previous to the repast. The menu was a
most inviting one and was thoroughly enjoyed by
those in attendance on this very happy occasion.
The function was, indeed, a unique tribute to a
worthy member of the trade, who did yeoman
service in securing satisfactory tariff schedules
and who, in so doing, benefited beyond measure
the jewelry manufacturing industry and an army
of workers who depend for a livelihood on the
prosperity of this industry.

After justice was done to the good things
provided for the inner man, President Cutler, of
the New England Association, who acted as
toastmaster, opened the after-dinner programme
by a glowing tribute to Mr. Thresher. He said:

PRESIDENT CUTLER'S TRIBUTE

"We are gathered here, this evening, actuated
by two motives : First, to show the guest of the
evening our friendship for him, and, secondly, to
do him honor because honor is due him. A little
over a year ago, when it became known that it
was going to be the business of the Administration
to formulate a business contract with the rest of
the world, naturally every industry looked toward
its leaders to present its case before the proper
tribunal in the proper manner. The jewelry in-
dustry, in common with all other industries,
looked for its leaders to present their side of
the case.

"How well and with what zealousness, self-
sacrifice and with what success the guest of this
evening served you I am not at this time to say.
Others present, in all probability, will do that.
Those in Washington who regarded the manu-
facturing jewelry industry as a small one and
had looked at it in the nature of a side show or
corner stand need instruction and education upon
its importance. There was but one man among us
to do that sort of a task.

"Our guest showed to the Representatives at
the Capitol that the manufacturing jewelry in-
dustry in Providence and the Attleboros repre-
sented an investment of $35,000,000 in 412 indi-
vidual establishments, employing 19,000 hands,
with wages per year amounting to $10,000,000 and
with sales amounting to $41,000,000 annually,
within a radius of fifteen miles, and that more
than 75,000 persons were dependent upon it for a
livelihood.

"It required careful consideration and judg-
ment as to just the prpper time and the proper
manner in which to present these facts to the
commission so that their full significance would be
most forcible. But he chose his time well and
succeeded in showing to our solons what was
news to a majority of them, that the manufactur-
ing jewelry industry of New England was not a
prize package business, but a business of con-
siderable moment. It was left to our guest to
explain to the national lawmakers that we manu-
facture a luxury subjected to the vagaries of the
season and the whims and wealth of the people.

"It was necessary to make them fully under-
stand that in the jewelry industry the competition
was keen at home and keener from abroad. With
the so-called German agreement and erroneous
classifications with which he had to deal, we could
not have made a better selection as to our leader
and representative. He did our work, and did it
well, at a great personal sacrifice. He argued that

if we were paying wages amounting to $10,000,000
annually why not bring about a condition whereby
we could pay wages amounting to $20,000,000
He acted for us as our emissary at court and is
entitled to all thG honor that we can bestow. We
love him, and we feel that this is a fitting manifes-
tation of our regard and high esteem.

"If it had been possible there would have been
four times as many present this evening to join
with us in this demonstration of our appreciation,
but even though it wci ten time5 that number
here assembled, our regard and esteem could not
have been made more sincere, notwithstanding the
unanimity of regard with which we hold him."

President Cutler then introduced Governor
Pothier, of the State of Rhode Island, who, it so
happened, was a fellow-member with Mr.
Thresher in the General Assembly in 1888. The
Governor, who is an intimate personal friend of
Mr. Thresher, responded as follows:

THE GOVERNOR'S TRIBUTE

"I could not possibly refuse an invitation to
attend this gathering and be present on an oc-
casion like this in honor of Henry G. Thresher,

Henry G. Thresher

and I esteem it a privilege, indeed, to be able to
pay my tribute of admiration and respect to a
citizen and a gentleman whom I have known inti-
mately for several years.

"Mr. Thresher was associated with my early
days. I shall always remember him for his kindly
assistance and companionship. I recall with feel-
ing of greatest pleasure the first day I met him,
when, in 1887, young and unknown, he welcomed
me to the legislative halls of our State. His in-
terest in me has never flagged. The grasp of his
hand has always been warm and his countenance
always cheerful and inspiring. Men like him are
an honor to Rhode Island and it is because our
State numbers in the ranks of its citizenship men
of such unblemished character, hearty and true,
that it stands to-day in the front ranks of pro-
gressive commonwealths, strong in business credit,
strong in its institutions. You are honoring your-
selves, gentlemen, and honoring your industry in
honoring Henry G. Thresher."

Mr. Cutler then introduced Mayor Henry
Fletcher, of Providence, himself a prominent
member of the manufacturing jewelry trade. In
a fine tribute to Mr. Thresher Mayor Fletcher said:

THE MAYOR'S TRIBUTE

"I admire the man that can do something.
This country, this State and this city owes its
prosperity and its greatness to the fact that it has
men who can do and have done something. The
day has gone by when we ask a man who his
father was or who his family was. It is to-day:
Who are you and what have you done, what are
you doing and what are you going to do?

"The guest of the evening knows how to do
things. He knew how to get about to do the
very things you desired him to do. What he did
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was not for selfish motives. It was rather for
the men at the bench that he worked, and in
working for them he worked for this State.

"It is fitting and proper that the manufacturing
jewelers should convene here to-night to express
their appreciation of the work performed by Mr.
Thresher in Washington before the tariff revision
committee in behalf of our interests.

"The importance of his achievements and the
skilful manner in which the question was handled
stamp him as a past master in the consideration
of such problems.

"We admire him for the untiring zeal, energy
and enthusiasm which he brought to bear in the
execution of his commission. He performed his
task in a characteristic manner and we know from
experience that his efforts will be exceedingly
likely to accomplish the desired end.

"I admire him for his integrity and join with
you in paying tribute to a man who is a man.
That is the highest tribute you can pay. The best
work we do we do for others. Mr. Thresher has
by his labors done this State great service. The
benefits to be derived will unquestionably prove
of great advantage to the craft and the com-
munity accordingly, and it affords me great
pleasure to join with you in hearty commendation
of his efforts which were crowned with such
signal success."

Among the other speakers who paid tribute
to the successful efforts of Mr. Thresher were
Judge William H. Sweetland, of the Rhode Island
Supreme Court ; Judge Christopher N. Lee, of the
Superior Court of Providence County; George
W. Gardiner, Collector of Customs, and Alfred
Krower, of New York, who represented the im-
porting trade of the metropolis.

At the conclusion of Mr. Krower's remarks
in reference to the satisfactory character of the
tariff law as far as the trade were concerned,
Mr. Cutler called upon Mr. Thresher, who re-
lated in detail the complete story of the recent
tariff legislation as far as it affected the jewelry
manufacturing industry. Mr. Thresher was very
solicitous to distribute the credit for what had
been done among the other members of the com-
mittee. In reference to the tariff on manufac-
tures of jewelry said : "The new schedule, while
complex upon its face, figures out to be an ad
valorem duty of 85 per cent. on all grades of
jewelry as described in the paragraph. It defines
jewelry and jewelry will come in under paragraph
448 at an increase in duty of from 6o per cent.,
as it was in the Dingley bill, to 85 per cent. in
the new Payne bill. The Government's loss has
been stopped and the largest importers of chains
are bringing in more chains, including cable, curb
and rope chains, than before the schedule became
a law." Mr. Thresher did not forget to make
prominent mention of the industrial boom which
has followed the passage of the tariff law and the
extension of the jewelry manufacturing industry
in several directions as a direct result of the law.

Many letters of regret were read from per-
sons of prominence who were unable to attend
but who heartily sympathized with the object of
the meeting. A most agreeable surprise to Mr.
Thresher was sprung by George H. Holmes, chair-
man of the advisory council of the New England
Association, who, after a few appropriate remarks,
presented the honored guest of the evening with a
handsome silver loving cup on behalf of the as-
sociation and friends of Mr. Thresher. The
latter was so taken by surprise and so moved by
the beautiful gift that he had difficulty in finding
words to express his gratitude. This he con-
trived to do, however, in a few appropriate
phrases, which brought to a conclusion one of
the most pleasing functions in the history of the
New England Manufacturing Jewelers' and
Silversmiths' Association.
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Hints to Young Inventors

The Greek, Archimedes, said, "Give me a
fulcrum for my lever and the where to place my
feet and I will lift the world." Metaphorically,
invention is the lever by which the world has been
lifted from savagery to enlightenment. But for
the inventor we should all be running wild in the
unbroken forest, dressed in the skins of beasts,
each race and tribe and each family of man deem-
ing his little inverted bowl of sky to cover the
habitable earth.

Since that remote time when primeval man,
whom Haeckel called the Alalus, crept from his
warren, threw the long, tousled hair from off his
eyes and stood in the sunlight, invention has been
constantly pushing man forward and lifting him
upward. The first man who invented a way to
kindle a fire made the greatest discovery that has
ever been made by man, and the first man to block
out a weapon of flint or bone, the first to make a
hatchet, and to construct a simple habitation of
logs and boughs, was a great architect and a
mighty genius.

We may say that man then stood upon the
threshold of achievement. That would be true, if
it were true that the possibilities of achievement
were not infinite. But as they are infinite, we are
now and shall ever remain upon the threshold of
greater and still greater achievement, relatively as
important for us as was the kindling of the first
fire and the building of the first humble habitation.

The young man of to-day, being
Present the inheritor of all the past, is
Opportunities endowed with a wealth of op-

portunity far transcending any-
thing within the reach of human genius a few
generations ago. Art is long, but it offers inex-
haustible opportunities to the ambitious worker.
The greatest genius that any young man can pos-
sess is that for hard work. Geniuses, like poets,
are said to be born and not made, but no man is
born complete. He must be the architect of his
own building.

My advice to the young inventor is, first of
all, find a demand for something which you feel
that you have a natural taste for doing; for taste
is an indication of ability to accomplish. Happi-
ness is the reward of exercise of faculty, and we
become strong and happy in the doing of those
things for which we are best constituted and
qualified.

Science is the foundation of all true invention,
and a fair knowledge of physics, mathematics and
chemistry is necessary in order to take up inven-
tion on anything like broad lines.

After finding a demand for something, make
careful search and inquiry into the state of the art,
and ascertain, if possible, whether the demand has
been met in any way, and if so, examine that way
and see whether or not you can improve upon it.

Having invented something
How to Proceed which you believe to be new

and useful, do not be afraid
that someone will steal the invention, for it is rare
that another will ever take the same interest in the
invention that you yourself take, or will believe in
its utility as you believe in it.

Take your friends into your confidence. Dis-
cuss your invention with them, and if you decide
to file an application for a patent, employ a good
patent lawyer. A special kind of experience is
needed to write your specification, to make your
drawings and write your claims, so as to describe
your invention in a manner acceptable to the
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United States Patent Office. Furthermore, you
will require a good lawyer to prosecute your case
in the Patent Office.

A careful search is made by the Patent Office
for novelty, as no patent is granted in the United
States except for novel inventions. Inventions
must be new as well as useful. It is not necessary
that the patent should be broad, and it may be for
a very small improvement on some other useful
invention.

The inventor is not entitled to anything more
than what is new in his invention, and his applica-
tion is almost certain to be rejected by the Patent
Office, for some of his claims will be found to be
too broad. The Patent Office will reject too much
and endeavor to narrow the inventor's claims too
much, and the patent attorney, acting for the in-
ventor, must draft new claims to meet the objec-
tions of the Patent Office examiner. In this way
an able patent attorney will secure for the inventor
a much broader patent than he would be able to
obtain if he were to prosecute his own case.

The actual cost of filing a pat-
Cost of Patent ent application—that is to say,

the first Government fee—is
$15.
more until after his case has been acted upon and
either allowed or finally rejected. An additional,
Government fee of $20 .is required when the pat-
ent is sent to issue. One ought to be able to em-
ploy a fairly good patent lawyer to write his appli-
cation, to prepare his specification and to prosecute
his case in the Patent Office for an additional fee
of $25, making $6o altogether.

The United States Patent Office is constantly
besieged by "crank" inventors. Many a crank, with
the secret of some impossible contrivance locked
in his bosom, makes a pilgrimage from a far-off
State or territory to Washington, the Mecca of
invention, not daring to trust any patent lawyer
with his great secret.

He decides to look into the Government meth-
ods for securing the secrecy of inventions during
the patenting process, and he invades the Patent
Office in person. He calls the door watchman to
one side as he enters, and in a whisper confides to
him the fact that he has hidden in his breast some-
thing to revolutionize the world, and cautiously
inquires if the commissioner is in.

He is determined not to trust
Distrusts his invention to any subordi-
Everybody nate, and not to trust it to the

commissioner himself without
first swearing that official to eternal secrecy. He
never for a moment imagines that anyone can fail
to give him wide-eyed and open-mouthed attention
in avid eagerness to know his wonderful secret,
which is, very likely, some contrivance for har-
nessing perpetual motion to run a churn, or a com-
bination of levers and cog-wheels to cheat gravita-
tion and multiply power, or a way of running a
flying machine with clock weights.

This inventor finally brings up at the office of
one of the examiners, whose lack of deference
astounds him and arouses new suspicions. He is
told that he must first prepare and file a proper
specification and drawings. No, indeed, he de-
clares, he will do nothing of the sort. He does
not mean to divulge his great secret to anyone
until after he has secured his patent. He wants
his patent first, and then he will file the necessary
specification and drawings.

He kicks the dirt of Washington from his
boots with the solemn conviction that this is a
very backward and unresponsive generation, un-

The inventor is not required to pay any
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able to appreciate a genius who stands far in ad-
vance of his time. As for the United States
Patent Office, he firmly believes it to be an insti-
tution whose purpose is to steal the secrets of
inventors and patent them in the interest of the
highest bidder.

At the outbreak of our recent
Reinventing war with Spain, a man who
Articles in Use had served in the Civil War

paid a visit to Washington for
the purpose of calling the attention of the ,Secre-
tary of War to a most remarkable invention in
firearms. He had invented a gun that could be
loaded at the breech, instead of at the muzzle,
thus requiring no ramrod. He had furthermore
devised a cartridge that could be inserted into the
breech of the gun without the preliminary of bit-
ing the end off, so that soldiers with bad teeth or
with no teeth at all could now be admitted into the
service of their country.

He did not actually reach the Secretary, but
he found a good-natured attendant, who very gra-
ciously and pityingly showed and explained to him
the operation of the Springfield rifle and the Krag-
Jorgensen, and made him a present of a catalogue
of a great repeating arms company.

Thousands of applications are filed every year
for patents on devices that have been in general
use for decades. Every inventor sometimes finds
that his device is without novelty, and consequently
unpatentable. Some other smart fellow has got
ahead of him.

Most practical inventors, however, have a fair
knowledge of the state of the art in which they
are engaged, and do not often file unpatentable
inventions. It is seldom that a patent is allowed
on a device that is not, to some extent, useful as
well as novel, and the examiners are much more
careful nowadays than they were formerly.

At the present time, we are
High Explosives able to fire a high explosive 50

per cent. stronger than ordinary
dynamite through 12-inch armor-plate, and ex-
plode it behind the plate. But the famous pneu-
matic guns which were erected at Sandy Hook
were impracticable freaks, and cost this Govern-
ment more than a million dollars. In those days,
it was believed that all high explosives were
necessarily very sensitive and ticklish, and that it
was necessary to get them out of the gun gently.
Furthermore, the effectiveness of the dynamite
bomb was very greatly exaggerated. An anarchist
once attempted to blow up London Bridge with a
pound of dynamite. It was believed that a few
ounces of nitroglycerine would demolish a whole
block of buildings.

Army officers tell many funny stories of their
experiences with dynamite-gun men. A certain
inventor had raised money for building a small
gun. The gun cost about $5000, and was expected
to be the inventor to project with safety ordinary
nitrogelatine dynamite, propelled by a full charge
of gunpowder. This gun was tested at Sandy
Hook, and photographs were taken of it before
and after firing.

The inventor insisted on standing beside the
gun when the lanyard was pulled, but was finally
persuaded to seek shelter with the others behind a
bomb-proof. It rained gun for about fifteen
minutes.

One of the funniest things in the gun line was
the so-called ball-bearing gun, a cannon with balls
ranged spirally along the bore within the rifling
grooves, which were supposed to overcome the

(Continued on page 1901)
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friction of the projectile and to allow it to slide
along the bore as "slick as grease."

A few years ago an inventor
An Expensive filed an application for a patent
Tunnel for a method of punching rail-

road tunnels through hills and
mountains by loading and firing a 12-inch cannon
into the hill. This method would ultimately be
effective, but the expense would be something
astounding.

• The Bethlehem Steel Company has been firing
heavy guns into a mountainside for the last
twenty-five years in testing them before turning
them over to the Government, and has punched a
tunnel into the solid rock for a distance of some
300 feet. That tunnel has probably cost a million
dollars.

I was once called as expert by a prospective
investor to examine and pronounce upon the prac-
ticability of a motor which the inventor proposed
to drive by means of large fulminate caps or ex-
ploders, detonated on the blades of a sort of over-
shot wheel. His intention was to apply this ful-
minate motor to the driving of automobiles.

Of course, the thing was absolutely unwork-
able, as it would be impossible to explode fulmi-
nate enough to turn the wheel under the load
without smashing it all to pieces. But if, for
argument's sake, we were to assume its employ-
ment as a driving means for automobiles, it would
cost for the fulminate something like ten thous-
and dollars a mile to drive a 40 horse-power auto-
mobile; and it would require several other auto-
mobiles to carry the fulminate for driving one.
A very daring chauffeur, indeed, would be needed
to run such a machine.

The memory of the famous
Liquid Air liquid-air bubble is fresh in the

minds of us all. It was pro-
posed to drive Atlantic liners with liquid air,
which was to be manufactured on board ship by
a sort of perpetual motion device, itself driven by
liquid air, producing liquid air not only for its
own motive power, but enough in excess to drive
the largest liner over the ocean at express-train
speed.

In an article published in the Scientific
American at the time, I pointed out some of the
absurdities of the advertised claims of the pro-
moting company, and proved that liquid air would
have to be very much cheaper than water in order
to compete with steam.

What is true of liquid-air motors is equally
true of the many carbonic-acid gas motors that
have appeared from time to time. If liquid car-
bonic-acid gas could be obtained as cheaply as
water, it could not even then successfully com-
pete with steam as a motive power, for it would
require the consumption of more fuel to evaporate
and heat the carbonic acid to get an equal amount
of work out of it than if water were used.

Great inventors have sonic-
Freaks of times proposed very impractica-
Great Inventors ble contrivances. Sir Henry Bes-

semer proposed a steamship in
which the dining-rooms, staterooms, and all the
interior compartments were to be suspended on
roller bearings, so that the hull of the ship might
roll and pitch independently of the interior struc-
ture. Such a vessel was actually made and tested,
and, of course, proved a signal failure.

Many freak inventions, however, have proved
the forerunners of very important and useful
devices. For example : In 1718 a breech-loading,
rapid-fire gun was invented in London, which was
mounted on a tripod and embraced many of the
principles embodied in modern machine guns.
This gun was designed to throw both round and
square bullets. The inventor facetiously stipu-
lated that the round bullets were for Christians
and the square bullets for Turks. His idea was
to temper the wind a little to the shorn Christian.

The Monitor was a freak, but it saved the
American Navy, and perhaps saved the Union.
The naval experts forming the board to which
Ericsson's plans of the Monitor were submitted
were unanimous that the thing was a crazy con-
traption. The former president of the Continen-
tal Iron Works, who built the Monitor, told me
that one of the naval board asked him if he did
not know that iron and steel were heavier than
water, and would not float, and that a vessel made
of iron and steel would sink to the bottom the
instant it was launched. But the Monitor did not
sink, and many a steel vessel has floated since.

The only terms on which the Government
would consent to the building of the boat were
that the manufacturers should be held wholly
responsible for her prophesied failure. When the
Monitor fought the Merrinzac, she was still the
property of her builders. Her performance at
Hampton Roads is perhaps the most notable
demonstration of an invention to effect its sale.

The Whitehead Torpedo was
The Original once a freak of the first water.
Torpedo The first Whitehead torpedoes

carried only 30 pounds of high
explosive, under the misapprehension that that
would be sufficient to blow up a warship, and they
were so erratic that they frequently turned round
and headed for the boat from which they were
launched. Nevertheless, the Whitehead torpedo
has now been developed to a very high degree of
perfection, and it is to-day one of the most won-
derful products of mechanical skill and ingenuity
in the world. It will travel with great accuracy
at a speed of 35 knots an hour for a distance of
2000 yards, carrying 200 pounds or more of high
explosive in the war-head.

Fulton's first steamboat, before its trial, was
looked upon by many of the wiseacres of the
time as the freakiest of all freaks. Napoleon
Bonaparte scoffed at Fulton's apparent vagaries.
Later, however, when, looking from the height of
the barren rock of St. Helena, he saw a funnel
emerge from the sea, with a trail of black smoke
curling along the horizon, he turned to Count
Montholon, and said, "It was I, and not Fulton,
who was crazy. Had I listened to him, I should
not now be here."

Nitroglycerine was also a freak invention for
some time after its discovery, until a way was
found to make it pure, so that it would keep, and
until Nobel made it into dynamite by absorption
in infusorial earth, so that it could be handled
and employed with safety.—Hudson Maxim, in
The Youth's Companion.

Derivation of " Bronze"
According to M. Berthelot, the celebrated

French chemist, the name "Bronze" was derived
from Brundisium, the place where bronzes were
made ii: ancient times. In a manuscript of the
eleventh century he found a quotation from Pliny
the Elder in which the term "Brundisium Brass"
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is mentioned. In another manuscript written dur-
ing the reign of Charlemagne the terms, de com-
posit° brundisii and compositio brundisii were dis-
covered. M. Berthelot assumed, therefore, that the
term bronze is a corruption of the word Brundisium.

Inventing as an Occupation
From time to time our mail brings a woeful

tale from a disappointed inventor who has devoted
a number of years and considerable money to the
perfecting of some device which the world has not
duly appreciated, says Machinery. Many inventors
spend years on the development of an idea which
to them appears to be of great value. Often, too,
they sacrifice the employment by which they earn
their daily bread.

It is but natural that the inventor who has
thus devoted his time and perhaps all of his sav-
ings to the development of a new idea, should be
discouraged when he finds that he can realize
little or no returns from his invention. As a rule,
he thinks that he has been unjustly treated by those
to whom he has submitted his idea, and often
regards the manufacturer as an enemy because
the compensation offered is, from his point of
view, inadequate.

In many cases the inventor sees from one
viewpoint only. He has not the advantage of wide
experience and knows little or nothing of the costly
organization necessary for marketing goods.

Inventing should seldom be consider.ed as an
occupation to which a man can profitably devote
all his time, except in cases where the inventor's
genius is of an extraordinary degree.

The inventors who succeed as a rule retain
employment in regular occupations while they per-
fect their inventions during spare time, the inven-
tion being incidents in their regular occupations,
or by-products as it were.

When an inventor works under such con-
ditions he is more likely to correctly estimate
the value of his inventions and not be bitterly
disappointed because his inventive genius is not
highly appreciated.

A man who has true inventive genius cannot
help being an inventor, but he should avoid living
in expectation that one brilliant idea will make
his fortune and enable him to live ever after free
from all pecuniary cares.

The hope of "striking it rich" is a common
fault of many inventors. If they must invent, let
them content themselves with moderate returns
for their ideas, placing each in the best market
possible, but not feeling disappointed if a large
fortune is not realized from an idea that to the
inventor seems very valuable.

Advice is cheap and is generally disregarded
by those who could best profit by it. But, not-
withstanding, we cannot help suggesting that in-
ventors of ordinary ability should retain their
regular occupations while developing their ideas.
They will be happier and their chances for success
will be greater than if they give up profitable oc-
cupations, hoping to produce something which will
make a large fortune.

The trouble is that inventors, as a class, are
a somewhat irresponsible lot, to whom a steady
job is distasteful. Steadiness of character and
genius are rarely found combined in the same in-
dividual and, doubtless much that has been said
here will be of little value to the class most in
need of advice.

Jewels for discriminating users. Send for
samples. Bonney, Keokuk.—Adv.
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The Work of Fritz von Miller

When historians of future generations
undertake the compilation of a history of
German art during the nineteenth cenfury,
it will be written, "The reawakening of the
German goldsmith's art in the nineteenth
century is to be ascribed to Fritz von
Miller."

Miller's
Early Training

The son of the well-known
bronze-founder, Ferdinand
von Miller, Sr., of Munich,
he learned bronze casting

in the royal bronze foundry with his father,
attended the academies in Munich and
Berlin, and then worked as a goldsmith
with Hund & Roszkehl, London, as well
as three years in Paris as a modeler and
enameler. A lengthy stay in Italy con-
cluded his artistic studies.

In 1868, appointed professor of metal
work at the newly-established industrial
art school in Munich, he did successful
work as a teacher. Meanwhile, in his pri-
vate workshop, he enriched the practice and
developed a competent corps of assistants.

This is about what future generations
will read, says Prof. Karl Gross in the
Journal der Goldschmiedekunst, but we,
of the present, rejoice to have Franz von
Miller with us a good, stalwart and past
master of the goldsmith's art actively
working. His development represents the
development of the German goldsmith's
art of to-day as far as it has progressed
in an art craftsmanship direction. The
other direction has to do with the broad
current of industrial energy.

If we look back over the history of

the esteemed teacher, we shall learn to
properly understand and appreciate the
life work of Fritz von Miller.

What our art experts bring to light
from seats of civilization thousands of
years old, in the form of goldsmith work,

Bronze ornament, gilded

A triumph in bronze

and preserve in museums, excites our envy
and creates a longing for this perfection
in taste and charming technic. Can we
do any better work to-day, in spite of
all our modern technical accomplishments,
of which we are so proud? No, for first
of all it is the fine taste which has ennobled
work for thousands of years and not the
technical skill.

Let us recall the superb goldsmith
art of the Romanesque and Gothic periods,
with their amplitude of decorative effect.
Everything ie accomplished by pure gold-
smith-like technic developed out of the
material, without designers or sculptors.
Where human or animal motives are em-
ployed in it, they are mostly so primitive
and anatomically awkward that the public
nowadays would reject them offhand as
unfinished and incorrect workmanship.
Why, then, do they so delight the con-
noisseur?

Because they are so magnificent in
decorative effect and so racy in their
technic. The goldsmith who is striving
for good taste knows that in the above a
problem lies hidden that can only be solved
as a result of lengthy practical and active
experience.

For the German, the Gothic
Gothic Art goldsmith's art was the

climax of a high develop-
ment of the "workshop art." Everything
here is evolved upon the material and
workmanship ; the master projects and
thinks with his manual possibilities, build-
ing up on the success of the most competent

of his craft. Finally, however, the Gothic
style became obsolete, and a new period
opened. News of a new art in Italy
reached the ears of the painter and sculptor
of that time. Whoever could, made his
way there and returned an apostle of the
Renaissance.

The goldsmith, in his workshop and
his guild, did not at first trouble himself
about it; his creative inclination was dor-
mant. This stagnation was the beginning
of the end of the "workshop" art, for from
this time the goldsmith became dependent
on the sculptor and the painter. They
made him designs in the new style and
became his directors.

All the precious results, which pre-
viously the goldsmith, in the joy of his
skill, had derived from his metal, were now
slowly and certainly carried to the grave.

The superb boss-effect of the Gothic
style was misunderstood and became tame
in form. The construction of the vessels
that had grown under the hammer gave
way to the forms produced on paper, with
Renaissance outlines, that were forced out
of the metal. The delicate profiling, with
wire, of the Gothic style, the delightful
creations in flowers and foliage, of sawed
and bent sheet-work, disappeared ; such
things are produced only on the work bench.

In their place came the
designs ornamental, as re-
pousse or cast work, which

was not evolved from pleasure in the glit-
tering effect of the metal, but was rather
"literary" in its origin.

When, therefore, during the Renais-
sance, and through the baroque, rococo

(Continued on page loos)

Cast Work

Made of silver, gold and enamel
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(Continued from page 1903)

and "Empire" styles, until the "Biedermeier" period, real work-
shop art, mostly in the form of so-called "popular art," still ex-
isted, it dwindled
away until the last
descendants of the
old master gold-
smith's vanished in
the rising sun of
"manufacture."

This was a bitter
revenge for the fail-
ure of the old master
goldsmiths of the
late Gothic period in
the boldness neces-
sary to forcibly di-
rect the inspirations
of the Renaissance
into genuine gold-
smith styles.

The results of
this 300 years "down-
wards" develop-
ment were finally, in
the middle of the last
century, the pre-
dominance of well-
known designs of
painters and sculp-
tors, who, for in-
stance, in center-
pieces leaning to the
Gothic, produced
whole fables, with
ferns and tracery
and believed that this
was the purpose of
silver. With this the
"artistic" aim in the
goldsmith's art came
to an end. The other line, i. e., that of industrial pro-
duction, or "manufacture," already mentioned, did not
originate in earnest until the beginning of the nine-
teenth century, but was not, as to its inmost existence,
independent, but sought to imitate hand work and thus
partook of all the errors of the taste of the period.

A Wealth 
At about the middle of this period of

of Genius 
decadence Fritz von Miller was called
to the position of instructor in the
newly-established industrial art school

in Munich, the city in which, at this time, a number
of artistic personalities developed, who really began to
feel again the "spirit" of our forefathers' works.
There was Schwind, who imparted to his pictures a
great decorative effect and intrinsic warmth ; Franz
and Rudolf Seitz, who enriched industrial art ; Ferdi-
nand von Miller, Sr.; Gabriel Seidl, the architect;
Gedon, the sculptor, and Otto Hupp, the book artist.
Amid these inspiring surroundings, Fritz von Miller
started on his independent activity. With practical
experience as a founder, goldsmith and enameler, he
brought to his profession knowledge which, as com-
pared with the painters and sculptors, enabled him
much better to extend the goldsmith's art for love of
it. It is exceedingly instructive to trace the develop-
ment in his work.

In the earlier productions, still under the ban of
the reawakened Renaissance, the workshop practice and studies
finally led, infallibly, to the genuine material effects of the
Romanesque and Gothic periods. On this secure foundation the
,deas became constantly more free and independent. The imagi-
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nation no longer occupied itself with the exterior of a mere orna-
ment. In some instances, starting with an ingenious idea, as in
the costly "myrtle goblet," then again inspired by a horn, a piece
of ivory or a beautiful stone, it created, in combination with prac-
tical ability, the noblest art of the goldsmith. Consequently, in this
creativeness there was no halting period ; only development.

The articles we have illustrated show but a small pro-
portion of the lavish creations of Fritz von Miller.

It might be supposed that this conspicu-
ous personality would speedily have im-
pressed the stamp of its genius on the
German goldsmith art. Unfortunately,

this has not been the case ; the times are not as yet ripe for
this. We have not as yet a sense of appreciation of that
personal taste value which ennobles, for all time, applied
art. Good taste, even to-day, is not as yet an indispensable
element of the "cultured" individual. The activity of
Fritz von Miller will, therefore, first fully develop its
beneficent influence, when its fine German tendency in
favor of honest and characteristic work and the joy of
the author in all that is really beautiful, becomes, in a
greater degree, a distinguishing feature of our people.

This development is in progress. The modern move-
ment, in German applied art, presses lately, powerfully,
in this direction and in the goldsmith's art it must develop
further along the lines of Fritz von Miller's achievements.
We have yet to learn from the mistakes of the late Gothic
goldsmiths ; our time is the same as theirs. Creative, ar-
tisan handiwork has fallen behind and the artist takes the
lead. This is as necessary to-day as then. But we must
watch for every artist who will create things from the

artisan's standpoint
and not for those,
however skilful, who
contribute only as
designers. To this
knowledge we have
been assisted, to no
small extent, by Fritz
von Miller's idealism
and practical activity.

What can the
cra ft learn from this?
First of all, to con-
fine itself intelli-
gently and with good
taste, to the field
open to it and not to
attempt the mechani-
cal imitation of hand
work. Until now it has
chiefly followed this
wrong path and has,
consequently, buried
the taste for the
noble applied art and
transformed the
goldsmith into a
shopkeeper. The in-
dustry has, however,
so many opportuni-
ties for independent
development that it
can afford to despise
the untruthfulness of
imitation and move
forward, in its own
path, with the motto,
"Taste above all."
Where, as in the
German art life, so

many factors are striving in the field of applied art, with firm
determination and endurance, the creators will find influences to
help them break a path, as Fritz von Miller, during his long life's
work, has done for the goldsmith's craft.

Effect on
German Art

French enamel leaves and coral fruit

Made of mother of pearl, silver and French enamel
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STATIONERY

ct DEPARTMENT

Social Stationery
With the opening of the social season

which comes in the fall, the question of
visiting cards comes up again and stationers
will be asked many times for the latest
styles and sizes of cards, the quality of
stock to be used and the style of lettering
which most nearly follows the requirements
of good taste. A visiting card is not a
large thing, yet it gives evidence of good
breeding or betrays one's ignorance more
quickly and forcibly than almost anything
else one uses. The quality of material of
which the card is made is very important,
because upon whether it is good or not de-
pends the impression a stranger may receive
of one, of one's good taste or even of one's
social standing.

Stationers are asked many
times about these matters
and in numerous instances
they are forced to reply

that they do not know. Often they do not
know where to go for information. Every-
one knows about a visiting card, yet more
frequently than not what everybody knows
as a matter of fact nobody knows, and both
dealers and purchasers are uncertain about
what they shall use and what it shall be like.

Comparative examination is a good
part of education in art. It is only by
seeing what is best and what is proper in
this direction that either dealers or pur-
chasers can acquire a clear understanding
of what is used by the best people. If this
form and style is copied, one will not go
far wrong. As a rule, people in the highest
social circles are generally correct in little
things that go to make up correct social
forms.

Costly
Ignorance

Shape and Size
Not much latitude is al-
lowed in the shape and
size of the visiting card.

The gentleman's card is now made I 7/16
x 3 inches, of good, though lightweight
stock. It should be pure white, flexible,
but need not have a smooth finish. What
is known as machine finish is better. It
gives a richer effect and is more in har-
mony with the canons of good taste.

In engraving, the prefix Mr. is always
placed before the name, and the gentle-
man's middle name should be spelled out
in full. This is the correct form : "Mr.
Henry Albert Hudson." This rule is in-
variable and should not be departed from
if one wishes to have one's cards correct.
Even clergymen, in these days, sometimes
lay aside their formal titles and assume the
plain prefix Mr. on their cards. These
cards should be used only among the most
intimate friends and the most familiar
members of their parishes. It is chiefly
interesting, perhaps, because it marks a
departure, among one's friends at least,
from a rule which has been invariably ob-
served for many years.

Cards of
Married Folk

The married woman's card
is I 7/16 x 3 inches, are of
equally as good material
as the man's, though pos-

sibly a bit lighter in weight. The engraving
reads : "Mrs. Harold Floyd Livingstone,"
with the day for receiving engraved in the
lower left-hand corner, as Thursday. In the
lower right-hand corner is the address, with
the number spelled out, as Thirty Main
Street. A club or society membership for
a gentleman is indicated in the lower left-
hand corner of the card and the address in
the lower right-hand corner, as detailed
above. A written card is permissible, but a
stationer need not admit this. At best, it
is an admission that the supply has been
temporarily exhausted. In case it is neces-
sary, in isolated instances, to write a card,
dealers can point out to their customers that
neither prefix nor suffix should be used,
since it is scarcely proper for one to attach
a title to his autograph.

A lady's card always carries the prefix,
like Miss and Mrs., while in the case of a
professional woman it carries the prefix
with the full name—Dr. Esther Ann Conlin.

A married woman's card carries her
husband's name in full, with reception day
and address in the proper places. It is
permissible, and some think quite necessary,
to designate the time of day as Wednesdays,
afternoons. The day alone is taken to mean
both afternoon and evening.

The unmarried daughter's
card is I 7/16 x 3 inches
and bears only the name,
"Miss Harper." The given

name is never used.
Only the eldest married woman of the

elder branch of the family can omit all
Christian names on her card if she chooses
to adopt that simple formality. Should any
other in the family follow this course, it
would be incorrect and would display bad
taste. The young girl who is not old enough
to enter society is permitted to use a card
among her school friends and others of her
own age. It is more to have a reminder of
the name and address than for any other
reason that the card is permitted.

For perhaps two years after the young
woman enters society her name appears on
a card directly under that of her mother's.
It is a special card and bears both recep-
tion day and address. If the young woman
happens to be the oldest daughter, her
Christian name is usually admitted, but a
younger daughter's name appears in full.
If other daughters enter society, the oldest
generally uses a separate card for herself,
and the younger ones succeed to her place
upon their mother's card. Often the
daughters' names are combined and placed
below the mother's, as "The Misses Cosse."
This is done if the young women enter
society together, but, if preferred, it is cor-
rect to engrave both names in full.

During the first year after marriage it
is customary for the card to carry a com-
bined name, thus : "Mr. and Mrs. William
Henry Epstein." No reception day is given,
because the couple are supposed to visit
together during that time. This form of card
\vill be found very convenient in the dis-
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Cards of
Unmarried
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charge of social duties which concern both.
In addition it is necessary for husband and
Nvife to have his and her own special card.

A widow may prefer to use
her late husband's name,
but her right to it is not

legally acknowledged. Society, however,
permits its use, largely, perhap-s, because it
has not yet discovered any adequate means
of changing the custom. If a married son
bears the same name as his late father, it
is better form for the widowed mother to
omit the Christian name from her card,
using only "Mrs. Winton."

Birth announcements have become
common during recent years, though good
social usage does not include them in the
inflexible rules of proper conduct which is
made a part of the social code. In reality,
the birth card is merely a dainty little card
attached to the parents' card at the top in
about the middle. Of course, the size
varies, but 13/16 x r 9/16 attached to a
card 2 X 3 inches is sufficiently large. It
carries the baby's birth date and his weight.

It is permissible in the event
Betrothal of betrothal, when the cir-
Cards cle of acquaintances is

large, to issue a betrothal
announcement card. It reads : "Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph Harman Antipas announce' the
betrothal of their daughter, Emily Maude,
to Mr. Henry Samuel Layton. Three
Washington Street, Boston." The address
is in the lower left-hand corner of the card.

The afternoon tea card, issued in the
name of the lady of the house, is simply an
extension of the visiting card carrying the
woman's name and address and the time,
as "From five to seven o'clock," in the
lower left-hand corner and the address in
the lower right-hand corner.

When a formal tea or musical is given
in the afternoon the invitations are issued
by the hostess alone. If the entertainment
is given in the evening the husband's name
should appear on the card, as he would
receive with his wife. Such an invitation
requires a special card and the character of
the entertainment is specified in the lower
left-hand corner. The card should read
thus : "Mrs. James Henry Washington. At
home Thursday afternoon, December the
third, from four until six o'clock. Sixteen
Union Street. Music."

For an evening entertain-
ment the card would read :
"Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
Augustus Henry request
the pleasure of your com-

pany on Tuesday evening, July twenty-
fourth, from eight until eleven o'clock.
Seven Main Street. Cards."

For formal receptions the "at home"
card is used and issued in the name of the
hostess. When she is assisted the names
of those assisting appear on the card. It
reads as follows : "Mrs. Thomas William
Ellison, Miss Ellison, at home Wednesday
afternoon, August the sixth, from four until
seven o'clock. Nineteen State Street."

Widow's Card

Evening
Entertainment
Cards

The many thousands of more than satisfied
watchmakers are the best proof of the superiority
of the Moseicy Lathes. Get the geimine.-Adv.
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John Holland FOUNTAINand GOLD Pens
TWO-THIRDS OF A CENTURY HAS PROVEN THEM

THE FOREMOST PRODUCT

cyllade in Eight Sizes and nearly two hundred styles if holders.

To the standard dropper filled type of holder we have added two

styles of patented self-inking and a safety pen which can be carried

in any position in the pocket or traveling bag without fear of leakage.

MAGAZINE ADVERTISING WILL APPEAR IN OCTOBER ISSUES, Also Later

Show Cases Furnished Free for Display of Stocks, also Other Aids

The FOUNTOGRAPH, Our Popular-Priced Pen, is Reliable and Durable

Catalogues, Circulars and Special Assortment Terms on Request

The John Holland Gold Pen Company
127-129 E. 4th STREET ESTABLISHED 1841 CINCINNATI, OHIO

—
JOHN HOLLAND MA/(EP

C/N'T1 PAT JULK 1. 1902 4

THE NEW GYMNASIUM OF

ERECTED AT A COST OF $85,000. IT CONTAINS A MEN'S GYMNASIUM A NVOMEN'S GYMNASIUM A SERIES OF
BRADLEY POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE

SOCIAL HALLS, SWIMMING POOL, BATHS, ETC. SIZE OF THIS BUILDING 85 FEET WIDE, 220 FEET LONG

t" MAKE ARRANGEMENTS TO COME EARLY, SO THAT 
ONE YEAR HENCE YOU WILL BE READY TO

ACCEPr A POSITION, WHEN THE DEMAND IS THE GREATEST AND THE WAGES OFFERED ARE THE 
HIGHEST

A SCHOOL
UP TO DATE IS
APPRECIATED

YEARS AGO when Horological schools
were first inaugurated in this country, they
met with decided opposition by the

majority of those interested in the jewelry
business and its kindred trades. However, this
feeling has disappeared from the field in most
cases, and to-day it is generally conceded by
the broadminded that the HOROLOGICAL
SCHOOL is the only way to attain a complete
knowledge of the work, and, at the same time,
hasten mstilis. So much so is this a fact that
whereas in the early days the student body was
made up of those who had had little or none
of the opportunities in a store, to-day 75% Of
them have been connected with the business
before entering a school of this kind. And
many who are jewelers, and generally the best
in the community, are sending their sons to
these schools. Why? Because they know that
the school offers the best place to get the work,
to get it right and without an unnecessary waste
of time. 11]We do not advocate anything in the
way of lightning methods, nor do we say that
every student matriculating will become a first.
class workman. Law schools and medical
schools do not make first-class lawyers or phyi-
cians of every student that they turn out, and
the percentage of good workmen turned out
from a ,first-class Horological School will be
found to be greater than the two professions
mentioned above.

giThere is no doubt that the Course ofMODERN METHODS IN HOROLOGY,
as pursued at Bradley Polytechnic Institute, is getting
the best results possible, if you want to get it right,
and it will pay you to investigate this truly great
institution.

A POSTAL CARD it HOROLOGICAL " DADDRESSED ept. K, PEORIA ILL WILL GET YOU THE
• DESIRED INFORMATION

November, 1909 THE KEYSTONE

United States Patents

Patents of interest to the trade, recently is-
sued, especially prepared for this journal by
Wm. N. Moore, patent attorney, Loan and Trust
Building, Washington, D. C.

No. 934,913.—Clock. Edward F. Herschede, Cin-
cinnati, Ohio. Filed October 26, 1907.
Serial No. 399,264.

In a clock the combination of a minute shaft
for the minute hand, a minute gear rigidly

mounted on said shaft, an hour
shaft for the hour hand, an
hour gear rigidly mounted
thereon and a stroke control-
ling mechanism mounted on
said hour shaft, an auxiliary...
shaft, a pinion rigidly mounteda' thereon and meshing with said
minute gear, a second pinion
meshing with said hour gear
and mounted friction tight on
said auxiliary shaft so that the

minute shaft will not transmit rotation to the
hour shaft but the hour shaft will not transmit
rotation to the minute shaft.

No. 935,670.—Clasp. Peter M. MacKasie, Man-
hattan, Nebr. Filed February is, 1909.
Serial No. 477,411.

I. A device of the character described, com-
prising an open band of resilient material form-
ing an article engaging member,
the ends of said band forming a
pair of clasp jaws, a second pair .e
of clasp jaws formed by slitting
the intermediate portion of the 7
band and bending the tongues
formed by the slits inwardly, said
second pair of jaws projecting in
a direction opposite to that of the
first mentioned jaws, whereby the
article within the member will be
frictionally clamped at four substantially equally
distant points.

2. A device of the character described com-
prising an open band of resilient material forming
an article engaging member, the ends of said band
forming jaws and said band being formed with
substantially U-shaped slits to provide tongues,
the latter being bent to provide other jaws and a
pocket engaging clasp carried by said band.

No. 935,122.—Cuff Button. Eugene W. More-
house, Providence, R. I., assignor to B. A.
Ballot' 8z Company, Inc., Providence, R. I., a
corporation of Rhode Island. Filed April 8,
1909. Serial No. 488,680.

I In a cuff button, the combination of a post
having a T-shaped end; two tubular bearings

loosely mounted on the ex-
tremities of the T-shaped end

-T1 in alinement with each other;
and a button head provided

-2.1- edge is adapted to overlie and
clamp said twoi tubular bearings.

2. In a cuff button, the
combination of a post having a
T-shaped end ; two tubular

bearings loosely mounted on the extremities of
the T-shaped end in alinement with each other;
and a button head provided with a rolled-over
edge, wherein are two diametrically opposite
sockets, said edge being adapted to overlie and
clamp said two tubular bearings in position, while
permitting the free oscillation of the T-shaped
end of the post in said tubular bearings.

.f with a rolled-over edge, which
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No. 936,352.—Clock. Joseph Petrillo, Boston,
Mass. Filed January 6, 1908. Serial No.
409,377. Renewed August 20, 1909. Serial
No. 513,874.

1. In a clock, the combination with a main-
spring, of a striking apparatus operated thereby, a
time train, an auxiliary spring for operating the
same, means to wind said auxiliary spring by the
operation of the striking apparatus, an alarm de-
vice, an auxiliary spring therefor for operating

said alarm and means to wind said latter auxiliary
spring by the operation of the striking apparatus.

2. In a clock, the combination with a main-
spring, of a striking apparatus operated thereby,
a time train, an auxiliary spring for operating
said time train, means to wind said auxiliary
spring by the operation of the striking apparatus,
a chime mechanism, an auxiliary spring therefor,
and means to wind said auxiliary spring by the
Operation of the striking apparatus.

3. In a clock, the combination with a main-
spring, of a striking apparatus operated thereby,
a time train, an auxiliary spring for operating the

same, an alarm device, an auxiliary spring .for
operating said alarm device, a chime mechanism,
another auxiliary spring for operating said chime
mechanism, and means to operate all said auxil-
iary springs by the operation of the striking
apparatus.

4. In a clock, the combination with a main-
spring, of a striking apparatus operated thereby,
a time train, an auxiliary spring for operating the
time train, an alarm device, an auxiliary spring
for operating the alarm device, means to wind
both of said auxiliary springs by the operation of
the striking apparatus, and means to stop the
movement of the time train before the auxiliary
spring therefor is completely run down.

5. In a clock, the combination with a main-
spring, of a striking apparatus operated thereby,
a time train, an auxiliary spring for operating the
time train, a chime mechanism, another auxiliary
spring for operating the chime mechanism, means
to wind both the auxiliary springs by the operation
of the striking mechanism, and automatic means
to lock the time train from movement before the
auxiliary spring therefor is completely run down.

No. 936,565.—Belt Buckle. Louis M. Rosenberg,
New York, N. Y. Filed October 16, 1908.
Serial No. 458,035.

I. In combination with a belt, a fastener com-
prising a sheet metal base portion underlying one
end of the belt, said base portion being provided
with side flanges lying alongside the edges of the
belt and with an end portion folded over onto the
end of the belt, a rivet permanently connecting
the base portion to the end of the belt, said rivet

being provided with a projecting stud adapted to
receive a perforation in the free end of the belt,
and a cover plate hinged to one of the side flanges
of the base plate and adapted to overlie the head
of the stud when in its closed position.

2. In combination with a belt, a fastener com-
prising a sheet metal base portion underlying one
end of the belt, said base portion being provided
with side flanges lying alongside of the belt, a rivet
permanently connecting the base portion of the
end of the belt, said rivet being provided with a
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projecting stud adapted to receive a perforation
in the free end of the belt, and a cover plate
hinged to one of the side flanges of the base plate
and adapted to overlie the head of the stud when
in its closed position.

No. 936,766.—Monogram Holder. John L. Des
Lauries, Boston, Mass. Filed July I I, 1908.
Serial No. 443,107.

I. A monogram holder composed of a sup-
porting ring having an annular groove, a series
of letters whose extremities lie in said groove at
different points around the
same, said letters being
separable from each other
and being interlaced to form
a monogram, and meansd
carried by the ring for at-
taching the ring to a support. ..0"

2. A monogram holder
composed of a supporting
ring, two or more letters
whose extremities rest upon
said ring, a locking ring to rest upon the extremi-
ties of said letters, pegs or screws to clamp the
locking ring, and means for attaching the mono-
gram holder to a support ; substantially as shown.

3. A monogram composed of two or more
independent letters some of whose bars are inter-
laced separately for mutual support, each of the
letters being provided with outwardly-extending
tangs at its outer edges, combined with an open
holding frame engaging the tangs only of the
letters.

4. A monogram composed of two or more
independent letters some of whose bars are inter-
laced separately for mutual support, each of the
letters being provided with outwardly-extending
tangs at its outer edges, combined with an open
circular holding frame engaging the tangs only
of the letters.

5. A monogram composed of two or more
independent letters some of whose bars are inter-
laced separately for mutual support, each of the
letters being provided with outwardly-extending
tangs at its outer edges, combined with an open
holding frame having a continuous unobstructed
groove in its inner edge for the reception of said
tangs.

No. 936,422.—Tool Rest for Watchmakers' Lathes.
Frederick W. Derbyshire, Waltham, Mass.,
assignor to American Watch Tool Company,
Waltham, Mass., a corporation of Massachu-
setts. Filed May 25, 1909. Serial No. 498474.
I. In combination, a hollow stud provided

with an integral tongue, a tool rest arranged in
said stud, a sleeve around said stud, an actuating
lever secured to said sleeve,
and a binding roll disposed
in a longitudinal groove in
said tongue and contacting
with the inner wall of said
sleeve, the bottom of said
groove being inclined with
respect to said inner wall.

2. In combination, a hollow stud slotted
longitudinally and transversely to form a tongue,
a tool rest arranged in said stud, a sleeve around
said stud, an actuating lever secured to said
sleeve and a binding roll disposed in a longitudinal
groove in said tongue and contacting with the
inner wall of said sleeve, the bottom of said
groove being inclined with respect to said inner
wall.

3. In combination, a hollow stud slotted
longitudinally and transversely to form a tongue
and having its wall reduced at a point opposite the
longitudinal slot therein, a tool rest arranged in
said stud, a sleeve around said stud, an actuating
lever secured to said sleeve and a binding roll
disposed in a longitudinal groove in said tongue
and contacting with the inner wall of said sleeve,
the bottom of said groove being inclined with
respect to said inner wall.

The Moseley Lathes are celebrated for their
superior quality, design, accuracy, convenience,
simplicity and durability. It pays to get the best.
—Adv.
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For 11 Years the Leading Self-Filler

A pen can't make a name for itself in a day and a half.
All the printers' ink in the world, of itself, can't make a high
reputation. Therefore, is it good business judgment to
stock a brand new pen about which the public knows
nothing through experience?

There are Tr years af advertising and sales work behind the
Conklin Pen. The public has used it for it years. With its known
reputation and the unusual sales help we give our dealers, the
Conklin is almost half sold the moment you stock it.

Besides being the first and best known self-filler, it is by long
odds the simplest—no plungers, pistons nor rods ; the " Crescent-
Filler " is so utterly simple that it can't get out of order.

Write for catalog and dealers' proposition to-day.

THE CONKLIN PEN MFG. CO., 83 Manhattan Bldg., Toledo. Ohio. U. S. A.
NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO DENVER, WINNIPEG

194 Broadway .579 Market St. 700 E c C Bldg. Man.

WE HAVE BUT ONE COMPETITOR, and that is YESTERDAY
We try to make TO-DAY eclipse it.
That's why we manufacture more store fixtures than any six other factories combined;

—why our product is recognized as the highest grade store fixtures in the world;
—and most important to you are the LOW PRICES we name.

THE REASON IS OBVIOUS :—We make all our findings;
—Buy raw material in large quantities,
—And are satisfied with a small percentage of profit.

Let us figure with you for one case or ars outfit

Grand Rapids Show Case Co.
GRAND RAPIDS MICHIGAN
Branch Factory: LUTKE MFG. CO., PORTLAND, OREGON

New York Office and Showroom, 724 Broadway l Under Our Own
St. Louis Office and Showroom, 1329-1331 Washington Ave. J Management

THE LARGEST SHOW CASE PLANT IN THE WORLD

C. L. GUINAND'S
Split Horsetimers

and Split
Chronographs

In all kinds of Cases for
Horsemen, Automobilists
and Scientific Purposes

IL Acknowledged in Europe and America as the most

accurate and reliable make on the market. Neat and up-to-

date in every way. Send for illustrated booklet of all kinds

of Complicated Watches and place your order early, as these

goods have been short every season for past five years.

JULES RACINE & CO.
Chicago, 103 State St. New York, 37 Maiden Lane
 EXCLUSIVE IMPORTERS 

Fine Grade Ruby an Sap-
phire Balance Jewels

TO FIT ALL MAKES

American Movements

Finely polished and finished Balance Staffs to match

$1.00 per Dozen each

JOHN A. POLTOCK 7 9 NNxit;t(ariecetN. Y.
Watch Material, Watchmakers' and Jewelers' Supplies

"Quality, Finish, Originality"
Our class, limited to eight, assures each pupil the best atten-
tion and most rapid progress with "QUALITY" results.

Training for beginners—for engravers of some experi-
ence requiring coaching along weak lines—for
" special " pupils in the higher branches.

BROCHURE ON REQUEST

We have just inaugurated a comprehensive and
practical Mail. Course.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

tin Wt. IL. llewnievcr Zcbool of engravino
CLEVELAND, OHIONew England Building
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'PHILADELPHIA
LETTER

THE KEYSTONE

The local trade entertain a very confidentfeeling in regard to the holiday season and aremaking preparations accordingly. The generalbusiness situation in the city has materially im-proved in recent weeks owing to the resumptionof activity in the large industries located in andaround the city. Skilled labor now finds re-munerative employment and conditions point tocontinued industrial activity and an unusuallybright outlook for next year. The wholesaletrade report increasing business and a feature ofthe market last month was the large numberof visiting buyers who came to the city to makepersonal selection of stock among the jobbinghouses. The majority of these visitors lookedforward to a remunerative holiday trade and,generally speaking, their purchases were of thebetter grades of stock.
J. Albert Caldwell, of J. E. Caldwell & Co.,returned last month from his annual trip to

Europe. It is the custom of Mr. Caldwell to
visit the art markets of the old world each yearand make suitable selections for the art depart-ment of the Caldwell store. It is stated that hehas been exceptionally fortunate on this occasionin securing many pieces of exceptional merit byartists of recognized genius.

An interesting exhibit made by the Bailey,Banks & Biddle Co., recently was a facsimile ofthe Cullinan diamond, the monster gem presentedby the Transvaal to King Edward, of England.
The Pennsylvania Retail Jewelers' Associa-tion held a meeting on October r8th in the roomsof the Jewelers' Club. President Garman occu-pied the chair. The chief subject for discussionwas a report from the executive committee inregard to the various reforms now being con-sidered by the association.
Extensive improvements are being made inthe store of Poland Bros., 4,347 Main Street,Manayunk. The alterations will be completed intime for the opening of the holiday trade.
The Hoover & Smith Co., 1616 ChestnutStreet, formally opened its new branch at Thir-teenth and Walnut Streets last month. The newlocation is a most desirable one and a prosperousbusiness is expected. The initial display consistedof a brand new stock of diamonds, watches, silver-ware and jewelry lines generally.
J. Rubenstone, with stores at 125 SouthSeventh Street and 1607 Susquehanna Avenue,was chief marshal of the Business Men's CarnivalParade on October 7th and 9th. This portion ofSusquehanna Avenue is enjoying a business boomand the carnival was organized to advertise thissection of the street, which is now a prosperousthoroughfare.
An interesting exhibit in the window of J. E.Caldwell & Co. last month consisted of the hand-some cups and other prizes designed and fur-nished by this firm for the first fall meet of theRose Tree Hunt.
Simon C. Levy, formerly located at 2314Columbia Avenue, is now settled in his hand-somely equipped new quarters at 2607 OxfordStreet. Mr. Levy makes a specialty of eye re-fraction and has all the necessary apparatus forthis purpose.
T. J. Wilkinson, of Lyons & Wilkinson, 4082Lancaster Avenue, is proprietor and principal of a

horological school at 25 South Fifty-fourth Street.The school, as its name indicates, makes a specialtyof high-grade watch work, the purpose being tomake the pupil complete master of his specialtyand equal to all tasks, however difficult, whichmay come to him. The course comprises ad-vanced studies in the lever escapement, giving thestudent a thorough grasp of this great keynote toexpert skill in watch work.
The Philadelphia Jewelers' Club will give asmoker on Tuesday evening, November 9th, theprogramme commencing at 8.30 P. M. A greatwealth of entertainment has been planned for the

occasion and one of the very enjoyable socialfunctions for which the club is noted is in
prospect.

A Warning to the Trade
ED. KEYSTONE :—We wish to warn the

jewelers throughout the country through the
medium of your paper against a certain R. E.
Wilson who represents himself as a watchmaker
and has in his possession several recommendations
from the jewelers in the southwest.

On September 30th he called on us inquiring
if we knew of anyone wanting a watchmaker.
We referred him to E. H. Kaniss, at Henryetta,
Okla., who was wanting a man at that time. He
went away and came back in a short time saying
that he had talked with Mr. Kaniss over long
distance and was going down. That there were
a few tools he could use and wanted to get, stat-
ing that he would pay for same. We sold him
a small bill, less than $20.00, for which he gave
us a check on the First National Bank at Cor-
sicana, Texas. The check has been returned to
us with the notation that party never had an ac-
count there and we have since learned that he
never went to Henryetta. We conclude that he
is a swindler and makes it a business to defraud
the trade. He is about 5 feet 5 inches tall, will
weigh about 160 pounds and is quite stoop-
shouldered ; is rather peculiar looking, as his nose
is extremely large and bent to one side. Has dark
hair but rather fair complexion. No doubt he
has several aliases.

We would thank anyone for what information
they could give us as to his whereabouts.

Yours truly,
Oklahoma City, Okla. J. H. MEDNIKOW & CO.

Emblem Key Made from Gold Nugget
We are informed by the

L. E. Waterman Co., New
York, that one of their cus-
tomers, A. J. Mueller, of
Nome, Alaska, designed and
made the key here illustrated
from a nugget of gold pro-
vided by 0. W. Olson and
C. L. Johnson, of that point,
for presentation to the Shriners
on their pilgrimage to Nome.
The key was then presented to
the Scottish Rite Club, who
presented same to the Nile
Temple, A.A.O.N.M.S., on their
pilgrimage to Nome to put
through a class of fifty-eight
novices. During the visit we
understand that the sands were
exceptionally hot for a cold
country.

The Alaskan jewelers do
quite a business in the manu-
facture of nugget jewelry for a
great variety of purposes and
is quite profitable.

Silver Jewelry Revival
A daily newspaper says : After lying dormantfor more than half a century the fancy for silverjewelry is reviving. The metal has had a classicassociation ever since the ancients consecrated itto Diana.
A custom prevailing even to this day in someprovinces of France permits maidens only toadorn themselves with silver jewelry, but outsidethese provinces old and young, matron and maid,may wear the artistic ornaments that are beingcreated. Designs and prices are alike inviting.
The latest idea in silver jewelry consists ofthe combination of gems with hand engraving inFrench gray finish. Enamel is also used toadvantage.Gray jewelry has been developed in Paris towear with the prevailing gray fabrics. While itlooks particularly chic with gray, says Harper'sBazaar, this jewelry can be worn with any color.Care should then be taken to have stones andfabrics of like hue. The stones give color, butit is possible to be a study in gray even then.
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Gray agate cut en cabochon or moss agate of agrayish cast should be selected.
Such subdued effects are refreshing after thebrilliancy and imposing nature of many recentornaments. Necklaces are none the less handsomebecause inconspicuous. The stones are lapislazuli, while the enamel is of the same shade,making a pleasing harmony.
Buckles with delicate traceries of handworkare in general accord with the frock. An en-graved monogram is sometimes the only decora-tion on these buckles. There is a Directoire ele-ment about most brooches in their several danglingpendants. Some are quite four inches long ; othershave litttle blinking drops that nod with the slight-est movement. Oval- and button-shaped broochesand other conventional forms will be worn.
Shirtwaist finger rings are invariably broughtout in dull silver. The settings, their oxidizedor grayed over, are hand-wrought and are skilfulin conception and workmanship. Blister andbutton pearls and various semi-precious stones aremounted in this way.
There is a difference between the Frenchgray and the oxidized silver. The latter is dullwith dark mottlings. French gray is an evenshimmering gray color with neither high lightsnor dark shadows—a sort of silver stain.
Filigree work is again appearing. The won-derful Parisian lace jewelry is finding its counter-part in rhinestones and silver. The turn-over lacecollar gives an idea of the filmy nature of theselaces for the neck. It is riveted to a wide blackvelvet ribbon. Touches of black are much usedby means of either ribbon or jet.
Silver and steel jewelry is a novelty. Thisfad dates back to the eighteenth century fashions,whose earmarks are seen in many present styles.Buckles for belts, slippers or garters look ex-tremely well in this combination. When set withstones the tiny points of steel closely resemble

rhinestones. Without discounting the beauty of
the new silver jewelry it can be affirmed that allsilver ornaments are in good form, even though
they be heirlooms.

Your Advertisements
I can put real salesmanship into your
advertisements. Make them create
a desire for your goods and persuade
people to come to your store to
satisfy that desire.
Here are some reports I have had
from jewelers in different States:

"We have gotten results. Pre-
pare us another lot of matter to
use now and we will want you
to get us up some larger ads to
use previous to the holiday
season."—Georgia.
"I will certainly give you an
order for more."—Kentucky.
"I feel the outlay will be greatly
to my advantage."—California.
"I admire the ads."—South
Dakota.
"I will give you more work."—
Colorado.
"I will arrange for quite a lot of
work in your line."—Pennsyl-
vania.
"Your ads are clever. The talk
is very good. The ads make a
fine appearance in the paper. Get
us up some more."—Chicago.

For $10 I will prepare you a three
months' campaign-24 newspaper ads
and 6 follow-up letters. Every ad
and every letter a real business
bringer.
A special holiday offer-10 ads and
2 letters—$5.

Norman R. Williams
Specialist in Jewelry Store

Advertising

902 Marshall Field Building
Chicago



AN UNSOLICITED
TESTIMONIAL

Read what a U. S. Navy Offic
er

says of MOORE'S

U. S. NAVAL STATION,

KEY WEST, FLORIDA.

October 15, 1909.

AMERICAN FOUNTAIN PEN CO.,

Boston, Massachusetts.

SIRS: — I am an engineer officer in t
he U. S.

Navy, stationed in the tropics, where a 
white uniform

is worn daily the year round.

It is necessary to use a fountain pe
n many

times through the day, I tried the

and — , and ruined several uniforms in the

experiment. Some one recommended 
your pen,

which I immediately purchased. I can't te
ll you how

I have enjoyed it. It hasn't leaked once, and I carry

it loosely in an upper pocket.

It is all I ever wished for in a pen, and is 
much

more than I had dared hope of finding.

Yours very truly,

feaft MORE'S
NON -LEAKAB LE

FOUNTAIN PEN

BEAUTIFUL DESIGNS IN ORNA
MENTAL HOLDER

No. 140. Sterling Silver. Tom-1st Size, Handsomely Chased S 
9.00
10.00

No. 246. 14 K. Solid Gold. 
66 10.00

No. 250. 14 K. Solid Gold. 
66 

" English Eng.raverl 45.00
No. 144. Gold Filled.

 ift4

No. 143. Plain Sterling Silver, No. 4 Gold Pe
n - - - $10.00

No. 150. Slerling Silver, English Engraved 
- - - - 15.00

No. 248. Plain 14 K. Solid Gold, No. 4 Gold P
en - - - 36.00

FULL COVERED, FILIGREE PE
RFORATION, VERY HANDSOME

No. 162. Sterling Silver. Full Size

No. 166. Gold Filled. " "

Fifty Other Patterns. Prices, $2.50 Upwards

SI2.00
14.00

..S'end for Samples or Catalogue

AMERICAN FOUNTAIN PEN CO.
ADAMS, CUSHING & FOSTER

 Selling Agents  
Boston, Massachusetts

Our Students Would Be

Good Company For You!

Amongst industrious and ambitious 
young men, one of the

same sort feels " at home " and has 
much greater enjoyment

in his work than he would have 
if surrounded by idlers and

" sports."

We do not retain in the school any
 who do not attend willingly

to their work ; the result is that yo
u have the benefit of the in-

spiring companionship of fello
ws who are on the right track

for success. Once in a while some one writes asking
 us to take

as a student one who has never b
een willing to work at any-

thing before; we to coax or bulld
oze him into working ; our

refusal always follows, because we 
are conducting a private

school for ambitious young men ; 
not a reformatory institution.

Don't forget this advantage 
we offer you, when you are

choosing your school.

WRITE FOR C
ATALOGUE

The EZRA F. BOWMAN
TECHNICAL SCHOOL of

Watchmaking and Engraving

LANCASTER : : PENNSYLVAN
IA

SOME OF OUR NEW DESIGNS IN FOB
S

HENRY LEDERER & BRO•1 INC.

Makers of Ladies' and Gents'
Chains, Fobs and Bracelets 

Factory, 227 Eddy St., PROVIDENCE, R. I.
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The Float as an Advertising Factor
—

Owing to the growing popularity of State fairs, in-

dustrial parades and such local celebrations with a business

purpose in view, the trade are manifesting increased interest

III the matter of advertising floats, the spectacular parade

being a prominent feature on all these occasions. Several

ideas in this line are presented in the illustrations shown on

this page. The prize-winning float of R. S. Gitt was used in

the industrial parade held in Harrisburg, Pa., on Labor Day,

the occasion being the celebration of the opening of the Mul-

berry Street viaduct, which is the largest concrete structure

of its kind in the world. . Mr. Gitt's float was trimmed in

white and blue and the special trappings of the four black

horses were also white, with blue monograms. The floor

space on wheels amounted to 16o square feet and the display

represented the workrocin of a jeweler, with a watchmaker

at the bench and jeweler at the polishing lathe. The artistic

features of the display were four ladies dressed in white.

Each was seated in one of the corners of the float at a

pedestal. On the pedestal was built a pyramid of the wares of each par-

ticular branch, viz., watches, clocks, jewelry and optics. The corners above

were topped with pennants designating each department represented. The

display was artistic in every sense of the word and received ovations and

attention all along

the route. The il-

lustration shows

the float in front

of Mr. Gitt's store

at 1303 Market

Street, Harrisburg,

Pa., with all its

occupants ill their

places as in the

procession and Mr.

Gitt standing at the

side.

Herewith w e

show a street scene

in a South Bend,

Ind., thoroughfare

on the occasion of

the big parade dur-

ing the "Home

Coming Week"

celebration in that

city, October 3d to

gth. The prize cup

for the industrial

division of the parade was awarded to the South Bend

floats, four in number, appear in the illustration. Three of these floats

carried TOO girls dressed in white, employees of the company, and the
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Float of R. S. Gitt, Harrisburg, Pa.

floats were escorted by too men employees on foot. The fourth float

carried two mammoth oil paintings of the plant and a cake of ice weighing

300 pounds, with a running watch imbedded in the center. A novelty

which appealed to the crowd was a yell frequently given along the route
by the girls in the
floats who shouted
in unison:

Victory, triumph
and success,

Are we.in it ? Well,
guess !

We are watch-
makers,

Yes ! Yes! Yes !

This imposing
portion of the
parade created
great enthusiasm
and was loudly ap-

plauded by the

hosts of spectators.
In the remain-

i n g illustration
shown on this page
will be seen the
North Pole discov-
ery represented ill
a float. This event,
which was for a
tulle the leading

topic in the daily press, has been used in window displays, floats, etc., to

excellent purpose. Its use shows the enterprise of the modern business

man and his celerity in using for the purposes of his business every event
of special current interest.

To construct an attrac-
tive float with the North
Pole motive does hot call
for extraordinary ingenuity.
Roth Drs. Peary and Cook
have proclaimed that they
have in their possession cer-
tain makes of watches which
they used at the frozen ex-

tremity of the earth and the
fact furnishes one idea to
the jeweler who handles
such watches. It is well, of

course, that every float,

apart from its practical sug-

gestion of the I1115111CSS to be

advertised, should have in-

corporated some strange or
bizarre feature which would
compel attention while not
hiding the purpose in view.

Floats and employees of t he South

Watch Co., whose

Bend Watch Co.

North Pole discovery represented in float
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ART GOODS -A CHRISTMAS VOGUE

1 ..A.2 .

No. 6390 6395

No. 1938

No. 1992

BY FASHION'S DECREE AND POPULAR

CHOICE ART NOVELTIES WILL LEAD THE

HOLIDAY LINES THIS SEASON

Our product, which is noted for art in design, grace of form and richness of hnish, includes

such ornamental and practical utilities as:

ELECTRIC and GAS PORTABLES, NEWELS, ELECTROLIERS, BRONZE FIGURES,

ART GLASS DOMES and SHADES, CLOCKS, VASES, PLATEAUX, CANDELABRA,

CANDLESTICKS, INKSTANDS, PHOTOGRAPH FRAMES, BRONZES, CLOCK TOP

ORNAMENTS, CLOCK SETS, FLOWER HOLDERS, EPERGNES, KEROSENE LAMPS

These goods, which can be had in numberless styles, enrich staple stock, attract gift buyers and refined trade and 
bring big profits.

To show them is to sell them.

cAsk for Catalogues 31 and 33 Showing Gas and Electric Goods, Electroliers, Etc., and No. 30 
Showing Clocks

and Other Metal Fancy Goods, as above. When ordering be sure to specify whether for Gas or Electricity

THE GOODWIN & KINTZ CO
WINSTED, CONNECTICUT

•   STATION J  

BUSINESS INSURANCE
BUYING from the GREAT AMERICAN JEWELERS'
CATALOGUE MEANS BUSINESS INSURANCE

CStatistics will prove that sixty-five per cent. of jewelers who fail in business

do so because of mistakes in buying either they buy too much, or they

don't get the right goods at the right price.

41When you buy from this catalogue you will not be urged to buy. You use

your own judgment and buy as the needs require. We guarantee the style,

selection, quality and price—that's BUSINESS INSURANCE.

:L You'd be foolish to wait until your store was afire before you took out fire

insurance. Wouldn't you?

411,Then don't delay sending for the 1910 GREAT cAMERICAN JEWELERS'

CATALOGUE and BUSINESS INSURANCE.

jTe OSKAMP-NOLTING CO. CINCINNATI, OHIO
411-413-415-417 ELM ST.
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NEW GOODS drid INVENTIONS

KEYSTONE

[The illustration and description of new goods and inventions as hereunder is a
permanent feature of THE KEYSTONE; our twofold object being to keep the jeweler
and optician thoroughly posted on the very latest and most salable goods, and the
workman at the bench equally well posted on the newest inventions and improvements
in tools and appliances.]

New Combination Attachment for Engraving Block
There is probably no branch of the jewelry trade that has received

so little attention in the line of labor-saving tools as engraving. Our
readers will be interested, therefore, in a new combination attachment for
an engraving block, which, it is claimed, will take the place of the many
tools and appliances commonly used by engravers to hold their work.
The new attachment is the product of the Stehman & Swan Mfg. Co.,
Lancaster, Pa., and while originally intended to be used in connection
with the Stehman engraving block, manufactured by that firm, it is claimed

that it can also be applied to other styles of engraving blocks. In the
accompanying illustration Fig. 3 represents two plates which are placed
on top of the block. The small lugs shown lock under the jaws and
move out or in with the motion of the jaws. The combination of holes
in the plates are so arranged that with the use of the regular pegs or
pins large mirrors, coffin plates or flatware can be held.

Fig. i represents the head of a Stehman engraving block with the
plates attached and also shows a combination attachment in position for
the bowl of a spoon.

Fig. 2 shows the brush holder in position and the front face for
thimbles, cane beads, umbrella handles, cement blocks and other articles
of similar shape.

A Remarkable Order of Flatware

The accompanying illustration shows the pattern of one of the largest
orders for flatware ever given by a single patron. The order was filled
by the E. H. H. Smith Silver Company, of Bridgeport, Conn., and consisted
of 40,000 pieces of table silverware for Murray's Roman Gardens, being
the new restaurant of the famous caterer on Broadway, New York City.
This restaurant will surpass the luxury of the old Roman empire in its

best days and will cost over $2,000,000 when completed. It will be located
at the corner of Broadway and Forty-second Street and the building is
eight stories high and the entire structure will be used for the preparation
and consumption of food. The furnishings are on a most magnificent
scale and the walls are embellished with paintings costing large sums.

The design of the flat silver tableware made for this magnificent
place harmonizes with the design of the entire place, which is Egyptian.

Some idea of the size of the order may be obtained when it is stated
that among the main articles are 450 dozen table spoons, 400 dozen coffee
spoons, Soo dozen tea spoons, 400 dozen dessert spoons, 800 dozen knives,
800 dozen forks, 400 dozen oyster forks, 150 dozen bouillon spoons, too
dozen ice cream spoons with other articles in proportion.
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A New Pulse Timer
We show in the accompanying illustration an ingenious new pulse

tinier which will be found a great convenience to physicians and nurses.
This instrument, known as a pulsometer, is similar to the sphygmometer.
except that the latter is both a
watch and a pulse tinier. The
new device is intended for the use
of physicians or nurses who al-
ready have watches and conse-
quently do not need to go to the
expense of additional ones, but yet
desire to avail themselves of the
usefulness of a pulse tinier. This
latter, as shown in the illustration,
is operated as follows: By pressing
on the push-button placed above
the crown, the large second hand
is set in motion and the counting
of the pulsation begins; at the
twentieth pulsation the motion of
the hand is stopped by another
pressure of the push-button. On
the dial will now be accurately in-
dicated the exact number of pul-
sations per minute. A third pres-
sure on the push-button brings the
hand back to the starting point.
The use of this instrument does
away with the necessity of observ-
Mg the progress of the watch
while taking the pulse and, in ad-
dition, insures an absolutely cor-
rect record. The pulsometer is especially valuable during operations, X-ray
work, irrigations, etc., and would seem to be little less than essential for
physicians and nurses. It is being marketed to the trade by Henry
Freund & Bro., 71 Nassau Street, New York

Novelty in Symbolic Jewelry
In response to the universal demand for birth month and symbolic

jewelry the Steiner Mfg. Co., of 530 Broadway, New York, and 25
Calender Street, Providence, R. I., are just introducing a jewelry novelty
which is bound to prove a good seller for the holiday trade. It has been
named "Ta-lys-man" and consists of a small round charm or talisman
for each month of the year. On one side appears in colored enamel
letters the name of the month and a suitable motto, together with the
birth stone of the month, which is set in the center of the charm. On
the reverse side is the month's flower in colored enamels.

A Toy Umbrella Novelty
A good trade stimulator now on the

market is a toy umbrella which is an
exact replica in miniature of the regular
size umbrella. It measures twelve inches
from ferrule to handle, has steel frame,
fine sateen cover, gilt handle and in
every way duplicates the 26- and 28-inch
lengths. Many dealers, it is said, have
made a winner of this by offering one
free with every purchase of a certain
amount. For holiday trade this seems
a rather effective method of drawing at-
tention to the umbrella stock. The toy
umbrellas may be obtained from Kreis &
Hubbard, Chicago, who make a specialty
of umbrellas adapted to the needs of the
jewelry trade.

Novelties in Holiday Goods

Very suitable for holiday stock are- the new so-called "Universal
Utility Outfits," manufactured by the Aikin-Lambert Company, of New
York, a sample of which is shown in our illustration. The line embraces
some very attractive sets, such as
desk sets, manicure sets, gentle-
men's sets of knife, cigar cutter,
etc., and many others, all of which
are handsomely cased in plush
boxes of unique and attractive
shapes and styles. Aikin-Lambert
publish a separate booklet illus-
trating this popular line and it
should be of great interest to the
trade.

This year there has been added
to the "Universal" outfit assort-
ment a new line of sets of high
quality steel and silver mountings.
The handles are made from a new
material known as water buffalo
horn. The beautiful finish of this
horn and its odd, characteristic pattern will appeal to all buyers of novelties.



ALEXANDER H. REVELL & CO.
Chicago, Ill.Rees, Dayton, Eastman and Hawthorn Streets

Above cut shows a corner in the Jewelry
Store of Wm. K. Sandberg Co.,

University Bldg., Chicago.

e have reached " Perfection "

in manufacturing Artistic Jewelry

Fixtures, Show Cases, Wall Cases,

Tables, etc.

You can profit by our experience of

more than a "Ouarter of a Century"

and let us design your store or any

changes you contemplate making.

Write us to-day for our

new loose leajlet catalogue

...111■111Mr,

LEARN ENGRAVING $5
For FIVE DOLLARS we send you a complete set of lessons, well illustrated,

in letter and monogram engraving on jewelry, silverware and other metals. These

lessons are prepared by an expert engraver of twenty-five years' experience and

explain sharpening and tempering tools, plain, bright-cut, wriggled and other

cutting ; engraving script and other letters ; leaf, block, ribbon and entwined mono-

grams, transferring, cementing and many other valuable tricks of the trade. We

also send you a set of gravers (sharpened), a good oil stone, a block to hold

lockets, watches, etc., which is also a perfect tool sharpener ; dividers ; 10 metal

plates ; 6 rings and 6 thimbles to practice on and a book of " Monograms and

Alphabets."

Book of Monograms and Alphabets

Every letter of the alphabet combined with every other letter in script and block styles;

Script, Old English, Roman, Block, German, Hebrew and Greek Alphabets ; Year-Date Mono-

grams; Ornamental Initials; Fancy and Ribbon Monograms. $1.00 postpaid.

ASK FOR CIRCULAR AND FULL PARTICULARS

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING
45 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK, U.S.A.

WE DO THE BEST
PORTRAITSMINIATURE

011

Watches
Dials
13rooches
Loc--kets
We copy any portrait,

group or scene.
We also make high-

grade and cheap Hand-
Painted Miniatures, in
colors, for brooches or
lockets on ivory.

PRICE-LIST SENT ON REQUEST

BECAUSE
Our Photo- minia-
ture work is the
only kind that gives
perfect copy of
original and that
will not fade or peel
off.
Photos returned

in good condition.

GOLDSTEIN ENGRAVING CO.
45 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK, N.Y.

New Electric
Watch Signs
We have been making
Watch Signs for more
than thirty years, and
they have stood the test
of time. Send for our big
Catalogue showing all
kinds of watch and opti-
cal signs. Prices, $2.00
to $85.00. Every one
new and attractive.

Write to-day and get the
Original GROUT SIGN

Grout's Excelsior Sign Co.
126 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO
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Qualifications Necessary to
Salesmanship

A few qualifications necessary to the
successful salesman, I would say, are tem-
perance, honesty, loyalty, egotism, persis-
tency, quick judgment and a receptive per-
sonality, says George R. Nelson, sales
manager of Swift & Co., Chicago.

Too great a stress cannot
be laid upon the importance
of possessing a character
that is strong enough to

withstand the temptations that life on the
road presents. To be temperate in all things
is a distinct mark of a well-balanced mind;
and away from the refining influences of
home too many good men succumb to the
lure of the wine cup, the glitter of the
social glass and the fascinating influence
of the lady of easy morals. If you resolve
at the outset of your career to be temperate,
to keep yourself free from all the grosser
vices, not forgetting that at your meals you
must practice temperance, and that because
you think the hotel keeper is being too well
paid for the service he is rendering, in
order to get your money's worth it is up
to you to overload your stomach, and thus
destroy the alertness of your mind. I speak
of this in passing, for I have known many
good salesmen who were but partially suc-
cessful because they could not temper their
appetites and would arise from the noonday
meal with a mind dulled from excesses at
the table, and then, to make matters worse,
indulge in two or three heavy cigars before
they started the afternoon's business, with
a mind dulled and apathetic and in no way
fitted to cope with the shrewd, capable
modern buyer.

Strength of

Character

Temperance

and Honesty

Be temperate in all things
and thus avoid a rock that
sooner or later destroys the
salesman who does not ob-

serve the principles that govern good
health ; for without the glow that good
health gives both mind and body you are
sadly equipped to wage a successful fight
in a battle for commercial supremacy.

The old adage, "Honesty is the best
policy," is proven and daily exemplified in
the salesman's life. To be honest, not only
in matters monetary, but truthful in your
statements to your 'customers, is not 'a
policy but a necessity to success. With
honesty and truth shining in your counte-
nance, how easy it is to gain the confidence
of the trade you call upon ; and a growth
of this confidence leads to a growth of
your business. The penalty that falls upon
the dishonest salesman is twofold ; he loses
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not only the respect and business of his cus-
tomers and the respect of his house, but he
inevitably loses his own respect and be-
comes a derelict, cast hither and thither in
an unsympathetic commercial world.

Success cannot be gained
without being- loyal, loyal
to yourself, to your house,
to your line and to your

ideals. 1 1 you are loyal to yourself you
can demand the respect of all those with
whom you come in contact ; but remember,
this you cannot do until you have gained
your own respect. If you are loyal to
yourself and loyal to your ideals, and your
ideals must be lofty ones, you will be re-
spected. Be loyal to your house ; this you
have to give freely ; it is something that
salary or advancement cannot purchase. If
you find you cannot be loyal to your firm
and their interests, loyal to the methods
they ask you to adopt, resign ; for without
loyalty you are like a ship without a rudder,
drifting in a purposeless manner across the
commercial sea. Be loyal to your line; you
cannot be successful if you do not believe
you have a good line and that what you
offer for sale is well worth the price asked
for it. Loyalty is a large factor in selling
goods.

Loyalty to

the House

That persistency is a
Need of quality to be greatly de-
Persistency sired you will, no doubt,

agree. In fact, I know that
many employers test an applicant to dis-
cover if he possesses persistency as soon
as he is granted an interview. Remember
that persistency will not only enable you
to sell goods, but will assist in securing for
you the position desired. I might say, in
this connection, that I never have a vacancy
when applied to for a position, and only
the persistent one can hope to sell his
ability. Without persistency a salesman
has small hopes for success, but it should
always be borne in mind when using your
supply of this quality that you are a gen-
tleman, and you presume your customer is
one also. Do not make the mistake of
thinking that persistency consists of harp-
ing on and crowding your customer to pur-
chase some article of your line entirely
upon your own judgment. By being per-
sistent, we mean to convey to you the idea
that you should be persistent in showing
up the good qualities of the line, and per-
sistent in pointing out to the dealer the
selling points of the line from the retailer's
point of view, and persistent in living up
to all the ideals of a sober, upright man.
It is most essential that you have both good
judgment and quick judgment, for you are
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called on daily to exercise these qualities.
Your judgment must be good if you are
to save your house from loss, and it must
be quick to act when the psychological
moment has arrived to close the sale. You
must judge quickly and correctly from
appearance often as to whether the one
you desire to sell is acceptable to your firm
as a credit risk; quick to judge his ability
as a merchant and his ability to pay
promptly. I have known men who were
able to sell goods who were not successful
because their judgment was so poor that
they would waste a day or a half a day in
closing a sale that the house was in duty
bound to refuse owing to the credit stand-
ing- of the customer ; and if at any future
tulle his credit became such that it was
safe to take on his account he would hold
a grouch against the salesman who had
placed him in position to receive a rebuff.

You must judge as to the
Good Use time necessary to work
of Time your line in the different

towns in your territory ;
and unless your judgment is good, you
waste time belonging to your employer and
to your customer. Be quick to take ad-
vantage of every minute, for it is some-
thing when lost can never be regained.
You are daily called upon to judge human
nature, to sum up the peculiarities of the
different men you meet; and upon your
quick and correct judgment the size of
your sales depend. You must be quick to
judge a competing line, and be confident
enough in your judgment to be able to
impress your customer that your opinion
is correct. To be a judge of men, of con-
ditions and of merchandise is to be well
equipped for success in any undertaking;
and there is no quality that you can con-
stantly improve and develop that will add
to your welfare any more than good and
quick judgment.

It has been said that only a fool is an
egotist. This may be true, but a judicious
amount of egotism is as necessary to the
successful salesman as honey to a bee. To
believe in yourself, in your ability, to ac-
complish what you set out to do is more
than self-confidence, when this belief is pos-
sessed in a great quantity. How often have
you observed your successful competitor
with head erect, shoulders squared and a
look in his eye that spoke of the ease with
which he met difficulties and overcame
them; his every action bespoke the egotist,
and yet his personality was such that he
could readily absorb the ever-changing con-
ditions that daily confronted him.

(Continued on page 1921)
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WE MAKE GOODS THAT SELL. 
SAENNDD YOUR ORDERSILL  PROTVOE UI 

IT

OPERA, FIELD and MARINE GLASSES
WE ARE HEADQUARTERS

All the Lead:ng Styles, in Pearl and Leather

Send for PRICE-LISTS

Also Lorgnettes, Reading Classes and Optical Sundries

GREAT REDUCTION IN PRICE

" 11 LII K 11 T 99 In Gold and Gold Pilled Mountings
and with Rim or Frames

NOTE.-We make the full line of "Ilikit " Frames in 1, 0 and 00 eye interchangeable.

Gold Filled Rimless Mountings 1-10-12 K  $7.50 per Doz. be. per l'r.

Gold Filled Rimless Mountings 1-30-12 K  $7.00 per Doz.

Solid 10 K. Gold Rimless Mountings   $15.00 per Doz. $1.40 per l'r.

Solid 10 K. Gold FRAMES . . . ........ . . .   $24.00 per Doz. $2.00 per Pr.

Gold Filled FRAMES 1-to--12 K .   $10.50 per Doz. $1.00 per l'r.

Gold Filled FRAMES 1-30-12 K. $9  50 per Doz.

When one dozen or more are purchased at ot.e time we allow 10 per cent. off for cash.

GOLD FILLED 5194. 1-30 10K., $4.20 ; Cable, $5.20 per Dozen

RIDING BOW 1,594. 1-10 10 K , 5.38 ; " 6.38 " "
MOUNTINGS I. 1,5594. 1-10 12 K., 5.75 t " 8.75 " "

Mg...ANAL 0FFER.-Out sample set of gold filled 12 " Ilikit" mountings, etched on

lenses, in neat velvei-lined ens( for fitting, $8.50 net.

GOLD FILLED
SPECTACLES

No. 1.0.00 Eye

Made by the IMPROVED
MET1101)

EXTRA FINISH
IV ELL TEM P It ED
IIIGIILY 1.11sTERED

No.
5524. 12 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Frames
5525. 12 K , 1-10 Riding Bow Cable "
5554. 14 K., 1-10 Riding Bow
5555. 14 IC., 1-10 Riding Bow Cable
F564. 10 K., 1-10 Riding Bow
F565. 10 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Cable
5354. 10 K., 1-30 Rid' tig Bow
5355. 10 K., 1-30 Riding Bow Cable

QUALITY GUARANTEED, same as BILLED

IS

l'er dozen
. . . $5.60
• • • 7.00
• • 7.50
. . . 8.75

. . 6.60

Over Twelve Thousand (12,000)

Satisfied Owners of the Audemair

Prove our Claim for the World
Renowned Trial Case.

AUDEMAIR
$10.00 to $85.00

Send for our Complete Catalogue
of Other Styles.

They Say "NONE BETTER
MADE"

No. 1990, SEAL COVERED

" 990, POLISHED OAK No. 1990-THIS MONTH ONLY-$75.00 net

CONTENTS OF No. 1990 SEAL COVERED or No. 990 POLISHED OAK :

1 Full Set Celluloid Handy Tryers, con-
taining Two Spherical Plus and Minus,
Two Cylinders, Plus and Minus, Pin-
hole and Opaque Disks.

1 Bar Muscle Test for Asthenopia.
1 Keratoscope.
1 Retinoscope for Shadow Tests and In-

ternal Explorations.
1 Perfect Aluminum Alloy Trial Frame

No. 1951 also 946, with Complete Set Test
Cards, Types, 6 Book and Several
Cuts for adverting.

Plop.
38 pairs Spherical Convex I 2 r, 0.125 to 20.
38 " " Concave 2 0.125 to 20.
22 " Cylindrical Convex cl at 0.125 to 8.
22 " Concave c,,) J 0.125 to 8.
20 Prisms from 1° to 20°, Part Mounted, Part

Square.
18 Special Dies, comprising Metal Plain, Single

and Double Pinhole, Stenopaic,_ Plano
Colored, Half and Full Ground Glass
Opaque.

1 Chromatic Detector for Diagnosing Ame-
tropia by flame test.

NEW IMPROVED LORING OPHTHALMOSCOPE, $',1'er

LIBRARY SPECTACLES
No. 27. Frame. Large, Round Eye Rubber, $1.00 Celluloid, $1.25 ; Shell, $3.00-Each

No. GOLD FILLED SKELETON EYEGLASS

A593. Offset 10 K., 1-10 Mountings $4  00 Pcx OE,   $5.50

A563. Offset 10 K., 1-30 Mountings 3  00 Pcx_OE, 4  50

NICKEL SILVER, MEDIUM GRADE
674/. Riding Bow . . . . Frames .
660%. Straight
686. Eyeglass Adjustable "
685. Eyeglass Offset . "

61.25
1  25
1  70
1  70

THE SPENCER OPTICAL COMPANY NEWlatnljenITS.A.

Rhine Stone Hat Pins
Modern, Salable and Best Quality

RIGHT PRICES
Our grade of prices :

$4.00, $6.00, $7.50, $9.00, $10.50, $12.00,

$15.00, $16.50, $18.00, 19.00,

$21.00 dozen.

OUR TERMS-5 V( 10 days, net 30.

F. 0. B. New York.
No. 1068. $6.00 dozen

RHINE STONE PRODUCTS CO., Manufacturing Jewelers
"European Creations" Factory Office, 84 Cortlandt St., NEW YORK

IT WINDS
ITSELF

THE CLOCK WITH ALL THE
CLOCK TROUBLES LEFT OUT

Having No Delicate Parts to Get Out 2/ Order
Having No Contact that Fails
Having No Spring to Break
Operated by a Weight that Winds Itself

Automatically
Has Dead Beat Graham Scapement, which

Assures Accuracy.
Eighty Beats to the Minute

Length 43 Inches Width 17 Inches Dial 12 Inches

Finish in Golden Oak or Birch-Mahogany
An Ornament for Any Wall

No.18 Shipped Complete and Ready to Run

The Imperial Electric Clock Co., IL L INOGRANITE CITY
IS

 Makers of the Simplest Electric Clocks 

,

11. /

t.4..

4'.
,

F. H. REES, Director

"Famous

Even
It 

THE REES SCHOOL
for high-grade workmen" " Everything the very best"

I

NA. _1 8,
Si;ik

THE A'OF 

ENGRoNG
iLLUStROLD

.

F. II. REES, Author

,
ENGRAVINGWATCHMAKING

A school known to the trade 19 years and of acknowledged and 
proven merit.

Hundreds of delighted students to testify. We have increased the salaries of

hundreds, and have increased the business of hundreds of jewelers. We

KNOW how. We have the most elaborate and expensive system 
of study

ever prepared Oust completed), the result of years of study. Every advantage

possible is here offered at SMALL COST. ::: It will pay you to write for
catalogue-IT IS FREE

if you cannot come, WRITE and let us know. We have a proposition to make to you.

COSTS you NOTHING. It may mean MUCH to YOU.

Cor. Lake and Market Streets

.11 School Founded on Aferit ELMIRA, N. Y.
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ITEMS

INTEREST

C. L. Lyon, of the Charles M. Parker Corn-
pany, •Meriden, Conn., spent several days last

month recreating in the beautiful Berkshire Hills

in Massachusetts.

S. Finn, Walterboro, S. C., recently opened

a branch store at Ehrhardt, same State. The new

store is under the management of A. D. Pom-

erance, a skilled watchmaker.'

The New Haven Clock Company, of New

Haven, Conn., report all departments as being

very busy, some having to work nights to keep

up with the demand. New designs are being per-

fected for next year's product.

L. H. Giddings, Bruce, Wis., recently pur-

chased the store of T. J. Thompson at that place

and will continue the business. Mr. Giddings had

acted as manager of this store for over three

years before making the purchase.

Mrs. M. Klein, wife of jeweler M. Klein,

1119 Main Street, Kansas City, Mo., has just re-

turned from a six months' visit to Berlin and

Hungary, where she visited her brother, whom she

had not seen for thirty years. She was accom-

panied by her daughter, Sylvia, and a sister, Mrs.

Glick, of Cleveland.

Joseph L. Herzog & Co., 45-51 Rose Street,

New York, have just issued a very neat folder

price-list of their new "Belscript Made-in-a-

Minute" monograms. The folder also contains

complete directions for assembling the letters of

the monograms into fobs, brooches, belt and sash

pins, purse monograms, etc.

Kendrick & Davis, manufacturers of watch-

makers' tools, Lebanon, N. H., are now an in-

corporated company and will henceforth be known

as the Kendrick & Davis Co. With the change

the company acquires increased capital and manu-

facturing facilities, the expansion being necessi-

tated by the greatly increased demand for their

tools.

J. W. Williams, head salesman for Merrill &

Broer Co., of Toledo, Ohio, had his trunks hit

by an eastbound train at Charlotte, Mich., on the

night of October nIh. One man was seriously
injured and the trunks were completely de-

molished. Mr. Williams promptly arranged for

new samples and is now back in his old territory,
where he reports business prospects very good.

E. H. Loney, Orchard, Nebr., favors us with
some of the advertising matter which he uses in
expanding his business and which shows that his
ideas of trade-bringing publicity are strictly
orthodox. Mr. Loney opened a new store in
Orchard last June and in the meantime has built
up a profitable business. An important factor in
this work has been the liberal use of printers'
ink in well-directed advertising.

The City Fathers got busy recently at Mason
City, Iowa, and ordered all overhanging signs to
come down. A remonstrance, with the majority
of the business houses as signers, was presented
to council in session, but it was of no avail, so
without any further protesting one and all pulled
in their horns-or signs. Some of the signs pulled
down cost as high as $300. Among those who
suffered heaviest in this crusade were J. H. Lepper,
J. H. Greve, W. H. Potts and F. C. Haase.

Leith & Martin, the new Rochester, N. Y.,
firm of manufacturing jewelers, engravers and
repairers, which opened for business last Sep-
tember at 217 Chamber of Commerce Building, is
meeting with much success. Mr. Leith was for-
merly, for eleven years, with T. E. Dickinson &
Co., Buffalo, N. Y., and Mr. Martin was formerly
engraver for five years with Humburch Bros., of
Rochester. The firm makes a specialty of the
finer classes of work.
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The Goodwin-Kintz Co., Winsted, Conn., have

issued supplement 33, to be used in connection
with their catalogue 31. This supplement con-

tains illustrations of the company's handsome new

line of electric portables for the season 1909-1910.

All who are interested in this class of goods,

which are so salable at this time and season, should

provide themselves with a copy of supplement 33.

Robert W. Little, well-known jeweler of

Cumberland, Md., is a candidate of the Prohibition

Party for State Senator from his district. Ever

since he became a voter Mr. Little has been identi-

fied with the Prohibition movement and has at

all times been willing to devote time and energy

toward anything that would be of benefit to his

party. He has served as county chairman and

is now a member of the County Executive Com-

mittee. He is avowedly strong in his impression

that every young man should have high ideals,

politically as well as otherwise, and sees greater

possibilities in the Prohibition Party than in any

other for the attainment of all that is best for man.

The Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co., 37 Maiden
Lane, New York, have just issued a very hand-

some and complete catalogue of their entire line

of clocks. It comprises 156 pages and an em-

bossed cover and contains more than 7oo illustra-

tions. Each piece of goods is illustrated by an

accurate halftone cut, fully described in tyRe

matter and attached thereto is a price-list. This

is a catalogue from which the retailer can sell

to his customer and accompanying it is a detached

price-list with the various discounts figured from

each article in the catalogue. It should be in the

hands of every retailer, and the Gilbert Clock Co.

will send a copy to any reputable retail jeweler

applying for it.

The E. Howard Watch Co., Waltham, Mass.,

has issued a catalogue of Howard watches which

marks a new era in catalogue making. This

handsome compilation is quite as distinctive

among catalogues as the Howard watch is among

timepieces. It shows a complete line of Howards

with case, movement and dial, reproduced full size

in copperplate halftones made direct from the

watches. The various models are described in

detail and the paper, printing and makeup of the

books are marvels of the printers' and engravers'

art. Each copy is numbered, a careful record

being kept of the name of the recipient so that

none may fall into other hands than those of a

regular reputable jeweler. The approach of the

holiday season and the general recognition of the

Howard as a high-class gift make the issue of

this handsome catalogue peculiarly timely.

The Benedict Manufacturing Company, manu-
facturers of silverware, East Syracuse, N. Y., will
send its general sales manager, C. C. Graham,
and its assistant sa4es manager, J. F. Kane, to

Australia. These men will start about the middle
of October„ going by way of San Francisco, then
via Honolulu to Sydney. From Australia they
will go to Japan, and from there extend their trip
around the world, returning from London some
time in the late spring. The Benedict Mann fac-
turing Company is now busier than it has been
at any time in its history. It has put on nearly
zoo additional hands in the last month and is
working each department on night schedule. It
is advertising for help in the leading silverware
manufacturing centers of the country : Meriden,
Conn.; New York City; Newark, N. J.; New
Haven, Conn.; Rochester, N. Y.; Niagara Falls,
N. Y.; Cincinnati, Ohio and Toronto, Canada.
The company is represented by twenty-two sales-
men throughout the United States and Canada
and they all report business in their territories
exceedingly good and predict big business in all
lines for next spring.

Nickel Plating
The best results arc always obtained in nickel-

plating, says the Brass World, by the use of part
new and part old anodes. If a nickel solution is
supplied with all new anodes it is not fed suf-
ficiently until their surfaces have been dissolved
away. By the use of part new and part old
anodes, the neutrality of the solution is not
disturbed.
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Why Do Mainsprings Break?
In an article which appeared in our last. issue,

for which we were indebted to the Scientific
American, the above question was asked. In a
succeeding issue of the same journal we find the
following effort made to answer the query, by
Richard D. Smith, of New York:

Inasmuch as I have had over thirty years' ex-
perience in fitting some thousands of mainsprings
to watches, I believe that I may be able to add
something to the article entitled "Why Do Main-
springs Break?" which appears in your issue of
September 4, 1909.

I have found in my experience that the main-
springs of new watches break when the watch has
been in use only for a few days. The cause may
be attributed to the excessively high tempering of
the steel and in some cases to the uneven temper-
ing of the steel. Moreover, any mineral or vege-
table oil will corrode the mainspring, because of
the presence of acids in the oil. During my entire
experience I have never been able to obtain any
mineral or vegetable oil free from acid. The only
oil that I have used with success is purified fish oil.

I have found that mainsprings also break
into many pieces because the watchmaker has
carelessly handled the spring with perspiring hands.
Some watchmakers when cleaning a watch steep
the mainspring, as well as the other parts, either
in benzine or kerosene, to save time. This prac-
tice will surely cause the mainspring to break
within a very short space of time, because of the
acids in the benzine or kerosene, which penetrate
the steel. Even though the spring be afterward
oiled with good fish oil it is sure to break after
this dipping in kerosene or benzine.

If a barrel arbor around which the .mainspring
coils is made too small, in time the spring will
break close to the center, which is an infrequent
occurrence, particularly in modern watehes.

When the watch repairer finds that a spring
has lost its resiliency, instead of replacing the old
spring with a new one, he will sometimes take the
spring in his hands and straighten in by drawing
it between his thumb and forefinger, thus restoring
its resiliency temporarily. At the same time, how-
ever, he makes the spring more brittle and break-
age is sure to follow such treatment.

In conclusion, I wish to concur with your
contention regarding the breakage of mainsprings
during hot weather, particularly when taking the
watch from the pocket and laying it suddenly on
a cold marble or iron slab.

Dip Silvering Solutions
Solutions used for dip silvering should be

thrown away when they cease to produce rapid
and satisfactory silver coatings on brass or copper
as it is unwise to attempt to replenish them by
new silver salts. They have become contaminated
by brass or copper which has dissolved each time
the solution is used and the only satisfactory
method is to throw the old solution away and make
a new one.

After Gem Smugglers
The smuggling of diamonds and other gems

into New York has increased to such an extent,
say the dealers, that they have decided to raise
a fund to be used in prosecuting the smugglers.
Most of the smuggling is said to be the work of
professionals rather than tourists, and some of the
less scrupulous dealers are said to be working in
collusion with the smugglers.

In estimating the amount of smuggling, Lud-
wig Nissen, an officer of the Diamond Manufac-
turers' Association, says that the value of dia-
monds brought in surreptitiously is probably as
large as that of those coming openly through the
custom houses. The imports of diamonds in re-
cent months have been at the rate of $35,000,000
a year. One factor that favors the smuggler is the
way in which even the regular trade is conducted
from London. Reports on the quantity and
values of all diamonds mined in South Africa are
made in that country and are available to the
world. But all the diamonds there mined, com-
prising 98 per cent. of the world's output, are sent
direct to London and no official reports as to the
shipments and distribution of the stones to and
from that city are to be had.
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The World's Time Indicator

When railways were introduced the
perplexity of dealing with the local time of
different places throughout Great Britain
led to the adoption of Greenwich mean solar
time as a standard, and so the difficulty
was solved. Intercommunication between
Britain and other countries has shown the
desirability of obtaining a timekeeper which
would assist correspondents in obtaining as
quickly as possible the relation between
Greenwich time and that of some particular
town or district abroad.

Forty or fifty years ago, one
Sherrat devised what he
described as •a terrestrial
globe or planetary clock.

This has been varied by other inventors
from time to time. A few months ago the
King expressed his admiration of a clock
submitted to him which sholVed the variation
in time throughout the world. . .

As the mean solar day is divided into
24 hours of 6o minutes each, and the earth
into 360 degrees of longitude, to represent,
according to ancient astronomers, the num-
ber of days in a year, it follows that each
degree of longitude is passed over in four
minutes and that 15 degrees of longitude
would be equal to one hour.. •

Formerly the island of Ferro, on the
west coast of Africa, then supposed to be
the westernmost point of land, was taken as
a starting point for longitude.. On the es-
tablishment of Greenwich Observatory Eng-
lish astronomers reckoned from there. In
1884 an international conference was held
in New York and, with a view to introduce
some sort of agreement between nations, a
majority of representatives decided to divide
the longitude into hourly zones of 15 de-
grees each and to take Greenwich as the
initial meridian. This has facilitated not
only international intercommunications, but
also those between districts lying far apart
in a wide continent like America. France,
which stood aloof at the New York confer-
ence, had, for the sake of convenience to its
inhabitants, taken the time of Paris as the
national standard. Lately, by reason of the
cordial relations existing between the
French and English nations, there are in-
dications that France may be induced to con-
cur in the Greenwich initial meridian; one
stumbling block is the unfortunate fact that
Ireland is not yet in line. , Certainly the
sooner this anomaly is removed the better
will it be for the world.

It • may be useful to record what has
already been done in the way of creating..
time standards,

Planetary

Clock
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Greenwich time is the stand-
Greenwich ard adopted throughout
Time Great Britain, Belgium,

Luxemburg and Spain.
Paris time, 9 minutes 21 seconds past of
Greenwich, is the standard for France, Al-
geria and Tunis. Mid-European time, I
hour fast of Greenwich, has been adopted as
the standard throughout Germany, Austria,
Hungary, Sweden, Norway, Denmark,
Switzerland, Italy, Bosnia and Servia.
Eastern European time, 2 hours fast of
Greenwich, serves for European Turkey,
Bulgaria and Roumania. This meridian also
serves for
of BritisW
the raVv`•

ypt, East Africa and the whole
outh Africa; In Russia most of
s adopt St. Petersburg time,

which is r minute 13 seconds fast of east
European time. Madras time, 572 hours
fast of Greenwich, is regarded as the stand-
ard for India, although it is not exclusively
used to cover the vast extent of Our Indian
possessions. The Straits Settlements, Su-
matra and Java, are served by a standard 7
hours fast of Greenwich. For western
Australia the standard is 8 hours, for Japan
9 hours, for Victoria, Australia northward,
south Australia and Tasmania, io hours fast
of Greenwich. New Zealand is r72 hours
fast of Greenwich. Turning now to the
west, Dublin time, 25 minutes 22 seconds
slow of Greenwich, is adopted throughout
Ireland, and Lisbon time, 36 minutes 35
second slow, throughout Portugal.

Five standards are estab-
Time in lished in America : Atlantic
America time, 4 hours slow of Green-

wich, serves for New found-
land, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and
away south through Argentina. New York,
or eastern time, 5 hours slow Greenwich,
serves for the district from Maine to
Florida, from Ohio to Alabama and the
lower lakes, and northward through Canada.
Central time, of Valley time, 6 hours slow
of Greenwich, serves for the Mississippi
and Missouri valleys, the upper lakes and
Texas. Mountain time, 7 hours slow,
serves for the Rocky Mountain regions.
Pacific time, 8 hours slow, serves for the
Pacific States and British Columbia.

In the later hours of the American day
it is obvious that the date will be one day be-
hind that of which the early hours are then
ruling at Greenwich and places eastward;
for example, at 9 P. AL in New York on De-
cember 31st it would be 2 A. M. on January
ist in London.

It will be observed that ships going
eastward are continually approaching an
earlier sunrise. On them it is usual for the
clock_ to be put on one hour for every 15
degrees of longitude and if they pass the
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I8oth degree an extra day, called "Anti-
podes Day," is taken in. On the contrary,
when sailing west, the clock is put back an
hour for every i5 degrees and if the 18oth
degree is passed a day is skipped in the
reckoning.

Qualifications Necessary to
Salesmanship

(Continued from page 1917)

Temper your egotism with
a receptive personality. You
must be ever ready to con-
dole with the customer

when he is in hard luck, or when illness
or death enters his home. If your person-
ality is such that your customer looks upon
you as a friend who can rejoice with him
when he is glad, or sorrow with him when
be needs sympathy, and with a cheery word
you can make him see that the sun shines
after every storm, you have gone a long
way on the road to success. Be studious
and receive unto yourself all that is new
and interesting in this ever-advancing
world. Always hold yourself in readiness
to receive new impressions that will better
fit you for the work in hand, ever remem-
bering that it is only to the progressive the
Prizes fall, striving at all times to better
your work to the end that you will be
counted not only as successful but most
successful in your particular line of work.

I have given you but a few of the
qualities that go to make a successful sales-
man, and I Would say that the man who
still believes that it is the funny man, the
old-time joke-cracker or the loud-dressed
masher that walks away with the business
should hasten to change his opinion, for
there are not more hard-thinking, hard-
working, conscientious men than go to
make up the great army of successful trav-
eling salesmen, who are a credit to business,
a credit to their house and a credit to them-
selves. The day of the blatant, booze-
fighting drummer has passed ; he was
forced to the wall long ago by men who
possessed the qualifications that surely
bring success.

. As the world is attaining a higher
degree of civilization, those who do the
business of the world must necessarily
acquire or assume a higher standard of
morality and rule of action. Personality
and character are essential qualifications
to-day of the man who wishes to secure at
the same time the cash •and esteem of his
fellow-men.

Sympathetic

Personality

- My jewels" are absolutely true. Bdnney,
Keokuk.—Adv.
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Specially-designed Presentation
Clock

The bronze clock here illustrated

ally designed and made by Reed & Barton

Hudson River steamer Trojan, to which

presented by the Chamber of Commerce

of the city of Troy, N. Y. The classic

character of the design was suggested

by the name of the boat and city, and

the treatment is marine, to accord with

the purposes of the piece. The dial is

naturally the prominent feature of the

case and this is surrounded by twenty-

four scalloped shells for the twenty-four

hours of the day. These are flanked by

trophies of the sea and the sea god Nep-

tune.
The panel which carries the inscrip-

tion is raised upon the body and forms

a fitting decoration for the lower por-

tion of the case. The border is a

marine adaptation of the egg and dart

molding, the trident being substituted

for the dart. The sides of the case are

arranged with slightly sunk panels. For

the ornament surmounting the case the

coat of arms of the Troy Chamber of

Commerce is shown, supported by dol-

phins, with shells and seaweeds upon the
surface of running water, typical of the
river, and the whole is crowned by a
Trojan helmet.

The finish of the bronze is verde
antique, very carefully shaded from the
natural bronze colors to a deep green
and the effect with the grey silver of the
dial and the rich dark brown bronze of
the numerals is most artistic. The clock
itself is an eight-day movement, striking

the ship's bell, with a dial 12 inches in
diameter. The size of the piece should
make it a notable possession of the
magnificent steamer it is intended for,

as it measures 45% inches high by 30
inches wide.

was speci-
f or the
it was

hour could be observed when the bowl has emptied

itself. However, in the days when China was a

progressive and inventive people and had many

conveniences that the people of the newer

European world—perhaps long before Greece or

Rome was founded—had to wait hundreds of

years for, this same water clock had advanced to
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A Handsome Automobile Trophy

We show herewith an illustration of the
grand trophy for the Frank A. Munsey Reliability
Run, from Washington, D. C., to Boston and
return. The grand trophy was made by the Stieff
Company, Baltimore, Md. It is a landscape

plaque, 14 inches by 24 inches, of
sterling silver, French gray finish,
sawed out and etched, surrounded by a
silver frame mounted on flemish oak
and magnificently polished. The back-
ground consists of a distant lake,
clotted with sailboats on the left and
hilly wooded country on the right.
Clouds float above and in the clouds are
the words, "Grand Trophy, Munsey Re-
liability Run, 1909." In the foreground,
negotiating a turn on the road at full
speed, is an automobile seating four
men. The trophy is a work of art,
magnificently chased and engraved.
The figures arc natural, easy and
graceful, with none of the stiffness
which is often so noticeable in metal
work. The lines of the speeding ma-
chines are carefully Worked out and
proportioned. The foliage of the trees,
delineated in silver, seems to be almost
about to shiver in the wind and even
the dust in the road behind the car is
indicated by skilful chasing and en-
graving.

■ •
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Evolution of the Clock

If you could step on board a Malay proa you

could see floating in a bucket of water a cocoanut

shell having a small perforation through which

the water by slow degrees finds its way into the
interior. This little ori-
fice is so proportioned
that the shell will fill and
sink in just one hour,
when the man on watch
calls the time, empties
the shell and sets it afloat
again. In northern India
this shell becomes a cop-
per bowl, but the attend-
ant, instead of calling the
hour, strikes on the reso-
nant metal at the mo-
ment of sinking.

In China this
vessel has undergone a
radical change in the
manner of its use. It is
here filled and the water
drops out. Obviously

metal

enough the flight of the

A magnificent presentation clock

a high state of perfection, far superior to the
crude methods now employed by the natives, as
mentioned before. Its usefulness as a time indi-

cator Was increased by subdividing the unreason-
ably long intervals required for the complete
emptying of the vessel and by marking graduations

on the inside of the vessel.

Greek Art from the Sea
The excavations from the bottom

of the sea which the Director of
Antiquities of Tunis has caused to be
made off Mahdia have led this summer
to new and surprising discoveries. The
ancient ship which sank there once not
far from the north coast of Africa held
within itself a whole museum of an-
cient works in marble and bronze.
With true ardor the Greek divers who
discovered the treasure on the sea bot-

tom brought one piece after another to the surface
during May and June. That was no slight work,
for the bulk of the ship's cargo consisted of a
large number of marble columns, most of the
3.95 meters long and .65 meters in diameter. One
of them was lifted to the surface in order to give
some idea of the architecture to which the

columns, the many col-
umn bases and the richly
adorned Ionic capitals be-
longed. In addition to the
marble work art objects
in bronze are represented
in large numbers. Among
them are a statue of Eros
which served as a cande-
labrum, satyrs, dancing
cupids, man bearing a
mask, busts that serve as
brackets or supports;
likewise an Athene with
the helmet, of very fine
workmanship; Artemis
with the quiver on her
shoulder ; then heads of
horses, mules, ducks,
which served as feet for
beds and ornaments.

Trophy for Munsey Reliability Automobile Run
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Making a Salesman of a Clerk

There are plenty of clerks in retail

stores who are ambitious to develop into

first-class salesmen. There are plenty more

who don't care if they develop into first-

class stoughton bottles. There is a middle

class that can be developed into salesmen if

some energetic mind takes them in charge.
Salesmanship is the ability

to sell goods. It ought to
be the ability to sell goods
so that they will give satis-

faction to the buyer.
If there is a secret of successful sales-

manship, that secret is courtesy. Courtesy

has not a very scientific sound. It seems

to incline more toward the opposite pole.

The reason that it sounds wrong in that

connection is that we confuse in our minds

courtesy and politeness, two terms which

are not interchangeable—not by a good,

long shot. To be courteous is to think of

the feelings of another, to view any transac-

tion from the other's point of view and to

incline toward generosity. To be courteous

is to be polite at heart.
The form of salesmanship that was

considered best fifty years ago was the kind

based upon the every-man-for-himself prin-

ciple, if that is a principle. When the buyer

and the seller came together, it was a case

of "dog eat dog," or "diamond cut dia-

mond" ; and the plan worked out more

satisfactorily than it would now, because

every man who set out to buy expected to

be "trimmed" if the seller proved to be the

sharper man. Nowadays there are so many

men in the business of selling things "on

the level" that the fellow who tries to

follow the old method soon finds himself

stranded.

Salesmanship

Defined

Honesty the

Only Policy

You positively cannot suc-

ceed now with any kind of
salesmanship but the honest
kind. No other sort is scien-

tific, practical or useful in any way. It
would not seem that there is need to
reiterate such a statement, but one meets

constantly with young men who have yet
to learn that straight honesty in selling is
of paramount importance.

The retail clerk probably finds much
less temptation to dishonesty than the trav-
eling salesman, upon whose individual sales
so much of his own and his firm's success
depends. With the retail clerk the failure

to make a sale is usually simply so much

less profit for his employer and makes no

vital difference in his own immediate suc-
cess. A lazy traveling salesman realizes
that his tenure of job is affected by every
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failure and by every success. He knows
that to land a good prospect to-day is a
feather in his cap to-night, while to wait
to land him next trip may be a feather in
someone else's cap before that next trip
comes around. Consequently, there is a
great temptation to make the sale now,
make it as big a sale as possible, and get
the bird into the hand.

The value of honesty is in a direct ratio
as the temptation to dishonesty. The more
the temptation to trick the customer, the
more necessary it is that he be treated fairly.
In the store a customer may be cheated in
an unimportant sale and never know it. In
a store many sales are unimportant. On
the road many sales are relatively unim-
portant, but rarely so much so that the
buyer will not be permanently disaffected
by unfair or dishonest treatment.

The retailer who is himself careless
about the treatment of his customers will
not stand a bit of the same treatment from
his jobber. Good salesmanship, then, seems
to mean, among other things, honest sales-
manship.

The reason that more clerks
do not become salesmen is
just the same reason that

more men do not become successes. They
do not try. Success is in most men, prob-
ably in all men in some degree, if they
would but try to get it out.

Nine men in ten fail to make the most
of themselves ; not because they do not have
the chance, not because they do not know
or cannot find out how, but because they
do not care enough about it to make the
effort. The one ferment that must be im-
planted in a man's mind to make him strug-
gle all his life for success is that of ambi-
tion. Once get ambition seething in a man's
brain and it stands a good chance to make
him amount to something. Without that
desire to surpass, to get ahead, to lead the
whole procession or some division of it, he
stands little chance of ever leading anything.

You can become a good salesman even
if you at first lack all the prime essentials.

There are men born with the selling ability
in their mouths, like the traditional gold

spoon. And to be born with an obvious
talent is a thousand times better than being
born with a mouth full of gold spoons. But
better be born with energy, ambition and

no talent than with a talent and no ambi-
tion to make that talent of value.

We know plenty of men
Without who have a talent that
Enthusiasm ought to be making them

leaders. They are strag-

gling along somewhere in the rear. They

Lack of Energy
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are hanging over bars, or holding down the
extra chairs in front of cheap hotels, just
because they haven't the determination, or
even the desire, to get to work with their
talent.

Would you be a salesman ? Then make
up your mind that you will be a salesman,
and set about becoming one, and no man
shall stop you. Will power is greater than
the greatest obstacle.

Study people. Study your customers.
Study yourself. The greatest study for the
man who is to handle people is people. The
only way to succeed with this study is to
keep at it until success does come, until
what in others seemed at first to be hypno-
tism becomes merely the knowledge of how
to lead the mind opposed to you.

In selling goods you meet
with many variations of
attitude. But, after all, they
may be divided into two

groups—the opposing attitude and the
friendly or favoring attitude. The custo-
mer whose attitude is favorable requires no
urging. • He has come to buy a certain arti-
cle and does not require encouragement.
The opposing attitude is what causes all the
trouble and makes salesmanship an art
instead of a mechanical process.

The status of the customer must first
be discovered. It must be located as friendly
or otherwise. If opposite, then comes the
battle of the wits, your own striving to out-
reason the other, to show that the purchase
is desirable, even necessary ; the other striv-
ing to show that it is not necessary, that it
is even detrimental.

The man or woman buying goods is
interested in those goods more than in you
or your methods. The effects or results of
what you do will be what the customer will
note in the end. The way you do it is un-
important to him. You must know, as far
as possible, and as intimately as your cir-
cumstances will allow, the personality of
the various people to whom you are to try
to sell goods. Extend your personal ac-
quaintance just as far as it can be extended.

When you go into a man's
office, or when he comes
into your store, if you greet
him with a cordial "Good

morning," it will be pretty hard for him to
turn you down in cold blood. If you simply

give him a meaningless 'Good morning,"

the greeting does not open the way to any-
thing more. There is no personality in it

for either the customer or yourself.
The harder you make it for the buyer

to be cold and distant, the easier you make

(Continued on page 1925)

Customers'

Attitude

Courteous

Greeting
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Traveling Salesman of To-day

The modern salesman is quiet, dignified
and well, but not conspicuously dressed.
The flashy, oldtime salesman, with blotches
of red sprinkled over the end of his nose,
has been displaced by the neat, clean-cut,
stylish gentleman, who is temperate, well-
informed and alive to his job. As the
mighty waves of the sea sweep out foot-
prints on the sand, so the exacting demands
of progress are weeding out the booze
fighters and the fellow who has a little cut
and dried story memorized and is ready to
recite it to anyone who will listen.

The true salesman is in
Must be a every sense of the word a
Gentleman gentleman. He is polite,

considerate, self-controlled,
affable and alert to the interests of his
trade ; he greets each customer with a
pleasant "Good Morning"; he displays
culture and good breeding by prefixing
"Sir" or "Madam" to his speech. He takes
refusals and rebukes kindly and shows the
stuff he is made of. In short, he makes
a• personal friend of every customer and is
always given the preference over the fellow
who is cold and forbidding in appearance
and lacking in manner.

Yet, he doesn't abuse this friendship.
There are some business men who enjoy
a slap on the back and some even liked to
be called by their first name; but these are
rare. As a rule a man will resent too close
familiarity. Because all men are not alike
and because it is so hard to tell which one
will relish that kind of an approach, it is a
good policy not to become too familiar.

if the customer shows an inclination
to shake the hand of a salesman, the sales-
man should return the shake heartily ; but
he should not show his appreciation of this
indulgence by trying to break every bone
in the customer's hand. The grip which
leaves the hand crippled and bruised hours
after it has been shaken is an exhibition of
brute strength and not an indication of
warm, personal feelings.

For the lazy, shiftless, good-
The Essentials for-nothing fellow, who

lacks common sense and
expects orders to come to him, salesman-
ship is a poor field—and he soon realizes
this to his sorrow. The man with a lot of
physical energy and grit, moral stamina
and mental caliber is the kind that makes
good. This salesman has judgment and in-
telligence and is able to present irrefutable
argument as to the cost, durability, work-
manship, utility, etc., of the line he is
carrying, proving conclusively the superior-
ity of his goods.

However, success in a large degree
does not come to a salesman until he has
learned to read .character and is able to
understand men and sympathize with them.
When lie has acquired this knowledge he
knows how to approach others. He realizes
that no two men can be reached in the same
way and adapts his speech to the varying
moods of mankind. He becomes tactful
and diplomatic, and "turn-downs" are un-
known to him.
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No one likes the growler or the knocker
—the world, in general, despises him. Cer-
tainly, a salesman has a perfect right to
compare the quality, price and workmanship
of his goods with those of his competitors,
but he should do so impartially and let the
customer decide whether or not his line is
meritorious. The salesman that produces
results avoids "knocking" his competitor's
goods, because he knows that he is sending
out a boomerang; he strictly refrains from
making statements which are detrimental to
his rival's house.

That the salesman should
have a thorough knowledge
of the goods he is pushing
goes without saying. The

more lie knows the better he will be able to
present the merits of his wares and the
greater are his chances of making sales.
A thorough knowledge of his line will make
him invulnerable to any bombardment of
questions and, at the same time, he will be
serving both his customers' interests and
those of his employer. Many prospective
buyers will fairly storm the salesman with
questions before placing an order and the
salesman owes it to himself to be able to
breast this storm and carry himself through
to the port of safety by being well informed.

A man can be shabbily dressed and still
be a man, but he cannot be a salesman. A
tidy appearance creates respect and paves
the way for landing an order ; therefore, it
behooves the salesman to be properly garbed.

Know the

Goods

"Perpetual Motion" Advertising
Novelty

Thousands of people have watched this
presumed perpetual motion machine whirl in
store windows where it has been displayed

Motion machine that interests the public

as a means of drawing attention, but none
of them so far have guessed what makes
it go. Nothing like a wire, magnet, or
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motor can be found anywhere about it, yet
the glass balls keep revolving, ceaselessly,
day and night. To prove perfect insulation
from outside forces the glass balls revolve
on a glass axle under a glass bell, on a
glass plate, supported by wine glasses, but
the inventor is an electrician.

Benefits of Watchmakers'
Examinations

By FRED G. BIXBY, Buffalo, N. Y.

I am greatly interested in the project
of examinations for watchmakers as ex-
ploited . in your journal, as I believe it
would be an immeasurable boon to good,
honest and competent workmen and a great
advantage to the public in general. If
the many "quacks" that soft-solder watches
and put in egg-shaped pivots and brass or
steel pins for roller jewels could be elimi-
nated entirely, certainly the public would
be benefited.

I believe watchmakers who take a
watch to clean for fifty cents and then
make up the deficiency in price by making
the customer believe there is a jewel broken,
a wheel worn out and many other defects,
when it only needs a first-class cleaning,
should not be allowed a certificate.

I suppose there are "quacks" in all
trades and professions, and I believe watch-
makers are about as bad as any. I would
suggest to this honorable body who are
considering these vital questions that some
way be planned to keep the questions a
secret up to the time of the examination
and that no one be allowed more than one
copy and be required to put his answers
on that copy. Also that he may not be
allowed to copy any part of the questions,
for surely there are many who would sell
questions and answers.

Could not the expense of this project
be greatly reduced by arranging with some
justice of the peace or notary public to
receive the blanks and witness the answers,
so there could be no fraud?

Watchmakers who have good ideas but
are not capable of expressing them to ad-
vantage surely should be carefully con-
sidered by an 'examiner who understands
the questions and answers well enough to
know what a man is trying to state, even
though his English is poor, for there are
many very competent watchmakers who
are poor grammarians.

I wish the project the best of success.

Traveling Man's Exaggerated Veracity
Berkowitz and Sternberg, traveling salesmen,

met on the train.
"I have just come from St. Louis, where I

did a tremendous business," said Berkowitz.
"How much do you think I sold?"

"How should I know?" replied Sternberg.
"Of • course you don't know, but vhat do

you guess?"
"Oh, about half."
"Half of vhat?"
"Why, half vhat you say."
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Instrument with which Peary and
Cook Took Observations

The sextant, the instrument which
Peary and Cook used to take observations
(luring their dashes to the North Pole, is
small enough to be conveniently held in the

hand and is equally well adapted for meas-

uring the altitude of celestial objects in

order to obtain the latitude and local time,
as it is for measuring the angle between the
modn and sun, or the moon and a fixed star,
to ascertain the longitude.

It is called a sextant because the
measure is recorded on an arc of 6o°-, one-
sixth of a circle. It consists of a frame,
usually of metal, stiffened by cross braces,
and the arc at the bottom of the frame is
marked off with double the number of de-
grees actually measured. This is done be-
cause the fixed and movable glasses attached
to the instrument give a double reflection of
the objects observed and thus form an angle

Sextant used in polar exploration

with reference to each other equal to only

half the angular distance between such ob-

jects, one of which is seen directly and the

other by reflection. The arc of 120° thus

records the actual angle.
Midway on the frame on one side is

a telescope, and opposite, on the other leg

of the frame, is, a glass, transparent in the

upper half and silvered in the lower half.
Both the telescope, which is A in the illus-

tration, and the glass, designated as B, are
firmly attached to the frame. At the top

of the frame is a mirror, C, which is my-

able by means of an arm, D, to which it is

fastened. C is called the index glass and
the arm, D, revolves around it. The instru-
ment which the explorer in the illustration
has the thumb of his left hand against,
marked E, is a shifting scale for making
fractional measurements.

The observer takes the instrument in

his hand and holds the telescope horizontally.
Looking through the telescope he may see
the horizon through the transparent surface
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of the glass B. Then, if wishing to bring
the sun into line, lie manipulates the mirror
C as a child handles a bit of looking-glass
for the purpose of catching the sun's glare
and throwing it into the eyes of a com-
panion. FIe turns the arm D until this mir-
ror catches its reflection and throws it back
to the silvered sur face of the glass B./0 1

When the sun is thus made to coincide with
the horizon, the section of the graduated
arc over whieh the arm D has passed ,indi-
cates the measure of the angle in degrees,
which is exactly determined by the movable
fractional scale or vernier.
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the islands to see the game this afternoon.
Honolulu against Yokohama. Tell ma I'll
be home to dinner at the usual time, six-
thirty. By-By."-L--Chiford Howard.

A Page in Advance

"Well, as I was saying," pursued the
man with the gray whiskers, as he tossed
away his cigar match, "when I was a boy
all traveling was done on what we called
railroad trains. You remember the rail-
roads, Mr. Jenkins? Of course you do. It
wasn't but forty years ago that the last of
'em were taken up. Folks in those days
thought they were speeding some when they
made the skip from New York to Chicago
in eighteen hours."

"Eighteen hours!" echoed the bald-
headed youth. "Well, wouldn't that rock
you to sleep! And what did those old
ground trotters do when it came to flying
the continent ? Must have taken them three
or four days."

"It did," responded the gray-whiskered
man. "From New York to 'Frisco was a

good four-days' skip; or, rather, a series of

skips, for they came to a dead stop at every
jump to let the passengers walk out and

other passengers walk aboard. They didn't

begin to have any conception of the value
of time in those days. Hello! there goes the
Chicago bell ! That's my jump," and grab-

bing his cap and parachute he hurried to the

rear of the car.

"Chicago !" called the penetrating voice

of the annunciator in the roof of the car.

"All passengers for Chicago to the rear

drop. Have your 'chutes ready."

The bald-headed youth from his look-

out watched the flock of 'clutters as they

dropped from the car and shot down toward

the haze that marked the city.

"Next jump, Denver, ten fifty-three,"

called the annunciator. "Change here for

San Francisco local. This car through to

Honolulu via Los Angeles."
The bald-headed youth took his aero-

phone from his pocket and adjusted the
synchronizer. Hello, is that you, Mabel?"

he whispered a moment later. "This is Ben.

Yes. Oh, I'm on the Sunset Shot. Prom-
ised Jim, you know, that I'd skip over to

Making a Salesman of a Clerk

(Continued from page 1923)

it tin ,sell him goods. Get him warmed up
to a point where lie must take an interest
in spite of himself, and the sale is pretty
well sprouted.

What is back of the greeting and the
smiling countenance has a great deal to do
with the results it accomplishes. A custo-
mer may thaw out under a smiling greeting
if it comes from a man who is pleasant
spoken, well dressed and correct in lan-
guage, while from a chap in soiled linen and
having a boisterous manner, ungrammatical
speech, or an ill-smelling breath, or any one
of a dozen unpleasant personal qualities, he
may be repelled, no matter what the words
are that come from the mouth of the ill-
omened individual.

Customers are of many
kinds and many notions.
They represent all varieties .
of. temperament and dispo-

sition and no salesman may know what the
particular idiosyncrasy of anyone is until
experience has taught him, perhaps too late.

There is only one way to avoid the
possible displeasing of the customer, and
that is to avoid doing or saying or being
anything that could in any way be offensive
to anyone. That is a pretty large contract,
but like any other proposition that might
be too much to handle, if you can't achieve
perfection, come as near to it as you can.
If you can't be perfect, be as perfect as
you can.

With women it is especially necessary
that the salesman avoid possible unpleasant
mannerisms. An unpleasant voice may
drive away trade. It can be prevented by
voice culture, a few lessons from someone
who knows how the voice ought to be
trained. An evil breath can be prevented by
a little care of the mouth, teeth and stomach,
and these ought to get care enough for that
without waiting for the necessity of doing-
on account of customers.

Mourning-bordered finger-nails call for
prompt treatment, or they will drive away
fastidious trade. Same with unkempt. hair,
or collars and cuffs worn too long. Neat-
ness is, or should be, a cardinal principle
of salesmanship. Without neatness, a glib
tongue and a knowledge of mankind can
avail little.—Frank Farrington, in Adver-
tising and Selling.

Variety of

Customers
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WRITE FOR
TRADE PRICE-LIST

Ordinary and complicated.

WATCH REPAIRING R.R.Inspection work. some
customers send us all their work

Repairing, stone setting,
/. minaellie.teslirayectoiaol rseiercegszfplea tnrga

and coloring

For jewelers. and manufac-
ENGRAVING . . . turers, single jobs, small or

I. large lots

JEWELRY WORK

EZRA F. BOWMAN'S SONS
ESTABLISHED THIRTY-ONE YEARS IN

LANCASTER, PA.

*SPOT CASH for Jewelry Stooks —06
I PAY THE HIGHEST PRICES for Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry.
Send stocks at once, no matter how large or small, and get money by return mail.

National bank references upon request. If offer is not satisfactory will return goods.

EMIL NOEL, 541 E. 46th Place, CHICAGO, ILL.
If you should be in Chicago with your stock, make appointment with me
by residence telephone Drexel 5323, or office telephone Central 6909.

MORO All, MY

SPECIAL N0TICE.-77iese "washers" are
covered by United States Patent
.No. 894,514, and all infringements
will be prosecuted. S. UR1CH, 334 Columbus Ave., New York City

Patented Perfect Fitting

Case-Screw Washer
Fits perfectly under ocrew head, and almost invisi-

ble, and has a neat appearance.
Holds movement securely in case, even if case

shoulder is worn away or sprung.
MADE IN ALL SIZES, FROM GERMAN SILVER.
PRICES; Cross, $1.50 ; 4 doz. package, ant., 50c. ; single doz., 15c.

FOR SALE AT ALL MATERIAL HOUSES

JEWELRY REPAIRING
an MANUFACTURING

for the trade

All Work Returned Prontfitly

Sisecial Attention Given to

Out-of-town Orders

HARRY SMITH
Room 76 Jewelers' Building

BOSTON, MASS.

CUTS

Established 1892

Louis J. Meyer
Manufacturer and Repairer of

Sterling Silver Articles
Also

Gold and Silver Plating and Repair-
ing of Metal Goods of any
description, including the
Repairing and Refinishing
of Chatelaine Bags.

104-106 S. 8th St., Philadelphia
Work celled for and delivered. Prompt atten-
tion given to mail and express orders.

Loop
Watch Keys
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A.N. CLARK & SON, Plainville, Conn.

Enamels for
Jewelry

We carry a complete line of the
highest grade of imported and domes-
tic enamels which are adapted to all
kinds of jewelry work

We can furnish opaque and trans-
parent colors for gold, silver and cop-
per. We will gladly exchange at any
time goods which are not satisfactory.

The Chas. M. Robbins Co.
Manufacturing Jewelers Attleboro, Mau.

ENGRAVED SOUVENIR SPOONS Buildings, $3.50 per 
Names, 1.20 " "

Doz.

BRIGHT CUT STYLE
-4. 4.T:4•7'

FRED. A. HASKELL
200 Weybosset St., Providence, R. I.

THIS WATCHMAKING SCHOOL
Is a step in advance of any school in the United States.
The prospectus will tell you why. Write for it.

The T. J. Wilkinson School for Watchmakers
25 S. Fifty-fourth Street PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Scarf Pin Holders, $1.50 per dozen

Send for our

Souvenir Spoon Catalogue

THE PROMPT MATERIAL HOUSE VVFE E

E. L DEACON JEWELRY CO., Denver, Colorado
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Cup and Bowl of Historic and Inter-
national Note

A Branch of Art Craftsmanship in Which Ameri-
can Designers and Metalworkers are Achieving

Remarkable Results

In recent years American designers and metal-
workers have to their credit many notable achieve-
ments in the specialty of presentation cups, trophies
and special prize pieces of many kinds. The in-
creased predilection of the public for. strenuous
contests in games and sports and the consequent
necessity for unique prizes has given a great impetus
to this exclusive branch of craftsmanship. Among
the cups and trophies which have been given special
attention by press and public in recent weeks are the
masterpieces here shown.

Cup Presented to Japanese Navy

Immediately upon the return of the United States
Atlantic fleet from their memorable voyage around
the world, subscriptions were made by the officers and
enlisted men for the purpose of obtaining appropriate
presentation pieces to be given the officers and crews
of the imperial Japanese and Chinese navies in recog-
nition of the courtesies shown by them to our of-
ficers and men. A committee of officers was ap-
pointed to make a suitable selection from competitive
designs submitted by the leading jewelers of the
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e2-fe DESELMS
WATCH
CHOOL

Correspondence or Attendance Courses

WATCH, CLOCK, JEWELRY REPAIRING, ENGRAVING, OPTICS

If you think of attending a school, or wish to learn by correspondence
while you hold your present position, write for our NEW BOOKLET.
It is FREE.

293 Perry Street, ATTICA, INDIANA

FOR HOLIDAY ADVERTISING
Tho best Cuts for Holiday Advertising are those that
suggest the goods themselves.

We have hundreds of these illustrations, a few of which are
here shown.

These include watches, clocks, diamonds, cut glass, rings,
bric-a-brac and all manner of novelties, in sizes suitable for news-
paper advertisements.

Use some of these cuts and swell the results of your
Christmas advertising.

Send for sample sheets with prices.

THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
809-S11-813 North 19th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

A handsome cup

A unique punch bowl

country, with the result that contracts for both pieces were awarded
to the Bailey, Banks & Biddle Company.

The committee selected for presentation to the officers and men
of the Japanese navy a massive silver loving cup, 34%2 inches in
height, exclusive of the base. The body of the cup consists of a
large, round bowl, supported by the globe, which is flanked on two
sides by American eagles modeled in high relief. The handles are
ornamented with chrysanthemums, the national flower of Japan. The
cover is decorated with nautical motives and is surmounted by two
eagles and shields of the United States supporting the imperial seal
of Japan, which is modeled in gold.

The following inscription appears on the obverse of the loving
cup: "Presented to the officers and men of the Imperial Japanese
Navy by the officers and men of the United States Atlantic Fleet in
grateful recognition of the generous courtesies received during their
visit to Japan in October, Nineteen Hundred and Eight."

On the reverse appears the same inscription in Japanese char-
acters. This was originally transcribed by his Excellency, Baron
Takahira, Japanese ambassador to the United States. Under this in-
scription is the seal of the Navy Department of the United States
and a second group of anchors, trident and the official naval ensigns
of the United States and Japan, the two last enameled in colors.
On this hemisphere is etched the map of the United States.

Punch Bowl Presented to Chinese Navy
A handsome punch bowl of sterling silver, mounted on a base

of copper in antique finish, designed on Chinese lines, was chosen for
presentation to the officers and men of the Chinese navy. The fol-
lowing inscription appears on one side of the bowl in English and on
the other side in Chinese characters :

"To the officers and crews of the Chinese Navy in recognition
of their courtesy and hospitality, Amoy, 1908."

On the base of the bowl, in English only, is this inscription:
"From the officers and crews, second squadron, United States Atlantic
Fleet."

Applied to the body of the punch bowl are the eight battleships
of the second squadron, modeled in gold. These appear in the same
order as that in which the vessels entered the harbor at Amoy—the
flagship Louisiana in the lead, followed by the Virginia, Missouri,
Ohio, Wisconsin, Illinois, Kearsage and Kentucky in the order named.
To secure absolute accuracy of form and detail photographs of these
battleships were reduced to the size of the modeled decorations,
which were executed from these photographs. Prominent naval of-
ficers have pronounced the reliefs to be perfect representations of the
vessels. The division of the line is marked by a decoration in high
relief, consisting of an eagle and anchor of silver, surmounting the
crossed staffs of the Chinese and American flags, which are enameled
in colors.



INCREASE YOUR REPAIRING
YOU CAN YOU OUGHT TO

We have studied the proposition, developed a method and gotten out a booklet. We 
can show oit

something that win make IM r. Watchmaker work. Send postal TO-DA Y, and 
we will and yoo

I he BoOK LE I VREE and slio s. you luny to use it to develop your Misfile:lc We are TIt

N Volt K M EN. In order to increase our business we want to Increase yours.

THE GOLDEN LATHE REP. AND MFG. CO., Jewelers' Bldg., Boston

To Test The Keystone Advertising Qualities
Every jeweler that sells rings
cannot :din' d to IJO WittIOUt an
assortment Of Wells' Perfect
Ring AdjUsters fur immediate
use when wanted. 1 doz. solid
10 K. gold, astd. sizes, $3.75 ;
1 doz. gold filled, astd. sizes,
$2 .00; 1 doz.metal.astd.,8 6c.
Sent prepMI at once (only on

receipt of price). If you will ment ion orderNo.K.,

I will forward at same time. prepaid, one game

of " Grip " for each (10Zell AllillSterti ordered.
Address,Chestor Weils.ieweler,Meshoppen, Pa.

N. JENSEN & CO

Wheels, Pinions and Parts
For Complicated Watches, Clocks,
Chronometers, etc., of every size
and description, made and finished
to order.

FINE REPAIRING AND ALTERATIONS
Winding and Setting Material

E. H. MATTHEY, 102
E 
Fulton Street
NW YORK

BENJ. GEBHARD & CO.
735 Sansom St., Philadelphia

WATCH CASE REPAIRING

HIGHEST ORDER OF SKILLED LABOR

PROMPT LOW PRICES

TRADE WATCHMAKERS

HAVE MOVED TO THEIR
NEW LOCATIONS

72 to 80 E. 5th St., St. Paul, Minn.
DON'T FORGET THE NUMBER

LOUIS GOTTHOLD
Maker of Eine

ELGIN HOROLOGICAL
SCHOOL

A Practical School for Watchmakers

Established 1888

Students in Watch Repairing and

Engraving may enter at any time.

Complete Course in Practical Eye

Refraction.

For terms address

ELGIN, ILLINOIS

ELK TEETH
CUT GEMS
ROUGH GEM
MATERIAL

CLAWS of L ION,LYNX,GAT,
EAGLE, OWL, HAWK

Any of the above sent on selection to responsible
Maim fact Livers, Jewelers or Lapidaries.

Price Lists. Strictly Wholesale Prices.

L. W. STILWELL, Deadwood, So. Dakota

HAIR JEWELRY
2345 Eighth Avenue

Send for catalogue NEW YORK

AWARDS FOR

KLEIN BROS.
LAPIDARY CO.

CIU5Aoo, 1693 PARia, 1889 135our, 1859

1.'11'A-class CIIHON0511,11.:115

of ItOOIOTII !hake Oil 1111101.
Repairing, spring Illg 10111

adjust ing Chronometers.

tAR Also line watch repairing
for the trade.

T. C. REDFERN
SuCeresor 1911.11. Urinrie5

552 Herkimer St.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.
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I have employed '.■1 r.
.li T RE E RTilos. C. DFN to' 1.0,

ply CIII ire satisfact 11111
for many years in all
descript ion of iI in i II

Chronometer repairs, also in DPW work. I k now

of no one who has :t better general knowledge o
f

chronometer work than he has. I It has also done

it great deal of line and coin plieated watch repair-

ing for me, awl I ean recommend Iiiiui to anyon
e

desiring his serviC('S, 11. 11. HEINRICH.

MINIATURE PORTRAITS

SUCCESSORS TO

F. C. KLEIN & BRO.

72 Madison St., Cor. State St.

CHICAGO : ILLINOIS

Learn Watchmaking
\Vat chinaking pays and you
can earn while yott learn.
Write or E It E E 11 00 K,
"How to be a Watchmaker."
Pcno al brings it.

STONE'S SCHOOL OF WATCHMAKING
901 Globe Builning, ST. PAUL, MINN.

FIVE
YEARS'
EXPER-
IENCE
GAINED
IN ONE

The young or middle-aged man who desires to learn ENGRAVING, to grasp
the finer points of WATCHMAKING and OPTICS, finds it necessary to spend
at least five years in a store before he has attained a thorough knowledge
of the business. In less than a year's time this complete knowledge can
be gained at our college. We get telegrams and letters every clay. offer-
ing positions to our graduates, which shows what practical storekeepers
think of our course. Send for Prospectus NOW. A position awaits you.

THE PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF HOROLOGY
F. W. SCHULER, Principal Broad sad Somerset Sts., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

our large ad% ert i,ement, page 1898

ITA B

The Crohn Patent Safety Guard

...-.....) - ,,,
.:-r.:'For Scarf Pins, Studs and Laos

Pins. The most practical and only ad-
justable one Invented. PrIca41.110 per doz. For
saleby all wholesale jewelersandmaterlalhouses.
Samplebytns11,25c; in 10 K. gold,S1.00;14K.$1.25.
M.CROHN.1r.“..*1..n..48 & SO Maldenlane,N.Y.

Enameled on
WATCH DIALS
CAPS and LIDS

Plain and
Colored

Cutters and Importers of
All Kinds of Precious and
Semi-Precious Stones

Can he made from
any photograph

or print

A beatit Hid illustrated sample card and pi ice-
lilt sem upon request

CARMAN ART CO.

79 Dearborn Street CHICAGO, ILL.

Diamond Cutting and
Polishing

INCREASE YOUR TRADE
Sending your work to us means
no disappointment to you. We
return 95 ?;) of the work sent to us
the same day. This is but one of
the many advantages we offer you

ABEL 0 BARRETT
Repaire,s and Makers of

Special Orders

47-49 Maiden Lane, New York
SEND FOR PRICE-LIST

Victory Lapel Thitton
Backs. Paid.

VICTORY
Lapel Back and
Safety Catches

OPEN

1929

DIAMONDS find PRECIOUS STONES

Bought, Sold and Exchanged
FOR SPOT CASH

Appraisements made for estates or individuals

J. J. C01-11TE,N
101 I Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Established 1891
Write for further information

CLOSED

VICTORY
PAT'S.

AUTOMATIC
SAFETY
CATCH

Applied I o your Spring llne FOR BROOCHES

14 ill increase your business Send for Catalog and Price-List

0E131-1AROT IBROS., Fifth and Elm St., Cincinnati, Ohio

U NIQUE GEM
NITED STATES STONES

Ceylon, Brazil, Ural :Ind other foreign stones
(Winter Bulletin and Price-List Ready)

UNUSUAL STONES
AS A. WINDOW DISPLAY

Will bring customers into your store.
Sample papers sent to reliable jewelers.

LOUIS J. DEACON, Atlantic City, New Jersey

Incorporated

Kansas City Horological School

Chartered

We give the best course in WATCHMAKING, ENGRAVING and
JEWELRY REPAIRING, both practical and theoretical.

If you desire the BEST and MOST thorough COURSE in OPTICS,
enroll with the

KANSAS CITY SCHOOL OF OPTOMETRY
Address A. E. PITTENGER, Pres.. 812 East 12th Street, KANSAS CITY, MO.

HANDY LAMP GASOLINE LIGHTING SYSTEM
'file most practical Ill ventiou since the introduction it Gasoline for
lighting purposes, satisfying a necessity and overcoming obstacles to g
its use never before successfully accomplished.

A SHADOWLES8 300-CANDLE POWER LIGHT
that can be t timed up or do ‘‘ ti instantly, same as gas, or can he left
burn ingeontintiously, day or night , at a dim lightof one (or low) can-
dle power, or less, at almost no expense. It can be turned up instantly

to a dazzling, bright 300-candlepower light iliiI will llood a SO-foot
room with light as bright as day at less than X, cent an boar.
IT WILL SAVE FIVE TIMES ITS COST

in a year over Ke'rosette, Gas or Electricity. '1111 Handy
Lamp System is free from smoke, smell or danger. One
gallon of gasoline Will last from 40 to 50 hours. It is the sim-
plest and safest syttetnever devised, and it is equally attractive
and appropriate for use in the home, store, church or wher-
ever goml light, is needed. If you knew from actual experience
how handy, how economical and how satisfactory this system is you would not
be without one for ten t imps its cost. Write at once for E. S. Catalogue and

Partimia"' BRILLIANT GAS LAMP CO., Dept. 9, 42 State St., Chicago, Ill

Stone Seal Engraving

SPECIAL PRICE

Gold-Plated Safety Pins

$3.00 per Gross

For A
Limited
Time

Keystone
Key

Sell like hot cakes
Order one or five gross

M. J. AVERBECK
MANUFACTURER IMPORTER

10 and 12 Maiden Lane NEW YORK

Established
1839

G. F. wagswortli
Watch Case
Manufacturer
and Repairer

Every( hing in
the lute of
Watch Case
Repairing

Gold and
Silver Plating
Satin Finish
Engraving
and Engine-

Turning
Changing Old

English and Swiss
Cases to take
American S. W.
Movements
My Specialty

01,1 cases
II Slade Neu

Jt Silversmiths'
Building
131-137
Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO

A QUICK JOB,

A FACTORY
FINISH AND
A PLEASED
CUSTOMER

ARE ALL YOURS
IF YOU USE
SANGER'S
EMERY RING
BUFFS

LANDNER de CO Jewelers,'
09 Supillica

SI E. Fourth Street, CINCINNATI, 01110

Being an exclusive Tool and Material House, can enure prompt
and proper attentIon to al: orders

SEND FOR OUR TOOL AND MATERIAL CATALOGUE OF 760 PAGES

131.ACV* SHIELD
MAINS RINGS
WATCH AND CLOCK OILSWARTCHILD & CO. ciPa

Established 59 Years

James H. Dederick's Sons
ASSAYERS AND BULLION DEALERS
A LL QUALITIES of GOLD and SILVER, in Plate, Square anti Round Wire, Rolled to Any Gage

A 1,1i QUA 1.1f1 ES 01,' GOLD AND SILVER SOLDER
We are selling Fine GOLD for $11.04 per dwt., which we Guarantee to he

GOVERNMENT 'ASSAY BARS
SBmuyaellr.ofoRollinitdoir fGortdheanisnTradever 16 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

We have manufactured

The 0 Brand
Jewelers' Findings
(Jobbing Materials) for
5! years and our goods
iire favorably known all
over the country. Order
them of your jobber, who

  will be pleased to serve
you, but be sure that the goods have the above brand on them. Try our
Solder. Those who have used it tell us there is none better.—Very easy
flowing and has a fine color. Sample sent free on application.

GEO. Ii. FULLER & SON CO., Pawtncket.FadOeRlYsitand.

Established 1858

7s,5, .3,_.
it ....,--

-- or tg-- r
,

..,---_m

z--- .-----1.

"A Tool of Unusual Merit"

Benson's Poising
and Truing Calipers

TWO TOOLS IN ONE

Price $5.00, Sent Direct or
Through Your Jobber. Send
for Descriptive Circular A

BENSON TOOL CO. oy uNGsnr,

CROUCH & FITZGERALD

Jewelry Sample Trunks and Cases
Extra Deep Trunks and Cases Always in Stock

177 Broadway 154 Fifth Avenue
Bet. Cortlandt Sr Dey Sts. Corner 20th Street

723 Sixth Avenue
Between 41st and 42t1 Streets

NEW YORK

CATCHY
ENGRAVING
In SPOON BOWLS at
Popular l'rices

LET US ENGRAVE
A SAMPLE

Artistic Monogram and Let pi

Engraving. Gilding. Jewelry

and Watch Repairing. Send

Mr price-list.

ut..L.wri;zoivt & O.
NebraskaAsslilancl

Makers of

TOWER an STREET CLOCKS
For particulars, write us. mentioning

Tun KEYSTONN:

E. HOWARD CLOCK CO.
Est'd 1842 BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A.

JEWELERS' REPAIR KIT

For Combs or Barrettes
Sample Box No. K, Containing the following-

1 Doz. Joints Assorted
I Doz. Catches Assorted
14 Doz. Pin Tongs Assorted

Bottle Gement
Guaranteed to repair any article made of Celluloid

Sent prepaid on receipt of pr:ce, SOC., or
from your own jobber

Franklyn Manufacturing Co.
783 Eighth Avenue New York City

This machine is designed especially to meet the
demands of the jeweler. It will carry emery and
buffing wheels up to 6 inches in diameter, and with
perfect ease speeds to 2500 revolutions a minute.

Economy of space reduced to tne minimum
We also make a line of Foot-Power Lathes for

heavy jewelry work.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

W. F. & John Barnes Co.
66o Ruby St., ROCKFORD, ILL.

Noun. BRUSH COMPANY
BRUSHES

12 GREEN 
STREET 

NEWARK, N. J.

Polishing Set 
Complete, $2.00, 

Prepaid.

COTTON, BRISTLE 
AND FELT 

WATCH CASE 
BUFFS

FELT AND 
COTTON RING 

BUFFS

BRISTLE WASH 
AND END 

BRUSHES

FELT AND 
COTTON BUFFS

BRISTLE 
POLISHING BRUSHES

SATISFACTION 
GUARANTEED OR 

MONEY 
REFUNDED



1930
SUDHEIMER & McCOOLE
Watchmakers for the Trade

404-5-6 Holland Bldg.
ST. LOUIS, MO.

Prompt and efficient service
WRITE FOR NIIIPPI NO STICKERS

ENAMEL
Opaque and Transparent Enamel of every

variety constantly on band and made to order.
Also a full line of Enamelers' Supplies, Muffles,
Stones, etc. Any goods proving unsatisfactory
cheerfully exchanged.

CARPENTER & WOOD, Manufacturers

38 Friendship St., Providence, R. I.

REFINERS aa gigt;livitarigdy
shape-solids or

Sweep Smelters
uis wi 

cuttings
leupisd o gohr

filings.  t
Established 1889. returns.

THE W. L. ROBERTSON CO.

13 and 15 Franklin Street, Newark, N. J.

E. I. JONES

Watchmaker for the Trade
308 Brown BM.

OMAHA .•.• NEBR.

Watch Repairing for the Trade
I am prepared to do anything in the
WATCH REPAIRING LINE. All
work receives my personal attention.

Price-liat on application. •

H. J. SMITH, De3sFlillrnoliBeus,ilng a

BRASS CALL GONGS:1Potg
BRASS SMOKERS' ARTICLES

DESK REQUISITES, Etc.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE
See our adyertiaemente in THE KEYSTONE

for August, September and October

L. W. Levy & Co.  Novelties for Jewelers  
580-582 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention
The Keystone

Small Advertisements
No advertisement Inserted for less

than 25 cents.
Under heading "Situations Wanted,"

ONE CENT per word for first twenty-
five words. Additional words and ad-
vertisements, THREE CENTS per word.
Under all headings except "Situations

Wanted," THREE CENTS per word.
Name, address, initials and abbrevia-

tions count as words, and are charged
for as part of the advertisement.
To Insure insertion, remittance must

accompany all orders for advertise-
ments and copy must reach us not later
than the 25th of each month, for inser-
tion in the following month's issue.
Send blank check or draft, or postal

or express money order for $1.00 and
over, or postage stamps for smaller
amounts.
If answers are to be forwarded

TEN CENTS In postage stamps must
be enclosed.
The real name and address of every

advertiser must accompany the copy of
the advertisement.
Advertisers who are not subscribers

must send 15 cents (special Issues 25
cents) if they desire a copy of the paper
in which their advertisement appears.
Address,

THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
809-811-813 N. 19th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED

Under this heading, ONE CENT per word,
for first twenty-five words. Additional words
and advertisements, THREE CENTS per word.
No advertisenzents inserted for less than 25
cents.

WANTED-Situation as assistant watch-
maker by young, single man. Milton

Rublin, 735 Marinette Ave., Marinette, Wis.

3o YEARS' exp. at bench and running
store; no bad habits. Railroad town pre-

ferred. Best refs. from former employers.
Steady job; state wages. J. G. Carnahan,
Oxford, Ind.

LIVE salesman desires jobber's or manu-
facturer's line, selling exclusively to re

tail jewelers in northwest and coast States.
Address "Salesman," 346 Twenty-ninth
Avenue, Seattle, Wash.

FIRST-CLASS optician, jewelry jobber and
salesman. Good on all kinds of clocks

and plain watch work. Single, American
born and 38 years of age, with 20 years'
exp. Address "H. G. D.," 619 De Kalb
Street, Norristown, Pa.

YOUNG man would like position as assist-
ant watchmaker. Would like to finish

trade. Fred G. Taylor, Box 307, Black
River Falls, Wis.

PERMANENT position by first-class watch-
maker and jeweler. Age, 34; 14 years'

exp. at bench. Capable of taking charge of
repair department. Long exp. on railroad
watch work. Own tools. No tobacco or
intoxicants. "Watchmaker," Box 284,
Chaffee, Mo.

BY strictly first-class watchmaker and en-
graver. Central States, West, South or

southwest with first-class house that has
plenty of high-grade work and appreciates
a thorough, rapid workman. Good habits;
best refs.; 35, married. C. M. Thompson,
Hudson, Iowa.

POSITION wanted by watchmaker and
engraver. Honest and reliable refs. fur-

nished. Minnesota and Dakotas preferred.
"G 292," care Keystone.

YOUNG man, 20 years' old, 4 years' exp.,
now employed in a Middle West city,

wishes change by March 1st or before. Full
set tools. First class on clock and jewelry
repairing; 2 years on watch work. Able to
take second watchmaker's bench. Not afraid
of work. Will go either South or West;
East not considered. No bad habits; best of
refs. as to honesty, ability and character.
"S 288," care Keystone.

WITH jobbing house by exp. traveler in
South and southwest territory. Thor-

oughly acquainted with the trade and can
furnish best of refs. Address "X Y 24,"
1201 Heyworth Bldg., Chicago, Ill.

SITUATION wanted as traveling salesman
with some good firm by January

Jewelry, optical or kindred lines. "S 284,"
care Keystone.

SITUATION as engraver and salesman.
Will do any work to be done around

jewelry store. Robert Crowe, Ridgway,
Elk Co., Pa.

YOUNG man, 22 years old, college educa-
tion, capable stenographer, year's business

exp., wants position where he can learn
the wholesale jewelry business. "T
care Keystone.

SITUATIONS WANTED

YOUNG man wants permanent position at
once; watchmaker, jeweler. Own tools;

good salesman. Prefer southern State. R. r).
Lewis, 133 N. Elmwood Ave., Peoria,

SALESMAN-Been in business for years
for myself and know the lines. Have

good man in charge of my store now. I
have to take outdoor work, as can't stand
to be in. Want general line of jewelry
through Oklahoma, Kansas, Missouri. Must
be well-known house that don't care if I
open stores for myself where I see fit. "D
282," care Keystone.

YOUNG man, 33, permanent position after
October asth. Watchmaker, jeweler, en-

graver; competent, neat, obliging, excellent
habits. Smaller towns in northwest pre-
ferred. Store exp.; refs. A. W. Mabbette,
Chinook, Mont.

POSITION as watchmaker and plain letter
and monogram engraver. Good habits,

single, age 35; own tools. Salary, $2o per
week. West preferred. "S 280," care
Keystone.

SITUATION as optometrist and letter
engraver. Western States preferred.

Address A. W. Sheehan, Portland, Ore.,
care Gen. Del.

YOUNG man, engraver, wants good and
steady position on gold and silver; can do

Old Ennlish, script and monogram work.
"B 145, care Keystone.

- - -
BY Swiss watchmaker, age 23, single, with

excellent refs. Six years in best Swiss
factories. Has his own tools. Address
Bersot, Box 305, Bluffton, Ohio.

WANTED-Position as assistant watch-
maker. Young man, 21 ; does ordinary

watch, clock and jewelry work. Good refs.
F. R. Klingerman, Plymouth, Ind.

Ai WATCHMAKER, engraver and sales-
man, exp. on complicated and railroad

work in towns and cities. Young, single,
good ref. Pacific Coast preferred. Open
for position with high-class house after
January ist. "T 275," care Keystone.

YOUNG man in my employ wishes position,
January 1st, to finish trade. A cracker-

jack. For particulars, write H. T. Blank,
jeweler and optician, Elsie, Mich.

EXPERIENCED (jewelry) traveling sales-
man is open for position January 1, 1910,

for southern territory. Salary or commis-
sion. Ai refs. "P 270," care Keystone.

PERMANENT position wanted at once by
jeweler and optician. Married; age, 30;

6 years' exp. Best refs. G. A. Reed,
Custer City, Okla.

A YOUNG lady desires position as sales-
lady. Willing to learn engraving. State

wages. Best refs. "A 221," care Keystone.

WANTED-Position, watchmaker, optician,
salesman; do some jewelry repairing. All

tools. Trial case, etc. First-class refs.
"H 299," care Keystone.

A PRACTICAL jeweler who understands
the manufacturing end and has been fore-

man in eastern factory. If interested,
write Box 217, Attleboro, Mass.

EXPERT clock repairer; good watchmaker;
can do plain engraving. Age, 35. Salary,

$20. "F. S.," 17 Charles St., Boston, Mass.

YOUNG man, 28 years of age, single, 9
years' exp. at watch, clock and jewelry

repairing, also good salesman, wishes post.
tion. Southwest Texas preferred. Salary
question to be arranged after trial. "M
298," care Keystone.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver,
German and English-speaking, desires per-

manent position. "P 314," care Keystone.

AS traveling salesman by man of good ap-
pearance, age 35; thoroughly eel,. in

jewelry business, over zo years; will con-
sider line with watch, jewelry or material
house, or any good factory line for jewelry
trade; salary or commission; best refs.
Charles P. Eisenmann, Three Rivers, Mich.

STRICTLY first-class, reliable watchmaker,
jewelry repairer and engraver desires

permanent position at once; young man, 12
years' exp.; long exp. on railroad and com-
plicated work; do artistic engraving, have
all tools; highest refs. from former em-
ployers. "K 289," care Keystone.

YOUNG man, jewelry engraver, would like
position where he can finish his watch-

making trade. Can also do engine turning.
"K 283," care Keystone.

BY first-class watchmaker and engraver; to
years' exp. Strictly sober; no bad habits.

Can give ref. State best figures in first
letter. C. M. Lindsey, 5206 E. Vilas St.,
Guthrie, Okla.

SITUATIONS WANTED

At OPTOMETRIST, watchmaker, edge
grinder, window trimmer and fair en-

graver. Price $27. "M 303," care Keystone.

WANTED-Position as watchmaker by
sober and steady man; speaks Holland and

some German. Address F. H. Kniper,
Grand Haven, Mich.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, jeweler, plain
engraver, Is years' exp., wishes perma-

nent position. Prefer Wichita or Kansas
City. November ith. J. G. Krebs, Gen.
Del., St. Paul, Minn. 

YOUNG man, one year's exp. engraver,
wishes position with jeweler to learn re-

pairing, watchmaking. Willing to work out
of town. John Behr, 7331 Perry Avenue,
Chicago, Ill. 

BY salesman, assistant watchmaker and en-
graver; 15 years' exp. in the jewelry busi-

ness. "L. K. 28," 120i Heyworth Building,
Chicago, Ill.

HELP WANTED
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

SALESMAN wanted to carry, as a side
line, a line of mission mantel clocks

(wood) $4 to $8 per day. Good medium-
priced line; sold from photographs; no fake;
established 28 years. Address, giving perma-
nent address, The Oscar Onken Co., Cincin-
nati, Ohio.

ENGRAVER, experienced man on letter
work Address, giving full particulars,

J. E. Caldwell & Co., 902 Chestnut Street,
Philadelphia, Pa.

WATCHMAKER, engraver and optician.
"S 255," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler and all-around
man in town of 2700 in eastern Nebraska.

Salary $15; no bad habits; state age, exp.,
refs., etc. "R 261," care Keystone.

AT once, first-class watchmaker, engraver
and jeweler; must be sober, reliable; send

sample engraving and ref. in first letter;
salary $25 per week. Jos. M. Goldberg,
Alexandria, La.

A FIRST-CLASS engraver and jeweler;
wages $25 per week to start; a high-class

and permanent position to the right party.
Rosenfield Bros., Leavenworth, Kans.

AT once, plain engraver, assistant watch
repairer and wait on trade. Good op-

portunity to learn optics and finish trade;
give refs., salary, full particulars first letter.
J. E. Deans, N. Wilkesboro, N. C.

EXPERIENCED retail jewelry salesman
and window trimmer; optician preferred.

Salary, .$25 per week; permanent position.
Apply, with refs., J. Lowinsohn, Birming-
ham, Ala.

SECOND watchmaker wanted. American
Jewelry Co., E. R. Evans, Mgr., Lead-

ville, Colo. 

WATCHMAKER, steady employment for
good workman and reliable man. State

salary and ref. in first letter. Howard
Thomas, Wenatchee, Wash.

AT once, a first-class watchmaker and op-
tician and jeweler; one who can engrave

preferred. Raines Bros., Maryville, Mo.

YOUNG man, assistant watchmaker, jewelry
jobber and clock repairer. Good chance

to advance. Give refs., salary wanted,
ability and full particulars in first letter.
D. C. Cornwell & Co., Athens, Ohio.

A YOUNG man who is a good jeweler and
clock repairer who wants to learn watch-

making. Steady job. State salary in first
letter. Must have good ref. A. B. Scott &
Co., Fairmont, W. Va.

ASSISTANT watchmaker, one that can do
plain engraving preferred. State exp. and

wages wanted in first letter. Steady em-
ployment to right man. J. G. Mines,
VVa,me, Nebr.

WANTED-Az engraver and jeweler at
once. Steady position in good town shop

and store. Address A. Y. Boswell, Tulsa,
Okla.

WATCHMAKER and engraver wanted at
once single man preferred, with or with-

out tools, by J. T. Burke, jeweler and op-
tician, Wilmington, N. C.

SALESMAN wanted, December 1st, to rep-
resent manufacturer of first-class line of

plated lockets and bracelets on the Pacific
Coast. Must be thoroughly exp. and capable
man. Make also another good line. "C
301," care Keystone.

YOUNG Man, with 3 or 4 years' exp. in
watch, clock an4 jewelry repairing. Plain

engraving. Must, be reliable. No bad
habits. Not afraid of work. Good job for
right party. G. V. Brown, Flora, Ind.

HELP WANTED

WANTED-For next year, two or three
high-grade salesmen acquainted with the

retail trade. Address the Rockford Watch
Company, Rockford, Ill., stating exp., etc.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, fair engraver,
capable man in store. Must be sober and

reliable. Good, steady job with leading
store in good Oklahoma town to right man.
Salary according to ability. Give full par-
ticulars and ref. in first letter. B. C. Clark,
Purcell, Okla.

IMMEDIATELY, first-class engraver and
assistant watchmaker. Permanent posi-

tion to right man. Send refs. and samples
of engraving. State salary. Mayo Bros.,
jewelers, Battle Creek, Mich.

YOUNG man for clock, jewelry and plain
watch work and help wait on trade.

Box 315, Chestertown, Md.

WATCHMAKER and engraver. Steady
position for a good man. A. Holzman,

White Hall Street, Atlanta, Ga.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker at once, capa-
ble of doing all kinds of watch work.

"L 320," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER and engraver at once.
Permanent position for exp. man. Wages,

$25 per week. T. G. Burkhardt, Jefferson
City, Mo.

AT once, first-class watchmaker and en-
graver. Good salary, steady position;

contract with competent man if desired;
come well recommended. Full details in
answering. E. H. Goulding's Sons Co.,
Alton, Ill.

AT once, good all-around man, watch-
maker, jeweler, engraver; prefer op-

tician. Competent, reliable, no bad habits.
Best refs. required. Particulars, ref., photo
in first letter. "E 295," care Keystone.

FIRST-CLASS diamond mounter and set-
ter; also two good jewelry jobbers. Per-

manent position, best wages to good work-
men. Maritz-Kober Jewelry Mfg. Co., 217
North Sixth Street, St. Louis, Mo.

_  ---
WANTED-At once, good letter and
monogram engraver. Permanent for

right party. Send samples. W. A. Rankin,
manufacturing jeweler, Toledo, Ohio.

AN expert watchmaker, with $t000 to
$2000 cash, as partner. E. W. Price,

jeweler, East Orange, N. J.

WANTED-Watchmaker and jewelry re-
pairer. P. 0. Box 54, Salt Lick, Ky.

WANTED-Jeweler and optician, single.
State salary. The Hicks Pharmacy,

Sargent, Nebr.

WANTED-A man to handle a line of
high-grade cut glass on commission, east

of Ohio and west of Missouri. Liberal
proposition. Michigan Cut Glass Co.,
Lansing, Mich.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver;
No other need apply. Permanent posi-

tion. Salary, $3o per week. Send sample
of engraving with application. "L 277,"
care Keystone. 

WATCHMAKER, first-class, rapid, accu-
rate. Permanent position. Must be good

on railroad work. $25 to $30 per week.
western Ohio. "S 278," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler, optician, plain
engraver, all-around man. Permanent.

Pleasant; fine store. At once. Box 237,
Springfield, Tenn.

$35 PER week for watchmaker, optician
and salesman in Nevada town. Position

permanent. Living reasonable. Room fur-
nished gratis. Address "13 322," care Key-
stone.

GOOD watchmaker and first-class engraver;
optician preferred. Willing to pay from

$20 to $25 per week. "E 323," care Key-
stone.

WANTED-First-class all-around manufac-
turing jeweler to take charge of shop;

also Ai watchmaker who can take charge of
watchmaking department; must be strictly
sober and high-class workman; wages ac-
cording to ability; send ref. with first letter.
"A 309," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, one who can hard solder
and be useful about store; no objection to

one who can engrave; southwest. "P 312,"
care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER and plain engraver; steady
work in regular store; must have refs.

B. Grennan, 122 Broad Street, Hornell, N. Y.

BEST watchmaker, jeweler, engraver and
salesman I can procure for $12 to $i6;

give particulars of exp., age, wages, tools;
send sample engraving and photo. a L.
Abbott, zo6 North Washington Avenue,
Lansing, Mich.

HELP WANTED

WATCHMAKER and salesman; permanent
position. G. K. Ware, 1707 Atlantic

Avenue, Atlantic City, N. J.

TWO traveling salesmen to represent us in
Oklahoma and neighboring States with

complete delivery line of watch material;
salary or commission; must furnish bond;
state full particulars in first letter. J. H.
Mednikow & Co., 210-212 West First Street,
Oklahoma City, Okla.

AT once a material man, one capable of
filling material orders; must understand

business thoroughly; state full particulars
and salary wanted in first letter. J. H.
Mednikow & Co., 210-212 West First Street,
Oklahoma City, Okla.

TWO first-class watchmakers to do trade
work; must be capable of repairing the

most complicated watches; state full par-
ticulars in first letter. J. H. Mednikow
& Co., 210-212 West First Street, Oklahoma
City, Okla.

WANTED, as soon as possible, competent
clock man; one to work on French and

American clocks; complete charge of clock
department; permanent position, good pay
for right man. Charles P Ward, 23 Main
Street, Yonkers, N. Y.

ASSISTANT watchmaker and engraver;
good position for right man. Smith &

Webster, Inc., Richmond, Va.

JEWELRY engraver for all lettering, mono-
grams, chasing and general jewelry en-

graving; permanent and steady position
with good salary and opportunity for ad-
vancement; only competent and steady men
apply. A. Bloedel, 127 Grand Avenue, Mil-
waukee, Wis.

AN all round engraver; good wages.
Meyer Jewelry Co., Kansas City, Mo.

FIRST-CLASS optician and engraver
wanted. Write H. P. Sutton, McCook,

Nebr.

ENGRAVER and jeweler, steady position.
Send ref. and sample in first letter.

Chance of a lifetime for first-class man
who has any tubercular in his family. "xi
319," care Keystone.

AI JEWELER and engraver. Sample en-
graving and refs. in first letter. Steady

place. F. E. Hull, Saranac Lake, N. Y.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver.
Salary, $25 per week. Hollins Bros.,

Lake Charles, 1,a.

WATCHMAKER who is engraver and has
knowledge of optical work. Steady posi-

tion to the proper party. Address W. 11.
Swern, zo West Side, Robinson, Ill.

JEWELER and engraver. "F 318," care
Keystone.

WANTED, at once, first-class engraver;
steady position for a good man. "G 324,"

care Keystone.

PHILADELPHIA wholesale watch and
jewelry house wants live traveling sales-

man; good proposition to right party; state
reference and territory; confidential. "W
321," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER to do plain watch, clock
and jewelry repairing and wait on trade;

knowledge of optics would be desirable but
not necessary; moderate salary; give age
and ref. as to character and ability. F. N.
Denny & Son, Evanston, Ill.

WATCHMAKER, engraver, assistant sales-
man. Steady position, $20 per week, or

better if you can earn it. Ed. J. Niewohner,
Columbus, Nebr.

WANTED
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

ENGINE-TURNING lathe. "S 61," care
Keystone.

WANTED-Wall and counter cases; must
be modern and in good condition; state

price, finish and how long used. Dana
Hull, Warren, Ohio.

FRANCIS engraver, late model, good con-
dition, cheap. Describe fully. A. B.

McDorman, Scottsbluff, Nebr.

WHEEL-CUTTING attachment, 3 slide,
slide rest to fit No. 2 Whitcomb, Cle-

ment combined attachment. Must be cheap
and in perfect condition. Fred Hanreich,
2005 Ontario Street, Cleveland, Ohio.

GENEVA or Hardy trial case. 26 or $a
pair. $25 cash. L. V. Clough, St.

Charles,

A TRIAL case in good condition. Same
must be sent subject to inspection. "P

279," care Keystone.

WANTED

AUTOGRAPH cash register. Denniston,
Dansville, N. Y.

WANTED-Marine chronometer; must be
Az and bargain. George Sibert, Waterloo,

Iowa.

HIGH-CLASS line of silverware or two
small lines, or line of jewelry novelties

from factory, by successful firm of sales-
men known from coast to coast; at present
represent one large line that we introduced
and are to-day exclusive selling agents in
southern, western and Pacific Coast States,
Chicago and San Francisco; highest refs.
F. A. 54, 1201 Heyworth Building, Chicago,

SECOND-HAND lathe, Moseley or Web-
ster-Whitcomb, with face plate and slide

rest. A. James, Hicksville, Ohio.

WANTED, second-hand watchmaker's roll
top bench, Moseley slide rest No. 2 and

Hardinge universal wheel cutter. Address
"W 307," care Keystone.

THREE- or six-spindle old style Moseley
wheel cutting attachment; must be in

good order and cheap for cash; state dimen-
sions, condition and price. "F 306," care
Keystone.

EXPERIENCED man, located in Los
Angeles, wishes factory line of jewelry or

kindred line on commission; best refs.; terri-
tory California, Oregon, Washington. W.
F. Robbins, Lakeview Hotel, Los Angeles,
Cal.

BUY for cash, second-hand watches and
movements. Broadbent, 4 S. Forty-second

Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

WISH to purchase chronometer in good
order. Send description and lowest cash

price in first letter. M. H. Hill, Smith
Center, Kans.

I, G. A. Bailey, West Brookfield, Mass.,
have invented two new methods and

implements for jewel setting, either for
balance pivots or others. I wish to and will
pay to any person that will invent a method
and implement better than mine, at a cost
not more than mine, and mechanically dif-
ferent from mine, the sum of one hundred
dollars ($100) in cash as reward for same.
Persons interested will ask for more par-
ticulars and sample of work.

OPTICAL trial case, watchmakers' lathe,
fine kodaks or lenses, scientific apparatus,

engraving machine or other goods. Jenkins',
416 Thirty-first Street, Chicago.

WANTED-To buy jewelry stock, with es-
tablished trade, in good live town. Ad-

dress Winslow & McCollum, Aurora, Ill.

WANTED-Good jewelry stock to ex-
change for clear land. Address Box 261,

Chicago, Ill.

FOR SALE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

FIRST-CLASS loan office in Trinidad,
Colo.; a fine mining town; stock $4000.

"P 219," care Keystone.

EXCEPTIONAL opportunity for individual
or firm looking for jewelry store; valu-

able lease, centrally located, principal street,
one of largest, most progressive cities in New
York State; jewelry and optical store 40
years, equipped complete; splendid modern
fixtures; with or without stock. "V 246,"
care Keystone.

DO you want an established jewelry busi-
ness where the climate will cure con-

sumption? If interested, write or call on
Smith Jewelry Co., Las Cruces, N. M.

GOOD-PAYING jewelry business in north-
eastern Iowa town of 7oo; good territory

to draw from. "G 259," care Keystone.

CHANCE for young German who wants to
get into his own store; a big paying

jewelry store in a fine county seat in the
Middle West; about $3000 required; owner
has large optical practice which demands
his attention. "S 304," care Keystone.

JEWELRY and optical business, stock and
fixtures $3000, repair work $i so month;

located in largest parish in Cleveland, Ohio;
closing estate. "H 305," care Keystone.

ESTABLISHED jewelry and optical repair
business in eastern Nebraska town of

2000; best location in town; have railroad
watch inspection; stock clean, invoice about
Woo; chance for man who understands
business. Ward O'Neill, Ashland, Nebr.

ESTABLISHED jewelry business; the
dwelling with store, and two lots; good

opening for practical man. N. A. Vurgason,
Bartow, Polk County, Fla.

1931
FOR SALE

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

WILL give buyer advantage of holiday
trade if I sell within 10 days. Nice, up-

to-date jewelry business; only store in town
of 1200 ; I have other business demanding
my time. "H 311," care Keystone.

ONLY jewelry store in village of moo;
want to get outside; have good business.

H. C. Hart, Plainfield, Wis.

OLDEST established and leading jewelry
store in Goldfield, Nev.; this camp is now

working up to its full capacity with a large
monthly pay roll. This proposition will
bear fullest investigation and can refer to
all local banks and every leading jewelry
jobber in the United States; terms and in-
voice arranged to suit purchaser; two
watchmakers employed, also a manufactur-
ing jeweler. Address Walter Lord Jewelry
Co., Goldfield, Nev.

WELL established, good-paying business in
southern city; good reasons for selling

out; immediate possession for cash pur-
chaser; stock and fixtures invoice about
$25,000; can be reduced. Allan Jewelry Co.,
285 King Street, Charleston, S. C.

JEWELRY and optical business in hustling
North Dakota town; only town in State

using natural gas for fuel and light. "B
315," care Keystone.

FINE' jewelry business for sale. "B 317,"
care Keystone.

GOOD jewelry and optical business; estab-
lished 19 years; only optician in town;

county seat, two railroads, population 2000;
good Edison phonograph and piano business;
rich farming country in Nebraska, good
climate; good reason for selling; give
possession at once. "P 316," care Keystone.

JEWELRY store in Augusta, Ill. Small
stock and lots of repair work. II. P.

Huston.

IF you are looking for an opportunity to
step into a good paying business, I offer

for sale my store, situated in best city of
to,000 population in Indiana. Choice loca-
tion and clean, up-to-date stock. Will sell
as a whole or the safe and fixtures only.
Want to sell by January ist. Must change
climate. Address "0 300," care Keystone.

ONE jewelry and music store, with a good
optical business, in a city of about 7000.

No competition. The sales are good, also
the repairs. Started in igo5 with a capi-
tal of $1 oo. Two years later it invoiced
$1o,000. Have other stores, and find it too
much work to attend to all of them. Must
sell one or two. The stock was reduced to
about $8000. Will take part cash, balance
a bankable paper. Do not write unless you
mean business. Address "Jeweler," 5728 I
Street, Granite City, Ill.

OWING to ill health and other business
interests, will sell good paying jewelry

store, central Illinois county seat. Business
established nearly 40 years. Invoice about
$3000. Will also sell desirable house and
lot. Write at once if you mean business.
Box 173, Toulon, Ill.

GOOD paying store in one of the best
towns in Illinois; sales, $5000 a year;

repairs, $225 a month; invoice $4500; rent,
$20 a month; fine opportunity for practical
man; closest investigation. "M 207," care
Keystone.

JANUARY ist, only jewelry store in town
of 15oo, county seat. Nearest competitor

25 miles. Good sales, plenty of bench work.
Write for particulars. U. F. Barnwell,
Tiptonville, Tenn.

ONLY jewelry store in live New Hamp-
shire town of 3000, with s000 to draw

from; a paying business; invoice $2000;
can reduce. For particulars and photo, ad-
dress D. E. Gordon, Hillsboro, N. H.

JEWELRY and repairing store in thriving
western Pennsylvania town. Population,

2000; large territory to draw from. Com-
petition light; only one store within
miles. Exceptional opportunity for increas-
ing business. Repairing, $ioo per month.
Everything pertaining to business-tools.
materials, safe and stock-51 000; low rent.
"H 294," care Keystone.

OLD-ESTABLISHED jewelry store for
sale in a town of 3000. Farming and

manufacturing town. Rare chance, as I
wish to retire. Stock, about $4000. 'Opti-
cal business first class. Located in best
part of central Illinois. "F 272," care
Keystone.

AFTER March 1st, leading jewelry store
in town of z5,000 in southern California.

Stock and fixtures, $1o,000. Can reduce
half. Turn stock twice a year. No dis-
count. Old age and failing health. Must
quit soon. "L. B. L.," care E. W. Reynolds
Co., wholesale jewelers, Los Angeles, Cal.

(Continued on page 1932)
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Stores, Stocks and Businesses

(Continued from page 1931)

ONLY jewelry store in town of 3500, fac-
tory and railroad town. Payroll, $30,000

monthly. Fine repair business and a good
trade on railroad watches. Good, healthy
location in the heart of the Ozarks. Nearest
competitor so miles. Will invoice now
about $450o. Investigate. Good reasons
for selling. "Arkansas 285," care Keystone.

$9000 FOR interest in jewelry business.
Established 25 years. State of Ohio, city

of 5o,000. For particulars, address "M
287," care Keystone.

GOOD paying jewelry store and optical
business in live Missouri town of ii,000.

Stock and fixtures will invoice about $4500.
Will reduce if necessary. Stock is clean
and up-to-date. Write for particulars. "W
286," care Keystone.

A BARGAIN! Stock, fixtures, tools and
supplies; will sell for $300 cash. Reason

for selling, poor health. E. A. Hennings,
Warroad, Roseau County, Minn.

WELL-PAYING, old-established jewelry
business in the great southwest, with the

finest climate and rapid developments.
Stock, about $12,000; can reduce. About
15,000 population to draw from, with no
opposition. An optician can add much to
the earnings. This is a splendid opportu-
nity and I invite investigation. Only a
cash sale considered. "H 276," care
Keystone.

ALL new, up-to-date stock, tools, materials,
fixtures, $ 000. At bench 6o years.

Wish to retire. Good trade. Perry Smith,
Franklin, N. Y.

A WELL-APPOINTED jewelry store in a
thriving southern town and winter resort;

established 12 years. A good opportunity
for a live man. For further information,
address M. Sickles & Sons, 726 Chestnut
Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

so-ACRE farm; price, $700. Terms, $100
down and $200 each year. New dwelling,

all desirable soil. so acres in growing
crop, too acres in timber, worth the price
of the farm. This farm is only offered to
watchmakers. We are preparing to build
a watch factory. Address P. 0. Box 55,
Ironbridge, Pa.

JEWELRY stock in southern Minnesota
county seat town of moo. No competi-

tion. Invoice about $9oo. Good run of
bench work. Worth looking into for the
holiday trade. Reasons for selling, cannot
stand the work. "K 274," care Keystone.

JEWELRY store, with stock of chinaware,
wall paper, phonographs, etc., in growing

Colorado town of 400. Only jeweler in
territory 75 miles square. Business estab-
lished 6 years; good repair trade. Best
place in the world for anyone with lung
trouble. Will sell store, building, fixtures
and stock of mdse. Price, $6000. "C 293,"
care Keystone.

ABOUT $4000 will buy a live to-year-old
jewelry and optical store, prominent

location, Des Moines, Iowa. September
bench work, $250. Owner going south.
"0 271," care Keystone.

FIXTURES, unexpired lease and good will
of the McIntyre-Shortess jewelry store

will be sold to the highest bidder. Elegant
solid mahogany fixtures, fire-proof vault,
burglar-proof safe, etc.; best location in
city of i,000. Owner living in Chicago
and unable to attend to business. Frank
Craig, trustee, McAlester, Okla.

FOR SALE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER *ORD

Miscellaneous Merchandise and
Equipment

ONE Eaton & Glover engraving machine;
a bargain at $45. Address K. IL Caw-

thon, 306 Main Street, Houston, Tex.

YORK double-bell euphonium, silver, used
one year; baritone bell in Bb high or low

pitch; trombone, C or Bb, high or low pitch,
cost $i55; price, with case and all slides,
$75. Frank H. Catlin, New Richmond, Wis.

•  
HARDY 20th century ophthalmometer and

adjustable table; have used them 14
months. S. M. Strain, Jackson, Mo.

COMPLETE outfit watchmakers' tools, con-
sisting of Moseley No. 2 lathe, 25 chucks.

and attachments, invoicing $1 so. Sitio casts
buys it, express prepaid. Address Mrs. E.
M. Payne, Bakersfield, Cal.

FOR SALE

Miscellaneous Merchandise and
Equipment

PARKINSON & FRODSHAM chronometer,
perfect condition, $4o. G. H. W. Smith,

Amherst, Mass.

CHEAP—Three Regina penny slot music
boxes. J. M. Kaden, Grand Haven, Mich.

LATHE for sale at bargain. "N 886," care
Keystone.

GENUINE WebsteI-Whitcomb universal
head in fine condition for $20. L. B.

Pratt, Box 163, Lima, Ohio.

ONE modern mahogany wall case, 28 feet
long, nearly new; original cost was $800;

will sell for $285, F. 0. B. Brenham. Will
accept $200 in interest-bearing notes, pay-
able $20 month. This case is credit to any
jewelry store. Address W. J. Graber,
Brenham, Texas.

HOPKINS hand-jeweling and uprighting
tool at half-price. Address Charles F.

Eckel, Port Washington, Wis.

SIX-LIGHT inverted mantle gasoline plant,
used six months; cost $70, will sell for

$40. S. M. Strain, Jackson, Mo.

COMPLETE' set Audemair test lenses, The
Spencer Optical Co., makers. Worth $65;

will sell for $20. Also complete set, made
by John Scheidig & Co., N. Y. Cost us
$55; will sell for $25. Either one for sale.
Gorrie & Co., Newburgh, N. Y.

HAVING three marine chronometers, will
sell any two of the following: H. H.

Heinrich, $125; Robert Roskell, $75; Par-
kinson & Frodsham, $5o. All 56-hour,
brass-bound mahogany boxes, flaring bezels,
flat glass. Any inquiries answered. Harry
Burton, Scranton, Pa.

TWO Tiffany electric clocks, $15; cost $32.
II. P. Lowell, Augusta, Me.

GUN silencer stops noise, for 22 rifle,
$1.5o. "G & D.," 213 Englewood Ave.,

Chicago, Ill.

NO. z Moseley hard lathe, with 28 wire
chucks, 4 wheel chucks, 2 screw chucks,

arbor chuck, taper chuck, with face plate.
Universal head and slide rest; slide rest
has two swivels and graduated screws. All

"in good condition. $6o. Charles S. Robb,
511 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

ONE fine, large, burglar-proof safe, one
fire-proof safe, and one small safe, two

wall showcases, with electric fixtures.
Henry Roder, 205 Canal-La. Bank Bldg.,
corner Camp and Gat-vier Streets, New
Orleans, La.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
UNDER THIS HEADING TIIREE CENTS PER WORD

8o ACRES irrigated fruit land for $4000
stock merchandise. "De Clark," Emmett,

Idaho.

AN established jewelry and optical business,
town of 8000 population, only two

jewelry stores in town; will sell for cash
or on time, or exchange for real estate; my
reason for selling is that I have asthma and
I wish to get outdoor employment. "B 310,"
care Keystone.

ONE fine Gibson mandolin, in good con-
dition; special leather case; outfit cost

$137; can use diamond or anything.
Jenkins' Exchange, Chicago.

FINE Powers No. 5 moving picture ma-
chine, gas or electric; make offers. Jen-

kins' Universal Exchange, Chicago.

GOOD-PAYING store in one of the best
towns in Illinois. Repairs, $225 a month;

sales, $5000 a year. Invoice $4500. For
land in Williamette Valley, Oregon. "M
296," care Keystone.

FINE buffalo overcoat, large size, in finest
condition. Will trade for grandfather

clock, or have you got one for sale or
antique jewelry? What have you? S.
Klein, Colorado Springs, Colo.

IN beautiful Alhambra suburb of Los An-
geles, Cal., 8-room modern home, com-

pletely furnished, beautiful grounds; lawn
flowers, fruit and shade trees; many large
palms, over zoo full-bearing orange trees,
lemon, grape fruit, fig, peach, plum trees;
banner grapes, berries; to large date palms
on driveway; retaining walls on 3 streets.
Two blocks from electric line, 3 blocks
from high school, 25 minutes from business
center of Los Angeles. Price, $20,000.
Will consider good jewelry business, $8000
to $30,000. Photos and particulars on ap-
plication. G. W. Cameron, go6 West Com-
monwealth Avenue, Alhambra, Cal.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE

IOWA farm or income property to trade
for stock of jewelry. C. A. Cole, Win-

terset, Iowa.

IMPROVED 8o, x6o or 240-acre Minnesota
farms, one or all, for jewelry stock or

city property. Quick deal. Prices must
be right. George Sibert, Waterloo, Iowa.

FINE mounted moose and elk heads for
watches, jewelry or cash. A. M. Her-

rington, Freeport, Mich.

LARGE safe for small safe. Mason,
jeweler, Bishopville, S. C.

NEARLY new Geneva trial case, cost $56,
for first-class slide trombone. Roy

Wells, Jasper, Mo.

KEYSTONES from July, 1903, to date.
Will exchange or sell. Make offer. W.

E. Emory, 26 Rhode Island Ave., N. W.,
Washington, D. C.

WILLIAMS No. 2 typewriter (good as
new) for trial case. J. Q. Anderson,

326 Main Street, Piqua, Ohio.

WILL exchange engraving block, with
graver's and sharpener's outfit, worth

$10, for electric fan, alternating current.
"Y 273," care Keystone.

$35 WORTH high-grade stationery for best
cash offer, watch material, or what have

you? John Hanschildt, Eskridge, Kans.

JEWELRY and optical business, St. Louis,
Mo. New, up-to-date stock and fixtures.

Invoice about $55oo. Best reasons for
selling. "D 281," care Keystone.

ONE new Francis engraving machine, 5
sets type, first-class condition, for sale or

trade for watches or diamond. P. H.
Shuey, Red Bluff, Cal.

SPECIAL NOTICES
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

BEWARE of second-hand Clement com-
bined lathe attachments offered for sale;

they are old models; they sell them to get
our latest. W. D. Clement, Waltham, Mass.

SHIP chronometers for sale for watch-
makers' use; first-class condition. Prices

from $5o, $71 and $1 oo. Enhaus & Son,
31 John Street, New York City.

MONEY loaned to jewelers in any amount.
Strictly confidential; write for informa-

tion; bank refs. The Collateral Loan and
Banking Co., 647 Euclid Ave., Cleveland,
Ohio.

ESCAPEMENT models, completely lined
out with all the necessary material, will

be sent to any address on receipt of $5.00.
The best window attraction a jeweler can
have. For particulars write to the St.
Louis Watchmaking School, St. Louis, Mo.

I PAY the highest prices for watches,
diamonds. and jewelry. Send stocks at

once, no matter how large or small, and
get money by return mall. All kinds of
ref. furnished upon request. Emil Noel,
541 East Forty-sixth Place, Chicago, Ill.

KESSEEMIRE, jewelers' auctioneer, sells
your goods at a profit; nuff ced; write

him now. 33 Main Street, Salem, Ohio.

TW() unsurpassed locations for first-class,
up-to-date jewelry business; will stand

the closest investigation; northern city,
40,000 population; watch and repair work
alone a fortune. "13 308," care Keystone.

HAVING general store, jewelry department
included, will give good man free rent if

he buys my tools; engraver preferred; best
opening in central Missouri. New York
Store, Sweet Springs, Mo.

I GET the solid cash out of your new or
old stock of jewelry; read my ad on page

1520 in September KEYSTONE. Korah D.
Westbrook, jewelry auctioneer.

IF you are in need of an auctioneer of
merit, 400 successful sales, write Samuel

S. Levy, Lock Box 261, Chicago.

WANTED—Jewelry and watchmaking sue'-
ply houses to handle a good-selling side

line. 6o per cent. profit. Sells at sight.
Zylotite Cement Co., 51 Maiden Lane,
New York.

BUSINESS NOTICES
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

SHIP to-day all your empty movement
boxes. Edward C. Saks, Mansfield, Pa.

BUSINESS NOTICES

DO you need money? If so, send your
diamonds and watches to me and get

quick and liberal returns; highest cash
prices paid for entire jewelry stocks; will
send our representative if necessary; busi-
ness confidential; national bank refs. H.
Schwartz, 903 Heyworth Bldg., Chicago, Ill.

NOTICE—I have removed from 727 San-
som Street to 807 Sansom Street, Phila-

delphia, where I will continue to buy all
kinds of gold and silver; also refine all
kinds of jewelers' waste containing gold or
silver. Send by mail or express and re-
ceive prompt attention. J. I.. Clarke. Es-
tablished 1870.

PORTRAIT miniatures copied from any
photo on watches, dials, brooches and

lockets. Goldstein Engraving Company, 45
Maiden Lane, New York.

ELGIN IIorological School, the oldest and
most practical school for watchmakers.

Send for catalogue to Elgin Horological
School, Elgin, Ill.

WANTED—Everyone desirous of improv-
ing themselves in watch work, jewelry

work and engraving to address Bradley
Polytechnic Institute, Peoria, Ill., for one
of their latest catalogues. A postal card
will get it. See ad on page 1908.

BEWARE of second-hand Clement com-
bined lathe attachments offered for sale;

they are old models; they sell them to get
our latest. W. D. Clement, Waltham, Mass.

KESSEI.MIRE, jewelers' auctioneer, is the
man; nuff ced; write for dates. 33 Main

Street, Salem, Ohio.

WE make a specialty of changing old an-
tique watch cases to stem wind. Some-

thing that has been refused by others.
Have had 40 years' exp. and can guarantee
satisfaction. N. T. Felix & Sons, 45
Maiden Lane, New • York.

I PAY the highest prices for watches,
diamonds and jewelry. Send stocks at

once, no matter how large or small, and
get money by return mail. All kinds of
ref. furnished upon request. Emil Noel,
541 East Forty-sixth Place, Chicago, Ill.

WANTED to buy all your empty movement
boxes that movements are sold in; ship to-

day via freight. Edward C. Saks, Mans-
field, Pa.

CASH paid for boxes in which watch move-
ments are sold; also all kinds of materials,

watch glasses, watch cases, watches, chrono-
graphs, clocks, wedding rings, etc. John
Remillard, Carrier 40, Springfield, Mass.

CLEAN up your store for holiday trade;
ship me your empty movement boxes and

realize something for them; ship now.
Reference First National Bank, Mansfield.
Edward C. Saks, Mansfield, Pa.

IF at any time you are dissatisfied with
your jewelry repairing just give me a

fair trial at your work and I know I can
please you, as everything is done so reason-
able that it hardly pays you to bother with
some trifling job; one trial will convince
you. Jacob Garber, 734 Sansom Street,
Phila., Pa.

METAL DIALS—All kinds of metal watch
and clock dials cleaned, replated and

reprinted. Also special metal dials made
to order. Promptness and satisfaction
guaranteed. Ralph A. Doe, Clark Lane,
Waltham, Mass.

RETAIL jewelers' advertisements our
specialty; everyone written to order;

steady increase in business assured. Inquire
about our liberal rebate plan. Holyoke
Sales Co., Drawer 290, Holyoke, Mass.

I BUY empty movement boxes; send me
what you have, I will estimate on same;

your consignments held in original pack-
ages; if size of check don't meet with your
approval goods will be returned. Edward
C. Saks, Mansfield, Pa,

DO IT NOW!—Read my ad in September
K TYSTONE on page 1520 and sell off your

old stock and get the cash; it will go above
cost if I sell it. Korah D. Westbrook,
jewelry auctioneer.

THE Omaha Watch Repairing, Engraving
and Optical Institute is giving three times

as much for the money as any other school
of its kind and you can do nothing better than
to take a course of instructions under its
most efficient management. If you wish to
become an expert you should learn watch
repairing in a school where it is taught in a
practical manner by practical instructors.
rids institute offers no cheap tuition, but
gives every student full returns for every
dollar paid in tuition. It will pay you to
select this school in preference to one that
promises everything and gives nothing in
return. We can substantiate all statements.
Write for information. Drs. Tarbox and
Gordon.

Too Late for Classification
HELP WANTED—Representative eastern

wholesale watch and jewelry house wants
resident salesman in Middle West; prefer-
ably Cincinnati or Cleveland. "W 325,"
care Keystone.

FOR SALE—Gergensen chronometer, 18
size, stem wind, good repair; also old

English fusee chain movement, key wind,
good repair. Who wants them? At what
price? H. Foley, Kiowa, Okla.

FOR SALE—Jewelry business, established
over 30 years: population 2500, 95 miles

from Chicago; stock, fixtures, tools, etc.,
invoice over $4000; sell for $35oo; all good.
Reason for selling, want to retire from
business. W. V. Beresford, Amboy, Ill.

Repairing
For the Trade
of Complicated and Ordinary

Watches,Wheel and Pinion Cut-
ting, Demagnetizing, etc., care-
fully and promptly done by an
expert. A. JETTE

Established 1899 , Lancaster, Pa.

ATC14“:,R E'PAI
THE KI N WYOU CAN ,CAJ.L YOUR OW

WINSLOW.KRAUSE & CO.

Monograms
for Gift Goods
The engraver's harvest time is
now at hand. Practically every
gift this season will call for a
monogram, and the engraver
will have need of every aid to
facilitate his work. One of these
which is especially valuable is

The Keystone
Portfolio of Monograms

a collection entirely different
from those in common use.
Novelty, even in engraving, is
now in demand, and this is fur-
nished in the portfolio. It con-
tains one hundred and twenty-
one original designs of one, two
and three letters printed front
steel plates on stiff,. durable
paper. The price is merely
nominal.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world
on receipt of price, 50 cents

Published by

The Keystone Publishing Co.
809-811-813 North 19th Street

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

COOPER C81, SON
721 Sansom St. Philadelphia

WATCH REPAIRING FOR THE TRADE
SKILLFUL WORKMEN

ACCURATE AND PROMPT WORK
Send Trial Package

"A WATCHMAKER'S SCHOOL
WHICH HAS WON DISTINCTION"

Send for Circular

OFINADION NOROLOGICHL INSTITUTE
S. W. cor. Church and Wellesley Sts.
11. R. Playgoer, Director Toronto, Out.

THE MASSACHUSETTS SCHOOL
OF OPTOMETRY

Incorporated sod Registered with the State Board
of Education and the Klein School of Optics

offer the most complete courses in
Ophthalmology, Optometri, Optics and
preliminary instructions for students
entering the above schools or medical
schok,Is. Special and evening courses will be
arranged to suit applicants. Address

Dr. A. A. Klein 185 Summer StreetBOSTON, MASS.

PATENT'S
Write at once for the most liberal offer ever

made for securing patents, designs and trade-
marks. Send sketch for free opinion as to
patentability and ask for the " Inventors'
Guide," the finest book published for inventors.

Best reference, Established 20 years.
VVIVI. N. MOORE

Loan and Trust Bldg., Washington, D. C.

ENGRAVING

LEARN
JEWELERS

"TheSchool that Graduates Experts"
A fascinating trade that pays big salaries,
easily learned, taught thoroughly and prac-
tically by correspondence. We will teach
the beginner better engraving than he can
gain in years of rigid apprenticeship. We
will improve the skill of any engraver and
make him master of the trade. The demand
for competent engravers far exceeds the
supply. Send for handsome illustrated
prospectus, mailed free.

PAGE-DAVIS SCHOOL
Suite 10, Page Bldg. CHICAGO
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Men of Great Ability 

The Gottlieb
Auctioneering Co.

10th Floor Boyce Building CHICAGO, ILL.

Telephone, Randolph 1339 ESTABLISHED 1886

Many references and daily paper notices

furnished.
Good profits guaranteed.
Terms very reasonable.

AN UNPARALLELED SALE
Des Moines, Iowa.

The Gottlieb Auctioneering Co. conducted an auction sale for us,

stock inventoried about $60,000. We find that these gentlemen

have made an extraordinarily large profit for us on the sale. It was

really remarkable and surprising.
They certainly deserve great credit as they used every effort in

their power to make the sale a grand success.
They have fulfilled their agreement with us to the letter.

LEWIS C6)., VAN SICKLE.

J. V.
MOROSS

Jewelers'
Auctioneer

Bric-a-Brac and
Art China

I GUARANTEE
PROFITS ON ALI-

SALES

No goods misrepre-

sented. Over twenty

years' experience. I

thoroughly understand

the price of goods

without asking, which

saves time and money.

No Stock Too La?ge ;

None Too Small

All correspondence
strictly confidential.

I am a practical Watchmaker and Jeweler and understand the business
thoroughly, which saves time and money.

I am now conducting a sale for H. Zeller, at Mt. Clemens, Mich., and mak-

ing him a net profit of twenty-five per cent. without adding a dollar's worth of

new goods.

J. V. MOROSS
New Baltimore, Mich.

I will pay the highest cash price for any Jewelry Stock and Fixtures
If you wish to conduct a sale, write me and secure a dating for now or later

Ructions
Personally
Conducted
on a Guar-
antee Basis
— for —
Established
Jewelers

Only

411 I will make
your sale a suc-
cess, and a letter
from you will be
appreciated.

q For eighteen
years leading
Auctioneer for
established
jewelers.

D. 0. HERNDON
1202 COMMERCE BUILDING, KANSAS CITY, MO.

HOME PHONE: MAIN 2341

The Holidays

are Coming!

Why don't you plan to increase your

engraving business this fall ?

You can make it the most profitable part of

your business—you can largely increase your capacity,

turn out more work, do better work, a/ less actual

expense, if you use the

NEW CENTURY
ENGRAVING MACHINE

With the NEW CENTURY Engraving Machine you can save the

salary of an expert engraver, and turn out more work

The NEW CENTURY is not complicated—it's not hard to operate—

it won't get out of order easily.

We've lately re-designed several parts of the NEW CENTURY,

giving it additional rigidity, and it will now engrave on the harder metals,

brass, nickel watch cases, plated-ware, etc.

But let's get acquainted.

We want to send you our handsomely illustrated catalog and price-list.

Asking for details puts you under no obligations—send in your name

and address—To-day ./

. —OM
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Men of Great Ability

The Gottlieb
Auctioneering Co.

10th Floor Boyce Building CHICAGO, ILL.

Telephone, Randolph 1339 ESTABLISHED 1886

Many references and daily paper notices
furnished.

Good profits guaranteed.
Terms very reasonable.

AN UNPARALLELED SALE
Des Moines, Iowa.

The Gottlieb Auctioneering Co. conducted an auction sale for us,
stock inventoried about $60,000. We find that these gentlemen
have made an extraordinarily large profit for us on the sale. It was
really remarkable and surprising.

They certainly deserve great credit as they used every effort in
their power to make the sale a grand success.

They have fulfilled their agreement with us to the letter. •

LEWIS al VAN SICKLE.

J. V.
MOROSS

Jewelers'
Auctioneer

Bric-a-Brac and
Art China

I GUARANTEE
PROFITS ON ALL

SALES

No goods misrepre-

sented. Over twenty

years' experience. I
thoroughly understand

the price of goods

without asking, which

saves time and money.

No Stock Too Large;

None Too Small

All correspondence
strictly confidential.

I am a practical Watchmaker and Jeweler and understand the business
thoroughly, which saves time and money.

I am now conducting a sale for H. Zeller, at Mt. Clemens, Mich., and mak-

ing him a net profit of twenty-five per cent. without adding a dollar's worth of

new goods.

J. V. MOROSS
New- Baltimore, Mich.

I will pay the highest cash price for any Jewelry Stock and Fixtures
If you wish to conduct a sale, write me and secure a dating for now or later

Ructions
Personally
Conducted
on a Guar-
antee Basis
— for —
Established
Jewelers

Only

tir I will make
your sale a suc-
cess, and a letter
from you will be
appreciated.

(if For eighteen
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1202 COMMERCE BUILDING, KANSAS CITY, MO.
  HOME PHONE . MAIN 2 3 4 1  

The Holidays

are Coming!

Why don't you plan to increase your

engraving business this fall?

You can make it the most profitable part of

your business—you can largely increase your capacity,

turn out more work, do better work, at less actual

exfiense, if you use the

NEW CENTURY
ENGRAVING MACHINE

With the NEW CENTURY Engraving Machine you can save the

salary of an expert engraver, and turn out more work!

The NEW CENTURY is not complicated—it's not hard to operate—

it won't get out of order easily.

We've lately re-designed several parts of the NEW CENTURY,

giving it additional rigidity, and it will now engrave on the harder metals,

brass, nickel watch cases, plated-ware, etc.

But let's get acquainted.

We want to send you our handsomely illustrated catalog and price-list.

Asking for details puts you under no obligations—send in your name

and address—To-day
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SILVER, HE last call

is now being
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UNITY SILVER

ELIANCE PLATE

Others should not complain if they find slim picking'
13 etter order Now

ONEIDA COMMUNITY, LTD.,
ONEIDA., N.Y.



Gift Time
is always

Elgin Time
The unique gift value

of a Watch is recognized
by everyone.

The superiority of
Elgin Watches is corn-
mon knowledge.

And our big full page advertisement
in The Saturday Evening Post for
December 4th will serve as a reminder
of both facts to over a million people.

So be prepared to take care of your
Christmas Elgin trade.

There'll Ve a Vig

Christmas
Demand for

WATCHES

Write your jobber or this company direct.

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY,

Factories : ELGIN, ILL., U.S. A.

New York Office,
15 Maiden Lane.

General Offices,
131 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

The
Lord Elgin
Thin Model

The
G. M. Wheeler
16, 18 and 12s.

The
Lady Elgin
for Women

These Are
Especially
Suitable

Gift Watches

Dealers will find that dis-
playing Elgin Watches in
handsome gift cases will
increase Christmas sales.
Such cases are not sold or
furnished by the Elgin
Company but may be had
of fancy case dealers.
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Balance  449, 637,8oi, 965, 1123, 1277, 1467, 1641, 1873Ivory, Imitation  259

Japanese Commissioners Visit Plant of
Gorham Mfg. Co 1777jeweler:
And the Repair Department x151
Has Many Side Lines  906

Jewelers Getting Together, Advantage
of     509Jewelers' Mutual Fire Insurance....35, 383
Annual Meeting of  1303

Jewelers the Victims of Thieves and
Burglars    687

Jewelry:
Carriers of New York 1661
Craze for Odd and Expensive  303
Fashionable Directoire  325
For Men 1382
For Women 1129
Manufacturing Center, Chicago

as a  587
Old-fashioned   417Store Decoration and the Most

Suitable Colors 1379Store Fronts, Modern  567
fuergens, Paul, Death of 1791:rune:

Bride as a Factor in Trade  903Window Displays  905
Justice and Evolution 1489

Lacquering, "Spotting Out" and Clean-
ing of Metal for  263

Lapidary's Art, Interesting Product of
the   49

Lathe Attachment  673
Lead Pencils, How They Are Made 1699
Leap Year, the Wherefore of  659
Legislation to Regulate Itinerants  837
Lighted Street as a Business Asset....16i4e
Lighting, Indirect  841
Litigation Arising out of a Soft Solder

Diamond Setting  1503
Loaned Watches 1137
Local Associations, Making Them

Valuable    1503
Locking the Stable Door When the

Steed Is Stolen 
Lovers and the Clock 
Loving Cup:

Of 'Unique Design
The Vogue of the

Magnesium, Improved Method
Melting  

Mail-order:
Competition   1478
Jeweler and How to Compete

with Him 1405Mailing List Value of i6o6e
Mainspring, Broken  469
Mainsprings, Why Do They Break? 

1699, 1919
Manufacturer:

And the Organized Trade  659
Jobber and Retailer  1571

Masonic Badge, Most Valuable  685
Material, to Facilitate Ordering. ...37, 823
Men and Merchants, Our Inconsistency

as   1794Merchandise, Proper Display of 1614c
Merchant:

And His Local Paper 1009
And the Mercantile Agency Re-

porter    736
Merchant's Duty to His Community  39
Metals, Diseases of  456
Metal:

For Sand Casting, a Cheap
White   617

1751
1838

63
1798

of
965

(1935)

Metal:
Mining, Unsolved Problem in 859
Producing a Bronze Color on.. • 245

Metallization of Wax Pearls or Glass
Beads   267

Metallized Flowers, Fruits, etc  469
"Modern Clock"  972
Monograms, Pierced 803
Moonstone Hunters of Santa Catalina  983
Motor, Largest Induction  241
Moving Pictures that Sing and Talk loot
National Association:

Progress of  407
Of Wholesale Jewelers, Annual

Meeting  ii

N
Nickel Solutions, Short-circuiting  617
North Carolina Retail Jewelers' Asso-

ciation, Annual Meeting  m63
North Dakota Retail Jewelers' Associa-

tion, Annual Convention 1323
Novelties in Colored Transparent

Enamels   487

0
Official Organ, Passing of 1057
One-price Policy, Necessity of  .. 1573
Opals, Black 1638
Optometry as a Future Field for the

Jeweler-opticians  1670
Oregon Retail Jewelers' Association,

Annual Meeting 1157
Organization:

Activity   733
Advantages of  673
And Its Benefits  377
In the Old and New World 14o6
KEYSTONE as an Advocate of  731
Meetings Scheduled  564
Missionary, Work for an  34Officers and Their Work  900
What It Has Done and What It

Should Do  1315
Overbanking:

Cause and Effect of 1477
Of a Watch  963

P
Paints, Luminous    6i r
Paper Plates and Table Linen  593Papers, Tinted, a Revival in 1687
Parcels Post and the Jewelry Trade  856
Patent:

Clock Spring Replacer  855
Office, Prosperous 1753Pearl:
Case Finally Decided, a Famous. 195
Fisheries in Ceylon    967

Pearls:
American ....  125
From Tiny Chinese Images  603

Pendant Set Watches  469Perpendicular, Erecting a 1691
Personality:

In Business   737Proprietor's  1325
Philadelphia Jewelers' Club, Annual

Banquet  .  408Phonograph:
Appliance for Visible Record... 953
Novel Uses for  119

Photographic Developing  678
''Plate" and "Plated"  823
Plated Wares, Time Guarantee on  384Platin •

Over Scratches or Cracks 1095
Solutions, Method of Heating 1787

Platinum:
Prints, Toning  843Settings  1691

Postal Cards, Talking  79Potassium Cyanide in Watch Cleaning 1691
Prices, Always Give 1597Profit in Wise Buying 1381
Profits:

Figuring  1598
Jewelers'   1481

Promise to Pay   467Proprietor's Obligations to Clerks  745Prospects Brighten as Spring Ap-
proaches   195Prosperous Holiday Season Assured 1367

Published Prices and the Public 1137
Pulse Timer, a New 1915

R
Radium as a Curative Agent  613
Razor Strop, New Automatic 1307
Receipt for Orders or Repair Work 138o
Reliability, the Basis of Business Suc-

cess ..    1398
Remodeling Old Jewelry Stores 1059
Rent, Are You Paying Too Much?.. • •I479Repair Department:

Check System in the /379Helping the 1697
Profits of the  1787

Repair Post Card, a Unique 1137
Repairs, Question of Unclaimed  .. 1056
Rhode Island School of Design 1431Rifle, Maxim Noiseless  ro7
Robbery:

Of Jewelers and Bankers 1679
Protection Against  999Routine of a Day  1287

Rubies:
And Similar Products 1867
Artificial and Their Manufac-

ture ..    1275
Rural Free Delivery Routes, Using the 1869



Sales Clerks, Hints to 1598
Salesman:

Must Inspire Confidence  665
Qualifications and Duties of   197

Salesmanship:
Aggressive ..  1153
Qualifications Necessary for 1917
Science of  825

Sapphires, Artificial  469
Show Cards:

And How to Make Them 
And Price Tickets, Modern  989
Jewelers'   1793

Showcases Scratched  475
Show-wm ow  
Side Lines for Jewelers 1213
Silverware Department, Conducting a 

291, 68i
Stamping Act, Canadian 1377
Stamping Law, National Trade Support

for   732
Standard Time 149, 2046

Adoption of  •   107
Stock:

Amount of to Carry in Pi °por-
tion to Business Done 106i

Storage Battery without Chemicals 261
Stores:

That Are Machines  82i
With Joint Occupants in Dif-

ferent I.ines  1211
Sun Dial, Unique Modern 1403
System in Repair Department  ... 635

Tantalum   1279
Tariff:

Law on Watches, Clock s,
Jewelry and Gems 1208

Taxile Doat—A Ceramist of Sevres 1759
Thermometer Case for Physicians and

Nurses  1307

Three and Four-handed Men  827
Topaz Crystal, Perfect  771
Traveling Man:

Interesting Experiences of 1667
Thrilling Experience of 1491

Traveling Salesman:
Of the Twentieth Century  97
Of To-day 1924

Philosophy    295

Truing and Poising Caliper 
Twenty-four Karat Club:

Annual Ban9uet 219, 1238
Beefsteak Dinner  583
Of Pittsburg, Banquet of  683

Types of Men Who Will Never Suc-
ceed   299

Waltham Watches to Be Marketed
through the Retail Jewelry
Trade Exclusively  1062

Watches, Chronograph 1469
Watches:

Adjustment of  513
Cleaning  445, 964
Cleaning and Repairing  1279

Watch:
Mainsprings, Why Do They

Break?  1699, 2069
Remarkable    973
Schools    659
Tests at Kew Observatory  691
Repair Department 1475
Repairing, Prices and Profits. i665

Watches, Shall Watch Companies Sell
only Complete 1478

Watchmakers:
Examination Plan for 1376
Examinations for 1854

Watchmakers':
Examination Movement 1752
Examination Project, Analysis

of   188x
Examinations, Benefits of  .. 1924
Examinations from the Techni-

cal Viewpoint   1879
Lament ..  953

Wedding:
And Commencement Stationery  1003
Gifts for German Crown Prince

and Princess  480
Rings, New Craze   83
Windows   679

Wholesaler to Retailer, Relations of   823
Window:

Display, Philosophy  735
Displays, Interesting 1841
Displays, North Pole 1845
Trim, Artistic  679
Trimmers, Suggestions for 1265

Index to Subjects Treated and Questions Answered in WORKSHOP NOTES Department of
The Keystone, from January, 19°9, to December, 19o9, inclusive

Why travel in the same old rut the balance of your natural life, and buy the same antiquated styles of Nickel Alarm Clocks your
grandfather used to buy, just because some manufacturers have not thought it necessary to produce new designs in Nickel Alarms
as they do in other clocks?

page folios in the several issues are as follows: January, x to 16o; February, 16 i to 336; March, 337 to 530; April, 531 to 698; May, 699 to 866; June, 867 to 1022;
July, 1023 to 1174; August, 1175 to 1334; September, 1135 to 1526; October, 1527 to 1710; November, 1711 to 1934; December, 1935 to 2000

Adjustment
Examining for. Lenses, xxi

Agate
How to drill. Agate, 1877

Alarm Clocks
Faults in. Alarm, 1473

Alcohol
Its use in cleaning watches. Alcohol,

1283
Aluminum

What it is. Aluminum, 15o5
Where found. Aluminum, io5

Anchor
Remarks on oiling. Anchor, 975

Antioxidizer
Formulz for. Antiox, 1643

Balance Cock
Lines on. Lines, 1643

Balance Staff
How to pivot. Old one, iii

Balance Staffs
IIow to put in. New staff, 1877
Taking measurements for new. Meas-

ure, 1473
Barrels

Their construction. Jeweled, 639
Benzine

Its use in cleaning watches. Clean-
man, 1643

Blue Prints
Obtaining good. Blue Print, 1283

Bottum Lathes
How set up. Bottum, 1883
Inventor of. Lathes, 807

Bowl
How to hammer. Bowler, 977

Breguet Springs
How to bend. Breguet, 1643

Cast Steel
Process of making. Steelman, 1505

Chimes
1-low to adjust. Chimer, 1283
Music for Whittington. Whit, 975

Claws
On rings. Claw, 455

Cleaning
Silverware. Silver, 269

Clock Dials
Glass for. Jewels, 271

Clock Spring
Extra long. Long spring, 1883

Clocks
Faults in alarm. Alarm, 1473
Faults in lever. Lever, 1473
Fault with striking. Striking, 639
Remarks on springs. Four, 269
Restoring plates. Bright Finish, 453
Striking wrong. Strike, iii
Synchronising. Tempus, 453
To ring bell. Bell, 453
Trouble with oil. Color, 1883
Trouble with spring. Spring, 453
Why old ones stop. Grand, iii

Color
Of steel. Natural, 975
Meerschaum pipes. Color, 1273

Compass
Using a watch as. Compass, 1883

Copper
How to refine. Cop, tog

Crystals
What to carry. Crystals, 1355

Cyanide
How to use. Hurt, 975

Cyanide of Potassium
Its use in cleaning watches. Cleanman,

1643

Dials
How to set calendar. Moon, 1305
Photos on. Transo, 1133
Railroad described. Dial, 1877
Repairing. Old Ans., 1883

Dial Train
Should not be oiled. Breguet, 1643

Diamantine
Its use in polishing pivots. Pivot, 1643

Diamonds
Mow to test. Diamonds, 1131

Double Roller Escapement

D 
Advantages of. Double, 1877

i ill
For glass. Glass drill, 1283

Drilling
Agate and quartz. Agate, 1877

Electric
Treatment of copper. Cop, 109

Electro-deposition
Of aluminum. Aluminum, 1505

Escapements
Advantage of double roller. Double,

1877
Examination of. Straight, 1131
Remarks about. Regulator, 64

Escape Wheel
Inclination of teeth. Slant, lop

Etching
On steel.

French Gray
How to produce. Frenchy, 641

Frost
Prevention of on windows. Frosting,

1883
Fuzee

How to put in. Twold, 453

Gage
Kind to buy. Gage, 453

Glass
For clock dials. Jewels, 271
How to drill. Glass Drill, 1283
Removing scratches. Glass, 113x

Gold
To remove mercury from. Soft, No. 2,

1643
To remove soft solder from. Soft No.

2, 1643
To separate from platinum. Plato, 641

Gray
French gray. Frenchy, 641

Graham Pallets
What they are. Regulator, 641

Grandfathers' Clocks
Why they stop. Grand, i ii

Green Finish
Imparting. Old Ans, 1883

Gravers
Kind to use for jeweling. Tools, 1643

Guard Pin
Catching on Roller. Roller, iii

Trairsprings
Bending breguet. Breguet, 1643
How to collet. Colleter, 809
Proper shape of. Cupped, 807

Iron
Changed to steel. Steelman, 15o5

Ivory
To clean and polish. Old Ans, 1883

Jewels
For regulator. Jewels, 271
Genuine vs. imitation. Jewel Oil, 453
Kind of loupe to use in examining.

Loupe, 1643
When new are required. Rock, 1643

Jewel pin
Fastening in roller table. Pin, 455

Jeweling
Facts about. Jewels, 271
How done. Tools, 1643

Lacquer
Formula for transparent. Columbia,

1131
For gold. Lacquering, 1305

Lathes
How to set up a Bottum. Bottum, 1883
Bottum's invention. Lathes, 8o7

Laps
How to charge. Lapping, to9

Mainsprings
• Table of. Crystals, 1305
Mercury

To remove from gold.
1643

Meerschaum Pipes
How to color. Color, 1473

Mills
For cutting ring seats. Claw, 455

Model
Points on making. Compound, 107

0
Oil

How to test. Oil, 639
On pinions. Oily, 1473
Points on using. Gumming, 217
Remarks about. Oil, 269

Oiling Watches
How done. Breguet, 1643

Oiling •
In factories. Roll, 453
Which parts. Jewel Oil, 453

Oxidizing
On silver. Silver, 809

Pallets
Meaning of "exposed." Exposed, 1305
Remarks about. Regulator, 641

Pallet Stones
Additional draw. Hurt, 975
Remarks on. Explain, 1643

Pendulum
Length of. Long, 641
Lengths of. Lengths, 1883
Size for. Jewels, 271
The proper kind. Regulator, 641
Torsion described. Long Spring, 1883
Wood for. Rod, it

Pendulums
Wood for. Jewels, 271

Photos
On dials. Trans°, 1133

Pinions
Should they be oiled? Oily, 1473

Pivots
1-Tow to polish. Pivot, 1643

Pivoting
flow done. Pinion Steel, 807
How done. Old One, iii

Pivot holes
Remarks on bushing. Frequent, i 133

Platinum
To separate from gold. Plato, 641

Plate Jeweling
Bow done. Tools, 1643

Plate Jewel
how repaired. Lengths, 1883

Plating Baths
Silver. Silvering, Iii

Polishing
Pivots, etc. Pivot, 1643
Silverware. Silver, 269
With laps. Lapping, 109

Railroad Timers
Dial described. Dial, 1877

Rate
Required by railroads. Roll,

Regulator
Remarks on. Cal, 975
Remarks about. Swiss, 639

Retaining Power
Points about. Jewels, 271

Rings
New claws in. Claw, 455

Roller Jewel
Peculiar shape. Roller, 1473

We have some new ones, superior to
anything heretofore made, and to introduce
them and put a set into the hands of every
jeweler, we will on receipt of $6.00 deliver
east of the Rocky Mountains, express pre-
paid, one sample of each, consisting of
eight clocks as described.

Don't fail to avail yourself of this oppor-
tunity to see a complete line of up-to-date
Alarm Clocks.

See coupon at bottom of page.

Sealing Wax
Flow to use Sealing, 1305

Seconds Pendulum
Length for. Lengths, 1883

Shellac
Advantage over cement. Roll, 453

Show-cases
Removing scratches. Glass, 1131

Silver
How to clean. Silver, 269
Dow to oxidize. Silver, 809
To make a bowl. Bowler, 977

Silver Plating
How done. Silvering, x Ii

Soft Solder
To remove from gold. Soft, 641
To remove from gold. Soft No. 2,

1643
Soldering

How to protect sets. Boon, 271
Spoon Bowl

Transferring initials. Transferer, 977
Standard Time

How to get. Telegraph, 975
Steel

Etching on. Steeler, i 131
How made. Steelinan, 1505
Restoration of color. Natural, 975

Sweating Windows
To prevent. Frosting, 1883

Swiss Lever
Trouble with. Variation, 1473

Swiss Regulator
Remarks about. Swiss, 639

Tarnish
Prevention of on silver. Silver, 269

Timing
At the factory. Roll, 453

Time
IIow to get standard. Telegraph, 975

Torsion pendulum
Theory of. Long Spring, 1883

Transfer
How to make. Transferer, 977

Truing
Balances. Quickest, 809

Universal Head
How to use. Plates, 807

Watches
Bending Breguet springs. Breguet,

/643
Fastening jewel put in roller table.

Pin, 455
Fault in 18 size. Ray, 1883
Fault in Jacot. New, 639
How to regulate. Regulate, 1877
How to use as compass. Compass,

1883
How to clean. Cleanman, 1643
How to clean. Alcohol, 1283
Oil for. Oil, 269
Oil on pinions. Oily, 1473
Points about pallet stones. Explain,

1643
Putting in new staffs. New Staff, 1877
Remarks on cleaning. Alone, 639
Remarks on oiling. Breguet, 1643
Taking measurements for new staffs.

Measure, 1473
Trouble caused by excessive draw.

Motion, 1473
Trot.ble with 7-jewel. Five, 639
When new jewels are required. Rock,

/643
Why Waterburys stop. Tight, 641

Wax
How to use sealing. Sealing, 1305

Wheels
How to cut. Cutter, 1877

White Filler
Formula for. White, 1133

Whittington Chimes
Notes for. Whit, 975

Windows
To prevent sweating. Frosting, 1883

Wood
For pendulum. Rod, iii
For pendulums. Jewels, 271

DI-ATERNAIOR.

STANDARD. 30 Hour Time Alarm with " Shut - off " switch.
Height, 61/s inches. Dial, 4% inches. Case seamless brass nickeled.

THE RATTLER. 30 Hour Time Alarm with " Shut-off " switch.
Height, 6% inches. Dial, 4% inches. Case nickeled and highly polished.

LONG ALARM. 30 Hour Time. Six-minute Alarm with " Shut-
off " switch. Height, 6% inches. Dial, 4% inches. Case seamless brass
nickeled.

ALTERNATOR. 30 Hour Time, Repeating Alarm, rings alter-
nately every fifteen seconds for twelve minutes, with " Shut-off " switch.
Height, 6% inches. Dial, 4% inches. Case seamless brass nickeled.

DI-ALTERNATOR. 30 Hour Time, Repeating Alarm, rings
alternately every fifteen seconds for twelve minutes, with " Shut-off"
switch. Extra large bell. Height, 7 inches. Dial, 4Y inches. Case seam-
less brass nickeled.

THE ALARM CLOCK WITH THE CONCEALED BELL
SEE CUT OF INTERIOR VIEW SHOWING BELL LOCATED ENTIRELY WITHIN THE CASE. THE UNSIGHTLY VISIBLE BELL ELIMINATED.BELL CANNOT BE DISARRANGED OR THROWN OUT OF ADJUSTMENT.

B—Bell

C—Dust Cap
D—Movement

SIREN. 30 Hour Time Long Alarm (4 minutes) with " Shut-off" switch. Large bell inside of case.
(See vinieBriarAvTiewo.R.) HenigHhot,u6riTneimliee s:R Dial, 4,1,, inches solid brass. Case nickeled and highly polished.

Repeating Alarm, rings alternately every fifteen seconds for twelve
minutes with " Shut-off " switch. Large bell inside of case. (See interior view.) Height, 6 inches. Dial,
4,V, inches solid brass silvered. Case solid brass old brass finish.

ROTATOR. 30 Hour Time, Repeating Alarm, rings
alternately every fifteen seconds for twelve minutes, with
"Shut-off" switch. Large bell inside of case. (See interior
view.) Height, 6 inches. Dial, 434', inches. Case seamless
brass nickeled.

THE E. INGRAHAM CO., Bristol, Conn.
Gentlemen :—Enclosed find $6.00. Please send me express prepaid your "Introductory Assortment " of Eight Alarm Clocks,

consisting of " Standard," " The Rattler," "Long Alarm," "Alternator," "Di-Alternator," " Siren," " Vibrator" and "Rotator."
Yours truly,
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Fishing Will Be Good This Month
You can catch your share of the Dollars
if you have a good line and the right bait

We are prepared for Special Rush Orders
and can give you

Service $atisfaction Sellers
Send us an order, and you be the judge

Watches Diamonds Community Silver
and

Jewelry for the Jeweler

Baltimore Street and
Hopkins Place Baltimore, Md.

gargr api I

Original and Artistic Monograms
designed by our artists, who have made a life's study of monograms of all kinds

A
poorly
designed
and
executed
mono-
gram
is just so
much
scrap
metal

The
design
is the

foundation
of a fine
mono-
gram,

and if the
design
is not
right,

the
mono-
gram

cannot
be

We have been making monograms for THIRTY YEARS, and can
guarantee " Colgan" monograms in every way.

Our Bag Initials are in great demand.
Why not carry a stock of them?

Send for Catalogue C

THE J. W. COLGAN CO. 5 0 Sudbury Mary   Bldg.ss

" WINTER FIXTURES"
The Standard of Quality, Style and Price

“ • •
0 4-•' , s Winter' s Holiday_

■ SOMO MS ..

• ,Greetings 9

TO THE TRADE : We are again approaching the end of the
year. " Old 1909 " will soon be a memory of the past. We
have all had our Sunshine and Pleasure, our Trials and 'Tribula-
tions, however, we all have a great deal to be grateful for.

We are still here on good old Mother Earth.
We hope we have done our little share towards making this

Old World Better.
We hope we have helped to make others happy and we hope

that this greeting finds you and yours healthy, happy and hope-
ful of the good that is yet to come.

We believe that fully 75 cA of our business during 1909 came
directly and indirectly through our ala' customers, which is very
gratifying, and demonstrates that " WINTER QUALITY"
brings more orders and that the ',WINTER POLICY" of giving
their customers full value at all times is the best policy.

We take advantage of this opportunity to thank you for your
many kind favors in the past, many of which have helped make
us happy, and we extend to you "OUR 110LIDrIr GREET-
INGS," wishing you Health, Happiness and Prosperity, we are,

Sincerely yours,
M. WINTER LUMBER CO.,
“The High-Grade Fixture Makers,"

SHEBOYGAN, WiscoNsm, U.S.A.

ANYTHING FROM A STORE STOOL TO A COMPLETE OUTFIT
LATEST CATALOGUE SENT ON REQUEST

1939

The Thinnest of American Watches
WALTHAM—"COLONIAL SERIES"
ELGIN "LORD ELGIN"

A Gentleman's Watch
Every up-to-date Jeweler will have an assortment of these watches in his stock for

the Holidays, it would not be complete without them. Can be had in gilt, silver
or white-enameled dials.

The
House
for

Simmons
Chains

Send your orders for same to

THE NON-RETAILING COMPANY
Jobbers in WATCHES and CHAINS

LANCASTER, PA.

Distributing
Agents for

Oneida
Community

Silver

■M■1111111■111■■•■■

A SCHOOL UP TO DATE IS APPRECIATED
YEARS AGO when Horological schools were first inaugurated in this country, they met with decided opposition by the majority of those inter-

ested in the jewelry business and its kindred trades. However, this feeling has disappeared from the field in most cases, and to-day it is generally
conceded by the broadminded that the HOROLOGICAL SCHOOL is the only way to attain a complete knowledge of the work, and, at the

same time, hasten results. So much so is this a fact that whereas in the early days the student body was made up of those who had had little or
none of the opportunities in a store, to-day 75 ; of them have been connected with the business before entering a school of this kind. And many
who are jewelers, and generally the best in the community, are sending their sons to these schools. Why ? Because they know that the school
offers the best place to get the work, to get it right and without an unnecessary waste of time.

We do not advocate anything in the way of lightning methods, nor do we say that every student matriculating will become a first-class work-
man. Law schools and medical schools do not make first-class lawyers or physicians of every student that they turn out, and the percentage of good
workmen turned out from afirst-class Horological School will be found to be greater than the two professions mentioned above.

41, There is no doubt that the course of
MODERN METHODS in HOROLOGY,
as pursued at the Bradley Polytechnic Institute,
is getting the best results possible, if you want to
get it right, and it will pay you to investigate this
truly great institution.

If you cannot come to Bradley immediately, try to arrange it so that you are in as near the first of the year as possible

LPI))IrETSLEPD " HOROLOGICAL," Dept. K PEORIA ILL WILL GET YOU THE
DESIRED INFORMATION
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BIG SELLERS GOOD PROFITS NEW TRADE
DOESN'T THAT COMBINATION APPEAL TO YOU ? WELL THEN, PUT IN A STOCK OF OUR

GERMAN SILVER EYE GLASS and SPECTACLE CASES
THEY ARE MOST ARTISTIC and ATTRACTIVE IN MATERIAL and DESIGN. AT THIS SEASON

YOU WILL FIND THEM PARTICULARLY GOOD SELLERS

They are New

Order at Once

German Silver Eye Glass Cases, Assorted Finish $ 9.00 Dozen
German Silver Spectacle Cases, Assorted Finish 12.00 Dozen

FINISHED IN EITHER GOLD, SILVER OR GUN METAL

$1.00 Each
1.25 Each

No. 2A Special Tweezer

Cc.As an incentive for
more prompt and accu-

rate work, give your watch-.
maker a Staking Tool or a
New Time - saving Device
for Christmas

INVERTO
Staking Tool

No. 17
Named Invert° because
any of the punches may be
inverted, inserted in the die
and used as a stump, which
greatly increases range of
usefulness. With this tool
the watchmaker has practi-
cally 160 Stumps and 130
Punches, not including 12
blank punches. Has unique
and valuable features never
before applied to staking
tools, which makes it most
desirable.

Each in Wood Box
as Illustrated

$32.90 Net Cash

Especially Useful for
WATCHMAKERS
JEWELERS AND
DIAMOND SETTERS

Try a Pair. Save Your Eyes

50 Cents Each
Nickel Plated

I1II r
, 

_jiii 111111111111111111111 
HEW

Diamond and Stone Setting Tool
No. 300

1 941

We Didn't Discover
the North Pole

Nor are we putting in a claim for any

part of the glory so magnificently won

by Cook and Peary—but we are indulg-

ing in the personal triumph of being

the first to discover the Best Way of

reaching the interests of the American

jewelers by blazing the route with
BETTER PRICES„ BETTER MONEY'S

WORTH AND QUICKEST RETURNS FOR

Old Gold, Silver, Filled Cases and Jewelers' Sweeps

When Dr. Cook stood upon the Apex of the World, South was the only direction

to which his needle pointed—but our ASSAYIN G Needles radiate Satisfaction

and Value Giving from all points, and the evidence of it is expressed in the few
testimonials submitted, showing the different points from where we draw business.

The Only Tool that will do the Work Correctly and Ry. ickly

MAINE

Lisbon Falls, Me.
Check received —am
well satisfied and
more than I expected.

Respectfully,
C. H. Irving.

NEW YORK
Buffalo, N.Y.

Have often sent you
Old Gold and Silver
and always satisfied
with returns.

Yours truly.

George Hahnemann.

IOWA
Clinton, Ia.

Check sent for
Sweeps was just that
much money found.
Take pleasure in ex-
tending thanks for
prompt returns.

Brumer Bros.
Mfg. Jewelers.

OREGON
Portland, Ore.

Check for $402.00, re-
turns for Sweepings,
perfectly satisfactory
to us. With thanks,
we remain,

Yours,
A. & C. Feldenheimer

TEXAS
Haskel, Texas.

Check for Old Gold
received, really more
than expected.
Thanks for prompt
attention.

Yours truly,
H. M. Craig.

PA •APpL,L, F

These tools, invented by a stone setter of many years' experience, will do
the work they are intended for with absolute perfection whether in the
hands of an experienced or inexperienced workman. In eight seconds
after adjustment in lathe will cut a smooth seat for any stone from 1/16
to 2 carats. Tools are made of polished and hardened steel and are in-
destructible. Will fit in Chucks Nos. 28 and 44. The greatest time-saving
device ever invented in the line of stone setting cutters. Put up in neat
block and box. PRICE, PER SET, $5.50

YOUR RUSH ORDERS for JEWELRY BOXES, OPTICAL GOODS and SMALL MATERIAL will be taken care ofpromptly and accurately if sent to us. All mail orders filled by experienced clerks. Write
for a copy of our Tool, Material and Optical Catalogue. We send it free of all charges upon receipt of request with business card.

THE E. 84 J. SWIGART CO. Cincinnati, Ohio

With a guarantee of these advantages we solicit the business of Eastern and

New England Jewelers, asking them to direct their shipments to

GOLDSMITH BROS. SMELTING & REFINING CO.
20 JOHN STREET •• ••

•• •• NEW YORK CITY

To our Southern and Western trade and of the Middle West the same advantages

are extended and their shipments will receive the usual attention when directed to

GOLDSMITH BROS. SMELTING & REFINING CO.
905 HEYWORTH BUILDING •• •••• •• CHICAGO, ILLINOIS



Will be the gainer
What more can you ask?

Elgin
Waltham
Howard MOVEMENTS

Hamilton
Excelsior

Standard

Boss

Crescent

Keystone

Crown

• CASES

This Lathe is made for our " Ideal " Chucks

HEADQUARTERS FOR

Split Seconds
Repeaters 

Bench Timers }
Alarm Watches
Football Watches $450.00

to

Chronographs Thin Models

Nurses' Watches

Horse Timers Chatelaines

Physicians' Watches

$5.50 111111111

Full Size, New Model " Ideal " Chuck

When you want a lathe tnd want to be sure it is all right
in quality ask for the Rivett.

If you are a mechanic you will see the quality and improve-
ments of our lathes. They are made of special material and
are rigidly inspected for accuracy. Their durability and
superiority as well as other points are best shown by the fact
that the Rivett has successfully passed all competitive tests
for accuracy, quality and improvements.

We have a complete line with patented improved attach-
ments and our improved Bearings and improved Chucks make
the "Ideal" lathe. We always stand back of our tools.

Write to us for our circular of the new "Ideal" lathe.

Catalogue on Application

A Full Line of Jewelry

Jobbers and Manufacturers of Optical Goods

Strictly Wholesale 328 -330 -332 Superior Street . . . TOLEDO, OHIO

Prentiss' Patent Jewelers' Vises
For more than 30 years the Best and Handsomest Vises made

PRENTISS VISE COMPANY, 44 Barclay St., New York, U.S.A.
ASK YOUR JOBBER TO SHOW YOU THIS VISE

Large Illustrated Catalogue of all kinds of Vises mailed free

The best brand of jewelers' saws!

  SILVERSMITH'S ADJUSTABLE HAMMER.. F.w.G  kAR, - -1 A DENT REMOVER AND BURNISHER

The quickest and most practical tool yet devised to take the dents from
Silverware, such as Coffee and Tea Pots, Bowls, Pitchers, Cups, Urns and all
vessels having a narrow neck, where it is difficult to get at the dents from the inside.

The head of this hammer can be set firmly at any angle most conveniently by
turning the screw at the end of the handle.

Send for circular showing mode of operation.
PRICE, complete with four different shape steel heads, $2.50

F. W. GESSWEIN, Fine Tools and Supplies, 26 John Street, NEW YORK

L. LELONG & BROTHER
    Gold an Silver REFINERS, ASSAYERS an

1lht  TT SWEEP SMELTERS
Prompt attention given to

Old Gold and Silver forwarded to
by mail or express

FOR EVERY PURPOSE
WHERE ACCURACY IS REQUIRED

oh, 1,111111'11011:1,1,,
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THE BEST MEDIUM PRICED

Extra Flat Watch
ON THE MARKET

THE

LOMBARD
17 JEWELED AND ADJUSTED

MADE IN

GOLD (PLAIN AND FANCY)

SILVER (PLAIN AND FANCY)

GOLD FILLED

GUN METAL

EDMOND E. ROBERT

3 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK ■11m=m1r

1945

•:•••:•:'••

SPECIAL 

INDUCEMENTS
IN

OMEGA
Movements SWatches

TO CLOSE OUT STOCK

OF THESE

WRITE TO 

EDMOND E. ROBERT
3 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK
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Get the Genuine
Don't accept cheap substitutes;

there is nothing else so good.

Sold by every Material Dealer in America

Price, 25c.

Sussfeld, Lorsch & Co.
Wholesale Distributing Agents

37 Maiden Lane, New York

946

Sheff Patent
Ring Forging Machine

T
HIS ring stretching machine is for jewelers and anyone who repairs or

sells rings. It is the only tool on the market for the purpose that will do

perfect work. Rings cannot twist in this machine as they do in other

styles on the market. Simple in construction. strong, durable, cannot

get out of order and easy to operate. It saves time, labor, gold and is a money

maker. Rings can be sized, shanks shaped and rings made. A ring can be

sized without heating, without danger of breaking or burning stones, no

danger of breaking ring and will not require refinishing or polishing after

taking off the machine. With this machine you can get as much or as little

power as you wish and have perfect control of your sizing. You will not miss

sales as heretofore on account of not having the size. You do not have to

carry as large stock of rings. You will not have to buy duplicate rings, as you

can buy one ring and in two minutes size it to suit customer. Rings brought

in to be sized will cost you nothing in gold and only two minutes' time to do

the work. All kinds of rings--wide, narrow, oval, flat, plain or set, from the

Cheat) filled one to the most expensive diamond—can he sized on this 
machine

in two minutes. Your competitor is making money by using this machine,

why not you?
There are between fifty and one hundred of our machines in use in the

retail jewelry stores of Chicago, among which is the Marshall Held & Co.

store. The Chicago jewelers recognized the merits of this machine and are

buying them on sight, and every man who is using one would not be with-

out it.
The day after Christmas the rings will begin to come in to be sized, and

YOU will use up enough old gold by the old method of sizing as would pay for

this machine.

ORDER IT NOW, you will make many times
its cost out of it during the month of December.

ver Order from your jobber or send to us direct.

Pri
inc

ce, $15.00, .1anluddreesi 
amnadclsiiixne ies

TERMS CASH ON DELIVERY, NO DISCOUNT

A. J. SHEFF 8z CO.
6109 Penn Avenue PITTSBURG, PA.

LIQUID A
for

Cementing imp0
And Pallet Jewel
ee-MuRpny.
°AIWA , CAADA.:

Magnesium Soldering Block

N°124

B. D. M.C? BUFFALO,N.Y.1
3

  — - -

Size, 3 x x 1 in. thick

No. 124 Magnesium Soldering Block.

listed in our catalogue " B-3." Send 20 cents in
Block and catalogue.

Is composed of carbonate
of magnesium with asbestos
fiber and is especially advan-
tageous for delicate soldering
as the composition reflects the
heat better than the ordi-
nary asbestos soldering block.
Work may be firmly pinned
to it while soldering. The
block is properly coated on all
sides but the fire surface, to
prevent flaking, and also
makes it cleanly to handle.
This is only one of the many
conveniences for the Jeweler

stamps and receive Magnesium

BUFFALO DENTAL MANUFACTURING CO., Buffalo, N. Y., U.S.A.
 ,11■0111,

CANDO
SILVER POLISH

IS THE BEST

not only for the consumer but also for
the JEWELER to sell

SEND FOR PRICE-LIST

PAUL MFG. CO., Boston, Mass.

DESELMS
WATCH

,SCHOOLL
Correspondence or Attendance Courses

WATCH, CLOCK, JEWELRY REPAIRING, ENGRAVING, OPTICS

If you think of attending a school, or wish to learn by correspondence

while you hold your present position, write for our NEW BOOKLET.
It is FREE.

293 Perry Street, ATTICA, INDIANA

 411■IMEMEN1■111=11•1111 110

NOT ONE COMPLAINT
Has ever been received R & T WATCH and
from the users of LA CLOCK OILS.

Ntorl V1 :a I ell OS 4

P0.11 I s ■ t. ill .01 ifr..............

Thousands of watchmakers and jewelers all over the
United States have found it to be the finest oil ever put on
the market. Will not gum, cut or blacken pivots. TRY IT

Send 25 cents to your Jobber for a bottle.
111. Sickles & Sons, Philadelphia, Pa.
Swartchild & Co., Chicago, III.
Nordman Bros. Co., San Francisco, Cal.
D. C. Percival (1, Co., Boston, ALUM

Wholesale Chits. May & Son, Boston, Mass.
Daniel Pratt's Son, 53 Franklin St., Boston, Mass.Selling Sussfeld, Lorsch ft Co., New York City
H. S. Melskey Co., Lancaster, Pa.
E. &J. swigart Co., Cincinnati, Ohio
Hammel, BiglandEr Si Co. New York City
E. Deacon Jewelry Co.:Denver, Colo.
Ed, arils Sloatie Jewelry Co., Kansas City, Mo.

Agents

RANLETT & LOWELL CO., 
il3eowseTI eor sN' umi lAd isnsg.

YOUR OLD GOLD AND SILVER
Sent to this building—the new smelting and refining plant
of Thomas J. Dee & Co., will bring you quicker and larger
returns than you can possibly get elsewhere.

This building was designed and built especially for
the refining of gold, silver and platinum. It is the most

complete plant of its kind in the country.

Absolutely fireproof in construction, smooth concrete
floors in every room enable us to prevent loss or waste of
any material. Every scrap of metal, both precious and
base, is recovered. We even go to the extent of filtering
our smoke to prevent values getting away from us.

Thirty minutes' study of Thomas J. Dee & Co.'s plant
would convince you that no other concern in the country
devoted to the refining of precious metals would come up
to ours either in method or equipment.

Eighteen years of price-lifting service to the jewelry
trade is the platform on which we stand, and it is due to
the following out of these principles that we have pushed
ourselves ahead.

This is the kind of treatment that counts. The kind
of treatment that holds old customers and brings in new
ones—we intend to stick to it.

We have special facilities for the refining of old Crucibles, Polishing., Bench and
Floor Sweepings. Returns made in from three to five days after receipt of shipment.

Check for old gold and silver by return mail. Consignment held subject to your approval of our offer. If not
satisfactory, we will return shipment intact, charges prepaid.

Office, 67 and 69 Washington St.

Chicago, Illinois
Works, 317 E. Ontario St.
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Sheff Patent
Ring Forging Machine

T
HIS ring stretching machine is for jewelers and anyone who repairs or

sells rings. It is the only tool on the market for the purpose that will do

perfect work. Rings cannot twist in this machine as they do in other

styles on the market. Simple in construction, strong, durable, cannot

get out of order and easy to operate. It saves time, labor, gold and is a money

maker. Rings can be sized, shanks shaped and rings made. A ring can be

sized without heating, without danger of breaking or burning stones, no

danger of breaking ring and will not require refinishing or polishing after

taking off the machine. With this machine you can get as much or as little

power as you wish and have perfect control of your sizing. You will not miss

sales as heretofore on account of not having the size. You do not have to

carry as large stock of rings. You will not have to buy duplicate rings, as you

can buy one ring and in two minutes size it to suit customer. Rings brought

in to be sized will cost you nothing in gold and only two minutes' time to do

the work. All kinds of rings—wide, narrow, oval, flat, plain or set, from the

cheap filled one to the most expensive diamond—can be sized on this machine

in two minutes. Your competitor is making money by using this machine,

why not you ?
There are between fifty and one hundred of our machines in use in the

retail jewelry stores of Chicago, among which is the Marshall Field & Co.

store. The Chicago jewelers recognized the merits of this machine and are

buying them on sight, and every man who is using one would not be with-

mit it.
The day after Christmas the rings will begin to come in to be sized, and

you will use up enough old gold by the old method of sizing as would 
pay for

this machine.

ORDER IT NOW, you will make many times
its cost out of it during the month of December.

mar Order from your jobber or send to us direct.

P •
• includes machine,rice, $15.00, mandrel and six dies
TERMS CASH ON DELIVERY, NO DISCOUNT

A. J. SHEFF & CO.
6109 Penn Avenue PITTSBURG, PA.

"

••■•••■••••-.

LIQUID A
egilentip:7 Im
d Pallet Je

-MURPHY.
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Get the Genuine
Don't accept cheap substitutes ;

there is nothing else so good.

Sold by every Material Dealer in America

Price, 25c.

Sussfeld, Lorsch & Co.
Wholesale Distributing Agents

37 Maiden Lane, New York

Magnesium Soldering Block
Is composed of carbonate

of magnesium with asbestos
fiber and is especially advan-

  tageous for delicate soldering
  as the composition reflects the
- heat better than the ordi-

nary asbestos soldering block.
- Work may be firmly pinned

to it while soldering. The
block is properly coated on all
sides but the fire surface, to
prevent flaking, and also
makes it cleanly to handle.
This is only one of the many
conveniences for the Jeweler

Send 20 cents in stamps and receive Magnesium

BLIFFALattiY1

Size, :1 5 24 x 1 in. thick

No. 124 Magnesium Soldering Block.

listed in our catalogue "B-3.-
Block and catalogue.

BUFFALO DENTAL MANUFACTURING CO., Buffalo, N. Y., U.S.A.

CA ND 0
SILVER POLISH

IS THE BEST

not only for the consumer but also for
the JEWELER to sell

SEND FOR PRICE-LIST

PAUL MFG. CO., Boston, Mass.

ei,e MUMS
WATCH
CHOOL

■ 
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Correspondence or Attendance Courses

WATCH, CLOCK, JEWELRY REPAIRING, ENGRAVING, OPTICS

If you think of attending a school, or wish to learn by correspondence

while you hold your present position, write for our NEW BOOKLET.

It is FREE.
293 Perry Street, ATTICA, INDIANA

NOT ONE COMPLAINT
Has ever been received R & I WATCH and
from the users of CLOCK OILS.

Thousands of watchmakers and jewelers all over the
United States have found it to be the finest oil ever put on
the market. Will not gum, cut or blacken pivots. TRY IT

Send 25 cents to your jobber for a bottle.

M. Sickles & Sons, Philadelphia, Pa.
Swartchild & Co., Chicago, Ill.
Nordin:tit Bros. Co., San Francisco, Cal.
D. C. Percival & Co., Boston, Mass.

Wholesale Chas. May & Soo, Boston, Mass.
,..e.,. , Daniel Pratt's Son, 53 Franklin St., Boston, Mass.a long Sossield, Lorsch & Co., New York City

Agents H. S. Meiskey Ca, Lancaster, Pa.
E. &J. swigart Co., Cincinnati, Ohio
Ilanunel, Riglander Ar. Co., New York City
F. I,. Deacon Jewelry Co., Denver, Colo.
1.:a wards & Sloane Jewelry Co., Kansas City, Mo.

RANLETT & LOWELL CO., 
ite8vseTI ecor sN' umi lAd isnsg.

YOUR OLD GOLD AND SILVER
Sent to this building—the new smelting and refining plant

Of Thomas J. Dee & Co., will bring you quicker and larger

returns than you can possibly get elsewhere.

This building was designed and built especially for
the refining of gold, silver and platinum. It is the most

complete plant of its kind in the country.

Absolutely fireproof in construction, smooth concrete

floors in every room enable us to prevent loss or waste of
any material. Every scrap of metal, both precious and
base, is recovered. We even go to the extent of filtering

our smoke to prevent values getting away from us.

Thirty minutes' study of Thomas J. Dee & Co.'s plant
would convince you that no other concern in the country
devoted to the refining of precious metals would come up
to ours either in method or equipment.

Eighteen years of price-lifting service to the jewelry

trade is the platform on which we stand, and it is due to
the following out of these principles that we have pushed
ourselves ahead.

This is the kind of treatment that counts. The kind
of treatment that holds old customers and brings in new
ones—we intend to stick to it.

We have special facilities for the refining of old Crucibles, Polishings, Bench and
Floor Sweepings. Returns made in from three to five days after receipt of shipment.

Check for old gold and silver by return mail. Consignment held subject to your approval
satisfactory, we will return shipment intact, charges prepaid.

of our offer. If not

Thomas J. Dee & Company
Gold, Silver and Platinum Refiners 

Office, 67 and 69 Washington St. Works, 317 E. Ontario St.

Chicago, Illinois



Diamond and Stone Setting Tool No. 85. (Pat. applied tor)

The ouly tool that will do the work correctly and quickly

These tools, invented by a stone setter of many years experie
nce, will do the

work they are intended for with absolute perfection, whether 
in the hands of an

experienced or inexperienced workman. In eight seconds after adjustment in

lathe will cut a smooth seat for any stone from 1/16 to 2 carats.

Tools are made of polished and hardened steel and are in
destructible. Will fit

In Chucks Nos. 30;and 44.
The greatest time-saving device ever invented in the line of

 stone setting

cutters. Put up in neat block and box.
Price, per set, $5.50

For Sale

by all

Jobbers

in the

United

States

and

Canada

Screw Driver No. 112

With Special Clamp and Two Blades. Price, 
$1.00

Use the strew driver like an ordinary one 
until the screw Is partly extracted. Then press the

sliding clamp down ; this is so made that it engages 
the head of the screw and holds it until it is

desired to put it back again, when it automatically 
disengages itself, and the driver sends the screw

clear home. Particularly useful with stud screws.

Our illustration shows the clamp drawn back, w
hich permits the driver to be used like any

ordinary Spectacle Screw Driver. The other illu
sttation shows screw held in the clamp ready to be

placed in the mounting.

Spectacle and Eyeglass '

set 1ing.... . . 

..11

................ 

P

........ 

No. 1

This pad consists of a circular piece of rubber, not too 
solid to yield when a con-

vex surface is laid upon it, thus preventing any p
ossible breakage. It has a metal rim

with two bent arms which hold the clamps of the 
eyeglass or spectacle, and keep them

ill place while the screw is driven home.

Instructions for Using the Setting-up Pad No. 1

Put the lens in the straps of mounting. Then put the
 lens in the holder by

letting the two prongs come on each nide of the stu
d, holding the lens in place

between the thumb and forefinger of the left hand. Itraw the lens up in the strap by

pressing the thumb of the right hand against the end o
f the lens, and with the fore-

finger and middle finger of the right hand press against
 the rim of the holder on each

side of the two prongs. Place spectacle in holder in the same way. Then secur
e the

lens by turning the screw home. Will bold any strap of 
rimless spectacle or eyeglasses.

Our illustration shows "So-Easy " Eyeglaks Mounting 
on Pad. We show this

one in particular, as it is one of the most difficult 
ones to assemble.

Price, each, 50 cents

ap-noin
EIEF

sw:,-,Beragnince■-nnot,"4"
Quigke-glA8890n094c:e.ng„..!nritttex.eia

imrger capacity for hold-
ing work and Improved
construction.

1Vill hold wheels or plates
from 3 min. to 52 min,

Bezels, rings, watch cases,
etc., from 13 mm. 1.0 62
nil)).

State name and size of
lathe when ordering.

Improved Bezel

and
Wheel Chuck

No. 26

Each, $9.00

(Cut is full size)

ROLLER REMOVER No. 60
( Patented

Nickel-plated, each - $1.50

A thoroughly efficient and quick acting Roller Remover. The 
work is always

plainly in sight. The roller is held in the grooved jaws of the p
liers. The adjust-

able head which holds the screw is quickly brought into posit
ion over the stair,

and the most obstinate roller will instantly yield to the gradual 
pressure of the

screw.

ft

331CI'VuNK611.11°L"Pr'
A NEW REFLECTING EYE-CLASS

PA, r■or,.. qvam /7,,906

WORTH MORE THAN TEN TIMES

THE PRICE, F OR ESCAPEMENT -

WORK ALONE.

pRicE.854 SINGLE, 2-2/-3"FOCUS,,

Watch Reflecting Loupes

For inspection between the plates of a wateh

movement or any recess from which light is
excluded, this loupe is an absolute necessity.

They have been greatly improved in con.strae-

lion, the mirrors now being optically ground

concave, which causes them to reflect powerful

rays of light at the necessary point.

Single Lens, made in 2, 234 and 3-inch foci.
each. 85 cents

Double Lens, very powerful . . each, $1.50

HAMMEL, RIGLANDER & CO
47=49 Maiden Lane

• NEW YORK

1949

COMPILING CATALOGS for
Retail Jewelers is Our Specialty

IF YOU ARE IN THE MARKET FOR A CATALOG
THERE IS STILL SUFFICIENT TIME TO PLACE YOUR ORDER

We Can Handle It by Mail and Guarantee Prompt and Satisfactory Service

A _

STORE 11 CADY C6), OLMSTEAD JEWELRY CO., KANSAS CITY, MO.

DULUTH, MINN., February 4, 1909.
THE ARNSTINE BROS. CO., Cleveland, 0.

Gentlemen—It gives us great pleasure to express our
opinion as to benefit and result through the use of your
Catalog. For the last five years we have used it with
pronounced success believing it has added materially in
increasing the business each year over the previous one.
You are certainly to be complimented on your thorough
knowledge of the Catalog business, as your accurate system
and mode of improvements in same from time to time
comes up to the expectancy and demand of the most

The goods are of a high grade and placed before
the customer in a tempting manner and we at all times feel
the working power of the Catalog.

It is very gratifying and speaks volumes for the good
work your Catalogs have done for us. We can state that
our last book was admired by all recipients, a great many
taking the trouble to write or telephone to thank us for
our Catalog.

Wishing you success in your future labor, I am,

Respectfully,
HENRICKSEN JEWELRY Co.,

Per M. Henricksen.

CIThe catalogs sent out by this
-11firm since 1904 were made by
The Arnstine Bros. Company

L
Our Customers' Letters
‘-i-Should Convince You
That Our Catalogs Bring Results

KANSAS CITY, MO., February 17, 1909.

THE ARNSTINE BROS. Co., Cleveland, 0.

Gentlemen—Your letter of the 6th received asking
our opinion of the Catalog you issued for us last year,
this being the fifth season.

We were well pleased with this Catalog, and take
pleasure in saying that it was an improvement over former
years. The illustrations were good, also the printing.
Since taking this Catalog our mail order business has
improved from year to year, the last being the best,
and our city business has likewise improved.

Wishing you success, we are,

Yours truly,
CADY & OLMSTEAD JEWELRY Co.,

Per E. A. Hosier, Treas.

CiThe catalogs sent out by this
-ilfirm since 1904 were made by
The Arnstine Bros. Company

STORE if HENRICKSEN JEWELRY CO., DULUTH, MINN.

THEARNSTINE BROTHERS COMPANY
IN WRITING PLEASE MENTION
THIS ISSUE "THE KEYSTONE" Originators of the Exclusive Catalog Method for Retail Jewelers

CLEVELAND, OHIO



REPRESENTS THE HIGHEST TYPE OF PERFECTION
It is the Plating Machine

FINISHED IN DARK MISSION COLOR without an equal—is built
for practical service, will
do all the work required
in an up-to-date jewelry
shop, simple in construc-
tion. RELIABLE and
ALWAYS ready for
work.
The machine creates all
the electric current neces-
sary for plating, NO
arrangements or connec-
tions from electric light
wires are required—has
three current strengths—
MILD, MEDIUM and
STRONG—sufficient for
ALL KINDS OF PLAT-
ING.
CAN BE USED WITH
ANY GOOD PLATING
SOLUTION.
Positively neither DRY
BATTERIES • nor acids

  are used in this machine.
A quantity of the current-producing fluid and formula for making same is supplied with machine.

COST OF MAINTAINING THE MACHINE ABOUT FIFTY CENTS A YEAR

AN INSTRUCTION BOOK ON ELECTRO-PLATING ACCOMPANIES EVERY MACHINE

PRICE, Complete, $15.00, Net Cash
ASK YOUR JOBBER, OR WRITE FOR CIRCULARS TO

U. S. ELECTRO -CHEMICAL CO., Sole Manufacturers, 78 Lafayette

ammummistuommitimmosmunnumilisimoissmiummanumannusimunastimis '"

SIZE-15 inches long, 8 inches high, 7 inches wide

ELECTRO-PLATING SALTS
FOR THE USE OF

SMALL MANUFACTURING AND RETAIL JEWELERS
These PLATING SALTS are preparations in dry form,

containing the Gold and the Chemicals which, when dis-
solved in Water, are AT ONCE READY for USE, pro-
ducing unfailingly correct shades at all times.

These Salts will not deteriorate and can be liquified
as desired.

ROMAN GOLD SALTS, for one quart solution
RED GOLD
OLD ENGLISH
14 or 18 KARAT GOLD
ROSE GOLD
ORANGE ROSE
GREEN GOLD
ANTIQUE GREEN GOLD
GUINEA GOLD
GUINEA ROSE or GREEN
PARISIAN GOLD
SILVER SALTS, for half gallon, $3.15; for one gallon .
FRENCH GRAY SALTS
COPPER or BRASS SALTS

$4  50
. 4.50

4.50
  4.50
  4.80
  4.80
  4.80
  4.80
  4.80
4  80

  4.80
6.00
2.50
2.50

&..11MINIMNIWSIMS\V
We are Sole Agents for the above Celebrated Files. They can be had from your Jobber in all shapes, sizes and numbers. They are the equal of any Swiss File made. Give them a trial and youwill buy no other make in the future. Made of the best quality of steel aud are the duplicates in shapes, numbers and price of the Grobet Files. Pius/rated iwice-list seat on application.

The Perfection Gold Plating Solution

pEF2FECT
L 

loN
GOD

COLORINGSOLUT1ON

r0,,,14.PRgDoUTCtliNG
OLDROSEA-0ROMAN
MOM FROM SAME BOTTLE

DIRECTION&

NEARLY NEW

Cost $12.00 ; will sell for $6.00 each

Write to-day. This offer will not appear again

Dealer in Jewelers' Tools and Material

(rhe convenience of its arrangements, the workmanship and finish, and
.its low price makes this the most practical table for opticians on the

market. This table has a plate glass top set in a wooden frame, so as to
show the contents in the four upper drawers. Below these upper drawers
are four others for supplies, etc. Made of solid oak or birch and finished in
any color. Dimensions: 60 inches long, 16 inches deep and 30 inches high.

411, Write for Catalogue and
Order Through Your Jobber

.4111 hi. I,

Robbins'
Improved Turret-head

Interchangeable
Roller Remover

Manufacturers of Watchmakers'.
Opticians' and Jewelers Furniture

393 to 405 W. Kinzie Street
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, U.S.A.

The Perfection Solution is the only one on the
market which positively gives you an Old Rose and
Roman finish from the same bottle. Other makers
of solution claim to do the same thing simply by
overheating the fluid. This is wrong and the finish
is " muggy " looking.

The Perfection Solution has a coloring matter
in it that dyes every article put in the solution and
left long enough to give an Old Rose color. The
Roman color is obtained by taking the article out
of the solution as soon as the gold is thoroughly
deposited and before the Old Rose dye has begun
to deposit.

Remember, Perfection Gold Coloring Solution
is put up in 32 oz. and 16 oz. Bottles and sold for
$3.00 and $1.75 respectively, while inferior solu-
tions charge the same for pint and 3. pint bottles.

The most practical tool ever
offered. Will take off any roller,
single or double, instantly. Has
five interchangeable heads.

Robbins' Latest Improved Mainspring Winder (With handle)
The simplest on the market. No changing of barrels required. This is

the quickest action MailNisiperkineig.
pWlaintedder. 

on
n  Price,time $n a rt k. 7e ta

Complete directions for use with each tool.

OPTICIANS' LENS FILES
Set of three Opticians' Lens Flies, wills Rubber Handles, in neat cardboard
box, Price, 50 cents per set.

To THE RETAILER:—If you expect to stay where you are and hold

the old trade, you can not afford to sell second-class goods.

The BRYANT RINGS will hold the old customers, and every ring

you sell will be an advertisement that will attract new ones. They

are the Best Made and Best Known Rings in the market.,

\t/Ness
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This well-known brand is
worthy of its name:
Superior in FINISH.
Superior in QUALITY.
Superior in TEMPER.

Price, $1.25 per doz.

 unKs&ozasas.

THE BEST IS THE CHEAPEST

Why the "LAFAYETTE MAINSPRING" is superior
1st—It is guaranteed to be Di Ode of the Best Steel.
2d—It is made by Skilled Hand Labor.
3d—Each Spring is wrapped in Oil Paper and Silver Foil, which packing positively avoids

exposure to the moisture of the air, and therefore all danger of rust is prevented.
4th—Bach Spring bears a Metal Tag, indicating the watch it is intended for, which accuracy

is warranted.
5th—Each dozen is put in a neat Box, having twelve partitions, one for each spring, so the

handling of several springs at one time is avoided.
6th—The finish of the " Lafayette Spring " is, like tin quality, superior to any in the market.

Sole Exclusive Wholesale

Agents, Henry Zimmern & istributers forCo.,• Inc-, U. S. and Canada
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Like Banking Rooms, the Jewelry Stores should have Massive, Substantial and
Artistic Designs. Like Drug Stores, they must be Sanitary and Attractive.

The Most Exacting Requirements are satisfied by

WHEELING METAL CEILINGS

Write. Correspondence solicited.

Wheeling Corrugating Co.
Branch Offices

PHILADELPHIA

NEW YORK

CHICAGO

WHEELING
WEST VIRGINIA

and Stores

BOSTON

CHATTANOOGA

ST. LOUIS

W. & R.
" Improved Rolling Mill"

FOR JEWELERS

The Rolls are 2 inches in diameter
by 3 inches long.

Made of Hardened Steel and
Ground perfectly true.

The Cogs are made of the best
steel and bearings of Bronze Metal.

Price •

▪ 

$20.00

Can also supply Ring Rolls and
Square Rolls to fit same if desired.

Every Mill Guaranteed.

For Sale by all Leading Jewelers' Supply Houses
throughout the couniry

Manufactured by

Worthington & Raymond
102 and 104 Fulton Street NEW YORK

OLIVER QUALITY
JEWELERS' MACHINERY

There is no waste material in the
Oliver Quality Drop Press. There
is just enough in each part to perform

its function well. That is why our Drops
are so low in price and so high in quality.

Described in Catalogue No. 17

The No. 4A Oliver Quality
Rolling Mill is of an entirely

  original design. It will finish
stock absolutely smooth and flat and
still it has the strength and power
for the most severe requirements.
May we send you Catalogue No. 17?

THE W. W. OLIVER MANUFACTURING CO.
1490 Niagara Street, BUFFALO, N. Y.

OLIVER QUALITY PRODUCTS are carried in stock by the AMERICAN OIL & SUPPLY CO.,
52 Lafayette Street, Newark, N. J.

A
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ONE DOLLAR EACH 

Dale Wire and Wheel Chucks
EVERY CHUCK GUARANTEED

Whitcomh
Geneva No. 116

Ntark Mokeley
No.1

()lin
or

Leader
Moseley
No, 2 Kearney

Elgin
WobRter or
Whitcomb Triumph

Moseley
1 x2 Eiveti

Hopkins
No.3

C.After January 1, 1910, all Dale Wheel Chucks and
Regular Round and Flat Face Wire Chucks will be
Sold at $1.00. For Other Prices See Catalogue No. 5

HARDINGE BROS. CHVC33
-314G1OLINCIOLNIAVEONIUSE

The Phenomenal Sale of this
Case Proves its Usefulness

Jewelers with a keen eye in every case relming to their business, saw tt Once
the beauty, utility and cheapness of our IDEAL" CASE.

It is made of solid oak, or other wood desired, highly polished, beveled plate-
glass top, double strength glass front, ends and doors, has two highly polished
shelves of same wood as case, supported by Tom's adjustable brackets, metal legs
six inches high, and doors run on steel tracks.

DIMENSIONS:—Length as ordered, 28 inches wide, 43 inches high, upper shelf
12 inches wide, lower shelf 16 inches.

The construction of this case is first class. It has a nicely molded top, orna- Wall Cases. Solid Oak. S feet long, 8 feet 4 inches high, 1 foot 4 inches deep
mented with egg and dart. inside. Doors slide up, fastened to - forton's steel chains and weights, Inside of case and

A BEAUTIFUL CASE shelves lined with black felt. Made to ship in the knock down.

Net price, $58.00. Worth $70.00

Made and sold by Salesroom, Office and Fac"ory

Union Show Case Co. 56-66 Frank Street, CHICAGO
Take the Blue Island Avenue Car
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The
Book
to
Buy
From

HE WORTH OF A CATALOGUE is

1955
6;0:6:3 cororzt

.e.UYro.-ai

1910

best tested by the Holiday rush.
The Catalogue of "The Quick Delivery House " has stood this test for many
years and has never been found wanting. Our new book for 1910 is more

complete, more attractive than ever, and we are "behind the Catalogue " with our
well-earned reputation of filling all orders on the same day on which they reach us.
We have anticipated the big Holiday demand, and all our lines are complete.
Remember we are manufacturers' agents for the leading lines.

ELGIN AND WALTHAM MOVEMENTS
KEYSTONE, CRESCENT and CROWN CASES
Complete Watches, Diamonds and Precious Stones

Clocks, Bronzes and Cut Glass
Flatware and Silver Plated Hollowware
Gold and Roll Plate Jewelry
Canes and Umbrellas, Holiday Goods, Etc.

IF YOU HAVE NOT ALREADY RECEIVED YOUR COPY OF OUR CATALOGUE,
WRITE US AT ONCE. IT IS FREE FOR THE ASKING

ALBERT BROTHERS Wholesale Jewelers

CINCINNATI, OHIO
"THE QUICK DELIVERY HOUSE"  

.a
0009.50G.503ju..0aNeaViatiteLMUV)r:baG.5an.Vb_o_like.M.5.r:Mir:istridE51
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WATCH CASE REPAIRING

With this experience, together with the highest class staff of experts, enables us to
guarantee entire satisfaction.

A few of our specialties are :—Remodeling of English, Swiss and American Key-
Wind Cases to fit American or Swiss Stem-Wind Movements ; Special Hand-Made
Cases for Odd and Regular Size Movements ; New Backs, Bezels and Caps ; Gold and
Silver Plating and Coloring ; Jewelry Repairing ; Refinishing and Repainting of Metal
Dials ; Miniature Portraits.

Special Attention to Out-of-Town Trade Send for Price-List

N. J. FELIX & SONS
Phone, 710 John
Member Jewelers' Security Alliance 45 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK CITY

GREEN

iEi

An electro-plating machine that anyone can use. Just
the new finishes on your old goods. Plates ROMAN, RED,
SILVER, COPPER and NICKEL.

FORMULAE for making solutions and full directions for
colors come with each machines These alone are worth the
the outfit.

BATTERIES are ordinary dry cell and give lin2, 3, 6, 9 and 12 volts
current (see cut), and Should last a year or more with ordinary use and can
easily be replaced.

CONSTRUCTION is good; material of Oak, wood work nicely finished.
Lever and attachments nickel-plated. Jars for solutions hold 12 ounces and
are self-sealing. Plating tank or bowl of best enamel ware. One each pure
gold, pure silver and carbon anode. Connecting wires complete, ready for use.

Weight, 30 pounds crated. Size, 18 inches long, 9 inches high and
inches wide. Guaranteed as represented or money refunded. Price, $15.00
net cash, F. 0. B. Kansas City, Mo.

The only ma-
chine furnishing
five different
strengths of cur-
rent; five shades
of color for each
solution.
SIMPLE,

PRACTICAL
and INDIS-
PENSABLE,
always ready,
clean, compact,
sure in results,
the IDEAL
machine for the
jeweler.
the thing to put
ROSE, GREEN,

plating all above
price charged for

W.,1111
FULL AND COMPLETE DIRECTIONS
FOR PLATING ON EACH BOTTLE

Rose Gold Plating Solution, 12 Oz. Bottl
Red Gold Plating Solution, 12 Oz. Bottle
Roman Gold Plating Solution, 12 OZ.
Green Gold Plating Solution, 12 Oz. Bolt
Silver Plating Solution, 12 Oz. Bottle. p

B. Price $2.25
. Price 2.25
ottle. Price 2.25
le. Price 2.25
rice . . .75

These solutions are not a new thing or an experi-

ment. We have been supplying them for some time to

jewelers who had difficulty in getting the pure chemicals

necessary for a perfect solution.

The success we have met with has induced us to

put them on the market.

Each Gold Solution of 12 ounces contains 45 grains

of chloride of gold, making an exceedingly rich and rapid

solution. All chemicals used are of uniform strength

and exactly suited to the amount of gold and solution.

To those who use the IDEAL PLATING MACHINE, for which these
solutions were first compounded, we guarantee absolute satisfaction in every

instance. Where used with any other plater you obtain better and quicker
results than with any other solution.

1• Prepared caperiall, for put.
,R factory finish on hard
and ..oli %older f,Pad• into,
new fin1.41 on old or Shop.
‘vorn jeoelrY
WM not injure the finest

A, Enamel. Imitation or Pre.
...1 c nou• JIOnea
wl.• Every 12-ounce bottle.Gold
, Platinig Solution, Gutm

anima to conlain 45 gram.
1, Chloride of Gold
C Solutions fornlahed In the
), following

a* Rom. Roman. Red and
.. Green Gold, Silver.
,t, Copper and nickel.
-

0,, RECOMMENDED
t'
'''''': THE IDE'AL•n•PU1v."711;MACHINE

..t. .i- .4.- t .*- . , - F i

at its mints and assay offices, large consignments of old gold, refines same and remits proceeds
c 0 '',K h * by  express.pibo ut 6

a .17 v '1. to 8 days' time is required to get returns, from which refining and coinage charges
are deducted and return expressage to pay.

rinl 11 there is no recourse.
The value placed by the U. S. Government on a consignment is absolute and final, from which

\! 1011111 

Wendell and Company accept at their assay offices and refineries small lots of Old Gold

■ 0•
($1 to $25o), remit full value at once by draft, before refining, and hold consignments until valuations

0 are accepted.
If there is any doubt about the valuation placed upon a consignment by them, it is immediately

returned in its original condition, express charges prepaid.
Their large business requires complete assaying, smelting and refining departments. They handle without additional

expense and use in their own factories all old gold and silver consigned to them. The difk rence in the value of old gold(before refining) and fine gold (after refilling) is their profit, which is very much smaller than it would have to be if they con-ducted a separate refining business with a large investment in plants and expenses ranging from 15 to 25 per cent. of thevalue of old metal received.

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT DOES NOT BUY OLD SILVER
It accepts same for refining, and returns the fine silver in bars, less the refining charges, by express.
Wendell and Company buy old silver outright at the full market value, which is governed by

the price of fine silver.

DO NOT PAY YOUR BILLS WITH OLD GOLD OR SILVER

Sell it to Wendell and Company for full cash value and pay your bills
with the returns. You will save much by so doing. Most of the firms that
take gold and silver on account do not use it themselves ; nor have they any
means of ascertaining its exact value, but depend on others, who place a
value on it that will afford two profits.

,i171"F1-141141al.'11'
M.71-11.] OM 

Ell„ „_ -I "I HI .1. 

Also complete stock of DIAMONDS, JEWELRY, WATCHES, SILVERWARE,
TOOLS, MATERIAL and OPTICAL GOODS, everything needed by the Retail Jeweler

If unable to obtam from your Jobber, order direct from the manufacturers

C. B. NORTON JEWELRY COMPANY 1013-15 Grand Avenue
KANSAS CITY, MO.

WENDELL AND COMPANY,

ASSAYERS, SMELTERS AND REFINERS.

Polishings, crucibles, bench and floor sweeps economically handled and
proceeds promptly remitted.
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THE NEW MODEL MOSELEY LATHE

NEW MODEL MOSELEY

Universal Face Plate

,11,11111■11111

The New Model Colloidal Chuck
The STRONGEST and MOST
SCIENTIFICALLY PERFECT
CHUCK ever invented

NEW MODEL SWING REST
is included without extra charge

THE MOSELEY LATHES ARE LEADERS as the Many Thousands of More Than Satisfied Watchmakers who
are using them constantly in their daily work Abundantly Testify.

THE MOSELEY LATHES have been well and favorably known to the Watchmakers of the World for upward of a Third of a Cent
ury

and they have stood the test of this long and continuous service and under the most exacting conditions and they have b
een found More Than

Equal to All Requirements. They are of the BEST QUALITY of Material and Workmanship and they are UP-TO-DAT
E in Every Particular.

ACCURACY AND RAPIDITY—THEY ARE WHAT COUNT in these days of Most Strenuous Competitiou and THEY A
RE SECURED

by the use of MOSELEY TOOLS. FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS. Write for Full Particulars.

THE MOSELEY LATHE CO., Elgin, III., U.S.A.

O. HAI: ER, Pres. C. \V. ISA I: VIZ , ice-Pres.

BAKER & CO., Incorporated
Platinum, Gold and Silver Refiners

Assayers, Smelters and Manufacturers

Platinum and Gold Setting
Department

NEW YORK OFFICE

30 Church Street

Telephone, 3811 Cortlandt

WORKS

408 N. J. R. R. Ave.

NEWARK, N. J.
Telephone, 3 Waverly

Platinum and Gold Settings
carried in stock

at both addresses

WHEN
A

CUSTOMER

WISHES
TO
SELL

r14:111:i4

You any lot or single piece of mounted diamond

jewelry—large or small—do not turn him down

absolutely, send the goods to mc for a

SPOT CASH OFFER

and save all trouble and worry. I pay all express

charges and insure the goods in transit. I have

been in the business right here for 16 years,

and can give the very best references as to

responsibility on application. Offers and valua-

tions furnished promptly. See ad. on another

page of this issue.
Write for further informa6on.

J. J. COHEN
1011 Chestnut St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Established ISU

Amsterdam, Tulpstraat 10 London, Audrey House, Ely Place

1959

•

Only 24 Days Left
Before Christmas 

it is for you to decide. You can
wind up this year with a profit—
if you Troill. You halie noU to de-
termine whether it will be a Profit
or a Loss. Our Holiday Catalogue
71,111 help you make it a Profit.

The Next 24 Days will tell

Is it to be a BIG Bank Account—
and an easier road ahead —next
year ? The final result is in your
hands. You must have goods,
and your only safe and sure way
Is to order from our catalogue.
You cannot make a Profit—
unless you have the Goods on
Uhich Profit is made.

Well directed effort and the Goods
are all you need. Our  $500,000
Stock—Our Clerks—Our Time
At your service.

Write—Wire—Telephone.

Will you send your order to-day?

Very truly yours,

M. J. AVERBECK
Manufacturer—Importer

10 and 12 Maiden Lane NEW YORK

4
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Waltham, Mass., Jan. 14, 1909.
MR. WILLIAM F. NYE

Dear Sir:—We are sending an average of five or six
replies a day to letters we receive for watch oil, in which
we refer the watchmakers to you for some of your latest
product of oil. We presume you are taking care of
these inquiries and that the oil is giving general satisfac-
tion throughout the country, as with us.

Yours truly,
WALTHAM WATCH CO.

Fine Grade Ruby an Sap-
phire Balance Jewels

TO FIT ALL MAKES

American Movements

Finely polished and finished Balance Staffs to match

$1.00 per Dozen each

JOHN A. POLTOCK 79 Na
ssau Street

NEW YORK, N.Y.

Watch Material, Watchmakers' and Jewelers' Supplies

BALANCE HOLE JEWELS
IN BRASS SETTINGS

$5.00 A GROSS
(I, I have about twenty gross of jewels, which I will sell for $5.00
a gross in full gross lots, made up of the following assortment :

First and second quality ruby and sapphire
First and second quality of garnets

All makes and sizes all mixed up together. If not satisfied
with these when you see them, your money will be most cheer-
fully refunded.

W. C. BONNEY, KEOKUK, IOWA

THE MISSMAN ItCL=1- 
Engraving Block

Price, $13.50 Patented

MISSMAN'S IMPROVED WATCH OILER
-

Price, 45 cents

MISSMAN'S
Ring Clamp,
for Engraving

inside of
Ring

Price, 75c.

1111111111111 Fin

•

FOR SALE BY ALL LEADING JOBBERS

If yours does not carry it, write Direct

1411-1111111111

MISSMAN'S HAND-MADE GRAVERS

1, Square Graver, set up for hair lines.
2. Square Graver, wide angle for shading.
3. Spoon Graver, for shading.
4. it' ng Graver, for inside rings.
5. Square Graver, turned up.
6. Spoon Graver, for hair lines.

Each Graver Ready for
Use and Cuaranteed.

Your choice of six of the
following twslve most
useful Gravers in case

for ;2.75.

Set of Six in Box,
all Illustrated,

$2.75

ORDER
BY NUMBER

7. Line Graver, narrow fine lines.
8. Line Graver, medium fine lines.
9. Gouge Graver, small round.
10. Flat Graver, extra narrow.
11. Flat Graver, narrow.
12. Flat Graver, medium.

MISSMAN'S SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING

Our Staff and Jewel Cabinets are the Same Size. Dimensions, 16 in. x 7 in.

toli
tisretilletntnennotrnMiVodet 
lArlAgnnethretanttOtezfe

frgdilittlittcnttg4n

This handsome genuine leather, phials lined cabinet, containing
144 bottles, put in free of charge with one gross of jewels

508-9 Baird Bldg.
f KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

The MOST COMPLETE CABINET SYSTEM on the AMERICAN

MARKET for BALANCE JEWELS and STAFFS

No Jeweler or Watchmaker can AFFORD to be WITHOUT these cabinets. OUR

SYSTEM is now in use by thousands of the most successful Watchmakers and Jewelers

throughout the UNITED STATES and CANADA, with most flattering results.

Read the letters below and then join the ranks of the satisfied ones:

SAYABEC, P. Q.„Tuly 213, 1909.

TH'E, ClIARLES J. O'DONNELL CO.,
Waltham, Mass.

Gentlemen — I herewith enclose
cheek in payment fin. the t wo cabinets
received, and I must say that I ant
very much pleased wit II them, also the
contents. At what price can you sell
Inv staffs and jewels as contained in the
cabinets received per dozen in half
110Sell of each number, duty to 1.e paid
by me?

'Yours very truly,

BARTLESVILLE, OKLA., Oct. It, 1909.

CHARLES J. O'DONNELL CO , Walthatn, Mass.

Gentlemen :—I have a cabinot system which .s put out by some fir...

In Springfield, III. I iris sorry to say although I have had it only a

short time—I have found it not satisfactory on account of the staffs

and jewels EMI. being I rue, some of thew. I had one of t air circulars

at the time and should have ordere,1 your cabinet system had it not,

been for my watchmaker who caused TIP' to order the other. Now, c.un

vou furnish me jewels and staffs I,. lit this cabinet, when I order them

by size of pivots. as mentioned in my cabinet 7
Hoping to hear from you soon, I ire,

Yours respect fully,

THE CHARLES J. O'DONNELL CO., Waltham, Mass., U.S.A.

Ig6i

Read what CHARLES TESKE, the Inventor and Patentee of the Regulator, used by the Hampden
Watch Company, says of FULCRUM WATCH AND CLOCK OIL

FULCRUM OIL CO. Oct. 26, 1909
Gentlemen :—Of all the watch oils I have used for 47 years as a watchmaker,

I consider yours the best. (signed) CHARLES TESKE

FULCRUM WATCH AND CLOCK OIL
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

J. Klein

BUFFALO, N. Y.
King & Eisele
Queen City Material Co.
Danner & Co.

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.
Cross 8c Beguelin
E. Dreyer
Henry Fein & Co.
R., L. & M. Friedlander
F. D. Gould
W. Green & Co.
L. H. Keller & Co.
H. S. Kramer
H. B. Peters & Co.
Wolff & Shonkoff

SYRACUSE, N. Y.

W. P. Hitchcock & Co.

UTICA, N. Y.

Abelson & Liberman

CINCINNATI, OHIO
Lindner & Co.
Jos. Mehmert
E. & J. Swigart Co.
Thoma Bros. Co.

CLEVELAND, OHIO
Sigler Bros. Co.
H. A. Wolff
Bowler & Burdick Co.

ALTOONA, PA.

E. L. BRENT

35 cents a bottle

IS SOLD BY THE FOLLOWING JOBBERS

HARRISBURG, PA.
C. H. Mann

LANCASTER, PA.
H. S. Meiskey Co.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Aisenstein & Gordon
Jos. B. Bechtel & Co.
John H. Blisard & Co.
Chas. H. O'Bryon
M. Sickles & Sons

PITTSBURG, PA.
A. H. Gerwig
Lancia w Bros.
L. 0. C. Mahaffey
Heeren Bros. & Co.

WILLIAMSPORT, PA.
B. T. Manley

DALLAS, TEXAS
H. H. Hawley

LYNCHBURG, VA.
J. S. Ehrich

MILWAUKEE, WIS.
0. H. Bingenheimer

TORONTO, CANADA
Albert Kleiser
J. A. Knox & Co.

WINNIPEG, CANADA
W. R. Noble & Co.

ST. JOHNS, NEWFOUNDLAND
R. H. Trapnell

LOS ANGELES, CAL.
Gilmore & Lee
E. W. Reynolds Co.
H. F. Wallace

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
R. & L. Myers
Nordman Bros. Co.
M. H. Rosenthal

DENVER, COLO.
E. L. Deacon Jewelry Co.
Ed. Lehman Jewelry Co.
Lewis Jewelers' Supply Co.

WILMINGTON, CONN.
B. Kleitz & Bro.

CHICAGO, ILL.
A. C. Becken Co.
C. H. Knights-Thearle Co.
Norris, Alister & Co.
Henry Paulson & Co.
E. Schwarz & Co.
Otto Young & Co.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
Baldwin, Miller Co.
Hoffman & Lauer

LOUISVILLE, KY.
J. Gordy

NEW ORLEANS, LA.
W. E. Taylor Co.

BALTIMORE, MD.
Baltimore Jewelers' Supply Co.
A. Perel & Son

The above list is as complete as present information can make it. Any jobber handling Fulcrum Oil
and not listed above, please notify the factory so that their name may be added to the list next month.

BOSTON, MASS.
E. A. Cowan & Co.
A. Paul & Co.
Chas. May & Son

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
S. H. Clausin & Co.
Reed-Bennett Co.

OWATONNA, MINN.
Josten Mfg. Co.

ROCHESTER, MINN.
L. A. Orr Co.

ST. PAUL, MINN.
Sischo & Beard

KANSAS CITY, MO.
Edwards & Sloane Jewelry Co.
Meyer Jewelry Co.
Nevin Bros.
C. B. Norton Jewelry Co.

ST. LOUIS, MO.
Bauman-Massa Jewelry Co.
J. W. Cary & Co.
Reeves, Kemper Co.

OMAHA, NEBR.
Sol Bergman Jewelry Co.

ALBANY, N. Y.
M. Levitz
E. P. Miller

OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.
J. H. Mednikow & Co.

$3.75 per dozen

FULCRUM OIL COMPANY, Franklin, Pa., U.S.A.

We Furnish and Equip Jewelry Shops with Everything Required

POLISHING TANK or TUBBING MACHINE
Weight, 150 pounds Floor space 26 inches by 36 inches

Will do the work of five or six ordinary hands polishing and burnishing chains, collar buttons, stick
pins, rings, charms, fobs, hat pins and other jewelry.

GOLD, SILVER, PLATE, NICKEL OR BRASS
Work finished ready for shipment. Does away with all Brushes, Buffs, Polishing Material, etc.

Full particulars on application.

Send for our 600-page Illustrated Catalogue

AMERICAN OIL 8z SUPPLY CO. 52-54-56 Lafayette St., NEWARK, N. J.
I leyworth Building, CHICAGO
143 Eddy St. . . PROVIDENCE, It. I.

Importers and Manufacturers of Fine Tools, Machinery and Supplies for Jewelers, Silversmiths and Meta! Workers
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Van Gelder Brothers
ACTUAL and EXPERIENCED

DIAMONDC UTTERS

We cut diamonds exclusively for the American
market and our cutting commends them to
the most critical.

CUTTING WORKS:

249 LONGUE RUE D'ARGILE
ANTWERP, BELGIUM

CORRESPONDENCE

NEW YORK OFFICES:

BROADWAY MAIDENLANE BUILDING

170 BROADWAY

INVITED

THIS
Grandfather's

CLOCK
MAKES AN IDEAL
CHRISTMAS GIFT

In furnishing a home there is no other
article of furniture so elegant nor one
that appeals so directly to people of
refined taste, as a standing clock.

These Clocks are 7 feet high.
12-inch Silvered Dial, Gong
Strike and Retail for

$50.00
With Westminster Chimes
Striking Each Quarter Hour
Retail for

$ 5 . 00

We guarantee workmanship and movement
to be high-grade and handsome and com-
mend it as an unusually good Holiday Seller.

fil/e •for Our .Special Folder

American Cuckoo
Clock Company  STATION S  
PHILADELPHIA, PENNA.

This is the Age of Original Ideas
It is Necessary for the Retailer to Keep in Touch
with the Ever Advancing Ideas of the People

WE CAN HELP YOU DO THIS

Our Designs and Workmanship On

PLATINUM LAVALLIERES
FANCY DIAMOND AND
PEARL RINGS, SLEEVE
BUTTONS, STICK PIN AND
SHIRT SETS, ANTIQUE
SIGNET RINGS, CAMEO
BROOCHES, ETC.,
ARE OF THE HIGHEST and MOST

ARTISTIC ORDER

209 STATE STREETF. H. Jacobson Co. CHICAGO, ILL.
DESIGNS SUBMITTED WITHOUT EXTRA CHARGES

Krementz
Collar
Buttons
and Studs

ONE PIECE

" The Button that's Insured"

Imitators of Krementz Collar
Buttons are continually coming
and going. Every once in a while

new one springs up.

They all harp on price, but never
a word about

QUALITY

For Finish and Quality

The Krementz

maintains its lead, and furnishes bet-
ter value than any other made.

Send for booklet, The Story of a Collar Button"

All Krementz Collar Buttons—of every quality—
are manufactured by

KREMENTZ 0 CO.
in their factory

PARK BROS. 6 ROGERS

20 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
Selling Agents to Jobbing Trade

NEWARK, N. J.
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For
Christmas
Giving

ROGERS BROS."Christmas gifts of "18 47 

spoons, forks and fancy serving pieces

afford utmost satisfaction. Not only

do they give lasting service, but always

maintain their original charm and

beauty. The trade mark

1841
ROGERS BROS.11111
guarantees the heaviest triple plate.
See that it appears on reverse side of

silver-plated articles you purchase.

Then you know you have the

"Silver Plate that Wears"
For 62 years "1847 ROGERS BROS." has

been the accepted standard.

There are many combination sets
arranged in chests and fancy cases

that are especially appropriate for

holiday purchases.

Sold by leadinq. dealers. Send for

catalogue " 7 9 showing designs.

MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO.
(International Silver Co., Successor)

Meriden, Conn.
NEW YORK CHICAGO

SAN FRANCISCO

Our Advertising
Campaign

during the Fall and Holiday Season has

been vigorous and systematic. We have

turned trade your way, if you handle our

ware. But our publicity policy calls for

'round-the-year advertising, and during

the months after the Holidays we shall

continue to call attention to

MG ROGERS BROSn X
 S

TRIPLE

in the leading magazines, daily newspapers,

etc. — hundreds of publications in all.

We shall also continue, as for many years

past, to supply, free, advertising helps to

dealers—ready-to-print advertisements,

with type matter and cuts complete; signs,

show cards, posters, street-car cards,

circulars, etc.

Write for Particulars

MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO.

NEW YORK

(INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO., successor)

MERIDEN, CONN.
CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO

111
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Christmas and the Coming Year

ALTHOUGH somewhat premature, we

take advantage of this, our last op-

portunity for the year, to extend a Christ-

mas greeting to all our readers, and we sin-

cerely trust that a remunerative holiday

trade will prepare them to celebrate with

becoming joy the great event which the

festival commemorates. The greater num-

ber of the trade, we are pleased to say, look

forward hopefully to the results of the

Christmas season, and even should there be

some disappointments, it is consoling to be
assured that the clouds of depression which

darkened the commercial horizon one year
ago have been entirely lifted and that the
new year will usher in at least several years
of uninterrupted prosperity. There is, con-
sequently, little reason why any of us should
be cast down during this season of pro-
verbial rejoicing, and a great majority, we
trust, will have temporal as well as spiritual
cause for elation. We ourselves will stand
beside the death couch of the old year with-
out any ill feeling towards the dying occu-

pant, and we look confidently to his very

promising successor.
The past year has been remarkable for

successful achievements in various fields of

human effort. The most remarkable, prob-

ably, is the flying machine, which has estab-

lished beyond doubt the possibility of aerial

transportation. The North Pole, the search

for which has been the cause of an immense

sacrifice of human life and treasure, was

at last discovered. In the political world,

Turkey has secured a constitutional govern-

ment, and material reforms in this direction

have been made in Persia. China is being

developed at an extraordinarily rapid rate

and railroads are being constructed through-

out this immense territory. The railroad,

the advance agent of civilization, is also

penetrating the dark places of Africa, and

the new year will find comparatively little

unexplored territory on this planet. The

wireless telegraph has been so developed

that messages can be sent and received for

many thousands of miles, making almost

instantaneous communication possible at all

times by sea or land. Many hours have

been cut from the time necessary to cross

the Atlantic, and material progress has been

made in the economizing of the minutes in

every direction. The possibility of running

our trains on a single rail, by the use of the

gyroscope, at a greatly increased speed and

with diminished danger, has been proved,

and many other undreamed of achievements

are now in prospect. The business short-

comings of the year will be soon forgotten,

but 1909 has been made immortal in history

by the many triumphs that have crowned

human effort.

Trade Take Action on Gem Smuggling

WHILE an estimate of the total of the
smuggled gem traffic must neces-

sarily be mere conjecture, we can readily

understand, considering the character of
the goods, that it must reach many millions.

Some of those best posted on the situation

go so far as to say that the illegitimate

imports closely approximate, if they do not

equal, the total of recorded importations.

Whatever this illegitimate traffic may be in

the aggregate, there is no doubt that it is
sufficiently large not only to defraud the

Government out of a large sum, but also

to work a grave injustice on the legitimate

diamond trade. In calculating the injury

done, not only the amount of the traffic, but

the demoralization of the market caused

thereby must be taken into account. It is

quite natural, therefore, that combined

action should be taken by the importers to

check, if not suppress, the extensive smug-

gling which threatens their business. Last

month these importers organized a self-pro-

tective association which, it is expected, will

be a material aid to the Government in cur-

tailing the illegitimate traffic. The associa-

tion has materialized at a very opportune

time, as the upheaval in the New York

Custom House will naturally put the officials

on their metal, assuring more enthusiastic

co-operation and more satisfactory results.

The extensive smuggling would seem,

at the present time, to be the only shadow

on the bright outlook for the gem trade.

We learn, from official statistics, that more

diamonds and other precious stones were

imported at New York in October than in

any other month in the history of the port,

a truly remarkable record. The total ap-

praised value of the gems imported in

October was $5,132,189, compared with

$1,988,689 in the same month last year.

Two years ago, in the same month, the

precious stone entries were valued at

$2,041,747. These immense importations

are no less suggestive of the financial

soundness of the country than of the

strength of the gem market. The adver-

tisements of the retail dealers throughout

the country, furnished us by the clipping

bureaus, show a remarkable preponderance

of diamond announcements, which evidences

the growing popularity of these gems and
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the aptitude of the trade in taking ad-
vantage of the opportunity. The fact that
many jewelers report more satisfactory
business in diamonds than in the other more
utilitarian and less expensive lines is anoma-
lous but unmistakably suggestive of the
return of normal conditions and confidence
in their permanency.

Art Education of the Jeweler

OUR efforts to direct trade sentiment in
the direction of artistic education are,

we are pleased to note, beginning to bear
fruit. Our correspondence shows that quite
a number of the more ambitious spirits
among the trade fully appreciate the im-
portance of cultivating an artistic taste in
relation to their business and have taken
what steps seem available to them to im-
prove themselves in this respect. While it
is regrettable that our younger craftsmen
are placed at a disadvantage by the lack of
technical schools in which systematic train-
ing would be required, the fact that an in-
creasing number of opportunities are of-
fered them for such study indicates a
greater interest in the matter and a growth
of sentiment which, in time, will be influen-
tial in stimulating educational reform in
the direction of technical teaching. Among
the letters recently received in reference
to this subject was the following from
an enterprising member of the trade, J. R.
Stebbins, of Ashtabula, Ohio, whose ambi-
tion, as expressed in his letter, is, we are
pleased to say, by no means confined to
himself. His communication is as follows:

Yotir .editorial, "Art Education for the
Jeweler," strikes a chord of like pitch in me.
I am glad that you have written the editorial and
I now wish you would or could see fit to carry
the matter farther and have a department in your
valuable paper devoted to the subject.

As a suggestion, call attention to the lines of
goods made in this country as well as those
brought in by our importers, which should receive
honorable mention in such a department; then
have the editor of the department look up books
that will help the jeweler in his study of art in
general, as well as that especially devoted to the
business.

Personally I am vitally interested in this mat-
ter and should receive with joy every suggestion
that would help me in my effort to advance my
artistic ideas, as much for the pleasure of the
study as the good it might do the business I have
chosen for my life work.

In connection with technical teaching
there are interesting developments in
various parts of the country. In Massa-
chusetts, where greater progress has been
made in this direction than in any other
State, and which boasts of that excellent
institution, the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, efforts have been made to
extend facilities for technical education to
the several industrial centers in which cer-
tain industries flourish. A new idea is the
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possible co-operation of local industries
with the public schools, with a view to tech-
nical teaching. The recent establishment of
such a relationship at Beverly, Mass., af-
fords a basis upon which to consider the
subject. The United Shoe Machinery
Company has equipped a model shop in its
works in that small city, where the boys of
the local industrial school will receive the
shop end of their education. Two divisions
of the school will alternate between the
schoolroom and the shop. The necessary
instruction in the so-called theoretical sub-
jects will be directed by the school teachers,
while specialized instructors will direct the
training of the shop. The boys, as a fin-
ished product of the school, will have been
specialized in this one branch of manufac-
turing, but, at the same time, they will be
grounded in the essential principles of all
industries which manufacture in metal.

In Providence, R. I., the New England
jewelry manufacturing center, there is the
School of Design, in which the jewelry
manufacturers have shown considerable
interest and which is doing excellent work
in the training of youth for remunerative
employment in the big local factories. Mere
local efforts, however, can never accomplish
satisfactorily the purpose in view, but will
serve to fix attention on the lack of tech-
nical teaching facilities and the increased
desire and need of such education.

In response to our correspondent
quoted above, and several others, we will
endeavor to establish in this journal a
department devoted to the subject of art
jewelry and the cultivation of trade interest
in the subject.

Origin of the Watchmakers'
Examination Idea

or HE article published in our last issue
on the subject of watchmakers' ex-

aminations, from the pen of N. Nielson,
president of the Iowa Retail Jewelers'
Association, has resulted in a little contro-
versy in regard to the origin of the idea.
Mr. Nielson's statement that "the Iowa
Association was the first in the field agitat-
ing the examination of watchmakers by an
association board" is disputed by several
correspondents. One of these claims that
the question of examination for watch-
makers by a State association was originally
presented at the first convention held by
the Wisconsin Association in June, 1906,
by F. H. Coburn, of East Troy, Wis., then
a member of the Board of Directors. Only
the general idea was then presented by
Mr. Coburn, who had made no effort to
work out the details. The suggestion was
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so interesting, however, to the association
that its author was requested to consider
the matter more deeply and report later to
the Board of Directors. This was done and
a committee was appointed, which reported
at the convention of 1907. The report,
however, was so•indefinite that a new com-
mittee was appointed at that time to take
up the work where the old committee had
left off, and so, it is claimed by our Wis-
consin friends, the examination project
originated. That Iowa held the first formal
examination for watchmakers is admitted,
but here again the Wisconsin brethren
hold that there was not the systematic
preparation of questions as in the case of
the Wisconsin Association, "questions
which," writes our correspondent, "were
taken from scores submitted and which are
the result of six months' work on the part
of men well able to handle a proposition
of this kind."

We would like very much to have the
question of priority considered of minor
importance, in view of the widespread
popularity of the movement. As every-day
experience proves, there is an evolution of
the mind as well as of the body, and the
same idea not infrequently occurs to two
or more at the same time. In all such cases
the credit really belongs to humanity, rather
than to individuals, and, in entire justice to
the latter, it may be stated truthfully that
most ideas of this character would have
materialized even if those who actually
evolved them never existed. We take this
ground for harmony sake and in order to
remove, as far as possible, any basis for
serious controversy. We have heard it
stated that but for Helmholtz the science
of refraction would be to-day practically
where it was fifty years ago. Such a view
cannot reasonably be entertained. The
evolution of ideas is progressive and con-
tinuous, and if the applause of the multi-
tude properly belong to the one who first
breasts the tape, he is generally not far
ahead of the other contestants. If Harvey
had failed to discover the circulation of the
blood, can anyone believe that this dis-
covery would not have been made by others
about the same time. Priestly and Scheele
discovered oxygen simultaneously, working
apart in different countries. The articu-
lating telephone was invented by Bell and
Gray at about the same time, and it is so
with many other discoveries, inventions and
ideas. In all such cases the question of
the distribution of credit is difficult and,
from the point of view of human progress,
it is unimportant. There is little doubt
that this idea of examinations for watch-
makers occurred to many in times past, but
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the opportunity to put it into practice was
not then available. While endeavoring to
be just to all, we wish to entirely eliminate
any controversy and to enlist the entire or-
ganized trade in one harmonious body to
foster and make effective in practice the
examination project.

University Recognition for Trade
Journals

THE evolution of the trade journal
within the past twenty years has been

one of thenotable developments in the field
of instructive publicity. To-day the trade
journal is a recognized essential of every
great industry and the work which it is
accomplishing is of immeasurable benefit,
not only to the industry to which it is de-
voted, but to mankind at large. The im-
portance now attaching to the trade journal
is but a reflex of the pre-eminence of busi-
ness in the world of human activity. Time
was when a commercial or industrial career
was regarded as inferior to the several pro-
fessions, but such an idea has passed away,
since it is recognized that the accomplish-
ments of the successful business man of
to-clay are in many cases of a higher grade
than those needed for success in the pro-
fessions.

The New York University recently
inaugurated a Department of Journalism in
the School of Commerce, Accounts and
Finance, and it is in the prospectus an-
nouncing the department that we find the
following suggestive recognition of the
achievements of trade journalism : "Trade
and financial journals," says the official an-
nouncement of the department, "have be-
come, within recent years, a powerful force
in business life. There still remain great
opportunities for expansion and improve-
ment and a career in this field should appeal
strongly to persons who possess ability and
the right kind of training. It is believed
that the School of Commerce, Accounts and
Finance, in connection with the Department
of Journalism, can now offer a remarkably
comprehensive and efficient training for
such work."

This innovation on the part of the New
York University will unquestionably re-
dound to the benefit of trade journalism
and further enhance its value and prestige.
There is no progressive business man of the
time who does not eagerly await and closely
scan each issue of his trade journal, and it
is no exaggeration to claim that leadership
in any particular business is impossible or,
at all events, improbable without this source
of information, suggestion and trade news.

1K EYST ONE

United States Output of Gold and
Silver

THE Director of the Mint issued last
month his official report of the out-

put of gold and silver in the United States
for 1908. The official figures differ some-
what from the estimates already published.
The total gold output for the year amounted
to $94,560,000, and the total of silver,
$28,050,600. In quantity the gold output
amounted to 4,574,345 fine ounces, and in
silver, 52,440,800 fine ounces.

The gold output is credited, in the
official report, to twenty-four States and
one territory, Alaska, and the silver product
to a similar number of States. The leading
gold-producing State is Colorado, with an
output of $22,871,000; Alaska follows, with
$19,858,800, and California comes third,
with $19,329,700; fourth on the list is
Nevada, with $i1,689,400; fifth, South
Dakota, $7,742,200; sixth, Utah, with $3,-
946,700. Montana follows, with $3,160,000,
Arizona with $2,500,000, and Idaho with
$1,443,500.

In silver production, Montana leads,
with $5,539,500; Colorado is second on the
list, with $5,429,400; Nevada, third, with
$5,086,100 ; Utah, fourth, with $4,520,600,
and Arizona, fifth, with $1,551,200.

THE output of gold increased 2.2 per
cent., or 99,513 ounces, over 1907,

and it was also the heaviest yearly output
on record. On the other hand, the output
of silver was the smallest recorded for any
year since 1894, and, eliminating that year,
it was the lightest since 1889. At the same
time the commercial value of the silver
produced in 1908—only $28,050,600—was
the smallest reported since 1871.

It is interesting to learn from the re-
port that in the decade 1889 to 1908, in-
clusive, our mines turned out gold to the
extent of 40,175,329 fine ounces, the value
of the same being $830,497,300, whereas in
the preceding ten years-1889 to 1898—
the output amounted to only 20,744,179
ounces, valued at $428,813,981. In other
words, the decade ending in 1908 showed a
quantitative increase of 19,431,150 fine
ounces, or 93 per cent. over the preceding
ten years, while, on the basis of value, the
gain was $401,683,319. Stated in another
way, the mines of this country have given
up 60,919,508 fine ounces of gold, valued
at $1,259,311,000 in the twenty years ending
with 1908. The figures for 1909 will prob-
ably show a fair increase over 1908. Inci-
dentally, the world's output for the current
year will quite likely eclipse any previous
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yearly record, the most recent estimate
favoring a total on a value basis of
$449,500,000.

Index to Volume XXX of The
Keystone

AS heretofore, our readers will find in-
serted next to the front cover of

this issue a complete index to the contents
of Volume XXX of THE KEYSTONE COM-
prising the twelve issues of 1909. A glance
at this index will reveal its utility for
reference purposes to all who keep a com-
plete file of this journal. Owing to the
gradual transition of the jeweler from
mechanic to merchant the index becomes
more valuable each year, inasmuch as it
covers not only the mechanical end of the
jeweler's business, but, to a greater extent
each year, its commercial side, comprising
store management, bookkeeping, window
dressing, advertising, stock recording, in-
ventory making, the treatment of help,
stock buying, profits, system, etc.

Modern competition has convinced the
jeweler of the period that, in aadition to
being a good mechanic, he must be an up-
to-date merchant, and information on mer-
chandising is of quite as much importance
to him as the solution of technical diffi-
culties. A glance at the index in this issue
will convince him that there is scarcely any
merchandising problem that has not been
elucidated in one or other issue during the
past year. As our correspondence, both in
the matter of technical information and the
various storekeeping problems, has now
taken immense proportions, we would sug-
gest to our readers, in order to save time,
labor and expense, to consult this index
and those with previous volumes before
mailing us queries, as it is by no means
unlikely that they will find the information
which they desire in one or other of these
volumes. This is particularly true in the
matter of Workshop Notes, which will be
found indexed separately and arranged
alphabetically, according to the subject
covered in each answer. The vast majority
of our readers now carefully preserve each
issue of the journal, recognizing its perma-
nent value as a work of reference. '

T. Zurbrugg, president of The Key-
stone Watch Case Co., who has been trav-
eling in Europe since spring, has returned,
with his health restored. His recovery is
a source of gratification to his many friends,
who have been pleased to learn of his
resumption of his duties with customary
vigor and enthusiasm.
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The Following are Specimens of Waltham Advertisements
appearing in daily newspapers in various sections of the United States.

As expressions of the policy announced in the circular issued by this

Company June 15, 1909, these advertisements are of special interest

to the entire retail watch. trade.

WALTHAM WATCH COMPANY, Waltham, Massachusetts
NOVEMBER, 1909

Waltham Watches

r711,9

A Warning
Mail order houses in Chicago and

other cities who list Waltham Watches

do so in spite of the fact that neither

the Waltham Watch Company nor its

customers will sell them our watches

at all. Mail order houses cannot be

equipped to sell good watches. If you

want a watch, go to a retail jeweler;

he knows how to regulate it, how to

correct any little damage that may have

come to it after leaving the factory

and he will get it started right. A

watch requires a personal service that

no mail order house can give. It needs

the jeweler, who knows his trade, to

do this

Waltham Watch Company
Waltham, Mass.

N. B. — When buying a watch

always ask your jeweler for a Waltham

adjusted to temperature and position.

Waltham Watches
,.,

A Warnind
The Waltham Watch Company

in order to preserve the reputation of
their watches and in order also to pro-
tect the people who buy Waltham
Watches, hereby warn every one in-
tending to buy a good watch, Waltham
or any other, that it is not safe to buy
a watch by catalogue from any of the
mail order houses.

Buy a watch from a jeweler or
watchmaker—because—a professional
watchmaker before he delivers you the
watch you have bought will overhaul
it, correct any damage that may have
happened to it, see that it is properly
oiled, and in short, get it running right
and keep it right. The retail jeweler's
own reputation is at stake when he sells
you a watch.

It is very different when you sim-
ply order from a catalogue, send on the
money, and get just a watch.

Waltham Watch Company
Waltham, Mass.

N. B. — When buying a watch
always ask your jeweler for a Waltham
adjusted to temperature and position.
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Incident to the Christmas Season

On the eve of the holiday business the
retail jeweler might be compared to the
farmer in the fall. For eleven months he
has toiled always with the one great suc-
cess in mind when he reaps the harvest of
the year. His preparations for this busy
time have all been made and now in a
few short weeks he can reward his months
of labor. In these few weeks he must put
in the best "licks" of the whole year, and
to do this he must train his nerves (as the
athlete does his muscles) to stand the strain
of the many annoyances that are bound to
arise at a time like this.

Don't think, Mr. Jeweler, that every-
thing is going to run along smoothly just
because all your preparations have been suc-
cessfully made. Just remember that every
man in every business has unpleasant things
to contend with and take your share with a
smile and make the best of it.

Your main thought during December
should be the selling of goods. Don't think
that you personally can wait on every cus-
tomer, but aid your clerks in every possible
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way so that all the customers who come
into your store will be properly waited on.
Reserve yourself, if possible, for the big
sales, but keep moving around through your
store and with a word here and there assist
your clerks in closing sales. Don't worry
or brood over lost sales or other annoy-
ances, but keep your mind clear, and, for the
good of your clerks as well as your cus-
tomers, be cheerful.

Don't subject yourself too much to worry
and disappointment by promising special
orders at a definite time. If you cannot
supply a demand from your stock assure
your customer that you will make every
effort to get the article wanted, but under
no circumstances make a definite promise.
Remember that every minute of time now is
most precious to you and don't waste it on
trivial details. On the other hand, don't
think that you are going to gain anything
by working all night. One man is capable of
doing only so much, and at this time, above
all others, you need your rest regularly.

Impose certain responsibilities on your
employees and insist that they look after
these details to the best of their knowledge.

____, Zo Our Clerks _
wE BELIEVE THAT EVERYONE OF YOU HAVE OUR INTERESTS

and the success of this business at heart. We know that you will do your level
best to make sales, and by polite, courteous treatment strengthen our prestige

with all who come here to buy.
WE ARE ANXIOUS TO MAKE this our banner year and our preparations have
been so complete that we feel confident that with your help we will be successful. Know-
ing, however, what a difficult thing it is to properly serve each customer in a very busy
store, we offer the following suggestions, which, if closely observed, will make your work
much easier and more efficient:

The Early Morning Hours should be spent in straightening up thestore. As you are at this work study the
goods—be prepared to suggest suitable gifts for different customers. Try to remember
prices so that if a customer inquires the price of a silver napkin ring you may be able to
give the range of plated and solid silver grades without going to look at the tags. Try
to enthuse over the goods that you sell. Handle the stock carefully and report at once
any damaged or unsalable goods you find. Be awake, but don't hurry so fast as to only
half do things. Be thorough, particularly in waiting on customers. Don't neglect one
customer for another. Take them one at a time and see that each receives your un-
divided attention.

Don't Guess on what you don't know about your stock. If there is any ques-
tion regarding quality or any articles asked for that you do think

are in the stock inquire from some one in authority. Look, as much as possible, after
the little details that are so important.

r suggestions of desirable gifts answer all ques-Before a Sale is Made sotffoen 
'

t 
pleasantly and remember that there is no

variation from the marked price. After the sale is made remember that the article sold
must be clean and in perfect shape before leaving the store. It must be neatly boxed
and wrapped. The sale, whether cash or credit, must be recorded properly. Complete
each transaction before going to wait on another customer.

Be Sure that Instructions for engraving, delivering and shipping arecarefully written, and personally look after
your own sales to see that the instructions are properly followed.

FOR MUCH AND YOUR BESTWe Are Depending on You EFFORTS WILL BE HEARTILY
APPRECIATED.

SIGNED

1969

If they don't do this quite as well as you
yourself might, don't worry about it. Do
the most important things yourself but don't
think that you can do it all.

If your business on December 1st is

For Baby's 
Christmas 

Rings wIlatlinSaetned -

Necklaces With Pendantor Locket

Spoons ls.livseterriing - -

Baby Sets %nand

50c to $1.50

75c to 5.00

50c to 1.00

$1.00 to 3.00

5.00

1.50

6.00

75c to 2.00

50c tb 1.00

!Cricin Knife. SpoonChild's Sets $1.00 to

Child's Cu Sterling
andaSntejliAgate 75c to

Bib Rings 50c to

In SterlingBib Holders

SeSilver Safety Pins
Different Sizes

BLANK & SON
CENTRAL AVE. and HIGH ST.

No.

not as large as it was a year ago, don't
worry. If when December Toth comes it
hasn't been as good, just keep working, and
when the month is all over if you haven't
done as much as you expected to do don't
worry about what you haven't done, but
find the causes if you can and remove them
before another Christmas season.

The only way to eliminate worry is to
always look for a remedy for the cause—
and every jeweler who allows his mind to
clog with worry, especially during the holi-
day season, is placing a handicap on him-
self which will cost him many dollars.

Christmas Advertising

The jeweler's advertising may be
classified as general and specific. That is,
some copy is intended to give a general idea
of the variety of lines represented in his
stock, the other calling attention to some
special line or article. Better results usually
can be obtained from specific advertising
during most of the year, but this is not true
entirely during the Christmas season. For
the three or four weeks preceding Christmas
the jeweler should carefully plan and pre-
pare his advertisements, for it is during this

(Continued on page T971)
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GORHAM SILVER

A SEASONABLE PRECEPT

41 The Sagacious Jeweler does not allow the
inevitable reaction which follows the bustling

excitement of the holiday season .to prevent his
taking thought for the morrow.

4:11 He recognizes, for instance, that provision
must be made for the early wedding season

which nowadays follows so closely on the heels
of the New Year.

IT More immediate urgency, however, attaches
to the necessity of looking over depleted

stocks and by judicious orders, bringing them
into a condition of unimpaired efficiency and
completeness.

THE GORHAM COMPANY
go•■••

CHICAGO
137 Wabash Ave.

Silversmiths and Goldsmiths
Fifth Avenue and 36th Street, New York

BRANCHES
NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO

15-17-19 Maiden Lane 140 Geary Street

WORKS: Providence and New York

LONDON
Ely Place.
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Christmas Advertising
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(Continued from page WO

time that nearly 'every reader of the daily
newspaper is a prospective purchaser of
some article in his store. It is at this time
that the advertising appropriation should be
liberal. To spend several hundred dollars
in as many weeks for newspaper advertising
would seem like an absurd extravagance to
many jewelers, but if your copy is well
prepared you are almost sure to get returns
justifying almost any reasonable expenditure.

Your advertising, general as well as
specific, should deal with such articles as are
attractive for some special reason—prac-
ticability, newness, low price or some other
characteristic. That is, it should call special
attention to these. For instance, take ad-
vertising copy No. 5 shown, which is in-
tended to represent a well-arranged quarter
page general ad. If you will read this ad
you will notice that under each heading
some certain articles are mentioned and par-
tially described and priced. Imagine your-
self reading a clothing advertisement—
something as follows: Overcoats, $1o.00 to
$25.00; Suits, $io.00 to $25.00 ; Shirts, soc.
to $2.50, and so on. Do you think that it

would be as apt to attract you as it would
if under each heading a little description
of the most approved styles was given? It
hardly would, and so with your own adver-
tisements ; you should make them really in-
teresting to the prospective buyer of Christ-
mas gifts. Of course, in the general ads
these descriptions must necessarily be con-
cise, but a few words of description will
make your ad much stronger.

Copies Nos. I, 2, 3 and 4 are examples of
more specific advertising, No. 1, page 1969,
calling attention to desirable gifts for baby,
is a good style of copy to use during Christ-
mas under many different headings, such aF
"For Her," "For Him," "For the Boy,"
"For the Girl," "For the Old Folks," etc.
Copy, the style of No. 2 (large space and
little reading matter set in large type),
should be used to advertise lines where
description is either not desirable or is un-
necessary. Besides diamonds, watches and
souvenir spoons might be advertised with
this style of copy. No. 3 is a good style of
advertisement to use for any line where
you have some leader to offer at an attrac-
tive price, and No. 4, page 1972, when you
wish to bring out strongly some certain arti-
cles which are desirable or which are moving

BE SURE TO SEE

BLANKS
Special Diamond Ain. igs

$6.00 $7.50 $10.00
$12.00 $18.00 $20.00

$25.00 and $30.00

OTHERS UP TO $300.00

CE 
919-921-923BLANK S NTRAL AVE.

NO. 2

1971

slowly and of which you have a large stock.
Under the heading as given any desirable
things for men might be mentioned, or, of

Ii 
Have You Seen p
Our Special
$6.50 Umbrellas •

YOU never saw such
beautiful umbrellas as
we are showing this

year. They are good, serv-
iceable styles, too, and
guaranteed to give entire satisfaction.
Our special $6. 50 value in both
men's and women's styles is equal to
those usually sold for several dollars
more and our higher priced ones are
just as good in proportion. Al!
covers are all silk or the finest grade
of union and the handles include all
the newest styles.

BLANKS
MAIN and NINTH STREETS

No. 3

course, the heading might be changed to
suit the articles you wish to advertise.

All the copy given is prepared without
cuts, but practically all would be much
stronger if good cuts were used here and
there, and also if an attractive Christmas
heading and border were used.

Don't lose sight of the fact at this time,
as at others, that you are not merely in com-
peition with other jewelers, but with all
other lines of business. You must work
just as hard to convince your customers that
a pair of cuff buttons are a nicer gift for
the boy than a book, as you would to con-
vince him that your cuff buttons are better
than the ones your competitor offers.

Candor and Honesty as Credit Factors
Credit is one of the essentials to doing

business in these modern days. As long as
this continues to be the case a merchant's
"standing" must of necessity be one of his
chief assets, says the Dry Goods Economist,
The trader who has a high credit "rating"
has many advantages over his less fortu-
nate confrere. Among these are longer
terms, better prices, more prompt de-
liveries, etc. This being the case, one would
naturally expect every merchant to be care-
ful of his rating and not only willing, but
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anxious, to see that those from whom he
buys are fully posted as to the extent of
his resources and liabilities.

It is well known, however, that there
are still many merchants who are short-
sighted in this direction, some even resent-
ing natural inquiries as an unwarranted
"prying into their affairs." Quite fre-
quently such merchants, who wish to buy
extensively from concerns with whom they
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credit information better than can the mer-
chant himself, and, furthermore, it is just
as well to remember that not everyone who
is asked for information may be friendly
or disinterested.

When information must be sought else-
where than from the prospective purchaser,
other wholesale concerns, bankers, attor-
neys, and even the competitors of the
dealer may be questioned. Among the

Gifts for Men
=UGGESTING A FEW of many pleasing and appro-

priate gifts for men to be found in our store. Of
the following we have most complete selections:

Shaving Sets
Our selection of shaving sets is most complete this
year. Plain and fancy styles. Cup and brush only
in case and complete sets, from $2.50 to $12.00

Smoker's Stands
A most practical article for a man. Complete smok-
ing set on a stand which can be moved about from
place to place. Made in solid brass, dull
finish 

- 

$3.00 to $10.00

Traveling Sets
Brush, comb and other toilet and manicure pieces in
beautiful compact leather roll. Finest quality genu-
ine ebony brushes and well-made, serviceable
leather rolls 

- 

$3.00 to $15.00

Bed Room Clocks
New time and alarm clocks. Solid brass, mahogany
and mission oak cases. Reliable works -a most
pleasing and useful gift 

- 

$2.50 to $6.00

Many Other Most Desirable Gifts for Men
Will Be Found in Our Large Stock

S. R. BLANK SONS & CO.
919 CENTRAL AVENUE, CHICAGO

No. 4

have not dealt before and by whom they
are not known, decline to give a statement
as to their financial condition. The same
attitude is assumed by them when they are
approached indirectly for such informa-
tion-for example, by the representative of
a mercantile agency.

Probably those who thus decline to
give asked-for "statements" feel they ought
to be so well known by the trade as to
make it an easy matter for the doubtful
ones to find out indirectly how they are
fixed. No one, however, can give desired

wholesalers may be one or more concerns
with whom the dealer has had a dispute
over the settlement of an account, and
though the dealer may have been entirely
reasonable in his position, it is not impos-
sible that he may be stigmatized as one who
makes unjust claims. The competitors also
from whom information is sought may be
unfriendly and their report may, therefore,
be not altogether favorable.

A frank statement of his affairs,
coupled with references to manufacturers
and wholesalers with whom a merchant is
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doing a satisfactory and agreeable business,
is therefore far more apt to create a favor-
able impression. This does not mean, how-
ever, that a merchant's mere assertion that
he pays his bills when due or discounts his
bills will suffice. The house from whom he
asks a liberal credit should be placed by him
in a position to gage his net worth as a basis
for the credit asked, and for such a purpose
a reasonable statement of his assets, lia-
bilities, etc., is a requisite.

Prevention of Frosted Windows

As the problem of frosted windows is
again with us, the following suggestions,
from the Dry Goods Economist, may be of
value : The first thing required is to box
up or enclose the windows and it is im-
portant that the enclosure be made prac-
tically airtight, as regards the inner side,
if the precaution is to be effective. It is
well known that little or no frost is seen
upon the double windows of dwellings or
other buildings, even in the coldest weather.
Where the double windows fit perfectly,
the air between the two sashes remains at
an average temperature as compared with
that within the room and upon the outside.
The difference in the temperatures of the
air upon the two sides of the outer sash is
not sufficient to cause the moisture in the
air of the enclosed space to congeal.

The enclosing of the show windows
works on the same principle as the double
windows, and so long as the air of the
enclosure is maintained at a temperature
not much above that of the outside air there
will be little danger of frosting.

But to maintain the required tempera-
ture is the difficulty, and it can never be
accomplished so long as there are cracks
in the enclosing woodwork or bad joints
around the doors. Moreover, it is very
essential that the doors to the show win-
dows be kept. constantly closed. When-
ever it may be necessary to enter the win-
dow, the door thereto should be closed im-
mediately upon entering and directly after
leaving.

Kerosene, the ordinary commercial gas
and other hydrocarbon illuminants should
never be used for illuminating the show
windows if the frosting is to be avoided.
These generate heat quite rapidly and the
frost soon appears and spreads.

The electric lamps are best suited to
the illumination of show windows, but even
these give out a slight amount of heat.
They should, therefore, always be placed
near the top of the window (in reflectors),
where the accumulated warmth will be re-
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tamed, and therefore with small likelihood
of causing the frost to gather.

As an added precaution, many show
windows are supplied with outside ventila-
tion, for, notwithstanding the adoption of
the preventive measures just outlined, the
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tors, care should be taken that those at the
top are either more numerous or else much
larger than those at the bottom. The rea-
son for this is readily understood when it
is recalled that the heated air not only rises,
but also expands. If the upper ventilators

Mail Orders promptly
filled. Goods sent on
approval to responsi-
ble persons. Write us. BLANKS We have a beautiful

calendar for you this
year. Ask for one when
you are in the store.

Christmas Announcement
E

VERY year styles seem to improve and every time the Christmas season rolls around we can say, with all honesty, that our stock is more
attractive than the year before. This year with the return of prosperity manufacturers have made an extra effort to improve their lines
and have certainly succeeded, not alone in more attractive patterns, but in the addition of many entirely new ideas of the practical kind
and you won't have half as much trouble selecting a gift this year for the ones who seem to have everything. Our Christmas stock is now

complete and the following list gives just a suggestion of a few of the many attractive gifts to be selected at our store. Come and look around before the
rush commences. We have a lot of extra clerks who can suggest lots of suitable gifts and will assist you greatly in making out your Christmas list.

THE MOST POPULAR JEWELRY
LOCKETS

Solid Gold, Plain and Engraved • -
Gold Filled, Plain and Stone Set - -

BAR PINS
Plain and Hand Engraved Styles
in Solid Gold at $1.50 to $6.00
and in Gold Plate, 50c to $1.00

DUTCH COLLAR PINS
Odd Designs in Gold, Silver and
Rolled Plate from 50c to $10.00

$3.50 to $18.00
150 to 6.00

CUT GLASS

BERRY BOWLS
Beautiful Patterns, Well Cut, at - $3.00, $4.00 and $5.00
Some Entirely New Effects, Ranging from - $6.00 to $15.00

DIAMOND JEWELRY
A good quality diamond is 3 constant plmiure. A pun une a constant &-
appointment. The ipality of 005 diamond easily reaognixed, espotially when
a comparison 6 made.

Diamond Rings. $3.00 to $300 I Diamond Lockets. $10.00 to $30.00
Diamond Studs, 3.00 to .300 Diamond Scarf Pins. 7.30 to 40.00
Diamond Brooches. 0.00 to 200 Diamond Links, 10.00 to 40.00

LINKS
Plain Signet, Hand Engraved, Fancy and Stone Set Styles in Solid

Gold, Sterling Silver and Gold Plate, Solid Gold Buttons.
$2.00 to $10.00 Silver and Plate 50c to $2.00

• SCARF PINS
Beautiful Fancy Stone Effect in Plain and Elaborate Settings

All the Most Popular Styles 30c to $10.00

COMBINATION SETS
Cuff Buttons and Scart•Pin to Match, The Most Popular Gift for

a Man This Year, $1.00 to $13.00
WATCH FOBS

Black Ribbon, Gold Mounted and all Gold Styles in Gold Filled and
Solid Gold, $1.00 to 20.00

OTHER SUGGESTIONS

Cuff Pins in Gold and Plate
Pair 50c to $5.00

Collar Buttons, a Practical Gift
25c to $1.50

Bracelets, Back Combs, Hat Pins
Etc., in Endless Variety

-N\ COMPORTES
Large and Small Styles in a Great
Variety If Design at Prices from

$3.00 to $10.00

BON BON DISHES
Our Leader at $1.25 is a Beauty
Others Larger rind More Elabo-

rately Cut $1.50 to $6.00

SOUVENIR SPOONS
Plain and Fancy Styles. Our Stock in all Represents Several

Hundred Different Patterns at a Range in Price from
50c to $3.00

STERLING SILVER FANCY PIECES
Sugar Spoons, Berry Spoons, Meat Forks and. Other Serving Pieces

Many Patterns $1.00 to $10.00
Bread Trays, Sandwich Plates, Bon Bon Dishes and Other Articles

of Hollowware $7.50 to $50.00

SILVER PLATED ARTICLES
Shaving Sets in Great Variety $2.50 to $10.00 ; Napkin Rings 50c to
$1.00 ; Child's Cups 73c to $2.00; Baking Dishes $4.50 to $12.00

Many Other Useful Articles.

WATCHES
A watch from Blanks is feangnixed at once.'. a good moth. All our watches,
from the cheapest to the highest priced, are fury guaranteed. We have

MEN'S WATCHES . . . . Dorn $4.00 to $13.00
LADIES' WATCHES . . . . from. 5.00 to 30.00
BOYS' and GIRL'S WATCHES from 1.00 to 3.00

SILVER NOVELTIES
MATCH BOXES

Plain Styles For Monogram and Fancy Effects in a Great Variety
Nickel, Silver and Sterling 75c to $5.00

PICTURE FRAMES
Plain and Engraved Styles in, Sterling - - $1.00 to $6.00
Some Very Neat Frames in Silver Plate - .25 to 2.00

OTHER NOVELTIES
Pocket Files - $0.50 to $1.00 Bag Tags - $0.75 to $1.50
Scissors - - .75 to 3.00 Pencils - - .50 to 1.50
Hat Marks - - .35 to .75 Combs - - - 1.00 to 2.00

JEWEL BOXES

New Styles, Pretty and Practical,
Velvet Lined, a Number of
Diflerent Sins, $1.50 to $12.00

UMBRELLAS

Good Umbrellas Guaranteed to
Give Good Service. A Great
Variety of Plain and Fancy
Handles for Both Lady and
Gentleman., $3.00 to $12.00

BRASS
DESK SETS

Useful and Attractive. a Pleasing Gift for Either
Man or Woman, $4.00 to $18.00

ASH TRAYS
A Great Variety of Styles, Including Many New and Practical

Novelties in Odd Finishes, 50c to $3.130

OTHER ARTICLES
Candle Sticks, Trays, Jardenieres, Fern Dishes, Paper Cutters,
Smoking Sets, Book Racks, Jewel Boxes, Tea Caddies, Etc., in

American and Imported Brass, Costing from $0.25 to $15.00

OPEN EVENINGS UNTIL CHRISTMAS

BLANKS
919

Central
Avenue

BED ROOM CLOCKS

New Style Clocks in Brass and
Mahogany With Reliable 'Time
and Alarm Movements, a Most
Pleasing and Practical Gift,

$2.50 to $6.00

No.5

frost will appear at times, especially in very
cold weather when the stoves, furnaces and
boilers are pushed to their utmost. Then
the difference between the outdoor and the
indoor temperature is extreme.

These ventilators consist of openings
at the top and bottom of the window and
are covered with a fine bronze wire gauze
to keep out the insects and the dust from
the street. In constructing these ventila-

are not of sufficient size to allow this ex-
panded atmosphere to escape freely, there
will be an accumulation of the warm air in
the enclosure and the frosting of the glass
will follow.

It sometimes happens that the frosting
of show windows can be traced to the im-
proper construction of the floor of the win-
dow, or to the dampness or extreme heat
of the basement just beneath the show-
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window, or more often it may be a combi-
nation of these.

Every show-window should have a
double floor, each. thickness to be con-
structed as nearly airtight as possible, and
always with an air space between. With
such a floor, the dampness or heat of the
cellar or basement will have little or no
effect upon the atmosphere of the show-
window enclosure.

As a temporary expedient, some mer-
chants will resort to the electric fan as a
means of preventing the frost from ac-
cumulating.

The Cash System and Its Merits
At the recent convention of retail

jewelers of Michigan, one of the number
told some homely truths and related a very
interesting experience in regard to the
adoption of a purely cash system. Intro-
ducing his subject, he stated truthfully that
"the business man of ten to twenty years
ago had not the difficulties to contend with
that we have to-day. He lived in a more
calm and quiet age-not in the hurry and
hustle and discontent which are charac-
teristic of the present day. There was time
for everything; to-day there seems to be
time for nothing. In those days people did
not read in every paper and on every side,
'Your credit is good,' or 'Money to loan
without security,' etc. They were living
in an age of sincerity and brotherly spirit.
The atmosphere and everything around
them was slow but sure. They loved to be
honest and to do unto others as you wish
them to do unto you. To-day it is ̀ do others
or they will do you.'

"To-day difficult conditions stare us in
the face. The people demand that your
business shall be up-to-date, with complete
stock-the latest of everything they see and
read about. They want quick service, quick
delivery and all sorts of accommodations.

"What must be done? Sell on a cash
basis ? Yes. But you say, 'We have been
in the credit business and have done credit
business so many years, etc., and our loca-
tion is not right.' That is not a fair and
honest excuse. Where we are located there
are four dealers on the same street within
ten blocks, dealers who have occupied the
same location for many years, and we are
the only one doing a cash business on the
street.

"Your credit man will tell you that
three-quarters of the failures are due to
lack of money. If it be lack of money, there
must be a reason-poor location, bad man-
agement or the credit system. The last we
know to be a curse to most dealers."
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Psychology and the Market

The expansion in university curricula

to include the business idea in various forms

is now much in evidence, and the commer-

cial is given a new importance as compared

with the professional. An interesting evi-

dence of this new study of the business idea

will be found in an article in a recent issue

of McClure's Magazine, from the pen of a
well-known Harvard professor, on the sub-

ject of "Psychology and the Market." In

regard to the relation of psychology and

advertising the professor says:

A field in which a slight
Psychology and tendency to consult a mod-
Advertising ern psychologist has set in

is that of advertising. Many

hundreds of millions are probably wasted

every year on advertisements that are un-

successful because they do not appeal to

the mind of the reader. They may be unfit

to draw his attention, or may be unable to

impress the essentials on his memory, or,

above all, may not succeed in giving the

desired suggestion. The reader glances at

them without being impressed by the desir-

able qualities of the offered wares. The

professional advertisement writer to-day

looks into the psychology of suggestion and

attention, of association of ideas and apper-

ception, and profits from the interesting

books that cover the theory of advertising.

Yet every row of posters on the billboards

affords plenty of material for studying sins

against the spirit of psychology.

But, anyhow, the application of general

psychology to the problem of advertising

can be only the beginning. What is needed

is the introduction of systematic experiment

which will cover the whole ground of dis-
play, not only in pictures and text, but in

the shop windows and the stores. The ex-
periment may refer to the material itself.
Before an advertisement is printed, the ar-
rangement of words, the kind of type, the
whole setting of the content, may be tested
experimentally. The electric chronoscope
of the psychological laboratory can easily
show how many thousandths of a second
the average reader needs for reading one
or another type, and other experiments may
demonstrate how much is apperceived dur-
ing a short exposure, and how much kept
in memory, and what kind of involuntary
emotional response and muscle reaction is
started by every kind of arrangement. The
trade journals not seldom show specimens
of skilful and of clumsy schemes of adver-
tising, and yet all this remains dogmatic until
experiment has brought out the subtle points.

Case of

the Jeweler
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But much more important
than experimenting with the
concrete material is the ex-
perimental study of the

principles involved. This is, after all, the

strength of the experimental method in all

fields, that the complex facts of life are

transformed into neat, simple schemes in

which everything is left out but the decisive

factor. If the jeweler wants to display his

rings and watches in the window in such a

way that the effect of the largest possible

number will be produced, it is not necessary

that we experiment for him with costly

timepieces and jewelry. For instance, we
may place twenty little squares of paper

on one sheet of black cardboard, and on

another from sixteen. to twenty-four. At

short exposures we ask our subjects to de-

cide on which sheet there are more squares.

If the squares on both sheets are arranged

in the same way the observer will see at a

glance that eighteen are less than twenty,
or twenty-two more than twenty. But by
trying very different combinations and
studying the effect of different groupings,
we shall soon discover that with certain
arrangements the twenty look like only
seventeen, or, with better arrangements,
like twenty-two or twenty-three. In the
same way we may study the effect if we
mix squares and circles, or have squares of
various sizes, or some of uniform, some of
different color. In short, in the most simple
form of experiment we can find out the
principles that control the impression of the
passerby as to the greater or smaller num-
ber he believes himself to see.

The effort to attract the cus-
tomer begins, of course,
not with the storekeeper
and the salesman, but with

the manufacturer. He, too, must know
psychology in order to make his article as
persuasive as possible. Since I began to
give my attention to the application of
psychology to commerce and labor, I have
collected a large number of wrappings and
packings in which the various industrial
establishments sell their goods, and have re-
ceived plenty of con—fidential information as
to the success or failure of the various
labels and pictures. Not a few of them can
be tested quite exactly, inasmuch as the
article itself remains the same, while the
makeup for the retail sale changes. The
same quality and kind of toilet soap or
chocolate or breakfast food or writing paper
that in the one packing remained a dead
weight on the store shelves, in another
packing found a rapid sale.

Attracting

Custom

Quality

of Goods

December, 1909

Yet, after all, the makeup
of the article and its paper
cover are less important
than the quality and con-

struction of the goods themselves. The
manufacturer too easily forgets that his
product is to be used for the purposes of
human minds, and that a real perfection of
his output can never be reached unless the
subtlest adjustment to the mental functions
is secured. This is true for the most trivial
as well as the most refined and complex
thing that is to satisfy human interests. To
be sure, small effect would be gained if the
seller were simply to look over a textbook
of psychology. FIe might easily be misled.
The psychologist can show that a square
filled with horizontal lines looks tall and
one filled with vertical lines looks broad,
but woe to the tailoring establishment that
should dress its lady customers in accord-
ance with that psychological prescription.
If the tailor were to dress the stout woman
who wants to appear tall in costumes with
horizontal stripes and the thin one who
wants to look plump in a dress with vertical
stripes, the effect would be the opposite of
that which was desired. It is not that
psychology is wrong, but the application of
the principle is out of order.

The well-trained expert must always
remain the middleman between science and
the needs of practical life. But if special
laboratories for applied psychology could
examine the market demands, with careful
study of all the principles involved, the gain
for practical life would be certain.

The visible writing of a typewriter is a
case in point. He who is not accustomed to
typewriting and wants to begin it will natur-
ally prefer the writing with visible letters.

There is hardly any instrument on the
market for which a similar analysis of the
interplay of mental energies could not be
carried out.

An Ounce Worth Millions

Once it was possible to buy radium at
$2 a milligramme ; now the market price is
$90 a milligramme, equal to $2,5oo,000 an
ounce. This was one of the striking state-

ments in a very interesting speech delivered
by Sir William Ramsay at the foundation
stone laying ceremony of a new radium
factory in Limehouse, an eastern suburb of
London. The British Radium Corporation,
which is going to extract radium from pitch-
blende found in the Trenwith mine, Corn-
wall, is believed to be the first company in

the world to attempt the production of the

precious mineral on a commercial basis.

T975

A pattern in Sterling Silver Tableware embodying the Jeffersonian
characteristics; strong and simple, yet ornate and artistic

MONTICELLO

Tea Spoon, Large
Heavy

Extra Heavy
ACTUAL SIZE

Dessert Spoon

A graceful and fitting accompaniment to deposit and pierced wares, now so much in vogue. This pattern is already a rivalof ye Mount Vernon in popularity. NOW READY IN COMPLETE LINES

• ,ROGERS LUNT & BOWLEN CO Silversmiths, Greenfield, Mass.
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Psychology and the Market

The expansion in university curricula

to include the business idea in various forms

is now much in evidence, and the commer-

cial is given a new importance as compared

with the professional. An interesting evi-

dence of this new study of the business idea

will be found in an article in a recent issue

of McClure's Magazine, from the pen of a

well-known Harvard professor, on the sub-

ject of "Psychology and the Market." In

regard to the relation of psychology and

advertising the professor says:

A field in which a slight
Psychology and tendency to consult a mod-
Advertising ern psychologist has set in

is that of advertising. Many

hundreds of millions are probably wasted

every year on advertisements that are un-

successful because they do not appeal to

the mind of the reader. They may be unfit

to draw his attention, or may be unable to

impress the essentials on his memory, or,

above all, may not succeed in giving the

desired suggestion. The reader glances at

them without being impressed by the desir-

able qualities of the offered wares. The

professional advertisement writer to-day

looks into the psychology of suggestion and

attention, of association of ideas and apper-

ception, and profits from the interesting

books that cover the theory of advertising.

Yet every row of posters on the billboards

affords plenty of material for studying sins

against the spirit of psychology.

But, anyhow, the application of general
psychology to the problem of advertising

can be only the beginning. What is needed
is the introduction of systematic experiment
which will cover the whole ground of dis-
play, not only in pictures and text, but in
the shop windows and the stores. The ex-
periment may refer to the material itself.
Before an advertisement is printed, the ar-
rangement of words, the kind of type, the
whole setting of the content, may be tested
experimentally. The electric chronoscope
of the psychological laboratory can easily
show how many thousandths of a second
the average reader needs for reading one
or another type, and other experiments may
demonstrate how much is apperceived dur-
ing a short exposure, and how much kept
in memory, and what kind of involuntary
emotional response and muscle reaction is
started by every kind of arrangement. The
trade journals not seldom show specimens
of skilful and of clumsy schemes of adver-
tising, and yet all this remains dogmatic until
experiment has brought out the subtle points.

KEYSTONE

But much more important
Case of than experimenting with the
the Jeweler concrete material is the ex-

perimental study of the

principles involved. This is, after all, the

strength of the experimental method in all

fields, that the complex facts of life are

transformed into neat, simple schemes in

which everything is left out but the decisive

factor. If the jeweler wants to display his
rings and watches in the window in such a
way that the effect of the largest possible
number will be produced, it is not necessary
that we experiment for him with costly
timepieces and jewelry. For instance, we
may place twenty little squares of paper

on one sheet of black cardboard, and on
another from sixteen, to twenty-four. At
short exposures we ask our subjects to de-
cide on which sheet there are more squares.
If the squares on both sheets are arranged
ill the same way the observer will see at a
glance that eighteen are less than twenty,
or twenty-two more than twenty. But by
trying very different combinations and
studying the effect of different groupings,
we shall soon discover that with certain
arrangements the twenty look like only
seventeen, or, with better arrangements,
like twenty-two or twenty-three. In the
same way we may study the effect if we
mix squares and circles, or have squares of
various sizes, or some of uniform, some of
different color. In short, in the most simple
form of experiment we can find out the
principles that control the impression of the
passerby as to the greater or smaller num-
ber he believes himself to see.

The effort to attract the cus-
Attracting tomer begins, of course,
Custom not with the storekeeper

and the salesman, but with
the manufacturer. He, too, must know
psychology in order to make his article as
persuasive as possible. Since I began to
give my attention to the application of
psychology to commerce and labor, I have
collected a large number of wrappings and
packings in which the various industrial
establishments sell their goods, and have re-
ceived plenty of confidential information as
to the success or failure of the various
labels and pictures. Not a few of them can
be tested quite exactly, inasmuch as the
article itself remains the same, while the
makeup for the retail sale changes. The
same quality and kind of toilet soap or
chocolate or breakfast food or writing paper
that in the one packing remained a dead
weight on the store shelves, in another
packing found a rapid sale.

Quality

of Goods

December, 1909

Yet, after all, the makeup
of the article and its paper
cover are less important
than the quality and con-

struction of the goods themselves. The
manufacturer too easily forgets that his
product is to be used for the purposes of
human minds, and that a real perfection of
his output can never be reached unless the
subtlest adjustment to the mental functions
is secured. This is true for the most trivial
as well as the most refined and complex
thing that is to satisfy human interests. To
be sure, small effect would be gained if the
seller were simply to look over a textbook
of psychology. He might easily be misled.
The psychologist can show that a square
filled with horizontal lines looks tall and
one filled with vertical lines looks broad,
but woe to the tailoring establishment that
should dress its lady customers in accord-
ance with that psychological prescription.
If the tailor were to dress the stout woman
who wants to appear tall in costumes with
horizontal stripes and the thin one who
wants to look plump in a dress with vertical
stripes, the effect would be the opposite of
that which was desired. It is not that
psychology is wrong, but the application of
the principle is out of order.

The well-trained expert must always
remain the middleman between science and
the needs of practical life. But if special
laboratories for applied psychology could
examine the market demands, with careful
study of all the principles involved, the gain
for practical life would be certain.

The visible writing of a typewriter is a
case in point. He who is not accustomed to
typewriting and wants to begin it will natur-
ally prefer the writing with visible letters.

There is hardly any instrument on the
market for which a similar analysis of the
interplay of mental energies could not be
carried out.

An Ounce Worth Millions

Once it was possible to buy radium at
$2 a milligramme ; now the market price is
$90 a milligramme, equal to $2,500,000 an
ounce. This was one of the striking state-
ments in a very interesting speech delivered
by Sir William Ramsay at the foundation
stone laying ceremony of a new radium
factory in Limehouse, an eastern suburb of
London. The British Radium Corporation,
which is going to extract radium from pitch-
blende found in the Trenwith mine, Corn-
wall, is believed to be the first company in
the world to attempt the production of the
precious mineral on a commercial basis.

/975

A pattern in Sterling Silver Tableware embodying the Jeffersonian
characteristics; strong and simple, yet ornate and artistic

MONTICELLO

Tea Spoon. S o'c.

Tea Spoon, Medium

ACTUAL SIZE

Tea Spoon, Large
Heavy

Extra Heavy

Dessert Spoon

A graceful and fitting accompaniment to deposit and pierced wares, now so much in vogue. This pattern is already a rivalof ye Mount Vernon in popularity. NOW READY IN COMPLETE LINES

ROGERS LUNT & BOWLEN CO.,Silversmiths, Greenfield, Mass.
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The Automatic
Eyeglass or
Pencil Holder

We Furnish Gratis At.
tractive Newspaper
Cuts and Advertising
Copy for Above

Thia

Gold and Silver
Thimbles

See that Your Stock is
Complete and Well
Displayed

1••=-iy"

Thimble Days
ARE HERE

If You appreciate the com-
mercial value of satisfying a
discriminating customer, the

77 Years' Experience

which goes into every
Thimble we make must
have a clear, significant
meaning. •

Cuts show two pages from our
new catalogue, which is yours

for the asking

ESTABLISHED 1832

KETCHAM & MCDOUGALL
MANUFACTURERS

GOLD & STERLING SILVER THIMSLES
AUTOMATIC EYEGLASS HOLDERS

15-17-19 MAIDEN LANE, N.Y.

Alvin Plated Ware is made in but one grade
or quality and that the very best. We have
heretofore manufactured only sterling silver
tableware and now in making plated ware we
are maintaining the same high standard of die
work and finish and we are also using the finest
grade of metal adapted for the manufacture
of Plated Ware. Thus it is that Alvin Plated
Ware has the unique sterling silver character
and finish found in no other plated ware.

LEXINGTON

THE ABOVE ADVERTISEMENT APPEARS IN THE LEADING MAGAZINES

ASK YOUR JOBBER TO SHOW YOU THESE GOODS OR SEND DIRECT TO

ALVIN MFG. CO. 52 c7Vlaiden Lane, New York City

fr.AN

IN GIFT RINGS
style and quality are the chief consideration.

The Line
leads both in design and worth, in pret-

tiness and price—the ideal line
for holiday ring stock.

HEINTZ BROTHERS
Ring Makers

Buffalo, N. Y.

1977
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High-grade

Post or Sidewalk Clocks 

$125
ONE-THIRD USUAL COST

For $125.00
we give
you $500.00
service.
Can you
afford to be
without it?

Something

you have

always

wanted, but

felt you could

not afford.

DESCRIPTION

Post Cast Iron thirteen feet high. Base 20 x 20 inches. Two illuminat-
ing dials 30 inches diameter. Master Movement, eight day. Weight
driven. Beats 60 seconds to minute.

What one of our many satisfied customers say

V. S. PFENNING a. CO.

Jewelers ancl Opticians

St. Marys, Ohio, November 17, 1909

THE BROWN STREET CLOCK CO., Monessen, Pa.

Gentlemen :—In reference to your clock which you sold us some time
ago, we can say we are more than pleased with our purchase. As a time-
keeper it does better than we expected, and as an advertisement the best
we know of. Yours truly,

V. S. PFENNING CS. CO.

Write for particulars

BROWN STREET CLOCK CO.
Monessen, Pa.

ii

Caution
TO THE

Trade
+4\

1038 VASE DAISY 205 HLD. DAISY

THE ABOVE DESIGN, KNOWN

AS THE

Daisy Pattern
was created and popularized by

the undersigned. A high compli-

ment has been bestowed by parties

who have copied it, innocently or

otherwise, and we take this

opportunity to caution both the

Manufacturers and Dealers

against exposing for sale any but

goods legally and properly stamped,

as our rights will be protected.

The
Pairpoint Corporation

New Bedford :: Massachusetts

SESSIONS CLOCKS
JUST WHAT THE TRADE DEMAND

A Neat, Plain Polished Cabinet Clock at a Popular Price. Substantially Constructed. Nicely Finished Golden Oak Cases

$,I 11111 1

11 6p

1111 11

I I IIH1IH 11II iI] III

AVONDALE BELFAST
I..?)/ inches high TO inches wide 12% inches high to inches wideList, $5.30 List, $5.20

8-day, Striking the Hour and Half-hour on Cathedral Gong. Iveroid Dial.

DALTON
12% inches high to inches wide

List, $5.00
Plain Brass Sash. Oval Glass.

We illustrate below a few of our fine Inlaid Mahogany Clocks
WRITE FOR SHEET SHOWING FULL LINE IN COLORS

I 

1L ,,
61111 111■

ill! 11 1111111
111110 111.11111111111111111 II IN1111111111111111111111111

PLYMOUTH
14 inches high WA inches wide
Solid Mahogany Case, Inlaid with Colored

Woods. Convexed Glass. Cream-tinted
Porcelain Dial. 8-day Cathedral Bell,
Half-hour Strike on Cup Bell.

List, $16.00

CONCORD
134 inches high 8,54 inches wide
Solid Mahogany Case, Inlaid with Colored

Woods. Convexed Glass. Cream-tinted
Porcelain Dial. 8-day Cathedral Bell,
Half-hour Strike on Cup Bell.

List, $15.00

I, III 1 111 1 ,11,111 
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1

1

BRADFORD
t4TA inches high 9V2 inches wide
Solid Mahogany Case, Inlaid with Colored

Woods. Cream-tinted Porcelain Dial.
Convexed Glass. 8-day Cathedral Gong,
Half-hour Strike on Cup Bell.

List, $14.00

THE SESSIONS CLOCK CO Main Office
.9 and Factories, Forestville, Conn., U.S.A.

NEW YORK SALESROOMS, 37 Maiden Lane
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A HOLIDAY SUGGESTION
10 KARAT SOLID GOLD

BABY SET
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MADE IN EIGHT DISTINCTIVE STYLES

PUT UP IN ATTRACTIVE PLUSH CASES

SOLD THROUGH THE JOBBER

r.BY ATO
FNI7ovPi7ErN-0E,

Af EAT P- A rt1
NEW Y(,_`., r 

pc?, SitVirri ST

A WORD OF TRUTH
UNSOLICITED AND SPOKEN
BY AN OUTSIDER IS OFTEN
WORTH TONS OF ADVERTISING

TO WIT:
At the St. Louis World's Fair there was on exhibition a completely equippedPullman train, consisting of Buffet Car, Dining Car and Sleeping Cars. TheDining Car was shown with tables fully set and the silverware used was Reed &Barton's High-Grade Plate, as usual on Pullman Cars.
This car was presided over by a colored porter in spick and span uniform,and as proud as a peacock. Thousands of people daily passed through the train,always stopping to admire the dining-car appointments. One lady in particularstopped and remarked: "What beautiful silver!" and, turning to the porter, asked:"Is this sterling?"
To which the porter replied:
"Well, ma'm, it ain't jes zackly sterling—but it's REED & BARTON'S!"

This colored gentleman unconsciously gave vent, in his own way, to a real bit oftruth, for Reed & Barton Silver Plate, while it "ain't jes zackly" sterling, is so heavilyplated and so substantially made that for everyday use, and for hard -use, it is superiorto sterling.
The railroads are the keenest of buyers. Silverware which can stand " railroad use"must indeed be the very best, and Reed & Barton's High-Grade Plate has ever beenthe standard with the railroads.

MR. DEALER
You can stand back of REED & BARTON PLATE unflinchingly.You can guarantee it unconditionally, for our guarantee is back of yours.IT IS THE ONE, GREAT, OLD-LINE PLATE.
THANKSGIVING and CHRISTMAS
are good seasons for plated ware for home use. Be sure andhave a large stock of REED & BARTON PLATE on hand.

REED & BARTON
Silversmiths- Founded 1824

OFFICES AND FACTORIES AT TAUNTON, MASS •
REPRESENTED AT320 Fifth Avenue 1 

NEW YORK 103 State Street, CHICAGO4 Maiden Lane 
154 Sutter Street, SAN FRANCISCO

allir Tell the dining-car story to your hesitating customer and see if it doesn't
help you make a sale
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Make your store attractive draw the crowd
compel attention by a display of "Sellers" such
as we can supply. The result will be eminently
satisfactory to your customer as well as yourself.
Everything in Watches, Diamonds 64i) Jewelry.

HENRY FREUND C./ BRO.
"Sellers of Sellers" 71 Nassau Street, NEW YORK

ELK AND EAGLE GOODS A SPECIALTY. Our Trade-Mark The Rose" stands for quality and excellence

Ab ELGIN G. M. WHEELER MODEL

HOLIDAY WATCH STOCK
Large supplies for quick-service accommodation
of all the standard makes of watch movements
and gold and gold filled cases.

We are amply prepared to meet the present
active demand for the

16 AND 12 SIZES
The vogue of the G. M. WHEELER. MODEL promises to be a notable feature of
the holiday trade, which indicates a good watch-selling season with preference for
high-grade stock.

H. O. HURLBURT & SONS, P14hsioluatclieTlpenhtLS, Street P a .

December, 19c9 THEE

What Salesmanship Consists Of

Very frequently we read long articles
on salesmanship written by the head of a
business or by theorists, which, however
valuable and full of good suggestions,
nevertheless are often written from the
ideal rather than the practical point of view.
The Jordan-Marsh Co., of Boston, how-
ever, recently offered a series of prizes for
essays on "Salesmanship," written by their
employees, and giving the real salesman's
point of view. The winning essay, written
by Maurice C. Lodge, was.as follows:

Salesmanship consists not only of
ability to sell, but to sell in such a manner
as will impress upon and leave in the cus-
tomer's mind as great a faith in the goods
and in yourself as you have. The salesman
who attempts to sell without faith is gener-
ally a failure.

Individuality, of course, counts a great
deal, but the main factors in successful
selling are judgment and the power to
grasp the customer's idea of what is
wanted, even though that idea be very
vaguely expressed. When a customer has
no idea, then it is up to the salesman to
formulate one. In this case the salesman
has to be very careful, and it is advisable
not to show too pronounced an apprecia-
tion of an idea at the first unless one sees
that it also meets with (to some extent)
the customer's approbation.

Further, do not, because a customer
likes several of the suggestions, veer about
from one to the other, liking the one .the
customer happens to be liking at the
moment.

A certain amount of appreciation of
each and all of them, but a steadfast and
deeper appreciation of a certain "particular
idea" impresses the customer, not only with
the "particular idea," but also with the fact
that you have ideas and convictions of
your own.

Good temper is another very essential
feature. Remember, it is only the few who
do not treat salespeople in the proper spirit.
Those few should be looked upon as the
unavoidable evils of a day's work, and
salespeople should not allow the unpleasant
incidents to predominate.

The reverse should actuate them, and
they will find that their cheerfulness and
willingness are in many cases contagious,
the annoyed customer becoming pleasant.

Next, a thorough knowledge of the
stock is a necessary factor, and most stores
of to-day have their stocks so arranged and
classified that this is a very simple matter.

KEYSTONE

Making disparaging or sneering re-
marks about a rival's goods is unnecessary
and in bad taste and should be avoided, as
in many cases it will be found harmful. A
simple statement "that their goods are not
the same quality as yours" is all that is re-
quired, and will impress your fairness upon
the customer.

When showing goods, give your un-
divided attention to the customer ; speak
plainly and with conviction, and not hesi-
tatingly, as though you were uncertain
yourself. Nothing breeds doubt so quickly
as indecision on the part of a sales-person.

Don't be afraid of showing too many
goods, because you must remember that,
no matter if you have shown the goods as
described, the majority of people are not
versed in trade technicalities and methods
of identification and you may not have
shown what they wish to see.

Summed up, salesmanship demands the
following qualifications : Willingness, cheer-
fulness, individuality, patience, and, last, and
perhaps greatest, unbounded faith in your-
self and your goods.

Anyone possessing or cultivating these
qualities and taking "civility without ser-
vility" for their motto has open before them
the road to successful salesmanship.

Salesmen and the Credit Question

Perhaps the most delicate subject
which confronts the salesman is the ques-
tion of 'credit. There seems to be an in-
herent fear that the customer is sensitive
and will take offense. It is most com-
mendable if he is sensitive about his credit,
for the man who is entirely indifferent is a
good one to leave alone. Those who are
honest and responsible will not balk at a
discussion of terms of credit; on the con-
trary, those who should make most desira-
ble customers for your house are those who
have sufficient pride in their reputation,
integrity and responsibility to court and
invite the fullest investigation. It can
safely be said that almost invariably the
super-sensitive merchant is a dangerous
credit risk, for if he will tolerate no dis-
cussion as to his credit standing, he may
have something to hide, and in all proba-
bility is also lax in extending credit to his
customers, and sooner or later he will fol-
low the well-beaten path of those who
trusted not wisely but too well.

Remember, also, that the question of
credit can be handled more delicately at the
time the sale is made, where you have the
opportunity of discussing matters in person,

1983

than by leaving the subject entirely open
and throwing all the burden on the credit
department at home. It is not intended to
convey the impression that you should take
upon yourself the responsibility of deter-
mining credit, for the final decision must
rest with the credit manager, but good
judgment must be exercised and the in-
terests of the house must never be risked
to secure an order. Business thus obtained
must ultimately result in the salesman's
discredit.

Waltham Watch Co. versus Charles A.
Keene

In the Supreme Court of Massachu-
setts, Boston, on November 19th, Judge
Hammond heard the demurrer of Charles
A. Keene to a bill of equity brought against
him by the Waltham Watch Company.
The acts of Keene to which the watch
company objected, as stated in its bill, were
the purchasing from third parties of the
company's movements, and then affixing his
own name to the dial in connection with
the word "Waltham," so as to ' give the
impression to the public that the watch
company was making a new brand of move-
ment, termed "Waltham Keene" move-
ments ; and also stamping on the plate the
words, "From C. A. Keene, New York,"
in such a manner as to injure the time-
keeping qualities of the movements, and
then putting in cases the movements thus
marked on dial and plate and offering them
for sale to the public in New York City
and elsewhere. It was alleged in the bill
that these practices were fraudulent and
were intended to, and had, injured the repu-
tation of the plaintiff's watch movements.

Keene demurred on several grounds,
among them being the ground that he was
a resident of New York, and therefore was
outside the jurisdiction of the court, and
also that the practices complained of were
not illegal.

Matthews, Thompson & Spring ap-
peared for Waltham Watch Company and
Dickson & Knowles for Keene.

After argument, Judge Hammond
overruled the demurrer, stating that al-
though the practices set out in the bill were
somewhat novel, yet a case of fraud was
charged, of which the court would take
notice. He also stated that the courts of
that State could take jurisdiction of such
a case, even though the defendant lived in
another State, provided personal service
was made upon the defendant, and he ap-
peared by counsel, which was the situation
here. Also that decree could be enforced
against the defendant in New York.
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Make your store attractive draw the crowd
compel attention by a display of 'Sellers" such
as we can supply. The result will be eminently
satisfactory to your customer as well as yourself.
Everything in Watches, Diamonds Jewelry.
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HENRY FREUND ei BRO.
" Sellers of Sellers " 71 Nassau Street, NEW YORK

ELK AND EAGLE GOODS A SPECIALTY. Our Trade-Mark The Rose" Ur.
_

stands for quality and excellence

HOLIDAY WATCH STOCK
Large supplies for quick-service accommodation
of all the standard makes of watch movements
and gold and gold filled cases.

We are amply prepared to meet the present
active demand for the

ELGIN G. M. WHEELER MODEL
16 AND 12 SIZES

The vogue of the G. M. WHEELER MODEL promises to be a notable feature of
the holiday trade, which indicates a good watch-selling season with preference for
high-grade stock.

H. O. HURLBURT & 
SONS, 14 South Tenth Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

December, 1909 T H E

What Salesmanship Consists Of

Very frequently we read long articles
on salesmanship written by the head of a
business or by theorists, which, however
valuable and full of good suggestions,
nevertheless are often written from the
ideal rather than the practical point of view.
The Jordan-Marsh Co., of Boston, how-
ever, recently offered a series of prizes for
essays on "Salesmanship," written by their
employees, and giving the real salesman's
point of view. The winning essay, written
by Maurice C. Lodge, was.as follows:

Salesmanship consists not only of
ability to sell, but to sell in such a manner
as will impress upon and leave in the cus-
tomer's mind as great a faith in the goods
and in yourself as you have. The salesman
who attempts to sell without faith is gener-
ally a failure.

Individuality, of course, counts a great
deal, but the main factors in successful
selling are judgment and the power to
grasp the customer's idea of what is
wanted, even though that idea be very
vaguely expressed. When a customer has
no idea, then it is up to the salesman to
formulate one. In this case the salesman
has to be very careful, and it is advisable
not to show too pronounced an apprecia-
tion of an idea at the first unless one sees
that it also meets with (to some extent)
the customer's approbation.

Further, do not, because a customer
likes several of the suggestions, veer about
from one to the other, liking the one .the
customer happens to be liking at the
moment.

A certain amount of appreciation of
each and all of them, but a stead fast and
deeper appreciation of a certain "particular
idea" impresses the customer, not only with
the "particular idea," but also with the fact
that you have ideas and convictions of
your own.

Good temper is another very essential
feature. Remember, it is only the few who
do not treat salespeople in the proper spirit.
Those few should be looked upon as the
unavoidable evils of a day's work, and
salespeople should not allow the unpleasant
incidents to predominate.

The reverse should actuate them, and
they will find that their cheerfulness and
willingness are in many cases contagious,
the annoyed customer becoming pleasant.

Next, a thorough knowledge of the
stock is a necessary factor, and most stores
of to-day have their stocks so arranged and
classified that this is a very simple matter.
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Making disparaging or sneering re-
marks about a rival's goods is unnecessary
and in bad taste and should be avoided, as
in many cases it will be found harmful. A
simple statement "that their goods are not
the same quality as yours" is all that is re-
quired, and will impress your fairness upon
the customer.

When showing goods, give your un-
divided attention to the customer ; speak
plainly and with conviction, and not hesi-
tatingly, as though you were uncertain
yourself. Nothing breeds doubt so quickly
as indecision on the part of a sales-person.

Don't be afraid of showing too many
goods, because you must remember that,
no matter if you have shown the goods as
described, the majority of people are not
versed in trade technicalities and methods
of identification and you may not have
shown what they wish to see.

Summed up, salesmanship demands the
following qualifications : Willingness, cheer-
fulness, individuality, patience, and, last, and
perhaps greatest, unbounded faith in your-
self and your goods.

Anyone possessing or cultivating these
qualities and taking "civility without ser-
vility" for their motto has open before them
the road to successful salesmanship.

Salesmen and the Credit Question

Perhaps the most delicate subject
which confronts the salesman is the ques-
tion of 'credit. There seems to be an in-
herent fear that the customer is sensitive
and will take offense. It is most com-
mendable if he is sensitive about his credit,
for the man who is entirely indifferent is a
good one to leave alone. Those who are
honest and responsible will not balk at a
discussion of terms of credit; on the con-
trary, those who should make most desira-
ble customers for your house are those who
have sufficient pride in their reputation,
integrity and responsibility to court and
invite the fullest investigation. It can
safely be said that almost invariably the
super-sensitive merchant is a dangerous
credit risk, for if he will tolerate no dis-
cussion as to his credit standing, he may
have something to hide, and in all proba-
bility is also lax in extending credit to his
customers, and sooner or later he will fol-
low the well-beaten path of those who
trusted not wisely but too well.

Remember, also, that the question of
credit can be handled more delicately at the
time the sale is made, where you have the
opportunity of discussing matters in person,
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than by leaving the subject entirely open
and throwing all the burden on the credit
department at home. It is not intended to
convey the impression that you should take
upon yourself the responsibility of deter-
mining credit, for the final decision must
rest with the credit manager, but good
judgment must be exercised and the in-
terests of the house must never be risked
to secure an order. Business thus obtained
must ultimately result in the salesman's
discredit.

Waltham Watch Co. versus Charles A.
Keene

In the Supreme Court of Massachu-
setts, Boston, on November 19th, Judge
Hammond heard the demurrer of Charles
A. Keene to a bill of equity brought against
him by the Waltham Watch Company.
The acts of Keene to which the watch
company objected, as stated in its bill, were
the purchasing from third parties of the
company's movements, and then affixing his
own name to the dial in connection with
the word "Waltham," so as to • give the
impression to the public that the watch
company was making a new brand of move-
ment, termed "Waltham Keene" move-
ments; and also stamping on the plate the
words, "From C. A. Keene, New York,"
in such a manner as to injure the time-
keeping qualities of the movements, and
then putting in cases the movements thus
marked on dial and plate and offering them
for sale to the public in New York City
and elsewhere. It was alleged in the bill
that these practices were fraudulent and
were intended to, and had, injured the repu-
tation of the plaintiff's watch movements.

Keene demurred on several grounds,
among them being the ground that Ile was
a resident of New York, and therefore was
outside the jurisdiction of the court, and
also that the practices complained of were
not illegal.

Matthews, Thompson & Spring ap-
peared for Waltham Watch Company and
Dickson & Knowles for Keene.

After argument, Judge Hammond
overruled the demurrer, stating that al-
though the practices set out in the bill were
somewhat novel, yet a case of fraud was
charged, of which the court would take
notice. He also stated that the courts of
that State could take jurisdiction of such
a case, even though the defendant lived in
another State, provided personal service
was made upon the defendant, and he ap-
peared by counsel, which was the situation
here. Also that decree could be enforced
against the defendant in New York.
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SEAMLESS GOLD RINGS
10.11 WE HAVE A WAY

of making seamless plain rings of great density of grain and excep-
tionally brilliant and durable finish. The shapes are uniform and
accurate and the metal always plump assay. You can rely abso-
lutely upon finding these elements of superiority in our rings, there-
fore you cannot make a mistake in buying from us.

5 SHAPES 22 K., 18 K., 14 K., 10 K.

ASK FOR PRICES

Our Ring Catalogue Shows an Immense Variety of
Fancy Rings. Ask for a Copy

HAYDEN W. WHEELER & CO.
RING MAKERS

2 MAIDEN LANE NEW YORK
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" Our old styles revived and modernized are the only thing really new in
Lockets this season. If you would be up to date, don't fail to place an
assortment of these in your stock. They are the talk of the trade."

New illustrated
booklet just out

DISTRIBUTED THROUGH THE JOBBING TRADE EXCLUSIVELY

WIGHTMAN & HOUGH CO.
New York Office

3 Maiden Lane Providence, R. I. Main Office and Factory
7 Beverly Street, Providence, R. I.
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Last month was remarkable for
The Holiday the number of trade visitors
Situation seen in this city, the returning

army from Europe with a
wealth of gems and other imported goods for the
holiday trade and for the general active prepara-
tion for the Christmas rush. The wholesale
houses have been enjoying a seasonable business
and the men on the road are forwarding very
satisfactory orders both in number and kind. The
activity in the gem trade continues to be a notable
feature of the situation and diamond stock par-
ticularly has been moving freely, notwithstanding
the current high prices. The trade at large have
now settled down to a month of incessant activity
and all hope that the results will go far to make
up for the shortcomings of the preceding holiday
season.

Organized action has at last
To Suppress been taken by the diamond
Gem Smuggling trade with the purpose of de-

vising ways and means to cur-
tail or suppress the smuggling of gems now prac-
ticed on such an extensive scale, not only by
private individuals, but by members of the trade.
A meeting called for this purpose last month was
attended by representatives of twenty-six firms.
Ludwig Nissen, of Ludwig Nissen & Co., was
chairman of the meeting and explained at con-
siderable length the purposes in view. He as-
serted that the growth and present dimensions of
gem smuggling had become a serious threat to
the trade and that the time had come for united
action for the protection of honest importers.
George R. Whitehead was appointed temporary
secretary, and, on motion of Leopold Stern, of
Stern Bros. & Co., a permanent organization was
formed, to be named "The Precious Stone Im-
porters' Protective Association." The formation
of a permanent organization was then proceeded
with and the following officers elected: President,
Ludwig Nissen ;. vice-president, Alfred Krower;
secretary, George R. Whitehead, and treasurer,
Arthur Henius. These officers were empowered
to name an executive committee to act in con-
junction with them.

The directors of the four organizations, the
Jewelers' Security Alliance, the Jewelers' Safety
Fund Society, the Jewelers' Protective Union and
the Jewelers' Board of Trade, entertained the
presidents of these organizations at a dinner
which was given in the Republican Club, 54 West
Fortieth Street. The guests were A. K. Sloan,
William T. Gough, 0. G. Fessenden and George
W. Street. The function was a reversal of the
custom of past years when the four presidents
united to entertain the directors. As an evidence
of the fraternal spirit which exists among the
trade, these dinners are highly commendable and
are at all times thoroughly enjoyed by those
privileged to take part in them. Immediately
preceding the dinner an informal reception was
held in an adjacent room, after which the ban-

queters proceeded to take their places in the
dining-room. At each plate was a morocco leather
case, containing a silver drinking cup, the name
on the case indicating the party for whom the
seat was intended. After the banquet each of the
four presidents was presented with a beautiful
engraved invitation in ornamental lettering, signed
by the directors of the different organizations.
C. G. Alfred acted as toastmaster and paid the
respects of the directors to their guests of the
evening. Each of the latter responded in a few
appropriate remarks. Other speakers included
Leopold Stern, Leo Wormser, F. H. Larter and
H. A. Bliss. There were also singing, recitation
and story telling by popular performers.

R. T. Haines Halsey lectured under the aus-
pices of the Jewelers' Board of Trade on No-
vember 20th at the Metropolitan Museum of Art.
It will be remembered that the art exhibits of the
Hudson-Fulton celebration, shown at the museum,
comprised a large number of specimens of
colonial silver, many of these being loaned for
the occasion. by Mr. Halsey, the lecturer. The
subject of the lecture was "American Silversmiths
of the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries and
Their Work," and no one was better qualified to
do justice to this interesting subject than Mr.
Halsey, who has made a special study of the
period and is recognized as a connoisseur on this
branch of craftsmanship. The lecture was il-
lustrated by stereopticon views, which materially
enhanced its instructive value. The trade honored
the occasion by a very large attendance.

A trophy which has been greatly admired is
that presented by Sir Thomas Lipton, the well-
known British merchant and yachtsman, to the
Corinthian Yacht Club, of Marblehead, Mass.
The cup is remarkable in appropriateness of de-
sign and execution and is the work of the Gold-
smiths' and Silversmiths' Co., of London.

Benjamin S. Sugarman, well known among
the diamond trade of this city as importer and
cutter, at 45 John Street, died last month of
pleuro-pneumonia after a brief illness. The de-
ceased was born in Boston in 1864 and there
learned the trade of diamond cutting. Later he
came to New York in 1888 and started in business
for himself with office at 47 John Street. Several
other removals found him in the new Frankel
Building. He was a member of the Royal Ar-
canum and other fraternal and beneficial organi-
zations.

Simon Frankel, of Joseph Frankel's Sons Co.,
sailed last month for Europe on the Lusitania.

F. C. Kroeber, formerly of the F. Kroeber
Clock Co., has become agent for the Bannatyne
watch in the States of New York and New
Jersey. His office is in Room 40, 51 Maiden Lane,
which will be the agency headquarters.

Sigmund Stern, of Stern Bros. & Co., re-
turned last month from a trip to the European
markets.

M. Straus has opened his new jewelry store
at 408 Fulton Street, Brooklyn. The new estab-
lishment is a three-story concrete building of
ample dimensions and fixtured in mahogany. Mr.

Straus was located for over a quarter of a cen-
tury at 409 Fulton Street.

The Tiffany studios, at the corner of Madison
Avenue and Forty-fifth Street, will be enlarged
by the addition of two stories and also by instal-
ling two mezzanine floors. The enlargement is
made necessary by the growing business of the
studios.

Richard Croker, ex-leader of the Tammany
organization, presented a handsome cup as a prize
for the yacht winning at the annual ocean race at
Cape May. The cup was furnished by the Gorham
Mfg. Co., who exhibited it in the window of their
Maiden Lane store, where it attracted much at-
tention.

George Heywood, representative in this city
of the Horton, Angell Co., Attleboro, has returned
from a brief stay at the factory.

Henry Labouseur, with Joseph Fahys & Co.,
was recently elected secretary of the Jewelers'
Bowling League to succeed the former secretary,whose resignation was recently submitted andaccepted.

On the evening of November 27th the bowling
teams of the L. E. Waterman Co., of this city,and W. G. Johnston Co., Pittsburg, were matchedagainst each other in their respective cities. A
representative of the Johnston Co., in this city,and L. E. Waterman, in Pittsburg, provided thenecessary referee in each case. The results ofthe game were communicated back and forth bywire and were eagerly awaited by those interested.

Theodore Schisgall, clock importer, T16-118Chambers Street, found it necessary early inNovember to call in his road men on account ofpractically having sold out his stock. He istaking care of his old customers' orders, how-ever. Since the recent establishment of hiswestern sales agency, with Henry Paulson & Co.,of Chicago, Schisgall's western business hasgreatly increased even beyond his original ex-pectations.
Jacob Strauss, of Jacob Strauss & Sons, hasbought the entire real estate holdings, known asthe Florence Friedman's cottages, and some ad-ditional building plots situated on Grand Viewand Beach Avenues, Edgemere, L. I. The dealamounted to over $too,000.
On November nth C. A. Hetzel & Son Co.,tortoise shell and ivory goods manufacturers, hada serious fire in their factory at 129-131 WestThirty-first Street. Two of their workmen werekilled and several others injured. Frank Hetzelhad his hands burned and his brother Charleswas so seriously burned that it was thought hewould die, but he is now on the road to recovery.
U. J. Ulery Co., 25 Warren Street, havejust issued an eighteen-page catalogue of finepocket cutlery.
The L. E. Waterman Co. gave a novel moving

picture exhibition Saturday evening, November
5th, at the Parish hall of the Church of St.
Matthew, in Brooklyn, showing the making of afountain pen from the crude rubber up to the
finished product and also of the making of the
gold point. A reel of films, entitled "The Birth
and Adventures of a Fountain Pen," showing a
number of disappearing pictures, was very amus-
ing. About 200 invited guests attended the ex-
hibition of the films, which were made by the
American Vitagraph Co.

F. W. Hall, of the Irons & Russell Co., Provi-
dence, has taken charge of that company's New
York territory and will make his headquarters atthe New York office, 9-10-13 Maiden Lane.

The ninth annual dinner of the Jewelers'
24-Karat Club will be held on the evening of
January 20th next in the new ball room of the
Hotel Astor, instead of at Delmonico's, where the
dinners have been given for a number of years
past. Last year a large number of requests for
invitations had to be refused owing to lack of
room. The Astor ballroom, being one of the larg-
est in the city, will afford ample room for the
club's next dinner.

Col. John M. Shepherd, of the New York of-
fice of the Keystone Watch Case Co., recently re-
turned from an extended trip to the Pacific Coast
in the interests of his company. The Colonel says
that prospects for winter business look very en-
couraging in the western territory.

(Continued on page 487)
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The above illustration shows the Actual Dial Size of all
of the 3 inch sizes. The 3 and 4 inch sizes are approxi-
mately relatively larger. There are 3 sizes of each Model
—see Price List. All cases are of the approved " screw
bezel," water and dust proof type and are made of
Polished Brass—but " to order " will be finished Nickeled
and other finishes.

EXCELLENT for use on AUTOMOBILES and MOTOR BOATS

8 Day ) AUTO CLOCKHigh Grade J

Lt- Nothing Nothing but unusually large facilities, highest grade automatic ma-
chinery and a specially large force of highly skilled employees permits
the Prices made on these Excellent Clocks.

cr--b— It gives the USER an excellent clock at (for the quality) a very
moderate price.

geir We give Discounts to Dealers and to Legitimate Jobbers, insuring a
reasonable profit.

gEr The movements are all 8-Day, high grade, very rigidly built, are
7 Jeweled and have Breguet Hairspring and Compensation Balances
with Timing and Balance Screws, etc., and are secured by screws
through back of the case—the best possible way.

PRICE LIST
MEMO.—If any of these clocks are wanted fitted with our (patent applied
for) STEM WIND and STEM SETTING Device, the most effective,
compact and convenient device of the kind ever put on the market,
ADD $2.50 to below list of Prices.

Size Models A, B or C Model D Model E

3 inch $15.00 $18.(i0 $21.00
3'1 inch $16.50 $21.00 $24.60
4 inch $18.00 $24.I10 $27.00

The Illustrations below show in Reduced Size the General Style of the various Models

Model A
In 3 sizes—see Price List

Model B
In 3 sizes—see Price List

Model C
Adjustable to various angles by
Ratchet and Nut at back. In
general appearance it closely
matches many makes of speedo-
meters.

Secured to Dashboard by Safety Lock Inc
Device.

Model E
In 3 sizes—see Price List

The Illustrations below show the (patent npplied for)
STEM WINDING and STEM SETTING Device

On Models A, B and C it projects through side of case. On Models D and E it pro-
jects through bottom of case and eliminates seconds dials. Compact and effective.
44, IF CLOCKS wanted FITTED with this device, ADD $2.50 to Price Lists

Model D
III 3 sizes—see Price List

TO DEALERS
This page, if cut out and kept, will make a good,

temporary, illustrated catalogue—as of date,
December, 1909.

It7PIN ORDERING, state the Model and Size wanted

ORDERS and Correspondence Solicited

BOSTON CLOCK CO.
16 STATE ST.

BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A.

Jrir MORGAN 8z ALLEN CO., 150 Post St.
San Francisco, California
Sales Agent, Pacific Coast

TO JEWELERS During 1910 a quite complete line of our
1 BOSTON Mantel Clocks will be ready.

December, 1909

New York Letter

(Continued from page togs)

Frank Milhening, a wholesale
The Jeweler's jeweler of No. 195 State Street,
Lost Trunk Chicago, had been stopping at

the Herald Square Hotel, this
city, last month, and had bought a ticket for the
West. A trunk containing $35,000 worth of jewelry
was carried out to a taxicab in front of the hotel
and the negro porter was told to remain and
watch it while Mr. Milhening went back to pay his
bill. The porter was called away and while he
was gone a man and two women emerged from
the hotel, walked straight to the taxicab, got in
and told the chau ffer to take them on a little
slumming trip down on the Bowery and around
Chatham Square. Off started the taxi for the
lower east side with the trunkful of jewelry atop.
It never stopped until it got to 135th Street and
Willis Avenue, where the woman said good night
and got out. Then it went to t66th Street and
Prospect Avenue. There the man got out. "Hold
on," cried Dunphy, the chauffer, "Where does
the trunk go?" "That's not my trunk," said the
man. Dunphy gasped, took in the situation and
went as fast as the speed laws would permit back
to the Herald Square Hotel. They were waiting
for him there, the Chicago jeweler and Detectives
Griffith and Haley, who had been frantically
summoned by Milhening from police headquarters.

Eugene Unger, president and
Death of treasurerof the Unger Brothers,
Eugene Unger of Newark, N. J., was killed

near his home, in Madison,
while he was returning from a horseback ride
November t6th. The horse became unmanage-
able and carried the rider close to a tree. Mr.
Unger's head struck a limb and he was thrown
violently backward from the horse. Mr. Unger
died about an hour after being thrown. He was
conscious for only a few moments. It had been
Mr. Unger's custom to go out for a ride each day
before breakfast. He was just turning into the
driveway of his home at 7.30 when the horse
bolted, taking the rider unaware. After striking
the tree Mr. Unger was unhorsed and his head
struck a large stone in the roadway. This caused
a hemorrhage of the brain and injuries to the
spine. Several men saw the accident and went to
Mr. Unger's assistance. They carried him to the
house and a doctor was summoned. The phy-
sician's efforts, however, were unavailing. Mr.
Unger spoke but once and then to ask those at-
tending him to "do something for my back."
Mr. Unger was 68 years old and had spent his
entire life in Newark. With his brother, the late
Herman Unger, he established the silversmith
business at 26 Beecher Street, thirty-eight years
ago. The firm prospered and eventually occupied
the present factory at 416 Halsey Street. He was
a director in the Manufacturers' National Bank,
being elected to that position to succeed his
brother following the latter's death, July 19, t908.
He was also a member of the Board of Trade.

Beline & Glasser, makers of solid gold and
sterling silver mesh bags, moved on November tst
from 49 Second Street to 1352 Bryant Avenue, the
Bronx, where they will have larger and better
quarters.

While the family of Charles L. Trout, the
Maiden Lane jeweler, were at dinner recently,
their attention was attracted by a noise in another
room of their apartment. Upon investigation a
colored elevator boy was discovered in an attempt
to steal a quantity of valuable jewelry. He was
turned over to the police.

W. S. Stone, formerly advertising manager
for Reed & Barton, Taunton, Mass., has recently
taken charge of the advertising department of the
Gorham Manufacturing Company.

Mrs. J. G. Hodson, who for the past three
years has been associated with the advertising de-
partment of the Oneida Community, at 395 Broad-
way, has resigned her position with that company
to accept another with the Century Co. She has
been succeeded by Miss Herdling.

The $io,000 diamond necklace and a princess
ring, which mysteriously disappeared from Tif-
fany's Fifth Avenue shop several months ago, has
been recovered. One of the firm's apprentices at-
tempted to dispose of several of the stones and
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was arrested on suspicion. He maintains that he
did not steal them but secured them through
trading with another party. Both the jewelry
concern and the police are very reticent as to
where, how and when the boy was apprehended.

Mrs. Frank Thurston Brown has issued cards
announcing the marriage, on October 23d, of her
daughter, Faith, to Mr. Henry Stearns Ginnel.
The wedding took place at Norwich, Conn., and
Mr. and Mrs. Ginnel will be at home to their
friends at the Garden City Hotel, Garden City,
Long Island. Mr. Ginnel is the son of a member
of the Ginnel Manufacturing Co., 316 Herkimer
Street, Brooklyn. one of the oldest houses in the
jewelry trade of New York. The young couple
have the best wishes of innumerable friends for
everything that signifies happiness and prosperity.

Gustave Walter, a prominent member of the
optical trade in the city, with quarters at 32
Maiden Lane, died on November 4th of a com-
plication of diseases. The deceased was born in
France, but came to this country while still in his
teens. He was president of the Gustave Walter
Optical Co. He is survived by a widow and two
sons. One of the latter, G. Alfred Walter, con-
ducts optical stores at 695 Madison Avenue and
152 Broadway.

Last month medals were presented to the of-
ficers and crew of the White Star liner Baltic
for their gallant rescve of the passengers of the
White Star liner Republic, which collided with the
Italian liner Florida last January. The medals
were designed by C. G. Braxmar Co., those for
the officers being of gold and those for the crew
of silver. Robert H. Ingersoll, of Robert H.
Ingersoll & Bro., was chairman of the committee
which raised the fund to present the medals. The
officers and crew of the Florida will receive
medals also.

L. P. Kadison, of Fera & Kadison, 65 Nassau
Street, returned from a European trip early last
month, the purpose of which was a visitation of
the diamond markets and selection of diamond
stock.

The Jewelers' 24-Karat Club at a recent meet-
ing passed resolutions of regret on the death of
two of its members, Addison W. Woodhull, of
Mount & Woodhull, and Harry Canfield, of the
Roy Watch Case Co.

Benjamin J. Warner. formerly a noted watch
case maker, who is credited with having invented
the process of color photo engraving on watch
cases, died recently at his home in Williamsport.

Henry M. Rich and Leo Oettinger, of Stern
Bros. & Co.. 68 Nassau Street, sailed for the
European diamond markets early last month. It
has been announced that the firm of Stern Bros.
& Co. will open handsomely furnished permanent
offices in Amsterdam, which will be in charge of
Messrs. Oettinger and Rich.

'PHILADELPHIA,
LETTER

Preparation for the holiday trade is being
made on quite an extensive scale, the majority of
the local jewelers anticipating a remunerative
Christmas business. That the returns will be
largely in excess of those of last year is a cer-
tainty, but whether they will exceed or even
approach normal for the season is conjectural.
The stores which handle the very high-priced
goods and cater to the most exclusive custom
look forward to the holiday season much more
confidently than those who cater to the general
public, but all expect a material improvement.
The wholesale trade have been seasonably busy
last month filling orders for holiday stock.
Travelers on the road have given a good account
of themselves and large orders were placed by
the visiting trade. The opening of the opera sea-
son brought considerable business of an unusually
profitable character to the local trade. The lead-
ing stores exhibited elaborate stocks of high-
priced diamond goods, opera glasses, fans and
other such articles for the personal adornment or
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use of the devotees of the opera. The sales, we
understand, were gratifying and will materially
aid in swelling the returns of the season.

The Walnut Street Business Men's Associa-
tion, of which E. J. Berlet, of Maxwell & Berlet,
is president, held its annual banquet at the
Bellevue-Stratford on November 23d. The func-
tion was honored by the attendance of many dis-
tinguished guests of honor to the enterprise of
this active association. Mr. Berlet acted as toast-
master on the occasion and many addresses were
delivered by prominent citizens.

Among the visitors last month was S. A.
Ludwig, of the firm of C. W. Bixler & Co., of
Easton, Pa.

The pretty souvenirs presented to the Japanese
commissioners during their recent visit were
furnished by J. E. Caldwell & Co. They were
in the form of solid gold miniature facsimiles of
the old Liberty Bell.

The smoker given by the Jewelers' Club last
month was one of the most enjoyable of its kind
yet held. A large attendance enjoyed the enter-
tainment, among whom were a number of visitors,
one of these being C. F. Brinck, of the Jewelers'
24-Karat Club of New York.

Charged with selling an imitation emerald as
a genuine stone, John F. Sandman, of this city,
was convicted in Quarter Sessions Court No. 3 of
false pretences. Judge Staake deferred sentence
pending the disposition of the motion for a new
trial. The victim in the deal was Ferdinand
Keller, a dealer in antiques, who purchased the
emerald from the defendant last May. At the
time of the sale Sandman said that the stone,
which was set in the form of a stickpin, had cost
its original owner $45o and that it was genuine.
Keller bought the pin for $150 and later dis-
covered that the gem was a "scientific" stone
worth about $25. Sandman's counsel offered in
part the uniqpe defense that the defendant's state-
ment concerning the quality of the emerald was
only a "trade lie, such as is told by 999 business
men out of every moo." The jury, however,
apparently had a stronger belief in the honesty
of the business community than the defendant and
convicted him.

The Bailey, Banks & Biddle Co. exhibited in
their show windows last month remarkable dis-
plays of imported bronzes and other art metal
pieces selected from exclusive offerings in the
European markets.

F. B. Wallen, Camden, N. J., one of the most
enterprising jewelers in his State and an en-
thusiast in the matter of publicity, makes it a
custom to celebrate an anniversary week to com-
memorate the opening of his business. The sixth
such celebration was held last month with the
customary sticcess. One offer to customers dur-
ing this week was the selection of any article in
the store at a reduction of ro per cent.; an ad-
ditional offer was to refund the carfare to such
as found it necessary to use the cars to reach the
store, the refund to be made in every case in
which a dollar's worth of goods was purchased.
A third gift was a refund of railroad fare ex-
pended to reach the store in case purchases ag-
gregating Sic) were made. Mr. Wallen is not only
an enterprising business man, but a most desirable
citizen, taking an active interest in every move-
ment for the betterment of Camden and its ex-
pansion as a trading center. The anniversary
idea gives Mr. Wallen the advantage of a double
holiday season, with results accordingly.

The Wholesale Jewelers' Association of this
city held its regular monthly meeting on Novem-
ber 22d. The routine business was transacted and
the meeting, as usual, wound up in an informal
feast and social enjoyment.

The cup presented to the winner of the
Marathon race run on Thanksgiving Day on the
new wood block pavement on Market Street was
designed and executed by J. E. Caldwell & Co.
and was much admired.

Col. J. Warner Hutchins was one of the
invited guests at an important function at the
new Masonic Temple in Baltimore last month.
Mr. Hutchins, as a member of Governor Stuart's
staff and an invited guest, also attended the Clover
Club dinner given in this city last month.

Time, tide and test have told the true tale of
the superiority of the Moseley Lathes. Get the
genuine.—Adv.
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BENJ. ALLEN Es' CO's

New 1910 Catalogue
qi During this, the busy trading season of the year,
our catalogue has a particular value.

(II There is no time in the whole year when it so
fully demonstrates its value to the jeweler as at
the rush holiday season..

ci Our years of experience in supplying jewelers at
this busy time, and our stocks kept complete to
fill catalogue orders during the holiday rush enable•
us to give jewelers the best possible service.

(jf Take advantage of our unequaled facilities.

DIAMONDS
111 Our stock of precious stones is most complete.
(if When you order diamonds of Benj. Allen & Co.

YOU can depend upon getting the best possible
values for the price.

44 Diamonds mounted in one form or another are
ideal Christmas presents.

(I When you cannot show your customer just the
thing wanted in diamonds from your stock, call
upon our stock.

BEN J. ALLEN eg Co.
CHICAGO

December, TWO TI-1 E KEYSTON 1989

WESTERN BUREAU OF THE KEYSTONE
ROOM 1201 HEYWORTH BUILDING

CHICAGO, November 29, 1909

The closing days of November
Prospects for a brought with them additional
Lively Holiday
Business 

reassuring reports, evidencing
a lively holiday trade for Chi-
cago and this western country.

Chicago jobbers are well satisfied with the pros-
pects and are preparing for a rush. Their
travelers are reporting most excellent conditions
in their several territories and are sending in
orders to back them up. The demand for watches
and the higher quality of goods is increasing.
More than the usual number of out-of-town
buyers have come to Chicago to do this buying.
This is always considered a most favorable indi-
cation. Without exception, these out-of-town
merchants speak in very favorable terms of this
prospective holiday trade. The large retail stores
in Chicago are reporting a very lively demand
and a very noticeable inclination on the part of the
public to do its holiday shopping early. The
general business conditions outside of jewelry
circles are as auspicious as they could be hoped
for. The ranks of the unemployed seems to have
been entirely depleted in Chicago and the large
corporations have been compelled to draw on the
smaller cities to get their necessary quota of men.
Conditions in the farming sections of the West
are equal to those of the most prosperous years.
The farmers have been getting top notch prices
for their products for the past four or five months
and there is nothing to indicate a decline.

Many of the Chicago jewelry jobbing houses
started two weeks ago working nights in order
to keep up with demands made upon their stocks
and they are all preparing to work night shifts,
beginning early in December. A veteran jewelry
jobber who has been identified with the jewelry
trade of Chicago for the past thirty years, stated
to us last week that from his observations he was
well satisfied with the holiday outlook and also
with the progress Chicago had made as a market
for the retail jeweler. There is nothing to indi-
cate anything else except a lively holiday business
for the jewelry trade. The general business con-
ditions were never any better than they are now,
and, while I am nothing of a prophet, I am, never-
theless, willing to take a chance on the statement
that manufacturers, jobbers and retailers alike will
be more than satisfied with the outcome of the
holiday trade of 1909.

The Tower of Babel workmen
The Reign of met disaster through a con-
Chaos in Down- fusion of tongues—so the good
town Streets book tells us. In vain do we

look for a more plausible ex-
cuse than this of biblical lore for the chaotic
condition of the streets right in the commercial
nerve center of Chicago. There is no gainsaying
that these conditions are the modern incarnation
of Babylonian confusion. We have listened
with much pleasure to the recitals of thrilling
incidents that have had their setting on the

"Rocky Road to Dublin," a famous highway which
we have never visited, and we have our doubts
as to whether it really exists on the Shamrock
Isle or in some land of fancy, faraway in Celtic
mythology, but of this much we have an assurance:
if it is harder to travel over than Madison Street,
Chicago, Cook County, Illinois, U. S. A., our mind
is made up to spend the last remnant of a small
"nest egg" we have laid aside for old age and
stormy weather in order to feast our eyes and
wear out shoe leather on it and forever lose a
justly-acquired reputation for a Job-like for-
bearance. We have received a number of com-
munications from retail jewelers on this street
(and there are a score or more) who are affected
by these conditions and who have them em-
phasized on their minds every night when they
foot up their sales before wending their tor-
tuous way, through this highway of shovels, picks,
dinner pails, tar boilers, gas pipes, pushcarts;
water mains and goodness only knows what other
pitfalls, for their home. One jeweler, in his com-
munication, states that he made a call on the
president of the Board of Local Improvements
and approached that dignitary like a contrite sin-
ner before the throne of mercy and implored him
to ameliorate the conditions. The jeweler states
that the reply he received was something to the
effect that "the board was doing the best it could
and that kicking wouldn't lay paving bricks."
Now we don't for a moment suppose that "kick-
ing" will lay paving bricks any more than it would
have stopped the proverbial cow from jumping
over the proverbial moon, so long as the cow was
so inclined and the moon didn't care, but we
want to add that it strikes us that the Board of
Local Improvement hasn't the right inclination
or else its members are absolutely devoid of the
commercial conception of what the holiday season
means to Chicago business interests. Perhaps, if
this long-suffering retail jeweler had started
"kicking" early in June, when the street was first
torn up, there might to-day be some semblance of
order. Not only is Madison Street going through
this diurnal struggle with chaos, but good old
State Street is becoming enmeshed in its throes
and with the first intimation of their predicament
State Street business men raised shouts of protest
that not even the walls of Jericho could have
withstood, but chaos still reigns. Just how long
it will continue to aggravate the patience of the
business interests downtown is a problem. There
is no excuse for such deplorable street conditions
anywhere in Chicago, especially in downtown
Chicago and at this time of the year, except, as
we have said before, that they are due to a
confusion of tongues. Why, for instance, should
permits be issued for tearing up both sides of the
street at once, blocking vehicle traffic and ruining
the business on both sides of the street ? Why
should holiday shoppers have to climb through
ravines and over mountains of debris on the
busiest business corners of Chicago at imminent
danger of life and limb? The slightest semblance
of a coherent street policy would remedy matters,
lessen the trials and tribulations of the busy
shopping public and bring to the business interests
of the streets affected the trade that is justly theirs.

The Treasury Department has
New Ruling on notified the custom collector at
Watch Tariff this port that paragraph 448, of

the new tariff law, commonly
known as the jewelry section, is practically in-
operative as far as the tariff on high-grade
complete watches is concerned. The department
states that such watches are dutiable under para-
graph 192 and the collector here is instructed to
assess complete watches tinder the specific enum-
eration of the watch paragraph and exclude them
entirely from the jewelry section. The ruling
which is made by the Assistant Secretary of the
Treasury is as follows:

"Referring to Department's instructions ad-
dressed to you under date of October 8th last, in
regard to the interpretation to be placed on Par.
448 of the recent Tariff Act, in so far as it relates
to the assessment of duties on certain complete
watches, I have to advise you that the Department
is informed that said Par. 448 will be practically
inoperative, in so far as it would cover the assess-
ment of duties on the high-priced watches, the
cases and movements of which would be imported
separately under Par. 192, and that only the low-
priced watches would be imported as complete
watches, thus paying a lesser rate of duty than
that chargeable under Par. 192 on the cases and
movements if imported separately. In view of
this state of affairs you are hereby instructed to
hold complete watches as dutiable under the
specific enumeration in Par. 192 and to consider
them as being excluded entirely from the pro-
vision of Par. 448."

News from the Trade

Richard S. Settle, a retail jeweler of Kearney,
Mo., who was a frequent visitor in this market,
died the middle of the past month. It is reported
that his business will be discontinued.

C. A. Gossard, of Washington Court House,
Ohio, was a visiting buyer on the local market late
in the month.

Archie Hill, formerly in business in West
Madison Street, this city, but lately employed as
a watchmaker in Saginaw, Mich., has returned to
Chicago and will open a new store here December rst.

J. C. Seaton, of Somauk, Ill., was a visiting
buyer in Chicago.

Henry G. P fordresher, western representative
of the Eastern Jewelry Co., of Providence, R. I.,
left late in the month for his factory headquarters.

Harold E. Sweet, of the R. F. Simmons Co.,
Attleboro, was in Chicago the middle of the
month introducing Louis J. Finch, the new
western representative of the company, who suc-
ceeds Louis E. Fay.

Morris Eisenstadt, president of the Eisenstadt
Mfg. Co., St. Louis, stopped off at Chicago for
several days the past month on his return home
from a business trip East.

Louis Fay, for many years Chicago and
western representative of the R. F. Simmons Co.,
has resigned his position to take up his residence
in southern California. Before going to the
Coast he will make a trip East to complete ar-
rangements for representing a number of lines in
his new territory. Louis J. Finch will represent
the R. F. Simmons Co. hereafter. He has cov-
ered a portion of the territory with Mr. Fay and
left late in the month to spend Thanksgiving at
his old home in East Binghamton, N. Y.

H. T. Harger, of Clinton, Iowa, was on the
local market late in the month in the interests of
his holiday trade.

Information has reached the Chicago trade to
the effect that W. M. Weed, a retail jeweler at
Lake Mills, Iowa, sold his business to 0. K.
Bergland.

Nathan Kahn, retail jeweler at 316 West
Twelfth Street, Chicago, has sold his business and
will retire.

Frank B. Wesker, of Dunkirk, Ind., well
known to the Chicago jewelry trade, has incor-
porated his business and will hereafter conduct
it under the name of the Wesker Jewelry Company.

F. X. Parsche & Son Co. have opened a dis-
play room for cut glass and decorated ware in
Room 401 Heyworth Building.

Irons & Russell Co., the well-known emblem
manufacturers, have filed articles of incorporation
in Illinois.

(Continued on page mu)
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THE CALL oPROSPEROUS
HOLIDAY SEASON

I IOLIDAY GOODS you must have up
1 to the last minute, but it is most essen-

tial that you get these goods in plenty of time
for a sale.
11 Thirty-two years of experience has taught us the value
to the retailer of QUICK SERVICE and the PROPER STOCK
at this time of the year. We fully realize that we make
new customers and hold our old ones by the dispatch
with which we handle holiday rush orders.

(I, During December our customers may rest assured that
they will not be disappointed when sending holiday orders
for DIAMONDS, WATCHES, ALL KINDS OF SOLID AND
GOLD FILLED JEWELRY, STERLING NOVELTIES, ETC.,
to us for attention.

c We feel that we may be justly proud of our holiday
service and stock in all departments, and wish to assure
our customers that we will leave nothing undone to satisfy
their wants. Our stocks, our service and our thirty-two
years of experience are at their disposal.

STEIN & ELLBOGEN CO.
DIAMOND CUTTERS, IMPORTERS an WHOLESALE JEWELERS

COLUMBUS MEMORIAL BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

December, 1909 T HE

Chicago Letter

(Continued from page We)

F. V. Hedeen has opened a new store at
Sixty-third and Ashland Avenue. He formerly
conducted a store at Rockwell and Thirty-fifth
Streets.

Frank White, of C. 0. Sweet Sons Co., ac-
companied by Mrs. White, went East late in the
month. Mr. White visited the factory at Attleboro.

The jobbing trade has been apprised of a
new store at Osceola, Iowa, to be run by Wadley
& Milligan.

T. Scolen, formerly of Evansville, Ind., has
opened a store at Owensville, Ind.

The Hamilton Jewelry Co., of Benton Har-
bor, Mich., has been incorporated with a capital
stock of $to,000.

John Mahoney, a negro, formerly a waiter at
the Vendome Hotel, was arrested early in the
month at Battle Creek, Mich., and brought to
Chicago on a charge of stealing $4000 worth of
jewelry belonging to Mrs. A. Hirsch, wife of
A. Hirsch, a wholesale jeweler in the Masonic
Temple. Mahoney implicated another waiter.
Part of the stolen goods were found in his pos-
session when arrested.

J. Shumacher, 86o West Sixty-ninth Street,
has sold his stock and fixtures to Mrs. D. Hoover,
who will hereafter conduct the business. Mr.
Shumacher has accepted a position with the Co-
lumbus Street Railway Co., at Columbus, Ohio.

Thomas F. Wilson, formerly in business at
Grundy Center, Iowa, has moved to Minneapolis,
where he has bought the business of the Fisk-
Johnson Jewelry Co. and will hereafter conduct
it under the name of the Thomas F. Wilson
Jewelry Co.

Erling C. Ostby, manager of the sales depart-
ment of the Ostby & Barton Co., was in Chicago
the past month on his way to the Pacific Coast on
a business trip.

The Rockford Watch Co. is placing a new 12
size watch on the market.

George T. Binner, Chicago and western rep-
resentative of Kautzmann & Co., made a trip
to the factory at Newark, N. J., the middle of
the month and returned home in time for Thanks-
giving turkey. He completed an arrangement with
Kautzman & Co. for 1910.

G. A. Le Roy, advertising manager for the
Western Clock Mfg. Co., of La Salle, sailed early
in the month for an extended European tour.

Mrs. Robert J. Taupert, wife of a retail
jeweler at Las Vegas, New Mexico, who was
brought to Chicago for medical treatment several
weeks ago, died after a long illness.

Albert Weintraub, who is well known to the
Chicago trade, pleaded guilty before Judge
McEwen early in the month to a charge of lar-
ceny by bailee preferred by the Marquardt &
Scott Co., and was sentenced to one year at the
Bridewell. Several years ago Weintraub se-
cured $3000 worth of diamonds from Marquardt
& Scott Co., on memorandum and shortly after-
wards left town. He was traced to Europe and
arrested there, but owing to the fact that there is
no extradition treaty between Austria-Hungary,
in which country he was arrested, and the United
States covering this offence, efforts to bring him
to this country were unavailing. Shortly after
his release he voluntarily came to this country
and was arrested and brought to Chicago.

The provisions of the will of the late Paul
Juergens, of Juergens & Andersen Co., revealed
the fact that the estate was divided several years
ago among his children. The will, which was
filed early the past month, provides that the
widow, Mrs. Augusta Juergens, be given the
income from the estate for life. Provisions are
also made for a bequest of $t000 each to the
German Hospital and the German Old Peoples'
Home.

L. A. Lippert, retail jeweler, at 233 East
Fifty-fifth Street, died November 3d after a long
illness. The business will be continued by his
widow.

M. Plain, of the firm of Trask & Plain,
Aurora, Ill., was in the city early in the month
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and announced to his friends in the trade that his
firm had purchased the business of the Wilbur
Lamphear Co., at Galesburg, Ill.

The jobbing trade has been apprised of a
new jewelry store at Oelwein, Iowa, which will
be conducted by Louis C. Rathburn.

William A. Fay, Chicago and western rep-
resentative of the Potter & Buffinton Co., Provi-
dence, R. I., visited the factory during the past
month and made arrangements with this firm for
the year 191o.

F. C. Reeves, for many years with Moore &
Evans, Chicago, is now with the E. W. Reynolds
Co., of Los Angeles, Cal. He moved to California
on account of his wife's health.

The Vincennes Novelty Mfg. Co., of South
Bend, Ind., has given up its Chicago office. Fred
Fuchberg, former Chicago representative of this
company, has accepted a similar position with the
Sterling Deposit Mfg. Co., of Chicago.

Joseph V. St. Clair, western representative
of Sternau & Co., left late in the month for the
company's factory at Brooklyn.

J. W. Stoneburner, Chicago and western rep-
resentative of C. H. Allen & Co., left the middle
of the month for his annual trip to the factory at
Attleboro.

A. Vanderzee, a retailer at Pella, Iowa, has
sold his business and will settle on a farm near
Ottumwa, Iowa.

Clara Brodenheyer, a daughter of Henry
Brodenheyer, formerly a jeweler at Lincoln Ave-
nue and School Street, Chicago, and later in
business at Madison, Wis., made a confession to
the police here November r3th and rehearsed the
shocking details of the killing of the former
jeweler by his wife, which occurred July 23, 1906,
in a slaughter house near Madison, Wis. The
story told by the daughter, who was compelled
to witness the terrible crime and who for three
years bore the burden of the terrible secret in
order to shield her mother from disgrace, was as
revolting a recital of crime as the Chicago police
had ever listened to. The former jeweler was
lured to the slaughter house on his wife's state-
ment that she wanted to visit the place where
animals were killed. She shot him with a re-
volver. To the police authorities of Madison she
stated that her husband had been decoyed to make
a midnight ride into the country by two strangers
who called at the store the day before the murder
and that he was killed by these men. The widow
has been a raving maniac at the Dunning (Ill.)
insane asylum for the past two years.

J. C. Ranbow, a retailer at Geneva, Ill., was
in Chicago late in the month replenishing his
holiday stock. He reports the conditions very
promising for a successful holiday trade.

J. H. Le Roy, a retailer at Fairbury, Nebr.,
was a caller at THE KEYSTONE office early in the
month.

The trade here was grieved to learn of the
death of Lewis B. Jones, a member of the firm
of C. A. Marsh & Co., which occurred November
9th at Attleboro. Prior to his connection with
this firm he was a traveler for the R. F. Simmons
Co. He was well and favorably known in Chi-
cago and throughout the West. He is survived
by a widow and a daughter.

A number of Chicago jobbers are congratu-
lating themselves over the fact that they withheld
shipment on goods purchased from them by
George W. Cole and F. S. Hall, who represented
they were going to embark in the retail business
at Sioux City, Iowa. They stated to the jobbers
that they intended to pay cash for the goods upon
delivery. The jobbers became suspicious and de-
layed shipment pending an investigation. Before
the reports were forthcoming they were notified
by the postal authorities that Cole and Hall had
been arrested for using the mails to defraud.

Noah W. Pyle, a retailer at 2618 Cottage
Grove Avenue, who was arrested several months
ago on a charge of having received stolen prop-
erty, was found guilty by a jury early in the
month. The jurors, however, could not come to
an agreement regarding the value of the goods,
the maiority contending that their value was less
than $t5.

Illinois corporation papers were granted to
J. E. Robinson, S. J. Lumbard and H. W. Kuet-
meyer to conduct a jewelry plating and polishing

1991

business, which will be known as Robinson, the
Plater. The new company recently purchased the
business of the Sercomb Co., 1429 Wabash Ave-
nue. The company also owns a plant at 43 West
Van Buren Street.

H. C. Pitz, a well-known retailer of Kala-
mazoo, Mich., was in Chicago late in the month
in the interests of his holiday stock.

L. W. Bruns, formerly of Chicago, but now
in business at Portland Oregon, spent several clays
in Chicago the past month purchasing holiday
stock and calling on his friends.

Albert Paulson, a brother of Henry Paulson
and a member of the firm of Henry Paulson
& Co., Chicago, died very suddenly the middle of
the month at Des Moines, Iowa. Albert Paulson
was well and favorably known to the jewelry
trade of Chicago and the West. Since leaving
school he had spent his entire time in the trade
and traveled extensively in the West. He started
as messenger boy for the old firm of J. H. Purdy
& Co. When the firm of Henry Paulson & Co.
was established his brother took him in as a
partner. His remains were brought to Chicago
for interment. Deceased was a 32d degree Mason
and a Mystic Shriner. The funeral services were
under Masonic auspices.

The marriage of Miss Edna Levy, formerly
jewelry buyer for Despres, Bridges & Noel, to
Harry Miller, Chicago and western representative
of Hutchinson & Huestis, took place at the home
of the bride's parents November 6th. A handsome
chest of silver accompanied by a card, bearing
in inscription "From the Boys," was presented
to the bride. THE KEYSTONE joins with the many
friends of Mr. and Mrs. Miller in wishing them
a long, happy and prosperous life.

George Dtmth was in Chicago eatly in the
month purchasing an opening bill for a new store
he will open in Camden, Ohio.

Frank T. Barton, president and Chicago and
western representative of the George N. Steere
Co.; spent the entire month at the factory of the
company at Providence.

R. A. Kettle, of the Waltham Watch Com-
pany, was called to Philadelphia early in the
month by the death of a niece, a daughter of
the late David F. Conover, formerly a well-known
jeweler of Philadelphia.

The plans of the United States agency of the
Omega Watch Co., contemplating making their
principal offices in Chicago, have been changed
owing to the withdrawal of A. Max Holzheimer,
Who has been the general manager in this country.
Mr. Holzheimer has sold his interests in the com-
pany and is considering some other field within
the trade.

Baumgardner & Co. have opened a watch
repair shop in Room 204 of the Silversmiths'
Building, which will be known as the "Little
Watch Factory."

W. B. Watts, a well-known retailer of
Sheridan, Wyo., spent a week in Chicago the past
month on his annual buying trip.

T. P. Owen, of York, Nebr., stopped off on
the Chicago market last week on his return from
an extended trip East. He was accompanied by
Mrs. Owen.

W. 0. Barnes, of Alliance, Nebr., was a visit-
ing buyer on the local market last month.

A local newspaper recently contained a story
of a visit made by one of its representatives to
Henry C. Scott, a salesman for Spaulding &
Co. The reporter informed Mr. Scott that his
paper had received a wire from the East to the
effect that by the provisions of the will of the
late Carlos M. Morse, of Plymouth, N. H., Mr.
Scott was remembered with a bequest of $r000.
This was news to Mr. Scott but it was later
confirmed.

Vincent Goercki has opened a retail store on
West Twenty-second Street, near Kedzie Avenue.

Claud Wheeler, secretary of the American
National Retail Jewelers' Association, was in Chi-
cago early in the month on his annual buying trip.

AccUracy and rapidity are both necessary to
make repair work profitable, and they are secured
by the use of Moseley Lathes. Get the genuine.—
Adv.
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'PITTSBURG
LETTER

We have just passed through the usual quiet
spell immediately preceding the holiday trade in
Pittsburg, which the jewelers regard as an annual
event. Thanksgiving Day is the customary ter-
mination of this "spell" and already many buyers
are looking into the freshly arranged and enlarged
stocks with a view to selecting Christmas gifts.
This indicates an early and very broad volume of
business in the coming month. One finds the ma-
jority of dealers busy cleaning up stocks, rear-
ranging and preparing for what all expect—good
business. It is in the air and the evidence of its
coming is found in the busy industrial sections,
with the thousands of toilers and many new ones
at work, enormous payrolls, active stock markets
and hustling and congested railroad freight yards.
All these things help and are an unerring weather
vane to holiday conditions.

There is an extended line of building opera-
tions all over the county. Public improvements
have just come in for a share of attention and
the city has voted heavily for a bond issue of
about $7,000,000 for lowering the historic "hump"
and regrading many of the principal thorough-
fares in the business district. There is expected
to be upwards of $10,000,000 in private building
improvements to follow the city work next year.
Then there are new bridges, hospitals, water-
works and filtration extension and flood preventa-
tives that will employ vast numbers of workmen
to construct and, indeed, make the labor market
even more drained than ever in this territory next
season.

With all these good things in store a peculiar
fact was pointed out this month by a leading
dealer. It was the absence of new jewelry stores
in Pittsburg. Few have opened this fall in antici-
pation of the holiday trade. The influx of "flit-
ters" has almost been an absent factor and one
of the principal reasons given is that the greater
care in extension of credits and the active work
of the Credit Men's Association have been a
powerful element in this change. High rents have
also frightened away many others. But with the
lowering of the "hump" this will be partially
remedied in the future, for it will allow an ex-
pansion of the business section in an easterly
direction for several squares.

One of the more important changes of the
past month was the announcement of the leasing
of a large four-story building in Liberty Avenue
to Kingsbacher Brothers,. wholesale and retail
jewelers, who have for some years been located in
Market Street, near Fifth Avenue. The house
is making the change because of the increasing
prominence of Liberty Avenue as the leading
thoroughfare of Pittsburg and also because of the
changing character of its old neighborhood, where
many Nickelodeons have recently located and have
made it undesirable for well-established places of
business. The lease for the new building is for
seven years, at a total rental of $50,000. The new
store is being remodeled and made one of the most
attractive places for jewelry business in the avenue.

Country and suburban trade is holding up well
among the wholesalers. The activity of the early
fall has been somewhat lessened for a brief
period, but this is merely to cover the space be-
tween the close of the harvest season and the

holidays. Retailers in the towns are stocking upfairly well, however, and show strong optimism
in the outcome of the season. Industrial towns
are also active in preparing stocks and are watch-
ing with keen interest the rapid rise of the wave
of prosperity all over the Pittsburg district. In-
quiries thus far indicate that the best grades of
stock in all lines is to be popular this year.

Gillespie Brothers have completed their prep-
arations for the holiday trade and have added
greatly to their stocks. The handsome store on
the second floor of the Park Building never looked
more attractive, nor has the stocks displayed there
been more elaborate. Interesting importations have
been unpacked and placed on display. The char-
acter of the goods is very high. The house is
enjoying a fine trade and reports business in good
shape and getting better.

George B. Barrett Company reports trade in
a healthful condition, with an increasing interest
shown in the buying in the suburban districts.
The road men of this company are sending in
good reports and attractive business.

The display of specialties for the holidays in
the larger retail stores has not yet become notice-
able. Wattles, Roberts and Hardy & Hayes are
showing Thanksgiving stocks and a fine line of
silver tableware. Cut glass is also being displayedin an elaborate manner and the dealers report thatthe demand has been growing from year to year
for these goods.

Terheyden's and Spandau's stores, in Smith-
field Street, are keeping pace with the advance in
the jewelry trade. It is interesting to note, too,
that not a few of the trade are showing importedrugs his year. This is somewhat of a departure
in the jewelry trade, but a logical one in the
opinion of many of those conversant with the
facts. Hereen Brothers Company report condi-
tions getting very much better. The great house
is well stocked for the holidays and its shops areworking full time.

Vilsack's auction sales to clean tip their busi-
ness affairs and retire from the active field con-
tinue and the store is to be rented in the spring.
The location of this store in Wood Street, directly
opposite James W. McCreery & Company's great
department store and a neighbor to such other
establishments as Grogan's and Wattles' is suffi-
cient to make it generally believed that another
jeweler will be found there in the near future.

During the middle of November an interest-
ing gathering of the Pittsburg Credit Men's As-
sociation took place at the Fort Pitt Hotel, whena dinner was given in honor of the visit of thenational officers of that organization. The entire
national executive body was present and some
500 members of the local association, including
several of the leading jewelry houses, were rep-
resented. Pittsburg has a wide-awake body, butthe members learned something more than they
suspected of the tremendous scope of the national
organization at the meeting. President F. H.McAdow, of Chicago, in a clear, suscinct state-
ment of facts and figures showed the power and
influence of the association of credit men and
declared that to-day it was the most powerful
and influential body in the world, with a grave
responsibility upon its shoulders. He brought
home the problems of the day, such as currency
reform and bankruptcy court changes. The in-
teresting announcement was made that the Pitts-
burg association now has nearly 700 members, in-
cluding all the leading corporations and business
houses of western Pennsylvania, Ohio and West
Virginia.

W. J. Horton, of South Sharon, a well es-
tablished retailer, has just placed in position hand-
some new store fixtures and a new safe and is
gathering his holiday goods for the early holiday
purchasing. Dealers generally in the immediate
surrounding territory of Pittsburg are feeling the
influences of the present prosperous condition of
business in other lines. They are frequent visi-
tors to the wholesalers' establishments and report
a general betterment of conditions all over their
field.

During the past month G. R. Blose, of Mc-
Keesport, who opened a jewelry store in the tube
city, completed his equipping of that establish-
ment with handsome fixtures and stock and is
preparing for a good holiday trade. Mr. Blose
is well known in Pittsburg and called on several
of the leading wholesalers during the month.
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Alabama Notes

Alabama jewelers are enjoying a much largertrade and better collections than they anticipated
several weeks ago, with the cotton crop down al-most half and the after effects of a poor seasonlast year. The high price of the staple has put
new life into business men of all lines, enabled
the farmers to pay their debts and have something
over, and has brought the State, as well as other
sections of the South, down to the end of the year
with its cash account in fine shape and its outlook
for the new year higher than at any time sincethe flush days of the prosperous period before the
1907 depression. A look in on jewelers of Mont-
gomery, Birmingham and Mobile shows that every
one of them are buying large stocks for the holi-
day trade. President A. W. LeBron, of the State
Jewelers' Association, with his store in Mont-
gomery one of the prettiest and most artistic in
the South, is riding in a new car and getting
ready for a fine line of trade in a short time. Heis optimistic on the outlook and sees good busi-
ness for all sections this winter. Hardwick Ruth,
of Montgomery, president of the State Optical
Association, is in full accord with the optimism
of his associates in the jewelry organization, and
reports that the opticians are enjoying now the
best business they have ever known. Down in
Mobile they have gotten over the storm of two
years ago and are doing well, even with the long,
drawn-out prohibition agitation. The old house
of Zadek is indicating its belief in the future by
laying in a good stock of the best goods and the
same is true of Julius Goldstein. Mobile showsup this year with a considerable increase in bank
clearings and a wonderful growth in port business,
so there is everything to make the merchants lookto the future with confidence.

Birmingham is going fast and growing greatin all lines of business. The big corporations are
getting out enormous quantities of iron and steel,for which ever-increasing price is received, andthe business men are running to big buildings and
improved conditions along all lines. F. W. Brom-
berg, who has been in a small place down thestreet, has secured a corner room in the Empire,the newest and most impressive skyscraper in the
city, and is opening one of the largest stocks
in one of the handsomest stores of the South.
Abbott Bros., for years occupying a beautiful
store, have taken even more room and secureda large stock of goods for the winter. These,
and all the others report business good in Bir-
mingham and the outlook bright.

Department stores are doing much hurt to
the business in Montgomery and Birmingham,
where they are using watches and cut glass as
leaders, selling them at low range so as to get the
trade for other lines. A house in Montgomery
and one in Birmingham have put in large lots of
fair-looking watches that are sold for a small
sum. The effect will be to load up many who
otherwise might have bought standard goods.

Asserting their independence, the Montgom-
ery jewelers and many in other cities have re-
fused to longer inspect watches of railroad men
without pay. There is not in Montgomery now a
single inspector for the Mobile and Ohio nor the
Louisville and Nashville, two large systems, be-
cause none of the jewelers will handle the work
free any longer. "It takes an extra jeweler to take
care of this business alone," said Harwick Ruth,
of C. L. Ruth & Son, and we have been forced to
drop it. The argument that the business brings
trade is not worth while. A man will get sore
because his watch is not approved and go to some
other jeweler. It has, in many cases, been an
actual drawback to the jeweler. We are not going
to fool with it unless we get pay."

Ed Herzog and Joe Thompson, for a long
time with Bromberg and other Birmingham
jewelers, have organized the Herzog-Thompson
Jewelry Company and opened business in Bir-
mingham.

W. E. Weiss, of the Weiss Jewelry Co.,
Montgomery, was captain of the Alabama rifle
team at the interstate shoot this month at Vicks-
burg, Miss.

Moseley Lathes are up-to-date in every par-
ticular, and this is due to the great care taken in
their manufacture. Get the genuine.—Adv.
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The Buyer of Discretion
IS CONTENT WITH THE

BEST QUALITY ONLY

Quality and Design
HAVE c_A LWAYS BEEN OUR

PERSISTENT AIM

WRITE US FOR SAMPLES,

CATALOGUES OR DESIGNS

Manufacturers of College Jewelry, Class
Pins and all Classes of Special Work

14 Blount Street, Providence, R. I.

al

"REES SPECIAL"
GRAVER

THE FINEST GRAVER MADE
Mounted, ground, sharpened correctly and ready to use.
50 cents each. Made by hand (tapered), of the finest
razor steel. Every one guaranteed. Catalogue free.

REES ENGRAVING SCHOOL (DEPT. K)
Cor. Lake and Market Streets ELMIRA, NEW YORK

JUST A WISH
Yes,,we all have wished. I remember

when I was in the retail jewelry business. I
sold some low-price rings and then I wished
I had not done it. I see that kind of ring
blackened my reputation. On the other
hand, I saw the demand for a low-price ring
and the buyer seemed to expect a reliable

ring from the jeweler. I said I believed this can be done. I will make a ring that will be
a credit to me—good for my reputation, good for the buyer. It cannot be a big, showy
affair, but it will be good. It may need a few words to get some customers off the notion
of buying a big thing, but you can do it. When they see in after years what they bought.
they come again and thank you for the deal. I tested this out—you ought to have this
ring in your stock. It's a plain ring.

Samples mailed for $1.00. Difference In trade-price returned.

F. B. CATLIN
Wins-Wc1, Conn.

It is easy enough to SECURE a high-
salaried position, but it is not so easy to
hold it.

Our Attendance or
Home Study Course
will help you to GET and to //OLD it.

Write for prospectus, and state whether
interested in Attendance or Home Study
Course.

WISCONSIN
INSTITUTE OF HOROLOGY
Enterprise Building, MILWAUKEE, WIS.

$3. 80 net, Comb, Brush and Mirror(4V in.) Sets.
Other Sets at $4.25, $4.75 and $5.20 net.

Military Sets (2 brusha and comb) $3.65 net.
Strictly high grade, quadruple silver-

plated.
Each set in white brocade lined box.
Jewel Cases, Silver and Ormolu Gold

finishes, $3.50 dozen up.
Manicure Sets. Handkerchief and Glove

Boxes.
Illustrated price-list on application.

COMMUNITY SILVER

Baltimore Jewelers' Supply Co.
210 E. Baltimore Street BALTIMORE, MD.
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There is a decidedly better feeling among
local jewelers than there was a month ago. Trade
has been picking up and there is a prospect of
some very nice holiday business. Most of the local
dealers have bought quite extensively in anticipa-
tion of a live demand and there is every indication
at present that they will not be disappointed. Mr.
Hascall, of Freeman & Co., in speaking of condi-
tions, said : "We have the biggest stock of the
most beautiful goods that we have ever carried.
This is especially true of fancy china and art
goods. The styles this year are peculiarly beauti-
ful and we are expecting a big holiday trade.
Business is looking up very well at this time."

While the movement is quite
Medium-class active the bulk of the trade is
Goods being done in medium-class

goods. There has been very
little call for diamonds or other precious stones,
or, in fact, for any really high-class wares and
it is evident that people of large means are deal-
ing very conservatively. One prominent dealer,
in speaking of this matter, attributed the falling
off in the diamond business in some measure at
least to the apparent craze for automobiles, which
just at this time seems to be furnishing an outlet
for the loose money of capitalists. A careful
investigation shows that repair work is holding
up well and most all the benches in the city are
busily engaged in caring for the numerous needs
of customers. Manufacturing jewelers report
that the improvement is not confined to Toledo
alone, but that it is general throughout the section,
with a liberal call for goods from surrounding
country points. Optical business has been holding
its own recently with the trade running to a some-
what better class of goods than it did earlier in
the season. On the whole the local situation is not
at all bad and dealers in all lines are looking for-
ward to still further improvement as time pro-
gresses.

One of the interesting social events in
Toledo jewelry circles during the past month was
the wedding of Miss Irma Judd, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Maurice Judd, to David B. Eppstein,
which took place November 4th, at Detroit, Mich.
Owing to a recent bereavement in the groom's
family the wedding was a very quiet one. The
"At Home" cards announced that Mr. and Mrs.
Eppstein would receive their guests after No-
vember 15th at their home in the Orlando Apart-
ments in this city. The bride is the daughter of
one of Toledo's most prominent jewelers.

M. A. Bell has accepted a position as watch-
maker at the George Kapp jewelry store. Mr. Bell
comes to Toledo from Valparaiso, Ind., where for
the past eight years he has been in the employ of
Lowenstine & Sons. He has moved his family
here and they are now located at 904 Monroe
Street.

The city of Toledo continues
Thieves' to be in bhe toils of a desperate
Harvest-time gang of thieves, who make a

business of breaking into
private residences during the absence of the in-
mates and stealing whatever in the way of valu-
able jewels and money they can find. In most
instances the thieves escape entirely, the police
seemingly totally unable to cope with the evil
and it is but seldom that the booty is recovered.
Among the affairs of this nature pulled off in
Toledo during the past month are the following:
The residence of Walter G. Kirkbride, 314 Rock-
ingham Street, was recently broken into and
jewelry valued at $390 secured. Amy Lauman, a
servant employed by the family, surprised the
thief in his work or much more would have been
secured. Among the missing articles were a gold
watch, two gold bracelets set with pearls, three
gold necklaces with lockets attached, two pair of
gold cuff buttons, several gold rings and pins.
There has been no clue to the robber. Residence
of John L. Monroe, superintendent of the Ameri-
can Bridge Co., 520 East Broadway, was recently
ransacked and a gold watch and chain, a gold

locket, two pair of gold cuff buttons, several gold
stick pins and collar buttons and a purse contain-
ing $25 were added to the robber's spoils. H. H.
Miller, of Melrose Avenue, was a loser in this
manner of twenty-four silver spoons, a valuable
gold watch and many smaller articles of jewelry.
Adam Loos, of Prospect Street, lost through
petty thieves, who entered his home during the
absence of the family, using a duplicate key to
unlock a rear door, two gold rings, a gold neck-
lace, a gold watch and several pins and brooches.
A lot of silverware piled upon the dining-room
table indicated that the thief had been frightened
away before completing this job. No clue has
been discovered. The home of George L. Mc-
Kesson, 42t Prospect Street, was the scene of a
burglary in which $300 worth of jewelry was
taken, among which were a diamond and pearl
sunburst, a ring with three opal and seventeen dia-
mond settings, an opal ring, a pearl ring, foreign
coins and a purse containing $to. A lot of valu-
able silverware was untouched. In all of these
cases the loot has been safely made away with
and no trace of the busy yeggs have been secured.

M. Judd, of the Judd-Cross Co., sailed the
latter part of November for Europe, where he
expects to spend a year. While his first visit
will be made to Holland he expects to spend the
winter at Berlin. He was accompanied by his wife.

A good many sore spots are
Dry Goods Store being made among local retail
Watch Sales jewele,rs by the action of cer-

tain dry goods firms, which
have recently been putting on so-called watCh
sales. While the jewelers make no complaint of
this competition they do seriously object to the
methods employed in conducting the business.
They claim that these dry goods firms have se-
cured supplies of a certain fake watch with
electroplated cases and are advertising in the local
newspapers that they are the same grade of
watches which local jewelers charge $12 to $15
for. The fact is that no such watch is to be
found in any reputable retail jewelry store in
Toledo and the local dealers are considerably
vexed at the idea of being held up as robbers
before the public in order that inferior watches
may be disposed of which could not otherwise
be sold.

E. Gross, of the Judd-Gross Co., has returned
from a trip to New York, Providence and other
eastern points, where he went to lay in a supply
of choice holiday goods.

With Christmas so near at hand the jewelers
are naturally filled with enthusiasm in respect to
business. So many varied statements are being
made as to general conditions it is almost im-
possible to tell what the outcome will be until
the trade is over. The general opinion, however,
is quite favorable and there is little doubt but that
this season will show a large increase over that
of last year. Matters have not properly adjusted
themselves as yet and there are undoubtedly
several conditions that will need to be improved
before the country returns to normal.

S. A. Loomis, of Manchester, Mass., has
been confined to his home for some weeks past
with muscular rheumatism.

H. S. Ehrlich & Co., of Portland, Maine, have
opened a new store in that city, located at 550
Congress Street.

Herbert A. Rice, who has had charge of the
optical department of Myers & Frank, of Boston,
has opened a testing and grinding room in the
Paddock Building, Boston. Mr. Rice is the son
of J. A. Rice, the well-known Cambridge jeweler.

Alfred Harrison, of the Washington Build-
ing, Boston, is slowly recovering his sight, which
was endangered from the effects of an umbrella
wire which was run into his eye.

The feature of the last meeting of the New
England Watchmakers' Club was the lecture given
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by C. M. Smith on shop repairs. Mr. Gindrash,
Mr. Friestadter and H. C. Duncan also talked to
the members.

The annual meeting of the Boston Jewelers'
Club for the election of officers took place Friday
evening, November 19th, at Young's Hotel and
the following officers were elected for the en-
suing year: James G. Blake, of Kattell & Blake,
president; Francis S. Sherry, of Joseph Fahys &
Co., vice-president; Fred E. Chick, of the Smith-
Patterson Co., secretary and treasurer ; executive
committee, Henry W. Patterson, Frederick R.
Hollister and Albert R. Kerr. It was voted to
hold the annual banquet of this association on
January nth, at the Hotel Somerset.

The Shepard Manufacturing Co., Melrose
Highlands, Mass., report a remarkable demand
for cloisonne enamel this fall. All departments
are working to their utmost capacity until 8 or 9
o'clock at night. This would indicate that this
class of goods is going to be very popular during
the Christmas holidays.

Edward Rivett, of Rivett Lathe Mfg. Co.,
Brighton, Boston, Mass., made a visit to New
York City last month.

Charles J. O'Donnell, Waltham, Mass., has
just completed a trip through northern New York
State in the interests of his cabinets of balance
jewels and staffs. The trip was very successful.

Daniel Pratt's Sons, 53 Franklin Street, Bos-
ton, have painted and renovated their store front
as well as their sidewalk, which attracts con-
siderable attention in its bright gilt trimmings.

W. D. Ward, of Hyde Park, Mass., celebrated
the twentieth anniversary of his business in his
present location on November t6th. It was rather
amusing to hear the reply which he made to the
query as to how he celebrated it, "by working
until II P. 34."

Charles Sinclair, of N. C. Nelson & Co.,
Concord, N. H., has recently returned from
Savannah, Ga., where he has been attending
a meeting of the General Grand Royal Arch
Chapter of the United States. Mr. Sinclair has
always been quite prominent in Masonary, but has
recently been made a member of the above-
mentioned body.

Aluminum and Platinum as a
Conductor

It will be useful, states the Elcctrical Engineer,
to give a rule whereby a decision can be arrived
at when confronted with the choice between alumi-
num and copper as a conductor. It is well known
that copper is the better conductor for the same
size of wire, while aluminum is the better for
the same weight, as the difference between the
specific gravities of the two metals is so great
that an aluminum conductor may exceed a copper
conductor sufficiently in cross section to give it
the same conductivity and yet be still much lighter
than its copper equivalent. It is remarkable, too,
that when a copper and aluminum wire have
equal conductivity for electricity they have prac-
tically the same tensile strength. In other words,
the conductivity of aluminum bears the same
ratio to that of copper as its tensile strength bears
to that of copper. Hence, the question of strength
may be disregarded in making the rule. This is
that the cost for mere wiring will be the same
whether copper or aluminum is used, where the
price of the former is to that of the latter as
13 to 25. Obviously if the quotient of aluminum
price by copper price is less than 25./13, the alumi-
num has the advantage, and vice versa.

The Moseley Lathes are celebrated for their
superior quality, design, accuracy, convenience,
simplicity and dutability. It pays to get the best.
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There is still time, if
you act now to get

your share
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INGERSOLL-TRENTON
Watch before Christmas
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ROBT. H.
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D. J. Gutmann, of L. Gutmann & Sons, whole-
sale jewelers, Traction Building, has purchased
for himself a handsome new Two model Cadillac
touring car. Mr. and Mrs. Gutmann left Cincin-
nati November 20th for a few days' visit with
friends and relatives in Pittsburg.

Charles Alberts, pawnbroker at 6r8 Central
Avenue, told the police four rings, aggregating
about $400 in value, were stolen from his place
a few days ago. The police are looking for a boy
who, Alberts believes, knows something about
them.

Jeweler David Gradison, who has a fine retail
jewelry store at 436 Vine Street, had a narrow
escape from serious injuries a few days ago, when
a scaffold in a neighboring building fell through
a skylight over Gradison's office, striking the floor
and desk where Mr. Gradison had been seated
only a moment before.

The Shanabarger & Murray Company, of
Cleveland, Ohio, was incorporated October 28th,
with a capital stock of $io,000, by John H. Shana-
barger, John L. Murray, John C. Shanabarger,
David L. Murray and John A. Neiding.

The quarterly dinner and business meeting of
the Cincinnati Wholesale Jewelers' and Manufac-
turers' Association was an event of October 21st,
at the Sinton Hotel.

M. Schwab, of the M. Schwab Jewelry Com-
pany, attended the wedding of Rabbi Feuerlicht,
of LaFayette, Ind., late in October.

B. S. Newman, of Frohman & Company, left
early in November on a northern trip.

Miss Florence Nolting, daughter of Charles
Nolting, of the Oskamp-Nolting Company, was
married October 26th to Walter B. Skinkal, a
young Cincinnati business man.

Eli Gutmann, of L. Gutmann & Sons, whole-
sale jewelers, says business is good with his
house and that the holiday business is normal.
He added that all jewelers are anticipating a good
holiday business.

John B. Callahan, for years a salesman for
the Duhme Jewelry Company, is now a salesman
for the Clemens-Oskamp Company.

Mrs. Lillian Rickel, of Cynthiana, Ky., was
in Cincinnati late in November buying jewelry
stock.

A pearl, pronounced by S. Gilsey, well-known
local jeweler, as being worth about $1500, was
found in a plate of Lynn Haven oysters a few
days ago by Congressman 011ie James, of Ken-
tucky.

George A. Klein, of Klein Bros., wholesale
jewelers, Traction Building, said business has
been very good for his firm since it entered the
trade a few weeks ago. A. A. Spiegel will be in
Kentucky up to December 3d and will cover
Tennessee up to December 26th. W. H. Modrick
made his second trip through Ohio late in No-
vember and will be in Muncie, Ind., December
22d to 25th. Jesse Ray, now in Iowa, will be in
Kansas December 27th. Ed Klein, of the firm,
will make a special trip through Indiana December
7th to 12th.

The jewelry trade was honored November 2c1
when F. B. Decker, jeweler, of Covington, Ky.,
was elected as a member of council in Covington.
Mr. Decker is a watchmaker in the Carl Building,
Cincinnati.

Adolph Wiebel, formerly with Bingaman
Bros., diamond merchants, at Sixth and Vine
Streets, has opened a cozy little retail jewelry
store for himself at 1730 Vine Street.

Negotiations are on for the opening of a
factory by the Gustave Fox Company, of Cin-
cinnati, in Newark, N. J. Mr. Fox says the
firm is taking this step so it can handle its eastern
trade with more ease, and that the Newark
factory will serve as a branch of the main house
in Cincinnati. It is expected the deal will be
closed by the first of the year.

Sol Bingaman, of Bingaman & Bros., dia-
mond merchants, Sixth and Vine Streets, enjoyed
a hunting trip in Ohio late in November.

William Deters, watchmaker for William
Preuer, at 5 West Seventh Street, has returned
to his duties after an illness extending over
several weeks.

John E. Bundy, watchmaker for A. & J.
Plaut, has retired from active business and ex-
pects to make an extended visit in the South,
leaving about the first of the year.

I. L. Greenwald, retail jeweler in the Emery
Arcade, has remodeled his store. Mr. Greenwald
is the successor of Walter Wickard at that lo-
cation.

One of the most unusual jewelry thefts ever
committed in this part of the country took place
on the night of November 2d, when somebody
jimmied a window in the rear of Harry B. Jones'
jewelry store, Dayton, Ky,., and stole about $3o
worth of watches and clocks. Mr. Jones dis-
covered his loss the next morning and the police
were notified. On the morning following he
found the window open again, but was surprised
to see that the goods stolen before had been
returned.

News was received here in November an-
nouncing the death in Knightstown, Ind., of W.
S. Weaver, a well-known jeweler there. George
Lockhart, of the Clemens-Oskamp Company, at-
tended the funeral.

R. Ketterman is now associated with Richter
& Phillips, wholesale jewelers at Fifth and Vine
Streets. Mr. Ketterman was formerly with the
Ben Schneider Jewelry Company.

Mr. Oaks, of the Oskamp-Nolting Jewelry
Company, fifth and Vine Streets, reports a very
promising lot of inquiries for Christmas goods
and the sale of many expensive pieces already.

The Cincinnati Police Revolver Club will
have a chance to shoot for a fine gold watch do-
nated by S. & H. Gilsey, the firm having put this
up as a trophy.

The fine retail jewelry store of George H.
Newstedt, Fourth and Race Streets, is even
prettier and better arranged now than ever, a
handsome office having been arranged in a new
balcony in the rear of the store, a cash carrier
system having been installed and three new,
specially designed low safes having been placed
in the rear of the store, on top of which are fine
display cases.

J. C. Miller, of the Miller Jewelry Company,
had as his guests recently Mr. and Mrs. William
Raymond, of Sidney, Ohio.

The Cincinnati Wholesale Jewelers' and
Manufacturers' Association held a meeting No-
vember t8th and appointed a nominating com-
mittee to name new officers for the coming year
and a committee to set a date for the annual
election and banquet. It is believed the event will
take place early in January.

William Pflueger, of Joseph Noterman &
Company, big diamond jewelers, is making a trip
through Ohio and West Virginia.

Loring Andrews, of the Loring Andrews
Company, Fourth Street, reached home early in
November with a large importation of Parisian
jewelry novelties.

Owing to the approach of the busy holiday
season members of the Cincinnati Nest No. 2,
of Ku Kus, held their last session of the year on
the evening of November igth at the North Cin-
cinnati Turner Hall. The event of the evening
was a bowling contest between Clam Schmidt, of
the Thoma Bros. Company, as captain of alley
No. 1; Fred Willet, of the E. & J. Swigart Com-
pany, as captain of alley No. 2; J. C. Bose, of
the same company, as captain of alley No. 3, and
William Pohlmeyer, of Pohlmeyer & Roth, as
captain of alley No. 4. These men made the
highest scores at the September meeting and were
accordingly chosen captains of the respective
alleys at the November meeting. A lunch and
smoker followed the bowling. The nest will hold
its annual election in February. The next meet-
ing will be held January 22d.

Edward C. Dwyer, of Greenville, Ohio, has
opened a new retail jewelry store there. Mr.
Dwyer sold his former store about a year ago.

George H. Newstedt was a delegate at the
meeting of the Ohio Valley Improvement Associa-
tion's annual convention here recently as a mem-
ber of the Cincinnati Industrial Bureau.

Jeweler Andrew Alich, of 93o West Liberty
Street, has recovered sufficiently from a long ill-
ness to be able to resume his duties.

Charles Schoenig is now identified with
Joseph S. Voss & Sons. He will travel in In-
diana, Kentucky, West Virginia and Virginia.

A. E. Axman, of Middletown, Ohio, is re-
modeling his store and was in Cincinnati recently
buying new fixtures.

Arno Dorst, of the Dorst Company; Charles
Nolting, of the Oskamp-Nolting Company;
George H. Newstedt and Fred Gruen, of D.
Gruen Sons & Company, enjoyed the sixth an-
nual tour of Cincinnati and the suburbs recently
as members of the Cincinnati Industrial Bureau's
party.

August Newstedt, of Lindenberg, Strauss &
Company, was ill during the latter part of No-
vember and his territory was covered by Joseph
Posner.

A. J. Thoma, of the Thoma Bros. Company,
Fourth Street dealers in jewelers' supplies, has
returned from a hunting trip near Bowling Green,
Ky., having been the guest of J. W. ("Bill")
Campbell, of that city. He brought home a fine
bag of game and swears he bagged it himself.
Inasmuch as the writer has no proof to the con-
trary, he will have to take his word for it.
Since Mr. Thoma's return, a story has floated into
Cincinnati to the effect that somebody on that
hunting trip shot twice at a rabbit in a brush pile
and then threw his gun at it before he discovered
that bunny had been shot a week before and had
been placed there as a fooler. Mr. Thoma abso-
lutely refuses to tell tales out of school, and, as
he is perfectly silent on this matter, it cannot be
ascertained whether he or "Bill" was the one who
thought bunny was a real live one.

G. F. Elgin, jeweler at Kent, Ohio, attended
the annual meeting of the Order of the Eastern
Star, a Masonic auxiliary, in Cincinnati recently.

Charles Esberger, Henry Doeplee, George
Link, A. Schemel and George Nagel constituted
a merry bunch of Nimrods which set out from
Cincinnati on the first day of the open season
for quail and rabbits. They hunted in Kentucky.

The offices of Herman & Loeb are being re-
modeled, giving more room and a splendid interior
appearance.

Burton Fox, of Fox Bros. & Co., returned
about the middle of November from Amsterdam,
Holland, where he bought stock for three months.
Sol Fox, of the same firm, is now in Europe buy-
ing diamonds. He will be gone three months.

Jerome Thoma, of the Thoma Bros. Corn-
pany, made a business trip through the South late
in November and is clue home about December
1st. Carl Thoma, of the same firm, will be cover-
ing southern Indiana during December.

Charles Zoellner, of Otto Zoellner & Bro.,
Portsmouth, Ohio, was buying stock in Cincinnati
late in November.

In a lengthy opinion filed in the United States
District Court in Cincinnati November gth,
Bankruptcy Referee Charles T. Greve holds that
the Herman Keck Manufacturing Company, of
Cincinnati, should be adjudged bankrupt. The
opinion was handed down in the matter of the
application of creditors of the Keck company,
filed in the federal courts here last spring, to
have the company declared bankrupt. Referee
Greve justifies the course taken by creditors of the
Keck company and holds that their claims are
largely in excess of the securities they hold, thus
making it their clear right to bring bankruptcy
proceedings. He decides in his opinion that at
the time of the filing of the creditors' petition,
the Keck company was not solvent. On the fol-
lowing day creditors of the Keck company filed a
motion in court asking the court to confirm the
findings of Referee Greve that the Keck corn-
pany is bankrupt. The motion will be heard
November 29th, which is the regular bankruptcy
day in court, unless the court advances it for
hearing meanwhile. It is rumored that the Keck
interests intend to fight the case still further and
that this is true is established by the fact that on
November moth the Keck company filed exceptions
to Referee Greve's opinion. The company asks
the court to reject Referee Greve's recommenda-
tions and decisions. The Keck company repeats
the objections first raised that the referee ac-
cepted the appraisernent of the Keck company's
assets from men chosen by the creditors and
charges that their valuations were grossly unfair
and far below the actual worth of the property.
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Gem Trade Honors Tariff
Committee

A very pleasant trade function was the

banquet tendered by the gem trade of the city to

the committee selected from their number to

watch over the interests of the precious stone im-

porters while the present tariff law was under

consideration and to secure satisfactory schedules

on gems. The banquet was held in College Hall

of the Astor Hotel and some eighty members of

the trade honored the occasion by their presence.

Notable among the guests was Collector Loeb, of

the New York Custom House, who assured those

present of his hearty co-operation, not only in

enforcing the tariff law, but also in the suppres-

sion of smuggling, which is now working grievous

injuries to the trade.

The guests of the evening, members of the

committee, were as follows: Alfred Krower,

chairman; Ludwig Nissen, M. D. Rothschild,

Jacob Goodfriend, Louis Kahn, Edward E.

Harned, Simon Frankel, Leopold Stern and M. S.

Van Wezel. Other honored guests were George

R. Howe, of Carter, Howe & Co., chairman of the

Newark Jewelry Manufacturers' Committee, and

Hon. H. G. Thresher, of Providence, chairman

of the tariff committee selected by the jewelry

manufacturers of New England.
Previous to the banquet there was an in-

formal reception, during which a reception com-

mittee made those present acquainted with one

another. In the banquet hall an excellent menu

whetted the appetites of the banqueters and mirth,

music and song flavored the atmosphere of en-

joyment.
When the havanas and coffee had been

reached, Toastmaster William I. Rosenfeld rapped

for order and formally welcomed his brethren

of the gem trade to the testimonial dinner which

they had just enjoyed. He emphasized the in-

debtedness of the trade to the committee and its

efficient chairman, Alfred Krower. He also con-

gratulated the committee and the trade at large

on the success which was secured by their work

and watchful supervision. He then offered it toast

to the President of the United States, following

which Ile introduced Mr. Krower as the man "who

was always ready to devote himself to the in-

terests of the gem trade," on which the banqueters

jumped to their feet and cheered lustily.

In response Mr. Krower expressed his sincere

thanks for the appreciation shown his efforts and

was insistent that this appreciation be extended

to his brother members of the committee. He then

related in detail the work of the committee in

connection with the gem schedule and its final

success in securing the rates and classification

desired. In conclusion Mr. Krower said:

"You are well aware that it is difficult to make
a tariff which will please every section and all in-
dustries, and there, no doubt, are some trades
which have not fared as well, but, gentlemen, as
far as we are concerned, my candid opinion is
that we, speaking for the importers of precious
and imitation stones and pearls, and also for the
manufacturing jewelry industry, now enjoy the
most perfect and commonsense schedule that has
ever been enacted. The battle of the tariff is a
matter of history, but the good results which we
will derive from it will be felt for many years
to come.

"In regard to our committee, the members
were all most painstaking and conscientious, spar-
ing neither time nor energy to promote the good
of our cause. I feel, however, that all my col-
leagues on the committee will join with me in
paying special tribute on this occasion to Mr. Nis-
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sen, whose influence and convincing arguments
had great weight with some of the highest authori-
ties in Washington. Mr. Rothschild, who, at the
outset prepared an excellent schedule, and Mr.
Goodfriend for his efficient work as secretary
and treasurer. Each of these gentlemen also made
several trips to Washington in the interest of our
schedule.

"As to you, gentlemen, I thank you for the
confidence and faith which you have placed in us.
Although at times the outlook seemed dark and
doubtful there was never a word of dissatisfac-
tion. You had confidence in your committee and
you showed that you felt they would do the best
that could be done.

"In fact, all of us here to-night looked
towards one aim, zealously and earnestly to
promote the good and welfare of our industry;
narrow and selfish lines did not exist, and it is
this liberal, broadminded policy, free from petty
rivalry, which enables the closest competitors
often to be the closest friends.

"It is to be regretted that in. the hurry and
bustle of our business life we do not get together
oftener and get more intimately acquainted. It is,
however, pleasant to reflect on occasions such as
this, that our united actions have not only helped
to bring us success, but has also created friendship
deep and lasting." •

Hon. William Loeb, Jr., Collector of the Port,

was then introduced by the toastmaster and took

advantage of the occasion to proclaim that the

schedules in the tariff law would be rigidly en-

forced and that efforts at fraud would be rigidly

prosecuted and those guilty properly punished.

He enlisted the aid of the importers in his efforts

and the applause which greeted his remarks evi-

denced the hearty co-operation which will be

given him.
Mr. Rosenfeld then introduced Ludwig

Nissen, whose health was duly toasted. In re-

sponse Mr. Nissen acknowledged the compliments

which had been paid to the committee and

eulogized highly the work of the chairman, Mr.

Krower, saying, "I have never known a more

courteous, generous, open-minded gentleman, and

I have never enjoyed the privilege of working

with a more painstaking chairman." In appro-

prite words he then presented to Mr. Krower a

handsome silver loving cup, the gift of the

precious stone importers and a token of their

appreciation of his work and leadership.

Mr. Krower acknowledged the gift with deep

feeling, saying that the good will of his brethren

in the trade repaid him a thousand fold for the

work he had done.
Leopold Stern was next introduced and made

some very interesting remarks in regard to the

diamond industry, for which he predicted a great

future in this country, adding that the best cut

diamonds in the world were the product of cut-

ting factories in New York City.

He then presented to Mr. Nissen, Mr. Rosen-

feld and Mr. Goodfriend handsome silver floral

baskets in recognition of their faithful services

as members of the committee. In acknowledging

the gift Mr. Nissen referred to the new organiza-

tion for the suppression of smuggling and

earnestly urged the hearty co-operation of the

trade in stamping out the serious evil which

threatened them.
Messrs. Goodfriend and Rothschild also made

suitable acknowledgment of their gifts, the

latter expressing the opinion that in recent years

more pearl necklaces had been smuggled than

had passed through the Custom House.

George R. Howe, of Carter, Howe & Co.,

Newark, was next introduced and made some very

interesting remarks on the jewelry manufacturing

industry on behalf of his brother manufacturers

of Newark and congratulated the gem trade of

the metropolis on the success of their tariff

campaign.
Hon. H. G. Thresher, who had received a

similar honor from the New England manufac-

turers as Mr. Krower had received from his

brethren in the gem trade, strongly eulogized Mr.

Krower, informing those present that they owed

him a debt of everlasting gratitude.
W. Wickham Smith, a prominent New York

lawyer, was the last speaker and took advantage

of the occasion to pay a tribute to the honesty

and sterling worth of Collector Loeb, who, he

said, deserves the support of every honest im-

porter.
The function was unique in the history of

the gem trade and many of those present ex-

pressed the hope that similar friendly reunions

could be arranged in the future.

New Orleans Notes

There is a promise in this section of a very
satisfactory holiday trade, but prospects for
spring business are less bright owing to the
crop conditions.

The Hart Jewelry Co. recently completed
their new store, which will give them three times
the space formerly occupied. The entire front of
the building has been remodeled, the interior
decorated anew and new fixtures installed. As the
location is a very desirable one, being situated
near the principal theaters, the firm looks con-
fidently forward to a material increase in business.

One of the sights in the jewelry district is
the new crystal room just completed by White
Bros. The room is entirely equipped with glass
and marble and the display of cut glass is ex-
ceptionally attractive.

Coleman E. Adler, who recently completed
his new store, is now located next to A. B. Gris-
wold & Co. and can boast of one of the finest
stores of the South. The establishment is fur-
nished in exquisite taste and the stock comprises
the latest and richest on the market, including
cut glass, bric-a-brac, art jewelry and other rich
wares.

T. Hausmann & Sons recently materially in-
creased their manufacturing facilities, adding both
to the equipment and number of employees. Their
shop, as well as their store, is now one of the
busiest places in the city.

The firm of Leonard Krower was recently
victimized in a very novel and peculiar manner
to the extent of hundreds of dollars. Some time
ago Mr. Krower discovered in his gold chain
stock some chains of low quality which aroused
his suspicion and after a long search, with the aid
of detectives, he discovered that a customer who
did an instalment business received at different
times chains on memorandum. The swindle was
effected by taking the tags off the gold chains
and placing them on similar patterns of plated
chains which were returned. Having the penny-
weight tags the returned chains were checked off
as gold chains and placed in stock. The same
thing was done in the case of lorgnette chains,
the slides of which were taken off and placed on
plated chains and the latter returned on the same
tissues as the gold chains, the memorandum being
checked and the goods placed in stock. The firm
since discovered that fully sixteen lorgnette
chains were returned in this manner and between
twenty and thirty vest chains and a number of
neck chains. The same plan was adopted in the
case of jewelry, the cards being returned with
low-priced goods and the high-priced articles re-
tained. The perpetrator of the swindle is known
and his entire stoc;< has been turned over to Mr.
Krower as security for such loss as he has sus-
tained and the sequence is a matter for the courts.
The most vexatious feature of the matter is that
some of the returned chains were sold to other
customers. The firm is consequently investigating
all sales made in the !ast six months and all the
customers who might have made such a purchase
have been notified.
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Holiday Message to the Retail
Jewelers

By J. P. ARCH !BALD, President American National
Retail Jewelers' Association

To every retail jeweler in the United

States, we wish a Merry Christmas and a
Happy New Year. We wish you a most
prosperous holiday business. We all antici-
pate a good holiday trade. May all our
desires be gratified.

Our country is now on the wave of
high prosperity. Money is moving, men

are working. The question is, will all

branches of business be equally benefited?

Our answer is, "No." We believe that the
jewelry business has not gotten her proper

share of all great waves of prosperity.
It now behooves the retail jeweler to

sieze the opportunity and to receive a large

share of the tidal wave of prosperity that
is sweeping over our country. You will

observe that the clothier, the shoeman and

nearly all other lines of trade are making

preparations for a large business. It

behooves us, as retail jewelers, to arise to

the occasion and grapple with the money

waves until we have gotten our share.

People are asking for $50 overcoats, when

they formerly bought $25 ones. People are

buying $6 shoes, when they formerly

bought $3 shoes. The same is true in

nearly all other lines of merchandising.

Everybody has benefited by the great wave

of prosperity except the retail jeweler. It

is now his privilege, as well as his duty, to

show to the purchasing public a complete

line of high-grade goods. He should have

goods that have the quality, and then he

should not be afraid to ask the price. We

have noticed men in the clothing business

throw down a $50 overcoat, selling it, when

the purchaser intended only to buy a $25

overcoat. We have seen the shoeman put

an $8 pair .of shoes upon a man who only

intended to spend $4. The jeweler must
not become frightened with prices. He

must be able to put before his customers
an article that has a value and also that
carries with it a good price, and also sell
the article for the price. It is faith in our

own ability to sell goods and faith in our

goods that convinces the public. The pub-
lic has the money and will spend it if we
can impress upon them the necessity of
their buying good goods at your prices.

This holiday season should be one of

marked improvement in merchandising

among the retail jewelers. A great deal

has been said and done within the past year
in all lines of merchandising to educate the
public and also the retail dealers. The
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fruits of all this work should be shown
during the coming holiday season by the
amount of sales we make and the amount
of purchases the public makes.

We trust that every retail jeweler in
the United States will have the most pros-
perous season of business that has ever
been known in our trade. We trust that on
January 1st every retail jeweler will have
a glad heart, a small stock of goods left
and a fat bank account. A great deal
lies with the retail jeweler himself. The
hour of awakening has come. Use your
brains. Use your hands. Sell goods.

Loving Cups for Two Presidents

President Taft, of our own country,
and President Diaz, of Mexico, on the re-
cent historic occasion of their meeting, were

A handsome loving cup

presented with handsome gold loving cups
by the city of El Paso. The presentation
was made in the temporary Mexican capi-
tal—the Juarez Custom House—just prior
to the banquet. Felix Martinez, of El Paso,
the man who originated the idea of making
the presentation, acted as spokesman for
the people of El Paso and gave the cups.
Both presidents were extremely well pleased
at the courtesy of the El Pasoans and re-
plied in a very happy vein. The cups, one
of which is here shown, were shaped like
champagne glasses and were of solid gold.
Each was engraved in the same manner and
the two presidents drank from them at the
banquet that followed the presentation.
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The cups were designed by and fur-
nished through A. H. Richards, the El Paso
jeweler. The bowl stands about seven
inches high, supported by a slender stem.
Each has the inscription, "Token of esteem
and appreciation from the citizens of El
Paso, Texas, in commemoration of the
meeting between Porfirio Diaz, President
of the United States of Mexico, and Wil-
liam Howard Taft, President of the United
States of America, October 16, 1909, El
Paso, Texas."

On the reverse of one is the United
States coat of arms in relief and the name,
"William Howard Taft." The reverse of
the other bears the Mexican coat of arms
in relief and the name, "Porfirio Diaz."
The cups are identical except for the names
of the presidents.

"Perhaps," says a local journal, "no
more beautiful product of the jeweler's and

engraver's art was ever seen in El Paso
than these loving cups: There is an exqui-
site simplicity and dignity in their contour
befitting the occasion. Nothing more ex-

pressive of El Paso's appreciation of the
honor conferred upon its citizenship in se-
lecting this city as the meeting place of the
presidents could have been devised."

Jewelry Thieves and Holiday Stock

In view of this unusual activity among

thieves, it behooves the trade at this time,
when their stocks are most tempting, to
take every conceivable precaution for their
security. While it is not our purpose to
create alarm, it is our duty to impress on
readers the dangers that surround them
more especially during the holiday season.
An unusually active diamond season is now
promised and trade stocks in this line are
unusually large. It is needless to say that
these goods are given special attention by
the light-fingered fraternity, window-
smashing desperadoes and such as ad-
versity has made desperate. This calls for
extreme care and watchfulness on the part
of the jeweler in connection with the dis-
play of the goods on the counter, in show-
cases or in the window. Most jewelry
thefts, it must be admitted, are made in
ways so simple as to reflect on the capa-
bility of the jeweler, and a large percentage
of the trade losses from this source might
be saved by ordinary shrewdness and cir-
cumspection. We trust that when the holi-
day reckoning is being made, none of our
readers will have his profits interfered with
by a vexatious loss of this character. Let
the clerks be thoroughly posted, so that
each may aid the other in careful observa-
tion of both purchasers and goods.
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CHICAGO WILL TAKE CARE OF YOUR

HOLIDAY RUSH ORDERS

Chicago Manufacturing Jewelers have told you:

That their facilities for handling STOCK ORDERS, SPECIAL WORK and REPAIRS are
unexcelled by any other market.

That they carry an unsurpassed selection of DIAMONDS, PRECIOUS AND SEMI-
PRECIOUS STONES, PLATINUM AND GOLD MOUNTINGS.

That they are fully equipped for all kinds of SPECIAL ORDER WORK.

That they have inaugurated a package delivery service that guarantees the quickest service.

On the eve of the holiday rush they reiterate everyone of these statements and every member of the
Chicago Manufacturing Jewelers' Association stands ready to demonstrate them to your satisfaction.

NOW IS THE TIME TO TEST THIS MARKET
Write "CHICAGO" on the Package
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ORLD'S MoVit1FACTURING CENTER

Our Shops Are Your Shops
WHY NOT USE THEM?

Manufacturing Jewelers' Association of Chicago

BLAUER, FRED & CO. 126 State Street

BOYDEN, FRANK S. & CO..  Heyworth Building
BUCHSBAUM, S. & CO  Masonic Temple

MASSOVER & PORKAS 163 State Street
MILHENNING, J. 195 State Street
MORSTROM, WM. G. & CO.. .78 State Street

DREYER, LOCHAU & OHM CO. 72 Madison Street MORSE, F. E. & CO. 151 Wabash Avenue
EMRATH, EDWARD 78 State Street NEWMAN, M Masonic Temple
GRAFFE & STANEK Heyworth Building NOBLE, F. H. & CO. 42 Madison Street
GRIMM & JUDEA  103 State Street PFEIL, CHAS. H  209 State Street
HIRSCH & OPPENHEIMER . .. 702 Masonic Temple PINES & HANSEN 137 Wabash Avenue
JACOBSON, F. H. CO. 209 State Street ROOVART BROS. Columbus Building
JOHNSON, ROBERT M. & SON 67 Washington Street SCHRADER-WITTSTEIN CO.. 103 State Street
JUERGENS & ANDERSEN C0.92 State Street SPIES BROS. 156 Wabash Avenue
KRONBERG & BLOCK 126 State Street WECHTER, S. & CO. Masonic Temple
LAZARUS, S. & CO. Masonic Temple WENDELL & CO. 258 Madison Street
LEBOLT & COMPANY, Inc. .. 160 State Street WILLIAMS, A. L. & CO  156 Wabash Avenue
LEVINSON & JACOBSON . . ..42 Madison Street WILSON & CO. 57 Washington Street
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GEO. KUEHL a co.
Office and Warehouse : 

Works at

H80-82 Wabash Avenue CICAGO Schonach and Igornberg
Bad. Schwarzwald, Germany

Oganufacturers and Importers pr

Black Forest Clocks

No. 831 HANS HUCKEBEIN
List $10.00

Height 15 inches Width 9 inches
One- day Half-hour Strike, Brass Weights

Automatic Moving Figures

TRADE-MARK

FOR SALE AT ALL WHOLESALE CLOCK

AND JEWELRY HOUSES

CLOCKS for CHILDREN'S ROOMS

Colored Automatic Moving Figures.

White Wood Enameled Dial.

A GOOD WINDOW

ATTRACTION
No. 403 MAX and MORITZ

List $9.50
Height 13 inches Width 8 inches
One Half- hour Strike, Brass Weights

Automatic Moving Figures

DO YOUR I
Special Orders
and Repairs  
Make New
Customers for

You?

ALL ROADS LEAD TO THE
PROGRESSIVE JEWELER

ff., The progressive jeweler figures that his repair
department and special order work must not only

make money for him, but they must also bring new cus-

tomers to his store. Cfhe jeweler who believes this and

demands this kind of work can rely upon satisfactory results

when he sends his SPECIAL ORDERS and REPAIRS to

FRED BLAUER •Siz CO.
SONS OF FRED BLAUER, WATCH CASE MAKER

126-130 STATE STREET

CHICAGO, ILL.

MANUFACTURERS of JEWELRY and WATCH CASES
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A Revolving Christmas Tree

There is nothing more impressive at
Christmas time than a revolving Christmas

tree lighted by electric lamps. A simple

and inexpensive way of arranging a revolv-
ing tree that will not upset, and is easy to
put up and take down, is illustrated here-
with.

Locate a beam or lath in the ceiling

near the selected spot and cut a V-shaped

piece in the paper and bend the point to one

side. Into this exposed part of the ceiling

screw a hook 3/16 inch in diameter. The

tree is hung to this hook as hereinafter de-

scribed. When the tree is taken down, and

the hook removed, the V-shaped piece of

paper may be pasted back to cover the hole,

which will leave no marks in the ceiling.

The inside or stationary part of an old

bicycle pedal is fastened to the above-men-
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FIG, I

Tree hung from the ceiling

tioned hook and to the outer or revolving

part are secured two wires about No. 12
gage and two feet long. These wires are
securely fastened on opposite sides of the
tree, preferably bent under a branch (Fig.

I ). A piece of tin may be cut and fastened

at the top of the pedal, as shown in Fig. 2,

from which the tinsel and strings of glass
balls may be hung.
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To the lower part of the tree is secured
an arrangement as shown in Fig. 3. This
consists of a large grooved pulley about
12 inches in diameter by N inch thick,
made out of ordinary pine board. The
groove may be made with the edge of a
half-round rasp. To the upper side of this
pulley are secured three or more small
brackets, which are fastened to the tree
with wood screws. On the under side of
this pulley are secured and insulated from
each other two metal disks or rings, such
as brackets for ordinary gas globes, termi-
nating on top of the pulley with binding-
posts. Into the center is driven a tenpenny
wire nail. A small box placed on its side
may be put on the floor under the tree, with
a small hole to receive the nail. This forms
a guide for the lower end of the tree. The
box may either be nailed or weighted down,
so as to keep the tree steady. Fastened on
the box, and insulated from each other, are
two copper brushes, one for each ring re-
spectively. A small electric motor is now
placed about 18 to 24 inches from the large
pulley. As a rule, these motors run too
fast for this purpose. A wire may be coiled
about the motor shaft and soldered fast, to
form a worm which may mesh with a train
of clock wheels. To the shaft of one of
these wheels a small pulley is secured about
I inch in diameter (Fig. 1). Wrap this
pulley with cord and put some rosin on, so
as to increase the friction. Now place a
small endless cord over the large and small
grooved pulleys. The motor should be
connected up with a dry-cell battery and by
placing in the circuit a switch or push but-
ton the motor may be started at will.

The tree is now ready to revolve and
should make five to seven revolutions per
minute. The batteries may either be kept
in the box under the tree or in the cellar,
where they will be out of the way. Two
small holes may be drilled in the floor, about
2 inches apart. A pointed copper wire
about 8-gage may be pushed through the
rug or carpet into these holes, and con-
nections made to these wires with the bat-
teries in the cellar and to the brushes on
the top of the box and by putting a switch
in the circuit the current may be turned on
or off.

From the binding-posts on top of the
large pulley the feed wires are run on oppo-
site sides of the trunk of the tree to their
respective lamps ; ordinary bell wire will
answer the purpose. It is best to run several
of these feed wires and to put about five
lamps on each set. This gives far better
and more uniform distribution of the elec-
tricity to the lamps than when large wires
are used, as the top lamps get very little
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or no current. The lamps used in series
from the ordinary current are by far too
bright, as it simply puts the tree in the
"shade." A soft light is the more desirable,
and the tree may be decorated to better ad-
vantage with battery lamps, as no unsightly
sockets or heavy cords are used and there
is no danger of fire. The wires are soldered
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Details of Christmas tree construction

on the lamps, as shown in Fig. 4, and may
be placed in the hands of the images used
in decoration of the tree. The lamp may
also be inclosed in small Japanese lan-
terns, which will greatly add to the beauty
of the tree.

Another pretty effect may be obtained
by using an ordinary tree candle with its
usual holder hung on a bough. To do this,
remove the wick by boring a small hole in
the center of the candle, into which insert
the wires, already soldered on to the lamp,
letting the lamp rest on the top of the
candle (Fig. 5). Of course, the more lamps
used, the prettier the effect. A 7-foot tree
will require from 25 to 35 lamps.

The connection between the lamp and
the feed wires may be done by twisting the
ends together. Care should be taken that
the ends of the opposite wires do not touch
each other, and that no tinsel comes in con-
tact with them. Run the branch wires on
top of the branches. A diagram of the
wiring is shown in Fig. 1.

When all the lights are turned on, start
up the motor and see that everything is all
right and that all the lamps are burning
bright before decorating the tree. Then the
lamps may be moved to suit the ornaments.

The box under the tree, as well as the
motor, may now be covered up with cotton
batting and small twigs cut from the lower
branches of the tree.—Scientific American.



WATCH CASES de luxe

10 ligne Waltham and Lady Elgin

Open-Face only

These are not regular Stock Patterns,
but EXCLUSIVE SPECIAL DESIGNS
of which only one is made.

Wide range of styles in Art Noveau, Art
Noveau and Enamel, Fancy effects with
enamel, Enamel designs in rich tones, Low
relief work, Designs with diamonds of odd
and fancy shapes.

The line consists of just such styles as
your customers, who are looking for some-
thing out of the ordinary, would want.

With best movement (Elgin or Waltham)
complete watch ranges in price from about
$100.00 to $300.00 (Keystone Key).

If you are interested, write us (see address
of our offices below) and we will submit
selection through your jobber.

KEYSTONE 14 K. SOLID GOLD CASES ASSAY
585 THOUSANDTHS FINE

14 K. GOLD ASSAYS 583' THOUSANDTHS FINE

THE KEYSTONE WATCH CASE CO.
Offices

NEW YORK-23 Maiden Lane
CHICAGO Heyworth Bldg.

Factories

PHILADELPHIA
Offices

CINCINNATI Mercantile Library alde•
SAN FRANCISCO 704 Market St.

Keystone Solid Gold Watch Cases

Eir

0 Size Hunting Cases

A large and varied assortment of models and effects
ranging from the plain to the very elaborate.

All prices quoted on Keystone Key basis.

G 23092 C $25.50

c_s.»/

101111111

G 23899 E $30.50

G 22506 B $20.50

G 23861 C $26.00

G 23565 C $27.00

R 82483 0

THE KEYSTONE WATCH CASE CO.
NEW YORK
CHICAGO

PHILADELPHIA CINCINNATI
SAN FRANCISCO

$90.00

2005
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Association News

THE

[Secretaries of associations are requested to favor us

with the dates and places of their annual meetings

as fixed upon for publication in this column.]

The Retail Jewelers' Association of the

District of Columbia

At a meeting held in the rooms of the

Chamber of Commerce, F Street, presided over

by A. 0. Hutterly, vice-president, in the absence

of the president, the matter of the maintenance

of price on various articles was taken up in full

and committees assigned to the duty of calling

attention to those merchants who were breaking

away from association ideas to the same. A com-

mittee reporting upon the margin of profit on

American watches in filled cases submitted the

following recommendation :

"Make the profit read 50 per cent. after the

deduction of the usual to per cent. to cover all

filled cases with American movements, with the

exception of the following clause: Two special

watch sales, covering a period of fifteen days,

with an interval of at least six months between

each sale, can be held per annum and notice after

each sale to be forwarded in writing to the

secretary of the association and read at regular

meeting."

• This agreement was approved by all those

present, but, in the absence of the entire mem-

bership, the matter was laid over until the next

meeting.
Another matter of grave importance is in

regard to a firm who is offering as an induce-

ment a movement in a gun metal case to any

customer purchasing five pounds of chocolate or

cocoa. This matter is to be brought to the atten-

tion of the manufacturers, as it is not believed

that they are aware of this fact.

A committee was appointed to obtain infor-

mation relative to the rumor received that through-

out this country there are over goo° watchmakers

and opticians who are buying tools and materials

from mail-order houses who cater to both the

retail trade and the consumer and who carry other

lines, such as clothing, hardware, etc., in addition

to their jewelry line. Their influence has been

felt in this city and measures are to be taken

toward the elimination of their business here.

A very unusual cause for price-cutting came

to light when the matter of allowing to em-

ployees a percentage on their sales was discussed.

The endeavor on the part of the firms to add to

their salary list by this percentage and to en-

courage their clerks has caused the clerks to go

to the limit in the closing of a sale. One jeweler

has met with a large loss in this way and was

forced to abolish the system. This house had

been reported a number of times to the associa-

tion as cutting the price on staple goods, but it

was not until a customer, wishing to duplicate a

recent purchase, called the attention of the

proprietors to the amount charged her at that

time that the matter was explained. On making

inquiries the whole matter was cleared up and it

showed that the clerks, in their zeal to run up

the total of their sales, had not only cut the

selling price, but had gone below the actual cost

price. It may be that this firm does not do quite

so large a business now, but it is safe to say their

profits are larger and the complaints have ceased.

G. D. Parsons was unanimously elected to

membership and the names of Messrs. W. S. Tap-
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pan, Clarence H. Childs, L. P. Webber and

Bradley S. Dixon were proposed and accepted.

The matter of free engraving was laid over

until the next meeting owing to the absence of

the reports of the investigating committee.

It was unanimously voted that the agreement

relative to the strict maintenance of price on all

Waltham and Elgin seven-jeweled movements

ill 20-year filled cases be adopted, the price to be

$10.00.
The meeting was spirited, to say the least,

and was well attended, among those present being:

A. 0. Hutterly, chairman ; E. A. Harris, secretary;

C. A. Doubet, A. D. Bestor, A. Kahn, J. R.

Fearno, William J. Kettler, B. Greenberg, G. D.

Parsons, F. R. Hillyard, Joseph Baum.
Letters of regret were received from A. D.

Prince, treasurer, who is out of the city on

business, and C. E. Berry, president, who was

unable to attend on account of illness.

The next meeting will be held in January,

when the annual election of officers takes place.

Annual Meeting Indiana Retail

Jewelers' Association

The Indiana Retail Jewelers' Association will

hold its annual meeting February 7 and 8, 1910,

at the Grand Hotel, Indianapolis. An interesting

programme is being prepared and a large attend-

ance expected. A number of watch and jewelry

factories have expressed a desire to have their

products on display. The association solicits dis-

plays from the jobbers and manufacturers from

all over the country, who are requested to com-
municate with Secretary J. A. Oswald, at Craw-
fordsville, Ind.

Annual Meeting Wisconsin Retail
Jewelers' Association

The annual meeting of the above organization

will be held on July 19th, 20th and 21st, when

not only all the members of the organization, but

the jewelers of the State, who are not yet mem-

bers, are strongly urged to be present. An elab-

orate programme is already in course of prepara-

tion. All desired information can be procured

by communicating with Secretary Franklin Thom-

son, 6o Sentinel Building, Milwaukee, Wis.

South Carolina Retail Jewelers'
Association

A meeting of the above organization was held

in Columbia, S. C., on November 3d, President

W. S. Allen occupying the chair. Reports were

presented by Secretary Fleming and Treasurer

Ehrie. The addresses on the occasion had largely

to do with the matter of organization and the ad-

vantages to be derived from it. Fraternalism

among the trade was the keynote of the several

addresses and the jewelers of the State were

strongly urged to become members of the or-

ganization. The meeting proved quite interesting

and beneficial to all present, though it was greatly

regretted that a larger number was not in at-

tendance.

New York Retail Jewelers' Association

The executive committee of the New York

State Retail Jewelers' Association held a meeting

in Syracuse on November 4th, as guests of the

Syracuse Retail Jewelers' Association. Those

present at the meeting were President C. T. Evans

and W. A. O'Donnell, of Utica; Charles A. Crouse

and E. B. McClelland, of Syracuse; Secretary

Charles E. Sunderlin, of Rochester, and E. M.

Baringer, of Gloversville. On arriving at Syra-

cuse the members of the committee were wel-

comed by delegates from the Syracuse Retail

Jewelers' Association, who proceeded to entertain

them in the most hospitable fashion, an excellent

dinner and a theatrical performance forming a

portion of the entertainment. Members of the

Rochester association also shared in the welcome

and hospitality.

The executive committee meeting was presided

over by Mr. Evans and considerable business was

transacted. An interesting forecast was given by

Mr. Sunderlin of the enjoyable programme in

store for those who will attend the 1910 convention

in that city.

Time and Its Measurement

An interesting cloth-bound volume of some

sixty-four pages, entitled "Time and Its Measure-

ment, has just been issued by Popular Mechanics,

Chicago, Ill. The book is compiled from a series

of articles by James Arthur, which were published

in the magazine, Popular Mechanics. Mr. Arthur,

the author, is a leading manufacturer of New

York City, who for intellectual recreation has

made a study of clocks, watches and time meas-

uring devices of all kinds in all countries. He
rejoices in a collection of some 1500 timepieces,

gathered from all parts of the globe and, as he

is thoroughly versed in the science of horology,

these mean much more to him than mere curios.

His book traces the history of time measurement

from the sun dial of remote ages, through the

clepsydra, in its various forms, down to the clock

period and to the present time. This story of

time measurement is illustrated with halftone

cuts of various time-measuring devices and notable

clocks, including many interesting timepieces from

China and Japan. The book will be found inter-

esting reading, not only by members of the

jewelry trade, but by all who take even a casual

interest in horology and time measurement, The

work can be had from this office on receipt of

the publishers' price, $1.5o.

How to Wash Windows

A storekeeper writes us as follows: "Per-

Imps my experience in teaching my help how to

wash the show windows may be of interest to

others. Strange as it may seem, there is a right

and a wrong way to wash windows, and as this

operation is usually dreaded, the following

method will, doubtless, be appreciated, as it saves

both time and labor : Choose a dull day, or, at

least, a time when the sun is not shining on the

windows, for when the sun shines on the window

it causes it to dry streak, no matter how much

it is rubbed. Take a painter's brush and dust

them inside and out, washing all the woodwork

inside before touching the glass. The latter must

be washed slowly in warm water diluted with

ammonia—do not use soap. Use a small cloth

with a pointed stick to get the dust out of the

corners ; wipe dry with a soft piece of cotton

cloth—do not use linen, as it makes the glass

linty When dry. Polish with tissue paper or old

newspaper. You will find that this can be done

in half the time taken when soap is used, and the

result will be brighter windows."
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Selling Hints for the Holidays

It is better to say, "What else can I
show you?" than "Is that all?"

* * *

Make gift suggestions, say a table or
case of goods, marked "Suitable gifts for
young men"; another, "Suitable gifts for
young ladies," etc.

* *

Keep in mind that good cheer, kindli-
ness and good nature are real helps to suc-
cessful dealing with holiday shoppers.
Geniality promotes sales.

* * *

In the case of such articles as fountain
pens, where changes may be desired after
Christmas, make it plain to customers that
exchanges will gladly be made at their
convenience.

* * *

It is well to alter the usual store ar-
rangement enough so that there is a sug-
gestion of "something different" about it,
without considering the decorations. Push
forward the lines which are suggestive of
the holidays and the holiday spirit.

* * *

Be generous in the use of price tickets
in all displays. A price ticket frequently
takes the place of a clerk, and makes sales
without further help. They save time and
trouble for both customers and salespeople.

* * *

Too many articles in a display are
worse than too few. Concentration is a
law of successful advertising. Concentrate
the attention on a few attractive and appro-
priate articles, well displayed and plainly.
marked.

* * *

Have the store and everything con-
nected with itstock, displays, shelves,
etc.—clean, fresh and neatly arranged.
Women customers especially appreciate
neatness and an impression of orderliness.

* * *

Avoid, so far as possible, all confusion.
[lave the wheels well oiled before the
machinery is started, and keep them so.
Confusion makes Christmas shoppers irri-
table and uncomfortable.

* * *

Well printed, timely show cards, prop-
erly placed, can bear messages like these:
"What more appropriate gift than a foun-
tain pen ?" "Dainty gifts at one dollar."

* * *

Encourage early shopping in every
Possible way. Urge the advantages of
buying before the rush comes. Indicate

your belief in what you preach by starting
early with holiday decorations and displays.

* * *

Instruct clerks to be especially careful
about Making change and taking addresses
for delivery. A little care in each indi-
vidual case will do away with a great many
unnecessary mistakes.

* * *

It might be well, where possible, to
keep track of all new customers. After
Christmas, send out to these a suitable an-
nouncement, stating that their trade was
appreciated and expressing a hope for its
continuance.

* * *

Change the window and store displays
frequently and give them a distinctly holi-
day tone. Use holly, crepe paper, etc., in
appropriate designs, red, green and white
being the predominating colors. Keep in
niind that buyers are on the alert for catchy
displays throughout the season.

* * *

Get all the details of holiday plans ar-
ranged well in advance. Leave nothing until
the last moment which can be attended to
now. The impression made upon custo-
mers will depend largely upon the smooth-
ness with which the store service runs, and
good service during rush times means early
and careful preparation.

* * *

In arranging window displays, make
the background striking. Place one or two
of the most important articles directly at
the central point, where the attention of
those passing by will naturally be focused.
Place smaller and less important articles
about in less prominent positions.

* * *

Pick out the points which are most
easily and most frequently seen—such as a
display case directly behind the store en-
trance—and place there attractive, popular-
priced holiday goods in gift boxes, which
will catch the eye and create a good first.
impression.

* * *

Give special attention to packing small
.articles when requested for transmission
through the mails. It is frequently a great
convenience to customers, and no special
bother to the dealer if some one person is
given charge of it and the necessary ma-
terials are supplied.

* * *

If you want to test the efficiency of
window displays, appoint someone, during
a certain part of the day, to keep track of
the number of people who stop to look and

2007

the percentage of those who enter the store.
These statistics might be not only interest-
ing but valuable.

* *

In a window display do not forget the
person who is some distance away. Use
plenty of light, and have some articles or
announcements displayed high enough so
that they can be seen across the street. The
familiar pyramid arrangement is good.
Shelving suspended from above is often
useful. Utilize the entire space. Each
square inch is valuable.

* * *

Be careful to make provision for the
little things. The packing of goods for
shipment out of town, the supplying of
boxes, the making of helpful suggestions,
engraving, deliveries, etc.—all these can be
handled without friction if arrangements
are made far enough in advance. If not,
they can do a world of harm.

* * *

Remember the many customers who
are likely to drop into the store for the first
time during this season. If they are given
proper attention, their trade may be made
permanent. If not, more than likely their
first visit will be their last. Make it a time
for giving business a "boost" which will be
felt throughout the year.

* * *

The holiday season is an excellent time
to test the value of advertising in news-
papers, by circulars, by personal letters to
customers, etc. Try something. Plan out
a campaign of some kind, if it be only the
sending out of a circular announcement.
Watch results and act accordingly in the
future.

* * *

Wrap all packages in such a way as to
give them individuality and to make them
advertise your store. This can be accom-
plished by using a distinctive wrapping
paper of an unusual color, a pasted seal of
appropriate design, or even so small a thing
as string which is out of the ordinary.

* * *

Some dealers are making up lists of
the most attractive goods in departments
added for the holidays, and are sending
them out to regular customers. This is
useful introductory work, often effective.
Old customers are not likely to come to you
for goods that you have not previously
carried, unless notified.

The many thousands of more than satisfied
watchmakers are the best proof of the superiority
of the Moseley Lathes. Get the genuine.—Adv.
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Twice as many jewelers are stocking the Gillette
this season. Shows how leading jewelry stores
are selling it. Especially good for the Christmas

trade—jewelers have been starved for a live holiday
specialty for men.

Just the thing women are looking for—solves the gift problem
for husbands and brothers most satisfactorily.

Your Gillette showing gives a man a new idea—he wants one
for himself and others for his friends.

Beautifully finished, it is well fitted for display in your stock. Few things in as small

space give you as many sales as your Gillette exhibit.

Gillette Safety Razor, standard set, $5.00.

Pocket Edition cases in gold, silver, or gun metal, with razor and blade box to match,

retail complete from $5.00 to $7.50.

Gillette Combination Sets—from simple ones containing razor, soap and brush at $6.50 up

to elaborate sets with everything the most fastidious shaver could desire at $50.00. Especially

sought for gift purposes.
Ask us about special display cases with initial order for one hundred dollars' worth of

razors. Or write your jobber without delay.

Canadian Office:
63 St. Alexander St., Montreal

London Office:
17 Holborn Viaduct

GILLETTE SALES CO.
612 Kimball Building, Boston

Factories: Boston, Montreal, London, Berlin, Paris

New York : Times Bldg.
Chicago : Stock Exchange

Building
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The holiday outlook. is very promising. The
retail jewelers have made preparations for a good
business during this month. The public is com-
mencing to buy and conditions generally present
a very healthy appearance.

We report with pleasure that the bank clear-
ings in one of the recent weeks showed an in-
crease over the corresponding week of 1908 of
nine billion dollars.

Moses Le Grande has opened a watch repair-
ing shop at Willows, Cal., and will gradually
build up a retail jewelry business.

George Bangle, retail jeweler, of Vallejo, Cal.,
was among the out-of-town tradesmen in this
market late last month buying novelties for his
holiday trade.

Edward P. Marshall, who is connected with
the well-known wholesale house of A. I. Hall &
Son, was confined to his home during November,
but we are pleased to say Ile is back helping out
during the rush season.

Mr. Rasmussen, the buyer for the Bartlett
Co.'s store in Ventura, Cal., passed through this
city enroute for home from Europe. While in
San Francisco he called on a number of his
friends in the wholesale trade and bought ex-
tensively for the holidays.

W. H. Mitchell, the leading retail jeweler of
King City, Cal., was among the out-of-town
tradesmen seen visiting the local wholesale
jewelers.

Erling C. Ostby, of the well-known firm of
Ostby & Barton, manufacturing jewelers, of
Providence, R. I., visited the trade on the Pacific
Coast in November.

W. C. Lean, the genial retail jeweler of San
Jose, found it necessary to pay a flying trip to
one of the leading wholesale diamond houses
last month. William's stay in the 'city was one
of only three hours.

E. B. Lewis, the leading retail jeweler of
Pacific Grove, Cal., was on a buying trip to this
city late last month.

Haubrick Bros. have opened a new first-class
retail jewelry store in Marysville, Cal. One of
the boys spent quite some time in this city last
month buying a complete stock.

Harry a Ball and wife, who are allied with
the retail jewelry trade of Sonoma, Cal., were
among the out-of-town trades people seen visiting
the local wholesalers.

H. W. Copp, one of our local retail jewelers,
has just moved into a large and commodious new
office at 150 Post Street, fourth floor.

Earle Sturges, of the well-known firm of
Dorrance Battin Co., wholesale jewelers of San
Francisco, is the proud father of a new eight-
pound baby boy. The youngster arrived on No-
vember 4th and we are pleased to say that both
he and his mother are progressing.

Benoit Bros. are the newest retail jewelry
firm in San Mateo, Cal, These newcomers have
bought the old established store that was formerly
conducted by Mr. Kuhlman, deceased.

Emil Steimman, who first started in business
in Sacramento in 1873, has moved from his old
location at 1012 Fourth Street to a new store
at 822 K Street. The store is furnished with a
fine set of mahogany fixtures, which will enable
him to display to advantage his large stock of
flatware and jewelry.

Jack Lehrberger, of the well-known whole-
sale jewelry firm of J. S. Lehrberger & Co., was
confined to his home for a period during Novem-
ber. We are glad to say, however, that he is now
around helping out during the Christmas rush.

The Alvin Manufacturing Co., silversmiths,
have opened a local office in Room 704 at 150
Post Street, San Francisco.

The Baldwin Jewelry Co., after a number of
delays, opened their large downtown retail jewelry
store on November 1st. The new establishment is
one of the largest in the city and is using 15,000
square feet of floor space. The show and wall
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cases are of San Domingo mahogany. The elec-
trical and floral effects on the opening night were
most attractive.

Manning, Bowman & Company, of Meriden,
Conn., have opened local offices in this city in
Room 707, at 150 Post Street.

Morry Mayer of the wholesale jobbing firm
of Mayer & Weinshank, was confined to the hos-
pital in November. THE KEYSTONE joins his many
friends in wishing him a speedy recovery.

The Pacific Jewelry Co. have opened a new
retail jewelry store at 317 Kearney Street, San
Francisco.

E. Jerauld, who was connected with the retail
jewelry trade at Sutter Creek, Cal., came to town
last month to attend the wedding of his daughter.
While here he renewed the acquaintance of a
number of the older wholesale jewelry houses.

H. C. Paulson, of Sonora, Cal., called on his
friends in the wholesale trade in San Francisco
enroute home from a well-spent vacation in the
southern section of this State.

Sylvan Wurkheim is receiving the congratu-
lations of his friends in and out of the jewelry
trade upon the recent visit of the stork to his
home. The young lady arrived on November 5th
and will be at home to her friends during the
coming holidays.

Louis Freund, of the enterprising firm of
Henry Freund & Bros., of New York City, whole-
sale jewelers, spent November calling upon his
many friends in the jewelry trade in this vicinity.
Mr. Freund reports business in this section up to
his expectations and looks forward to continued
good business right through the holidays. We
might say, in passing, that Louis is receiving the
congratulations of his friends upon his reduction
in weight.

Harry Frutig, who was in the retail jewelry
district in Gilro, Cal., some years ago, has again
opened a store in that enterprising town. Mr.
Frutig was in this market in November and pur-
chased a good big set of oak fixtures and jewelry
stock for same.

Julius Wise, who has been connected with the
wholesale jewelry business in San Francisco for
a number of years, has just returned from a nine
months' tour of Europe. While abroad, M`r. Wise
made connections with a number of European
houses and Ile will carry on an importing business
in the Mutual Bank Building, 704 Market Street,
San Francisco.

For the past two months the D. F. Briggs
Company has been working full force and at
nights and are still behind in the filling of their
orders. Mr. Wilmarth, of this concern, says that
their "Carmen" extension bracelet still enjoys a
big sale and seems as popular as of old. They
expect their rush to hold up to Christmas.

Beginning with the first of the year S. 0.
Bigney & Co. will stamp the middle link of every
vest chain made by them with their trade mark,
whereby they expect to put to an end the substitut-
ing of their marked swivels on chains of other
makes.

On November 5th the Gorham Mfg. Co.
formally presented the championship trophy to the
successful team in the Gorham Baseball League.
After luncheon the employees gathered in the
Casino where the presentation was made by
William Gorham Lawton, president of the league.
The trophy is valued at several hundred dollars,
is eighteen inches in height and sixteen inches in
diameter. As might naturally be expected it is
one of the most artistic and appropriately designed
trophies presented during the season.

William P. Chapin, of Providence, was
elected a director of the Industrial Trust Co. at
a recent meeting.

H. Lederer & Bro., Inc., have removed their
factory from 27 Eddy Street to the new Doran
Building, 15o Chestnut Street.

2009

J. M. Buffington, of Potter & Buffington Co.,
attended the recent universal general convention
at Detroit as a delegate from Providence.

The improved Seamless Wire Co. is now lo-
cated in its new factory building on Eddy Street,
near Public Street, where it has greatly increased
space and better facilities.

The thirtieth annual meeting
Manufacturers' of the New England Manufac-
Association turing Jewelers' and Silver-

smiths' Association, which was
being held in Providence as our last issue was
going to press, was especially interesting by reason
of the satisfactory provisions secured in the new
tariff law and also by reason of the marked re-
vival in the jewelry
manufacturing in-
dustry. The meet-
ing was held in
Free Masons' Hall,
corner of Dorrance
and Pine Streets,
and was preceded
by an informal re-
ception to the offi-
cers of the associa-
tion. This over,
the business meet-
ing was called to
order. The reports
o f • t 11 e officers
showed a prosper-
ous year for the
association, which
now has a mem-
bership of 336,
with the finances
in a sound condition. Hon. Henry G. Thresher,
chairman of the tariff revision committee, retold
the story of the work done in connection with
the tariff and was followed by President Cutler,
who presented his annual report, covering in de-
tail the work of the association for the year. The
following officers were elected: President, George
H. Holmes, of George H. Holmes Co., Provi-
dence; vice-presidents, Theodore W. Foster, of
Theodore W. Foster & Bro. Co., Providence;
Harold E. Sweet, Attleboro, and Charles T. Paye,
of Paye & Baker Mfg. Co., North Attleboro;
secretary, Frederick A. Ballou, of B. A. Ballou
& Co., Inc. Providence; treasurer, Wade W. Wil-
liams, of Warren & Williams

' 
Providence; direc-

tors, William P. Chapin, of Chapin, Hollister &
Co., Providence; Frank B. Reynolds, of Cory &
Reynolds Co.

' 
Providence; Harry M. Mays,

Providence; Arthur 0. Ostby, of Ostby & Barton
Co., Providence; Alfred K. Potter, of E. A.
Potter & Co., Providence ; Edward B. Ilough, of
Wightman & Hough Co., Providence; Thomas S.
Carpenter and R. C. Thompson, Attleboro, and
Walter S. Ballou, North Attleboro. Resolutions
of thanks were passed to Senator Aldrich and
Congressman Sereno E. Payne, chairman of the
Senate and House Committees having in charge
the work of tariff revision. Among the speakers
of the evening were F. P. Boocock, of New York,
and Secretary J. F. P. Lawton, of the Gorham
Mfg. Co. It was stated in the resolutions that the
association represents 412 factories, giving em-
ployment to io,000 employees.

Members of the jewelry manufacturing trade
were notably successful at the November election.
Henry Fletcher was re-elected as Mayor of Provi-
dence by an increased majority and those elected
to the General Assembly from the city included
George H. Holmes, Harry Cutler and Edgar W.
Mowry. Several members of the trade will also
sit in city councils, among them being John Kelso,
William A. Schofield, John J. O'Neil, Joseph
Baker Jr., Aldridge Pearce and E. Merle Bixby.

Willard U. Lansing, secretary of the S. & B.
Lederer Co., Providence, died early last month
after an illness of ten days. The deceased was
bordering on his seventieth year and had been in
ill health for some time. The factory was closed
down for the afternoon of the day of the funeral
out of respect for his memory. Several hand-
some floral pieces were placed on the bier by the
employees.

Geo. H. Holmes

Moseley Lathes are of the very best material
and workmanship. They are simple in construc-
tion and thus are not as likely to get out of order.
Get the genuine.—Adv.
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A HIGH-GRADE LINE (If EMBLEM RINGS at a MODERATE PRICE
ANY ORDER ANY FINGER SIZE AT $15.00 LIST
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dirl THESE RINGS ARE ALL PLUMP 10 K.—AVERAGE 6 ciwts. each—center emblems raised and modeled—rings all enameled in appropriate colors—all engraved. We will send you any order—any finger size —at $15.00 list. The best ring on the market at any price.
Let us tell you of our new selling
plan. It will interest you Tire A. P. CRAFT CO. —and Special Jewelers— Indianapolis, Ind.
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Artistic Hand-Made Banquet Rings
SILVER, WITH GOLD ORNAMENTATION

REAL STONES OF ALL KINDS

IKKO MATSUMOTO, Manufacturing Jeweler
Room 316 American Central Life Building, INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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Indianapolis jobbers and manufacturers are
very sanguine as to the windup of the 1909 busi-
ness. Country, as well as city, dealers have
bought liberally, but there is always a final rush
that taxes the resources of the wholesale market.
That feature of the holiday trade has been care-
fully prepared for. Out-of-town merchants can
rest assured that their final needs and rush orders
will be promptly supplied. Local merchants are
prepared for the real opening of Christmas trade
right after Thanksgiving. Christmas advertising
and displays show that stocks were never better
or more complete.

H. H. Bishop, president of the Indiana Re-
tail Jewelers' Association, called a meeting of the
executive committee at the Grand Hotel, in this
city, November 15th. Messrs. Bishop, of Indian-
apolis ; C. Z. Rowe, of Argos ; E. M. Wilhite, of
Danville, and A. Rothermel, of Connersville,
responded. It was decided to hold the annual
meeting of the association on Monday and Tues-
day, the second week in February, Iwo, at the
Grand Hotel, South Illinois Street, Indianapolis.
Great effort will be made to insure an unusually
interesting meeting. An attractive programme is
promised and in all probability a number of manu-
facturers and jobbers will make exhibits. The
Indiana State Optical Society will, very likely,
select Wednesday and Thursday in the same week
in February for their annual meeting, thus making
it convenient for the jeweler-opticians to attend
both meetings with very little loss of time from
their business at home.

Ikko Matsumoto was awarded the order to
furnish the 1910 class pins for Knickerbocker
Hall, a large and fashionable girls' school of
Indianapolis. The rings are of an artistic design
that combines the class flower (rose) and color
(ruby). There were a large number of designs
submitted from manufacturers of both this and
other cities.

Chris Bernloehr & Bro., 15 East Washington
Street, had a small show case broken into on the
night of November 3d and $2oo worth of watch
chains and emblem goods stolen. The case was
fastened to the outside wall at the foot of the
stairway leading to their rooms. There is no
clew to the identity of the thieves.

Mrs. Emma Hoffman has been made adminis-
tratrix of the estate of George W. Hoffman, who
died October 22d. The estate is estimated as rep-
resenting a considerable fortune and the most of
the money was made in the manufacture of a
metal polish. There was no will. Mrs. Hoffman
gave bond for $8o,000. "The U. S. Metal Polish,"
manufactured by Hoffman, is used and sold by
many jewelers.

W. F. Burns has remodeled his show window,
installed additional electric lights, repainted the
interior and otherwise improved his store room at
208 Indiana Avenue. During the holidays Mr.
Burns will be assisted by his son, Albert, a recent
graduate of the chemical department of the
Winona Technical School, of this city. Although
a good jeweler, Albert prefers to follow the pro-
fession of chemist.

Gray, Gribben & Gray recently had an attrac-
tive window display in their Illinois Street store;
it was a big window full of nothing but hat pins,
but there were hat pins galore.
. Leo Krauss has completed extensive improve-

ments in his store at 45 North Illinois Street.
Modern show windows, art glass, an abundance
of electric lights from artistic chandeliers, hand-
some mahogany fixtures and furniture; a cut glass
and art pottery room and a well equipped optical
department are some of the features that have
made the Krauss store one of the most attractive
jewelry stores in the city.

Ed Gardner, manufacturing jeweler, reports
a good demand for special order work for the
holiday trade. He has had an unusual number of
orders for hand-made gold collar button sets.

Ikko Matsumoto, the well-known manufactur-
ing jeweler, a native of Japan, now a naturalized
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American citizen, was a member of the reception
committee on the occasion of the visit to this city
of the Honorable Commercial Commission of
Japan. The commission visited Indianapolis
November 9th on its tour through this country.
A hearty welcome was extended to the visitors
and the streets were gay with American and
Japanese flags.

The Arts and Crafts Shop, 234 Massachusetts
Avenue, is a very busy place as the holiday season
approaches. Dyer Brothers have divided the
business. Charles B. Dyer continues the manu-
facturing plant for arts and crafts jewelry. John
A. Dyer has taken over the copperplate engraving
and art printing department. A. A. Clark con-
tinues the "Clark's Time Shop" all under one roof
with a general salesroom. The commercial at-
mosphere has largely given way to the artistic.
The shop is an especially attractive place during
the Christmas season.

Don A. Hickman, after several months' ill-
ness, the result of a serious accident while riding
a motorcycle, has re-entered the jewelry manu-
facturing business. He is now located at 16 East
Washington Street and is prepared to do special
order work. He is fortunate to have secured the
services of E. B. Johns, one of the best known
jewelry workers in the city. Mr. Johns recently
sold his manufacturing shop, in the Claypool
Building, to Max C. Lang.

Kernel & Davis, 18% North Meridian Street,
is the new name of the manufacturing firm
formerly known as Kernel & Zink. Albert Zink
sold his interest to Joseph Kernel, who afterwards
formed a partnership with Mark Davis.. Mr.
Davis is well and favorably known to the trade.
For forty years he has followed the manufactur-
ing trade in this city. He adds skilled workman-
ship and business experience to the firm. New
machinery has been installed and the shop put in
excellent condition to meet the retailers' demands
during the Christmas rush.

Michael F. Smith, retail jeweler at 107 West
Arashington Street, died at his residence in this
city October 27th. For the past ten years Mr.
Smith had conducted a successful jewelry instal-
ment business, the firm originally being Smith &
Gray. A. W. Gray withdrew to become a member
of the firm of Gray, Gribben & Gray. Rheumatism
and a complication of diseases had incapacitated
Mr. Smith from active charge of his store for a
year or more. During that time it was under the
management of his wife and brother, P. B. Smith
The widow will continue the business with the
assistance of P. B. Smith.

A falling awning broke the plate glass in the
show window of J. C. Walk & Son recently,
causing a damage of $75, with no insurance.

S. D. Crane, recently with Carl Brimhall, at
Summitville, Ind., has returned to Indianapolis
and is doing watch work in "Clark's Time Shop,"
234 Massachusetts Avenue. Steve Crane is a son
of I. C. Crane, one of the best-known watch-
makers in this city.

A. R. Gray, of Gray, Gribben & Gray, drove
from Indianapolis to his old home at Madison,
Ind., a distance of ioo miles, last month. He was
accompanied by his father, who is 75 years old.
The weather was fine and the trip greatly enjoyed.

Raymond H. Manzey has returned to this city
after several months spent in Flora, Ind., and
is now located, as watchmaker, with F. L. Bryant
on North Pennsylvania Street.

The home of Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Lauer
was the scene of a handsome October wedding,
when their oldest daughter, Miss Gladys Lauer,
became Mrs. Alfred Pahud, Jr. The house was
elaborately and effectively decorated in roses and
ferns. The groom's gift was a handsome diamond
brooch. Among the out-of-town guests were the
following representatives of the jewelry trade:
Mr. and Mrs. George F. Long, of New Rich-
mond; William Beatty, of West Lebanon; Mr.
and Mrs. Herman B. Lodde and Mr. and Mrs.
R. C. Eisenbad, of Lafayette, and Mrs. B. Maier,
of Edinburgh.

C. W. Lauer, Sr., visited Oklahoma during
November. He was accompanied by his wife.
The trip was a combination of business and
pleasure.

The A. P. Craft Company's emblem ring
catalogue will soon be in the hands of every
retail jeweler in the country. It is a booklet with
cuts and full descriptions. They are giving a
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handsome leather ring case, suitable for window,
show case or to carry in the pocket, with every
order for one dozen rings, different emblems. The
firm is keeping a full force busy on Christmas
orders, with all the real rush yet to come, but extra
provision has been made for all "hurry-up" orders.

As an inducement to purchase Christmas gifts
early, Horace A. Comstock, a Washington Street
retail jeweler, gave every purchaser to per cent.
reduction on every dollar's worth of goods pur-
chased during the month of November.

H. H. Bishop had an attractive opening at his
new store, 948 Virginia Avenue, Saturday, No-
vember 6th. The display of beautiful Christmas
goods, with potted plants, cut flowers and tasty
interior decorations for a background gave a
festive air to the establishment that called forth
much praise and congratulations from the crowds
who visited the new store. Mr. Bishop has cer-
tainly given the South Side a jewelry and optical
store to be proud of.

C. Z. Rowe, who has been in the jewelry busi-
ness at Argos, Ind., for a number of years, will
remove to Plymouth, in the same State, about
January 1st.

Henry C. Schergens was on the sick list last
month but is again at his place of business, 331
East Washington Street.

Max C. Lang, manufacturing jeweler in the
Claypool Building, visited a number of his out-of-
town customers last month. He found them all
anticipating a fine holiday trade.

Leo Markewitz, traveling representative for
the I. Grohs Jewelry Company, is back from a six
weeks' tour through his Texas territory. He en-
joyed a splendid trip, his order book testifying
to this fact.

The Bartholomew County Council has been
called in special session for the purpose 9f making
an appropriation to have the court house clock, at
Columbus, Ind., repaired. The clock was put up
about thirty-five years ago at a cost of $5000. It
has been an excellent timekeeper ever since, but
a short time ago some unknown person, with a
rifle, shot the dial full of holes and now the faith-
ful old clock needs a general overhauling.

Three boys of South Bend, Ind., have in-
vented an aeroplane, using a clock to govern the
workings of a small engine. After a year of
hard work the boys succeeded in scientifically
constructing a small aeroplane, which sails for a
quarter of an hour, going up exactly as does a
full-sized model. The craft is worked by a clock
and a small engine. As the wheels of the clock
spin around the craft is guided and when the
given time is up the machine is reversed and sent
back to where it started from. The inventors be-
lieve the same principle by which the clock governs
the workings of the engine can be worked out
with a larger craft. They now have in the course
of construction a full-sized machine, which will be
similar to the Wright Brothers machine, but in
no way a duplicate.

H. A. Roberts, a well-known jeweler at
Veedersburg, Ind., is the official watch inspector
for the Chicago & Eastern Illinois Railroad at
that point.

At Terre Haute, Ind., November 7th, an iron
weight in the court house clock, weighing 1500
pounds, fell 175 feet from the tower to the base-
ment, shaking the big building. Although the
accident happened during a busy part of the day
no one was injured. The tower clock had been
out of order for several months, but clock re-
pairers in the town refused to put it in order.
One workman lost an eye while attempting to
adjust the mechanism; others were unwilling to
climb up into the lofty tower. At last the cus-
todian decided to try to wind the clock and may
have drawn the cable too tight, for there was a
snap and the heavy weight crashed from the
belfry through the first floor to the basement. The
cable had been in use twenty-two years or more.

F. R: Fisher & Company have purchased the
jewelry business conducted for many years at
Kirklin, Ind., by W. M. Northam.

The N. W. Anderson Jewelry Company has
moved from Terre Haute, Ind., to Decatur, Ill.
While in Terre Haute the business was owned
and run by Mrs. Cora M. Anderson.

R. A. Brown, formerly located at Albany,
Ind., has opened a jewelry store and watch repair
business at Gaston, in the same State.

(Continued on page 2015)
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The holiday trade has started in with a rush
and unless all signs fail it will be a record-breaker.
There is a disposition on the part of the buying
public to make their purchases early. There was
a good business even from the first of November,
but now its increasing in volume and soon it will
be a rush. All the dealers feel sanguine that this
year will be equal to, if not better than, some of
the flush years before the panic. The larger
stores report that there is a marked demand for
expensive goods. This would indicate that there
has been some easy money made the past summer
and fall by the class of buyers who spend liberally.

H. W. Burdick was one of a party of business
men that took a recent trade excursion to Lorain.
The trip was made by the Wholesale Merchants'
Board of the Chamber of Commerce and all were
much pleased with the results of the journey.

The Cowell & Hubbard Co. were exhibiting
last month in their Euclid Avenue windows a
solid gold trophy cup, valued at $5000, that was
recently won by a local sportsman. It wat about
15 inches high and was made of a fine grade
of gold.

U. R. Sigler is again able to attend to his
business affairs after a period of illness.

Herbert Burdick, of the Bowler & Burdick
Co., is receiving congratulations on the recovery
of his son and heir from a very serious and
painful accident. The child fell down an open
stairway and broke its jawbone, besides receiving
other injuries.

There seems to be a well-defined rumor float-
ing around town that about the first of the year
a new jobbing concern will be launched here.
The promoters of the new firm are well-known
men to the local trade, as well as to the jewelers
of adjoining States, and, if present plans are
carried out, they will undoubtedly meet with suc-
cess in their venture.

K. Barit, of Detroit, was in town last month
calling on the local trade and renewing acquain-
tanceships.

A recent suit instituted at New Philadelphia
by the Alvin Mfg. Co., of New York, may de-
velop into an important case owing to the nature
of the terms of the suit, as it applies to the creditor
party. Through its attorney, The Alvin Co. ask
the court to restrain the defendants, C. L. Taylor,
M. Taylor and L. Gutmann & Sons from disposing
of a jewelry stock in a branch store in Uhricks-
ville, which is one of the stores lately owned and
operated by C. L. Taylor. The court granted the
petition in part and appointed a receiver for the
store at Uhricksville and he will remain in posses-
sion until the matter is finally settled.

Miss Alice Ball, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Webb C. Ball, was one of the recent brides of
this city. Many friends and relatives from out of
the city were in attendance at the ceremony.

The political pendulum in this city has swung
at last to the other side and the Republicans are
now in control. Among the newly-elected council-
men are two well-known jewelers, A. B. Sprosty,
the Broadway jeweler, and L. W. Hirshman,
manufacturing jeweler in the Central Trust
Building. 

The Scribner & Loehr Co. have on exhibition
and for sale two fine china cabinets that are some
of the salvage from the Cassie Chadwick financial
wreck.

Austin & Younglove, Green Springs, have dis-
solved partnership and the business will be carried
on by Mr. Younglove.

The recent fire in the Kresge 5- and to-cent
store on Ontario Street came near putting the
Ettinger jewelry store out of business also. It was
a close call and after a general cleanup it was
found that the most damage was caused by smoke
and ashes.

C. BjailwCoG. 
alley has joined the force of the Webb

0. H. Landgraf, of New York City, has
joined the staff of the Bowler & Burdick Co. and
will have charge of the watch department.

C. L. Rodig, for many years with A. D. Ernne,
the deceased Colonial Arcade jeweler, is now with
the Cowell & Hubbard Co.

Mr. Deming, formerly with W. P. Carruthers,
Oberlin, is now with the Schanweker Bros. Co.,
Colonial Arcade.

L. G. Bates, Akron, Ohio, a recent graduate
of the Newmeyer School of Engraving, has re-
turned to his home city and will enter the jewelry
business.

P. N. Dayton, formerly with S. Aubley,
Broadway jeweler, is now with William Griffith
Jewelry Co., west Twenty-fifth Street.

Frank Klockseim, Lexington Avenue and
Seventieth Street, has moved into a new store.

Harry Pike, of the watchmaking staff of the
Webb C. Ball Co., gave his friends a surprise
recently by announcing his marriage over two
years ago to Miss Zella Crane, who for several
years has been with Frank Force, the well-known
expert on watches.

The following jewelers were in town last
month : F. N. Prevey, Akron ; C. F. Gardner,
Newton Falls ; William Kutz, Bellevue; Miss
Land fair, Willoughby; E. E. Critz, Elyria; W. C.
Fisher, Lorain; A. F. Dixon, Milan; John Wolf,
Spencer ; L. W. Wykoff, Chagrin Falls ; W. B.
Miller, Lovisville ; C. W. Bechtol, Galion ; Miss
Hoyt, with Thad Ackley, Warren; H. H. Brainard,
Medina; W. J. Kappler, Akron; Frank Dyer,
Cairo, Mich.; C. M. Wilson, Salem; W. H. Hines,
West Salem; D. Leonheiser, Huron; F. D. Cramp-
ton, Burton ; C. E. Lonsway, South Lorain.

Business conditions in the jewelry trade are
not quite as satisfactory as had been anticipated
for this season, but a wholesome tone and optimis-
tic spirit pervade the Kansas City market. There
are indications on every side of brisk trade, but
the orders are not larger than a year ago and
buyers seem to be holding off from heavy pur-
chases. The city is full of out-of-town dealers
and most of the wholesalers are convinced that
the Christmas trade has not fairly set in. Within
a few weeks, these wholesalers say, business will
be more brisk. It is hard to account for the ap-
parent lull in the jewelry trade, as other lines
report substantial increases in orders and collec-
tions are very satisfactory in all lines. This terri-
tory has been very prosperous on account of
heavy crops and good prices. Everywhere there
are evidences of confidence and in Kansas City,
as well as in most of the other towns and cities
of this territory, there is much building and in-
dustrial activity. Merchants have little anxiety
for the future, however.

Within a few months Kansas City is to have
a "day and night" bank, the first to be established
here. The promoters of this enterprise have taken
a 99-year lease upon a corner at Twelfth Street
and Baltimore Avenue and an eight-story building
will be erected in which the new bank will have
quarters. Most of the capital of this enterprise
is local. The officers have not been chosen.

E. A. Hosier, manager of the Cady & Olm-
stead Jewelry Co., and Walter M. Jaccard, of the
Jaccard Jewelry Co., with two or three other
Walnut Street merchants, have started a cam-
paign for more likht for Kansas City. Mr. Jac-
card, in an interview, declared that it was a dis-
grace that Walnut Street was not properly
lighted and that none of the Kansas City streets,
for that matter, had sufficient lights. Mr. Jaccard
wants an arc light in every convenient place and
both he and Mr. Hosier stated that their firms
would pay their share of the cost if the city re-
fused to take any action. Merchants all over the
city are following these jewelers' initiative and
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the tungsten lights, which have proved inefficient,
will soon be replaced by stronger lights.

Otto Knecht, of the Meyer Jewelry Co., was
recently called to Chicago by the serious illness
of his sister.

John Boosinger recently entered the employ
of D. B. Ward & Co. in the Boley Building.

The following are new students at the Kansas
City Horological School : Earl B. Carpenter, Havi-
land, Kans.• 

' 
A. B. Berglund, Mound Valley,

Kans.; Charles Rice, Glen Elder, Kans.; Bruce
Goetz, Paris, Mo.; Mrs. Le Grand Trombla,
Downs, Kans.

Otis Bell, R. F. Mann and Otis Blankenship,
who have been attending the Kansas City Horo-
logical School, recently discontinued their work
to enter the employ of the Holland Novelty Co.
for the holiday trade.

J. A. Storm recently bought a partnership in
the Dean Jewelry Co. at Oklahoma City.

Clyde Chapman has returned to the engraving
department of the Meyer Jewelry Co.

J. E. Dunaway, a recent graduate of the
Kansas City Horological School, has opened a
shop in San Benito, Texas.

Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Koppel were receiving
felicitations last month on the birth of a little
daughter, Pauline Jean. Mr. Koppel is manager
of the tool and material department of the Meyer
Jewelry Co.

Several watches in the window of the Kansas
City Horological School attracted thieves the
night of November 6th. The men attempted to
cut a square from the large plate glass window
but were frightened away by the night watchman
before their cutting was completed.

Nevin Bros., in the tool and material business
in the Keith and Perry Building, recently added
a line of jewelry novelties to their stock.

The jewelry store of J. O. Williams, of
Winnfield, La., was recently damaged by fire to
the amount of $11,500.

Joseph Mazer, president of the Oklahoma Re-
tail Jewelers' Association, recently returned from
New York.

Clark & Tromby is the name of a new
jewelry firm at Poplar Bluff, Mo.

C. I. Lee, a Kansas City, Kans., jeweler, was
surprised one day last month when informed by
detectives that a negro had robbed his store of
jewelry worth $700. Mr. Lee did not know he
had been robbed of two diamonds, two gold
bracelets, a locket, a watch and several rings. The
negro, when arrested had produced the loot and'
explained how he got it.

W. C. Wagner, formerly engaged in business
at Osage City, Kans., has moved to Sapulpa, Okla.

R. R. Hanna, formerly of Roswell, N. Mex.,
recently opened a manufacturing plant at Iola,
Kans.

J. Clarence Hadler, recently purchased the
Howe Jewelry Store at Wichita, Kans.

R. S. Settle, a retail jeweler of Kearney, Mo.,
and Scottsville, Ky., died last month at his home
in Scottsville.

Miss Prudence Cox, for several years in the
employ of Porter & Wiser was married November
3d to Ravid Gray at her home in Maywood.

Q. G. Rosenfeld, of Albequerque, N. Mex., is
holding an auction from November 20th to
December 24th to dispose of surplus stock.

R. E. Pitche, of Alma, Nebr., was in Kansas
City last month while his wife was ill in one of
the hospitals here.

W. J. Bradley recently opened a new jewelry
store at Washington, Iowa.

W. I. Smith has purchased the stock formerly
owned by Mrs. L. D. Chipman, of Stockton,
Kans. The firm name is The Smith Jewelry and
Optical Co.

Bert Barnes, formerly employed by M. Misch,
Muskogee, Okla., is now in business for himself
at De Soto, Mo.

H. W. Clark, the Kansas traveler for C. A.
Kiger & Co., recently left on his important holiday
trip.

H. Goldberg, formerly in business at Troy,
Kans., will go into business with his brother at
Lincoln, Kans.

C. B. Norton, president of the C. B. Norton
Jewelry Co., accompanied the Kansas City delega-
tion down the Mississippi and to New Orleans to
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ART GOODS

No. 6390 6395

A CHRISTMAS VOGUE

No. 1992

No. 1938

BY FASHION'S DECREE AND POPULAR
CHOICE ART NOVELTIES WILL LEAD THE

HOLIDAY LINES THIS SEASON

Our product, which is noted for art in design, grace of form and richness of iinish,
such ornamental and practical utilities as:

ELECTRIC and GAS PORTABLES, NEWELS, ELECTROLIERS, BRONZE FIGURES,
ART GLASS DOMES and SHADES, CLOCKS, VASES, PLATEAUX, CANDELABRA,
CANDLESTICKS, INKSTANDS, PHOTOGRAPH FRAMES, BRONZES, CLOCK TOP
ORNAMENTS, CLOCK SETS, FLOWER HOLDERS, EPERGNES, KEROSENE LAMPS

includes

These goods, which can be had in numberless styles, enrich staple stock, attract gift buyers and refined trade and bring big profits.
To show them is to sell them.

c_ilsk for Catalogues 31 and 33 Showing Gas and Electric Goods, Electroliers, Etc., and No. 30 Showing Clocks
and Other Metal Fancy Goods, as above. When ordering be sure to specify whether for Gas or Electricity

THE GOODWIN & KINTZ CO WINSTED, CONNECTICUT
•  STATION J  

COMMENDABLE
PATTERNS

SALABLE
at all times

PROFITABLE
every sale made

ADVISABLE
to order now

Fall supplement now ready.
DO YOU WANT IT?

Beautiful and interesting 1910
catalog ready for distribution
Jan. 15th. Place name on
mailing list now.

Cut illustrates our 913 Mission
Clock fitted with F2 movement.
Many others in Colonial and Mission.

Colonial Manufacturing CO.
Zeeland, Michigan .$) 

The great success of the

St. Louis Watchmaking School
is due to the finishing touch
it gives its students

Most any school can teach Watchmaking fairly well.
A few can teach it superbly well.
But the school that not only does teach superbly well

but adds to it a last touch of personality through great zeal,
patience and persistence, making it peculiar, unique, indi-
vidual, distinct and unforgettable, is the school that makes
artists of their students. It is that last undefinable touch that
counts—the last three seconds he knocks off the record—that
proves the man a genius.

This is what the St. Louis Watchmaking School does, and
it is therefore no wonder that any young man wishing to
become an artist selects the St. Louis Watchniaking School
for his studies.

Fathers, that were attending the St. Louis Watchmaking
School more than twenty-five years ago, are now sending
their sons to this school, which certainly is the best recom-
mendation a school can have.

If interested, send for our new catalog to-day.

St. Louis Watchmaking School
ST. LOUIS, MO.
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J. W. Thompson, Danville, Ind., had in his
show window an immense pumpkin, the product
of his own garden. It weighed 72 pounds and
measured 5 feet 5;/2 inches in circumference.

Williams & Wolf, who owned and conducted
the American Loan and Jewelry Co., at Terre
Haute, Ind., have sold out.

M. I. Kirkman, of Pendleton, Ind., was in the
city last month stocking up for the holidlly season

W. H. Dunkle is now doing business at New
Concord, Ohio. He was formerly located at
Centerville, Ind.

From what travelers tell us, it would be hard
to find a prettier store in the State of Indiana
than that of Frank Young, at Warren.

A scarcity of good watchmakers is being felt
in this locality. This fact is pointed out as an
indication of the return of prosperity, for when
trade is dull the average jeweler lets his watch-
maker go and does the work himself, but as soon
as business improves he has all he can do to attend
to his customers and needs a man at the bench.

A. S. Orr, of Greenfield, Ind., was on the
local market last month buying Christmas goods
for the home store.

The Johnson Jewelry Company, of Anderson,
Ind., have recently moved just across the street
from their old quarters. Mr. Johnson is to be
congratulated upon the attractive appearance of
his handsome little store complete in every detail
as to stock and fixtures.

H. A. Miessen, of Cicero, Ind., has retired
from the jewelry business and will hereafter de-
vote himself to farming. This does not mean
that the Miessen Jewelry Store will be closed, for
J. A. Miessen, the father, will continue the busi-
ness at the old stand.

B. F. Turner & Son, Arcadia, Ind., are on
the outlook for new quarters about January 1st,
when their present quarters in the Indiana Union
Traction Building will be torn down to give way
to a larger and finersbuilding.

H. W. White, western traveler for Baldwin-
Miller Company, finished a long trip over. his
territory the middle of last month. Mr. White
found trade excellent and all his customers were
anticipating a tiptop holiday season. While in
Iowa Mr. White sold a nice stock to T. J. Clark,
who has opened a high-grade jewelry store at
Eddyville, that State.

Harry A. Sebel, city salesman for Baldwin-
Miller Company, made a number of trips to the
interurban towns last month, booking some nice
orders for Christmas goods.

Daring window smashers visited Henry
Bloom's jewelry store and pawnshop, 229 East
Washington Street, November i6th, and Burton
Brothers' jewelry store and loan office, 58 Monu-
ment Place, last month. Bloom's store is just
across the street from the Marion County Court
House and within a block of police headquarters.
It was shortly before 7 o'clock in the evening,
when ioo members of the city police force were
answering roll call and many people were on the
street when a negro threw a brick through the
plate glass window of Bloom's store and made
off with $400 worth of plunder. Henry Bloom,
proprietor, and Gus Meister, a clerk, were in the
store and witnessed the robbery. Meister says he
noticed a negro loitering near the window, ap-
parently admiring the display of diamonds,
watches and jewelry. Suddenly there was a loud
crash when both men inside the store turned in
time to see a negro, with both hands full, jump
away from the window. Meister immediately gave
chase but stopped when he reached an ally and
thought he saw the negro draw a weapon from
his pocket. The negro disappeared in the dark-
ness and all trace of him was lost. An irregular
hole, about two feet in diameter, was made by
the brick, which was found inside the window.
The robber had thrown the brick so that the hole
enabled him to reach two diamonds, about one
carat each, half a dozen gold watches, cuff links
and scarf pins. The second robbery, similar in
execution, occurred about 3 o'clock in the morning
at Burton Brothers, 58 Monument Place. This
was in a much more quiet part of the retail dis-
trict, just opposite the Soldiers' Monument. A
big stone was thrown through the plate glass

window and a small amount of goods taken, as
most of the window display had been placed in
the safe at closing time. Apparently no one had
heard the crash and no clew could be obtained.
There have recently been an alarming number of
robberies in the retail district of Indianapolis and
the police express the determination to stop it by
arresting all suspicious persons on the charge of
loitering. The city police are of the opinion that
jewelers should provide their show windows with
protecting screens that would not shut out the
view of the goods on display but would remove
the temptation to smash windows.

Jewelers' Security Alliance
The regular monthly meeting of the executive

committee of the Jewelers' Security Alliance was
held on Friday, November 12th, the following
members being present : Chairman Butts, Presi-
dent Sloan, Vice-presidents Wood and Cham-
penois, Secretary Noyes, Treasurer Karsch and
Messrs. Abbott, Bowden, Brown and Stern. The
following new members were admitted :

H. C. Hendrickson Co., St. Paul, Minn.
J. B. Hudson & Son, Minneapolis, Minn.
L. 0. Hulsberg, Northfield, Minn.

CMaurer Brothers, Battle reek, Mich.
S. E. Needham & Co., Logan, Utah.
Nelson Brothers, Chicago, Ill.
William E. Getz, Tremonton, Utah.
S. J. Braun, Baltimore, Md.
H. T. Coffin, New Castle, Ind.
M. A. Green, Waterbury, Conn.
A. R. Harper & Bro., Philadelphia, Pa.
Krueger & Doyle, Shelbina, Mo.
0. W. Maynard, Miami, Fla.
William C. Morgan, Fulton, N. Y.
H. A. Cain, Philadelphia, Pa.
F. A. Vogt, Mishawaka, Ind.
Olson & Wanguild, Denver, Colo.
Robert S. Weaver, Miamisburg, Ohio.
Zechman & Heisterman, Miamisburg, Ohio.
Alex. Beckman, Ottawa, Ohio.
W. B. De Shazo, Hamilton, Texas.
Thomas L. Finch, Covina, Cal.
G. E. Finley & Son, Cottonwood Falls, Kans.
B. F. Haynie, Waurika, Okla.
R. W. Hopkins, Westboro, Mo.
W. C. Kayser, Milbank, S. Dak.
Henry Moser, Wapakoneta, Ohio.
0. H. Newcomb, Apache, Okla.
J. H GH. Schinke, reenville, Ohio.
E. M. Pyle, Pensacola, Fla.
Baker Jewelry Co., Chelsea, Okla.
C. 0. Fjerestad & Co., Elkton, S. Dak.
L. L. Gilman, Bisbee, Ariz.
W. A. Kantlehner, Lansing, Mich.
Charles E. Pfaff, Jr.
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Rogers Drug Store, Monroe, N. Y.
W. F. Slaughter, Idabel, Okla.
A. H. Sugg, Zmnbro Falls, Minn.
M. Albrecht, St. Paul, Minn.
J. H. BUM Fremont, Ohio.
Dr. W. S. Catlin, Dell Rapids, S. Dak.
B. Feigelman & Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
J. L. P. Gentil, Monroe, Mich.
Gotthelf Jewelry Co., Vicksburg, Miss.
Hart Loan and Pledge Co., New Orleans, La.
William Kutz, Bellevue, Ohio.
. E. Irwin Dell Rapids, S. Dak.
Johnson & ).ohnson, Minneapolis, Minn.
W. F. King, Adrian, Mich.
Simon Nelson, St. Paul, Minn.
F. W. Stein, Miles City, Mont.
Frank A. Ubel, St. Paul, Minn.
C. E. Whittaker, Clyde, Ohio.

BEugene Muller, rooklyn, N. Y.
J. B. Ovens, Marion, Ohio.
Barnett Brothers, Chicago, Ill.
D. Charak, New York City.
Jacob Cohen, New York City.
D. J. Howenstine, Mansfield, Ohio.
Carl Monat, Galion, Ohio.
Andrew Paulo, Mansfield, Ohio.
E. R. Abrahamsen, Cleveland, Ohio.
D. W. Laubach, Philadelphia, Pa.
Frank Leindecker, Columbus, Ohio.
H. H. McCreary, Cleveland, Ohio.
T. G. Mackey, Valdosta, Ga.
William R. Magee, Fall River, Mass.
M. D. Martin, Jasper, Minn.
J. T. Mathison, Columbus, Ohio.
C. A. Nelson, Willmar, Minn.
Nelson & Sutton, Wessington Springs, S. Dak.
D. C. Oberholtzer, Centerburg, Ohio.
Q. E. Radebaugh, Columbus, Ohio.
C. F. Rombach, Cleveland, Ohio.
L. M. Taylor & Co., Marshall, Minn.
Herbert F. Thomson, Cleveland, Ohio.
John S. Trapp, Cleveland, Ohio.
dward C. Voeller, Columbus, Ohio.

A. Winterhalter, New York City.
Charles F. Hallikat. Watertown, S. Dak.
John Grund, Philadelphia, Pa.
L. Carl Jelenko, Baltimore, Md.
Avery & Bemis, Amherst. Ohio.
Robert Miller, Lorain, Ohio.
Shyer's Loan Office, Chattanooga. Tenn.
Raisbecic Brothers, Cincinnati, Ohio.
E. H. Barrett, Painesville, Ohio.
F. E. Benjamin, Geneva, Ohio.
A. B. McDorman, Scottsbluff, Nebr.
Hoover & Smith Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Kintner jewelry Co., Painesville, Ohio.
Studer-Crawford Co., Waco, Texas.
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David S. Roth, San Francisco, Cal.
Richard Roberts, Billings, Mont.
Mrs. C. G. Bennett, Artesian, S. Dak.
Shea Brothers, Creston, Iowa.
J. M. Meyer, New Ulm, Minn.
William F. Schmelz, Baltimore, Md.
Thomas L. Collier, Uniontown, Pa.
Roy L. Crouch, Albuquerque, N. Mex.
Otto Stumpf & Co., Chicago,
Caspar Fenzel, Middletown, Ohio.
E. J. Voignier, New York City.

The following rewards were ordered paid:
No. 89—To John Reese, special night watch-

man, of Allentown, Pa., for the arrest and con-
viction of Clifford Yocum who broke into the
workroom of E. Keller & Sons, on the second
floor, with a jimmy, which Ile had made out of a
horseshoe, intending to saw a hole through the
ceiling and let himself down into the store.

No. 90—To Patrolman W. A. England, of
Paducah, Ky., for the arrest and conviction of
Tom Carmandy, who smashed the window of
J. L. Wolff on July 20, 1909.

No. 91—To Detective Mose Evoy and Patrol-
man Walter Neirsthenier, of Bloomington, Ill.,
for the arrest and conviction of John Brennan,
who smashed the window of E. K. Crothers on
April 14th and stole miscellaneous jewelry amount-
ing to about $5oo.

No. 92—To Officer John G. Gangloff, of Buf-
falo, N. Y., for the arrest and conviction of John
Weber, who smashed the window in the jewelry
store of Frisch Brothers on June 22, 1909.

Kansas City and the Great
Southwest

(Continued from page 2013)

These students recently matriculated at the
Kansas City Polytechnic Institute: Joseph Levin,
Kansas City, Mo.; T. Myerding, Baxter Springs,
Kans.; Hollis Spiller, Canadian, Texas; G. B.
Simpson, Rock Port, Mo.; Henry Wells, Paola,
Kans.; Miss Edith Tiffany, Emporia Kans.; John
Quiring Korn, Okla.

Lyle Kennedy, a graduate of the Kansas City
Horological School, is a new employee of the
Margolis Jewelry Co.

Elmer Burdick, son of H. D. Burdick, a
jeweler at Nortonville, Kans., recently entered the
employ of the Woodstock-Hoefer Jewelry Co.
Ray Shedd is another new employee of the
company.

The following called at the wholesale houses
last month : G. C. Stairs, Alva, Okla.; A. J. Kirk-
patrick, Oklahoma City, Okla.; Edward Gunn,
Gunn Bros., Durant, Okla.; S. A. Noble, La
Cygne, Kans.; W. S. Noble, Drexel, Mo.; M. W.
Holt, Stillwater, Okla.; J. A. Lukins, Bucklin,
Kans; D. L. Brown, Glasgow, Mo.; W. F. Brown,
Sterling, Kans.; George Methe, Council Grove,
Kans.; H. C. Hanson, St. Mary's, Kans.; R. E.
Bertholf, Cherokee, Kans.; J. H Champion, Pitts-
burg, Kans ; J. A. Zimmerman, Warrensburg, Mo.;
W. W. Whiteside, Liberty, Mo.; Walter Sperling,
Seneca, Kans.; F. L. Hutton, Lebo, Kans.; F. J.
Mitchell, Anadarko, Okla.; T. Y. Maynard, Al-
bequerque, N. Mex.; E. R. Reyer, Westmoreland,
Kans.; F. L. Herthel, Claflin, Kans.; F. C. Eby,
Bartlesville, Okla.; Mrs. H. D. Lawrence, Dewey,
Okla.; J. Q. A. Shelden, Manhattan, Kans.; Elmer
Fry, Belleville, Kans.; W. H. Meyer, Lawson,
Mo. ; B. H. Beatte, Woodward, Okla. ; Fred Beatte,
Woodward, Okla.; B. H. Doty, Manning, Iowa;
J. J. Baker, Moline, Kans.; J. Q. Morrison,
Williamsburg, Kans.; B. C. Culp, De Soto, Kans.;
Sam Roeden, Springfield, Mo.; A. L. Howard,
Louisburg, Kans.; C. E. Wardin, Topeka ; I. N.
Cassity, Alta Vista, Kans.; P. H. Morehouse,
Topeka, Kans.; James Pizinger, Olmitz, Kans.;
F. W. Galer, Nowata, Okla.; W. A. Curtis,
Cherryvale, Kans.; E. G. Osborne, Topeka, Kans.;
C. L. Dockhorn, Oskaloosa, Kans.; W. G. Mor-
hart, Enfaula, Okla.; C. L. Jones, Dewey; H. W.
Yaseen, Dalhart, Tex.; Ralph Campbell, Pryor
Creek Okla.; C. H. Brassfield, Ness City, Kans.;
W. J. Mulnix, Holden, Mo.; G. H. Church, Oak
Grove, Mo.; J. P. Barnett, Concordia, Kans.;
Lon Thomas, Topeka ; E. C. Six, Erie, Kans.;
E. E. Braun, Independence, Kans.; J. 0. Stott,
Paola, Kans.; Charles Holmes, Dalton, Kans.;
G. W. Horner, McCracken, Kans.; F. Craddock,
Gypsum, Kans.
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WE SAVE THE JEWELERS of the NORTHWEST THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS

every year on express and freight. Why send away for goods that are at your door?

Save time and money. Complete stocks of everything the Jeweler uses are to be found

in the Twin Cities. We believe it is an advantage to the Jewelers of the Northwest

to be able to replenish their stocks with the least possible delay and at the lowest

possible expense

BENJ. F. SIMPSON CO.
Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry

F. L. BOSWORTH CO.
SILVERWARE, CUT GLASS, CLOCKS

FANCY NOVELTIES

BIRKENHAUER-THOMPSEN CO.
Jewelers' Supplies Jewelry Optical Goods

Tools and Material

REED-BENNETT CO.
Watches Jewelry Diamonds

Tools, Material and Findings

S. H. CLAUSIN & CO.
Watches Diamonds Jewelry

Tools and Material

SINEW 
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THE NEXT SIXTY DAYS ARE THE HARVEST TIME of the RETAIL JEWELER.
Don't lose a customer and a sale when you can send an order to the Twin City Jobbers
and get the goods the next day. We make this suggestion for mutual benefit. We
believe the successful merchant is the one who does the most business with the least
outlay of capital. Order of the Jobber who is nearest and can deliver the goods in the
shortest time. Buy often, and patronize your home Jobber who opens the market
of the world at your door

SISCHO & BEARD
Tools and Material, Jewelers' Findings, Jewelry

Manufacturing Opticians

ALBERT L. HAMAN
Exclusively Watches and Diamonds

LEWIS FINKELSTEIN
Loose and Mounted Diamonds

Sent on Approval Wholesale Jeweler

VEHON & GOODMAN
Jewelry Diamonds Watches

The Leading Jewelry Jobbers of the Twin Cities
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Numerous inquiries have been made, Who makes THE ALLIANCE RING?
Let us solve this question for you

WE DO ! ! !
The graceful style of the Alliance Ring is rapidly supplanting the use of the old-style wedding ring
Its mysterious construction is another reason for its increased demand.
We have thus far supplied the entire demand, and we take these means to inform you that should

you need them, we can supply you.
These rings are most carefully adjusted ; the joints are barely perceptible, except by a magnifying glass.
Whenever engraving is desired, It is done in the inside flat surface. They are easily opened as shown

on illustration by inserting a sharp instrument, for instance a pin, in the inside pin hole.
They should not be pried open, as this would destroy their adjustment.

14 karat, 3 dwts., $1.25 per dwt. net ; in dozen lots, St. i5 per dwt. net
18 karat, 3 dwts., $1.40 per dwt. net ; in dozen lots, $1.30 per dwt. net

LEONARD KROWER, Manufacturing Jeweler, 536-538 Canal St., NEW ORLEANS, LA.

THE PURPOSE OF A

catalwki 5100dat Ca4e.
IS TO SELL GOODS

And they assist in making sales because they add to the attractiveness of
the merchandise on display. Quincy Special Cases naturally make good from
a Quality standpoint. They're made from the finest quarter-sawed oak and
by the best workmen our money can hire.

Cost more ? Even less. Same price as others ask you for plain oak cases.
We ship all cases K. D. to save you freight and guarantee safe arrival.

We want you to investigate—we want you to give us a chance to prove
every claim we have made.

A POSTAL CARD WILL BRING YOU ANY OF OUR CATALOGS
ON STORE EQUIPMENT.

QUINCY SHOW CASE WORKS
QUINCY _>;K:17:14-f ILLINOIS

Chicago, 247 Jackson Blvd.
Wichita, Kans., 314 Barnes Bldg.
San Francisco, 134 Sansome St.

Tex.. 219 Commerce St.
Jacksonville, Ha., 20-28 Julia St.

CATALOG
,5,L,Tra

GORDON 4
MORRISON
WHOLESALE

JEWELERS AND

OPTICIANS

EST 111, 1002

THE JEWELERS, WATCHMAKERS
and OPTICIANS will do well by

writing for our 1910 CATALOG,
MAILED FREE. It contains a full line
of WATCHES, DIAMONDS,
JEWELRY, OPTICAL GOODS,
WATCHMAKERS' and OPTICIANS'
TOOLS, MATERIALS and MA-
CHINERY of the best makes the
American and Foreign markets afford.
It will pay you to have our catalog.

Gordon 8r Morrison, Wholesale Jewelers and Opticians199-201 E. Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.

LEARN ENGRAVING $5
For FIVE DOLLARS we send you a complete set of lessons, well illustrated,
in letter and monogram engraving on jewelry, silverware and other metals. These
lessons are prepared by an expert engraver of twenty-five years' experience and
explain sharpening and tempering tools, plain, bright-cut, wriggled and other
cutting ; engraving script and other letters ; leaf, block, ribbon and entwined mono-
grams, transferring, cementing and many other valuable tricks of the trade. We
also send you a set of gravers (sharpened), a good oil stone, a block to hold
lockets, watches, etc., which is also a perfect tool sharpener ; dividers ; 10 metal
plates ; 6 rings and 6 thimbles to practice on and a book of "Monograms and
Alphabets."

Book of Monograms and Alphabets
Every letter of the alphabet combined with every other letter in script and block styles;
Script, Old English, Roman, Block, German, Hebrew and Greek Alphabets; Year-Date Mono-
grams; Ornamental Initials; Fancy and Ribbon Monograms. $1.00 postpaid.

ASK FOR CIRCULAR AND FULL PARTICULARS

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING
45 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK, U.S.A.

THE BEST THE CHEAPEST

SOLID GOLD CHAINS
They stand the test of time and
have done so for 57 years. Su-
preme in Quality, Design, Finish,
Workmanship.

We sell direct. We have no sales-
men. Eliminating all unnecessary
expenses in making and selling
enables us to sell at the lowest
possible price. Send for catalogue

Alois Kohn & Co.
MARK

16-18 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
Makers of GOLD CHAINS of every kind

December, 1909 T H E

At this writing the Northwest is in the grasp
of winter. On the evening of November t5th
the snow began to fall and continued until it
covered the ground with almost a foot of snow,
making sleighing as good as at any time in the
winter. It is said to be the heaviest fall snow
storm that has swept this part of the country for
thirteen years. However, it is not expected to
last long. The business conditions were never
better at this time of the year and not only are
they good just now, but the prospects for the first
of next year are of the brightest. The farmers
were prepared to hold their grain this fall until
the first of the year, and as there will be a lot
of grain on the early markets it is bound to make
business good in all lines.

The holiday trade is opening up and already
some of the jewelry manufacturers are working
nights in order not to get behind with their work.

A. E. Paegel, of the Paegel Jewelry Mfg.
Co., at Minneapolis, recently had his automobile
destroyed by fire. A fire broke out in his garage
at home, which destroyed the car and badly dam-
aged the building before it could be extinguished.

T. J. Thompson, of Barron, Wis., recently
sold his store at Dallas, Wis., to Hans Clare
and the one at Bruce, Wis., to L. H. Giddings,
retaining the store at Barron.

J. J. Skaug, formerly at Minot, N. Dak., has
opened a retail jewelry business at 426 Central
Avenue, Minneapolis. He held a formal opening
the first day and presented his visitors with car-
nations and roses.

William A. Sorenson, of Minneapolis, has
returned from an extended trip to Seattle.

Fire recently broke out in the basement of
Henry Bockstruck's jewelry store on East Seventh
Street, St. Paul, and caused a slight damage to
one of the show windows.

During the past month J. J. Yaeger, the
Minnesota Street jeweler, in St. Paul, displayed
the "greatest shoe on earth," which attracted
considerable attention. This shoe is one and a
half feet in length and weighs eight pounds. It
was made from leather tanned by the father of
Gen. U. S. Grant and owned and displayed by
him as a shoe store sign during the war of the
rebellion. Several shoe men of prominence,
museum men and capitalists are corresponding
with Mr. Yaeger with a view of purchasing it.

H. 0. Schleuder, jeweler, of Springfield,
Minn., was in the Twin Cities on business during
the past month.

E. H. Treiber, jeweler and watchmaker, of
Scotland, S. Dak., was seen among the visiting
jewelers in the Twin Cities during the past month.

J. A. Kjelberg, jeweler and watchmaker,
formerly at Clitherall, Minn., has moved to Ashby,
Minn., where he will conduct the same business.

W. J. Cole, son of D. K. Cole, of Woon-
socket, S. Dak., has returned from Grand Forks,
N. Dak., to engage in business permanently with
his father. Delbert K. Cole, also a son of D. K.
Cole, is at Omaha, Nebr., taking a post-graduate
course in optics. Mr. Cole also has a new and
splendid watch sign on his store advertising
South Bend watches.

R. E. Basset, the jeweler of Woonsocket, S.
Dak., has just moved into his new store on Main
Street. His store is said to be one of the finest
in South Dakota.

On Wednesday, October 27th, G. A. Heckel,
of Oakes, N. Dak., was married to Miss Bertina
Bardsen, of De Lamere, N. Dak. Mr. Heckel is
very well known throughout this section of the
country and is one of the most promising young
jewelers in the Northwest. We join his many
friends in extending congratulations. They were
"at home" after November 15tb.

D. G. Gallett, of Aberdeen, S. Dak., will soon
move into his new store, which will be one of the
most complete in the State. Mr. Gallett has been
in business in Aberdeen many years and is one
of the most progressive jewelers. The new bank
building in which he will locate will afford an
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opportunity to equip a store that will be in keep-
ing with the progressive spirit and would be a
credit to a city whose pretentious are even greater
than those of that town. C. A. Sauer, who owns
the present quarters of Mr. Gallett, will remodel
the building and add his stock and fixtures to
some new one and thereby give Aberdeen another
first-class jewelry establishment.

I. E. Welling is going to work for B. Lich-
stenstein, of Glen Ullen, N. Dak.

C. H. Nesbitt, of Harvey, N. Dak., was in the
Twin Cities buying goods during the past month.

E. H. Prey will soon occupy his new store
in Watertown, S. Dak. Mr. Prey is one of the
leading business men of that city and has selected
a location which will, no doubt, bring the success
justly due him.

E. F. Harrington, with L. M. Bronson, will
conduct a jewelry store in the place vacated by
E. H. Prey.

Henry Birkenhauer, of the Birkenhauer-
Thomsen Co., of Minneapolis, made a trip to the
northern part of Minnesota to visit the Mesaba
Iron Range country.

C. F. Sischo, of Sischo & Beard, attended the
football game between Minnesota and Wisconsin,
at Madison, Wis., Saturday, November 13th.

J. A. L, Walman, of Little Falls, Minn., was
recently married to Miss Cora Mecusker, of Min-
neapolis. They left for a wedding trip through
the East and South.

Thomas F. Wilson, who was formerly in the
retail jewelry business at Grundy Center, Iowa,
has purchased the jewelry business of the Fisk-
Johnson Jewelry Co., 17 Washington Avenue,
South Minneapolis, and will change the name to
the Thomas F. Wilson Jewelry Co.

Frank Stewart, of Carver, Minn., was in
the Twin Cities on business during the past month.

F. W. Seaman, jeweler and optometrist, for-
merly at St. Croix Falls, Wis., has taken charge
of the repair and optical department of I. M.
Radabaugh's store at Hastings, Minn.

0. E. Casey is going in the jewelry business
at Nashua, Minn.

W. B. Sherratt, of Lake Park, Iowa, has
bought out John Rosendahl, of Mapleton, Minn.

Miss Hazel Truax, of Sischo & Beard, St.
Paul, is back to work after a three weeks' illness.

Charles Teske, of Ray, N. Dak., has enlarged
his store and stock. Mr. Teske says he has the
elite of Ray and is fit for a much larger town.

B. Strouse, of Havre, Mont., was in the Twin
Cities buying goods.

I. Buchhalter, watchmaker and jeweler, at
102 South Robert Street, St. Paul, was married
October 31st to Miss Celia Bercas, of St. Paul.

A. E. Veon, one of the early settlers in
Brainard, Minn., and one of the oldest watch-
makers in the State, died during the past month.

K. E. Kyllo, of Red Wing, Minn., has moved
to Prescott, Wis.

The jewelry firm of Johnson & Landstrorn,
of Huron, S. Dak., have dissolved partnership.
Mr. Johnson will continue to conduct the busi-
ness, while Mr. Landstrom will look for a new
location.

The daughter of George Cook, leading jeweler
of Madison, S. Dak., drew one of the lucky num-
bers in the recent Cheyenne and Standing Rock
Indian Reservation land drawing contest. Miss
Cook is contemplating going on her claim in the
spring. However, George Cook, Jr., will stay
with the electric lights.

The Minnesota Wholesale Jewelers' Associa-
tion recently held its annual meeting, re-electing
all the old officers. The officers are as follows:
C. H. Clausin, president ; F. L. Bosworth, secre-
tary ; C. F. Sischo, treasurer,

Richard Schmalz, of the firm of E. Schmalz &
Sons, jewelry manufacturers of St. Paul, was
married November 4th to Miss Eleanora Klug,
also of St. Paul. The wedding took place at the
home of the bride's parents. Many friends and
relatives were present at the ceremony, which
was conducted by the Rev. Ojkin, of the German
Lutheran Church. The wedding march was
played by Miss Sophie Schmalz, a sister to the
groom. Following the wedding was a recep-
tion. They will make their home at ggo Lawson
Street, St. Paul.

In the November number of THE KEYSTONE
the Northwest letter gave notice of the removal
of N. Jensen & Co., trade watchmakers of St.
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Paul, to new quarters and gave the new address
as being at the corner of Fourth and Cedar
Streets. This, however, was an error. The new
and correct address is 203 Newton Building,
corner of Fifth and Minnesota Streets, St. Paul.
They secured a long lease on these quarters and
have one of the best and finest equipped watch
repairing establishments in the country.

On November roth, about TO o'clock in the
morning, a man named J. E. Brown went into
Richard Schacht's jewelry store at Spokane,
Wash., and asked to see some diamonds. When
Mr. Schacht produced his wallet of stones Brown
grabbed them and make for the door, with Mr.
Schacht and his watchmaker after him. Brown shot
twelve times at his pursuers, but hit no one and
was finally caught in an alley. Mr. Schacht got
all the diamonds back and Brown was placed in jail.

Following are the names of some of the
jewelers and opticians who called on the Twin
City trade during the past month : C. H. Nesbitt,
Harvey, N. Dak.; William Zimmerman, Morris-
town, Minn.; 0. E. Casey, of Nashua, Minn.;
E. H. Treiber, of Scotland, S. Dak.; J. C. Marx,
Sherwood, N. Dak.; G. A. Heckel, of Oakes,
N. Dak.; B. Strouse, Havre, Mont. 

' 
• J. A. Ander-

son, of Lamberton, Minn.; Bruno Zimmerman, of
Parkers Prairie, Minn.; Frank Stewart, of
Carver, Minn.; H. J. Wagner, Red Wing, Minn.;
F. W. Seaman, St. Croix Falls, Wis.; I. M.
Radabaugh, Hastings, Minn.; Feder Gaalaas, of
Stillwater, Minn.; , A. G. Foogman, Hillsboro,
N. Dak.; A. E. Valenty, Forest Lake, Minn.;
L. G. Johnson, Superior, Wis.; W. W. McGuire,
of Northfield, Minn.; J. H. Ruge, of Faribault,
Minn.; F. A. Carlberg, of St. Croix Falls, Wis.

"Handy Man's Workshop and
Laboratory"

A new volume of practical information just
issued by Munn & Co., Inc., New York, is entitled
"The Handy Man's Workshop and Laboratory."
The book, which contains 465 pages, is a carefully
edited collection of practical mechanical ideas on
a great variety of subjects, the value of the work
being greatly enhanced by nearly 400 illustrations.
Some time ago it was decided to open a depart-
ment in the Scientific American under the title,
"The Handy Man's Workshop." A general invi-
tation was extended to the mechanical world to
contribute to this department and the invitation
was widely availed of. The editor of this volume,
A. Russell Bond, selected the best of these sug-
gestions and, after careful revision, incorporated
them in this book, which is a veritable storehouse
of ingenious ideas. The volume is intensely in-
teresting, and there is no mechanic who will not
find in its pages a wealth of informatiun worth
much to him, in whatever sphere of mechanical
activity he may be engaged. The book can be
had from this office on receipt of the publishers'
price, $2.00.

"The Precious Metals"
A new work of imposing appearance and con-

taming 300 pages, entitled "The Precious Metals,"
just published by D. VanNostrand Company, of
New York, has a special interest for the jewelry
trade. The term, "precious metals," in this case
is taken to include gold, silver and platinum, the
last-mentioned metal being now more valuable
than gold, weight for weight. The author, T.
Kirke Rose, A.R.S.M., D.Sc., a chemist and as-
sayer of worldwide reputation, states, in the
preface, that it was his purpose in this book to
provide an introduction to the study of precious
metals, as well as an elementary book of reference.
A glance through the book will convince any com-
petent critic that he has succeeded in his purpose.
The ground covered includes the technical proc-
esses of minting, the manufacture of gold and
silverwares, the history of the precious metals
and their properties, methods of mining, refining,
assaying, minting, etc. A number of excellent
illustrations add considerably to the value of the
work, which is also provided with a comprehensive
index for facilitating reference to any point on
which information may be desired. A copy of the
work can be had from this office on receipt of
price, $2.00 net.
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FOR THE BENEFIT OF THOSE
WHO HAVE NOT SEEN OUR EXTENSIVE LINE OF

RHINE STONE GOODS 9

 IN 

COMBS, HAIR
BANDEAUX
BARRETTES
HAT PINS, Etc.  

We will be glad to send SELECTION
PACKAGES pf samples on approval

IN,

grr We have a large assortment of Bandeaux, as illustrated by the cut on
-..the left, and also a very complete line of Open Work Combs as shown

by the cut on the right.

THESE GOODS WILL PROVE BIG
HOLIDAY SELLERS

JOSEPH W. HELLER CO.
129 EDDY STREET, PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND

THEW. J. FEELEY
COMPANY

Art Ict.iI Wiairicer

MAKERS OF

THE ROSARY
IN FINE JEWELS
IN REAL and IMITATION STONE

Mounted on Gold, Rolled Gold
Plate and Sterling Silver

REAL STONE
AMETHYST, TOPAZ, CRYSTAL.,

ONYX, GARNET

IMITATION STONE
AMETHYST, CRYSTAL, CARNELIAN, EMERALD, GARNET,

JADE, OPAL, PEARL, TOPAZ

SUBSTANTIAL MOUNTINGS
CLEAR CUT STONES--FINE FINISH

Your Fall and Holiday stock should include a good variety
Selection package on request

Office and Factory, 183-203 Eddy Street

PROVIDENCE RHODE ISLAND

F. C. JORGESON & CO.
159 to 167 Ann Street :: CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

MAKERS OF HIGH=GRADE

JEWELERS' FIXTURES

SPECIAL No. 107B

COUNTER CASE AND TABLE

MADE IN ALL KINDS OF WOOD
OAK AND BIRCH IN STOCK

Write for Prices

"Tt-1L BesT OF EVERYTHING"
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DETROIT T'
LETTER CI

With conditions better in every way in both
city and State than in the past two seasons, the
local jewelry trade is having a busy December.
So far as Detroit is concerned, the settled con-
dition of the trade and the absence of the annoy-
ing competition of fake auction sales, which were
the bane of the business in some past seasons,
tends to make the merchants look forward to this
as the best season in a number of years. Aside
from the regular holiday sales, there has been
nothing to create comment. A number of new
stores have been opened recently and business has
been good all around, with prospects for very
heavy buying at the close of the Christmas season.
The wholesale houses have had a steady and large
trade from out in the State, reflecting the
generally improved conditions. All of the big
firms along Woodward Avenue have brushed up
their establishments, the stores being handsotner
in fitting and display this season than ever before.

Harwood's, in the new Woodward Arcade,
is one of the newly opened stores. Arthur F.
Harwood, the proprietor, has had considerable
experience with Burr, Patterson & Co. His shop
is handsomely fitted out.

At 228 Woodward Avenue, King & Harrison
have opened a small retail shop. Mr. Harrison
is manager of the Arsenal Jewelry Co. further
down the street.

Morton's is the name of a new store managed
by Morton Sillman on Woodward Avenue, just
north of the Campus Martius. Mr. Sillman has
previously been in the business with a Monroe
Avenue firm.

Simon Lachman has opened a store at TO
Monroe Avenue, also just off the central square
of the city. He has another store further out
Monroe Avenue.

J. J. Gilhooley, who has opened a bright and
attractive shop at 1276 Fort Street, West, learned
the watchmaking business at odd times while a
non-commissioned officer in the regular army. He
has served thirty years in the service and was dis-
charged as quartermaster sergeant.

The watchmaking class, under the direction of
Waldemar Gepp, in the Y. M. C. A. technical
school, has grown rapidly this season. There
are now eighteen students and the demand for
expert watchmakers is such that the school
promises to be a great success.

At the November meeting of the Detroit
Jewelers' Board of Trade the principal topic of
discussion was the entertainment of the national
convention of retail jewelers next year. While it
is a trifle early to arrange definite plans, the
Board of Trade is considering various features
and will aim to select the most desirable.

An event which a number of the wholesale
jewelers attended was the dinner of the Whole-
salers' and Manufacturers' Association November
9th, at which James R. Garfield, of Cleveland, and
J. D. Willison, of Toronto, were the principal
speakers. The topic was better trade relations
with Canada, a result which Detroit firms de-
voutly hope for, as it would greatly increase their
natural field of commercial opportunities.

Wallace Kay, who was injured severely last
summer, has had a long siege of illness, his life
being despaired of at one time. Although he has
rallied and is now recovering, it is not expected
that he will take an active part in the business
of John Kay & Co. until after the first of the year.

A new front has been built upon K. Barrett's
store on Michigan Avenue and the premises al-
tered and improved.

John Turck, of Wayne, did some amateur but
successful detective work recently which regained
for him valuable goods that had been taken from
his store while he was temporarily absent. He
traced the goods to Detroit, located them and
discovered the identity of the young man who had
stolen them. The goods consisted of watches
and fobs.

M. 0. Lewis, of Ovid, has established him-
self in a new store, getting also new fixtures
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and putting in a fine stock of new goods for his
opening early in December.

Luth, Dorweld & Haller have issued their new
catalogue, which is a compact book of 130 pages.

W. F. King, Jr., Adrian, spent several days
in Detroit last month. Trade is good in Adrian,
he states.

L. H. Stehle, of Linden, paid a visit to
Detroit last month and purchased holidays goods.

T. L. Tibballs, of Cass City, visited the whole-
sale trade here a few weeks ago.

Charles S. Hannan, of the Grainger-Hannan
Co., spent a week in New York during November.

E. J. Peters, of Tecumseh, replenished his
stock in this market a short time ago.

H. W. Baxter, of Birmingham, was a buyer
in the Detroit market last month.

D. D. Shane, of Grand Ledge, and Henry P.
Shane, of Bancroft, brothers, made a trip to De-
troit together in the latter part of November.

L. W. Krebs, of Wayne, bought a line of holi-
day stock in Detroit.

W. Mason and George Chambers, of Mt.
Clemens, were both buyers at Detroit houses re-
cently.

H. R. Stevenson, of St. Ignace, was in De-
troit on a sad errand during part of November,
his wife being ill at one of the local hospitals.

After a European trip of several weeks H. E.
Allen has returned to his home and business at
Morenci.

New stores are getting to be the fashion with
jewelers in the smaller towns of Michigan, which
shows the way trade is going. J. E. Zupp, of
Springport, and Fred N. Pauli, of Pontiac, have
recently moved into new buildings.

John Kay & Co. held the formal opening of
their enlarged and refitted shop in the Majestic
Building Tuesday, November 23d. There has been
much delay in getting the remodelling done, but
now that it is completed this firm has one of the
handsomest places in Michigan.

Noack & Gorenflo have sent out their annual
catalogue, which is an imposing volume which the
trade will find particularly valuable during the
holiday season.

Alfred Wirz, of Montpelier, Ohio, was one
of the visitors from outside the State last month.

Washington, D. C., Notes

A. Alvey Quade, of 815 Seventh Street,
N. W., is still confined to his home. Mr. Quade
has been suffering now for about two months
from an attack of bronchial pneumonia.

E. 3. Montrote is able to be around again.
He has been confined to his home the greater
part of this year with rheumatism.

Rudolph Richmill is now well settled in his
new store, 417 Seventh Street, N. W. Mr. Rich-
mill was formerly located at 931 F Street, N. W.

H. C. Lichtenstein has taken over the business
of I. Kates, Warder Building, Ninth and F Streets,
N. W., and will continue doing jewelry repairing
for the trade.

Bradley S. Dixon is a firm believer in good
stationery and the material he uses is a work of
printers' art. His cards are embossed, are small,
attract attention and are seldom thrown away.
Mr. Dixon is thoroughly up-to-date in his ideas
and this small matter of stationery is very good
advertising for him and is helping to enlarge his
business. As a souvenir he is giving to his cus-
tomers a small metal tray which may be used
as an ash receiver by the gentlemen or as a
receptacle for pins and other small articles by
the ladies, being much appreciated in either case.
Mr. Dixon is located at 717 Eighth Street, S. E.

F. R. Hillyard, of 1827 Seventh Street, N. W.,
is very happy these days owing to the recent visit
of the stork and the advent of a bouncing boy baby.

The business at 1213 G Street, N. W., of D.
Richenbacher, deceased, is being continued in the
interests of his widow under the management
of their son, B. P. Richenbacher.

E. D. Cole is disposing of his surplus stock
by auction at 437 Seventh Street. Mr. Cole ex-
pects to put in an entire new line at a very
early date.

J. S. Kann, of 611 Pennsylvania Avenue, is
carrying his arm in a sling, the result of quite a
serious accident.
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of one of the large stores and broke his shoulder.
It will be some time before he can regain the use
of same.

Robert F. Armstrong, who twelve years ago
started in the jewelry business, associating himself
with the firm of Shreve & Co. and later with
Bippart, Grascom & Osborn, is now of the firm
of Brown & Armstrong, of this city.

Of the new jewelry stores here, special men-
tion must be made of that of the Shaw & Brown
Co. on F Street, N. W., opened on November, in
that it is furnished and finished in a very artistic
manner, after the style of the Parisian jewelry
stores. The exterior of the store has been covered
with gold leaf treated to give the appearance of
old gold. Around the heavy plate glass window
circular pieces of marble have been inserted, giv-
ing to the entire front the effect of a large field
of onyx and gold, which is very pleasing to the
eye. As much attention has been given to the in-
terior, where the soft oriental rugs, the several easy
chairs and the palm in the center does away with
a great deal of the show of commercialism, adds
to the beauty and splendor of the gold, silver
and precious stones in the show cases and makes
the execution of large sales easier. The store
proper is finished in mahogany and is brilliantly
lighted by countless electric light bulbs, some
hidden in globes of Tiffany glass, others sur-
rounding inverted bowls of crystal glass and
others extending as from the hands of women in
the bronze statuary here and there throughout
the store. The ceiling has been left in the old
colonial fashion with the beams showing except
for the metal fireproofing, which covers the space
between and around the unseen portions of the
beams. The workrooms and the shipping depart-
ment are large and facilitate the making of prompt
deliveries.

W. S. Smoot has started in the jewelry busi-
ness at 202 Seventh Street, S. W.

The Saks Optical Co. have lately obtained
from the Government two contracts each for one
hundred watches, which are to be distributed
among the army officers.

Denver (Colo.) Nugget Club
The Denver Nugget Club, composed of

jewelers in the city of Denver, held its regular
monthly meeting on November 9th. The meeting
was a very large and interesting one and quite an
amount of important business was transacted.

The matter of jobbers retailing and the re-
tailers sending customers to the jobbers was dis-
cussed at length and it was decided that it was
poor policy for the retailer to send his customer
to the jobber with a card and that the jobber
should in no way sell goods to the retail trade.
This matter will again be brought to the attention
of the Colorado Retail Jewelers' Association and,
if possible, be settled definitely and permanently.
As the Denver Nugget Club is a local club and
composed of all branches of the jewelry trade,
such as retailers, jobbers, manufacturers, etc., it
would not be proper to bring this matter before
the club.

Henry Lindemann delivered a talk on precious
and semi-precious stones which was both inter-
esting and instructive to all present and the as-
sociation extended him a vote of thanks.

A discussion was brought before the associa-
tion that no more meetings be held this year, but
to start out the year 1910, having the January
meeting a rousing smoker. This was unanimously
adopted and the following were appointed a com-
mittee to make arrangements for same : J. C.
Bloom, Harry Furmess, William Muckel and
Lindemann. The committee was instructed to
save no expense nor time to make this an elaborate
affair and from the expression of most of the
committee there is no question that this will be
a grand success. After this matter was definitely
settled Mr. King delivered a little talk on the card
system which was discussed pro and con. At the
conclusion of his remarks all agreed that this
was the most interesting meeting they had ever
attended of the Denver Nugget Club and all
went home anxiously awaiting the smoker in
January.

Moseley Lathes are of great durability, as
well as accuracy. They are good for several
generations. Get the genuine.—Adv.
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Trade among the jobbers and manufacturers
has been quite active this month and the buying
among the retailers shows that they are preparing
for a good holiday business and want to be pre-
pared for it. The diamond demand continues to
be very good, notwithstanding the high prices.

The Aller-Wilmes Jewelry Manufacturing
Company, of this city, has been incorporated for
$125,000, to manufacture and deal in jewelry. In-
corporators: H. S. Aller, 500 shares preferred
and 300 common; Frederic A. Kehl, 8o common;
Arthur J. Lee, 6o common; Julius Loewenstein,
5 common; Joe Loewenstein, 3 common; Eugene
Hale, 2 common, all of St. Louis, Mo.; William
F. Wilmes, of Kansas City, Mo., 300 common.
Preferred stock entitled to 7 per cent. dividend.
Fifty thousand dollars' worth of preferred stock
will be issued, part of which has been subscribed
to. The officers of the company will be: H. S.
Aller, president; F. A. Kiel, vice-president; A. J.
Lee, secretary, and W. F. Wilmes, treasurer.
These officers, with Eugene Hale, will comprise
the board of directors. This new firm is the
consolidation of the Aller-Newman-Wilmes
Jewelry Co. and the Lee-Kehl Jewelry Mfg. Co.
The interests of Julius Newman in the former
firm of the Aller-Newman-Wilmes Jewelry Co.
have been purchased by Messrs. Aller and Wilmes.
Mr. Newman will remain with the firm until April
I, 1910, The new firm will retain its same location
in the Globe-Democrat Building.

J. K. Venable, traveler for the Maschmeyer-
Richardson Silver Co. through the Central West,
was married on November 16th to Miss Katherine
Holmes, of Emporia, Kans., the wedding taking
place at that point;

Morris Eisenstadt was chairman of the dedi-
cation committee of the Elks' organization that
opened its new $roo,000 hall on Lindell Boulevard
on Tuesday, November 9th. The affair was a
great event from a secret order standpoint.

F. W. Hoyt, president of the F. W. Hoyt
Jewelry Co., left on November loth for a month's
trip through Northern Missouri and Oklahoma.
W. E. Barker, vice-president of this concern, has
been elected president of the International Soccer
Football Association of America. This organiza-
tion is trying to do away with the rugby game
in its present style. Mr. Barker entertained the
famous English Pilgrim team from England,
which played several games in this city recently.

S. Kober, of the Maritz-Kober Jewelry Mfg.
Co., returned on November 12th from a month's
trip through the South and Southwest. His wife
was with him on a part of the trip.

Ralph Loewenstein, of the R. Loewenstein
Jewelry Co., returned on November 15th from a
two weeks' trip in Arkansas.

James J. Burke, president of the Brooks
Jewelry and Optical Co., spent several days in
Chicago recently on business. A. V. Umbrecht,
traveler for this firm, returned November 2d
from a three weeks' southern trip„ A. J. Adank,
house salesman for this concern, has just returned
to his duties after being confined at home for
four weeks on account of sickness.

L. A. Fassett, of Weiss & Fassett, will leave
for a two months' business trip to Europe on
December 28th. He will visit the diamond centers
there.

H. L. Fischaker, for the past several months
advertising manager of the Mermod, Jaccard &
King Jewelry Co., has resigned to enter business
for himself.

William Liebig, salesman in the china and
silver-plated department of the Hess & Culbertson
Jewelry Co., is back to his duties after a three
weeks' illness.

F. W. Drosten, president of the F. W. Drosten
Jewelry Co., was elected by the City Council re-
cently a member of the Board of Managers of
the Mullanphy Immigrant Relief Fund from the
Tenth Congressional District, Mr. Drosten re-
cently spent a week on a fishing trip down on the
Current River, in southwest Missouri.

John Fink, of Klein & Fink, Fort Smith, Ark.,
was a recent visitor here on his way home from
a business trip to New York. He was accom-
panied by his wife.

W. E. Tower, of Tower & Long, returned on
November Toth from a three weeks' trip through
Kansas and reports that he found trade good.

0. E. Engelland, salesman for the Geneva
Optical Co., was married to Miss Laura Grote, a
St. Louis lady, here on November r8th.

H. C. Milligan, a former jeweler of Osceola,
Iowa, who disposed of his interests there early in
November, was here recently buying goods for
a new store he is opening up at Centerville, Iowa.

Charles D. Rousse, of Kennett, Mo., has
closed his store and turned his stock over to
creditors.

John A. Herschede, of the Herschede Hall
Clock Co., of Cincinnati, Ohio, was a recent visitor
here.

Frederick Courvoisier, one of the pioneer
jewelers of this city, located at 7500 South Broad-
way for the last thirty-five years, died on Tuesday,
November t6th, after a two weeks' illness, due to
a complication of diseases. He is survived by his
widow and four sons. Mr. Courvoisier was born
in Switzerland on June 2, 1838, and emigrated to
St. Louis in 1859. 1-le worked for D. C. Jaccard
as a watchmaker over forty years ago, but in 1872
he started in business for himself. The funeral
took place November 19th.

Otto K. Kortkamp, president of the E. H.
Kortkamp Jewelry Co., was confined at St. Luke's
Hospital recently for two weeks on account of
having an operation performed on his eye. He is
out again. George Konert, secretary of this corn-
pany, who broke his right arm last month while
turning a crank on an automobile is out again and
performing his duties.

On the morning of November 7th it was dis-
covered that vandals destroyed $2000 worth of
cut glass and machinery for cutting it during the
night after entering with a duplicate key the
factory of the Western Cut Glass Co., 210 Vine
Street, owned by C. E. Phillips. Blood stains were
found on some of the broken glassware, indicating
that the person who invaded the place cut himself.
The police are working on it.

J. Reed Elliott, president of the Elliott
Jewelry Co., returned recently from a trip to
New York.

Henry Burrell, with Herman Mauch, returned
from attending the annual meeting of the Missouri
Grand Lodge, Knights of Pythias.

S. L. Lowenstein, traveler for the Bauman-
Massa Jewelry Co., is now on a five weeks' trip
through Arkansas.

F. Diddea, 5960 Easton Avenue, recently sold
his entire stock at auction.

Edmund Achard, a well-known old-time
jeweler of this city, died recently and was buried
here. He was formerly a member of the Eisen-
stadt Mfg. Co. When he left that firm, in 1892,
he formed the Western Jewelry Co. and later was
a partner of the Heyman-Achard Jewelry Co. At
the time of his death he was retired.

In a very keen competitive contest for the
prize of $5oo offered by one of our newspapers
for the best design for the Star's St. Louis cup,
to be awarded on Christmas day to the St. Louisian
who has rendered the greatest service to the city
during the • current year, George F. Lyman, of the
Mermod, Jaccard & King Jewelry Co., won. B. A.
Rainwater, of the Hess & Culbertson Jewelry Co.,
was a very close second and it took the three
judges, who were three of our best citizens,
quite a time to come to a decision.

Mr. Riley, traveler for the Gutfreund-
Kemper Supply Co., is home from a prosperous
six weeks' western trip. He will leave shortly
on a trip through Kansas and Oklahoma.

G. H. Newton has opened a new jewelry
store at Camden, Ark.

The St. Louis Sales Managers' Association
held its quarterly meeting recently at the Mer-
cantile Club, following a banquet. President
R. W. Sahpleigh reviewed the work of the or-
ganization, showing its contribution to the success
of the recent centennial celebration. Addresses
were made by a number of business men. This
association is making extra efforts to expand the
trade of this city with Mexico.

Out-of-town buyers and visitors here during
the month were : W. B. Kearns, Bunceton, Mo.;
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A. S. Higbee, Rood House, Ill.; Louis A. Bunch,
Herrin, Ill. ; W. H. Thompson, Muskogee, Okla.;
A. H. Edwards, Charleston, Mo.; 0. G. Wilson,
Centralia, Mo.; H. Adoph, Ironton, Mo.; J. J.
Gaffner, St. Jacob, Ill.; Mr. Newland, of the
Bolton Jewelry Co., Fulton, Mo.; T. H. Vinyard,
De Soto, Mo.; J. Bersche, Columbia, Ill. ; L. A.
Beatty, Rood House, Ill. ; August Winkler, Popu-
lar Bluff, Mo.; J. H. Booth, Alton, Ill.; J. B.
Meyer, Coffeen, Ill.; T. H. Edwards, Clarksville,
Mo.; Louis Smith, of the T. K. Smith Jewelry
Co., Oskaloosa, Iowa; Carl Shibley, Van Buren,
Ark.; W. H. Jahn, Pacific, Mo.; E. Zimmerman,
Stonington, Ill.; Captain Klein, of Klein & Fink,
Fort Smith, Ark.; R. R. Greene, Salem, Mo.;
C. E. Miller, Whitehall, Ill.; John N. Bucher,
Hillsboro, Tex.; L. P. De Rousse, Waterloo, Ill.;
L. C. Forest, Iberia, Mo.; E. K. Kane, Pinckney-
ville, Ill.; A. L. Alpiser, Edwardsville, Ill.; H. A.
Ueleke, Jackson, Mo.; L. Storthz, Little Rock,
Ark.; C. S. Scanlin, Indianapolis, Ind.; R. L.
Reed, of G. W. Cameron & Co., Poplar Bluff, Mo.

"Marks on Pottery and Porcelain"
A new book of some 200 pages which will be

heartily welcomed by collectors of rare and an-
tique pottery has just been published by Mac-
millan & Company, and its title, "Handbook of
Marks on Pottery and Porcelain," accurately de-
scribes its contents. The compilation, which is
the joint work of W. Burton, M.A., and R. L.
Hobson, B.A., recognized connoisseurs in this
field, evidences extraordinarily comprehensive re-
search and extreme care in compilation. The
period covered extends, roughly, from the Middle
Ages to 185o, though a selection of certain modern
marks has been included, especially on such wares
as are already finding favor with collectors. The
wares, which can thus be identified as to date,
country of manufacture and maker, include those
of Italy, Germany, France, Holland, Spain, Swe-
den and Norway, Great Britain, also similar pro-
ducts of China, Japan, Persia, Syria, Turkey and
other countries. This remarkable compilation is
well worthy of a place of honor in the reference
library of every collector as well as those who are
especially interested in the pottery and porcelain
industries. The book can be had from this office
on receipt of the publishers' price, $2.25 net.

Protecting Polished Steel Work
from Rust

Polished steel work may easily be protected
from rust by the application of the following corn-
pound:

Lard   6 parts
Rosin   I part

The two ingredients are melted together and
stirred until cold. The rosin prevents the mass
from becoming rancid and also acts as an airtight
film. If rubbed upon a polished steel surface,
even very thinly, it effectually preserves and pro-
tects the polish. It is easily removed by gasoline
or kerosene.

Well Guarded Trade Secrets
There are two trade secrets, at least, that the

world at large may never learn. One is the
Chinese method of making the bright and beauti-
ful color known as vermilion, or Chinese red,
and the other is a Turkish secret—the inlaying
of the hardest steel with gold and silver.

Among the Chinese and the Turks these two
secrets are guarded well. Apprentices, before they
are taken for either trade, must swear an ironclad
oath to reveal nothing of what passes in the
workshop. These apprentices, furthermore, must
belong to families of standing, must pay a large
sum by way of guarantee and must furnish
certificates of gcod character and honesty.
These secrets have been handed down faithfully
from one generation to another for hundreds of
years.

With a Moseley Lathe you are well equipped
to do any kind of repairing and do it right, which
means well satisfied customers, who will come
again and bring their friends. Get the genuine.—
Aviv.
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Trade among the jobbers and manufacturers
has been quite active this month and the buying
among the retailers shows that they are preparing
for a good holiday business and want to be pre-
pared for it. The diamond demand continues to
be very good, notwithstanding the high prices.

The Aller-Wilmes Jewelry Manufacturing
Company, of this city, has been incorporated for
$125,000, to manufacture and deal in jewelry. In-
corporators: H. S. Aller, 5oo shares preferred
and 300 common 

' 
. Frederic A. Kehl, 8o common;

Arthur J. Lee, 6co common; Julius Loewenstein,
5 common ; Joe Loewenstein, 3 common; Eugene
Hale, 2 common, all of St. Louis, Mo.; William
F. Wilmes, of Kansas City, Mo., 300 common.
Preferred stock entitled to 7 per cent. dividend.
Fifty thousand dollars' worth of preferred stock
will be issued, part of which has been subscribed
to. The officers of the company will be: H. S.
Aller, president; F. A. Kiel, vice-president; A. J.
Lee, secretary, and W. F. Wilmes, treasurer.
These officers, with Eugene Hale, will comprise
the board of directors. This new firm is the
consolidation of the Aller-Newman-Wilmes
Jewelry Co. and the Lee-Kehl Jewelry Mfg. Co.
The interests of Julius Newman in the former
firm of the Aller-Newman-Wilmes Jewelry Co.
have been purchased by Messrs. Aller and Wilmes.
Mr. Newman will remain with the firm until April
I, 1910, The new firm will retain its same location
in the Globe-Democrat Building.

J. K. Venable, traveler for the Maschmeyer-
Richardson Silver Co. through the Central West,
was married on November r6th to Miss Katherine
Holmes, of Emporia, Kans., the wedding taking
place at that point:

Morris Eisenstadt was chairman of the dedi-
cation committee of the Elks' organization that
opened its new $roo,000 hall on Lindell Boulevard
on Tuesday, November 9th. The affair was a
great event from a secret order standpoint.

F. W. Hoyt, president of the F. W. Hoyt
Jewelry Co. left on November Toth for a month's
trip through Northern Missouri and Oklahoma.
W. E. Barker, vice-president of this concern, has
been elected president of the International Soccer
Football Association of America. This organiza-
tion is trying to do away with the rugby game
in its present style. Mr. Barker entertained the
famous English Pilgrim team from England,
which played several games in this city recently.

S. Kober, of the Maritz-Kober Jewelry Mfg.
Co., returned on November 12th from a month's
trip through the South and Southwest. His wife
was with him on a part of the trip.

Ralph Loewenstein, of the R. Loewenstein
Jewelry Co., returned on November 15th from a
two weeks' trip in Arkansas.

James J. Burke, president of the Brooks
Jewelry and Optical Co., spent several days in
Chicago recently on business. A. V. Umbrecht,
traveler for this firm, returned November 2d
from a three weeks' southern trip„ A. J. Adank,
house salesman for this concern, has just returned
to his duties after being confined at home for
four weeks on account of sickness.

L. A. Fassett, of Weiss & Fassett, will leave
for a two months' business trip to Europe on
December 28th. He will visit the diamond centers
there.

H. L. Fischaker, for the past several months
advertising manager of the Mermod, Jaccard &
King Jewelry Co., has resigned to enter business
for himself.

William Liebig, salesman in the china and
silver-plated department of the Hess & Culbertson
Jewelry Co., is back to his duties after a three
weeks' illness.

F. W. Drosten, president of the F. W. Drosten
Jewelry Co., was elected by the City Council re-
cently a member of the Board of Managers of
the Mullanphy Immigrant Relief Fund from the
Tenth Congressional District. Mr. Drosten re-
cently spent a week on a fishing trip down on the
Current River, in southwest Missouri.

KEYSTONE

John Fink, of Klein & Fink, Fort Smith, Ark.,
was a recent visitor here on his way home from
a business trip to New York. He was accom-
panied by his wife.

W. E. Tower, of Tower & Long, returned on
November Toth from a three weeks' trip through
Kansas and reports that he found trade good.

0. E. Engelland, salesman for the Geneva
Optical Co., was married to Miss Laura Grote, a
St. Louis lady, here on November r8th.

FI. C. Milligan, a former jeweler of Osceola,
Iowa, who disposed of his interests there early in
November, was here recently buying goods for
a new store he is opening up at Centerville, Iowa.

Charles D. Rousse, of Kennett, Mo., has
closed his store and turned his stock over to
creditors.

John A. Herschede, of the Herschede Hall
Clock Co., of Cincinnati, Ohio, was a recent visitor
here.

Frederick Courvoisier, one of the pioneer
jewelers of this city, located at 7100 South Broad-
way for the last thirty-five years, died on Tuesday,
November roth, after a two weeks' illness, due to
a complication of diseases. He is survived by his
widow and four sons. Mr. Courvoisier was born
in Switzerland on June 2, 1838, and emigrated to
St. Louis in 1859. He worked for D. C. Jaccard
as a watchmaker over forty years ago, but in 1872
he started in business for himself. The funeral
took place November igth.

Otto K. Kortkamp, president of the E. H.
Kortkamp Jewelry Co., was confined at St. Luke's
Hospital recently for two weeks on account of
having an operation performed on his eye. He is
out again. George Konert, secretary of this com-
pany, who broke his right arm last month while
turning a crank on an automobile is out again and
performing his duties.

On the morning of November 7th it was dis-
covered that vandals destroyed $2000 worth of
cut glass and machinery for cutting it during the
night after entering with a duplicate key the
factory of the Western Cut Glass Co., 210 Vine
Street, owned by C. E. Phillips. Blood stains were
found on some of the broken glassware, indicating
that the person who invaded the place cut himself.
The police are working on it.

J. Reed Elliott, president of the Elliott
Jewelry Co., returned recently from a trip to
New York.

Henry Burrell, with Herman Mauch, returned
from attending the annual meeting of the Missouri
Grand Lodge, Knights of Pythias.

S. L. Lowenstein, traveler for the Bauman-
Massa Jewelry Co., is now on a five weeks' trip
through Arkansas.

F. Diddea, 5960 Easton Avenue, recently sold
his entire stock at auction.

Edmund Achard, a well-known old-time
jeweler of this city, died recently and was buried
here. He was formerly a member of the Eisen-
stadt Mfg. Co. When he left that firm, in 1892,
he formed the Western Jewelry Co. and later was
a partner of the Heyman-Achard Jewelry Co. At
the time of his death he was retired.

In a very keen competitive contest for the
prize of $500 offered by one of our newspapers
for the best design for the Star's St. Louis cup,
to be awarded on Christmas day to the St. Louisian
who has rendered the greatest service to the city
during the current year, George F. Lyman, of the
Mermod, Jaccard & King Jewelry Co., won. B. A.
Rainwater, of the Hess & Culbertson Jewelry Co.,
was a very close second and it took the three
judges, who were three of our best citizens,
quite a time to come to a decision.

Mr. Riley, traveler for the Gutfreund-
Kemper Supply Co., is home from a prosperous
six weeks' western trip. He will leave shortly
on a trip through Kansas and Oklahoma.

G. H. Newton has opened a new jewelry
store at Camden, Ark.

The St. Louis Sales Managers' Association
held its quarterly meeting recently at the Mer-
cantile Club, following a banquet. President
R. W. Sahpleigh reviewed the work of the or-
ganization, showing its contribution to the success
of the recent centennial celebration. Addresses
were made by a number of business men. This
association is making extra efforts to expand the
trade of this city with Mexico.

Out-of-town buyers and visitors here during
the month were: W. B. Kearns, Bunceton, Mo.;
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A. S. Higbee, Rood House, Ill.; Louis A. Bunch,
Herrin, Ill.; W. H. Thompson, Muskogee, Okla.;
A. H. Edwards, Charleston, Mo.; 0. G. Wilson,
Centralia, Mo.; H. Adoph, Ironton, Mo.; J. J.
Gaffner, St. Jacob, Ill.; Mr. Newland, of the
Bolton Jewelry Co., Fulton, Mo.; T. H. Vinyard,
De Soto, Mo.; J. Bersche, Columbia, Ill.; L. A.
Beatty, Rood House, Ill.; August Winkler, Popu-
lar Bluff, Mo.; J. H. Booth, Alton, Ill.; J. B.
Meyer, Coffeen, Ill.; T. H. Edwards, Clarksville,
Mo.; Louis Smith, of the T. K. Smith Jewelry
Co., Oskaloosa, Iowa; Carl Shibley, Van Buren,
Ark.; W. H. Jahn, Pacific, Mo.; E. Zimmerman,
Stonington, Ill.; Captain Klein, of Klein & Fink,
Fort Smith, Ark.; R. R. Greene, Salem, Mo.;
C. E. Miller, Whitehall, Ill.; John N. Bucher,
Hillsboro, Tex.; L. P. De Rousse, Waterloo, Ill.;
L. C. Forest, Iberia, Mo.; E. K. Kane, Pinckney-
ville, Ill.; A. L. Alpiser, Edwardsville, Ill.; H. A.
Ueleke, Jackson, Mo.; L. Storthz, Little Rock,
Ark.; C. S. Scanlin, Indianapolis, Ind.; R. L.
Reed, of G. W. Cameron & Co., Poplar Bluff, Mo.

"Marks on Pottery and Porcelain"
A new book of some 200 pages which will be

heartily welcomed by collectors of rare and an-
tique pottery has just been published by Mac-
millan & Company, and its title, "Handbook of
Marks on Pottery and Porcelain," accurately de-
scribes its contents. The compilation, which is
the joint work of W. Burton, M.A., and R. L.
Hobson, B.A., recognized connoisseurs in this
field, evidences extraordinarily comprehensive re-
search and extreme care in compilation. The
period covered extends, roughly, from the Middle
Ages to 185o, though a selection of certain modern
marks has been included, especially on such wares
as are already finding favor with collectors. The
wares, which can thus be identified as to date,
country of manufacture and maker, include those
of Italy, Germany, France, Holland, Spain, Swe-
den and Norway, Great Britain, also similar pro-
ducts of China, Japan, Persia, Syria, Turkey and
other countries. This remarkable compilation is
well worthy of a place of honor in the reference
library of every collector as well as those who are
especially interested in the pottery and porcelain
industries. The book can be had from this office
on receipt of the publishers' price, $2.25 net.

Protecting Polished Steel Work
from Rust

Polished steel work may easily be protected
from rust by the application of the following com-
pound:

Lard   6 parts
Rosin   i part

The two ingredients are melted together and
stirred until cold. The rosin prevents the mass
from becoming rancid and also acts as an airtight
film. If rubbed upon a polished steel surface,
even very thinly, it effectually preserves and pro-
tects the polish. It is easily removed by gasoline
or kerosene.

Well Guarded Trade Secrets
There are two trade secrets, at least, that the

world at large may never learn. One is the
Chinese method of making the bright and beauti-
ful color known as vermilion, or Chinese red,
and the other is a Turkish secret—the inlaying
of the hardest steel with gold and silver.

Among the Chinese and the Turks these two
secrets are guarded well. Apprentices, before they
are taken for either trade, must swear an ironclad
oath to reveal nothing of what passes in the
workshop. These apprentices, furthermore, must
belong to families of standing, must pay a large
sum by way of guarantee and must furnish
certificates of good character and honesty.
These secrets have been handed down faithfully
from one generation to another for hundreds of
years.

With a Moseley Lathe you are well equipped
to do any kind of repairing and do it right, which
means well satisfied customers, who will come
again and bring their friends. Get the genuine.—
Adv.
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SOME APPROPRIATE CHRISTMAS GIFTS
ort,A ARK

REGISTERED
cjilt this season ef the year the subject ef gift giving concerns practically everybody
The selection of something appropriate is made easy by carrying a line of well-.

made guaranteed goods. The F. W B. line meets these requirements by its excellency of workmanship, as
well as its variety of designs. Every article has a guarantee to wear.
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ARE YOU PREPARED FOR THE

CHRISTMAS RUSH?
THE MAN

" ELF " — 10 LIGNE

WITH THE GOODS ON THE SPOT WILL GET THE BUSINESS

" HALE " — 12 SIZE

S U R E!

We're Ready with the Goods that Sell

IDEAL LADIES' WATCHES
"ELF"— 10 Ligne. Smallest American Watch Made.

" CAVOUR "— 15 Ligne. Most Popular ef Ladies' Watches.

" LADY MARY "-0 Size, 17 Jewel, Lever, Hunting, 25-year Cases.
Exquisite Designs for Eelt or Chatelaine Wear. All Desirable Case Metals

Open-Face or Hunting The Perfection gf Daintiness

PRICES, $6.40 to $33.10

FAMOUS $2.00 NICKEL WATCHES
" HALE "-12 Size "PUTNAM"-18 Size

Nickel Cases $2.90-10-yr. G. F. Cases $6.90 Nickel Cases $2.80

REAL WATCHES, with jewels and enamel dials. Hardy, accurate movement,
especially designed to stand rough handling. Suitable for Sportsmen, Athletes,

Laborers, Business Men and all others who desire a good grade low-priced watch.

The " PUTNAM " is well adapted for use as an automobile or carriage watch.

HIGH-GRADE LEVER WATCHES
"ALDEN"-16 Size

Double Roller Escapement, 7 Jewels, Pendant Set, Breguet Hairspring, Tempered

Steel Safety Barrel, Cut Expansion Balance and All Other Standard Specifications.

"SPECIAL ALDENS"

"ELK" WATCH-- Beautiful Elk Dial in Five Colors.
Symbolic, Exclusive. Gold Filled Jointed Cases. Thin and Grace-
ful. Extensively advertised among the Elks . . . . $12.50

"TRAVELER'S" WATCH - In Neat Leather Cases.
Assorted colors. Heavy black figures and hands. Takes the

place of a clock in the home. Folds perfectly flat for traveling

2 sizes   $12.00 and $14.00

"TROLLEY" WATCH Absolutely Reliable accurate

to the second. Advertised in leading Trolleymen's Magazines.

Will make a record as an Electric "Railroad Watch."

Nickel Cases $5.80 20-yr. G. F. Jointed $12.50

All Prices' Subject to Keystone Key and 6 r, Gash Discount

" Traveler's " Watch ALDEN-16 Size
Instant Delivery of Christmas Orders

The NEW ENGLAND WATCH CO., Waterbury, Conn.
AND ALL LEADING JOBBERS
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Our

Latest

Production

No. 317 85. ALCOHOL GAS STOVE CHAFING DISH
No. 1714. WAITER

"Alcolite" Ilurtier

The Alcohol Gas Stove Chafing Dish
with "ALCOLITE " Burner

By the use of this I3urncr the value of a Chafing Dish is more than
doubled.

When not in use with the Chafing Dish the Alcolite stove is adapted
for making- Coffee, Tea, etc., or for preparing any article of food the
same as on an ordinary gas stove.

'Inning- 
"Meteor" Circulating Coffee Percolators

OWMall

Always Insure Delicious Coffee

Manning, Bowman & Company
CHICAGO MERIDEN, CONN.NEW YORK

Catalogue No. 56 K. illustrating complete line sent 0:2 request

SAN FRANCISCO
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NOW is the time to cash in , on the
HOWARD popularity in your com-
munity..

The Holiday buyer consults the magazine
advertising for gift suggestions.

He has read the HOWARD announcements. Your
HOWARD display puts action into his buying impulse.

He is taught that only a representative jeweler can sell
him a HOWARD Watch. • He feels on safe ground in

buying the HOWARD—and the other gift articles offered
him by the HOWARD type of store.

The fixed price commands his respect. The customer for
HOWARDS is not a bargain buyer.

The thing to do is to show the watches. Put in a windowful that will
compel attention to the watches themselves and to your enthusiasm and con-
fidence in them.

Make your assortment complete--both 16 size and 12 size models in the
various styles of case. A customer likes to compare the watches and choose
to suit himself.

He may even want something a little different from any HOWARD in
your stock.

Here is where the new HOWARD Catalogue comes in—as a supplement
to your stock.

Show the Catalogue—use it to the limit, and see that your clerks use it.
Explain the movements and cases. Wire the customer's order. We will fill it
the same day.

Write us if you want additional copies of the Catalogue.
HOWARD prices are fixed at the factory. Your profits are protected.

The HOWARD is sold only as a complete watch—cased at the factory and
adjusted and timed in its own case.

The time is growing short. Order direct from the factory. We will bill
through any jobber you designate.

E. HOWARD WATCH COMPANY
WALTHAM, MASSACHUSETTS
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THE HOWARD WATCH

THE finest compliment you can
pay a man is to give him a

HOWARD watch.
It shows that in your opinion the best is not

too good for him.
It classes him among men with whom punctuality

and exactness are a principle—as a HOWARD sort of man.
He knows the HOWARD is the finest practical time-

piece in the world. He appreciates your decision as
to quality.

He values the HowARD for its associations—as the
chosen timepiece of the men who have done the big
things in this Nation for three generations.

Moreover, it is an intimate sort of gift ; something
that is always with him and which must often suggest
the giver.

A HOWARD watch is always worth what you pay
for it.

The price of each HOWARD, from the 17-jewel in a fine
gold-filled case at $35.00 ; to the 23-jewel in a 14 K. solid
gold case at $15o.00— is fixed at the factory, and a printed
ticket attached.

Drop us a postal card, Dept. E, and we will send
you a HOWARD book of value to the watch buyer.

E. HOWARD WATCH COMPANY
WALTHAM, MASS.

Thc above announcement appears in the leading magazines and periodicals for December. It reaches 7,500,000 subscribers (about 30,000,000
readers). It will be seen by every man in your community who can afford to buy a watch. Some of them will be interested. Are you a
110 WARD dealer ? Do the people of your locality know that they can find the 110 WARD at your store?
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FACTS
It is a fact=That The D. F. B. Co.

Chains are the best in
the world for the money.

 That imitators have
tried without success
to sell "something just
as good."

 That our method of
finishing results in the
best finish without
injuring the wearing
qualities of the chains.

Compare our chains with other
makes and see the excellent finish on

THE D. F. B. Co. Chains
The demand for D. F.B.Co. Chains is
increasing every day. ORDER NOW

The  D. F. Briggs Company
ATTLEBORO, MASS.

NEW YORK OFFICE
i8o Broadway

ST. LOUIS OFFICE
Victoria Building

CHICAGO OFFICE
Heyworth Building

LONDON OFFICE
62 Hatton Garden

,4

F293 993
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I I LJRD RRIS
WE HAVE ANTIC I PATED THE REVIVA
OF BUSINESS AND HAVE IN STOCK
A.N IMMENSE. ASSORTMENT OF-

DIAMONDS IN SPECIAL MOUNTINGS
WATCHES Ey- HAND-MADE JEWELRY
AND WE ARE READY TO RUSH YOUR
HOLIDAY ORDER THROUGH ON TIME

EISENSTADT
IN/i G- • c•c).
SINi LIG TJ'I
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OMEGA
THE WATCH OF
MATCHLESS MERIT
IIP 

Exclusive factory sales agents
being established

Application should be made N OW

21 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK
HEYWORTH BUILDING, CHICAGO

A UNIVERSAL selling plan that means
MORE SALES

Additional salesmen wanted with watch knowledge

Easy Lessons in Drawing for
Watchmakers

No. 6

In studying the action of full and scant
depthings, the ability to draw them correctly
is often very valuable and we will, therefore,
give the method of doing that. For con-
venience, to suit the size of our paper, we
will take the size of the wheel at five times
that of the pinion. It must, of course, have
five times as many teeth as the pinion has
leaves. We will choose a pinion of eight
leaves and the wheel will have forty teeth.
The radius of the pinion is 2 inches and
that of the wheel is io inches.

We first draw, in Figs. 17 and 18, the
line of centers, a straight line reaching from
the wheel center W to the pinion center P
and as long as the combined radii of the
wheel and pinion, or 12 inches. From the
center P we draw the curve XX for the
pitch circle of the pinion and from center W
(not shown in the drawing) we draw curve
XIX' for the pitch circle of the wheel.
These pitch circles (1. e., the arc or portions
of them shown in the engravings) touch
at the point 0 on the line of centers, as
that is the proper position for a correct
depth i ng.

To show a full depthing we move the
center W along the line of centers a quarter
of an inch nearer to P. and with the same
radius as before, draw curve X3X3, to show
where the pitch circle of the wheel would
be when the centers are arranged as just
described. We see that X3X3 intersects or
overlaps the pitch circle of the pinion con-
siderably, so that, when the tooth is touch-
ing the leaf on the line of centers the contact
will not be at the pitch circle of the wheel,
but a considerable distance down the flank
of the tooth.

To show a scant depthing we take the
center W a quarter of an inch further away
from P and, with that center, we draw the
pitch circle X°.P of the wheel. Inspection
of this shows that, as the tooth and leaf pass
the line of centers the pitch circles of the
wheel and pinion are far apart and the con-
tact is at a considerable distance up the ogive
on both the tooth and the leaf. The effect
of this is that the relative velocities of the
wheel and pinion are changed and also the

power with which the wheel drives the
pinion.

The action on the line of centers, which
is always taken as the standard in all calcu-
lations, is not correct with either full or
scant depthings, so that they have no stand-
ard either of position or action by which to
judge the actions in the other positions.

In order to avoid a great number of
reference letters in the drawing we will put
the mark .1- on all parts connected with
X-/X/; i. e., all which represent the action of
a correct depthing. All which represent a
scant depthing we will mark 2 and those for
a full depthing we mark 3. Thus, the driv-
ing tooth, the leaf which it drives, the fol-

lowing tooth, the following leaf and the
pitch circle of the wheel are all marked
for a correct depthing-, 2 for a scant and 3
for a full depthing. By remembering this
it will be easy to distinguish the connecting
parts and trace out the action in each case.

Correct Depthing.—Not knowing just
how the parts will stand relatively to each
other, for any given position of the driving
tooth, we will first make a trial drawing,
as shown in Fig. 17, with the driving tooth
in the center of the driving; i. e., its
breadth above the line of centers. As the
normal breadth of a tooth is one-half of
the circular pitch, that will bring the back
flank of .the tooth on the line of centers.
The circular of the wheel will be 3600 • 40

90, and that of the pinion will be
(2030

360° ± 8 =-- 45°. Therefore, when we find
the position for the driving tooth and leaf
we must locate the following tooth 9° back
of it and the following leaf 45° behind the
leading leaf. This 9° and 45° should be
marked somewhere on the drawing, to be
convenient for setting the divider points to
the proper distance whenever desired.

To facilitate the process of drawing the
teeth, we will form the ogives by the method
explained in Article 3. We set our draw-
ing compasses to the width of a tooth, or
472°, then putting one point on the pitch
circle at the place for one side of the tooth,
we draw the other side. Then putting the
compass point at the place where this curve
crossed the pitch circle, we draw the first
side of the tooth. This is very easily done,
and although the curve does not have just
the correct form, it answers as well for our
present purpose of showing the effect of
making the depthing too full or too shallow.
We will also omit all other lines not neces-
sary in the drawing. For instance, the radial
flanks of the teeth need not be drawn, as the
°gives only are required, and they can be
drawn without the flanks. Only one flank
of the leaf is needed—the face, with its
semi-circular addendum. The addendum of
the leading leaf is not necessary.

Following the foregoing plan in Fig.
17 we draw the lower tooth, marked 1, with
its back flank on the line of centers and its
front flank 4Y2° below it, then draw from
the pinion center the radius marked PI, rest-
ing against the front of the tooth. This
radius represents the face of the leaf in the
position to which it had been carried by the
tooth where that has been moved through one-
half of the driving. Next we measure from
the face of the tooth 9° upward on the
pitch circle XIX', and that point is the place
for the front of the following tooth. Its
back flank will be 4° further up and we
draw its ogive in the same way as we did
that of the driving tooth—setting the com-
pass point at the point first marked (9'
above the front of the driving tooth) and
the pen or pencil at the point 4T/2° beyond,
we draw the upper side of the ogive, then
reverse the compasses and draw the lower

side.
Lastly, we draw the radius for the face

of the following leaf, 45° behind (above)

(Continued on page 2033)
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Easy Lessons in Drawing for
Watchmakers

No. 6

In studying the action of full and scant
depthings, the ability to draw them correctly
is often very valuable and we will, therefore,
give the method of doing that. For con-
venience, to suit the size of our paper, we
will take the size of the wheel at five times
that of the pinion. It must, of course, have
five times as many teeth as the pinion has
leaves. We will choose a pinion of eight
leaves and the wheel will have forty teeth.
The radius of the pinion is 2 inches and
that of the wheel is io inches.

We first draw, in Figs. 17 and 18, the
line of centers, a straight line reaching from
the wheel center IF to the pinion center P
and as long as the combined radii of the
wheel and pinion, or 12 inches. From the
center P we draw the curve XX for the
pitch circle of the pinion and from center 147
(not shown in the drawing) we draw curve
XIX1. for the pitch circle of the wheel.
These pitch circles (i. e., the arc or portions
of them shown in the engravings) touch
at the point 0 on the line of centers, as
that is the proper position for a correct
depthing.

To show a full depthing we move the
center W along the line of centers a quarter
of an inch nearer to P. and with the same
radius as before, draw curve X3X3, to show
where the pitch circle of the wheel would
be when the centers are arranged as just
described. We see that X3X3 intersects or
overlaps the pitch circle of the pinion con-
siderably, so that, when the tooth is touch-
ing the leaf on the line of centers the contact
will not be at the pitch circle of the wheel,
but a considerable distance down the flank
of the tooth.

To show a scant depthing we take the
center IF a quarter of an inch further away
from P and, with that center, we draw the
pitch circle X2X2 of the wheel. Inspection
of this shows that, as the tooth and leaf pass
the line of centers the pitch circles of the
wheel and pinion are far apart and the con-
tact is at a considerable distance up the ogive
on both the tooth and the leaf. The effect
of this is that the relative velocities of the
wheel and pinion are changed and also the

power with which the wheel drives the
pinion.

The action on the line of centers, which
is always taken as the standard in all calcu-
lations, is not correct with either full or
scant depthings, so that they have no stand-
ard either of position or action by which to
judge the actions in the other positions.

In order to avoid a great number of
reference letters in the drawing we will put
the mark r on all parts connected with
X.rXr; e., all which represent the action of
a correct depthing. All which represent a
scant depthing we will mark 2 and those for
a full depthing we mark 3. Thus, the driv-
ing tooth, the leaf which it drives, the fol-

lowing tooth, the following leaf and the
pitch circle of the wheel are all marked I
for a correct depthing, 2 for a scant and 3
for a full depthing. By remembering this
it will be easy to distinguish the connecting
parts and trace out the action in each case.

Correct Depthing.—Not knowing just
how the parts will stand relatively to each
other, for any given position of the driving
tooth, we will first make a trial drawing,
as shown in Fig. 17, with the driving tooth
in the center of the driving; i. e., its
breadth above the line of centers. As the
normal breadth of a tooth is one-half of
the circular pitch, that will bring the back
flank of the tooth on the line of centers.
The circular of the wheel will be 3600 • 40
= 90, and that of the pinion will be
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3600 ± 8 = 45°. Therefore, when we find
the position for the driving tooth and leaf
we must locate the following tooth 9° back
of it and the following leaf 45° behind the
leading leaf. This 9° and 45° should be
marked somewhere on the drawing, to be
convenient for setting the divider points to
the proper distance whenever desired.

To facilitate the process of drawing the
teeth, we will form the ogives by the method
explained in Article 3. We set our draw-
ing compasses to the width of a tooth, or
4Y20, then putting one point on the pitch
circle at the place for one side of the tooth,
we draw the other side. Then putting the
compass point at the place where this curve
crossed the pitch circle, we draw the first
side of the tooth. This is very easily done,
and although the curve does not have just
the correct form, it answers as well for our
present purpose of showing the effect of
making the depthing too full or too shallow.
We will also omit all other lines not neces-
sary in the drawing. For instance, the radial
flanks of the teeth need not be drawn, as the
ogives only are required, and they can be
drawn without the flanks. Only one flank
of the leaf is needed—the face, with its
semi-circular addendum. The addendum of
the leading leaf is not necessary.

Following the foregoing plan in Fig.
17 we draw the lower tooth, marked 1, with
its back flank on the line of centers and its
front flank 4j/a° below it, then draw from
the pinion center the radius marked PI, rest-
ing against the front of the tooth. This
radius represents the face of the leaf in the
position to which it had been carried by the
tooth where that has been moved through one-
half of the driving. Next we measure from
the face of the tooth 9° upward on the
pitch circle XrXi, and that point is the place
for the front of the following tooth. Its
back flank will be 4%° further up and we
draw its ogive in the same way as we did
that of the driving tooth—setting the corn-
pass point at the point first marked (9'
above the front of the driving tooth) and
the pen or pencil at the point 4r/2° beyond,
we draw the upper side of the ogive, then
reverse the compasses and draw the lower
side.

Lastly, we draw the radius for the face
of the following leaf, 45° behind (above)

(Continued on page 2033)
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the leaf already drawn. To determine fully
whether the upper tooth and leaf interfere,
or how near they come to each other, we
must draw the semi-circular addendum of
the leaf. We allow one-third of the circular
pitch for the breadth of the leaf, which will
be 45° ± 3 = 15°, then set out drawing
compasses to one-half of that, or 772° (i. e.,
to the center of the leaf) and draw the ad-
dendum from the radius marked Pr. All
of the foregoing lines and parts we mark I.
A quicker way is to wait till we have drawn
all the radii, r, 2 and 3; then set our dividers
to one-sixth of 45° and measure along the
pinion pitch circle six steps above the lead-
ing leaf, which will be the place for the
face of the upper leaf, and five steps will
be the center of the leaf. Do this for the
three radii, r, 2 and 3. Set the drawing
compasses to this last point ; i. e., 7Y2° from
the radii r, 2 and 3, and draw the addendum
for all the leaves at once. But in this
description we will suppose the drawing to
be completed as we go along.

On examining the parts marked r we
see that there is still ample clearance be-
tween the following (upper) tooth and leaf.

Scant Depthing.—In the same way as
described for a correct depthing we draw
the same parts for a scant depthing and
mark them 2. The teeth are, of course,
drawn from the pitch circle X2X2. To save
time in measuring we may, after locating the
front and back of the two teeth first drawn
(for a correct depthing), draw a line in
pencil through each such point, parallel to
the line of centers and crossing X2X2 and
X3X3. Where these lines cross X2X2 will
be the proper points for the front and back
of the teeth on X2X2 and the same for the
curve X3X3. This will also insure correct-
ness. Whether with or without these guid-
ing lines we draw the front (lower) tooth 2,
the radius P2 resting against it, then the
following tooth, 9° above it, and the follow-
ing leaf, 45° above the former one, with
its addendum 2.

We now see that the addendum of the
upper leaf butts against the ogive of its
tooth, 2. It will be remembered that the
front (lower) tooth has accomplished one-
half of the driving, so the effect of the scant
depthing is sure to be to increase the amount
of driving before the line of centers ; so
much so, that one-half of the driving will be
done by the following tooth and leaf, which
will, of course, be before the line of centers.
For an 8-leaf pinion, that is what we may
call a "scandalous" state of things. And
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inspection will also show that a very heavy
pressure of the tooth will be required to
force the leaf forward with excessive fric-
tion and wear on the ogive of the tooth.

Full Depthing.—In the same way we
draw all the parts for a full depthing- and
work them 3, using the curve X3X3 as the
pitch circle of the wheel. On examining
these parts we see that, while a scant depth-
ing allowed the front leaf to fall back a
little ; i. e., the tooth did not carry the leaf
so far as it would with a correct depthing,
the effect is the reverse with a full depthing,
for the leading tooth has carried the leaf 3
much further than leaf 2 or leaf I. On

looking at the upper tooth and leaf marked
3, we see that there is still a large space
between tooth 3 and leaf 3. So far, there-
fore, the full depthing is very much prefer-
able in its action to one which is scant. But
let us see what the result will be when the
driving tooth is a little further advanced.

Correct Depthing.—Fig. 18 shows the
leading tooth advanced I° further, or about
5%2° beyond the line of centers. To secure
uniformity in the positions of the three
sets of ogives, we draw guiding lines paral-
lel to the line of centers, as in Fig. 17. The
three driving teeth are all 5%° beyond the
line of center. First, we draw the parts
for a correct depthing from pitch circle
XIX1—the leading or driving tooth r, the
leading leaf r resting against it, the follow-
ing tooth I, 9° behind (above) the leading
tooth, and the following leaf 45° behind the
former, with its addendum.

We find that the following tooth 'and
leaf now touch each other, the addendum of
the leaf resting against the tooth at the
pitch circle. The following tooth and leaf
will consequently take up the driving at this
point and do the remainder of the driving.
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That means that 45° — 28%° = i6T/2° of
the driving will be done before the line of
centers. That is an excessive amount for an
8-leaf pinion. It may be due to the over-
convex form of the tooth. But it is of no
consequence in this connection, as we are
now only studying the effects of a depthing
being too deep or too shallow and we will
not stop to discuss the cause.

Scant Depthing.—We next draw the
same parts from the pitch circle X2X2 for
a scant depthing and mark them 2. On
looking at the following tooth and leaf we
see that they interfere and overlap consider-
ably, as might be expected, since they were
already in contact in the position shown in
Fig. 17, where the leading tooth was 6° back
of its present position. The effect of scant
depthing, therefore, is to bring the follow-
ing tooth and leaf closer together and to
favor interference and butting.

Full Depthing.—We draw the same parts
for a full depthing, marking them 3. The
teeth are drawn from the pitch circle X3X3.
On examining these parts we see that the
following tooth and leaf have the' same
clearance as in Fig. 17, so that they will not
meet for some distance yet and the driving
will be per formed normally. We find, there-
fore, that a full depthing is far preferable
to one that is scant.

We might give another drawing, show-
ing the driving tooth and its leaf still further
advanced, but the general result would be
the same as in Fig. 18 and we leave to the
reader the pleasure of making that drawing
himself. In our next article we will show
how to draw a gearing or depthing in which
the pitching is wrong and study the effect
of that error.

Gold Mirrors for Auto Headlights

Tests which should be of great interest
to everyone owning or contemplating the
purchase of automobiles have been made
by the Royal Automobile Club, of England,
to find a substitute for the silver mirrors of
headlights.

The most important objection to the
silvered mirror is the fact that in powerful
headlights it makes a white, blinding glare
that dazzles the drivers of approaching
vehicles, often causing serious accidents.

On the other hand, mirrors coated with
gold instead of silver throw a beam of light
practically devoid of the blue and violet rays
of the spectrum, being composed of red,
yellow and green rays only. At the same
time the range or penetrative power is
claimed not to be reduced and, by the
elimination of the violet rays, the dazzling
effect is reduced.
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A Perpetual Clock

The quest for perpetual motion has, of course,
long ago ceased, as the result of a better acquaint-
ance with the principles involved in Newton's
law of the equality of action and reaction; but
the fact has almost passed into oblivion that in
the eighteenth century there was actually con-
structed, by an ingenious jeweler named James
Cox, who lived in Shoe Lane, London, a clock
which was practically a mechanism of perpetual
movement, the timepiece being rendered self-
winding by a cleverly-contrived attachment con-
sisting of a barometer arranged to actuate a cog-
wheel in such a manner that whether the mercury
rose or fell, the wheel always revolved in the same
direction, and kept the weights that supplied the
movement of the clock always wound up. Slight
as the changes of atmospheric pressure may be at
certain times, Cox's difficulty was not, by any
means, their insufficiency, but, on the contrary,
their oversufficiency for his purpose, and the
most troublesome difficulty he had to solve was
the prevention of the fracture of the chain by
overwinding—a mishap which he ingeniously got
over by a device which caused the cogwheel to
throw itself out of gear when the weights were
nearly full wound up, and only resume its func-
tion after they had descended again a certain
distance.

The clock itself had nothing
Description special about it, except that it
of Clock was appropriately made of a

very durable character, and
jeweled at every possible bearing, the whole being
inclosed in a dust-tight glass case, so that the
mechanism was clearly visible. Fig. t shows a
general view of the instrument, and Fig. 2 gives
a more detailed diagram of the barometric wind-
ing apparatus. A a and B b are metal rockers,
from the ends of which is suspended by rods the
gimbal-mounted frame, F, with its attached ba-
rometer bulb, H, the tube of which goes down
into the glass cistern of mercury, K. The cistern
is also suspended from the rockers by rods, and
the mode of support is the important part of the
invention. The rods supporting the bulb hang
from A (the extremity of one rocker) and b (the
Opposite extremity of the other), while the cistern
hangs from the other opposite extremities—
namely, B and a. It will be seen on reflection
that, as the result of this arrangement, if the bulb
is drawn down, it must draw up the cistern, and
if the cistern is pulled down it will draw up the
bulb, for, as either end of a rocker goes down,
the other end must rise. The. cistern being open
at the top, the varying pressure of the air forces

PIG. I

more or less mercury into the bulb. If the weight
of the bulb is increased in this way, it descends,
and if the weight of the cistern is increased, the
bulb ascends, being made lighter. The frame, F,
rises and falls with the bulb, and to the frame is
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attached the winding-up frame, M, shown on a
larger scale in Fig. 3. In this frame are teeth
pointing downward on one side of the frame and
upward on the other. When the frame descends,
the downward-pointing teeth engage the wheel, N,
and when it rises, the other teeth act on the same
wheel, which in either case is uniformly turned in
a clockwise direction. The frame itself moves
between four friction wheels, which keep it in an
upright position. 0 is a catch to insure that by
no accident can the wheel move counter-clockwise.
On the back of the wheel N is a pulley, with pin-
points, to take an endless chain. This chain, re-
turning to Fig. 2, passes over the pulleys U U and
under the two lower ones, S and s, then over the
pulleys V V. and over the axis of the great wheel,
R, by which the movement of the clock is effected,
by the medium of the weight T. The correspond-
ing.weight, t, is merely a light counterpoise, con-
sisting of an empty brass box, T being a similar
box filled with lead. Thus T acts with half its
force of gravity on the part of the chain marked
5 and 6, and with half on the part marked 7 and 8.

The train of movement is such
The Movement that the great wheel, R, would
Train keep the clock going a whole

year before the weight would
descend quite to the bottom of the machine; but,
apart from this, the alternating pressures of the

FIG. 2

atmosphere, operating through the toothed frame,
keep the weight from ever getting near the bottom.
The weight of the quicksilver was 550 pounds.
To avert overwinding, Mr. Cox made the windup
wheel to turn loose on the arbor whenever a click
was discharged from its ratchet-wheel. The dis-
charge of the click was effected whenever the top,
x, of the pulley frame, S. reached the rod X. To
counterbalance the weight of the windup frame,
M, a chain with weight passed over the pulley, Y,
at the top of the machine. As the weight T has
four feet of descent from top to bottom, irregu-
larity would have been produced by the variation
in length of so much chain, the clock having a
balance and not a long pendulum. To obviate this,
T was made to wind up a smaller weight every
twelve hours, by means of a remontoir, and it
was this smaller weight, acting upon the timepiece,
that kept it in motion.

The inventor, whose many other
The Inventor's ingenious contrivances were a
Engraving theme of continual interest and

wonder in his day, had an en-
graving made, from which the above illustrations
are copied. It was inscribed "To the King's Most
Excellent Majesty," and accompanying the dia-
grams was a letterpress description by the cele-
brated James Ferguson. Cox's Museum, in Lon-
don, was a repository of treasures of mechanical
genius and jewelers' skill, such as can rarely have
been surpassed. In 5765, according to the Annual
Register, he made a cap or crown containing 4000
jewels and workmanship of the most elaborate
order to suit the fancy of an East 'Indian nabob,
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and ten years later, at a great rout at the Mansion
House, he was engaged to add to the charms of
the banquet by a number of automatic musical
instruments, which caused the greatest delight to
the guests, who numbered over a thousand.

FIG. 3

In 5773 Cox obtained the royal
Interesting assent to an act of Parliament
Memorandum enabling him to dispose of his

museum, but it was not until
the next year that the clock was introduced. Its
inventor seems to have been very chary of giving
to the public a full explanation of the "philosophi-
cal and mechanical principles" on which he vaguely
announced that it was based, and the clock re-
mained a complete mystery until James Ferguson,
after a complete inspection, publicly divulged the
secret, at the same time adding his testimony to
the soundness of the inventor's device in the fol-
lowing memorandum :

"I have examined the above-described clock,
which is kept constantly going by the rising and
falling of quicksilver in a most extraordinary
barometer, and there is no danger of its ever
failing to go, for there is always such a quantity
of moving power accumulated as would keep the
clock • going for a year, even if the barometer
should be taken quite away from it; and, indeed,
on examining the whole contrivance and construc-
tion, I must, with truth, say that it is the most in-
genious piece of mechanism I ever saw in my life.

"JAMES FERGUSON.
"Bell Court, Fleet Street, January 28, 1774."

Almost the strangest part of the
Fate of whole story of Cox's clock is
the Clock the dramatic sequel of its fate,

which was as regrettable as it
was astonishing, and as comical as it was pathetic.
The circumstances are, incidentally, brought to light
in a work entitled "Travels in China," published in
1804 by John Barrow, who was private secretary
to Earl Macartney. From this volume it appears
that in the list of presents carried "by the late
Dutch Ambassador" were two grand pieces of
mechanism from the Cox Museum, one of which
appears to have been the perpetual clock. In the
course of the long journey of the Dutch Embassy
from Canton to Pekin, both the machines had
suffered some slight damage, and an endeavor was
made at Pekin to have them repaired ; but on
leaving the capital it was discovered that the wily
Chinese Prime Minister, Ho-tchangtong, had sub-
stituted two other clocks of very inferior work-
manship, and had reserved the two masterpieces
for himself—it was believed with the idea of pre-
senting them, at some future time, as gifts of .his
own to the Emperor of China, so as to gain 101-
penal favor. Whether the perpetual clock is still
ticking quietly on the wall of some chamber in
the imperial palace at Pekin, or whether it has
conic home with other loot, and now reposes in
some storehouse of second-hand goods in the east
end of London, it is impossible to say.—Charles E.
T?enham. in Scientific American Supplement.
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Standard Clocks Operated by
Wireless

Vienna's Solution of an Interesting Problem

By DR. ALFRED GRADENWITZ, in Scientific American
Supplement

The necessity of a reliable system of
standard clocks controlled from some cen-
tral station for the use of private and public
offices, for squares, railway stations, and
even for the purposes of private parties, is
being more and more keenly felt, especially
in larger towns and industrial districts. In
fact, the increasing difficulties in the condi-
tions of life and existence are calling for a
most perfect utilization of time—the only
capital at the disposal of most men. The
installation of a satisfactory system of
central clocks thus becomes a social problem
to be solved by every large community.

It is true that many en-
deavors have been made for
sonic decades past to design
suitable combinations of

mechanical and electrical systems without,
however, finding a solution fit for all cases.
While some individual successes within
rather limited ranges have been obtained

Central Control

of Clock System

Fro. t.—An electrical pendulum and contact for
wirelessly operated clocks

from time to time, none of the systems so
far suggested allowed any extensive district,
or even modern capital, to be equipped with
a system of efficient electrical central clocks.

The reasons of this failure are of both
a technical and a financial nature. On the
one hand, there is the necessity of using
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cable conductors, which are so difficult and
expensive to lay out and so easy to disturb,
and on the other hand, the prohibitory cost
of a cable system used exclusively for clock
operation and which, accordingly, is dead
during most of the time, being hardly
profitable even in the case of a high sub-
scription fee. Now the success of any
central plant of this kind just depends on
the moderateness of this fee.

Furthermore, the increasing decentrali-
zation of modern cities results in the resi-
dential districts, especially of the wealthier
classes, being advanced ever farther into
the rural surroundings, where the necessity
of an accurate timekeeper, owing to the
frequent use of various means of com-
munication, becomes especially urgent.
Now, the laying out of a cable to to 20 kilo-
meters (6.21 to 12.43 miles) in length ex-
clusively for the sake of a standard clock
system is obviously quite unfeasible, even
in the case of a large number of subscribers.

The city of Vienna, Austria,
Wireless has shown the way toward
System a satisfactory solution of
of Vienna this problem by adopting a

scheme of wireless opera-
tion for an extensive standard clock system.
When, in 1904, a cable system was about
to be installed, Franz Morawetz, a court
watchmaker, suggested the use of electric
waves, as utilized in wireless telegraphy,
for the operation of central clocks. The
municipality soon discarded its original
project and induced Morawetz immediately
to commence his tests of the system pro-
posed in conjunction with Dr. Max Reit-
hoffer, professor at the Imperial and Royal
Electrical Institute. This institute was to
serve as the central station. The expenses
entailed by these tests, apart from a sub-
vention granted by the municipality, had
to be borne by the two experimenters.

The work progressed steadily though
slowly, enormous difficulties having to be
surmounted. The possibilities of transmit-
ting electric waves over blocks of houses
were soon ascertained, and the most advan-
tageous wave length fixed. The chrono-
metrical part of the problem could then be
commenced and this occupied the greater
part of the time, the definite design of each
constructive part having to be ascertained
by actual practice, though the original
programme was found to be correct in all
its details.

Permanent trial operation
Successful during day and night was
Experimenting then inaugurated in the

summer of 1908, the results
being so favorable that official checking
tests by the Municipal Building Offices were
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begun. the 1st of December and completed
by the 1st of April, with a success so splen-
did that the reliability and practical possi-
bilities of the system were brought out be-
yond any doubt.

In the following will be given a short
description of the system developed by the

Fin. 2.—The pendulum and contact for operating
the checking clock (enlarged)

experimenters : An electrical pendulum
(boxed in and the parts enlarged in Fig. 2)
with an absolutely non-oxidizable contact
closes every second the current for operat-
ing the checking clock and the wave switch,
Fig. 3, which every minute completes dur-
ing two seconds an alternate current of iio
volts 15 amperes for feeding the induction
coil. The electrical vibrations given out by
the coil are radiated into space from a hori-
zontal antenna, stretched out between two
iron poles 19 meters (62.3 feet) in height,
placed on the roof. Fig. 4 represents the
experimental receiving station at Breitensee,
placed at 7 kilometers (4.35 miles) from the
central station. This comprises an inclined
antenna with poles io meters (32.8 feet)
ill height.

On arriving at this experi-
The Fluid mental station the electric
Passed Along waves caught by the an-

tenna are made to traverse
a system of inductive coils, making the
coherer conductive and closing the local
circuit of a special relay, which in turn
actuates a more substantial relay. The
latter then works the most important ap-
paratus of the whole system, which is in-

(Continued on page 200)
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JEWELRY and SILVERWARE CASES

The illustration shows
but one of the many
original designs we

make up. Our specialty is
to make Jewelry and Silver-
ware Cases, Polished Wood
Chests, Trays and Pads for
Show Cases and Window
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Method of Recovering Gold from
Cyanide and Yellow Prussiate

Plating Solutions

The recovery of gold from cyanide plating
solutions has always been an unsatisfactory proc-
ess. The method usually practiced by gold and
silver refiners is to evaporate the solution to dry-
ness and then melt the residue, but it is an ex-
pensive and unsatisfactory operation, for the rea-
son that gold plating solutions contain very little
gold, and the cost of recovering it in such a man-
ner is frequently greater than the value of the
gold obtained. The other method, frequently fol-
lowed, of attempting to precipitate the gold by
means of an acid, is also very unsatisfactory, both
for the reason that it fails to recover little, if any,
of the gold and also gives off the dangerous
hydrocyanic acid fumes. There is still another
method often tried, and that is to deposit the gold
on a strip of steel by means of the electric cur-
rent. This method also fails, to a certain extent,
as it is very slow and does not remove all of the
gold. The large excess of cyanide in the solution
prevents the deposition of the gold completely.

The principle of the method
Principle of about to be described lies in
the Method the fact that if metallic zinc is

immersed in a cyanide gold
solution, the gold is precipitated on the surface
and adheres firmly. After a time, the gold is com-
pletely removed from the solution and the zinc
may then be dissolved in sulphuric or muriatic
acid, leaving the gold undissolved.

This method, of course, is not new, as it has
been used in gold mining for a long time and is
known as the "cyanide process." The principle
is the same in mining, as the gold ore, from which
the gold is to be extracted, is treated with a solu-
tion of potassium cyanide in water, which dis-
solves the gold completely. The solution is then
treated with zinc, the gold precipitates upon it
from which it is readily obtained. It is believed,
however, that this method, although long and ex-
tensively used in recovering gold from lean ores,
has not before been applied to the reclaiming of
gold from plating solutions.

The gold-plating solution from
Treating the which the gold is to be re-
Gold-plating
Solution 

claimed is placed in a stone
crock or any other receptacle
that may be desired. Large

solutions may be treated in a tank. The metallic
zinc used gives the best results if in the form of
fine turnings, resembling curled hair, and in the
gold-mining industry a special form of lathe is
used for cutting slab zinc into such a shape. In
case such turnings cannot be obtained, then sheet
zinc clippings, granulated zinc, borings, or any
other form of finely divided zinc may be em-
ployed. The object is to expose the greatest
amount of surface to the liquid and the zinc turn-
ings are excellent, both for the reason that they
expose the necessary surface and hold together
well when the exhausted solution is poured off
after the gold has been removed. In using the
zinc, care should be taken to see that fresh sur-
faces are had. If coated with oxide, the zinc
does not work as well.

The proportion of zinc used in the gold-plat-
ing solution need not be exact as long as it is in
excess, and the more surface exposed, the more
rapid the precipitation. From i to 2 oz. of zinc
to I gallon of the gold-plating solution will give
rapid results. To extract the gold, therefore, take
the following:

Gold-plating solution  i gallon
Zinc turnings  i oz.

The turnings (or other convenient form of
zinc) are placed in the bottom of tlie solution

and allowed to remain for sonic time. Usually a
few hours are all that are required for the precipi-
tation, during which time the solution should
occasionally be stirred, in order to expose it to
the zinc as thoroughly as possible. A good plan
is to place. the zinc in the gold solution during the
day, stir frequently and then allow it to remain
over night. In the morning the operation is
completed.

When placed in the solution, the zinc first
turns gold colored and then black, but the gold
does not become spongy or non-adherent. It ad-
heres tenaciously to the zinc, so there is no dan-
ger of its falling off.

It is unwise to allow the zinc to remain too
long in the solution, as nothing is to be gained
and a white zinc salt is then formed Nvhich inter-
feres somewhat with the decanting of the solu-
tion. This white zinc compound, however, usually
will not form under several days.

After the gold solution has
Removing remained with the zinc in it
the Zinc for the necessary length of

time, the solution is poured off
from the zinc as completely as possible. The
zinc may now be taken out and placed in a
smaller vessel, such as an evaporating dish or
glass jar, in order to allow a more convenient
treatment.

The zinc is washed thoroughly by pouring
clean water over it and then pouring off com-
pletely. This is done five or six times. It is un-
necessary to filter the solutions, as all of the gold
adheres to the zinc.

The zinc, now completely washed, is treated
with sulphuric acid made up as follows:

Water  9 Parts
Sulphuric acid    I part

The water and the acid are mixed and
allowed to cool. It is then added directly to the
zinc in small portions at a time, in order to pre-
vent too rapid an action. The zinc gradually dis-
solves, leaving the gold.

When all action of the acid on the zinc
ceases, a large number of black flakes will be
found floating around in the solution. These are
the gold. Owing to the fact that they do not
settle readily, it is necessary to filter them, and
it is easily accomplished by the use of a glass
funnel and filter paper. When all the solution
has drained off from the gold, the funnel is filled
up with clean water and again allowed to drain
off. This is repeated five or six times, in order
to get rid of all the sulphate of zinc in the filter
paper.

When the gold has thus been washed, it is
allowed to remain on the filter paper and the whole
dried. The flakes then may be easily brushed off
with a small, stiff brush.

The gold thus obtained, while
Final Treatment sufficiently pure for many pur-
of the Gold poses, contains more or less

lead and frequently a little
silver. The lead is obtained from the zinc used.
It is impossible to obtain zinc free from it. If
the gold-plating solution contains silver, this, too,
will come down with the gold. The gold, there-
fore, needs purification before it can be used.
The method is as follows:

Place the gold flakes (after they have been
detached from the paper) in a small evaporating
dish or casserole and pour over them a mixture
of two parts of water and one part of nitric acid.
The nitric acid must be chemically pure, other-
wise it may contain some chlorine that will form
aqua-regia and dissolve the gold. The whole is
then heated for some time, until all action ceases,
and the gold is allowed to settle. The clear
liquid is poured off, another portion is poured on,
and the heating again allowed to take place. Ac-
tual boiling is preferable, as the gold is then more
thoroughly purified.

The gold will turn a clear yellow color and
resemble pure gold. Before, it is usually black.
When the second heating has been completed, the
clear liquid is poured off completely, clear water
added and then poured away. The addition of
water should be repeated five or six times, when
the gold will have been washed free from acid
and other foreign matter. The gold is now pure.
If heated to redness in a small crucible, it be-
comes quite dense and of a brighter color. If
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desired, it may be melted in a clay crucible under
borax and a small button obtained. This, how-
ever, is unnecessary, as it only serves to unite the
gold into one mass.

The feasibility of the process
Testing was tested by making the fol-
the Process lowing experiment. A gold

solution was made up in the
following manner and serves to represent a gold-
plating bath i generally used

Water  i gdavllto. n
mPotassiu cyanide   ..3 oz.

Gold  

To this was added i oz. of fine zinc turnings
and the whole frequently stirred and allowed
to remain over night. in the morning the solu-
tion was poured off, the zinc washed, treated with
acid in the manner previously described and the
gold melted down into a bead and weighed. The
gold used for making up the solution was accu-
rately weighed, so that a close check could be
obtained. The following are the results :

I Gold taken  000 dwt.
Gold obtained    978 dwt.

.022 dwt.
Loss = 2.2 per cent.

It will be appreciated, therefore, that the loss
of 2.2 per cent. of gold is quite small for such
an operation and probably much of it was lost
during the washing and other mechanical opera-
tions. It serves to indicate, however, how accu-
rate the process is and how easily it may be ap-
plied to the reclaiming of gold from plating solu-
tions. The successive steps in the process may be
enumerated as follows:

T. Treating the gold solution with zinc
turnings.

2. Washing the zinc turnings from the ex-
hausted solution.

3. Treating the zinc turnings with dilute sul-
phuric acid.

4. Washing the flake gold left.
5. Treating the flake gold with dilute nitric

acid to remove lead and silver.—The Brass World.

Temperature of Hot Plating Solutions
While hot solutions cannot be employed in

plating with all metals, there are some which
produce better results when they are used. It is
Particularly true in the case of cyanide copper
solutions, of brass and of gold. The use of hot
cyanide copper solutions is becoming quite ex-
tensive, as it has been found that for plating iron
or steel far better results can be obtained than
when used cold.

The question often arises, when speaking of
"hot plating solutions," about the temperature to
be employed. This point is of much importance
and the term "hot" is somewhat indefinite. Take,
for example, a hot cyanide copper solution ;
should the temperature be actually boiling or luke-
warm? This question is frequently asked.

While a cyanide copper solution heated nearly
to boiling gives excellent results, it is not ad-
visable to use such a high temperature in actual
practice. The solution then rapidly evaporates,
the tank (if woo(l) is acted upon and the lining
of pitch or asphalt is melted off ; and, in addition,
the cyanide in the solution is decomposed far
more quickly than in one at a less temperature.
Another bad feature of solutions excessively hot
is the steam and vapor which arise from them,
tilling the room and injuring the workmen.

For a hot copper solution, a temperature from
1200 to 150° F. is quite satisfactory and conducive
to good results. It is readily kept at this amount.
Some platers prefer to keep it at a temperature
of not over I20°. The right amount may be
readily ascertained with the eye, as. at 1500 steam
begins to come from the surface readily, although
at 1200 a slight amount may be seen.

Brass solutions are rarely heated beyond I20°,
as they give bgtter results when kept at or below
this point. The temperature of gold solutions
varies, of course, with the desired color of the -
deposit.
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Standard Clocks Operated by
Wireless

(Continued from page 2037)

tended to eliminate any disturbance
due to foreign waves or atmospheric
discharges.

A simple pendulum of the same
construction as that of the central
station causes a wheel to advance
through sixty teeth every minute. At
the fifty-ninth second the apparatus is
made ready to receive the chrono-
metrical wave, and as this arrives the
clockwork is disengaged and the wheel
runs back under the action of a weight
while any further communication with
the wave receiver is discontinued. It
will be understood that any foreign
signals now arriving would pass un-
noted, the more so as the antenna dur-
ing this time is disconnected. If, how-
ever, those signals arrive at the mo-
ment the apparatus is ready to receive
the clock signal, they will, when re-
peated, frequently result in a slight
advance in the working of the clocks, which
difference, however, can readily be corn-
pensated by controlling the pendulum as
soon as the disturbance has disappeared.

It would be too long here to describe
the remaining auxiliary apparatus. All the
parts of the construction are designed for
automatical operation and have worked
with excellent results throughout the tests.

As the electric waves are transmitted
uniformly in all directions, while their
range is only dependent on the amount
of energy available, an extensive district
could obviously be comprised within the
wireless clock operation, while the plant
could be continually. extended without
any decrease in the safety of operation.

The secondary clocks
constructed especially for
the present apparatus are
worked by continuous

currents and are connected in a circuit in
groups of twenty-five each. As each cir-
cuit has its own contact, which is disen-
gaged from the controlling apparatus, a
given receiving station can be connected
with an unlimited number of secondary
clocks of any size, these clocks com-
municating with the substation by aerial
conductors. In choosing the locations of
the substations the position of tramway
lines should be taken into account, each
block surrounded by tramways having its
own receiving station.

Fifty receiving stations, with a
capacity of 4000 subscribers' clocks, 2000
municipal clocks and 300 public clocks,

THE KEYSTONE

Secondary

Clocks

Flo. 3.—The wave switch which completes the alternating
current circuit

are so far being designed for the city of
Vienna. With a fee of two kronen per
clock and month, this plant would yield a
net benefit of 10.3 per cent., the operation
of municipal clocks being free of charge.

The community of Vienna shortly
intends to increase the system to a radius
of i5o kilometers (93.2 miles), the
central station being built so as to admit
of this great increase.

4.—The experimental receiving station at Breitensee
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Jewelry of the World of Fashion

Shop counters are blazing with
brilliants, glinting with gold and silver
and the dull glimmer of jet, and sig-
naling irresistibly to the women of
fashion—and every other woman, for
that matter—with the tinkle of jing-
ling chains, the snapping of jeweled
purses.

Burnished silver is in the lead
in metals, but so far as can be dis-
covered the popularity of jet has not
waned in the least degree. It is
used in barrettes, bracelets, necklaces,
hat pins, purses and beaded belts.
Though belts will be little worn this
season, since the Moyen Age style de-
fines no waist line, chain girdles (in
more or less barbaric designs) will be
worn with the evening gowns, in girth
fashion about the waist. For evening
use also is the new bracelet fan. This
fan is usually a tiny affair, whose chain
is attached to a bracelet and twisted
about the wrist several times, so that

the fan may be unfolded and used at a mo-
ment's notice, and when not in use, is not
in the least in the way.

Long neck chains, to which may be at-
tached the little change purse, lorgnettes,
lockets, amulets, or any of the little trinkets
a woman loves to have dangling about her,
will no doubt prove to be greatly in demand.
These chains are shown in silver, or in a
combination of gold and silver, the flat

link being used almost entirely. In the
better grades the chains are set with
stones, the amethyst, topaz and lapis hav-
ing the preference. The French woman
has adopted a unique style of her own
in wearing these neck chains. She care-
fully fastens the ends up, sometimes at
the corsage line, sometimes at the waist.

A new idea in brooches is the use of
platinum and white enamel as a mount-
ing. One particularly attractive one seen
in the shops was a large amethyst set in a
conventional diamond design of the white
enamel backed with platinum.

There is a growing insistence that all
jewelry shall match the gown it is worn
with and though this is an expensive
style, it is a most effective one. In ear-
rings, this is particularly noticeable,
though the revival of earrings in this
country has not been as widespread as
abroad. They are now being shown ex-
tensively, however, in the long drop style,
with the amethyst, topaz and lapis again
preferred. The circular hoop of jet will
be worn by the woman who is inclined to
extremes.
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Some Old-time Horological
Devices

Forgotten Mechanisms of Long Ago

The mechanicians, and especially the watch-
makers, of three or four centuries ago invented
many ingenious mechanisms which have been for-
gotten, reinvented in some cases, and in a few
instances turned to practical account without any
thought of their original inventors. One of the
earliest treatises on horological mechanism is the
"Mirabilia Artis" of the Jesuit Father Schott,
who died in 1666. Part of the work is devoted
to a description of the experiments and apparatus
devised by an unnamed friend of the author.
The treatise was published at Wurtzburg, in 1664.
Two of the plates of illustrations are here re-
produced.

Dials of 
Plate VI shows a number Of
polygonal, square, oval and

Peculiar Shape rectilinear dials. Fig. 25 rep-
resents a hexagonal dial. The

index, a dragon's head, is moved from or toward
the center, so as to follow the hexagonal contour,
by means of a "lazy tongs," A HKCL M, etc.
A peg at C enters the hexagonal groove B C L)
E F G, the sections of which are parallel, re-
spectively, to the sides of the dial.

Fig. 27 shows a square dial, with an index,
A D, composed of two straight rods. The outer
rod slides on the inner one and carries a peg
which moves in the square groove, G H T K,
causing the point D to follow the contour of the
square dial. This simple combination of a peg
and a groove has been applied to countless pieces
of mechanism since the seventeenth century.

The device illustrated in Fig.
An Ellipsograph 26 is far more complicated

and ingenious. It is in reality
an ellipsograph, and the author asserts that it may
be used to trace "the ovals of Gui Ubald, well

nyinur VI. omen, e ne trot

Polygonal, oval and rectilinenr clock dials

known to geometers." It comprises three super-
posed disks or plates. The oval plate, A B C D,
is called the "perforated plate" (lamina pertusa).
Its edge is marked with the hour figures and in
its central portion are cut the circular hole, E
G H, and the four radial slits, E I, F K, G L and

H M, the lengths of which are equal to the radius
of the central opening. Over this plate, and cov-
ering the opening and slits, is the "visible disk"
(orbis conspicuus), 0 P Q L, which is circular,
except for the projection at P, which serves as
an index. In the position represented in the
drawing, the center of this disk is at E, at the
top of the opening E F G H. Beneath the per-
forated plate, and connected with the clockwork
by the peg R, is the "concealed disk" (orbis
occultus), M I K L, which rotates about the fixed
center N. A peg on this disk (at E in the draw-
ing) enters a hole at the center of the visible disk,
causing this center to describe the circle EH GF
as the concealed disk rotates in the direction I M
L K, or counter-clockwise. But the movement of
the visible disk is constrained by two pegs at-
tached to it (at I and N in the drawing) which
enter the slits of the perforated plate. Hence,
when the concealed disk has made a quarter-revo-
lution, carrying the center of the visible disk from
E to H, the peg at I has moved to N, and the
peg N has moved to M. The index, consequently,
points to the hour mark III, and it has further-
more been continually retracted, so that it remains
within the oval contour of the dial. Another
quarter-revolution brings the center to G, the first
peg to L, the second peg back to N and the index
to VI. The rotation of the visible disk is clock-
wise, though its center revolves in the opposite
direction.

Figs. 28 and 29 represent dials
An Interesting on which the hour marks are
Mechanism arranged in horizontal lines.

In Fig. 29 the image of the
sun, K M, is caused to move alternately to right
and left by means of the wheel A BCDE F,
which is toothed on one-half of its circumference
and engages alternately with the pinions A and D.
The common axis of these pinions carries two
other toothed wheels, G and H, each of which
engages with a rack on one of the long sides of
the rectangle I K L M, which carries the sun, or
index, K M. The hour marks are arranged in
two horizontal lines, above and below the rec-
tangle, numbered from left to right above and
from right to left below. A simpler rectilinear
dial is illustrated by Fig 28. An endless cord
connects two equal wheels driven by the clock-
work. The cord is divided into six equal parts,
and "flexible obstacles" are attached to it at the
alternate points of division, A, F and C. The
index G extends across both branches of the cord
and is moved to and fro, between the limits A C
and B D, by these "obstacles." For example, the
obstacle A carries the index to the position B D
and leaves it there. Meanwhile, however, the ob-
stacle F has moved to D, and it immediately
catches the index and carries it back to A C.
This system was published as a new invention in
1717, forty-three years after the publication of
Schott's book, by Abbe de Hautefeuville, the cele-
brated adversary of Huygens.

Among the many odd and
Odd Timepieces mysterious timepieces con-

structed about fifty years ago
was one in which a cylinder rolled down an in-
clined plane in twelve or twenty-four hours. The
same device is shown in Fig. 42 of Schott's Plate
VIII. A somewhat similar contrivance, in which
a metal ball rolls incessantly down a zigzag groove
in a rotating cylinder, is illustrated by Fig. 40, and
the groove is shown, enlarged, in Fig. 41. A still
more remarkable mechanism, in which a trun-
cated cone rolls down a helix, is represented in
Fig. 43.
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Fig. 44 shows a clock without geared wheels,
in which the action of the weight upon a series
of wheels, connected by knotted cords, is regu-
lated by a pawl, M A, which is attached to the
pendulum, M N P, and allows one knot of the
cord to pass at each oscillation. It is needless to
add that this clock would go only on paper. In

Odd clocks and clock-winding devices

Schott's time the researches of Huygens were not
generally known. Despite his travels and his
learning, the good priest clung to large oscillations
and imposed impossible tasks on his pendulums.

Figs. 45, 46 and 47 illustrate
Motive methods of maintaining the
Agencies motion of clocks by the agen-

cies of fire, air and water. In
Fig. 45 the globes M and L are supposed to be
filled with air, while the large globe and the tank
P R contain mercury. By heating the small
globes part of the air contained in them would be
forced into the large globe, compelling the mer-
cury either to rise in the tube D C and lift a
weight, or to overflow into the tank, in either case
furnishing a source of power which could be em-
ployed to wind a clock. Various methods of
maintaining the movement of clocks by the dila-
tion of air, water and other fluids have been pat-
ented' within the last half-century.

The same statement is true of clocks driven
by the wind. In Schott's device (Fig 46) two
pawls, attached to a weather vane, engage re-
spectively with right-handed and left-handed
ratchet wheels mounted on a common axis, which
is, consequently, turned in the same direction by
a shift of the wind in either direction. Finally,
Fig. 47 represents a wheel with double feathering
paddles which rotates when immersed completely
in a stream of water, because the paddles, or
buckets, automatically open when they move with
the current and close when they move against it.

Among Schott's many ingenious inventions
are a spit turned by the smoke of the kitchen. fire,
and a device for winding clocks by the passage of
men, horses and vehicles over a movable sill at
the door or gate of the house.—Comos.

"I have taken three or four journals on this
line and The Keystone leads them all."—E.
Hoskins, Jeweler, Bartlesville, Ind. Ter.
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that they are preferred to the natural fillings which will wither and

die in short time. They are not influenced by weather conditions or
steam heat. A great help to increase your sales of Fern Dishes. Our
new Catalogue No. 2000 will tell you more about these, as well as of
our imported Palms, Flowers, Sprays, Vines, etc., etc., and a lot of new
features for Xmas decorations. Get on our mailing list.

FRANK NF,TSCHF,RT CO. 39 Barclay yYORK,

y StreetRK, N. 
Y.

NO BRANCH OFFICES

Look Around You!
Important things are happening ; a great change is
taking place in the conditions which must be faced
by watchmakers and engravers. For some years
we have noticed a tendency on the part of jewelers
to employ watchmakers and engravers of higher and
higher ability. This tendency is growing rapidly and has a
vital bearing on your future.
You may feel satisfied with your present ability, but in later
years may find yourself sidetracked by the superior ability of
those who are NOW learning thoroughly the true principles
and practice of their work in a good technical school.

The only way you can make sure of security and comfort for
future years is to enter NOW the best school and receive the
skill and knowledge which alone can bring you up to the high
standard demanded now in the better positions and which
later will be necessary to hold any position worth having. The
school you can depend on is

roe EZRA F. BOWMAN
Technical School of
Watchmaking and Engraving
LANCASTER : : PENNSYLVANIA

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE

Landis School of Engraving

M. L. Landis, Proprietor and Instructor

Me I_4. Landis, 119 Mt. Vernon Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Positively no Mall Course given. Attendance only

WINTER COURSE OPENS
January 3, 1910

If you wish to take a Course thls Winter please
write us at once, and we will assign and hold a
place for you.

Our new School rooms have every modern con-
venience and comfort.

Our methods are original and entirely new. We are
the founders of a new system in the Art of Cutting
and Designing, which enables a pupil not endowed
with artistic skill to learn to make perfect letters.

Write us, and we will give you an idea of what you
could accomplish by taking a Course with us.

TM[jJY PALLET JEWEL SETTER

Look for stamp—it means
satisfaction guaranteed

Price $2.00

OVER

Roanoke Rapids, N. C.
Oct. 11, 1909

MR. C. CULMAN
Maplewood, Mo.

Dear Sir:—The ONLY
pallet jewel setter re-
ceived 0. K. I had
some jobs laid away to
await its arrival, to ex-
periment on, the first
one I tried was a 16s.
Elgin whose pallets
were loose and all out
of place, I reset them
in less than ten minutes
and made a perfect job
out of it, too, and by
artificial light at that,
I am highly pleased
with it and hardly see
how I have made out
without it ; I would not

be without it for many times the cost of it.
Find enclosed money order to cover invoice,

Yours very truly
W. G. LYNCH

1000 SOLD THE FIRST SEVEN MONTHS

THE ONLY SETTER separates the two jewels so that one can
be adjusted without danger of the other shifting. THE ONLY SETTER
is fitted with practical gauges to determine the amount jewel is to be
shifted, eliminating guess work.

Culman's Tools
are sent free on ten days' trial, and if found satis-
factory are charged through your jobber.

For Sale by all Jobbers in U.S. and Canada

TORPEDO
PENDANT WASHERS

Ears)

These washers are to be pressed
in. They can be seated in the pen-
dant by a few light taps of a hatumer,
without any further trouble. .Na
soldering necessary.

It is evident to anyone that a
conical, knurled washer of steel niesr
sit well, as its keen outside edge,
pr as deeply in the soft metal of the
pendant.
Gilt or nickeled.

81.50 per Assortment of
6 Dozen

par Send for Circular and
Free Sample Pair

C. CULMAN
Maple and Hazel Avenues, MAPLEWOOD, MO.

December, 1909 THE KEYSTONE

WORKSHOP,
aNOTES

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this depart-
ment must send name and address—not for publication,
but as an evidence of good faith. No attention will be
paid to anonymous communications. Questions will be
answered in the order in which they are received.

An INDEX to the questions answered in Workshop
Notes department for each year accompanies each Decem-
ber number. Subscribers are requested to preserve these
indexes, and, before mailing questions, to refer to them,
as similar questions may have been answered in previous
issues. These indexes are arranged alphabetically, accord-
ing to subject covered in each answer, and tell the issue
and page on which the information may be found.

"Radio."—(r) What material contains radium;
what is radium used fort—Radium is derived
from pitch-blende and at the present time its
uses are purely scientific; in fact, they are likely
to remain so on account of its extremely high
price, which seems to be constantly advancing.

(2) What other way is there for testing a
watch for magnetism other than a small compass?
Is there not a more delicate test?—The following
method, described in "The Watch Adjuster's
Manual," will, no doubt, meet your requirements:
Take a piece of perfectly soft iron (not steel)
binding wire, about one-half inch long, and say
No. 20 to 24; tie a fine silk fiber around the middle
of it and fix the other end of the fiber in a slit
in a stick of pegwood. This "tester" will swing
freely and will point in any direction indifferently,
so long as it is not influenced by a magnet. But
if there is a magnet in the vicinity acting upon
it, the tester will point towards the magnet. Turn
it away, and if it swings back and points in the
same direction as before, move it in the direction
it points and you will find where the magnet is.
If it ceases to point when you move it so you are
going the wrong way and should move in the
opposite direction ; when you get it close to the
magnet it will be drawn bodily towards it and if
allowed to touch will stick to it. To test a watch,
hold it around the rim of the case, or open the case
and hold it over the suspected piece. Remember
that magnetism acts through the case, glass, etc.,
as well as through air. If there is no magnetism
present, it will not be attracted nor "point"; if
there is, it will point and will be attracted to the
magnetized piece. You can thus test a balance
or a watch without taking it apart. It is well
to make two of these, so that you can discover if
either of them has become slightly magnetized, as
in that case they will attract each other and stick
together. They should then be heated red hot to
remove the magnetism and again suspended, with-
out bending, hardening or working at them in
any way. When in proper order, they will not
attract each other at all.

"Jewels."-1 have a quantity of hole and cap
jewels set in small brass settings. What kind of
acid can I use to remove them and how long shall
I leave them in the acid f—Diluted nitric acid is
best ; I part acid and 3 parts water. Place setting
in glass beaker or porcelain dish and warm until
all action ceases. It would be best to have a
rather tall shape like a beaker as the action of
acid on brass causes a foaming or boiling, better
in a draft hood or out in the open. If but a few
settings, a glass test tube may be used.

"Brazer."—Can you give us any information
concerning the brazing of cast iron? We under-
stand there is a new way of doing it.—The process
you mention is probably that known as the Pich
process. It was invented by a Mr. Pich, of Berlin,
and is conducted with the aid of a compound
known as "Ferrofix." The following data on the
subject will give a general idea of the process :
The brazing of cast iron has been a subject of
investigation for hundreds of years. The fact
that iron castings enter more largely into machine
construction than any other metal, and its liability
to fracture from some latent defect, has always
served as an argument against its still more ex-
tended use, but its manifest advantages have so

greatly outweighed the disadvantages that the
uses of cast iron are constantly being multiplied.
It has, therefore, been the desire and aim of
thousands of inventors to devise a method of
cheaply and quickly uniting broken parts, so that
the inherent strength of the metal shall be pre-
served. Various means have been adopted for
this purpose, and these are well known. Some of
them for certain purposes are more or less
satisfactory. On work where the strength of the
metal must not be impaired, the means heretofore
employed, of uniting a fracture, have been to pour
molten metal on the joint in sufficient quantity
and at the proper temperature to unite the parts,
but this method, in addition to being extremely
costly, is most uncertain in its results. We have
instances on record where as much as twenty tons
of molten iron have been poured on a single
joint before the mending was achieved, and in
no instance could the operative be certain that
any job was to be a success. In searching the
records of the patent offices in the fifteen countries
for which patents have been issued to the in-
ventor of this process, it developed that in not
one country had a patent been issued for the
brazing of cast iron. The authorities in each,
almost without exception, refused the first applica-
tion of Mr. Pich, claiming that cast iron could not
be brazed. In the case of his original application
made in Berlin, the Royal Mechanical Testing
Institute were called upon to supervise his experi-
ments (after their initial refusal and his insistence
that he had done the work, and was prepared to
demonstrate to their satisfaction. His operations
there created so much comment that they subse-
quently had to be done in a number of technical
institutions for the information of the professors
and students. The process almost instantly se-
cured general adoption, and there is not
an important machine tool builder in Europe who
does not employ it almost daily in his business.
There is no foundry of any size that does not find
it essential. The whole scheme of making castings
has been modified to bring this brazing process
into effect, so that it is not only employed for
repairing pieces that have already been cast, and
for some cause broken, but it is also used in
uniting the several pieces that when joined make
one complete whole, and that were formerly cast
in one large piece, with a varying percentage of
loss, by reason of flaws that were unavoidable
and are recognized in all factories as inevitable
at times. Complicated patterns, involving the use
of many cores and unusual shapes, are now being
divided into two, three or more pieces, so that in
the event of a serious flaw on any one of the
pieces, a flaw, that is, that would be beyond the
aid of this "Ferrofix" brazing process, the loss
is but a small portion of what the loss would have
been under the old method of casting and the
cost of the casting greatly reduced. The several
piece:, are then brought together and brazed, so
that in effect the castings, when united, are as
sound and strong as if made all in one piece.
The theory of this process is, that by burning the
carbon out of the iron you produce a condition
that permits of the brass spelter employed, readily
taking the place of the carbon and uniting the two
surfaces firmly together. Under a strong glass
or miscroscope this theory is borne out. When
the liquid and powder that jointly forms the corn-
pound known as "Ferrofix," are applied to a piece
and subjected to a temperature approximating
1700°, a close observation demonstrates that the
carbon is being consumed; as these carbon atoms
are being destroyed there is room between the
molecules of iron for the brass that is subse-
quently introduced with the proper flux and a
strong glass applied to a piece that has been frac-
tured near to the brazed joint will show the
process as having penetrated in some instances
an inch and a half or more on each side of the
fracture. The brazed joint has a tensile strength
of about 30,000 pounds to the square inch, so that
in the actual brazing job, if three-quarters of
the surfaces have been properly treated, the joint
will be stronger than the casting. It would natur-
ally suggest itself that on machined surfaces this
process would be no advantage, as these surfaces
would either be changed in character or align-
ment. Experience has demonstrated, however,
that this is not the case, as work of every con-
ceivable character is being done. We can braze
a tooth into a gear wheel and can even supply the
tooth if that is entirely missing, by substituting
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a piece of wrought iron or steel, roughly shaped
to conform to the requirements, and after it is
brazed in place, finish it off perfectly. By this
process it is possible to braze a piece of cast iron
to a piece of wrought iron, to a piece of steel,
to a piece of brass, to a piece of copper, and any
of these to any of the other.

"Center."—Would you kindly give me in-
formation how to center a balance arbor in the
lathe so it will run true? In making arbor, I
turn the roller end first in a wire chuck, then cut
off and cement in wax, then finish the upper end.
When reversing the arbor the error in centering
creeps in. I desire information as to how to
avoid the error.—The cause of your trouble
probably is that you do not get a cleanly cut
V-center in your cement brass. This centering
must be very carefully done. The V must run
down to an absolutely perfect, sharp center.
There must be no projecting point left at the
bottom of it, nor even a flat space. If you cannot
make the center perfectly with a graver make it
as perfectly as you can with the graver and then
finish it with a medium size sewing needle,
sharpened to a graver-like point and held in a
small pin vise; this enables you to see what you
are doing more easily than when using the graver.
Another way to center the brass is to use a three-
cornered (pyramid-shaped) countersink centered
true in the tailstock spindle. You must remember,
however, that a truly centered brass, if removed
from the screw chuck will, in nearly all cases, not
run true again when replaced in the chuck, but
must be recentered.

"Demag."—I would like to ask in your Work-
shop Notes whether it is proper to insert watch
movement into demagnetizer when movement is
running or when not running. I have seen move-
ments that were stopped when taken away from
demagnetizer if movement was running at the
time, was it a fault of movement not being in
good running order or do you think electric
current was too strong to cause the trouble?—
We think it best to stop the watch before putting
it in the demagnetizer by inserting a slip of paper
under the balance. This may prevent a possible
accident, although it is not necessary, strictly
speaking, in the demagnetizing of a watch.

"Froster."—Can you inform me through your
Workshop Notes how to put that dead white frost-
ing on stem wind wheels which is found on very
fine Swiss watches? I use the usual method of
the rubbing wheel on frosted glass and oilstone
powder, which leaves scratches, no matter how
carefully it is done. I remove these scratches by
brushing the wheel with dry oilstone powder, but
that destroys the dead effect and leaves the wheel
glossy. I have written to other circulars but they
cannot answer the question; that is, their recipe
will not do the work. The question seems to be
a stunner.—It is very easy to produce a fine
"dead white" surface on flat steel. The success of
the operation lies mostly in having the right kind
of oilstone powder and a ground glass lap in
good condition. Your difficulty may be caused
by your oilstone powder being unevenly graded;
even only one or two particles coarser than the
average will surely spoil your work by scratching
it. Then again, the powder must not be too
coarse nor too fine, although to have it coarse
is less objectionable than to have it too fine. Use
the oilstone powder called Turkey powder. The
lap must be of plate glass, ground by rubbing two
pieces of it together, with emery powder of
medium fineness and water. After grinding the
glass, wash it thoroughly with soap and water.
The best results are had from a lap which has
been used for some time ; the surface becomes
more perfect with use. Mix oilstone powder and
clean oil and spread the paste moderately thick on
the lap. Rub the work on the lap, in large circles
at first, moving it in smaller circles as the job
nears completion, and at the last part of the op-
eration the motion should be almost nothing, but
the work should be pressed very firmly to the lap.
Before starting the lapping wash the lap well
with soap and water to remove any grit which
might scratch the work.
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How We Get Standard Time

Although it may be generally known that the
determination of time is the work of the astrono-
mer, yet doubtless few people stop to investigate
the precise methods employed in the correction
and distribution of standard time. It is a system
in itself quite indispensable to the success of the
industrial world.

The great universal timekeeper
Earth as is the earth itself. So uniform
Timekeeper is the earth's rotation on its

axis that the length of the day,
according to Newcomb, has not altered the
ihooth, and probably not the ih000th, part of a
second since the beginning of the Christian era.
The direct effect of this rotation is the apparent
revolution of the celestial sphere, or the daily
motion of the sun, stars and planets across the
sky. As places on the earth are determined by
latitude and longitude, so stars are located by
right ascension and declination. Every con-
spicuous star has its position carefully determined,
and from a star cata-
logue the astronomer
knows at once the in-
stant of culmination or
meridian passage of any
given star. If then, with
a suitable instrument, an
observation of a star's
transit across the merid-
ian can be obtained, and
the time of its occur-
rence be noted by a
clock or chronometer, a
comparison with the
catalogue will disclose
the amount by which the
clock or chronometer is
fast or slow. Such an
operation of finding the
clock error is always
what astronomers under-
stand by the expression
"obtaining time." The
instrument used for
making these observa-
tions is known as the
transit instrument, and
consists essentially of a
telescope so mounted as
to be capable of swing-
ing about a horizontal
axis in the plane of the
meridian.

When observations
are to be made for deter-

KEYS 0 IN E Deceiniier, i()( y)

The table shows the actual result of a set of
observations made by the writer, using the eye and
ear method. The figures in the "seconds" column
were written immediately after the transit of
each thread; the hour and minute were filled in
at leisure after the last observation.

The mean of these observations will give a
more precise result for the transit over the middle
thread than a single observation could afford.
The exact right ascension of the star we will
suppose to have been known as 6 hours, 58
mihutes, 35.95 seconds, which equaled the correct
time of the star's transit. The chronometer,
however, recorded the time of transit as 7 hours,
9 minutes, 34.24 seconds, and was therefore fast
by the amount of io minutes, 58.29 seconds.

Were the instrument in perfect
Errors in adjustment, and were there no
Instrument personal element to enter into

the result, such a set of ob-
servations would be quite sufficient. As a matter
of fact, however, there are always small errors
in the instrument, which must be determined and
applied as a correction to the final result. The

time uses the 105th meridian, seven hours behind;
and the "Pacific" belt adopts the 120th meridian
time, just eight hours slower than that of Green-
wich. Such a system is quite indispensable to
railroad lines, and hence standard time is some-
times called "railroad time." At present almost
every civilized country is using some system of
standard time, usually under the control of its
own government.

The chief source for standard
The Naval time in the United States is
Observatory the Naval Observatory at

Washington, D. C. Here high-
grade clocks are carefully regulated by observa-
tions of the stars at night, and all necessary cor-
rections applied. For the five minutes preceding
noon of each day, eastern time, the Western
Union and Postal Telegraphic Companies suspend
all ordinary business, and throw their lines into
connection with the Washington Observatory. It
is so arranged that the sounders all over the lines
make a stroke each second during the five minutes
until noon, except the twenty-ninth of each
minute, the last five seconds of each of the first

four minutes, and the
last ten seconds of the
fifth minute ; then fol-
lows the final stroke at
exact noon.

This affords many
opportunities for the
correction and setting
of timepieces through-
out the country. The
Western Union Company
also operates a system
Of some 30,000 clocks,
which automatically set
themselves by the noon
signal each day.

In addition to the
Washington signgl s,
many smaller observa-
tories determine and dis-
tribute time in a similar
way to jewelers and
local railroad lines. In
most of the larger sea-
ports, time balls are
dropped at noon, and
give mariners an oppor-
tunity to correct their
chronometers. Fire-alarm
companies aid in the dis-
tribution of time in many
localities by sounding

mining time, the astronomer first turns to the
Ephemeris or some catalogue of stars, and selects
a star which is soon to culminate, then from
the declination he mentally calculates the altitude
at which the star will transit. By means of a
reading circle attached to the instrument he sets
the telescope at the proper angle, so that the star
will pass through the field of view. Either of
two methods may now be employed in making
the observations. The first and older of the two
is known as the "eye and ear" method. This
consists of watching the star pass through the
field and, while listening to the half-second beats
of the chronometer, estimating to the nearest
tenth of a second the time at which the star
crossed each thread of the reticle. In the "chro-
nographic method," now much used, the mind has
less to do, and hence more accurate restilts can
be obtained. Here, as before, the astronomer
watches the passage of the star across the threads
of the reticle, but instead of estimating the. time of
transit, he presses a telegraphic key at the proper
instant. The key is in electrical connection with
an instrument called a chronograph, and an auto-
matic record is made of each observation. Either
method will leave a record for the five threads
similar to the following, the Roman numerals desig-
nating the number of each thread as observed :

16.7
IT  25.5
Il l   34.3
IV   43.0
V  7h. 9m. 51.75.
Mean  711. gm. 34.245.

Standard time belts of the United States

astronomer, therefore, does not rely wholly upon
a single record like the above, but will usually
repeat the observation with a number of different
stars on the same night. From these numerous
records he is able to deduce the necessary cor-
rections, and thus obtain a more accurate value
for the chronometer error. Time thus deter-
mined, ordinarily correct to within one-tenth of a
second, is sidereal time; and though very useful
to the astronomer, is quite unsuited to the use of
the world in general, whose activities are gov-
erned by the rising and setting of the sun, and
not the stars. Sidereal time must therefore be
converted into solar time. This is easily effected
by a simple calculation constantly employed by
the astronomer. Having then obtained solar
time, there remains only to distribute it to the
outside world.

Until within the last twenty-five years each
community used its own local time, but as travel
became more extensive it was found quite incon-
venient to alter one's watch and system of time
reckoning for every few miles of traveling east
or west. Accordingly, in the year 1883 the United
States adopted the present system of standard
time. The whole country, from the Atlantic to
the Pacific, was divided into time belts of approxi-
mately is degrees in width. The "eastern" belt,
extending as far west as Buffalo, uses the time
of the 75th meridian, which is very nearly that
of Philadelphia, and is five hours slower than
Greenwich time. Crossing into the "central" belt,
watches are set one hour earlier, as the time em-
ployed is that of the 9oth meridian, six hours
behind Greenwich time. Similarly, "mountain"

bells at certain specified
times each day, thus af-
fording the public a con-

venient source of "correct time," with a reason-
able degree of accuracy.--Harlan T. Stetson, in
Scientific American.

Time Measurement and the Bible
Evidently, man began by considering the day

as a unit, and did nut include the night in his time-
keeping for a long period, writes James Arthur,
in Popular Mechanics. "And the evening and the
morning were the first day," Gen. i, 5 ; "Evening
and morning and at noonday," Ps. lv, 17, divides
the day ("sun up") in two parts. "Fourth part
of a day," Neh. ix, 3, shows another advance
Then conies, "are there not twelve hours in a
day?" John xi, 9. The "eleventh hour," Matt.
xx, I to 12, shows clearly that sunset was 12
o'clock. A most remarkable. feature of this twelve-
hour day, in the New Testament, is that the
writers generally speak of the third, sixth and
ninth hours, Acts ii, 15; iii, I ; x, 9. This is
extremely interesting, as it shows that the writers
still thought in quarter days (Neh. ix, 3) and
had not yet acquired the twelve-hour conception
given to them by the Romans. They thought in
quarter days, even when using the twelve-hour
'minerals ! Note, further, that references are to
"hours"; so it is evident that in New Testament
times they did not need smaller subdivisions.
"About. the third hour" shows the mental attitude.
That they had no conception of our minutes, sec-
onds and fifth-seconds becomes quite plain when
we notice that they jumped down from the hour
to nowhere,
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CTHE BEST SELLING LINE 0. JEWELRY on the market. We are still the
leaders in the manufacture of this beautiful class of goods. Wait for our salesmen

this Fall and you will see a display of the most beautiful Enamel ever shown.
A comparison of our designs and finish is the only argument needed to sell our goods.

MELROSE HIGHLANDS
MASSACHUSETTS

Souvenir Spoons a Specialty
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The Holiday Season promises record sales
of Watches.

JAS. BOSS Stiffened Gold Watch Cases
have been tried and not found wanting by
two generations of Watch buyers.

In variety of effect and artistic ornamenta-
tion the 1909 line surpasses all previous efforts.

The combination of a firmly established
reputation for reliability and up-to-date ideas
in ornamentation appeals strongly to the
Watch buying public.

Buy the line that requires the least effort
to sell and that is sure to satisfy your patrons.

We show a few specimen designs from the
25-year line but the goods must be seen to
be appreciated.

Don't forget the 20-year line for customers
of refined taste and moderate means.

Both lines are now being shown by all
leading jobbers.

Don't fail to look them over.

F-3618

pS.BOSs,

THE KEYSTONE
NEW YORK
CHICAGO BOSTON

CINCINNATI
SAN FRANCISCO
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Fob Seals Rings
Pendants Lockets

Link Buttons
Tie Clasps Scarf Pins

Screw Earrings
Ring Mountings

Bracelets Hat Pins
Bead Neck Chains

Fobs Studs Baby Pins
Gold and Silver

Match Boxes
Festoons Crosses

Cameo Goods
Barrettes

Collar Buttons
Rope Chains

Locket Rings Veil Pins
Vest Buttons
Lapel Buttons
Emblem Goods

Knives Cigar Cutters
Neck Chains Charms

Gold and Silver
Thimbles

Gold and Silver
Cigarette Cases

 ali.•■••■■•■=121=1.01:1111101.100.' 

STERN BROS. & CO.

L33-4 -..,...... 

To Avoid Delay Use Local Address
33-43 GOLD STREET

London, Eng., Audrey House, Ely Place

142 West 14th Street, New York
Diamond Cutting Works

NEW YORK3 GOLD STREET
SaleSrOOMS and Offices of the Diamond Department

4%) 

68 Nassau Street, New York

K,+'•'' Chicago, 111., 103 State Street Amsterdam, HolljarnaT,c1g tfilipceSstraat

Makers of Gold Jewelry to the Jobbing Trade Exclusively
  POPULAR PRICES  
The Largest Line of Up-to-Date Novelties ever before shown by any manufacturer
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EXCELSIOR WATCH

THOUSANDS of dollars' worth ofgood business is going to waste in
every town because the jeweler does
not reach the families of moderate Income.

They live comfortably. Most of them buy luxu-
ries. They will be good customers after you get
them into the hahit of coming to you.

You can reach them best through their need of
watches. Every man needs to know the time. He'll
welcome the Excelsior a dependable timepiece.
Made and adjusted for service; at a price he can afford.

Display the Excelsior. Talk about it in your
advertising. You'll be gratified at the way it brings
new faces into your store.

The Excelsior Watch has 7 jewels,
quick train and cut expansion balance with
Breguet hairspring. Stem-wind and pend-
ant-set (except i8-size hunting, lever-set).

Made in 6, 12, 16 and 18 sizes—open
face and hunting. Plain polished, engine-
turned and fancy engraved cases of three
;,-/-aties—Gold filled, zo year ; Gold filled,
10 year ; and Silverode. Retail prices,
$4.5o to $11.00.

Every Excelsior Watch is cased at the
factory, adjusted in its own case and sold
comfilete—with a printed price ticket at-
tached that makes the price uniform every-
where and insures your rightful profit on
every sale.

Inquire of your jobber and write to the factory
for literature.

New York Standard Watch Company
Jersey City, N. J.
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Belscript Monograms "MADE IN A MINUTE"

'die a /nen
Made in a Minute

kggf

(Patented)

BEAUTIFUL and
ARTISTIC

Readily Adaptable
to Every Purpose

"Truly an Invention"

WRITE FOR
DESCRIPTIVE
BOOKLET and
PRICE-LIST

JOSEPH L. HERZOG ei CO., ROSE ST. NEW YORK
(Successors to LOUIS KAUFMAN & CO.)

Monogram Models for Gift Engravers
of special value to the .trade during the present month will be the world-
famed classic for engravers

Hornikel's Engravers' Text-Book
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Jobson Before the Jury:

A Christmas Story

BY JOHN TWEEZER

The Jobson brow was wrinkled in per-
plexity ; the Jobson mind was troubled.

It was the day after The Day. Job-
son had taken the back street to get to his
store so as not to advertise his worldliness
to the crowd of churchgoers, and now sat
before his screened desk to "look things
over." And the more he looked and figured
the more his brow wrinkled.

"I can't understand it at all"—so he
communed with himself. "I've had a
rattling big Christmas trade ; I have sold out
practically all of the special holiday stuff
and reduced my regular goods to much
below the normal stock ; and yet —."

He gazed into vacancy, biting the end
of his pencil, then he began again:

"Now, here's what. I have in bank to
show for my cash receipts ; and there's about
so much on my books ; and the stock that's
left is probably just about the same in value
as at the end of last Christmas season.
Here's what I owe ; my expenses for the
year were certainly no greater than the year
before ; so

He sank back in his chair in painful
cogitation, closed his eyes so as to shut out
the baleful figures over which he had been
puzzling, then muttered to himself : "By
jimmy, it looks as though I had 'gone back'
about a thousand dollars ! I can't under-
stand it at all."

"0, can't you ?" spoke a voice. "Maybe
we can help." And, to Jobson's amazement
and terror, twelve solemn specters came into
view and squatted in stiff-necked dignity on
the floor in front of him.

The eldest spoke : "My name is Janu-
ary ; the boy of a year ago grows white-
whiskered, as you see, about Christmas
time.. These eleven others with me are,
variously, February, March, April, and so
on. We months are here to try the case of
Jacob Jobson vs. Success. We are the jury
of twelve ; more than that, we are the judge,
the district attorney and all the witnesses,
and from our decision there is no appeal.
The Court is in order and we will proceed."

Jobson made an effort to get on his feet,
with intention of bolting for the door and
out into the sunshine and frosty air—this
uncanny gathering of ghosts was too much
for him ; but July shouted,"SIT DOWN !" and
producing an enormous firecracker from a
pocket in his coattails, said: "If you make
another move I'll set this off under your
chair and blow you through the roof ! Ex-
cuse me, brethren," turning to the other
months, "for thus announcing a punishment
without first consulting my colleagues, but
I can't help these breaks—you know I had
to do with a Declaration of Independence
back in 1776. But now let us go ahead
with our business in a regular manner, and
I suggest that the witnesses testify in the
order of their descending ages. Will Janu-
ary then, be first to help this wretch, Jobson,
to 'understand' why things look bad for
him ?"
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The venerable January arose, stroked

his white beard and faced the shivering
jeweler. "Jobson," he began, "in the early
days of human history, when I was one of
the mythological gods, I was known as
Janus, the Double-faced, because of my
standing in the gateway of the New Year.
I was represented with one wrinkled, old
face, looking back over the year past and
another bright and youthful face looking
forward into the year to come. But in these
modern times I conform to modern prac-
tices, and never look back ; so that one face
serves. I make this statement in order that
you may take seriously what I have to say;
you will therefore keep in mind that I am
no longer double-faced, but very earnest and
sincere.

"My evidence against you, Jobson, is
limited to my observations in the month of
my reign only ; and each of my brethren will
likewise confine himself to your offences in
the month in which he is sole ruler ; do you
understand ? Well, then, getting right down
to brass tacks, I want to ask you"—here he
took a step forward and shook a bony finger
under Jobson's nose—"When did you last
take an account of stock?"

Jobson's voice failed him ; his teeth
rattled together like a pair of castanets ; he
tried to crawl down into his collar. At
length a whisper came : "Twelve or fifteen
years ago."

"And yet, you miserable wretch, you
can't understand' ! Why, how can you know
whether you are going forward, or standing
still, or sliding back, unless you do make an
annual inventory of your possessions and
compare it with the previous annual inven-
tory ? You are not a merchant ; you're a
guesser ; you're a gambler. You have no
basis on which to plan your future opera-
tions ; you have no ground on which to ask
for credit ; you are sailing an uncharted sea
without compass or rudder. You can't find
out your condition from the simple kind of
bookkeeping that you use. You are just
a plain fool!

"My other complaint against you, Job-
son, is the natural child of the first. You
never 'clean house'; you don't keep an eye
on your accumulations of out-of-date styles
and sweep them out of your stock by the
heroic method of 'the bargain price. In
consequence, you are deceiving yourself as
to the value of your stock ; for you are
loaded down with a lot of unsalable stuff
that will not produce cost finally. Now, if
you regularly took an account of stock at the
beginning of the year you would see these
has-beens, would realize their depreciation
and would be moved to hurry them out.
You are either too sleepy, or too lazy, or too
much of an ass to run an up-to-date store.
You ought to have your nose pulled !"

He stepped forward to do the nose-
pulling, while Jobson yelled in terror, but
August jumped to the fore and pushed the
white-bearded veteran into his seat.

"It might be expected of me," laughed
he, "to go off into such a tantrum, for I'm
historically 'hot' ; but for a 'cold' proposition
like you, January, it seems a little unbecom-
ing. Still, I recognize your aggravation, for
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Jobson's shortcomings hit your month pretty
hard. Go ahead, February."

A little man, the smallest of the twelve,
hopped to his feet. "The sawed-off month
will be as short in his speech, Jobson, as he
is in his stature. My complaint against this
chump is," turning to the other months,
"that he doesn't take advantage of the op-
portunities which I offer him. I have only
twenty-eight days in my reign, but it is
notable for three—count them, three—
special occasions : Lincoln's Birthday, Wash-
ington's Birthday and St. Valentine's Day.
Here are three times when Jobson could
score, but he sits through them like a bump
on a log. I don't brag that they are great
for selling goods, but they are valuable for
creating favorable public opinion to Jobson
—and that's worth while ! If he dressed his
windows for these ocassions and got out
some clever, appropriate advertising, the
people would warm to him because he
showed enterprise and snap and a sense of
values in historical events ; but he yawns
through the month without even lifting an
appreciate eyebrow at his opportunities.
Rats !" And he sat down so hard that he
nearly went through a knothole in the floor.

March hustled forward, puffing and
snorting ; blustered so fiercely that Jobson
feared he was to be totally annihilated then
and there ; fumed in wild gesticulations, and
all the brethren were apprehensive as to
coming events. August whispered to his
neighbor, "Let's stop him before he gets
started, for he's all 'wind' and once he cuts
loose he'll storm around so dreadfully that
THE KEYSTONE won't print it." Then to
March : "I say, old fellow, hadn't you better
sit down and compose yourself? else this
timid brother, April, will be too nervous
to make his speech. That's a good chap—
thank you!"

April, wearing a violet in his buttonhole
and carrying a lily, bowed to his brethren
right and left ; a pale, slender, blue-eyed
youth, attired in the correct fashion of
spring clothes.

"Dear Mr. Jobson," he said, "I trust
you will excuse this statement of my griev-
ances against you"—

Jobson here gave the first symptom of
a returning mental normality. He sat up
and took notice.

"— but the fact is, you have hurt my
feelings d-r-e-a-d fully every year that I
have reigned. (I did not say rained, you
know, though I might be forgiven for the
play on words.) You have never accepted
the two invitations which April always sends
out to all jewelers, whatever their manners
and morals. I shall not dwell too long on
your not availing yourself of the potentiali-
ties of Easter as a gift-giving season, but
must—really must, you know—upbraid you
for your shocking indifference to the ex-
ample of all good housekeepers in my month.
When brooms and mops and paint brushes
and polishes and paperings are fluttering all
around you, how can you forbear ? Please,
dear Mr. Johson, please turn Mrs. O'Guire
loose in yoli r store for several nights, come
next Easter, so that I may not spot my

(Continued on page 2057)
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Jobson Before the Jury:
A Christmas Story

BY JOHN TWEEZER

The Jobson brow was wrinkled in per-
plexity ; the Jobson mind was troubled.

It was the day after The Day. Job-
son had taken the back street to get to his
store so as not to advertise his worldliness
to the crowd of churchgoers, and now sat
before his screened desk to "look things
over." And the more he looked and figured
the more his brow wrinkled.

"I can't understand it at all"—so he
communed with himself. "I've had a
rattling big Christmas trade ; I have sold out
practically all of the special holiday stuff
and reduced my regular goods to much
below the normal stock ; and yet —."

He gazed into vacancy, biting the end
of his pencil, then he began again:

"Now, here's what- I have in bank to
show for my cash receipts ; and there's about
so much on my books ; and the stock that's
left is probably just about the same in value
as at the end of last Christmas season.
Here's what I owe ; my expenses for the
year were certainly no greater than the year
before ; so —."

He sank back in his chair in painful
cogitation, closed his eyes so as to shut out
the baleful figures over which he had been
puzzling, then muttered to himself : "By
jimmy, it looks as though I had 'gone back'
about a thousand dollars ! I can't under-
stand it at all."

"0, can't you ?" spoke a voice. "Maybe
we can help." And, to Jobson's amazement
and terror, twelve solemn specters came into
view and squatted in stiff-necked dignity on
the floor in front of him.

The eldest spoke: "My name is Janu-
ary ; the boy of a year ago grows white-
whiskered, as you see, about Christmas
time.. These eleven others with me are,
variously, February, March, April, and so
on. We months are here to try the case of
Jacob Jobson vs. Success. We are the jury
of twelve ; more than that, we are the judge,
the district attorney and all the witnesses,
and from our decision there is no appeal.
The Court is in order and we will proceed."

Jobson made an effort to get on his feet,
with intention of bolting for the door and
out into the sunshine and frosty air—this
uncanny gathering of ghosts was too much
for him ; but July shouted,"Srr DOWN !" and
producing an enormous firecracker from a
pocket in his coattails, said: "If you make
another move I'll set this off under your
chair and blow you through the roof ! Ex-
cuse me, brethren," turning to the other
months, "for thus announcing a punishment
without first consulting my colleagues, but
I can't help these breaks—you know I had
to do with a Declaration of Independence
back in 1776. But now let us go ahead
with our business in a regular manner, and
I suggest that the witnesses testify in the
order of their descending ages. Will Janu-
ary then, be first to help this wretch, Jobson,
to 'understand' why things look bad for
him ?"
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The venerable January arose, stroked
his white beard and faced the shivering
jeweler. "Jobson," he began, "in the early
days of human history, when I was one of
the mythological gods, I was known as
Janus, the Double-faced, because of my
standing in the gateway of the New Year.
I was represented with one wrinkled, old
face, looking back over the year past and
another bright and youthful face looking
forward into the year to come. But in these
modern times I conform to modern prac-
tices, and never look back ; so that one face
serves. I make this statement in order that
you may take seriously what I have to say
you will therefore keep in mind that I am
no longer double-faccd, but very earnest and
sincere.

"My evidence against you, Jobson, is
limited to my observations in the month of
my reign only ; and each of my brethren will
likewise confine himself to your offences in
the month in which he is sole ruler ; do you
understand ? Well, then, getting right down
to brass tacks, I want to ask you"—here he
took a step forward and shook a bony finger
under Jobson's nose—"When did you last
take an account of stock f"

Jobson's voice failed him ; his teeth
rattled together like a pair of castanets ; he
tried to crawl down into his collar. At
length a whisper came: "Twelve or fifteen
years ago."

"And yet, you miserable wretch, you
can't understand' ! Why, how can you know
whether you are going forward, or standing
still, or sliding back, unless you do make an
annual inventory of your possessions and
compare it with the previous annual inven-
tory ? You are not a merchant ; you're a
guesser ; you're a gambler. You have no
basis on which to plan your future opera-
tions ; you have no ground on which to ask
for credit ; you are sailing an uncharted sea
without compass or rudder. You can't find
out your condition from the simple kind of
bookkeeping that you use. You are just
a plain fool!

"My other complaint against you, Job-
son, is the natural child of the first. You
never 'clean house'; you don't keep an eye
on your accumulations of out-of-date styles
and sweep them out of your stock by the
heroic method of 'the bargain price.' In
consequence, you are deceiving yourself as
to the value of your stock; for you are
loaded down with a lot of unsalable stuff
that will not produce cost finally. Now, if
you regularly took an account of stock at the
beginning of the year you would see these
has-beens, would realize their depreciation
and would be moved to hurry them out.
You are either too sleepy, or too lazy, or too
much of an ass to run an up-to-date store.
You ought to have your nose pulled !"

He stepped forward to do the nose-
pulling, while Jobson yelled in terror, but
August jumped to the fore and pushed the
white-bearded veteran into his seat.

"It might be expected of me," laughed
he, "to go off into such a tantrum, for I'm
historically 'hot' ; but for a 'cold' proposition
like you, January, it seems a little unbecom-
ing. Still, I recognize your aggravation, for
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Jobson's shortcomings hit your month pretty
hard. Go ahead, February."

A little man, the smallest of the twelve,
hopped to his feet. "The sawed-off month
will be as short in his speech, Jobson, as he
is in his stature. My complaint against this
chump is," turning to the other months,
"that he doesn't take advantage of the op-
portunities which I offer him. I have only
twenty-eight days in my reign, but it is
notable for three—count them, three—
special occasions : Lincoln's Birthday, Wash-
ington's Birthday and St. Valentine's Day.
Here are three times when Jobson could
score, but he sits through them like a bump
on a log. I don't brag that they are great
for selling goods, but they are valuable for
creating favorable public opinion to Jobson
—and that's worth while ! If he dressed his
windows for these ocassions and got out
some clever, appropriate advertising, the
people would warm to him because he
showed enterprise and snap and a sense of
values in historical events ; but he yawns
through the month without even lifting an
appreciate eyebrow at his opportunities.
Rats !" And he sat down so hard that he
nearly went through a knothole in the floor.

March hustled forward, puffing and
snorting ; blustered so fiercely that Jobson
feared he was to be totally annihilated then
and there ; fumed in wild gesticulations, and
all the brethren were apprehensive as to
coming events. August whispered to his
neighbor, "Let's stop him before he gets
started, for he's all 'wind' and once he cuts
loose he'll storm around so dreadfully that
THE KEYSTONE won't print it." Then to
March : "I say, old fellow, hadn't you better
sit down and compose yourself? else this
timid brother, April, will be too nervous
to make his speech. That's a good chap—
thank you!"

April, wearing a violet in his buttonhole
and carrying a lily, bowed to his brethren
right and left ; a pale, slender, blue-eyed
youth, attired in the correct fashion of
spring clothes.

"Dear Mr. Jobson," he said, "I trust
you will excuse this statement of my griev-
ances against you"—

Jobson here gave the first symptom of
a returning mental normality. He sat up
and took notice.

"— but the fact is, you have hurt my
feelings d-r-e-a-d fully every year that I
have reigned. (I did not say rained, you
know, though I might be forgiven for the
play on words.) You have never accepted
the two invitations which April always sends
out to all jewelers, whatever their manners
and morals. I shall not dwell too long on
your not availing yourself of the potentiali-
ties of Easter as a gift-giving season, but
must—really must, you know—upbraid you
for your shocking indifference to the ex-
ample of all good housekeepers in my month.
When brooms and mops and paint brushes
and polishes and paperings are fluttering all
around you, how can you forbear? Please,
dear Mr. Jobson, please turn Mrs. O'Guire
loose in yo:i r store for several nights, come
next Easter, so that I may not spot my

(Continued on page 2057)
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Jobson Before the Jury:

(Continued from page 2055)

clothes and soil my disposition when I call
on you, and f-f-frown at you, as I do now !"

Jobson nodded "yes" violently. There
were surface indications that the sinner was
coming to repentance.

May and June rose together, arm in
arm, and sang in chorus:

We speak for ourselves and the other ten,
When we name this Jobson as a type of the man
Who blocks success, and fails to rise,
'Cause he doesn't half try to advertise!

(They double.shuffle in front of Jobson, bearing down
on him closer and closer, until his shins receive the
rapidly-moving toes of the dancers. Jobson loses his
regained confidence and seems immersed in deepest gloom.
He looks over his shoulder for a place to hide; but just
then —)

"None of that !" says July, springing to
his feet and waving his gigantic firecracker.
"I'll 'pass' my speech and let this speak for
me—if you move an inch !" Jobson stiff-
ened in speechless terror, even more in awe
of the flashing eyes of July than of his
threatened bomb.

August was sneezing with hay fever
and asked September to speak for both.

"Jobson," he said, "we want to enter a
general protest against your horde of small
sins. You 'crawl' on the cash discount,
counting twenty days as ten. You let ̀ net'
bills drag along, with utter indifference.
You hector and insult and delay the travel-
ing salesman. You don't keep your clothes
clean and you shave only every other day.
You are not absolutely straight ; you do not
lie about your goods, but you don't tell the
exact truth about the cheaper grades. You
walk too close to the edge of the mercantile
proprieties. You"—

But with his violent gesticulations Sep-
tember had got too near his neighbor and
October was thrown off his balance by the
sweeping arm of the speaker (May re-
marked to February that the fall season was
about setting in), and in falling October
tumbled over poor Jobson.

Now, one may bear up with some show
of bravery when an actual human spills him-
self accidentally across one's diaphragm,
but it is another matter when the falling
body is a ghost; and when Jobson realized
that his head had impaled October and was
sticking through his ribs, yet without leav-
ing a sense of the weight of a feather in the
contact, it was just quite too much for the
nerve-racked jeweler. Jobson fainted
away.

The months conferred. "I really
think," said January, "that Jobson has about
as much as he can hold at one sitting—he
might not be able to digest more at this time.
When he comes to himself again he'll likely
do some serious thinking; and what he has
seen and heard here to-day will bear fruit,
surely."

"Yes," answered December," if he can
recall it, which I very much doubt. I
rather expect he'll be so dazed at the recol-
lection of being tried by a jury of twelve
ghosts that his poor human mind will not
work smoothly. If only there was a way
to make a permanent record of what has
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here transpired, so that he could review the
proceedings when his nerves again got back
to the normal there would be hope that the
incident would do him good ; but as it is,
it seems doubtful."

"Well, there is a way," said November.
"I was going to tell Jobson (when it came
my turn) where he could look for the best
counsel when in doubt as to what to do or
what not to do. Of course, you know,
brethren, that I refer to that official mouth-
piece of the months, wherein we print the
very best of our collective wisdom, each of
us in turn assuming a thirty-days' resposi-
bility. Will you, December, whisper the
name into Jobson's dreaming ear ? There!
He'll remember that name when he comes
back to life again and hereafter this day
will be called by him The Day of the Bless-
ing. There's nothing more to do—let's get
home."

The months grew smaller and smaller
as they neared a hanging calendar and then
with a fluttering of the leaves each found
his proper place and all was still.

Jobson opened his eyes; he glanced at
the clock over his desk. "Gee! That's
queer, dozing on Sunday morning out of
church!" He then was deeply thoughtful
for a moment ; pulled a memorandum pad
toward him—hesitated—was subconsciously
driven—finally wrote, "Subscribe for THE
KEYSTONE," and hurried home to dinner.

Was it the closing of his store door
or what was it, that set the leaves of the
calendar to fluttering again?

"Reserving" in the Christmas Sale

Nearly all jewelers urge their cus-
tomers to make selection of Christmas gifts
early in the season, promising to hold the
things so selected until Christmas week and
then deliver them. There is no doubt that
the jeweler who is successful in thus in-
ducing his customers to buy early thereby
increases the total of his Christmas business
and, besides, is able to give late corners bet-
ter attention than when all rush in, at one
time, at the finish.

But there is a word of caution to be
spoken on the subject. The experience of
a jeweler will be the peg on which to hang
our comments.

A prominent Philadelphia jeweler im-
ported a superb piece of Carrara marble a
year ago. The subject was one that would
not appeal to the average buyer, but he had
in his eye a customer whose odd taste, he
calculated, would be exactly suited by this
marble. The jeweler sent for the customer
when the marble was unpacked and, as he
expected, she raved over it and then and
there engaged it. It was to be "set aside"
for her, to be delivered six weeks later, at
Christmas. The price was $250; nothing
was said as to a payment on account.

Within a half-hour, before the piece
could be retired from view, a western visi-
tor entered the store, saw the piece and
called a salesman. With characteristic
promptness he said : "I've taken a fancy to
that odd thing, and if your price isn't over
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$300 I'll take it." The salesman regretted,
etc., but couldn't he show him something
else in fine marbles ? "No, it is that par-
ticular piece, or a fur coat for my wife—so
long."

A week before Christmas the purchaser
entered the store and spied a handsome
piece of inlaid Japanese bronze. How much
is this piece ?" "$150." "Well, I believe I
like it better than the marble, and I'll take
it instead."

The bronze piece was of a character
that made it salable at any time; the marble
had to find its buyer. The marble is still on
the jeweler's hands and is likely to hang on
for at least another Christmas or two.

The weak point in the original sale was
that there was nothing done to impress
ownership on the buyer. If she was a cash
customer a payment of $5o (on a unique
thing, as this was) should have been gently
and diplomatically arranged for ; if she was
a "charge" customer, a bill should have been
rendered then and there. Of course, in
either case the customer might have desired,
finally, to exchange for the bronze ; but she
would at least have been under restraint in
so suggesting. She would have been under
the consciousness that there had been a com-
pleted sale—witness the receipt for $5o on
account ; witness the "charge" bill in hand.
She would have been more embarrassed in
escaping from her moral obligations than
had she been without these papers testifying
to the sale.

The moral is, in "setting aside" selected
goods for customers either get a payment
on account to bind the sale or (in case the
customer will require credit) deliver a bill
for the goods. Otherwise you may be
obliged to "carry over" an item that is too
Christmasy for the year-around trade and
may lose the opportunity of selling it else-
where; and the latter argument may be tac-
tically brought to bear in securing a payment
on account.

The skilful merchant will know how to
make his point without giving offence at all.

Laugh!
Don't make a funeral procession of

life's journey. Sorrows will come, and ag-
gravations will abound, and a thousand
brambles will fall across your path ; but
don't anticipate them with fear or recall
them with pain. Look hopefully to the
future. Let the world see you cheery.
Honest laughter is the odor of the flower
of life ; the sparkle in life's cup; the juice
of the fruit of its tree. A laugh is the key
wherewith we decipher the man. Avoid the
everlasting barren simperer ; and him in
whose smiles lies a cold glitter as of ice;
and the sniggerer and the titterer ; and one
with a husky cachinnation, as though he
were laughing through wool. Even gruff,
sour Thomas Carlyle admitted that "the man
who cannot laugh is not only 'fit for trea-
sons, stratagems and spoils,' but his whole
life is already a treason and a stratagem."
So let your laugh ring out and you will
find that the world laughs with you—"weep,
and you weep alone." J. T.
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Horsemen, Automobilists
and Scientific Purposes

41. Acknowledged in Europe and America as the most

accurate and reliable make on the market. Neat and up-to-

date in every way. Send for illustrated booklet of all kinds

of Complicated Watches and place your order early, as these

goods have been short every season for past five years.

JULES RACINE & CO.
Chicago, 103 State St. New York, 37 Maiden Lane

 EXCLUSIVE IMPORTERS 

Prompt Deliveries
Our reputation for good work is unexcelled, for deliveries a
little slow. This is due to one cause only—too many orders for
our capacity; but this refers to the past. With our new addition
we will have a capacity of $2,000,000 annually. We will carry
an enormous stock of cases in the white, ready for finishing.
Let us figure with you for one case or an outfit.

Write for Catalogue C 2

Grand Rapids Show Case Co.
GRAND RAPIDS :: MICHIGAN
Branch Factory: LUTKE MFG. CO., PORTLAND, OREGON

New York Office and Showroom, 724 Broadway I Under Our Own
St. Louis Office and Showroom, 1329-1331 Washington Ave. J Management

THE LARGEST SHOW CASE PLANT IN THE WORLD
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An Iowa Merchant's Solution of
the Mail-order Business

I have heard it said that the problem
of the retailer meeting the competition of
the big mail-order house is mainly a matter
of individual effort.

And I have also heard it said that if
you'll fall off a freight train any dark night
at any station in Iowa and crack your shins
against four boxes of merchandise while
making your debut, that three out of four
of these boxes will be found to hail from a
Chicago mail-order house.

I have reason to believe that there is
some truth in both of these statements.

As to the first statement I am positive
it is all truth ; as to the last—well, the brake-
man was chasing me too hotfoot to give me
time to take a second look at those boxes.

However, I have heard more kicks
from Iowa about what the big mail-order
houses are doing to put merchants on the
blink than from any other State in the
Union.

And I have read more resolutions by
Iowa merchants' associations against these
mail-order concerns than I've seen in print
from the balance of the United States.

But I am not ready to say that Iowa
merchants do all their fighting with their
mouths, for the seat of my pants will testify
differently, and I haven't yet met all the
merchants of that blooming commonwealth.

However, it seems to me that they are
great out there to talk "agin' what is," and
bottle it up in the form of resolutions and
pack it away in the pigeonholes.

But here in Grinnell, Iowa, I found a
new live one the other day—a merchant who
really believes that a parcels-post law would
be a real blessing to the merchant as well as
the consumer, and who believes in handling
the mail-order problem as he would handle
any other one competitor.

I shall, in this article, call him "Sam,"
for short—and to save him the bother of
answering several thousand inquiries—and
tell you of one or two things that he is doing
by individual effort to put the mail-order
houses off the map in his immediate vicinity.

When I happened into Sam's store last
week to buy a new bandana I got so
wrapped up in his scheme that I stayed all
clay and ate two meals at his expense.

I'll let him tell it himself.
"You see, Tramp," said Sam, "the only

way to keep these Chicago mail-order
houses from coming out here and getting
my business is to pitch in and get it myself.

• "You know that this town is too little
for the papers to be much good as advertis-
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ing mediums and consequently if I want to
reach the people I have to use circulars.

"Now, every other merchant in this
town is using circulars and the Chicago
mail-order houses are sending their cata-
logues and special sheets to half the people
hereabouts.

"I figured it out that I could afford
a big circular about the size of a newspaper
page, or larger, as often as once a month.

"After deciding on that, then I had the
problem of making my circulars different
from my local competitors, in order to at-
ract more attention.

"That's when I decided to make a
'mail-order' sheet of it and go in for big
game and fight the mail-order houses of
Chicago.

"So I got my circular out in the form
of a trade paper and called it `Sam's Shop
Song and Mail-order Guide.'

"This store paper is a little four-page
affair, using about as much space as a page
and a half in a regular newspaper.

"Under the name of the paper I have a
line, 'Buy by Mail or Telephone. The Dis-
tance from You to Sam is Only a Stamp or
the Length of Your Tongue.'

"Three-fourths of my paper each
month is devoted to my ad, in which I quote
items and prices.

"The other fourth is devoted to any old
interesting thing I can think up, or clip
with my scissors.

"This paper circulates within a radius
of twenty miles of Grinnell.

"I started with a new 4000-name mail-
ing list and have since culled it down to
2000.

"Everybody on my mailing list now is
some one who has bought goods of me.

"The paper is profitable now. It wasn't
at first.

"I am depending upon extending my
mail-order trade by word of mouth and
every month we mail a few new copies to
people by request of their neighbors.

"We don't put any more names on the
regular mailing list until the persons have
bought goods from us by mail, telephone or
in the store in person.

"No, ̀ Sam's Shop Song' is not a
strictly mail-order proposition. Its mission
is to get business in any old way that's
honorable.

"However, every month I put in lots
of hot talk about ordering goods by tele-
phone or mail to head oft money that Might
go to Chicago.

"I guarantee satisfaction in all pur-
chases or refund the money—and I refund
it without any red tape.

"In that much I go the mail-order
houses one better, for a customer that sends
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her money to them has a lot of red tape
and long waiting to get it back.

"I give the money back right away to.
anybody who wants it.

"Now I'll come to the scheme of how
I got the people around here to ordering by
mail from me.

"The first four issues of my paper had
a check folded in, payable to bearer for
twenty-five cents, good only upon a dollar's
purchase of merchandise when ordered by
mail and only one check was good on any
one dollar purchase.

"Thus, if a customer got hold of four
checks and sent me four dollars, she got
five dollars' worth of merchandise.

"Expensive on the face of it? Yes.
But it didn't work out that way.

"There was only a few instances where
one person sent me back more than one
check. You see the people who got them
wanted to spend them themselves, if they
found they were good.

"They found they were good.
"After I got the mail orders coming I

quit sending out the checks with. the paper,
but instead I sent each customer a personal
check, good in payment on any amount of
merchandise she may order from me.

"This is the way I do it : When I re-
ceive an order by mail the order is filled
and I send the customer a letter of thanks
and enclose in that letter a check amounting
to 3 per cent. of her last purchase, good on
any future purchases.

"Consequently every woman on our
mail-order list has in her possession a check
good to be spent on goods bought at this
store. See the point ? It's a lead-pipe cinch.
I keep them coming back all the time after
I once get them.

"I have a special check printed for this
purpose, labeled `Sam's Profit-sharing
Check.' I don't give checks for less than a
dollar purchase and I never get a mail-
order for less than a dollar anyway.

"Oh, the Chicago mail-order houses,
Tramp, might as well cut Grinnell off their
list."—The Tramp, in Modern Merchant.

Marie Antoinette's Clock
Among the clocks at Versailles is one

of great interest historically, for it belonged
to the hapless consort of Louis XVI. It is
a musical clock. For many years it has
been out of order, but on the initiative of
Comte de Beauchamp it has been -restored
by M. Leroy, a descendant of the con-
structor of the timepiece. The clock, after
so many years of silence, produces the popu-
lar airs of the end of the eighteenth century
which delighted in her days of happiness
Marie Antoinette.
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OUR GOODS
are of the Quality which appeals

to the Best Trade.

(At a Price to suit the pocket-

book of the masses.

4L Headquarters for everything in
the Line ?/' Jewelry.

4L Let our traveling men show you
our line, our Goods will do the rest.

we FRONTIER JEWELRY
MANUFACTURING CO.
BUFFALO NEW YORK

THE IDEAL
GIFT

UMBRELLA

Look for the
net:muff ULL"
on the
--button
It means as
much as
"Sterling"

Even the old-fashioned umbrella
makes a most desirable

Christmas gift.
41,But this newer, finer kind of
umbrella—the Hull, with its
detachable and interchangeable
handle, comes close to the ideal
for Christmas giving.
(With all the characteristics of the
finest and handsomest umbrella
you ever bought, you secure, in
the Hull features which no other
umbrella of any type can furnish
you. The detachable handle of the

Hull Umbrella
is not only the pioneer invention
of its kind, but the one successful
development of the detachable
and interchangeable idea.
41. When you present a Hull
umbrella, you enable the recipient
who becomes attached to the

handle to secure a new umbrella by simply having some Hull
dealer attach a new cover to the old handle. This at the
cost of recovering an ordinary umbrella.
(Or you may feel inclined to give a set of handles with a
single cover ; or several covers of different styles and types
which can be attached to one handle as the owner sees fit.
(But be sure you buy the Hull. Your leading jeweler

should be able to show you a good assort-
ment of Hull umbrellas and handles. But
if such is not the case, send us the coupon
and we will see that you are supplied in
time for Christmas giving.

HULL BROTHERS UMBRELLA CO.
TOLEDO, OHIO

Send booklet showing Hull umbrellas and detach-
able handles to

Reduced copy one-fourth page advertisement in THE SATURDAY
EVENING POST December 4, 1909. All "HULL" dealers should
procure this issue and display it in their show windows with a nice assort-
ment of HULL UMBRELLAS.
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Extraordinary Associations and
Adventures of Some of the

Great Gems

Men have never collected great crystals
just for personal adornment, writes Frank-
lin Clarkin in Everybody's Magazine. Even
that "fribble in lace and spangles," the rival
of Beau Brummel, and afterwards George
IV of England—even he sought them
simply for some Perdita he was pursuing.
Louis XIV, Le Grand Monarque, purchased
twenty-five large diamonds, mostly for his
mistresses—La Valliere, whose name still
endures in a form of trinket, Montespan,
Fontanges, Maintenon. Among them was
the wondrous "Pitt."

A slave in India had found
The "Pitt" it. Having found it, his
Diamond heart shouted for liberty.

Cutting the calf of his leg
in order to hide the diamond within the slit,
he limped to the coast. To an English ship
captain he offered it for passage to any
country where men were free. The captain
quite casually, and with nice humor, took
the gem and threw the slave into the sea.

The guerdon of such jesting release
from servitude was sold to a dealer for
$5000, and through him reached Sir Robert
Pitt, Governor of Fort St. George, for
$102,000, who shipped it home to England
to be faceted. A Scotch financier, John
Law, then doing business in France, negoti-
ated, for a fee of $25,000, the sale of the
diamond to the Regent (afterward Louis
XIV), at $775,000. It is pleasant to re-
member that thereby the fortunes of the
house of Pitt were restored, and that the
seller's son, William Pitt, and his grandson,
the Earl of Chatham, were assisted to high
place and service by opportunities made
possible through the profit on the diamond
for which a poor slave, seeking freedom,
was thrown into the sea.

France was impoverished by
what Louis XV squandered
upon war, his "Pompa-
dour," and that "wonder-
fully dizened woman," Du

Barry. 1-us successor, friend of the Ameri-
can Revolution, kept aloof from licentious-
ness and for the sake of France economized
in expenses and placed the "Pitt" diamond
in the crown. A monarch of simple life—
what irony that through his queen, Marie
Antoinette, be should have lost his decent
head on account of a string of diamonds.

That queen, of sad pre-eminence in
beauty and misfortune, covets a necklace,
and a prince cardinal covets the queen.
Talleyrand prophesies : "This will overturn
the throne." Consequences come swiftly:
a guillotine is presently cutting in sunder
the lovely neck the diamonds were to adorn
and the queen, I vote, not guilty after all ;
while there follows the ghastliest of all revo-
lutions. Uprises one of the people, becomes
a chief of armies and a pro-consul, an em-
peror who dismays Europe.

He has many wars. He is continually
under the necessity of sustaining himself in
place and prestige, and he carries in his
sword hilt the monster diamond—the "Pitt,"
valuable enough to ransom a king in times

Set in
Monarch's
Crown
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not long gone. In the Revolution the
"Pitt," then called the "Regent," had been
pillaged from the Garde Meuble and hidden
in a ditch. A thief promised to reveal the
whereabouts of the jewel in return for par-
don. Thus Napoleon came by it. When
hard pressed, after the 18th Brumaire, he
pawned it to Holland. (Not long ago the
French Republic redeemed it.)

The "Kohinoor" 
eI ovt elas t ofteonovheatppe, 

seek, 
that

come into possession of ex-
traordinary diamonds has invited the light-
nings of fate. Nadir, Shah of Persia, de-
scended upon Delhi and carried off the dia-
monds of the treasury. Conspirators soon
accomplished his death and one of them,
his treasurer, fled with the "Kohinoor."

This treasurer founded a new empire
in Kabul ; when he died, the "Kohinoor"
was among his possessions. Successors
came, were killed or driven forth the
"Kohinoor" descended. It was in the La-
hore treasury when the British annexed that
country, confiscated everything to the East
India Company for debt, and stipulated that
the famous diamond should go to Queen
Victoria. It became her symbol of empire
over India.

"The Star of the South"
did bring independence and
comfort to one slave, the
one who found it ; but, as

usual in the history of great dia-
monds, sinister occurrences attended its
career. First sold for $55,000, next for
$6o,000, it finally was obtained by that
remarkable fancier of diamonds, the de-
posed Gaikwar of Baroda, who paid for it
$400,000. Whether, as in so many previous
instances, his possession of this and numer-
ous other diamonds made him a fit object
for despoilment, one doesn't know. The
fact is, that he soon was complained of to
the English protectors as one whose fad
was "murderously to destroy his refractory
subjects with diamond dust." It was in-
ferred that he collected scintillant crystals
only to kill subtly with the dust he ground
from them ; so when he was charged with
having tried upon a British resident, Colonel
Phayre, this magnificent and oriental mania,
it was simple to have the Gaikwar tried,
found guilty and by a mandate of the Queen
stripped of his inherited place.

As Regent, Joao IV of Portugal had
gathered from his colony of Brazil the finest
lot of diamonds in the world. Portugal was
a litttle kingdom and looked "easy." Spain
invaded it; then Napoleon ; England always
to the rescue. The royal family and the
nobles fled ungallantly from Napoleon to
Brazil, carrying the diamonds.

The "Braganza" 
JAotaoRio w durwhig ore cetrhemonials

e great
"Braganza" (uncut, and

weighing a pound) suspended from his neck
by a gold cord. It was burdensome, such a
treasury, but the sight inspired diamond
hunters, smugglers and slaves. Whether
it is really the largest diamond known, or
only a white topaz, nobody can say. It suits
the Portuguese to let the theory stand that
it is the largest diamond and worth $3oo,-

"Star of
the South"
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Of the "Sanci" diamond
The "Saner that is being worn by Mrs.

Waldorf Astor—a gift from
her father-in-law, half what has been said is
mere myth. It couldn't have been worn by
Charles the Bold and "taken from the
frozen finger of his corpse." For that gem
was the "Florentine," now owned by the
Emperor of Austria. Elizabeth of England
purchased it when De Sanci, extravagant
and splendid, was low in purse. When
Charles became king and sent Buckingham
to Paris to bring back his bride, Henrietta,
the messenger wore the "Sanci." Charles
quarreled with his queen, Henrietta, and
with his Parliament, and not long afterward
Cromwell asked for his head. Henrietta
gave the diamond to the Earl of Worcester.
Worcester probably gave it back to the
Stuarts, for whom he ruined himself, for
it descended to James II. James's disas-
trous reign cost him the crown, but he kept
the "Sanci." That and other jewels which
he took away with him supported various
Stuart pretenders ; this particular one was
sold to Louis XIV of France for $125,000.

Stolen with other jewels in 5792, the
"Sanci" disappeared for thirty-six years.
A jeweler came by it and Prince Demidoff
purchased it for his wife. Twenty years
later she let it go. to Jamsetjee Ieejeeboy, a
rich merchant of Bombay. Again it ap-
peared at a Paris jeweler's shop and was
sold to the Maharajah of Puttilala. He,
too, came upon hard times. It was from a
London jeweler that William Waldorf Astor
bought it for his son's bride.

Whether luck has attended
the "Orloff," which blazes,
big as a walnut, in the im-

perial scepter of -Russia, you may judge for
yourself. It was set there by Catherine the
Great, in tenderest memory of her earliest
favorite, whose brother, by strangling her
husband, Peter III, placed her in absolute
dominion. Well-looking and talented, this
favorite, Grigori Orloff, held place from the
age of twenty-eight to thirty-eight. Having
then "violated the first law of love," he was
sent on a mission to Turkey. Word comes
to him that he has been supplanted by Vas-
siltchkof. Back he posts, only to be stopped
by Catherine's orders outside St. Peters-
burg. She is kind, she is tender, but she
tells him to go on and wander and accept
from her to0,000 rubles a year allowance.

He broods. In Leghorn he learns of
the arrival from the East of a superb dia-
mond. Stories of it interest him ; it was
stolen from the eye of an idol in Mysore by
a French grenadier ; it was part of the "lost
Great Mogul" which, not really lost, had
been split in two. Orloff pays $450,000 for
the gem and forwards it as a peace offering.
The Czarina accepts—and she firmly inserts
his gift in the imperial scepter. But, having
pride and further intrigues, she does not
take Orloff back. The day comes to him
when reason gives away, and, sinking into
the black abyss of madness, he dies. Cath-
erine still cares. "The loss," she writes,
"put me into a fever, with such delirium
that I had to be bled."

The "Orloff"

If in doubt, get a Moseley Lathe, and you will
000,000. be more than satisfied. Get the genuine.—Adv
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1107 $ 7,50

1092 $6.25

SET $14.75

1106 $ 425

SET $8.75

1091 $3.75

1090 $2.50

roe "EDGEWOOD"
BAR PIN

Regarded by the best jewelers in Amer-
ica as the choice of all the enamel pins
on the market this season.

The pin is patented.
The gold is fourteen karat.
The workmanship is perfect.
There are eight colors of enamel.

This is One of the Many Good Things in the
Beautiful Line of

THE HARVEY J. FLINT
COMPANY, Providence, R. I. 
Makers of Fourteen Karat Gold Jewelry

CUT GLASS of QUALITY

No. 4635
4 pt. Jug

Puritan

Send for
Catalogue

KELLY & STEINMAIV, INC.
Manufacturers HONESDALE, PA.

Are you using

Norton Grinding Wheels
made of Alundum for

Jewelry Repairing or Glass Cutting?

NORTON COMPANY
Worcester, Mass.

Alit odium Plant

Niagara Fulls, N. V.

NeW York Office Chicago Store

50 Church St. 27 N. Canal St.
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Holiday Advertising Campaign

We submit below as an object lesson
to our readers a random selection from the
newspaper advertising now being done by
some progressive members of the trade. In
the announcements here shown there is
little to criticise and much to commend.
The severest critic we think will scarcely
gainsay the fact that the space is used to
excellent purpose.

An impressive and very suggestive
feature of the pre-holiday advertising this
year is the unusual number of announce-
ments devoted to the subject of diamonds

®
GIFT SUGGESTIONS

Ladies' Cold Watches

Gent's Gold Watches

Birth Stone Rings
Diamond Rings
Signet Rings
Set Rings
Cuff Links
Scarf Pins
Studs

Gold CroSses
Lockets
Festoons
Bracelets
Neck Chains
Gold Charms
Ear 'Rings
Toilet Sets
Brooches
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alone. This applies not only to the large
cities, but also to those of modern popula-
tion and even to the smaller towns, indicat-
ing the strong predilection for diamonds
cultivated in•the public in recent years. The
fact that diamonds are continually advanc-
ing in price and are, consequently, believed
to be a safe investment, and the equally im-
portant fact that time and wear have no
deteriorating effect on these goods, seem to
have much influence with jewelry pur-
chasers who concentrate their spendable
cash on one of these gems in preference to
using it for miscellaneous purchases of
cheaper and more perishable articles. It is

Fountain Pens
Belt Buckles
Shaving Mugs
Clothes Brushes
Manicure Sets
Hand Mirrors
Jewel Boxes
Hat Brushes
Waist Sets

Any article laid aside o n small deposit until Christmas.

ABE LINCOFF
Watch Maker Jeweler Optician

105 Bridge Street

INJLIMERDING• . • • • PA.
i'eeesesseeeeeceeeez)eneeeeeeseeee

DIAMOND NEWS.

There lois been a recent ad-

%mire of 9 per cent. In rough
diamonds and wages of dia-
mond cutters of 12 1-2 per

cent. and an additional 12 1-2
per cent. has been conceded.

Rumors of Further
Advances

In the Immediate future ren-
der Investments In diamonds
safe and most droiltal,le ven-

ture. See our diamond win-

dow. I can show you diamond

prices that are Investments.

C. SCHOLLER,
THE JEWELER.

DIAMONDS 
The most Appreciated of aft
gifts can be purchased at this
store With absolute confidence.
Our stock Is carefully selected
=and the stones artistically
mounted.
Ladies' Diamond Rings, $15

and upward.
Gents' Diamond Rings, 225

and upward.

PAULE'S JEWELRY STORE

A Pre-holiday

Diamond
Sale

Many will want to give a ,

mond as a Holiday gilt and this
sale is inaugurated in order that

purchases may he _Made at these

low •priCcs and articles laid

aside. These- diamonds were

bought' hetere the last three .

rises and are of a much liner

•quality than present importations.

A 25 Per Cent
Saving, for a
Few Days Only
5-4-E Stud or Ring $57.50

• Stud or Ring  262.5e

3-4-K. Stud or Ring $50.00

r-IL. 'Stud or Ring. —4145 to th55
All Fancy Cluster. Goods at

GreaUy Reduced Prices.

......C.C.'..".••:-;,-:-:..,.....,......:.:...:.....),...,...,...:..............,..x.,...:........„........,..,t,

.... STONE ST DACII (0115S 1ff.,...i ONLY $125 EACH 
1.

.1.
s. Only a few left at this ,.ricil They are beautlea If you want i
..t.
.1.

1 something' flne . at ga mod7rate ;trice; now ts your time.. I" ̀ Awe .

..i.. °there'd 'very riot designs such its'. jeweled butterflies,- etc., .nt ....

,i. if 4.00 to 26.00, 'Come Iii ".iidsec them; they will • surely please

i'. you.

J. H. LEPPER, JEWELER..> .
....o.0.444-7...d.w..o.,..4.• 54-so.c.4+6.S.4:40660.64.0444.04:•4404-114-40.04404444.

..v

If You Boy It m Ureic. It's All Right.

THE BEST
ALARM
CLOCK

If you have use for an
ALARM CLOCK to- wake you
SIP these cold' mornings, then
you „Imam get a good one.
A pat Alarm clock is much
worse than no clock' it all. ,
In these short, days it is fre-
quently still dark when it is
time to get up. You'll over-
sleep unless you' have a RE-
LIABLE ALARM CLOCK,

Otto Ja.rck & Son
!MILERS

412:itortbittopton St.

l. Easton. Pa.
 11111111111■
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highly creditable to the trade that they are
taking advantage of this unique condition
by strong advertising and liberal displays
of diamond stock. It is suggestive of the
progress in the art of publicity that the holi-
day campaign starts a little earlier each year.
We also notice a tendency to secure larger
space with the occasional use of as much as
a half or full page in the local paper. That
results are proportional to advertising, pro-
vided it be properly done, is now conceded
by all merchants, and each year finds a more
liberal publicity appropriateness. Prospects
throughout the country generally are bright
for a brisk holiday trade.

rwr—agrwl
;3 "If You Buy It of Evens 4

Sons It's All Right."

Wedding
AND

Anniversary
Presents

Those who are,looking for
presents for Fall Weddings
and Wedding Anniversaries
will find here a hundred and
one suggestions in' silver, fine
silver plate, cut glass, clocks,
etc.

I
Our stock is varied in as-

sortment and fine in quality,
and our prices are as low as
wauld be asked anywhere for
govt. of like grade.

I
Poi' birthday and other gifts

we offer a large assortment of
high grade watches and jew-
elry of all kinds.

WEDDING
RINGS
OUR
SPECIALTY.

Evans & Sons
Jewelers •nd Opticians,

222-224 Columbia Street.

imeStARO■Rati

Seagnd Block From G 
Street.

FiLtASE her with a ring ofdaintly wrought gold of in-
tricate workmanship, or one

of plainer mouldin which gems
sparkle-it all depends upon
the occasion.

Engagement rings, wedding
rings. Rif c tinge—rings for a thou-
sand flhgers at prices as alluring
us the rings themselves.

Sweet memories Sr. often revivedla acimpiogitt It may boa pin, a
bracelet, an ornament tor the their.a bangle or a brooch in fined orroiled gold.

A. P. HUMPHREYS
THE RELIABLE JEWLER,

Quality Up. Prices Dowc.
102 W. Columbus Ave.

JEWELRY

REMODELING
/Cow is the time to bring In your

old Jewelry to have It made over
Into ionic inodern style. In a few
weeks we will be rushed with our
Christmas business and will not
be able to ghee you the attention
we now can. Our manufacturing
department Is most complete, fit.
led with the most modern appli-
ances, under the direction, of ex-
pert workmen.

Geo. K. Munro,
Jeweler.

rig Do/if ers Ave., GI/ nd Forks

Our
Holiday
Stocks
Are
Most

Complete
New and beautiful goods

throughout the store.

We've ransacked the world's
best markets to 'secure our
holiday stock, and we've sue-,
ceeded splendidly. , There isn't 
a store in Northwest Missouri
with such a complete lino of
soli4, gold jewelry, diamonds,

supplemented by many
rare, .unique and interesting
objects collected from the art
centers abroad, as can be
found at the Kirkpatrick estab-
lishment.

We would ,suggest, however,
that our patrons will promote
their own interests by :Making
early selections while stocks are
fresh and complete.

,We render statements Janu-
ary 1 for goods purchased from
ibis week on, if desired.'

Articles will be held.for fu-
ture delivery.



ALEXANDER H. REVELL & CO.
Chicago,Rees, Dayton, Eastman and Hawthorn Streets

Above cut shows a corner in the Jewelry
Store of Wm. K. Sandberg Co.,

University Bldg., Chicago.

We have reached " Perfection"

in manufacturing Artistic Jewelry

Fixtures, Show Cases, Wall Cases,

Tables, etc.

You can profit by our experience of

more than a "Ouarter of a Century"

and let us design your store or any

changes you contemplate making.

Write us to-day for our
new loose lea/el catalogue
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IRVING CUT
HONESDALE
Eastern and Western Representative
Pacific Coast
Southern
New York City

Rich
Cut Glass
For Select Trade

OUR SPECIALTY is high-

grade ware that suits the

jewelry trade.

The PRETTY DESIGNS,

deep cutting and diamond

sparkle proclaim the

superiority of our product.

The QUALITY attracts and

the moderate price insures
quick sales and large profits.

It is IDEAL CUT GLASS
stock for jewelers of stand-

ing with refined patronage.

Don't Fail to Investigate this Sure-Sale

and RU,f Profit Opportunity

GLASS CO., Inc.
PENNSYLVANIA
  F. J. CLASSEN, Baltimore, Md.
  Al. LEHRE, San Francisco, Cal.

J  H. LEWIS, Atlanta, Ga.
. F. W. REICHENBACHER

Mich-Cut All Cut

MARIE LAMP. 12 x 20

MICH-CUT will please you.

Let us ship you a $50.00 assortment of Best Sellers.

Write us if in the market.

MICHIGAN CUT GLASS CO.
 Lansing, Mich. 
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The Traveling Man's Success
and Regeneration

A Story With a Lesson and a Moral

Heated words, a shower of blows by four
fists, backed up by the strength of youth, an open-
ing taken advantage of by my swift right hand
with all the force at my command and my an-
tagonist measured his length upon the hard floor.
I had knocked down our tyrannical foreman. I
had not murdered him—far from it; I had only
knocked some of the wind out of him and, I hope,
some of the conceit as well. To protect me from
the humiliation of being publicly discharged the
boys let me out of the window and lowered me
to the ground by a rope. Down the alley I flew,
until I came to a place of safety, where I stayed
until darkness came. I then made my way to
the levee, where I pawned my watch for nine
dollars and sixty cents (all the money I had in
the world), got to the depot and caught the first
train for Chicago.

Why should I leave this city where I was
born and reared; where, as a boy I had strolled
in every corner and nook of the staid old town;
where, with comrades of my youth, I had gone
to the river south of the city and in the heat
of the hot summer days had stripped and dived
from the highest places and into the deepest water.
I loved the town; I loved my dear mother, who,
at that moment, was keeping my supper hot and
waiting for her boy, while my father growled
and at last demanded of her that she let me eat my
supper cold if I hadn't the sense to come when
it was ready. Why had I left? Because I wanted
to be a traveling man and my father was trying
to make me follow the work I did not like.

I was not lazy, as my father often claimed.
Up to date proficiency along any line must be got-
ten, I knew, by hard work. Even if following
your natural trend, you must progress step by
step. God made man so that he would have to
struggle to get what the right use of the word
"Success" implies—of Shakespeare's survival of
the fittest—the test which each man's work must
stand against the work of another.

I wanted to be a jewelry salesman and I was
willing to start with the lowest position and work
my way up. I was of fairly good appearance, of
robust health, with good clothes—considering that
they were the same ones I used in the finishing
room of the factory. Being neat of dress earned
me the nickname of "Dan," which was nothing
more or less than an abbreviation for the word
dandy, for my name was not Dan, but Walter Cook.

From place to place, in that fast-growing
city of Chicago I wandered. At the end of the
week my nine dollars and sixty cents had
dwindled to less than a dollar. Every wholesale
jewelry house I had visited from two to three
times, but it was always "No, we do not need
anyone at present," or, "Got any Chicago refer-
ences?" "Where have you last worked in Chi-
cago?" "Know anything about jewelry?"

At last (when my last five cents and all fond
hopes and high ambitions had vanished to parts
unknown) I entered the office (for the third time)
of a well-known firm. "What, here again!" said
the man at the desk, as he glanced up at me
through a pair of really unsympathetic eyes
that seemed to take away the last ray of a fast
fading hope, "I know what you want and I have
told you 'No,' so get out of here for good!"

"Give me a job; any kind of a job ; even clean-
ing up your floors or anything," and I had turned
with my hand on the knob of the door. A gleam
of light, my heart stood still; what was he doing?
He had raised his hand and pushed a button; in
a moment a young man pushed himself past me.
"Take this man up to the polishing room and tell
Hanks to put him to work and report to me on
his way down from work this evening." After
saying this the man at the desk turned back with-
out a word to me, or as much as a glance, and
resumed his work.

I followed my guide up two flights of stairs
and as he opened the door I heard the packers
checking off the goods. "Two dozen watches,"
came from a gruff kind of voice; and then, like
an echo, came in soft and gentle tones, "Two
dozen watches." We passed through the packers
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to a little room in the rear, to what was known
as the polishing room where goods were . re-
carded, diamonds set in their mountings and rings
changed to different sizes, etc. "Boss said to
give this man a job," came from my guide, as
he turned and left me, with a glance as much as
to say, "I am glad I haven't your job." It was a
dirty one; I had to do all the polishing. Even
the roots of my hair became red from the rouge,
and before I washed up at night you would think
I was part Indian. Hanks reported to the man
at the desk that evening, "best kid I have had
in a long time; if he only holds up to the same
gait he will be a proprietor in time."

The polishing room or the packing room
did not hold me long; before two years had rolled
by I had advanced until I was in the sales de-
partment, where I exhibited that efficient personal
power so much needed by a good salesman to
influence the buyer into your enthusiasm of the
value of your goods over that handled by your
competitors (I say your own enthusiasm, for if
it is not in you how can you hope to enthuse
others), and was soon acknowledged to be the
firm's best salesman.

At the end of another year I had been or-
dered to pack my trunk and take to the road,
where my ability to sell goods was given full sway.
All of which only goes to show that if we are
to make the most of ourselves in this world we
must follow the line of work that is most agree-
able to our peculiar desires. The good miner
makes a poor gambler; the good gambler a poor
miner. It is just as hard for a man to make a
success of the wrong kind of business for him
as it is for a farmer in a northern wheat country
to raise cotton.

The man at the desk, who had given me my
start, had always remained my friend; not an inti-
mate friend, for his dignified way placed a barrier
between others and himself. He admired and in
return was admired, but his kingly way prohibited
the intimacy that comes but natural to men of
more jovial character ; but in my rapid advance-
ment I could see his hand. Spoken thanks I had
never given him, but my silent thanks embodied
what words could not have expressed to a man
who gave no compliments and expected no favors.
That he held his high and honored position with
the firm from the time he was seventeen until the
present day was on account of his knowledge of
their particular business down to its every detail.

As my knowledge of the road and my ability
as a salesman developed, I was offered positions
with other firms, all of which I refused, until
one day a much larger and up-to-date firm offered
me a position at a much greater increase in salary.
I walked into the private office of this man, my
silent friend, and asked his advice. "Take it," he
said, "and may your advancement be more rapid
than ever; but if at any time things go wrong
your old position will be waiting to take you
back." We parted as only friends could part, not
to meet again until many years had passed and
time had changed the positions of us both.

My career in its progress upward was not
to be ended by my taking the position as salesman
with the new firm; another epoch was yet to be
added to my life's history. I worked like I had
never worked before from morning until night
(and sometimes half the night) until I had
pushed myself ahead. My sales became larger
than those of the firm's oldest traveling men and
my bank account increased, as my salary and com-
missions became greater, until I had a very nice
balanee to my credit, so when the junior partner
of the firm died I bought of his widow the in-
terest he had held, paying her half down and
giving my note for the balance.

At a meeting of the stockholders I desired to
take the management of the sales department,
which was quickly agreed to by the others. This
was the culmination of my greatest desire. I had
wanted to be a salesman; now I was at the head
of all the salesmen.

Like greater men than I, who have gone be-
fore and will come in the future, I became
hardened to all and was willing to sacrifice every-
thing and everybody that tended to interfere with
my advancement or the progress of my firm. Old
men in our service, but still not good salesmen, I
discharged. I became as a stone to the feelings
of others. The accomplishment of the object of
a man's desire, shining forth in his very soul,
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may bring him to be more of a beast than a man.
Not even the recollection of my own early
struggles softened my feelings to the man without
a position, unless he could advance my interests
faster than the man I had. Times had changed
in business. The savage law of competition. was
now demanding men of the highest qualifications;
progressive, up-to-date proficiency. The firm I
had started with was blind to this fact; modern
business methods did not enter their office and
they fell behind the times, only to be wiped out of
existence by a failure that hardly caused a ripple
on the waters of trade.

Time went on. We opened up a New York
office. I was fast becoming a man of wealth.
My pleasures were my business—it was my God.
It was my only happiness. Every dollar I got
went into the business. Competitors I bought out
or forced out by every means within my grasp.
Even my old partners had I long ago forced out
of the business to get men with more brains and
money. "The man at the desk"; I had long
forgotten him, until one day he walked into my
office. At first I failed to recognize him; after
I did I pretended not to. His trousers had -long
ago seen more wear than their makers ever in-
tended them to and his coat was shiny, with
patches at the elbow. "Give me a job?" was all
he said and rested his hand upon the knob of the
door to my private office. Dignified yet, he would
not beg for the position, he only asked for it.
If he had been dying from starvation; if he and
his frail but loving wife were turned out of
doors he would have held his head as if the
world were his.

He had asked for a position. Could I give
it to him? What use had we for a man worn out
with age, while others younger were ready and
willing to fill the places? So I turned and said
"No." It was a duty I owed the firm.

Slowly he turned, with head erect, but not
a murmer passed his lips as he left the office.

I turned back to my pressing business, but in
front of my face stood the faint outline of the
man at the desk, a tired, worn-out young man
without a cent asking for a position and the man
at the desk gave it to me. Now, in return, I had
sent away this "man at the desk" without even a
nod of recognition or a word of encouragement
passing my lips.

Days went by. At night, as I laid upon my
bed with all the comforts of modern times at my
disposal, or at the office, where the rush of busi-
ness filled my mind, the vision of the poor old
man haunted me. At last, weary of fighting my
conscience, I decided to help him. Taking down
the directory I looked for his name, but could not
find it. Calling a young clerk into my office I
wrote a note and handed it to him. "Take this
and deliver it before you come back," I said.

Closing time came and I heard the shuffling
of feet as the clerks left the office, but still I
waited. The building, a beehive of business dur-
ing the day, became quiet, only the sound of the
men sweeping the halls or the tread of the night
watchman reached my ears. If I was haunted
before I was haunted now more than ever. I had
not turned on the lights and as I sat there, vague
fear came upon me that my man might not be
found or that it be too late to help him.

At last my clerk came back and I turned on
the light as he entered. "Did you find him," I
growled in my harshest voice, disappointed be-
cause he had not brought the man with him and
fearing something worse would haunt me the
rest of my days. But his answer raised a weight
from my shoulders. "Yes, I did; he is in jail, but
the Captain says you will have no trouble getting
him out, as lie was only arrested for vagrancy."
"Go get him out then," I interrupted. "Did the
Captain say anything more about him?" "He gave
me the history of the man since the police had
begun to keep their eyes on him," was the obedient
answer. "What was his history," I asked, want-
ing to know the whole truth now that I had
gotten started.

"He and his wife were turned out of their
home; while only one room, yet it was neat ; all
their furniture was sold and they got a little
room in the tenement district. He had been sick,
but was now able to be out and do a little work
and they seemed to get along for awhile. At last
he was taken with another stroke and as he lay

(Continued on page 2060
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OUNTAIN PEN
OF HIGHEST

MERIT
HAND—
SOME
DISPLAY
CASES
FURNISHED
TO THE TRADE

DEMANDED

VERY WHERE

MADE IN

EVERY

STYLE

AND

SIZE

MADE ALSO IN
SELF-FILLING
STYLE

WRITE FOR SAMPLES
AND PRICES

Aikin Lambert Co.
ESTABLISHED 18 64-

15 MAIDEN LANE, N.Y.

There are Big
Christmas

Profits
in this
Case
for you

AN assort-
ment of

Conklin Pens
attractively displayed in your store will add
many an extra profit-dollar to your Holiday trade.
It suggests a timely gift to the searching shopper in
your store.

CONKLIN'S
Self-Filling Fountain Pen
sells much more quickly than the old-style dropper-filler kind.
Fills and cleans itself. Writes with sure and consistent
smoothness. Ink reservoir guaranteed for 5 years. Write for
catalog and dealer's proposition today.

THE CONKLIN PEN MFG. CO.,83 Manhattan Bldg., Toledo, Ohio, U.S.A.
NEW YORK. SAN FRANCISCO DENVER WINNIPEG
194 Broadway .579 Market St. 700 E Co- C Bldg. Man.
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AN UNSOLICITED
TESTIMONIAL

Read what a U. S. Navy Officer
says of MOORE'S

U. S. NAVAL STATION,
KEY WEST, FLORIDA.

October'l 5, 1909.

AMERICAN FOUNTAIN PEN CO.,
Boston, Massachusetts.

SIRS : — I am an engineer officer in the U. S.
Navy, stationed in the tropics, where a white uniform
is worn daily the year round.

It is necessary to use a fountain pen many
times through the day, I tried the
and — , and ruined several uniforms in the
experiment. Some one recommended your pen,
which I immediately purchased. I can't tell you how
I have enjoyed it. It hasn't leaked once, and I carry
it loosely in an upper pocket.

It is all I ever wished for in a pen, and is much
more than I had dared hope of finding.

Yours very truly,

Ea„ 

&de MOVE'SNON -LEAPCABLE
FOUNTAIN PEN

BEAUTIFUL DESIGNS IN ORNAMENTAL HOLDER

No. 140. Sterling Silver. Tourist Size, Handsomely Chased $ 9.00
No. 144, Gold Filled. 10.00
No. 246. 14 K. Solid Gold. 44 64 90.00
No. 250. 14 K. Solid Gold. " " English Engraved 45.00

No. 143. Plain Sterling Silver, No. 4 Gold Pen - - $10.00
No. 150. Sterling Silver, English Engraved - - - - 15.00
No. 298. Plain 14 K. Solid Gold, No. 4 Gold Pen - - - 36.00
FULL COVERED, FILIGREE PERFORATION, VERY HANDSOME

No. 162. Sterling Silver, Full Size
No. 166. Gold Filled. " "

Fifty Other Patterns. Prices, $2.50 Upwards

$12.00
14.00

Send for Samples or Catalogue

AMERICAN FOUNTAIN PEN CO.
ADAMS, CUSHING & FOSTER
 Selling Agents  Boston, Massachusetts
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The Business Card

The Key to the Door of the "Man Inside"; Its
Purpose, Its Uses, Its Abuses and Its

Methods of Production

A business calling card is the key to the office
of the man inside.

The data on the card opens the door or locks
it. It enables the man inside to determine whom
he shall and shall not admit without wasting time
or words in explanation. It allows him to plan
his work so as to select the greater items to the
exclusion of the lesser; to see the man he wants
to see to the exclusion of the man he does not.

Ordinarily a business man will
Admission admit a visitor, even though
of Visitors he knows nothing of him or

his mission. The higher the
executive's position, the more valuable his time
becomes and the more detail he shifts on to the
shoulders of his subordinates. It would be ob-
viously a waste of time to caller and executive
alike for the head of a big concern to interview
a visitor concerning a detail that naturally falls
under the jurisdiction of a department head ; the
caller can merely be directed to the man in charge
of that particular interest.

It is an executive's prerogative to handle only
such matters as cannot be handled by his assist-
ants ; to select only such details for executive
action that fall without the regular routine of his
subordinates. In such cases access is had to him
through his subordinates, rather than through an
outside source. Only in special instances is it
necessary for an executive to receive an unknown
caller or an unknown guest. It is quite within
his province, as it is of every man, to deny him-
self to a caller who does not state his purpose or
whose purpose he is not obligated to discuss.
Under such circumstances the reception of a
caller is a business courtesy that is extended only
when time and opportunity permit. It is to con-
vey the information, the name, business connec-
tion and the purpose of a call that the calling
card has its raison-d'etre.

The data on a calling card, therefore, depend
upon the purpose of its owner, his line of busi-
ness and the class of men he aims to reach.

An ordinary book agent who
Wording on prints his title on his card is
the Card not liable to find his path un-

obstructed nor to be led into
conversation. The average office • worker has
neither time nor inclination to give reasons why
he should not sign his name to a dollar-down-
and-a-dollar-a-month contract for literature, un-
less the books are technical in that they pertain
to his business interests. So universal is the
prejudice against the book agent, as a genus, that
many office buildings have been obliged by their
tenants to post notes that "peddlers and book
agents" are not admitted. Under the circum-
stances an agent would place a distinct handicap
upon his work by classifying himself in general
terms as one of a group to which admission is
universally refused. The data to leave off a card
may be of infinitely more importance than the
data to put on.

Under the term "agent" are included life in-
surance solicitors, book salesmen and many
others who have something to sell that may be
entirely necessary but which is so oversolicited
by so many competing firms as to make the work
of the salesman particularly difficult. Accordingly,
a salesman's title is seldom noted on his card
unless he is a manager of salesmen, in which
case his position entitles him to special considera-
tion. Accordingly, a card merely bearing his
name and the name of his concern usually suf-
fices ; mention of his purpose merely tends to
exclude him from few offices where otherwise he
might enter.
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On this ground, advertising and subscription
solicitors do not ordinarily put their titles on their
cards. Merely the name of the publication usually
suffices and is more apt to gain admittance than
though his card indicated specifically that he car-
ried an order blank in his pocket instead of a
reporter's notebook.

Whether the name of the
Representatives' individual or the firm name
Cards should appear in the place of

honor in the center of the card
is dependent upon the policy of the house. Many
concerns conduct their business on such an im-
personal basis that individuals are not permitted
to place their names on correspondence or cards.
Usually the firm name appears in the center of
the card, with the individual's name in the lower
left corner. Occasionally this order is reversed.
Either is correct. For the sake of "being dif-
ferent," names are sometimes placed in the upper
corners, but this is not in accordance with the
approved form, although there is no ruling on the
subject. The firm name should logically be located
directly under the name—the position that asso-
ciates these two facts most closely. Some firms
prefer the address in the lower right corner to bal-
ance the individual's name ; both positions are cor-
rect. Thus the business card appears in its simplest
form, including merely the three necessary facts—
the firm name, the address and the name of the
representative; not one of these facts can be well
eliminated without omitting important informa-
tion. Data may be added at will, however; in
many cases it is desirable to do so.

As a rule, the simpler the card
Simple the better, on the principle
Card Best that the average business man

merely glances at it to learn
who wants to see him and where he is from. He
seldom actually reads anything further on a
calling card ; it is not a circular or announcement
bulletin, despite the ideas of a few firms who
cover the card with a list of their several offices
(the main effect of which is to confuse the reader
as to the real address of the firm) and a list of
their articles for sale.

To create in the mind of the reader an idea
of the "bigness" of the firm or the broadness of
its operations, its various English and European
addresses are sometimes placed across the top of
the card, as on a letterhead. So grossly has this
scheme been abused by lesser concerns whose
offices abroad are largely if not entirely fictitious
that the scheme has been somewhat discredited
and no longer carries the weight it did.

The telephone number is not usually placed
on a card, although it is often a great conveni-
ence. The telephone companies do not encourage
the use of numbers on letterheads or cards, owing
to the liability of change. It is presumed that
every business concern has a telephone connec-
tion and that it is recorded in the latest telephone
list. And as the card is not generally filed for
reference, the telephone number is usually
superfluous.

To many business houses the
Imprints and trademark, monogram, o r
Monograms other distinctive insignia or

imprint has become of pro-
nounced, advertising value. Such firms often use
such marks on their cards. If the design is sim-
ple and pleasing, the scheme has much to com-
mend it, particularly in the cases of manufac-
turing houses whose trademarks, stamped on their
products, may be duplicated on the cards, and
of printing, engraving and publishing houses
whose imprint or distinctive lettering is attached
to its printed matter. These marks cannot ordi-
narily be located arbitrarily on a card, but must
be made a part of the design as a whole. Some
newspapers carry this idea to the extent of using
a fac-simile reproduction over the entire face of
the card of the familiar first-page of its regular
editions, instead of using merely the distinctive
trademark that forms a part of the title line.
This style may at times have good advertising
value, but it marks the card as a miniature ad-
vertising sheet rather than a visitor's card.

The sizes and styles of type
Size and faces used on a business card
Style of Type are entirely a matter of taste,

so long as they conform to the
rules of typography and reflect the spirit of the
concern they represent. For ordinary industrial
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and commercial houses, such as manufacturing
plants, banks, wholesale and retail firms, law
offices and such, the plainest type is usually pre-
ferred, either script or plain block letters. Usually
the small letters are preferable to the larger size—
a type that conforms to the size ordinarily indi-
cated as six or eight point. The plainest and
most legible style is the plain, square or con-
densed gothic with its many variations. The
more ornate old English styles have never been
approved in business, except on rare occasions
when they are used by decorators, architects,
artists or advertising firms for the purpose of
indicating their resourcefulness in design.

To emphasize a special feature
Use of Colors on a card, or to lend attraction

to it in appearance, two colors
are often used. The strongest combination of
colors is black and red. The individual's name
is thus sometimes indicated, which perhaps is the
best way of using the second color. Occasionally,
too, the line of goods in which the firm is inter-
ested is printed in red, although this has the ten-
dency to convert the card into a circular. Under
most conditions the firm's interests may be best
explained by the man who presents the card,
unless these interests are indicated by the firm
name. A few years ago the term "special repre-
sentative" or "special agent," or some other con-
nection that was special, came into vogue and for
a while carried a mysterious influence with it.
When it became known that these "special" con-
nections were sometimes very unstable, that they
were made because the individuals were not regu-
lar, but merely temporary representatives who
worked only occasionally on a commission basis
to fill in extra time, the term lost its glamor.
Experience has shown that such titles on busi-
ness cards are of doubtful value, and many con-
cerns have eliminated them entirely.

The local representative of a
Originality in big Chicago house made good
Arrangement use of the stock calling cards

issued by the company to all
of its recognized agents by filling in his own
name in the lower left corner in a heavy, black
india ink.. When dry this ink had the appearance
and "feel" of heavy engraving, which not only
added to the attractiveness of the card, but cre-
ated the impression that his signature was en-
graved especially for him—an impression that re-
dounded to his advantage because of the disfavor
in which a card printed from type is held.

A few—very few—firms and individuals have
sufficient taste and knowledge of design to break
away from the conventional standards in calling
cards and do it well, without being bizarre or
tawdry. Ninety-nine times out of a hundred,
however, the firm that departs from the recog-
nized tried-out and approved styles, merely for
the purpose of being different from others, creates
effects that violate the established rules of typog-
raphy, design and color. It is infinitely better
business to be conventional and good than original
and bad—and the principal reason is that any de-
parture from the recognized forms in calling
cards is apt to annoy the average business man,
who resents efforts to be "different" unless the
effort is particularly successful. Anything
"freakish" in stationery, as in clothes or manner-
isms, must be very clever, indeed, to overcome
resentment that every eccentricity must meet.

Accordingly, it is advisable to observe the
standard sizes and proportions in cards—approxi-
mately three and one-half inches long by two
inches high. It is advisable to use the approved
white cardboard, unless the card be intended to
show the uses of special papers or material, such
as vellum, hand-made paper or celluloid. In such
cases these materials would be properly used only
by firms that deal in such goods. It is advisable
to have the card engraved or lithographed, be-
cause of the prejudice against cards printed from
type or cheap papers, which have come into dis-
favor not because of the cheapness, but rather
because of the cheapness of some of the firms
that use them. Occasionally some excellent cards
are designed and printed from type ; but unless
such cards are prepared by experts, they are
liable to be classed with the imitation engraved
cards. It is advisable to eschew calling cards in
the form of folders—the card loses dignity and
purpose when it is made to do duty to advertise
wares.—Richard Lord, in System.
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The

"Krementz-Bodkin Back"
STUD AND VEST BUTTON

Pat. Feb. 16, 1904

KREMENTZ & Co. believe the trade will agree that they
understand the jewelry business sufficiently to know that
the "Krementz-Bodkin Back" Stud and Vest Button is
the simplest and best mechanical Stud or Vest Button made.

CLOSED OPEN

The "Krementz-Bodkin Back" Stud and Vest
Button is not one piece, but is one-piece

V
construction, which makes it very simple and
the strongest and most durable, because;

is Solderless

2—It has no spring or hollow wire to bend or break
3—It is made of solid, hard spring metal throughout
4—It is made by Krementz & Co. which insures perfect
quality, construction and workmanship

THE STORY OF THE HEAD

07',IPTT
Krementz and Co. Invite Comparison

KREMENTZ & Co. stand back of their assertion. All
" Krementz - Bodkin Back " Studs and Vest Buttons are
sold also under the unique Krementz Collar Button
Guarantee.

THE STORY OF THE BODKIN BACK

GUARANTEE
If for any cause whatever a "Krementz-Bodkin Back" Stud or Vest Button
should be damaged either in the hands of the dealer or wearer, a new
one will be given in exchange, without charge. "Krementz-Bodkin Back"
Studs and Vest Buttons are made in large variety of patterns in 14 K.
gold and platinum, set with pearls and diamonds.

KREMENTZ & CO., Newark, N.J.
NEW YORK OFFICE SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE

1 Maiden Lane 723 Shreve Building
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THE CHAIN HOUSE
THAT GIVES THE JOBBER, RETAILER AND CONSUMER
THE BROADEST GUARANTEE ON ALL THEIR PRODUCT:

IF FOR ANY REASON LINE
Sold by all Up-to-Date Jobbers and Dealers of HIGH-GRADE QUALITY

AUSTIN & STONE

MCORPORATE0

CELEBRATED WATCH CHAINS

Attleboro, Massachusetts
New York

15 Maiden Lane
San Francisco

503 Chronicle Building
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Why Do Watch Springs Break?

Following are views furnished the
Scientific American on the subject, "Why
Do Watch Springs Break?" Henry Getaz,

of Pittsfield, Mass., says:

The mainspring of a watch does not unwind
at a uniform rate, but intermittently. It is sub-
jected to a sudden jerk at every tick—four times per
second for my Elgin watch. This makes 345,600
times per day, and over 126 million times per year.
This operating condition is analogous to others
discussed in Kent's "Mechanical Pocketbook"
under the heads of "Relation of the Elastic Limit
of Endurance Under Repeated Stresses" and "Re-
sistance of Metals to Repeated Shocks."

Among other things, it says : "Another long-
known result of experience is the fact that rupture
may be caused by a succession of shocks or im-
pacts, none of which alone would be sufficient to

cause it. Iron axles, the piston rods of steam
hammers and other pieces of metal subject to con-
tinuously repeated shocks, invariably break after

a certain length of service. They have 'a life'

which is limited." Wohler found in testing iron
by repeated stresses (not impacts) that in case

400,000 applications of a stress of 500 centners to

the square inch caused rupture, while a similar

bar remained sound after 48,000,000 applications

of a stress of 300 centners to the square inch.

(One centner = 110.2 pounds.)
The mainspring of a watch is not only under

a considerable tensile stress but also under a
bending stress when suddenly released, then im-
mediately stopped by the escapement mechanism.

It is then probable that its molecular cohesive
power deteriorates in a manner similar to those
quoted.

Frank G. Burch, Jersey City, N. J.,

says:
Every watchmaker has observed that at certain

times a large part of his repair work consists of
replacing broken mainsprings. And it is often
observed that the spring is broken into as many
parts as there were coils in the spring and some-

times a fracture occurs every half coil.

The writer on one occasion, while wondering
at the appearance of a spring broken up into
half coils, noticed that the pieces were magnetized
and made a simple experiment of determining

the polarity of the pieces by bringing the frac-
tured ends together. He discovered that when
the pieces were fitted together as they were in the
original spring, the ends of the pieces at each
joint were of like polarity. He then suspended
a small soft-iron indicator from a single fiber of
silk in a small material bottle and by passing
this indicator along the line of broken pieces
of spring, discovered that the points of fracture
were of alternate polarity. This was puzzling,
for the ends of the pieces at each point of frac-
ture should be of opposite polarity.

The writer has since caused a spring to be
magnetized while coiled in a watch barrel and
on extending the spring found the points of
polarity fixed in the spring, alternating every
half coil.

Now it is evident that the repulsive force
of like polarity at a point in each half coil has
somewhat to do with the breaking of the spring.

When we consider that many springs, when
wound up, are strained almost to the point of
breaking, if we then subject them to the magnetic
strain the breaking as described does not seem
so strange.

The following suggestion is made by
J. H. Miner, Lumberton, Miss.:

Being a worker in tempered sheet steel, it
occurs to me that the cause of broken main-
springs may be because the edges are not properly
finished ; that is, because there are short or small
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places on the edge that have not been ground
and rounded on the edge since tempering. To
overcome liability of cracks in band saws, I find it
necessary to finish the edges. The breaks in the
springs begin only at the edges and I would
suggest a more perfectly finished edge.

Most Interesting of Water Clocks

The most interesting of all water
clocks is undoubtedly the "copper jars
dropping water," in Canton, China, where
I saw it in 1897. Referring to the simple
line sketch, which I make from memory,
and reading four Chinese characters down-
wards, the translation is "Canton City." To
the left and still downwards, "Hon-woo-et-
low," which is, "Copper jars dropping
water." Educated Chinamen inform me
that it is over 3000 years old and had a
weather vane. As they speak of it as "the
clock of the street arch," this would look
quite probable, since the little open building,

"Hon-woo-et low," or "Copper jars dropping water."

Canton, China

or tower in which it stands, is higher than
surrounding buildings. It is, therefore,
seasonably safe to state that the Chinese had
a weather and time station over moo years
before our era. It consists of four copper
jars partially built in masonry, forming a
stair-like structure. Commencing at the top
jar each one drops into the next downward
till the water reaches the solid bottom jar.
In this lowest one a float, "the bamboo
stick," is placed and indicates the height of
the water and thus, in a rude way, gives
the time. It is said to be set morning and
evening by dipping the water from jar 4 to
jar I, so it runs twelve hours of our time.

What are the uses of jars 2 and 3,
since the water simply enters them and drips
out again? No information could be ob-
tained, but I venture an explanation and
hope the reader can do better, as we are all
of a family and there is no jealousy. When
the top jar is filled for a twelve-hour run
it would drip out too fast during the first
six hours and too slow during the second
six hours, on account of the varying "head"
of water. Now the spigot of jar 2 could be
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set so that it would gain water during the
first six hours and lose during the second
six hours and thus equalize a little by
splitting the error of jar I in two parts.
Similarly, these two errors of jar 2 could be
again split by jar 3 making four small
variations in lowest jar, instead of one large
error in the flow of jar 1. This could be
extended to a greater number of jars,
another jar making eight smaller errors, etc.

But I am inclined to credit our ancient
Chinese inventor with the sound reasoning
that a human attendant, being very fallible
and limited in his capacity, would have all
he could properly do to adjust four jars, and
that his record would average better than it
would with a greater number. Remember,
this man lived thousands of years before
the modern mathematician who constructed
a bell-shaped vessel with a small hole in the
bottom and proportioned the varying
diameter in such a manner that in emptying
itself the surface of the water sank equal
distances in equal times.—James Arthur, in
Popular Mechanics.

The Traveling Man's Success and
Regeneration

(Continued from page 2065)

upon the straw bed in one corner of the little
room his wife died. The county doctor said it
was starvation. He was taken to the hospital
unil he recovered, when he was again turned out
in Ito the street."  did not care to hear any more.
"Take this money," I said, reaching for my pocket-
book, "and put him in a good boarding house.
To-morrow, before you come to work, go and
get him and see that he has a new outfit of clothes;
also tell him that as long as he•lives he shall not
want and that I will send him enough money
through the mail each week for his expenses."

With a lighter heart I drove to my home.
The wrong had been righted, as far as human
hands could right it. But as I rode on there
seemed to awaken in me a feeling that I had not
been aiming at a lofty ideal ; that I had not been
doing anything in the direction of human better-
ment and progress. I had promoted commerce,
but in doing so I had ridden over human beings
that might at that moment be suffering untold
agonies. The shadow of those things fell with
ominous portent upon my mind.

On the morrow I determined to right those
greater wrongs, and I did it. Those in the office
wondered at the change in me. Men I forced out
of business I helped to get another start. Men
I had discharged because of old age, who had
worn out their lives in my service, I gave an
easy, well-paying position. Men I had cheated,
I paid back. But there was one wrong I could
not right. Down in the family lot of the cemetery,
in my home town, laid a woman, who, with out-
stretched arms, had begged to see her boy again
before she parted this life, but it was at a critical
moment in my affairs; I was making a deal that
would put one more competitor out of business
and I could not leave. How glad I would have
been to have brought her back again, if for but
long enough to have put my arms around her and
said "Mother, forgive your wayward boy." But
I could not and as the tears flowed from my
eyes I knelt beside her grave and prayed.

In all my earthly righting of my wrongs I
have done the best I could and as my bank
account grew less I became more a man and now,
in my old age, I hope I have righted every wrong
that human hands can make right.

Moseley Lathes have stood the test of long
and continuous hard service in the hands of both
the expert and the beginner. They always make
good. Get the genuine.--Adv.
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The New Stamping Law
was the outgrowth of a demand for honest goods.

Our rings are stamped 10 K., putting their quality beyond
question.

They bear the
a mark of "Style

,
- ,

stamp, which is accepted now as
and Finish."

Our motto, ".Honest Goods at Honest Prices," has always
found an appreciative echo among the Trade.

Your ring stock is not complete if the
10 K. Line" is not represented there.

6 6

Qlteell City Ring Mfg. Co., Buiralo„ N. r.
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George W. Magee, of the firm of McIntire,

Magee & Brown Co., manufacturing and whole-

sale opticians, Philadelphia, Pa., will retire from

active work on January t, 1910, on account of ill

health. He will, however, retain his interest in

the business and continue official connection there-

with as a member of the board of directors.

J. C. Sellers, Cuthbert, Ga., has purchased

the stock and fixtures of the Cuthbert Jewelry

Co. and will conduct a first-class jewelry business

at that place.

Robert H. Ingersoll & Bro., 45 John Street,

New York, have issued a booklet descriptive of

their Ingersoll-Trenton watches, entitled, "How

to Judge a Watch." This booklet will be especi-

ally interesting to all jewelers who handle the

product of Ingersoll & Bro.

J. Engel & Co., wholesale jewelers, Baltimore,

Md., report that their fall trade was the largest

in the history of the house and anticipate a holiday

business of large proportions. The firm has made

elaborate preparations for the expected rush,

which assures satisfactory service to their patrons.

Alonzo Roberts, of H. A. Roberts & Son,

Veedersburg, Ind., joined the order of Benedicts

November nth. "Lon" Roberts is well known

by the trade and has a host of friends in In-

dianapolis, where he learned the art of engraving.

The L. S. Starrett Co., Athol, Mass., has

issued a 32-page illustrated catalogue of new

Starrett tools, many of which are of special

interest to the trade, who will find it convenient

to have within reach a copy of the little catalogue.

The different tools are illustrated and described

in detail, conveying to the trade an accurate idea
of their character and value.

The service made by the Gorham Manu-

facturing Company for the Palace Hotel, San
Francisco, has just been shipped from the Provi-

dence works. It is one of the very largest and
most extensive hotel- outfits ever made and the
design, which is a special one, is particularly
effective and well adapted to meet the require-
ments of hotel use. The Palace is to open to
the public early in December.

J. H. Mednikow & Co., Oklahoma City, Okla.,
are moving their business from their old quarters,
at 216-217 Scott Thompson Building, to 210-212
West First Street, where they have leased the
entire third floor, which will give them four
times the space they have been occupying. The
new location is near the center of the city and
will be more convenient for patrons of the firm.
The change into larger quarters was made neces-
sary by increasing business.

At the annual meeting of the directors of
the J. Herbert Hall Company, jewelers, Pasadena,
Cal., found the affairs of the company in such
good condition that the plans made for declaring
a 20 per cent. dividend were changed by declaring
a dividend of 25 per cent. on the year's business.
The directors were re-elected. They were :
Herbert Hall, president ; William H. Vedder,
vice-president ; Lawrence E. Hovey, secretary and
treasurer ; Dr. Henry Sherry, L. J. Merritt and
D. W. Coolidge, directors.
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Coryell & Miller is the name of a new firm

at New Albany, Ind. Mr. Coryell was formerly

located at Union Mills but sold out his business

in that place some time ago.

John C. Mason, Jamestown, N. Y., has moved

into handsome new quarters at 305 Main Street,

in the Prendergast Block. The new establish-

ment is excellently situated, handsomely fixtured

and well stocked with high-grade goods. The

name of Mason stands high in the jewelry busi-

ness at Jamestown and is in itself a most valuable

asset, representing, as it has done for years, honest

dealing and reliable merchandising.

The drygoods stock, valued at $153,000, of

the George Dullnig Co., San Antonio, Texas, was

recently purchased by Dalkowitz Bros. and N.

Becker. The purchasers are leading business men

and secured the stock at such a rate as will in-

sure large profits. Mr. Becker has been in the

jewelry business in San Antonio for twenty years

and is held in highest esteem. The purchasers

have secured a ten years' lease on the building

and it is said that Mr. Becker will open a business

in this, the finest corner in the retail district.

The Wilmarth Show Case Co., Grand Rapids,

Mich., has issued a handsome catalogue of its

fixture product, including show cases, glass

counters, wood counters, wall cases, tables and

other store furnishing. As the prospects for an

era of prosperity forebode a spring season of

store improvement, those of the trade who are

interested will do well to procure a copy of this

handsome catalogue. The illustrations are so

admirably executed as to convey a very accurate

idea of the fixtures, thus adding materially to

the value of the compilation.

Mr. Cook, of Fontneau & Cook Co., Attle-

boro, Mass., entertained the members of his

office and packing room at his home on Monday

evening, November 15th. On arriving at his

home they were escorted to the dining-room,

where they enjoyed a turkey supper. After

partaking of the many delicacies which were

served they retired to the parlor, where the more

talented members of the party entertained by

rendering vocal, instrumental and whistling solos.

This is the annual gathering of the employees at

Mr. Cook's home and shows the friendly relations

existing between the employers and employees.

Emmons D. Guild, commander of the Attle-

boro Grand Army Post, Attleboro, Mass., past

president of the Massachusetts Ex-Prisoners of

War Association and one of the prominent manu-

facturing jewelers, died suddenly last month.

Mr. Guild had been ill for some time, but his

death was unexpected. He was a native of

Wrentham, Mass., and was born in 1843. On

enlisting in the Civil War he was assigned to

Troop G of the First Rhode Island Cavalry. The

troop engaged in twenty-three battles in Virginia.

About thirty years ago Mr. Guild entered the

employ of the W. H. Wilmarth Company, Attle-
boro; later became foreman and, at the time of

his death, was president of the corporation.

Colorado Horological Society

The regular weekly meeting of the Colorado
Horological Society was held Monday evening,
November 22d, and it was very evident that both
membership and interest are growing.

Quite a discussion arose relative to slide and
draw of lever escapement and position of pallet
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jewels to produce the necessary draw. The more

it was argued the more points were brought up,

and finally ended by a continuation to the next
meeting.

The society has been promised by the

American Waltham Watch Co. a stereopticon

lecture, to be personally attended to and delivered

by Mr. Duncan, of that company. It will be held

sometime in February and they intend to advertise

it very extensively throughout the State.
The society was presented with a new watch-

maker's bench by the Lewis Jewelers' Supply Co.,
of Denver, a gift which was much appreciated

by all the members. The society anticipates that

in the near future they will be able to accumulate

enough tools to give some practical demonstrations

at the bench.

To Frost Window Panes
The following process can be used for lights

of glass already set in the sash. Dissolve I part
of wax in to parts of oil of turpentine and add
I part each of varnish and siccative. With this
mixture the panes are coated on the outside and
before drying dabbed with a pad of cotton wad-
ding. If desired, small quantities of Paris blue,
madder lake, etc., may be mixed with the wax
solution.

Diamonds Shipped in Potatoes
A most ingenious method of packing dia-

monds for shipment between the South African
mines and London is now being resorted to. It
is none other than placing them in 'potatoes and
adds one more item to the list of uses that
vegetable is adapted to outside of its quality as an
edible. Incased in potatoes, there is no danger of
the precious stones cracking on the voyage, as
is often the case otherwise. The idea is worthy
of a diamond smuggler.

I Write
MINN

Advertisements That

Make Sales

Interesting ads—dignified, hut fill of

life, vim and selling force.

Talks that people read and believe.

Persuasive talks that move people to

act—get them to come to your store

with the desire to buy.

A Southern jewelry firm says :

" The ads are all right. We have
been using them regularly and are
much pleased with them."

I am receiving similar reports from

jewelers in all parts of the country.

You can have a three months' campaign

—24. newspaper ads and six follow-

up lerers—for $ i o. Ten ads and

two letters for $5.

Norman R. Williams
Specialist in Jewelry Store

Advertising

902 Marshall Field Building
Chicago
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E. H. H. Smith Silver Co.

Bridgeport, Conn.

of 
Manufacturers Sterling Effects

in Plate
Otto Young & Co.
Chicago, Ill.

Silversmiths' Building
New York
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Victory Lapel Button
B ,cks. Pat'd.

VICTORY
Lapel Back and
Safety Catches

CLOSED

VICTO
PAT.D.

AUTOMATIC
SAFETY
CATCH

Applied to your Spring lino FOR BROOCHES

will increase your business Send for Catalog and Price-List

0E131-1A.ROT FIROS., Fifth and Elm Sts.., Cincinnati, Ohio

Incorporated

Kansas City Horological School

Chartered

We give the best course in WATCHMAKING, ENGRAVING and
JEWELRY REPAIRING, both practical and theoretical.

If you desire the BEST and MOST thorough COURSE in OPTICS,
enroll with the

KANSAS CITY SCHOOL OF OPTOMETRY
Addr,..is A. E. PITTENGER, Pres., 812 East 12th Street, KANSAS CITY, MO.

"Le Eureka Silver Polish
Powder is manufactured
expressly for L. H. Keller & Co.,
64 Nassau St., NewYork City, N.Y.
Retail Prices, 10 Cents and 25 Cents

INCREASE YOUR TRADE
Sending your work to us means
no disappointment to you. We
return 95% of the work sent to us
the same day. This is but one of
the many advantages we offer you

ABEL eg BARRETT
Repaire..s and Makers of

Special Orders

47-49 Maiden Lane, New York
SEND FOR PRICE-LIST

Established 1892

Louis J. Meyer
Manufacturer and Repairer of

Sterling Silver Articles
Also

Gold and Silver Plating and Repair-
ing of Metal Goods of any
description, including the
Repairing and Refinishing

of Chatelaine Bags.

104-106 S. 8th St., Philadelphia
Work called for tind delivered. Prompt atten-
tion given to mail and express orders.

LOUIS GOTTHOLD
Maker of Fine

HAIR JEWELRY
2345 Eighth Avenue

Send for catalogue NEW YORK

Style No. 13955. BELT BUCKLE

Manufacturers of

Initials and Monograms
For Purses, Bags, Brushes, etc.

Monogram Fobs and Belt Buckles
Send for our illustrated Catalogue

with prices and discounts

CHICAGO ART METAL WORKS
69 Lake Street, CHICAGO. ILL.

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention The Keystone

FIVE
YEARS'
EXPER-
IENCE
GAINED
IN ONE

The young or middle-aged man who desires to learn ENGRAVING, to grasp
the finer points of WATCHMAKING and OPTICS, finds it necessary to spend
at least five years in a store before he has attained a thorough knowledge
of the business. In less than a year's time this complete knowledge can
be gained at our college. We get telegrams and letters every day, offer-
ing positions to our graduates. which shows what practical storekeepers
think of our course. Send for Prospect= NOW. A position awaits you.

THE PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF HOROLOGY
F. W. SCHULER, Principal Broad and Somerset Sts., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

See our large advertisement, page 2032

Scarf Pin fielders, $1.50 per dozen

Send for our

Souvenir Spoon Catalogue

THE PROMPT MATERIAL HOUSE Zr-PE
E. L DEACON JEWELRY CO., Denver, Colorado

LINDNER SC Co., r=fus'
Si E. Fourth Street, CINCINNATI, 01110

Being an exclusive Tool and Material House, can assure prompt
and proper attention to all orders

SEND FOR OUR TOOL AND MATERIAL CATALOGUE OF 780 PAGES

Foot=Power Lathes 

High-grade tools
{Correct in principle.

Elegant in design.
Superior in construction.

The Best Foot-Power Lathes Made

This cut represents our No. 4 Lathe, which is
admirably adapted for the heavier work of watch-
makers and jewelers. Send for our Catalogue.

We also make a line of Screw-Cutting Lathes for
Bicycle Repairing

W. F. & John Barnes Co.
66o Ruby Street, Rockford, HI.

Established 59 Years

James H. Dederick's Sons
ASSAYERS AND BULLION DEALERS
ALL QUALITIES of GOLD and SILVER, in Plate, Square and Round Wire, Rolled to Any Gage

ALL QUALITIES oe GOLD AND SILVER SOLDER

We are selling Fine GOLD for $1.04 per dwt., which we Guarantee to be
GOVERNMENT ASSAY BARS

Small Rolling for the Trade
Buyers of Old Gold and Silver 16 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

JEWELERS' REPAIR KIT

For Combs or Barrettes
Sample Box No. N, Containing the following—

1 Doz. Joints Assorted
I Doz. Catches Assorted 50
1 Doz. Pin Tongs Assorted
I Bottle Cement
Guaranteed to repair any article made of Celluloid

Sent PREPAID on receipt of price, 50c.
or from your own jobber

Extra Joints and Catches, 15c. doz.
4 in. Pin Tongs, 35c. ; 5 in., 40c.; 6 in., 45c. per doz.

Extra Cement, 25c. per bottle. Will not evaporate
FRANKLYN MANUFACTURING CO.
783 Eighth Avenue NEW YORK

C.

0444Loto Comm& saurus

Frankryn Mf. C.
/113 $1.111 An.* New Verb

11%

DIANIONOS and PRECIOUS STONES

Bought, Sold and Exchanged
FOR SPOT CASH

Established 1891

Appraisements made for estates or individuals

J. .1. C01-MN
Write for further information 1011 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPI11A, PA.
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United States Patents

Patents of interest to the trade, recently is-
sued, especially prepared for this journal by
Wm. N. Moore, patent attorney, Loan and Trust
Building, Washington, D. C.

No. 939,082.—Setting mechanism for watches.
Abraham Plean, New York, N. Y. Filed
November 13, 1908. Serial No. 462,405.

The combination of a watch case provided
with a peripheral slot, a watch works disposed in
said case and provided with a dial train and with
a guide slot adjacent to said train, a sliding stud

journal adapted • to play in said guide slot, a
pinion fixed on said stud journal and movable
therewith into and out of gear with said dial
train and a yielding thumb wheel also fixed on
said stud journal and having a portion of its
periphery projecting through said case slot.

•
No. 940,094.—Scarfpin. Emil Wagner, Cincinnati,

Ohio. Filed July 2, 1908. Serial No. 441,590.

A scarfpin having an open ring at one end,
a loop terminating in a pointed hook at its other
end, both arranged to lie in one plane, a shank

projecting from the ring and a setting carried
at the end of this shank, the face of this setting
being arranged approximately parallel to the plane
of ring and loop.

No. 938,8t8.—Mainspring winder. George W.
Bowers, Somerville, Mass., assignor, by mesne
assignments, to Hammel Riglander & Co.,
New York, N. Y., a corporation of New
York. Filed January 22, 1909. Serial No.

473,725.

A mainspring winder, comprising a supporting

frame, a rotatable spring-engaging and winding
mandrel removably mounted in the frame and

:7289. 
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projecting therefrom ; a movable side support and

a wiper engaged therewith, the support and wiper

being adapted to bear respectively on the side and

perimeter of a coiled spring accumulating on the

mandrel, the said support and wiper being movable

crosswise of the mandrel and means for exerting

a yielding pressure on the side support and wiper

to press the wiper yieldingly toward the mandrel,
the said side support and wiper being movable

against such pressure by the enlargement of the

coil.

No. 939,851.—Link cuff button. Eugene W. More-

house, Providence, R. I., assignor to 13, A.
Ballou & Company, incorporated, Providence,

R. I., a corporation of Rhode Island. Filed

March 25, 1909. Serial No. 485,658.

The improved blank for cuff link button posts

herein described, consisting of a central bar, a

cross bar extending at right angles from one end

of the central bar on two opposite sides thereof;

C

a wing at each end of said cross bar at right

angles thereto ; a second cross bar extending at

right angles from the other end of said central

bar on two opposite sides thereof, and a wing at
each end of said second cross bar at right angles

thereto, all made in a single piece of metal in

one plane.

No. 938,817.—Watch movement holder. George

W. Bowers, Somerville, Mass., assignor, by

niesne assignments, to Hammel, Riglander &

Co., New York, N. Y., a corporation of New
York. Filed January 22, 1909. Serial No.

473,724.

A watch movement holder comprising a base,

a pair of opposed jaws guided by the base and

movable radially in opposite directions thereon,

the jaws being formed to engage a watch move-

ment plate, bell crank levers pivoted to the base

and located below the same, connections between

said levers and the jaws, and springs acting

through the said levers and connections to auto-

matically project the jaws into engagement with a

movement plate, the levers being manually operable

to retract the jaws.

No. 939,009.—Setting device for watches. John

H. Gorman, Salisbury, N. C. Filed November

37, 1908. Serial No. 463,047.

In a setting device for watches, a sliding col-

lar having its ends provided with teeth adapted

to engage with the winding or setting wheels of

the watch, of a collar operating member provided
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with integrally formed oppositely disposed spring

ends pivotally connected to the plates of the watch

and one of said spring ends engaging the sliding

collar.

No. 939,864.—Finger ring. Louis E. Sadler,

Attleboro, Mass., assignor to the F. H. Sadler

Company, Attleboro, Mass., a corporation of
Rhode Island. Filed November 18, 3908.
Serial No. 463,141.

A finger ring formed of two parts, comprising
a head member having holes formed in the sides
thereof, a body member provided with prongs, the

two parts being secured together by inserting the

prongs of the body member through the holes in

the head member and bending them at right angles.

No. 938,749.—Necktie holder. George A. Fergu-
son and Archibald B. Hay, Owen Sound,
Ontario, Canada. Filed February 19, 1909.
Serial No. 478,785.

A tie holder, comprising a central portion
adapted to be secured to the collar button, arms
extending upwardly and laterally from said central

portion and transverse loops formed at the outer
ends of said arms and having slit openings in the
outer sides thereof, said loops being adapted to
receive the band of the tie.

No. 941,042.—Alarm clock. Wilson E. Porter,
New Haven, Conn., assignor to New Haven
Clock Co., New Haven, Conn., a corporation.
Filed March 29, 1909. Serial No. 486,403.

In an alarm clock convertible from an inter-
mittent to a long alarm and vice versa, the com-
bination with an alarm wheel continuously rotated
by the time train, of an intermittent alarm lever

operated by the said wheel and a combination
long alarm, intermittent alarm and cut-off lever
coacting directly with the said intermittent alarm
lever for causing the clock to sound an intermit-
tent alarm, or long alarm, or to cut off the alarm
altogether.

PATE NTS
Write at once for the most liberal offer ever

made for securing patents, designs and trade-
marks. Send sketch for free opinion as to
patentability and ask for the " Inventors'
Guide," the finest book published for inventors

Beet reference. EstabliAitli 20 years.

WM. N. MOORE

Loan and Trust Bldg., Washington, B. G.

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention
The Keystone

111171111,11211M. 1111011

SPECIAL NOTICE.—These "washers" are
covered by United States Patent
No. 894,514, and all infringements
will be prosecuted.

Patented Perfect Fitting

Case-Screw Washer
Fits perfectly under screw head, and almost invisi-

ble,_and has a neat appearance.
Holds movement securely in case, even if case

shoulder is worn away or sprung.
MADE IN ALL SIZES, FROM GERMAN SILVER.
PRICES: Gross, $1.50; 4 doz. package, aut., 50c.; single doz., 15c.

FOR SALE AT ALL MATERIAL HOUSES

S. URICH, 334 Columbus Ave., New York City

THE MASSACHUSETTS SCHOOL
OF OPTOMETRY

Incorporated and Registered with the State Board
of Education and the Klein School of Optics

offer the most complete courses in
Ophthalmology, Optometry, Optics and
preliminary instructions for students
entering the above schools or medical
schools. Special and evening courses will be
arranged to suit applicants. Address

Theodore F. Klein IRS Summer Street
P BOSTON, MASS.
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BAUMGARDNER & CO.

" The Little Watch Fuctory "

Practical Watchmaking for the Trade
131 Wabash Ave., Room 204

CHICAGO, ILL.

To Test The Keystone Advertising Qualities
Every jeweler that sells rings
cannot alliad to Ile without an
assortment of Wells' Perfect
Ring Adjusters for immediate
use when wanted. 1 1:102. solid

S. and 10 K. gold, astd. sizes, $3.75 ;
ada 1 doz. gold filled, astd. sizes,

$2.00:1 doz.metaLastd..85c.
Sent prepaid at once (only on

receipt of price). If you will molt ion OrderNo.K
I will forward at same time. prepaid, one game
of " Grip " for each dozeti Adjusters ordered.
Address,Chester Wells..leweler,Meshoppen, Pa.
1=7-

Learn Watchmaking
Wairlonakifignays 111111 you
can earn W11110 yoll 1011r11.

Write for FREE BOOK,
" I I ow to be a Watchmaker."
I'ial bring.: it.

STONE'S SCHOOL OF WATCHMAKING
901 Globe Bunning, ST. PAUL, MINN.

Wheels, Pinions and Parts
For Complicated Watches, Clocks,
Chronometers, etc., of every size
and description, made and finished
to order.

FINE REPAIRING AND ALTERATIONS
Winding and Setting Material

E. H. MATTHEY, 102
E 
Fulton 

OR
Street

NW YK

ELK TEETHr
CUT GEMS
ROUGH GEM
MATERIAL

CLAWS of LION,LYNX,CAT,
EAGLE, OWL, HAWK

Any of the above sen t on selection to responsible
Manufacturers, Jewelers or Lapidaries.

Price Lists. strict ly Wholesale Prices.

L. W. STILWELL, Deadwood, So. Dakota

"A Tool of Unusual Merit"

Benson's Poising
and Truing Calipers

TWO TOOLS IN ONE

Price $5.00, Sent Direct or
Through Your Jobber. Send
for Descriptive Circular A

BENSON TOOL CO. OY UNGSTOWN
OHIO

Watch Repairing for the Trade
I am prepared to do anything in the
WATCH REPAIRING LINE. All
work receives my personal attention.

Price-list on application.
1;3esFi notimBeus? dliong 

IowaH. J. SMITH,

WATCH REPAIRING FOR THE TRADE
We give you first-class work at reasonable
charges, are fully prepared and competent
to care for your finest as well as ordinary
work.

N. JENSEN & CO.
203 NEWTON BUILDING ST. PAUL, MINN.
Cor. Fifth and Minnesota Sts.

REFINERS anD 
(g12141.1vieliraarintyl
shape solids or

Sweep Smelters isixpis,desi;ttriongusgohr
filings. Prompt

Established 1889. returns.

THE W. L. ROBERTSON CO.

13 and 15 Franklin Street, Newark, N. J.

E. I. JONES

Watchmaker for the Trade
308 Brown Blk.

OMAHA .-.• NEBR.

ENAMEL
Opaque and Transparent Enamel of every

variety constantly on hand and made to order.
Also a full line of Enamelers' Supplies, Muffles,
Stones, etc. Any goods proving unsatisfactory
cheerfully exchanged.

CARPENTER & WOOD, Manufacturers
14 Calender St., Providence, R. I.

SUDHEIMER & MCCOOLE
Watchmakers for the Trade

404-5-6 Holland Bldg.
ST. LOUIS, MO.

Prompt and efficient, service
winTm FHT, solppING 1,1111:EltS

SPECIAL PRICE

Gold-Plated Safety Pins

$3.00 per Gross

For A
Limited
Time

Keystone
Key

Sell like hot cakes
Order one or five gross

M. J. AV ERB ECK
MANUFACTURER IMPORTER

10 and 12 Maiden Lane NEW YORK

GREEN'S ELECTRIC COMBINATION

Automatic Demagnetizer
For Alternating and Direct Current

Simply attach instrument to electric light
socket. Press the button, withdraw the watch
-the demagnetizer does the rest. Time, 3
seconds.

Patented.

"Simple,
Quick,
Sure."

A Perfect V

•■■-'1Instrument

04,

For Combination, Direct and Alternating
Currents Complete, $12.00.

For Alternating Current ONLY, $5.50.
Eull inst ruct buts aceompany ( aIi i itst rument

THE W. GREEN ELECTRIC CO.
81 Nassau St., NEW YORK

ALBERT C. HURD

Watchmaker for the Trade

PROMPT an EFFICIENT SERVICE

96 Seventh Ave., TROY, N.Y.

ELGIN HOROLOGICAL
SCHOOL

A Practical School for Watchmakers

Established 1888

Students in Watch Repairing and
Engraving may enter at any time.

Complete Course in Practical Eye
Refraction.

l'or terms address

ELGIN, ILLINOIS

_

AWARDS FOR

11. H. Heillrich's Marine Cluonometers
CHICAGO, 1893 FARM, 1889 BERNE, 1859

First-class CHRONOMETERS
of 1110110111 111111:0 on hued.
Repairing, springing and
adjust ing Chronometers.
Also fine watch repairing
for the trade.

T. C. REDFERN
Stoetes,or to It. II. lIvinriolt

552 Herkimer St.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.
I have employed Mr.
Taos. C. REDFERN 10
my entire satisfaction
for many years in all
description of Marine

Chronometer repairs, also ill new work. I know
or no one who has a better general knowledge of
eltronometer work than he has. Ile has also done
a great deal of tine and complieal ed watch repair-
ing for me, and I can recommend him to anyone
desiring his services. IL II. HEINRICH.

KLEIN BROS.
LAPIDARY CO.

SUCCESSORS TO

F. C. KLEIN & BRO.

72 Madison St., Cor. State St.
CHICAGO : ILLINOIS

Cutters and Importers of
All Kinds of Precious and
Semi-Precious Stones

Diamond Cutting and
Polishing

Stone Seal Engraving

60 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

PATENTS'
TRADE MARKS

DESIGNS
COPYRIGHTS &C.

Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
invention Is probably patentable. Communica.
lions strictly confident lal. HANDBOOK on Pat outs
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents.
Pat cots taken through Munn St Co. receive
pedal notice, wa bout charge, in the

Scientific Billerica'',
A handsomely Illustrntorl weekly. T,nrcost cir-
cillelion of any solool iii.! journal. Terms, $3 a
year: four months, /4. Sold by all newailealers.

MUNN 8: Co 361Broadway, New York
Branch Office. 425 le St.. NVitslangt on, D. C.

The Crohn Patent Safety Guard

10) 1 1
For Scarf Pins, Studs and Lace
Pins. The most practical and only ad-
instable one invented. PrIce,$1.60 per doz. For
salehy all wholesale jewelersandmaterialhouses.
Samplehytnail,25e; in 10 K. gold,31.00;14K.81.25.
IN.CROH8J.o,...or,..n..48 & SO MaldenLane,N.Y.

  -

JEWELRY REPAIRING
an MANUFACTURING

for the trade

All Work Returned Promptly

Special Attention Given to

Out-of-town Orders

HARRY SMITH
Room 76 Jewelers' Building

BOSTON, MASS.

Loop
Watch Keys
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A.N. CLARK St SON, Plainville, Conn.

Established
1839

1

).i.,_v_l________L (I • 11,-
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CROUCH & FITZGERALD

Jewelril Sample Trunks and Cases
Extra Deep Trunks and Cases Always in Stock

177 Broadway 154 Fifth Avenue
Bet. Cortiandt ,St Dey Sts. Coruer 20th Street

723 Sixth Avenue
Between 41st and 42d Streets

NEW YORK

Makers of

TOWER anD STREET CLOCKS
For part ichlars, write us. mentioning

Tit i K Evsros

E. HOWARD CLOCK CO.
Est,(11842 BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A.

Small Advertisements
N o advertisement Inserted for less

than 25 cents.
Under heading "Situations Wanted."

ONE ('ENT per word for first twenty-
II se words. Additional words and ad-
vertisements, 1'11 REE CENTS per word.
Under all headings except "Situations

Wanted." THREE CENTS per word.
Name. address, Initials and abbrevia-

tions count as words, and are charged
for as part of the advertisement.
To In insertion, remittance must

ace lllll pany all orders for advert lap-
ment s anti copy must reach us not later
than the 251 11 of each nionth, for inser-
tion In the following month's Issue.
Send blank check or draft, or postal

or express money order for $1.00 and
over, or postage stamps for smaller
amounts.

If answers are to be forwarded
TEN CENTS in postage stamps must
be enclosed.
The real name and address of every

advertiser must accompany the copy of
the ad vert isement.
Ad vert Isere who are not subscribers

must send 15 cents (special Issues 25
cen(s) if they desire a copy of the paper
in which their advertisement appears.
Address,
THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.

809-811.813 N. 19th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED
Under this healing, ONE CENT per word,

for first twenty-five words. Additional words
and advertisements, THREE CENTS per word.
No advertisements inserted for less than 25
tents.

30 YEARS' exp. at bench and running
store; no bad habits. Railroad town pre-

ferred. Best refs. from former employers.
Steady job; state wages. J. G. Carnahan,
Oxford, Ind. 

WITH jobbing house by exp, traveler in
South and southwest territory. Thor-

oughly acquainted with the trade and can
furnish best of refs. Address "X Y 24,"
1201 Heyworth Bldg., Chicago, Ill. 

YOUNG man in my employ wishes position,
January 1st, to finish trade. A cracker-

jack. For particulars, write H. T. Blank,
jeweler and optician, Elsie, Mich. 

EXPERT watchmaker, optician, salesman
and fair engraver; experienced, strictly

reliable; painstaking and rapid; single, good
address, good habits; Colorado, Montana
or West. All correspondence answered.
"R 338," care Keystone.

PERMANENT position in Minnesota or
Wisconsin by watchmaker, jeweler and

salesman; good refs.; town of 5000 up pre-
ferred. "S_336," care Keystone.
BY optician and watchmaker, January x,

gro; competent in both; have tools; neat
and active; good salesman, fine habits;
Pennsylvania preferred. "Q 371," care
Keystone.
FIRST-CLASS optician and salesman, at

present holding responsible position, de-
sires change the first of the year; also
watchmaker and plain engraver. "G 374,"
care Keystone.
YOUNG man, 27 years old, wishes to make
change; at present employed; all-around

bench man, optometrist, salesman; sober,
steady; give first-class references as to
ability; wishes to get with first-class firm,
where ability will be appreciated. Confi-
dential, 3i Lombard Street, Newark, N. J. 
POSITION by January tst, watchmaker,

jeweler, jobber, salesman; 16 years' exp.
Box go, Bloomfield, Iowa.
BY watchmaker, jeweler and plain en-

graver, January 1st; also registered phar-
macist in Iowa and Oklahoma; 7 years'
exp.; can give best refs. W. A. Pool,
Mapleton. Iowa.
BY Ai watchmaker, fair engraver, optician
and all-around man capable of manag-

ing; west of the Mississippi preferred; by
first of year or later; presently employed,
but desire a change. "I. 329," care Key-
stone.
YOUNG man, Ai optician, salesman, fair
watchmaker and engraver, wishes to con-

nect with first-class firm about January ist;
capable of managing, with opportunity to
become partner later. "G 375," care Key-
stone.
AS traveling salesman, 25 years' exp. in
jewelry business; am qualified to handle

any line; watches or diamonds preferred.
"S 328," care  Keystone. 
PERMANENT position wanted by first-

class watchmaker; own lathe, etc. Francis
A. Myers, 625 Sixth Street, Lincoln, Ill. 
EXPERIENCED retail salesman and win-
dow dresser desires to make a change

after January 1st; young married man,
practical ieweler and manager; sixteen
years with present employer in finest store
in city of 7o,000; permanent position only;
best of refs. as to character and ability.
"M 326," care Keystone.

SITUATIONS WANTED

EXPERIENCED watchmaker, jeweler and
engraver; now employed, would like

change, West or northwest, as assistant;
good salesman, willing; $18 to start. "B
331," care Keystone. 

POSITION as assistant watchmaker,
young man, 21; does ordinary watch and

clock repairing; honest and not afraid of
work. A. R. Zellers, Winamac, Ind.

AS second watchmaker after January 1st;
have tools; can do plain engraving;

Kansas or Oklahoma preferred. Harry
Whiles, ii5 Market Street, Fort Scott,
Kans.

BY young .man, 21, now employed as sales-
man in Jewelry store, where personal ap-

pearance and ability counts; five years'
exp., best refs. Ready for position Janu-
ary 1st. "C 350," care Keystone. 

WATCHMAKER only, capable of taking
charge of railroad time service system

watches, examining, repairing, adjusting to
temperature, position and isochronism,
rating to fifteen seconds per week. "K
345, care Keystone.

YOUNG man with three years' exp. wishes
position as assistant watchmaker after

February ist; can do plain engraving; first-
class refs. "W 344, care Keystone._ _
WATCHMAKER and optician, permanent.
Can set diamonds, doublets, engrave

plain letters and do soldering. Sober and
honest. Will not do porter work. "B
care Keystone.
YOUNG man of 25 desires position as

assistant watchmaker and ene raver by
January loth, with chance to finish trade
under good man; ref. furnished; distance
no object. Box 713, Canby, Minn. 
WATCHMAKER, jeweler, plain engraver
and optician; wait on trade; ref. from

six-year

o 
of January preferred. "T 342," care Key.
stone.

employer; age, as; West and first.

SALESMAN for general and good line of
watches and jewelry; now employed;

ready for position January 1st; best of refs.
"C 349," care Keystone. 
HIGHEST class watchmaker, with tools
and store exp., .wants first-class position.

C. R. Shanar, Knox, Pa. 
AS watchmaker, plain engraver; have fair
knowledge of optics; have tools and trial

case; southwest preferred; age 34, married.
W. A. Clopton, Groveton, Texas.
AI WATCHMAKER, fair engraver, after
January ist; six years' exp. in jewelry

store, five years' exp. in watch factory as
finisher; am finisher at present time; can
make all-around man if necessary; do hard
soldering, such as case joints, stems,
spectacles, raise mountings, new prongs,
etc.; do most any job that comes along,
but would prefer watch work only; own
tools; state salary in first letter; West or
northwest preferred. "L 354," care Key-
stone.
COMPETENT watchmaker desires position;

experienced on railroad watch work;
capable of taking charge of repair depart-
ment; West preferred. Address "U 358,"
care Keystone.
WATCHMAKER, engraver and salesman,

first-class; Pacific Coast preferred; young
man, married, use no liquor or tobacco;
open for position in early spring. H. Rich-
mond, Kane, Pa.
AS watchmaker, jeweler and engraver;
own tools; drug store exp. Can come

January 15th. "T 356," care Keystone.

BY sober, steady man for retail store;
salesman, engraver, watch, clock, jewelry

and optical repairer; New England or York
State preferred. Mechanic, Box 14, En-
field, N. H.
BY watchmaker, 30 years' exp.; posted in

repairing complicated watches and clocks;
will work piece work, if not a salary.
Trade Watchmaker, 5 Maple Street, Sum-
mit, N. J.
WATCHMAKER and jeweler assistant,
understands watch, clock and jewelry re-

Pairing; also wait on trade; refs. R.
McKenzie, Mineville, N. Y. 
EXPERIENCED salesman desires position

after first of the year with large retail
jewelry house; northwestern States pre-
ferred; Ai ref. and bond furnished. `B
366," care Keystone. 
ENGRAVER and salesman, can do plain

watch work and jewelry repairing; As
on all kinds of clocks; open for position
January 1st. "C 365," care Keystone.

POSITION wanted as watch, clock and
jewelry repairing; also engraving; own

tools. L. C. Davis, Farmington, W. Va. 

BY watchmaker, first-class; competent to
handle railroad and complicated work;

$22 per week to start; age, middle, tem-
perate, good appearance, refs. "C 380,"
care Keystone. 
HIGH-GRADE railroad watchmaker.

jeweler, optician; fairly good salesman
and engraver; worked for time inspector
two years; five years' exp. •, South preferred;
good ref., $25 per week. U. S. Webb,
Litchfield, Ill.

SITUATIONS WANTED

WANTED-Situation Janual y 1st by
jeweler and optometrist; Nebraska, Iowa

or South Dakota preferred. Address "B
370," care Keystone.

HELP WANTED
UNDER THIS HEADING TIIREE CENTS PER WOAD

ENGRAVER, experienced man on letter
work. Address, giving full particulars,

J. E. Caldwell & Co., 902 Chestnut Street,
Philadelphia, Pa. 
WATCHMAKER, first-class, rapid, accu-

rate. Permanent position. Must be good
on railroad work. $25 to $30 per week.
Western Ohio. "S 278," care Keystone.

$35 PER week for watchmaker, optician
and salesman in Nevada town. Position

permanent. Living reasonable. Room fur-
nished gratis. Address "B 322," care Key-
stone.
PHILADELPHIA wholesale watch and

jewelry house wants live traveling sales-
man; good proposition to right party; state
reference and territory; confidential. "W
321." care Keystone.
JOBBER or salesman calling on the

jewelry trade in the West to handle fine
line of hand-painted china. Wands, 6412
Eggleston Avenue, Chicago, III. 
SALESMAN selling plated jewelry for

western territory; state exp., territory
covered, where employed. "K 353," care
Keystone. 
TRAVELING salesman for the State of

Illinois, must be well acquainted with
the trade and command a large business;
no others need apply. A good proposition
for the right man. Address, stating former
exp. and amount of goods sold. Claude
Seymour, care Otto Young & Co., TIeyworth
Building, Chicago, Ill. 
FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, jeweler and

engraver; wait on trade; good, steady
position to right party; good salary; must
have Am refs.; sample engraving, salary
wanted in first letter. I. Popkin, Franklin, La.
SALESMEN to take manufacturer's

samples of chain and general jewelry line
to retail trade on commission; New Eng-
land, southern western and coast territories
preferred. Acidress 237 Elm Street, North
Attleboro, Mass. 
AT once, first-class engraver, die chaser
and enamel cutter.; permanent position,

good salary to right party. Ilassig
Jewelry Co., 914 Grand Avenue, Kansas
City, Mo. 
FIRST-CLASS salesman with an estab-

lished trade among retail jewelers to
carry line of fine plated goods; man carry-
ing other lines preferred; strictly commis-
sion basis; must have best refs. George W.
Dover Jewelry Co., 710 Eddy Street, Provi-
dence, R. I. 
WATCHMAKER and engraver, $25 per
week. Hollins Brothers, Lake Charles, La.

WATCHMAKER, optician, plain engraver;
all-around man; permanent, pleasant. "12

368," care Keystone.
FIRST-CLASS traveling jewelry salesman

for Kansas, Oklahoma and Texas terri-
tory ; only capable, experienced man with
trade need apply. Norris, Alister & Co.,
wholesale jewelers, ileyworth Building,
Chicago, Ill. 
Ai WATCHMAKER, jeweler and optician,

able to take charge of business or take
half interest. "P 363," care Keystone. 
AT once, first-class watchmaker; must be
an all-around, experienced man; perma-

nent position. H. L. Rost, Columbus,  Ind.
JANUARY first, young. man to finish

trade and learn the Jewelry business;
steady position and a chance to work up to
partnership if desired; must have tools
and full particulars first letter. P. H.
Sperry, Marinette, Wis. 
DECEMBER t5th, first-class watchmaker,
engraver and optician; send sample of

engraving, refs. and salary in first letter.
0. C. Zinn, Hastings, Nebr. 
FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, engraver and

all-around workman, first of year or
sooner; permanent situation for right man;
good habits, Ai refs., sample engraving in
first letter. Lock Box 310, St. Joseph, Mo.
FIRST-CLASS traveling jewelry salesman
for Ohio and Indiana territory; only

capable, experienced men with trade need
apply. Norris Alister & Co., wholesale
Jewelers, Chicago, Ill. 
AT once, young man who has had two
or three years exp.; state wages wanted.

E. W. Mitchell, Lampasas, Texas.
SEVERAL At traveling salesmen, thor-

oughly familiar with optical goods; big
opportunities for the right men; state ref-
erences and full particulars as to exp.
"G 373," care Keystone.

WANTED
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

ENGINE-TURNING lathe. "S 61," care
Keystone.

2075

WANTED

BY party having New York office, manu-
facturers line of jewelry, silverware or

watches for New York and on road. F. D.
Gould, 71-73 Nassau Street, New York
City, N. Y. 

PARTNER, half interest in jewelry and
optical store; good paying business in

Pennsylvania city of 2o,000; capital re-
quired, $2500; bargain to right party. "R
355," care Keystone. 
WILL buy second-hand C. I. or Hardy
ophthalmometer; must be in good cOn-

dition. In writing us, quote lowest spot
cash price. Weber Bros., St. Cloud, Minn.
WATCFIMAKERS' bench, countershaft;
sign; electric motor and other tools. B. J.

Titus, i4 North Hudson Avenue, Okla-
homa City. 
THREE- or six-spindle Moseley wheel-cut-

ting attachment; must be in good order;
cheap for cash; state dimensions, condition
and price. "F 306," care Keystone.

_

FOR SALE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

DON'T want to sell out, but would like to
sell half interest in one of the best and

most prosperous jewelry businesses in the
South to one who would take active in-
terest with me. Business will pay $xo,000
annually; stock ranges from $Th000 to
$,10,000. You need not answer this adver-
tisement unless you have $10,000 or its
equivalent and will take an active part
with fair salary. "C 377," care Keystone.

JEWELRY business, established over 30
. years; population 2500, 95 miles from
Chicago; stock, fixtures, tools, etc., invoice
over $4000; sell for $3500; all good. Rea-
son for selling, want to retire from business.
W. V. Beresford, Amboy, Ill. 

EXCEPTIONAL opportunity for individual
or firm looking for jewelry store; valu-

able lease, centrally located, principal street,
one of largest, most progressive cities in
New York State; jewelry and optical store
4o years, equipped complete; splendid
modern fixtures; with or without stock.
"V 246," care Keystone.
JANUARY 1st, only jewelry store in town

of isoo, county seat. Nearest competitor
25 miles. Good sales, plenty of bench work.
Write for particulars. H. F. Barnwell,
Tiptonville, 'Fenn.
OLDEST ABLISHED jewelry store for

sale in a town of 3000. Farming and
manufacturing town. Rare chance, as I
wish to retire. Stock, about $4000. Opti-
cal business first class. Located in best
part of central Illinois. "F 272," care
Keystone.
150-ACRE farm; price $700. Terms, $ oo
down and $2oo each year. New dwelling,

all desirable soil. 50 acres in growing crop,
100 acres in timber, worth the price of the
farm. This farm is only offered to watch-
makers. We are preparing to build a watch
factory. Address P. 0. Box 55, Iron-
bridge, Pa. 
JEWELRY and watchmaker's business, in-

ventory about $1200 or $15oo; stock con-
sists of watches, jewelry and silverware;
repairs pay about $15o to $200 per month;
railroad terminal point; can be watch in-
spector if good workman; rent $8.00 to
$10.00 per month; no opposition; s000 or
6000 people, three large cotton mills, one
large guano factory. Reply, P. 0. Box
No. 50, Selma, N. C. 
GOOD paying jewelry business located on
one of the best corners in Cleveland,

Ohio; repairs alone pay all expenses; in-
voice about Woo; snap for good repair
man; lease goes with sale. Reason for
selling, other business requires my full time.
"C337," care Keystone.
UP-TO-DATE jewelry store and fixtures;

ionly jewelry store n railroad division
town ; good, clean, stock; large territory
to draw from; town growing better every
day. Snap for the man with cash. Reason
for selling, railroad accident. Invoice $15oo.
N. F. Harrington, Murdo, S. Dak.
OLD-ESTABLISHED business in New
England State; no competition nearer

than twelve miles; will sell stock and fix-
tures; rent room reasonable; invoice to suit
purchaser; good opportunity for good
jeweler and optician. "S 330," care Key-
stone.
CLEAN stock of jewelry in western New

York; repair work more than pays ex-
penses; invoice about $2500; good reason
for selling. "H 327," care Keystone. 
FIRST-CLASS jewelry store, with railroad

watch inspection, in railroad division
town of 2000; established seven years;
practically no competition: will invoice
Woo, could reduce; fine, healthy climate.
Address W. C. Davis, jeweler, Thayer, Mo.

TO settle estate of H. Stricker, small stock
and tools, materials1 etc., will be sold

cheap; use of window in best drug store in
growing town in southwest Texas goes with
it. Lion Drug Store, Devine, Texas.

(Continued on page 2076)
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FOR SALE

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

(Continued fro fl page 2(J75)

SMALL new stock of jewelry in good agri-
cultural village; too miles south of

Kansas City. Drawer 24, Payne,_ Ohio.

THE old-established jewelry store of T. W.
Schmidt, Patterson, La.; stock is valued

at $6000; retiring from business on account
of ill health.
JEWELRY business in southern California

coast town. "H 334," care Keystone. 

STOCK of jewelry, invoice $700; any rea-
sonable offer accepted. The Glass Bakery,

Saratora Springs. N. Y.

$3500 STOCK and fixtures in southwest
Missouri county seat of 4000 population;

cash receipts in 1909 over $7000; fine fix-
tures, good location. "S 333," care Key-
stone.
$5oo BUYS dandy little repair and jewelry

business, with tools complete; fine loca-
tion for optician; most healthful climate
on earth. Be Soto H. Grant, E. Las Vegas,
N. Mex.
OLD-ESTABLISHED and only jewelry

store in lively 15oo town, northwestern
Iowa ; annual sales and work $4000; expenses
very low, profits too per cent.; investigate
at once, I want to go South; about $2000
cash will buy this. Also have a modern
$6,mo home here; will sell same for $4500.
Will not sell business unless I sell home
first or at saine time. You can make a
pod living easy here and save some money
beside.. "P 33o." care Keystone.

OLD-ESTABLISHED jewelry and optical
business in prosperous city of 25,000, in

anthracite coal region; good line of repair
work. George L. Van Nort, Peoples' Na-
tional Bank Bldg., Scranton, Pa. 

OLD-ESTABLTSITED jewelry business,
western Pennsylvania town of 7000; big

run of bench work; can reduce stock to
$6cmo or $70oo; cash only. If interested,
call or address j. AL Hoffer, Jeweler,
Kane, Pa.
JEWELRY and optical business, fine lo-

cation, have big university trade; fine,
clean stock: repairs $25o to $300 a month;
exceptional opportunity for practical man;
cheap for cash. Good reasons; act quick.
N. K., 1307 East Sixty-third Street, Chi-
cago.
LEADING jewelry store in growing eastern
Oklahoma town of 3000; new fixtures just

put in; three-year lease; invoice about
$5500; can reduce. Only one other jewelry
store here; fine place to live. If you are a
practical man this is your opportunity.
Good reasons for selling. Address "W
347." care Keystone. 

ONLY jewelry store. city of 6000; railroad
bridge to cross Ohio River here; two new

railroads grading to bridge now; a bargain;
health failing. Theo. Schottle, Metropolis,

A GOOD paying jewelry store in good
town; small stock; $400 will handle.

Reason for selling, want to go in other
business. James T. Ewing, Deshler, Nebr.

ON account of ill health I offer my store
in a flourishing manufacturing town on

Puget Sound for sale. This store has paid
right through the panic and for a practical
man is a good proposition that will beax
close inspection. Don't write unless you
have at least $5000 cash. "D 348," care
Keystone.
GREAT bargain I-Best paying and most

centrally located jewelry and optical busi-
ness in greatest wheat growing. county in
North Dakota; last year's receipts $75oo;
stock $3000, fixtures $500; modern city of
about 2000; county seat; has State institu-
tion. Goes at 85 cents on the dollar after
January. ist, or at invoice price now. Must
sell, going into banking. "H 352," care
Keystone. 
ABOUT $400 will handle neat little jewelry

store with some china, January ist;
town of 1300, eighteen miles to nearest com-
petitor. L. Hutton, Lebo, Kans. 

A SMALL and only jewelry store in town;
population 3,..00; a good chance; will sell

at very low figure. Address P. 0. Box
386, Bridgeport, Ohio.

OLD-ESTABLISHED jewelry business, in-
voices about $4000, town of 8000; two

continental railroads division point; county
scat; State normal school; in the famous
Kittitas Valley, at Ellensburg, Wash.;
liberal discount for cash will be given after
January ist. H. C. Bilger, Ellensburg, Wash.

PROSPEROUS jewelry and optical busi-
ness; county seat of 5000, South Texas;

last year's sales and bench work $13,000;
this year's about the same; invoice about
$5000 by January ist, or date, I will give
possession. Don't look for anything better
anywhere. "S 351," care Keystone.

ESTABLISHED jewelry store for sale;
up-to-date stock and fixtures. Wish to

retire from business•
' 

grand opportunity.
W. M. Northrup. North Baltimore, Ohio. 

ONLY jewelry store in town of moo, doing
good business; will sell very cheap. For

full particulars, write Doane Bros., Sharon,
Wis.

FOR SALE

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

A BARGAIN for watchmaker who can do
optical work and engrave; a splendid

opportunity to buy an old and well-estab-
lished business. Address Tennesser, care
Norris, Alister & Co., Heyworth Building,
Chicago, Ill. 
JANUARY ist only jewelry store, town

of 800, county seat; south Mississippi;
competitor 25 miles; good farming country;
plenty work. For particulars, "B 359,"
care Keystone.
GOOD paving jewelry and optical business,

located in southern Minnesota, population
3500; good farming community, fine sum-
mer resort; two railroads, is end of divi-
sion C. & N. W. Ry.; pay roll at this place
is $20,000; stock invoices about $3000, fix-
tures $00; will reduce stock January ist
to suit buyer. Must have cash or bankable
paper. Write quick, "R 360," care Key-
stone.
BEST proposition in jewelry store in North
Dakota after January ist; only jeweler

in county seat town; large territory;
invoice then about $2000, stock and fix-
tures. "11 357," care Keystone. 

ONLY jewelry, optical and musical busi-
ness, in good live town of goo population,

in western Iowa; good run of bench work;
large territory; invoice $1500. can reduce.
Reason, other business. "W 361," care
Keystone.
$2000 BUYS old established jewelry busi-

ness in town of 8o-o: repairs $1oo
monthly; act quickly for holidays. Reason,
old are. Ti. To•-"an. Georretown, S. C. 

SM AI L jewelry stock in one of the best
locations in Nebraska. Write F. P. Shy,

Minden, Nebr. 
ONLY jewelry store, population t000;

complete outfit invoice $sol: cash at a
bargain before holidays. Ill health reason
for selling. Emil Hennings, Warroad,
Minn.
$700 STOCK of jewelry in central Iowa
town of goo; possession January 1st.

"S 36t," care Keystone. 

BEST jewelry and optical business in
southeast Nebraska, if sold by January

1, 1910. "C 369," care Keystone. _
JEWELRY and optical business. established

three years; well advertised; in small, new
town. with good surrounding country and
towns; growing fast; good prices, no corn-
petition for seventy miles. New railroad
will build first of year. Will reduce stock
to suit your price or sell fixtures only;
healthiest climate in Washington. the ever-
green State. Siegrist, North Bend, Wash.

STOCK and fixtures for sale any time after
January ist; will then probably invoice

from $850 to $1000; good location, good
ri.n of repair work. For particulars ad-
dress F.  A. Furman, Riverton, Iowa. 

NEW stock, watches, clocks, jewelry and
cut glass; good railroad and lumbering

town bf 1200, near Pacific Coast; no com-
petition; electric lights, sewer, good water;
monthly pay roll $35,000. "W 378," Care
Keystone.
JEWELRY store, 24 x 40, plate glass front;
one half of store rents for $17 a month;

bench work $8o, sales $125; population
ic,000; pay roll $25,000 month; two cement
plants and sawmills; $33oo buys store and
$1000 stock. Box 4, Baker, Wash.

ESTABLISHED jewelry, optical business,
Denver, Colo.; stock, fixtures, tools, in-

voice about $2500; low rent; more repair
work than can do; liberal discount. "P
376," care Keystone. 

WELL-PAYING jewelry store in South
Philadelphia; plenty of repair work;

house can be bought also. "C 379," care
Keystone.
LEADING jewelry and optical business in
county seat of 4000 population, eastern

Kansas; will sell fixtures, lease and any
part of stock you care to take after January
ist. "L 381," care Keystone.

FOR SALE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

Miscellaneous Merchandise and
Equipment

LATHE for sale at bargain. "N 372,"
care Keystone.

ONE modern mahogany wall case, 28 feet
long, nearly new; original cost was $800;

will sell for $285, F. 0. B. Brenham. Will
accept $200 in interest-bearing notes, pay-
able $20 month. This case is credit to any
jewelry store. Address W. J. Graber,
Brenham, Texas.

GUN silencer stops noise, for 22 rifle,
$1.5o. "G. & D.," 213 Englewood Ave.,

Chicago, Ill. 
COMPLETE set watchmaker's tools, in-

cluding bench, lathe, watch rack, watch
sign, etc.; also 8-foot Walnut case and table
and other fixtures; some material; write
for list. "B 367," care Keystone.

FOR SALE

Miscellaneous Merchandise and
Equipment

$40 BUYS set jeweler's tools, including
hardwood bench, polishing lathe, twenty-

two gravers with handles, foot blower,
gold scales, text needles, jobbing stones,
optical course, etc. Henry Mailloux, 541
Moody Street, Lowell, Mass. 

RETINOSCOPE and ophthalmoscope,
Geneva combined, used less than six

months; just like new, $55. William Gotsch,
4106 Manchester Avenue. St. Louis, Mo.

SHIP chronometer in first-class condition;
rate within a second a week; Knee, $75.

Chronometer, Box 721, Denver, Colo. 
SECOND-HAND safe, formerly, used in

treasure office; 58 inches high, 42 wide,
32 deep, with a strong box; in good order.
If interested write at once to A. Beckman,
Ottawa, Ohio. 
$8o MEDIOMETER in first-class condi-

tion; if sold at once will take $45 express
prepaid. Address Adams Jewelry Co.,
Bolivar, Mo.
OP1ITHALMOMETER, Satterlee model,

portable, wired for electricity; very little
used; good as new; will sell cheap. Thomas
F. Lonergan, 348 Westminster Street,
Providence, R. I. 
HALF-ROUND ring rolls, made by W. W.

Oliver, perfect condition, $35. J. W.
Spence, Racine, Wis. 
SQUARE wire ring rolls, W. W. Oliver,

geared pressure screws. perfect condition,

$40-  J. W. Spence,  Racine, Wis. 

COMPLETE set of watchmaker's tools,
including. Moseley No. a lathe, used ten

months; also McCormick trial case, • used
two months; a bargain. Write for informa-
tion. George J. hunze, Lewis, Iowa. 

ENGRAVING block, used but few times;
good as new; cost $20; all attachments.

Box 271, Cortland, Ohio. 
GENUINE Moseley lathe, No. 2, first-

class condition; also 4o-lb. foot wheel.
"S 335," care Keystone.

No. 5 OLIVER typewriter, almost new, at
a bargain. H. P. Holmes, Laplata, Mo.

TATHE bench, tools, etc., all new; other
business. C. E. Hecox. Ilion, N. Y.

A COMPLETE optical outfit. For particu-
lars apply to 0. E. L., Box 755, Austin,

Texas.
SAFE, 5 foot, with burglar-proof chest;

sacrifice. Williams, Jeweler, Cohogs, N. Y._ . _ _
ONE foot wheel and eleven other watch-

maker's tools cheap. Write for par-
ticulars. Jeweler, Box 14, Enfield, N. H.

-•

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
UNDER THIS HEADING TI1REE CENTS PER WORD

8o ACRES irrigated fruit land for $4000
stock merchandise. "De Clark," Emmett,

Idaho.
BUICK 5-passenger touring car, full
equipment; will exchange for watches,

diamonds, etc. W. H. Hills, Canisteo,
N. Y.
FRANCIS engraving machine with type.
Box 348, Earlville, N. Y. 

IMPROVED city property; also acres near
Duluth, Minn., where new steel plant

will be erected, for cash, jewelry or dia-
monds. "H 346," care Keystone. 

ONE new Century engraving machine,
been used one year; four sets type, ring

holder, hollowware holder and Odd Fellow,
Masonic birds and fancy type. Will
trade for good regulator or good lathe.
W. J. Pendleton, Paintsville, Ky. 

COMPLETE moving picture machine for
sale or exchange for Hardy or C. I.

ophthalmometer. L. V. Clough, St. Charles,

LARGE telescope, leather-covered, with
special eyepiece power 33 and 75 times.

Cost $42, ask $25, or will take typewriter
in good condition. August Spaeth, 963
Twentieth Street, Milwaukee, Wis.

SPECIAL NOTICES
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

BEWARE of second-hand Clement corn-
bined lathe attachments offered for sale;

they are old models; they sell them to get
our latest W. D .Clement, Waltham, Mass.

MONEY loaned to jewelers in any amount.
Strictly confidential; write for informa-

tion; bank refs. The Collateral Loan and
Banking Co., 647 Euclid Ave., Cleveland,
Ohio.

STOLEN-946 Hamilton No. 442089 Crown
case. Return to Brownlie & Arnett.

Pineville, Ky., and receive $10 reward.

PATENT for disposal, England, America
and German, improved cuff link. Pal-

mer, 30 New Bridge Street, London, Eng-
land.

SPECIAL NOTICES

I PAY the highest prices for watches.

diamonds and jewelry. Send stocks at
once, no matter how large or small, and
get money by return mail. All kinds of
ref. furnished upon request.- Emil Noel,

541 East Forty-sixth Place, Chicago, Ill. 

WANTED-Jewelry and watchmaking sup-
ply houses to handle a good-selling side

line. 6o per cent. profit. Sells at sight.
Zylotite Cement Co., st Maiden Lane,
New York. 

COMPLETE finished escapement models in
running order, $15. The best window at-

traction for jewelers. For particulars write
the St. Louis Watchmaking School, St.
Louis, Mo.
ABOUT 100 Complete 18 size American

Watches for sale, 7 to 17 jewel; prices
average better than 40 off the short list.
Can you use ten or twenty of them? All
in running order; C. 0. D. subject to
examination, before paying. If not satis-
fied return them. The prices will please
you and the watches will please you if you
order. Send for list. They are my un-
claimed pledges. Nat Ruggles (established
1879), American Pawnbroker, 734 Superior
Avenue, N. E., Cleveland, Ohio. 

FOR RENT-A very desirable third floor
room, Chestnut Street front, suitable for

a jeweler. Steigerwalt, moo 4 Chestnut
Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

BUSINESS NOTICES
UNDER TII IS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

WATCHMAKERS, post-graduate course in
the lever escapement gives you absolute

control over your work; no more bench
troubles. Write the T. J. Wilkinson
School for Watchmakers, 25 South Fifty-
fourth Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

CASH paid for all kinds of boxes in which
watch movements are sold, including plass

front and back cases and velvet-lined boxes;
also watch and clock oil bottles, material,
watch keys, watch glasses, watch cases,
watches, clocks. chronographs, etc.; no
quantity too large. John Remillard, Car-
rier 40. Springfield, Mass. 

too HAIRSPRINGS of different sizes and
strength, suitable for American clocks

and watches, will be mailed to any address
on receipt of 25 cents in stamps. We have
a large job lot of these springs, bought with
the stock formerly owned by A. J. Logan.
Address Randall & Stickney, Waltham, Mass.

REPAIRING for the trade, by an expert.
Complicated and ordinary watches

promptly and carefully attended to. Thirty
years exp. Send trial package; best refs.
Charles F. Heyme, 5414 Halsted Street,
Chicago, III.  
DO you need money? If so, send your
diamonds and watches to me and get

quick and liberal returns; highest cash
prices paid for entire jewelry stocks; will
send our representative if necessary; busi-
ness confidential; national bank refs. H.
Schwartz, 903 Heyworth Bldg., Chicago, Ill.

NOTICE-I have removed from 727 San-
som Street to 807 Sansom Street, Phila-

delphia, where I will continue to buy all
kinds of gold and silver; also refine all
kinds of jewelers' waste containing gold or
silver. Send by mail or express and re-
ceive prompt attention. J. L. Clarke, Es-
tablished 1870. 
PORTRAIT miniatures copied from any

photo on watches, dials, brooches and
lockets. Goldstein Engraving Company, 45
Maiden Lane, New York.  

ELGIN Horological School, the oldest and
most practical school for watchmakers.

Send for catalogue to Elgin Horological
School, Elgin, Ill. 
WANTED-Everyone desirous of improv-
ing themselves in watch work, jewelry.

work and engraving to address Bradley
Polytechnic Institute, Peoria, Ill., for one
of their latest catalogues. A postal card
will get it. See ad on page 1939. 

BEWARE of second-hand Clement com-
bined lathe attachments offered for sale;

they are old models•, they sell them to get
our latest. W. D. Clement, Waltham, Mass.

WE make a specialty of changing old an-
tique watch cases to stem wind. Some-

thing that has been refused by others.
Have had go years' exp. and can guarantee
satisfaction. N. J. Felix & Sons, 45
Maiden Lane, New York. 
RETAIL jewelers' advertisements our

speclalty; everyone written to order;
steady increase in business assured. In-
quire about our liberal rebate plan. Holy-
oke Sales Co., Drawer 290, Holyoke, Mass.

I PAY the highest prices for watches,
diamonds and jewelry. Send stocks at

once, no matter how large or small, and
get money by return mail. All kinds of
ref. furnished upon request. Emil Noel,
541 East Forty-sixth Place, Chicago, Ill. 
METAL D1ALS-A11 kinds of metal watch
and clock dials cleaned, replated and re-

painted. Also special metal dials made
to order. Promptness and satisfaction
guaranteed. Ralph A. Doe, Clark Lane,
Waltham, Mass.

BUSINESS NOTICES

I WILL buy watches of every description,
American movements, in or out of order,

quality or quantity; old gold or silver or

gold plate. Money sent the same day.
Broadbent, 4 S. 42,1 St., Philadelphia, Pa.

THE Omaha Watch Repairing, Engraving
and Optical Institute has been established

fifteen years. We have made all promises
to students. Ours is the most practical of
any similar school in the United States.
There is no other just as good. We limit
the attendance to twenty-four students.
Each one has ample opportunity to advance.

No hired instructors employed in this in-
stitute. We refer you to any watch com-

pany in regard to our ability. Next optical
class January 15th. Write for particulars.
Drs. Tarbox & Gordon, Omaha, Nebr.

COOPER C&, SON
721 Sansom St. Philadelphia

WATCH REPAIRING FOR THE TRADE
SKILLFUL WORKMEN

ACCURATE AND PROMPT WORK

Send Trial Package

BENJ. GEBHARD & CO.
735 Sansom St., Philadelphia

WATCH CASE REPAIRING

HIGHEST ORDER OF SKILLED LABOR

PROMPT LOW PRICES

Make a Watch
and you learn ALL the art of watclmork

THEN YOU'RE A
WATCHMAKER

Watch construction is part of
th e invaluable training our
students receive. Write

The T. J. WILKINSON
School for Watchmakers
25 S. 54th St., Philadelphia, Pa

EVERYBODY ELSE IS

ARE YOU VERY BUSY?

es. U S E
JANGERa
RING BUFFS
THEY LIGHTEN THE LOAD

EVERYBODY ELSE DOES

G.F.Warlsworth
Watch Case
Manufacturer
and Repairer

Everythingin
the line of
Watch Case
Repairing

Gold and
Silver Plating
Satin Finish
Engraving
and Engine-

Turning
Changing Old

English and Swiss
Cases to take
American S. W.
Movements
My Specialty

Old cases
Made Nev

Silversmiths'
Building
131-137
Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO

Repairing
For the Trade
of romplicated and Ordinary

Wet ehes,IV heel i,nd PillIOU Cllt-
ting, Demagnetizing, etc., care-
fully sod promptly done by an

"Peri' A. JETTE

EsenNiaho/ /s99 Lancaster, Pa.

IN JANUARY WE WILL HAVE THE
LARGEST CLASS WE EVER HAD,
Will You Be a Member of It ?

CHNIIDION HOROLOGICAL INSTITUTE
S. W. Cor. Church and Wellesley Sts.
i-i. R. Playtner. Director Toronto, Ont.

Enamels for
Jewelry

We carry a complete line of the

highest grade of imported and domes-

tic enamek which are adapted to all

kinds of jewelry work
We can furnish opaque and trans-

parent colors for gold, silver and cop-

per. We will gladly exchange at any

time goods which are not satisfactory.

The Chas. M. Robbins Co.
Manufacturing Jewelers Attleboro, Mass.

5'
-*/ Artistic Monogrnm awl Letter
Engraving. Gilding. Jewelry

and Watch Repairing. Send
for price-list.

ULL„ST'RO/VI & CO.

Ashound Nebraska

CATCHY
ENGRAVING

. in SPOON BOWLS at
Popular Prices

LET US ENGRAVEA SAMPLE

ICHAR E PAIRIN
ywHICkporCIU CAN CALL YOUR OWN

WINSLOWOCRAUSE CO.

LEAR14
'JEWELERS
ENGRAVING.
"The School that Graduates Experts"
A fascinating trade that pays big miler es,
easily learned, taught thoroughly and prat.-
tically by correspondence. We will teach
the beginner better engraving than he can
gain in years of rigid apprenticeship. We
will improve the skill of any engravgr and
make him master of the trade. The demand
for competent engravers fat exceeds the
supply. Send for handsome illustrated
prospectus, mailed free.

PAGE-DAVIS SCHOOL
Suite 10, Page Bldg. CHICAGO

MINIATURE PORTRAITS
Enameled on

WATCH DIALS
CAPS and LIDS

Plain and
Colored

Can be made from
any photograph

or print

A beaut lint illustrated R11111ple card and price-
list sent upon request

CARMAN ART CO.
79 Dearborn Street CHICAGO, ILL.
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DROP US A POSTAL
WITH YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS. It will bring an answer telling you how

to obtain a profitable life income as the result of devoting a few minutes' spare time each

day to the study of OPTICS by our correspondence method, enabling you to prepare yourself as an expe.t

in fitting glasses. There is no more profitable profession for the time and money invested, as seven out of

every ten people need glasses. Write and secure our regular $25.00 College Course in Optics by cor-

respondence for only $8.00. Address,

AMERICAN OPTICAL COLLEGE
OLDEST CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL

OF OPTICS IN THE WORLD
DETROIT, MICH.

W1==■1'

Monarch
Light Touch

qThis exclusive fea-
ture ef the Monarch
Typewriter should
interest the business

man, because of its distinct commercial value to him ; it means
Monarch operators are able to produce more work in a day.
To the operator, Monarch Light Touch means an even day's
work, and " No 3 o'clock Fatigue," owing to the fact that it is
so much easier to operate than any other typewriter.
We welcome the opportunity to demonstrate this and many
other Monarch advancements, and solicit correspondence from
those interested.

ILLUSTRATED LITERATURE SENT ON REQUEST

The Monarch is made in regular carriage and several wide
carriage models-all shown in our literature, which is

gladly sent to all who write for it

The Monarch Typewriter Company
716 CHESTNUT STREET PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Executive Offices : Monarch Typewriter Bldg., 300 Broadway, New York

BRANCHES and DEALERS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

BLACK SHIELD
MAINS RINGSWATCH AND 

CLOCK011-SWARTCHILD CO.&C P9,

HANDY LAMP GASOLINE LIGHTING SYSTEM
The most practical invention since the introduction of Gasoline for
lighting purposes, satisfying a necessity and overcoming obstacles to
KS use never bcMre successfully accomplished.

A SHADOWLESS 300-CANDLE POWER LIGHT

that can be t timed up or down instantly, same as gas, or can be left
burning continuously, day or night, et a dim light of one ("How) can-
dlepower, or less, at almost no expense. I t call be turned up instantly

10 adazzline, bright 300-candle power light Ihat will flood a 30-foot
room with light as bright as day at less than 3.;,ceut an hour.
IT WILL SAVE FIVE TIMES ITS COST

in a year over Kerosene, Gas or Electricity. The Handy
Lamp System is free front smoke, smell or danger. One
gallon of gasoline will last from 40 to 50 hours. It is the aim- -
pleat and safestsystemever devised, and it is equally attractive
and appropriate for use in the home, store, church or wher-
ever good light is needed. If you knew from actual experience
how handy, how economical and how satisfactory t h y stein is you would not
be without one for tell times its cost. Write at once for E. S. Catalogue and
particulars.
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BRILLIANT GAS LAMP CO., Dept. 9, 42 State St., Chicago, III

ENGRAVED SOUVENIR SPOONS Buildings, $3.50 per Doz.
Names, 1.29

BRIGHT CUT STYLE

FRED. A. HASKELL
206 Weybosset St., Providence, R. I.

air SPOT CASH for Jewelry Stocks-fle
I PAY THE HIGHEST PRICES for Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry.

Send stocks at once, no matter how large or small, and get money by return mail.

National bank references upon request. If offer is not satisfactory will return goods.

EMIL NOEL, 541 E. 46th Place, CHICAGO, ILL.
If you should be in Chicago with your stock, make appointment with me

by residence telephone Drexel 5323, or office telephone Central 6909.

Established 1858

We have manufactured

The 0 Brand

Jewelers' Findings
(Jobbing Materials) for
5! years and our goods
are favorably known all
over the country. Order
them of your jobber, who
will be pleased to serve

you, but be sure that the goods have the above brand on them. Try our
Solder. Those who have used it tell us there is none better.-Very easy
flowing and has a fine color. Sample sent free on application.

GEO. I-I. FULLER & SON CO., Pawtncket.FgoldOeRlYsl:and.

NEWARK BRUSH 
COMPANY

BRUSHES

12 GitEN 
STREET 

NEWARK, IL J.

-------

Polishing Set 
Complete, $2.00, 

Prepaid.

COTTON, BRISTLE AND 
FELT WATCH 

CASE BUFFS

FELT AND 
COTTON RING 

BUFFS

BRISTLE WASH AND 
END BRUSHES

FELT AND 
COTTON BUFFS

BRISTLE POLISHING 
BRUSHES

SATISFACTION 
GUARANTEED OR 

MONEY 
REFUNDED

Have YOU any Engraving Troubles?
I Mn't let your Engraving work bother you !

Make it a source of profit-not loss !

If your engraving work is costing you too much money-if you can't

get your work out fast enough-we want to have you write us.

Tell us the volume of Engraving business you do in a year.

Tell us if you have more than one, how many Engravers you employ.

Then we'll write you a detailed letter.

We'll tell you how you can do more work and do better work-and

any clerk of average intelligence can get this work out for you with a

NEW CENTURY Engraving Machine.

The NEW CENTURY Engraver is almost human.

It engraves on plain flat surfaces, inside of rings, in spoon bowls,

in the bottom of bon-bon dishes-anywhere that your customers want

Engraving done.
This machine is not complicated-nothing to get out of order.

If you'll send your name and address we'll gladly go into details

and mail you our handsomely illustrated catalogue-illustrating the many

different classes of work for which the NEW CENTURY is adapted.

Ask for the booklet-and our proposition !

The Eaton & Glover Company
sAvRE, PA.

WE MAKE GOODS THAT SELL. 'ANT WEUUtIV IICLRLD VIIISOTVOE Y[T.
OPERA, FIELD and MARINE GLASSES

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS

All the Leading Styles, in Pearl and Leather

Send for PRICE-LISTS

Also Lorgnettes, Reading Glasses and Optical Sundries

GREAT REDUCTION IN PRICE

" L K T 9 9 In Gold and Gold Filled Mountings
and with Rim or Frames

NOT E. -We make the full line of " Ilikit " Frames in 1, 0 and 00 eye interchangeable.

Gold Filled Rimless 'Mountings 1-10-12 K ....... . . . $7.50 per Doz. 70c. per Pr.

Gold Filled Rimless Mountings 1-3u-12 K 
  15.00 per Doz. S$7.14.),(1101'epreil:1%)zr.

 $'' 4.00 pea' Ito'.. *2.00 per Pr.
$10.50 per Doz. $1.00 per l'r.

111,,iiitnAle3ssii.'3,:lsountings
SS 11 ilidi 1100 K. (.1i::11:1.1
Gold Filled ritA341,;$ I-11/-12 K .  
Gold I. illed FHA m ES 1-40-12 K.   $9.”0 pl`r DOZ.

IVIlen one dozen or more are purchased at one time we allow 10 per cent on for cash.
GOLD FILLED
RIDING BOW 

15019011.. 11:31(01 1100 I..,, $45:0308 t; ('able, $(5;..0308 ra,..c Doz„en

MOUNTINGS E5504. 1-10 12 K., 5.75 ; " 6.75 " "

SPICIAL OFFElt.-i )110 sample set of gohl filled 12 " Ilik it " mountings, etched on
lenses, ill neat velvei-lincd case Mr lilting, $8.50 net.

GOLD FILLED
SPECTACLES

No. 1.0.00 Eye

Made by the IMPROVED
METHOD

EXTRA FINISH
IV ELL TE1I PERED
HIGHLY 1.15S.111111)

No.
5524, 12 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Frames
5525. 12 K., 1-10 Riding Boxy Cable "
5554. 11 K., 1-10 Riding Bow
5555. 14 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Cable
I. 564. 10 K., 1-10 Riding Bow
1,565. 10 K., I-10 Riding Bow Cable
5354. 10 K., 1-30 Riding Bow
5355. 10 K.. 1-30 Riding Bow Cable

l'er dozen
. $5.60
• • 7.00
• • 7.50
• . 8.75
. . 5.4()

. . 4.00

. . 5.00

QUALITY GUARANTEED, same as BILLED

CELLULOID READING GLASSES
HANDSOMEST AND STRONOEST MADE

Will Not Show Wear

Resembling Tortoise Shell and Onyx

We gitote 5011IP al the f011OWing rates :

21; 2:.14 .0/ 4 414"
$5.00 $6.00 $7.50 $9.00 $10.50 $11.50 per dozen

Imported French Nickeled Reading Glasses
No. MI5. Black Ekon iced I kindle.

2 2,;; 
$1.90 $2.12 $2.50 $3.22 $3.74 per dozen

3 31; 3114 3N 4 41; 41.4; inch
$4.04 $5.15 $5.74 $6 4 $7.25 $9.00 $10.50 per dozen

LORGNETTES IN SOLID GOLDOur Own Make

Gold Filled, Sterling Silver and Gold Plated;
also set with Semi-Precious Stones

Sterling Eaeli, $3.50 up
Sterling Gold Plated 4  25 up
idold Filled   5.50 up
Genuine Gun Metal, Sterling Silver Fronts 3  75 up

CELLULOID LORGNETTES, from $1.20 up. A fine assortment in plain ant pierced
designs; also set Wilh send-precious stones encrusted in gold and silver

SPECIAL-Solid Gold Riding Bow Frames, 10 K. From111.n Dozen

NEW IMPROVED LORING OPHTHALMOSCOPE,

LIBRARY SPECTACLES
No. 27. Frame, Large, Round Eye !tubber, $1,00 ; $1.25 ; Shell, $3.00--tdoli

No.
A593. Offset 10 K., 1-10 Mountings   $1.00 Pex 0E,
A563. Offset 10 K., 1-30 Mountings 't  00 Pcx 0E,  4.50

NICKEL SILVER, MEDIUM GRADE
674,4. Riding Bow . . . . Frames . . . . .   $ I
66014. Straight . . . . . " I •"1
6s6. Eyeglass Adjustable " 1  70
685. Eyeglass Offset . . " 1  70

GOLD FILLED SKELETON EYEGLASS

THE SPENCER OPTICAL COMPANY I Maiden Lane



DROP US A POSTAL
WITH YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS. It will bring an answer telling you how
to obtain a profitable life income as the result of devoting a few minutes' spare time each

day to the study of OPTICS by our correspondence method, enabling you to prepare yourself as an exput

in fitting glasses. There is no more profitable profession for the time and money invested, as seven out of

every ten people need glasses. Write and secure our regular $25.00 College Course in Optics by cor-

respondence for only $8.00. Address,

AMERICAN OPTICAL COLLEGE
OLDEST CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL

OF OPTICS IN THE WORLD
DETROIT, MICH.

ENGRAVED SOUVENIR SPOONS Buildings, $3.50 per Des.
Names, 1.20
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4gThis exclusive fea-

t
ture e the Monarch

2 
Typewriter should
interest the business

man, because of its distinct commercial value to him ; it means
Monarch operators are able to produce more work in a day.
To the operator, Monarch Light Touch means an even day's
work, and " No 3 o'clock Fatigue," owing to the fact that it is
so much easier to operate than any other typewriter.
We welcome the opportunity to demonstrate this and many
other Monarch advancements, and solicit correspondence from
those interested.

ILLUSTRATED LITERATURE SENT ON REQUEST

The Monarch is made in regular carriage and several wide
carriage models - all shown in our literature, which is

gladly sent to all who write for it

The Monarch Typewriter Company
716 CHESTNUT STREET PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Executive Offices : Monarch Typewriter Bldg., 300 Broadway, New York

BRANCHES and DEALERS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

FRED. A. HASKELL
206 Weybosset St., Providence, R. I.

Don't let your Engraving work bother you !

Make it a source of profit-not loss !

If your engraving work is costing you too much money-if you

get your work out fast enough-we want to have you write us.

Tell us the volume of Engraving business you do in a year.

Tell us if you have more than one, how many Engravers you employ.

Then we'll write you a detailed letter.
We'll tell you how you can do more work and do better work-and

any clerk of average intelligence can get this work 0= you with a
NEW CENTURY Engraving Machine.

The NEW CENTURY Engraver is almost human.

It engraves on plain flat surfaces, inside of rings, in spoon

in the bottom of bon-bon dishes-anywhere that your customers want

Engraving done.
This machine is not complicated-nothing to get out of order.
If you'll send your name and address we'll gladly go into details

and mail you our handsomely illustrated catalogue-illustrating the many

different classes of work for which the NEW CENTURY is adapted.
Ask for the booklet-and our proposition !

I PAY THE HIGHEST PRICES for Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry.

Send stocks at once, no mutter how large or small, and get money by return mail.

National bank references upon request. If offer is not satisfactory will return goods.

EMIL NOEL, 541 E. 46th Place, CHICAGO, ILL.
If you should be in Chicago with your stock, make appointment with me

by residence telephone Drexel 5323, or office telephone Central 6909.

We have manufactured

The 0 Brand

Jewelers' Findings
(Jobbing Materials) for
51 years and our goods
are favorably known all
over the country. Order

Established 1858 them of your jobber, who
  will be pleased to serve
you, but be sure that the goods have the above )rand on them. Try our
Solder. Those who have used it tell us there is none better.-Very easy
flowing and has a fine color. Sample sent free on application.

GEO. H. FULLER & SON CO. 9 Pawtucket. FIltigrdOe RlYs 1:a d .

WE MAKE GOODS THAT SELL. SAEZ NrEUVIDLRLD 
TO US 

IT

OPERA, FIELD and MARINE GLASSES
WE ARE HEADQUARTERS

All the Leading Styles, in Pearl and Leather

Send for PRICE-LISTS

Also Lorgnettes, Reading Glasses and Optical Sundries

HANDY LAMP GASOLINE LIGHTING SYSTEM
The most practical invention since the introduction of Gasoline for
lighting purposes, satisfying a necessit y and overcotuing obstacles to
its use never before successful iy accomplished.

NEWARK BRUSH 
COMPANY

BRUSHES
12 GREEN 

STREET 
NEWARIC., N. J.

------_.

Polishing Set 
Complete, $2.00, 

Prepaid.

COTTON, BRISTLE 
AND FELT 

WATCH CASE 
BUFFS

FELT AND 
COTTON RING 

BUFFS

BRISTLE WASH 
AND END 

BRUSHES

FELT AND 
COTTON BUFFS

BRISTLE 
POLISHING BRUSH

ES

SATISFACTION 
GUARANTIGED OR 

MONEY 
REFUNDED

In Gold and Gold Filled Mountings
and with Rim or Frames

NOTE.-Wo make the full line of " Ilikit " Frames in 1, 0 and 00 eye interchangeable.

Gold Filled Rimless Mountings 1-10-12 K  $7.50 per Doz. '70e. per Pr.
Gold Filled Rimless Mountings 1-30-12 K  $7.00 per I )oz.

Solid 10 K. Gold Rimless Mountings   $1 5.00 per Doz. $1.40 per l'r.
Solid 10 K. Gold FRAMES .......... $34.00 par Doz. $5.00 per Pr.
Gold Filled FRAMES 1-i0-12 K  $10.50 per Doz. $1.00 per Pr.

Gold Filled FR A m Es 1-30-12 K.   $9.50 per Doz.
When one dozen or more are purchased at one tone we allow 10 per cent ow for cash.

GOLD FILLED 5194. 1-30 10 K., $4.00 ; Cable, $5.00 per Dozen
RIDING BOW 1594. 1-10 10 K., 5.38 ; " 6.38
MOUNTINGS I. 1,5594. 1-10 12 K., 5,75 ; " 6,75

CELLULOID READING GLASSES
HANDSOMEST AND STRONGEST MADE

Will Not Show Wear

Resembling Tortoise Shell and Onyx

We quote some sizes at the following rates :
214 2% 34 3% 4 44 inch
$5.00 $6.00 $7.50 $9.00 $10.50 $11.50 per dozen

Imported French Nickeled Reading Glasses

No. 805. Black Ebonized Handle.

1% 2 2% inch
$1.90 $2.12 $2.50 $3.22 $3.74 per dozen

3 3% 31/6 33-i 4 44 4t.4 inch
$4.04 $5.15 $5.74 $6 • 4 $7.25 $9.00 $10.50 per dozen

(bold Filled, Sterling Silver and (Mid Plated;
also set with Semi-Precious Stones

Each, $3.50 up
4  25 up
5.50 up
3  75 up

A SHADOWLESS 300-CANDLE POWER LIGHT

that can be turned up or down instantly, same as gas, or can be left
burning continuously, day or night , at a dim light of one (or low) can..

power, or less, at. almostno expense. It can be turned up instantly
to a dazzling, bright 300-candle power light that flood a 30-foot
room with light as bright as day at less than cent an hour.

IT WILL SAVE FIVE TIMES ITS COST

in a year over Kerosene, Gas or Elect Icily. The Handy
Lamp System is free front smoke, smell or danger. One
gallon of gasoline will last from 90 to 50 hours. It Is the elm-
plest and safestsystem everdevisecl, and it is equally attractive
and appropriate for use In the home, store, church or wher-
ever good light is needed. If you knew from acted experience
how handy, how economical and how sat isfactory this system isyou would not
be without one for telt times its cost. Write at once for K. S. Catalogue and
particulars. BRILLIANT GAS LAMP CO., Dept. 9, 42 State St., Chicago, III

SPECIAL OFEE.11.-One sample set of gold filled 12 " 1likit" mountings, etched on
lenses, in neat velvet-lined case for fitting, $8.50

GOLD FILLED
SPECTACLES

No. 1.0.00 Eye

Made by the IMPROVED
METHOD

EXTRA FINISH
IVELL TEMPERED
HIGHLY LUSTERED

No.
5524. 12 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Frames
5525. 12 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Cable "
5554. 14 h.., 1-10 Riding Bow
5555. 14 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Cable
F564. 10 K., 1-10 Riding Bow
F565. 10 K., 1-10 Itidi fig Bow Cable
5354. 10 K., 1-30 Riding Bow
5355. 10 K., 1-30 Riding Bow Cable

. . . . 5.40

. . . . 6.6()

. . . . 4.00
. . . 5.00

Sterling
sterling Gold Plated
I old Filled  
Genuine Gun Metal, Sterling Silver Fronts

CELLULOID LORGNETTES, from $1.20 up. A fine assortment in plain find pierced
designs; also set with semi-precious stones encrusted ill gold and silver

SPECIAL-Solid Gold Riding Bow Frani", 10 $o 3.K. From $321.705 Dozen

NEW IMPROVED LORING OPHTHALMOSCOPE, s'i;?"
LIBRARY SPECTACLES

No. 27. Frame, Large, Round Eye Rubber, $1.00 ; $1,20 ; Shell, $3.00-Each

GOLD FILLED SKELETON)0 EYEGLASSNo.
A503. Offset 10 K., 1-10 Mountings   $4.00
A563. Offset 10 K., 1-30 Mountings  l'ex OF,

NICKEL SILVER, MEDIUM GRA11;17 01-,
  $1.;;;56667(4)1g,.. 8Rtirdaiitgightllot.v : : . . Eratnes .

1
686. Eyeglass Adjustable " 1  70
685. Eyeglass Offset . . " 1  70

THE SPENCER OPTICAL COMPANY NERWail/ORK7j.S.A.



RELIANCE
PLATE

f nwooci Des!:yn.,

is afforded those who carry

Our restricted selling price walls off cut-throat competition.

ONEIDA COMMUNITY LTD.
ONEIDA, N.Y.


